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THE CENTURY DICTIONARY
PREPARED UNDER THE SUPERINTENDENCE OF

WILLIAM DWIGHT WHITNEY, PH. D., LL. D.

PROFESSOR OF COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY AND SANSKRIT m YALE UNIVERSITY

THE plan of "The Century Dictionary
" in- miliar examples are words ending in or or our ical arts and trades, and of the philological

eludes three things : the construction of a (as labor, labour), in er or re (as center, centre), sciences, an equally broad method has been

general dictionary of the English language in ize or ise (as civilize, civilise) ;
those having a adopted. In the definition of theological and

which shall be serviceable for every literary single or double consonant after an unaccented ecclesiastical terms, the aim ot the Dictionary

and practical use
;
a more complete collection vowel (as traveler, traveller), or spelled with e or has been to present all the special doctrines of

of the technical terms of the various sciences, with as or 03 (as hemorrhage, hannorrhage) ;
and the different divisions of the Church in such a

arts, trades, and professions than has yet been so on. In such cases both forms are given, manner as to convey to the reader the actual

a convenient book of general reference.
"

THE PRONUNCIATION reader, and also to aid the professional reader

jjaSSy^ZS^ZSfr^ No attempt has been made to record all thet^^SKSf^^
ord of all the noteworthy words wfiich have varieties ot popular or even educated utter- tion haa aiso been paid to the definitions of

been in use since English literature has ex-
a? e

'
or to report the determinations made by the principal terms of painting, etching, en-

isted especially of all that wealth of new words different recognized authorities. It has been g^^g and various other art-processes; of

and of applications of old words which has necessary rather to make a selection of words
architecture, sculpture, archfflology, decorative

sprung from the development of the thought
to *** * alternative pronunciations should be art ceramics, etc"; of musical terms, nautical

a'ndlife of
.

and military terms, etc.

lar oase
>
in view of the general analogies and ENCYCLOPEDIC FEATURES.a- tendencies, of>"*,<^!*Sg The ****< f * ******* and ied a

elude (in the one alphabetical order of the Die- b7 which the pronunciation is indicated is quite vocabul the introduction of special phrases,

tionary) abbreviations and such foreign words simple, avoiding over-refinement in the-dis-
and the fuli description of things often found

and phrases as have become a familial part of
crimination of sounds, and being designed to

essential to an ineligible definition of their

English speech.
e readily understood and used. (See Key to w j ha ^yen to thig Diction.

Pronunciation on back cover.)
ary aa^gUy encyclopedic character. It has,

THE ETYMOLOGIES. DEFINITIONS OF COMMON WORDS. however, been deemed desirable to go some-

The etymologies have been written anew on Tn the preparation of the definitions of com- w
.

flat further in this direction than these con-

a uniform plan, and in accordance with the es- mon words there has been at hand, besides ditions render strictly necessary.
tablished principles of comparative philology, the material generally accessible to students Accordingly, not only have many technical

It has been possible in many cases, by means of ^ language, a special collection of quota- matters been treated with unusual rullness,

of the fresh material at the disposal of the tions selected for this work from English books
but much practical information of a kind which

etymologist, to clear up doubts or difficulties of an kinds and of all periods of the language,
dictionaries have hitherto excluded has been

hitherto resting upon the history of particular wnich is probably much larger than any which added. The result is that The Century
words, to decide definitely in favor of one of has hitherto been made for the use of an English Dictionary" covers to a great extent the field

several suggested etymologies, to discard nu-
dictionary, except that accumulated for the of tne ordinary encyclopedia, with this prmci-

merous current errors, and to give for the first Philological Society of London. Thousands of Pal difference that the information given is

time the history of many words of which the non-technical words, many of them occurring
for the most part distributed under the mdi-

etymologies were previously unknown or erro- in the classics of the language, and thousands vidual words and phrases with which it is con-

neously stated. Beginning with the current of meanings, many of them familiar, which nected, instead of being collected under a lew

accepted form of spelling, each important word have not hitherto been noticed by the diction- general topics. Proper names, both biograph-
has been traced back through earlier forms to arjeg have in this way been obtained. The i al and geographical, are of course omitted, ex-

its remotest known origin. The various prefixes arrangement of the definitions historically, in cept as they appear in derivative adjectives, as

and suffixes useful in the formation of English the order in which the senses defined have en- Darwinian from Darwin, or Indian from India.

words are treated very fully in separate articles, tered the language has been adopted wher- The alphabetical distribution of the encyclo-

ever possible. pedic matter under a large number of words
HOMONYMS. iruc ,~.T ,,-IT A TH-IVTC wi11

!
^ is believed, be found to be particularly

Words of various oriein and meaning but
QUOIAllONb. helpful in the search for those details which

of the same spelling, have been distinguished on
T
n
h s

n
e
J;
orm a very Jarge coUecti?n (about are generally looked for in works of reference.

bv small Riinnrinr fi<rnrfis (l 2 3 Ptn > Tn 200,000), representing all periods and

numrrlng t^ese Lnfonyms
(

the rule ha^been"f f^^ U* atnf ' ^ ^^ ILLUSTRATIONS.

to give precedence to the oldest or the most of the language have been drawn upon, and The pictoriai iiiustrations have been so se-

familiar, or to that one which is most nearly jaluable
citations have been made from less

iected and executed as to be subordinate to the

English in origin. The superior numbers ap-
famous authors in all departments of htera- text wMle poS8essing a considerable degree of

ply not so much to the individual word as to ture. American writers especially are repre- ^dependent suggestiveness and artistic value.
the group or root to which it belongs, hence sen*ed 1?,?r,

ea*er Mness than in any similar To g oure technieal accuracy, the illustrations

the different grammatical uses of the same rk
;
A
^
st f

, fthor
?,
an

,

d
.
wor

.

k
^ ft?" have, as a rule, been selected by the specialists-

, ,, .. , ,

homonym are numbered alike when they are
l cited will be published with the con- in charge of the various departments, and have

separately entered in the Dictionary. Thus a cludmg pai in all cases been examined by them in proofs.
verb and a noun of the same origin and the DEFINITIONS OF TECHNICAL TERMS. The cuts number about six thousand.
same present spelling receive the same superior Much ce has been devoted to the special Mnn_ __
number. But when two words of the same form terms of the various sciences, fine arts, me- MODE OF ISSUE, PRICE, ETC.
and of the same radical origin now differ con- chanicai arts

, professions, and trades, and " The Century Dictionary
" will be comprised

siderablyin meaning, so as to be used as dif- much care has been bestowed upon their treat- in about 6,500 quarto pages. It is published
ferent words, they are separately numbered. ment- They have been collected by an extended by subscription and in twenty-four parts or

THP DRTHnrp APHY search through all branches of literature, with sections, to be finally bound into six quarto vol-
UUKAFHY. the design of providing a very complete and umes, if desired by the subscriber. These sec-

Of the great body of words constituting the many-sided technical dictionary. Many thpu- tions will be issued about once a month. The
familiar language the spelling is determined sands of words have thus been gathered which price of the sections is $2.50 each, and no
by well-established usage, and, however ac- have never before been recorded in a general subscriptions are taken except for the entire
cidental and unacceptable, in many cases, it dictionary, or even in special glossaries. To work.
may be, it is not the office of a dictionary Like the biological sciences a degree of promi- The plan for the Dictionary is more fully de-
this to propose improvements, or to adopt those nence has been given corresponding to the re- scribed in the preface (of which the above is in
which have been proposed and have not yet markable recent increase in their vocabulary, part a condensation), which accompanies the
won some degree of acceptance and use. But The new material in the departments of biology first section, and to which reference is made.
there are also considerable classes as to which and zoology includes not less than five thou- A list of the abbreviations used in the ety-
usage is wavering, more than one form being sand words and senses not recorded even in mologies and definitions, and keys to pronun
sanctioned by excellent authorities, either in special dictionaries. In the treatment of phy- ciations and to signs used in the etymologies.
this country or Great Britain, or in both. Fa- sical and mathematical sciences, of themechan- will be found on the back cover-lining.

THE CENTURY CO., )) EAST 17 ST., NEW YORK.
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X.O

-ptr^,'- trust

In ulU which a man doth not well inn Iceland, it i good
In leivr them to some friend of trunt and jndKiuent.

Bacon, Suitors (ed. 1887).

There Is not
In any rourt of Christendom a man
Kor quality or trttxt more absolute.

/'"/ 1 1 >\ c
1

* Sacrifice, i. 2.

Active or special trust (In >"' ' called necessary
IriiHl), a tniNt In which the trustee is clothed with some
.letual powiTi.l iliHpoMtion iir management which eannot
lie properly exercised without his having the legal estate
ana right of actual possession: as dintin^iiislied from a

nut/I. (ni*f, mi /,! I IfiKl
,
i>i ;i..'.wY< tru*t (in S<-"tx /-ri/'calleil

jtroprietary trust), where lln hn lie i intrniled to be
m. rely a figurehead to hold the apparent title, leaving the
use or control t<> the beneficiary. Naked or passive trusts
in land arc now generally superseded by the rule (Intro-
duced originally by the statute of uses (see use), and ex-
tended in tlie(

r
nitcd States by statutes of trusts)that, when

i peiMin attempt* to create such a trust, no estate vests
In the inisiee, Imt the entire and absolute estate vests In
the intended hcncMciary.- Breach Of trust. See breach.
Charitable Trusts Acts, see r/mninbl,: Con-

structive trust, the legal relation similar to an ex-

press trust which arises upon circumstances which ought
in equity to be dealt with as if there were a trust, irre-

spective of whether one was Intended or not : thus, where
a guardian transfers property of the ward without re-

ceiving an equivalent, the person receiving it may be
made accountable as holding in trust for the ward by
construction of law, irrespective of whether he intended
to receive it for the ward's benefit or not. Declara-
tion of trust. See declaration Deed of trust. See
deed. Executed trust, (a) Technically, an express
trust the objects and administration of which are so fully
designated as to require no further act on the part of the
creator of the trust to define the duty of the trustee, as

distinguished from an executory trust, or one in which the
instrument of creation reserves the declaration of the uses
or some part thereof for further instructions, (b) A trust
is also said to be executed when the trustee has performed
his entire duty. (IT) When the instrument creating a trust
in land has the effect by virtue of the statute of uses of

vesting the entire estate In the intended beneficiary, the
trust is said to be executed by the statute. Express trust,
a trust which is created or declared in express terms, ana
usually, but not always, In writing, as distinguished from
an implied trust, or one the existence of which is inferred
from the conduct of the parties or the circumstances of
the case. The phrase implied trust is sometimes loosely,
hut not improperly, applied to those constructive trusts In
which there may be circumstances indicating that perhaps
the parties intended a trust rather than a fraud. Im-
plied trust. See express trust. In trust, as a trust ; as
a charge ; for safe-keeping, or for the use of another to
whom account is due. Loan and trust company. See
ini n I,-, 4. Naked trust, a nominal or ostensible trust;
a trust in which the trustee is not clothed with the right
of possession or control. By the statute of uses, such
trusts In land are executed, that Is to say, the legal title is

declared by law to be In the beneficiary, who has the right
of possession and control, notwithstanding the contrary
Intent of the Instrument creating the trust On trust,
on credit; without present payment or security for pay-
ment : as, to buy on trust; to conduct one's business on
trust. Passive trust. See active trust. Private trusts.
See pricale. Proprietary trust. See active trust.

Public trust, sec public. Resulting trust, a trust
which is conclusively Implied by rules ol law from given
circumstances; more specifically, that species of con-
structive trust which arises in favor of one who pays the

price for real property on its conveyance to another.
When one person obtained title to land for a considera-
tion paid by another, the courts of chancery thus held the
former to be a trustee of the property for the latter. By
statute in many of the United States this result Is pre-
cluded, except where the person paying is ignorant that
the title is so taken, or where the claim to reach the prop-
erty is made by his creditors. Special trust. See

special. Spendthrift trust, a trust authorizing the
trustees to pay the income for life to one person, the

principal being given over to another on his death : so
called under systems of law, as in Pennsylvania, which
protect such income against claims of creditors. To
run in trust', to run in debt; get credit. Webster.

Trust certificate, one of the certificates issued by the
committee of trustees formed for the control of several

corporations, showing the Interest on profits accepted
by one who was a stockholder In one of such corpora-
tions, upon surrendering his stock. See def. 7. Trust
deed, a conveyance in trust. More specifically (o) A
deed by a debtor conveying property to a person as
trustee for payment of his debts, (b) A deed conveying
property to a creditor in trust to sell and pay himself
ana restore the residue: a kind of mortgage. Trust
estate, an estate under the management of a trustee or

trustees; or an estate given to be held In trust. Trust
ex maleficlo, any constructive trust arising by reason
of wrong-doing or Intentional fraud on the part of the

person charged as trustee, as where an attorney obtains
title to his client's property in violation of duty. = Syn.
1 and 2. Faith, credence, assurance, dependence, expecta-
tion.

II. a. Held in trust: as, trust property; trust

money.
trust 1

(trust), r. [Also, in a sense now differ-

entiated, tryst, q. v. ; < ME. trusten, trosten, also

tnmtii = M 1). l'). troosfen = MLG. trosten = OHG.
trosten, MHG. tra>sten, G. trosten, comfort, eon-

sole, = Icel. ti-ri/xtii, refl., trust to, rely on, =
Sw. triistu, comfort, = Dan. tn'iste, comfort, for-
tn'iste, confide; from the noun.] I. trans. 1.

To place or repose confidence in (a person);
rely upon ; depend upon.

Not withstondcng I wote wele what ye rnene,
But (route me wele it goo not as ye wene.

Gcntrydo (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1624.

409

i;-, I ::

I have a mistress, and she has a heart,
Slie si)*; hut, triint me. it is shin.-, ho lietltT.

Ilrau. ami /'/., M.ii.l H Tragedy, I. 1.

You would have trutttd me
Once, but the time is alter'd.

/<ran. mi'/ /'/., Maid's Tragedy, Iv. 2.

To him thus Nestor: Trust the powVs above,
\<T think pioii'l Hector's hopes contlrm'd by Jove.

Pope, Iliad, x. 114.

The lower races . . . can seldom In -trn,!,-,! In their sto-

ries of long-past ages. E. B. Tylor, Prim. Culture, I. 35.

2. To believe; credit; receive with credence,
as a statement, assertion, or the like.

Whim Irittrlh this Y holde him wode (mull.
I'aUadiui, Husbondrle(E. E. T. S.), p. 31.

If he be credulous and trust my tale,

I'll make him glad to seem Vlncentlo.

Shale., T. of the 8., Iv. 2. 67.

3. To intrust: with iritli before the object con-
li.leil.

I will rather trust a Flemmlng with my butter.

Shak., M. W. of W., II. 2. 816.

Whom with your power and fortune, sir, you trust,
Now to suspect Is vain. Dryden.

4. To commit, consign, or allow with confi-
dence

; permit to be in some place, position, or

company, or to do some particular thing, with-
out misgiving or fear of consequences : as, to
trust one's self to another's guidance.

I wonder men dare (nut themselves with men.
Shak., T. of A., L 2. 44.

Fool'd and beguiled ; by him thou, I by thee,
To trust thee from my side. Milton, P. L., x. 881.

I did not choose to trust these letters with our Iwatman.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 108.

Merchants were not willing to trust precious cargoes to

any custody but that of a man-of-war. Macatday.

5. To give credit to
; supply with goods or some-

thing of value in the expectation of future pay-
ment.
He that is a great gamester may be trusted for a quarter's

board at all times. Deleter, Gull's Hornbook, p. 126.

It was your old mercer Shortyard, that you turned off a

year ago, because he would trust you no longer.
Vanbruffh, Journey to London, iv. 1.

6. To entertain a lively hope; feel sure ; expect
confidently : followed by a clause.

And we trusted to haue reched to ye Yle of Melyda for
our herboroughe the same nyght, but the wynde was so
scarse that we were put bak to the Yle of Medzo.

Sir It. Guylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 74.

Oh yet we trust that somehow good
Will be the final goal of 111.

Tennyson, In Memoriain, llv.

IJ. intrans. 1. To repose confidence; place
faith or reliance ; rely : with on or in.

But who may beste blglle If hym liste

Than he on whom men weneth best to trifle.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1267.

He Is a morefoole then any mute best
That trustith on the [fortune], or in thy behest!

Horn, of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), I. 270.

Trust in the Lord, and do good. Ps. xxxvil. 3.

Alb. Well, yon may fear too far.

/.'mi. safer than tr'att too far.

Shak., Lear, 1. 4. 351.

2. To give credit for something due; sell on
credit: as, to trust recklessly.
Should we see the value of a German prince's ransom

gorgeously attiring each of our belle-dames, if neither mer-
chant, butcher, brewer, . . . would trust f

Brooke, Fool of Quality, xvl.

To trust to (or unto t,
to depend or rely on ; have confi-

dence in.

The men of Israel . . . trusted unto the Hers in wait.

Judges xx. 36.

The mouse that always trust* to one poor hole
Can never be a mouse of any soul.

Pope, Wife of Bath, I. 298.

Bunyan had a trade to which he could trust, and the

young woman had been trained up in the way she should
go. Southey, Bunyan, p. 14.

trust-t. An obsolete spelling of trussed, preterit
and past participle of truss,

trustee (trus-te'), [< trust1 + -eel.'} i. A
person to whom property or funds have been
committed in the belief and trust that he will
hold and apply the same for the benefit of those
who are entitled, according to an expressed in-

tention, either by the parties themselves, or by
the deed, will, settlement, or arrangement o'f

another; also, by extension, a person held ac-
countable as if he were expressly a trustee in
law. Compare niiiirilinii. i'.

I have made over all my Wealth to these
Honest Gentlemen ; they are my Trustees.

Ktherege, Love in a Tub, Epll.

Philip's mother's trustee was answerable to Philip for
his property. Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

Their (the clergy's) gigantic wealth was in a great de-
gree due to the legacies of those who regarded them as
the trustees of the poor. Lecky, Europ. Morals, II. 89.

trusty

2. In tin- I'nitfd Sliiti's, n ]!.mi in v,

hitiiils the rlTei'ts of another an- attached in

tin\tii /Him i ~i-c the phi-.-iM- lieluwj. Trustee
Churches Act. see ,-hnrrii. Trustee of bankrupt's
estate. Same Mas*iynrcintia>Jmiptctt(*iii<)i -

,
meter

assignee).- Trustee process, a HK>- i 'iientof

right!* of action of a debtor or property belonging t him
in the hands of a third person, by making tl<

him or the third person, as the case may be, a party to th.

proceedings, so as to charge him with the money or the

property as a trust for the attaching creditor of the debt-
or (equivalent to the process known In Kngllsh law u
foreign attachment). It is called trustee process In some
Jurisdictions, as distinguishing It from attachments which
.n to the length of taking the aald property or fund into
the actual custody of the law by seizure.

trustee (trus-te'), r. /. [< trustee, .] To at-

tach by a trustee process. See truster, n., 3.

trusteeship (trus-te 'ship), M. [< trustee +
-uli

ili.'] The office or functions of a trustee,

truster (trus'ter), H. [< trust 1 + -cr 1
.] 1. One

who trusts or relies, or who accepts a thing as
true

;
a believer.
Nor shall you do mine ear that violence
To make It truster of your own report
Against yourself. Shak., Hamlet, i. >. 172.

2. One who trusts or gives credit ; a creditor.

Bankrupt*, hold fast;
Rather than render back, out with your knives,
And cut your trusters' throats !

Shak., T. of A., Iv. 1. 10.

3. Tn .svvifx line, one who grants a trust deed:
the correlative of trustee.

trustful (trust 'ful), . [< trustl + -fill.] 1.
Full of trust; confiding: as, a person of a trust-

ful disposition.

Consider, again, how much that is loveable and praise-
worthy and energetic for good In Individuals springs from
the trustful and affectionate element in our nature.

a. X. Oxcnham, Short Studies, p. 263.

2f. Worthy of trust; faithful; trusty. SUini-
litirst.

trustfully (trust'ful-i), adv. In a trustful man-
ner.

trustfulness (trust'ful-nes), H. The state or
character of being trustful.

trustlly (trus'ti-li), adv. [< ME. truslily, tris-

tiliclie; < trusty + -ly'
2
.] 1. In a trusty mau-

uer. (a) Faithfully ; honestly.

Thus having her restored trustily,
As he had vow'd, some small continuance
He there did make. Spenser, F. ()., VI. ill. 19.

('in On trustworthy information ; with certainty.

Then I sent for the printer of this book, . . . requiring
him that I might have some servant of his to watch him
[a suspected person] faithfully that day, that I might un-
derstand trustily to what place he would repair at night
unto. Harmon, Caveat for Cursetora, p. 59.

(et) Courageously ; stoutly.

Than turned thel titli ajen <t trustili gon figt.
William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), I. 3904.

trustiness (trus'ti-nes), M. The quality of be-

ing trusty; especially, that quality of a person
by which he deserves the confidence of others;
fidelity; faithfulness; honesty.

If the good qualities which lie dispersed among other
ereatures, innocence in a sheep, trustiness In a dog, are

singly commendable, how excellent Is the mind which en-
nobles them into virtues ! K. Grew, Cosmologla Sacra.

trusting (trus'ting), ji. n. Trustful ; confiding,
trustingly (trus'ting-li), adr. In a trusting
manner; with trust or implicit confidence,

trustless (trust'les), a. [< trust 1 + -less.] Not
worthy of trust; unfaithful; delusive; treach-
erous.
To catche ech trutUeste traytor, see thou faythfull doe re-

mayne. llabees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 101.

O ! IrustlesM state of miserable men,
That bullde your htU on hope of earthly thing.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 197.

The trustless wings of false desire. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 2.

trustlessness (trust'les-nes), n. The state or
character of being trustless; unworthiness of
trust.

trustworthiness (trust'wer'THi-nes), . The
state or character of being trustworthy.
The properties which constitute trustuvrthinea In a

mass of evidence are two, correctness and completeness.
Bentham, Judicial Evidence, I. ii.

In the trial of Reason versus Perception, Reason claims
superior truttuvrthiness.

H. Spencer, Prln. of Psycho!., | 391.

trustworthy (tnist'wer'THi), a. [< iriufl +
inirtlii/.'] Worthy of trust or confidence; trusty;
reliable ; that may be relied on.

The greatest advantage which a government can ponen
is to be the one tnittuvrthy government in the midst of
Kovernments which nobody can trust.

Macaulau, Lord Olive.
= Syn. Faithful, honest.

trusty (trus'ti i. ./. iiml ii. [< ME. triixti/. frosty,
ixti/. tri-xty (=Dan. troatig, confident); < trust1



trusty

+ J/
1
.] I. ft. 1. True; trustworthy; faithful:

that may be implicitly confided in : applied to

persons : as, a trusty servant.

Use careful watch, choose trusty sentinels.

Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 54.

2. Not liable to fail
;
that may be relied upon,

as in an emergency ; strong ;
firm : applied to

things : as, a trusty sword.
The neighing steeds are to the chariots tied,
The trmlij weapon sits on every side.

Dryden, ^Eneid, vii. 886.

3f. Trusting; trustful.

He [who is born under Mercury] wilhe (soe his state there-

by may mend)
Apt to deceive even his most trusty friend.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 115.

4. Involving trust and responsibility. [Bare.]
It were fit you knew him, lest ... he might at some

great and trustu business in a main danger fail you.
Shak., All's Well, iii. 6. 16.

II. ', pi- trusties (-tiz). A trusty person;

specifically, a well-behaved and trustworthy
convict to whom special privileges are granted.

By far the greater number of criminals confined in the

jails of the far West are there for a class of offenses pecu-
liar to the country. They are men dangerous in one di-

rection, perhaps, but generally not depraved. The trus-

ties are often domesticated upon ranches near the town,
and apparently are unwatched, and on the best of terms
with the ranchman's family. The Century, XXXVII. 448.

trut, inter/. [ME. trut, also ptrupt, ptrot, <

OF. trut, an interj. of contempt. Cf. te 4
.]

An interjection of contempt. Prompt. Parv.,

p. 415.

truth (troth), . [Also, in a form now differen-

tiated, troth, q. v.; <ME. truthe, treuthe, trewthe,

treuwethe, treouthe, treowthe, etc., also trouthe,

trou-the, < AS. treowthu, tredwth (treowth-,

treoth-) (= OHG. *triuwida, in comp., = Icel.

tryggth), truth, faith; with formative -th, <

treowe, true: see true.] 1. The state or char-
acter of being true ; trueness. (a) Conformity of

thought with fact ; conformity of a judgment, statement,
or belief with the reality; exact correspondence of sub-

jective and objective relations.

All admit that by truth is understood a harmony, an
agreement, a correspondence between our thought and
that which we think about. This definition we owe to the
schoolmen. "Veritas intellectus," says Aquinas, "estadse-

quatio intellectus et rei, secundum quod intellectus dicit

essequod est, vel non esse quod non est."

Sir W. Hamilton, Logic, xxvii.

In common life we call truth the agreement between an
object and our conception of the object We thus pre-
suppose an object to which our conception must conform.
In the philosophical sense of the word, on the other hand,
truth may be described, in a general and one-sided way,
as the agreement of the subject-matter of thought with it-

self. Hegel, Logic (tr. by Wallace), p. 43.

(&) The state of being made true or exact ; exact conform-
ity to a model, rule, or plan; accuracy of adjustment;
exact adaptation.

Ploughs, to go true, depend much on the truth of the
iron-work. Mortimer, Husbandry.
Most gun-stocks are twisted over that is to say, the

toe of the butt is more out of truth with the barrels than
the heel. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 432.

(c) In the^ne arts, the proper and correct representation
of any object in nature, or of whatever subject may be
under treatment; specifically, in arch., avoidance of de-
ceits in construction or decoration, as of non-concordauce
of apparent and real structure, or of imitation of stone or
marble in paint or plaster.

The agony of the Laocoon, the action of the Discobulus,
the upspringing of the Mercury, are all apparently real in
their action by the innate truth of their conformation.
. . . Truth is therefore the highest quality in Art.

FairhoU, Diet. Terms of Art.

In truth and skill of modelling even the sculptures of
Chartres and St. Denis, which are a century earlier in date,
surpass those of Wells.

C. H. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 286.

(<J) Habitual disposition to speak only what is true ; vera-
city ; purity from falsehood

; truthfulness ; sincerity ; up-
rightness ; honesty : as, a man of truth.

For als longe as zee ben bounden to gedere in places
that is to seyne, in Love, in Trouthe, and in gode Accord

no man schalle ben of powere to greve zou.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 229.

Love is all truth. Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 804.

(e) Disposition to be faithful ; fidelity ; constancy.
Long since we were resolved of your truth.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 4. 20.

Now I shall try thy truth. If thou dost love me
Thou weigh'st not any thing compar'd with me.

Keau. and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, ii. 1.

Alas ! they had been friends in youth ;

But whispering tongues can poison truth.

Coleridge, Christabel, ii.

(/) The state of not being counterfeited or adulterated
genuineness; purity.

The truth of thy love to me.
Shak., As you Like it, i. 2. 13.

4. Ihat which is true, (a) Fact; reality; verity
as, a lover of truth : often personified.

"Sygrem," he seid, "to yow I will not leyne
1 shall yow telle the trouth of this mater."

Oenerydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2284.
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Deame thee best in euery doute

Tyl the trouthe be tryed oute.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 332.

You peradventure think aptness and ableness all one
;

whereas the truth is that, had we kept our first ableness,

grace should not need. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

For my mouth shall speak truth. Prov. viii. 7.

For truth is truth

To the end of reckoning. Shak., M. for M., v. 1 . 45.

Oh, Truth, thou art a mighty conqueress !

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iv. 3.

Truth is the most unbending and uncompliable, the
most necessary, firm, immutable, and adamantine thing in

the world. Cudivorth, Morality, IV. v. 3.

Kant regards it as a duty owed to oneself to speak the

truth, because " a lie is an abandonment or, as it were,
annihilation of the dignity of man."

H. Sidywick, Methods of Ethics, p. 292.

(b) A verified fact ; a true statement or proposition ; an
established principle, fixed law, or the like.

Fundamental truths, . . . like the lights of heaven, are
not only beautiful and entertaining in themselves, but give
light and evidence to other things that without them
could not be seen.

Locke, Conduct of the Understanding, 43.

(c) That which is righteous or in accordance with the
divine standard.

He that doeth truth cometh to the light, that his deeds

may be made manifest, that they are wrought in God.
John iii. 21.

3f. Faith pledged ; pledge; troth. See troth.

I'll give thee the truth of my right hand ;

The truth of it I'll freely gie.

Young Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 4).

Cartesian criterion of truth. See Cartesian. Com-
plex truth. See complex. Contingent truth, a truth
which is not absolute, but contingent on something else.

Criterion of truth. See criterion. Ethical truth.
See ethical. Fewness and trutht. See fewness. Foi-
mal, fundamental, gospel truth. See the adjectives.

God's truth. See God'. Immediate truths. See

immediate,*. In truth, truly ; infact; also, sincerely.

Logical, material, objective truth. See the adjectives.
Of a truth, of truth, in truth ; in reality ; certainly.

Ffor of trewthe he ys not content with no man that ys
famyliar with the company that ys at the Rodes, ffor that
hell broude takys them as hys mortall enimies.

Torkington, Diarie of Eng. Travell, p. 22.

Of a truth it is good to be with good people.
Thackeray, Virginians, xxiii.

Physical, pure, real, secondary, transcendental,
etc., truth. See the adjectives. = Syil. See reality!.

truth (troth), v. t. [< truth, n.'] To affirm or
declare truthfully. [Rare.]

The ancients
Who chatted of the golden age feigned trifles.

Had they dreamt this, they would have truth'd it heaven.

Ford, Fancies, ii. 2.

truthful (troth'ful), a. [< truth + -ful.~\ 1.

Full of truth
; habitually speaking the truth ;

veracious.

The perfectly truthful man cannot entertain the pro-
posal to say what is false.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 666.

2. Conformable to truth
; correct; true: as, a

truthful statement. =Syn. Sincere, honest, candid,
frank, open, ingenuous, artless, guileless.

truthfully (troth'fiil-i), adv. In a truthful man-
ner; with truth.

truthfulness (troth'ful-nes), n. The character
of being truthful : as, the truthfulness of a per-
son or of a statement.
truthiness (tro'thi-nes), . Truthfulness.

[Bare.]
Truthiness is a habit, like every other virtue. There I

hold by the Peripatetics. Nodes Ambrosianse, Feb., 1832.

truthless (trSth'les), a. [< truth + -less. Cf.

trothless.'] 1. Lacking truth
; lacking reality ;

untrue. 2. Faithless.
Cast all your eyes

On this what shall I call her? truthless woman !

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v. 1.

truthlessness (troth'les-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being truthless.

truth-lover (troth'luv"er), n. One devoted to
the truth.

Truth-teller was our England's Alfred named
;

Truth-lover was our English Duke.
Tennyson, Death of Wellington, vii.

truthnesst (troth'nes), n. Truth. Marston.
[Bare.]

truth-plightt (troth'plit), !'. [< ME. truthplyten,
truplyten; < truth +plightf. Cf. troth-plight.'] To
pledge one's faith

; betroth ;
affiance. Prompt.

Parv., p. 504.

truth-teller (troth'tel"er), H. One who tells
the truth. See the quotation under truth-lover.

truth-writ (troth'rit), a. Truthfully written.

George Eliot. [Bare.]
truthy (tro'thi), a. [< truth + -yi.] Truthful

;

veracious. [Rare.]
They would have a more truthy import than what at

present they convey.
W. 0. Paltgrave, Central and Eastern Arabia, I. ix.

try

trutinatet (tro'ti-nat), r. t. [< L. trutinatus, pp.
of trutinare, trutinari, weigh, balance, < tntii-

na, < G-r. -pmdvn, a balance, a pair of scales.]
To weigh ;

balance.

Madam, sayes he, be pleas'd to trutinate

And wisely weigh your servants gracefull voyce.
Whiting, Albino and Bellama (1(138), p. 10. (Nares.)

trutinationt (tro-ti-na'shon), 11. [< trutinate +
-ton.] The act of weighing; examination by
weighing.
Men may mistake if they distinguish not the sense of

levity unto themselves, and in regard of the scale or deci-

sion of trutination. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

truttat (trut'a), H. [ML.: see trout.] Same as

trout.

truttaceous (tru-ta'shius), a. [< ML. trutta, a

trout, + -aceons.] Of or pertaining to the trout;

resembling a trout: as, a truttaceous fish.

truwet, . and . A Middle English form of

true.

try (tri), v.; pret. and pp. tried, ppr. trying.

[Early mod. E. also trie, trye ; < ME. trien, tryen,

trigeti, < OF. trier, pick, choose, separate, cull,

orig. thresh (grain), = Pr. trim', separate, pick,
choose, thresh (grain), = It. tritare, thresh,

grind, bruise, wear, < ML. tritare, rub, thresh,

freq. of L. terere, pp. tritus, rub, thresh : see
trite1:] I. trans. If. To separate, as what is

good from what is bad; separate by sifting;
sift.

The wylde corne, beinge in shape and greatnesse lyke to

the good, if they be mengled, with great difficultie wyll be

tryed out. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 14.

Hence (a) To select; cull; pick out.

The kinges sone aswithe let sembul miche puple,
& triged him to a tidi ost of the tidegist burnes.

WUKam of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3556.

(6) To ascertain by sifting or examination. Alisaunder of
Macedoine (E. E. T. S.), 1. 761.

Master More was once sent in commission into Kent, to

help to try out, if it might be, what was the cause of Good-
win Sands. Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

2. To separate (metal) from the ore or dross by
melting; refine; assay. [Not a technical use.]

Silver tried in a furnace of earth, purified seven times.
Ps. xii. 6.

The fire seven times tried this
;

Seven times tried that judgement is

That did never choose amiss.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 9. 63.

3. To separate or reduce by boiling or steam-

ing; render: generally with out : as, to try out
lard or blubber.

Aysell and wyne eke oute of hem men trie.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S. ), p. 53.

Palm. All my fat Oxen and Sheep are melted to this

[money], Gentlemen.
Whead. Their Grease is well try'd, Sir.

Etherege, Love in a Tub, ii. 3.

4. To put to the test or proof ; subject to ex-

perimental treatment, comparison with a stan-

dard, or the like, in order to determine the truth,
accuracy, power, strength, speed, fitness, or
other quality of

;
test ; prove : as, to try weights

and measures
;
to try a new invention

;
to try

conclusions
;
to try one's patience, or one's luck.

This word of God trieth all doctrine.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 9.

It is a true Observation that, among other effects of Af-

fliction, one is to try a Friend. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 55.

If God come to trie our constancy, we ought not to

shrink, or stand the lesse firmly for that
Milton, Church-Government, i. 7.

Had we no other way of trying the continuance of God's
goodness to us but by exercising his patience by our
greater provocations? Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. i.

Your Goblin's Skill shall now be try'd.

Congreve, An Impossible Thing.

5. To use, apply, or practise tentatively; ex-

periment with : as, to try a new remedy ; also,
to experiment upon ;

treat tentatively.
A bulbe of sqylle eke summen wol devyde,
And ther into this plannte of fig-tree trie,
And bynde it so therto that it abyde.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 124.

He [a hare] was ill three days, during which time I nursed
him, . . . and by ... trying him with a variety of herbs
restored him to perfect health.

Cowper, Treatment of Hares.

If that child were mine, Francis, I should try her with
a little taraxacum.

Mrs. Annie Edwardes, Ought we to Visit her? xi.

The artist sometimes tried an attitude on a grouping,
and then, dissatisfied with the effect, abandoned it.

Harrison and Verrall, Ancient Athens, p. cxi.

6. To endeavor experimentally to find out.

We are four damsels sent abroad,
To the east, west, north, and south,
To try whose fortune is so good
To find these champions forth.

Robin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 412).



try
But try with me, whether Heav'na bridle will

Not curb your l-ady's fierce carter t<> ln-11.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, II. 100.

O make me
try,

By sleeping, what it in to <li<-.

fiir T. ISn,i;i,; Itrliilii. M.-.lii'l, II. 12.

He tried the effect of fmM n* ami nu.-naces. Frowns .UH!

mOKOM tUUd, Macaulay, Hint. F.TIK., vii.

7. To experience; have knowledge of by ex-

perience.
Or try the Libyan heat or Scythian cold. l>ryden.

8. Toundertake; attempt; essay.
Let us ' > >< advent'ruus work. Milton, P. L., x. 264.

I'll couch me here till evening gray,
Then darkling In/ my dangerous way.

Hrit, L. of the L., Iv. 28.

9. To examine judicially; bring or set before
a court with evidence or argument, or both, for

a final judicial determination ; submit to the
examination and decision or sentence of a judi-
cial tribunal : as, to try a case

;
to try a pris-

oner. The word is used In law with reference to the is-

sues raised by the pleadings, not with reference to motions
and other interlocutory questions.

I do not deny,
The jury, passing on the prisoner's life,

May in the sworn twelve nave a thief or two
nulltler than him they try.

Shale.. M. for M., ii. 1. 21.

Why, he was tried at York for stealing a coral and bells

from the Mayoress's baby.
D. Jerrold, Men of Character, Job I'ippins, v.

10. To bring to a decision ; determine ;
settle :

hence, to decide by combat.
Nlcanor . . . durst not try the matter by the sword.

2 Mac. xiv. 18.

That's a question : how shall we try it?

Shot., C. of E., v. 1. 421.

The quarrel shall soon be try'd.
Robin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 415).

11. To bear hardly upon; subject to trials or

suffering; afflict: as, the family has been sore-

ly tried. 12. To strain: as, to try the eyes.
13. To incite to wrong; tempt; solicit.

In part she is to blame that has been try'd ;

He comes too near, that eomes to be deny'd.
Lady M. W. Montagu, The Lady's Resolve.

14f. To invite; escort.

Thane gerte he in his awene tente a table be sette,
And tryede in with tromppez traraillede blernec;
Scrfede them solempnely with selkouthe metez.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.X 1. 148.

15. In joinery, to dress with a trying-plane.
See tn/hifi-plaiie To try a fall 8ee/oi.-To try
conclusions with a person. See conclusion. To try
it on the other leg. See ley -To try on. (a) To put
on, as a garment, iu order to test the fit, etc.

The daughters only tore two pair of kid-leather gloves,
with trying 'em on. Conyreoe, Old Bachelor, iv. 8.

(b) To attempt; undertake. [Slang.)

It wouldn't do to try it on there. Dickens.

To try one's hand, one's lungs, etc. See the nouns.

II. intraiis. 1. To exert strength; make an

effort; endeavor; attempt : as, to try for a situ-

ation.

If at first you don't succeed, Try, try again.
Old tang.

2. To And or show what a person or a t

is; prove by experience ;
make or hold a trial.

Well, Time is the old justice that examines all such of-

fenders, and let Time try. Shak.
,
As you Like it, iv. 1. 204.

3f. ffaut., to lie to in a gale under storm-sails so
as to keep a ship's bow to the sea.

Down with the topmast: yare! lower, lower! Bring
her to try with main course. Shak., Tempest, I. 1. 37.

When the barke had way, we cut the hawser, and so gate
the sen to our friend, and tryed out al that day with our
maine corse. IIakluyt'8 Voyayes, I. 277.

To try back, (a) To go back, as in search of a road that
one haa missed ; revert* as in conversation, in order to re-

cover some point that one has missed; hark back.

She was marvellously quick to discover that she was
astray and try bade. Lever, Davenport Dunn, xi.

The leading hounds . . . are trying back.
T. Hughe*, Tom Brown at Rugby, L 7.

Would it not l>e well then to try back ? to bear in mind,
as the first and most fundamental truth of all, that meat
is suitable for grown men, that milk is suitable for babes?

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 812.

(ft) In angling, to fish again over a pool or stream where
the fish have refused to bite before, as with a different
cast of flies, from another direction with regard to the
wind or sun, et<\ : also used transitively: as, to try back
the water. To try out. (a) To separate, as fat or grease
from a substance roasted, boiled, or steamed : as, the
grease trie* out of ham in cooking. Hence (6) To Iran

sudc, or ooze out, as sweat: as. the perspiration is trying
out of him. [Low, New Eng. ] Trying UP, in '

the operation of taking off a. sli:ivin extending the entire

length of the stnif. Trying-up machine, a planing-
Miiirhine used for trying up scantling. = 8yn. 1. To seek,
t-s-:i\ . strive.

try (tri), n. [< try, r.] 1. The act of trying;
a trial: experiment; effort.
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This breaking of his has been but a try for his friends.

Shak.. T. of A.. V. I. II.

Don't give It up yet ; ... let's have a try for him.
Mn. Gatkell, Mary Barton, xxvil.

The rock lies within a few feet of the surface, and any
buildings that may have existed upon it have totally dis-

appeared. A fresh try was made for tombs In a large field

to the north of the same road.

Amer. Jour. Archaol., VL 858.

2. In foot-ball, in the liugby game, the right
to carry the ball in front of tne goal and try to

kick a goal. When goals are equal, the game
is decided by the majority of tries. 3. A sieve

;

riddle; screen. [Prov. Eng.]
They will not pass through the holes of the sieve, rud-

die, or try, if they be narrow.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 86. (Trench.)

tryable, . See triable.

try-cock (tri'kok), M. A gage-cock,
tryet, '' An obsolete spelling of try.

tryet, [< ME. trie, tryt; < OF. trie, pp. of trier,

pick, choose: see try, r.] Choice; select; ap-
proved; excellent.

Sugre that Is so trye. Chaucer, Sir Thopas, L 14S.

Those hands of gold,
And eke her feete, those feete of silver tnje.

Spenter.Tt. Q., V. ii. 26.

tryedt, " An obsolete spelling of tried.

Trygon 1
(tri'gon), M. [NL.(Geoffroy St. Hilaire,

1809, from Adanson's manuscript), < L. trygon.
< Gr. Tpvyfav, a sting-ray: said to be so named
from the expansive pectoral fins, likened to a
dove's wings; a transferred use of rpvyuv, a
dove. Compare similar use of angel-fish, and
see Trygon?.] In iehth., a genus of rays, giv-
ing name to the family Trygonidte ; the

sting-
rays, having the long slender lash-like tail

armed with a strong serrated spine near the
base. These rays attain a large size and abound in warm
seas. The genus is also called Dasybatiut (\\a\\tAtim, 1793\
a name varying to Dasyati* (Rafinesque, 1810), Dwrtbatix

(Garman), and Dasybatig (Jordan). See cut under fling-ray.

Trygon2 (tri'gon), n. [NL., < Gr. rpi^wv, a

dove.] In ornith., a monotypic genus of Papuan
pigeons, based by Hombron and Jacquinot in

1846 (in the form Trugon) upon T. terreslrix, and
subsequently variously applied.
Trygonidae (tri-gpn'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Trygon
+ -Mse. ] A family of batoia elasmobrauchiate
fishes, whose typical genus is Trygon; the

sting-rays. The tail is armed with a sharp serrated

spine or spines capable of inflicting a severe wound.
The genera are about 10 and the species 50 in number :

they are ovovlviparous, and found in most warm seas,
some of them reaching comparatively high latitudes, and
others inhabiting fresh waters of Central and South Amer-
ica. The family is also called Dasybatida. See Trygon,
and cut under tting-ray.

try-house (tri'hous), . A building or shed in

which oil is extracted from blubber, or in which
lard or the like is rendered.

trying (tri'ing),p. a. [Ppr. of try, .] Of a
kind to test severely or thoroughly ; difficult;
severe: as, a trying ordeal; trying circum-

stances; a color trying to one's complexion.
He was restless as well as idle, a combination which is

more trying to the peace of your housemates than any
other can be. Mrs. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, I.

Lg-plane (tri'ing-plan),
w. In joinery, a

plane, used after the jack-plane, for taking off

a shaving the whole length of the stuff, which
operation is called trying tip. See plane2 .

trying-square (tri'ing-skwar), n. Same as try-

square. E. S. Knight.
tryma (tri'mg,), n.; pi. tryniata (-ma-tft). [NL.,
< Gr. Tpvfta, Tpi'/iq, a hole, < rpvttv, rub.] In

bot., a drupe or drupaceous nut with a fleshy

exocarp which is at length dehiscent or other-

wise, as in the walnut and hickory-nut, it may
be accurately defined as a one-seeded fruit with a well-de-
flned stony endocarp, and with the outer part of the peri-

carp fleshy, leathery, or fibrous ; it is distinguished from
the drupe by being derived from an Inferior instead of a

superior ovary.

try-pot

trynet, - An M spelling of trim'- 1
.

Tryngites(trin-j!'te/. i, /i. (Nl.. (r : ii,;m i>. 1856),
< (Jr. liinl so culli-il lp\ Aristotle, a

s;nnl]>iper. + -ili-x. ('(. Tringn."] A genus of

small tattlers, of the family .sv////-Wa' ; the

marble-winged :iinl]iipern. They resemble true

sandpipers very closely, but are totanf ne, not trlngine ; the
bill Is short and extremely slender; the toe> are cleft to
the baae, or with a mere trace of webbing : the tail Is not
barred, and the flight-feathers have a peculiar tracery, like

the veiuing of marble, of black on a pearly-white ground.
T. ritfaetHt (or mbrujtniUii) Is the butt-breasted sand-

piper of both Americas, very wide-ranging, and breeding
in high latitudes; It Is about 8 inches long and 16 In ex-

tent of wings. This bird is a near relative of Bartram >

sandpiper among North American forms, and Is still more
closely related to certain Polynesian sandpipers. See cut
in preceding column.

Trypanosoma (trii>"!i-no-s6'ma). n. [< Gr. rpi--

Tramv, a borer,T au/ui, body .] A genus of flagel-
late infnsorians, typical of the family Trypano-
xomiitiilu'. T. sanijuinii. also called I'luln/iim

ranarum, occurs in the blood of amphibians.
Trypanosomata (trip'a-no-so'ma-ta), n. pi.

[NIj., neut. pi. of triijiiiiiiisniiiitttix : see trypano-
mimittoiis.] An order of infusorial animalcules,
formed for the reception of the Trypanoito-
HHitiilie (which see).

Trypanosomatidae (trip'a-no-so-mat'i-de), n.

M. [XL., < TrypanoHoniata -t- -idte.] The only
family of Tri/ixtnoxomata. These animals are free-

swimming, of compressed form, with one side produced as
a thin undulating frill, the anterior end sometimes with a

flagellate appendage, but without distinct oral aperture.

trypanosomatous (trip'a-no-som'a-tus), .

[< NL. trypanosomatus, < Gr. rpiVavov, a borer,

auger (see trepan'
1
), + o>//n, body.] Of or per-

taining to the Trypanoxoniata.
Trypanostoma (trip-a-nos'to-mft), n. [NL.,
< Gr. rpi'travov, a borer, + <rr6/ta, mouth.] A
genus of univalves : same as Pteurocera.

Trypeta(tri-pe'ta), . [NL.(Meigen, 1803),<Gr.
Tpvm/Tqt;, a borer, < rpvirav, bore: see trepan^.]
A notable genus of flies, typical of the family
Trypetidie, of medium size, and yellowish-gray
or greenish-yellow in color, with banded, spot-
ted, or clear wings. It Is a large and wide-spread ge-
nus, the species of which mainly breed in the flower-heads
of composite plants, often making gall-like deformations.

Buff-breasted Sandpiper ( Tryngitts rn/txeru).

Apple-maggot ( Tryfeta fomtmella) and Fly, enlarged four times.

The larva of T. pomonetla is the common apple-maggot
or railroad-worm of the I'nited States ; it often does great
damage to the apple-crop, particularly in the northeastern
States. T. ludem in the larval state bores into oranges to
Mexico. About 25 species occur in Europe, while more
than 80 are known in North America. The genus has
l>een divided into a large number of subgenera.

Trypethelium (irip-e-the'li-um), H. [NL., <

Gr. rpvrrav, bore, 4- Qif/ri, nipple.] A genus
of veirucariaceous lichens, having immersed
apothecia and ellipsoidal (usually four-celled)

spores. About 30 species are known, mostly
of intertropical regions, there being but 3 in

North America.

Trypetidae (tri-pet'i-de), . pi. [NL. (Loew,
1862), < TrypcUi + -tVf>.] A family of acalyp-
trate flies, typified by the genus Trypeta. They
have the neuration complete, the front on each side with
two rows of liristK-R, the border of the month with no vi-

brissa1, and only the middle tibia? spurred. The ovipositor
is horny, consisting of three elongated retractile segments,
the last of which ends in a simple point. See cut under
Trypeia.

typographic (trip-o-g^af'ik),
a. [< Gr. rpyvm;

bore, perforate, T ypae/tiv, write.] Pertaining
to or produced by tryjiographic printing: as, a

triijioiiriijiliii' stencil, circular, or letter Trypo-
graphic printing, a method of printing by the use of

paper stencils in which the stencils are formed by placing
the paper sheets on a flat steel surface, uniformly cut after
the manner of a file, and writing upon them with a stylus.
The paper is thus minutely perforated under the marks
made by the stylus. The stencils are used in the sume
way as ordinary stencils for reproducing the written text.

try-pot (tri'pot), ii. In irhaling, the vessel in
which blubber is tried out.
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Trypoxylon(tri-pok'si-lon), H. [NL. (Latreille,

1804), < Gr. rpmav, bore, + fr/oi', wood.] A
genus of fossorial hymenopterous insects, of

the family Crabronidse, composed of small soli-

tary wasps having the eyes deeply emarginate
within, the abdomen long and clavate, the mar-

J_
Trypoxylon albitarsc. ^Line shows natural size.)

ginal cell long, pointed at the apex, and the neu-

ration of the posterior wings complete. They
are noted for adapting the old nests of otjier species to

their own use. T. albitarse is found abundantly in the

old cells of wasps of the genus Pelopaw iii the United

States. Three European and fourteen North American

species are known.

trypsin (trip 'sin), 11. [Prob. for tripsine, so

called because it was first obtained by rub-

bing down the pancreas with glycerin ; < Gr.

rpl-^if, a rubbing (< rpipeiv, rub), + -i2.] The

proteolytic ferment which is the active prin-

ciple of the pancreatic fluid; pancreatin. It

is active in neutral or alkaline solutions, and not only

produces peptones from the proteid matter of the food,
hut further converts a portion of the peptones into leucin

and tyrosin.

trypsinogen (trip-sin'o-jen), n. [< trypsin +
-gen.] A granular substance in the cells of the

pancreas which is the antecedent of trypsin.

tryptic (trip'tik), a. [< tryps-in (trypt-) + -ic.']

Of or pertaining to trypsin : as, tryptic action.

tryptoue (trip'ton), . [< trypt-ic + -one.'} A
substance formed by the action of pancreatic
juice on proteids.

trysail (tri'sal or tri'sl), n. A fore-and-aft sail

set with a gaff and sometimes with a boom on
the foremast and mainmast of ships, or on a
small mast called a trysail-mast. See mast1 .

try-square (tri
'

skwar), . A carpenters'
square. Also trial-square and trying-square.
See square1 ,

5.

tryst (trist), n. [< ME. trist, tryst, a variant of

trust: see trust1 . The present spelling tryst

instead of trist is due to Scotch use.] It.

Same as trust1-, in various senses. 2. An ap-
pointment to meet

;
an appointed meeting: as,

to keep tryst; to break tryst.

There was a knight and a lady bright
Had a true tryet at the broom.
The Broomfield Hill (Child's Ballads, I. 131).

Wae's me for the time, Willie,
That our first tryst was set !

Motherwcll, My Held is Like to Kend, Willie.

3. An appointed place of meeting ;
a rendez-

vous.
Lo, holde the at thy tryste cloos, and I

Shal wel the deere unto thy bowe dryve.
Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1534.

4. An appointed meeting for the exchange of

commodities; a market: as, Falkirk tryst (a
noted horse- and cattle-market held at Falkirk
in Scotland).

I neither dought to buy nor sell,
At fair or tryst where I may be.

Thomas the Rhymer (Child's Ballads, I. 112).

To bide tryst, to wait at the appointed time and place
to meet one according to engagement or agreement.
"You walk late," said I. ... "I bide tryste," was the

reply, "and so, I think, do you, Mr. Osbaldistone."

Scott, Rob Roy, xxi.

tryst (trist), v. [< ME. tristen, trysten; var. of
trust1 . Cf. tryst, n.] I. trans. 1. Same as trust1

,

in various senses. 2. To make an appoint-
ment to meet at a given time and place ;

en-

gage to meet.
Sae cunningly 's I trysted her
Unto yon shade o' broom.

WiUiam Ouiseman (Child's Ballads, III. 51).

Why did ye tryst me here?
The Hireman Ckiel (Child's Ballads, VIII. 238).

II. intrans. To agree to meet at any particu-
lar time or place. [Scotch.]
trystell-treet,. [Formerly also tristil; <"trys-
tell for tryster* + tree.'] A tree at which a meet-
ing is appointed.

Welcome be thou, gentill knyght,
Under my tryntell tree.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hode (Child's Ballads, V. 92).

tryster 1
(tris'ter), H. [< tryst + -!.] 1. One

who trysts ;
one who sets or makes a tryst ;

one
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T,.l,n fu-oc o Hmo onH nlapp of mpptintr 2 One members, in the form of !i shifting helve or a pivoted pro
1

.

es a '

* t^ctor, for adjusting the blade at different angles on the
who attends a tryst or market.

drawing-table. See%arei, 5.

tryster2t, . [< ML. tryster, tnster, tnstre, trys- tsut,a (tso'ba), w. [Jap.] The guard of a

tor, tristur; < OF. tristrc, perhaps a var. Otter- Japane8e sword. It is a flat disk of metal, of rounded

tre, a piece of ground, a mound ; contused in or fi-regular form, and is typically treated as an indepen-

ME. with tryst.] An appointed place; a sta-

tion
;
a rendezvous.

Thenne watz he went, er he wyst, to a wale tryeler.

Sir Gawaytie and Ike Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1712.

trystilyt, adv. A Middle English form of trustify.

trysting (tris'ting), n. [Verbal 11. of tryst, .]

The act of appointing a meeting; an appointed

meeting.
trysting-day (tris'ting-da), n. An appointed

day of meeting or assembling, as of military

followers, friends, etc.

By the nine gods he swore it,

And named a trysting day.
Macavlay, Horatms.

trysting-place (tris'ting-plas), . An arranged

meeting-place ;
a place where a tryst or appoint-

ment is to be kept.
At our trysting-place for a certain space

I must wander to and fro. Scott, Eve of St. John.

try-works (tri'werks), n. sing, and pi. The
boilers and furnaces, either on board a whale-

ship or on shore, for converting blubber into oil.

It was also necessary to build try-icorks, as they are

called, being furnaces for melting the blubber.
Fisheries of U. S., V. 11. 210.

t. S. An abbreviation of tasto solo.

Tsabian, n. See Sabian*.

tsamba (tsam'ba), n. [Tibetan.] The prin-

cipal cereal product of Tatary, Tibet, and parts
of China.
The principal grain is tsing-kou or black barley, from

which the tsamba, the principal aliment of the whole pop-
ulation [of Tibet], rich or poor, is made.

Hue, Travels (trans. 1852), II. 153.

Fortunately I bought enough tsamba and butter to last

for a day or two, for on the morrow the courtyard was de-

serted. The Century, XLI. 720.

tsar, tsarevitch, etc. See czar, czarevitch, etc.

tsatiee (tsat'le), n. [< Chinese Tsat-li, the name
of a place noted for the production of this kind
of silk, < tsat, a dialectal form of teWi, seven, +
U, a mile.] A variety of Chinese raw silk, said

to be the finest known.
tscheffkinite (chef'kin-It), n. [Named from
Gen. Tscheffkin, chief of the Mining Depart-
ment of Bussia.] A rare mineral occurring in

massive forms of a velvet-black color, it is a sili-

cate containing titanium, iron, the cerium metals, and
other elements ; ita exact composition is doubtful,

tschermigite (cher'mi-glt), . Same as am-
monialum.

Tschudi, Tschudic. See Chudi, Citudic.

Tsech, n. See Czech.

tse-hong (tse'hong), . [Chinese, < tse, tsz',

beautiful, fascinating, -t- hong, hung, red.] A
purplish-red pigment, consisting of white lead

with alumina, ferric pxid, and silica, used by
the Chinese for painting on porcelain,
tsetse (tset'se), n. [Also tsetze, tzetze, tzetse;

South African.] An African dipterous insect,

Tsetse (Gfassiita morsitans\ four times natural size.

of the family Stomoxyidee and genus Glossina,
G. morsitans, whose bite is often fatal to some
animals, as horses, cattle, and dogs.

tsetse-fly (tset'se-fli), n. The tsetse.

tsien (chen), n. See cash3 ,
1.

T-square (te'skwar), n. A ruler or guide used
in mechanical and architectural drawing, it
consists of two wooden arms joined together at right an-

gles like the letter T, the shorter arm, called the helve,

projecting so that it can slide along the edge of the draw-
ing-table, which serves as a guide, and the longer arm or
blade serving as a ruler. Some squares have additional

Japanese Tsuba of Pierced Work.

dent work of art, being in general pierced with fretwork,
decorated with low relief, engraving, damaskeening, or

the like.

Tsuga (tsu'ga), H. [NL. (Carriere, 1855), < Jap.

tsuga, the name of T. Araragi, lit. 'yew-leafed'
or 'evergreen.'] 1. A genus of coniferous

trees, of the tribe Abietiueee, including the hem-

locks, and intermediate between Picea, the

spruce, and Abies, the fir. Its staminate flowers and
its seemingly two-ranked flat linear leaves resemble those

of Abies, but it agrees with Picea instead in its persistent

petiole-bases and in its reflexed cones with persistent
scales. The 6 species are evergreens with slender flat or

often pendulous branchlets, and narrowly linear leaves,
flat above (convex or keeled in T*Pattoniana), and spirally

inserted, but spreading in two ranks. The main branches
are mostly horizontal, and are irregularly inserted, not
whorled as in the flr and spruce. They re tall trees (ex-

cepting T. Caroliniana), reaching 80 to 100 feet high, with

large cylindrical trunks and thick brown bark, which is

deep-red within. The cones are small and brown, an inch
or less long, or in T. Pattoniana cylindrical and 2 or 3

inches long ; in this and in T. Mertensiana they are bright-

purple until ripe. Two species are found on the Atlantic

and 2 on the Pacific side of North America, and 2 in Asia.

In each case one of the two species is interior, alpine, and
more or less local, while the other is more wide-spread,
and approaches the coast. T. Canadengis, the hemlock-

spruce, is mosthigh-
ly developed in the

Allegheny range,
extending south to

Alabama, and form-

ing the larger part
of the dense forests

northward. Its

trunk is often 3,

sometimes 6, feet in

diameter, forming
in the oldest trees a

nearlyuniform shaft

for two thirds of its

length. It furnishes
the principal tan-

bark of the eastern
United States, and a
coarse wood, the red
and the white hem-
lock of lumbermen.
It is the source of

hemlock-pitch, used
in stimulating plas-
ters, and of a fluid

extract sometimes
used as an astrin-

gent. It is now
planted for hedges
and to ornament
lawns in the east-

ern States, also in

Europe and Austra-

lia, and is much ad-

mired in its earlier

growth for its deli-

cate spray with

light-green leaves

silvery beneath, and hung with small oval brown cones
about the ends of the branches. (See cut under imbricate.)
In middle life the long-persistent dead lower branches
often render it unsightly, and impair the value of the
wood. T. Caroliniana is the Carolina hemlock, a small
and rare tree of dry rocky ridges in the Carolinas, having
larger, glossier, blunter leaves, and larger cones with wide-

spreading scales. T. Mertensiana, the western hemlock,
forms large forests in Oregon, extending.to Montana and
Alaska ; it yields the principal tanning-material of the
northwestern States and a coarse inferior lumber ; it ex-

cels the eastern species in its size, being sometimes 150
feet high and 12 feet in diameter. T. Pattoniana, the al-

pine spruce, occurring locally from British Columbia to

California, sometimes 7 feet in diameter, peculiar in the
deflexed base of its spreading branches and its finer satiny
wood, is exceptional in the genus in its scattered quad-
rangular leaves, with the persistent petiole-base hardly
prominent, two-lobed pollen-grains like those of pines,
:uitl large leather-brown cones with their scales reflexed.

It is therefore separated by Lemruon (1890) as a genus,
Hesperopeitce. T. Araraiji (T. 8itbddn)ot Japan, the ori-

ginal species, forms large forests on Kusiyama and other

Branch with Cones of Hemlock-spruce
(TsHfa CaHtutfnsis}.
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mountains, is plnnted about temples, and yields a fine-

Kraincil yellowish timber, Illllch llM-tl by I he .I;tp:tn

t'biiic>r t*"i tut Mini; :inl for furniture. It- v:uii ty /mna,
iduitit species -J ur :! feet hi;:h, known as Jimi'

i

there. :i favorite c:inleii slirnb. '/'. <linitntut (T. I'.i

",nn, thr l:(ii--siii{; cif ithntiin :i t:ill tree with Kl'act'flll

ilniopin- linuieblcls. iLM-ii fur incense by the Ilillllus IB

mi. nt tin- linmlsiuiic.st forest ti cc> ..r the Himalayas, often

growing to from ti to 8 feet in ilKuni-'ter.

2. [/.'. |
A t i-cc of this genus.

tsun (Isiui), a. [Chinese.] An inch, being the

tenth part til' a Chinese chill or foot.

tsung-tuh (tsung'tu'). .*/</ and /</. [Chinese,
< tan HI/, general, + ///, overseer.] The high-
est provincial ollieer in China; a viceroy or

governor-general, having the general control
of all civil ami military affairs of one or more
provinces, anil subject only to the throne. The
eighteen provinces of China proper are governed by eight
tsung-tuh or viceroys, and sixteen futai or governor*.

tuart, n. See liidiiii.

tuatera (tO-a-til'i*), n. The gigantic lizard of
New Zealand, IIattcria(orHj>lienu<li>n)])iiiii -lulu.

See cut under Hatteria.
tuath (tu'atli), n. [< Ir. limit,, people: see

lintch.} An Irish territorial division, or an as-
sociation of persons. See the quotation.
The term Tuath was at the same time genealogical anil

geographical, having been applied to the people occupy-
ing a district which had a complete political and legal ad-

ministration, a chief or Rig, and could bring into the field
a battalion of seven hundred men. The word was also ap-
plied, however, to a larger division, consisting of three or

four, or even more, Tuathg, called a Mdr Tuath, or great
Tuath, which were associated together for certain legal
and k'KMativf purposes, anil the troops of which were
united together in war under one commander.
W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. Ixxlx.

tub (tub), ii. [< ME. table, < MD. D. tobbe =
MLG. tnbbe. tobbe, LG. tubbf, a tub

; origin un-
known. Some suppose, against phonetic proba-
bility, a connection with LG. tiiver = OHG. zu-
IHH-. MHG. zuber,zober, Or. zuber, zober, a vessel,
a contracted form of OHG. zwibar, zuipar, a
vessel with two handles (cf. OHG. einbar, MHG.
einber, timber, G. rimer, a vessel with one han-
dle) ; < LG. to, OHG. cirri, ziei-, two, + -bar,
connected with E. bear1 (see antber^).} 1. An
open wooden vessel made of staves, held toge-
ther by hoops, surrounding a bottom: as, a
wash-<i(6; a butter-6/ the tub in which the
tow-line is coiled in a whale-boat. 2. The con-
tents of a tub

;
as much as a tub will hold

;
as

a measure of capacity, sometimes erroneous-

ly confounded with firkin. A tub of butter, by a
statute of George III., was 84 pounds or 1J firkins, but lo-

cally still larger. As a measure of corn, oy a statute of
(1 eorge 1 1 ., the tub was 4 bushels. A tub of tea Is 60 pounds.
3. Any wooden structure shaped like or resem-
bling a tub. (a) A pulpit : used contemptuously. Com-
pare tub-preacher, tub-thumper. [Slang, Eng.J

High on a gorgeous seat, that far out-shone

Henley's gilt tub, or Flecknoe's Irish throne.

Pope, Duuclad, Ii. 2.

" The Rev. Moses Barraclongh: t'tub orator you call him
sometimes. I think." " Ah !" said the Rector. . . . "He's
a tailor by trade." Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vlil.

(6) A clumsy, slow boat or vessel : so called in contempt.
There Is no uglier vessel than a real old north-country

Oeordle or coalman, with the run of a sugar-box. . . . The
name of this deep and wallowing tub was the Richard and
Ann. If. C. /;. <7, A Sea Queen, xvl.

(c) A boat used for practice-rowing.

The freshmen arc put into harness in tub-pairs or four-
oars. Dickens't Diet. Oxford, p. 17.

Practice in gigs, or more technically styled tubs (small
boats to hold a pair of oarsmen, and In the stern of which
the coach steers and advises the rowers).

Daily Teleyraph, Feb. 9, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

4. A small cask for holding liquor, especially in

the eighteenth century, and before tne change
in English revenue laws; such a cask in which
brandy, gin, or the like was smuggled from the
Continent.

I made three seizures, besides sweeping up those thir-

ty-seven tubs. Marryat, Three Cutters, Ii.

6. A receptacle for water or other liquid for

bathing the person. See bath-tub.

The retiring bower,
So furnish'd as might force the Persian's envy,
The silver bathing-full, the cambric rubbers.

Massinger, Guardian, II. 5.

6. Hence, the act or process of bathing in a
tub; specilically, a sponge-bath taken while

standing in a tub. [Colloq.]
From early morn till dewy eve, when she had It out of

him in the colil tub before putting him to bed.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, I. 2.

7f. Sweating in a.heated tub, formerly the com-
mon mode of treatment of lues venerea. Com-
pare potetli I'iiiii-tuh, 12. 8. In niininq : (a) A
bucket for raising ore from a mine, (b) A box,
w:ij;on, or tram for conveying coal from the

working-face to the pit-bottom or gangway, or
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for underground haulage in general. The names
given to the various vehicles or receptacles used for trans

porting ciml, as well ns their shape and size and the mate-
rial of which they are mailc, vary c<>nsi<icnt!ily In differ-

ent Knglixh collieries. Heebugini*. (<) (Same as /.< < n
.

9. The top of a malt-kiln, llnllurcll. [Prov.
Eng.] 10. The gurnet. Iliilliicrll. [I'rov.

Eng.] Cat under a tub (""'.), a supposed hindrance
or obstacle: an accidental unavoidable delay. Thus, when
a vessel Is prevented from sailing by unavoidable circum-

stances, It Is said that some otie has a cat under a tub, It

being a superstition that If a cat Is put under a tub it will

hinder the vessel from sailing. [New Kng.) Culling-
tub, a receptacle Into which mackerel are thrown to be
sorted. Orog-tub (naut.\ a tub for holding the grog
which used to form part of the crew's rations. Powder-
ing tub. See powdering-tub. Quenching-tub. See

(/tiencMny. Tale Of a tub, an Idle or silly Action
;
a cock-

and-bull story.

Ye say they follow your law,
And vary not a shaw,
Which Is a tale of a tub.

Bp. Bate, Comedy Concerning Three Laws. (Xares.)

You shall see in us that we preached no lyes, nor tales

of tubs, but even the true word of God. Coeerdale.

To throw a tub to a whale, to create a diversion in or-

der to avoid a danger. Tub-camphor. See the quota*
tlon.

Japanese camphor is distinguished from Formosan by
being coarser grained, clearer, of pinker hue, ami by sub-

liming at a lower temperature. It Is also known as
"Dutch "

or "tub" camphor, the latter name arising from
its being Imported to Europe In tubs covered with matting,
each placed within a second tub secured on the outside by
hoops of twisted cane. Spons' Encyc. Manuf., p. 574.

tub (tub), v.
; pret. and pp. tubbed, ppr. tubbing.

[< tub, n.] I. trans. 1. To plant or set in a
tub: as, to tub plants. 2. To bathe in a tub
or bath.
You shall be soaked, and stroked, and tubbed, and

rubbed. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1 .

3. In mining, to line (a shaft) with a casing of
wood or iron. See tubbing.

II. intrans. 1. To bathe or wash the person
in a bathing-tub ; especially, in colloquial use,
to take the morning bath. [Eng.]
We all '"/' in England. Spectator.

2. To row in a tub
; practise in a tub. See tub, n.

tuba (tu'bft), .; pi. tubes, tubas (-be, -bits).

[L., a trumpet: see tube.'} 1. A musical in-

strument of the

trumpet family,
of very large size

and low pitch, it
Is essentially similar
to the bombardon,
though not always
made In the same
shape. Its compass is

nearly fouroctaves, In-

cluding, by means of
three or five valves, all

the chromatic tones.
The fundamental tone
is usually the third F
or I :- below middle C.
Lower varieties are of-

ten called baft or con-
tra-bass tubas. The
tuba Is much used in

military bands, and Is

more or less common
In the orchestra, where
It Ii used In conjunc-
tion with the trom-
bones.

2. In organ-build- Tuba.

ing, a reed-stop of

large scale, so connected with a separate bel-

lows with extra weights that the tones are of ex-

ceptional power and majesty. Usually called
tuba mirabilis. 3. In anat. and zool., a tube or
tubular part or organ ; specifically, the Eusta-
chian tube, or salpinx. See hydra tuba (under
hydra), and cut under seypJiistoma.'StMt tuba,
a musical instrument, the largest of the trumpet family,
and the deepest and most sonorous member of the brass
wind division of the orchestra, having a large and long
metal tube and flve valves : its compass Is about four oc-
taves from the fourth A below middle C. It was invented
In 1835. Dilatator tubs. See dilatator.

tubage(tu'baj), n. [< tube + -age.} I. In gun.,
the act or process of lining a heavy gun by in-

serting a tube of wrought-iron, bronze, or steel.

The present short steel tube has been the result of the

essays in the tubay? of guns.
Report of Chief of Ordnance, 1882, p. 244.

2. In med., the insertion of a tube into one of
the passages, usually the esophagus or larynx ;

intubation. Tubage of the glottis. Same as inlu-
bation of the lartfiix (which see, under intubation).

tubal (tu'bal), a. [< tube + -a/.] In med., of
or relating to one of the passages called tubes
in the body, more commonly the Fallopian
tube Tubal dropsy, dropsy of one or both Fallopian
tubes. Tubal nephritis. Hi ight's disease of the kidneys.
-Tubal pregnancy, the development of the embyro
t" some extent within the Fallopian tube instead of the
uterus

tube

tubar (tu'biir), a. [< tube + -or3.] Same as di-

b/tl : as, lnl,iir pregnancy.
tubarium an), .: pi. iiilmnn (-ii).

[NL., < L. Illlnis, pipe, tube : see //;<.] A tube
nr system ui' tubes secreted anil inhabited by
polypides or polypites ;

a tubular /.oceeiuin or
zoothecium.
tubate (tu'bat), . [< XI,. ////*, < L. ?/<>.
tube: see tube.} Forming a tube; tubiform

;

tubar; tubular; also, provided with a tube or

tubes; tubulate.

tubbeck (tubVk), n. [Burmese.] A sash of

silk, or silk and cotton, usually red, worn by
women in Burma,
tubber (tub'er), H. [6 + -*r 1

.] 1. A cooper.
lltilliir/'ll. [Prov. Eng.] 2. In mining, a sort

of pickax. Also called bcele.

tubber-man (tub'er-mau), ii. In mining, the
man who uses a tubber. Also called betle-man.

tubbing (tub'ing), . [Verbal n. of tub. v.} 1.
The art of making tubs. 2. Material for tubs.

3. In mining, a method of keeping out the
water in sinking a shaft in very watery ground ;

also, the material employed for this, it consists
In providing a water-tight lining for the shaft, which Is

Inserted piece by piece as the sinking progresses, thus re-

ducing the extent of surface from which the water enters
the shaft as quickly and as completely as is possible.

Tubbing was formerly usually made of oak timber in

France, where this method of sinking was first introduced ;

but Iron has been employed In England, In the form both
of segment* of cylinders and of complete rings. Tubbing
of masonry has also been used in England and Germany.
4. The act or process of bathing or of being
bathed in a tub ; a tub-bath.

In spite of all the tubbing, rubbing, scrubbing,
The routing and the grubbing,

The Blacks, confound them ! were as black as ever t

Hood, A Black Job.

5. The act of racing in tubs. See tub-race.

A good deal of tubbing has been got through In the mom-
Ings. The Field, March 5, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

tubbing-wedge (tub'ing-wej), it. A wedge of

yellow pine, about 4 inches in length. Wedges
of this kind are driven in between the Joints of tubbing in
order to make them water-tight.

tubbish (tub'ish), a. [< tub + -ix/i.] Like a
tub ; tubby ; round and fat.

He was a short, round, large-faced, tubbuh sort of man.
Diclcens, Sketches, Characters, Til.

You look for men whose heads are rather tubbish,
Or drum-like, better formed for sound than sense.

Wolcot (Peter Pindar), Works, p. 136. (Danes.)

tubby (tub'i), a. [< tub + -yl.} 1. Tub-
shaped ;

round like a tub or barrel.

We had seen him coming up to Covent Garden In hia

green chaise cart with the fat, tubby little hone.
Dickens, Sketches, Scenes, vl.

2. Having a sound like that of an empty tub
when struck ; sounding dull and without reso-
nance: applied to stringed musical instruments,
tub-drubbert (tub'drub'er), . A tub-thumper
or tub-preacher. [Slang.]
Business and poetry agree as 111 together as faith and

reason : which two latter, as has been judiciously obsenr'd
by the fam'd tub-drubber of Covent Garden, can never be
brought to set their horses together.

Tom Brown, Works, III. 198. (Daciet.)

tube (tub), ii. [< F. tube = Sp. Pg. It. tubo, <

L. in inix. a pipe, tube; cf. tuba, a trumpet.] 1.
A pipe or hollow cylinder, especially when of
small size and used as a conduit for liquids, or
for containing liquids, as in some forms of sci-

entific apparatus. Mechanically there Is no distinc-
tion between a pipe and a tube ; but in use the two words
are often somewhat arbitrarily distinguished. Thus, when
the form of the thing is chiefly considered, tube Is regular-
ly used : as, a steam-boiler having the shape of a large tube

not pipe; so, also, with reference to certain mechanical
uses one word or the other Is exclusively used : as, a gas-
tripe, a drain-pipe, a tent-fate. The words are also distin-

guished in use, but less clearly, according to the material
employed : as, an iron pipe, a rubber tubr, a brass tube, etc.

He lifts the tube [a gun], and levels with his eye;
Straight a short thunder breaks the frozen sky.

Pope, Windsor Forest, 1. 128.

2. Specifically, the main body of a musical in-

strument of either the wood wind or the brass
wind group. The bore of such instruments is

usually conical, but sometimes cylindrical.
3. In mult, and zool., a hollow tubular organ;
a pipe, canal, or duct conveying fluid or gas;
especially, a pipe which seems to be empty
that is, conveys air: as, the bronchial ttiben ;

the Eustachian tube. An artery or a vein is a tube,
but nearly If not all the structures which convey special
fluids receive distinctive names. See tuba, tubule.

4. In bot., any hollow elongated body or part
of an organ : applied especially to a gamopet-
alons corolla or gamosepalous calyx, also to a
united circle of stamens (see cut 9 under sta-

inrii). 5. A priming-tube. 6. A telescope, or
that part of it into which the lenses are fitted.



tube

A spot like which, perhaps,
Astronomer in the sun's lucent orb

Through his glazed optic tube yet never saw.

Milton, I'. L., iii. 590.

Philosophic tube,

That brings the planets home into the eye
Of Observation. Cou-per, Task, iii. 229.

7. The barrel of a chain-pump. 8. A small re-

ceptacle of drawn lead, of approximately tubu-

lar form, closed at the bottom by bending it

over twice or three times on itself, and having
a 'screw-cap" at" the" top, used to hold pigments

th? a<1
J
e

or similar matter in a semifluid condition.

Auricular tube. See auricular. Bellini's tubes, the

excretory tubes of the kidneys, opening on the papilla.

Bowman's corneal tubes. See corneal. Bronchial
tubes See bronchial. Capillary, cardiac, cerebro-

meduUary, conarial tube. See the adjectives. Cir-

culating tubes, tubes placed in steam-generators to af-

ford or establish a circulation of the water. Conversa-
tion-tube. See conversation. Dentinal, detonatingj

tubercle

by compressing the conducting material in the case of a tube-germination (tub'jer-nri-na"shon), w. In

powder. Respiratory bronchial tube. Same as lobu- j0< tue germination of a spore which firstpro-
lar bronchial tube.- Respiratory tube. See /w?ra- <juces a germ-tube.

Tesrtub"
Va
^e

t
tof? /-

P
To"1fceilian%ube

ra
''see tube-hearted (tub'har"ted), a. Having a sim-

TomeelKuii Trachea! tube, the trachea or windpipe. ple tubular heart: specifying the Leptocarma.
See trachea. Tracheotomy-tube. See tracheotomy.- tube-machine (tub'ma-shen"), A machine

b^^mmberiuf Unes'of' fore J""TI'K' t '^electric; foriel's for making tubes or pipes ;
a tube-drawing ma-

constant across any section of a tube of force. Tube Of chine.

safety same assa/ety-fM&c.-Tubesof Ferrein. Same tube-nosed (tub'nozd), rt. Having tubular n os-

&stubulioSFerrein. Uterine tubes, the Fallopian tubes.
triigj as a petrel ;

tubinarial. See Tubinares.
See Fallopian and eru8. Visceral, vocal tube.^

See
fcniul.m|lltA^t(li,/I,i5,ti. B . jn steam-boilers, same

.
ann. , ,

diffusion tube. See the qualifying words.-Esophageal tube-bearing (tub'bar"mg), a. Inentom.

tube. Sameas(onacA-u6e. Eustachian, Fallopian, Hferous: specifically noting the Tubulifera.

.

apparatus in which light is produced by an electric dis-

charge through rarefied gases. It is used with the indue-

tion-coil, and consists of a sealed tube with platinum con-

nections at each end, through which the electric spark is

transmitted. The color and intensity of the light depend . ,

upon the nature of the gas with which the tube is charged, tube-

Impregnating-tube. See impregnate. Intubation
tube a short hollow cylinder of peculiar shape, having a

flange at its upper extremity, which is inserted between

_ ing- tube-plate (tub'plat), M

lube~"d'fainaije-tube, stomach-tube, test-tube, vacuum-tube.) as flue-plate,

tube (tub), r. t.
; pret. and pp. tubed, ppr. tub- tube-plug (tub'plug), n. In locomotive engines,

ing. [< tube, .] 1. To furnish with a tube or a plug for driving into the end of tubes when

tubes. 2. To receive or inclose in a tube. burst by the steam.

A recent improvement in the spinner tubes the yarn, tube-ppuch (tub'pouch), n. A pouch for hold-

rendering it smoother and more even than any process jug priming-tubes.
yet devised, leaving little to be desired in the manufac- tuber (tu'ber), . [< L. tuber, a bump, swelling,
tureofrope. Luce, Seamanship, p. 598. V

knob on plants, truffle, etc.; perhaps
< / tn in tumere, swell. Hence ult. prob. truffle.']

vuwt*. " . iAiv^ v . ~jp ^ e>
- 1. In bot., a subterranean body, usually of an

lfettnoSftlS^t^! n̂J^S?5?|!tS?rtSm*; tube-board (tub'bord), n. See the quotation, oblong or rounded form, consisting moipho-

SSSSf^&ttatataKlftM tublt The channels, the resonators above the reeds, are not logically of a stolon-like branch of a rhizome,
varied in size or shape [in the American reed-organ] as In

the harmonium ; they exactly correspond with the reeds,

and are collectively known as the tube-board.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 483.

(tub'bre"THer), n. Any animal

which breathes through tubes, tracheae, or spir-

acles; a tracheate, as an insect: distinguished
from gill-breather.

hrcroup.-LaVyngVal" tube", a'sTiort hollow cylinder of tube-brush (tub'brush), n. A cylindrical or

special form, usedin intubation of the larynx. Latlcif- spiral wire brush used to clean the flues of a

erous tubes. Seelatidferous. Letter's tube or coil, steam-boiler.
a long flexible

^tube j"^^
1^^^8^"^"^,^ tube-Casts (tub'kasts), n. pi. Minute cylinders

to now'in order toTifisVortower the temperature of the found in the urine in certain forms of Bright's
disease. They are formed in the tubules of

the kidneys. See renal cast, under cast1 .

rt Lightning-tube Same as fulgurite. Lobular
.chial tube, Malpighian tubes, medullary tube.

part.-
bron

See lobular, Malpighian, medullary. i"v~-1" _!,~~/+iVh'L-l Inmn fnr
Milk-testing tubes, a form oflac- tube-Clamp (tul klamp), n. i. A cia

tometer containing anumber of tubes

graduated alike, in which different

samples of milk can be put for com-

parison under identical conditions.
- Muscular, nasal, pericentral
tube. See the adjectives. Pitot's jawsH

having a bail in which the tackle-hook engages.
.

tube, in hydraulics, an instrument
for ascertaining the velocity of water

Pilot's Tube.

A, tube; B, line to

which water is raised

by the force of the cur-

rent.

engaging by compression and frictional con-

tact the outer surface of a tube or pipe. Also

tube-clip. 2. In well-boring, a tool for lifting

well-tubing and drawing it up. It consists of two
aws which can be clamped securely on the tube, each jaw
laving a bail in which the tackle-hook engages. E. H.

Knight.
in rivers, etc. fa current-meter. It tube-cleaner (tub'kle"ner), . An instrument
consists in its simplest form of a bent for scraping or brushing out the interiors of
glass 'u

^lĉ 'a^jjje j.

8

tkat'fJ"OWer tubes, as a steel brush, a combination of steel

"i?dYs"ior'izon*a^Tn'ofopposed to the springs arranged spirally about an axis, etc.

direction of the flowing water. In tube-clip (tub 'klip), n. 1. A form of tongs
consequence of the momentum of the usecl fty chemists, etc. ,

for holding heated tubes

the^ube""^-'* 'height *i TroporUoi"
or similar objects. E. H. Knight. 2. Same as

al to the velocity of the stream. tube-clamp, 1.

Pneumatic despatch tube. See tube-cock (tub'kok), n. A cock consisting of a
pneumatic. Pneumatic tube, a UOi; ie withm which is inserted an india-rubber

chandis^or m^ssages
P
as telegrap'hi'c

tuDe with a screw-valve to compress it when

despatches or items of news inclosed in suitable boxes, are the opening is to be closed,

rapidly transmitted from one point to another by means tube-colors (tub'kul"orz), n. pi. See color.

tube-compass (tub'kum"pas), n. A draftsmen's

compass, having tubular legs containing slid-

ing extension-pieces adjustable to any required

length by means of set-screws.

tube-coral (tub'kor'al), . Tubipore.
tube-cutter (tub'kut'er), . A tool for cutting
metallic tubes. The usual forms have a jaw to

grasp the pipe, and an adjustable rotary cutter.

E. H. Knight.
tube-door (tub'dor), n. In a steam-engine, a
door in the outer plate of a smoke-chamber, af-

fording access to the tubes for examination and

cleaning. E. H. Knight.
tube-drawing (tub'dra"ing), n. The forming
of tubes by drawing them down from thick

cylinders.
tube-ferrule (tub'fer"il), n. In a steam-boiler,

over the end of a tube between the tube and the

tube-sheet which supports the end, for the pur-
pose of securing the parts firmly together by
wedging. K. H. Knight.

chamber with

The rhizome otKfifia Dandelion, showing
the tubers, T, at the end of the long stolons,

,
and one larger tuber from wnich the

plant has been developed ; C, stem, under-

ground ; R, roots.

of air-pressure.
The difference of

pressure neces-

sary to effect the
desired move-
ment may be pro-
duced by forcing
air in behind the

carrier-box, after

placing the lat-

ter in the tube,
or by exhaust-

ing air from the

space in front; or
both these meth-
ods may be em-
ployed. Postal
tube, pyloric
tube, receiv-
ing tubes of
the kidney. See
the qualifying
words. Rectal
tube, an elastic
rubber tube in-

troduced into the
rectum to give
exit to the intes-

tinal gases, or to
facilitate the giv-

ing of enemata.
Resistance -

tube, in elect.
,
a

tube containing

powdered car-

bon, water, or
other conduct-
ing material
used for intro-

ducing resist-

anceinto an elec-

tric circuit. The
resistance is usu-

ally made adjust-
able either by
changing the dis-

tance between
the terminal

plates in the
case of a fluid, or

much thick-

ened, common-
ly at the end,
and beset with

"eyes," which
are properly
modified axil-

lary buds. Some
of these buds nor-

mally sprout the
second season,

giving rise to a
new plant, for the
nourishment- of

which the tuber
is richly stored
with starch. Typi-
cal examples are
the common po-
tato and the Jeru-
salem artichoke

(see Helianthus,
with cut) ; less

familiar are the
tubers of the dwarf dandelion (Krigia Dandelion), the

American gronnd-nnt(Jjn'o tuberosa\ and the ground nut
of Great Britain, Canopo-
dium denudatum (llu-
nium Jleruosum). Monil-
iform tubers occur, as in

Eqwseimn Jtumattte (see

moniUform) and Hydro-
cotyle Americana (see

Bydrocotyle). Strictly,
the tuber is to be distin-

guished from the tuber-

cle (see tubercle (d) (3))

and the tuberous root

(see tuberous); but the term often embraces these, espe-

cially the former.

2. [cop.] [NL.] A genus of subterranean dis-

comycetous fungi, the truffles, having the perid-
ium warty or tubercled, without definite base,
the asci ovoid or globose, and one- to three-

or (rarely) four-spored. About 50 species are

known. T. sestivum is the common truffle. See

truffle (with cut). 3. In pathol., anat., and

zool., some rounded swelling part; a tuberosity;
a tubercle

;
a knot or swelling which is not the

result of disease : used chiefly as a Latin word
(with Latin plural tubera).- Olfactory tuber.
Same as caruncula mammillaris (which see, under carun-

cula). Tuber annulare, the annular tuber of the brain ;

the pons Varolii. Tuber calcis, the tuberosity of the cal-

caneum ; the backward projection of the bone of the heel.

Tuber cinereum, a conical projection from- the lower

part of the cerebrum, just behind the optic chiasma and
in front of the corpora albicantia. Tuber cochlese, the

promontory of the tympanum. See promontory, 2 ().
Tuber ischii. See ischimn. Tuber radii, the tuberosity
of the radius, for the attachment of the biceps.

Tuberaceae (tu-be-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < L.

tuber, a tuber, + "-acesel~\ An order of hypoge-
nous or subepigenous discomyeetous fungi,

typified by the genus Tuber, having the gleba
traversed by veins, and one- to

^ ^

eight-spored asci.

Tuber of Potato (Salanntn
tubcrosum).

Pneumatic Tubes.

, one of the exhaust-pipes connectin

tube-filter (tub'fiFter), n. A ^ ^_o ^^ _=^
porous or perforated walls, placed at the bot-

tuberated7tu"'be'-ra-ted), a. [<
torn of a driven well-tube or a pump suction-

LL.iwfteratos, covered with knots
tube, to exclude gravel and other foreign mat- orljOSges (< L. tuber, a knob, boss :

tube-flower (tub'flou"er), n. An ornamental
shrub. Clerodendron Siphonanthus, native in the

East Indies, widelv cultivated in the tropics.
It is an erect plant with few straight branches, and bears

panicled white flowers with a very long curving corolla-

tube (whence the name).
. In a furnace, a tube

, .. r _, ig ex-
haust-fan apparatus with series of transmitting
boxes of central station, one of which is shown
in section at f; &, valve; r, different style of 4-iiltp flllA (tiili'flr^
valve;^.valveclosed;<>-,win<lowmtopofbu.x;

D ^^'
>, perforated screen covering entrance to a; f, through Which flame paSSBS. Ci. H. Knight.
J, transmittins<-tubes ; h, single office-box con- *,,>. fnr\+ ftfili'tVit \ t, nl tiihp feei ( fArl Ollp
ti=,i.,., ,f two compartments, !. for sending, tUDC-IOOt (tUD lUt), II.

, pi. tUOC-Jeel 1,-ietJ. U116

of the numerous tubular locomotory pedicels of

the ambulacra of echinoderms, as star-fishes

and sea-urchins ; a water-foot.

(tub'tdrm), a. Same as taliform.

, .

messages, separated

messages are received through tubes n.

see tuber), + -erf2 .] In her., hav-

ing a rounded projection, ormore
than one. A serpent tubenttcil

is tied in a knot or a close coil

near the middle of the body,
tubercle (tu'ber-kl), n. [< OF. tubercle, F. tuber-

i-iilr = Sp. lulx'rculo = Pg. It. tuberculo, < L.

tuberculum, a small swelling, a pimple, tubercle,
dim. of tuber, a swelling : see tuber.'] A little

tuber, or tubercule ; a small tuberosity ; espe-
cially, a small projection of a bone, for the at-

tachment of a ligament or tendon, as of the

femur, hyoid, scaphoid, ulna, tibia, zygoma,



tubercle

etc. Sec tiilicrciihiiii ;m<! tali, , -unity, (o) A small
rollRli eb- vat inn of the surface1

;
:l wrirt nf pi ill [ill- ;

:i li:i! '1

papilla; a little swelling : tt8, tulierclfs about the base of

the liill of a bird, in un a load's hai k. </<) In /-.'</

inn- tit the nuineroun small rounded elevations of the bnd> -

wall towhiell tllespiucs alv artirlllal i-il. See Krhinula,
arid cuts under /;</<//< i/x, />/,//"'/>/<

,
and xeinita. (c) III

patfiol.: (1) A hard, eircuniserihed, rounded elrvation or

nodule on the snrfaee of the h.xly or an organ. (2) A
nodular mass of varying' M/e, composed of x'ranulation-

cellB, whieh often tlnderKo eilsealion : the characteristic
lesion of tuberculosis. (:;) 'I'he atleetlon called tubercll-

InHi,-. (</> In hut. : (1) Any wart-like or knob-llko excres-
ceiu-e. (-') A very small tuber. (:J) A root-growth resem-
bling a tuberous root (see tuberous), except that it bears
adventitious buds, especially near the top. thus

approach-
ill^ a tuber, whose huils, however, are normal : the sweet

potato is an example; also, a tumehed kind of root pro
ihi.nl by species of Orctiin and related genera, definite in
number and shape, apparently developed from the base
of buds on the lower extremity of the stem, as In Orchil
inaculata and Ophrys apifera (see cuts under palmate and
Opfiryt). Compare tubrrcule. (e) 111 eiitoin., same as supple-
men<or.ri/c(whiuli see. under mppttmciitary). - Acoustic,
amygdaloid, carotid tubercle. See the adjectives.

-
Anatomical tubercle, In pathol., a. wait-like growth of-

ten seen on the hands of those who constantly dissect or
make post-mortem examinations. Conoid tubercle, ft

roughness of the clavicle for the attachment of the conoid
ligament. Cuneate tubercle, tin- slight eminence of
the cuneate fu nieu I us on a level with the adjoining clava,

Cuneiform tubercles. See cuneiform. -Darwin's
tubercle, a nodule on the edge of the helix of the human
ear, believed to be the vestige of the point of a pointed
ear, such as IB attributed to the fauns and satyrs of classic

mythology, and as man may have had in an early stage of
evolution of the human species. - Deltoid tubercle, (a)
A roughness on the clavicle for the attachment of the del-

toid ligament. (b) A roughness on the humeriis for the
insertion of the deltoid muscle: usually called deltoid

ridye. Denial tubercles, see genial"*. Genital tu-
bercle, the tirst appearance of the external organs of

generation in the fetus. Lacrymal tubercle, a small

projection of the superior maxillary bone, at the beginning
of the larry uial duet : a guide to the surgeon in operations
upon the duct. Laminated tubercle. Same as nodule

(a). Madreporic tubercles. See madreporic. Mam-
mlllary tubercle. See mammiUary. Mental tuber-
cles. Siune&tgenialtubercles. Hillary tubercle. Same
as grutum. Ocular tubercle. Same as eye-eminence.
Olfactory tubercle. Same as caruiicula mainmtUaria

(which see, under caruncula). Optic tubercles. See
optic.

- Pearly tubercle. Same as grutum. Pharyn-

feal,
plantar, scalene tubercle. See the adjectives.

psterior tubercle of the thalamus. Same as pul-
rinar, 2. Supra-anal tubercle. See supra-anal.
Tubercle-bacillus, the bacillus characteristic of tuber-
culosis. See cut under tuberculoxi*. Tubercle of a rib,
the shoulder of a rib, which articulates with the transpro-
cess of the corresponding vertebra ; a tuberculum. Tu-
bercle of Lower, a prominence, not constant, between
the orifices of the superior and inferior ven;e cavre in the

right auricle. Tubercle Of Rolando. Same as tubercu-
lum cinereuin Rolandi (which see, under tuberculum).
Tubercle Of the epiglottis. See cushion of the epiglot-
tis, under epiglottis. Tubercle Of the Ulna, the rough
area at the base of the coronoid process, for the attach-
ment of the braebiah , anticus muscle.

tubercled (tu'ber-kld), a. [< tubercle + -eo?.]
In but., :oiil., andpathol., tuberculate

; provided
with or affected by tubercles.

tubercula, . Plural of tuberculum.

tubercular (tu-ber'ku-lar), a. [=F. tuberculaire
= Sp. lulu i-i-n!nr,<. NL. *ivbercularift,<. L. tubercu-

lum, tubercle: see tubercle.] 1. Formed like a

tubercle; forming a tubercle; shaped into a little

tuber or tuberosity : as, tubercular elevations.
2. Having tubercles

;
tuberculate. 3. In;;-

thol., characterized by the presence of tubercles ;

of or pertaining to tuberculosis ; tuberculous.
Tubercular consumption, tuberculosis of the lungs.
Tubercular diathesis, a constitutional predisposition

to tuberculosis. Tubercular laryngitis, tuberculosis
of the larynx; laryngeal phthisis. Tubercular leprosy,
a form of leprosy characterized by the presence of macula1

or of nodules of varying size on the surface of the body,
especially the face ; leontiasis ; elephantiasis (Jreecorum.
-Tubercular meningitis, an inflammation of the me-
ninges of the brain, usually in children, due to the action
of the tuberculous poison; acute hydrocephalus. Tu-
bercular peritonitis. See peritonitis. Tubercular
phthisis, tuberculosis, especially tuberculosis of the
lungs. Tubercular process, an elevation on the trans-
verse process of a vertebra supporting the facet that articu-
lates with the tubercle of the corresponding rib. Tuber-
cular sputum, the sputum of one suffering from pul-
monary tuberculosis, usually containing large numbers
of the tubercle-bacilli. It is a common means of spread-
ing the contagion of tuberculosis.

Tubercularia (tu-ber-ku-la'ri-a), n. [NL.
(Tode),< L. tuberculum, tubercle: see tulicrclc.]
A genus of hyphomycetous fungi, having the
conidia in filiform, usually branched sporo-
phores, which are ovoid or oblong, hyaline, and
typically solitary. The species, of which more than
60 are known, are not well characterized. T. rulgarit,
one of the commonest forms, occurs on trees or shrubs, as
of the genera Corylus, Prunue, Rubus, etc.

Tubercularieae (tu-ber
i
kfi-la-rl'e-e), n. />/.

[XL. (Kliivuberg, 1818), < Tubn-ciildria + -ex.]
A family of hyphomycetous fungi, typified by
the grims Tulit-rculariii.

tubercularize (tu-ber'ku-lSr-iz). < .
; pret. and

pp. tiilit'i-<-nlin-i:nl. ppr. ti<ln-rriilari?i>ia. [< tu-

lH-i-cultir + -('-<.] To infect with tuberculosis.

6519

Spittoons should always be emptied Into the tire, and
i leanscd with boiling water. They should never be

emptied on dung heaps, on garden soil (where they may
tubemdarize fowl) . . . Science, XIV. 177.

tubercularly (tu-ixVkii-iiir-li), ,nir. With iv-

ganl to a tubercle or tubercles; so as to exhibit

tubercles. Pop. &* .I/..., XXXVI. '-'GO.

tuberculate (tu-ber'ku-lat), a. [< NL. tubercu-

Ititux, < 1,. tiilH-rriilum, tubercle: see tubercle.]
Sit me ;i.s tiilii-rrulnr.

tuberculated (tu-ber'ku-la-ted), a. [< tubercu-
ttili- + -i'il~.] Same as tuberculate.

tubcrculation (tu-ber-ku-Ia'shpn), . [< tubrr-

rulate + -ion. j The formation of tubercles;
the disposition or arrangement of a set of

tubercles; a tubercular part, organ, or system.
tubercule (tu'ber-kul), . [< F. tulnn-ult; < I..

tuberculum: see tubercle.] 1. A tubercle or tu-

berculum. 2. In hot., any root of a class em-

bracingboth tuberous roots and tubercles : used

specifically by Lindley cineritious tubercule.
(a) The tuber cinereum. (6) The tuberculum cinereum of

Rolando.

tuberculi, . Plural of tuberculus.

tuberculiform (tu-ber'ku-li-form), a. [< L. tu-

berculum, tubercle, + forma, form.] Like a
tubercle in form

;
tubercular.

tuberculin (tu-ber'ku-lin ),. [< tuberculum +
-in-.] 1. A liquid prepared by Koch (first in

1890) from cultures of tubercle-bacillus, ad-

ministered by hypodermic injection in tuber-
culosis as a therapeutic or diagnostic measure.
Also called Koclt?8 lymph, Koch's specific, and
jxu-utoloid. 2. A ptomaine formed by the
action of the tubercle-bacillus.

tuberculization (tu-ber' ku-li-za'shon), it. [=F.
tuberculisation ; as tubercule + -ize + -ation.]

Iupathol.,the formation of tubercles, orthe con-
dition of becoming tubercled.

tuberculize (tu-ber'ku-liz), v. t.; pret. and pp.
tuberculizeil, ppr. tubereuliziiuj. [< tubercule +
-ize.] Same as tubercularize. \fedical News.
LIII. 187.

tuberculoid (tu-ber'ku-loid), . [< tubercule +
-oid.] In zool'., having the appearance or shape
of a tubercle

;
tuberculiform.

tuberculose (tu-ber'ku-16s), a. [< NL. tuber-

culosuts : see tuberculous.] Tuberculate.
tuberculosed (tu-b6r'ku-16st), a. [< tubercu-

losis + -fd2.] In pathol., affected with tuber-
culosis. Medical Netes, LIII. 216.

tuberculosis (tu-ber-ku-16'sis), . [NL., < L.

tuberculum, tubercle, T -osis.] A specific dis-

ease affecting most
of the tissues of the

body, characterized

by the formation of

tubercles and the

presence in the dis-

eased parts of the
tubercle - bacillus.
Acute miliary tuber-
culosis, an acute affec-

tion characterized by the

deposit of large numbers
of minute tubercules in

various organs of the

body, accompanied by
high fever, rapid pulse,
and marked prostration ;

galloping or quick consumption. The disease is almost
always rapidly fatal. Laryngeal tuberculosis. Same
as tubercular laryngititt (wnicn see, under tubercular).

Pulmonary tuberculosis, tuberculosis of the lungs,
popularly called consumption.
tuberculous (tu-ber'ku-lus), a. [= F. luber-
ciileux = Sp. Pg. titberciiloso = It. tubercohso,
< ML. "tuberculosun, < L. tuberculinii, a tubercle :

see tubercle.] 1. Tubercular; tuberculate.
2. In pathol., affected by tubercles; exhibiting
or containing tubercles. 3. Pertaining to or
of the nature of tuberculosis.

Greek elephantiasis ... is a tuberculoui disease affect-

ing especially the skin, the month, and the nasal fossa;,
and the organs of voice and respiration.

J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 39.

Tuberculous arthritis, tuberculosis of a joint. Tu-
berculous inflammation, inflammation caused by the
presence of the tubercle-bacillus,

tuberculum (tu-ber'ku-lum), n.: pi. tubercula

(-IS). [L.: see tubercle.] 1. A little tuber ; a
small tuberosity. 2. In pathol.: (a) A hard,
circumscribed, rounded elevation of small size
on the surface of the body or an organ. (6) A
nodule, of varying size, composed chiefly of

granulation-cells: the characteristic lesion of
tuberculosis Tubercula quadrigemlna, the cor-

pora quadrigemina. See corpus. Tuberculum annu-
lare, the pons Varolii. Tuberculum cinereum Ro-
landi, an eminence between the cuneate funiculus and the

]H)sterolateral groove of the oblongata, formed by the
approach of the caput cornu posterioris to the surface.
Tuterculum dolorosum, a small painful nodule;

tube-shell

neuroma.- Tuberculum hypoglossi. 8ameu(n>//ii
hypwjli>e*i. Tuberculum mallei. Same as ihort proea*
oftiuilleut (which ce, under proem*). Tuberculum Of a
rib, the protuberance or shoulder by uhieli a rib abuts

against a transverse process of a vertebra, as opposed to

its head or capitiilum. See cut uuderendoilrelelon. Tu-
berculum pubis, tuberculum pubicum. same as pu-
bic tipiiie (which see, under pubic). Tuberculum sellse
the olivary eminence. See olivary.

tuberculus (tu-ber'ku-lus), >>.; pi. tuberculi

(-li). [NL.: see tuberculinii. liilnrcle.] luentom.,
same as sni>)il<-in<-iit<.inj eye (which see, under

is. very highly

tube-retort (tub're-tdrt*), M. A chemical retort

consisting of a glass tube having one end

closed, and sometimes made with an enlarged
bulb. K. 11. K >iii/1it.

tuberiferous (tu-be-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. tuber, a
tuber, + ferre = K. bear*,] Producing or bear-

ing tubers: as, a tiiberifi rou* root. See cut un-
der monilifiiriii.

tuberiform (tu'ber-i-f6rm), a. [< L. tuber, a

tuber, + forma, form.] In hot., tuber-shaped.
tuberont (tu'ber-on), n. [< OF. tiburon, < Sp.
tiburon, a shark.] A shark.
There waited on our ship fishes as long as a man, which

they call Tubcrotus.
T. Stecent, 1579(Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 183). (Dane*.)

tuberose 1
(tu'ber-os), a. [< L. tuberosus, tuber-

ous: see tain i-ini--.\ Tuberous; having knobs
or tubers.

tuberose2 (tu'be-ros or tub'roz: see the ety-

mology), Ji. [="F. tubereuse = Sp. Pg. tuberosa
= It. tuberoso = G. tuberose, < NL. tuberosa, the

specific name of Polianthex tuberosa; prop. fern.

of L. tuberosus, tuberous : see tuberose*, ttiberoux.

The name has become popularly confused with

rose, and is, though prop, pronounced tu'be-ros,

commonly pronounced tub'roz, as if < tube +
rose1

.] A garden and greenhouse bulb, Polian-
thes tuberosa, much cultivated for its creamy-
white, exceedingly fragrant flowers. These have
a funnel-shaped perianth with thick lobes, often doubled,
and are racemed at the summit of a wand-like stem 2 or 3

feet high. An American variety called the pearl has a
much lower stem with larger flowera, and is preferred foi

forcing. In northern latitudes the bulbs are imported
in Europe, from France and Italy, and in the northern
United States, formerly from Europe, but they are now
grown in Florida and Georgia, or even in New Jersey.
Where the season ls short, the bulb is sprouted under cover
before setting out. The tuberose alfordB a perfumer's oiL
Wild tuberose. See Spiranthet.

tuberosity (tu-be-ros'i-ti), .; pi. titberosities

(-tiz). [< F. tuberosite = Sp. tuberosidad= Pg.
tuberosidade = It. tuberosita, < ML. 'tuberosi-

ta(t-)s,< L. tuberosus, tuberous: see tuberous.]
I. The state of being tuberous. 2. A swell-

ing or prominence ; especially, in mint, and
zool., a large rough projection or protuberance
of bone; a bony tuber, generally serving for the
attachment of a muscle : as, the tuberosity of the

ischium, or tuber ischii
;
the greater and lesser

tuberositic* of the humerus. Small tuberosities
of bone are generally called tubercles. See cuts
under crus, femur, humerus, and innominatum.
Whether he ... swell out in starched ruffs, buckram

stuffings, and monstrous tuberotities.

Cariyle, Sartor Resartus, I. S.

Gluteal tuberosity. Same as yhiteal ridge (which see,
under gluteal').

tuberous (tu'ber-us), a. [< OF. tubereux, F.
tubereujc = Sp. Pg. It. tuberoso, < L. tuberosus,
full of lumps or protuberances, < tuber, a knob,
lump: see tuber.] 1. Covered with knobby or
wart-like prominences; knobbed. 2. ID bat..

of the nature of or resembling a tuber
; bearing

tubers Tuberous angloma, a subcutaneous form of

angloma, resembling at times llpoma. Tuberous pea.
Same as heath-pea. See also Lathyrus and knappert*.
Tuberous root, a true root, commonly one of a fascicle,
so thickened by the storage of nutriment as to resemble
a tuber. It bears no buds itself, but nourishes those pro-
duced on the persistent base of the stem. The root of the
dahlia is an example. See cut under roatl.

tuberously (tu'ber-us-li), adr. With tubers or
with tuberosity. Bull, of I II. State Laboratory,
II. 28.

tuberousness (tu'ber-us-nes), n. The state or
character of being tuberous; tuberosity.
tuberous-rooted (tu'ber-us-r8'ted), a. An epi-
thet properly of plants with tuberous roots, but
more often applied to those bearing true tubers.

tube-sealer (tub'ska'ler), . A tube-cleaner
for cleansing the interior of steam-boiler flues

from soot and incrustations. . H. Knit/hi.

tube-scraper (tub'skra'per),n. A tube-cleaner;

especially, one with springs or blades, as dis-

tinguished from one made of wire.

tube-sheet (tub'shetX i. Same &s flue-plate.
Tube-sheet cutter, a tool for cutting holes to receive
the tubes in the tube-sheets of boilers. K. a. Knight.

tube-shell (tub'shel), w. A bivalve mollusk of
the family (laxtrocheenidje in a broad sense, or



tube-shell

Tubicolidff, as the watering-pot shell and re-

lated forms. They agree in secreting a shelly tube
about the long siphons, and in extreme cases this for-

mation makes them look very unlike ordinary bivalves.

The case is like that of the related teredos or ship-worms.
Both valves may be of considerable size and separate
from the tube (see cut under Gastroch&na), or one may be
free from the tube and the other fixed to it, as in Clava-

gella; or both may be very small and soldered to a large
tube of singular construction, as in the true watering-

pots. See cut under waterimj-pot.

tube-spinner (tub'spin"er), M. A tube-weaver.

tube-stopper (tub'stop"er), w. In steam-eni/iii.,

a tube-plug.
tube-valve (tub'valv), n. A valve consisting
of a tube, which is held against its seat by a

ball-weighted lever. E. H, Knight.
tube-vise (tub'vis), n. A vise especially adapted
for seizing tubes or pipes ; a pipe-vise.
tube-weaver (tub'we"ver), n. Any spider of

the group Tubicolee or Tubltelse; a tube-spinner.
Compare orb-tveaver, tunnel-weaver, etc.

tube-well (tub'wel), n. A device for obtain-

ing water from beneath the ground, consisting
of a wrought-iron pipe armed with a sharp
point, and having a series of perforations at

the lower end above the point. It is driven into

the soft ground until water is reached. For many local-

ities, where water is comparatively near the surface, a
tube-well answers for all domestic purposes. In soils

where the water is abundant near the surface, four or
more tube-wells may be driven a few feet apart and united
at the top by branch pipes, and may serve to supply a
steam fire-engine, etc., by a direct connection, or to feed
a steam-pump. It is commonly called, in the United
States, a driven well, or drive-well.

tube-worm (tub'werm), n. A tubicoloiis worm
;

one of the sedentary annelids which live in

cases
; especially, a serpula. See Tubicolee, 2 (b).

tube-wrench (tub'rench), n. A pipe-wrench.
tub-fake (tub'fak), n. A coil of tow-line in the
line-tub of a whale-boat. J. W. Collins.

tubfastt (tub'fast), . A process of treatment
for the cure of venereal disease by sweating in

a heated tub for a considerable time, during
which strict abstinence had to be observed.

Bring down rose-cheeked youth
To the tub-fast and the diet.

Shttk., T. of A., iv. 3. 87.

tub-fish (tub'fish), n. The sapphirine gurnard,
Trigla Itirundo. See gurnard. [Local, Eng.]

tubful (tub'ful), n. [< tub + -ful.~\ A quantity
sufficient to fill a tub; as much as a tub will
hold,

tub-gig (tub'gig), . A Welsh car. See the

quotation.
The brothers [Carlyle] went in a steamer from Liverpool

to Bangor, and thence to Llanberis, again in a tub-gig, or
Welsh car. Froude, Carlyle (Life in London, xi.).

tubi, n. Plural of tubus.

tubicen (tu'bi-sen), . [L., a trumpeter, < tuba,

trumpet, + canere, sing, play.] A trumpeter.
tubicinate (tu-bis'i-nat), . i. ; pret. and pp. tu-

bicinated, ppr. tubicinating. [< L. tubicen (-cm-),
a trumpeter (see tubicen),+ -ate1 .] To blow a

trumpet. [Rare.]
TubiCOlffi (tu-bik'o-le), n. pi. [NL., pi. of tu-

bicola: see tubicole.] 1. A group of spiders
which spin and inhabit a tubular web of silk,
often strengthened outside with leaves or other

materials; the tube-spinners. Compare Tubitelte.

2. A group of annelids, (at) In Cuvier's classifica-

tion, the first order of Annelides, consisting of sucli genera
as Serpula, Sabella, Terebel-

Itt, Amphilrite, and Dentali-
um: thus a heterogeneous
association of certain mol-
lusks and worms. (6) Now,
the sedentary or tubicolous
annelids, or those worms
which live in tubes. They
comprise a part of the poly-
chcetous annelids, and in-

clude several families, as

Serpulidse, Sabellidss, Tere-

bellidse, Amphictenidte, and
others. They are also called

Sedentaria, from their hab-
it* (as distinguished from
Errantia), and Cephalobran-
chia or Capitibranchia, for
the reason that the branchi-
al organs are confined to the
head or anterior part of the
body. These are the pro-
cesses which project so con-

spicuously from the tube.
The tubes are of various sub-
stance and texture; they
may be calcareous secre-
tions of the animal, as in
the serpulas, or composed
of sandy and shelly or stony
grit agglutinated together
by a viscid secretion, as in the terebellas and others or
simply membranous. The tubes are straight or curved
sometimes spirally coiled, and usually form a complete
case or covering into which the animal can withdraw for

A Serpula, one of the Tubieolse,
withdrawn from its tube, which ib
shown separately.
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protection. Also Tubicolidie . See also cuts under Prntula
and Serpula.

tubicolar (tfi-bik'o-ljir), . [< tubicole + -aA]
Same as tubicolous.

Spirorbis and other tubicolar annelids occur as early as

the Silurian period. Pascoe, Zool. Class., p. 62.

tubicole (tu'bi-kol), a. and n. [< NL. tubirola,

living in a tube (i. e. in a tubular web), < L.

titbits,^ tube,
+ colere, dwell, inhabit.] I. <i. In-

habiting a tube or a tubular web, as a spider ;

tubicolar or tubicolous, as an annelid.

II. >i. A tubicolous annelid.

Tubicolidae (tu-bi-kol'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Tu-

bicolx + -Ma?.] 1. In conch., a family of bi-

valves : same as Gastrochteiiidie. See tube-shell.

2. Same as Tubicolee, 2 (b).

tubicolous (tu-bik'o-lus), a. [< tubicole + -OMS.]

Ineool., inhabitiug'a tube ; tubicole; tubicolar;

spinning a tubular web, as a spider ; secreting
a tubular case, as an annelid or a rotifer ;

hav-

ing a tubular or fistulous shell, as a mollusk.

See Tubicolas, tube-shell, and cuts under Protula
and Serpula Tubicolous rotifers, those wheel-

animalcules, as distinguished from the free forms, which
are inclosed in gelatinous cases which they secrete. The
elongated body ends behind in an adhesive disk, by which
the animalcules, singly or several together, are fixed.

The foot or peduncle, by which they are attached, is a

process of the neural side of the body, and thus differs

from the foot of most free rotifers, which is a median
process from the opposite side of the body, usually seg-
mented and ending in a pair of movable stylets.

tubicorn (tu'bi-k6ru), a. and n. [< L. tubus,

tube, + cornu, horn.] I. a. Hollow-horned, as
a ruminant; cavicorn.

II. n. A tubicorn or cavicorn ruminant.
Tubicornia (tu-bi-kor'ui-a), n. pi. [NL. : see

tubicorn."] The hollow-horned ruminants: same
as Cavicornia.

tubifacient (tu-bi-fa'shient), a. [< L. titbits,

tube, + faeieii(t-)s, ppr. offacere, make.] Con-

structing a tube in which to dwell
; tubicolous.

tubifer (tu'bi-fer), n. [< L. tubus, tube, + ferre
= E. Sear 1

.] That which bears a tube, as a tu-

bicolous annelid.

tubiflorous (tu'bi-flo-rus), a. [< L. tubus, tube,
+ flos (flor-), flower.] In bot., having tubular
flowers or florets.

tnbiform (tu'bi-form), a. [= F. tubiforme, <

L. tubus, tube, + forma, form.] Tubular; ca-

nalicular; having the form or character of a
tube. Also ttibseform.

tubilingual (tu-bi-ling'gwal), a. [< L. tubus,

tube, + lingua, tongue : see lingual.] Having
a tubular tongue, as various honey-suckers and
other birds.

Tubilingues (tu-bi-ling'gwez), n.pl. [NL. : see

tubilingual.] In ornith., in Sundevall's system,
a synonym of Cinnyrimorplise : so named be-
cause the long extensile tongue constitutes a
tubular suctorial organ.
Tubinares (tu-bi-na'rez), n. pi. [NL. (Illiger,

1811), < L. tub-US, tube, + wares, nostrils.] The
tube-nosed or tubinarial water-birds, having
the nostrils formed into a tube which lies upon
the base of the culmen, as in the petrels, or into
a pair of tubes, one on each side of the base of
the bill, as in the albatrosses

;
the petrel family,

or Procellariidee. Also called Nasutse, See cuts
under albatross, fulmar, hagden, and (Estrelala.

tubinarial (tu-bi-na'ri-al), a. [As Tubinares
+ -ial.] Having tubular nostrils, as a petrel ;

tube-nosed
; of or pertaining to the Tubinares.

tubing (tu'bing), n. [Verbal n. of tube, v.] 1.

The act of making tubes, or providing with
tubes. 2. A tube or tubes collectively: as,
ten feet of tubing. Rubber tubing, flexible tubing
made of caoutchouc. Such tubing is made impervious
to coal-gas by coating it with a solution of sodium sili-

cate, or water-glass.

Tubingen school. See school1 .

tubiparous(tu-bip'a-rus), a. [< L. tubus, tube,
+ parerc, produce.] Giving rise to tubes or
tubules: as, a tubinarous gland. Micros. Sci.,

XXXI. 186.

Tubipora (tu-bip'o-ra), n. [NL. (Linnseus,
1748), < L. tubus, tube, T porus, pore, passage.]
The leading genus of Tubiporidse, or organ-pipe
corals. T. musica is the best-known species.
See cut in next column.

Tubiporacese (tu"bi-po-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of tubiporaceus : see tubiporaceous.]
An order of alcyonarian polyps, containing the

Tubiporidse or organ-pipe corals.

tubiporacean (tu"bi-po-ra'se-an), a. and n. [<

tubiporace-ous + -an.]

'

Same as tubipore.
tubiporaceous (tu''bi-po-ra'shius), a. [< L.
tabus, tube, -I- porus, pore, passage, + -aceous.]
Having the character of organ-pipe coral; be-

longing to Ihe Tiiliiporaceee.

tu-brugge

Organ-pipe Coral ( Titbtpora

tubipore (tu'bi-por), . and n. [< L. tubus, tube,
+ porus, pore, passage.] I. a. Having tubu-
lar corallites, each one of which opens by a pore ;

tubiporaceous; belonging to the Tubiporidse.
II. n. An organ-pipe coral.

Tubiporidse (tu-bi-por'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Tubipora + -idee.] A family of alcyonarian
polyps, typified by the genus Tubipora, which
secrete a hard corallum in the form of tubular
thecse bound together by epithecse and with-
out internal septa ; the organ-pipe corals. The
polyps have eight pinnately fringed tentacles, and are
therefore octocoralline, not hexacoralline as most corals.

They are completely retractile within their tubes, and are
of a violet or grass-green color. The coral grows in large
masses, usually red or purplish, and is found in the Indian
and Pacific oceans. See cut under Tubipora.

tubiporite (tu'bi-po-rit), n. [< Tubipora + -ite2.]

A fossil organ-pipe coral, or some similar organ-
ism.

Tubiporites (tu"bi-po-ri'tez), n. [NL. (Schlot-

heim): see tubiporite.'] A genus of tubipo-
rites.

tubiporous (tu'bi-po-rus), a. [As tnbipore +
-ous.] Same as tubipore.
Tubitelae (tu-bi-te'le), n. pi. [NL., < L. tubus,

tube, + tela, a web.] A group of rectigrade
spiders, the tapestry-weavers, which have cy-
lindrical spinnerets and spin tubular webs, as

the genera Agclena, Tegenaria, and others : op-
posed to Inequitelee, Orbitelse, etc.

tubitelar (tu-bi-te'lar), a. [< Tubitelx + -ar^.]
Of or pertaining to the Tubitelse.

Tubitelariae (tu*bi-te-la'ri-e), n. pi. [NL.: see

Tubitelse.] Same as Tubitelse.

tubitelarian (tu"bi-te-la'ri-an), a. and )i. [<
Tubitelariee, + -an.] 1. a. Of or pertaining to

the Tubitelarite; tubitelar.

II. n. A spider of the division Tubitelariee.

tubivalve (tu'bi-valv), n. and a. [< L. tiibus,

tube, + vah-a, door: see valve.] I. n. A bi-

valve mollusk with tubular siphonal sheath;
a tube-shell.

II. a. Having a tubular or fistulous shell.

tubman (tub'man), .; pi. tubmen (-men). A
barrister in the Court of Exchequer in England
who had a precedence in motions. See post-
man1

.

tubo-abdominal (tu
//

b6-ab-dom'i-nal), a. [< L.

tubus, tube, + abdomen (-min-), abdomen, +
-al.] Pertaining to a Fallopian tube and to

the cavity of the abdomen. Tubo-abdominal
pregnancy, a form of extra-uterine pregnancy in which
the ovum is arrested near the fimbriated extremity of
the Fallopian tube, projecting thence in the course of its

development into the abdominal cavity.

tub-oar (tub'or), n. In whale-Jishing, the oar
which is pulled opposite the line-tub

; also,
the tub-oarsman.
tub-Oarsman (tub'6rz

//

man), n. In whale-fish-

ing, a man whose place in a whale-boat is near
the tub containing the whale-line, and whose
business is to see that no entanglement of the
line takes place.
tubo-ovarian (tu"b6-o-va'ri-an), a. [< L. tubus,

tube, + ovariwu, ovary, + -an.] Pertaining to

the ovary and to the Fallopian tube.

tubovarian (tu-bo-va'ri-an), a. Same as tubo-

ovarian.

tub-preacher (tub'pre'cher), n. [< tub, a kind
of pulpit, + preacher.] A contemptuous term
for a dissenting minister; hence, a ranting,

ignorant preacher. Also tubster.

Here are your lawful ministers present, to whom of late

you do not resort, I hear, but to tub-preachers in conven-
ticles. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 165. (Danes.)

tub-race (tub'ras), . A race in which the con-
testants paddle with the hands in tubs.

tu-brugget, . [ME., < tu, a form of tow1
,
+

brui/gt; bridge: see tou'l and brulyf^.] A draw-

bridge. Htillitcell.



tu-brugge
Nou stont the lieveil above the lu-brugge
FBste bi \\aleis.

Krrriiti,,,, .,/ NiV .sVmmi l'r,i<, r (rliil.l's Hullads, VI. 282).

tub-Saw (Inli'sa), ii. A cylindrical saw which
cuts staves from a block, and rounds them

transversely: same as annular .111 it- (it) (which
see. under win' 1

). E. II. Knit/lit.

tub-size (tuli'si/), i'. '. Set! the quotation.
If paper li to be t nh-sued as well as engine-sized, un

n, null size lite by N.iakilll.' out the gelatine from clip

pings "f hums, bidet, etc., is mixed with dlHolTtd alum
ami plaee.l in a tub or vat, through which the wel> 'i

paper is run after leaving the til -t set of driers.

Harper's May., LXXV. 124.

tubstert (tub'ster), n. [< tub + -ster*.] Same
as tub-jireaclnr.
He (says the tubster) that would be rich according to the

practice of this wicked age must play the thief or the

cheat. Tom Brown, Works, III. 68. (Daniel.)

tub-sugar (tub'sliug'ar), n. Sugar packed in

chests, and covered over with fine clay.

tub-thumper (tub'thum'per), n. A violent or

gesticulating preacher; one who employs vio-

lent action to give the effect or appearance of

earnestness to his sermons. [Slang.]

tub-thumping (tub'thum'ping), a. Ranting.
[Slang.]
Very modest gifts, belonging to what may be called the

tub-thumpina school of oratory, have been known to fill a

large church with eager congregations.
Contemporary Rev., LIV. 2.13.

tubular (tu'bu-lar), a. [= F. tubulaire = Sp.

Pg. tubular = It. tiiliulare, tubolare, < NL. "ttibti-

larin, < L. tithitlus, a small pipe: see tubule.]

1. Having the form of a tube or
pipe,

without
reference to size; tubuliform; tubiform; tubar;
ftstulous. 2. In hot., tube-like; tube-shaped;
having a tube; tubulous: as, a tubular corolla

or calyx.
Tubular filiform very fine colourless rootlets.

I.i- Maout and Decaisne, Botany (trans.), p. 917.

3. As applied to respiratory sounds, noting a
sound like that produced by a current of air

through a tube. Horizontal tubularsteam-boiler.
See steam-boiler. Rotary tubular steam-boiler. See

roforj/. Tubular-arch bridge. See bridge^. Tubular
bridge. Wee bridim^. Tubular car, a car of which the
sills and floor-framing are made of iron gas-pipe. Tubu-
lar crane, a crane with a hollow or tubular jib. Large
tubular cranes sometimes have jibs made of boiler-plate
rolled into tubular form and joined with rivets. Tubu-
lar floating dock, a dock formed of capacious tubes,
which may be sunk or floated, according as the tubular

spaces are filled with water or with air. Tubular
girder, any hollow girder of metal, whatever the form
In section. See girder*. Tubular glands, compound
glands m which the divisions of the secreting cavity as*

mme a tubular form. Tubular lantern, a lantern hav-

ing no guards except a rectangular frame of tubes through
which the air-supply is carried. Car-Bunder's Diet. Tu-
bular respiration. See respiration. Tubular retort.
Same as tithe-retort. Tubular steam-boiler. See*team-
boiler. Tubular surface, in geom. See surface.

Tubularia (tu-bu-la'ri-a), n. [NL. (Linnaaus,
1755), neut. pi.' of

"tubularis, tubular:
see tubular.] An
old genus of tubu-
larian hydroids, now
restricted as the

typo of a family Ttt-

bulariidx. T. indi-

visa is an example.
Tubulariae (tu - bu -

la'ri-e), 11.7*7. [NL. :

see Tubidaria.] The
tubularian hydroids,
or gymuoblastic hy-
dromedusans ; the
Atliecata or (lymno-

tubularian (tu-bu-
la'ri-an), a. and n. __,

'. Tubularia + -an.] Tubularian Polyp ( Tbnlari indi

a Hydriform in
of

T**
half natura|

tllhlllar Shape With size: a. single hydranth. enlarged ;

a wide disk, a maim- %%* su" u <!Ki b>- "<ii -

brium, and solid ten-

tacles; of or pertaining to the Tubulariae, or gym-
noblastic hydrozoans. Tubularian hydroids, the

II. n. A member of the Tiibulariie. The tiihu-

lai ian polyps form au extensive series, by some authors
iliviilcil intn many families. Some of them resemble slen-

der-stcmmei! composite flowers, as a dandelion, for exam*

pie.
la the usual forms the hydranth is flower-like and

burne upon the end of a slender stalk (hydrocaul), several
if which may unite below into a root-like part(hydrorhiza).
The hydraitth bears the gonophores upon stalks (blasto-

styles) ; these may be permanently attached (sporosacs),
or may become detached and float off as free inedusoids.
Both hydmnths and gonophores are naked (gymnoblastic
or atbccati').

tubularidan(tu-bu-lar'i-dan), a. and . Same
as tubularian.
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Tubulariidae (tu'bu-la-ri'i-de). . pi. [NL., <

Tubidaria + -idle.] A restricted family of tu-

bulurian hydromedusans, rppre>ented liv the

genus Tubidaria, having the poljrp-rtOCI in-

vested with a hard perisarc. Also Tubitlaridn .

See cut under Tidiularia.

tubularity (tu-bu-lar'i-ti), ii. [< tubular +
-id/.] The quality of a tubular sound. See

tubular, 3.

tubularly (tu'bu-l&r-li), adv. In the form of a

tube.

Cells, either expanded or tubularly or vcsicnlarly con-

creted. U. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Alg, p. 182.

tubulate (tu'bu-lat), a. [= F. tubulf = Pg. /-
Inilddo, < L. tulndatun, formed like a pipe, < /-
Indus, a small pipe, a tube : see tubule. J Formed
like a tube ; tubulated.

tubulate (tu'bu-lat), c. /. ; pret. and pp. tubu-

lated, ppr. tulndating. [< tubulate, a.] To form
into a tube; also, to furnish with a tube. Elect.

Rev. (Amer.), XV. xxv. 2.

A tubulated glass shade with a metal base.

Atkiiumii, tr. of Hanoi's Physics, | 763.

Tubulated retort, a retort having a small tube, furnished
with a stopper, so placed above the bulb that substances
can be Introduced into the retort without soiling the neck.

A receiver with a similar tube and stopper Is called a tu-

bulated receiver.

tabulation (tu-bu-la'shpn), w. [< tubulate +
-ion.] The formation of a tube or tubule; the

disposition or arrangement of a set of tubes.

tnbulature (tu'bu-la-tur), w. [< tubulate +
-ure.] The month of short neck at the upper
part of a tubulated retort.

tubule (tu'bul), H. [= F. tubule = It. tubnln,

< L. tubulus, a small pipe, a water-pipe, < ?H-

bus, a pipe, tube: see tube.] A small tube or

pipe: as, the uriniferous or seminiferous /-
aides. See tubulus, and cut under Malpigliian.

tubuli, w. Plural of tiiliiiin-.

tubulibranch (tu'bu-li-brangk), a. and w. [< L.

tubulus, a tube, + brancliiee, gills.] I. n. Of or

pertaining to the Tubulibranchiata; tubulibran-
chian

;
tubulibranchiate.

U. n. A member of the Tubulibraitcliiata.

tubulibranchian (tu'bu-li-brang'ki-an), a. and
n. [As Tubidibranclii(ata) + -an.] Same as

tubulibranch.

Tubulibranchiatat (tu'bu-li-brang-ki-a'ta), n.

pi. [NL., ueut. pi. of tubulibranchiatus : see

tubulibranchiate.] In Cuvier's classification,
the seventh order of gastropods, having a more
or less irregularly tubular shell, and consisting
of 3 genera Vermetus, Magilus, and Siliquaria :

an artificial group. See cuts under the generic
names.
tubulibranchiate (tu'bu-li-brang'ki-at), a. and
n. [< NL. tubulibranchiatus, < L. tubulus, tube,
+ brancliiee, gills.] Same as tubulibranch.

Tubulicolae (tu-bu-lik'o-le), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

"tubulicola : see tubulicole.] In Cuvier's classi-

fication, an order of polyps, including the tubu-
larians.

tubulicole (tu'hu-li-kol), a. and n. [< NL. *tu-

bulicola, inhabiting a tube, < L. tubulus, a tube,
+ colere, dwell, inhabit. Cf. tubicole.] I. a.

Inhabiting a tubule, as a polyp; belonging to

the Tubulicolee.

II. n. A polyp of the group Tubulicolee.

Tubulidentata (tii'bu-li-den-ta'tii), n. pi.

[NL., neut. pi. of "tubulidtntatus: see ttibuliden-

tate.] One of

the groups of
the Entomopha-
ga, or insectiv-

orous Edenta-

ta, represented
by the aard-

vark, or Cape
ant-eater of
South Africa,

Orycteropus ca-

pensis. They fur-

nish the only In-

stance known
among mammals
of truly compound
teeth, these organs
being composed of
bundles of parallel
upright denticles, so that their substance is traversed by
a number of parallel vertical canals. See also cut mulct
aarrftwfr.

tubulidentate (tu'bu-li-den'tat), a. [< NL.
*titliii/ii(<iitnt<tri. < L. tidndus, a tube, + dentatux,
toothed : see dentate.] Having compound teeth

composed of tubular bundles of denticles ; of or

iierlainini; to the Tiiliididi-iitiita.

Tubulifera (tu-bu-life-ra). . )>l. [NL. (La-
treille, 1807), ueut. pi."of "tuliuliftr : see <&-

TuMutentata.
Part of Tooth of Aardvark \Orycteroput ca-

/vrjT>, in cross-section, highly magnified.

tubus

I if, rniiH.] 1. Ill Latreillc's system, the ( nd
ti-ilie nl' hvineiio]itei-oiis insects, inchnlintr the

families /'fiii-tnlrii/iii and I'liri/xiilult *. liy Mac
l.c.-iv and \Ve>t\MMiil restricted to the family
rlu-'iixiiliil:r: n| >i

.used t<i N< i-m-ift rn. 2. A stirps
of the order 77ii/.i/<<r. including tin- genus
ri,l<i;,tl,rii,x. Hattda*, 1K36.

tubuliferous (tQ-bu-lif'e-rus), a. [< XL. *tu-

bulifcr, < L. tulmliis, tnlie. + I'IITI = K. l>trl.\

In entiim.. having a tube-like ovipositor (see

liilnilus, 2); of or pertaining to the family Clirii-

xiilidir or suliorder Tiilmlii'i , -n.

Tubuliflorae (tu'bii-li-flo're), n. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle, 1836), fern. pi. of "

In l> nil floras :

see tubtdiflorous.] A suborder of composite
plants, including 11 tribes, or all of the order

except the Mutisiacese and OteftwteMK It U
characterized by flower-beads with all the perfect flowers

tubular. Many genera possess ray-flowers, which are

either pistillate or neutral. The types of trilies included

are the genera Vemonia, Eupatorium, After. Inttla, Heli-

anthim, llfleniuin, Anlhemit, Senecio, Calendula. Arclolit,

and C}/nara. The composite genera having all the flowers

llgulate were formerly classed in the suborder Ligultflora.

tubuliflorous (tu'bu-li-flo'nis), a. [< NL. *di-

bidiflorm, < L. tubuius, tube, + flas (fl<rr-), flow-

er.] In hot., having the flowers of a head (in
( 'iiniin>nitse) all with tubular corollas ; of or per-

taining to the Tubulifloree.

tubuliform (tu'bu-li-f6rm), a. [< L. tubulus,

tube, + forma, form.] Having the form of a

small tube or tubule ; tubular. Huxley, Anat.

Invert., p. 381.

Tubulipora (tu-bu-lip'o-ra), . [NL. (La-
marck), < L. tubulus, a tube, + porus, pore.]
The typical genus of Tubuliportite, containing
such species as T. serpeng.

tubulipore (tu'bu-li-p6r), n. [< NL. Tubnlipo-

rn.] A polyzoari of the family Tubuliporidse.

Tubuliporidae (tu'bu-li-por'i-de), /. pi. [NL.
(Johnston, 1838), < 'Tubulii>vra + -idte.~\ A
family of polyzoans, typified by the genus Tu-

btilipora, and characterized by the tubular cal-

careous calycles.

tubuliporoid (tu"bu-li-pp'roid),
a. [< tubuli-

pore + -oid.'] Kesembling, characteristic of,

or pertaining to the Tubuliporidse.
Tubulosa (tu-bii-16'sii), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of

"tubulosus, tubulose: see tubulose, tubulous.] A
group of Paleozoic corals of doubtful character,
named by Edwards and Haime for such forms
as Aulopora and I'yraia. They have compound or

simple corallum (In the former case the corallites united

by branches and creeping ccenenchyme), tubular or pyri-
form tbeeju, rudimentary septa, and no tabula?.

tubulose (tu'bu-los), a. [<NL. "tubiilosug: see

tubiilous.] Tubular or tubuliform ; fistulous.

flpeclncally (a) Of or pertaining to the Tulmlota. (&) In

mil,,,,., noting the lingua or tongue when It is very long,

tubular, and capable of inflation, but without any termi-

nal oriflce, so that liquids cannot be lucked through it, is

In the bees. () In hot., tubular.

tubulous (tu'bu-lus), a. [< F. tubuleux = Pg.
tubuloso = It. iuboloso, < NL. "tubulostis, tubu-

lar, < L. tn /i n I us, tube: see tubule.'] Tubulose;
tubular. Sei. Amer., N. S., LXIV. 160.

tubulure (tu'bu-lur), n. [< F. tubulure; as tu-

bule + -ure.'} In chem., a short open tube at

the top of a retort, or in a receiver or bell-jar.

tubulus (tu'bu-lus), 7i.; pi. tubuli (-H). [NL..
< L. tubulus, tube : see tubule.] 1. In ana/, and
zool., a tubule: chiefly in the plural: as, tubuli

lactiferi, the milk-ducts; tubuli uriniferi, the

urinary tubules. 2. In entom., a prolongation
of the abdomen, consisting of several rings
which can be retracted one into another like a

nket-telescope,
serving as an ovipositor. It

in ml in the females of many flies and of the

hymenopterous family Chrysididte. See Tulni-

lifera, 1. 3. In bot., in Hymenomycftcs. a tube
on the surface of the pileTis which is lined with
the hymenium; in Pyreiwmycetes, same as iierk

(see pore?, 3) ;
in Diatomaceie, same as coriiu, 2

(6) Tnbttll lactiferi. See def. 1, and yalactophoma
dwtt, under d\ut. Tubuli of Ferreln, the tubules com-

posing the pyramid of Ferreln. Also called tuba of Per-

rein. Tubuli recti, short straight sections of the semi-
niferous tubules situated between the convoluted secret-

ing tubules and the rete testis.

Tuburcinia (tu-ber-sin'i-a), n. [NL., < L. tti-

bureinar!, eat greedily, devour.] A genus of

molds. T. scabies is known by the name of

potato-scab.
tubus (tu'bus), .

; pi. tubi (-bi). [NL., < L. tu-

6.s-, a pipe, tube: see tube.] 1. In aiwt. and
~oo/.,atube. [Little used.] 2. InfifeH.,the

mentum, or basal part of the labium, of a bee,

forming with the bases of the maxillae a tube

leading to the epipharynx Tubus Astronomicus,
a constellation : same as Telexopium. Tubus vertebra -

11s, tubus medullaris, the spinal canal ; the hollow of

the spinal column, containing the spinal cord.



tub-wheel

tub-wheel (tub'hwel), . 1. A form of water-
wheel which has a vertical axis and radial spi-
ral floats placed between
two cases attached to the
axis. The water is precipi-
tated between the cases from
a chute, and is discharged at

the bottom of the wheel. M.
H. Knight. 2. In tannini/,

a hollow revolving drum in

which skins or leather are

washed by being tumbled in

water. Similar wheels are Tub-wneei, i.

used in other industries.

tucan (to'kan), w. [< Mex. tucan (Hernandez).]
The Mexican pocket-gopher, Geomys mexicanus.
It is one of the largest gophers, 10 or 11 inches long, or,

with the tail, from 13 to 14 inches, and resembles the qua-
chil, but has soft, sleek fur. The incisors are each bisect-

ed by a single median furrow, which distinguishes the ani-

mal from all United States gophers except B. castanops.
The tail and feet are clothed as usual in the genus. The
coloration is a pure chestnut-brown, the hind feet and tail

are mostly whitish, and sometimes there are small white

patches on the under parts. The under fur is plumbeous,
and some specimens vary from the normal chestnut to a

plumbago or anthracite color. Also tugan, tuca, tuza.

Tucana (tu-ka'ua), n. [NL., < toucan, q. v.]
1. A southern constellation, the Toucan, south
of the Phoanix, made by Petrus Theodori in

the fifteenth century. 2. In ornith., same as

Eamphastos. Brisson, 1760.

tucett (tu'set), n. [< L. tucetum, tuccetum, a thick

gravy: see tucket'2."] A steak. See tucket^.

The Cisalpine tucets or gobbets of condited bull's flesh.

Jer. Taylor, Sermons (1663), p. 212. {Latham.)

tucht, n. An obsolete spelling of touch.

tuck 1
(tuk), v. [< ME. tucken, tukken, also touken;

partly < AS. tucian, pull, pluck, full (cloth);

partly < MLG. tucken, LG. tukken, tokken, pull
up, draw up, tuck up, also entice, LG. also

tnken, wrinkle, as a badly made garment, = MD.
tocken, entice, = OHG. zuechen, zukken, MHG.
G. zueken, ziicken, draw in

,
draw together, shrug,

etc.
; a secondary form of the verb represented

by AS. teon (pret. tedh, pi. tut/on) = OS. Mohan
= MLG. tien, ten, LG. teen = OHG. ziohen,
MHG. G. ziehen = Goth, tiuhan, draw : see tee1

,

and cf. tow1
, tng, tick1

,
touch. Hence tucker1

,

tucker'^.
~\ I. trans. 1. To draw close together;

pull together. Specifically (a) To thicken ; full : said
of cloth. Compare tucking-mill. [Now prov. Eng. ]

Cloth that cometh fro the weuyng is noust comly to were
Tyl it is fulled vnder fote, or in fullyng-stokkes, . . .

Ytouked, and ytented. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 447.

(6) To gather up; draw or pull up, or in any direction;
draw into folds : frequently followed by up.

And you tucke nat your gowne rounde aboute you, you
shall be daggled by yonde all mercy. Palsgrave, p. 763.

They tuck up the skirts of their coats when they fight
or march. Sandys, Travailes, p. 38.

She tuckt her girdle about her middle,
And ranne close by his side.

The Knight and Shepherd's Daughter (Child's Ballads, III.

[262).

So, Dick Adept tuck back thy Hair ;

And I will pour into thy Ear
Remarks, which none did e'er disclose.

Prior, Alma, iii.

(e) In needlework, to lay and sew tucks in : as, the waist
was tucked lengthwise. See tuckl, n., 2.

2. To press or crowd into a narrow space or

compass; stuff; cram.
I ... carry pistols about me, which I have always

tucked within my girdle. Steele, Tatler, No. 164.

They [footmen] would come to an honest labourer's cot-

tage, eat his pancakes, tuck his fowls into their pockets,
and cane the poor man himself.

Macaulay, St. Denis and St. George.
The little cushions tucked in around her spine were of

silk-covered eider-down. The Century, XL. 269.

Hence 3. To pack in barrels. [Prov. Eng.]
186 hogsheads [of pilchards] were tucked on Sunday.

Morning Chronicle, Aug. 28, 1857. (Encyc. Diet.)

4. To gird ; clothe tightly or compactly ; hence,
to cover snugly with wrappings, as with bed-
clothes or rugs.
He departed from Blaase and com to Bredigan, and he

was tukked, and on his heede a felt, and bar a longe staff
on his bakke, and he was sklender and lene.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 279.

A bonnie lasse she was, verye well tuckt up in a russet
petticoate. Greene's Vision.

The pigeons were snugly put to bed in a comfortable
pie, and tucked in with a coverlet of crust.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 428.

5. To put into one's stomach
;
eat : usually with

in. [Slang.] 6. In seine-fishing, to gather or
draw (fish) out of a seine by means of a tuck-
seine which is shot inside of the seine.

Tucking the flsh is the next operation, and this is per-
formed with the tuck-seau, which we described as being
very deep in the middle. Encyc. Brit., IX. 264
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7f. To pinch ; nip ;
wound by the pressure of

the finger-nail.
If any of the Freshmen came off dull, or not cleverly

[in speaking], some of the forward or pragmatical Seniors
would Tuck them that is, set the nail of their Thumb to

their chin, just under the Lipp, and by the help of their

other Fingers under the Chin they would give him a
Mark which sometimes would produce Blood.

Life of A. Wood (by himself), p. 46.

To tuck up. (a) To gather or draw up. (6) To string up ;

hang. [Slang.]

I never saw an execution but once, and then the hang-
man asked the poor creature's pardon, and wiped his

mouth as you do, and pleaded his duty, and then calmly
tucked up the criminal.

Richardson, Pamela, 1. 141. (Davies.)

II. intrans. 1. To contract; draw together.
An ulcer discharging a nasty thin ichor, the edges tuck

in, and, growing skinned and hard, give it the name of a
callous ulcer. Sharp, Surgery.

2. To make tucks : as, a sewing-machine that
tucks and gathers.
tuck1 (tuk), n. [< tuck1

, v.~\ If. A garment
tucked, girt, or wrapped about one

;
in the fol-

lowing quotation, a turban.

Vpon his head a goodly white tucke, containing in length
by estimation flfteene yards. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 113.

2. In needlework, a flat fold in a fabric, or in a

part of a garment, fixed in place by stitches,
and frequently one of a series laid parallel.
Tucks are used either by way of decoration, or in order
to dispose of extra material in a garment, with a view to

letting it out as the wearer grows or as the fabric shrinks.

3. A short pinafore. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
4. In bookbinding, a flap on one side of the

cover, made to fold over the other side and tuck
into a strap which holds it fast. 5. A kind of

net.

The Tucke ... is narrower meashed, and (therefore
scarce lawfull) with a long bunt in the midst.

S. Carew, Survey of Cornwall, fol. 30.

6f. A pinch ;
a nip. See the quotation under

tuck1
,
v. t., 7.

If dull, nothing was given to him [the freshman] but
salted Drink, . . . with tucks to boot.

Life of A. Wood (by himselfX p. 46.

7. Naut., that part of a vessel where the after
ends of the outside planking come together
under the stern. 8. Eatables; viands; es-

pecially, sweets or pastry. Also tucker, in Aus-
tralia. [Slang.]
Nothing can stop the mouth of a (efr-huuter.

A. Bunn, The Stage, I. 295.

The Slogger looks rather sodden, as if he didn't take
much exercise and ate too much tuck.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 5.

9. An appetite. Halliwell. [Slang.] Nip and
tuck. See ni.pl.

tuck2
(tuk), n. [< OF. estoc, a rapier, also the

stock of a tree, also a thrust (see tuck^), = It.

stocco, a truncheon, short sword, tuck : see

stoek%, stuck3 . For the form tuck, < OF. estoc, cf.

ticket, < OF. *estiquet, etiquet.] A rapier. See
estoc.

That wicked pernicious fashion to fight in the fields in
duels with a rapier called a tucke only for the thrust.

Darcie, Annals of Elizabeth, quoted in Encyc. Brit., IX. 70.

Dismount thy tuck, be yare in thy preparation, for thy
assailant is quick, skilful, and deadly.

Shak.,T. N.,iii. 4. 244.

Now with their long Tucks thrusting at the face, now
with their piked Targets bearing them down.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

tuck3 (tuk), n. [< ME. tuk (Sc. tuick, touk), <

OF. estoc, a thrust, = Olt. tocco, a knock, stroke,
as on a bell, peal of a bell; cf. tuck2

,
tucket1

,

andficfc1.] 1. A blow; a stroke; a tap; a beat;
especially, the beating of a drum. See beat or
tuck of drum, under beat1 . [Scotch.]

Hercules it smytis with ane mychty touk.
O. Douglas, tr. of Virgil, p. 249.

Panmuir with all his men did cum,
The provost of braif Aberdene,
With trumpets and with tuick of drum,

Came schortly in thair armour schene.
Battle of Barlaw (Child's Ballads, VII. 185).

So gallantly you come,
I read you for a bold Dragoon,

That lists the tuck of drum.
Scott, Kokeby, iii. 17.

2. A blast; a flourish; a tucket.
With the tuk of a trump, all his tore knightes
He assemblit full sone.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7107.

Wherever death has his red flag a flying, and sounds his
own potent tuck upon the cannons.

R. L. Stevenson, Inland Voyage, p. 101.

tuck3
(tuk), v. i. [< tuckS, n.] To beat; tap:

said of a drum.
The armies met, the trumpet sounds,
The dandring drums alloud did touk.

Battle of Harlaw (Chad's Ballads, VII. 188).

tuckahoe (tuk'a-ho), n. [Formerly also tockaw-

hough ; from an Amer. Ind. name represented

tucker

by Delaware ptucqui, a (round) loaf or cake, <

petukqui, Cree pettikwow, round, globular.] If.

Formerly, either of the plants the Virginia
wake-robin, I'eltandra undulata (P. Virginica,
once Arum Virginicum), and the golden-club,
Orontium aquaticum, both aquatics with deep
fleshy and starchy rootstocks, which, rendered
edible by cooking, were used by the Indians of

Virginia as food.

They [the aborigines of Virginia) haue two roots ; . . .

the other called Tockawhouyh, growing like a flagge, of

the greatnes and taste of a Potato, which passeth a fiery

purgation before they may eate it, being poyson whiles it

is raw. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 761.

2.A subterranean fungus,Pocfcyma Cocos,other-
wise known as Indian bread, Indian head, and In-

dian loaf, found widely in the southern United
States. It grows in light loamy soils on old roots as a

saprophyte, or perhaps a parasite. Its size, form ,
and bark-

like exterior give it the outward appearance of a cocoa-

a b c
Tuckahoe (Pachyma Cocas).

a, a root with growth of tuckahoe ; t', mass of tuckahoe ;

c, microscopical section of the same.

nut; within it presents a compact white mass without
apparent structure. When first taken from the ground,
it is moist and yielding; but in drying the white sub-
stance becomes very hard, cracking from within. It is

entirely tasteless, insoluble in water, without starch, and
is composed in large measure of pectose.

tuck-creaser (tuk'kre"ser), u. An attachment
to a sewing-machine which creases the fabric
as it passes through the machine, in order to

make a guiding line for the next tuck. It

usually consists essentially of an adjustable

spring-bar.
tucked (tukt), p. a. [Also tuckt; < ME. tukked;
pp. of tuck1

, .] Treated, affected, or arranged
in any manner noted by the verb tuck1 .

A short tuckt garment of flame-colour.
B. Jonson, King James's Coronation Entertainment.

Tucked up. (a) Having the clothes drawn up so as to
clear the ground.

The tuck'd-up sempstress walks with hasty strides,
While streams run down her oil'd umbrella's sides.

Swift, A City Shower.

(6) Hung high in the stock, so that the top is above the

pivots or gudgeons : noting large bells.

It is difficult to set a much tucked-up bell tolling, though
easy to keep it up afterwards.

Sir E. Beckett, Clocks, Watches, and Bells, p. 380.

(c) Contracted; narrow: as, a tucked-up room. [Colloq.]

(d) Cramped. [Colloq.]
If a man is riding an ordinary fifty-eight inch roadster,

it is clear that a closely built fifty-eight inch racer will be
noticeably too short in the reach for him, and he will feel

that he is what cyclists call "tucked up," "cramped," or

"going short." Bury and Hillier, Cycling, p. 189.

tucker1
! (tuk'er), . [< ME. "tucker, tokker,

touker, towker, tuker, toucher, a fuller, < tuken, <

AS. tucian, pluck, pull, tease, full : see tuck1 . ] A
fuller.

Wollene websteris and weueris of lynen,
Taillours, tanneris, & tokkeris bothe.

Piers Plowman (A), Prol.. 1. 100.

tucker2 (tuk'er), . [< tuck1 + -er1 .] 1. One
who or that which
tucks. 2. A piece
of linen, lace, or
other delicate fab-

ric, covering the
neck and shoul-
ders of a woman
above the top of the
bodice. Its form va-
ried greatly at different
times from the middle
of the seventeenth till

the middle of the eigh-
teenth century; it was
sometimes drawn close
with a string passed
through a hem at the

top, and sometimes was
merely arranged like a

kerchief, the two ends
Tucker, isth century. being crossed and
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tucked in. It WIIH also some! hues a narrow ruttlc. In its

latest form the tucker is a kerchief or otb, i piece of thin
material Covering the shoulders anil neck loosely above
thu edj^e of tin bodlec, oflcii men ly a frill or fold in the
neck of a hiiih wai.st. Compare (/i-Wrx/// -/,/.,-,.

There is n certain female ornament, by -uine ca]le<l a

tucker, and by others the neck-piece, beint; a -lip of tine

linen or muslin that used to run in a small kind of ruttle

round the uppermost verge of the women's stays, ami
by that means covered a nn at part of the shoulders and
bosom. Aadittm, Guardian, No. 100.

Brown dresses, made high, and surrounded by a nar-
row tucker aliout the throat.

t'luii'lnttf t;i-f,nf'
, .lane Eyre, v.

3. Food: same an tuck' 1
, n.. 8. [Slang, Aus-

tralia.]
Mr. Green says will you give Jackson tea and tucker for

ten men? ... I expect they would like their tucker now;
they won't have time to eat when the tin- comes.

Chambers'* Journal, quoted in N. V. Evening Post,

[May 17, 1890.

Ileuco 4. Work by which a miner is hardly
able to make a living. [Slang, Australia.]
tucker* (tuk't-r), r. t. [Appar. < tucker?, the

phrase tucker nut being appar. eqtiiv. to ravel
mi I.] To tire; weary; cause to be tired or
exhausted : commonly in the phrase tuckered

out, as a fish by struggling on the hook. [New
Eng.]

Hard work is good an
1

wholesome, past all doubt;
But 'taint so ef the mind gits tuckered out.

Lmcell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., ii.

She's tired to death quite tuckered, you know.
W. D. Uowettt, Lady of the Aroostook, xxii.

tucker3 (tuk'er), . [< tuckrr*, r.] A state
of fatigue or exhaustion : as, to put one in a
mighty tucker. [New Eng.]
Tucker circle. See </></,.

tucker-in (tuk'er-iu'), . A chambermaid. Hal-
liircll. [Prov. Eng.]

tucket 1
(tuk'et), . [< It. toccata, prelude to

a piece of music, < toccata, a touching, touch,
< toccare, touch: see touch. Cf. tuck3.] A
flourish on a trumpet; a fanfare. The term
may originally iiave been used of a drum-
signal.

Let the trumpets sound
The tucket sonance and the note to mount.

Shale., Hen. V., iv. 2. 35.

A tucket sounds. B. Jotuton, Case is Altered, i. 2.

tucket'^t (tnk'et), 11. [< It. tocchetto, a ragout
of fish or flesh, < tocco, bit, morsel, appar. not
connected with LL. tucetum, tuccetum, a thick

gravy: see tucet.] A steak; a collop.
tucket3 (tuk'et), . [Origin obscure. J Asmall
ear of maize in the green and milky stage of

growth. Also used attributively: as, tucket
corn. [Local, U. 8.]
He had made, during the day, frequent deposits of green

corn, of the diminutive species called tucket.

J. T. Trowbridye, Coupon Bonds, p. 253.

tuck-folder (tuk'fol'der), n. An attachment
to a sewing-machine which folds a tuck ready
for the machine to sew. It consists of a gage for the
interval between the tucks, and a kind of mold or form In

passing through which the stuff is folded in tucks.

tuck-in (tuk'iu), n. Same as tuck-out. [Slang.]
They set me down to a Jolly good tuot-in of bread and

meat. Daily Teleyraph, Jan. 1, 1880. (Encyc. Diet.)

tucking-gage (tuk'ing-gaj), . A creaser.

tucking-girdlet (tuk'ing-ger'dl), n. A girdle
by means of which the skirt was tucked up for
work or for running.

Tucki/np kyrdeU [read yyrdeU] saincture a ecourser.

Palsi/rave, p. 283.

tucking-millt (tuk'ing-mil), n. A fulling-mill.
tuck-joint (tuk'joint), (i. Jointed so as to give
the appearance of tucks: said of pointing in

masonry. See /minting.
tucklers (tiik'Irra), .'/>' [Prob. ult. < tnci-1,

draw.] Short chains by which men were for-

merly raised or lowered in a shaft. [Leices-
tershire, Eng.]
tuck-marker (tuk'mar'ker), . A tuck-creaser.
tuck-net (tuk'net), H. A small net used to take
tish from a larger one.

tuck-out (tuk'out), n. A full meal, especially
of dainties ; a treat. Also tuck-in. [Slang.]

His father . . . gave him two guineas publicly, most of
which he spent in a general tuckout for the school.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, v.

" What a tuck-mil I had !

"
said Sandy, after a very boun-

tiful and well-cooked dinner had been disposed of by the
party. St. Xiclwhu, XVIII. 1-2S.

tuck-seine (tuk'san), n. A small fishing-seine
used ill tiiekiii";. It is from seventy to eighty fathoms
long, eight fathoms at the wings, and ten fathoms in the
middle or bunt. See <H, r. /., i;.

tuck-shop (tuk'shop), n. A shop where tuck
or food, particularly sweet stuff, pastry, etc., is

sold. [Slang.]
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Come along down to sally tlarrowell's; that 'sour school-

house tuck xtutp
- she bakes such stunning murphies.

T. Uwjkei, Tom Krown at Rugby, I. 8.

tuck-stickt (tuk'Htik), H. A sword-cane or dag-

ger-cane.
tucum (tii'kum), ii. [Bra/.] A Brazilian palm,

.Is/roi-iii-i/iiiii i-ii/i/iiri'. It Is of great Importance to the

Indians, who make cordage, bowstrings, Ashing nets, etc..

from the line durable liber consisting of the epidermis of
its unexpanded leaves. Hammocks, hats, fans, etc.. are
also fabricated of this thread. The pulp of the fruit yields
an oil useful in many ways. Its products are known as

tucittn-Ji/H-r or -thread and tucuin-oil. Tecum appears to

be a form of this name.

tucuma (to'k^-mtt), . [Braz.] A palm, Aittro-

cari/iitH Tiiciima, allied to the tucum, affording
a less-used fiber and a fruit prized by the na-
tives. Another related species, ./. liifiimoulen,

bears tin -aim- name.
tucu-tucu (to'kS-to'ki)), n. [Braz.] A small
rodent of South America, ('tenomyg braniliriixi*.

belonging to the family (>i-t/i<liiiiitse. it Is of
nocturnal habits, lives underground, forms extensive bur-

rows, and Is about as large as the common rat, with fur
like that of a squirrel. Also tuco-tucu, tuko-tulm. See cut
under Ctenomyg.

-tude. [< F. -tiide = Sp. Pg. -tu4 = It. -titdine, <

L. -tudo (-tudin-), a formative of abstract fern,

nouns from adjectives, as amplitudn, largeness,
< ampins, large.] A suffix of many nouns of
Latin origin, as amplitude, latitude, aptitude,
ultitiidi; lassitude, rectitude, turpitude, etc.

Tudor (tu'dor), a. [< W. Tewdyr, an accom.
form of LL. Tlieodorus, < Gr. QeoAjpof, a man's
name (> E. Theodore), < Oeof, god, + iupov, a
gift.] 1. Of, pertaining, or relating to an Eng-
lish

royal
line (1485-1603) descended from

Owen Tudor of Wales, who married Catherine
of France, the widowed queen of Henry V. The
first of the Tudor sovereigns was Henry VII.

;

the last, Elizabeth. 2. Of, pertaining, or be-

longing to the Tudor style of architecture : as,
a Tudor window or arch.

A Tudor-chimneyed bulk
Of mellow brickwork on an Isle of bowers.

Tennyson, Edwin Morris.

Tudor rose, (a) The conventional flve-lobed flower

adopted as a badge by King Henry VII., and occurring in

tuff

Continent. It la characterized by a lint arch, shallow

iijoliliniiK, debased :m<l iiioiL-anie caivi.l ilecoiatiini, and
a profusion of paneling on the walls.

Tudor-flower itu'dor-flou'er), " A trefoil or-

nament much used in Tudor architecture. It

Tudor-ftowcr. From a cast in the Museum of Fine Art*. Botton.

is placed upright on a stalk, and is employed In long rows
as a crest or ornamental finishing on comlcea, ridges, etc.

tue1
(tu), v.

; pret. and pp. tuetl, ppr. tuiitij. See

Tudor Rose. From gate of SI. John's College, Cambridge.

decorative art of his and succeeding reigns, (b) In fur.

See rosel.Tudor style, in arch.
,
a name frequently given

to the latest English medieval style. It was the lam phase
of the Perpendicular, and is sometimes called Florid Goth-
ic. The period of this style begins In 1485, and is com-

tue2, tui (to'e, -i), M. [Maori.] The New Zea-
land parson-bird or poe-bird, Progthemadera
in>i-;r--elantlix. See out under parson-bird.
Tuedian (twe'di-an), a. [< ML. Tueda (< E.

Tweed) + -tan.] Of or belonging to the river
Tweed in Scotland, or the vicinity of that
stream

; specifically, in </"'. the name applied
by G. Tate to distinguish the lowest beds of the
Carboniferous as developed in Northumberland
and the Tweed valley.

tuefall (tu'fal), n. An erroneous spelling of

tofall.

trie-iron (tu'i'ern), . [Said to be a corrup-
tion (simulating iron) of twyer, tuyere.] 1.
Same as tiryer. 2. pi. A pair of blacksmiths'

tongs.
tuelt (tu'el), n. An old spelling of tewel.

Tues. An abbreviation of Tuesday.
Tuesday (tuz'dfi), . [< ME. Tewisday, Tiice*

day (tt. Tisdtfi,' Tisdei, < Icel. Tysdagr), < AS.
Times da-ff (= OHG. Ziestac, MHO. Ziestac,

Zieshig, Zistnc, Zistag = Icel. Tysdayr = Sw.
Tisdag = Dan. Tirsdag): Tiwcs, gen. of Tnc
(not found except in the name of the day) =
OHG. Zio = Icel. Tyr = Gr. Zfvf (gen. Aiof for

Mifiic) = OL. Dim-in, later Jot-is (nom. rare;

gen. Jovis, used with nom. Juppiter) = Skt. dyu
(gen. diras); orig. the sky, heaven, day, then

personified as a god, and in Gr. myth, the chief

god,
and so in Teutonic thought the god of war.

See Jove, Jupiter, Zeus, deity.] The third day
of the week. See week1

.

In the tyme that krnge Leodogan hadde somowned so
his peple, It be- till on a Tewitday, at euen, in the entreynge
of May. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 11. 206.

He swore a thing to me on Monday night which he for-
swore on Tuesday morning. Shale., Much Ado, v. 1. 170.

Fastens Tuesday, Shrove Tuesday. (Scotch.] Pan-
cake Tuesday, Hhrove Tuesday. See pancake. Shrove
Tuesday. See ihrmei.

tufa (to'fa), n. [< It. tufa, calcareous rock, tufa :

see tuff
3
.] A rock having a rough or cellular

texture, sometimes a fragmental volcanic ma-
terial, and sometimes a calcareous deposit from
springs. The word tufa is rarely used by English geol-
ogists except with the epithet calcareout, when it has the
same meaning as the tovhut of Virgil and Pliny, or the tra-
vertino of the modern Italians. See trarertin and

Tudor Architecture. - Uengnive Hall, !

motily extended to the end of the Elizabethan epoch in
1603. The style resulted from the influence exercised

upon the I'erpendicnlar by the Renaissance styles of the

Calcareous t/a, travertine, pisolite, osteocolla, Ac.,
are deposits formed by the chemical precipitation of car-
bonate of lime from waters holding bicarbonate of lime
in solution. Htitley, Study of Rocks, xlv.

tufaceous (tp-fa'shius), a. [< It. tufaceo, < L.

tofaceus, tofacius, < tofus, sandstone : see tuff
3

,

tufa, toph.] Made up of tufa, or resembling it

in a greater or less degree.
tuff 1

(tuf), n. [< ME. *
tuffe (cf. tuft), < OF.

tuffe, F. touffe, aggregation or bunch of trees,

flowers, feathers. etc.,prob. < OHG. :opf, MHG.
G. zopf, top. tuft, = LG. topp= D. top = E. top :

see topi. Cf. OF. top (= Sp. tope = It. toppo),
F. dim. toupet (> E. toupet, toupee), tuft, crest,
bunch of hair ; from the LG. forms of the same
word. Hence tufft, q. v.] Same as tuff*. Halli-
tcell.

tuff'-t (tuf), a. An old spelling of tough.
tuff 3 (tuf), H. [< F. tuf, formerlyalso tuffe, soft

stone. < It. tufo, soft stone, tiija, tufa, < L. to-

/ilutx. tofus, a soft sand}- stone. Cf. toph, tufa.]
A volcanic fragmental rock, varying from
coarse deposits made of materials resembling
fine gravel in size to those which are like the
finest sand . Corel defines tufo as being similar in com-
position topeperino, but bearing the marks of having been
transported by and deposited from water. The tophus ot
Vitruvius and Columella was of volcanic origin ; that of

Virgil and Pliny was calcareous. The tufoot the Italians,
at the present time, is volcanic, and is the same rock which
was designated by the Romans as lapit rater; It closely
resembles peperino (the lapit Albanu* of the Romans), and



tuff

does not differ, except in color and degree of compactness,
from the modern sperone (lapis Gabinns), or from the so-

called manziana (lapis Anitianus). These are all frag-

mental rocks made up of more or less firmly compacted
volcanic cinders and ashes, and are all included under the

term tufas used by_English geologists.

tuff-cone (tuf'kou), n. A conical elevation

made up of ashes ov other fragmentary erup-
tive material accumulated around a volcanic

orifice.

The materials of a tuff-cone are arranged in more or less

regularly stratified beds.

Geikie, Text-Book of Geol. (2d ed.), p. 227.

tuffoont, " An obsolete form of typhoon.
Tufnell S bandage. An immovable bandage
stiffened with a paste of white of egg and flour.

Also called egg-and-flour bandage.
tuft1

(tuft), . [< ME. toft, a piece of ground,
< AS. toft, < Icel. topi, tupt, toft, tuft, tomt, a

piece of ground: see to/Y1 .] 1. A green knoll.

See toft
1

. 2. A grove ; a plantation; a clump.
If you will know my house,

Tis at the tuft of olives, here hard by.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 5. 76.

Yon tuft of hazel-trees. Wordsworth, Green Linnet.

tuft1
(tuft), v. t. [< tuffl, n.] To beat up (a

thicket or covert) in stag-hunting.
With his hounds

The labouring hunter tufts the thick unbarb4d grounds
Where harbour'd is the Hart.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 112.

tuft2 (tuft), n. [Also tuff; < ME. tuft, toft, a
later form (with unorig -t, prob. due in part to

confusion with tuffl) of te/1
: see tuffl.] 1.

A bunch of soft and flexible things fixed at the
base with the upper part loose, especially when
the whole is small : as, a tuft of feathers.

Upon the cop right of his nose he hade
A werte, and thereon stood a tuft of heres.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 656.

With a knoppe, othirwyse callyd a tuft, of blak sylke.
Bury Wills (ed. Tymms), p. 36 (in a will of 1463).

A light-green tuft of plumes she bore,
Closed in a golden ring.

Tennyson, Launcelot and Guinevere.

2f. A turban.

Tiara, a Turkish tuffe, such as the Turkes weare at this

day on their head. Nomenclator, 1686. (Kares.)

Antonius, being brought to the king where hee wintered,
was gladly received, and graced with the promotion to
weare a

tu/e_
or turbant (which honour they enjoy that be

allowed to sit at the kings boord, and who for good desert

among the Persians may open their mouthes in solemne
assemblies, to persuade and deliver their minds).

Ammianus Marcellinus (1609). (Nares.)

3f. A crest.

He is my nephew, and my chief, the point,
Tip, top, and tuft of all our family !

B. Jonson, Staple of News, ii. 1.

4. An imperial. [Colloq.]
Do you like those tufts that gentlemen wear sometimes

on their chins? Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

5. In anat., a rete; a glomerulus. See cut
under Malpiglnan. 6. In bot., a fascicle of
flowers on their several partial peduncles; a
cluster of radical leaves

;
a clump or tussock of

stems from a common root, as in many grasses
and sedges; hence, any analogous bundle.
The round tufts or heads of Fennel], which contains the

seed, are exceeding wholsome to be eaten.
T. Vernier, Via Recta (ed. 1637), p. 219.

7. An undergraduate who bears a title: so
called from the tuft worn on his cap to indi-
cate his rank. [Eng. university slang: com-
pare quotation under tufted, 1.]
He used to give the young noblemen the most painful

and elaborate breakfasts. ... It was good to watch him
in the midst of a circle of young tufts, with his mean,
smiling, eager, uneasy familiarity.

Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xiv.

Branchial, Malpighlan, etc.
, tuft. See the adj ectives.

London-tuft. Same as London-pride. 2. Spanish-
tuft. See Thalictrum.

tuft2 (tuft), v. [< tuft*, TO.] I. trans. 1. To
separate or combine into tufts.

Weeds cluster and tuft themselves on the cornices of
ruins. Hawthorne, Marble Faun, viii.

2. To affix a tuft to
;
cover or stud with tufts,

or as if with tufts.

The tufted tops of sacred Libanon,
To climb Mount Sion, down the stream are gon.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Magnificence.
To make old bareness picturesque,

And tuft with grass a feudal tower.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxxviii.

Pines begin to tuft the slopes of gently rising hills.
J. A. Symonds, Italy and Greece, p. 295.

3. In upholstery, to draw together (a cushion or
an upholstered covering) by passing a thread
through it at regular intervals, the depressions
thus produced beiug usually covered with tufts
or buttons.
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II. i H trans. To grow in tufts
;
form a tuft or

tufts. Holland.

tuftaffetat (tuf-taf'e-ta), n. [< tuffl + taffeta.]
A taffeta woven with a pile like that of velvet,

arranged in tufts or spots.
Sleeveless his jerkin was, and it had been

Velvet, but 'twas now (so much ground was seen)
Become tuftafaty. Donne, Satires, iv.

This fellow ! that came with a tuftafata jerkin to town
but the other day, and a pair of pennyless hose.

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iv. L

tufted (tufted), p. a. [< tuft* + -ed.~] 1.

Having a tuft or tufts
; especially, crested: as,

the tufted duck.
The gold-tufted cap,

which at Cambridge
only designates a John-
ian or Small-College
Fellow-Commoner, is

here [at Oxford] the
mark of nobility.
C. A. Bristed, English

[University, p. 176.

2. Formed into a
tuft or cluster

;

growing in tufts
; tufty: as, tufted moss ; tufted

structure in mineralogy Tufted columbine. See
Thalictrum. Tufted duck, Fuligula cristata, a common
duck of the Palearctic region, very near the scaup and
the pochard, with crested head. The male is 17 inches

long, with a leaden-blue bill having a black nail ; the feet

Tufted Structure. Stilbite.

Tufted Duck (1-uligula cristata}.

are dusky ;
the general plumage is black, iridescent on the

head, on the back minutely dotted with gray; the belly
and a large wing-area are pure-white ; the female is mainly
brown where the male is black. Tufted fabric, a fabric
in which tufts are set, as in the old form of Turkish and
Persian carpets, in which tufts are set in on the warp and
then locked in by the shooting of the weft and the cross-

ing of the warp-threads. E. H. Knight. Tufted loose-
Strife. See loosestrife. Tufted tit or titmouse. See

(its, andcutunder titmouse. Tufted umber. See umber-

bird, and cut under Scopus. Tufted vetch. See vetch.

tufter (tuf'ter), . [< tuffl + -eri.] A stag-
hound employed to drive a deer out of cover.

Encyc. Brit., XII. 394.

tuftgill (tuft'gil), n. A tuft-gilled fish, or lopho-
branch.

tuft-gilled (tuft'gild), a. Having tufted gills ;

cirribranchiate or lophobranchiate. Specifically
(a) Noting the tooth-shells or Dentaliidse. See Cirri-

branchiata, and cut under tooth-shell. (6) Noting the sea-

horses and related fishes. See Lophobranchii, and cuts
under Hippocampidee, pipe-fish, and Solenostomug.

tuft-hunter (tuft'hun"ter), n. One who seeks
or covets the society of titled persons ;

one who
courts the acquaintance of celebrities at any
sacrifice of personal dignity ;

a toady ;
a syco-

phant. The term took its rise at the English universi-
ties from a tuft worn on the cap by young noblemen.
[Slang, Eng.i
At Eton a great deal of snobbishness was thrashed out

of Lord Buckram, and he was birched with perfect impar-
tiality. Even there, however, a select band of sucking
tuft-hunters followed him. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, v.

He was at no time the least of a tufthunter, but rather
had a marked natural indifference to tufts.

Carlyle, Sterling, ii. 3.

tuft-hunting (tuft'hun"ting), n. The practice of
a tuft-hunter. Dickens, Our Mutual Friend, i. 8.

tufting-button (tufting-but'on), n. A style
of button used in upholstery. See tuft

2
,
v. t.,

3. Car-Builder's Diet.

tuft-moccadot (tuft'mok"a-d6), n. Tufted moc-
cado. See moccado.
Shee had a red lace, and a stomacher of tuft mackado.

Greene's Vision.

My skin all overwrought with worke like some kinde of

tuft mockado, with crosses blew and red.
JJr. Lite's Diary, quoted in Draper's Diet., p. 225.

tuggingly

tufty1
(tuf'ti), a. [< tuffl + -?/

1
.] Abounding

in tufts
;
wooded.

The sylvans . . . about the neighbouring woods did dwell,
Both in the tufty frith and in the mossy fell.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xvii. 387.

tufty2
(tuf'ti), a. [< tufft + -#l.] 1. Abound-

ing in tufts or knots.

Here the ground lay jagged and shaggy, wrought up
with high tufts of reed, . . . this tufty, flaggy ground.

JR. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, lix.

2. Growing in tufts.

Where tufty daisies nod at every gale.
W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 5.

tug (tug), v.
; pret. and pp. tugged, ppr. tugging.

[< ME. tut/gen, toggen, togen, a secondary form
of tuklcen, pull : see tacfc1

,
toic1

,
fee1 .] I. trans.

1. To pull or draw with sturdy effort or vio-

lent strain
;
haul with force ; pull.

Togyd with tene [sorrow] was god of prys ;

To don hym sorwe was here delys [their delight] ;

He seyde no word loth.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 248.

Turkes slauish tugging oares.

Dekker, Londons Tempe (Works, ed. Pearson, IV. 119).

As when a slaughter'd bull's yet-reeking hide,
Strain'd with full force, and tugg'd from side to side,
The brawny curriers stretch. Pope, Iliad, xvii. 451.

And [the satyrs] tug their shaggy Beards, and bite with
Grief the Ground. Congrece, Death of Queen Mary.

2. To tow by means of a steam-tug: as, the
vessel had to be tugged into port.

II. intrans. 1. To pull with great effort;

haul; drag.
The meaner sort [of Dalmatians] will tug lustily at one

oare. Sandys, Travailes, p. 2.

2. To exert one's self; labor; strive; struggle;
contend; wrestle.

The seas are rough and wider
Than his weak arms can tug with.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, v. 2.

They tug, they strain ! down, down they go,
The Gael above, Fitz-James below.

Scott, L. of the L., v. 16.

tug (tug), n. [< tuff, v.; in part ult. a var. of
tow2

,
a rope, etc., and connected with We1

,
a

band, rope, etc.
;

all from the ult. verb repre-
sented by tee1 .] 1. The act of pulling, drag-
ging, or hauling with effort, exertion, or diffi-

culty.
The idle vessel slides that wat'ry way,
Without the blast or tug of wind or oar.

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 3.

2. A supreme effort; the severest strain or

struggle; a contest; wrestle; tussle.

She had seen from the window Tartar in full tug with
two carriers' dogs, each of them a match for him in size.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xx.

3. A vehicle used in some parts of England for

conveying timber or fagots.
I have seen one tree on a carriage which they call there

[in Sussex] a Tug, drawn by twenty-two oxen.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, I. 204. (Dairies.)

4. A small but powerful steam-vessel, whether
screw or paddle, constructed for the purpose of

towing other vessels. 6. A chain, strong rope,
or leather strap used as a trace

;
a trace (of a

harness).
It [tugge] signifieth the pull or draught of the oxen or

horses, and therefore the leathers that beare the chiefe
stresse of the draught the cartars call then tugges.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 229.

My fur ahin' [off wheel-horse] 's a wordy [worthy] beast
As e'er in tug or tow was trac'd. Burns, The Inventory.

6. In mining, an iron hoop to which a tackle is

affixed. To hold one tugt, to keep one busily em-
ployed; keep one in work.

There was work enough for a curious and critical Anti-

quary, that would hold him tugg for a whole yeare.
Life of A. Wood (by himself), p. 206.

To hold tugt, to stand severe handling or hard work.

Tug Of war. (a) A severe and laborious contest.

When Greeks join'd Greeks, then was the tug of War.
Lee, Alexander the Great, iv. 2.

(&) An athletic contest in which a number of persons,
generally four on each side and limited to a certain weight,
tug at the ends of a rope, each side trying to pull the rope
from the other, or to pull the other side over a line marked
on the ground between the contestants. Also called rope-
pull.

tugan, n. Same as tucan.

tugboat (tug'bot), n. A strongly built steam-
boat used for towing sailing and other vessels

;

a towboat
; a tug.

tug-carrier (tug'kar"i-er), n. An attachment
to the back-strap of a wagon-harness. E. H.
Knight.

tugger (tug'er), n. One who tugs, or pulls with
effort.

The luggers at the oar. William Morris, Sigurd, i.

tuggingly (t-.;g'ing-li), tiilr. With laborious

pulling.



tug-book

tug-hook (tiig'lmk), H. I" Kiiddlrru, a hook on

tin- hame ti> which i lie trace is attached. /;. //.

Kit iijlit.

tUg-iron (tn^'iem), . The hook on Hie shaft

of a wagon to whii'h Hie traces are attacheil.

tUgman(tng'imin), .; ]>]. luijiurii (-men). One
wno is employed on lioard a steam-tug. Elivt.

Hi;-. (..\iner. ),
XII. ix. ">.

tugmutton (tug'niiit 'n), . If. Saino as mut-

IIIII-IIKIHI/I-I-. -l"lin '{'tailor.
| Slang.] 2. A great

glutton. Iliilliirrll.
[
j'rov. hug.] 3. All Ameri-

ean wood resembling box, formerly imported
into Kiigland for making fans, ('ampin, Hand-
Turning, p. -">!>.

tug-slide (tug'slid), n. In saddlery, a metallic

frame, serving instead of a buckle to adjust the

length of a tug. K. II. Kimihl.

tug-spring (tug'spring), n. In saddlery, a frame

containing a spring to which the tug is fastened.

It serves to diminish the jerking strain on a
horse in starting and stopping. E. II. Kiiii/lit.

tui, n. See tin'-.

tuille (twol), H. [< OF. tulle, tuitle, < L. tegula,
tile: see tile 1

.'] In armor, a plate of steel hang-
ing below the tassets, or forming the lowermost
division of the tassets. Sometimes two tuillea were
worn on each side a large one in front, and a smaller one
on the hip. Also tutjUe. Large tuille, the tuille as dis-

tinguished from the tulllette.

tuillette (twe-lof), . [OF., dim. of tuille.'] In

nniior, a smaller form of the tuille, used espe-

cially to protect the hip when the larger tuille

covered the front of the thigh, the tuille and
tuillette hanging side by side from the tasset.

tuilyie, tuilzie (tol'yi), n. Same as toolyc.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xvi. [Scotch.]
tuism (tii'izm), . [< L. tu, thou, + -ism."] The
doctrine that all thought is addressed to a sec-

ond person, or to one's future self as to a second

person.
tuition (tu-ish'on), n. [Early mod. E. also tui-

cyoii ; < OF. tuition, tnicion = Sp. tuicion, < L.

tnitio(it-), guard, protection, defense, < tueri,

j>p. tuitus, watch, guard, see, observe. Cf . intui-

tion, tutor.} If. Guard; keeping; protection;

guardianship.
The . . . tuyoion of your seid realme of Fraunche.

Paiton Letters, 1. 103.

As I can, I shall commend you unto the tuition of our

Shepherd Christ.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 127.

2f. The particular watch and care of a tutor or

guardian over his pupil or ward.

The Prince had been a Student In Queen's Colledge in

Oxford, under the Tuition of his Uncle Henry Beaufort,
Chancellor of that University. Baker, Chronicles, p. 163.

3. Instruction; the actor business of teaching
the various branches of learning.

Who, if their sons some slight tuition share,
Deem it of no great moment whose, or where.

Cowper, Tirocinium, 1. 783.

4. The fee for instruction.

The tuition is usually low. The Century, XXXIX. 474.

= Syn. 3. Tuition differs from the words compared under
instruction chietly in being a rather formal and business-
like word : as, the charge for tuition is $100 : It represents
the act or series of acts, but not the art.

tuitional (tu-ish'on-al), a. [< tuition + -al.}

Same as MMonory, Lancet, 1890, II. 482.

tuitionary (tu-ish'on-a-ri), a. [< tuition + -ary.}
Of or pertaining to tuition. M. C. Tyler, Hist.

Amer. Lit., II. !>:).

tult, prep, and coiij. Au old form of till".

There they thought tul a [to navel had their prey.
RooMiope Hyde (Child's Ballads, VI. 12SX

tula (to'la), H. [Mex. (f).] Same as istlc.

tulasi (to' la-si ), n. [Telugu.] Same as tootei.

tula-work (to'la-werk), n. Niello; niello-

work
;
a kind of decorative work somewhat

similar to enameling, done chiefly on silver.
Niello-work has been long known, and is described by
Pliny, by whom its invention is attributed to the Egyp-
tians. It differs from enamel in that this latter is a vitre-

ous compound, while niello is a combination of sulphur
with silver, copper, and lead, the relative proportion
of the ingredients, as given by different authors, varying
greatly. The composition of niello, according to Pliny, is

three parts of silver with one of copper, and no lead. All
the more modern recipes demand less silver and some
l<-:nl. the quantity of the precious metal diminishing from
century to century. Benvenuto Cellini gives one sixth sil-

ver, cm' thinl copper, and one half lead as the
composi-

tion of niello. The above has reference to the metallic in-

gredients of tins article ; in its manufacture sulphur is

generally added in excess, that which is not taken up by
the metals being volatilized in the process, which is per-
formed in a crncihle. ;i little sal ammoniac being used as
a flux. Niello-work has been done in Russia for many
years, and especially at Tula, which is the best-known
locality for this tiranrh of decorative art, although it is

said that more artistic specimens are turned out at other

places in that country. Niello is called in Russia " black
Hlver Ser liii'i[<i.
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tulchan, tulchin (tul'clmn, -i-hint, H. [Origin
obscure.

]
A calf's skin stuffed with straw, and

set beside a cow. to make her give her milk:
u>ed formerly in Scotland. Tulchan bishops, a

name del i>ivcly'a|, plied to the Persons appointed s tltll-

!ar bishops to the Scottish sees immediately after the Kef-

nnnati.-M. in \\IIMSI names the revenues of tin- sees were
draw n by the lay bar who had impropriated them. Car-

lyle, Cromwell's Letters and Speeches, Int., Iv. (Scotch. |

tule (to'le), H.
I
Atner. Sp. ]

A bulrush orclub-
ru-h of cither of two species which in Califor-

nia and adjacent regions occupy large areas of

overflowed bottom-land and marsh. One of these
Is the common bulrush, Scirput lacustrin, which there, in

the variety occidentalit, becomes sometimes 8 or 10 feet

high and an Inch or more thick at the base. The other spe-
cies la the very similar N. Talora, found eastward to Louisi-

ana, and also in South America. See Scirput (with cut).

tule-wren (tO'le-ron), n. A kind of marsh-
wren. < 'is/otliiirns or '/< Innitoilyttv pnlnatris, var.

juiliiilii-olii. which abounds in the tide-marshes
of California.

tulip (tu'lip), n. [Formerly also tulipe,

MD. tulpiinii = Dan. tidipan = Sw. tulpan. < OF,

tuli/inn = Sp. tulipan = It. tulipano, a tulip; so
called from its likeness to a turban : a particu-
lar use of OF. "tuli/iini, lii/i/i(int,tul]iaiit,etc. t

'>'E.

tiilipnnt,eto., NLi.tulipa, etc., a turban: see tur-

ban.'] 1. A plant of the genus Tulipa, of which
several species are well-known garden bulbs
with highly colored bell-shaped flowers, bloom-

ing in spring. The common garden tulips are derived

chiefly from T. Qesneriana, a native of central and south-

ern Europe and adjacent parts of Asia, having shining
scarlet flowers with purple-black spots at the base of the

divisions, or a partly yellow claw. Varieties of this species
have been developed with great care, especially In the

Netherlands, the seat atone time of a "
tnlipomania." The

catalogue of a Haarlem florist of recent date offered 1,800
varieties. They are divided into four classes: namely,
" breeders

"
or "

self-flowers," with the natural plain color;

"bizarres," having a clear yellow ground with red, brown-

ish, maroon, or purple markings; "bybloemens," with a

white background marked prevailingly with red or shades
of purple ; and "roses," witn white background variegated
with shades of rose-color, deep-red, or scarlet. It is said

that when a self-tulip once "breaks," the new variety re-

mains always the same. Another long-cultivated tulip Is

the Due Van Thol, T. suaoeolens, with fragrant scarlet, yel-

low, or variegated flowers, early, and especially suited for

pot-culture and forcing. T. pracox, having scarlet flowers

with large black-purple spots surrounded with yellow near
the base, also affords varieties. Less conspicuous or less

known species are T. Oculus-solis, the sun's-eye tulip, with
a brilliant scarlet perianth, having black spots at the base
of the segments ; T. australu (T. Celfiana), with bright-yel-
low flowers smaller than the common kinds ; T. Clunana,
low and delicate, having the three inner divisions pure-
white, the three outer stained with pink ; T. vulchella, type
of a group of very pretty dwarf species ; ana T. Greiffi, the
Turkestan tulip, one of the most showy and desirable of

all known tulips, bearing goblet-shaped flowers, common-
ly of a vivid orange-scarlet hue, also purple or yellow, from
4 to 6 inches broad when fully expanded.
2. In ordnance, a bell-shaped outward swell of

the muzzle of a gun, as a rule abandoned in

modern ordnance.
The armament of the Collingwood consists of four 46-ton

steel breech-loading guns, 27 ft. 4 in. long, and gradually
tapering from a diameter of 4 ft 7 in. at the breech to 17

in. near the muzzle, which possesses what artillerists call

a tulip or "swell." The Engineer, LXVIII. 314.

African tulip, a plant of the genus Hirmanthus. But-
terfly-tulip, the mariposa-lily or pretty-grass, Calochor-

ttw.ol California. Cape tulip. () BoelUMMMCkM (6)

A liliaceous plant, Bfeometra columellarw (Tulipa Breyni-
ana), of the Cape of Good Hope. Checkered tulip,

drooping tulip. See wild tulip (a), below. Due Van
Thol tulip. See def. 1. Parrot-tulip, varieties of T.

acuminala (T. Turcica\ of a dwarf habit, with the petals
curved and fantastically fringed, variegated, partly green,
the form and color suggesting the name ; also, a variety of

the common tulip : the former sometimes distinguished as

Florentine parrot-tulip. Sun's-eye tulip. See def. 1.

Turkestan tulip. See def. 1. van Thol tulip. Short
for Dm Van Thai tulip. See above. Wild tulip, (a) In

England, Tulipa sylveftris, the only native species ; also,

provlncially, the guinea-hen plant, Fritillana Meleayri*,

similarly called checkered and drooping tulip, (o) In Cali-

fornia, same as butterfly-tulip : see above.

Tulipa (tu'H-pa), . [NL. (Malpighi, 1675
;
ear-

lier by LobelJ 1576): see tulip.] 1. A genus
of liliaceous plants, the tulips, type of the tribe

Tulipesp. It is characterized by flowers which are usu-

ally erect, bell-shaped, and marked by spots near the base,
but without nectar-bearing glands ; and by oblong, linear,

erect, basinitcd anthers. There are about 50 species, na-

tives of Europe and Asia, extending from England to Ja-

pan, and southward Into northern Africa. They are bul-

bous plants, with a simple stem bearing few leaves, linear

or broader, and a handsome solitary flower, rarely two or
three. See tulip.

2t. [/.c.] A tulip.

tulipantt, An obsolete form of tiirlnin.

Tulipeae(tu-lip'e-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley, 1845),
< Tiiliim + -tse.} A tribe of liliaceous plants,
chavacteri/.ed by solitary or loosely racemed
flowers, and a leaf-bearing stem produced from
a coated or scaly bulb. It includes over 200 species

tulle

belonging to 7 genera, of which Tulipa Is the type. They
ilivcmif north teni|. ii-nall> prdllrlii|i

large and handsome flowers. The tiili* iiirlnilc* the lily,

crown-imperial, tulip, dog-tooth violet MI a,!,!, i - innctic,

and marlpuu-llly. The genera Liliuin, ftyCArmhws and
Utiydia are partly American, and Caloctmrtit* wholly so ;

for the other*, see Fritillaria, Gu:" ", aiM /'"///**.

tulip-ear (tu'lip-rr), H. An upright or prick-
ear in dog-. Sli/nr.

tulip-eared (tu'lip-erd), a. Prick-eared, as a

dog.
tulipiet, n. An obsolete form of tnli/i.

tulipist (tu'lip-ist), n. [< titliji + -int.} A cul-

tivator of tulips. .Sir T. Jlroinn, Urn-burial,

Ep. Ded.

tulipomania (tu*li-po-ma'ni-a), n. [= F. tuli-

IKinninie (Manage) ; as E. tulip + Gr. uavia, mad-
ness: see mania. The D. term is /nl/i< tihumli I.

tulip-trade.] A craze for the cultivation or

acquisition of tulips; specifically, that which
arose in the Netherlands about the year \i'M,

seized on all classes like an epidemic, and led

to disasters such as result from great financial

catastrophes. Tulip-marts were established In various

towns, where roots were sold and resold as stocks on the

exchange. A single root of Semper Augustus was sold for

13,000 florins. After several years the government found
it necessary to Interfere.

tulipomaniac (tu*li-po-nm'ni-ak), n. [< tuli-

/iniiifinia + -ac.} One who is affected with tu-

a'
jmania. //. Spencer, Education, p. 66.

p-poplar (tu'hp-pop'lar), . Same as tulip-
tree.

tulip-root (tu'lip-rot), n. A disease of oats,
caused by a nematoid worm of the family An-
(luillulidte, Tylcnchus deraxtatrix, which causes
the base of the stem to swell until it somewhat
resembles a tulip-bulb.

tulip-shell (tu'lip-shel), n. A shell of the fam-

ily Fasciolariidse ; specifically, Fasciolaria tu-

lipa. See cut nnder Fasciolaria.

tulip-tree (tu'lip-tre), . A tree, Liriodendron

Tulipifera, found in North America, where,

among deciduous trees, it is surpassed in size

only by the sycamore (Platanux occidentalix)
and the bald cypress (Taxodium distichum).
A tree believed to be identical with it Is found in China.
The wood is soft, fine, and straight-grained, and is easily
worked; it is used in construction and for inside finish, cab.

Inet-work, pumps, woodenware, etc. The bark, especial-

ly of the root, is acrid and bitter, and is used domestically
as a stimulant tonic. The tulip-tree is quite hardy, and is

a much-admired shade and ornamental tree. It* timber,
or the tree itself, is known as whitewood, though the wood
turns yellowish on exposure, and as poplar, tulip-poplar,
or yellow pnplar. An old name, saddletree or mdale-leaj,
refers to the form of the leaf ; another, canoe-wood ,

to the
use in which it was found among the Indians. The pres-
ent name (the best of the common names) has reference to

the flowers, which in form and size resemble a large tulip,
the petals greenish-yellow marked with orange. See Lino-
dendron (with cut).

The large tulip tree, which we call a poplar.
Bererley, Hist. Virginia, Iv. I 18.

Chinese tulip-tree, (a) The North American tree de-
fined above, (ft) Michelia (Magnolia)fuxita. Laurel-
leafed tulip-tree, the magnolia, especially Magnolia
yrandifora (M. foetida). Queensland tulip-tree. See

Slenoearput. Tulip-tree of the West Indies, llibixue

(I'aritiuiri) elatutt, a tree of the size of the horse-chestnut,
with large flowers, which are pale primrose-color in the

morning, and become orange and deep-red as the day ad-
vances.

tulip-wood (tu'lip-wud), n. 1. The wood of the

tulip-tree. 2. One of several other woods, so

called from their color
1

and markings, (o) A choice
rose-colored and striped wood imported into Europe from
Brazil, the product of Physocalyiiima flimbundum. It is

used for inlaying costly furniture, in turnery, etc. ('<) See

Ilarpullia. (c) See Owenia.

tulkt, M. [ME., also toll; < Icel. tult-r, an inter-

preter, spokesman, broker, = Dan. Sw. talk =
MD. tolch, D. folk = MLG. folk, tollik, an in-

terpreter, prob. (the D. and LG. through the

Scand.) < Lith. tulkas, an interpreter. See
talk 1

.} A man.
Telagonius full tite at a tulke asket

Who the freike was in faith that fraynit his nome.
Dettruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13985.

tulkt, t. [ME. tulken, < Icel. tulka = Sw. tolka

= Dan. tolkc = MD. tolchen, D. tolken = MLG.
LG. tolken, interpret, translate ; from the noun :

see tulk, n.} To speak to
; address.

The Tebies talked us with tcne. Kitty Alexander, p. 83.

tullt, r. i. An obsolete form of tilP.

With empty hand men may none haukes tulle.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, I. 214.

tulle (tol), H. [So called from Tulle, a city in

the department of Correze, France.] A fine

and thin silk net, originally made with bobbins

(compare bobbin-net), but now woven by ma-
chin cry. It is used for women's veils and in dressmaking;
it is sometimes ornamented with dots like those of blonde-
lace, but is more commonly plain. Tulle embroidery,
needlework done with floss-silk or similar material on a

background of tulle.



Tullian

Tullian (tul'i-an), (i. [< L. Tulliitnus, of or per-

taining to the gens Tullius, or to one of that

gens, < Tullius, Tullius : see del] Of, pertain-

ing to, or resembling Tally, or Marcus Tullius

Cicero ;
Ciceronian.

tullibee (tul'i-be), . [Amer. Ind. (?).] The

mongrel whitefish, Coregimiis tullibee, of the

Great Lakes.

Tully limestone. [< Tully, a town in Onondaga
county, New York.] A thin and not very per-
sistent bed of limestone, lying between the

Genesee shale and the Hamilton beds, divisions

of the Devonian as developed in western New
York.

Tully's powder. See powder.
tulwar (tul'war), ii. [Also ttilwaur and erro-

nebusly thulwar; <Hind. tulwar, tan<w,lateSkt.
taravari, a saber.] A saber carried by the peo-
ple of northern India, as the Sikhs.

The lance is the favorite weapon of the Indian cavalry-
soldier, although he can also make very deadly use of his

tulwar (sword), which, kept in a wooden scabbard, has an

edge so sharp that it cuts all it touches.
Sir Garnet Wolsdey, N. A. Rev., CXXVII. 155.

tulyt, a. and n. [Early mod. E. also tewly ; (.

ME. title; origin obscure.] A kind of red or

scarlet color.
A mantel whit so melk,
The broider is of tuli selk.

Beves of Hamtoun, p. 47. (Halliwell.')

A skane of tewly silk. Skelton, Garland of Laurell.

For to make bokeram tuly or tidy thread, ... a manner
of red colour, as it were of crop madder.

Sloane MS. 73, f. 214. (Halliwett.)

turn1
! (turn), v. t. [Origin obscure.] To card

(wool) for the first time
; according to Ray, to

mix wool of divers colors. Hattiwell.

After your wool! is oyl'd and anointed thus, you shall

then turn it, you shall put it forth as you did before when
you mixed it, and card it over again upon your stock
cards ; and then those cardings which you strike off are
called tummings, which you shall lay by till it come to a

spinning.
Markham, English House-Wife (1675), p. 126. (Halliwell.)

turn2 (turn). A vocable imitating the vibration
of a musical string: generally repeated, tum,
tum. Compare tom-tom.

Since the day of the turn, turn, tum of the plantation
banjo . . . there has been a wonderful improvement in
construction. Musical Record, No. 328, p. 26.

tumbt, v. i. [< ME. tumbeu, tomben, < AS. tum-

bian, tumble, dance, = OHG. ttimon, MHG.
tumen, turn round, = Icel. tumba, tumble (<
AS. ?) ;

cf. OP. tomber, tumber, turner, F. tomber,
dial, turner = Pr. tombar, tumbar = Sp. tumbar
= Pg. tombar = Olt. *tombare, tomare, It. dim.

tombolare, fall, tumble. The relation of the
Teut. to the Rom. forms is uncertain. Cf. tum-

ble.'] To tumble; jump; dance. Trevisa, tr.

of Higden's Polychronicon, iv. 365; Verstegan,
Restitution (1628), p. 234.

tumbak, n. Same as tombac.
tumbeki (tb'm'bek-i), n. [Turk. : see tobacco.']
A kind of tobacco exported from Persia. Also
written toumbeM.

tumbestert (tum'bes-ter), n. [ME. also tombes-

ter, tombestere, tymbester, tymbestere, timbestere ;
< tumb + -ster.'] A female tumbler or dancer.
As the professional dancers of medieval times were
usually also tumblers or acrobats, the words for dance
and tumble were commonly used as synonymous. (Com-
pare hop, dance, hopster, a female dancer, Latin saltator,
saltatrix, a dancer, literally 'leaper.') The daughter of
Herodias, who danced before Herod, is often pictured
in medieval art as tumbling, walking on her hands, or
standing on her head. Compare tumble, 5.

Herodias dougter, that was a tumbestere, and tumblede
byfore him [Herod] and other grete lordes of that contre,
he grantede to seve hure whatevere he wolde bydde.

MS. Hart. 1701, f. 8. (BalliweU.)
And ryght anon than comen fambesteres

Fetys and smale, . . .

Whiche ben the verray deueles offlceres
To kindle and blowe the fyr of [lecherye].

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 15.

[In this passage the word is the same as the above, but it
is an erroneous translation of the Old French tymberesse a
female player on the tambour (tymbre).]
tumble (tum'bl), v.; pret. and pp. tumbled, ppr.
tumbling. [E. dial, also tummle; < ME. tumblen,
tomblen, tumlen = MD. tumelen, tummelen, tom-
melen, D. tuimelen = MLG. tumelen = OHG.
tumilon, MHG. tumeln, tumeln, G. taumeln, tum-
meln = Sw. tumla = Dan. tumle, tumble, stag-
ger, wallow; freq. of ME. tumben, tomben, < AS.
tumbian = OHG. tiimdn, MHG. tumen = Icel.

tumba, dance: see tumb.'] I. intrans. 1. To roll
about by turning one way and another; toss;
pitch about

;
wallow : as, he tumbles and tosses

from pain ;
the tumbling sea.

Hedge-hogs which
Lie tumbling in my barefoot way.

Shak., Tempest, ii. 2. 11.
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Man. I'll write to her to-morrow.
Bird. To-morrow! she'll not sleep, then, but tumble; an'

if she might have it to-night, it would better please her.

Deleter and Webster, Westward Ho, ii. 2.

Just at this time a shoal of jolly porpoises came rolling
and tumbling by, turning up their sleek sides to the sun.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 112.

2. To lose footing or support and fall to the

ground; come down suddenly and violently; be

precipitated : as, to tumble from a scaffold.

He tit ouer his hors tayl tomMed ded to therthe.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 3866.

And here had fall'n a great part of a tower,
Whole, like a crag that tumbles from the cliff.

Tennyson, Geraint.

In making the ascent of some of these precipitous moun-
tain sides, now and then a mule would lose its footing and
go tumbling and rolling many feet down.

The Century, XLI. 773.

3. To move or go in a rough, careless, or head-

long manner.

They [Hottentots] have no Beds to lie on, but tumble
down at night round the fire. Dampier, Voyages, I. 539.

We stood or sat in a group, . . . out of the way of the
men when they should come tumbling aft to make sail or
haul upon the ropes. W. C. Mussell, A Strange Voyage, v.

4. To play mountebank tricks by various

springs, balancings, posturings, and contortions
of the body.
You daunce worse than you tumble. Palsgrave, p. 147.

5f. To dance.
The dougtir of Herodias daunside [ether tumblide,

margin] in the myddil, and pleside Heroude.
Wydtf, Mat xlv. 6.

Hyt telleth that Eroud [Herod] swore
To here that tumbled yn the flora.

MS. Harl. 1701, f. 19. (Halliwell.)

6. To fall rapidly, as prices : as, fancy stocks
have tumbled. [Commercial slang.] TO tum-
ble home. Same as to tumble in (a). To tumble in.

(a) Said of a ship's sides when they incline in above the
extreme breadth. (6) To turn in ; go to bed. To tumble
to, to recognize or understand ; be up to : as, to tumble to

another's scheme or game ; also, to go at (work and the

like) vigorously. [Slang.]

The high words in a tragedy we call jaw-breakers, and
say we can't tumble to that barrikin.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, I. 16.

To tumble up. (a) To get out of bed ; get up. [Slang.]

Mr. Bailey . . . opened the coach door, let down the

steps, and, giving Jonas a shake, cried,
" We've got home,

my flower ! Tumble up then !

"

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxviii.

(b) Naut., to come up hastily and in a scrambling way
through the hatchway on a ship's deck, as a sailor or a
number of sailors together : as, the starboard watch tum-
bled up.

II. trans. 1 . To turn over
;
toss about as for

examination or search
;
revolve in one's mind :

usually with over.

Tumbling it over and over in his thoughts, ... he lost
all patience. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 95.

They tumbled all their little Quivers o'er

To chuse propitious Shafts.

Prior, Henry and Emmi.

2. To disorder; rumple: as, to tumble bed-
clothes.

She had her bonnet in her hand (a bruised muslin one,
with tumbled satin strings).

E. S. Sheppard, Charles Auchester, 1. 11.

3. To throw by chance or with violence
; fling;

pitch.
With it a blow that laid him full low,
And tumbl'd him into the brook.

Mobin Hood and Little John (Child's Ballads, V. 219).

A girl bare-footed brings and tumbles
Down on the pavement green-flesh melons.

Browning, De Gnstibus.

4. To bring down
;

overturn or overthrow
;

cast to the ground ; fling headlong.
Jerusalem hathe often tyme ben destroyed, and the

Walles abated and beten doun and tombled in to the Vale.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 95.

And wilt thou still be hammering treachery,
To tumble down thy husband and thyself
From top of honour to disgrace's feet ?

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 2. 48.

This ability to tumble a hare at full speed with the shot-

gun is no mean accomplishment.
Sportsman's Gazetteer, p. 95.

5. To polish by revolution in a tumbling-box.
Small castings can be tumbled and thus deprived of

much of their adhering scale and sand.
Wahlt Galvanoplastic Manipulations, p. 529.

To tumble itt, in carp., to flt, as a piece of timber, into
other work. Tumbled up and down, agitated; per-
plexed.

They were greatly tumbled up and down in their minds,
and knew not what to do. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

tumble (tum'bl), n. [< tumble, *>.] 1. A fall;
a rolling or turning over

; a somersault.
A tumble of heels over head, a feat performed by beg-

gar-hoys on the roads.

Landor, Imag. Conv., General Lacy and Cura Merina.

tumbler

Should I flounder awhile without a tumble
Thro' this metritication of Catullus,

They should speak to me not without a welcome,
All that chorus of indolent reviewers.

Tennyson, Experiments, Hendecasyllabics.

In their [the clowns'] absurd impertinences, in their im-

possible combinations, in their mistakes and tumbles, in

their falling over queens and running up against mon-
archs. J. H. Shorthouse, John Inglesant, xxi.

2. A state of entanglement or confusion.

John Fry began again, being heartily glad to do so, that
his story might get out of the tumble which all our talk

had made in it. K. D. BlacJtmore, Lorna Doone, xxxi.

3. Same as tumbling-box To take a tumble to
one's self, to make introspection ;

reflect how one's con-
duct is viewed by others : usually in the imperative mood.
[Slang.]

tumble-bug (tum'bl-bug), n. One of several
kinds of scarabteoid beetles, or dung-beetles,
which roll up balls of dung in which their

Carolina Tumble-hug (Copris rarotftta'l.

a, larva ; ''. a section of the hollow excrementitious ball in which the
insect undergoes its transformations.

eggs are laid, and in which their larvee trans-
form

;
a straddle-bug, or similar large awkward

scarab. The particular habit noted is characteristic of
the snbtribe Ateuchini (see Ateuehus) of the laparostict

Tumble-bug (Canthon lee-vis). Upper figure male, lower female,
the former pulling and the latter pushing the ball in which are the

eggs, and which is thus tumbled into a hole in the ground. (About
natural size.)

Scarabfeidee. It has been noted from remote antiquity,
as in the case of the Egyptian tumble-bugs, and has given
rise to some famous myths and symbols. See also cuts
under scarab, Scarabseus, Copris, undgalea. [U. S.]

tumble-car (tum'bl-kar), n. A cart drawn by
a single horse: probably so named from the
axle being made fast to the wheels and tura-

ing round with them. Halliwell.

tumble-down (tum'bl-doun), a. In a falling
state

; dilapidated ; decayed ;
ruinous.

A tumble-down old Lutheran church.

Longfellow, Hyperion, ii. 9.

A few dirty-looking men assemble at the door of a tum-
ble-down building standing against the ruined castle.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 340.

tumble-dung (tnm'bl-dung), . [< tumble, v.,
+ obj. dung.] A tumble-bng.

tumble-home (tum'bl-hom). . Naut., the part
of a ship which inclines inward above the ex-
treme breadth. [Rare.]
tumbler (tum'bler), H. [<ME. tumbler, tombeler,
iumlare (of. AS. tumberc) (= MLG. tumeler) ; <

tumble + -er1 .] 1. One who tumbles; one who
performs by turning somersaults, walking on
the hands, etc., as a mountebank.

There is no tumbler
Buns through his hoop with more dexterity
Than I about this business.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, ii. 1.

The tumbler is walking upon his hands.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 288.

2. [cap.] One of the religious sect known as
Dunkers. SeeZtoito'1 . 3. A breed of domestic

pigeons which perform certain aerial evolutions
called tumbling, during which they fall through
the air for a distance before making play with
their wings. This performance is an exaggeration of the

sweeping or gyrating flight characteristic of wild pigeons,
and an approach to it may be shown by any pigeons, when,
for example, a hawk dashes into a flock. Tumblers have a
short round head with high forehead and very short beak.
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They are classed In two series, those bred to flight and
those breil toeolor. Tiie former are tin- onlinan or Hying
tumbles most noted for their pri f-.i luanre- in ini'l air:

some are even trained tn tniulile in a r.i.mi. Some turn,

filer*, known as Oriental rtilli-rit, are nnteii tor leaving the

Hock individually and rising to execute tire movement.
Tumbler* bred to color without special reference ti their

flight are ot many *I rains, kmm n tn eolor-name.*. Muck, red,
or yellmr nn'ltl'', rt'd or yellow ayale, aimoiut-Kplaith, etc.

4. A kind ofgreyhound formerly used in cours-

ing rabbits: so called in allusion to his charac-
tei-islic iimtiiiiis ami springs.

I have scene
A nimble fini/lili'r on a burruw'il greene
I'.en.l eleane, awry hi cnurse, yet give a checke
And throw hirnselfe upon a rat>bit's neeke.

W. tirou'ne, Britannia's Pastorals, 11. 4.

5. A piM-poisr. [ Scutch.]

Delphlnus I'hooonii, . . . Scot. 1'ellock. Tumbler. Mere-
swine.

I>T. Walker, Essays on Nat. Hist., p. 532. (Jamieton.)

6. The aquatic larva of a mosquitOj gnat, or
other member of the Culicidx; a wriggler: so
called from the manner in which they roll over
and over in the water. [Local, U. a.] 7. A
figure or toy representing a fat person, usually
a mandarin, sitting with crossed legs. The
base of the figure is rounded, so as to rock at

a touch.

Her legs tucked up mysteriously under her gown Into
a round ball, so that her figure resembled in shape the

plaster tumblerg sold by the Italians.

ilai/hrw, 1 .1 mill ni Labour and London Poor, II. 570.

8f. One of a band of London reckless profli-

gates in the early part of the eighteenth cen-

tury.

A third sort (of Mohocksl are the tmnblen, whose office

it is to set women on their heads.

SUele, Spectator, No. 324.

9. A drinkiug-glass. (a) One with a rounded or

pointed bottom, so that it may not be set down without

being emptied and Inverted. (<V) One without stem or

foot, simply cylindrical or conical in form.

She ... reminds him of days which he must remember,
when she had a wine-glass out of poor Pa's tumbler.

Thackeray, Philip, xxxviii.

10. A sort of spring-latch in a lock which de-

tains the bolt so as to prevent its motion un-
til a key lifts it and sets the bolt at liberty.
11. Same as tumbling-boj:. 12. In a gun-
lock, a piece of the
nature of a lever,
attached to the

pivot of the ham-
mer of the lock,
and swiveled to

the tip of themain-

spring, which,
when the ham-
mer is released by , swivel-arm and uinl

screw hole ; jf, cock-notch ; ft, half-cock
notch.

Tumbler.

a, body ; t>, arbor

the trig-

fer,

forces the
ammer violently forward, causing it to strike

and explode the charge. See also cut under

gun-locK. 13. A form of printing-machine
which rocks or tumbles to the impression-sur-
face. [Eng.] 14. Naut., one of the movable

pins for the engagement of the cat-head stop-

per and shank-painter. These pins, moving simul-

taneously, release the ends of the cat-stopper and shank-

painter, thus letting go the anchor.

15. In wearing, any one of a set of levers (also
called coulters) from which in some forms of

loom the heddles are suspended. 16. Same
as tumbrel, 1.

Behind them [the gipsies] followed the train of laden

asses, and small carts, or tumblerg, as they were called In

that country [south of Scotland |.

Scott, Guy Mannering, vill.

tumbler-brush (tum'bler-brush), n. A brush
made for the special purpose of cleaning the

inside of a tumbler or drinking-glass.
tumbler-cart (tum'bler-kart), n. Same as tum-
brel. 1.

More recently tumbler carts with solid wheels, mere
slabs of timber, were substituted.

Quarterly Reo., CXLVI. 38.

tumbler-dog (tum'bler-dog), n. A catch to hold
the hasp of a padlock locked except when it

enters the tumbler. Car-Builder's Diet.

tumbler-drum (tum'bler-drnm), H. Same as

The skins.are either trodden in it with the feet, or put
Into a tumbler-drum. Workshop Receiptt, 2d ser., p. 878.

tumblerful (tum'bler-ful). n. [X tumbler + -fnl.1

The quantity of liquid which fills or nearly tills

a tumbler: as. to drink a tumblerful of water.

tumbler-glass (tum'bler-glas), n. Same as
tumbler, it.

tumbler-holder (tnm'bler-hol'der), . A cir-

cular frame of metal with a handle, into which
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a glass of soda-water, etc., is set, for conve-
nience in drinking.
tumbler-lockUum'bler-lok), . A lock having
a si- 1 ul'ili-ksnr latches which must be arranged
in some particular way with reference to one an-
other before the bolt can be shot. It is a form
of permutation-luck. See cut under lock.

tumbler-punch (tum'bler-punch), w. In -///-

Hniithiiiii, a small punch with two blades, used.
in taking a gun apart, to remove the arbor of

the tumbler, etc.

tumbler-Stand (tum'bler-stand), n. A tray for

tumblers, used with a soda-water fountain, etc.

Some are fitted with appliances for washing the
tumblers. Compare tunihler-icaslter.

tumbler-tank (tum'blfer-tangk), n. In ]>/iunli-

nii/, a (lush-tank in which an oblong tilting re-

ceiving vessel pivoted midwise, and having a
miilwisi- partition, is fitted and poised in such
manner that when water runs into one of the

compartments of the vessel a quantity must
accumulate before it can tilt and discharge its

contents, and in such manner that the tilt

brings the opposite compartment into position
to be filled. A considerable volume of water I* thus

suddenly discharged at each tilting of the receiving ves-

sel, although the stream affording the supply may be
small.

tumbler-washer (tum'bler-wosh'er), . A tum-
bler-stand so contrived as to wash automati-

cally the tumblers placed upon it. A usual form
consists of a basin fitted with upright projecting pipes, on
which the tumblers are hung bottom up, and from which
jets of water escape into the tumblers, used with soda-
water fountains, etc.

tumbleweed (tum'bl-wed), n. A branching

plant whose top assumes a globular figure and
in autumn is detached and rolled over the plains
by the wind, scattering its seed. The name is

given to several such plants in the western United States.

Species so called are Amarantus atbta (compare ffhogt-

plant) and .1. btitoidet, Pitoralea laneeolata (Dakota and

Montana), the bug-seed, Corispermum hyampi/olium, and
the winged pigweed. Cycloloma platyphylla. Also called

rolling-weed.

The list of plants having the habit of rounding up their

stems and branches so as to form a nearly spherical plant
body, which at the end of the season breaks away at the

root, thus forming a tumble-weed, must be Increased by
adding the winged pig-weed. Amer. Nat., XXI. 929.

tumbling (tum'bling), n. [Verbal n. of tumble,

r.] The act of falling; also, the act of turn-

ing somersaults, and the like ; specifically, the
action of the tumbler pigeon in flight.

tumbling (tum'bling), n. [< ME. tmcmblynge ;

ppr. of tumble.'} Falling; fleeting; passing;
transitory.
Wolthow thanne trusten in the tmcmNtntye fortunes of

men ? Chaucer, Boethius, fi. meter 3.

tumbling-barrel (tum'bling-bar'el), n. See
barrel.

tumbling-bay (tum'bling-ba), >i. In hydraulic
engin., that part of a weir in which the surface
of the outflowing water assumes a downwardly
directed curvilinear form.

tumbling-bob (tum'bling-bob), H. In mack., a

weighted arm or lever wnich, when moved to a
certain point, reacts and by its weight produces
movements in other parts of the machine.

tumbling-box (tum'bling-boks), H. A box or

cylindrical vessel of wood or iron, pivoted at

each end or at two corners, so that it can be
made to revolve. Small castings, shot, pens, needles,
buttons, and similar objects are placed in the box, with a

quantity of loose emery-powder, sand, sawdust, or other
abradant, and when the box revolves the abradant and the

objects fall or tumble over, rubbing against each other anil

becoming quickly cleaned or polished. The device Is large-

ly used In many manufactories to save labor in cleaning
and polishing material of all kinds, and in mixing or dis-

solving gums, etc. Also called, in various forms, tumbler
or fleansiwj-inUl, tumble, tumbler-drum, tumbling-wheel,
rolling-barrel, zcouriiig-barrel.

tumbling-net (tum'bling-net), n. A trammel-
net.

tumbling-shaft (tum'bling-shaft), n. The cam-
shaft used in stamping-mills, threshing-ma-
chines, etc. E. H. Kiii</lit.

tumbling-trough (tum'bling-trdf). . In the
manufacture of sulphuric acid in the so-called

cascade apparatus, a trough or box of pipe-clay
constructed on the principle of the tumbler-
tank for conveying nitric acid into the leaden
chambers.

tumbling-wheel (tum'bling-hwel), H. In
miii'li.. a variety of the tumbling-box, used es-

pecially for polishing wooden bobbins, shoe-

|iei;s. etc.

tumbly (tnm'Wi), a. [(tumble + -.'/
1
.] Uneven,

rough, humpy, or lumpy, as if full of debris
which has tumbled upon'it; covered with loose

rocks, as a sea-bottom or fishing-ground.

tumidity

tumbrel (tum'br<-l). n. [Also liiHibril, and for-

merly tHHlltl-fll, tiiliinll; < MK. tnm/ii ri I. li ,1111, il.

tiiiiiril, < UK. tiiHibn-ll. In in In ril. liiMilnrtl, tinii-

Iniini. In nilii ruin, lnml,< nun. K. tuinlii-miH, a

iliunp-ciirt. < tomlier, fall, tumble: see tmnli,

luntlitr.] 1. A low cart lined by farmers for the
removal of dung, etc.; a dung-cart. Thebodyof
the cart was a separate box, sometimes called a MM
(we wAiWii), In which the dung or other load was placed,
to be dumped by upsetting the box. The name is often

given to the carts used to convey the victims uf tin- French
Revolution to the guillotine, but contemporary plates rep-
resent these as large four-wheeled wagons.

What stinking scavenger (if so he will,

Though streets be fair) but may right easily fill

His dungy tumbrel? Manton, Satires, IT. 13.

Along the Paris streets the death-carts rumble hollow
and harsh. Six tumbril* carry the day's wine to La (juillo

tini'. IHckrm, Tale of Two Cities, ill. 15.

A yoke of starveling steers, in a tutitbru cart, the wheels
of which were funned from a solid block of wood.

.V. Judd, Margaret, I. 4.

2. A covered cart witli two wheels, which ac-

companies artillery, for the conveyance of tools,

ammunition, etc. 3. A chair fixed on a pair of

wheels and having very long shafts, used to

punish scolds. On Its being wheeled Into a pond back-

ward, and suddenly tilted up, the woman was plunged Into
the water. Compare cuckiivf-ntfiol and ducking-stool.

In this town [Shrpton- Mallet, \V hitstone, Somersetshire]
was anciently a tutnbrell or cucking-stool, set up ... In

the time of Henry II I. for the correction of unquiet women.
./. CoUinton, Hist. Somersetshire (ed. 1791), III. 480.

4. A sort of circular cage or crib, made of osiers

or twigs,used in gome parts of England for hold-

ing food for sheep in winter.

tumefacient (tu-me-fa'shient), a. Swelling:
swollen.

The Infant . . . had grown unctuous and tumefacieni
under the kisses and embraces of half the hotel.

Bret Harte, By Shore and Sedge, p. 73.

tumefaction (tu-me-fak'shon), . [< F. tume-

faction = Sp. tumefaction, { L. tumefacere, pp.

tumefactiu, swell: see
tumefy.']

1. The act or

process of swelling or rising into a tumor ; also,

the condition of being tumefied or swollen. 2.

That which is tumefied or swollen; a tumid

part ; a tumor.

The common signs and effects of weak fibres are pale-

ness, a weak pulse, tume/actiont In the whole body or parts.

Arbuthnot, Aliments, vi.

tumefy (tu'me-fi), r.
; pret. and pp. tumefied,

ppr. tumefying. [< F. tumefifr, cause to swell,
<LL. "tumejicare, < L. tumefacere, cause to swell,
< tumere, swell, + facere, make: see tumid and
-/#] I. trans. To swell, or cause to swell or
be tumid.

To swell, tumefy, stiffen, not the diction only, but the
tenor of the thought.

H. intrana. To swell; become tumid.
tumescence (tu-mes'eus), n. [< tumescen(t) +
-c.] 1. The state of growing tumid; tumefac-
tion. 2. A swelling, tumid part, or tumor; an
intumescence.
tumescent (tu-mes'ent), a. [< L. tnmescen(t-)g,

ppr. of tiinitKcere, begin to swell or swell up,
inceptive of tumere, swell: see tumid.'} 1.

Swelling; tumefying; forming into a tumor;
iiitumescent. 2. In bot., slightly tumid or

swollen.

tumid (tu'mid), a. [= Sp. ttimidn = Pg. It. tn-

mido, < L. tumidux, swollen, swelling, < tumere,
swell; cf. tumulus, a mound (see tumulun), Gr.

riufiof, a mound (see tomb), Skt. tumra, swell-

ing, standing out, V tu, swell, increase.] 1.

Swollen ; slightly inflated ; tumefied : as, a ti<-

mid leg; tumid flesh. 2. Protuberant; rising
above the level.

So high as heaved the tumid hills, so low
Down sunk a hollow bottom broad and deep,
Capacious bed of waters. Milton, P. L., Til. 288.

3. Swelling in sound or sense ; pompous; bom-
bastic; inflated: as, a tumid expression; a tu-

mid style.

A mind no way tumid, light, effeminate, confused, or
melancholic. Bacon, Political Fables, v., Kxpl.

The real poet, who is not driven by falling language or

thought into frigid or tumid absurdities.
Jt. W. Church, Spenser, II.

Tumid wing, in ettiom., a wing in which the membrane
of every cell is larger than the cell itself, so that it pro-
jects slightly, as in the saw-flies.

tumidity (tu-mid'i-ti). n. [< LL. tumiilita(t-)s.
a swelling, a tumor, < L. tumidus, swollen: see

tumid.] 1. The state or character of being
tumid or swollen.

The swelling diction of .Cschylns and Isaiah resembles
that of Almanzor and Maxlmin no more than the tumidity
of a muscle resembles tin- tinni'litii nf a boil. The former
Is symptomatic of health and strength, the latter of debil-

ity and disease. Mataulay, Dryden.
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Hence 2. A pompous or bombastic style;

turgidness ;
fustian.

tumidly (tu'mid-li), adv. In a tumid manner
or form.

tumidness (tu'mid-nes), n. The state of being
tumid, in any sense. =Syn. Bathos, Fustian, etc. See

bombast.

tumika-oil (to'mi-kii-oil), . A concrete fixed

oil from the seeds of the wild mangosteen, Di-

o.ti>i/ros Kniun/optoris.
tummer (tum''er), . A connecting cylinder in

a carding-machine.
The carding engines [in cotton-manufacture] are often

made with two main cylinders and a connecting cylinder
called the tummer. Encyc. Brit., VI. 494.

tummle (tum'l), v. A dialectal form of tumble.

tumogo, n. [African.] An African antelope,
the water-buck, Eobus ellipsiprymnus.

tumor, tumour (tu'mor), n. [< F. tumeur = Sp.

Pg. tumor = It. tumore, < L. tumor, a swell-

ing, the state of being swollen, < tumere, swell:

see tumid.'] 1. A swell or rise of any kind.

[Bare.]
One tumour drown'd another, billows strove

To outawell ambition, water air outdrove.
B. Jonson, Prince Henry's Barriers.

2. In med. : (a) A swelling; one of the four

necessary accompaniments, according to the

older pathologists, of inflammation namely,
color, dolor, rubor, et tumor (heat, pain, red-

ness, and swelling). (6) An abnormal promi-
nence existing upon any of the cutaneous, mu-
cous, or serous surfaces in any part of the

body, and not due to acute inflammation. A tu-

mor is usually a new formation of tissue foreign to the

part in which it exists, and is thus distinguished in gen-
eral from hypertrophy, though a hypertrophy may occa-

sionally be so localized as to constitute a true tumor. A
neoplasm is called a tumor when it forms a prominence
on any surface. A swelling may be acute or chronic, and
may be circumscribed or diffuse ; a tumor is a chronic
circumscribed swelling.

3. A swelling port or style ; tumidity ;
bombast.

She satisfies and nils the mind, without tumour and os-

tentation. Evelyn, True Religion, II. 174.

Adipose tumor, a lipoma. Aneurismal tumor, an
aneurism. Apostoli'8 method for the treatment of
fibroid tumor of the uterus, destruction of the tumor
by electrolysis. Benign, tumor, a tumor which does not

recur, as a rule, after removal, and is not inimical to the
life of the patient. Cavernous tumor, a tumor formed
of loosely reticulated tissue. Dermatoid or dermoid
tumor, a cystic tumor the inner wall of which is com-

posed of cutaneous tissue, and which often contains some
of the appendages of the skin, such as hair, nails, or even
teeth. Encysted tumor. See encyst. Erectile tumor,
a tumor composed of a vascular tissue resembling erec-
tile tissue. Fibroid tumor, a tumor composed of fibrous
tissue : usually referring to a ftbromuscular tumor of the
uterus. Fibroplastic tumort. See spindle-celled sarco-

ma, under sarcoma. Floating tumor, a movable body
within the abdomen, usually the spleen or a kidney, which
has loose attachments, allowing of change of position of
the organ. Gubler'S tumor, a prominence on the back
of the wrist, seen in cases of wrist-drop from lead-poison-
ing. Histoid tumor, a tumor composed of connective
tissue. Malignant tumor, a tumor which tends to recur
after removal, and eventually to cause the patient's death.

Margaroid tumor, cholesteatoma. Mixed tumor,
a tumor composed of more than one kind of tissue. Ova-
rian tumor. See ovarian. Phantom tumor, a cir-

cumscribed abdominal swelling, occurring usually in hys-
terical women, due to muscular contraction or to an ac-
cumulation of intestinal gases. The swelling commonly
disappears when the patient is asleep or under the influ-
ence of an anesthetic. It is sometimes very deceptive in
its appearance, and has not infrequently been mistaken
for pregnancy. Sand tumor, psammoma : so called be-
cause of the sand-like calcareous matter which it contains.
Teratoid tumor. Same as terattma. Thomas's op-

eration for the removal of uterine fibroid tumors.
See operation. Transition tumor. See transition.
Tumor albus, tuberculous synovitis, especially of the
knee-joint; white-swelling. Vascular tumor. Seeras-
cular. Warty tumor. See warty.

tumored, tumoured (tu'mord), a. [< tumor +
-e<J2.] Affected with a tumor or tumors ; swol-
len; tumid; distended. [Rare.]

I might behold his legs tumor'd and swel'd.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 362.

tumoroust (tu'mor-us), a. [= Pg. It. tumoroso,
< LL. tumorosus, 'swollen, inflated, bloated, < L.

tumor, a swelling: see tumor..] 1. Swelling;
protuberant.
Who ever saw any cypress or pine small below and

above and tumorous in the middle, unless some diseased
Plant? SirH. Wotton.

2. Vainly pompous ; bombastic, as language or
style ; fustian.

According to their subject these styles vary; ... for
that which is high and lofty, declaring excellent matter,
becomes vast and tumorous, speaking of petty and inferior
things. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

tumour, tumoured. See tumor, tumored.
tump (tump), n. [< W. twmp, a round mass, a
hillock; cf. L. tumulus, a mound: see tumulus,
tomb.] A little hillock

;
a heap ;

a clump.
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. He stopped his little nag short of the crest, and got off

and looked ahead of him from behind a tump of whor-

tles. R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, xxxi.

tump (tump), v. t. [< tump, n."] In hort., to

form a mass of earth or a hillock round (a plant):

as, to tump teazel.

tump-line (tump'lin), n. [Perhaps a corrup-

tion, among the Canadian Indians and the

French voyageurs, of E. *temple-line (or of a

corresponding F. term), < temple'* (F. tempe) +
line2

.']
A strap by which a pack is carried

across a portage or through the woods. It

crosses the forehead, the advantage being that its use in

this position leaves the hands free for clearing the way
with an ax or otherwise ;

it is frequently shifted in posi-
tion so as to cross the breast, for temporary relief. This
method of carrying is common through the St. Lawrence

valley and to the furthest Northwest, alike among whites,

half-breeds, and Indians. The term is used in Maine and
on its borders : elsewhere the strap is called portage-strap
or pack-strap.

tumpy (tum'pi), a. [< tump + -i/
1
.] Abound-

ing in tumps or hillocks; uneven. BalUwell.

[Prov. Eng.]
tum-tum (tum'tum), n. [Appar. ult. imitative

of the beating of a drum; cf. turn2 and tom-

tom.'] 1. A favorite dish in the West Indies,
made by beating boiled plantains quite soft in

a wooden mortar. It is eaten like a potato-pud-
ding, or made into round cakes and fried. 2.

Same as tom-tom.

tumular (tu'mu-lar), a. [< F. tumulaire, as if

< L. *tumularis, <'"tumulus, a mound: see tumu-

lus.'] Same as tumulary. Pinkerton.

tumulary (tu'mu-la-ri), o. [As tumular,^. v.]

Consisting in a heap; formed or being in a

heap or hillock.

tumulate1
(tu'mu-lat), . t.

; pret. and pp. tumu-

latcd, ppr. tumulating. [< L. tumulatus, pp. of

tumulare, cover with a mound, entomb, < tumu-

lus, a mound: see tumulus.] To cover with a

mound; bury.
tumulate2t (tu'mu-lat), v. i. ; pret. and pp. tu-

mulated, ppr. tumnlating. [Irreg. (after tumu-

lus, a mound) < L. tumere, swell: see tumid."]
To swell.

His heart begins to rise, and his passions to tumulate
and ferment into a storm. Bp. Wilkins, Nat. Religion, i. 17.

tumuli, n. Plural of tumulus.

tumulose, tumulous (tu'mu-los, -lus), a. [< L.

ttimulosus, full of mounds or hills, < tumulus, a
mound : see tumulus."] Full of mounds or hills.

Bailey, 1727. [Rare.]

tumulosity (tu-mu-los'i-ti), n. [< tumulose +
-ity.1 The state of being tumulous. Bailey,
1727. [Rare.]
tumulous, . See tumulose.

tumult (tu'mult), n. [< F. tumulte = Pr. tumult
= Sp. Pg. It. tumnlto, < L. tumultus, commotion,
disturbance, tumult, < tumere, swell, be excited:
see tumid.'] 1. The commotion, disturbance,
or agitation of a multitude, usually accompa-
nied with great noise, uproar, and confused

talking; an uproar; hence, a noisy uprising,
as of a mob.
What meaneth the noise of this tumult ? 1 Sam. iv. 14.

There is this difference between the tumults here [in

Cairo] and those at Constantinople, that the latter are

commonly begun by some resolute fellows among the jani-
zaries, whereas here the mob is generally raised by some
great man, who envies one that is a rival to him.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 169.

2. Violent commotion or agitation, with con-
fusion of sounds.

In this piece of poetry, what can be nobler than the idea
it gives us of the Supreme Being thus raising a tumult
among the elements, and recovering them out of their con-

fusion, thus troubling and becalming nature?
Addison, Spectator, No. 489.

3. Agitation ; high excitement
; irregular or

confused motion.

The tumult in her mind seemed not yet abated.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xix.

= Syn. Disturbance, turbulence, confusion, hubbub, fer-

ment, outbreak, mle.
tumultt (tu'mult), v. i. [< tumult, n. Cf . tumul-

tuate.lj To make a tumult
;
be in great commo-

tion. Milton, Hist. Eng., vi.

tumultert (tu'mul-ter), n. [< tumult + -er1
."]

One who raises or takes part in a tumult. Hak-
luyt's Voyages, I. 466.

tumultuarily (tu-mul'tu-a-ri-li), adv. 1. In a

tumultuary or disorderly manner.
Divers thousands of the Jews tumultuarily resisted.

Sandys, Christ's Passion (1640), notes, p. 95.

2. Without system or order.

I have, according to your desire, putt in writing Jhese
Minutes of Lives tumultuarily, as they occur'd to my
thoughts, or as occasionally I had information of them.

Aubrey, Lives, Int. Ep.

tun

tumultuariness (tu-mul'tu-a-ri-nes), n. Dis-

orderly or tumultuous conduct ; turbulence
;

disposition to tumult. Eikon Basittke.

tumultuary (tu-mul'tu-a-ri), a. [< F. tumultu-

uire = Sp. Pg. It. tumu)tuario,< L. tmnultuarius,
full of tumult, hurried, < tumultus, tumult: see

tumult.'] 1. Disorderly; riotous; promiscuous;
confused : as, a tumultuary conflict.

It would be too long to relate the tumultuary insurrec-

tions of the inhabitants of Constantinople, Antioch, and
Alexandria. Milton, Aus. to Salmasius, iv.

2. Restless; agitated; unquiet.
Men who live without religion live always in a titmul-

tuary and restless state. Bp. Atterbury.

tumultuatet (tu-mul'tu-at), v. i. [< L. tumultu-

atus, pp. of tumultuafi (> It. tumultuare = Sp.

Pg. tumultuar), make a tumult, < tumultus, a
tumult: see tumult."] To make a tumult. Milton,
Ans. to Salmasius, x.

tumultuation (tu-mul-tu-a'shon), n. [< tumul-

tuate + -ion."] Commotion; irregular or dis-

orderly movement. Boyle. [Rare.]
tumultuous (tu-mul'tu-us), a. [< F. tumultu-
eux = Sp. Pg. It. tumultuoso, < L. tumultuosus,
full of tumult, < tumultus, tumult: see tumult.']

1. Full of tumult, disorder, or confusion; con-
ducted with tumult

; disorderly.
And in this seat of peace tumultuous wars
Shall kin with kin and kind with kind confound.

Shale., Rich. II., iv. 1. 140.

2. Characterized by uproar, noise, confusion, or

the like : as, a tumultuous assembly.

Strange the far-off rooks' sweet tumultuous voice.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, III. 114.

3. Agitated; disturbed, as by passion.
His dire attempt, which, nigh the birth,

Now rolling boils in his tumultuous breast.

Milton, P. L., iv. 16.

4. Turbulent; violent.

Furiously running in upon him,with tumultuous speech,
he violently raught from his head his rich cap of sables.

Knatta.

=Syn. 2. Uproarious, riotous.

tumultuously (tu-mul'tu-us-li), adv. In a tu-

multuous manner; with tumult or turbulence
;

by a disorderly multitude.

tumultUOUsness (tu-mul'tu-us-nes), n. The
state of being tumultuous, in any sense

;
dis-

order; commotion.
tumultus (tu-mul'tus), n. [L., commotion,
tumult: see tumult.'] Commotion ; irregular ac-

tion. Tumultus cordis, irregular action of the heart.

Tumultus sermonis, a form of aphasia in which the

patient stutters when reading aloud.

tumulus (tu'mu-lus), n.
; pi. tumuli (-11). [<

L. tumulus, a mound, < tumere, swell: see tu-

mid. Cf. tump1 and tomT>.~] A sepulchral mound,
as the famous Mound of Marathon raised over
the bodies of those Athenians who fell in repel-

ling the invading Persians; a barrow; very
frequently, a mound covering and inclosing a
more or less elaborate structure of masonry.
The raising of mounds over the tombs of the dead, par-
ticularly of distinguished persons, or those slain in battle,
was a usual practice among very many peoples from the
most remote antiquity.

tun1
(tun), n. [Also ton (now used only in the

sense of a measure); early mod. E. tunne,

tonne, < ME. tunne, tonne, < AS. twine = MD.
tonne, D. ton = OHG. tunna, MHG. tunne, G.
tonne = Icel. tunna = Sw. tunnar OSw. tynna
= Dan. tonde; cf. F. tonne (dim. tonneau, OF.
tonnel = Pr. Sp. Pg. dim. tonel), ML. tunna, Ir.

and Gael, tunna; root unknown; it is uncertain
whether the Teut. or the Celtic forms are ori-

ginal. Hence tunnel.~] 1. A large cask for

holding liquids, especially wine, ale, or beer.

See ton1 .

As who so filled a tonne of a fresshe ryuer,
And went forth with that water to woke with [add water

to] Themese. Piers Plowman (B), xv. 331.

Take four and twenty bucks and ewes,
And ten tun of the wine.

Childe Vyet (Child's Ballads, II. 75).

The tallow to be saponified is placed in a large, slightly
conical, wooden tun, which is made of oak or cedar, and
is tightly bound with iron hoops.

W. L. Carpenter, Soap and Candles, p. 254.

2. Any vessel
;
a jar.

Wel ofter of the welle than of the tonne
She drank. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 159.

3. In a brewery, the fermenting-vat or -tank.

E. H. Knight. 4. Ameasure of capacity, equal
by old statutes to 252 wine-gallons. There was a

lo'cal tun of beer in London of 2 butts, and a customary
tun of sweet oil was 236 gallons, and of syrup 3J barrels.

As all measures of capacity are regarded by metrologists
as having been denned first by weight, some have supposed
the tun was originally a short ton weight of water.

5. In conch., a shell of the genus Dolium or

family Doliidse ; a tun-shell. 6. The upper
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part of .1 chinmcv: also, the chimney itself.

Hall, ,nil. H'rov.'Eng.]
My nuwo Imux willi the iij. Inn mix "I i lirinvlii-yK

Kuril Will* (i'il. Tynims), p. 20.

Bolt and tun, In her. see imttt.

tun 1 (tun), r. /. : pret. :nnl pp. linnii-il. ppr. '"-

ii/Hi/. [< (', .] 1. To store in a tun or tuns,

as wine oi- MI ill lii|iior: hence, to store in ves-

si'Is nl
1

iiny sort for keeping.

Amongst the rest with the apples nf Adam ; the Juice
wheri'ot they tun up and send ilitu Turky.

S'in</ifn, Travailes, p. 175.

2f. To fill as if a tun.

A vale of tears, a vessel tunn'il ith hreatll,

By sickness uroach'd, to he drawn out by death.

Quartet, Emblems, til. 8.

3. To mingle with liquor when it is stored, as

for the purpose of (favoring it, or making it

keep better.

The women of our northern parts do tun the herb ale-

houve into their ale.

(ierard'i llerball (1579\ quoted by Bickerdykc, p. 68.

tun-t, a An obsolete form of town.

tuna' (to'nii), u. A fish. See Tltynnus, S

Orel/Hint, and titinii/.

tuna2 (tu'na), n. A species of prickly-pear,

O/nt>ttiit Tuna, or its fruit. It grows erect, sometimes
2(1 feet high, Is spiny, and is much used for hedges In south-

ern Europe. Its fruit, which is barrel shaped and 2 or 3
inches long, is much eaten, fresh and dried. It Is one of

the foremost cochineal-plants, and Is said to be the only
species used for this production in the Canaries,

tunable (tu'nn-hl), . [A\ao tuneable ; <tune +
-iiliti'.] 1. Capable of being put in tune, or made
harmonious.
God ringing the changes on all accidents, and making

them tunable to His glory.
Fuller, Holy State, IV. xiii. 12.

2. Harmonious; musical; tuneful. [Bare.]
More tuneable than lark to shepherd's ear.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1. 184.

tunableness (tu'na-bl-nes), . The state or

quality of being tunable; harmony; melodious-
ness. Also tuneablrni'tx.

The iiiiiiiMi-iii'!..* and chiming of verse.

Swift, Advice to a Young Poet.

tunably (tu'na-bli), adr. In a tunable manner ;

harmoniously; musically. Also tuneubly.

They can sing any thing most ttmably, Sir, but Psalms.

Bronie, Jovial Crew, i.

tun-belliedt (tun'bel'id), a. Having a large

protuberant belly; pot-bellied; paunchy.
Their great huge rowling tunbellyed god Bacchus.

CartimgM, Royal Slave (1051). (Nans.)

tun-belly (tun'beFi), H. A large protuberant
belly.
A double chin and a tun belly.

Tom Brown, Works, III. 152. (Daciea.)

tun-disht (tun'dish), H. A funnel.

Filling a bottle with a tun-dieh.

Shalt., II. forM., ill. 2. 182.

tundra (ton'dra), n. [Also toondra ; < Russ. tun-

dru, a marshy 'plain.] In the northern part of

Russia (both in Europe and in Asia), one of the

nearly level treeless areas which occupy most of

that region, and do not differ essentially from
the steppes, except that, lying further north,
t lu'ir climate and vegetation are more decidedly
arctic than those of the country to the south,
with a corresponding increase in the number
of small lakes and morasses.

A short distance south of Yefremov Kamen begins the

veritable tturlrti, a woodless plain, interrupted by no
mountain heights, with small lakes scattered over It, and
11 n row valleys crossing it, which often make an excursion
on the apparently level plain extremely tiresome.

Xiinlfiixkiiild, Voyage of the Vega (trans. X I. 377.

tundun (tun'dun). H. A toy: s;uiieas/i//-rwivr.

tune (tun), n. [< ME. time, < OF. ton, K. ton =
Pr. ton = Sp. ton, touo = It. tuono, < L. tniin.i,

< Gr. Topof, a tone : see tone1
, of which tune is a

doublet.] 1. A sound, especially a musical
tone.

Leave your betraying smiles,
And change the tunes of your enticing tongue
To penitential prayers.

Fletcher (and anather\ Love's Cure, iii. 3.

Whose senses in so evil consort their stepdame Nature lays
That ravishing delight in them most sweet tunes doth not

raise. Sir P. Sidney (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 570).

2. A well-rounded and pleasing succession of

tones; an air; a melody; especially, a brief

melodic piece in simple metrical form. The
term is often extended to include the harmony
with which such a melody is accompanied.
Specifically 3. A musical setting of a hymn,
usually Lnfour-pari harmony, intended for use
in public worship; a hymn-tone; chorale. 4.

Same as entr'acte. Sometimes called an ct-

410
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him: f>. r.in'eet intonation in singing or play-
ing on :in iiistniini'iit : raparity fur producing
iiiin-s in correct intonation; the proper con-

struction or adjustment of a musical instru-

ment with reference to such intonation; mu-
tual adaptation of voices or instruments in

pilch and temperament.
Like sweet bells jangled, out of tune and harsh.

Mnt., Hamlet, ill. 1. 166.

A continual Parliament (I thought) would but keep the

Common-weal In time, by preserving Laws In their due
execution and vigour. Itasilike, p. 27.

6. Frame of mind; mood; temper, especially

temper for the time being: as, to be in inm-

(to be in the right disposition, or fit temper or

humor).
The poor distressed Lear 's i' the town ;

Who sometime, in his better tune, remembers
What we are come alwut. Shalt., Lear, Iv. 3. 41.

7. Iii j>/ire.,one of the perceptive faculties, of

which the organ is said to be situated above the

external angle of the orbit of the eye, as high
as the middle of the forehead, on each side of

the temporal ridge. This faculty is claimed
to give the perception of melody or harmony.
See phrenology. In tune, in correct or properly ad-

justed intonation; harmonious. Out Of tone, in incor-

rect or improperly adjusted intonation; inharmonious.
To change one's tune, to alter one's manner and way of

talking.
O gin I live and bruik my life,

I'll gar ye change your tune.

Wedding of Robin, llood and Little John (Child's Ballads,

IV. 184).

To sing another tune. See ring. To the tune of, to

the sum or amount of. [Colloq.]

Will Hazard has got the hipps, having lost to the tune of
five hundr'd pound, tho' he understands play very well, no

body better. Svnjl, Tatler, No. 230.

tune (tun), v. ; pret. and pp. tuned, ppr. tuning.

[<tune,n. Cf. a ttune.] I. trans. 1. To adjust
the tones of (a voice or a musical instrument)
with reference to a correct or given standard of

pitch or temperament. See tuning.
Tune your harps,

Ye angels, to that sound.

lif.niii-ii, Spanish Friar, il. 1.

2. To play upon ; produce melody or harmony
from.

When Orpheus tuned his lyre with pleasing woe,
Rivers forgot to run, and winds to blow.

Adduon, Epil. to Granville's British Enchanters.

3. To express by means of melody or harmony ;

celebrate in music.

Fountains, and ye that warble, as ye flow,
Melodious murmurs, warbling tune his praise.

Milton, P. L., v. 196.

4. To give a special tone or character to
;
at-

tune.

To that high-sounding Lyre I tune my Strains.

Congrete, Pindaric Odes, i.

In peace, Love tunes the shepherd's reed.

Scott, L. of L. M., lit 2.

5. To put into a state proper for any purpose,
or adapted to produce a particular effect.

Come, let me tune you ; glaze not thus your eyes
With self-love of a vow'd virginity.

Ma&inffer and Dekker, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 3.

6. To bring into uniformity or harmony.
Elizabeth might silence or tune the pulpits ; but It was

impossible for her to silence or tinu* the great preachers
of justice, and mercy, and truth.

J. R. Green, Short Hist. Eng., p. 45.

II. iiitrang. 1. To give forth musical sound.
'!'', li.i'i to the water's fall,

The small birds sang to her.

Drayton, Quest of Cynthia.

2. To accord with some correct or given stan-

dard of pitch or temperament. 3. To utter in-

articulate musical sounds with the voice; sing
without using words; hum a tune. Imp. Diet.

[Rare.] To tune up, to begin to sing or play: as,

birds tune up after a shower. [Colloq. 1

tuneable, tuneableness, etc. See tunable, etc.

tuned(tund),a. [Oiine + -ed^.]
Toned: usu-

ally in composition : as, a shrill-taim! bell,

tuneful (tun'ful), a. [< tune + -ful.] Full of

melody or tune, (a) Melodious ; sweet of sound.

The tuneful voice was heard from high.

Dryden, Song for St Cecilia's Day.

(6) Producing sweet sounds ; musical.

The Minstrel was infirm and old ; . . .

His tuneful brethren all were dead.

Sco, L. of L. M., Int.

tunefully (tun'ful-i), adv. In a tuneful man-
ner; harmoniously; musically.
tunefulness (tun'ful-nes), w. The state or char-
act cr of being tuneful.

tuneless (tun'les), . [< tune + -less.] 1. Un-
musical

;
inharmonious.

tungstite

How often have I led thy sportive rlmir,

With tunelemi piw, beside tin- murmuring Loire!

havrllri, 1. 244.

2. Not employed in or not capable of making
music.

\\ lien In hand my tuneleite harp I take,
Then doe I more augment my foes desjiinht.

Spenitr, Sonnets, xlir.

3. Not expressed rhythmically or musically;
silent; without voice or utterance.

< In thy voiceless shore
The heroic lay Is tunelest now ;

The heroic bosom beats no more !

Byron, Don J nan, 111. 86.

tuner (tu'ner), H. [</<;+ -erl.] 1. One who
nines or puts in tune; also, one who makes
music or sings.

The pox of such antic, lisping, affecting fantutlcoes,
these new tunert of accents ! Shak,, R. and J., II. 4. SO.

Our mournful Philomel,
That rarest tuner.

Drayton, Shepherd's Siren*.

Specifically 2. One whose occupation it is to

put musical instruments in proper tune and

repair.
There are a good many blind tunert.

J. U. Ewing, Story of a Short Life, vill.

3. In organ-building, an adjustable flap or open-
ing near the top of a flue-pipe, whereby the ef-

fective length of the air-column may be altered,
so as to alter the pitch of the tone.

tungt, An old spelling of tongue.

tung-oil (tung'oil), . [< Chinese I'ung + E.

oil7\ A fixed oil obtained from the seeds of

the tung-tree, Aleurites cordata, forming 35 per
cent, of their weight. It is produced in immense
Quantities in China, where It Is universally employed for

calking and painting junks and boats, and for varnishing
and preserving all kinds of woodwork. In drying quality
it surpasses all other known oils. It Is also used for light-

ing, but Is inferior for the purpose to tea-oil. It is not
known in European commerce. Also tree-oil or wood-oil.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf.

tun-great* (tun'grat), a. [ME. tonne ijreet; <

tun?+ great.'] Having a circumference of the

size of a tun.

Every piler, the temple to sustene.

Was tonne-greet, of Iren bright and shene.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1138.

tungstate (tung'stat), n. [< tunijst(ic) + -ate 1
.]

A salt of tungstic acid : as, tungstate of lime.
Sodium tungstate, a crystalline salt prepared by roast-

Ing wolfram with soda ash. It is used as a mordant, and
to render fabrics uninflammable.

tungsten (tuug'sten), u. [= F. tiinr/sleiie = Sp.
Pg. It. tungstcno = G. tungstein, < Sw. tungsten
(= Dan. tungsteen), < tuny, heavy, = Dan. tung
= Icel. thungr, heavy (cf. thuiigi, a load, tliunga,

load), + sten, stone, = Dan. steen = G. stein =
E. stone, q. v.] 1. Chemical symbol,W; atomic

weight, 183.5. A metal some of whose ores have

long been known (see wolfram and sclteelite),

but they were supposed to be compounds of tin.

That scheelite (tungstate of lime) was a compound of lime
with a peculiar metallic acid was proved by Scheele and
Bergman in 1781, and the composition of wolfram was also
determined by the brothers O'Elhujar a few years later.

Metallic tungsten, as obtained by the reduction of the tri-

oxid, is a gray powder having a metallic luster and a spe-
cific gravity of 19.129 (Koscoe). The most Interesting fact

in regard to tungsten is that tungsteniferous minerals,
especially wolfram, are very frequent associates of the ores
of tin. (See wolfram.) Tungsten has been experimented
with in various ways, as in improving the quality of steel

by being added to it in small quantity ; but no alloy contain-

ing tungsten has come into general use. (See tungsten
steel, under steel^.) A new alloy called friderapttite, contain-

ing a large percentage of iron, with some nickel, alu-

minium, and copper, together with 4 per cent, of tung-
sten, has recently been introduced ; this is said to resem-
ble silver, and to be very ductile and malleable and not

easily attacked by acids. Another alloy called minariient,

consisting chiefly of copper and nickel, is said sometimes
to contain a small percentage of tungsten. Tungsten is

chemically related to molybdenum and uranium, ('ertaln

chemically remarkable compounds of tungsten(tungstates
with tungsten dioxid) have been employed as substitutes
for bronze-powder.
2. The native tungstate of lime Tungsten
steeL See iteeli.

tungstenic (tung-sten'ik), a. [< tungsten +
-if.J Of or pertaining to or procured from
tungsten; tungstic.

tungsteniferous (tung-sten-if'e-rus), a. Con-

taining tungsten.
tungstic (tung'stik), a. [< ttmgst(en) + -IP.]

Of or pertaining to or obtained from tungsten.
Tungstic acid, an acid obtained by precipitating a so-

lution of tungstic oxid in an alkali by the addition of an
acid. It is dibasic, having the composition HzWO*
Tungstic ocher. Same as tungttiu.

tungstite (tung'stit), . [< luugt(en) + -ite%.]

Native oxid of tungsten, occurring in pulveru-
lent form, of a bright-yellow color, usually in

connection with wolfram, the tungstate of iron

and manganese. Also called tungstic ocher.



Tunic or Chiton of Ionian form (over it is

girded the Dionysiac nebris or fawn-skin),
from a Greek amphora of the 4th century
B. C., found at Perugia. (From

" Monu-
menti dell' Institute.")

tungstous

tungstens (timg'stus), n. Same as tuiigstic.

tung-tree (tung'tre), n. [< Chinese t'ung + E.

tree.] The Chinese varnish- or oil-tree, .tlcit-

rites cordata, extensively grown in China for

its oil product. See tioig-oil.

Tungusic (tun-go'sik), . A designation applied
to a group of CTral-Altaic or Scythian tongues
spoken by tribes in the northeast of Asia. The
most prominent dialect is the Manchu, spoken
by the tribes who conquered China in 1644.

tunhoof (tun'hof), n. The ground-ivy, Nepetu
Glecluima.

tunic (tu'nik), n. [< ME. *tunike (?) (cf. tuiti-

cle) (cf. AS. tunicc, tunicse = OHG. tunihha);
< OF. (and F.) tuninite = Pr. Sp. Pg. tunica =
It. tonica, < L. tunica, a tunic.] 1. In Mom.
antiq., a gar-
ment like a shirt

or gown worn by
either sex, very
often an under-

garment: hence
a general term

applied to gar-
ments, of all pe-
riods and mate-

rials, which are
worn depending
from the neck,
whether girded
at the waist or

not, or kept in

place by other

garments worn
outside of them,
and whether
such garments
are long and full

or short and
scant. Thus, the
name is given to the
Greek chiton in its

various forms, to the

early English gar-
ment worn under
the cloak, and even
to the hauberk of
mail. In the breast
of the tunic of the
ancient Roman senator a broad vertical stripe of purple
(called lotus daunt:) was woven; the equites wore two
narrow parallel stripes (called angusti clam) extending
from the shoulders to the bottom of the tunic. Hence
the terms latidavii and angusticlacii applied to persons
of these orders. See also cut under itola.

Tunick or Tunlcat, a Jerkin, Jacket, or sleeveless coat,
formerly worn by Princes. Blount, Glossographia (1670).

2. At the present time, a garment generally
loose, but gathered or girded at the waist, worn
by women, usually an outer garment; a sort
of wrap or coat for street wear.
Her Majesty wore a white satin petticoat, over which

was a silver llama tunic, trimmed with silver and white
blonde lace. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 230.

3. Eccles., a vestment worn over the alb in the
Roman Catholic Church and in some Anglican
churches by the subdeacon or epistler at the
celebration of the mass or holy communion, it
is similar In shape and color to the dalmatic, but sometimes
smaller and with less ornamentation. The bishop's tunic
is worn under the dalmatic, and is shorter than the sub-
deacon's. See tunicle.

4. A military surcoat. 5. In the British army,
the ordinary fatigue-coat: applied usually to
the coat of a private, but sometimes to that of
an officer. [Colloq.]

"Please show me your Victoria Cross." "It's on my
tunic, and that 's in my quarters in camp."

J. H. Swing, Story of a Short Life, vii.

6. A natural covering; an integument. Specifi-
cally (a) In anat., a covering or investing part; a tuni-
cle

; a coat, as of the eyeball, the stomach, or an artery. See
tunica. (6) In zoiil., one of the layers forming the covering
of an ascidian. See Tunicata (with cut), and cut under
Ascidia. (c) In hot., any loose membranous skin not
formed from epidermis the skin of a seed ; also, the pe
ridium of certain fungi.- Albugineous tunic. Same as
albuginea. Arachnoid tunic. Same as arachnoid, 3.
Inner tunic, in hot.

,
a membrane, more or less colored

which surrounds the nucleus or hymenium in the genus
Verrucaria. situated immediately beneath the perithe-cmm. Leighton, Brit Lichens. Kuyschian tunic Same
as chnnocapiUara. 1a.laiic tunic. Seetaterfc and Ionic
chiton, under chiton. Vaginal tunic. See vaginal and
eye 1

, 1.

tunica (tu'ni-ka), n.
; pi. tunicse (-se). [NL., <

L. tattoo, tonic: see tunic.'] Same as tunic.
Tunica abdominalis, the aponeuroses of the abdominal
muscles of some animals, as the horse, forming a strong
fascia or sheet for the support of the abdominal viscera -
Tunica adnata,one of the coats of the eyeball, lying be-
tween the sclerotic proper and the conjunctiva. It is the
expansion of fibrous tissue, or aponeurosis, whereby the
muscles of the eyeball are inserted into the sclerotic. Also
called adnata, tunica albuyinea. Tunica adventitia.
See adventitia. -Tunica altraginea. Same as albuginea.
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Tunica arachnoidea. (a) The arachnoid membrane,
a thin membrane forming one of the coverings of the brain
and spinal cord, (6) ( me of the layers of the ohoroid coat of

the eye. Tunica choriocapillaris. Same as choriwapil-
tort's. Tunica conjunctiva. Same as conjunctiva, 1.

Tunica cornea pelmcida. Same as curnea, 1. Tunica
grunulosa, the granular lining of the cavity of aGraatlan
follicle. Tunica intiina. Same as inlima. Tunica
rnuscularis mucosse, a thin and at places incomplete
layer of smooth muscle-fibers in the mucous membrane of

the alimentary canal. Also called simply imtscularis mu-
erase. Tunica propria, in anat. : (a) The proper coat of

some structure, as an artery ;
the layer which specially

constitutes such a structure, as distinguished from other

layers which may form a part of it by investing or lining it.

The tunica propria of the spleen is a strong elastic con-
nective tissue coat lying immediately beneath the serous
coat ;

that of the testis is denned under tunica vaginalis
testis. (6) Specifically, the membrane lining the Irony laby-
rinth of the ear; the walls of the membranous labyrinth.
Tunica reflexa, the outer wall of the tunica vaginalis

testis. Tunica Ruyschiana, Same as choriocapillaris.
Tunica vaginalis oculi, a sheathing fascia which sur-

rounds the optic nerve and part of the eyeball, formed of
fascia. Tunica vaginalis testis, the serous investment
of the testicle, formed of a pouch or process of the peri-

toneum, usually a shut sac : it has two walls, the tunica

propria, upon the testis itself, and the tunica reflexa.

separated from this by the cavity. Tunica vasculosa
Hallerl Same as choriocapillaris. Tunica vasculosa
testis, the pia mater of the testicle, a vascular layer un-

derlying the tunica albuginea.

tunicary (tu'ni-ka-ri), n.
; pi. tunlcaries (-riz).

[< tunic + -ary.'] A tunicate.

Tunicata (tu-ni-ka'ta), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of tunicatus, clothed with a tunic: see tunicate.]
A class, superclass, or phylum of animals inter-
mediate between and connecting the inverte-
brates with the true vertebrates, now made a

prime division of chordate animals (see CJior-

dtita); the ascidians, tunicaries, or sea-squirts.
The evidence of vertebrate affinity or character is chiefly
lu the larval state, when there is

a sort of notochord, the urochord
(see Urochorda), which in one group
persists in the adult (see Appendicu-
lariidee). The tunlcates are so called
from the thick, tough, leathery
integument or tunic, the name hav-

ing been given by Lamarck in 1816
to the forms then known, and the
class having been placed in his sys-
tem between the worms and the
radiates. The tunicates had before
been regarded as polyps or even as

sponges ;
with Cuvier they formed

a division (Kudo) of mollusks ; af-

terward and for many years they
were considered as molluscoids, and
associated with or approximated to
the brachiopods and polyzoans.
The discovery of the urochord by
Kowalevsky in 1866 gave the first

evidence of their proper position
among chordate animals, and con-

sequently of their vertebrate affini-

ty. They were thereupon regarded
as the "ancestors" of the verte-

brates, of which, however, they ap-
pear rather to represent a degener-
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liarities of Tunicatais the presence Real opening; ?, stom-

in the integument of tunicin, a kind ach; ? '""tine; '.

of animal cellulose-cellulose hav- aS ^"Zios-ySe :

ing been supposed to be peculiar , heart,
to plants. Tunicates are very dis-

similar to one another in outward appearance, though they
conform to a type of structure most parts of which can be
clearly homologized with those of vertebrates. An ordi-
nary simple ascidian resembles a leathern bottle fixed at
the base, and provided with two openings, through one of
which water is indrawn, and through the- other of which
it can be expelled with some force when the animal
contracts, whence the name sea-squirt; other fanciful
names are sea-pear, sea-peach, sea-pork, and sea-potato.
Other tunicates, also fixed, are social, aggregate, or colo-
nial

; some are free-swimming, or fixed and free at differ-
ent stages of their development, and of the free forms
some are simple and others are linked in chains. The
salps and pyrosomes are phosphorescent. All tunicates
are marine; most live on the shore or surface, but some
at great depths. Their classification has been almost as
changeable as their location in the system The arrange-
ment of H. Milne Edwards (1826, and long current with
little modification) has been entirely remodeled. Ac-
cording to the latest views, Tunicata rank as a class di-
vided into three orders : (a) Larvalia, tailed when adult,
represented by the family Appendiculariida (see cut un-
der Appendicularia) ; (&) Thaliacea, free swimming, sim-
ple or compound, without a tail in the adult, and either
cyclomyarian (Doliolidee) or hemimyarian (Salvidx and
Octacneinidsp) (see cuts under Doliolidte and Satpa); and
(c) Ascidiacca. of which there are three groups or sub-
orders (1) Saljn/ormes, resembling salps in being free-
swimming, colonial, and luminous, with one family, Py.
rosmnatidee; (2) Composite, fixed, reproducing by gem-
mation and so forming compound organisms, with seven
families, of which Batnflidm is the best-known, a member
of it having been described in 1756 ; and (3) SimpKces, fixed
(exceptionally free) and solitary (rarely social that is,

Imperfectly composite), with four families, Malgulidir,
Cynthiida, Atcidiidfe, and Clavellinidse. The last named
are the social ascidians; the second and third families are
eacli divided into subfamilies ranked as families by some

I'ltallusta mentula,
of the Tu
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writers, and are also the largest families, represented by
the numerous genera and species which come most fre-

quently under observation, and to which the common
name ascidian is specially pertinent. (See cuts under As-
cidia and yaxtrulation.) A former broader arrangement,
which ignored the peculiarities of the Larvalia, was into
two orders, by means of which the salps and the dolio-

lids on the one hand were contrasted with all other tuni-
cates on the other ; and each of these orders had a num-
ber of different names. Also called Ascidioida.

tunicate (tu'ni-kat), a. and . [< L. tunicatus, pp.
of tunicare, clothe with a tunic, < tunica, tunic :

see tunic.] I. a. 1. In zool., coated; covered
with tunics or integuments; specifically, en-

veloped in membranous integuments or tunics,
as an ascidian; of or pertaining to the Tunica-
ta ; tunicated. 2. In entom., covered one by
another, like a set of thimbles, as the joints of

some antennee. 3. In bvt., covered with a tunic
or membrane ; coated Tunicate club or capitu-
lum of an antenna, a club or capitulum formed of tuni-
cate joints, the outer joints being visible only at the end.
Tunicate J oints, in entom. , joints set one into another

like funnels.

II. w. If. A tunic. Blount. 2. An ascid-

ian, tunicary, or sea-squirt ; any member of the
Tunicata.

tunicated (tu'ni-ka-ted), a. [< tunicate + -ed%.]
Same as tunicate Tunicated bulb, a bulb composed
of numerous concentric coats, as an oniou.

tunicin (tu'ni-sin), n. [< tunic(ate) + -in2 .]

The peculiar substance, resembling if not
identical with vegetable cellulose, found in the

integument of the tunicates; animal cellulose.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 609.

tunicle (tu'ni-kl), . [< ME. tunicle, < OF. "tu-

nicle, < L. tunicula, dim. of tunica, tunic: see

tunic.] 1. A tunic; especially, a fine, thin, or
delicate tunic

;
a slight coat or covering.

The humours and tunides [of the eye] are transparent, to
let in colours, and therefore tinctured with none them-
selves. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 34.

2. Eccles., same as tunic, 3. When used in the plu-
ral it signifies both the dalmatic and the tunic. Also
spelled tunacle.

Where there be many Priestes, or Decons, there so many
shalbe ready to help the Priest ... as shalbe requisite :

And shall haue upon theim lykewise the vestures ap-
pointed for their ministery that is to saye, Albes, with
lunacies.

Boole of Common Prayer, Edw. VI., 1649 (ed. Pickering), fol.

[ci. (The Supper of the Lord).

tuning (tu'ning), . [Verbal n. of tune, r.] The
act, process, or result of adjusting the intona-
tion of a musical instrument. The process varies
with the mechanical construction of the instrument. In
stringed instruments, like the pianoforte, violin, harp,
etc., it consists in adjusting the tension of the strings by
means of tuning-pins or -pegs. In wind-instruments, like
the flute, clarinet, trumpet, etc., it consists in adjusting
the length of the tube by means of some kind of sliding
joint or crook, so that the fundamental tone of the tube
shall be correct. In a bell it consists in adjusting the
thickness of the sound-bow. In the organ it consists in
various adjustments of the effective length of the air-

column in flue-pipes, or of the vibrating part of the reed
in reed-pipes. The intricacy of the process depends chiefly
on the number of separate tones whose Intonation is fixed,
and is most conspicuous in instruments with a keyboard,
like the organ and the pianoforte. On these instruments
some system of compromise temperament is a necessity,
if freedom of modulation is desired. Accordingly, great
pains is taken to set the temperament in a single central

octave, and all other octaves are then adjusted thereto.

Tuning is much facilitated by the phenomenon of beats,
especially in the case of the organ. See temperament and
beati. Flat or French flat tuning, one of the methods
of tuning a lute : so called because The French pitch was
lower than that elsewhere used. Pythagorean tuning.
See Pythagorean.

tuning-Cone (tu'ning-kpn), n. A cone of brass,
usually hollow, used in tuning metal organ-
pipes. When the pitch is to be raised the point of the
cone is driven into the top of the pipe so as to increase its

flare, and when the pitch is to be lowered the base of the
cone is driven over the top of the pipe so as to decrease
its flare. Also tuning-horn.

tuning-crook (tu'uing-kruk), n. In musical in-

struments of the brass wind group, a crook or

loop of tube which may be inserted to change
the fundamental tone of the tube.

tuning-fork (tu'ning-fork), H. A steel instru-
ment with two prongs, designed to produce,
when struck, a
musical tone of
some particular
pitch. Its inven-
tion is ascribed to
John Shore, in the
middle of the eigh-
teenth century.
Tuning-forks are

particularly useful
because their tone
is comparatively
free from harmon-
ics, and because
their pitch is .lot

disturbed by ordinary changes of temperature. They are
therefore much employed in acoustical investigation and

Tuning-fork.



tuning-fork
to furnish convenient standards of pitch. Compare (o-

/">//!,*,'/, mi'! see pttcAl.

tuning-hammerftii'iiiiig-liani'i'-r), . A wrench
u.s;'il in Inning the pianoforte, consisting of 11
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long wooden handle with two hollow metal
heads made to fit over the tuning-phis: so
called because dl' its general shape.
tuning-horn (tu'ning-h6rn), n. Same as tuning-
cunt'.

tuning-key (tu'ning-ke), . 8ee keyl.

tuning-knife (tu'ning-mf), . Same as reed-
l.'ni fr.

tuning-lever (tu'ning-lev'er), n. Same as tun-

iiiii-liiinimi r.

tuning-peg (tu'ning-peg), it. See peg, 1 (e).

tuning-pin (tu'ning-pin), n. Same as tuning-
/"'/.

tuning-slide (tu'ning-slid), n. See slide, 9 (c),
and hum, 4 (c).

tuning-wire (tu'ning-wir), n. See pipe
1

, 2 (6).

Tunisian (tu-uis'i-an), a. and n. [= F. tunisien ;

as Tunis T -in.] I. a. Pertaining to Tunis, a

regency and protectorate of France, in north-
ern Africa, or to Tunis, its principal city.

II. M. A native or an inhabitant of Tunis.
tunist (tu'nist), n. A tuner. Sedley Taylor,
Science of Music, p. 132. [Bare.]

tunk(tiingk),(i. [Cf. tliuni/i.) A blow; a stroke;
a hit. [Prov. Eug. and New Eng.]
Tunker, . See Dunker1

.

tun-moot (tiin'mSt), n. [Repr. AS. tungemot,
< tun, town, + yemot, meeting: see wioof1 .] In

mrly Eng, hint., an assembly, court, or place of

meeting of the town or village. See mooft.

There is no ground for believing that the tun-moot was
a judicial court. Its work was the ordering of the village
life and the village industry ; and traces of this still sur-
vive in our Institutions.

./. R. Green, Making of England, p. 187.

tunnage (tun'aj), . [< tun 1 + -age. Cf. ton-

imge.\ A tax or duty of so much per tun for-

merly imposed in England upon all imported
wines. Sometimes spelled tonnage, and used

chiefly in the plirase tunnage (or tonnage) and
poundage. See poundage 1

,
1.

The parliament, which met on the 4th of November un-
der Bedford, signalised its gratitude by granting . . . Inn.

nage and poundage for life. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 826.

tunnegar (tun'e-gar), n. A funnel. HaUiin-11.

tunnel (tun'el), . [Early mod. E. also tonnel,

tonnett; < ME. tonnell, < OF. tonnel, later ton-

neau, m., a tun, cask, pipe, a tunnel for par-
tridges (F. tonneau, a tun, cask, ton), also OF.
tiiiiHctte, F. tonnelle, f., an arbor, arched vault,
a tunnel for partridges, etc., dim. of tonne, a

tun, cask, pipe: see tun. Hence F. tunnel, a
tunnel (def. 7).] 1. The opening of a chimney
for the passage of smoke; a flue.

One great chimney, whose long tonnell thence
The smoke forth threw. Spenter, V. Q., II. in. 29.

2. Hence, figuratively, a nostril. [Rare.]
Hi does take this same fllthy roguish tobacco, the finest

inid cleanliest! it would do a man good to see the fume
come forth at 's tonnels.

B. Junion, Every Man In his Humour, i. 3.

3. A funnel. See funnel, 1.

His [a vainglorious man'sl barrel hath a continual spigot,
but no funnel; and, like an iinthrift, he spends more than
he gets. Rev. T. Adamt, Works, I. SOI.

4f. A long pipe-like passage made of wire, into
which partridges were decoyed.

Tonnette, a tunnell or staulking horse for partridges . . .

Tonneller, to take Partridges with a Tunnell or Staulk-

ing horse. Cotyrace.

5. A tunnel-net. 6. An arched drain. [Prov.
Kng.] 7. A gallery, passage, or roadway be-
neath the ground, under the bed of a stream,
or through a hill or mountain. Tunnels are used in

military operations, in mining, in conveying water, and as

passageways for vehicles and railway-trains. They are of
various construction, according to the character of the soil

or rock thruUKh which they pass. In soft silt or sand, as in

subways beneath a stream, the interior of thetunnellslined
with brickwork, with, in some instances, a shield of plate-
iron out.siiU- the bricks. In soil, soft rock, or quicksands,
heavy masonry lining is sometimes required. In solid

rock, a simple excavation is generally sufficient, as in many
of the shorter railroad-tunnels. The section of a tunnel
is usuallya cylindrical or elliptical arch, with sonu'tinirs,
in soft soils, an inverted arch bt'lnw. The earlier mini, n
tunnels were t-xcjivau-il by band-drilling and blasting: but

machine-drilling, by means of compressed air, has been
brought to great perfection, and the rate of progression has
liren iniTL'ased and the cost of excavation rt'dnrcil. In
tbr Ureathfad system of tunneling, the tunnel is made by

The Greathead System of Tunneling as used in the Hudson River
Tunnel at New York.

A, longitudinal vertical section ; B. transverse section, looking
toward bulkhead : C, elevation of shield, looking toward the face ;

/', detail view of the erectcr : a, shell ; *. shield ; c, hrick bulkhead ;

rf. platforms in shield: d' . platform at bulkhead; e. air-locks; /,
Mint's erector, wheret>y the heavy cast-iron segments of the shell are
liftcil or carried into position: g, support for the erector, resting 01,

the brackets A,* ', openings in the face of the shield, through which the
silt is caused to flow by pressure (as shown in A)',j, jacks, by which
the shield is pressed forward Into the silt ; *. V. railway-tracks, the

upper for the erector, the lower for transporting excavated material
to the elevator /, .it the bulkhead ; m, car, by which the excavated
material passed through the air-locks is received for removal.

the use of a cylindrical shield driven forward by hydrau-
lic pressure ; the excavation is lined with a cast-iron shell,
and the interspace between the shell and the sides of tin-

excavation is lined with grout forced in by air-pressure.
Tin shell is made of segments bolted together. Silt and
mud are forced through doors in the face of the shield,
and excavated material is taken out through air-locks in

the bulkhead of the tunnel. The longest railroad-tunnel
is the St. Clotthard, through the Alps (about 9 miles); the
longest in the Cnited States is the HooBac tunnel, in west-
ern Massachusetts (4} mllea).

8. In mining, any level or drift in a mine
open at one end, or which may serve for an
adit. See adit, 1. 9. In zodl., the under-

ground burrow of some animals, when long and
tortuous, as of the mole or of the gopher.
Pilot tunnel, a device for directing a tunnel In the pre-
scribed grade, consisting of a flanged tube made up of in-

terchangeable plates, which can be bolted to the shield
and forced concentrically into the silt in advance of the
face of the heading. From this measurements in any
direction can be made to limit the cutting to the proper
dimensions and distance from the center. Tunnel of

Corti, in mini., a canal, triangular in section, between the
inner and outer sets of the slanting Cortian rods, filled

with endolymph. Also Cortian tunnel.

tunnel (tun el), .; pret. and pp. tunneled, tun-

nelled, ppr. tunneling, tunnelling. [< tunnel, .]

I. traiiH. 1. To form, cut, or dig a tunnel through
or under. 2. To form like a tunnel ; hollow
out in length.
Some foreign t .in Is . . . plat and weave the fibrous parts

of vegetables together, and curiously tunnel them, and
conimodiously form them into nests.

Derham, Physlco-Theol., Iv. 13.

3. To catch in a tunnel-net.

II. in trans. To form, cut, or drive a tunnel.
tunnel-disease (tun'el-di-zez'), n. A form of

anemia caused by the parasite Dochmius.
The Italians who died from cholera in digging the Suez

Canal, or from tunnel-disease in the St. Oothard Tunnel.
Nineteenth Century, XXII. 160.

tunneled (tun'eld), <i. [< tunnel + -tftf2.] Pro-
vided with a tunnel Tunneled sound. In fury., a
metallic sound having a central cavity or bore by means of
which it can be passed over a more slender instrument

pre-
viously introduced, called a guide: used when it is desired
to effect an entrance through a very narrow passage, as in

tight stricture of the urethra. See sound*, n.

tunnel-head (tun'el-hed), . In metal., the top
of a blast- or shaft-furnace.

tunnel-hole (tun'el-hol), . The throat of a
blast-furnace.

tunnel-kiln (tun'el-kil), . A lime-kiln in
which the fuel used is coal, as distinguished
from a flame-kiln, in which wood is used. E.
H. Kniijlit.

tunnel-net (tun'el-net), . 1. A fishing-net
with a wide mouth and narrow at the opposite
end. 2. Apart of a pound-net through which
fish pass into the bowl. [Lake Michigan.]

tunnel-pit (tun'el-pit), M. Same as tunnel-
xlinft.

tunnel-Shaft (tun 'el-shaft). . A shaft sunk
from the top of the ground to meet a tunnel at
a point between its ends.

tunnel-vault (tun'el-valt), . In areh.. a bar-
rel- or cradle-vault; a semicircular vault. See
I'liliinlrii'iil rn tilting, under cylindric.
tunnel-weaver (ti'in'el-we'ver), n. Any spider
of the group Trrritilnriir: distinguished from

Tupaia

tunning (tun'ingl, . [Verbal n. of fiiwl, r.]

1. The net <if lift-wing; also, that which is

brewed at one time.

\ MII have some plot now,
Upon a tumii'ii;/ <if nl<-. to stain the yeast.

It. Jonion. Devil Is an Ass, I. 1.

2. The process of being put into a cask or tun.

So Skelton-laureat was of Kllmmr Kuniniin::.

But she the subject of the rout and t<: >

B. Junton, Tale of a Tub, .

tunning-cask (tun'ing-kask), n. A cask in

which fermented ale is stored when racked
oft. See tunl, v. t.

tunning-dish (tun'ing-dish), n. If. Same as
inii-iliitii. 2. A wooden dish used in dairies.

llnlliirtll.
f
Prov. Eng.]

tunny (tun' i), n.; pi. tuiiii:<< (-iz). [Formerly
also tunnie, tuny, tonny, sometimes thunny; ap-
par. a dim. form of what would reg. be "ton,
< OF. ton, than, F. than = Pr. thon = It. ionno, <

L. thuinniK, thi/iiHtix, ML. also tinnun, prob. also

"tunnuf, < Gr. Svwof, ffimif, a tunny, prob. lit.
'

darter,' < divciv, dart along. ] A scombroid fish

of the genus ffrcynus, as O. thi/inmx. Thegermon,
or long-tinned tunny, Is 0. germo or nlalnnga. (See cut un-
der aloacore.) The true tunny of the Mediterranean and
Atlantic waters has been the object of an important fish-

ery, systematically conducted from remote antiquity, as

by the Phenicians, to the present day. It is one of the
largest food-flshes, growing to a length of 10 feet, and ac-

quiring a weight of one thousand pounds or more. It is

a near relative of the lionlto and albacore, but is distin-

guished from the latter by the much shorter pectoral fins
tin 1

body is deepest almiit the middle, whence it tapem
rapidly to a slender caudal peduncle ; there are eight or
nine short separate flnlets behind the dorsal and anal fins :

the dorsals are two, of which the first rises high in front ;

the caudal fin is very short, but IU upper and under lobes
extend high and low. The color is dark-bluish above, and
below grayish, Irregularly silvery. The tunny is a fish of

the high seas, but periodically wanders in large shoals
coastwise. The flesh is eaten fresh, or preserved in salt or
In ofl.

To see the small fish Tuny scape the net.

Ueyuxmd, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 171).

tun-shell (tun'shel), . In conch., a. tun. See
IMiktte, and cut under Doliitm.

tuny (tu'ui), a. [< tune + -y
1
.] Abounding in

tunes; characterized by melody, especially as

distinguished from harmony. [C'olloq.]

Let our modern ccsthetes, who sneer at Mozart for being
tuny, say what they will. A', and (J., 7th ser., XI. 30.

tup (tup), H. [So. also tip; < ME. tu/tiie, tupf,
a ram. Cf. LG. taji/tcn, toppen, pull by the h.-iir.

|

1. A ram; the male of tin- sheep.
Nowe putte amonge the shepe thafre tuppet white.
Not oonly woolled. but also thalr tonge.

Palladius, llusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. lots.

2. Ill mech. cnyin., the mass which forms the

striking face of a tilt-, drop-, or steam-ham-
mer. It is usually so arranged that it can be
removed when worn out or broken. fi Foun-

dry Hoard Report, p. 37.

tup (tup), r.
; pret. and pp. tupped, ppr. tupping.

[\1up, n.] I. trans. 1. To cover or copulate
with : used specifically of a ram. Shak., Othel-

lo, i. 1.89. 2. To butt. [Prov. Eng.] 3. To
bow to before drinking. Hallitcell. [Prov. Eng.]

II. intrans. 1. To copulate, as aram. 2. To
butt, as a ram. [Prov. Eng.]
Tupaia (tu-pa'iii), . [NL. (Sir S. Raffles, 1821),
from a native name.] The typical genus of the

family Ttipitiidse, the squirrel-shrews, contain-

Banxring (Tttfaia javaHica).



Tupaia

ing several species of India, the Malay penin-
sula, and various Malayan islands. They are

pretty little creatures of arboreal habits, with long bushy
tails, feeding upon fruits and insects, with the general as-

pect and manners of squirrels. Some are called banxriny
and tana. Also written Tiipaja, Tupaya.

TupaiidBB (tu-pa-i'i-de), ii.pl. [NL.,< Tupaia +
-id&.] A family of squirrel-like arboreal and di-

urnal insectivorous mammals. They have a devel-

oped caecum, a comparatively large brain-case, completed
orbits, large zygomatic arches, Imllate tympanic bones,
tibia and fibula separate, the pubic symphysis long, the

hind limbs moderately exceeding the fore in length, and

thirty-eight teeth. There are atleast 2 genera, Tupaia, the

baiixrings, and Ptttocercus, the pentails, inhabiting Asia

and Malaysia, with several species. See cuts under J'tilo-

cerms and Tupaia^ Also Tvpaiada,
tupelo (tu'pe-16), n. [Amer. Ind.] One of sev

eral species of Nyssa, most commonly N. syl-

vatiea (N. multiflora), the pepperidge, sour-gum,
or black-gum. See black-grim, and cut under
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an African name.] A bird of the family Muso-

phagidee and any of the genera Titraciis (or Cory-

thaix),8ohieorkii,eic.; a kind of plantain-cater:
sometimes extended to all the birds of this fam-

ily. The species are numerous, all African, of large size

and striking appearance. In the members of the genus
Turaeut the plumage is mostly bright-green and rich-red,

of deep swamps and river-bottoms in the southern United
States. Its wood, which is light, soft, and unwedgeable,
is used in turnery, largely for woodemvare, for wooden
shoes, etc. ; that of the root is used for the floats of nets.

Sargent. Tupelo tent, a small rod of tupelo which is in-

serted into the mouth of the womb when it is desired to

dilate this passage. The tupelo effects this by increasing
in size through absorption of the fluids of the parts.

Tupistra (tu-pis'tra), . [NL. (Her, 1814), so

called from the shape of the stigma ; < Gr. rwrif ,

or Tvvaf, a mallet, < riirrv, strike: see type.']

A genus of liliaceous plants, of the tribe Aspi-
(tistreie. It is characterized by flowers in a dense cylin-
drical spike with spreading perianth-lobes, and a thick

peltate stigma which is deeply lobed or is nearly entire

and closes the throat of the flower. There are 3 or 4 spe-

cies, natives of Burma and of the Himalayas. They are

perennial herbs, with long ample leaves contracted into

an erect petiole, growing from a thick rhizome which is

either elongated or short and tuberous. The violet or lurid

flowers are sessile, crowded between smaller green or sca-

rious bracts upon an erect or recurved scape. They are
known as mallet-flower. T. squalida, the original species,
and T. nutans, the nodding mallet-flower, are sometimes
cultivated under glass.

tup-man (tup'man), 11. A breeder of or dealer
in tups. [Local, Eng.]
tupsee (tup'se), n. The mango-fish, Polijnemus
paradoxm.
tuque (tuk), n. [Canadian F. form of F. toque,
a cap : see toque.] A cap worn in Canada. See
the quotation.

a, folded to fit the head ; b, at> knitted.

But the tuque is disappearing, we are sorry to say, and
ordinary caps are taking its place. It alone served to

mark the habitant. It is something like a long stocking,
knit and closed at both ends, and one end being pushed
into the other to double it, it is drawn over the head, down
the back of the neck, and indeed over the whole face
and shoulders if necessary. . . . The sash . . . has been
adopted as an ornamental and useful appendage by the
citizens ; and the snow-shoe clubs have adopted the tuque.

Tlte Century, II. 454.

tu quoque (tu kwo'kwe). [< L. tu qitoque,
'

tliou

too,' i. e. 'you have done the same thing,' or

'you're another': tu = E. thou ; quoque, also,

too, perhaps orig. "quonique, < quom, quum, as,

when, + -que, and.] A retort consisting of a

charge or accusation similar to that which has
been made by one's antagonist, as in the case
of a person charged with bribery who replies
that his accuser's hands are not clean of corrup-
tion: also used attributively: as, the tu qiioqui;

argument is not conclusive.
tur (tor), n. The urus.
turacin (to'ra-sin), n. [< tnracou, tottrucou, +
-in2

.'] The red or crimson coloring matter of
the feathers of the turakoo. In solution turacin
gives two absorption-bands of its spectrum like those of

oxyhemoglobin. It contains about six per cent, of cop-
per, which cannot be isolated without destroying the pig-
ment. Turacin is said to wash out more or less during the
rainy season, leaving the feathers that were scarlet of a
pinkish white.

turacou, . See turakoo.

turacoverdin (tu"ra-ko-ver'din), M. [< turaco
+ F. vert, green (see verd), + -;'2.] The green
coloring matter of the feathers of the turakoo.
Turacus (tu'ra-kus), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800), <
F. tottraco or touracou.'] A genus of turakoos,
now restricted to species with feathered nos-
trils, as T. persa, T. corythaix, and about 12
others. It has several synonyms, the most
prominent of which is Corythaix (Illiger, 1811).
Also Touraco.
turakoo (to'ra-ko), n. [Also turako, turaco,
tourakoo, touracou, touraco, etc. (NL. Turacus);

Giant Turakoo (Corythseola crt'stata).

and there is an elegant helmet-like crest which the birds

instantly erect when excited or alarmed. They live in the

woods in small companies, and their voice is very loud and
harsh. One of the best-known is T. corythaix, the white-
crested turakoo of South Africa. The Senegal turakoo is

T. persa. Another is Schizorhis africanus of West Africa.

The gray turakoo is a plainer species, S. collector, of South
Africa. The giant turakoo, Coryth&ola cristata (formerly
Turacu* yiyanteus, T. cristatus, Muxopliaga cristata, etc..

the blue curassow of Latham, 1823), is a plantain-eater
very near the species of Musophaga proper, with oval ex-

posed nostrils, and a helmet crest ; the plumage is chiefly

verditer-blue, without crimson ;
the tail has a broad black

subterminal bar ; the bill is yellow and scarlet ; the eyes
are red ; the total length is 28 inches. This turakoo in-

habits West and Central Africa.

Turanian (tu-ra'ni-an), . and . [< Turan (see

Iranian) + -ian.] A word loosely and indefi-

nitely used to designate a family of languages,
sometimes applied to the Asiatic languages in

general outside of the Indo-European and Se-
mitic families, and so including various discor-

dant and independent families, but sometimes
used especially or restrictedly of the Ural-Al-
taic or Scythian family.

turbt, a. [< L. turba, a crowd.] A troop; a

throng or crowd.

In the secund turtx was Maister Coradin.
Rob. of Untune, 1. 18.

Alle the tuarbe of deuellis fleying in the ayer fledde back-
warde. Golden Legend, fol. 24. (Richardson Supp.)

turba (ter'ba), M. [L., acrowd: see turbid, trou-

ble.] The chorus in medieval passion-plays,
representing the Jewish populace.
turban (ter'ban), n. [Early mod. E. also tnr-

baiid, turbant, turbent, turribant, turbanto = JfD.
tiirbant = G. Sw. Dan. turban, < OF. turban, tur-

baiit, F. turban = Sp. Pg. It. turbante ; also in

a more orig. form, early mod. E. tuliban, tolli-

ban, tulibaut, tolibant, tulijtant, tolipant, Mi-
pane = D. tulband, tulpe, < OF. toliban, tollipan,

tolopan (ML. tidipantus, also tulipa); < Turk.
tulbend, dulbend = Ar. dulband, < Pers. Hind.
(lulbaiirl, a turban. From the same source is E.

tulip, lit. 'a turban': see tulip."] 1. The dis-

tinctive head-dress of men of the Moslem na-

tions, consisting of a scarf or shawl wound
around the tarboosh. The color and material of the
scarf differ with the rank and position of the wearer.

Turbanb of Modern Levantines.

I, green turban of Mohammedan saint (in this case a poor water-
carrier) ; 2, turban of Marcniie (Christian) priest ; 3, turban of citizen
of Damascus.

though not uniformly. Thus, a sherif, or descendant of

Mohammed, is entitled to wear a green wrapper for the tur-
ban, and the doctors of the law sometimes wear a turban
of extraordinary size, of which the exact style, number of
turns in the twist, etc., are important.

turbid

Old Cybele, arayd with pompous pride,
Wearing a Diademe embattild wide
With hundred turrets, like a Turribant.

Spencer, F. Q., IV. xl. 28.

Vpon his head was a tttlipaiie with a shai-pe end stand-

ing vpwards halfe a yard long, of rich cloth of golde.
Ha/chiyt's Voyages. I. 34(5.

They wrappe and fold together . . . almost as much
linnen upon their heads as the Turks doe in those linnen

caps they weare, which are called Turbents.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 90.

2. A modification of the Oriental turban, worn

by women in Europe and America during the

first half of the nineteenth century.
I was anxious to prevent her from disfiguring her small

gentle mousey face with a great Saracen 's-head turban.
Mrs. (iaskett, Cranford, ix.

3. A head-dress consisting of a bright-colored
handkerchief or square of cotton,worn by negro
women in the West Indies and the southern
United States.

A black woman in blue cotton gown, red-and-yellow
Madras turban, . . . crouched against the wall.

G. W. Cable, Au Large, i.

4. During the latter half of the nineteenth cen-

tury, a hat consisting of a crown either without
a brim or with a brim turned up close alongside
the crown, worn by women and children. 5.

In her., a high rounded cap, supposed to be the
official head-dress of the Sultan of Turkey: it

is usually represented with plumes attached
to its sides, with jeweled clasps, and the like.

Also called. Turkish crown. 8. In conch., the

spire of a univalve shell. See spire'
2

, 2, and uni-

i-alre (with cuts) Mamamouchi turban, a kind of

cap, made in supposed imitation of a Turkish turban : the
name is taken from Aloliere's play "Le Bourgeois Gentil-

homme."
turbandt (ter'band), n. Same as turban.

turbaned (ter'band), a. [< turban + -ed%.]

Wearing a turban.

A malignant and a turban'd Turk
Beat a Venetian. Shak., Othello, v. 2. 363.

turban-shell (ter'ban-shel), . The test or case
of a sea-urchin.

turban-stone (ter'ban-ston), n. The typical
form of Mohammedan tombstone. It is a low

cylindrical pillar with a representation of a

turban carved on its top.

turbantt, ". An obsolete form of turban.

turban-top (ter'ban-top), . A plant of the

genus Helrella, a kind of fungus or mushroom.

turbary (ter'ba-ri), . [< ML. turbaria, < L.

turba, turf: see turf1 ."} 1. In law, a right of dig-

ging turf on another man's land. Blaekstone.

Turbarie (Turbaria) is an Interest to dig Turves upon a

Common Kitchin, foL 94. Cornell's Interpreter.

2. A peat-bog, peat-moor, or peat-swamp ; any
locality where peat occurs in considerable

quantity. See the quotation under peat-moor.
A small bit of turbary land, given up by the pariah to the

curate for teaching a school.

Baines, Hist. Lancashire, II. 683.

Common of turbary. See common, 4.

Turbellaria (ter-be-la'ri-a), . pi. [NL., so-

called in allusion to the currents causedby their

moving cilia; < L. turba, a crowd, + -ella +
-firia.] A class of worms, or an order of flat-

worms, characterized by the ciliation of the

body, by means of which they set up little cur-

rents or vortices of water; the whirl-worms.
The name was given in 1831 by Ehrenberg to worms which
had long been known as planariam (see PlanarUa), and
was a mere substitute for or synonym of the earlier des-

ignation. It has been used with various extensions and
restrictions, and has included the nemerteans or so-called

rhynchocct'lous turb ellarians (see Neniertea). These are
now excluded, and the Turbellaria, as an order of flat-

worms, are those whose body is ciliated and which have a
mouth and with few exceptions an alimentaly canal, but
no anus. Most of them fall in the two main divisions of

rhabdoccelous and dendroccelous turbellarians, according
to the simple or branched condition of the alimentary ca-

nal. They are mainly free-swimming worms, some of mi-

croscopic size, others several inches long; some forms in-

habit fresh and others saltwater. See cuts under Dendro-

coela, Rhabdocofla, and Rtttjnchoccela.

turbellarian (ter-be-la'ri-an). n. and H. [<
Turbellaria + -an.] I. a. Causing little cur-

rents or vortexes of water by ciliary action, as

the more minute members of the class Turbcl-

lui-ia ; belonging to this class, as a worm.
II. n. A member of the class Turbellaria.

turbellariform (ter-be-lar'i-form), a. [< NL.
Tiirbi'lliiriii, q. v., + L. forma, form.] Like or

likened to a turbellarian : as, the tttrbeUartforni
larva of Jinldiici/li'^nx.

turbetht, An obsolete form of turpitli.

turbid (tt-r'liid), o. [< L. turbidim. disturbed, <

tin-burr, disturb, < turba, mass, throng, crowd,

tumult, disturbance. From the same source are

E. disturb, troubli , turbine, etc.] 1. Properly,
having the lees disturbed; in a more general



turbid

sense, muddy; foul witli extraneous matter:
tliick : noi elenr: used of liquids of any kind, or
or eolor.

llnniLrti their Stream is loailr.l null -anil, anil li'il" I

with alluvial waste. . H". ll'ilmr*, Autoi-rat, iii.

2. Confused: disordered; disquieted; disturbed.

I had (livers Fits of Melancholy, ami surh lin?>i>l Int. i
-

vals that uscil to attend clone I'rUoii.-is.

H,,mll. l.rltn- :

Agriln man En a flannel shirt, hat I ess :m>l u jlh in //,/,/ 1 , >1

half. Georye Eliut, Kelix Holt, xxr..

Turbidae (ter'bi-de), . /,/. [XL. (.1. K. Gray,
1840), irreg. < 7'Mc/* + -iV.r.

]
Same as 'l'iiiiiin-

i<l:f.

turbidity (ter-bid'i-ti), . [= Sp. turlriedad. =
II. turbiiliti't; < //<c/m/ + -ity.J The state of be-

ing turbid: turbiduess.

turbidlyder'bid-li), ado. 1. In a turbid or mud-
dy manner. 2. With disorder or roughness;
boisterously; vehemently. [Rare.]
A person of small merit in anxiously Jealous of Imputa-

tions on his honour ; . . . one of great merit turbidly re-

sents them.
Young, Estimation of Human Life. (Richardson.)

turbidness (ter'bid-nes), n. The state or qual-
ity of being turbid

; turbidity.
tufbillion (tei-biryon), . '[< F. loin-billon =
bp. turbion = Pg. turlnlhflo, < L. turbo (turbiu- ).

a whirl, whirlwind, hurricane : see turbine.] A
whirl

;
a vortex.

Each of them is a sun, moving on its own axis, in the
centre of its own vortex or turbillion.

Sttele, Spectator, No. 472.

Turbinacea t ter-bi-na'se-a), H. pi. [NL., < Tur-
b<> (Turin H-) + -ttcea.] Same as Turbinida'. l.u-

man-k, 1HL>1.'.

turbinaceous (ter-bi-na'shius), a. [Erroneous
form for *turbaceous, < ML. turba, turf, +
-aceous. ] Of or belonging to turf or peat ; turfy ;

peaty. [Rare.]
The real turbinaceous flavour no sooner reached the nose

of the Captain than the beverage was turned down his
throat with symptoms of most unequivocal applause.

Scott, St. Ronaifs Well, xill.

turbinal (ter'bl-nal), a. and n. [< L. turbo (tur-

bin-), a top, 4- -al.*] I. a. Same as turbinate.

II. n. In 007. and anat.: (n) A turbinate

bone; one of the spongy or scroll-like boues of

the nasal passages specified as etlimoturbinal,
ninjrilloturbiiitil, and splienoturbinal (see the dis-

tinctive names). See turbinate, and the phrases
there. (6) In the Opliiditt, a bone of the skull
different from () See the quotation, and cut
under Pythonidie.

Forming the floor of the front part of the nasal cham-
ber, on each side, is a large concavo-convex Done, which
extends from the ethmoidal septum to the maxilla, pro-
tects the nasal gland, and is commonly termed a turbinal ;

though, if it be a membrane-hone, it does not truly corre-

spond with the turbinals of the higher Vertenrata.

Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 204.

Alinasal turbinal. See alinaml.

turbinate (ter'bi-nat), a. [= F. turbine = Sp.
Pg. lurbintido = It. turbinalo, < L. turbiiinttix.

shaped like a top or cone, < turbo (tiirliiii-), u

top: see turbine.] 1. Shaped like a whipping-
top. Specifically (a) In bot., shaped like a top or a cone
inverted ; narrow at the base and broad at the apex : as,
A turbinate germ, nectary, or pericarp, (b) In conch. , spiral,
as a univalve shell ; whorled from a broad base to an apex.
2. In anat., whorled or scroll-like in shape;
turbinal; spongy in texture, or full of cavities:

applied to certain bones and parts of bones in
the nasal fossa?. 3. Whirling in the manner
of a top. Inferior turbinate bone, a distinct bone
attached, to the nasal surface of the superior maxillary
hone, separating the miihllr from the inferior nasal fossn;
thr niavillotiirliinal. See cuts nmh*r tiionth and immtl.

Middle turbiuate bone, an indefinite lower section of
the lateral mass of the ethmoid. Superior turbinate
bone, an indefinite upper part of the lateral mass of the
ethmoid. The superior and middle turbinate bones, ta-

ken together, are the ethmotiirbinal bone. See cuts un-
der mouth and nasal. Turbinate crest. See turbinated

crest, under crest. Turbinate process. See process.

turbinate (ter'bi-nat), r. ; pret. and pp. tiirhi-

nated, ppr. tnrbinatiny. [< L. tiirtiinatits, like a

top: see lnrliiii(itc,a.] I. trans. To fashion like

atop. Bailey, 1731. -Turbinated crest. See mil.
II. iutrtiiin. To revolve like a top : spin; whirl.

[Rare.]
turbinate-lentiform (ter'bi-nat-leh'ti-f6rm).

(i. lu hot., between turbinate and lentiform in

shape.
turbination (ter-bi-na'shon), H. [< I,, turbiim-

tii>(n-). a pointing in the form of a cone, shaped
like a top, < turbiniitiix, cone-shaped: see lur-

binalt'.] 1. The act of turliiimtintr, or the stale
of being turbinate. ISni/i'i/, 1727. 2. That
which is turliinated; a whorled or scroll-like

formation, as a shell.
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turbine (tcVbin), n. [< F. turbine = Sp. tiir-

hiiin, turbine, = It. turbine, a whirlwind, < L.
tllflin (ll(l-lllll-),

also Ini'lii-n,

anything that
whirls around,
a wheel, a top,
a whirlwind, <

liirlinri; dis-

turb, move, <

liirhn, distur-

bance, uproar,
turmoil, also a
crowd: see //-

liiil.] A water-
wheel driven by
the impact or re-

action of a flow-

ing stream of

water, or by im-

pact and reac-
tion combined.
Turbines are usual-

ly horizontally rota-

ting wheels on ver*

tlcal shafts. They
are of various con-
structions, and may
be divided into re-

action turbiju-x, or
those actuated snb-

Rtaiitialiyhy there-
action of the water
passing through
them (their buck-
ets moving in a di-

rection opposite to
that of the flow);

,

gat
now

Turbine.

a, cylinder; t>, lower flange of case; r,

atcs, which also act as guides to direct the
low upon the bucket*, aim which are pivoted
medially to balance the hydrostatic pressure
upon them; rf, upper flange, or crown-plate;
e, gate-pinion, which gears with the toothed
segment/, connected by an .inn with the

gate-arm hub g; h, h, gate-rods pivoted
at their inner ends to g, and at their out-
er ends to the gates c, t, by which mecha-

those principally nism the turning of the pinion * causes the

driven by impact opening or closing of the eates; , gate
pinion shaft, eithcroperated independently
or controlled by a governor for regulating
the flow of water to the buckets ; j, sleeve,
which is held by the bush i and set-screws
on the shaft /, the sleeve holding the gate-
hub in position ; m, clutch-coupling for con-

necting with a shaft for transmitting power.
A is a vertical section, with two diagrams,
showing bridge-tree , which came* the
locust or lignunvvitfe step o, fitted to a con-
cave bearing in the bottom of the shaft /.

It also shows the upper and central dis-

charge-buckets p, anu the lower and ver-
tical discharge-buckets g.

against their blades
or buckets (the
buckets moving
with the flow); and
combined reaction
and impulse wheels,
which include the
best modern types
of turbines. They
are also distin-

guished, by the
manner in which
they discharge the water, into outieard-, vertical-, or cm-
tral-dutcharye wheels. In some types of turbines the dis-

charge Is partly vertical and partly central. Such is the
case with the wheel shown in the cut, which Is constructed
and set so that the water enters at the perimeter of the
case. By the modern turbine a very high percentage of
the potential energy of water is converted intowork while
passing through the wheel. Compare cut under scroll.

Air-turbine, a wheel of turbinate form driven by wind,
or air ejected from a pipe or tube. Journal-turbine, a
turbine having a downward discharge, as distinguished
from those In which the discharge is outward, oblique,
combined, etc.

turbine-dynamometer (ter'bin-di-na-mom'e-
ter), H. In hydraulic coffin., a modification of
the Prouy brake, which adapts that device for

application to vertical shafts or to horizontally
revolving wheels on vertical shafts, it is used
more especially for testing the power delivered from tur-
bines (whence the name). A spring-scale is used 'nlitlll
of a weight In applying the brake-band. Compare Prony's
dynamometer.

Turbinella (ter-bi-nel'a), . [NL. (Lamarck,
1799), < Turbo (Turbin-) + dim. term. -ell<i.]

The typical genus of
the family Turbinel-
lidte. T. nyritm is the
famous ehank (which
see, with cut).
Turbinellidae (ter-bi-

nel'i-de), H. pi. [NL..
< Turbinella + -iilse.]

A family of large ma-
rine gastropods, whose
typical genus is Turbi-

ni-l/ii ; the so-called

false volutes, turnip-
shells, or pap-boats.
In Ilir strictest sense, the family is limited to tropical
species having a pyriform or obconic shell with several
transverse columellar plaits, and the radula with one
median triciispid tooth and lateral bicuspid teeth whose
inner cusp is larger than the outer cusp. The principal
genus, besides the type, is Cynodonta (or Fonnn). Also
called Vajtida.

turbinelloid (ter-bi-nel'oid), a. Of or relating
to the family TurbiiiiUiilie.

turbine-pump (tf-r'biu-pump), n. A pump in

which water is raised by the action of aturbine-
wheel driven by exterior power in the opposite
direction from that in which it turns when used
as a motor. Also called proptBer-p*mf. Com-
pare tni'ltint .

Turbinidae (ter-bin'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Tiirlm

( Tnrhiii-) + -i<la>.] A family of scutibranchiate

turbot

gastropods, whose tyjiieal genus is Turbii. The
tony opercula of tome of the species are known as eye-

ftunei and *ra-bean*. Vaiion- kind- of turhiiiids are pol-
ished and much used as mantel-ornaments, etc., under the
name of tcreath-thrlli. The family has been variously lim-

ited, and is now usually n>tiii !.<! i" Hi. nnni.-ious spe-
clea, of all seas but especially uf tropical ones, which have
a long cirrous appendage of the foot, a pair of Interten-

tacular lobes, and eleven radnlar teeth In each cross-row.
The shell is generally turbinate or trochifonn and highly
nacreous, and its aperture Is cloned with a thick calcareous

operculum whose nucleus is centric or cccfiitrii:. See cuts
uii'li T '/')//'- ami /mi* i-<ititr. Also Turbida, Turbinacea.

turbiniform (tfat^W-nMtem), . [< L. turim

(turbin-), awheel, top, + forma, form.] Top-
shaped, as a shell; having turbinate whorls or

spire; resembling or related to the Turbinidx;
turbinoid.

turbinite (ter'bi-nit), n. [< L. turbo (turbin-),
a top, + -c2.] A fossil shell of the family
Turliiniilif, or some similar shell. Also tur-

bite.

turbinoid (ter'bi-noid), a. [<L. turbo (turbin-),
a top, + Gr. cWof, form.] Top-shaped; turbini-

form ; spirally coiled, wreathed, or whorled, as
the turns of a shell. Specifically applied (a) To
shells, whetherof foraminifers, gastropods, or cephalopods,
whose whorls rise in a conical or conoidal figure, as com-
pared with shells coiled flat in one plane. (D) To gastro-
pods resembling or related to the Turlnnidx.

turbit't, a. An obsolete form of turbot.

turbit2 (ter'bit), n. [Origin unknown.] A
breed of domestic pigeons with white body and
colored wings, ruffled breast, very short stout

beak, flattened head, and peak-crest or shell-

crest or both. There are several color-varie-

ties ; some are whole-colored.

turbite (ter'bit), n. [< L. turbo, a wheel, top,
+ -jfe2.] Same as turbinite.

turbitht (ter'bith), . Same as turptth.
turbitteen (ter-bi-ten'), n. [< turbit2 + -teen as
in sateen, velveteen, etc.] A strain of domestic

pigeons of the turbit breed, which occurs in

several colors.

Turbo (ter'bo), H. [NL., < L. turbo (turbin-'),
a whirl, wheel, top: see turbine.] 1. The typi-
cal genus of the family 2'urbinidse, formerly very
extensive, now
restricted to spe-
cies with a regu-
larly turbinated

shell, rounded

aperture, smooth
beveled colurael-

lar lip, and a cal-

careous opercu-
lum with a cen-
tral or subcentral
nucleus. Some at-

tain considerable

size, and when pol-
ished show beautiful

colors, as green, red,
and pearly-white, the
last highly iridescent
with nacreous luster.

Wreath-shell (Tnr6o marmoratltl}.

Various species, as T. sarmatifui
and T. tnanntiratux, are common parlor-ornaments. See
tea-bean, 3, and cut under operculum.
2. [I. c.] A shell of this genus,
turbot (ter'bot), . [Early mod. E. also liirbet.

turbit, tiirbntte, etc.; < ME. turbote, turbut (=
MD. turbot, terbot, tarbot, D. tarbot) ;

cf. Ir. tur-

bit = Gael, turbaid = W. torbirt (prob. < E.) =
Bret, turboden, turbozcn (prob. < F.); < OF. tur-

bot, a turbot, prob. < L. turbo (iurbin-), a top (cf.
ML. turbo, a turbot

;
Gr. ptujor, a top, also a

turbot). The ME. forms turbut, turhiitte appar.
simulate a connection with btitft, which is con-
tained in lialibut.] 1. One of the larger flat-

fishes, Pxetta niiuiinii (formerly Khombus majci-

mus), belonging to the family I'leuronevtiiln.
With the exception of the halibut, the* turbot is the largest
flatfish of European waters, attaining a weight of from SO

Cynodtmta forttigrrn.

Turbot (Pirlta

to 4" pounds. It is white on the lower or blind side: the
colored upper side is of variegated dark-brownish shades,
and the tins are much spotted. It Is very highly esteemed
as a food-fish. Also called bannttck-flutft.



turbot

The Greekes :mcl Latinos both call it [the lozenge] Rom-
bus, which may be the cause, as I suppose, why they also

gaue that name to the tlsh commonly called the Tvnot,
who beareth justly that figure.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 76.

2. In the United Slates, one of several large
flounders more or less resembling the above, as

JSot/n/x miii-iiliititii, the sand-flounder or window-

pane of the Atlantic coast, more fully called

spotted turbot, and Hyjxipuctta fflittulata, the dia-

mond flounder of California. 3. The file-fish.

[Bermudas.] 4. The trigger-fish. Bastard
turbot. See bastard.

turbulence (ter'bu-lens), . [< F. turbulence =
Sp. Pg. turbiileneia = It. turboleiiza, turbnlenzia,
< LL. tiirlntleiitia, trouble, disquiet, < L. ttirbit-

lentus, turbulent: see turbulent.'] The state

or character of being turbulent; a disturbed

state ;
tumultuousuess ; agitation ;

disorder
;

commotion; refractoriness; insubordination.

They were necessitated by the turbulence and danger of

those times to put the Kingdome by thir owne autority
into a posture of defence. Milton, Eikonoklastes, viii.

= Svn. Tumult, riot, sedition, mutiny, insurrection.

turbulency (ter'bu-len-si), n. [As turbulence

(see-cy).] Turbulence. Milton, P. R., iv. 4612.

turbulent (ter'bu-leut), a. [< F. turbulent =
Pr. turbulent, turboteut = Sp. Pg. turbulento =
It. turboleiito, turbulento, < L. turbulentiis, rest-

less, stormy, < turbare, trouble, agitate: see tur-

bid.] 1. Disturbed; agitated; tumultuous;
being in violent commotion : as, the turbulent

ocean.
T has been a turbulent and stormy night.

Shak., Pericles, iii. 2. 4.

2. Restless; unquiet; refractory; disposed to

insubordination and disorder
; hence, violent

;

tumultuous; riotous; disorderly.
It were happy for Government if these turbulent spirits

could be singled out from the rest in their first attempts.
Stitlingjteet, Sermons, I. vii.

3. Producing commotion or agitation; inducing
turbulence.
A froward retention of custom is as turbulent a thing as

an innovation. Bacon, Innovations (ed. 1S87).

= Syn. 2 and 3. Obstreperous, uproarious, brawling ; se-

ditious, mutinous, revolutionary.

turbulently (ter'bu-lent-li), adv. In a turbu-
lent manner ; tumiiltiiously ;

with violent agi-
tation

;
with refractoriness.

Turcism (ter'sizm), n. [< ML. Turcus, Turk
(see Turk1 ), + -ism."] The religion, manners,
character, or customs of the Turks.

Preferring Turcism to Christianity. Bp. Atterbury.

Tiirck's column. See columns of Tiirck, under
column.

Turco1
(ttir'ko), . [F., < turc (or It. Turcot),

Turk: see Turk.'] One of a body of light in-

fantry raised among the natives of Algeria for
service in the French army, and properly called

Algerian tirailleurs. Also TurJco.

turco2 (ter'ko), n. A small Chilian bird, Hy-
lactey megapodius.

turcois, n. Same as turquoise.

Turcoman, n. See Turkoman.
Turcophile (ter'ko-fil), n. [< ML. Turcus, Turk,+ Gr. fyMlv, love.] One who favors the Otto-
man Turks, or their principles or policy. TIte
Times (London), June 16, 1876.

Turcophilism (ter'ko-fil-izm), n. [< Turcophile+ -ism.'] The course or principles of a Turco-
phile. Athenaeum, Feb. 10, 1887.

Turcophobist (ter'ko-fo-bist), w. [< ML. Tur-
cus, Turk, + Gr. ^o/fov, fear.] One who ear-

nestly opposes the Ottoman Turks or their pol-
icy. J. Baker, Turkey, p. iv.

tnrcopolier (ter'ko-po-ler), w. [OF. (AF.) tur-

copouer, also turcopilier, tricoplier, turcupler,
also tureopole, tureople, commander of light
cavalry called turcopoles, turcoples, < ML. turco-

puli, < MGr. TvpKoirnv^ot, light-armed soldiers,
so called < Tiywcof, lovpitof, Turk, + jroiAof, child

(Gr. TruAof, colt).] An officer of the Knights of
St. John of Jerusalem of the tongue of England.
The Turcopolier of the Knights Hospitallers was always

an Englishman ; he was the commander of the light in-

fantry of the order.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 205.

turd (t6rd), . [< ME. tord, toord, < AS. tord
= MD. tord, a lump of excrement. Hence dim.
tredOU*, < ME. tyrdel, < AS. tyrdel, dim. of tord.']A ball or lump of excrement; dung. [Low.]
Turdidae (ter'di-de), n.pl. [NL., < Tuning +
-id&.~] A large and nearly cosmopolitan family
of dentirostral oscine passerine birds, named
from the genus Turtlus ; the thrushes and thrush-
like birds, sometimes called Merulidte. The Tur-
didee form the leading group of turdoid, turdiform, or
cichlomorphic birds, respecting neither the definition
nor the subdivision of which are any authors agreed.
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The Syleiulie, which form an extensive group, are alter-

nately'iiicluded in and excluded from it; and the same is

true of five or six other nominal families of less extent, as

Saxicolidie, Citiclidee, Pycnonotidie, Mimirlir, Trogloduttaa,
some of the Tcmdiidie, etc. The most typical Turdidir are

characterized by the combination of notched grypanifonn
bill, booted tarsi, ten primaries of which the first is short

or spurious, and the spotted coloration of the young birds.

Such Turdidte constitute a subfamily, Turdinee, to which
the family name is sometimes restricted. True Turdidse
abound in the Palearctic, Ethiopian, Nearctic, and Neo-

tropical regions. Some of them are among the most fa-

miliar of birds, as the fieldfare and blackbird of Great Brit-

ain, and the robin and wood-thrush of the United States.

See Turdus and thrush^.

turdiform (ter'di-form), a. [< NL. turdiforniis,

< L. turdus, a thrush, + forma, form.] Thrush-
like ; resembling or related to a thrush ; belong-
ing to the Turdiformes; turdoid; cichlomorphic.
Turdiformes (ter-di-for'mez), n.pl. [NL.: see

turdiform.'] The thrushes and thrush-like birds;
the turdoid Passeres; the Ciclilotnorjilite.

Turdinse (ter-di'ue), n.pl. [NL., < Turdus +
-i*.] The leading subfamily of Turdidee, rep-
resented by the genus Turdus and its near al-

lies, and equivalent to the family Turdidae in a
restricted sense

;
the true thrushes, often called

Merulinx. See Turdidee, Turdus, and thrush 1
.

turdine (ter'din), p. [< Turdus + -ine1
.']

Thrush-like in a strict sense
;
of or belonging

to the Turdinse.

turdoid (ter'doid), a. [< L. tnrdus, a thrush, +
Gr. ciof, form.] Thrush-like in a broad sense;
turdiform or cichlomorphic: especially used in

the phrase turdoid Passeres, applied by Wallace
to such birds in distinction from sturnoid, tana-

nroid, s.ndformicarioid Passeres.

Turdulus (ter'du-lus), n. [NL. (Hodgson, 1844),
dim. of Turdus, q. v.] A genus of Oriental

ground-thrushes, containing such as the Indian
T. wardi, now usually referred to Geociclila.

Turdus (ter'dus), n. [NL. (Linnaeus, taken as
of 1758), < L. tnrdus, a thrush, fieldfare : see
thrush 1

.] A genus of thrushes. It formerly in-

cluded any of the Turdidss and various other birds sup-
posed to be thrush-like ; later it was variously restricted,
and it is now usually confined to species like the Euro-

pean mistlethrush (T. viidvorus), song-thrush (T. musicue),
fieldfare (T. pttarig), and redwing (T. iliacug). In these the
sexes are simitar, the throat is not streaked, and the gen-
eral color is not black. (See cuts under fieldfare, miMe-
thrush, and thrush^.) In the narrowest sense, the genus is

coincident with the family in geographical range, being
represented in Europe, Asia, Africa, and America. The
blackish or dark thrushes, such as the common black-
bird or ouzel of Europe, T. merula, and the ring-ouzel, T.

torquatus, represent an extensive group, either kept in
Turdug proper or separated under the name of Merula.
(See cuts under ouzel and blackbird.) The common robin
or migratory thrush of North America represents a group
indifferently called Planesticus (as a subgenus of Turdutt)
or merged in Merula. (See cut under robin, 2.) The song-
thrushes of North America represent a section of Turdug
named Hylocichla, as the wood-thrush, T. (//.) mugteli-

nus; the hermit-thrush, T. (H.)jxiH<m(see cut under her-

mit-thrush); the tawny or Wilson's thrush, or veery, T.

(H.) fuscesceng (see cut under veery)', the olive-backed or
Swainson's thrush, T. (H.) iwainsoni; the gray-cheeked
or Alice's thrush, T. (H.) alicia; all of which are common
woodland songsters of the United States. The varied

thrush, or Oregon robin (see cut under thrush*), formerly
T. nteviug, represents a section Hesperocichla, or is taken
out of the genus and called Geocichla tuevia. See Tur-
didse and thrush^.

Turdus Solitarius (ter'dus sol-i-ta'ri-us).
[NL., 'solitary thrush': L. turdus, thrush; sol-

itarius, solitary.] A constellation introduced

by Le Monnier in 1776, on the tail of Hydra,
and encroaching on the southern scale of Libra.
It is no longer used.

tureen (tu-ren'), n. [A false form of terreen,
more prop, terrine, < F. terriue, an earthen ves-
sel : see terrine. The spelling tureen seems to
have arisen in cook-books. There is a story
that Marshal Turenne once used his helmet as
a soup-dish, and thus gave a name to the dish.
This is a mere fiction.] Adeep dishwith a cover,
for holding liquids at table

; especially, such a

vessel, holding a gallon or more, intended for

soup.
turf i

(terf ), n. ; pi. turfs (terfs), obsolescent turves

(tervz). [< ME. turf, torf (pi. tunes, torves), <

AS. turf (dat. and pi. tyrf) = OFries. turf =
MD. torf, turf, D. turf= MLG. LG. torf= OHG.
surba, zurf, G. dial, turbe (G. torf, < LG.) = Icel.

tnrfa, f., torf, n., = Sw. torf= Dan. tore (cf. F.

tourbe, Sp. Pg. turba, It. torba, ML. turbo., <

Teut.), turf; cf. Skt. darbha, a kind of grass.]
1. The surface or sward of grass-land, consist-

ing of earth or mold filled with the roots of grass
and other small plants, so as to adhere and
form a kind of mat : earth covered with grass.

The shepherd that complain'd of love,
Who you saw sitting by me on the turf.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 4. 52.

2. A piece of such earth or mold dug or torn
from the ground ;

a sod.

turfy
In a litel herber that 1 have,

That benched was on turces fresshe ygrave,
I bad men sholde me my couche make.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 204.

Those that are first cut vp are called Turfftt, . . . and
such as are taken downward are called Peats.

Norden. Surveyor's Dialogue (1808), in Harrison's Eng-
[land (New Shak. Soc.), II. 183.

3. In Ireland, same as peat. See peat.
In this rude hostel, however, the landlord . . . offered

a seat at the (r/-flre. Thackeray, Irish Sketch-Book, xix.

A typical red bog gives four kinds of peat : near the
surface is the clearing of more or less living organic mat-

ter, from 2 to 6 feet in thickness-, under this white turf,
then brown turf, and lowest of all, black or stone turf.

Kinahan, Geol. of Ireland, p. 269.

The turf, the race-course ; hence, the occupation or pro-
fession of racing horses.

We justly boast
At least superior jockeyship, and claim
The honors of the turf as all our own !

Coivper, Task, ii. 277.

All men are equal on the turf or under it.

Lord Georye Rentinck. (hup. Diet.)

To stool turfs. See stool, Turf web-worm. Same as

god-worm.

turf 1
(terf), v. t. [< turfl, w.] To cover with

turf or sod : as, to turf a bank or border. Bn-

con, Gardens (ed. 1887).
turf2! (t6rf), . [< ME. tyrf, tyrfe; prob. < torven,
turn : see tone, topsyturvy.] The turn of a cap,
hood, or sleeve.

Tyrfe of a cappe or suche lyke. Rebras.

Palsgrave, p. 281.

turf-ant (terf'ant), w. A small yellowish ant
of Europe, Lasius flarus, which makes its hills

on turf.

turf-bound (terf'bound), a. Covered and held

together by a close and unyielding surface of

turf.

These fields and mountains are so turf-bound that no
particle of soil is carried away by the water.

The Century, XXVII. 419.

turf-charcoal (terf'char"kol), n. Same aspeat-
charcoal.

turf-clad (terf'klad), a. Covered with turf.

V. Knox.
turf-cutter (terf'kut/'er), n. A paring-plow.
E. H. Knight.

turf-drain (terf'dran), n. A drain covered
with turf. E. H. Knight.
turfen (ter'fn), a. [< turfi + -H2

.] Made of

turf; covered with turf : as, turfen steps. Dis-

raeli, Coningsby, vii. 5.

turfert (ter'fer), n. [< ME. 'tiirfer, tnrvare; <

turf
1 + -rl.] A clod-breaker; a plowman.

Turvare. Glebarius. Prompt. Parv., p. 507.

turferyt, Same as turbary. Skinner.

turf-gravert (terfgra^ver), . A plowman.
Halliicell.

turfiness (ter'fi-nes), n. The state or quality
of being turfy.

turfing-iron (ter'fing-i'ern), n. An implement
for paring off turf.

turfing-spade (ter'fing-spad), n. An instru-

ment for under-cutting turf when marked out

by the plow.
turfite (ter'fit), n. [< turf

1 + -ite2 .] A fre-

quenter of the turf; one devoted to horse-

racing. [Colloq.]
The very flashy turfite at Hyde Park Corner, and the

less flashy, but quite as turfy, gentleman who operates at
the other corner of Piccadilly. Thackeray.

turf-knife (terf'nif), n. An implement for tra-

cing out the sides of drains, trenches, etc. It

has a simitar-like blade, with a tread for the
foot and a bent handle.

turfman (terf'man), n.
; pi. turfmen (-men).

One who is devoted to horse-racing.
turf-moss (terf'mos), . A tract of turfy,

mossy, or boggy land.

turf-plow (terf'plou), n. A plow adapted to

remove the turf from the surface of the ground
preparatory to deep plowing, or for destroying
grubs, etc.

turf-spade (terf'spad), M. 1. A spade used for

cutting and digging turf or peat, longer and
narrower than the common spade. 2. A spade
for cutting turf for sodding lawn's, etc. See cut
d under spade.
turf-worm (terf'werm), n. Same as sod-worm.
See cut under Crambidee.

turfy (ter'fi), a. [< turf
1 + -yl.] 1. Abound-

ing or covered with turf ; covered with short

grass ; also, having the qualities, nature, or ap-
pearance of turf.

Thy turfy mountains, where live nibbling sheep.
Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 62.

Can you see many long weeds and nettles among the

graves, or do they look turfy and flowery?
Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, sdil.



turfy
A turfy slope surrounded with proven.

11. Tuyl'ir, XnrthiTii Travel, p. :;:".

2. < !' or connected with the turf or ruce-

gromid; characteristic of the tiirl' or of liorse-

rucinj;; sporting.
Mi. Itailey asked it again, because accompanied with

a Strai Idling Jtctioll i)f till- \vliiti' I'M] ( |~, a linrl i.t I h,- kli.'i -.

niul n striking forth (if the top-boots It was an easj ,
Imr ..

fleshy, turfy sort of thing to il".

DMm*, Marl in Clllizzlewlt, Xivi.

turgent (ter'jont), n, [< MK. lin-i/iiii. < lj. tur-

<jt<n(l-)s, i>])r. of fiiri/1 r<; swell. Cf. turi/iil.'] 1.

Swelling; tuuiiil; rising into a tumor; puffy.
The turgeni trunke let scarille,

That humour ertliie.Mt oute of it hie.

Pallatlius, Uuabondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 126.

2f. Tumid: turgid; inflated; pompous; bom-
bastir.

All honour, offices, applause, grand titles, and turyent
epithets are put upon him. Burton, Aunt, of Mel., p. 212.

turgesce (ter-jes'), f. i.
; pret. and pp. turgesced,

ppr. tiir</rsriii</. [< L. tnr</r>tri-r<; inceptive of

inri/rrc, swell : see turgent.] To become turgid ;

swell; become inflated. [Bare.] Imp. Diet.

turgescence (ter-jes'ens), H. [= F. tiinii si-i a,-,

= Sp. Pg. turgi'iiciii = It. tiiriit'n:a; as turges-
cen(t) + -ce.] 1. The act of swelling, or the
state of being swelled. 2. In meti., the swell-

ing or enlargement of any part, usually from

congestion or the extravasation of serum or
blood. 3. Pomposity; inflation; bombast.

turgescency (ter-jes'eu-si), n. [As ?(</''''""''

(see -(#).] Same as turgescence.

tiirgcscent (ter-jes'ent), a. [=F. tiiri/csccitt, <

L. turye!iceii(t-)s, ppr. of turgctscere, begin to

swell: see turgesce.] Growing turgid; swell-

ing. Kailey, 1727.

turgescible (ter-jes'i-bl), a. [< turgesce + -We.]
Capable of swelling or becoming turgesoent.

Similar but less extensive turgeseiblt tissue exists in

other portions of the uasal mucous membrane.
Medical liewt, XLIX. 214.

turgid (ter'jid), a. [< F. turgitle = Pg. It. turgido,
< L. turgidus, swollen, < turgere, swell out : see

li/i-i/cnt.'] 1. Swollen; bloated; tumid; dis-

tended beyond its natural or usual state by
some internal agent or expansive force: often

applied to an enlarged part of the body.
These lurking particles [of air] so expanding themselves

must necessarily plump out the sides of the bladder, and
so keep them turgid. Style, Works, I. 114.

2. Tumid; pompous; inflated; bombastic: as,
a turgid style.

It Is much easier to write in a turyid strain than with
... delicate simplicity. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

Turgid palpi, palpi the last Joint of which appears blad-

dery, as in the male crickets. Syn. 1. Swollen, puffed up.
2. Stilted, grandiloquent, see turgidiiess.

turgidity (ter-jid'i-ti), n. [< turgid + -%.] 1.

The state of being turgid or swollen; turgid-
ness; tumidity.
The forerunners of an apoplexy are . . . vertlgos, weak-

ness, wateriness, and turgidity of the eyes.
Arbuthnot, On Diet, III.

2. Bombast; turgidness; pomposity.
We call him [Johnson] affected for his turgidity.

Landor,Im&g. Conv., Archdeacon Hare and WalterLander.

turgidly (ter'jid-li), adv. In a turgid manner;
with swelling or empty pomp; pompously.

turgidness (ter'jid-nes), n. 1. The state of

being turgid; a swelling or swelled state of a

thing; distention beyond the natural state by
some internal force or agent, as of a limb. 2.

Pompousness ; inflated manner of writing or

speaking ; bombast : as, the turgidness of lan-

guage or style. =Syn. 2. Fustian, Kant, etc. See&om-
bast.

turgidoust (ter'jid-us), a. [< L. tnrgiduft, swol-
len: see turgid.} Turgid.

Puffie, Inflate, turgidous, and ventoslty are corac up.
B. Jonton, Poetaster, v. 1.

turgite (ter'jit), n. [< Titrgiusk, a copper-mine
in the Ural, + -ite'-.] A hydrous oxid of iron,

occurring in mamrnillary or stalactitic masses
much resembling limonite, from which, how-

ever, it is easily distinguished by its red streak.

Also called huilroheiiiatite.

turgometer (fer-gom'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < L. tur-

(ji re. swell. H- Gr. uirpov, measure.] That which
measures or indicates the amount or degree of

turgidity. See the quotation. [Rare.]
The more the cells fof Di'owra dlcltotoma] lose their

tnrgidity, the more iloes the plastoid tend to assume a

spherical form. Its spindle-shaped elongated form in i>.

however, be restored by again bringing aliont tiiruiil'i\,

e. g., by injei-tlon of water into the tissue. Thus the

plastoid may be regarded as a turyoinrtrr, sinee it indi-

cates the state of turgidity of the eell.

1C. Canlintr, Proe. Koy. Sue., XXXIX. 2:.

turgOHtcr'gor), n. [< LL. turiim: a swellinir. <

L. tiiryerc. swell: see Inrijnit.] 1. In
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Hi. normal fullness of thecapilliirics and small-

er blood-vessels, upon which is supposed to de.

pend in part t lie resilience, of the tissues: usu-

ally qualified by the epithet ritiil. [Rare.]
With the cessation of the circulation and rital tumor,

the skin becomes ahy pale, and the tissues 1"

tlcity. (fuain, Med. Diet., p. 828.

2. In but. See the quotation.
The state of lurymr, as It has long been called by boUn

leal phynlologistsi by virtue nf which the framework of

tip protoplasm of the plant retains its content with a !

nacity i<> uliirh I have already referred, is the analogue
of the state of polarization of Uernstein. Xaturr, XL. 624.

Turin grass. The couch- or quitch-grass, Agrn-
ininni! ri

jit n*.

Turin nut. The fossil fruit of a species of wal-

nut, .IHI//HIIS H HS-IH urinensis: so called because
the kernels occur inclosed in calc-spar in the

Upper Tertiary of Turin.

turio (tti'ri-6), n.; pi. turiones (tu-ri-6'nez).

[NL.: see turion.] Same as tnri<m.

turion (tu'ri-pn), n. [< L. turio(it-), a shoot,

sprout, tendril.] A scaly shoot from a sub-
terranean bud, becoming a new stem, as those

annually produced by many perennial herbs, as
the asparagus, the hop, and many grasses.
turioniferous (tu'ri-o-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. tu-

ri'o(n-), a sprout, + ferre = E. fteor1 .] In bot.,

having tunons; producing shoots.

Turk (terk), n. [< ME. Turk, < OF. and F. Tare
= Sp. Pg. It. Turco = D. Turk = MHG. Tare,

Tmi.T, THrkf, G. Tiirke = D&u. Tyrk= Svr. Turk;
< ML. Turcus, NL. also Turca = LGr. lovpnof
= OBulg. Turuku = Russ. Titroku = Lith. Tur-

kitx, < Turk. Turk, a Turk (now applied to an
Asiatic or provincial Turk, a rustic, the reg.
word for Turk as a national name being Os-

iiniiili : see Osnuinli, Ottoman 1
), = Ar. Turk, <

Pers. Turk, a Turk, Tatar, Scythian, hence bar-

barian, robber, villain, vagabond; tradition-

ally derived from a mythical son of Japhet,
named Turk. Hence ult. Turkish, turkis?, tur-

quoise, etc., Turki, turkey, etc.] 1. A member
of the race now dominant in Turkey; an Otto-

man. See Ottoman1
. 2. In an extended sense,

a member of a race regarded as related to the

Mongols, and a branch of the Ural-Altaic fam-

ily. In this sense the Turkish race includes
the Petchenegs, Uzbegs, Turkomans, Ottoman
Turks, etc. Hence 3. A savage fellow; a
"Tartar": as, he is a regular Turk. 4. A Mo-
hammedan: so called from Mohammedanism
being the established religion of Turkey.
Have mercy upon all Jews. Turin, infidels, and heretics.

Book of Common Prayer, Collect for Good Friday.

5f. A sword or saber, probably a simitar.

That he forthwith ipisheathd his trusty turke,
Cald forth that blood which in bis veiuea did lurk.

lliii. of Albino and Bfllama (1638), p. 108. (Xnres.)

6. A Turkish horse. 7. In nitom., the plum-
weevil or plum-curculio, Conotrachelug nenu-

phar: more fully little Turk: so called from
the crescentic punctures made by the female,
in allusion to tue emblem of the Ottoman em-
pire. See cut d under Conotrachelus Seljult
Turks. See Seljulc. TO turn Turk, to become a Mo-
hammedan ; he a renegade ; hence, to undergo a complete
change for the worse.

If the rest of my fortunes (urn Turk with me.
Shale., Hamlet, ill. _'. 287.

Turk satin, Turk's satin. See mfin.

Turkeis't, a. [Early modv E. also Turkcn; <

ME. "Turkeis, < OF. 'Turkeis, Turgueut, Tur-

qitois, < ML. 'Turcensis, < Turcus, Turk: see
Ti'A-. Cf . turkeisV, turkis, now usually turquoise,

orig. (in OF.) fern, of this adj.] Turkish.

Turkeis't. r. t. [< Turkeia1 , a.; prob. suggested
by /)</!.] To render Turkish in character,

etc.; cause to conform to Turkish ideas. [Rare.]
The Turkes, when they turkrited it [the Mosque of St.

Sophia), threw downe the Altars.

Purehaf, Pilgrimage, p. 298.

turkeis'-'t, . A Middle English form of tur-

quoise.
turken (ter'ken), r. [< ME. tnrkanen, with for-

mative -en 1
, prop, torken. < OF. torquer, twist,

turn, < L. torquere, twist : see tort 1
. Cf. turkix*.

\

I. iiitrtius. It. To turn toward: with icitli. 2.

To revolve ideas in the mind ; ponder ; muse,
as on what one means to do. Sometimes spelled
tiKirrtiii. Ray; Grose; Halliiccll. [Prov. Eug.]
H.t trans. To turn; alter.

This poeticall licence is a shrewde fellow, and . . . >nr-

kentth all things at pleasure.
Gmtcwjiit, Notes on Eng. Verse (Steele Cbis, ed. Arber,

[p. 37).

His majesty calleth for subscription unto articles of re-

ligion ; but tin-y are nut either articles of his own lately

devised, or the old newly turkeiirtl.

llmjer*. On the Thirty-nine Articles. Pref., $ 2S.

turkey

TurkeSCOt "er-kes'ko), . [< Kp. Turquesro =
It. Tin-i-lHxi-ii. < Ml,. / TH I'l-iis. Turk:

IM /'</. Cf. Y/7.M.si.] Turkish.

I In- said danlneUof slluer, hauinu-ilie '/WJrMeostampe
.in both sidem. llakluyt't t'oyaget, 11. -J7i

Turkess (ter'kes), n. [< Turk + **.] A fe-

mali' Turk.

Dlmlainfnl Turken. Marluire, Tamburlaine, I., III. 8.

Turkestan tulip. See <//>.

turkey tter'ki), n. [Formerly also ti/rlai, ii

kir; sliort for Turkey-cock or '/"//,'// ///, 'cock'

or 'hen of Turkey,' Turkey here meaning
'Tatary' or vaguely 'Asia,' whence the bird

was at first supposed to come; < F. Trv//'.
Turkey, < Tun; Turk : see '/')/. The bird was
also supposed to come from India, being also

called <!/</. .;/' liuliu. V. ///. i/'lmli . now dinde,
hen of India,' Sp. i/ulHim <li' Imini, 'hen of In-

dia,' It. gallo or ijitllimi <F liuliu,
' cock ' or ' hen

of India,' U. lui/iiniinclielienn or linn (Minsheu).
'Indian lien,' also CalecutixHu-r liulm or Inmn
(cf. I). kntk<ifn) 'cock' or 'hen of Calicut.' It

was also referred to Africa, being called Guinea-
hen (dinnie heiine, etc.), orheit of (liiinea (hcnne
til' Ctiiiiii', etc.), and confused with the guinea-
hen as now so known; Sp. gallina Moriscu,
'Moorish hen,' etc. (So maize, or Indian corn,
was supposed to come from 'Turkey'

or Asia,
and was called Turkey-wheat.) The Hind, name
\sj>eru. perhaps referring to its American ('Pe-
ruvian ') origin. The Ar. name in Egypt is dik

riimi, 'fowl of Turkey.'] 1. An American gal-
linaceous bird of the genus Mcleagris ; any spe-
cies of Meleagridie. See the technical names.
Turkeys are of two totally distinct species: oneof these has
two varieties, both widely known and with a long Intricate

history; the other species is practically unknown, except
in ornithology, (a) The turkey now living wild in M exlco,
and everywhere domesticated, became 'known to Euro-

peans almost immediately upon the discovery of Mexico

by the .Spaniards in 1518. It was described by Oviedo, in

or about 1527, as already domesticated among Christians

and elsewhere than in New Spain (Mexico); it was called

pavo, and the strutting of the gobbler with stiffly erect

spread tail, like that of the peacock, was noted. It is

traditional, and not incredible though unproved, that the

turkey reached England In 1524, and certain that It was
established in domestication In Europe by 1530. There Is

English documentary evidence of the turkey in 1541 ; the

bird was first figured, both by Belon and by Gesner, in

1555 ; and by 1576 It had already taken up iU since estab-

lished connection with Chiistmas festivities. It is quite

probable, but not in evidence, that there were other and

very early (perhaps the earliest) European importations of

turkeys from New England: if so, the domestic bird would
be a composite of the two feral varieties noted below.
From Gesner on. for about 200 years, the usual technical

name of the turkey was gallo^aco (with variants gallo-

pavut and gallnpara, sometimes patvgallnft, and qualified
as gallopavo nilvestri*. gallopavo crixtdttm, simulating a

modern binomial). But meanwhile, by some confusion
with the African guinea hen, the exact date and occasion
of which are open to conjecture, the turkey as domesti-

cated In Europe was called meleayrit (so C'harleton,
" Ex-

ercitatiunes," 1677, and on to Linnreus, "Fauna Suecica,"

1748). These two synonyms thus ran parallel for many
jean, till In the Linnean "Systema Naturae," 1758, they
were united in the onyin Meleagrit gattopavo. There had
not then been, nor was there for some time afterward, any
suspicion that two different species, or well-marked feral

races, of the turkey existed in America (both covered by the

term M. gallo/jam). One of these, the ordinary wild turkey
of the United State, was first technically specified by Wil-

liam Bertram, In 1791, as *. amerieana, and was soon after

Wild Turkey of the United Stales \Mtltagrtt fatlofavt
atHfricatta}, male.

twice renamed by Vieillot, as M. tylwttrwand M.fera. The
other of tin-He, native in Mexico, and also extending into

adjoining regions of the United States, was by John Gould,
in I860, specified as .If. mexicana. This renaming accentu-
ated the actual distinctions between the two kinds of tur-

keys, and also the fact, not before made prominent, that

Gould's Mexican species was more like the ordinary do-

mestic liinl than !ik,- the ti-ral bird of the Vnited Statea.

Hence .V. inej-ic>u>a is rightly taken to be a mere synonym
of .M. gallopani, which latter name, as based mainly IT

wholly upon domesticated descendants of the Mexican
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:orm, is properly restricted to these and to their feral turkeyback (ter'ki-bak), H. A large variety
stock; and the distinctive onym of the United States of the vellovvshauk, Tohinus melanoleucus. G.
wild turkey becomes M. americana (lifter Bartram), or it.

wlmitrii (after Vieillot, with those who decline to rec-

ognize Bartram's names on the ground that his nomen-
clature was not systematically binomial). The distinc-

tions, though not trenchant, are obvious. (1) The north-

ern wild turkey inhabits or has inhabited the eastern

half of the United States, norlh into Canada, where It

still occurs, northwest to some parts of the Missouri

region, and southwest to Texas; it has been for many
years extirpated from New England, where it formerly

abounded; it lingers in the Middle States, still occurs

in the immediate vicinity of Washington, and is com-
mon in the South and West. The head and upper
part of the neck are naked, bristly, and carunculatc, with

an erect fleshy process on the former and a dewlap on

the latter ; a long bunch of coarse hairy feathers hangs
from the breast ; the tarsi are naked, scutellate before and

behind, and spurred in the cock ;
the tail is broad and

rounded, of fourteen to eighteen feathers, capable of erec-

tion into a circular disk (indicating the relationship of the

turkey to the peafowl, and so of the 31clear/ridse to the

Phasianidie). The plumage is compact and lustrous, and
that of the body is almost entirely of blackish bronzed tints,

not markedly whitening on the rump, upper tail-coverts,

and ends of the tail-feathers. The cock or gobbler is

3 feet or more in total length, and may acquire a weight
of 30 pounds, though the average is much less ; the hen
is considerably smaller and lighter. The wild turkey is

confined to woodland. It continues abundant enough to

retain economic importance, and its chase is a distinct

branch of field sport; it is usually pursued with the shot-

gun, like other game-birds, or stalked with the rifle, like

larger game ; it may be decoyed by imitating its gobbling
(see turkey-call), and where abundant may be trapped
(see turkey-pen). The female nests on the ground, and

lays a numerous clutch of eggs of a bun" color profusely

speckled with dark brown. The eggs have often been
hatched under the domestic turkey, but the difficulty of

immediately domesticating this feral stock is great. (2)

The Mexican turkey, found wild in Texas, New Mexico,
and Arizona, as well as southward, is mainly distinguished
by the chestnut-brown upper tail-coverts with paler or

whitish tips, and the similar light tips of the tail-feathers.

This marking is usually distinctive, as when dark-colored
individuals of the tame turkey are marketed unplucked
for wild turkeys. Under domestication, now protracted
for more than 300 years, this turkey has tended to enor-
mous development of the caruncles and dewlap, oc-

casionally sports a topknot of feathers, and runs into

several color-strains which may be perpetuated by me-
thodical selection. One of these, known in England as
the Norfolk, tends to melanism, being chiefly of a luster-

less blackish color; but the usual variation is in the oppo-
site direction, resulting in the variegated plumage of the
breed known in England as the Cambridyeshire, and in the

buff, the pied, and even the white color-strain. (See also
bronze turkey, under bronze.)

Hares, Patridges, Turfdes, or Egges, fat or leane, young
or old, they devoure all they can catch in their power.

Capt. John Smith, Works, 1. 134.

The Turkey [in New England] is a long Fowl, of a black

colour, yet is his flesh white ; he is much bigger than our
English Turky ; He hath long Leggs wherewith he can
run as fast as a Dog, and can fly as fast as a Goose.

S. Clarke, Four Plantations in America (1678), p. 36.

(6) The second species of Meleayris is M. ocellata, the ocel-

lated turkey of Honduras and some other parts of Central
America. This is much smaller and more beautiful than

Ocellatecl Turkey (Mtleafris octllala).

the other ; the plumage is intensely lustrous, and in part
eyed with iridescent ocelli, recalling those of the peacock;
the bare head is deep-blue, studded with caruncles of an
orange color, and no dewlap is developed.
2. With qualifying term, one of several differ-
ent Australian birds which resemble or suggest
the turkey. See phrases below Bronze turkey
See bronze. Cambridgeshire turkey. See def. i (a) (>).

[Eng.] Colorado turkey. See Tantalus.- Crested
turkey, a variety of the domestic turkey having a top-
knot of feathers. This has long been known ; it was fig-
ured by Albin in 1738, and was the gaUnpam cristate of
various authors. Honduras turkey, the ocellated tur-
key. Mexican turkey. See def. 1 (a). Native turkey,the Australian bustard, Otis (ChorMia) austrnlis. [Anglo-
Australian.] New England Wild turkey, the feral tur-
key of the region named. This was early noted as differ-
ing from the domestic bird in its dark color and supposed
greater size, and was the gallopaco sijlvestris of various
writers, as Ray, 1713. Its size was usually exaggerated,
even up to a weight of 60 pounds (Brisson, 1760). See def.
1 (a) (1), and quotation from Clarke.-Norfolk turkey
See def. i (a) (-2). [Eng.] - Ocellated turkey. See def 1

(ft). Wild turkey. See def. 1 (a). (See als

water-turkey.)

Trim/bull, 1888. [Salem, Massachusetts.]

turkeybeard (ter'ki-berd), n. A liliaceous

plant of the genus Xeropliytlum. Also turkcy'g-
beard.

turkey-berry (ter'ki-ber'i), w. 1. The fruit

of species of lihamnus, used in dyeing. See
Persian berries, under Persian. 2. Either of

the plants Solanum mammosum and S. torvum.

[West Indies.] 3. A West Indian tree, Cordiit

Collococca, bearing a small purple drupe ; also,

its fruit.

turkeyberry-tree (ter'ki-ber-i-tre), . See

turkey-berry, 3.

turkey-bird (ter'ki-berd), . The wryneck,
lynx torquilla. [Local, British.]

turkey-blossom (ter'ki-blos''um), n. See Tri-

bidus.

turkey-buzzard (ter'ki-buz"ard), n. An Amer-
ican vulture of the family Catliartidee, the Ca-
thartes aura, common and wide-spread through
the greater part of North and South Amer-
ica: generally so called in the United States
in distinction from the black vulture, or car-

rion-crow, of that country, Catharista atrata:

more fully called red-headed turkey-bu:;ard. This
well-known and very useful bird is abundant in most of

the States, extends northward to Canada, and in the
Southern States is an efficient scavenger. It is from 27 to

30 inches long, and about 60 inches in extent, of a blackish-

brown color, blacker on the wings and tail, and grayer on
the wing-coverts ; the whole head is bare of feathers, and
of a reddish color ranging from livid crimson to pale car-

mine in the adults ; the beak is white ; the feet are flesh-

colored, and the eyes brown. The naked skin of the head
is wrinkled and sparsely bristled

;
the feathers begin in a

circle around the upper part of the neck, and do not run

up in a point on the hindhead as in the black vulture.

Though ill-favored and bad-smelling when in hand, on
the wing the turkey-buzzard is one of the most graceful
of birds, soaring and sailing with a strong and buoyant
flight on motionless pinions, and affording one of the best

examples of this kind of flight. It nests on the ground
or near it in hollow stumps and logs, and lays usually two
eggs, white or creamy, boldly spotted and blotched with
shades of rich brown and neutral tints. The young hatch
clothed with whitish down. This vulture has the trick of

"playing possum
" when captured. The question whether

it finds its food by scent or sight, or both, is still dis-

cussed. See cut under Cathartes.

turkey-call (tfer'ki-kal), n. An instrument pro-
ducing a sound which resembles the gobbling
of the turkey-cock, used as a decoy.
Turkey carpet. See carpet.

turkey-COCk (ter'ki-kok), . [Orig. Turkey-cock
or Turkey cock (Turkie-cock, etc.), < Turkey, the

country so called (see turkey), + cock1 .] The
bird now called turkey (including the female);

properly, the male of the turkey, called the

gobbler; hence, a person of great personal
vanity and foolish pride: so called in allusion

to the strutting of the bird.

Puppet-like thou dost advaunce thy crest,
And swell in big lookes like some turtcie-cocke,

Ready to burst with pride.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 87.

Here he comes, swelling like a turkey-cock.

Shall., Hen. V., v. 1. 16.

turkey-corn (ter'ki-korn), n. Same as squirrel-
corn.

Turkey corn. See maize, 1.

turkey-fat ore (ter'ki-fat or). A bright orange-
yellow variety of zinc carbonate (smithsonite),
colored by cadmium sulphid. It occurs in

mammillary forms in the zinc region of south-
western Missouri. [Local.]

turkey-feather laver (ter'ki-feTH"er la'ver).
A plant : same as pcacoclfs-tail.

turkey-gnat (ter'ki-nat), n. A small black fly,

Simulium meridio-

nale, which attacks

poultry in the south-
ern and western
United States, par-
ticularly in the Mis- .^mS/7 ^^ /

sissippi valley. Com-
pare cut under Simu-
lium.

turkey-gobbler (ter'-

ki-gob"ler), w. The
turkey-cock. Seegob-^

turkey-grass (ter'ki-

gras), n. The cleav-
ers or goose-grass,
G-alium Aparine. [Lo-
cal, Eng.]
Turkey gum. See gum arable, under f/ttm~.

turkey-hen (ter'ki-hen), n. [Orig. Turkey-lien
or Turkey lien : see turkey-cock and turkey.] The
hen or female of the turkey.

Turkman

Turkey-hone (tOr'ki-hon), . Same as T/irkey-
stoitf. '2.

turkey-leather (ttrTd-lera'to), n. A leather

prepared by oil-tawing without first removing
the hair sid'e, the flesh side being blackened in

the usual way: used for women's boots and
shoes.

turkey-louse (ter'ki-lous), n. Goniodessti/lifer,
a bird-louse or mallophagous insect of the fam-

ily PliUoptcridir, which infests the domestic

turkey, having the sides of the abdomen fringed
with long hairs.

Turkey myrrh. See myrrh.
Turkey oak. See oak.

turkey-pea (tur'ki-pe), n. 1. Same as squirrel-
corn. A\so wild-turkeypea. 2. The hoary pea,
Tephrosia Virqiniana. See Teplirosia. [South-
ern U. S.]

turkey-pen (ter'ki-pen), n. A pen contrived
for trapping turkeys in parts of the United
States where they were abundant. It was simply
constructed of rails forming four sides and a top, with a
low entrance at one place to admit the birds, which were
tolled by sprinkling corn to some distance from the open-
ing, as well as inside the inclosure. There was no special
contrivance to prevent exit, as the efficiency of the trap
depended on the fact that the turkeys, on finding them
selves shut in, would carry their heads too high to notice
the place through which they had crept to pick up the
corn.

turkey-ppult (ter'ki-polt), n. The pullet or

young of the turkey.
T?urkey red. 1. Seerafl. 2. The cotton cloth

dyed of this color, formerly brought from the

East, but now made in western Europe and in

America. Mock Turkey red. See barwood. Tur-
key red oil See redi.

Turkey-slate (ter'ki-slat), n. Same as Turkey-
stone, 2.

Turkey-Stone (ter'ki-ston), . [Formerly also

tttrky-stone; < Turkey (see turkey) + stone.] If.
A turquoise.
She shows me her ring of a Turky-stone, set with little

sparks of dyamonds. Pepys, Diary, Feb. 18, 1667-68.

2. A very fine-grained silicious rock, commonly
of a yellowish or bluish color. It is used with oil

for sharpening small cutting-instruments. It is common-
ly called Turkey oil-stone, as it comes from the interior of
Asia Minor. All the so-called hones and oil-stones are al-

most entirely made up of very fine particles of silica, and
the quality of the article varies with the fineness and
sharpness of the grain and the compactness of the stone.
Some varieties of hone and oil-stone are highly valued for

putting a flue edge on delicate cutting-instruments, and
bring very high prices.

turkey-vulture (ter'ki-vul'tur), n. The tur-

key-buzzard: more fully called red-headed tur-

key-vulture.

Turkey wheat. See wheat.
Turkic (ter'kik), a. Same as Turkish. An-

throfol. Jour., XIX. 30. [Bare.]
turkiest, See turquoise.

turkisH, '' ' [Also torkess; < OF. torquiss, tor-

quer, turn: see turkeu.] To turn; alter.

He taketh the same sentence out of Esay (somewhat
turkised) for his poesie as well as the rest.

Bp. Bancroft, Survey of Pretended Holy Discipline (1593),

[p. G. (Dames.)

turkis2 (ter'kis), n. Same as turquoise. Ten-

nyson.
Turkish (ter'kish), a. and n. [= D. Tiirksch
= G. Turkisch = Sw. Turkish = Dan. Tyrkisk;
as Turk* + -i7(l. Cf. Turkeis^.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to Turkey or the Turks
; character-

istic of, made in, or derived from Turkey : as,
Turkish misrule; Turkish rugs Turkish bath.
See 6a(Ai. Turkish carpet. See carpet. Turkish
crown, in her. Sameasiwrfom. Turkish manna. Same
as trehala. Turkish music, music produced entirely
with Oriental instruments of percussion, like drums, cym-
bals, bells, etc. Turkish pound. See limi, 2. Turkish
saddle, tobacco, etc. See the nouns. Turkish sponge,
the Turkey cup-sponge, Spomjia adriatiea, a bath-sponge
of line quality. Turkish towel, Turkish toweling, a

rough towel or toweling-material with a long nap which
is usually composed of uncut loops. Besides its use for
the bath, etc., it is often made a background for embroi-

dery. Turkish Wheat. See wheat.

II. n. The language of the Turks, a member
of the Ural-Altaic family of languages, having
several dialects, of which the literary language
of the Ottoman Turks is the best-known. It is

commonly written with the Arabic alphabet.
Turkishly (ter'kish-li)', adv. In the manner
of the Turks. Quarterly Rerj.

Turkishnesst (tor'kish-nes), n. The character
or condition of being Turkish ; hence, heathen-
ism; paganism; barbarism. Aselinm, Toxophi-
lus, i.

turkie (ter'kl), n. [Also tarkle.] A turtle or
tortoise. [Prov. Eng. and U. S.]
Turkman (terk'man), . [< Turk1 + man. Cf.

Turkoman.] Same as Turkoman. Byron, The
Island, ii. 19.



Turks-head, a.

Turko

Turkq, - See Turcol.

turkoiS, a. See lHniiini.tr.

Turkoman (tor'ko-man), . [Also
= F. 'I'lirann nn. 'I'n rl:niiiiin = li. Tiiii.'iiiiiiiin

(Russ. Tiii-l:ini'iii tin. etc.); lilt. < I'ers. Turk.
Turk, Turk.] A member of a brunch ol tin-

Turkish race, fiminl ehicllv in mitral Asia (in

li'iissiaii territory), IVrsia. aii'l Afghanistan.
\i-aily all are noiiiuiU Aninni; the tiilii- an' Ihe'l'ekkes

of Merv and Akhal, the sutik-, t (:. Also Turkman.--
Turkoman Carpet, " caipct m:ulc hy (lie nomads on
the norlhci n I pin tiers of Persia, usually simple in tl> H-n.
but of soft and long imp and rich colors.

Turk's-cap (terks'kup), n. 1. The niiirtagiin-

lily, IIIin in Miirliii/nii ; also, the American

swamp-lily. I.. .tn/i< rhi/m. Also called 3'//;7.V

<-iil> lit:/. Sec iiiiirliii/iiii unil lily. 2. A species
of melon-cactus. S/itlOGUCtoU cuiiiiiiiiiiis. Also

Tiiiic's-i'iifi fiii'lii.t, Tnrk's-heutl. 3. A variety of
winter squash.
Turk's-head (terks'hed), n. 1. Same as Tiirl'x-

I'liji, '_'. 2. .\inil., a form
of knot made by weaving
turns of small cord round
a larger rope. A similar
knot is largely used in or-

namenting whip-handles.
3. A long broom with spherical head, for sweep-
ing ceilings, etc.

He saw a great Turt't-head besom poked up at him.
Bulicer, My Novel, x. 20.

4. A pan for baking cake, having a tin core in

the center, thus bringing heat into the middle
of the cuke.

Turk's-turban (terks'ter'ban), w. A plant of
the genus Iliiiniiiriilus; crowfoot.

turky 1
!, . An obsolete spelling of turkey.

turky2
t, a. [Abbr. of Turky-stom; Tini,-i //-.stone.]

Same as Turkey-stone, 1. Sandys, Travailes,
p. 173.

Turky-stonet, See Turkey-stone.
Turky-wheatt, . See Turkey-wheat.

Turlington's balsam. See benzoin.

turlough (ter'loch), . [< Ir. turloeh, a dry
lake, \tur, bare, dry, + loch, lake: see lough,'}
In Ireland, a temporary pond or lake in certain
limestone districts.

Some [sluggas] are abrupt deep holes, others open into
shallow hollows; and when the water during floods rises
in the latter, it overflows the adjoining lands, forming the

turloughs, which are usually lakes in winter and callows
in summer. KiiMhan, Geol. of Ireland, p. 326.

Turlupin (ter'lu-pin), n. [OF., appar. a par-
ticular use, in contempt, of turliipin, "a grub,
mushrome, start-up, new-nothing man of no
value" (Cotgrave, ed. 1611); origin unknown.]
In eccles. hist., a name given to the members of
a French sect of about the fourteenth century,
which held views very similar to those of the
Brethren of the Free Spirit.

The Turlupim were first known by the names Beghards,
or Beghins, and brothers and sisters of the free spirit.
The common people alone called them Turiupins, a name
which seems obviously to be connected with the wolvish
bowlings which these people, in all probability, would
make in their religious ravings. Their subsequent name
of the fraternity of poor men might have been the cause
why the wandering rogues, called Bedlam beggars, as-

sumed or obtained the title of Titrlupiitg or Turlygoods,
especially if their mode of asking alms was accompanied
by the gesticulations of madmen.

Douce, 111. of Shakspeare.

turm (term),i. [< L. tiirmii, a troop; cf. turba,
a troop, crowd : see turba, (wK&j A troop ;

a turma.

Legions and cohorts, tunas of horse and wings.
Milton, P. R., iv. 66.

turma (ter'mS), .; pi. titrm.T (-me). [L. : see
In r HI.'] Among the Romans, a company of cav-

alry, consisting at first of thirty and afterward
of thirty-two men.

turmalin, turmaline (ter'ma-lin), H. Same as
tfnirninUn.

turmeric (ter'me-rik), w. [Formerly also titr-

Meriofc(NL. turim-ricn, Minsheu); cf.F. terrc-nic-

rite (NL. terra nterita), turmeric (as if < L. terra.

earth, + merita, deserved, deserving, taken in
the forced sense of 'excellent'); both prob. cor-

ruptions of an Oriental name, perhaps of Ar.
kurkum, saffron: see curcuma.] 1. The rhi-

zome of Curcuma longa, a plant of the ginger
family, native and long cultivated in the East
Indies. It has a central ovoid body and lateral elongated
tulKTs called respectivelj r..mid mt\ long turmeric, former-
ly supposed to come from ililferent species. Turmeric is

of a itecp Urownish or greenish yellow, inwardly orange, of
a resinous consistence and peculiar aromatic odor. It is

prepared for use by grinding. In India it is most laiyly
employed :isa condiment, pal ticnlarly as an ingredient in

oarry-powdera. It Ims the property of an aromatic stiin-

ulunt, and is there tfiven internally for various troubles,
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and applied externally for skin-diseases. In western conn-
tries its chief use (nw dt liniti-j) ha* been that of a dye-
tutf, in which capacity ir altords I'cailtlful but fugitive
shades of yellow . at pi esciit a leading use in in the prep-
aration of a teat-pap-'! r..ll. .1 turmeric-paper or curcuma-
paper. The coloring niatli i i- ./u ; and the
oil to which its aromatic taste and smell arc due, tur-

meric-nil or tunnfnl. Sometimes called Indian tafron.
The Hindu name is huldee.

2. Tin' plant producing turmeric. 3. The
bloodroot.N" mini inn in I'm,ml, iin'm.- African tur-
meric, tin- rootstock of a species of Cantta, having prop-
erties like those of turmeric, cultivated in Hierra Leone,
;iinl miifh lined by the natives for dyeing yellow.

turmeric-oil (ur'mg-iik-oil), . The oil of tur-
meric.

turmeric-paper (ter'me-rik-pa'per), . See
/I'l/H r.

turmeric-plant (ter'me-rik-plant), H. Same as
liiriiii-rii\ U.

turmeric-root ( ter' me-ri k-rdt), n. 1 . The com-
mon turmeric. 2. fhe yellowroot, /li/ttrnxti*
Clllllllll -Mfii.l.

turmeric-tree (ter'me-rik-tre), n, Arutaceous
tree. Arrouycliiit Itiniiri, of southeastern Aus-
tralia. It is a moderate-sized tree with 11 hard, close-

grained, and strong yellow wood, and a bright-yellow
inner hark used for dyeing.

turmerol (t^r'me-rol), . [< tnrmer(ic) + -ol.]

Turmeric-oil.
turmoil (ter'moil), r. [Formerly also turiiiiiyle:

prob. from an OF. verb connected with OF. tre-

iiiniiille, also tramciil, also tremoie, treniuye, tre-

mie, the hopper of a mill, < tremuer, agitate, < L.
trimi r<\ shake, tremble: see tremble.] I. traun.

To disturb
; agitate ;

trouble
; disquiet.

A ship vnto a certaine haven bent,
Turmvilde in Neptunes watry element.

Times' Whittle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 1 IX

In his time Island was turmoilcd with many fierce muti-
nies, llaklwjt't Voyayet, I. 571.

Quentln resorted to a solitary walk, . . . and there
endeavoured to compose his turmailed and scattered

thoughts. Scott, Quentin thirward, v.

Il.t intrans. To labor amid trouble, worri-

ment, or vexation ; be disquieted or in trouble ;

worry.
I was once In examination before five or six bishops,

where I had much turmoiliny. Latimer, Misc. .-'!.

Some notable Sophister lies sweating and tunnoyling
under the inevitable and mercilesse dilemma's of Socrates.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

turmoil (ter'moil), w. [Formerly also turmoyle;
< turmoil, r.] Distracting stir, bustle, commo-
tion, confusion, or din ; tumult

; disturbance
;

agitation; trouble; disquiet.
There I'll rest, as after much turmoil

A blessed soul doth in Elysium.
Shot., T. G. of V., ii. 7. i.

-Syn. Confusion, bustle, uproar,

turmoiloust, [Early mod. E. termoylous; <

turmoil + -OM*.] Troublous.

Saynct Angustyne . . . was surelye an excellent* man.
of dyuyne wltte, and knowledge, and so trauayled in set-

tynge foorth Chrfstes true Relygion in those termoylous
dnyes . . . that he is worthelye called a Doctour and Pyl-
ler of Christes t'hurche.

R. Eden, First Books on America (ed. Arber), p. 10.

turn (tern), v. [Early mod. E. also tourn, torn :

< ME. turncn. ti/rnen, tirnen (< AS.), slsotourntn,
tonicn (< OF.); AS. tyrnan, turnian, turn (cf.
G. turncn, tilt, just, practise gymnastics, also
MHO. Or. ttirnieren, tilt, just, tourney. = Icel.

tiirna, turn, turnera, tilt, tourney, < OF.), =
OF. torner, tourncr, F. towrner = Pr. Sp. Pg.
tornar= lt. tornare,<.'L. tornare, turn inalathe,
round off, ML. turn (in various uses) (cf. Or.

Topvcveiv, work with a turners' chisel, turn in a
lathe, round off, turn, ropvoi-adat, make round),
< tornus, < Gr. T&pvoc, a tool used by carpenters
to draw circles with, a kind of compasses, also a
turners' chisel

; akin to rop6f, piercing, < reipeiv,

pierce, L. terere, rub away: see terebrate, trite,

'*"#] I. trans. 1. To form or fashion (a piece
of wood or metal), with a chisel, while the

object is rotated in a lathe; shape, as wood,
metal, or other hard substance, especially into
round or rounded figures, by means of a lathe :

as, to / H ni the legs of a chair or a table
;
to turn

ivory figures.
A tumid beddstedd corded x.
Quoted in //. Uatt's Society in Elizabethan Age, App., I.

I could (urn you a rare handle for that crutch-stick.

Dictem, Our Mutual Friend, iv. 16.

2. To round
; execute in rounded outlines

hriiiR to perfection of shape, form, or style
hence, to form, fashion, or shape in any way
as, to turn a sentence.

The edge ... is decked w ith many pretty litle turned

pillers, either of marble or free stone, to leane over.

Coryat, Crudities. I. 205.

turn

Bring all to the forge and file again : torn It anew.
/;. -' Dlscoreriet

To play with this smooth, rntinil,

And well-torntd chin, as with the billiard ball.

/I. Jaiuuu, Devil is an Asa, II. 2.

But now, my muse, a softer strain rehearse.
Turn every line with art, ami .MinMith thv verse.

Additon, The Greatest English I'oets

Then her shape
From forehead down to foot perfect again
From foot to forehead exquisitely lurn'ii.

Ti-ntiifK'in, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. To adapt; make suitable, fit. or proper.
However Improper he might have been for studies of a

higher nature, he was perfectly well turned fi>r the occu-

pation of trade and commerce.
Addition, Spectator, No. 108.

A man who is not turned fur mirthful meetings of men,
or assemblies of the fair sex. Kteele, Spectator, No. 49.

My self not trying, or not turn'd to please,
May lay the Line, and measure out the Ways.

Comjrtoe, Of Pleasing.

4. To cause to revolve about an axis, or to move
round on or as on a center

;
cause to rotate : as,

to turn a crank.

She would have made Hercules have turned spit.

Shot., Much Ado, if. 1. 261.

5. To execute by whirling or revolving.
Here IB a boy that loves to run. swim kick football, turn

somersets. 0. W. Iloima, Professor, vili.

6. To revolve in the mind ; regard from differ-

ent points of view ; consider and reconsider ;

ponder.
Turn these Ideas about In your mind, and take a view

of them on all sides. n .. r
.

7. To go, pass, or move round
; go or get round

or to the other side of : as, to turn the stake-
boat in a race.

My tutor appears so able that ... it must be my own
fault if I am not a complete rogue before 1 turn the corner.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, lit 1.

8. To change the course or direction of ; cause
to move, tend, or be aimed or pointed in an op-
posite or different direction, or toward a differ-

ent object, purpose, or the like ; divert from
one way, course, or channel into another.

Hell turn your current in a ditch. Shalt., COT., III. 1. 96.

He had very much turned his studies . . . Into the lives
of Don Bellianlsof Greece. Guy of Warwick, ''the Seven
Champions," and other historians of that age.

Sttele, Taller, No. 95.

The king now turned his thoughts upon a nobler object.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 72.

The king, who would never have made such a devise in

his better days, was more easily turned from his purpose
now than he would once have been.

PieiKott, Ferd. and Isa., II. 24.

Hence (a) To head off: as, to turn a runaway horse.

(6) To reverse; repeal.

God will turn thy captivity, and have compassion upon
thee. Di nt. xxx. 3.

It is not in thy power to turn this destiny.
Fletcher (and another ?), Prophetess, ill. S.

(c) To direct; aim : as, to (urn the hose on a burning build-

ing.

A man, though he turn* his eyes toward an object, yet
he may choose whether he will curiously survey it. Locke.

As he gazed with wonder, the youth turned upon him a

piece of lighted bog-wood which he carried in a lantern.

Scott, Fair Maid of Perth, xxlx.

(<f) To put or apply ; use or employ ; utilize: as, to (urn

everything to advantage or account
Great Apollo

Turn all to the best ! Shak., W. T., Hi. 1. 15.

I am a man out of all business, and would willingly turn

my head to any thing for an honest livelihood.

Addison, Spectator, No. 261.

Some, who turn their travels to the greatest advantage,
endeavour to mix with the people of the country', and with
all strangers, in order to make proper observations on cus-
toms and manners.

Pococte, Description of the East, II. II. 277.

(e) To blunt (literally by turning over) : as, to (urn the
edge of a knife. See the phrase below. (/) To send ;

drive : force : with of, out, upon, etc. : as, to (urn cattle
out to feed ; to turn a servant nut of the bouse.

And jif thel talke of tales vn-trewe,
Thou (orn hem out of that entent.

lliltiuut to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. 8.), p. 108.

Let me be corrected,
To break my stubbornness, if It be so.
Rather than turn me of; and I shall mend.

Beau, and Fl., Fhilaster, U. 1.

A vessel sent by some merchants to carry provisions to
La Tour was fallen into the hands of D'Aulnay, who had
made prize of her, and turned the men upon nn island.

Wiiithrop, Hist. Sew England, II. 267.

9. To change the position of; shift or change to
or as to the top, bottom, front, or back ; reverse
or invert; turn upside down or inside out: as.

to turn an hour-glass; to turn flapjacks on a
jrriilille; to turn one's cunt.

If I were angry, I ink-lit turn the Buckle of my Girdle
behinde me.

S. Alextander, quoted in Wimvood's Memorial!, i. 468.



turn

This house is turned upside down since Robin Ostler

died. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 11.

I talke and prate, and lay 't not on their jackes,
And the proud Jacks care not a fig for me ;

But bones a me, lie tunie anotllei leafe.

Heyiromi, If you Know not me (Works, ed. 1874, I. 257).

When she [the hen] has laid her eggs in such a manner
that she can cover them, what care does she take in turn-

ing them frequently, that all parts may partake of the vital

warmth. Addition, Spectator, No. 120.

10. To throw; overthrow; overturn.

All Troy for to take and time at hor wille.

Destruction of Trail (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4508.

The Troiens with tene thai tirnyt to ground,
Kyld of hor knightes <fe comyns full mony.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 10282.

lit. To set.

The Troiens thaire tore shippis hade turnyt on ffyre,
Wold haue brent horn barly, botis & other.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7112.

12f. To return; send back.
Tell her I sent it to make merry with,
She'll turn us thanks at least !

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, i. 2.

13. To transfer; put into other hands; turn
over.
Our inheritance is turned to strangers, our houses to

aliens. Lani. v. 2.

14. To fold so that the other side may appear:
as, to turn down one's collar. 15. To remake
with the inside turned out ; make over again by
reversing the material : as, to turn a garment.
A pair of old breeches thrice turned.

Shale., T. of the S., iii. 2. 44.

Mrs. Cratchit, . . . dressed out but poorly in a twice-
turned gown. Dickens, Christmas Carol, iii.

Her satin gown had been turned and made over till

every possible capability of it was exhausted.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 51.

16. To change to another opinion or party;
change with respect to convictions, sentiments,
feelings, or conduct

;
convert or pervert.

One suffering for the truth turneth more than a thou-
sand sermons. Latimer, Misc. Sel.

Will nothing turn your unrelenting hearts?

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4. 59.

So, turn, good Lord, O turn the hearts of Princes,
Whose Rage their realms with Saints deer bloud berinses.

Sylvester, tr. of Bethulians Rescue, vi.

Wisest woman
That ever tipped her tongue with point of reasons,
To turn her hearers ! B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

17. To change or alter the nature, character,
or appearance of in any way ; change into some-
thing else; transform; transmute; metamor-
phose.

Watir to wyne he turned ryue,
He garte corne growe with-outen plogh,

Wher are was none. York Plays, p. 205.

There an Aungelhelde Jacob stille, and(rnrf his Name,
and cleped him Israel. Mandeville, Travels, p. 86.

There was sometime in (Ecea a woman called Circe, which
by enchantment . . . used with a drink to turn as many
men as received it into divers likeness and figures of sundry
beasts. Sir T. More, Life of Picus (Utopia, Int., p. Ixxxi.).

You may as well go about to turn the sun to ice with fan-
ning in his face with a peacock's feather.

Shale., Hen. V., iv. 1. 212.

They '11 turn me in your arms, Janet,
An adder and an ask.
The Young Tamlane (Child's Ballads, 1. 122).

Nay, must my mirth be so suddenly turned into bitter
bowlings, and my ease into a bed of flames?

Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. xi.

18. To change from one language or form of
expression to another; paraphrase; translate;
construe.
Most of these things we had from his own mouth, and

heard him turn the oriental languages into Latin very
readily. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 233.

At the age of eleven [Emerson] was turning Virgil into
very readable English heroics. O. W. Holmes, Emerson, i.

19. To change from a fresh, sweet, or other-
wise natural condition; cause to ferment, be-
come sour, or the like : as, warm weather turns
milk.

You've almost turned my good affection to you
Soured my sweet thoughts, all my pure purposes.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 3.

20. To put or bring into a certain state or con-
dition : as, the wine has turned him sick.
A slave that still . . . turns me to shame.

Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 4. 67.

Should I tell you gravely that without the help of coinswe should never have known which was the first of the
emperors that wore a beard, or rode in stirrups I might
turn my science into ridicule.

Addison, Dialogues on Medals, i.

2 If. To get around; trick; beguile; cheat.
Til he had torned him he coude not blinne.

Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 160.

22. To render unbalanced or unsound
; dis-

tract: as, to turn one's head. See the phrase be-
low Not to turn a hair. See haw. TO be turned,
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or to be turned Of, to be or to have advanced beyond :

said with regard to age.

Irus, though he /* now turned of fifty, has not appeared
in the world in his real character since five-and-twenty.

Steele, Spectator, No. ^G4.

When they [miners] are turned of thirty they begin to

look thin, and are much subject to plurisies and palsies.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 227.

Of late, trouble of another kind has been added. Tina
is a little turned of fifteen ;

she is going to be very beau-
tiful. H. B. Stom, Oldtown, p. 406.

To turn a cat-in-pan. See cati. To turn adrift.
See adrift. To turn against, (a) To use to the disad-

vantage or injury of : as, his argument was turned ayainxt
himself; they turned their arms against their friends. (&)
To render unfriendly or opposed to : as, his old comrade
was turned against him by false reports. To turn an
enemy's flank line, or position, to maneuver so as to

pass round his forces and attack him from the rear or on
the flank; hence, to turn one's flank, in a figurative

sense, to circumvent or outwit one.

Tom felt at once that his flank was turned.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 6.

A number of attempts were made by the enemy to turn
our right flank, where Sherman was posted, but every ef-

fort was repulsed with heavy loss.

U. S. Grant, Personal Memoirs, I. 339.

To turn a penny. See penny. To turn aside, to turn
to one side

;
ward off ; avert : as, to turn aside a blow or

a thrust. To turn away, (a) To turn in an opposite
or different direction ; avert.

She turn* away the face. Shak., Lncrece, 1. 1711.

(6) To turn aside
;
avert.

We pray to God to turn away some evil from us.

Whole Duty of Man.

(c) To dismiss from service; discharge; discard.

I must turn away some of my followers.

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 3. 4.

The Master of the House may turn away all his Servants,
and take whom he please. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 63.

To turn back, (a) To cause to return or retrace one's

footsteps : as, I was turned back by stress of weather. (fit)

To send back ; return.

We turn not back the silks upon the merchant
When we have soil'd them. Shak.

,
T. and C., ii. 2. 69.

To turn down, (a) To fold or double down.

Is not the leaf turn'd dmmt Shak., 3. C., iv. 3. 273.

(b) To lower by turning a stop-cock or the like : as, to
turn down the gas. (e) To snub; suppress. [Slang, XI. S.]

To turn flukes. See fluke i
. To turn forth

,
to drive

or cast out ; expel.

Turn melancholy forth to funerals.

Shak., M. N. D.,L 1. 14.

To turn head I
.
to turn round

;
face about.

Turn head, and stop pursuit. Sfiak., Hen. V., ii. 4. 69.

To turn In. (a) To fold or double in.

Thus a wise tailor is not pinching,
But turns at every seam an inch in.

Hudibras. (Imp. Diet.)

(b) To turn inward : said especially of the toes.

I gives 'em the hornpipe and the bandy jig, that's dan-
cing with my toes turned in.

Mayhem, London Labour and London Poor, III. 200.

(c) To hand over or deliver : as, to turn in the unexpended
balance. To turn in a deadeye or block, to fasten the
shroud or strap round the deadeye or block. To turn
Off. (a) To dismiss or put away summarily ; discard ;

dis-

charge.

He turned off his former wife to make room for this

marriage. Addison.

Servants sent on messages are apt to stay out somewhat
longer than the message requires. . . When you return,
the master storms, the lady scolds ; stripping, cudgelling,
and turning o/Tis the word.

Swift, Advice to Servants (General Directions),

(it) To give over; consign.
The murmurer is turned off to the company of those

doleful creatures that Inhabit the ruins of Babylon.
Government of the Tongue.

(c) To turn aside
; divert.

The institution of sports and shows was intended, by
all governments, to turn of the thoughts of the people
from busying themselves in matters of state.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 34.

(d) To perform ; accomplish; complete.
Whatever he may say of its quality, the German official

or man of business is always appalled at the quantity of
work his compeer here can turn off in a given time.

O. S. Hall, German Culture, p. 306.

(e) To shut off, as a fluid, by means of a stop-cock, valve,
etc., so as to prevent its operation or effect ; stop or with-
draw the effective supply of : as, to turn off the gas the
water, or the steam. (f) To hang, as a criminal ; hence,
with humorous allusion to the "noose," to put through
the marriage ceremony ; marry. [Slang.]
Some minutes after he was turned off, a Reprieve came

for him, and being immediately cut down, he soon reviv'd
to the admiration of all Spectators.
The Flying Post, Dec. 11, 1705, quoted in Ashton's Social

[Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 215.

I saw them turned off at igsackly a quarter past 12.

Thackeray, Yellowplush Papers, Mr. Deuceace at Paris, ix.

to) To give a different turn or direction to, or a different
meaning or effect to ; turn aside : as, to turn off a joke.
To turn on, to open a passage to, or admit, as a fluid bymeans of a stop-cock or valve, so as to bring into actua'l
operation or use

; bring into play the effective supply of
as, to turn on the gas, steam, or water. To turn one's
coat, to change sides ; go over to another party, sect, or
the like ; become a pervert. Compare turncoat.

turn

They blackguarded him like good 'uns said he only
wanted to get into the House to finger the salary and then
turn his coat. GrenvUlr-Murray, "Member for Paris, xx.

Mr. Bright should be the last man to charge a political
opponent with turning hit coal.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 526.

To turn one's hand, to apply or adapt one's self.

A good Servant sliou'd turn his Hand to every thing in
a Family. Steele, Tender Husband, ii. 1.

To all things could he turn his hand.
Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

To turn one's head or brain, (a) To make one giddy
or dizzy, as by looking down from a great height. (6) To
infect one with extravagant notions, as of pride or conceit ;

as, the attentions shown him quite turned his head.

For the benefit of such whose heads are a little turned,
... I shall assign one of the sides of the college which
I am erecting for the cure of this dangerous distemper
[pride]. Steele, Taller, No. 127.

The spirit of public fanaticism turned their heads.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 2.

The rush of invitations, mid the struggle for his society,
. . . would have been quite enough to turn ant/ head less

strong than his. Lady Holland, Sydney Smith, viii.

To turn out. (a) To put out ; drive out ; expel : as, the
unruly persons were turned out.

The triumphant party are not at all in the humour to be
turned out every time his lordship has drunk a bottle too
much. Walpole, Letters, II. g.

(b) To put out to pasture, as cattle or horses, (c) To pro-
duce as the result of labor, or training, or any process of

manufacture; furnish in a complete state; send out fin-

ished : as, this factory turns out 1,000 pieces of cloth in a
week.

One thing is very certain that the [public] schools
turned out splendid scholars, and" their powers of writing
Latin and Greek verse were wonderful.

W. Besant, Fifty Years Ago, p. 165.

(d) To turn inside out ; reverse
; hence, to bring to view ;

show ; produce : as, to turn out one's pockets ;
turn out

your cards. To turn over, (a) To change the position
of the top, bottom, or sides of; overturn : as, to turn over
a box ; the seats were turned over in the struggle. (6) To
hand over ; deliver ; transfer ; refer : as, the business was
turned over to his creditors.

If he [the footman] be not for your Turn, turn him over
to me again when I come back. Howell, Letters, I. v. 13.

'Tis well the debt no payment does demand ;

You turn me over to another hand.
Dryden, Aurengzebe, iv. 1.

(c) To do business, or sell goods, to the amount of : as, he
turns over about *1000 a week, (d) To open and turn the
leaves of for the purpose of examining.
Some conceive they have no more to do than to turn

over a concordance. Sutyt.

(et) To turn off; hang. [Slang.]

Criminals, condemned to suffer,
Are blinded first, and then turned over.

S. Butter, Hudibras, III. ii. 698.

To turn over a new leaf. See leaf. To turn tall.
See tain. To turn the back, to turn away; hence, to
leave a place or company ; go off

; run away.
Make mouths upon me when I turn my back.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 238.

Sam. Quarrel, I will back thee.
Ore. How! turn thy back and run?

Shak., R. and J., i. 1. 41.

To turn the back on or upon one. See fcocti. To
turn the buckle of the belt behind. See buckle?.
To turn the cat In the pan. (at) To reverse the order
of things so as to make them appear the opposite of what
they really are. N. E. D., under cat.

There is a cunning which we in England call "the turn-
ing of the cat in the pan" : which is when that which a
man says to another he lays it as if another had said it to
him. Bacon, Cunning (ed. 1887).

(6) See to turn a cat-in-pan, under catl. To turn the
cold shoulder, see cold. TO turn the die or the
dice, to change the luck.

Fortune confounds the wise,
And, when they least expect it, turns the dice.

Dryden.
To turn the edge Of, to deprive of sharpness or keen-
ness; blunt.

This news, I think, hath turn'd your weapon's edge
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 179.

To turn the paunch, to vomit ; disgorge, as fish. [New
Eng.] To turn the scale, to make one side of the bal-
ance fall; hence, figuratively, to give superiority or suc-
cess ; decide ; determine.

You weigh equally ; a feather will turn the scale.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 32.

If I survive, shall Troy the less prevail?
A single soul 's too light to turn the scale. Dryden.

TO turn the stomach Of, to cause nausea or disgust in ;

make qualmish or disgusted.

They [Tonquinese] have many sorts of dishes, that wou'd
turn the Stomach o/a stranger, which yet they themselves
like very well. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 30.

This filthy simile, this beastly line,

Quite turns my stomach.

Pope, Epil. to Satires, ii. 182.

To turn the tables. See table. To turn tippet t. See
tippet. To turn to the right-about. See rightabout.
To turn turtle. See turtle?. To turn up. (a) To

bring to the surface ; bring from below to the top ; turn
over : as, to turn up the sod or the soil.

Yellow " bobs
"
turned up before the plough

Are cliiefcst baits ; with cork and lead enough.
J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 176).



turn

He strewed the clly . . . with salt, having drat turned
up the ground with a plough. Cori/ni, c'ru. lilies. I. 1:11.

(b) To bring or put a different sin-fan- or aide uppermost ;

place with the face upward : as, to turn up a card.

Your lordship is the most patient in. in in loss, the most
coldest thai ever (.</ upace. Shale., rymlu -line, ii. :(. i
(c) To give an upward turn oriliruction to; bring th<- ,-nd,

tip, or point nt nppennost; tilt up: as, to (urn up one's
nose (an expression of contempt).
Her deuotion at the Church Is much in the turning up

of her e>e, ;tm! turning downe the leafu in her Booke
when slu-e heai'es nain d Chapter and Vere.
Bp. Kurli; Mirro-cosnioKi-aphiu, A Shee Precise Hypocrite.

(rf) To refer to in a book : as, to (urn up a passage or text.

To turn upon (or on), to direct or cause to operate upon
or against ; nence, to cast back upon ; retort : as, he turned
his sword upnn himself ; to (urn the arguments ot an op-
pi'Ment upim himself. To turn up one's toes, to die.

[Slang.] Turned commas, reversed commas ("X used
In marking the beginning of a quotation, and under a
word or words to indicate repetition. Turning-off ma-
chine, in Ktoclring-manuf., a machine for closing the seam
In stockings which have been knit flat K. //. Knight.

II. intrant. 1. To have a revolving or roll-

ing motion; move round, as on an axis, pivot,
or hinge ; revolve.

lie that is giddy thinks the world turns round.
Shale., T. of the 8., v. 2. 20.

If it (a cannon-ball] should strike any part of the body
when the velocity ... is greatly diminished, it doe not
carry it away, . . . but, In consequence of Its circular or
rolling motion, it turns round the part, in the same man-
ner as a wheel passes over a limb.

J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 134.

Hence 2. Figuratively, to move as on a point
of support; hinge; depend: with on 01 upon :

as, the question turns upon this point.
The Chorai ought to turn upon the Argument of the

Drama, and support the Design of the Acts.

Jeremy Cottier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 149.

Great evenU often turn upon very small circumstances.
Strift, Conduct of Allies.

A playfulness that turned on her supposed oddity was
not at all to Maggie's taste.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, ii. 1.

3. To move so as to face in a different direction
or in some specified direction ; direct one's face,
course, efforts, attentions, thoughts, etc. (in
some particular direction) : as, to turn toward
Mecca in prayer ; to turn down a shady lane ;

I know not which way to turn.

At tins present time of It speke no more,
Vnto my purpos torn shall I therfore.

/torn, of Partenay (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 618.

Abjure this magic, turn to God again.
Miiflnii,; Doctor Faustua, it 1.

I know not where to turn. O, welcome home !

Shale., Cor., II. 1. 197.

Trust me. Sir, I thought we had wanted three miles of
this house

; . . . now we are at it, we'll turn into it, and
refresh ourselves with a cup of drink.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 56.

Just within the Gate, we turned up a Street on the left

hand, and were conducted by the Consul to his own house.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 67.

Great souls by instinct to each other (urn,
Demand alliance, and in friendship burn.

Addition, The Campaign.
There Is no Point of the Compass to which they cannot

turn, and by which they are not turn'd.

Congrem, Way of the World, Ii. 6.

4. To change the position or posture of the
body, as in bed; shift or roll from one side to
the other.

I (urn'd and try'd each corner of my bed,
To find if sleep were there, but sleep was loit.

Drydrn.
5. To change direction; take an opposite or
different course or way.

Then si, all thou see the dew-bedabbled wretch
Turn, and re-diro, indenting with the way.

Shale., Venus and Adonis, 1. 704.

6. Specifically, to put about; tack.

He spy'd a Dutch Sloop turning to get into the Road,
and saw her at the evening Anchor at the West end of
the Island. Dampier, Voyages, I. 52.

7. To change one's attitude or policv; hence,
to rebel; offer resistance; show fight: often
with upon : as, to turn upon one's accuser. See
to turn on (a), below.
Should I turn upon the true prince?

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., II. 4. 297.

Even the instinctive worm on which we tread
Turns, though it would not.

Shelley, Julian and Maddalo.

8. To retract) one's steps ; go or come back ;

return.

Either thou wilt die, by God's just ordinance.
Ere from this war thou (wrn a conqueror,
Or I with grief and extreme age shall perish,
And never look upon thy face again.

Shale., Rich. III., IT. 4. 184.

9. To retreat
;
run away ; also, to desert

; go
over to the enemy. [Rare.]

6539
Whan thl haf .,' thi (lordoneii dcsertit,
An' tnrnir wi' Murray In a crack.

r.n tile ofCorichu (Child's Ballads, VII. 218).

10. To change nr become altered in nature,
character, quality, appearance, or the like; be
converted, transformed, or transmuted : hence,
in general, to become; grow: as, to turn gray;
to turn pale.
He that kepeth It clanly a yere, aftre that yere, hyt

turneth yii to Flesche and Bloode.

MandeciUe, Travel!, p. 124.

Thy mirth shall turn to moan.
Shut., 1 Hen. VI., ii. 3. 44.

All the happiness
Bestow'd upon me turn* into disgrace.

Beau, and /'/., Maid's Tragedy, lit. 1.

Why how now eyes? what now ? what 's heere to do?
I'me gone, or I shall straite tunu baby to.

Ueywond, Woman Killed with Kindness (Works,
[ed. 1874, II. 150).

That every one who turned Christian was >ure by that
means to forfeit the favour of his prince, and to be looked
upon as an apostate from the religion of his country.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ill.

Their design was to turn pirates, and plunder the Span-
lards. Sw\ft, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 1.

Yon're a nice article, to turn sulky on first coming
home! Dickent, Martin Chuzzlewlt, xxvi.

One of them asked her when her hair had begun to turn.

Barper't Hay., LXXVII. 135.
In particular (a) To shift.

Now all this Scene shall to Arcadia turn,
The Seat of happy Nymphs and Swains.

Congreoe, Semele, Ii. :;.

(6) To change from a fresh or sweet condition ; become
sour or spoiled, as milk or elder.

Cow-milk thus prepared I judge to be better for a con-
sumption than ass-milk, which . . . turneth not so easily,
but is a little harsh. Bacon, Nat Hist.. J 51.

(<) To become light, dizzy, or giddy, as the head or brain ;

reel
; hence, to become distracted, demented, or mad.

Ill look no more,
Lest my brain turn. Shot., Lear, iv. 6. 23.

(') To become nauseated, qualmish, sick, or disgusted, as
the stomach, (e) To become Inclined In another direc-
tion. (.11 To change from ebb to flow or from flow to ebb,
aa the tide.

The tide turned, and rushed as fiercely in the opposite
direction. Macaulay, Von Ranke's Hist. Popes.

11. To be changeable, fickle, or inconstant;
vacillate.

She bade love last, and yet she fell a-(urnin^.
Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, L 100.

12. To tend; result: with to.

I asked If he was unwilling to be made known.- to some
greate man, for that I believed It might turn to his profit.

Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1671.

Of late the West India coffee, which Is not 10 good, has
sold so cheap that It does not (urn to account to send It

to England. Poeoeke, Description of the East, I. 134.

13. To take form on the lathe; undergo the

process of turning on a lathe : as, ivory turns
well To turn about, to turn the face in another direc-
tion

; wheel or face about : as, he turned about and faced
me.

O think na ye my heart was wae,
When I tnrn'ii about, away to gae?

The Lament of the Border Widow (Child's Ballads, III. S").

To turn again, (a) To return.

Onre Lady cam to hem, and bad hem taurnrn ajen.
Mandeville, Travela, p. 61.

Therefore, ye children of Israeli, turne agayne, like as

ye haue exceaded in your goinge backe.
Bible of 1551, Isa, xxxi. 6.

His big manly voice,
Turning again toward childish treble.

Win*., At you Like it, ii. 7. 162.

(6) To make a stand and face the enemy; turn on an
enemy.

Can honour pull the wings of fearful cowards,
And make 'em turn again like tigers?

Fletcher, Valentlnlan. III. 3.

To turn against, to rebel against; become unfriendly
or hostile to : as, my friends have all turned against me.
To turn aside, (a) To leave a straight course; go

off in a different direction.

I have therefore turned atide from that beaten path, and
chosen though a less easy yet a more profltable way.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, L 16.

(6) To withdraw from the presence or the notice of others ;

avert the face : as, to (urn axide to hide one's blushes.
To turn away, (a) To leave a straight or usual course ;

deviate ; depart.

When the righteous turnrth away from his righteous-
ness, . . . shall he live? Ezek. xvUi. 24.

(6) To turn the face in another direction ; avert one's
looks.

She paused, she turned aieay, she hung her head.
Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

To turn back, to go or come back ; return.

Turn bade to me,
And play the mother's part

Shak., Sonnets, cxlili.

To turn in. (a) To bend or point inward : as, his toes
(urn in. (ft) To enter.

Turn iu, I pray you, into your servant's house.
Gen. xix. 2.

turn

Take ye that, my hlreman chlel.
And (urn in here and dine.

The Ilirrman Cliirl (( liild'H Ballads, VIII. 236).

'1 here is nothing so interesting as one of these Oriental
cafes, and so I turned in from tile street, drew a square
straw-covered stool up to a low table, and held up ..K.

flnger. The Century. M.I I. 77

(c) To go to bed. [Colloq. ]

I mean to toss a can, and remember my sweetheart,
afore I turn in. Gangrene, Love for Love, III. 15.

No man can be a sailor, or know what sailors are, unless
he has lived in the forecastle with them turned in and
out with them, and eaten from the common kid.

R. a. Dana, Jr., Before the Mast, p. 57.

(d) To turn about. To turn Off, to deviate from a course ;

be diverted : as, the road turn* offtv the right. To turn
on or upon, (a) To show anger, resentment, or hostility
toward ; confront in a hostile or angry manner.

Turn nn the bloody hounds with heads of steel.

Skat., 1 Hen. VL, Iv. 2. 61.

Pompcy turned upon him again, and in effect bade him
be quiet. Bacon, Friendship.

(6) See def. 2. To turn out. (a) To bend or point out-
ward : as, her toes (urn out. (6) To come abroad ; assem-
ble out of doors ; muster : as, the volunteers turned out
In force ; the people turned out to tee the show.

Then from every house and hamlet the men turned out.

C. D. Warner, Backlog Studies, p. 125.

(c) Specifically, of workmen, to abandon work In order to
go on strike.

" What do you say to a strike, by way of something pleas-
ant to talk about?

" " Hare the hands actually turned out f
"

asked Mrs. Thornton. Mrn.datkeU, North and South, xvlil.

(<i) To get out of bed ; rise. [Colloq. 1 (e) To prove In the
result or issue ; appear or show In the end ; terminate ; re-
sult : as, the affair turned out better than was expected.
That you have a wealthy uncle I have heard ; hut how

your expectations will (urn 'out Is more, I believe, than
you can tell. Sheridan, School for Scandal, ill. .1.

I never had a wife, but I have had two or three broom-
stick matches, though they never turned out happy.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 353.

To torn over, to move, shift, or change from side to side,
or from top to nottom : as, to turnover In bed. To turn
round, (a) To turn 10 as to face the other way ; reverse
one'i position. (6) To reverse one's opinions or relations :

go over to another side or party : as, he turned round and
voted with the Whigs. To turn rusty. See ruttya.
To turn to. (a) [To, prep.) (1) To be directed toward:
as, the needle turn* to the pole. (2) To tend to ; result
or terminate In. Compare def. 12. (3) To apply one's Kit
to; betake one's self to; direct one's efforts or attention
to ; resort to.

What Is that which I should (urn to, lighting upon days
like these?

Every door is barr'd with gold, and opens but to golden
keys. Tennyion, Locksley Hall,

(ft) [To, adv.] To begin operations ; set to work.

I found that no time was allowed for day-dreaming, but
that we must (urn to at the first light

B. H. Dana, Jr., Before the Malt, p. 8.

ToturnTurfc See Turk. To turn under, to be bent,
doubled, or folded downward or under. To turnup, (a)
To point upward : as, her noie tuna up slightly. (6) To
come to tin- surface ; hence, to come to light ; appear ;

happen ; occur : as, to be waiting for something to (urn up.
Those accidental visitations of fortune are like prizes

in the lottery, which must not be put into the year's In-
come till they (urn up.

Sydney Smith, To John Allen, Jan. 24, 1813.

"And then," said Mr. Mlcawber, ... "I shall, please
Heaven, begin to be beforehand with the world, . . . if

In short, if anything (urna up."
Dickeni, David Copperfleld, xl.

If after three thousand years a black swan tuna up,
must we not suppose it possible that In three thousand
years more we may see a candle burn In an atmosphere of
pure nitrogen ? J. Fitke, Coimlc Phllos.

,
L 54.

(e) To turn belly upward : said of a dying whale.
turn (tern ), n. [Early mod. E. also tourn, tourne,

torn; < ME. turn, tourn, torn, < OF. tourn, tour,
a turn, trick, round, etc., F. tour, a round,
travel, tour, etc.; from the verb. Cf. tour'*.]
1. Movement about a center

; circular motion :

rotation ; revolution : as, the turn of a wheel ;

a turn of the wrist.

His Passion Is Metamorphos'd In the Turn of a hand.
Jeremy Cottier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 227.

A gallant daunce, that liuely doth bewray
A spirit and avertue masculine, . . .

With lofty turnet and capriols In the ayre.
Sir J. Dane*. Dancing.

2. A turning into another or a different way ;

a change of movement or direction ; a devia-
tion

; also, the point at which such a change of
course is made.
True Repentance is the (urn of the whole Soul from

the Love as well as the Practice of Sin.

Stillingfleel, Sermons, III. I.

When one sees the beggars and the commonplace and
shabby condition of Spanish Granada, ... he may per-
haps give a new (urn to his reflections by visiting Tetuan.

C. D. Warner, Roundabout Journey, p. 181.

Specifically (a) Change to an opposite direction, or the
point at which such change is effected : as, the (urn of the
tide. (6) Deviation from a straight-line course or direc-
tion -. bend : curve ; flexure ; angle : as, a (urn in the road
cut off the view



turn

The river nobly foams and flows,
The charm of this enchanted ground,

And all its thousand turnt disclose

Some fresher beauty varying round.

Bijroti, Chikle Harold, iii. ">5 (song),

(c) A variation in the course of events ;
a change in the

order, position, tendency, or aspect of things ; hence,

change in general ; chance ; happening ; befalling,

O 'Tis a Heav'nly and a happy turn,
Of godly Parents to be timely born.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's W eeks, ii.
,
The Fathers.

'Tis a happy Turn for us, when Kings are made Friends

again. This was the end of this Embassy, and I hope it

will last our days. Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 3.

Blame not the turns of fate, and chance of war.

Addison, The Campaign.

(d) Turning-point; crisis; the point at which a change
must come : as, the turn of the year ; the turn of a
fever.

And yet the spring was breaking forth, as it always does
in Devonshire when the turn of the days is even.

R. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, vii.

(e) A twist, bias, or cast.

It would, in fact, be almost impossible to give a tragic
turn to any proceedings for contempt of Court.

a. Hall, Society in Elizabethan Age, x.

3. Form
; shape ;

mold.
I have sometimes wondered to see the Roman poets, in

their descriptions of a beautiful man, so often mentioning
the turn of his neck and arms, that in our modern dresses

lie out of sight, and are covered under part of the clothing.
Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

4. Tendency; bent; aptitude; disposition; hu-
mor: as, a person of a lively turn.

A man should always go with inclination to the turn of

the company he is going into, or not pretend to be of the

party. Steels, Spectator, No. 386.

This Abd el cader no sooner was arrived at Masuah than,
following the turn of his country for lying, he spread a

report that a great man or prince whom he left at Jidda
was coming speedily to Slasuah.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, 1. 292.

I never had the least turn for dress never any notion
of fancy or elegance. Miss Burney, Evelina, Ixxxiii.

Mrs. Bennet had no turn for economy.
Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, p. 261.

But these things must have come to you with your
mother's blood. I never knew a Pyncheon that had any
turn for them. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, v.

5. Particular form or character; mode; style.
The Turk I mention'd . . . came after this happen'd to

see me, who I found was so disagreeable to the Aga that
he order'd him to leave the house, giving it this turn, that
he would not permit the people to come and teize me for

presents. Pocoelce, Description of the East, I. 119.

The very turn of voice, the good pronunciation, and the

polite and alluring manner which some teachers have at-

tained will engage the attention.

Watts, Improvement of the Mind, i. 2.

The conventional atmosphere of a drawing-room, in
which the gravest problems were apt to be forgotten in
the flash of an epigram or the turn of a bon mot.

The Century, XLI. 804.

No man rallies with a better grace, and in more sprightly
turns. Surift, Tale of a Tub, Ep. Ded.

6. In music, a melodic embellishment or grace,
consisting of a principal tone with two auxiliary
tones lying respectively next above and below
it in the diatonic series. It is indicated by the sign~ .

When the sign is placed over the given note the upper
auxiliary tone is sounded first ; bnt when it is placed after

Written.

-ft m

Performed.

the given note that note is sounded first. Chromatic al-
terations are indicated by accidentals over or under the
sign. A turn occurring in two parts at once is called
double, and is indicated by the sign ~. A turn in which
the lower auxiliary tone is performed first is called in-
verted or a back-turn, and is indicated by the sign J.

7. One round or return of rope, cord, or the
like, when laid in a coil or skein. 8. A short
walk, ride, or drive which includes a going and
a returning; a promenade.

You and I must walk a turn together.
Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1. 94.

He told me that his master came to town last night, and
would be glad to take a. turn with me in Grays-Inn walks.

Addison, Spectator, No. 269.

Moore left his desk, and permitted himself the recrea-
tion of one or two turns through the room.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxviii.

9. A spell, as of work; a job: as, he has not
done a turn of work for several months.
Not able . . . to do a hand's turn for myself.

Lever, Davenport Dunn, v.

10. Opportunity or privilege enjoyed in alter-
nation with another or with others ; the time or
occasion which comes in due rotation or order

6540

to each of a number of persons when anything
has to be got or to be done

; recurring chance
or opportunity.

The nymph will have her turn to be
The tutor ; and the pupil, he.

Swift, Cadenus and Vanessa.

Even the few solitaries left on guard at Mr. Atkinson's
. . . condescend a little, as they drowsily bide or recall

their turn chasing the ebbing Neptune on the ribbed sea-

sand. Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, xvi.

11. An act; deed; especially, an incidental or

opportune act, deed, office, or service; act of

kindness or of malice : as, a shrewd turn.

In requyting a good tourne, shew not thy selfe negligent
nor contrarye. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), P. 106.

For your kindness I owe you a good turn.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 2. 62.

One good turn requires another.
Beau, and Fl., Little French Lawyer, iii. 2.

Chilon was wont to say, That it is commendable in men
to forget bad turnes done, but to bee mindefull of courte-
sies receiued. Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 535.

12. A stratagem; a trick.

Of all the tornes that he cowthe he schewed him but oon.
Tale ofOamelyn, L 244.

13. Convenience; requirement; emergency;
present need: as, to serve one's turn.

Pilia. Jew, I must have more gold.
Bar. Why, want'st thou any of thy tale?

Pilia.. No, but three hundred will not serve his turn.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, iv. 5.

But for my daughter Katherine, this I know,
She is not for your turn. Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 63.

And if the garden would not serve their turn, then was
the park the fittest place.

Court and Times of Charles L, I. 33.

The Bible is shut against them [hinderers of reforma-
tion] as certaine that neither Plato nor Aristotle is for
their lurnes. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

14. A nervous shock, such as is caused by
alarm or sudden excitement. [Colloq.]
What a hard-hearted monster you must be, John, not to

have said so at once, and saved me such a turn!

Dickens, Cricket on the Hearth, ii.

Mrs. Tulliver gave a little scream as she saw her, and
felt such a turn that she dropped the large gravy-spoon
into the dish, with the most serious results to the table-
cloth. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, i. 7.

15f. An execution by hanging: from the former
practice of making the criminal stand on a lad-

der, which was turned over at a signal, leaving
him suspended. 16f. In law, same as tourii.

17. pi. In med., monthly courses
;
menses.

18. In furriery, a bundle of five dozen skins.
19. A load

; a pack ;
as much as can be car-

ried at one time by a man or an animal.

Sometimes he would bring a turn of wood, sometimes a
bag of meal or potatoes.

J. C. Harris, Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 704.

20. In printing, a type turned upside down and
showing black in proof, as a temporary substi-
tute for a letter that is missing; also, a letter

wrongly placed so that the face is turned.

He shows a curious printer's blunder at the end of one
page, where the whole of the last reference-line is put in

upside down. ... A turn of this magnitude could hardly
have occurred if the letters had been set in the forme type
by type. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 69S.

By turns, (a) One after another ; alternately ; in suc-
cession.

Every one of the flue went through the guard to fetch a
child.- each after other by turns.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 140.

By turns to that, by turns to this a prey,
She knows what reason yields, and dreads what madness

may. Crabbe, Works, I. 61.

And love and prayer unite, or rule the hour by turns.

Byron, Childe Harold, i. 67.

(6) At intervals.

Feel by turns the bitter change.
Milton. F. L., ii. 598.

Dead turns. A dynamo-electric machine through which
the current is kept constant is found to have an electro-
motive force nearly proportional to the angular velocity
of the armature less a constant. This constant, expressed
in turns per second or per minute, has been called the
dead turns of the machine. Direct turn, in music, an
ordinary turn, as distinguished from an inverted turn.
Ill turn, (a) An unkind, injurious, or spiteful act. (6)
A change for the worse, especially in a case of illness.
In turn, in due order of succession. On the turn, at the
turning-point; hence, changing; altering; on the point
of or in process of reversal ; as, the tide is now on the

turn; our fortunes are on the turn.

And now by-gynneth tin gyle a gayn on the turne,
And my grace to growe ay wydder and wydder.

Piers Plowman (C), xxi. 402.

Partial turn, in music, a turn in which the last tone is

prolonged, so that the first three tones amount to a triple
appoggiatura. In a slow tempo a turn on a long note is

usually thus rendered. Racking turns. See rocAri.

Round turn. Sec roundi. Sheriff's turn. SeesAeri/i.
The turn of a hair. See Aairi. To a turn, to a

nicety ; exactly ; perfectly ; as, the meat is done to a turn :

from the practice of roasting meat on a revolving spit.

turnbuckle

She watched the fish with as much tender care and
minuteness of attention ... as if her own heart were
on the gridiron, and her immortal happiness were in-

volved in its being done precisely to a tarn!

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, vii.

To serve a turn, the turn, or one's turn, to be suffi-

cient for the purpose, occasion, or emergency ; answer the

purpose.

A cloak as long as thine will serve the turn.

Shak, T. G. of V., iii. 1. 131.

To take a turn, to take a short walk, ride, or drive. See
def. 8. To take one's turn, to occupy the place be-

longing to one, or to do what is assigned to one, in proper
or allotted order. To take turns, to take each the
other's place alternately. Turn about. See about.

Turn and turn about. Same as turn about.

Tacitus says that the land in his time was occupied by
the whole community turn and turn about. Brougham..

Enoch would hold possession for a week :

"This is my house, and this my little wife."
"Mine too," said Philip, '-turn and turn about."

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

Turn of life. See menopause. Tom toll. See toin.

turnabout (tern'a-bout"), . 1. A merry-go-
round; a carrousel.

The high swings and the turnabouts ; the tests of the
strength of limb and lung. Harper's Hay., LXXIX. 560.

2. One who turns things about; an agitator;
an innovator.

Our modern turnabouts cannot evince us but that we feel

we are best affected when the great mysteries of Christ are
celebrated upon anniversary festivals.

Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 36. (Davies.)

3. A disease in cattle characterized by giddi-
ness and staggering.

The Turn-about and Murrain trouble Cattel.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Furies.

turn-again-gentlemen (tern
'
a- gen- jen

'
tl-

men), .. The martagon, or Turk's-cap lily.
Britten and Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
Turnagra (ter'na-gril), n. [NL. (Lesson, 1837).

prob. < Tur(dug) + (Ta)nagra.j A genus of

thrush-like birds peculiar to New Zealand. T.

crassirostris, originally described by Latham in 1783 as the

Turnagra crassirostris.

thick-billed thrush, was formerly common on the South
Island of New Zealand, bnt is now nearly extinct. A sec-

ond species is T. tanagra of the North Island. Also called

Keropia, Otagon, and Ceropia.

turnback (tern'bak), . In saddlery, a local
name for the strap which goes from the hames
back to the hip-strap. See cut under harin'nn.

turn-bench (tern 'bench), M. A simple portable
lathe, used by clock- and watch-makers.

turn-bridge (tern'brij), n. A swing- or swivel-

bridge ;
a pivot-bridge. Also turning-bridge.

E. H. Knigltt. See cut under bridge^.
The span of all the turnbridyes is 75 ft. in the clear.

The Engineer, LXX. 391.

turnbroacht (tern'broch), n. [Early mod. E.
turn-brnche ; < turn, r., + obj. broach.'} A turn-

spit.

Turne-broches, les galopins.
Palsgrave, p. 909 (Du Guez, Introductorie).

Has not a deputy married his cook-maid?
An alderman's widow one that was her turn-broach?

Beau, and Fl., Wit at Several Weapons, iii. 1.

turnbuckle (tern'buk'l), n. A device for con-

necting and tightening two parts of a metal
rod or bar. It is essentially a right-and-left screw

coupling. A common form is that of a link one or both

Open Turnbnckle.

ends of which screw on the ends of the parts of the bar: if

one end, the other is Btted with a swivel; if both ends, one
has a right-handed and tin other a left-handed screw.

Plpe-turnbuckle, a right-ami left pipe-coupling.- Sin-



turnbuckle

gle-screw turnbuckle, :i swlvel-link used for connect-
irr-; ItffQtning-rodii

Turnbull's blue. A species of Prussian blue
which is thrown down when poliissiiini ferri-

cy;iiiide (red pnissiate of potiish) is added to a
solution of ;i ferrous siill. When dry it has a
beautiful blue color with a reddish luster.

turncap (terii'knp). . A chimney-top which
turns round with the wind.

turncoat (tern'kot),". [< turn, r., + obj.<-oa<2.]
One who "turns his coat" that is, forsakes
his party or principles.

Beat. Courtesy II self must convert to disdain, If you
i '"tin- in litT presence.

Iti'iif. I h.'u i
. i uiirtesv a tiTitcottt.

SVirt*., Much Ado, i. I. 125.

Crafty Turn-coat! Arc you not asham'd to shift hands
thus in things that are Sacicil '

iliitvn, Ana. to Sulmaslus, Prcf., p. 18.

turncock (tern'kok), . The servant of a water-

company who turns on the water for the mains,
regulates the fire-plugs, etc.

A meditative turncock . . . gives the lire-pin); a dis-

paraging wrench with that large tuning-fork of his.

ItifkeiiK. I ncommerciul Traveller, xxi.

turn-down (tern'doun), a. Folded or doubled
down.
The other lad was . . . plainly dressed, but with a high-

ly-developed Byronic (um-dwmt collar.

Kiiiytltii, Two Years Ago, i.

turned-shells (ternd'shelz), . pi. The gastro-
pod family .li'l:i'nniil;i:

turnementt, . An old spelling of tourtmmcnt.

turnept, An old spelling of turnip.
turner1

(ter'ner), . [< ME. turner, titriiere; <
turn + -(!; in def. 4, < G. turner, one who per-
forms, exercises, or practises gymnastics, a
gymnast, < turneit, practise gymnastics, < F.
tiiuriin; turn: see turn.'} 1. Oue who or that
which turns; specifically, one whose occupation
involves work with a lathe.

Turner* of vessels.

ZMnuMm of Troy (E. E. T. S.), I. lf.88.

Sometimes all wound close in a ring, to which as fast they
spun

As any wheel a turner makes, being tried how it will run.

Chapman, Iliad, xviii. 545.

2. A small piece of fire-clay molded into the
form of a segment of a sphere, and serving as
a pivotal support to a small circular disk which
itself supports a watch-dial while in the en-

ameliug-furnace, during which time it must be
constantly turned to subject the enamel to uni-
form conditions of heat. 3. In seal-fishing: ()
Same as turncr-lmrp. (It) Same as iiinicr-liood.

4. Atumbler; a gymnast; specifically [r//.].
a member of one oif the gymnastic bodies (G.
Tu r ii rere itie) first instituted by F. L. Jahu about
1811, and especially in favor among Germans.

5. A kind of tumbler-pigeon,
turner- (ter'ner), a. [Prob. a popular vat. of

tiini<'i/~.] A Scottish copper coin issued by

c,.-, I 1

Obverse. Reverse.

Turner of Charles 11. Btitish Museum. <Size of the original.)

James VI. and by later sovereigns, worth 2rf.

Scotch (about one third of a United Stati s

cent) at the time of issue. Compare bodle.

Tumera (tnr'ner-ii), U. [NL. (Plumier, 1703),
named after W. /Wrftor (about the middle of
the Kith century), a physician, author (1551)
of an English herbal.] A genus of polypeta-
lous plants, type of the order TVnMftMMF. It Is

characterized by usually perigynoils stamens and by three
or more multifld stigmas. There are M species, natives c,f

tropical America, with one naturalized in the (lid World.
They are herbs or shrubs with scattered leaves, which are.

often (turd-bearing at the base. The Howers are yellow,
and usually solitary in the axils, peculiar in the fnquani
union of the peduncle with the petiole, the flower there-
fore seeming to spring from the base of the leaf. Scvet :,l

species are cultivated under glass for their very handsome
11,'uers, which often resemble those of Thunberina. T.

apifem is used as an astringent in Brazil. 7'. iimtfoNa,
a species widely distributed from the West Indies to Bra-
zil, and known as hni:-,-n* unit naijf-roxf. is a reputed tonic
and expectorant. The stimulant ilrntr damiami is largely
prepared from T. miernphylla, and from T. tli/um and its

variety a/'An*/<Vmn(, especially from the latter, which is

a native of Texas, Mexico, ana Lower California. This,
which is widely known by the name dtiuiinua, isnlso used,
in the form of a hot tea. as a Uood-puiflw and as a bever-

age,
and is si>M in preparations with spirits as 11 tonic or

diuretic, as well as f,>i alleviating colic and nervous dis-
orders, sec cut in next column.

Flowering Plant or Damiana ( Tr*era ttiffuta, var.

a, a flower ; l>, the calyx anil the two bracts i c. the fruit.

Turneraceae (tur-ne-ra'se-e), . pi. [NL.
(Kunth, 1823), < Turnera +' -ticete.] An order
of polypetalous plants, of the cohort I'assifio-
rales. It is characterized by bisexual flowers with five

stamens, and a free ovary with three distinct filiform styles
which are usually two-cleft and flabellately fringed. The
85 species are classed in 6 genera, of which Turntra Is

the type. They are mostly American and tropical; three
yellow.flowered species of one genus, Piritruela, extend
into Florida or North Carolina.

turner-harp (ter'uer-hartO, . A harp-seal of
the age of three years. [Newfoundland.]
turner-hood (terner-hiid), n. The hooded sel
in its third year, when turning to be an old
hood. [Newfoundland.]
turnerite (ter'ner-H), . [After Edward Tur-

ner, an English chemist and mineralogist.] A
variety of monazite occurring in small brilliant

crystals of a yellowish-brown color.

Turner's cerate. See cerate.

Turner's yellow. See yellow.

turnery (ter'ner-i), n.
; pi. turneries (-iz).

[Formerly also tonrnerie; < F. tournerie, turn-
ers' work, < tnurner, turn : see torn.] 1. Turn-
ing; especially, the forming of articles upon a
lathe. 2. Articles made, or partly made, on
the turning-lathe.
In another room are such rare turneriet in Ivory as are

not to be described for their curiosity.
Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1044.

3. Ornamentation produced by means of the

turning-lathe, as bands or grooves running
around an object of wood or ivory.
Chairs of wood, . . . the backs, arms, and legs loaded

with turnery. U. Walpiile.

4. A place where articles are turned.

It would probably pay well to establish small turnerim
in the works, to use up odds and ends of timber now
wasted. Spans' Encyc. Manvf., I. 13.

turneyH (ter'ni), r. and . An obsolete spell-
ing of tourney.

turney2t, . [< OF. tournois, a French penny,
the tenth part of a penny sterling, < F. Tour-
uois, of or pertaining to Tours, < Tours, a city
in France. Cf. tournois.] A piece of black
or copper money current in Ireland in the

reign of Edward III., coined at Tours and
surreptitiously introduced. The circulation
of turueys was prohibited under severe penal-
ties.

turn-file (tern'fil), n. An instrument used by
comb-makers in sharpening a kind of tool called
a float.

Turnicidae (ter-nis'i-de), . pi. [NL.. < Tumi*
(Turnic-) + -iitie.'] A family of birds, typified
by the genus Turnix; the hemipods.

Turnicimorphae(ter-nl-si-m6r'fe), H. pi. [NL.,
< Tnrnij- (7 iiniii--) + Gr. popt>>/, form.] A su-

perfamily of birds: same as Hemipodii. Also

Tiiriiiriimorplne.

turnicimorphic (ter-ni-si-mor'fik), a. Having
the form or structure of the Turniclilse; belong-
ing to the Tumid ntnr/ilnf.

turnicine (ter-ni'sin), . Of or pertaining to
the Turnieitlie.

turning (ter'uing), n. [< ME. turnyngc, tonru-

ling; verbal n. of turn, c.] 1. The act of one
who or of that which turns. Specifically 2.
The practice of regular gymnastics according
to the system of F. L. Jahn. See //</'-'. 4.

3. A winding; deviation from the straight, di-

rect, or established course; a bend; a turn;
also, the place where a road or street diverges
or branches out from another.

turning-saw
At the foot of that Ilille. \!, I, !,is, ,|e, he, that wac Kyng

"f >al< in, in t her it i-n '//, I,- of Hi at Ilille. incite Abraham In

comyngeazenfroni Hie Haiti) lie. whan lie ha, I "layn Aliym-
leche. Maiulenille, Travels, p. 1U.

They |the ways) were . . . full of windings and intri-

cate turui,i,j. Coryat, Crudities, I. 02.

I'll bear you Company t far as the next Tiirnt'nu.
A'. Daitr:/, tr. of Colloijnles of Krumniis, 1. 115.

Every turniny In the road showed the boundleu forest
below in some new point of view.

Macinilaii, In Trevelyan, I. 337.

4. Milit., a manoeuver by which :m enemy or
a position is turned. 5. In obntet., the recti-

fication of a malpresentation by bringing down
the head or the feet. Sec nrnimi. 6. The art
or practice of shaping objects by means of cut-
t ing-tools while the objects themselves are re-
volved rapidly on a lathe. 7. pi. The chips
detached in the process of turning. 8. In

ceram., the operation of completing or rectify-
ing the shape of a vase, or the like, before it is

fired. This la done to give great accuracy of form, and
avoid the least unevenne&s between opposite sides, and is

very common in modern manufactme.
9. A turn ; a movement back and forth.

Many a tatirneynite

Upon the freshe gra&se spryngnge.
Rim. of the Rate. 1. 1407.

10. The part of any textile fabric, leather, or

any similar material turned in or under, to
avoid making a raw edge. -Turning In. the opera-
tlon of bending a rope firmly around a deadeye in the
score, also called utrappiny the deadeye. Turning up,
in bookbindiny, the taking of the round out of the back
of a book by the use of trindles, to enable the forwarder
to cut the book on the fore edge. It is done only on
board-work.

turning-bridge (ter'ning-brij), n. Same as turn-

bridge.

turning-carrier (ter'ning-kar
v
i-er), . A lathe-

dog: a lathe-carrier.

turning-chisel (ter'ning-chiz'el), n. A chisel
for finishing work which has been roughed out

by the gouge. Such chisels are made In different foi m-.
some being rectangular with an oblique whet, and some
having a chisel-edge chamfered on both sides of the blade,
the edge crossing the end of the blade obliquely. A'. //.

Knight.

turning-engine (ter'ning-en'jin), n. A lathe
fitted with an engine of some kind to turn it

without the use o? the treadle or hand-power.
turning-gage (ter'ning-gaj),K. 1. A gage, often

improvised^ for measuring the width and deter-

mining the shape of a cutting. 2. A gage used
in setting the tail-stock of a lathe in adjusting
it for turning tapers.

tuming-gOUge (ter'ning-gouj), M. Any one of
a set of gouges used in turning, having the cor-
ners of trie bit rounded off, and generally hav-

ing a longer handle than gouges used in car-

pentry and cabinet-making.
turning-lathe (ter'ning-laTH), . A lathe used

by turners in wood or ivory. See lathe1
, turn,

v. t., 2, turner 1
, turning.

turning-machine (ter'ning-ma-shen'), n. In
boot-mnking, a machine for turning boot-legs
after the seams have been sewed and rolled
flat. E. H. Knight.
turning-mill (ter'ning-mil), n. A machine-
tool for boring heavy ironwork. It is a form
of horizontal lathe. E. H. Knight.
turningnesst (ter'ning-nes), . The quality of

turning; tergiversation; subterfuge.
So nature formed him to all tiirninanea of sleights.

Sir i: .<-
'

turning-piece (t6r'ning-pes), n. In arch., a
board having a circular edge for turning a thin
brick arch upon.
turning-plate (ter'ning-plat), n. 1. Same as
tuni-tiililc. 2. Same as fifth irhcel (which see,
under Jifth). K. H: Kni'gltt.

turning-point (ter'ning-point),ii. 1. The point
on whicfi a thing turns ; the point at which mo-
tion in one direction ceases and that in a con-
trary or different direction begins ; the point
at which a decisive change takes place, as from
good to bad, from increase to decrease, or the

opposite. 2. In engin., a temporary bench or
liench-mark, the exact elevation of which is

determined in leveling before the instrument is

advanced, as a starting-point for determining
its height after resetting.

turning-rest (tar'ning-rest), w. 1. In homi-
ttiriiiiiit, a support, usually of iron, upon which
the cutting extremity of the turning-tool is

rested as on a fulcrum. It is usually socketed
in an adjustable support clamped to' the frame
of the lathe. 2. A slide-rest.

turning-saw (ter'ning-sa), n. 1. A saw with
a thin blade which can make a curved kerf,



turning-saw

as for chair-backs, scrollwork, etc. Also called

sweep-saw, boic-satv, frame-saw, scroll-saw. 2.

A keyhole-saw.
turning-steel (ter'ning-stel), n. A smooth
hardened and tempered piece of round bar-

steel, either with or without a handle, used to

turn the edge of a tool, or give it a slightly

flanged form, by rubbing.

turning-tool (ter'ning-tol), n. A sharp steel

tool used in turning and shaping the ends of

other tools in seal-engraving, to suit each style
of work.

turning-treet (ter'ning-tre), n. The gallows.

And at the last she and her husband, as they deserved,
were apprehended, arraigned, & hanged at the foresayd
turnyny tree. Hall, Hen. VIII., p. 816.

turnip (ter'nip), . [Formerly also turnep;

perhaps orig. "ttirn-nep, < turn, implying some-

thing I'ound, + nep, necp, < ME. nepe, < AS.

iep, a turnip : see neep
2
.] The thick fleshy root

of the plant designated by Linnseus as Brassica

Kapa, but now believed to be a variety, together
with the rape (which see), of B. eampestris, a

plant found wild, in varieties corresponding
to these plants, in Europe and Asiatic Russia

(see navem); also, the plant itself, a common
garden and field crop. The rutabaga, or Swedish

turnip, with smooth leaves, and root longer than broad,
is referred with probability to the same source. The
turnip proper has the root rounded, often broader than

long, the root-leaves usually lobed, rough and hairy.
The turnip was cultivated by the Greeks and Romans,
and is now widely grown in temperate climates for use in

soups and stews, or as a boiled vegetable, mashed or whole,
and for feeding cattle and sheep, forming in Great Britain

a valuable rotation crop. The young shoots of the second

year, known as turnip-tops, are dressed for early greens.
The turnip is little nutritious, containing from 90 to 92

per cent, of water. The rutabaga is somewhat more nu-

tritious, but less easily grown. The varieties of both

plants are numerous. The crop sometimes suffers from
an affection called finger-and-toe or dactylorhiza, in which
the root divides into branches, apparently a tendency to

revert to the wild state. Various insects attack the tur-

nip. See turnip-Ay. Devil's turnip, the common bry-
ony, Bryonia dioica. Indian turnip. See Indian. St.

Anthony's turnip, Ranunculus buloostts, its bulbs being
a favorite food of pigs, and St. Anthony being the patron of

pigs. Also called St. Anthony's rape. Swedish turnip.
See rutabaga. Teltow turnip, a variety grown in Ger-

many, with roots but 1 inch thick and 3 inches long, the
rind having a very piquant flavor, whence it is much
valued for soups and stews. Turnip flea-beetle. See

Phyllotreta and turnip-fly (c). Turnip-stemmed cab-
bage, the kohlrabi. wild turnip, (a) The common
turnip in its native state. See def. (6) Same as Indian
turnip. [tT

. S.] (See also lion's-turnip, prairie-turnip.)

turnip-aphid (ter'nip-af'id), H. The plant-
louse Aphis rapie, which affects the turnip. Also

turnip-aphis,

turnip-cabbage (ter'nip-kab"aj), n. Same as
Tcohlrdbi.

turnip-cutter (ter'uip-kut"er), n. In agri., a
root-cutter.

turnip-flea (ter'nip-fle), ii. Same as turnip-

fly (c).

turnip-fly (ter'uip-fli), n. One of several differ-

ent winged insects which are injurious to tur-

nips, (a) A dipterous insect of the genus Anthomyia,
as A. radicum, whose larva lives in the turnip-root. See
cut under Anthomyia. (6) A hymenopter of the genus
Athalia, as A. cent\folise, whose larva?, known as niggers,
injure the leaves of the turnip, (c) A coleopter of the
genus Haltica, as II. (Phyllotreta) nemorum; a turnip flea-

beetle. [Eng.]

turnip-maggot (ter'nip-mag"ot), n. The larva
of Authomyia radicum. See turnip-fly (a).

turnip-parsnip (ter'nip-pars
/

'nip),ii. Seepars-
nip.

turnip-pest (ter'uip-pest), 11. Any of the in-

sects which are very injurious to the turnip,
and most of which have distinctive names. See
turnip-fly, and cut under Plutella.

turnip-puller (ter'nip-pul"er), n. An agricul-
tural implement used for pulling turnips from
the ground. E. H. Knight.
turnip-pulper (ter'nip -pul"per), n. A root-
cutter or

rpot-pulper.
turnip-radish (ter'nip-rad"ish), n. A turnip-
shaped variety of the common radish.

turnip-rooted (ter'nip-ro"ted), a. Having a
short, thick, rounded root like a turnip. Tur-
nip-rooted celery. Same as celeriac. Turnip-rooted
parsnip, the turnip-parsnip.

turnip-shaped (ter'nip-shapt), a. Shaped like
a turnip ; napiform.

turnip-shell (ter'nip-shel), n. A shell of the
family Turbinellidse, and especially of the genus
Bapa. See cut under Turbiiwlla.

turnip-tailed (ter'nip-tald), a. Having a tur-

nip-shaped or napiform tail, swollen at the
base and suddenly tapering : noting a gecko.
turnipwood (ter'nip-wud), . The Australian
rosewood, Nyiwitm r/landulosiini. The wood when
fresh is of a deep-red color and rose-scented. It is used
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lor cabinet purposes, also for lining in houses and in ship-

building. This name is from the smell of the bark, which
resembles that of a Swedish turnip.

turnipy (ter'uip-i), . [< turnip + -#l.] Tur-

nip-like. Kncye. Brit., I. 175. [Rare.]
TurniX (ter'mks), . [NL. (Bonnaterre, 1790),
said to be clipped from Coturnix, q. v.] A ge-
nus of hemipods or button-quails, giving name
to the family Turnicitlse: same as Hemipodius,
and of prior date.

turnkey (tcrn'ke), . [< turn, v., + obj. to/1.]

1. The person who has charge of the keys of

a prison, for

opening and
fastening the
doors

;
a pri-

son warden.
2. An instru-

ment, now al-

most obsolete,
used for ex-

tracting teeth.

turnout (tern'out), . [< turn out: gee under
turn.'] 1. The act of turning out or coming
forth.

The bugles were sounding the turn-out.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxx.

Specifically 2. A quitting of employment, es-

pecially with a view to obtain increase of wages
or some other advantage ;

a strike.

All his business plans had received a check, a sudden
ching turn-out.

Gaskell, North and South, xviii.

Turnkey,

pull-up, from this approaching turn-out.
Mrs.

3. One who has turned out for such a purpose ;

a striker.

Those were no true friends who helped to prolong the

struggle by assisting the turn-outs. And this Boucher-
man was a turn-out, was he not?

Mrs. Gaskell, North and South, ,\x.

4. A short side-track in a railway designed to

enable one train to pass another. 5. People
or things that have turned out; persons who
have come out to see a spectacle, witness a per-
formance at the theater, attend a public meet-

ing, or the like. 6. A carriage or coach with
the horses; also, carriages or equipages collec-

tively.
The annual procession of his majesty's mails on the

king's birthday was a sight equal, in the smartness of the
whole equipment, to the best turnout of the Coaching or
Four-in-hand clubs of our day.

S. Dowell, Taxes in England, III. 50.

7. The net quantity of produce yielded ; pro-
duction.

If a large turn-out is necessary, carbonization may be ef-

fected in twelve or thirteen hours, but a slower process,
say sixteen hours, gives better results.

Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 10.

turnover (tern'6"ver), n. and a. [< turn over :

see under turn.'] I. n. 1. The act or result of

turning over: as, a turnover in a carriage. 2.
A kind of pie or tart in a semicircular form: so
called because made by turning over one half of
a circular crust upon the other.

Other children surveyed the group, and with envious
eyes and watering mouths beheld the demolition of tarts
and turnovers. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 109.

3. An apprentice whose indentures have been
transferred or turned over to a new employer.
Also called turnover apprentice. [Eng.]
That no Turn-overs be received by any Master Printer

but from a Master Printer; and that no Master Printer

turning over any Apprentice to another Master Printer

may he permitted to take any other Apprentice in his

place till the full time of the said Apprentice so turned
over be expired.
Case and Proposals ofthe Free J<nirneymenPrinter8,(i\ioteA

[in English Gilds (E. E.T. S.), Int., p. clxi., note.

4. A piece of white linen formerly worn by
cavalry over their stocks. 5. The amount of

money turned over or drawn in a business, as
in a retail shop, in a specified time.

The Simbirsk fair, having a turnover of some 6 million
roubles, still maintains its importance.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 77.

6. A kitchen utensil: same as slice, 3 (h).
II. a. Turned over or down

; capable of be-

ing turned over or down Turnover apprentice.
See I., 3. Turnover table, (nl A table the top of which
is fitted with a movable panel which can be taken out and
reversed. Such tables have sometimes a chess-board on
one side of the movable panel, and cloth on the other for

card-playing. (6) A turn-up table that is, a table whose
top can be moved into a vertical position.

turnpike (tern'plk), n. [< turn + jw'frei.] If.
A frame of pikes or pointed bars, a kind of re-

volving cheval-de-frise, set in a narrow passage
to obstruct the progress of an enemy.

Love storms his lips, and takes the fortresse in,
For all the bristled turn-pikes of his chin.

F. Beaumont, Autiplaton.

turnspit

2. A turnstile.

I move upon my axle like a turnpike.
B. Junson, Staple of News, iii. 1.

3. A gate set across a road, in order to stop

carriages, wagons, etc., and sometimes foot-

travelers, till toll is paid ;
a toll-bar

;
a toll-gate.

She married afterwards, . . . and now keeps with her
old husband a turnpike, through which I often ride.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions.

4. A turnpike road.

The road is by this means so continually torn that it is

one of the worst turnpikes round about London.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, II. 178. (Davies.)

5. A turnpike-stair. [Scotch.] Turnpike road,
a road on which turnpikes or toll-gates are established by
law, and which are made and kept in repair by the toll col-

lected from carriages, wagons, cattle, etc., which travel on

them, or by the income derived from farming such toll.

Turnpike sailor, a beggar who goes about dressed as a
sailor. [Thieves' cant.]

I became a turnpike sailor, as it's called, and went out
as one of the Shallow Brigade, wearing a Guernsey shirt

and drawers, or tattered trowsers.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 415.

turnpike-man (tern'pik-man), u. A man who
collects tolls at a turnpike or toll-gate.

How in a trice the turnpike-men
Their gates wide open threw.

Cowper, John Gilpin.

turnpike-Stair (tern'pik-star), n. A spiral or

winding staircase. [Scotch.]
turn-pin (tern'pin), n. A conical plug for clos-

ing the open. end of a pipe; a tube-stopper.
E. H. Knight.

turn-plate (tern'plat), . A turn-table. [Eng.]
turn-poke (tern'pok), n. A large game-cock;
a shake-bag.
The excellency of the broods, at that time, consisted in

their weight and largeness, . . . and of the nature of what
our sportsmen call shake-bags or Turn-pokes.

Anhseologia (1775), III. 142.

turn-row (tem'ro), n. The cross-row at the
end of the furrows through which the plowman
goes from one side to the other of his patch.

All adown the turn-row between the ranks of corn.

The Atlantic, LXI. 677.

turn-Screw (tem'skro), n. A screw-driver or
a screw-wrench.

turn-servingt (trn'ser"ving), n. The act or

practice of serving one's turn or promoting
private interest. Bacon, Letters, p. 12.

turnsick (tern'sik), a. and n. [< ME. turneseJce;
< turn + icfci.] I. a. Giddy; vertiginous.
Turne seke : vertiginosus ; vertigo est ilia infirmitas.

Cath.Ang., p. 897.

II. . Vertigo; also, the gid, sturdy, or stag-
gers of sheep.

[Obsolete or provincial.]
turnside (tern'sid), . A turnsick disease of
the dog. See the quotation.
Turnside is more frequently seen in the dog than teta-

nus, still it is by no tyeans common. It consists in some
obscure affection of the brain, resembling the "gid

"
of

sheep, and probably results from the same cause.

Dogs of Great Britain and America, p. 327.

turnsol, turnsole (tern'sol), n. [< ME. turnc-

sole; < OF. (and F.) tournesol, dial, tournesolcil

(= It. tornasole), < tourner (= It. iornare), turn,
+ sol, sun, < L. sol: see turn and soft, and cf.

parasol.'] 1. Any one of several plants regard-
ed as turning with the movement of the sun.
This is the classical meaning of the word, which is the

equivalent of heliotrope; and it has been so understood in
later use, although according to some it refers to the ap-
pearance of the flowers at the summer solstice. In mod-
ern times the name has been applied (a) to the sun-spurge
or wartwort, Euphorbia Helioscopia, rarely to the sunflow-
er (Helianthus}, more often to the heliotrope (Heliotropi-
vin), and (/') as in def. 2.

2. A plant, Chrosophora, tinctoria, of the Euphor-
Maeeee, found in the Mediterranean region and
eastward to Persia and India, its juice is rendered
blue by ammonia and air. and linen dipped in it is a test

for acids. The plant is of a poisonous character. The
name is also given to a deep-purple dye obtained from the

plant.

Turnesole is good & holsom for red wyne colowrynge.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 127.

3. Same as turnsole-blue.

turnsole-blue (tern 'sol-bio), M. A color ob-
tained from archil, and formerly used for dye-
ing. It was claimed that the color was extracted from
the turnsol, in order to keep its true source a secret. Also
written tournesol-blue.

turnspit (tern'spit), n. [< turn, r., + obj. spit
1

.

Cf. turnbroacli.] 1. A person who turns a spit.

I am their turnspit, indeed ; they eat and smell no roast-

meat but in my name. B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

2. A kind of dog of small size, long-bodied and
short-legged, formerly used to work a kind of

treadmill-wheel by means of which a spit was
turned.



turnstile

turnstile (tern'stil), . t< <'"'
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A turntalet (torn'tal), . [<turn. I-..+ /.>>.] An
no -it surmounted l,y four lion/ontal n mis which apostrophe. See the quo! at ion under tiini,,,..,.

move round as a person pMM*tbfOngh| a turn- tum-tippett (tern'tip't-t), H. (< turn. r..+ t<i>-

pike. Tunitllearci-.sualiy placed, ,n inads, bridges, or i'i-t.] Aturncoat; a time-server,

other places, either to prevent tin- passage of cattle, horses, fj,e pr |v(t, for the most part, were double-faced, turn-

tippets, and Hatterer*.

Cranmer, Works (Parker Soc.X II. 15. (Damet.)

turn-under (tern'un''der), H. Same as fall-

Turnstile, with Turnstile rev, , ,

vehicles, etc., but to admit that of person*, or to bar a pas-

sage until toll or passage-money is collected ; they are also

placed (sometimes with a turnstile-register) at the en-

hance of buildings, as where there Is a charge for admis-

sion, or where it is desired to prevent the entrance of too

many persons at one time.

turnstile-register (tern'stil-rej'is-ter), w. A
recording device for registering the number of

persons passing through a turnstile, as at the

entrance of a toll-bridge, a place of amuse-

ment, etc. It works by means of gear-wheels.
turnstone (tem'ston), . [< turn, v., + obj.

xtonc.] A small grallatorial bird of the genus
Hlrrpgilag, allied both to plovers and to sand-

pipers: so called from its habit of turning over

little stones or pebbles on the sea-shore in search

of food. The common turnstone or sea-dotterel Is S. in-

terpret. In full summer plumage this is one of the hand
somest of its tribe, being pled with black, brown, white,
and chestnut-red, and having orange feet; it Is 8 to 9

Inches long, and about 17 In extent of wings. It Is nearly

.

turn-up (tern'up), n. [< turn /<: see under

turn.] 1. A disturbance; a commotion; a

shindy or scrimmage.
I have seen many a turn-up, and some pitched battles

among the yokels ; anil, though one or two were rther too

sanguinary fur my taste, no serious mischief was done.

Xoeta Ambrotiana, Dec., 1884.

2. One who or that which turns up unexpect-

edly or without prearrangement.
The type of men of which Emerson and Carlyle are the

most pronounced and influential example* in our time, It

must be owned, are comparatively a new turn-up In liter-

ature. The Century, XXVII. 926.

[Colloq. or slang in both uses.]
turnuS (ter'nus), H. [< ML. turilUS, the specific

,,ame < L. Tuning, a man's name.] The ti-

Q,lnllr,wtoil ;,/,// tiinniv n. lare-e vollowRPr-swallowtail. / /" nix, a

streaked-back, red-legs, red-legged plover, bishop plover,

maggot-snipe, horse-font snipe, cnuckatvck, creddoclr, jinny,

etc., derived from its appearance or habits Among its

T .........ne,* **,,. in fun ,,,

English names are llebridal sandpiper and mrietjatetl

placer, stone-i>rrk.r. tamjle picker, etc. The black-headed
turnstone. S. melamicephalus, is a different variety or spe-

cies, mostly of a blackish color, found on the coasts of the

North Pacific. See Strepnlas. Plover-billed turn-
stone. Same as surf-bird. Seebohm.

turn-table (tern'ta'bl), H. 1. A circular plat-
form designed to turn upon its center, and sup-

ported by a series of wheels that travel upon a
circular track laid under the edge of the plat-
form. This is the original form of the railroad turn-

table, and Is still in use. The platform is laid with a sin-

gle line of rails, and the running-gear, pivot, wheels, etc.,

a A
Turn-table.

a, side elevation of turn-table, pivoteii at the central pier A ; A,

rollers which support the ends and u|x>n which the latter turn around
on .1 circular flat-topped rail ; i, (', fixed rails and turn-table rails

respectively.

are sunk in a circular pit. so that the track is level with
the eonm'eting tracks. In some cases a second line of

rails is laid on the platform, at right angles with the first,

The turn-table for turning locomotives, as at the end of

lnc-,1 lines, is now usually simply a wooden or iron girder.

pivoted at the center and having each end supported on
ulieeNtliat tnnvc nn a rimilar traek in a pit, the plat-
form being dispensed with. Small turn-tables for moving
cars from one track to another, as in narrow yards where
there is no room for curves or switches, are sometimes
used. Also called t<iriiiii<i-iiutr.

2. A device used in tracing the circular cenMBt-
cells for microscope-slides. E. II. Kniijht.

black-striped swallow-tailed butterfly common
in the United States. One striking variety of the fe-

male has the wings entirely black. The larva, of a deep

velvety-green color, feeds on sassafras, alder, willow, oak,

apple, and various other trees.

turnverein (torn'fe-rin'), H. [G. turn-Herein, <

tiirnrii, practise gymnastics (see turn, turner),

+ verein, union, association, < ver-, E. for-, +
rin, one, = E. one.] An association for the

practice of gymnastics according to the system
of the turners. See turner1 ,

4.

turnwayt (tern'wa), 11. [< turn, r., + my1
, M.]

An apostrophe. [Rare.]

Many times, when we haue rtinne a long race in our tale

spoken to the hearers, we do sodainly flye out & either

speake or cxclaime at some other person or thing, and

therefore the Greekes call such a figure (as we do) the

tttrnicay or ttirntale.

Pultenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 199.

turn-wrest (tern'rest), a. Noting a plow having
a reversible mold-board, whereby a furrow may
be turned either to the right or to the left, ac-

cording to the position of the mold-board.

Turonian (tu-ro'ni-an), n. [Irreg. < Tourainr

in France, where the system is well developed,
+ -Jan.] In grol., a division of the Cretaceous

system, according to the continental geologists.
It lies between the Ceiiomanlan and the Senonlan, and is

the equivalent of the English Lower Chalk, or
" Chalk with

out flints" the chalk of the cliffs of Dover and Shake-

speare Cliff. In the more detailed nomenclature of the

French geologists it includes the Santonian and Cam-

panian.

turpentine (ter'pen-tin), n. [Formerly also ter-

pcntine; < ME. turbcntyne = MD. tcrpentyn, tcr-

nientijii, D. terpentijn=:(-T. Sw. Dan. terpentin, <

OF. tiirbentinc, tercbentinc, turpentine, tereben-

tliine, ML. terrbintina, NL. terebinthina, turpen-

tine, < L. terebinthina (so. resina), fern, of tere-

/liiithiiius, of the terebinth, < terebinthus, < Gr.

reptpivdos, terebinth: see terebinth, and cf. tere-

binthine.] 1. An oleoresinous substance se-

creted by the wood or bark of a number of

trees, all coniferous except the terebinth, which

yields Chian turpentine. It consist* chiefly of an

essential hydrocarbon oil (CjoHig) and a resin called

colophomi or rosin. The common turpentine is derived in

France from the maritime pine, Pinus maritima (French
or Bordeaux turpentine); in Russia and Germany, from

the Si-nti-hpine, P. sylventris ; in Austria and Corsica, from

the Corsican pine, P. Laricio; in the East Indies and

Japan, from several pines; and in the United States, most

largely In North Carolina, from the southern or long-

leafed pine, R palu*tris and somewhat from the loblolly
-

pine. /'. T.f:la. For other turpentines, see the phrases
below. In the rnitcd states turpentine is obtained by
cutting a pocket 111 the side of the tree (boxing), whence
it is periodically collected. In France the less destrue-

turpin

tire method is practised of removing a piece of bark and

roiiilui-tiiii: tin- t!<>w into cartln-n v. >-> 1-. 'I In- crude

turpentine is subjected to distillation, separating tin nil.

or so-called spirit or spirit* of turpentine, from the rosin

the oil In the ca*e of the long-leafed pine constituting,

It U said, 17 per cent., and In the case of the maiil inn-

pine 24 per cent. This when pure is limpid and colorless,

of a penetrating peculiar odor, and a pungent Uttertih

taste, spirit of turpentine is \ci> ttlowTll) used In

mixing paints and varnishes. In medicine it Is stimulant

and diuretic, an anthelinintic, and externally a rllliefarii-i.t

and counter-irrlUnt.

Men ellen a Gome, that Men clepen Turbentyne, In

tede of Bawme ; and thel putten there to a littllle llawme

for to jeven gode Odour. MandemUe, Travels, p. 61.

2. The oil or spirit of turpentine; turps: an

ordinary but less precise use Aleppo turpen-
tine, an article resembling, but not equal to, the Hordeatix

turpentine, obtained In Provence from I'inut Haltpenm*.
Canada turpentine, Canada balsam. (See baltam.)

During the American civil war, turpentine of the com-

mon sort was obtained from the Canadian red pine, Pinut
rrrinota. - Carpathian turpentine, usually called Car-

pathian balsam, a turpentine from the Kwis* stone pine,

Pinu* Cetnora. Chian turpentine, the product of the

turpentine-tree (which see), obtained by Incision. It 1* of

a feebly aromatic and terebinthlnous flavor, not bitter or

acrid, and of a characteristic pleasantly aromatic and tre-

binthinous scent. It was formerly of medicinal repute,

then fell nearly into disuse, but latterly has been used with

some success for cancer. Also Cyprian or Sciu turpentine.
~ Hungarian turpentine, the product of the dwarf pine,

f'inusPimiilio, usually called Uungarian balsam, an ar-

ticle scarcely met with in commerce. Its essential oil Is

used as an inhalant in throat-diseases. - Larch turpen-
tine Same as Venetian turpentine. Mineral turpen-
tine, a deodorized benzoin used in painting as a substi-

tute for turpentine. Sclo turpentine. Same as Chian

turpentine. Strasburg turpentine, the product of the

silver fir, Abie alba, much resembling common turpen-

tine, but pleasantly odorous, and not acrid and bitter. It

was formerly much esteemed In medicine, but I* now

nearly obsolete. Turpentine camphor. Same as arti-

ficial camphor. See camphor. Turpentine ointment,
see ointment. Venetian or Venice turpentine, the

oleoresln of the European larch, Larix Eurupira, secreted

chiefly In Its napwooa. It is less siccative than any other

kind. It is useful for plasters, and is often prescribed
in veterinary practice; but the genuine article is con-

sumed mostly in continental Europe,

turpentine (ter'pen-tin), v. t.
[< turpentine, .]

To apply turpentine to ;
rub with turpentine.

Or Martyr beat like Shrovetide cocks with bat*,

And fired like turptntiMd poor wasting rat*.

P. Pindar), Subject* for Painters.

turpentine-hack (ter'pen-tin-hak), n. A hand-

tool for cutting or boxing pine-trees, to starl

the flow of crude turpentine. E. H. Knight.

turpentine-moth (ter'pen-tln-mdth), . Any
one of several tortricid moths whose larvae bore

the twigs and shoots of pine and fir, causing
an exudation of resin and killing the twig. Re-

tinia rerinana Is the common turpentine-moth of Europe ;

R. comstockianamd R.fnutana are common in the I jilted

State*.

turpentine-oil (ter'pen-tin-oil), H. The oil of

turpentine. Bee turpen tine. Also called pine-
oil Hydrochlorate of turpentine-oil, artificial cam-

phor. See camphor.

turpentine-still (ter'pen-tin-stil), . An ap-

paratus for distilling spirit from turpentine, or

turpentine from pine-wood.
turpentine-tree (ter'pen-tin-tre), . I. The
terebinth-tree, Pistacia Terebinthug, the source

of Chian or Scio turpentine. Though the range of

the terebinth is wide, the moderate demand I* met by
about 1,1100 trees, some of them 8UO or 900 years old, on
the isle of Sclo. See terebinth.

2. The Australian Syncarpia taurifolia ( Trwtti-

iiia albens) and Tristania conferta, trees afford-

ing an aromatic oil. See the generic names.

turpentinic (ter-pen-tin'ik), a. [< turpentine +
-i<VJ Related to turpentine Turpentinic acid.
Same as terebic acid (which see, under terSrie).

turpeth (ter'peth), . [Formerly also turbeth.

turbith, turbit; < ME. turbyte, < OF. (and F.)
tnr/iith = Pg. tttrbit (ML. turpethum), < Ar.

turbid, < Pers. turbid, a cathartic, turbad, a

purgative root.] 1. The root of Ipomtea (Con-

rolrulug) Turjiethutn, a plant of Ceylon, Mala-

bar, and Australia, which has a cathartic prop-
erty. (See Indianjalap, underjalap.) Itissome-
times called vegetable turpeth, to distinguish it

from mineral turpeth. 2. Turpeth-mineral.
Resin Of turpeth. See resin.

turpeth-mineral (ter'peth-min'e-ral), n. A
name formerly given to the yellow basic mer-

cury sulphate (HpSC^HgO). It act* as a powerful
emetic, and was formerly given in croup, but it 1* now
seldom used internally. It is a very useful errhine in

cases of headache, amaurosig, etc.

niatize.

O (that) . . . t woman . . . should thus turpife the

reputation of my doctrine with the superscription of a
fool ! Sir P. Sidney, Wanstead Play, p. 620. (Danes.)

turpint, ". Aii olrsolete corruption of
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Turpinia (ter-pin'i-a), . [NL. (Ventenat, turretl (tui-'et), . [< ME. turet, torct, < OF. turriculate (tu-rik'u-lat) a. [< L turricida.
J.IUUUUB ^"" t'"' _'!_ T-, * _ is i; ...u. .1 ,< *.,_* omoii tr,mv coo n . 1 itt p tnwpr ( SP fi turricula ). + -ate1 .} Hav-

touretle, tourct, a turret or small tower: see

tower. The W. tiered, tower, is from the E.]

1. A little tower rising from or otherwise con-

]so:i), named after P'. J. F. Turpin, a French

naturalist and artist (1776-1840).] A genus of

polypetalous plants, of the order Staphylcacee?.
It Is characterized by a three-lobed ovary indehiscent in

fruit The 8 species are natives of Asia and America,

especially in China, India, and the West Indies. They
are smooth trees or shrubs with terete branchlets bearing

opposite leaves, usually composed of opposite serrulate

leaflets. The small white flowers form terminal and axil-

lary spreading panicles. Some species produce an edible

drupaceous fruit. T. occidental-is, a tree from 20 to 30 feet

high, is known as cassava-wood or coromantee drumwood
in Jamaica. (See drummed.) T. pomifera of India and
China the toukshama of Burma, a very variable species
from 12 to 40 feet high, in its typical state bears a fleshy,

smooth, and roundish yellow, green, or reddish drupe,
sometimes 2 inches in diameter.

turpis causa (ter'pis ka'za). [L. : turpis, base,

vile; causa, cause, reason: see cause.] In Scots

law, a base or vile consideration on which no
action can be founded. This would be called in

English law a consideration contra tonos mores,
or against public policy.

turpitude (ter'pi-tud), . [< F. turpitude = It.

turpititdine, < L. turpitudo, baseness, < turpis,

base.] Inherent baseness or vileness
;
shame-

ful wickedness ; depravity.
All maner of conceites that stirre vp any vehement pas-

sion in a man doo it by some turpitude or euill and vnde-

cency that is in them.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 242.

How wouldst thou have paid

My better service, when my turpitude
Thou thus dost crown with gold !

Shalt., A. and C., iv. 6. 33.

Whose political vices, at least, were imputable to men-
tal incapacity, and to evil counsellors, rather than to any
natural turpitude of heart. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3. nected with a larger building ; a small tower, J

e oil often crowning or anishing the angle of a wall,^^^ |,,.HS tower':

Turrets,ihcentury.-MamentrancetotheAbbeyofMontSt.Mlchel. tuniont . IX It.
Normandy. (From Viollet-le-Duc's Diet, de rArchitecture.") "",!'. l_l _.

a little tower (see turricula), + -a/e1 .] 1 . Hav-

ing turrets; characterized by the presence of

a number of small towers; turreted. 2. In

conch., turreted. Also
turriculated.

turriculated (tu-rik'u-la-

ted), a. [< turriculate +
-cdV.] Same as turricu-

late, 2.

turrilite (tur'i-lit), n. [<

Turrilites.] A fossil am-
monitoid cephalopod, the
shells of which occur in the
cretaceous and greensand
formations, and which be-

longs to the genus Tur-

rilites or a related form.
The shell is spiral, turreted, and
sinistral. There are about 37

species.

Turrilites (tur-i-li'tez), n.

[NL. (Lamarck, 1801), <

L. turns, a tower, + Gr.

/U0of, stone.] A genus of

fossil cephalopods, gener-
ally referred to the family
Stephanoceratidss, but by
some considered as the

type of a family Turrili-

tidee; the turrilites, as T.

costatus or T. catenatus.

Qf

fortified city or post.

turps (terps), n. A workmen's name for the
Turrilites fostatu

or spirit of turpentine.
The spirit of turpentine will be designated by the word

turps, which is in general use, has only one meaning, and
has the advantage of brevity.

Spom' Encyc. Manuf., p. 2025.

turquett, [Appar. < OF. 'Turquet, dim. of

Tare, Turk : see Turk.] A figure of a Turk or

Mohammedan.
Let anti-masques not be long ; they have been com-

monly of fools, satyrs, baboons, wild men, antics, . . .

lurquets, nymphs, rustics, Cupids, statues moving, and the

like. Bacon, Masques and Triumphs (ed. 1887).

turquoise (ter-koiz' or ter-kez'), n

of unstable
forms bein
after mod
belonging
that belonging only to the

namely ter-koiz': other pronunciations are ter-

kez', ter-kes'. Now- most commonly spelled

turquoise, also turkoise, also turquois, turkois,

etc. TurretBareof two chief classes such as rise imme-

diately from the ground, as staircase turrets, and such as
, -.

see foWM ), + *!.] bee turreted, 4.

(Lamarck,areformedontheupperpartsofabuilding.oftencorbeled Turritella (tur-i-tel'a). n. [NL. (

out from the wall and not extending down to the ground, 1799), < L. turritus, towered, + -ella.] 1. The
as bartizan turrets. See also cuts under peel and bartizan.

typieal genug of Turritellidee, having along
2. In medieval warfare,

a movable building of a
tu j:ricula

b
te Spiraiiy gtriate shell, with rounded

square form, consisting of ten or even twenty rture ag g imbricata.Z. (I. c.] Any mem-
stones, and sometimes 180 feet high, usually b r of tn

'

is senus
moved on wheels, and employed in approaches Turritellid^ (tur-i-tel'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <
to a fortified place for carrying soldiers,_en- ^rrMla + .^ A fami

'

ly of ffenioglossate
gines, ladders, etc. 3. Milit., a tower, often

revolving, for offensive purposes, on land or

See cut under monitor. 4. In/ier. : (a)

ho]ostomous gastropods, whose typical genus is

TurriteHa; the screws or screw-shells.

ret. [Hare.] 5. In a railroad-car of American
moilel, the raised part of the middle of the roof,

utilized for affording light and ventilation.-

dolphin, Delpliimis
North Atlantic waters, of rather large size and

heavy build, with comparatively large and few
teeth. 2f. [cap.'] Same as Ttirxiops.

prob. existent) ;
= D. turckois, turcoys, now tur- to tmirnct, a ring in the mouth of a bit, < fount,

koois = MHG. tiirkis, turkoys, turggis, G. two a turn : see turn.'] Same as ferret.

kiss, tiirkis, now turkiss = Dan. turkis, tyrkis = The silver turrets of his harness.

Sw. turkos; < OF. turquoise, tourques, F. tur- De Quincey, Eng. Mail Coach.

quoise = Sp. titrquesa = Pg. turqueza = It. tur- turreted (tur'et-ed), a. [< turret + -ed?.~] 1.
cliese (ML. reflex tvrchesius), a turquoise, lit.
' Turkish stone '

(being brought through Turkey
ult. from Persia, or ' Turkish '

meaning practi-

cally
' Asiatic ') (of. Turkey-stone) ; fern, of OF.

Turquois, etc. (ML. "Turcensis), Turkish (see

Turkeis), < Turt, Turk: see Turk.'] An opaque
blue or greenish-blue precious stone, consist-

to the tursio, and including such species as T.

gilli of the North Pacific, which shares with
various cetaceans the name cotrfisli. Also for-

merly Tursio (a name preoccupied in another

connection).
Furnished with turrets. 2. In

Jtcr., having turtle1
(ter'tl), n. [< ME. turtle, tnrtle, twtel,

small towers or turrets set upon it, as a castle

or a city wall. 3. Formed like a tower: as, a
turreted lamp. 4. In concJi., having a long or

towering spire ;
turriculated.

Also turrited. See also cut un-
der Turrilites.

ing essentially of a phosphate of aluminium
turret-gun (tur'et-gun), .

containing a little copper and iron. The true or gun especially designed for use
Oriental turquoise, a favorite ornamental stone in rings f rPv i viT,X tnrrpr
and other articles of jewelry, is found in a mountain re- .'

levoivm ret.

gion in Persia, and was originally brought into western turret-head (tur et-hed), n. The
Europe by way of Turkey. A variety found in New Mexi- revolving head of a bolt-cutter,
co, usually of a greenish-blue color, is also used in jewelry. J<; ff Jfnight
The principal locality is in the Los Cerillos Mountains, i.-J.-.-i lofho /tnv'pt 15 TH 1

! A
where the turquoise was mined by the Indians in very

Mirret-iatne I I-iafH;, M. A
early times. A greenish turquoise is also found in Nevada.
See bone-turquoise.

Turkis and agate and almondine.
Tennyson, The Merman.

Reconstructed turquoise, imitation turquoise made
of finely powered ivory which is deposited in a solution of

copper. This deposit is dried, baked very slowly, and
cut. Rock-turquoise, a name given to a matrix of tur-

screw-cutting lathe the slide of

which is fitted with a cylindri-
cal or polygonal block or turret

pierced around its periphery
with openings to receive dies,
which are secured in place by
set-screws. E. H. Knight.

turtml, also tortor (also turtre, < OF.), < AS. tur-

tle = G. turtel(taubc) = OF. turtre, F. tourtre

(also dim. tourtereau, tourterelle) = Pr. tortre =
Sp. tortora, tortola = It. tortora, tortola, < L. tur-

tur, a turtle
;
a reduplicated form, prob. imita-

tive of the cooing of a dove.] A turtle-dove.

The wedded turtel with her herte trewe.

Chaucer, Parliament of I'owls, 1. 355.

Greenland turtle, the sea-pigeon, or Greenland sea-dove,
Uria grtjlle. See cut under yuillemat.

turtle'2 (ter'tl), n. [Formerly also turtle; prob.
a corruption of tortoise, or an accom. form, first

used by English sailors, of the Sp. tortiu/a or Pg.
tiirtaruaa, a tortoise: see tortoise. In either

case the alteration appears to have been assisted

Turreted Shell of
Latfrns pillmlti, a
member of the Fas-
ciolariidx.

quoise when small grains of turquoise are embedded in it. turret-Ship (tur'et-ship), n. An armor-plated

ne eng
true turquoise, and those from the new being odontolite, a
fossil ivory stained with copper.

turquoise-green (ter-koiz'gren), . A some-
what pale color intermediate between green
and blue.

turr(ter), n. [Burmese.] A three-stringed viol

used in Burma.
turrel (tur'el), x. [Prob. ult. < OF. tour, a turn:
see tour, turn, and cf . turret*.] An auger used
by coopers.

deck heavy guns mounted within one or more
cylindrical iron turrets, which are made to ro-

tate, so that the guns may be brought to bear
in any required direction. See monitor, 7.

turribantt (tur'i-bant), n. Same as turban.

turricula (tu-rik'u-la), n.; pi. turneulte (-le).

[ML.,< L. turricula, a little tower, dim. of turris,
tower: see turrefi, tower.] Any utensil, as a

candlestick, having the form of a tower, espe-
cially in ornamental art.

^->*^>r.; ~l
'

Turtle (CA(Yc>/j' nn'riftoratns).



turtle

by a whimsical association with liirilri. The

application to tlic smaller land-tortoises seems
to bo later.] 1. Atoi-t"i-; nny clieloniun or

testudinate; any memlier of the I'ln-lnnin or

Ti-xtinliHiilii (scis" tin' technical names); espe-

cially, a marine tortoiw, pi-ovMcd with flippers;

absolutely, the green turtle, as I'lirlmiin niiilun

(see cut In-low), highly esteemed for soup. See

cuts referreil ti> uiiiler lorlni.-'t', also cuts under

.txi>iiliniiTlfx, I'.ri-tiiKii-lii'liix, /ifrinlii; I'll iifnnpon-

tli/li, xlitlrr, and s!ii/l:/i'it.

The tortoise, which they call turtle, eats like veal.

>. flttrte, Four Plantations In America (1670X p. 21.

A turtle which means a tortoise is fond of hli shell.

0. W. llulmei, Professor, II.

2. The, detachable segment of the cylinder of

a rotary printing-machine which contains the

types or plates to be printed: so called from
its curved surface. In practice, the turtle U removed
from the machine to the type setting room. The types
are made up on the curved surface, and nrmly held in

place by rebated column-rules, thicker at the top
than at

tin: bottom, and flnnly grooved in the turtle. When the

types have been locked up by screws on the turtle, they
c.i M be placed on the machine for printing without risk of

falling out, or they can be molded in thin curved form

by the papier-macne process, and the curved plate made
therefrom can be used in printing. The stereotype meth-
od is preferred. Bastard turtle, ThalaKuxMyt tem-

pi. Box-turtle. See biix-tvrttnue, Cutiulo, cooler, Pyxis.
Chicken-turtle. Same as chidren-tortoue. [Southern

U. 8.] -Diamond-backed turtle. See diamond-batted.

Greaved turtle, a tortoise of the genus Podocnemis, as

/'. erpanm. Green turtle, one of several species of tur-

tles, belonging to the natural order Chelnnia, family Chelo-

nit:/:f. and gi-nus Clirliiiiia (which see for the technical

zoological characters). They are all marine, and feed al-

most exclusively on algec or seaweeds. The common species

6545

turtle-deck (ter'tl-dek), t. See deck, 2.

turtle-dove (t.Vtl-.luv), . [< -Ml;

= ]). tnrtihluif = oil'!. tiirtHliitiili,

Mild. ltii-ti/iiilir. liirtiliiilii; <!. liirlfllaube =
Dan. turteldiie = Sw. turtuntufra ; as turtle1 +
i/'H-f 1

.] 1. The turtle: any member of the ge-
nus I'urtur in a broad sense; specifically, T.

i-ulgaria, a dove native in the British Islands

lln-'iiicut i.f Ui<-

m-vcr tinted. It dllf.-ri

:

Turtle-dove (Turtttr
Tuscan Order, after Vlgnola.

Green Turtle (Chelenia midas).

of the West Indies Is Chelonia midae ; that of Pacific waters
Is C. uirt/ata. The former comes on the coast of the United

States, from the Gulf of Mexico northward, occasionally
even to Long Island Sound or even on the New England
fishing-banks. It attains great size, individuals having
been taken weighing from 000 to 800 pounds. It lives

chiefly in deep water, but also seeks the mouths of rivers

and estuaries. It breeds from April till July, and In April,
and especially in May, large numbers come ashore to lay
their eggs, which are much esteemed and eagerly sought
for. The animal itself Is celebrated as the source of real-

turtle soup. Tho Pacific species ranges along the whole
southern coast of California, and is regularly taken to the
Ban Francisco markets. Hawk-billed <>r hawk's-blll
turtle, a marine turtle, the caret, Eretmochelits imbricata,
the source of commercial tortoise-shell. See cut under
Eretmorhelys. Loggerhead turtle. See loggerhead, 4.

Mock turtle, see mm*!. Painted turtle. Same
as painted terrapin (which see, under terrapin). Soft-
she lied or soft turtle. See sofl-ihelUd, Trionychida,
and cut under Aipidonectet.To turn turtle, to capsize :

said of a vessel. [Naut. slang.] (See also alligator-turtle,

land-turtle, mud-turtle, sea-turtle-, snapping-turtle.)

turtle2 (ter'tl), r. i.
; pret. and pp. turtled, ppr.

turtling. [< turtle2
, n.] To pursue or capture

turtles ; make a practice or business of taking
turtles.

\\lirn going on a turtling excursion a gaper is caught,
and the more experienced natives have no great difficulty
iu procuring one when required.

Anthrop. Jour., XIX. 349.

turtleback (ter'tl-bak), . 1. A West Indian

helmet-shell, Cassis tubcrosa. Imp. Diet. 2.

Something having the shape of a turtle's back,
(a) A rude stone implement, of a shape suggesting the

name, by some supposed to represent a failure to chip out
a more elaborate or perfect form.

The familiar turtlf-back or one-faced stone, the double
turtle, back or two-faced stone, together with all similar
rude shapes.

W. H. Holmes, Amer. Anthrop., Jan., 1890, p. IS.

(ft) An arched protection erected over the upper deck of a
steamer at the l>ow, and often at the stern also, to guard
against damage from the breaking on board of heavy seas ;

a wliah n;u'k.

turtle-cowry (ter'tl-kou'ri), n. A large hand-
some cowry. Ci/i>rii'tt It islmtiiittria.

turtle-crawl (tOr'tl-kral), . 1. The track of
a turtle to and from its nest. 2. A pen con-
structed iu the water for confining turtles.

[Florida.]
411

and other parts of Europe, and thence extend-

ing into Africa and Asia. There are many others, of

most parts of the Old World, as the Cambayan, T. Senegal-

emit; among them Is T. riiarius, commonly seen in cap-

tivity and called Tiny-dove.

2. The common Carolina dove or pigeon, Zenai-

dura carolinensis. Also called mourning-dove.
See cut under dove. [Local, U. S.] 3. The
Australian dove Stictopelia euneata. [Local.]

turtle-egging (ter'tl-eg'ing), n. The act or in-

dustry of taking turtles' eggs. The turtle digs a
hole in the sand, In which the eggs are deposited and then

covered over. To ascertain where the nest is located a

sharp stick or Iron rod Is used to prod the ground.

turtle-footed (ter'tl-fut'ed), a. Slow-footed.

Turtle-footed peace. Ford. (fmp. Diet.)

turtle-grass (ter'tl-gras), . See Thalassia.

turtle-head (ter'tl-hed), n. See Chelone, 2.

turtle-peg (ter'tl-peg), n. The spear or har-

poon used in striking turtles ;
a peg. It is a

small sharp piece of iron, made fast to a cord, and mounted
on a long shaft. The turtle Is pegged by a thrust Into

the shell, where the head of the spear Is held nrmly ; the
staff is then withdrawn, and the turtle is brought in by
the cord. [Florida.)

turtler (ter'tler), n. [< turtle? + -erl.] One
who makes a business of hunting for turtles or

their eggs.
turtle-run (ter'tl-run), n. A turtle-crawl.

[Florida.]
turtle-shell (ter'tl-shel), n. 1. Tortoise-shell;

especially, the darker and less richly mottled
tortoise-shell used for inlaying in wood, etc.

2. In conch., the turtle-cowry.

turtle-soup (ter'tl-sop'), A rich soup the
chief ingredient of which is turtle-meat.
Mock-turtle soup, see mock-turtle.

turtle-^tone (ter'tl-ston), . In ijeol., a sep-
tarium.

turtling (ter'tling), . [Verbal n. of turtle"*, t).]

The act or method of catching turtles
;
the busi-

ness of a turtler.

turtosa (ter-to'sS), . The African teak or

oak, Oldfieldia Afrieaiia.

turtourt, . [Ml!., also tortor (also turtre, < OF.
tttrtrc), < L. titrtur, a turtle: see turtle1 .'] A
turtle-dove.

Oon lite! and obscure,
With whete and mylde in that thi turtourt fede.

Palladius, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.\ p. 21.

Turtur (ter'ter), n. [NL., < L. turtur. a turtle :

see turtle^.] A genus of doves, based by Selby
in 1835 upon the common turtle of Europe, Co-
litinha turtur of Linnaeus, now called Titrtur

communis, rulgaris, or auritus. (See cut under

turtle-dove.) There are many other Old World

species, among them T. rixorius, probably the

turtle of Scripture.
turves. . An obsolescent plural of fur/

1
.

turvy-topsyt, <"''' Same as topsyturvy. Cited

by F. Ball, The Nation, March 28, 1889, p. 268.

turwar (tur'war), H. [E. Ind.] The tanning-
bark obtained in India from Cassia auriculata.

Tuscan (tus'kan), a. and n. [= F. Tosean, <

It. Toscano, < L. Tiucanta, < Tuscus, Thuscus,
Tuscan. Cf. Etruscan.] I. a. Pertaining to

Tuscany, a former grand duchy, now a com-

partimento of the present kingdom of Italy,

corresponding generally to the ancient Etruria.
Tuscan order, one of the five orders of architecture,

according to Vitruvlns and Palladio. It admits of no or-

tusk

namenta, presents the luck of r

man orders, and the columns a

so little, however,
from the Koman -

Doric that It Is

generally regard-
ed as being only
a variety of the
latter. See Do-
ric. - Tuscan
straw, plaited
straw of flue yel-
low color, used
for making hats
and fine mats and
basket*.

II. . 1. An
inhabitant of

Tuscany. 2.
In arch., the
Tuscan order.

tush 1
(tush), H.

[< ME. tttsch,

tosch; an as-

sibilated form
of

tufcl.]
A

long pointed
tooth ; a tusk

;

specifically,
one of the four
Canine teeth
of the horse.
That great wolf [Gardiner], . . . whose teeth are like to

the venomous tojthes of the ramping lion.

Becon, Works (Parker Soc.), III. 287.

And whom he strikes his crooked tuthei slay.

Shalt., Venus and Adonis, 1. 024.

tush2 (tush), inter). [Formerly also ticish; cf.

tut and pish.] An exclamation expressing re-

buke, impatience, or contempt, and equivalent
to 'pshaw! be silent': as, tush! tush! never tell

me such a story as that.

There is a cholerlke or disdainful! interiection vsed In

the Irish language called Boagh, which Is as much in Eng-
lish as twith.

Stanihuret, Descrip. of Ireland, I. (Hollnshed'sChron.,1.).

T*h, man ; in this topsy-turvy world friendship and
bosom-kindness are but made covers for mischief, means
to compass ill. Chapman, Widow's Tears, v.

tush2 ( tush ), v.i. [< tush?, intcri.] To express
impatience, contempt, or the like by the ex-
clamation "Tush!"
Cedrlc tuihed and pshawed more than once at the mes-

sage. Scott, Ivanboe, xliv.

tushed (tusht), a. [< tushl + -crf2.] Having
tushes; tusked.
tusk 1

(tusk), n. [< ME. tusk, also transposed
tux (also assibilated tuseh, tosch: see ttis/i 1 ), <

AS. tune, also transposed tux = OFries. tusk,
tusch = Icel. toskr (cf. Gael, tosg, < E.), a tusk,

tooth; prob., with orig. adj. formative -fc or-sk

(as in AS. -ise, E. -(.A 1
), from the orig. form of

tooth (AS. toth, Goth, tuntlius, etc.), the radical
th + k or th + sk reducing to sk, as th + t or th

+ st reduces to st. The supposition that AS.
fuse is a contr. of *twisc, \ twi-, two, though
phonetically tenable (cf. tuskar, tu-iscar), does
not meet the sense.] 1. A long pointed tooth ;

especially, a tooth long enough to protrude
from the lips when the mouth is closed. Tusks
are extremely prominent in some animals, as elephant*,
mastodons, ana other proboscideans; the narwhal among
cetaceans; various pachyderms, as the hippopotamus.
boar, and babirussa ;

the walrus among pinniped cam!'
vores ; and the fossil saber-toothed tigers among ordinary

.canine tooth) : #, tusk of elephant
(incisor tooth).

carnivores. Tusks may be upper or lower; they are usu-

ally upper, but In the dinotherium lower. They are

either incisors or canines in different animals, but are usu-

ally canines. They are always paired except in the nar-

whal. The single developed upper Incisor of the male
narwhal is the longest tusk known, reaching a length of

10 or 12 feet, and it is spirally grooved as if twisted. Ele-

phants' tusks are upper incisors, and furnish most of the

Ivory of commerce. The tusks of the walrus are upper
canines ; those of the boar tribe are canines, both upper
and lower. The tusks of the dinotherinm are a pair of

lower incisors turned down ont of the mouth. The so-

called tusks or tushes of the horse are ordinary canines.

See cuts under babirutta, bttr, DinMerium. elephant.
Mattodonrintr, wonodon, narvlial, Phacochima, later-

toothed, and iratnu.



tusk

But bit his lip for felonous despight,
And gnasht his yron tuttkexat that displeasing sight.

Spenser, V. Q., IV. x. 3.'!.

2. A sharp projecting point resembling in some
degree a tusk or tooth of an animal. Specifically

(a) A tooth of a harrow. (6) The share of a plow.

Shortly plough or harrow
Shall pass o'er what was Ismail, and its tUKk

Be unimpeded by the proudest mosque.
Byron, Don Juan, vii. 63.

(c) In locks, a sharp projecting point or claw which forms
a means of attachment or engagement.
3. In carp., a bevel shoulder on a tenon to give
it additional strength. 4. A tooth-shell. See

Dentaliidse, and cut under tooth-shell.

tusk 1
(tusk), . [< tusk1

, n.] I. trans. 1. To
gore with the tusks.

My poor mistress went distract and mad
When the boar tusk'd him. Keats, Endymion, iii.

2. To move, turn, or thrust with the tusks.

The wilde boare has tusked up his vine.

Dekker, Londons Tempe (Works, ed. Pearson, IV. 120).

Il.t intrans. To gnash the teeth, as a boar;
show the tusks.

Never tusk, nor twirl your dibble ; . . . you shall not

fright me with your lion-chap, sir, nor your tusks.
B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

tusk2 (tusk), H. [A reduced form of torsk. Cf.

rusk.] A fish : same as torsk.

tusk3 (tusk), . [Early mod. E. tuske, also as-

sibilated tushe; cf. Dan. dusk, a tuft, tassel,
Sw. dial, tuss, a wisp of hay; cf. also W. tus,

tusw, a wisp, bundle. The relations of these
forms are uncertain. Cf . tussock.] A tuft

;
a

bush. Palsgrave.
tuskar (tus'kar), n. [Also tushkar, twiscar; <

Icel. torfskeri, a turf-cutter (cf. torfskurdhr,
turf-cutting), < torf, turf, + skera, cut : see turf

1

and shear.] An implement of iron with a wood-
en handle, for cutting peat. [Orkney and Shet-

land.]
tusked (tuskt), a. [< tusk1 + -cd2.] Having
tusks; tusky: used in heraldry only when the
tusks are of a different tincture from the rest
of the bearing. Also tusked.

His wide mouth did gape
With huge great teeth, like to a tusked Bore.

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 5.

tuskee (tus'ke), . [Amer. Ind.] The prairie-
turnip, Psoralea esculenta. See Psoralea.
tusker (tus'ker), n. [< tusk1 + -erl.] An ele-

phant whose tusks are grown and retained.

Every one knows that elephants are found there [in Cey-
lon], but it is not so generally known that tuskers are so
rare that not one male in 300 has tusks.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 587.

tusk-shell (tusk'shel), n. A tooth-shell: same
as tusk1

,
4.

tusk-tenon (tusk'ten"on), n. A tenon strength-
ened by having a shoul-
der or step on the lower
side. This form has the ad-

vantage of permitting the mor-
tise into which it enters to
be cut at a higher point in a
horizontal beam, thus weak-
ening the latter less than if

cut at or below the neutral
line of deflection.

tusk-vase (tusk'vas), n.

A decorative vase form-
ed of a part of the tusk of an elephant, hol-
lowed and mounted with the point downward
on a stand; hence, a vase of any material re-

sembling a tusk so mounted.
tusky (tus'ki), a. [< tiisk1 + -i/l.] Having
tusks; tusked: as, the tusku boar. Pone, Odys-
sey, xiv. 124.

tusmoset, See tuzzimuzzy.
tussah-silk (tus'a-silk), . Same as tusser-
silk. Spans' Encyc. Manuf., I. 520.
tussal (tus'al), a. [< tussis + -al] Relating to
or caused by cough.

tussemoset, See tuzzimuszy.
tusser (tus'er). n. [Also tussur, tussore, tusseh,
tussali, tussa, tasar; prob. at first in comp. tusser-
silk, lit. 'shuttle-silk,' perhaps from the form
of the cocoon (Yule), < Hind, tassar, < Skt. tas-
sara, trasitra, shuttle.] 1. Same as tusser-silk.

2. An oak-feeding silkworm, Antherssa my-
litta, furnishing a silk of great strength, but of
coarse quality and hard to reel.

tusser-silk (tus'er-silk), n. The raw silk pro-duced by various silkworms other than the
ordinary Sericnria mori, as by Anthcnm iiii/-
lltttl. The silk is naturally of a dark fawn-color; the
cloths made from it are generally plainly woven, without
patterns, brocading, or even cords.

tusser-worm (tus'er-werm), n. Same as tus-
ser, 2.

Tusk-tenon.

A, tenon ; B, tusk.
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tusses (tus'ez), >i. pi. [Appar. for tushru, pi. of

tuxH,\;\r. of task: cf. tusk1
, n., 3.] Projecting

stones left in masonry to tie in the wall of a

building intended to be subsequently annexed.
Halliwell.

And also forsaide Richarde sail schote out tusses in the
west ende for makyng of a stepill.
Contractfor Catterick Church, Yorkshire (1412), quoted in

[N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 490.

tussicular (tu-sik'u-lar), a. [< L. tussicularis,
< tussicula, dim. of tussis, cough.] Of or per-
taining to a cough.
Tussilago (tus-i-la'go), n. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700; earlier in Lobel, 1576), <L. tussilago, the
herb coltsfoot.] A genus of composite plants,
of the tribe Seneciouidese, type of the subtribe

Tttssilaginese. It is characterized by radiate flower-
heads with erect uniseriate involucral bracts, the disk-
flowers with undivided styles. The only species, T. Far-
fara, the coltsfoot, is widely distributed through north
temperate regions in the Old World, in America natural-
ized in the North Atlantic States and Canada. It is a per-
ennial herb, more or less covered with snowy wool, grow-
ing from a deep-seated rootstock. The leaves are radical,
large and roundish, and somewhat angulate ; the flower-
heads are yellow, of medium size, and solitary upon a

scale-bearing scape. See coltsfoot (with cut), and compare
coughwort and foalfoot.

tussis (tus'is), n. [L.] InjHed., a cough. Com-
pare pertussis. [Now rare.]

tussle (tus'l), n. [Formerly also tussel ; avar.,
with shortened vowel, of tousle: see tousle.] A
struggle ;

a conflict
;
a scuffle. [Colloq.]

"It is some comfort, when one has had a sair tussel,"
continued the captain, . . . "that it is in a fair leddy's
service." Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, Ii.

tussle (tus'l), i'. i.
; pret. and pp. tussled, ppr.

tussling. [< tussle, n.] To struggle; wrestle

confusedly; scuffle. [Colloq.]
tussock (tus'ok), . [Formerly also tussuck ,

supposed to be another form, with accom. dim.
suffix -ock, of tusk3.] 1 . A clump, tuft, or small
hillock of growing grass. 2. Same as tuft

2
,
1.

There shoulde not any such tussocks nor tufts be seen
as there be, nor such laying out of the hair.

Latimer, Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

3. A tussock-moth, as of the genus Orgyia
(which see); a vaporer: so called from the
tufted larvae. The larva of the white-marked tussock,
O. leucostigma, is a very destructive caterpillar in the
United States. The pale tussock is the European 0. pudi-
bunda : so called in England.
4. Same as tussock-grass.

tussock-caterpillar (tus'ok-kat"er-pil-ar), n.
The larva of any tussock-moth.

tussock-grass (tus'ok-gras), n. 1. A tall and
elegant grass, Poa flabellata (Dactylis cxspito-
sa), a native
of the Falk-
land Islands,
Tierra del

Fuego, and
southern Pat-

agonia, de-

lighting in

boggy and

peaty ground.
It grows in great
tufts or tussocks
sometimes 5 or
6 feet in height,
the long taper-
ing leaves grace-
fully recurved.
The plant is

highly nutri-

tious, containing
a large amount
of saccharine

matter, and is

sought after by
cattle. Several

Tussock-grass (PoajlabeUata}.

attempts have been made to establish it in seaside dis-
tricts in Scotland.

2. In Australia, a plant of the lily family, Lo-
mandra (Xerotes) longifolia, considered the best
native substitute for esparto. Though it is of taller
growth in wet ground, the best quality is from dry lands.
Also called mat-rush. Spans' Encyc. Manuf.
3. A tufted grass, Aim csespitosa. Britten and
Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
tussock-moth (tus'pk-moth), n. One of various
bombycid moths whose larvse are tufted; a
tussock; a vaporer: as, the hickory tussock-

moth, Halesidota caryse, the larva of which feeds
mainly on the foliage of hickory, but also upon
other forest- and orchard-trees in the United
States. See cut under Orgijia.

tussock-sedge (tus'ok-sej), . A sedge-plant,
t'lirrx atricta, growing in swampy grounds in
dense clumps, the bases of which at length be-
come elevated into hummocks.

tussocky (tus'ok-i), a. [< tussock + -#!.]
Abounding in or resembling tussocks or tufts.

tutenag

tussore, . Same as tusser.

tussuckt, ii. An old spelling of tussock.

tussyt, An old spelling of tuzzy.
tut 1

(tut), v. i. [Var. of toofl, tote^.] To pro-

ject.
tut2 (tut), n. [Also tote: see tn-fl, v., and tont^.]
A hassock

;
a footstool. [Prov. Eng.]

Paid for a tttt for him that drawes the bellowes of the

orgaines to sit upon. ivrf.

Chwardens Accounts of Cheddle, 1037. (Dames.)

tut3 (tut), M. [Also tote; origin obscure.] A
piece of work

;
a job.

tut3 (tut), v. i. ; pret. and pp. tutted, ppr. tutting.

[< tuts
, n.] To do work by the tut or tote

;
work

by the piece. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
tut4 (tut), interj. [Cf. tush 2 and tr-ut.] An ex-
clamation used to check or rebuke, or to ex-

press impatience or contempt. It is synony-
mous with ttt.il/".

Tut, tut .'

Grace me no grace, nor uncle me no uncle.

Shak., Rich. II., ii. 3. 87.

Tut, I am confident in thee, thou shalt see 't.

B. Jonsan, Volpone, ii. 3.

tut4 (tut), r. t'.
; pret. and pp. tutted, ppr. tutting.

[< tut*, interj.] To express impatience, con-

tempt, or the like by the interjection tut.

In another moment the member of parliament had for-

gotten the statist, and was pishing and tutting over the
Globe or the Sun. Bulwer, Caxtons, viii. 3.

tutaget (tu'taj), H. [< L. tutari, protect, defend,
+ -age; or, rather, an error for tutelage (?).]
An object of tutelage ; tutelage.
Trim up her golden tresses with Apollo's sacred tree,
Whose tutage and especial care I wish her still to be.

Drayton, Eclogues, iii.

tutamen (tu-ta'men), .; pi. tutamiiia (-tam'i-
na). [L., defense, protection, < tutari, watch,
protect, defend, freq. of tueri, watch: see tui-

tion.] In anat., a defense or protection ;
that

which makes safe or preserves from injury.
Tutamina cerebri, the scalp, skull, and membranes of
the brain. Tutamilia oculi, the eyelids and their ap-
pendages.

tutamentt (tu'ta-ment), n. [< L. tutamentum,
protection, defense, < tntare, watch, protect,
defend: see tutamen.] Protection.

The holy Crosse is the true Tutament,
Protecting all ensheltered by the same.

Davies, Holy Roode, p. 19. (Davies.)

tutamina, n. Plural of tutamen.
tutania (tu-ta'ni-a), n. [NL., an intentional or
accidental variant of tutia: see tutty'

2
.] The

trade-name of a variety of Britannia metal. The
word is not in common use, and the reported analyses of

alloys said to be called by the name tutania differ greatly
from each other. So-called "English tutania" (accord-
ing to Hiorns) is an alloy of equal parts of tin, antimony,
bismuth, and brass.

tutet, r. An obsolete form of toot1
, toot2 .

tutelage (tu'te-laj), . [< tutele + -age.] 1.

Protection; guardianship: as, the king's right
of seigniory and tutelage.
The childhood of the European nations was passed un-

der the tutelage of the clergy. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., i.

2. The state of being under a guardian ;
care

or protection enjoyed.
Your wisdom is too ripe to need instruction
From your son's tutelage. Ford, Broken Heart, ii. 2.

tutelar (tu'te-lRr), a. [= F. tutelaire = Sp. Pg.
tutelar = It. tuielare, < LL. tutelaris, < L. tutela,
a watching, guardianship, protection: see tu-

tele.] 1. Having the guardianship or charge
of protecting a person or a thing; guardian;
protecting: as, tutelar genii ;

tutelar goddesses.
God, that dwells in us, will sustain the building and

repair the building out of ourselves : that is, he will make
us tutelar angels to one another. Donne, Sermons, v.

2. Pertaining to a protector or guardian; tend-

ing to guard or protect; protective : as, tutelar

powers. Landor.

tutelary (tu'te-la-ri), a. [< LL. tutelaris: see

tutelar.] Same as tutelar.

I could easily believe that not only whole countries but
particular persons have their tutelary and guardian angels.

Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 33.

tutelet (tu'tel), M. [< F. tutele = Sp. Pg. It.

Mela, < L. tutela, a watching, guardianship,
protection, < tueri, pp. tuitus, tutus, watch,
guard: see tuition.] Guardianship: tutelage.
He was to have the Tutele and Ward of his Children.

Hornll, Letters, I. ii. 15.

tutenag (tu'te-nag), n. [Also tutenague, toot-

uni/iie, formerly tuthinag, toothenague; < F.

tiitenagin; tuti-iiiiye, toutetiar/ue, toulenatji; tii/u-

nac, tiutenaquf, etc., = Sp. Pg. tutenaga; prob.
< Pers. Ar. tiitiya, an oxid of zinc (see tutty

2
),+ (?) Pers. -ndk, an adj. suffix, or Hind. IKII/H,

lead.] The name given to the zinc imported



tutenag

in to Europe from Chi mi a ml thcKast Indies. and

formerly. especially in (he second half of the

eighteenth century, an article of considerable

commercial im]inrtance this metal havini;
been |)iiivhased liy the Dutch in China ami by
them distributed through the Ka*t Indies and

supplied to India proper, whence more or h->s

nf it found its way to Europe, where its manu-
factm-e seems to have- been lie^'iin on a small

scale, both in (ieniiany and in Kn^land, about
I 71(1). It is said that (lie name ttttenafi was tlrst given to

JIM all"\ irnpoi-ted fi-ntii tlir Kust liy tin- Portuguese, and
lti:il thi- alloy as I lie Rung-metal Of tllC Chinese, whidl
is a variety of bn-ii/r. 'I liis would seem to be probable,
since the ttrst mention of this alloy, HO far an known, ia

that of l.ibavins, who, in liis woik "
l>e Natnra \l. l:,lln

rum," inil'liMlied in 1M)7, describes a white bron/e (** al-

to/,n\ uhirh In- says Is not zinc, hut a peculiar kind of
tin brought from the Kast Indies, and which is sonorous,
for which reason it was culled hy the Spaniards tintinaw,
from tintinnare, 'to rcsounil.' Whether this name was a
variant of tutenag (also spelled in a great variety of other

ways, among which
tittiinaque)

or an independent desig-
nation of the alloy is not known. The whole matter of

the early nomenclature of zinc is extremely obscure. See
zinc.

tutiorism (tu'ti-or-izm), w. [< L. tutior, corn-

par. of tutus, safe (pp. of tiieri, watch, guard:
see tuition), + -ism.'] Rigorism, especially in a
mild form.

tutiorist (tu'ti-or-ist), . [< tutior(imn) + -int.]

A rigorist ; especially,
one who holds the doc-

trines of rigorism in a less rigid or severe form.

Tutivillust, . [ML.: see titiril.] A demon
who was said to collect all the fragments of

words which the priests had skipped over or

mutilated in the performance of the service,
and to carry them to hell. Halliwell.

Tutivillus, the devyl of hell,

He wryteth bar names, sothe to tel,

admissa extrahantes. . . .

For his love that gou der hojth,
Hold ,;<iu stil, and fangel n<>,;t li.

sordem aperte deprecantes.
net. Antiq., I. 267.

tut-mouthedt (tut'moutht), a. Having a pro-
jecting under jaw. Hollnntl.

tut-nose (tut'noz), . A snub-nose. [Prov.
Eng.]
tutor (tu'tor), n. [Early mod. E. also tutour, tit-

ter; < ME" tutour, < OF. tuteur, F. tutaur = Sp.

Pg. tutor = It. tutorc, < L. tutor, a watcher, pro-
tector, guardian, < titeri, protect: see tuition.

In the legal sense the word is directly from the
L. tutor.] 1. A guardian.
And kynde wit he wardeyn joure welthe to kcpe,
And tutour of sowre tresoure and take hit gow atte nede.

Piers Plowman (('), ii. 62.

I'll have mine own power here,
Mine own authority ; I need no tutor.

Fletcher, Double .Marriage, v. 1.

The guardian the tutor in Scottish phrase of the or-

phans and their land.
E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 252.

2. In Jatr, the guardian of a boy or girl in pu-
pilarity. In the absence of other provision, the fa-

ther is the tutor, and failing him there may bo a tutor

nominate, a tutor-at-law, or a tutor dative. A tutor nomi-
nate is one nominated in a testament, etc., hy the father
of the child or children to be placed under guardianship.
A father may nominate any number of tutors. A tutor-

at-law is one who acquires his right by the mere disposi-
tion of law, in cases where there is no tutor nominate, or
where the tutor nominate is dead, or cannot act, or has not

accepted. A tutor dative Is one named by the sovereign
on the failure of both tutors nominate and tutors-at-law.

In civil law it was originally considered as a right of the
nearest relative to be named the tutor in order to preserve
the fortune for the family, and it was only gradually that
the protection of the infant himself came to be considered
the principal object, and the tilling of the office of tutor
more as a duty which had to be fulfilled unless there were
special circumstances to excuse, than as a right which a
relative could claim.

3. One who has the care of instructing another
in various branches or in any branch of learn-

ing; a private instructor; also, a teacher or
instructor in anything.

Thou shalt he as thon wast,
The tutor and the feeder of my riots.

Shale., 2 Hen. I V., v. 5. 06.

4. lu KIII/. iniirt !>/ tirs, an officer who is special-

ly intrusted with the care of the undergraduates
of his college.

By the middle of the sixteenth century, the modem sys-
tem of admitting students not on the foundation was fully
established ; and, as a natural result, the office of tutor in

the present meaning of the term then first appears, being

probably introduced at King's Hall, thechief of the earlier

foundations absorbed in Trinity t'ollege.
" where the

students were much younu'cr than clsewhci.
-r.. c'XLV. 4(W.

I'lir college officer with whom the I'lnlerurailllatc has
most frci|iu-iit contact is the 7'w'"C. He nut only directs
the studies of his pupils, luit also deals with them in all

points, material as well as intellectual. He collects the
Collect- bills. ;iml uenorally acts as agent for the College
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in nil business transactions with its members. . . . The
'1'uiiir himself does not necessarily lecture or teach.

Didceni'i iJict. oj Cambridge, p. 124.

5. In f. .S'. colleges, a teacher subordinate t.,

a professor, usually appointed for a year or

a term of years.
tutor (tu'tor), r. /. [< lutiir, n.] 1. To have
the guardianship or care of. 2. To instruct

;

teach.
Then gave I her, . . . tutnr'd by my art,
A sleeping potion. Shalt., 1C. and .1., v.

She trills her song with tutored powers,
Or mocks each casual note.

Wordsworth, The Contrast, I.

tutorage (tu'tor-aj), . [< tutor + -age.'] The
office, occupation, or authority of a tutor or

guardian ; guardianship.
Children care not for the company of their parents or

tutors, and men will care less for theirs, who would make
them children by usurping & tutorage.

Government of the Tongue.

tutoress (tu'tor-es), n. [Formerly also tutfrtxxi;

tiitrcxn ; < tutor + -ess.'] A female tutor; an in-

structress
;
a governess.

What a good helper, what a true instructor !

In all good arts a tutrette and conducter.

lleywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 177).

tutorial (t\i-to'ri-al), a. [< LL. tutoring, belong-
ing to a guardian (< L. tutor, a guardian : gee tv-

tor), + -/.] Of, pertaining to, or exercised by
a tutor or instructor.

The Commissioners had two purposes plainly before

them, which events have shown to be incompatible in the
form which they were mode to take. The one was to en-

large and strengthen the Professoriate, the other was to

extend and encourage what is called the Tutorial system,
by which is meant the instruction of the undergraduates
in work for their examinations by certain College officials.

Contemporary Ken., LVI. 928.

tutorlally (tu-to'ri-al-i), adv. In a tutorial man-
ner; as a tutor. tJte Academy, Jan. 31, 1891,

p. 1I)L>.

tutorism (tu'tor-izm), n. [< tutor + -ism.]
The office, state, or duty of a tutor or of tutors;

tutorship. North British Rev. [Kare.]
tutorlyt (tu'tor-li), a. [< tutor + -ly

1
.] Like,

befitting, or belonging to a tutor; pedagogic.
The King had great reason to be weary of the Earl, who

was grown so infirm, peevish, and forgetful, as also not a
little tutorly in his Majesty's affairs.

Roger North, Examen, p. 453. (Dames.)

tutorship (tu'tor-ship), . [< tutor + -ship.']

1. Guardianship; tutelage.

This young Duke William, the second of that name and
seauenth Duke of Xormandie, being vnder tutonhip, ami
not of htmselfe to gouerne the country.
Vmtegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 162S), p. 189.

2. The office of a tutor or instructor.

tutpry (tu'tor-i), n. [< tutor + -i/3.] Tutor-

ship; tutorage; guardianship; instruction.

The guardianship or tutorie of a king.

Uolinthed, Hist Scotland, an. 1524 (Chron. I.).

Their reciprocal prospective rights of tutory were de-

feated, and the minutioof either tutor or ward put an end
to a subsisting guardianship. Encyc. Brit., XX. 687.

tutrice, . See tuteitr.

tutrix (tu'triks), n. [< LL. tutrix, fern, of L. tu-

tor, a guardian : see tutor.'] A female guardian.
The Jacobites submitted to the queen, as ft/friz or regent

for the prince of Wales, whom they firmly believed she
Intended to establish on the throne.

StnoUett, Hist. Eng., I. vii. } 28.

tutsan (tut'san), n. [Formerly also tittnain ; <

OF. toittesaiiif, also tutsan, F. toutesaine, < tout

(< L. tutus), all, + sain (< L. sanus), sound : see
tutiil ami stiin-1. Cf. allheal.'] A species of St-

John's-wort, Hypericum Aiidrosxniuni, once re-

garded as a panacea, or particularly as healing
to wounds. Also parklcaves. Sometimes ex-

tended to the whole genus; by Lindley to the

order Hypcricnceae.
The healing Tutian then, and Plantan for a sore.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xiii. 204.

tutti (tet'ti), a. and n. [It., pi. of tutto, all, < L.

totus, pi. toti, all: see total.] I. a. In music,
all the voices or instruments together; concert-

ed : opposed to solo. In concertos the term is applied
to passages in which the orchestra is used without the solo

instrument. It is also loosely used of any loud concerted

passage.

II. M. A concerted movement or passage in-

t ended for or performed by all the voices or in-

struments together, or by most of them: op-

posed to xolo.

They were bent upon a surfeit of music : tutti*, finales,

choruses, must be performed.
Longjelloir, Hyperion, iv. 4.

tutti-frutti ( tot 'ti-fHit 'ti),. [It.] A confec-
tion flavored with or containing different kinds
of fruit

; specifically, ice-cream so made.

tuzzimuzzy

tUtty 1 (tnt'i), .; pi. IntiiiK (-i/.j. |Als<> /.>(/.

>ii.ili/,nn<\ in many other confused forms; part-

ly due to t~. In:?;/, q. v., but perhaps in pai t

connected with tuft, in sense 'tuft.'J A nose-

gay; a posy. [Prov. Kng.]
Joan can call by name her cows,
And deck her windows with green boughs;
She can wreathes and tuttye* make,
And trim with plums a bridal cake.

T. Campion (Arbor's Eng. Oarner, II. 383).

tutty2 (tnt'i). . [Formerly also lull/, tut":

MK. tutu, )F. (and F.) tutu = Sp. hitm.nl, it,,,

= Pg. tutia, < ML. tutia, < Ar. Pers. tiitiya, an
oxid of zinc. Cf. tutfnay.] Impure zinc pro-
toxid, collected from the chimneys of smelt-

ing-furnaces. It Is said also to be found native In Per-

sia. In the state of powder tutty is used for polishing, and
in medicine to dust Irritated surfaces.

Ttitir (tntla) a medlclnable stone or dust, said to be the
heavier foil of Brass, cleaving to the upper sides and tops
of brass-melting houses; and such ordinary Apothecaries
pass away for Tutu; whereas the true Tuty is not heavy,
but light, and white like flocks of wood, falling Into dust
so soon as It Is touched ; this is bred of the sparkles of

brawn furnaces, wherelnto store of the mineral Calaminc
hath been cast Blount, Glossographta (1870).

Tutty ointment. See ointment.

tutty-more (t"t'i-m6r), 11. [< tutti/i + more2.]
A ffower-root. [Prov. Eng.]
tutucuri, . The European mink, 1'ntnrinx lu-

Iri'iila.

tutulus (tu'tu-lus), . ; pi. tutuli(-\\). [L.] 1.

In arc.hxol., an ancient Etruscan female head-
dress of conical form ; hence, any similar head-
dress.

In rainy weather a hood like the Etruscan tululut was
worn. Kneyc. Brit., VI. 457.

2. One of the hollow conical objects thought
to be covers of the round hanging vases with
which they are found associated in Scandina-
vian lauds. H'orsaac, Danish Arts, p. 101.

tut-work (tut'werk), . 1. Work done by the

piece. Hatliwell. [Prov. Eng.] 2. Specifi-
cally, in mining, any work which is paid for

according to the number of fathoms sunk or

run, or according to the amount actually ac-

complished, and not by the day or in tribute.

[Cornwall, Eng.]
tut-worker (tut'wer'ker), w. A tut-workman.
tut-Workman (tut'werk'man), n. One who
does tut-work.
tuum (tu'um). [L., neut. of tuus, thine, < tu,

thou: see thou.] Thine; that which is thine.
Meum and tuum. See mtumi.

tu-whit (tij-hwif), . A word imitating the

cry of the owl.

Then nightly sings the staring owl,
Tu-whit,

Tu-who. a merry note.

Shot., L. L. L, v. 2. 928.

tu-whoo (tij-hwo'), n. Same as tu-irhit. Also
lu-tcho and too-whoo.

tu-whoo (t$-hw8'), c. i. [< tu-whoo, n.] To cry
tu-whoo: said of owls. Also too-tchoo.

An owl was toowhooing from the church tower.

Thackeray, Bluebeard's Ghost.

tuyere (twe-ar' or to-yar'), . [< F. tuyere:
see ticyer.] Same as tiryer.

tnyforint, a. A variant of ticiform for twiformed.
tuza (tii'zii), n. Same as tucan. It is now also

the technical specific name of the common pocket-gopher
of the southern United States, (jeoinys tuza, otherwise (J.

pinetis.

tUZZ (tux), n. [< W. tusw, wisp, bunch: see
/wi'3

,
tussock. Hence dim. tuzsy.] A tuft or

knot of wool or hair. [Prov. Eng. ]

With odorous oil thy head and hair are sleek ;

And then thou kemb'st the tunes on thy cheek.

Vryden, tr. of IVrsins's Satires, IT. 90.

tuzzimuzzy (tuz'i-muz'i), n. and a. [Also
tti::ic-muz:ie, tuttny-niussy, tu:;y muzzy; a rimed
form, < ME. tussemose, tusmose, a form appar.
associated with tytetust, tytetnste, E. dial, tccxtii,

tosty, or simply tosty, a nosegay, appar. con-

A nosegay; a posy.

nected with tu::, tn::y, tusk3 , tmtoet, etc. ;
cf.

also ttittyi.] I. . 1.

Florio, [Prov. Eng.]
I'n Iwuquet. A garland of flowers : a nosegay: a (uzzte-

muaie : a sweet posle. Nomendatnr. (Naret.)

Another commanded to remove the tuzzimuzoft of flow-

ers from his feete, and to take the branch of life out of

his hand.
Treirnfife oj the Chrwtian Religion, p. 391. (Lnttiam.)

2. The feather-hyacinth, a monstrous variety
of Mimi'tiri rumoaHin, with the perianth parted
into filaments. Krittrn <nul Ili>//uiid. [Prov.
Eng.]

II. n. Rough; ragged; disheveled. Halli-

[Prov. Eng.]
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This very sword

Of mine slew more than any twain besides.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, i. 2.

All is over all is done,
Twain of yesterday are one !

Whittier, The New Wife and the Old.

In twain (formerly also on twain), in or into two parts ;

asunder.

With that stroke he brake his sheld on twayn.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2632.

Now Death has come intill his bower,
And split his heart in twain.

Bonny Bee-Ho'm (Child's Ballads, III. 58).

ME.
. Cf. /win2

, r.] To part
sunder.

We in twynne wern towen & twayned.
Alliteratioe Poems (ed. Morris), I. 251.

It were great sin true love to twain !

Clerk Saunders (Child's Ballads, II. 48).

ing'by i]obb~ that7s~ 200 divisions of"the scale represent twain-cloud (twan'kloud), n. In meteor., same
unity. Sometimes spelled Twaddle. ag cmmili>-stratus. See cloud*, 1.

A Twaddle instrument constructed for liquids. twaite1 (twat), . An obsolete or dialectal
O'NeOl, Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. 63.

tuzzy

tuzzy (tuz'i), n.; pi. tunics (-iz). [Formerly
also tuissy; dim. of tusz; ef. ttMrfMlltty.]

_

1.

A tuft or bunch of hair. See the quotation.

[Prov. Eng.]
A ball of horsehair, such as is used by copper plate print-

ers to assist in freeing their hands from ink (they call it a

tuzzy).
Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 131.

Hence 2. A cluster or bunch of objects, as

flowers; a bouquet. [Provincial.]

A girdle of flowers and tussiesot all fruits, intertyed and

following together.

Donne, Hist. Septuagint (ed. 1633), p. 49. (Richardson.)

twa (twii or twa), a. An obsolete or Scotch form ***&&&**$' ?\
*'

of two.

Twaddell (twod'l), . [Named after its inven-

tor.] A hydrometer graduated so that each

division represents the same change of density.
It is used for densities greater than that of water, and the

excess above unity is found by multiplying by 5 and divid-

twat

3. To utter with n short, sharp, or nasal sound ;

specifically, to pronounce with a nasal twang.
A terrible oath, with a swaggering accent sharply

twanged otf. Shak., T. N., ill. 4. 198.

The cicerone twangs his moral, and the blue sky shines

calmly over the ruin.' Thackeray, Congreve and Addison.

twang1 (twang), . [< tirang*, '.] 1. The
sound of a tense string set in sudden sharp vi-

bration by plucking ; hence, any sharp, ringing
musical sound.

If Cynthia hear the ttrang of my bow, shell go near to

whip me with the string.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

The sharp clear twang of the golden chords

Kuns up the ridged sea. Tennyson, Sea Fairies.

2. A sharp, ringing nasal tone, especially of

the human voice.

I like your southern accent : it is so pure, so soft. It

has no rugged burr, no nasal twang, such as almost every
one's voice here in the north has.

Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxv.

No signs of life occurred near him, but occasionally the

melancholy chirp of a cricket, or perhaps the guttural

foolish, prosy chatter.

Harry Warrington is green Telemachns, who, be sure,

was very unlike the soft youth in the good Bishop of Cam-

bray's twaddling story. Thackeray, Virginians, xviii.

A kind of shad, Alosa finta.

The peel, the tweat, the bottling, and the rest,

With many more, that in the deep doth lie.

J. Dennys (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 175).

To be sure, Cicero used to twaddle about Greek litera-
t

,

twall (twal), a. Scotch forms of twelve.

nrrd
d

ay
P
s

hlI08 Phy'^X$ti3&S? twa-iofted (twa'loked), a. Having two lofts

or stories. [Scotch.]
Folks are far frae respecting me as they wad do if I

lived in a two-lofted sclated house.

Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xxiv.

twalpennies (twal'pen'iz), M. pi. Twelvepence
in the old Scottish currency, equal to one penny
sterling.

Saunders, in addition to the customary twalpennies on
the postage, had a dram for his pains.

Gait, Ayrshire Legatees, ii.

2. Idle, senseless talk; gabble; prosy nonsense, twant. An obsolete preterit of tieine*.

twaddle (twod'l), . [< twaddle, v."] 1. A
twaddler.

The fashionable words or favourite expressions of the

day, . . . being superseded by new ones, vanish without

leaving a trace behind. Such were the late fashionable

words, a bore and a twaddle, among the great vulgar.

Grose, Class. Diet, of Vulgar Tongue (ed. 1788), Pref., p. ix.

The devil take the twaddle !. . .1 must tip him the cold

shoulder, or he will be pestering me eternally.

Scott, St. Ronan s Well, xxx.

string of a musical instrument, a bow, etc.,
3. Perplexity; confusion. Grose, Diet, ofVulgar wbelfp]ucked and suddenly set free : said also
Tongue. =Syn. 2. Chatter, Jargon, etc. See prattle, n.

twaddler (twod'ler), ?i. [< tivaddle + -er*.~]

One who twaddles; a babbler; a prater.
The cardinals appeared a wretched set of old twaddlers,

all but about three in extreme decrepitude.
GreviUe, Memoirs, April 4, 1830.

twaddling (twod'ling), n. [Verbal n. of twad-

dle, t'.] The act of one who twaddles; silly,

empty talk ;
twaddle.

twaddly (twod'li), a. [< twaddle + -i/
1
.] Con-

sisting of twaddle
; twaddling.

It is rather an offensive word to use, especially consid-

ering the greatness of the writers who have treated the

subject [old age]; but their lucubrations seem to me to be

twaddly. Helps.

twae (twa), (i. and w. A Scotch form of two.

twaggert (twag'er), ". [Cf. twiyyer.'] A fat

lamb.
And I have brought a twagger for the nones,
A bunting lamb ; nay, pray, you feel no bones :

Believe me now, my cunning much I miss
If ever Pan felt fatter lamb than this.

Peele, Arraignment of Paris, i. 1.

twain (twan), a. and n. [< ME. twayn, twayne,
twein, twey, tweyn, tweyne, twaien, twegen, < AS.
tweyen (= OS. OFries. twene = D. twee = MLG.
twene, tweine, LG. tvene = OHG. ewene, MHG.
zwene, G. (obs. ) zween = Dan. tvendc= Sw. tvenne
= Goth, ticeihnai), two ;

the masc. form of two:
see two.'] I. a. Two. [Obsolete or archaic.]
He ... bad Bette kut a bow other tweyne.

Piers Plowman (B), v. 32.

By than the yere was all agone
He had no man but twayne.

Lytell Geste of Robyn Hade (Child's Ballads, V. 120).

Riding at noon, a day or twain before,
Across the forest call'd of Dean.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

To be twain, to be two different persons or things ;

hence, to be separate or sundered.

Reason and I, you must conceive, are twain;
Tis nine years now since first I lost my wit

Drayton, Idea, ix.

II. n. Two units, occurring or regarded either

singly or separate ;
a couple ;

a pair. [Obsolete
or archaic.]
A man . . . shall cleave to his wife ; and they twain shall

be one flesh. . . . They are no more twain but one flesh.

Mat. xix. 6, 6.

Go with me
To bless this twain, that they may prosperous be.

Sltak., Tempest, iv. 1. 104.

of other instruments which make a similar

sound.
To Twangue, resonare.

Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), p. 23.

Yet, shooting upward, sends his shaft, to show
An archer's arti and boasts his twanging bow.

Dryden, Mneia, v. 688.

Hark ! 'tis the twanging horn o'er yonder bridge.
Cowper, Task, iv. 1.

Twang out, my fiddle : Tennyson, Amphion.

2. To make music on a stringed instrument
that is played by plucking or snapping ;

cause
a sharp ringing sound like that of a harp or

bowstring: as, to twang on a jews'-harp.

When the harper twangeth or singeth a song, all the

companie must be whist.

Stanihurgt, Descrip. of Ireland, viii. (Holinshed's Chron.,
[I.).

3. To have a nasal sound: said of the human
voice ; also, to speak with a nasal twang : said

of persons.

Every accent twanged. Dryden.

4f. To shoot with a bow
;
make a shot; hence,

figuratively, to surmise
; guess.

Hor. These be black slaves ; Romans, take heed of these.

Tuc. Thou twang'gt right, little Horace: they be in-

deed a couple of chap-fallen curs.

imitative of the twang of a bowstring,

string, etc.

It made John sing, to hear the gold ring,
Which against the walls cryed twang.

Little John and the Four Beggars (Child's Ballads, V. 327).

There 'S one, the best in all my Quiver,

Twang ! thro' his very Heart and Liver.

Prior, Mercury and Cupid.

twang2
! (twang), . [A var. of tang?.] A sharp

taste
;
a disagreeable after-taste or flavor left

in the mouth ;
a tang; a flavor. [Prov. Eng.]

Such were my reflections ; ... it seems, from the illus-

tration, they already began to have a twemp of commerce
in them. Scott, Rob Roy, xviii.

Hot, bilious, with a confounded twang in his mouth,
and a cracking pain in his head, he stood one moment and
snuffed in the salt sea breeze. Disraeli, Young Duke, iv. 6.

twang3 (twang), n. [Prob. < twang*, with
sense imported from twinge.] A sharp pull;
a sudden pang, a twinge. Halliwell. [Prov.

Eng. and Scotch.]

My curse upon thy venom'd stang.
That shoots my tortur'd gums alang,
An' through my lugs gi'es mony a twang.

Burns, Address to the Toothache.

twangle (twang'gl), r.; pret. and pp. twangled,

ppr. twangling. [Freq. of ticang*.~\ I. intrans.

To twang lightly or frequently : said either of

an instrument or of its player.
She did call me rascal fiddler

And twangling Jack. Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 159.

Sometimes a thousand twangling instruments
Will hum about mine ears, and sometimes voices.

Shak., Tempest, lit. 2. 146.

"Ay, fool," said Tristram, "but 'tis eating dry
To dance without a catch, a roundelay
To dance to." Then he twangled on his harp.

Tennyson, Last Tournament.

II. trans. To cause to twangle.
The young Andrea bears up gayly, however ; twangles

his guitar. Thackeray, Shabby Genteel Story, ii.

(twang'gl), n. [< twangle, v.] A
sound

;
a twang or clang.

Loud, on the heath, a twangle rush'd,
That rung out Supper, grand and big,
From the crack'd bell of Blarneygig.

Caiman, Poetical Vagaries, p. 111. (Dames.)

twangler (twang'gler), n. One who twangles
or twangs.
Beaters of drums and twanglers of the wire.

Library Mag., III. 773.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, v. 1. twank (twangk) . f . [A var . of twangi implv.

Togoofftwangingt.togowell; go swimmingly.
ing ft more abrupt sound.] To emit a sharp

An old fool, to be guild thus! had he died, . . . twang
It had gone of 1 W*3- A ,reeman of T^,,,, has the priviiege of disturbing aMasiingcr, Ho .tor, ii. 1.

who]e^^ for m hou],

together> with the (wanting of a

II. trans. 1 . To cause to sound with a short brass kettle or a frying-pan. Addison, Spectator, No. 251.

sharp ring; set in quick, resounding vibration, twank (twangk), n. [< tieanl; .] A sharp
as the tense string of a bow or a musical in-

twang. Imp. Diet.
strument that is played by plucking : said less twankay (twang'ka), n. [< Chinese tun-Vl, a
frequently of wind-instruments. rivulet near Yen-chow fu, in the west of the

The Fleet in View, he twang'd his deadly Bow.
Pope, Hiad, i. 67.

The old original post, with the stamp in the corner, rep-

resenting a post-boy riding for life and tiran'itii'j his horn.
Mrs. Gaskell, Cranford, v.

A black-haired girl . . . twangs a stringed instrument
with taper fingers. Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 492.

2. To sound forth by means of a twanging in-

strument.
The trumpeter strutted up and down the ramparts

twanging defiance to the whole Yankee race, as does a
modern editor to all the principalities and powers on the
other side of the Atlantic. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 225.

province of Che-kiang, where this kind of tea

is grown.] A brand of green tea grown and

prepared in the western part of the province
of Che-kiang, China,
'twas (two?,). A contraction of it was.

Farewell, you mad rascals. To horse, come. 'Twas
well done, 'twas well done.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, iv. 4.

twat (twot), n. [Origin obscure.] The female

pudendum. Fleiclicr, Poems, p. 104. (Hulli-

well.} [Vulgar.]
Twat. Pudendum muliebre. Bailey, 1727.
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twatterlightt, Same as heitterUght,

What inak'st thoil here this twatterliyht f

I think thciu'rt In a dtt'iim.

Will! llryuited (Hawkins, Eng. Dr., III. 331).

twattle (twot'l), p.; pret. ami pp. tirattletl, ppr.
lirnlllini/. [Frccj. of lintt.<. [ceL thwiettu, talk,

Babble, = Norw. ticiettu = Dan. Ira-Hi . jalilier.

talk nonsense; perhaps connected with Icel.

Iliini'/li in iirlliir.rlti, slops from wash, refuse

(Sw. trritta = Dau. tesette, wasln, < tinea = Sw.
li'ii Dan. IIH-, wash: set; towel1

.'] I. intrints.

To chatter unmeaningly or foolishly; jabber;
gabble; tattle; twaddle.

Prattlers, which would go from house to house, twattling,
mid bubbling out frothy speech that was good for nothing.
1C. IKAoWej/, Redemption of Time (1C34), p. 15. (Lulli'im i

Idle persons, that will spend whole hours together In

ImiUliny uml talking idly, and of other men's matters.

Baxter, Self-Denial, xxvii.

II. trans. 1. To utter incoherently or fool-

ishly; repeat idly; tattle.

As readye forgde flttons as true tales vaynelye toe twattle.

Stanihurst, .Kuriii. Iv. (ed. Arber, p. 101).

2. To make much of; fondle; pat, as a horse,
cow, dog, etc. Grose. [Prov. Eng.]
twattle (twot'l), . and o. [< twattle, v.] I.

. 1. Chatter; gabble; tattle; twaddle. Com-
pare twittle-tieattle. 2. A diminutive person ;

a dwarf. Halliwell.

Il.t Twattling; trifling; petty.

They show him the short and twaltle [pet its] verses that
were written. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ill. 18. (Daaiet.)

twattlebaskett (twot'l-bas"ket), n. An idle

chatterer; a babbler; a prater; a twaddler.

Bailey. 1727.

twatt'ler (twot'ler), . [< twattle + -er 1 .]
One who twattles or prates; a gabbler; a
twaddler.

Let vs, in Gods name, leaue lieng for varlets. herding
for rufnans, facing for crakers, chatting for twatlers.

Stanihurst, Descrlp. of Ireland, vi. (Uolinshed's Chron., I.).

twattling (twot'ling), n. [Verbal n. of twat-

tle.] A chatter; a gabbling.
You keep such a twattliny with you and your bottling ;

But I see the sum total, we shall ne'er have a bottle.

Swift, To Dr. Sheridan, Dec. 14, 1719.

twattling (twot'ling), p. a. I. Gabbling; prat-
ing; twaddling.

It Is not for every twattling gossip to undertake.
Sir A. L'Ettntvje.

2. Small; trifling; insignificant.

You feed us with twatlintj dishes soe small ;

Zounds, a blacke-pudding is better than all.

Kiny and Miller of Mannjield (Child's Ballads, VIII. 43).

twayt (twa), a. and . Same as two.

twayblade (twa'blad), n. [Var. of twiblade.]

Primarily, a European orchid, Listera ovata,
a simple-stemmed

Elant
a foot ormore

igh, bearing a
slender raceme of

green flowers, and
about six inches
from the ground a

single pair of

broadly ovate
leaves, to which
the name refers.
The name is extended
to the other species of

the genus, 3 of which
are found In North
America, L. concalla-
rioides being the most
notable. In America
the name is also ap-
plied to the members
of the genus Liparis,
which bear two leaves,

springing. however,
from the root. L. lilii-

folia, with purple flow-

ers, is a very handsome
species.

In autumn, under the beeches which clothe the long
slope of the Quantocks up from Bishop's Lydiard, you will

hardly mid any thing, except perhaps a tway.blade or a

herb-paris. The Academy, April ii, 1889, p. 241.

tweagt, tweaguet (tweg), v. t. Old forms of
tweak 1

, tireak'-.

tweak 1 (twek), f. i. [Formerly also tweatf,

tircngiie; a var. of ttrick, uuassibilated form of

tii-itt'li.] 1. To twitch; pinch and pull with
or as with a sharp jerk; twinge.

Now tweak him by the nose hard, harder yet.
/;. Jonson, Magnetick I :rl\, iii. 4.

Twayblade
a, flower.
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Her bones were wrung by rheumatic twinges ; her old

toes tweaked with corns.
/.. WingfteU, The Lovely Wang, ii.

2. To put into a fret, perplexity, or dilemma.

Jiiii/cy. 1731.

tweak 1 (twek), n. [< ttccak 1
, v."] 1. A sharp

pinch or jerk ;
a twitch.

Bobs o' the Lips. Tuvalu by the Nose, Cuffs o' the Ear,
and Trenchers at iuy Head in abundance.

Bronte, Northern Lass, II. I.

2. A pineh; dilemma; perplexity: as, to be
in a sad final.-. E. Phillips, 1706. Also tieeag,

tweague.
I fancy this put the old fellow In a rare tuxamte.

Arbuthnot, Hist. John Bull, lil. o.

tweak'-'t (twek), n. [Origin obscure.] 1. A
prostitute.
Your twealntre like your mermaids, they have sweet

voices to entice the passengers.
Middleton and Rowley, Fair Quarrel, IT. 4.

2. A whoremonger. Ualliinll.

tweasome (twe'som), n. A dialectal form of

twononii . flii/liwell.

tweatt, ii. See twaite^.

twee (twe), n. [By aphesis from etwee, etttcee,

etui: see etui. Cf. tweeze.] Same as etui.

/lam-lie, p. 183.

tweed (twed), n. and a. [Said to be an acciden-
tal perversion of tweel for twill 1 : see the quota-
tion.] I. n. A twilled fabric, principally for

men's wear, having an unfinished surface, and
two colors generally combined in the game yarn.
The best quality Is made wholly of wool, but in inferior

kinds cotton, etc., are Introduced. The manufacture Is

largely carried on in the south of Scotland. The word
is sometimes used in the plural.

It was the word "tweeU" having been blotted or im-

perfectly written on an invoice which gave rise to the now
familiar name of these goods. The word was read as

tweedi by the late James Locke of London, and It was so

appropriate, from the goods being made on the banks of

the Tweed, that It was at once adopted, and has been con-

tinued ever since. Border Admrtiter. (Imp. Diet.)

He was manly, vigorous, and distinguished ; nor did he
wear at entertainments a shabby suit of mustard-colored
Iweedt. The Century, XL. 578.

II. a. Pertaining to or made of tweed.

Round hats and tutted suits are no sign of independence
of thought. Fortnightly Ren., N. 8., XL. 3.

tweedle (twe'dl), v.
; pret. and pp. tweedled, ppr.

tweedliny. [Prob. a var. of twiddle, in sense 3

perhaps by confusion with wheedle.] I. trans.

1. To handle lightly and idly ; twiddle; fiddle

with. 2. To play on a fiddle or bagpipe. Bai-

ley, 1731. 3t. To wheedle; coax.

A fiddler. . . brought in with him a body of lusty young
fellows, whom he had tweedled Into the service.

Additvn, Freeholder, No. 3.

II. intrant. To wriggle; twist one's self about.

Dick beard, and tweedling, ogling, bridling,

Turning short round, strutting and sideling,

Attested, glad, his approbation.
Cowper, Fairing Time Anticipated.

tweedle (twe'dl), n. [< tweedle, n."] A sound
such as is made by a fiddle.

[The words tweedledum and twetdledee are humorous
expansions of tweedle, used together to indicate distinc-

tions that are almost imperceptible.

Strange all this difference should be
Twixt tweedledum and twetdledee.

Kyrom, Feuds between Handel and Buononclnl. J

Tweed King. See ring1
.

Tweed's case. See cos*1
.

tweeg (tweg), H. [Amer. Ind.] The menopome
or hellbender, Menopoma alleghaniensis. See
cut under hellbender.

tweel (twel), n. and v. A Scotch variant of
twill 1 . Compare tweed.

'tween (twen), prep. A contraction of between.

The iron bit he cnisheth 'tween his teeth.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 269.

'tween-brain (twen'bran), n. The cerebral

segment between the fore-brain and niidbrain
;

the interbrain, diencephalon, or thalamenceph-
alon. Also 'tvixt-brain.

'tween-deck (twen'dek), a. Being or lodging
between decks.

The crew and the 'tween-deet passengers.
W. C. Ruaell, Jack's Courtship, xxxviii.

'tween-decks (twen'deks), adv. and n. Same
as between-deckn.

The blubber is cut into pieces about a foot square and
stowed into the 'twetn-deda. Encyc, Brit., XXIV. 528.

tweeny (twe'ni), n.
; pi. ttceenits (-niz). [< 'ticeen

+ -y
2
.] A servant who works between two

others, or assists both. [Prov. Eng.]
Being in want of a girl to ease both the cook and the

housemaid, my wife made her requirements known to some
neighbour, who replied, "Oh, yes; I see. You want a
tweenie." If. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 45s.

Twelfth-day

tweer't (twer), r. and H. s. , /

tweer2 (twer), n. [An accom. E. form of F.

liii/n'i: see tii-iit, :\ Same as tiryi r. I.. II.

knight.

tweeze, tweese (twez), w. [See twee, etui, and
cf. hMMMV,] 1. A surgeons' case of instru-

ments.

Drawing a little penknife out of a pair of tweezet I then

chanced to have about me. Boyle, Works, II. 419.

2. pi. Same as tweezers, 1.

Take anything that
'

given you, purses, knives, band-

kerchers, rosaries, tireeze*, any toy, any money.
Middl.tim and Rowley, Spanish Oypsy, ii. 1.

tweezer 1
(twe'/.tr), r. [< ticcezer-g, n.] I. i-

trann. To use tweezers.

I like Elchhorn better than Paulus : there Is less mtcrol-

ogy, less tweezering at trifle*, in his erudition.

W. Taylor, To H, Southey, Dec. 7, lOB(in Robberd. II.

1148).

II. trans. To extract with or as with tweezers.

Having tweezered out what slender blossom lived on lip
or cheek of manhood.
TVnnuKUL quoted In James Hadley's Essays, Phllol. and

[Critical, p. 301.

tweezer- (twe'zer), n. The American mergan-
ser. Also called weaser. G. Trumbull, 1888.

tweezer-caae (twe'zer-kas), n. 1. A case for

carrying tweezers safely, as about the person,
or on a journey.

There heroes' wits are kept In pond'rous vases,
And beaux' In snuH-boxes and tu'rtzer^anet.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 116.

2. Same as twee:e, 1.

tweezers (twe'zers), n. pi. [Formerly tweeser;

prob., with -er for orig. -el, and by confusion
with ticeeze, tweese, a var. of E. dial, twixsel, a

fork of a tree, also a double fruit, < ME. toeisel,

double (twixel tunge, a double tongue), < AS.
ticisel, fork : see twissel. -The word appears to

have been confused with ticeezc, and in def. 2

is considered a corruption of tweezes, the pi.

of tweeze (cf. trousers from trouses).] 1. An
instrument, resembling diminutive tongs, for

grasping and holding: intended for taking up
very small objects, plucking out hairs, etc.

Also called volsella.

In the Inside of the case were the usual assortment of

silk and needles, with scissors, tweezert, &c.

.Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xxxviii.

2. Same as tweeze, 1. E. H. Knight.
tweifoldt, a. A Middle English form of twofold.

tweinet, " An old spelling of twain.

twelfth (twelfth), a. and n. [With -th for ear-

lier -t,< ME. twelfte,< AS. twelfta (= OFries. ttci-

lifla, Mfta= D. teo//dc= MLG. twelfte, twolfte,

LG. twolfte, twolfte = OHG. zwelifto, zicelifte,

MHG. swelfte, G. zwolfte = Icel. tolfti = Sw.

tolfte = Dan. tolvte = Gotb.'twalifta), twelfth
;

as twelve + -th3.] I. a. 1. Next in order after

the eleventh: an ordinal numeral. 2. Being
one of twelve equal parts into which a whole
is regarded as divided Twelfth cranial nerve,
the hypoglossal, or motor nerve of the muscles of the

tongue : In the old enumeration the ninth.

II. . 1. One of twelve equal parts of any-
thing ;

the quotient of unity divided by twelve.

2. In early Eng. law, a twelfth of the rents

of the year, or of movables, or both, granted
or levied by way of tax. 3. In music, a tone
twelve diatonic degrees above or below a given
tone, or the interval between two such tones;
a compound fifth. 4. In organ-building, a stop

giving tones a twelfth above the normal pitch
of the digitals used. 5f. Twelfth-day. Paston

Letter.,UI.33.
Twelfth-cake (twelfth'kak),n. A cake prepared
for the festivities of Twelfth-night. Into this

cake a bean is introduced, and, the cake being divided by
lot, whoever draws the piece containing the bean Is en-

titled, as the bean-king, to preside over the ceremonies.
In the same way a queen has sometimes been chosen in

addition to or Instead of a king. Coins have occasionally
been substituted for the bean.

Scarcely a shop In London ... Is without Twelfth-
eakei and finery in the windows on Twelfth-day.

Hone, Every-Day Book, L 60.

The celebration of Twelfth-Day with the costly and ele-

gant Tire(fth cake has much declined within the last half-

century. Chambers'! Book of Dayt, I. 64.

Twelfth-day (twelfth'da), n. [< ME. Ttcetthe-

tlni/; < tirdftli + day."\ The twelfth day after

Christmas; the festival of the Epiphany, oc-

curring on the 6th of January. Also called

7V< /fill-tide. See Epiphany.
And my lord of Wynchestr and my Lord of Seint Jones

were with him on the morow after TweUheday, and he

speke to hem as well as ever he did.

Fatten Letter*,!. S15.

Ill its character as a popular festival, Tireffth- Day stands

only inferior to Christmas. The leading object held in
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Twelfth-day
view is to do honour to the three wise men, or, as they are

more generally denominated, the three kings.
Chamliers's Boole of Days, I. 62.

Twelfth-night (twelfth
'

nit), n. The eve of

the festival of the Epiphany. Many social rites

and ceremonies have long been connected with Twelfth-

night. See bean-feast. >, Twelfth-cake. Twelfth-night
cards, a series of cards representing different characters

to be assumed by the persons to whom the different cards

fall, during the Twelfth-night celebration. The charac-

ters indicated, usually those of king, queen, ministers,
maids of honor, or ludicrous or grotesque personages, are

hence known as Twelfth-night characters.

ohn Britton, in his Autobiography, tells us he "
slig-

hted and wrote a series of Twelfth- Sight Characters, to

be printed on cards, placed in a bag, and drawn out at

parties on the memorable and merry evening. . . . They
were sold in small packets to pastry-cooks."

Chambers's Book of Days, I. 64.

Twelfth-tide (twelfth'tid), n. The time or fes-

tival of Twelfth-day.
Come then, come then, and let us bring
Unto our prettie Twelfth-Tide King
Each one his severall offering.

llerrick, Thi Star-song : a Caroll to the King.

twell (twel), prep, and conj. A dialectal vari-

ant of tilP.

twelve (twelv), a. and n. [< ME. twelve, twelf,
< AS. twelf, twelfe = OS. twelif= OFries. twelf,

twelef, twilif= D. twaalf= MLG. twelf, twelef,

twolf, LG. twolf, twolve = OHG. zwelif, MHG.
zwelif, ewelf, G. zwolf = Icel. tolf = Sw. tolf =
Dan. tolv = Goth, twalif, twelve ;

< AS. twd, etc.,

two, + -lif, an element found also in eleven,

q. v.] I. a. One more than eleven
;
twice six,

or three times four : a cardinal numeral Lady
with twelve flounces. See lady. Twelve Men. Same
as duzine. Twelve Tables. See table.

II. n. 1. The number made up of ten and
two

;
a dozen. 2. A symbol representing this

number, as 12, XII, or xii. 3. pi. Same as duo-
decimo.

The nation must then have consisted of young readers,
when a diminutive volume in twelves was deemed to be
overlong. /. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., I. 312.

Broad twelves, a duodecimo leaf of extra width, of me-
dium size, about 5 inches wide by 1\ inches long. Long
twelves, an oblong sheet of paper, folded for eight pages
in its greater length and in three pages for its shorter

length. Of medium size, it is about 4 inches wide and 8
inches long. Quorum oftwelve. See quorum. Square
twelves, an arrangement of duodecimo pages for a sheet

nearly square, in which the folded sheet has six pages in
width and four pages in length. The Twelve, the twelve
apostles. See apostle, 1.

And Judas Iscariot, one of the twelve, went unto the
chief priests, to betray him linto them. Mark xiv. 10.

Twelve-day writ. See writ.

twelvemo (twelv'mo), n. and a. [An English
reading of I2mo, which stands for Xllmo, i. e.

L. (in) duodecimo : see duodecimo. Cf. sixteen-

mo."] Same as duodecimo : commonly written
12mo.
twelvemonth (twelv'munth), n. [< ME. tmelf-

moneth, < twelmond; (. twelve + month.'] A year,
which consists of twelve calendar months.

A twelmond & two wekes twynnet we noght.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 13230.

I sware a vow before them all, that I,

Because I had not seen the Grail, would ride
A twelvemonth and a day in quest of it.

Tennyson, Holy Grail.

twelvepence (twelv'pens), re. [Orig. two words,
twelve pence."] A shilling.

twelyepenny (twelv'pen'i), a. 1. Sold for or

costing a shilling; worth a shilling.
When, at a new play, you take up the twelve-penny

room, next the stage. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, Proem.

2. Hence, of little value; cheap; trifling; in-

significant.
That men be not excommunicated for trifles and twelve-

penny matters.

Heylin, Hist. Presbyterians, p. 371. (Dames.)

twelve-Spore (twelv'skor), a. and n. I. a.

Numbering twelve times twenty, or two hun-
dred and forty : as, twelve-score seamen.

II. n. Twelve-score yards, a common length
for a shot in archery, and hence often alluded
to formerly in measurement.

I'll procure this fat rogue a charge of foot ; and I know
his death will be a march of twelve-score.

Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., ii. <l. 598.

Twelve-tidet, Same as Twelfth-tide.
Seven night at the lest after twelve-tide last, on a cer-

tame night he came downe into the parlor, fynding Alice
Gedsale & Elizabeth Buppell folding clothes.

Darrell Papers (H. Hall's Society in Elizabethan Age
[App. ii.).

twentieth (twen'ti-eth), a. and . [Early mod.
E. also twentitli; < ME. twentifhe, twenteotlte,
< AS. tweiitigotha, etc., twentieth; as twenty +
-eth.~\ I. . 1. Next after the nineteenth : an
ordinal numeral.

6550

The twentieth century will begin not, as supposed, in

January, KtOO, but in January, 1901.

N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 04.

2. Being one of twenty equal parts into which

anything is divided.

II. n. 1. The quotient of unity divided by
twenty ;

one of twenty equal parts of anything.
2. In early Eng. law, a twentieth of the rents

of the year, or of movables, or both, granted or

levied by way of tax.

twenty (twen'ti), a. and n. [< ME. twenty,

twenti, twentlz, < AS. twentig, ticeittig. ONorth.

twdentig, twcegeiitig = OS. twentiy = OFries. twin-

tieh = D. twintig = LG. twintig = OHG. zwein-

zug, MHG. zwenzic, zweinzec, G. zwanzig = Icel.

tuttugu = Sw. tjugu = Dan. tyve = Goth, twai-

tigjus, twenty; < AS. twegen, twd, etc., two, +
-tig, etc. : see twain and -ty

1
."] I. a. 1. One

more than nineteen ; twice ten : a cardinal nu-
meral. 2. Proverbially, an indefinite number :

sometimes duplicated.
As for Maximilian, upon twenty respects he could not

have been the man. Bacon, Hist. Hen. VII., p. 350.

I could satisfy myself about twenty and twenty things,
that now and then I want to know.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, I. xlvii.

II. n.
; pi. twenties (-tiz). 1. The number

which is one more than nineteen
;
twice ten

;
a

score. 2. A symbol representing this number,
as 20, XX, or xx. 3. An old division of Eng-
lish infantry (see thousand and hundred). The
commander of a twenty was called vintiner.

Twenty-first rule. See rule*.

Twenty-five Articles. See article.

twenty-fold (twen'ti -fold), a. [< twenty +
-fold.~] Twenty times as many.
twenty-four (twen'ti-for'), a. and . I. a.

Four more than twenty: a cardinal numeral.
Twenty-four hours, a day, as consisting of so many

hours.

Botanists may find it worth while to observe if it [the
Martagon lily] smells offensively at any time during the

twenty-four hours. N. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 193.

II. n. 1. The number made up of four and
twenty. 2. A symbol representing this num-
ber, as 24, XXIV, or xxiv. 3. pi. In printing :

(a) A form of composed type or plates con-

taining twenty-four pages properly arranged
for printing and folding in consecutive order.

(6) A sheet of paper printed from a form ar-

ranged as above described, (c) A book made
up of sections of twenty-four pages.

I have observed that the author of a folio . . . sets him-
self above the author of a quarto ;

the author of a quarto
above the author of an octavo

;
and so on, by a gradual de-

scent and subordination, to an author in twenty-fours.
Addison, Spectator, No. 529.

twentyfqur-mo (twen'ti-for'mo), n. [An Eng-
lish reading of 24mo, which stands forXXIVwo,
i.e. L. (in) vicesimo quarto, 'in twentyfourth';
of. twelvemo, duodecimo, etc.] 1. A leaf from
a sheet of paper regularly folded for a book in

twenty-four equal parts. When the size of paper
is not named, it is supposed to be a medium 24mo, of which
the untrimmed leaf is about 3 by 5J inches.

2. A book made up of leaves folded in twenty-
four equal parts.

Usually written 24mo.

twentymo (twen'ti-mo), n. [Cf. twentyfour-
mo.~\ A sheet regularly folded to make twenty
leaves of uniform size. Written shortly 20/xo.
C. T. Jacobi, Printers' Vocab.

twenty-second (twen'ti-sek'ond), n. In music,
a tone distant three octaves from a given tone,
or the interval between two such tones; a
triple octave.

'twere (twer). A contraction of it were.

You are so ridiculously unworthy that 'twere a Folly to

reprove you with a serious Look.

Etherege, She Would if She Could, iv. 2.

tweyt, tweynt, tweyfoldt. See twain, twofold.
twi-. [Also iwy-; <ME. twi-, < AS. iwi- = OFries.
twi-= D. twee-=MLG. twi-, twe-, LG. twe-=OHG.
MHG. zwi-, G. swie-= Icel. tvi, a combining form
of AS. twd, etc., E. two: see two, and cf. 6-2

,

di-V.~] A prefix of Anglo-Saxon origin, a form
of two in composition. It occurs in twibill, twi-

blade, twifallow, twifold, twilight, etc.

twibill (twi'bil), n. [Formerly also twibil, twy-
bill, twybil, twyble; < ME. twibil, twyble, < AS.
twibill, < twi-, two, + bill, a bill: see twi- and
6iK2.] 1. A double-bladed battle-ax, especial-
ly that carried by the Northern nations. Such
battle-axes are often mentioned in literature, although but
few heads of double axes have been found among thou-
sands of other types. Compare Danish ax (under Danish),
and -< ri .

At Byzantium many a year ago
My father bore the twibil valiantly.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 5.

twichild

2. A broadsword: so called from a misunder-

standing of the word. See the quotation.
Where Ttcilnl hung, with basket hilt,

Grown rusty now, but had been gilt.

Cotton, Scarronides, iv.

3. A kind of double ax; a kind of mattock the

blade of which has one end shaped like an ax
and the other like an adz.

Yit toles moo
The mattok, tiryble, picoys, forth to goo.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 42.

She learn'd the churlish axe and twylrill to prepare,
To steel the coulter's edge, and sharp the furrowing share.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xviii. 77.

4. A mortising-tool.
A twyltill, which is a toole wherewith carpenters make

mortaises. Nomenclator. (Sares.)

5. A reaping-hook. Drayton. (Imp. Diet.)

6f. Same as roaring boy (see roaring).
Those lawless ruffians who, to the disgrace of the city,

under the various names of Mohawks, . . . Twibills, . . .

etc., infested the streets, . . . from the days of Elizabeth
down to the beginning of the last century.

Gifford, note in Ford's Sun's Darling, i. 1.

twibilled (twi'bild), a. [< twibill + -ed?."]

Armed with a twibill or twibills.

But if in this reign
The halberted train
Or the constable should rebel,
And make this ticybill'd militia to swell.

Loyal Songs. (Mason's Supp. to Johnson.)

twiblade (twi'blad), n. [Also twyblade; < ttei-

+ blade."] Same as twayblade.
twice (twis), adi'. [Early mod. E. twise; < ME.
twies, twiges, < AS. twiges (= MLG. twiges, tines

= MHG. zwies), with adv. gen. -es, < AS. twiwa,
ME. twie, twice: see twie.] 1. Two times; on
two occasions

;
in two instances.

That Cytee was wont to be righte strong ; but it was
twyes wonnen of the Cristene Men.

Mandemlle, Travels, p. 46.

Thus twyes in his slepynge dremed he.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 192.

What, would'st thou have a serpent sting thee twice?

Shak., M. of V., iv. 1. 69.

2. In twofold degree or quantity ; doubly.
Their arrowes an ell long, which they will shoot twice

as fast as our men. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 844.

If any Stranger be desirous to bring away any for Nov-
elty's sake, he must be a great Favourite to get a pair of
Shoes of them [Chinese womenl, though he give twice
their value. Dampier, Voyages, I. 408.

And, if you asked of him to say
What twice 10 was, or 3 times 7,

He'd glance (in quite a placid way)
From heaven to earth, from earth to heaven.

C. S. Calverley, Gemini and Virgo.

At twice, (a) At two distinct times ; by two distinct

operations.
He took out an Instrument, bored thirty holes at twice,

As they sailed to the Lowlands low.
Ballad of the Goulden Vanitee, quoted in Mrs. Gordon's

[Christopher North, p. 483.

"Did Mr. Tulliver let you have the money all at once?"
said Mrs. Tulliver. . . . "No: at twice," said Mrs. Moss.

George Eliot, Mill on the B'loss, iii. 3.

His Grace should have ... a glass and a half of Cham-
pagne. His Grace won't drink his wine out of a tumbler,
so perhaps your ladyship won't mind giving it him at
twice. Trollope, Phiueas Redux, xxv.

(I) The second time ; by or on a second trial, perform-
ance, etc.

I could hardly compasse one of them [pillars] at twice
with both my armes. Coryat, Crudities, I. 220.

Please but your worship now
To take three drops of the rich water with you,
I'll undertake your man shall cure you, sir,

At twice i' your own chamber.
Middleton (and others), The Widow, iv. 2.

Twice-laid rope. See ropei.

twicet (twis), a. [< twice, adv."] Occurring
twice.

And, more to our sorrow, we heard of the tivice returne
of the Paragon, that now the third time was sent vs three
moneths agoe. Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 236.

twicer (twi'ser), . [< twice + -er1 .] A typog-
rapher who works at both composition and
presswork. [Eng.]
twice-Stabbed (twis'stabd), a. In entom., hav-

ing two red marks like stabs on the dark ground
of the elytra: as, the twice-stabbed ladybird,
Chilocoriis bivulnerus.

twice-told (twis 'told), a. Told or related

twice; hence, trite; hackneyed.
Life is as tedious as a twice-told tale

Vexing the dull ear of a drowsy man.
Shak., K. John, iii. 4. 108.

twice-writhen (twis'riTH"n), . The bistort,

folygonum Bistorta. See Polygonum.
twicht, twichert. Old spellings of twitch*

,

ticitchi r.

twichildt (twi'child), a. [Also tiri/cJiilil ; <twi-
+ child.] Being in second childhood. Com-
pare tiritchcl~.



twichild

Anil when tliuw Shalt gr<>\\ lm/rliil'l. sin- will I" I

Carcfull :mil kiiiilu (religiously) to tin > .

Hnrirn, SoOOrgtOi roily, \i. 2 IS. (l/atliirell.)

twickt (Iwik). r. [< ME. hn/./.ni. liri/l.-l.-iii : tin-

im:issiliil:iteil form of tiritrltl. < 'f. //r,,//.l ainl

firif/2.'J I. iYn.v. Totwciik; twitch.

Vuiilu leves puld to be ...
W 1th fyngers lightly '"'.'(A- linn (nun the tree.

PaUutlins, llnsli<mdrie(K. K. T. .), p. l.'.n.

II. intriiiix. To jerk or liiiul, as ut, a rope.

<iunrtm Tttrtnr. Sinn can firi/*, who Bo It la,

Sekoa easse on wun kyn syde.
rrimtn Tartar. It is better, as I hope,

Oonu liy hi* Mrlf to draw this rope.

Tounifky MijKteriei, p. 220.

twick (twik), n. [< tirick, v. Cf. tiritclii, n.,

iuiil tiri;/-.] A twitch
;
a tweak ;

a sudden jerk.
l/iilliirrll. [Prov. Eii(,'-]

twick-bine (twik'lun). . The rowan, I'yrus

.tiii'ii/iiiriii. /iri/lt H unit Holland. [Prov. Eng.]
twiddle (twid'l), r.

; prot. and pp. tiriddlcd, ppr.
Iwiildlint/. [Formerly also twiale, also ticeedle;

origin obscure. Cf. quiddle.] I. trans. 1. To
twirl idly ; hence, to fiddle or play with.

"May I be allowed to walk with you as far as your
house?" says Philip, twiddling a little locket which he
wore at his watch-chain. Thackeray, 1'liilip, xiv.

Straw colored crickets that sit and twiddle their long
antenna; at you as if they never intended moving again.

P. JhiliiiiMin, Under the Sun, p. 72.

Then he sat silent for a moment, staring into the fire

andficiddftw/his thumbs, unconsciousof what lie was do-

lug. Mm. Oliphaitt, Poor Gentleman, ix.

2. To move or propel by repeated light touches.

With my fingers upon the stupe, I pressed close upon
It, and ( ir'idled it In, tlrst one side, then the other.

Wiseman, Surgery.

To twiddle one's fingers, to do nothing ; be Idle. [Col-

II. intriins. 1. To twirl; revolve.

She rose, . . . made a majestic courtesy, during which
all the bugles in her awdil head-dress began to twiddle
and (juiver. Thackeray, Book of Snobs, xxlv.

2. To play or trifle with something, as by
touching or handling ; toy.

Mai in, I seed him a tiriddliny with your gown. He
done it for a lark arter the fair, and ought to stand some-

thing. MH I/In- n; London Labour and London Poor, I. 481.

3. To be busy about trifles
; quiddle. [Prov.

Eng.]
twiddle (twid'l), w. {_< twiddle, v.] 1. A slight
twirl with the fingers. 2. A pimple. [Prov.
En;

"

8BB1 twig-rnsh

twig-blight (twig'blit). a. See /niii--liluilit, iin-

ilei- WgMt,
twig-borer (twi^'lior'er), n. One of numerous
small beetles which bore the twigs of trees, as

<

Twig-borer (jlmfhicer

a, t, beetle, dorsal and Mete views ; f. twig showing entrance ; </, twjg
cut to show burrow.

twiddler (twid'ler), . [< twiddle + -crl.] One
who or that which twiddles.

They |Centaurs|, their tn-ii-fultl bosoms ovcr-gorg'd,

"Iiiios'd in tight to Thfsi-M^.

Cory, tr. o( Dante's Purgatory, xxiv. 121.

twifold (twi'ffild), inlr.
\
< M !:. lirifold : < tin-

fold, n.] In a twofold manner or measure.

[Archaic.]
Your T beard Is the fashion,

And in iii.l'l doth express the enamour'd courtier.

t'lelclier (and another), Queen o( Corinth, iv.
"

twiforkedt (twi'forkt), . [Also ()//</./,
twi- -I- fork + -erf2.] Two-forked; b'iforked.

but this [shaft] exceeds, and with her flaming head,

Twi-ftirk'd with death, has struck my conscience dead.

Quartet, Emblems, 11. 13.

twifprmt (twi'f&rm), n. [Also twyj'orin ; <. ttri-

+ form.] Same as twiformed.
She had there been left

A guard upon the wain, which I beheld
Bound to the tvufvrm beast (the gryphon).

Gary, tr. of Dante's Purgatory, mil. 96.
' '"/

twiformedt (twi'fdrmd), a. [Also ttcyformed;
< tioi- + form + -erf2.] Having a double form ;

biform.
The eye of heanen did rowle the house about
Of that fell twi-form'd Archer.

Daviet, Scourge of Folly, p. 23. (Daria.)

twig 1
(twig), n. [ME. twig, ttcyg (pi. twigges,

twygges), with shortened vowel, earlier twig,
twi (pi. twige.s), with long vowel, < AS. twig

(pi. twigu) = D. twijg = LG. ticich = OHG. ;in</.

zwi, MHG. zv:ic (zwig-), act, G. zweig, a twig;

perhaps, with a formative -</, orig. -j,< twi-, etc., twiggen-workt (twig'n-werk), .

two, with ref. to a forked twig ;
cf. twisnel, a work,

forked twig, from the same source.] 1. A
small shoot of a tree or other plant ; a small

branch; a spray.
Take ferules eke, or saly twygget take
Ye may.

PaUadiui, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 38.

We liken a young childe to a greene ticiyge, which ye
may easille bende euery way ye list

Puttenham, Artc of Eng. Poesie, p. 205.

Who set the Tirig* shall he remember
That is in Haste to sell the Timber?

Prior, Alma, ill.

2. A divining-rod.
The latest revival among old beliefs is that in the divin-

ing-rod. "Our liberal shepherds give it a shorter name," twig-girdler (twig'ger'dler)
and so do our conservative peasants, calling the "rod of * f , in^ iTDfii ii.,*;
Jacob" the twig. Cornhill Mag., XLVII. 83.

3. In cerain., a thin strip of prepared clay used
in modeling a pottery vessel, especially in the
imitation basketworkcommon in Lieeds pottery.
To hop the twig. See hopi. To work the twig,

to use the divining-rod. Carnhill Mag., XLVII. 83.

the grape amf the apple in the United States,

'bug), n. Same as xlirk-linii, 1.

'_

a. [< twig
1 + -erf2.] Having

s or small shoots.

;ent (twig'n), a. [< ttciij
1 + -e>fl.] 1.

M iiTle of twigs or osier
;
wicker.

A large basket or Itrigam panier.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvli. 10.

2. Covered with osier or wicker.

Ill beat the knave into a twiggen liottle.

Shalt., Othello, II. 3. 152.

Wicker-

An Indian dish or potager, made of the bark of a tree,

with the sides and rim sewed together after the manner
of twiggenworlt. If. Grew, Museum.

twigger (twig'er), n. 1. One who or that which
is active or energetic. Compare twig

1
,
r. i.

Twinlings be tiriggert, increase for to bring.
y'l'.wrr, January's Husbandry.

2f. A wanton person of either sex.

Now, Benedicite, her mother said ;

And hast thou beene already such a twigger >

Patauil'i Fight Cap (1012). (Nartt.)

The mother of her was a good twigger the whilst.

Middleton, So Wit like a Woman's, Iv. 1.

"Give you fair warning look out, you know
all," said the inustacllio tieiddler.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xiv.

twiddling-line (twid'Ung-lin), . It. A small

rope securing a ship's steering-wheel when not
in use. 2. A string fastened to one of the

gimbals of a compass, and having its end hang-
ing out of the binnacle so that the helmsman
may by pulling it cause the compass-card to

plav freely.

twidlet, f" See twiddle.

twiet (twi), Hilr. [ME., also twye, < AS. twiica,

twice, (. twi-, twa, two : see twi- and two. Hence
In '., now lifiee. Cf. tltrit^.] Two times; twice.

Ihc ojte dele tuye with rijte,
O [onc| deth for the, on other for me.

King Horn (E. E. T. 8.), p. 70.

twier (twi'er), . Same as twyer.

twiest, '"''' An old spelling of twice.

twifacedt (twi'fast), a. [Also twyfaced; < tici-

+ faced.] Having two faces; hence, deceitful.

And ticyfac'd fraud and beetle-brow'd distrust

Ovaries, Emblems, v. 14.

twifallOWt (twi'fal'6), v. t. [Also twyfallote;
< twi- + fallow-.] To plow a second time, as

fallow laud, to prepare it for seed.

In May, at the furthest, tti\falluK thy land,
Much drought may else after cause plough for to stand.

Tuxwr, May's Husbandry.

For my owne part, I was never so good a husband to

take any delight to heare one of my ploughmen tell how
an acre of wheat must be fallowed and twyfallowed.

Sir J. Haringtan, Apol. of Poetry.

twifallOWt (twi'fal'6), n. [< twifallow, v.] The

process of twifallowing land.

Twtfalloir once ended, Ret tumbrell and man,
And compass that fallow, as soon as ye cm.

Ttisser, May's Husbandry.

twifoil (twi't'oil), H. [Fonnerly also ttci/foil; <

tin'- + foil 1
.] In her., same as dufoil.

twifold (twi'fold), a. [Formerly also twofold;
< ME. tirifiilit. tiril'alil, < AS. iiriffiild = OFries.
t ir ifaid = OIK!. ~ifi/ii!l. MHG. fwiwrfl (f). .-wiV-

famg) =Icel. tvjfaldr, twofold; as ttri- + -fold.
'('f. twofold.] Twofold. [Archaic.]

twig1
(twig), v.

; pret.
and pp. tuiuged, ppr.

that's twigging. [<. twig', n.] I. trans. To switch;
beat, ffalliin-ll.

'

twiggy (twig'i), a. .

II. intrant. To be vigorous or active; be en- + -JT-J 1. Consisting of or

n. A longicom beetle, Onci-

deres cinyulatua, which gir-
dles twigs of apple, oak, and
other trees in the United
States, producing a decay-
ing condition of the wood
fitting it as food for the
larvte.

[<

ergetic. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
Ewes yearly by twinning rich masters do make ;

The lamb of such twlnners for breeders go take :

For twinlings be twiggers, increase for to bring,

Though some for their ttrigging peccavi may sing.
I'll-" r. January's Husbandry.

twig2 (twig), v. t.
; pret. and pp. twigged, ppr.

twigging. [A var. of ticick, unassibilated form
of twitch : see ticick, twitch^, and cf. ttceak^.] To
twitch; jerk. [Scotch.]
Not one kynge hath bene In Englaude sens the conquest

but they haue twyyged hym one way or other, and had
theyr false flynges at him. Bp. Bale, Apology, fol. 142.

Let rantin billies tmg the string,
An' for anlther mutchkin ring.

(Jamifxni.)

resembling twigs; made of

twigs.
Small Imijyie stalkes.

Oerarde, Herball (1599), p. 804.

Oziers . . . are of innumerable
Kinds, . . . being so much smaller
than the Sallows, . . . and requir-

ing constant moisture. It likewise

yields more limber and flexible

twigs . . . for all wicker and twig-

gy works. Evelyn, Sylva, I. 20.

2. Full of twigs.

They (the black withies) grow the slowest of all the

twiggy trees. Evelyn, Sylva, L 2(1.

twightH. An obsolete past participle of tiriteli 1
.

twight2t, '' An erroneous spelling of twit.

Twig-girdler (OHci&rtt

a, beetle; b. point of

oviposition : c, girdling
of the twig i t, egg.

Morison, Poems, p. 78.

twig2 (twig), >i. [< ticig^, v. Cf. twictc, timiiH, Spenser,'Y. Q., V.
yi.

12.

w.] A twitch; a jerk; a quick, sudden pull, twig-insect (twig'in'sekt), H.

Jamieson. [Scotch.] bug, 1. Also twig-bug.

twig3
(twig), v. ; pret. and pp. ticitjged, ppr.

tirii/ying. [Prob. < Ir. tuigim, I understand,
discern, = Gael, tuig, understand.] I. trans.

1. To notice; observe narrowly; watch.

Mug. Gentlemen of the Corporation of Garratt

Same as stict-

"The so-called stick insects," or "walking-twigs," as

they are often called the 1'hasmido? of the naturalist,
"these twig ituectt." R. Proctor, Nature Studies.

twigless (twig'les), a. [< ticig
1 + -less.] Lack-

ing twigs.
Unbranching and ttciglegg stems.Heel-Tap. Now, twig him ; now, mind him ;

mark how
he hawls his muscles about

Foote, Mayor of Garratt, ii. 2. twig-pruner (twig prS'ner), n.

Nature, XLII. 161.

A longicom
The word seems to have got into English through the

ugliest kind of jargon, as in the choice morsel of thieves'

cant "
twig the cull, he 's peery

"
:
" observe the fellow, he

is watching." MaemOlan'i Mag. (Imp. Diet.)

2. To comprehend; understand; perceive; dis-

cover.

beetle of the genus Elaphidum. The larva; of the

parallel twig-pruner, K. parallelum, live in the twigs of
oak- and apple-trees and other forest- and fruit-trees in the
northern I nited States, and pupate in their burrows. The
beetles oviposit by preference in the cut ends of twigs, and
the larva? work into the live wood by boring down the cen-
ter. See cut under Elaphidion, and compare ttng-ttorer.

From the sudden erubescence of his pallid, ill-fed cheek, twig-nish (twig'rush), . A plant of the cy-
T t__.'____T . .. -. . 1.... K., .1; I.. 1 . f.tn. nnl< 1 ...... ..!...( .. *
I twigged at once that he didn't himself know what

it meant Dr. J. Brmrn, Spare Hours, 1st ser., p. 308.

What is that first instantaneous glimpse of some one's

meaning which we have when In vulgar phrase we say we
twig It? IT. Jaanet, Prin. of Psychology, I. 253.

II. intrant. To understand ; see; "catch on."

Don't you tieigf T. Hook, Gilbert Gurney, III. 11.

"I fin;;," said Mick. Dinraeli, Sybil, v. 10.

[Slang in all uses.]

peraceous genus Cladium, this name as well as
the genus name referring to the repeatedly
branching cyme of the original species, C.

Mariscus. This Is a tall perennial rush-like plant with
long Blender leaves toothed on the edges and the keel,
found in boga in most temperate and some tropical re-

gions. It occurs in the western United States, and in the
southern if the similar C. tfumm (see Hue-grass) be in-

cluded in it C. marueoide* grows northward in North
America. There are in all about 33 species.



twigsome

twigsome (twig'surn), a. [< t ifig
l + -some.]

Abounding in twigs. [Rare.]
The twigsome trees by the wayside (which, I suppose, will

never grow leafy, for they never did).

Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, vii.

twilight (twi'lit), 11. and a. [Formerly also

twylight; < ME. twilight, twyelyghte = LG. twi-

leclit = G. zwielicht (cf. MHG. sioisehenlieht) ; <

ttri- + light*.] I. n. 1. The light from the sky
when the sun is below the horizon at morning
and evening. It has generally been agreed by observ-

ers in different countries that this light rises in the morn-

ing and sets in the evening when the sun is 18 or 19 below
the horizon. The former depression is given by Ptolemy.
Gemma Frisius, Magini, Kepler, and Gassendi

;
the value

19 is given by Posidonius and Alhazen. Under some cir-

cumstances a second twilight appears, separated by an
interval of darkness from the first. Twilight is certainly
due to reflection from the upper atmosphere, but the phe-
nomenon is somewhat complicated by the zodiacal light.

Twye lyghte, be-fore the day. Diluculum.
Tu-ye lyghte, a-fore the nyjhte. Crepusculum.

Prompt. Parv., p. 505.

Twilight no other thing is, Poets say,
Then the last part of night, and first of day.

Herrick, Hesperides, Twilight.

Now came still evening on, and twilight gray
Had in her sober livery all things clad.

Milton, P. L., iv. 598.

2. Hence, any faint light; partial darkness;
shade.

Through many a woodland dun,
Through buried paths, where sleepy twilight dreams
The summer time away. Keats, Endymion, ii.

The oak and birch, with mingled shade,
At noontide there a twilight made.

'Scott, L. of the L., iii. 26.

3. Figuratively, an indistinct medium of per-

ception; also, a state of faint or hazy mental
illumination.

What shall I do? what conduct shall I find
To lead me through this twy-light of my mind ?

Buckingham, Rehearsal, iii. 2.

In the greatest part of our concernment he has afforded
us only the twilight of probability, suitable to our state of

mediocrity. Locke.

We are always inwardly immersed in what Wundt has
somewhere called the twilight of our general conscious-
ness. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 620.

II. a. 1. Belonging, pertaining, or peculiar
to twilight; seen by twilight; crepuscular, as
a bat or moth.

Nymphs and shepherds . . .

On old Lycseus, or Cyllene hoar,
Trip no more in twilight ranks.

Milton, Arcades, 1. 99.

When twilight dews are falling soft

Upon the rosy sea.

Moore, When Twilight Dews.

2. Faintly illuminated; shady; dim; obscure:
either literally or figuratively.
Some few sparks or flashes of this divine knowledge may

possibly be driven out by rational consideration ; philoso-
phy may yield some twilight glimmerings thereof.

Barrow, Sermons, III. xlv.

Twilight groves and dusky cares.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 163.

A twilight conscience lighted thro' a chink.

Tennyson, Harold, iii. 1.

Twilight curve, the boundary of the earth's shadow,
which rises in the east after the sun has set and cuts oif
the twilight glow. Within this arc, which sometimes
appears very sharply defined, the atmosphere receives no
direct light from the sun, and reflects only the diffuse light
that comes from other parts of the sky. As the sun de-
scends, the arc rises to the zenith and then passes over to
the western horizon, its arrival at the latter point marking
the end of twilight.

twilight (twi'lit), v. t. [< twilight, n. The form
of the pp. in the second quotation is irregular.]
To illuminate faintly or dimly.
The temple's dim cavernous recesses, faintly starred

with mosaic, and twilighted by twinkling altar-lamps.
Howetts, Venetian Life, xi.

He was like some one lying in twilit, formless pre-exis-
tence. S. L. Stevenson, Will o' the Mill.

twill1
(twil), v. t. [Also dial. (Sc.) tweel, twell,

tweil, tweal; < LG. twillen, make double, also
fork into branches, as a tree

;
cf . LG. twill, twille,

twehl, a forked branch, any forked thing; D.
ticeeling = G. twilling = Sw. Dan. tvitting, twin

;

Sw. dial, tvilla, produce twins (said of sheep);
OHG. zwilih, zicilihh, MHG. swilich, ewilch, G.
zwillich, twill (fashioned after L. bilix, havingtwo threads) ; with formative -I, < twi-, two : see
twi-, two, and cf. twin*.] To weave in a par-
ticular way (see twill*, ,), producing diagonal
ribs in the stuff.

At last she stood complete in her silvery twilled silk, her
lace tucker, her coral necklace, and coral ear-drops.

George Eliot, Silas Marner, xi.

twill 1
(twil), . [< twill*, r.] 1. A variety of

textile fabric in which the weft-threads do not
pass over and under the warp-threads in regu-
lar succession, as in common plain weaving,

6552

but pass over one and under two, over one and
under three, or over one and under eight or ten,

according to the kind of twill. The next weft-thread
takes a set oblique to the former, throwing up one of the

two deposed by the preceding. The effect of this is to pro-
duce the appearance of parallel diagonal lines or ribs over
the whole surface of the cloth ; but the regularity of the

parallel lines is broken in various ways in what is termed

fanciful twilling. The goods so manufactured are strong-
er than those made by plain weaving. In twilled cloth

the number of heddles used is equal to the number of

threads contained in the interval between two intersec-

tions of the warp and weft, as when every third thread
is to be interwoven three leaves are used, for six threads
six leaves, etc. Twills are called, according to the number
of leaves employed in the weaving, three-leaf twill, six-leaf

twill, etc.

Special duties were charged upon Scotch linens called

twill and ticking, on importation into England.
S. Dowett, Taxes in England, II. 61.

2. The raised line made by twilling.
A right hand twill is said to appear much bolder if the

thread be twisted to the right hand.
A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 99.

Colored twill, a stout cotton material made in all prin-

cipal colors, and employed for linings of curtains and em-
broideries. It will not bear washing. French twill.
See French. Full twills, twilled fabrics of cotton and
woolen, usually of plain color. Herring-bone twilL See

herring-bone . Kirriemuir twill, aflne twilled linen
cloth manufactured in Scotland, and often used as a back-

ground for embroidery.
twill2 (twil), n. [A var. of quill* ;

cf. twilt for

quilt.] A reed
;
a quill ;

a spool to wind yarn
on. [Prov. Eng.]
A Twill ; a Spoole ; from Quill. In the South they call

it winding of Quills, because anciently, I suppose, they
wound the Yarn upon Quills for the Weavers, though now
they use Reeds. Ray, Eng. Words (1691), p. 77.

twill2 (twil), v. t. [< twilft, n.] To quill ;
trim

with quilling or fluting.
The great fat pincushion lined with pink inside, and

twilled like a lady's nightcap.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xvi.

twill3 (twil), prep, and cow/. A dialectal vari-
ant of tilP.

'twill (twil). A contraction of it will.

twilled (twild), a. [An uncertain word, used

only in the following passage. If correctly
printed in the original, it may be < twill* +
-ed2

, meaning 'ridged, terraced,' or, as com-
mentators say,

'

hedged
'

;
or < twilft + -ed2

,

meaning then 'reeded, reedy.' But it is not

likely that Shakspere ever used twilfitor quill.]
See the etymology.

Thy banks with pioned and twilled brims,
Which spongy April at thy best betrims.

Shak., Tempest, iv. 1. 64.

twilt (twilt), n. [A var. of quilt, as twill? for

quill*.] A quilt. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.]
Beds of state, twilts, pands and testers, napery and

broidered wark. Scott, Bride of Lammermoor, xxvi.

twin1
(twin), a. and n. [< ME. twin, twyn,

twinne, twynne, < AS. getwin, double (pi. ge-

twinnas, twins) (= Icel. tvinnr, tvennr, two and
two, twin), < twi-, two: see twi~. Cf. twinling,
See also twine 1

.] I. . If. Two; twain.
Forr Crist iss bathe Godd & mann,

an had off twinne kinde.

Ormulum, 1. 1361 (Morris and Skeat, I. 52).

A wain thai had thair gere wit-in.
That draun was wit oxen tuin.
Cursor Mundi, 1. 278 (Morris and Skeat, II. 78).

Thou do to gedder x. and ij.

The laghis [laws] twin sal thon flnde squa [so].

Holy Rood (ed. Morris), p. 119.

2. Consisting of two separate, closely related,
and equal members ;

twofold
; double

; specifi-
cally, consisting of or forming twins or a pair :

as, twin children.
An apple cleft in two is not more twin
Than these two creatures. Shak., T. N., v. 1. 302.

Parrots with twin cherries in their beak.

Cowper, Task, i. 38.

3. One, each, or either of two
;
one of a pair,

specifically of two born at a birth : as, a twin
brother or sister.

The water up.stod, thurgh godes migt,
On twinne half, also a wal up-rigt.

Genesis and Exodus (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3248.

A Boat iitt'a-sister of the crescent-moon !

Wordsworth, Peter Bell.

4. In 1>ot., growing in pairs; didymous. 5.

Consisting of two chief parts alike, or nearly
alike, and held firmly together: as, a twin bot-
tle

; a twin vase. The plural is used in the same
sense: as, twin vases. 6. In entom., geminate :

applied to spots, punctures, spines, etc., which
are close together in pairs, and distant from
others The Twin Brothers or Brethren, Castor and
Pollux ; the Twins.

These be the Great Twin Brethren
To whom the Dorians pray.

Macaulay, Battle of Lake Regillus, st. 40.

twin

Twin boat, a boat having two hulls, or a double hulL
See twin ttteamer. Twin cones. See cone. Twin crys-
tal See II., 3. Twin engine. See engine. Twin
graptolites. See flraptolithidee.Twin ocelli, two
similar ocellated spots close together and inclosed in a
common colored ring. Twin-screw, a steam-vessel fit-

ted with two propellers on separate shafts, one under each
quarter, having right-handed and left-handed twists re-

spectively. Being turned in contrary directions in driving
ahead, they counteract each other's tendencies to produce
lateral vibration. Also used attributively.

The Rodney, Admiral Fitzroy's flagship, ... is also in
the Admiralty list called a "twin-screw cruiser," as from
her great powers of speed she well may be.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 390.

Twin steam-engine, an adaptation of the steam-engine
in which two complete engines are associated to perform
the same work; a duplex engine. Twin steamer, a
form of steam-vessel occasionally employed in ferries,
the deck, etc., being supported on two distinct hulls
which are placed
some distance

asunder, with the

paddle-wheels be-
tween them.
Twin valve, a
form of valve with
a double connec-

tion, used at the

discharge - orifice Twin Valve, or Double Gate-valve.

of a pump, and
serving the double purpose of supplying water to a steam-
boiler and to a line of hose or pipe. E. H. Knight.

II. n. If. Two; twain; a pair; a couple.
The scharp of the schalk schyndered the bones,

& schrank tnurg the schyire grece, & scade hit in twytuif.
Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 425.

Hit is brused, other broken, other byten in twynne.
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1047.

I saw the route in great disdaine
A twinne of forked trees send forth againe.

Spenser, Visions of Bellay, 1. 70.

2. One of two
;
one of a pair or couple linked

together by a particular tie or relation; the

mate, counterpart, or fellow of another; spe-
cifically, one of two creatures produced at a
birth: said of the young both of human beings
and of beasts.

He was most princely : ever witness for him
Those twins of learning that he raised in you,
Ipswich and Oxford. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 58.

Time and Place are twinnes and vnseparable compan-
ions. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 50.

Two were never found
Twins at all points. Cowper, Task, iv. 738.

They see no men,
Not ev'n her brother Arac, nor the twins
Her brethren. Tennyson, Princess, i.

3. A compound crystal one part of which is in

a reversed position with reference to the other,
as if it had been revolved through 180 about
an axis (twinning-axis) perpendicular to a

plane which is called the twinning-plane, and
is usually a fundamental plane of the given
crystal. Thus if (flg. 1) one half of the octahedron as
indicated is revolved through 180 about a vertical axis,

i. Octahedron, showing position of twinning-plane. 2. Twinned Octa-
hedron, the upper half in reversed position.

the twinned octahedron of fig. 2 results, the twinning-
plane being here a face of the octahedron ; such twins are
common with spinel, and are hence called spinel ticins.

This is also called a juxtaposition- or contact-twin, in dis-

tinction from a penetration-twin, such as is represented
in fig. 3, where each crystal is complete and interpene-
trates the other. If the molecu-
lar reversal is often repeated in
the growth of a crystal, a poly-
synthetic twin may result, consist-

ing of successive thin layers or
lamellee of two sets, alternately
in reversed position to each
other. This is common among
the plagioclase feldspars, and is

the cause of the fine striation

often observed on a cleavage-sur-
face. (See albite twin and peridine
twin, below.) When the angle ,

between the axes of the two parts of the twin crystal is an

aliquot part of 360, repeated twinning may occur (thus,
3 x 120, 4 x 90, 5 x 72, etc., complete the form); the

resulting compound crystal may then imitate (mimetic
form) a form of higher symmetry than belongs to the sin-

gle crystal, and hence be a case of pseudosymmetry : for

example, the twins of aragonite (which has a prismatic
angle not far from 120) have often the form of a pseudo-
hexagonal crystal; the six-rayed stellate twins of ceru-
site give another common example of a repeated twin.
In some cases the imitation is so perfect that the true
nature of the form can be determined only by an inves-

tigation in polarized li^ht. Albite twin, a kind of twin
common with albite and the other trielinic feldspars,
where the twinning-plane is the brachydiagonal plane of
the crystal, and the twinning gives a reentrant angle on

3. penetration-twin
(Cubes).



twin

the basal plane or surface ,,f most perfect cleavage : such
twins arc usually p,,l\>ynili, ti,

,
and KIM- rise to a series

of line lines seen on the basal clc.-n.ii;e-faee. Baveno
tWln, a kiml of twill i l.\stal of mill,,, la-. l,|,1-|,>

plane is a eli lonie inclined about I.V t,, the base, anil

the twiii has nearly the form of a square prism. -Carls-

bad twin, a name given to the common tin eijslals

tit orthoclase feldspar often observed in granites, tra-

chytes, and other crystalline rocks, as at lailsbad in

Bohemia. The twinninc-avis is here the vertical crystal-

lugraphic axis, and the twins are commonly of the pcne-
iration type. In twin), a twin I, in two; apart.

The kyng ilepertiil his piipull. put horn in tiryn,

In batels on his best wise for boldyng hym -seliiyn.

lirtlrucKon of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1181.

Paragenetic twin, an ordinary twill crystal In which
the compound structure may lie considered to belong
I,, it from the beginning of its formation: som
us, ,1 in distinction from rHetayenetic twin, where the

molecular reversal seems to have begun after the crys-

tal hail reached a certain development ; the latter kind in

illustrated by the genlculated twins of rut ile. Parasitic

twin, in irri'ii"!. sec ttiiiiaite. Pericline twin, a twin
common with the variety of alhite called pericline, also

with the other tricliuic feldspars, where the twinniug-axis
is the niacrodlagonal axis. Such twins are often poljsyn-
thetlc, and then give a series of striations on the braclly-

diagonal plane or surface of second cleavage ; the direction

of these striations varies with the composition of the feld-

spar according to a definite law. Spinel twin. See

above, under def. :!.- The Siamese twins. See Siamese.

The Twins, a constellation and sign of the zodiac;

Gemini.

When now no more the alternate Twim are Bred
And Cancer reddens, with the solar blaze,
Short is the doubtful empire pf the Night.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 43.

twin 1
(twiii), i'.

; pret. and pp. twinned, ppr.

twiniiiinj. [< fcPMMj ] I. trans. 1. To cou-

ple; pair; mate; join intimately or link to-

gether: said of two united or of one joined to

another.
We were as ttrinn'd lambs that did frisk I' the sun.

Shale., W. T., 1. 2. 7.

In Gemini that noble power is shown
That ('* their hearts, and doth of two make one.

B, Jonson, Hue and Cry.

True liberty
Is lost, which always with right reason dwells

Twinn'd, and from her hath no dividual being.
Milton, P. L., xii. 85.

2. Specifically, in mineral., to form or unite

into a compound or twin crystal by a reversal

of the molecular structure according to some
definite law.

Occasionally a simple form I* twinned with a more com-

plex one, as in chabasite. Kncyc. Brit., XVI. 383.

II. intrans. 1. To be coupled or paired; be

mated, as one with another; specifically, to be
twin-born.

lie that is approved in this offence,

Though he had tirinu'tl with me, both at a birth,
Shall lose me. Shak., Othello, II. 3. 212.

Were it to plot against the fame, the life

Of one with whom I twinned.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, ill. 3.

2. To bring forth two at a birth.

Ewes yearly by twinning rich masters do make.
Turner, January's Husbandry, st 28.

twin2
t (twin), v. [Also taint?; < ME. ticinnen,

ticyiuieii, lit. go in two (cf. in twin, above), <

twin, two: see tain 1
. Cf. twine2

, r.] I. iw-

trons. 1. To be parted in twain; be divided

or sundered; come apart.
Ther hit onez is tachched, twynne wil hit neuer.

Sir Gawayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2512.

My saule, ihesu, take I to thee
When my body and it sal twynne.

Political Poems (ed. Furnlvall), p. 109.

Thy faith and troth thou sail na get,
And our true love shall never twin.

Clerk Saunden (Child's Ballads, II. 50).

2. To part; depart; go away.
Fortune wolde that he moste ttpinne

Out of that place which that I was time.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 589.

Loke thou thin herte fro him not tuynne.
Bymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. 28.

3. To be separated (from) or deprived (of): as,

to ticin with one's gear. Jamietoii. [Scotch.]
II. fro M.S. 1. To part in twain; sever; sunder.

"Alas'." said I, "what ruefu' chance
Has ' "'iir stately trees?"

Burns, Destruction of the Woods near Drumlanrig.

-born (twin/born), a. Born at the same
;
born along with another.

O hard condition,
Twin-burn with greatness, subject to the breath
Of every fool ! Shale., lien. V., iv. 1. 251.

But such a connection between lordship and land was
a slowly developed notion, not a notion firin-tarn with
the notion of government. IT. Wilson, State, i 15.

twin-cylinder (twin'sil in-.U-r), a. Having
twiii cylinders: as, a tiriit-ciilindrr engine.

Twin-cylinder Engine.

a, bed-plate : *, V, twin cylinders ; c, c' , piston-rods ; J, if, guide*
for piston-rods ;r,t', T-shaped working-beam connected to the

piston-
rods at/,/' by slide-blocks pivoted to the ends of the beam and play-

ing in rectangular slideways rigidly attached to the rods. The part
e' of the beam is connected directly with the wrist of a crank on the

shaft. The cross-head H works between the slides i. i. and is pivoted
at / to the beam e, t

1

, A, eccentric ; /, eccentric-strap ; m , M'. ec-

centric-rods ; n, ', rock-shafts which operate the valve-stems 0,0'
and the valves.

twindle (twin'dl), M. [Var. of 'twinnle, dim.

of taii.] A twin. [Prov. Eng.]
In the same book [F. Sparry 's "Oeomancle of Maister

Christopher Cattan "] the word twindle (Fr. Gemeanx) oc-

curs for the sign Gemini, two twins in one. Is It known
elsewhere? If. and Q., 7th ser., X. 48(1.

twindle-pippint, " A double pippin.
I dream'd my husband, when he came flrst a wolng,
Came I' th' liknes of a Kentish twindle-pippen.

Sampson's Vow Breaker (1838). (Sares.)

twine 1
(twiii), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

twyne; < ME. twine, twyne, twin, double thread,
< AS. twin (= D. twijn; cf. Icel. tvinni), a double

thread,< twi-, two: see twi-. Cf. twin1.] I. n. 1.

A double thread ;
a thread made of two strands

twisted ; hence, any coarse strand or cord, or,

by extension, a fabric woven of such threads ;

in modern use, a cord composed of several

strands, especially when made of hemp or
i n:i 1 1 i In

; also, a strong thread made of hemp or

cotton, used in sewing sails.

Of there hude [hide) he karf enne thwong, . . .

Nes |nor was] the thwong noht swithe brad [broad ,

r.nten swulc a I ni a,.1 1 In a', I

Layamon (MS. Cott. Callg., A, lx.), I. 14220.

No shetes clene, to lye betwene,
Made of threde and twyne.

The Nut-Brown Maid (Percy's Reliques, IL L 6).

2. The act of twining or twisting; spinning.

[Rare.]
As she some web wrought, or her spindles tmiie

She cherlsh'd with her song.
Chapman, Odyssey, x. 308.

3. A curving, winding, or twisting movement
or form; a convolution ;

a coil
;
a twist.

With an yvie twyne his waste is girt about
Spentcr, F. (J., I. vL 14.

Dancing chearely In a siluer In inf.

Tourneur, Trans. Metamorphosis, Epil.

Typhon huge ending in sni

There were twenty and too, to twyn horn in Bonder.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2747.

It selth, "Alias! will ticyniied be we tweyne?"
Chaucer, Troll us, v. 678.

When two lovers love each other weel,
Ureat sin it were them to tu-inn.

Youny Bearwell (Child's Ballads, IV. 302).

2. To part, as from another person or thing;

separate; sunder; especially, to deprive.
From helle he wille them twyn.

She's taen out her little penknife, . . .

And tinnn'd the sweet babe o' its life.

Fine Flowers in the Valley (Child s Ballads, II. 2U5).

4. A clasping; an embrace.
Milke white leaves, and branches greene,
Folded in amorous twines together.

Heywood, Prologues and Epilogues (Works, ed. 1874, VI.

5. An intertwining or interlacing; a tangle;
a snarl.

So multiplied were reasons pro and con,

Delicate, Intertwisted, and obscure,
That law were shamed to lend a finger-tip
To unravel, readjust the hopeless tirine.

Browning, Ring and Book.

6t. Duality. [Kare.]
Th' Vnltie dwels in God, ith' Fiend the 7Vin.

Paper twine, wrapping-twine made of long, continuol

strips of paper, stretched, twisted, and sometimes sized t

varnished.

twine-cutter

II. ''. Consisting of dmililf (usually coarse)
tlin-ii.l: -.|ii.i-itii-:illy. I'onMsting or made of

twine. S<-i- L, 1.

May live In peace, and rule the land with a twine thread.
/ I. trher, I-oyal Subject, II. 1.

Twine cloth, a tine c,,tton cl,,lh nse.l as a Hih.titutc for

linen. Compare calico shirting, under Mititvi.

twine 1 (twin), p.; pret. ami p].. '/<'. ppr.

ticiiiini/. [< ME. tini.i n. tn-i/iii-ii = I). tiriJH<-ii(ff.

Icel. ti-iniia = Sw. Mnna = Dan. trinde), twim-.

twist, lit.
'

double,' < AS. ticin, a double thread:

see twine1
, .] I. trans. I. To make double,

as thread, by twisting two strands together;

hence, to twist; intertwine.

To a torche other to a taper the Trinlte Is likened,
As wcxe and a weke were twuned to gederes,
And fuyr flaumed forth of hem bothe.

Piers Plowman (C), xx. 18H.

These Bafflers after a year or two at the farthest be-

come Upright men, unless they be prevented by twined

hemp. IJannan, Caveat for directors, p. 15.

2. To form of twisted threads or filaments
;

make by intertwining ;
in general, to weave.

Take aff, take aff his costly Jupe
(Of gold well was It twin'd\

Hardyknute (Percy's Rellques, II. 1. 17).

For the south side [of the tabernacle] southward there

shall be hangings for the court of fine twined linen of an
hundred cubits long for one lite Ex. xxvli. '.

The Naiads, and the Nymphs, . . .

I'pon this-Joyful day, some dainty chaplets (trine.

Drayton, Polyolbion, xv. 189.

3. To wind or coil about something, as in clasp-

ing or embracing it; wreathe; coil.

She's tii-iiiiil her arms about his waist,
And thrown him Into the sea.

Mii'j <:<il<in (Child's Ballads, II. 274).

Fill the Bowl with rosie Wine,
Around our Temples Roses twine.

Coutey, Anacreontics, Till.

4. To encircle
;
entwine ;

curl around.

The plant | AmellusJ In holy garlands often twines

The altars' posts, and beautifies the shrines.

A tlilMm, tr. of Virgil's Oeorgics, Ir.

Let wreaths of triumph now my temples twine.

Pope, R. o! the L., ill. 181.

5. To interweave; interlock; intermingle;

mix; blend.

And all-fore-seeing God in the same Line
Doth oft the god-less with the godly twine.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, li., The Decay.

The child would twine

A trustful hand, unasked, in thine.

Tt 111111*1111, In Memol iani, clx.

II. intrana. 1. To blend or unite by twisting
or winding; intertwine; be interwoven.

In twining hazel bowers.

Burns, Sleep'st Thou, or Wak'st Thou t

The light soul ruinr* and mingles with the growths
Of vigorous early days. Tennyson, Lover's Tale, I.

2. To wind; curl; coil; specifically, of plants,
to grow in convolutions about a support. See

twining.

And, as she runs, the bushes In the way . . .

Some fin'n* about her thigh to make her stay.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 873.

With the twining Lash their Shins resound.

Gay, Trivia, ill. 88.

Aft ha'e I roved by bonnie Doon,
To see the rose and woodbine tirin>>.

Burns, Ye Banks and Braes.

A single stick was given to each lot of plants to twine

up. Darwin, Cross and Self Fertilisation, p. S3.

3*. To warp.
Because It iirimili and cast eth not, it is passing good for

hinges and hookes, for sawne bords, for ledges in dores
and gates. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvi. 40.

4. To make turns or flexures ; wind ;
meander.

As rivers, though they bend and tirine. Sirift.

Sac gowdeu stream thro' myrtles twines.

Burns, On Pastoral Poetry.

twine2 (twin), r. [Var. of ricin^.] I. trans.

If. To separate; divide; part.
And sighing says this lady fair,

" They shou'd gar twa loves twine.'

The Water o' Wearie's Well (Child's Ballads, I. 200X

2f. To turn.

She shrikes, and twines away her sdaignelull eyes
From his sweet face.

Fairfax, Godfrey of Boulogne, xx. 128.

n. intrans. If. To fall.

Right on the front he gaue that ladle kinde
A blow so huge, so strong, so great, so sore,
That out of sense and feeling downe she twinde.

Fairfax, Godfrey of Boulogne, xx. 48.

2. To languish; pine away. Probably con-

fused with dicine. Halliwell. [Prov.
"

of various form, fixed to a counter, table, stand,

etc., to cut the twine used in tying up parcels.



twine-holder

twine-holder (twin 'hoi ''der), . A case, usually
of metal or wire, for holding a ball of twine in

a convenient position for unwinding.
twine-machine (twin'ma-shen"), n. A

spin-
ning-machine for making small cord or string.
It is a form of the thread-machine. E. 11.

Knight.
twiner (twi'ner), it. [< ticine1 + -er 1 .] One
who or that which twines. Specifically (a) A ma-
chine for twining threads or fibers, as in cotton-spin-
ning.

Mules and Turners for Spinning Cotton, etc.

The Engineer, LXVI. 231.

(b) A plant which supports itself by twining.

Some plants twine with the sun and some twine against
it

;
and most twiners have nearly allied species that do not

climb at all. Princeton lieu., March, 1878, p. 288.

twine-reeler (twlu're"ler), . A kind of mule
or spinning-machine for making twine or twist-

ing string ;
a mule-doubler.

twin-flower (twin'flou"er), n. In bot., a slen-
der creeping and trailing evergreen, Linnsea

borealis, with rounded leaves and thread-like

Flowering Plant of Twin-flower (Linnma tortalis).

branches leafy below, forking near the summit,
and bearing a pair of nodding fragrant flowers.
The corolla is funnelform, purplish rose-colored or whit-
ish, under half an inch long. The plant is found in cool
woods and bogs northward in both hemispheres, in Amer-
ica extending south to the mountains of Maryland and of
Colorado and to the Sierra Nevada, from these points reach-
ing within the arctic circle. This modest but extremely
beautiful plant was a favorite of Linneeus, who first point-
ed out its characters and to whom it was dedicated.

Beds of purple twin-flower. S. Judd, Margaret, i. 14.

twinge (twinj), v.
; pret. and pp. twinged, ppr.

twinging, [(a) < ME. twingen, appar. altered
from *tkwingen,< AS. 'thwingan (pret. 'tliwang)= OS. thwingan = OFries. dwinga, twinga =
MD. dwinghen, D. dwingen = OHG. dwingan,
thwingan, press, constrain, oppress, conquer,MHG. twingen, dwingen, G. zwingen = Icel.

thvinga, weigh down, oppress, compel, = Dan.
tvinge = Sw. tvinga, constrain, (b) < ME. twen-
gen = MD. dwenghen = OHG. zwengan, dwengan,MHG. twengen, G. zwangen, press, constrain, a
secondary verb (associated with the noun, OHG.
zwang, dwang, gidwang, MHG. zwanc, twanc, G.
zwang, constraint, compulsion), from the orig.
strong verb above. Cf. thong, from the same
ult. source.] I. trans. If. To' press; constrain;
oppress; afflict.

And wharfore murned in I go,
Whil that twinges me the fo?

Anglo-Saxon and Early Eng. Psalter (ed. Stevenson, 1843X
[xli. 10.

2. To pull with a sharp, pinching jerk ; tweak
;

twitch.

He tuengde & schok hire [the Devil] hi the nose that the
fur [fire] out-blaste.

Jtob. of Gloucester, St. Dunstan, 1. 81. (Morris and Skeat

[II. 22.)

'

Twinge three or four buttons
From off my lady's gown. B. Jonson, New Inn, i. 1.

When a man is past his sense,
There 's no way to reduce him thence
But twinging him by th' ears and nose,
Or laying on of heavy blows.

S. Butler, Hudibras, III. i. 1155.

3. To torment with sharp, darting pains ; sting:
said of physical or mental pain.
The gnat charged into the nostrils of the lion, and there

twinged him till he made him tear himself, and so mas-
tered him. sir R L'Estrange.
The poor wretch has a little shrivelled bit of conscience

left It twinges him sometimes, like a dying nerve in a
rotten tooth. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, v.

II. intruiis. To have a sharp, jerking pain,
like a twitch

; suffer a keen, shooting pain.
I've a twinging knee

Oft hinders dancing.
George Eliot, Spanish Gypsy, i.

twinge (twinj), . [< twinge, r.] 1. A nipping
or pinching ;

a twitch
;
a tweak.

6554
How can you fawn upon a master that gives you so many

blows and tuwgei by the ears? Sir Ji. L'Estrange.

2. A sharp, darting pain of momentary con-

tinuance; a pang, physical or mental.
The wickedness of this old villain startles me, and gives

me a twinge for my own sin, tho' it come far short of his.

Dryden, Spanish Friar, iv. 1.

" What is it, my dear child? "cries kind Mrs. Lambert,
as he started. "

Nothing, Madam ; a twinge in my shoul-

der," said the lad. Thackeray, Virginians, xxii.

= Syn. 2. See paini and agony.

twingle-twanglet (twing'gl-twang'gl), n. [A
varied redupl. of twangle.J A twangling sound ;

a jangle.
With the rare discord of

bells^ pipes, and tabors,
Hotch-potch of Scotch and Irish tiringle-ticangles.

Ford, Perkin Wai-beck, iii. 2.

twining (twl'ning),j. a. Twisting; winding;
coiling ;

embra-
cing. - Twining
stem, in bat., a stem
which ascends spiral-
ly around another
stem, a branch, or a

prop, either to the
right or to the left.

See right-handed, 3.

twiningly (twi'-

ning-li), adv. In
a twining man-
ner; by twining.
Bailey, 1731.

twink 1 (twins
v. i. [<

'

twinken, twynken, Twining S[emb .

< AS. *twincan i. Hedge-bindweed. Convolvulus Ifa-

(= MHG. zwinken,
ly
^fj^ *'*""">' * Ha - Humuius LU-

zwingen), wink.
Hence twinkle.'} To wink. [Obsolete or prov.
Eng.]
Twynkyn, with the eye. . . . Conquinisco.

Prompt. Pare., p. 505.

Some turne the whites up, some looke to the foote,
Some winke. some twinke, some blinke, some stare as fast.

Lane, Tom Tel-Troths Message (1600). (Nares.)

twink1
(twingk), n. [< ttoinkl, v.~\ A wink; a

twinkling.
But in a twinck methought

'A chang'd at once his habit and his steed.

Peele, Honour of the Garter.

twink2 (twingk), v. t. [Imitative ;
cf. tinkl and

twank.] To pour out in bird-notes; twitter;
chirp.

As a swallow in the air doth sing
With no continued tune, but, pausing still,
Twinki out her scatter'd voice in accents shrill.

Chapman, Odyssey, xxi. 548.

twink2
(twingk), . [Cf. ticinW, v., also pink,

spink, finch, etc.] The chaffinch.

twinleaf

Phcebe took leave of the desolate couple, and passed
through the shop, twinkling her eyelids to shake off a dew-
drop. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xiv.

The bats whirled . . . their wings and twinkled their
small eyes. Disraeli, Alroy, x. 17.

2. To emit in quick gleams ;
flash out.

The sun and moon also Thou mad'st to give him light;
And each one of the wandring stars to twinkle sparkles

bright. Surrey, Paraphrase of Ps. viii.

3. To influence or charin by sparkling.
That affectionate light, those diamond things,

Those eyes, those passions, those supreme pearl springs,
Shall be my grief, or twinkle me to pleasure.

Keats, Endymion, iv.

twinkle (twiug'kl), . [< twinkle, v.] 1. A
twitching of the eyelid; a blinking; a wink.
Old David moved from place to place about his ordi-

nary employments, scarce shewing, unless by ... an oc-
casional convulsive sigh, or twinkle of the eyelid, that he
was labouring under the yoke of such bitter affliction.

Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, xiv.

2. A quick, tremulous light ;
a glimmer; a spar-

kle; a flash.

Glimmers and dies the fire-fly's spark
Like starry twinkles that momently break
Through the rifts of the gathering tempest's rack.

J. B. Drake, Culprit Fay.

3. The time required for a wink; a twinkling.
twinkler (twing'kler), n. [< ME. tieyiirlere (=
MHG. zivinkeler) ; < twinkle + -er1

.] One who
or that which twinkles. Specifically (a) A winker

;

a blinker ; especially, the eye.

The twynclere with the eje forgeth wicke thingus.
Wyclif, Ecclus. xxvii. 25.

You'll just be pleased . . . not to be staring at me, fol-

lowing me up and down with those turinklers of yours.
Marryatt, Snarleyyow, I. vii.

(b) That which glimmers, sparkles, or flashes ; a sparkler.

Aram. The stars have done this.

Clar. The pretty little tteintUn.

Vanbrugh, Confederacy, iii. 2.

Such tiny twinklers as the planet-orbs
That there attendant on the solar power
With borrowed light pursued their narrower way.

Shelley, Queen Mab, ix.

twinkling (twing'kling), n. [< ME. twinkling,
twinkelinge; verbal n. of twinkle, v.] 1. The act
of one who or that which twinkles; especially,
a quick twitching or fluttering movement of
the eye ; a wink.

Boys in their first bloom, skilled in the dance, . . .

smote the good floor with their feet. And Odysseus gazed
at the twinklings of the feet, and marvelled in spirit.
Butcher and Lang, tr. of Homer's Odyssey, viii. (ed. Mac-

[millan, 1881, p. 123).

2. The phenomenon of scintillation of the fixed

stars, consisting of fluctuations of light and of
color at the rate of from fifty to a hundred per
second . The fluctuations of light did not escape the no-

I. intrans. 1. To shut an eye or the eyes with
an involuntary twitch or with a quick volun-

tary and significant action
; blink; wink.

She hath now twyncled fyrst upon the with wyckede eye.
Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 3.

I twynkell with the eye. Jeclignette. . . . You twynkell
with your eye, do you ? I truste you never the better.

Palsgrave, p. 764.
The owl fell a moping and twinkling.

Sir R. L'Estrange.

2. Of the eyelids, to open and shut with fre-

quitinvoluntarytwitclies;hence,ofanything I^M.SSJK^^that moves rapidly, to dart to and fro. a scintillometer, has made extensive o

Myne eye twynkleth somtyme and I can nat cease it.

Palsgrave, p. 764.

No lips so sweet
That I may worship them ? No eyelids meet
To twinkle on my bosom? Keats, Endymion, iv.

The feet of said partner never ceased to twinkle in and
out from beneath her skirts.

New York Evening Post, April 25, 1891.

3. To pass in and out of sight rapidly, as a light ;

flash at almost insensible intervals
;
shine with

quick, irregular gleams; scintillate
; sparkle, as

a star.
All the fixed Tapers

He made to twinlde with such trembling capers.
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4.

The chiefe Mountaines, them of Pennobscot, the twin-
kling Mountaine of Acocisco, the great Mountaine of Sas-
sanow, and the high Mountaine of Massachuset.

Capt. John Smith, Works, II. 195.

Here plots of sparkling water tremble bright
With thousand thousand twinkling points of light.

Wordsivorth, Evening Walk.
I see his gray eyes twinkle yet
At his own jest.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

out into a ribbon by an irregular movement of the tele-

scope, the fluctuations would appear as variations of light
and color along this ribbon. Charles Dufour, in 1856, pub-
lished the following generalizations of his observations,
now known as Dv/our's laws: (1) the pale stars twinkle
more than the chrome, and the chrome more than the
ruddy ones ; (2) at different altitudes the twinkling is pro-
portional to the coefficient of astronomical refraction mul-
tiplied by the trajectory of the ray ;

and (3) the twinkling
diminishes as the diameter of the star increases. Lorenzo
Respighi, in 1868, examined the effect of twinkling upon
the spectra of stars. He found that oblique bands of
shade pass over the spectrum in different directions
according as the star is east or west of, the meridian.

:ial instrument called
observations concern-

ing the differences of the rate of twinkling at different

seasons, under different meteorological conditions, and
for different stars. It is certain that twinkling is due in
some way to the entrance and passage of the light in the
atmosphere, but how is not altogether settled. Twinkling
is entirely distinct from the "dancing" of stars, which is

frequent, especially in winter.

3. The time required for one twinkle or wink,
as of the eye ; a flash

; hence, a very short time.
This world in an iges tivynkeUng
Thou maist distroie, noon may defende.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 173.

We shall not all sleep, but we shall all be changed, in a
moment, in the twinkling of an eye, at the last trump.

1 Cor. xv. 61, 52.

Kie. What you do, do in a tirinkling, sir.

Vol. As soon as may be.

Beau, and Fl.
, Coxcomb, iv. 2.

He vanish'd frae her sight,
Wi' the twinkling o 1

an eye.
Courteous Knight (Child's Ballads, VIII. 277).

Or in a twinkling of this true blue steel.
Sir H. Taylor, Philip van Artevelde, II., iii. i.

In the twinkling of a bedpost. See bedpost.

twinleaf (twin'ief).H. An American herb, Jef-

TT fersonia diphylla : so named from the pair of
11. ti-fiiix. 1. loopen and shut rapidly; wink; leaflets into which the blade of the leaf is di-

vided. See cut on following page.



twinleaf

n

Twinleaf (Jfjfersimia Jifhylla).

a, [mtil and stamens ; A, ripe fruit : r, full-grown leaf, showing
nervation.

+ -ling
1
-.']

A twin.

Se ze the jonder pore womman how that she Is pyned
Withe twynlenge* two.

Rum. ofCheuelere Awr/ne (E. E. T. S.X L 27.

We may rede and see like thyng in the lyuyng and the

condicous of the bretheren gemellys cnlliil tiri/id.i/nyes.

Bake of Tulle of Old Age (ed. Caxton, 1481), K2 - (Richard-
[m's Supp.)

twinne't, twinne-t. A Middle English spell-

ing of tiriii 1
, t if ill".

twinner (twin'er), w. [< twin1 + -er1 .] One
who or that which produces twins. Tusser,

January's Husbandry.
twinning 1 (twin'ing), n. [Verbal n. of twin*,

r.] The process or state of being twinned : said

of crystals. See tutu 1
, n., 3 Secondary twin-

ning, a molecular reversal produced after the formation
of the crystal, for example by pressure, as often observed
in crystals of pyroxene and the (trains of a crystalline
limestone. In many cases this may be artificially imitated.

twinning-t (twin'ing), . [< ME. twynnynge;
verbal n. of (Wfo9, .] Separation; parting.

The sothe is, the twynmjnye of us tweyne
Wol us disuse and crueliche anoye.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1308.

twinning-axis (twin'ing-ak'sis), n. See twin1
,

n.. :i.

twinning-machine (twin'mg-ma-shen*), n. A
machine for cutting out the teeth of combs: so

called because the combs are cut in pairs or

twills. It has a cutter consisting of two chisels which
act perpendicularly and alternately upon a plate passed
beneath them, each cutting one side of two teeth, and sev-

ering one of them from the back of the comb to which it

does not belong, I'.. //. Knitjht.

twinning-plane (twiu'ing-pliin), n. See twin1
,

n., It.

twinning-saw (twin'ing-sa), n. A saw for cut-

ting the teeth of combs : so called because the

teeth for two combs are cut at one operation,
the material being bent over in convex form
to bring it within range of the instrument. Af-

ter the sawing, each tooth is cut separately
from the back of the opposite comb by means
of a plugging-awl. E. H. Knight.

twin-pair (twin'par), n. A pair of objects al-

together similar and equal and without any
third Twin-pair sheet, in gewn,, the surface of a

cubic or higher cone which meets the concentric sphere
in two distinct closed curves.

twin-shell (twin'shel), n. One of the pair of

symmetrical shells of the dipleuric nassellari-

aus.

twinship (twin'ship), . [< tiein1 + -ship.] The
character or relation of being twin.

The sentence which has gone forth for the severance of

the two measures [the Home-rule Bill and the Irish land
Bill] is irresistible, and . . . the tirimhip which has been
for the time disastrous to the hopes of Ireland exists no

longer.
Gladstone, quoted in the Spectator, No. 8035, p. 1183.

twin-spot (t wiu'spot), a. Having a pair of like

spots: ;is, the tiri/i-apot carpet, a British moth.
twin-stock (twiu'stok), . A beehive contain-

ing two colonies. Pliiii, Diet. Apiculture, p. 73.

twinter(twin'ti'i'),M. [<MV.*twintcr,*tmwintre,
< AS. tiriwintre (= MLG. tirintir), two winters
old. < ttci-. two, -f winter, winter.] A beast two
winters old. [Prov. Eiig. and Scotch.]
twireH (twir), r. /'. [Also tireer: = G. dial.

(Bav.) -//( i/. :irii mi. spy, glance; connected
with ,.-( 'i-c/i. etc., cross: see queer

1 and thwart1 .]
1. To glance shyly or slyly; look askance;
make eyes; leer; pt'rr: pry.

Which maids will tit-ire at 'tween their tlngi-iK thus !

B. JiHiti'ii. I i, ii. I.

1 saw the wench that in it., I ;m,l twinkled at thee.

1'1,1,-liff, \Viinien Pleased, Iv. 1.

The tmerinu constable of Klnshnry, with liis heneh of

brown-hill niiMi. .W/W.iiWuii, rather llulibard's Tales.

If I was rich, I could tirire and lull as well as the best

of them. Steele, Conscious Lovers, L 1.

2. To twinkle; sparkle; wink.

When sparkling stars twin not, thou gild'st the even.

Shak., Sonnet*, xxviii.

The sun, . . .

Who with a fervent eye looks through the tii-yrimj glades,
And his dispersed rays commixeth with the shades.

Uraytan, Polyolbion, xiii. 109.

twireH (twir), . [Also titcer; < lirin- 1
. r.] A

sly glance ;
a leer.

The fonnal Bows,
The affected smiles, the silly By-words, and Amorous
Tuxers In passing. Etherege, Man of Mode, iii. 3.

twire'2t (twir), n. [= D. tweern = MHG. zirirn,

,-ii-iriii, (i. :irirn, twine; akin to twine1.] A
twisted filament; a thread.

They put the cocons In hot water, and so stirring them
about with a kind of rod, the ends of the silk twiret of the

cocons stick to It, which they laying on upon a turning
reel draw off from the cocons. Locke, Obs. upon Silk.

twire3 (twir), r. t.
; pret. and pp. tirir<-fl, ppr.

tiririiiy. [Perhaps a dial, form of 'twere, < ME.
"thweren, < AS. "tliweran, in comp. d-thiceran,

agitate, stir, = OHG. dweran, MHG. ttrern, G.

dial. (Bav.) zweren, stir. Cf . twirk, twirl.] To
twist; twirl.

No sooner doth a yong man see his sweet-heart com-

ing, but he ... twiret his beard.

Burton, Auat. of Mel., p. 534.

twireasont (twi're'zn), n. [< twi- + reason.]
A twofold reason. [Bare.]

Yon shall pardon me
For a tiri reaxoii of state.

/>'. Jmimii, Magnetick Lady, iii. 4.

twirepipet (twir'pip), . [< twire1 +
One who peeps or peers ;

a peeping Tom.
You are ... a twirepipe,

A Jeffrey John Bo-peep !

Beau, and Fl., Monsieur Thomas, Iii. 1.

twirk (twerk), v. t. [Freq. of twin*.] To pull
or tug; twitch; twin.

If shee have her hand on the pette [pit, dimple] In her

cheeke, he is twyrkinff of his mustachios.

Breton, Praise of Vertuous Ladies, p. 57. (Dames, under
[!*<>.)

twirk (twerk), . [< ttcirk, v.] A twitch or

twirl. Jamieson. [Scotch.]
twirl (twerl), D. [Early mod. E. twyrle; < ME.
"ticirlen (f); cf. D. dwarlen = G. dial. (Swiss)

zwirlen, twirl
; prob. connected with AS. thwiril,

a churn-staff, stirrer, = OHG. dwiril, MHG.
twirel, twirl, G. quirl, querl, a twirling-stick,
Bav. zwirel, a stirrer. Cf. Icel. thrara, a stick

with a scraper at the end for stirring, Gr. ropvvr/,

a stirrer, L. trua, a stirrer (see trowel); from
the verb represented by twire3 : see twire3 ,

and
cf. twirk. Cf. also tirl.] I. trans. To cause
to revolve rapidly; spin; whirl; turn round
and round, usually in an idle, purposeless way;
twiddle.

Leave twirling of your hat, and hold your head up,
And speak to the lady. Fletcher, Rule a Wife, ii. 3.

With what Ineffable carelessness would he twirl his gold
chain : Lamb, Old Actors.

To twirl one'l thumbs, to twiddle the thumbs, for lack

of better employment ; hence, to do nothing ; be idle.

Upon my word, Walter, you are pretty cool ! Will it

amuse me, pray, to twirl my thumbs in your studio?
W. E. Norrit, Miss Shafto, xxlv.

II. intrans. 1. To move round; especially,
to revolve rapidly; be whirled about.

Take bothe your handes, and twyrle vpon his [a sheep's]

eye, and if he be ruddy, and haue reed stryndes In the

white of the eye, than he Is sounde.

Fitzherbert, Husbandry (Eng. Dialect Soc.), p. 51.

I had arrived at very considerable agility in the waltz-

ing line, and could twirl round the room with him at such
a pace as made the old gentleman pant again.

Thackeray, Fitz-Boodle's Confessions, Dorothea.

Away they Jumped, with more and more vigour, till Mag-
gie's hair flew from behind her ears, and twirled about like

an animated mop. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, Ii. 1.

2. To twine; wind; coil; curl. [Bare.]

So when the wriggling snake is snatch'd on high
In eagle's claws, and hisses in the sky,
Around the foe his twirling tail he flings,

And twists her legs, and writhes about her wings.
Addison, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., iv.

twirl (twerl), . [< tirirl, v.] 1. A rapid cir-

cular motion.

He watched the wreaths of steam, until, at the special
instant of projection, he caught up the iron vessel and

gave it cue delicate tirirl, esmsing it to send forth one gen-
tle hiss. Itictria, Our Mutual Friend, i. is.

twist

2. A twist; a convolution; a curl; a flourish.

Jem, in all tho pride "f newiy-nei|iiiivct i" 111,1:111-1, ip

IIS, '.I (,, ilay/li-her eW'sln IAI r inldiiuin ui:iee 111,, I ;

\l:ny r.:ilt..ii, Xli.

twirler (tw.Vl.-r), H. [< tirirl + -rr 1
.] OM

who or that which twirls.

Critlcs[in baseball] are still kinking i'i Mi, ],ii, !>

, Ai-eii. n, v. Alihniigh thajr ttkoowUdc* thai tin- i>,,ini

of excellence has been nearly approached at times, still

their ideal lirirler of the diminutive globe has not yet

made his appearance. 7 (/'"< /.'"<* ".' ->>,;/,< ji.
-I

twiscart (twis'kftr), . Same as />/;. Srn/t.

Pirate, xii.

twisselt (twis'l), a. and w. [Also twixtle; < ME.
tirixi-l, tirixil (= MH(i. .-'//). < AS. fir/-, etc.,

two: see twi-, two, and cf. twist, etc.] I. a.

Double; twofold.

Enhancing, and pride, and the shreude wei, and the

mouth of the tifisil tunge I white [loathe).

Wyclif, Prov. Till. 18.

II. . 1. That which is double, as a double

fruit, or fruit growing in pairs.

As from a tree we sundrie times espie
A t iciwll grow by Natures subtile might.

And beelng two, for cause they grow so nle,

For one are tane, and so appeare in sight.

Turbenille, The Lover Wisheth, etc.

2. That part of a tree where the branches sepa-
rate from the trunk or bole,

twissel-tonguedt (twis'l-tungd), o. [ME. tww-

iltunged; < twissel + tongue + -ed*.] Double-

tongued.
Bepret forsothe and strlf the euel roan shal eritagen,

and eche synnere euuyous and twiml-tumjid.
Wyclif, Ecclus. vi. 1.

twist (twist), . [< ME. twist, < AS. twist (in

comp. msesl-twist), a rope, = MD. twist, a forked

branch, = Icel. tvistr, the two or deuce in cards ;

also in another sense, = D. twist = LG. twint

= MHG. G. zwist = Sw. Dan. tvist, discord,

strife, odds, = Icel. tvist, in the phrase a tt-ist oy

bast, scattered to the four winds ; with forma-

tive -st, < AS. twi-, etc., two: see twi-. Cf.

twine1
,
twin1 .] 1. A thread, cord, rope, or the

like made of two or more strands wound one
about another; anything resembling such a

rope or coil.

Breaking his oath and resolution like

A twist of rotten silk. Shak., Cor., v. 6. 96.

I saw about her spotlesse wrist

Of blackest silk a curious twist.

Herrick, Upon a Black Tiritt Rounding the Arm of the

[Countess of Carlisle.

A twiit of gold was round her hair.

Tennymn, Merlin and Vivien.

.specifically (o) A kind of strong, close silk thread used
for sewing.

All the fine sewing silk was proved to be free from lead

or other metal. But we found metal very abundant in

what is called " tailors' twitt
"
and "hatters' twitt," espe-

cially the latter. Ure, Diet., IV. 524.

(6) A kind of cotton yarn of several varieties.

Being from two roves in place of one, it [cotton yarn for

stockings] is called double-spun twist.

Encyc. Brit., VI. BOO.

(c) In weaving, the warp-thread of the web. K. H. Knight.

(d) A loaf or roll of twisted dough baked.

In short order the dough is turned Into twists, high
loaves, pan loaves, and other styles of the same quality.

Sci. Amer., N. a, LIX. 273.

(e) A kind of manufactured tobacco made in the form of a

rope or thick cord.

2f. A fabric made with a double and hence

heavy thread; coarse cloth. Compare tirine 1
,

n., 1, and twine1
,
a.

Ne to weare garments base of wollen tvrist,

But with the finest silkes us to aray.

Spenter, Mother Hub. Tale, L 400.

3f. A forked branch; a twig; a spray.
On his bak she stood,

And caught* hire by a twiste, and up she gooth.
Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1106.

So long as a sprigge, twint, or braunche is yong, It Is

flexible and bowable to any thing a man can desire.

Stubbet, Anat. of Abuses (ed. Funiivall), I. 76.

4t. Same as fork, 5.

A man of common helgth might easilie go vnder his

twist without stooping, a stature incredible.

Harrison, Descrip. of Britain, v. (Holinsbed's Chron., I.).

5f. A hinge.
And the herris, ether twistit, of the temple schulen

greetli sowne. Vyd\f, Amos vili. 8.

6. An intertwining or interlacing; a knot or

net, or other interwoven contrivance.

He tames a Heifer, and on either side,
On either horn a three-fold twist he ty'd
Of Osiar twigs.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts.

7. A spiral form, disposition, or arrangement,
such as may be produced by bending round both
ends of an object in opposite directions ; also,

spiral or progressive rotary motion, or the path



twist

described by an object so moving: as, the twist

given to a ball in pitching causes it to curve
;

the twist of a billiard-ball in play.
If he had only allowed for the twist ! but he hasn't, and

so the ball goes spinning up straight in the air.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

The screw or twist [in billiards] is made by striking the

ball low down, with a sharp, sudden blow.

Encyc. Brit., III. 676.

It is the twists in the rods that cause the figure to ap-

pear in the barrels, and all iron so twisted is called Da-

mascus. W. IF. Greener, The Gun, p. 226.

8. Specifically, in firearms (a) The spiral
formed by a groove in a rifled piece; the in-

clination of the grooves of a rifled piece to the

axis of the bore.

Some of the rifles and rifled ordnance in the service are
made with grooves which have a very slight twist at the

breech, but the tu-ist is increased regularly until it reaches
the muzzle ; this is known as the increasing or gaining
twist. Farrow, Mil. Encyc., I. 727.

If the angle of inclination be equal at all points, the
twist is said to be uniform. ... If the angle increases
from the breech to the muzzle, the twist is called increas-

ing ;
if the reverse, decreasing.

Tidbalt, Manual of Artillery, p. 38.

(6) Iron and steel twisted and welded together,
used as a material for gun-barrels. 9. In arch.,
the wind of the bed-joint of every course of
voussoirs in a skew arch. 10. In rope, cord-

age, and the like, the way in which the spiral
strands are laid, the number of strands, the

degree of turn of the spiral, etc. : as, these two
ropes differ in their twist. 11. A convolu-
tion

;
a curve

;
a flexure

;
a bend or turn.

Unkus, alias Okoco, the Monahegan sachem in the twist
of Pequod River, came to Boston with thirty-seven men.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 319.

Knowing every twist and turn of rock, our drivel's

brought us at the camping-time almost to the verge of
the chaparral. It. D. Blackmore, Erema, Iviii.

12. A turning about, as on a pivot or axis; a
turn

; a twirl.

A wink of his eye, and a twist of his head,
Soon gave me to know I had nothing to dread.

C. C. Moore, A Visit from St. Nicholas.

13. A -wresting out of place; distortion; a

wrench; a strain.

Which ligament keeps the two parts of the Joint so

firmly in their place that . . . none of the Jerks and
twists to which it [the limb] is ordinarily liable . . . can
pull them asunder. Paley, Nat. Theol., viii.

Generally, it was after a number of twistings in both
ways, from the initial position of no twist, that the tran-
sient current settled to its final value.

PhUos. Mag., London, 5th ser., XXIX. 124.

14. Figuratively, a peculiar bent, turn, or

cast; a variation or perversion from the usual
or normal type.
Heads with some diverting twist in them the oddities

of authorship please me most. Lamb, Mackery End.
An exclusively scientific training will bring about a

mental twist as surely as an exclusively literary training.
Huxley, Science and Culture.

You might have called him, with his humorous twist,
A kind of human entomologist.

Lamed, Fitz Adam's Story.

15. An appetite for food. HaUiwell. [Prov.
Eng.] 16. A mixed drink, generally named
from the spirit with which it is compounded.
[Eng.]
When he went to the Back Kitchen that night, ... the

gin-twist and devilled turkey had no charms for him.
Thackeray, Pendennis, xxxix.

17. In dynam., a twist-velocity. 18. In math.:
(a) A torsional strain or distortion. (6) A dis-

placement along and around a screw; a trans-
lation combined with a rotation round an axis
parallel to the direction of translation

; in the
non-Euclidean geometry, a compound of two
rotations about conjugate polars to the ab-
solute Damascus twist. See damascus. Gaining
twist. Sameast'ncrawe-fwisi. Grape-vine twist See
grape-vine. Ramp and twist. See romp. Slack
twist, a loose twist. Twist drill. See drilli. Twist
Of tne Wrist, the movements of pronation and supiua-
tion, which bring the hand quickly into various posi-
tions; hence, quick and adroit use of the hand; dex-
terity ; knack.

twist (twist), v. [< ME. twisten, twystcn = MD.
twisten, twist; of. MD. D. twisten = MLG. LG.
twisten = Sw. tvista = Dan. tviste, strive, quar-
rel, = Icel. tmstra, divide, scatter : see twist, n.~\
I. trans. 1. To unite, as two or more strands
or filaments, by winding one about another;
hence, to form by twining or rolling into a
single thread; spin.

The smallest thread
That ever spider twisted from her womb.

Shalt., K. John, iv. 3. 128.

It was worth while to hear the croaking and hollow tones
of the old lady, and the pleasant voice of Phoebe min-
gling in one twisted thread of talk.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, v.

6556

2. To intertwine
;
interweave

;
combine.

Falsehood is strangely joined and twisted along with
truth. Bacon, Physical Fables, ii., Expl.

Let earth and hell conspire their worst, their best,
And Join their tmsU'd might.

Quarles, Emblems, ii. 12.

His [God's] great intention was to twist our duty and our
happiness together. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. ii.

3. To weave ; fabricate
; compose.

Thou shalt have her. VVas't not to this end
That thou begau'st to ticist so fine a story ?

Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 313.

Consort both harp and lute, and twist a song
Pleasant and long.

G. Herbert, The Church, Easter.

4. To wreathe; wind; twine.

Green, slender, leaf-clad holly-boughs
Were twisted gracefu' round her brows.

Burns, The Vision, i.

5. To bend or turn spirally, as by causing both
ends to revolve in opposite directions; alter
in shape so that parts previously in the same
straight line and plane are located in a spiral
curve ; also, to cause to move spirally or with
a progressive rotary motion, as a ball when
pitched in a curve, or a billiard-ball when Eng-
lished.

By all that is hirsute and gashly ! I cry, taking off my
fin r'il cap, and twisting it round my finger, I would not
give sixpence for a dozen such.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, V. 215.

The fountain . . . playing now
A twisted snake, and now a rain of pearls.

Tennyson, Princess, Prol.

Others [columns] have twisted fluting.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 130.

The square rods of prepared iron are first twisted to give
the Damascus figure. W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 224.

6. To curve ; bend ;
deflect : as, to twist a thing

into a serpentine form
;
twisted like the letter S.

At length a generation more refln'd . . .

Gave them [stools] a twisted form vermicular.

Cowper, Task, i. 30.

7. To thrust out of place or shape ;
contort or

distort; pervert; wrench; wrest; warp: used
literally or figuratively.

There sat ... the dumb old servitor, on deck,
Winking his eyes, and twisted all his face.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

I call it a poor-spirited thing to take up a man's straight-
forward words and twist them.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

8. To press hard; wring.
She taketh hym by the hand and hard hym twiste,
So secrely that no wight of it wiste.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 761.

9f. To lop, as a tree, by cutting off branches
or twigs. Cath. Ang.T double and twist. See
double. To twist round one's (little) finger, to move,
mold, or influence (a person) at will ; have under complete
control or subjection. [Colloq.] To twist the lion's
tall Seetatfi. Twisted bit, Cartesian, cubic. See
the nouns. Twisted curve. See skew mine, under
curve. Twisted ironwork, iron bars, straps, etc.,
twisted or plaited together for ornamental purposes : the
name of a patented invention introduced about 1870.
Twisted leather. See leather. Twisted net, a ma-
chine-made net used for linings in dressmaking, etc., gen-
erally of cotton, and composed of three threads.

II. intrans. 1. To be intertwined or inter-
woven.

Too well he knows the twisting strings
Of ardent hearts combin'd,

When rent asunder, how they bleed.
How hard to be resign'd.

Young, Resignation.

2. To be wreathed or coiled
;
wind.

O how these arms, these greedy arms, did twine
And strongly twist about his yielding waist !

Quarles, Emblems, iv. 12.

3. To be bent round and round spirally; also,
to move in such a manner or with continuous
revolutions.

The ball comes skimming and twisting along about three
feet from the ground.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 8.

The rod is carefully watched whilst twisting, and, should
one part commence to twist more rapidly than another, a
man is ready with a pair of tongs to hold that part of the
rod, so that it is prevented from tu-istiny.

W. W. Greener, The Gun, p. 224.

4. To curve
; circle

;
revolve

;
move in a circle

or spiral.
At noon, or when the lesser wain

Is tinsting round the polar star.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, ci.

5. To be bent, turned, or contorted; writhe;
squirm.

The eels lie tinsting in the pangs of death.

Pope, Iliad, xxi. 413.

Its limbs were gnarled, . . . tieisting down almost to
the earth. Irmng, Sketch-Book, p. 447.

Let him cry like a woman and twist like an eel.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, i.

Twisted Columns.
Cloisters of St. John Late-
ran. Koine.

twistle

6f. To be parted or cleft in twain; be divided,

severed, sundered, or separated.
The onderstondinge . . . tuysteth ine tuo, huanne me

wylneth of one half to god, and of otherhalf to the wordle.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 159.

twistable (twis'ta-bl), a. [< twist + -able.']

Capable of being twisted or turned.

This amendment is twistable into an advice, an impel ti-

nent advice to a foreign nation.
Sew York Tribune, March 28, 1862.

twisted (twis'ted), a. [< twist + -erf2 .] 1. In

entoiti., noting a joint of the legs, etc., when
the faces tend to turn spirally on the joint, as
if this had been subjected
to a twisting force. 2. In

lot., contorted or bent on
itself. In estivation, same
as convolute Twisted col-

umn, a shaft so shaped as to pre-
sent the appearance of having
been twisted. Columns of this
form are frequent in minor or-

ders in Romanesque architecture,
and occur in works of the Renais-
sance. Twisted eglantine.
See honeysuckle, 1. Twisted
pine, a stunted pine, Pinus con-

torta, of the western coast of
North America; also, P. Teocote
of Mexico, also called candle-
wood pine. Twisted suture,
in surg., a suture in which the
edges of a wound are pierced
transversely by a needle over
which a thread is wound in fig-
ui e-of-8 form ; a harelip suture.

twisted-flower (twis'ted-

flou"er), n. See Stropluin-
thus.

twisted-horn (twis'ted-

hdrn), n. See Helicteres.

twisted-stalk (twis'ted-
stak), 11. See Streptopus.

twisted-Stick (twis'ted-stik), n. See Helicteres.

twister (twis'ter), w. [< ME. twysier ; <. twist +
-er^.~\ 1. One who or that which twists. Spe-
cificallyfa) In weaving, the person whose occupation
it is to twist or join the threads of one warp to those
of another.

Now, in consequence of the " cross
"
keeping the threads

of both the warps in consecutive order, the "
twister.in

"

has no difficulty in finding the proper threads to twist

together. A. Barlow, Weaving, p. 311.

(b) An implement or device used for twisting yarns,
threads, cords, etc. (c) In carp., a girder, (d) That which
is twisted or which moves with a twist, as a ball in cricket
or billiards.

The cover-point hitter, that cunning man, goes on tobowl
slow twisten. T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. S.

He has learned the trick of playing with a straight bat
the examiner's most artful twisters.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXXIV. 547.

(e) That which twists, writhes, or contorts.

He ... ran through the whole electrical pharmaco-
poeia, . . . utilising an induction coil to produce the most
powerful but involuntary contort ions of the diseased limb.
After an extra vigorous twister the doctor would say,

" How
does that feel?" Elect. Ren. (Eng.), XXIV. 525.

(/t) One who trims trees by lopping. Cath. Ang. (g)
A

bird that flies with twisting or zigzag flight, as the snipe.

2. In the manege, the inner part of the thigh :

the proper place to rest upon when on horse-
back. Labrador twister. See the quotation.

Those very small wiry, compactly feathered, weather-
tanned birds [woodcock], who appear in October and who
are called, perhaps locally, Labrador twisters.

H. D. ilinot, Land-Birds and Game-Birds of New England
[(1877), p. 405.

twisting (twis'ting), n. [Verbal n. of twist^v."]
Torsion.

twisting-crook (twis'ting-kruk), n. A throw-
crook.

twisting-forceps (twis'ting-f6r"seps), n. In

sury., same as torsion forceps (which see, under
torsion).

twistingly (twis'ting-li), adv. In a twisting
manner

; by twisting or being twisted. Bailey,
1731.

twisting-machine (twis'ting-ma-shen*), n. A
machine for twisting rope and cordage ;

a rope-
machine.

twisting-mill (twis'ting-mil), n. In spinning,
a thread-frame.

twist-joint (twist'joint), n. A joint formed by
laying the ends of two wires past each other a
few inches and binding the end of each several
times round the other wire : much used in Amer-
ican telegraph-lines.
twistle 1

(twis'l), v. t.
; pret. and pp. ticistletl,

ppr. tu-itstling. [A freq. of twist.] To twist.
Jnuiieson (spelled twisle, ticiisslt). [Scotch.]

twistle 1
(twis'l), 11. [< tiristle 1

, r.] A twist
;

a wrench. [Scotch.]
The L 's cause ne'er got sic a twistle

Sin' I ha'e min'. Burns, Twa Herds.



twistle

twistle-dwis'l), ii. Same as tiriwl. Hnlliin-11.

twist-machine (twist 'HIM---)!..!! >.. A form of

Incc-making inai-liinr. /.'. //. Knit/lit.

twist-Stitch (twist'slirh), ii. Sjinir :is rnnl

fili/i'li. liii-i. i>i \< ii/lrirnrk.

twist-tobaCCO (I" isl 'In bak'6),. Sec lolntcro.

twist-velocity (twist 'vi;-li>si-ti), ii. The state

of a hi nly at imy i nst :i til when it lias ii rotational

vi'loi'ity roninl :i i-rrtain :i xis compounded wit h

;i liii. 'ar vrlority along that axis.

twisty (twis'ti), H. [< iirixt + -.y
1
.] See Hclic-

tertt.

twit ( twit ), r. t.
; pret. anil pp. lirittcil. ppr. tiril-

IIHII. [Formerly also tii-itr, MigM; by aphere-
sis' from nhriti;\ MK. iitiriten, < AS. xticihtit, re-

proach, < ,!!- (sci' nl-\) + iritini, reproach: see

wite.] 1. To reproach; upbraid, especially
with past follirs, rrrors, or offenses; annoy by
reproaches; taunt.

I twhyte one, I caste liyin In the tetbe or in the nose.

Je luy reproiicho. . . . This terme is also northren.

Palsijrace, p. 764.

Anil evermore she did him slmrpely twinht
For breach of faith to her, which he had finitely plight.

Spenser, V. U., V. vi. 1

Alas ! what should I touch their parents, or twit them by
their other friends? G. Harvey, Four Letters.

2. To charge or reproach with ; upbraid on ac-
count of; bring forward as a taunt.

Envy, why ttrit'st thou me my time's spent 111?

11. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

Shall they (Papists] imi us that Our Father hath taken
from the church what their Paternoster bestowed on it?

Kev. T. Adamt, Works, I. 409.

To twit In the teeth*, to taunt maliciously ; cast offen-

sive facts or charges in the teeth of. Iteau. and Ft., Wit
t Several Weapons, v. = Syn. Cha/, Mock, etc. See fauntl .

twit (twit), a. [<. licit, v.~\ A.reproach; ataunt;
an upbraiding or gibing reminder or insinua-
tion.

Upon Condition there be no Twite of the
Good Man departed. Etherege, Love in a Tub, T. 5.

twitch1
(twich), v. [< ME. twicchen, twiclicn, also

twikkin (pret. ticight, twyght, twiglite, twigte), <

AS. ttcicciaii, twitch, pull, = LG. ticikken =
OHG. 'zwicchen, MHG. G. zwicken, fasten with

nails, shut in, peg, pin, grip, nip, twitch; cf.

G. zwick, a nip, pinch. Cf. twick, ticeak1
, ticigV.]

1. trans, 1. To pull or draw with a hasty jerk ;

snatch ; jerk away.
His swerde anon out of his shethe he twyahte.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 1185.

My cap 'a quite gone : where the villain turitehed It, I

don't know. Miss Burney, Evelina, xxxiv.

Saint Praxed in a glory, and one Pan
Ready to twitch the nymph's last garment off.

Browniny, The Bishop Orders his Tomb.

2. To give a short, sudden pull or tug at; jerk
at; cause to move quickly or spasmodically.
Petit-Andre

1

, slapping the other shoulder, called out,
"Courage, my fair son ! since you must begin the dance,
let the ball open gaily, for all the rebecs are In tune,"
twitching the halter at the samt time, to give point to his

Joke. Scott, Quentln Durward, vi.

3. To nip; squeeze; make fast; tie tightly.
llnlliwell. [Prov. Bug.]

Be the neck sche hym twyghte,
And let hym hange all nyghte.

MS. Cantab., ft. ii. 38, f. 117. (BattiiceU.)

Sub. And shall we Itrilch him?
> Face. Thorough both the gills.

B. Jonton, Alchemist, ii. 1.

They tiritch the offender about the waste with a towell
. . . untill they have drawn him within the compasse of a

span. Sandys, Travailes, p. 49.

II. iiitrnns. 1. To be suddenly jerked; move
or contract quickly or spasmodically, as a mus-
cle.

They [movements] vary, in sensitive frogs and with a

proper amount of irritation, so little as almost to resemble
In their machine-like regularity the performances of a

juniping-jiick, whose legs must twitch whenever you pull
the string. W. James, Prln. of Psychol., 1. 15.

2. To carp; sneer; make flings. Comparejerk1 ,

,: i., 2.

Try to barter one with the other amicably, and not to
twitch and carp.

Landtir, Intag. Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

twitch1 (twich). ii. [Formerly also tioich ; <

tiritcli 1
,*'. Cf. ttcirk, ticiii-, (MM*.*] 1. A short,

sharp pull or tug; a jerk or snatch.

I felt him take hold of my flesh, and give me such a

ili-:uily tifitclt buck that 1 thought he had pulled part of
me after liiinsrlf. Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, i.

2. A short, spastic contraction of the fibers of

muscles; a stitch; a twinge: as, a twitch in the

side; convulsive tiri/che*;. especially, such a
movement when causing pain: somrtinirs ap-
plied to moral pangs.

So crackt their backe hones wrineht
With horrid ticitchrs. Chapman. Iliad, \\iii. OJO.

6557
These hritrhet of Conscience argue there are some quick

touch*-* l'-ft i't tin- sence of good and evil.

HtUlinyjleet, Sermons, 1. 11.

3f. A pair of nippers or twi-r/.i i s.

Take therefore a ticifh of silver, and therewith lift up
siihlilly the tingle from tin- tunii-li-, pnio i-'ling to thelach
linrill where it grew, ami IhiTe rut It away.

Barrouyh's Method of J'hytick (1024). ( Karen. )

4. A noose attached to a stock or handle and
twistcil around the upper lip of a horse so as

to bring him under command when shoeing or

clipping: an instrument used for holding a vi-

cious horse. 5. In mining, a sudden narrow-

ing of a vein so that the walls come nearly or
1

1
ii ilr together. [North. Eng.]

twitch2 (twich), c. A dialectal variant of touch,

ll'illiioett.

twitch" (twich), n. [A dial. var. of quitch*.]
The quitch or quitch-grass, Agropyrum repent*.
The name is also applied to the bent-grass, Ayrottit out-

gfiri*. and to a few other grasses, as the sheep's-fescue,
Festuca opina, called black twitch.

twitchel1 (twich'el), w. [< twitch 1 + -el.] A
narrow passage; an alley. Compare twitch1

,

H., !). [Prov. Eng.]
All persons passing by this Twitchel are requested to go

up or down directly, without loitering, causing obstruc-

tion, etc. Quoted in JV. and Q., 7th sen, VII. 275.

twitchel2 (twich'el), . [A var. of twiehild.]
A childish old man. Halliwell. [Prov. Eng.]
twitcher (twich'er), w. [Formerly also twicher;
< twitch 1 + -er1.] 1. One who or that which
twitches. 2. pi. Small pincers. Halliwell.

3t. An instrument used for clinching hog-rings.
Davies.

Strong yoke for a hog, with a tmicher and rings.

Tusser, September's Husbandry, Husbandly Kumlture,
[t. 17.

twitch-grass (twich'gras), n. Quitch-grass;
twitch.

twitching (twich'ing), n. [Verbal n. of twitch 1
,

v.] The act of one who or thatwhich twitches ;

especially, an involuntary convulsive jerking
of the muscles, etc. See twitch 1

, n., 2.

On the coarser semi-convulsive movements, twitching*,

jerklngs, anil grimacings not rarely met with in hysteria
I do not dwell. Lancet, 1890, I. 284.

Flbtillary twitching, irregular spasmodic contraction
of the fibrils of a muscle independent of each other.

twiteH, v. t. An obsolete form of twit.

twite'-'t, v. A variant of tlttcite.

They ne rekke in what wyse, where ne when,
Nor how vngoodly they on theyre mete twyte.

Babeei Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 7.

twite3 (twit), H. [Said to be imitative of the

cry of the bird.] A kind of linnet, the moun-
tain-linnet, Linaria montium or L. flatirostris, a

European bird of the family Fringillidx, nearly
related to the redpoll, siskin, and goldfinch.
twite-finch (twit'fineh), . The twite.

twit-lark (twit'lark), n. A titlark or pipit.

[Prov. Eng.]
twitter1 (twit'er), v. [< ME. twiterrn, twitren

= D. kwettercn = OHG. zwiziron, MHG. zwit-

zern, G. zwitschcrn = Sw. quittra = Dan. kvidrc,

twitter; prob. orig. imitative.] I. intrans. 1.

To utter a succession of small, tremulous

sounds, as a bird
; sing in bird-notes

; chirp.
The breezy call of Incense-breathing Morn,
The swallow ttntt'ring from the straw-built shed.

Gray, Elegy.

2. To titter ; giggle. [Obsolete or provincial.]
How the fool bridles ! How she tirittert at him !

Fletcher, Pilgrim, 111. 6.

3. To quiver; tremble; palpitate; hence, to

be in a nutter or fright. [Prov. Eng.]
My Heart T\ritters. Bay, Eng. Words (1891X p. 77.

How the slave tieitters .' You look not up at greatness ;

you mind too much the worldly things that are beneath
you. Brome, Sparagus Garden, ill. 5.

To the unhinged toper and the tirittfriiig child, a huge
bulk of blackness seemed to sweep down.

R. L. Stevenson, Scribner's Mag., IV. 511.

II. trans. 1. To sing or utter in bird-notes ;

chirp out.
Some small bird, half awake,

Twittered an early ditty for his sake.
R. H. Standard, The King's BelL

2. To spin unevenly. [Prov. Eng.]
To twitter thread or yarn. Ray, Eng. Words (1691), p. 77.

twitter 1
(twit'er), H. [< ticitteri,v.~\ 1. A chirp

or series of chirps, as of a bird, especially the
swallow.

Hark, 'tis the sparrows' good-night twitter

About your cottage eaves !

Browning, The Lost Mistress.

2. A fit of laughter; a titter. Hulliicett. [Prov.
Eng.] 3. A tremble

;
a flutter; a general ex-

citement ; a pother : as, to be in (or of) a ttcit-

two

ter, or to be in or on the tiriltcrn. [Prov. Eng.
and U. S.]

I am all of a tirillertnteu my old John Ilarrowby again.
Column null i.urrick. Clandestine .Marriage, L 1.

This hangln' on niont' artcr tin ml'

Fer HIM Hhitrp purpose 'mongst the tiritter,

I t' II ymt. it ilitos kind <)' stunt
The petit and sperit of a critter.

Lowell, ISiglow Papers, 2d ser.
,
vll.

twitter2 (twit'er), . [< tu-it + -rr1 .] On.
who twits or reproaches. Imp. liirt.

twitter3 (twit'er), n. [Perhaps a dial, corrup-
tion of flitter^ or fritter.] A shred; a frag-
ment: used in the plural. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
twitter* (twit'er), H. [A dial. var. of quitter?.]
The refuse or residuum of the case of the sperm-
whale, a gummy and thready substance left

when the case is squeezed.
twitteration(twit-e-ra'shon), n. [< ttcitter1 +
-ation.] A twitter

;
a flutter. [Slang.]

When they struck up our hlood-stirrin' national air. It

made me feel all over In a twitteralion, as if I was on wires

a'most, considerable martial.

llalibitrtnn, The Clockmaker, p. 378. (i'nc.vc. Diet.)

twitter-hit (twit'er-bit), n. [Origin obscure.]
The bottom of the countersink receiving the
head of the screw which holds the blades of

scissors together. E. H. Knight.
twitter-bone (twit'er-bon), n. [< twitter*, as a
var. of quitter?, + bone1

.] An excrescence on a
horse's hoof, due to a contraction. Halliwell.

twitter-honed (twit'er-bond), a. Affected with

twitter-bone; hence, shaky.
His horse was either clapp'd, or

spavin'd,
or greaz'd ; or

he was tintter-bon'd or broken-winded.
Sterne, Tristram Shandy.

twittering (twit'er-ing), . fVerbal n. of ttcit-

ter 1
, v.] 1. The chirping of birds; also, any se-

ries of small, clear, intermitted sounds resem-

bling the notes of a bird.

Phoebe awoke . . . with the early twittering of the con-

jugal couple of robins in the pear-tree she heard move-
ment* below stairs. llairthorne, Seven Gables, vll.

2. A quivering; a flutter; a state of tremulous
excitement indicative of alarm, suspense, de-

sire, etc.

A widow which had a twittering towards a second hus-
band took a gossipping companion to manage the job.

Sir R. L'JSttrange.

twitterlightt (twit'er-lit), n. Twilight.
You can steal secretly hither . . .

At twilight, twitttrJightt !

Middleton, Your Five Oallauta, T. 1.

twittingly (twit'ing-li), 'adv. In a twitting
manner

;
with taunts.

In a long letter, having reckoned all his civilities to the

English nation, he twittingly upbraided them there-wlth.

C'lniilni, Hist. Queen Elizabeth, an. 1569. (Itichardton.)

twittlet (twit'l), r. t. [A var. of tittle 1 ; cf.

ticitter1 in sense of titter*.] To chatter; bab-

ble; tattle.

His hystorie . . . tuiii.-i . . . tales out of scnoole.

Stanihurnt, Epistle to Sir H. Sidney (.tjieid, ed. Arber, Int.,

(P-xL).

twittle-twattlet (twit'l-twot'l), n. r< ticittle

+ twattle, or a varied redupl. of twattle,] Tit-

tle-tattle; gabble.
All that ever he did was not worth so much as the licit

tle-ttcattle that he maketh.
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 85.

twit-twat (twit'twot), n. [Imitative.] The Eu-

ropean house-sparrow, Passer domesticus. See
cut under Passer.

'twixt (twikst), prep. An abbreviation of be-

twixt.
It shall be cause of war and dire events,
And set dissension 'ttrixt the son and sire.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1100.

'twilt-brain (twikst'bran), n. Same as 'ticeeii-

brain. Geyenbaur, Cpmp. Anal . (trans.), p. 503.

twizzle (twiz'l), v. i.
; pret. and pp. ttrizzled,

ppr. twizzling. [A var. of 'ticissel, v., lit.

'double,' < ticissel, a.] To roll and twist. Hal-
liwell. [Prov. Eng.]

If a couple of waxed-ends [in the game of "cob-nut")
became tirizzlnl, the boy who first could shout

Twizzler, twlzzler!

My fost blow
took the first stroke when the waxed-ends were untwisted.

X. and Q., 7th ser., IX. 138.

two (to), a. and n. [< ME. tico. tica, prop. fern,

and nent., the masc. being twaye, tweye, tirayii,

tin-in, ticeyn, twtien, tireige, etc. (see train),
< AS. twegen, m., twd, f., tird, 16, n., = OS.

twenc, m., twd, two, t., tice, n., = OFries. twene,

m., tied, f. and n., = D. twee = ML.G. tied. tn->;

LG. tiree = OHG. swene, m., zwo, f., :wei, n.,

MHG. zicene, m., zwo, f., zwei, n., older G.

zwcen, m., zwo, t., zwei, n., now zirei in all gen-



two

dors. = Icel. treir, m., trier, f., trail, n., = Sw.
tvenne, tr& = Dan. tvende, to = Goth, twai, m.,
twos, f., ton, n., = Olr. da = Lith. dit = Russ.

rfr, etc., < L. duo (> OF. dui, dons, deus, deux,
F. deux = Pr. dui, mod. dous = Sp. rfo* = Pg.
dons, doi/i = It. due) = Gr. &''o = Skt. dra =
Zend dca, two ; root unknown. The word ap-
pears as a prefix also as twi-, twi/-, in the orig.
masc. form as tiraiii, and in numerous deriva-

tives, as twin 1
, twin*, twine1

,
twine2

, twist, twis-

sel, twizzle, etc.] I. a. One and one
;
twice one :

a cardinal numeral.
Ech of yow, to shorte with our weye,

In this viage, shal telle tales tweye, . . .

And homward he shal tellen othere two.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 792.

A water was tham twa by-twene,
And a brig all ouer it clene.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 125.

In two, into two parts ;
asunder: as, to cut a thing in two.

At its full stretch as the tough string he drew,
Struck by an arm unseen, it burst in two.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 545.

The two tables. Same as tables of the law (which see, un-
der table). To be in two minds. See mittdi.

II. n. 1. The number which consists of one
and one. 2. A symbol representing this num-
ber, as 2, II, or ii. 3. A group consisting of
two individuals

;
a duality ;

a pair.

They were a comely tway.
Lord Livingston (Child's Ballads, III. 344).

Apostles who may go out in twos to academize the cul-
ture of the manufacturing districts.

Saturday Ret., XXXVII. 217.

To be two, to be at variance or irreconciled, as opposed
to being at one.

Pray, miss, when did you see your old acquaintance
Mrs. Cloudy? You and she are two, I hear.

Swift, Polite Conversation, i.

To put two and two together. See puti. TWO all.
See all.

two-blocks (to'bloks), adi\ In the position of
block and block ; chock-a-block.

two-Cleft (to'kleft), o, Bifid; divided half-way
from the border to the base into two segments.
twp-decker (to'dek"er), n. A vessel of war car-

rying guns on two decks. Simmonds.
two-edged (to'ejd), a. Having two edges, or

edges on both sides
; hence, cutting or effective

both ways : as, a two-edged sword
;
a two-edged

argument.
She has two-edg'd eyes ; by Heaven, they kill o' both sides.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 4.

two-eyes (tij'Iz), . The partridge-berry: al-

luding to the two calyx-marks on its double
fruit. [Local, U. S.]
two-faced (to'fast), a. 1. Having two faces,
like the Roman deity Janus. Hence 2.
Double-faced in intention; double-dealing;
practising duplicity.

Who, who can trust
The gentle looks and words of two-foe 'd man?

Fletcher (and another), Queen of Corinth, iii. 2.

two-flowered (to'flou"erd), a. Bearing two
flowers at the end, as a peduncle.
twofold (to'fold), a. [< two + -fold. The ear-
lier form was twifold, q. v.] Double, in any
sense

; characterized by duality or doubleness.
And Sense like this in vocal Breath
Broke from his two-fold Hedge of Teeth.

Prior, Alma, iii.

Twofold point, line, or plane, two coincident points,
lines, or planes.

twofold (to'fold), adv. [< twofold, o.] In a
double degree ; doubly.
Ye make him twofold more the child of hell than your-

selves - Mat. xxiii. 15.

two-forked (to'forkt), a. Divided into two
parts somewhat after the manner of a fork;
dichotomous, as the stem of a plant, the tongue
of a snake, a deer's antler, etc.

two-hand (to' hand), a. Same as two-handed, 2.
Dorus . . . ran as the noise guided him, . . and, .

overthrowing one of the villains, took away a two hand
sword from him. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

two-handed (to'han'ded), ff, 1. Having two
hands; bimanous, as man. 2. Requiring two
hands to wield or manage: as, a two-handed
sword.
But that two-handed engine [the executioner's ax] at the

door
Stands ready to smite once, and smite no more.

Milton, Lycidas, 1. 180.

3. Using both hands equally well
; ambidex-

trous
; hence, handy at anything ; adaptable

generally efficient.

A man soon learns to be tteo-handed in the bush
Whyte Melville, Good for Nothing, xxvii.

4. Adapted for use by two persons ; requirin"
the hands of two persons: as, a two-handed saw

6558

(a whip-saw with a handle at each end) ; a twn-

lunidcd float (a plasterers' float so large as to

require two men to work it).

two-headed (to'hed'ed), a. 1. Having two
heads or faces on one body, as the god Janus
or a natural monstrosity.
Now, by two-headed Janus. Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 50.

2. Directed by two heads or chiefs
; existing

under two coordinate authorities.

Mr. Bagehot . . . has avowed very grave doubts as to
the practical advantage of a two-headed legislature.

W. Wttson, Cong. Gov., iv.

two-leaved (to'levd), a. Having two distinct

leaves, as some part of a plant ;
furnished with

or consisting of two leaves, as a table or a door.
Isa. xlv. 1.

two-legged (to'leg"ed or -legd), a. Having or
furnished with two legs: as, two-legged ani-
mals

; two-legged shears Two-legged tree, the
gallows. [Humorous slang.]

two-line (to'lln), a. In printing, having a depth
of body equal to two lines of the type men-
tioned or used: as, two-line brevier or pica.
twoling (to'ling), n. [< two + -ling

1
. Cf. twil-

liiig.'] A twin crystal consisting of two indi-
viduals. [Rare.]

two-lipped (to'lipt), a. 1. Having two lips.
2. In hot., divided so that the segments resem-
ble the two lips when the mouth is more or less

open; bilabiate (which see, with cut).
two-needle (to'ne'dl), . Performed with two
needles Two-needle operation, a procedure for
tearing through the opaque posterior capsule, which some-
times interferes with vision after the extraction of a cata-
ract : it is done by means of two needles whose points are
separated after being engaged in the substance of the
capsule.

twoness (to'nes), n. [< two + -ness.'] The
state or condition of being two; doubleness;
duplicity.

two-parted (to'par
//

ted), a. Bipartite ;
divided

from the border almost, but not quite, to the
base, as some leaves.

twopence (to'pens or

tup'ens), n. [(two +
pence, pi. of penny.']
1. In Great Britain,
the sum or value of
two pennies, or one
sixth of a shilling.
2. An English Silver ish Museum. (SizeoY original.)

coin, also called a

half-groat, of the value of two pence (4 United
States cents). It was issued by Edward III. and by
succeeding sovereigns, but since 1662 has been struck
only as maundy money

If you do not all show like gilt twopencea to me, . . .

believe not the word of the noble.

Shale., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 3. 55.

3. An English copper coin of the reign of

George III., of the value of two pence, issued
in 1797. Twopence- or twopenny-grass. Same as

herb-twopence.

twopenny (to'pen"i or tup'en-i), a. and . [<
two + penny.'] I. a. Of the value of twopence ;

hence, mean; vulgar; of little worth.
II. n. A kind of beer or ale, so called be-

cause originally sold at twopence a quart.
This sort of liquor [pale ale] was principally consumed

by the gentry; the victualler sold it at id. the quart,
under the name of twopenny.

S. Dowett, Taxes in England, IV. 122.

two-petaled (to'pef'ald), a. Bipetalous; hav-
ing two distinct petals only.
two-ply (to'pli), a. 1 . Composed of two strands,
as cord. 2. Of textile fabrics, consisting of
two webs woven into one another: as, a two-ply
carpet. 3. In manufactured articles, consist-

ing of two thicknesses, as of linen in a two-ply
collar or cuff Two-ply carpet, an ingrain carpet in
which the web is double, each web having a weft and warp
BO arranged as tobe interchangeable, the warps beingraised
alternately above each other as the shuttle is thrown. By
this means a diversity of color may be produced on either
surface. In the three-ply or triple ingrain carpet three
webs are combined. Also called Kiddermiiister.

two-ranked (to'rangkt), a. In bot. and zool.,

alternately disposed on exactly opposite sides
of the stem so as to form two rows

; bifarious
;

distichous.

two-seeded (to'se'ded), a. In bot., dispermous;
containing two seeds, as a fruit.

twosome (to'sum), a. [= Sc. twasome, twaesome:
< two + some.'] 1. Being or constituting a pair;
two.

If ae kail-wife pou'd aft her neighbour's mutch they wad
hae the twosome o them into the Parliament House o' Lun-
lll">-

Scott, Rob Hoy, xiv.

2. Twofold
;
double

; specifically, performed by
two persons, as a dance.

Twopence, Maundy Money. Brit-
ish Museu

Tyburn ticket

The Mussulman's eyes danced twosome reels.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg, Her Fancy Ball.

two-speed (to'sped), a. In mecli., adapted for

producing two rates of speed Two-speed pul-
ley. See dotible-xpeed puUey, under pulley.

two-spotted (to'spof'ed), a. Notably marked
with two spots of color: specifying one of the

paradoxures, Nandinia binotata.

two-throw (to'thro), a. In mccli., adapted for

producing alternating throws or thrusts in two
directions : as, a two-throw crank.

two-tongued (to'tungd), a. Double-tongued;
deceitful.

I hate the two-tongued hypocrite.
G. Sandys, Paraphrase of Ps. xxvi.

two-toothed (to'totht), a. Having two teeth
;

doubly dentate
;
bident.

two-valved (to'valvd), a. Bivalvular, as a shell
or pod. See bivalve.

two-way (to'wa), a. 1. In mech., having two
ways or passages. 2. In

math., having a double
mode of variation. Thus,
a surface is a two-way
spread Two-way cock, a
cock by which a fluid may be
distributed to each of two
branches or to either of them
separately, or be entirely shut off.

Two-way series, a series of
the form AO,O + A0>1 + A ,2 +

. . . Such a series presents no in- water is passed through
trinsic peculiarity, but is readily on'y one t>ral><:h; J, posi-

capable of being expressed as an tlon for s'PPi"*r -

ordinary infinite series.

twussle (twus'l), v. t. A variant of twistle1 .

twybillt, . See twiUll.

twyblade (twi'blad), . Same a,s twayblade.
twychildt, a. An obsolete spelling of twichild.

twyet, adv. See twie.

twyer (twi'er), . [Also tuyere, tweer, tuyer,
and twier ; accom. forms of F. tuyere, a nozle;
cf. tuyatt, a pipe: see tewel, fuel.] A tube or

pipe through which the blast of air enters a
blast-furnace . In blast-furnaces working with cold air
this passes direct from the blowing-engine into the "blast-
main" or "horseshoe-main "

(a circular pipe nearly sur-

rounding the hearth on the outside), and thence through
the twyers into the furnace. When the hot blast is used
precautions have to be taken to prevent the twyers from
melting, and this is done by making them hollow truncat-
ed cones through which a supply of water is constantly
circulating. In the so-called "Scotch twyer," which is

also much used, instead of a truncated cone there is a spiral
wrought-iron tube inclosed in a cast-iron casing, through
which tube water is continually flowing. Copper and phos-
phor-bronze have also been used for twyers. Also called
tue-iron. See cut under smelting-furnace.TwyeTaxelL

Two-way Cock.

a, position which distri-

butes water to two branches;
, positions in which the

twyfallowt, v. t. See twifallow.

twyfoil, a. See twifoil.

twyforked. a. See twiforked.
twyformed, a. See twiformed.
twynt, twynnet, v. Variants of twin"*.

Twyne's case. See

tyt, " An old spelling of tie1 .

-ty
1

. [< ME. -ty, -ti, < AS. -tig, etc., a suffix, in
Goth, a separate noun, 'a ten' or 'decade,' =
Goth, tigus ; a form of ten, used in numerals:
see ten, and the words twenty, etc., as cited.] A
termination of numerals namely, in twenty,
thirty, forty, fifty, sixty, seventy, eighty, ninety,
originally meaning 'ten' (twenty, 'twain tens,'
thirty, 'three tens,' etc.).

-ty
2

. [< ME. -tie, -tye, -tee, -te, < OF. -te, -tee, F.
-te = Sp. -dad = Pg. -dade = It. -ta, -tate, -fade,
< L. -tas (-tat-), usually preceded by a stem-
vowel -i- (-itas, > E. -ity), a suffix used to form
abstract nouns from adjectives, as in agilitas,

agility, < agilis, agile, bonitas, goodness, (bonus,
good, nnitas, oneness, < unus, one, etc.] A suf-
fix appearing in many abstract nouns taken or
formed from the Latin, as in agility, titixieti/, be-

nignity, humanity, unity, etc. It is commonly pre-
ceded, as in these cases, by a stem-vowel -t- (the termina-
tion -ity being so common as to beoften used as an English
formative) ; but in some words the original vowel has dis-

appeared, as in bmtnty, loyalty, royalty, etc., or none ex-
isted in the Latin, as in liberty, fonerlij, etc. In some
words the suffix is not recognized as such, as in city.

tyallt, n. [Perhaps irreg. < tie1
, formerly tye,+ -al (f).] A bell-rope, or something tied to a

bell for ringing it.

The great bell's clapper was fallen down, the tyall was
broken, so that the bishop could not be rung into the
town. Latimer, Cth Serm. bcf. Edw. VI., 1549.

Tyburn ticket. A certificate formerly given
to tho prosecutor pf a felon to conviction, the
original proprietor or first assignee of it being
exempted by a statute of William III. from all

parish and w^rd offices within the parish or
ward where the felony had been committed.



Tyburn tippet

Tyburn tippett. Sec ii/i/n /.

Tyburn tree. SIT trte.

Tyche (M'ke), . [< Or. '\'i\\l< personification
of ri'xi, fortune.

|
In dr. myth., the goddess

"I
1

iii-tune, :i divinity whiixe protect inn was
believe. I in assure pi-dspcrity, wealth, and good
luck : uftm in 1 1 ii' fiirin .li/iiiln 1'i/clir (Good For-
tune). Cdinparc iii/iitlii>il;rnii)ii,

Tychonic (tl-kon'ik), a. [< 7//<7m (see dof.) +
-ii-ii-.] IVi'tiiiiiiug to Tyrhd Ilrahe, a famous
Danish astronomer ( lf>4(i-1601), or to his sys-
Icni df iisli-diioiny.

The C'opcrnican hypothesis is more probable than the
T'.iehnnic. Sir W. Hamilton, Metapli ,

x

tycoon (ti-k(in'), n. [Alsn tnH-Hii, tairoon ; <

.lap. tail,' n H, 'j^reat pi'iin-c,' < (Chinese tti, great,+ MM, prince: said to have been coined in 1854

by a preceptor of lyesada, the shogun, as a fit-

ting title for his master in the treaty which he
was then concluding with Commodore Perry.
The phrase, however, seems to have been used
much earlier, having been applied to lyemitsti
(lG'J3-49),thethirdoftheTokugawashogun8,in
a letter sent by his government to Corea, in or-
der to impress the

" barbarian " Coreans with his

greatness.] The title by which the shoguns of

Japan were known to foreigners from the sign-
ing of the treaty negotiated in 1854 by Commo-
dore Matthew Perry, on behalf of the United
States, and lycsaila, the shogun and supposed
"temporal emperor

1 ' of Japan, to the end of
the shogunate in 1868, but never recognized by
the Japanese.
The style Tai Kun, Great Prince, was borrowed, In order

to convey the Idea of sovereignty to foreigners, at the time
of the conclusion of the Treaties.

MHford, Tales of Old Japan, p. 5.

tycoonate (ti-ko'nat), n. [< tycoon + -ate^.] The
ihognjuto.

tydet, n. An obsolete spoiling of tide*.

tydyt, . An obsolete spelling of tidy-.

tye1
,
v. An obsolete or archaic spelling of tic1 .

tye 1
(ti), M. 1. An obsolete or archaic spelling

of ,ici. 2. Naitt., the part of a topsail-halyard
which passes through a block or sheave-nole
at the masthead, and is attached to the yard.
-Peak-tye. Seepeaki.

tye- (ti), n. [Cf. tyr*, v.] In mining, a kind of
narrow buddle used with a quick current of
water for roughly washing tin or lead ore.

[Eng.]
tye- (ti), v. t.; pret. and pp. tyed, ppr. tying.
[Perhaps ult. < AS. tlncean, wash: see towel*.]
To wash with the tye, as ore. Compare tye%, n.

tye-block (ti-blok), . In heavy ships, a block
on the topsail-yard through which the tye is

rove, the standing part being made fast to the
masthead.

tyert, . An obsolete spelling of tier*, tire&.

tye-wig, n. A variant of tie-wig.

tyfoont, An obsolete spelling of typlioon.
tygt, n. An obsolete spelling of tig.

tygert, . An obsolete spelling of tiger.

tying (ti'ing), H. [Verbal n. of tie1 , -.] The
act of fastening with a string, rope, or chain ;

also, a fastening: as, the tyinga were of blue silk,

tykt, r. An old spelling of ticfcl.

tyke 1

,
n. See ti/;<-.

tyke'-'t, a. An obsolete form of tick2 .

tylarus (til'a-rus), ;!.; pi. tylari (-ri). [< Gr.
rtvtor, a knot, km>b.] In ornith., one of the

Fool of a Hawk (Anifilrr coo(tri\, four fifths natural size.
x. x, some of the tylnri.

callous pads in- cushions on tlio under side of
the toes. .s,,ch Imlls of the toes are little apparent or
non-existent in liinls with soft skinny feet, nut well
in uked in most perchers whose toes are horny, and espe-
cially prominent in birds of prey.

tylet. An old spelling of Mfel, till".

tyleberry(til'lier i). . The coral-plant, Jiitrn-

/>//<> miiltiliil:!. its seeds have properties like those
nf the physic-nut (see ./fr../i/m>, and it is sometimes
called French phi/sic nut.

Bern

Tylenchus(ti-lt>ng'kus), H. [NL.,alsn /;///
/<-

rlmx (Hastian. iMi.'i). < (Jr. n/or, a knut.'knob,
+ '/,t'"., a spear.] A genus of minute para
siticneniatdiil worms, of the fainily.-ln.r/HiiYif //>/,-' .

Some of tlirin do much damage to crops, as the wheat-
win m, T. triliri, which causes the disease called tar-cncklr
and puralM^ and T. devastatrix, the stem-eelwonn of clover.
* .f t lirs. w m ins were early known as vibriot, and they
wrrr fiinnerly phlced in the Ilion ciimpii-hcntlvG genus

tyler, . An obsolete or archaic form of lili-r.

Tylerism (ti'ler-i/m), H. [< Tyler (see defs.) +
-iui.~\ 1. A phase of New England Calvinism
named from Dr. Bennet Tyler of Connecticut
( 1 783 - 1858). it reaffirmed the positions of the older
Calvinism concerning divine sovereignty, as against the
positions of Taylorlsm. Out of Dr. Tyler's controversy
with Dr. Taylor of New Haven grew the theological semi-
nary now at Hartford, Connecticut.

2. In U. S. politics, the methods of President
Tyler. Seo Ti/lcrize.

Tylerize (ti'le'r-iz), . i. ; pret. and pp. Tyler-
i:cd, ppr. Tyleri:ing. [< Tyler (see def.) +
-i:e.] In U. S.imlitics, to follow the example
of President Tyler (1841-5),who turned against
the Whig party, to which he owed his office;
become a renegade to one's party while hold-

ing an office conferred by it.

The Democratic party evidently had two ways of return'
ing, or trying to return, to office and power. They might
either assail and unseat the Administration, or else per-
suade the Executive to Tyleriie. The Nation, I. 227.

tyli, . Plural of tylnx.

tyllt, tyl\ei,j>rep. Obsolete forms of till*.

tyllett, . See fillet*.

Tylophora (ti-lof o-ra), n. [NL. (R. Brown,
1808), from the thick fleshy segments of the
staminal corona; <Gr. rMoc, aknot,knob,+ -^o-

/*>{,< ififpeiv = E. Sear1
.] A genus of gamopeta-

lous plants, of the order Asclepiadacex and tribe
Marsdeniea. It is characterized by a somewhat wheel-
shaped corolla with a corona of five fleshy scales laterally
compressed and introrsely adnate to the stamen-tube,
and liy small globose or ovoid pollen-masses. There are
about 40 species, natives of Africa, Asia, and Australasia.

They are shrubby or herbaceous twiners, or rarely par-
tially erect ; they bear opposite leaves and small cymose
flowers. T. (ttoya) barbata is sometimes cultivated ; for
T. asthmatica, see Indian ipecac, under ipecac.

tylopod (trio-pod), a. and n. [< Gr.ri'^of. a knot,
knob, callus, + iroi'f (irod-) = E. foot.] I. a.

Having padded instead of hoofed digits ; having
the ends of the digits like pads ;

of or pertaining
to the Tylopoda ; phalangigrade, as a camel.

II. . A member of the Tylopoda, as a camel
or llama.

Tylopoda (ti-lop'6-dS), n. pi. [NL. (Illiger.
1811, as a family of his Bisulca) : see tylopod.]
The tylopod or phalangigrade artiodactyl ru-

minants, represented by one family, the Came-
lidm. The feet are tylopod ; the lower part of the thigh
is exserted from the trunk of the body ; the lower canines
are specialized ; the lateral upper incisors are persistent ;

the stomach is incompletely quadripartite ; and the pla
centa is diffuse. More fully called Pecora tylopoda, and
also Phalangiyrada.

tylopodous (tl-lop'o-dus), a. Same as tylopod.

tylpsis (ti-16'sis), n'.; pi. tyloses (-sez). [< Gr.

ri'/lof, a knot, knob, callus, + -osis.] 1. Ill hot.,
a growth formed in the cavity of a duct by the
intrusion of the wall of a contiguous cell through
one or more of the perforations of the duct.

2. An affection of the eyelids characterized

by an indurated thickening of their edges.
3. Same as leucoplacia. 4. Callosity.

tylpstylar (ti-lo-sti'lar), a. [< tylootyle + -ar^.]
Of or pertaining to a tylostyle; resembling a

tylostyle ;
knobbed at one end and pointed at

the other, like a dressing-pin.
tylostyle (ti'lo-stil), . [< Gr. rMof, a knot,
lump, knob, -t- errr/of, a pillar: seestyfe2.] In

sponges, a supporting spicule of cylindrical
form, knobbed at one end and pointed at the
other.

tylpstylus (ti-lo-sti'lus), n. ; pi. tylostyli (-Ii).
TNL. : see tylostyle.] A tylostyle.
Tylosurus (ti-lo-su'rus), . [NL. (Cocco), irreg.
< Gr. ri'/!f, a knot, lump, + oi>pa, a tail.] A ge-
nus of garfishes, of the family Belonidee, differ-

ing from Bclone in the absence of gill-rakers and
vomerine teeth. These gars are comparatively large
(S or 4 feet long) voracious fishes of most seas. The spe-
cies are numerous, and some of them, as T. longirostri*
(or marimw), are known aa bill-fish and netdle-fih, from
the long sharp jaws. See cut under Bclonida.

tylotate (ti'lo-tat), a. [< tylote + -afcl.]
Knobbed at both ends, as a sponge-spicule ;

having the character of a tylote. SoUttx.

tylote (ti'lot), . [< Gr. rv^wrof, verb. adj. of
ri'/i i. make knotty, < 7i'?of, a knot, knob.] A
lyldlate spongo-spicule ; a simple spicular ray
if the nionaxou biradiate type, or a rhabdus,
knobbed at each end. A tylote knobbed at one end

tympanic
and |Miiiitrd :it lli' <>tln i IXCMIIII-K :i l\lutox;i r tylu
Ktyle. S'tlla*.

tyloti, n. Plural df tijlntiix.

tylotic(ti-ldt'ik),. '[< tylnaiit (-ot-) + -ic.] Of
or relating to tylosis.

tylotoxea(ti-ld'-tdk'sc-ii). .: \<\.tylntoxra(-).
[< Gr. Tv'/jjr6r, kiuiblicd. + ;ir, sharp, keen.

|

A tylotn knobbed at one end and pointed at
the other; a tylostyle. Snllnx.

tylotoxeate (ti-ld-tiik'se-at), a. [< tylotoxea +
-/''.] Knobbed at one end anil pointed at the

other, as a sponge-spicule of the rha lulus typo;
having the character of a tylotoxea. Sollns.

tylotus (ti-16'tus),w. ; pi. ii^toti (-ti). [NL., <

Gr. rv?.<jTOf. knobbed: see 'tyloti:] A tylote.

tylus(ti'lus), n.
; pi. /;/// (-H). [NL.,< Gr. Ttfaf,

a knot, knob, lump, protuberance.] In heter-

opterous insects, a central anterior division of
the upper surface of the head, often projecting
in front, and separated by depressed lines from
the tWO lateral I dl ii 's.

tymbalt, ". See timbal.

tymbalont (tim'ba-lon), n. A false form of

tymbal.

War-music, bursting out from time to time
With gong and tyinbalnn'* tremendous chime.

Moore, Lalla Rookh, \'eiled Prophet.

tymp (timp), w. [Shortened from tympan or

tijmjinnnm.] 1. In the blast-furnace, the crown
of the opening in front of the hearth, a little

below and in front of which is the dam-stone.
The tymp is sometimes a masonry arch (the tymp-arch),
sometimes a block of refractory stone (the tymp-stone),
and sometimes a hollow box or block of iron (the tymp
plate) through which water Is kept constantly circulat-

ing, so as to protect It from the heat and the corrosive
action of the slag.

2. In coal-mining, a cap or lid ; a short piece of
timber placed horizontally for supporting the
roof. [Eng.]
tymp. An abbreviation of tynipano or tympani.
tympan (tim'pan), n. [Formerly also timpan,
timpane; < P. tymjian = Sp. timpano = Pg. tim-

pano, tympana= It. timpano = Ir. Gael, liompaii= W. tympan, a drum, timbrel, etc.,< L. tympa-
num, < Gr. rfyureiw, poet, also rvimvov, a drum,
roller, area of a pediment, panel of a door, etc.,
< TVWTCIV, beat, strike : see type. From the same
source are tympanum, timber^, timbre3 , etc.] It.
A timbrel or drum. Jiailey. 2. An ancient
Irish musical instrument, the exact nature of
which is disputed. Probably it had strings, and
was played with a bow, thus resembling the
crowd.

It should be remarked that the [Irish] tympan was not
a drum, as waa formerly supposed, but a stringed Instru-

ment, and by the researches of the antiquary O'Curry it is

proved to have been played with a bow.
Sir R. P. Stewart, in Grove's Diet. Music, II. 20.

3. A stretched membrane, or a tense sheet of
some thin material, as that of a drumhead.
This [carbon) lozenge is pressed gently by a tympan.

Greer, Wet Electricity, p. 170.

4. In a printing-press having a platen, a framed
appliance interposed between the platen and
the sheet to be printed, for softening and equal-
izing the pressure, by means of blankets be-
tween its two parts, the outer and the inner

tympan. The latter has a frame fitting snugly Into that
of the former, and both are tightly covered with parch-
ment or strong linen cloth. In a hand-press the tympan
is hinged to the outer end of the bed, has the frisket fixed

by hinges to its top, receives the sheets to be printed, and
completely covers the bed when folded down upon It, the
platen, when lowered, fitting Into the frame of the inner
tympan. See cut under printing-preM.

6. In anat., a tympanum. 6. Inarcn., a tym-
panum. Tympan of an arch, a spandrel. [Rare.]

tympana, " Latin plural of tympanum.
tympana! (tim'pa-nal), . [< tympan(um) +
-al.] Same as tym/tiuiii:

tympani, . Plural of tym/miio.

tympanic (tim-pan'ik), a. and n. [< tympan(um)+ -ic.] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling
a tympan or tympanum ; similar to or acting
like a drumhead. 2. In anat., of orpertaining
to the tympanum : as, the tympanic cavity.
The "tympanit wing" of the exoccipital [cartilage in

birds). Encyc. Brit., III. 702.

The tympanic sense . . . comes In to help here.
W. Jama, Prin. of Piycbol., II. 204.

Tympanic artery, a small branch of the internal max-
illary artery, which passes through the Olaserian fissure
to be distributed to the structures within the tympa-num and to the tympanic membrane. Tympanic bone.
See II. See also temporal bone, under temporal?. Tym-
panic cartilage, a gristly prolongation of the carti-
lage of the outer ear. attached to tlir circumference of the
ti<>ny external auditory meatus.- Tympanic cavity,thedrum of the ear. see tympanum, 2. Tympanic mem-
brane, the drum-membrane of the ear a membrane
stretched across the bottom of the external auditory
meatus, separating the carity of that meatus from that of



tympanic
the tympanum, and connected with the malleus in a mam-
mal or with the quadrate bone in a bird. It is very su-

perficial in the human infant, where the tympanic bone is

merely annular, and in those animals in which this bong
is rudimentary or wanting ; but it is generally situated

at the bottom of a deep tube. See cuts under tympanum
and earl. Tympanic nerve, a branch of the glosso-

pharyngeal, which enters the tympanum through a canal

of the temporal bone to supply the mucous membrane
of that cavity and of the Eustachian tube. Also called

Jacobson's and Andersch's nerve. Tympanic notch.
See notch. Tympanic pedicle, the suspensorium of

the lower jaw in fishes. See epitympanic. Tympanic
plate, the lamina of bone which forms the anterior wall
of the tympanum and external auditory meatus, and the

posterior part of the glenoid fossa. Tympanic plexus.
See plexus. Tympanic resonance, tympanitic reso-

nance (which see, under resonance). Tympanic ring,
an annular tympanic bone or cartilage, to which the tym-
panic membrane is attached. This bone of the ear may be
a permanent complete ring, or may form an incomplete
circle. In either case, it may characterize only the embryo
or the infant, and grow into a tubular form, or may be in-

flated as a tympanic bulla, sometimes of enormous dimen-
sions. In man the ring is at first simply annular and

incomplete, so that the ossicles of the tympanum are

readily seen from the outside of the skull of the infant ;

it acquires with age a tubular form, and becomes anky-
losed with other elements of the temporal bone.

II. n. 1. A bone of the ear of man and mam-
mals, supporting the tympanic membrane, gen-
erally annular or tubular, forming most of the
meatus auditorius externus, or external audi-

tory passage. Its outer extremity is known In human
anatomy as the external auditory process; it is annular at

birth, subsequently becoming elongated and cylindric.

2. Below mammals, in animals in which the
true tympanic is rudimentary or wanting, the

quadrate or pedicellate bone, the representa-
tive of the malleus

;
the suspensorium of the

lower jaw, or especially its uppermost piece,
the hyomandibular or epitympanic : so called

by some who suppose it to be the tympanic
bone, from the fact that it in part supports
the tympanic membrane. Sec quadrate, n.,

3 (a), hyomandibular, epitympanic, and other

compounds of tympanic there cited. 3. In

ornith., sometimes, the tympano-occipital, con-
sidered as the true representative in birds of

the tympanic of a mammal.
tympanichord (tim'pa-ni-kord), n. [< NL.
tympanum + Gr. o/x!?,'a string.] That branch
of the facial nerve which traverses the tym-
panum; the so-called chorda tympani. See
chorda. Cones, 1887.

tympanichordal (tim"pa-ni-k6r'dal), a. [< tym-
panichord + -al.] Of or pertaining to the tym-
panichord. Cows.

tympaniform (tim'pa-ni-f6rm),a. [< NL. tym-
panum + L.forma, form.] Resembling or hav-

ing the form of a tympanum ;
stretched like a

drumhead: as, a tympaniform membrane. Hux-
ley, Anat. Invert., p. 378.

tyinpanisin (tim'pa-nizm),n. [< Gr. rv/nravov,
a drum, + -ism.'] In pathol., distention by gas.
tympanist (tim'pa-nist), . [< Gr. TVUTTOVOV, a

drum, + -ist.] One who plays a tympan or
drum. [Rare.]

"Why is the Timpan called Tlmpan Naimh (or saint's

Timpan), and yet no saint ever took a Timpan into his
hands?" "I do not know," said the tiiupanvst.

O'Curry, Anc. Irish, II. xxxi.

Tympanistria (tim-pa-nis'tri-a), n. [NL.
(Reichenbach, 1852), < Gr. Tv/mav'tarpia, fern, of

rvfiiraviartic, a drummer, < rvnimvov, a drum : see

tympanum.] 1. In ornith., a monotypic genus
of South African doves. T. Weolor, the tambourine,
Is credited with a peculiar resonance of voice or sort of
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2. In entom., a genus of hemipterous insects.

Stal, 1861.

tympanites (tim-pa-nl'tez), . [NL., < L. tym-

l>ttnites, dropsy of the belly, < Gr. rvfiiravirtif, of

or pertaining to a drum, < ri'inravov, a drum:
see tympanum.'] Distention of the abdomen
caused by the presence of air either in the in-

testine or in the cavity of the peritoneum ;
ab-

dominal tympanism Uterine tympanites, tym-
panism of the womb ; physometra.

tympanitic (tim-pa-nit'ik), a. [< L. tympani-
ticus, one who is afflicted with tympanites, <

tympanites, tympanites: see tympanites.'] Per-

taining to or of the nature of tympanites.
Since then all he had eaten or drank or done had flown

to his stomach, producing a tympanitic action in that or-

gan. //. Kingsley, Eavenshoe, xii.

Tympanitic dullness, the quality of a percussion-note
in which the resonance is subnormal and in which the

vesicular quality is absent. Tympanitic resonance.
See resonance.

tympanitis (tim-pa-m'tis), n. [NL., < tympa-
n(um) + -itis. Cf. tympanites.] 1. Inflammation
of the lining membrane of the tympanum, or

middle ear. 2. Incorrectly, tympanites.

tympanizet (tim'pa-niz), v. [< Gr. Tipn-av/ferti,

beat the drum, < rvftmivov, a drum: see tympa-
num.'] I. trans. To make into a drum. Oley,
Life of G. Herbert (1671), M. 2. b. (Latham.)
H. intrans. To act the part of a drummer.

Coles.

tympano, . See timpano.
tympano-Eustachian ( tim"pa-no-u-sta

'
ki-an ) ,

a. Of or pertaining to the tympanum and the
Eustachian tube.

tympanohyal (tim^pa-no-hral), n. and a. [<

tympan(um) + hy(oid)'+ -al.] I. n. In zool. and
anat., a small cartilage or bone of man and
some other mammals, recognizably distinct at

an early period, subsequently fused with its sur-

roundings, constituting one of the elements of

IP.

tympanum
II. n. A part of the skull of cetaceans, the

so-called ear-bone of those animals, which con-

sists of the periotic bones united with one an-

other and with the tympanic, forming a single

specially hard and durable bone readily de-

tached from the rest of the skull.

tympanosquamosal (tim"pa-n6-skwa-m6'sal),
a. Common to the tympanic and the squamosal
bone, as a suture or ankylosis: as, the Glaserian

fissure of man is tympanosquamosal.
tympanous(tim'pa-nus),a. [Formerly also iim-

panous; ( tympan-y + -ous.] Swelled or puffed
out; inflated; distended; figuratively, pompous.
His proud tympatmis master, swell'd with state-wind.

Middleton, Game at Chess, ii. 1.

tympanum (tim'pa-uum), n.; pi. tympana
(-nil), sometimes tympanums (-numz). [NL.,
< L. tympanum, < Gr. ri/nrajw, a drum, roller,

area of a pediment, panel of a door: see tym-
pan.] 1 . An ancient tambourine or hand-drum,
either with a single head like the modern tam-

bourine, or with both front and back covered

(the back sometimes swelled out as in a ket-

tledrum), and beaten either with the hand or

with a stick. 2. In anat. and zool.: (a) The
ear-drum considered as to its walls, its cavity,
and its contents. In man and other mammals the

tympanum is the middle ear, a hollow or recess in the

Tambourine (Tympanistria bicolor).

ventriloquial effect (whence the name). It is extensively
whitish, with black-tipped wings and tail, and inhabits
woodland.

Visceral Arches of Chondrocranium of Human Fetus at third month,
somewhat diagrammatic, enlarged.

I, preoral (palatopterygoid) arch; z, first postoral (rnandibular)
arch : 3, second postoral (nyoidean) arch : IP, internal pterygoid car-

tilage ; EC, Eustachian cartilage ; AL, anterior ligament of malleus ;

M, malleus: /, incus; //., long internal lateral ligament of lower

jaw, connecting the malleus with the mandible (of which latter co is

the coronoid process, cct the condyle, and the angle] ; bh, basi-

hyal ; th, thyrohyal ; eh, ceratohyal ; SH, stylohyoid ligament, sus-

pending the nyoid to SP, stylohyal, or so-called styloid process of the

temporal bone, at the root of which, in line with the incus, is TH, the

tympanohyal. (From the Proceedings of the Zoological Society of

London, 1885, p. 572.)

the compound temporal bone, and in man situ-

ated at the root of the styloid process, in the
course of the hyoidean arch.

II. a. Specifying this cartilage or bone.

tympanomalleal (tim"pa-n6-mare-al), a. Per-

taining to the tympanic bone and the malleus :

specifying a bone in the batrachian skull, later

identified as the quadratejugal. See cuts un-
der Bana and temporomastoid.
tympanomandibular (tim*pa-n6-man-dib'-
u-lar), a. Of or pertaining to the tympanum,
or tympanic bone, and the mandible, or lower

jaw-bone, of some animals, as fishes: specify-
ing one of the visceral arches of the head. See

epitympanic, n., and tympanic, n., 2.

tympano-occipital (tim"pa-no-ok-sip
/

i-tal), n.

In ornith., a small bone, or slight ossification,
in relation with the exoccipital bone and the
outer ear of a bird, bounding the external ori-

fice of the ear posteriorly, and considered to

represent the true tympanic bone of a mam-
mal.

tympanoperiotic(tim
//

pa-n6-per-i-ot'ik), a. and
n. I. a. Including or consisting of a tympanic
bone united with the periotic bone proper:
used especially with reference to the ear-bone
of cetaceans. Huxley, Anat. Vert., p. 345.

Mali
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Tympanum of Human Ear. The tympanic cavity, enlarged, is here

viewed from the inside : the circular object is the tympanic membrane,
or membrane of the ear-drum, upon which rests Mall, the malleus ;

Inc, the incus; St, the stapes; ab, the horizontal axis alxjut which
the malleus and incus turn slightly ; MC, cells in the mastoid part of

the temporal.

temporal bone, among several of the bones of which the

temporal is composed, shut off from the meatus auditorius
externus by the tympanic membrane, communicating
with the back of the mouth by the Eustachian tube, in

relation with the labyrinth, or inner ear, its inner wall

forming part of the wall of the latter, and containing the

chain of little bones called osaicula auditus, and usually
the chorda tympani nerve. It is a part of the passage-
way which in the early embryo is uninterrupted between
the pharynx and the exterior, and in the adult is occluded

only by the membrane of the tympanum. In the dry
state of the parts, the bony walls of the human tympa-
num present several openings : that leading outward
through the external auditory meatus ; the orifice of the
Eustachian tube; the openings of mastoid cells; the fe-

nestra ovalis and fenestra rotunda, respectively the ter-

minations of the scala vestibuli and scala tympani, com-
municating with the vestibule and cochlea of the inner

ear; the iter posterius, by which the chorda tympani
nerve enters the tympanum from the aqueduct of Fallo-

pius ; the iter anterius, by which the same nerve leaves
the tympanum by the canal of Huguier ; the canal for

the tensor tympani muscle; the Glaserian fissure, between
the squamosal and the tympanic bones, for the laxator

tympani muscle, tympanic artery, and slender process of

the malleus, these last two openings being rifts between
component bonea of the parts communicating, like the
Eustachian tube, with parts outside the temporal bone ;

and the minute orifice at the apex of the pyramid, for

the passage of the stapedius muscle. In animals below
mammals, as birds and reptiles, the tympanum contains
the columella, when that bone exists, and is the cavity of

the external ear when there is no external auditory mea-
tus. Its membrane is often upon the surface of the head,
and in some cases is a conspicuous structure of the ex-

terior, as in a frog or toad. This is well shown in the
cut under parotoid, where the circular formation just
in front of the parotoid is the tympanum. See also cuts
under earl and temporal, (b) The tympanic mem-
brane; the ear-drum, in the restricted sense
of that term : so used in physiology and aural

surgery, and in common speech: as, a rup-
ture of the tympanum. See tympanic mem-
brane, under tympanic, (c) In ornith. : (1) The
labyrinth at the bottom of the windpipe of

sundry birds, as the mergansers and various
sea-ducks: a, large irregular bony or gristly
dilatation of the lower part of the trachea,
often involving also more or less of the up-
per ends of the bronchi. It is chiefly found,
or most developed, in the male sex. (2) The
naked inflatable air-sac on each side of the
neck of certain birds, as grouse, especially
the sage-grouse and prairie-hen, in which the

ordinary cervical air-cells of birds are inor-

dinately developed and susceptible of great
distention. See cut under Cupidonia. (d) In

rntiini., a tympanic membrane, stretched upon
a chitinized ring, one surface being directed to

the exterior, the other to the interior, in rela-

tion with a trachea! vesicle and with nervous

ganglia and nervous end-organs in the form of
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davate rods, as in the i>rlln>pli'i-n. where such

an arrangement constitutes an auditory or^in.

3. Inarch.: (a) The triangular spare form-

ing the field or bark of a pediment, a IK line hided

between the enriiifes nf the inelineil sides anil

Tympanum of the south portal of the Abbey Church of St. Denis,
Prance.

the horizontal cornice; also, any space similarly
marked off or bounded, as above a window, or

between the lintel of a door and an arch above
it. The tympanum often constitutes a field for

sculpture in relief or in the round. See also
cuts under peilimen t and pcdimcnted.
The triforium openings consist of a pointed arch in each

bay, spanningasuborderoftwopolntedaiches. . . . The
tympanum is pierced with a trefoil.

C. U. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 60.

(6) The die or drum of a pedestal. See cuts un-
der dado and pedestal, (c) The panel of a door.

4. (n) In /ii/ilnt ill. I'm/in., a water-raising cur-

rent-wheel, originally made in the form of a

drum, whence the name. It is now a circular open-
frame wheel, fitted with radial partitions so curved as to

point upward on the rising side of the wheel and down-
ward on the descending side. The wheel is suspended so

Perronel*s Tympanum.
A, side elevation, showing fonn of curved radial partitions, or buck*

ets ; B, front elevation, a, anmilus fur discharge of water ; b, floats

by which the wheel is propelled in a running stream ; l>
. buckets;

supports lor journals of the wheel ; d, spout or chute for conveying the
water lifted.

that its lower edge Is just submerged, and Is turned by
the current (or by other power), the partitions scooping up
a quantity of water which, as the wheel revolves, runs
back to the axis of the wheel, where It is discharged; or
it may discharge at some point of the periphery. While
one of the most ancient forms of water-lifting machines,
It Is still used in drainage-works, though for small lifts

it Is now superseded by the scoop-u-heel. E. U. Knight,

(b) A kind of hollow tread-wheel wherein two
or more persons walk in order to turn it, and
thus give motion to a machine. 5. In hot., a
membranous substance stretched across the
theca of a moss. Laxator tympani. See laxator.

Membrana tympani, the tympanic membrane, or
drum of the car. See cut In def. 2. Pyramid of the
tympanum. See pyramid. Tegmen tympani. See

legmen, 4. Tensor tympani See tenmr, and third cut
under temporal.

tympany (tim'pa-ni), n.; pi. tympanies (-niz).

[Formerly also timpany; < OF. tympanic == Sp.
timpano = Pg. lympaiio = It. timpano, < Gr. TV/I-

vaviac., a kind of dropsy in which the belly is

stretched like a drum, < rvfnravov, a drum: see

tympaii, andcf. tjfWtpCMtitet.] 1. A swelling out
or inflation

;
an inflated or puffed-up mass or

condition; hence, turgidity; bombast; conceit.

[Archaic.]
The idle limpaniet of a windy brain.

Randolph, Muses' Looking-Glass, Iv. 4.

2. In jxttliol., an inflated ordistended condition
of the abdomen or peritoneum ; tympanites.
She cured her of three tympanies, but the fourth car-

ried her oft*. Farifukar, Beaux' Stratagem, I. 1.

tympanyt (tim'pa-ni). r. t. [< lynipuitii, "] To
swell or puff up ;

inflate ; dilate
;
distend.

It likewise proves
More simple truth In their chaste loves
Than greater Ladies, tympanu'de
With much more honour, state, and pride.

lleywood, Pelopcea and Alope (Works, ed. 1874, VI. 297).

tymp-plate (timp'plat), . A cast-iron sup-
port for a tymp-stone, built into the masonry
of a furnace. The dum-plate forms a similar facing
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and support for the dam-stone. Both tymp-plate (or tynip)
mill (l;un-ihite are kept cool by the circulation of water
in a hollow coil about them. .Sec ;/"'/'

tymp-stone (tinip'ston), n. A heavy blook of

stone which forms the upper part of the front

side of the hearth or crucible of a furnace, the
lower part being inclosed by the dam-stone.
See tynip.

tyndt, ". A spelling of tind?.

Tyndaridse (tiu-dar'i-de), n. pi. [L., pi. of Tyn-
aarideg, < Gr. tvviapiAiK, a descendant of Tyn-
dareus, < TwUfOf, Twotipcuc., a mythical king of

Sparta, husband of Leda, and father of Castor
and Pollux.] The male children of Tyndareus

Castor and Pollux: a name applied to the
electric discharge commonly known as St.

Elmo's fire. See corposant.

tyne. See tim-i, tiiic'*, etc.

Tynewald, Tinewald (tm'wold), . [Also
Tyincald; a var. of the word which appears in

a more original form in the Shetland tint/wall,

< Icel. thiny-riillr, the place where a parliament
sat, < thing, a parliament, assembly, + vollr (=
AS, iceald), a wood: see f/iiMi/

2 and tcoW.] The
parliament or legislature of the Isle of Man,
consisting of the governor and council, consti-

tuting the upper house, and the House of Keys,
or lower house. It is Independent of the British Par-

liament, its acts requiring only the aiwi-nt of the sovereign
in council.

tynsent, . Same as tinseP.

typ. An abbreviation of typographer or typog-
raphy.
typacantiud (tip-a-kan'thid), a. [< Gr. rdirof,

type, + anavtia, spine, 4- -id1 .] Having the
usual or typical arrangement of the spines, as
a starfish: opposed to autacanthid.

typal (ti'pal), a. [< type + -/.] In biol., of
or pertaining to a type ; forming or serving as
a type; typical. K. Oicen.

type (tip), n. [< F. type = Sp. tipo = Pg. typo,

tipo = It. tipo = D. type, typus = G. tijpvs =
Sw. typ = Dan. type, < L. typus, a figure, im-

age (on a wall), in med. the form, type, or char-
acter of a fever, ML. (also tipus) access of fe-

ver, fever, a figure, prototype, etc., < Gr. rin-of,

a blow, an impress, a mark, also something
wrought of metal or stone, a figure, general
form or character, the original type or model
of a thing, type or form of disease, MGr. a de-

cree, etc.; < ri'KTctv, rvmiv (/ rim ), strike
;
cf .

Gr. orvQMfriv, strike, smite ; L. tuttdere (^ tud,

j/ "stud), strike, = G. stossen, strike : see slot 1
.

From the same Gr. source are ult. E. tympan,
tympanum, etc.] 1. A distinguishing mark or

sign ;
a classifying stamp or emblem

; a mark
or an object serving for a symbol or an index,
or anything that indicates office, occupation, or

character. [Now chiefly technical.]

The faith they have in tennis, and tall stockings.
Short blister'd breeches, and those typet of travel.

Shak., Hen. VIII., I. s. 81.

On the obverse is the leading type of the city where the
coin was issued, In relief.

/'. V. Head, Hlstorla Numorum, Int., p. 111.

2. Something that has a representative or sym-
bolical significance ;

an emblem, or an emblem-
atic instance.

Some of our readers may have seen In India a cloud of
crows pecking a sick vulture to death no bad type of

what happens in that country as often as fortune deserts
one who has been great and dreaded.

Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

3. Specifically, a prefigurement ; a foreshadow-

ing of, or that which foreshows, some reality to

come, which is called the antitype; particular-

ly, in tlieol., a person, thing, or event in the
Old Testament regarded as foreshowing or be-

tokening a corresponding reality of the new
dispensation ;

a prophetic similitude : as, the

paschal lamb is the type of Christ (who is the

antitype).

The nature of typa Is in shadow to describe by dark
lines a future sirbsUince.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 115.

As be sees his Day at a distance through Tifpet and
Shadows, he rejoices in it. Additon, Spectator, No. 369.

4. A characteristic embodiment; a definitive

example or standard ; an exemplar; a pattern;
a model.

For loftie type of honour, through the glaunce
Of envies dart, is downe in dust prostrate.

Spemer, Virgil's Gnat, L 567.

Tophet thence
And black Gehenna call'd, the type of hell.

Jfiiton, P. L, |. 406.

Aristophanes Is beyond question the highest (;/;* of pure
comedy. toireU, Study Windows, p. -Jls.

abcdefghljklmnopqrstuvwxyi

type

6. A representative style, mode, or -trneture;
a characteristic assemblage of particulars or

qualities. 6. In l/iol., specifically, u iiiitin divi-

sion nf the animal or vegetable kingdom; a suli

kingdom, branch, phylum, or province. Thus,
Leuckart divided animals Into the sin types Co-lfiitrrala.

Kchim*tfrint'i, \'.nii'. .1 rthrnpoda, Molitaea, and i

hrata (the protozoans not being treated i Iti- \<_r > i;it.]r

kingdom Is similarly divided intn iniiin groups called tma
of vegetation ; and in general, fn any d^partim nt n( blol-

"Ky. tut* i predlcable of the structure or murplinluKK'iil
character of a division or group of any grade in t.ix ..... un\

,

down to the specie* Itself, as compared with another group
of its own grade: as, a family tyjie; a generic tiipt. (See
type yrnu*, type tpecia, type gpecimen, and unity of type,
below.) The term has both a concrete or inaU rial sense,
In 1U application to actually emlxnlied form, and an Ideal

sense, as applied to form In the abstract See archetype.
prototype, antetype.

Natural Groups are bent described, not by any di-llni-

tion which marks their iHmndurlea, but by a Type which
marks their centre. The Type of any natural group Is an
example which possesses In a marked degree all the lead-

ing characters of the class.

Whetrell, Phllos. of Inductive Sciences, I. p. xxxil.

The whole animal kingdom can be broken up Into sev-
eral large divisions, each of which differs from the rest by
a number of special characteristics. The c.si-nii:il char-
acter may be recognized In all the subdivisions, and even
under great Individual variations. This has been called
the type. Oeytnbaur, I'omp. Anat. (trans.), p. 04.

7. A model or style that serves as a guide ;
a

general plan or standard for the doing of any-
thing; especially, in the arts, the plan, idea, or

conception upon which anything is modeled or

according to which any work is executed. 8.
A right-angled prism-shaped piece of metal or

wood, having for its face a letter or character

(usually in high relief), adapted for use in letter-

press printing; collectively, the assemblage of
the stamped characters used for printing; types
in the aggregate. Types of wood are of Urge size, and
are now used only for posting bills. Types for boolu or

newspapers are of founded metal. (See tvpe-metal, ma-
trix, and i/n/(iM. ) In CIreat Britain the standard height

Brilliant. M*<(ijki,MrH'*t<"~*7* *

Diamond.

Pearl.

Agate.

Nonpareil, abcdefghljklmffopqrstuvwxyz

Minion. abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Brevier. abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Bourgeois, abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

Long primer, abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxy

Small pica. abcdcf^hijklllllK l])i jTStlH'

pica. abcdefghijklmnopqrst

English, abcdefghijklmnopq

Gru primer, abcdefghij klmno
of type Is .9166 Inch; In the United States It is vari-

able! from .9166 to .9186 Inch. French and German types
are higher. The features of type are face, counter, stem
(thick: stroke, or body mark), hair line, serif , neck or beard,
shoulder, body or shank, pin-mark, nick, feet, groove.
(See cut below.) The names of printing-types, given In
an increasing scale as to size, are excelsior, brilliant, dia-

mond, pearl, ayate or ruby, nonpareil (the type in which
this is printed), emerald or minwnette, minion, brevier

(the larger size of type used throughout this diction-

ary), bourijeoit, tang primer, small pica, pica, Knyluh, lira-

tine brevier, great primer, paragon, double nnall pica, dou-
ble pica, double English, double great primer, meridian
or tra/algar, and canon. All sizes larger than canon are
named by the regular multiples of pica, as Jive line pica,
fix-line pica. The
smaller sizes are or
should be graded
so that each size

will be doubled in

Its seventh pro-
gression. (See
pwn(i,14(6X) The A

names here given .

define the dimen-
sions of the bodies

only. The faces
or Styles of types
most used are ro-

man and italic,
which frtrtn thvhich form ttie

,., ^ ta,

text of all books in the body oY shank.
English. Antique,
Kothic. clarendon, and black-letter are approved styles
fur display. The type for headings of entries in this

dictionary and for phrase-headings is antique condensed.
Ornamental types are too irregular for classification. Of
each style many varieties are made, which are usually
labeled with a special name. Roman types are broadly
divided into two classes, modern and old-gtyle. The lead-

ing forms of modern roman are bmad-face, Scotch-face.

French-face, thin face, bold-face. Old-style types are re-

productions of the styles of early printers: the Caslon
and the Baskervillc (Publish styles), of the eighteenth
century, the French and the Elzevir, of the seventeenth
century ; and the Basle, or early Italian, of the sixteenth

Type.
a, stem, body-tuark, or thick stroke ; *.

serif; c. counter; rf. h.iir-linc; t, beard or
neck:/, shoulder; f. pin-mark ; A. nicks;

, groove ; j. feet. 1 he top IK known as the
face; the pan between shoulder and feet is



type

century. The shapes of types as to width are defined by
the following names : up to standard is a type of which
the lower-case alphabet measures 12 ems or squares of its

own body from bourgeois to pica, or more than 12 ems for

the smaller sizes (on newspapers the standards for widths
of types range from 14 to 17 ems for the alphabet) ; lean or

lean-faced type is a name applied to types slightly below
the standard

;
condensed type is seriously below the stan-

AMO AMO AMO
Lean-
faced.

Extra-
condensed.

AMO
Expanded.

Standard
width.

AMO
Fat-faced.

dard (see condensed); extra-condensed and elongated are of

unusual thinness ; fat letter or fat-faced is slightly wider
than the standard; expanded is still wider; extended is of

unusual breadth. The Roman types for book- and news-

paper-work are in three series : capitals or upper-case, A,
B, C, D; small capitals, A, B, c, D; lower-case, a, b, c, d,
sometimes called small letters, or minuscules. A two-
line type is a capital of the face height of two lines of its

accompanying text. A double type is the height of two

Specimens of Styles of Types.

ANTIQUE.
CLARENDON.

txt.

GOTHIC.
DORIC.
(fljnrrtj

ITALIC.
RUNIC.
CDI00J9UQ.

This is Caslon old style. This is Elzevir old style.

This Is the Title-type of some newspapers.

TITLE OR TWO-LINE Soots':

M
bodies of the size specified by its name. Copper-faced
type is type covered on its face only with a thin coat of

copper by an electrotyper's battery. White-faced type or

barefaced type is type uncoppered : so called to distin-

guish it from the coppered, or to specify type that is new
and that has never been covered with ink. Nickeled type
is type plated on its face with nickel. Bastard type is a

type with a face too large or too small for its body. Type-
hifjh is of the standard height of type. Type hiyh to paper
is above the standard of height. High-bodied type is a
type with too high shoulders. American type -founders
apportion the characters of a font, or complete collection
of characters, by weight. In a font of 1,000 pounds there
are of roman lower-case 514 pounds ; capitals, 86 ; small
capitals, 20; figures, 40; points, 23; spaces, 85; quadrats,
122

; fractions, 5 ; italic lower-case. 73 ;
italic capitals, 23 ;

sundries, 4 total, 1,000 pounds. The numbers of the types
of ordinary width in 800 pounds of pica roman are as fol-

lows:

This Mis two-line non- "1VT This M is double non-

pareil: lines with text. -"J-pareil: does not line.

a .



type-measure

type-measure (tip'me/.h'ur), . Same as ////>-
XCIlll'.

type-measurer (Hp'me/,h"ur-er), n. In print-
in;/, ii graduated rod <>u the sides or edges of
winch the body of each different size of type
is marked. In use it Is laid alongside a column of mat-
ter or proof, to ascertain the number of lines and the mini-
tier (if t-lns.

type-metal (tip'me.t/'iil), . An alloy of lead
with untimony, or with tin and antimony, used
to make types for printing. Alloys of lead and an.

tiniony containing not over 15 per cent, of the latter metal
hiivi! tlie >Mij>.iri:ini property of expanding on cooling,
which adds much to the sharpness of the type. The value
of the alloy is also increased by the addition of a small
amount of tin (from 6 to 8 percent.). Copper and Iron
have also been used in small quantity to give greater re-
sistance to the alloy. The proportions of the metals used
vary considerably with the quality desired, and in differ-
ent type-foundries. The metal used in some foundries for
small types, from brilliant to brevier, consists of 100 pounds
of lead, 40 pounds of antimony, and 20 pounds of tin ;

while larger types, from bourgeois to pica, are cast from
100 pounds of lead, 80 pounds of antimony, and is pounds
of tin. Extra hard or copper-alloy metal contains 100
pounds of lead, 44 pounds of antimony, 24 pounds of tin,
and 6 per cent of copper. Electrotype-metal contains 100
IH in nils of lead, 4 pounds of antimony, and 5 pounds of tin.

Stereotype-metal contains 100 pounds of lead, 20 pounds
of antimony, and 10 pounds of tin. .Soft metal, such as
is used for leads and quadrats, contains a very large pro-
portion of lead, and but little tin and antimony.

type-mold (tip'inold), n. See mold*, 3.

type-punch (tip'punch), . See punch*, 6.

type-scale (tip'gkal), . A measuring-rod of
stout paper, ivory, or thin brass, which shows
the dimensions of the most-used bodies of type.
It is used to measure composed types.

type-setter (tlp'set-'er), n. 1. A composer of

types ;
a compositor. 2. A type-setting ma-

chine. See type-setting.

type-setting; (tip'set'ing), . The act or pro-
cess of setting or combining types in proper
order for printing. It is usually done by picking up
each type from an exposed case, and arranging the types
so collected in a composing-stick In lines of even length.
Type-setting machine, a mechanism Intended to quick-
en the operation of type-setting. In the simpler forma
of mechanical type-setters, the types, separately arranged
in inclined tubes or channels, are successively dislodged
by the pressure of appropriate levers moved by the fingers
of the operator on a keyboard. As the types fall they
are collected in a long line, and afterward subdivided in
lines of proper length. The Kastenbeln and McMIUen
machines are of this construction. Distribution of types
is usually done by a separate machine, of which there are
many varieties. In all, each distinct letter or character
is provided with Its own special nick, which serves the

Thome Type-setting Machine.

a, distributing-cylinder ; *. seuinu-cytindcr; c, mechanism actuat-

ing distributing-cylinder; </, driving mechanism actuating type-car-
rying disk, curryim:-belt, packer, keyboard, levers, etc. : t, shaft,
which transmits the power to alt parts excepting the distributing-cyl-
inder ;/, type-carrying disk: p, packer, which lifts the type singly
into a continuous line; A, keyboard ; i', levers, connecting keyboard
with bottom of setting-cylinder : /, copy-holder : -c, justifying mecha-
nism ; /, iron case for spaces and hyphens ; m, type-bank, containing
italics, which are inserted by hand as required ; H, case for small cap-
itals, in some machines for fractions and other odd characters, to be
put in by hand.

same purpose as the nicks or channels in a key for the
wards of its lock. When the types are successively pre-
sented before outlets with wards, the proper nick finds
its proper ward, and is discharged in Its proper channel.
Some machines combine the two operations of setting
and distribution, as the Thome and I'aige machines. The
Paige machine adds the operation of automatic justifying,
or making its lines of even length. A more complex form
of machine dispenses with types and distribution, and
makes the types as they are needed. The operator at the
keyboard moves levers that assemble the matrices in

proper order over a mold, and justifies the words of each
line, in a line evenly spaced and of uniform length. The
mold is then instantly filled with melted type-metal,
which casts all the words in one piece. The Mergenthaler,
or linotype, and the Rogers are of this form. The Lan-
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ston casts single types by the pressure of the finger on a

keyboard, and arranges the cast types in lines for print
Ing. The first type-setting and type-making machine was
planned at London l>yl)r. Church in 1824. Mori' than fifty
varieties of machine type-setters have been invented, hut
few are in use.

type-wheel (tip'hwel), N. A disk or revolving
sector bearing letters in relief on its periph-
ery: used in some adaptations of the telegraph
and in some type-writers.
type-write (tip'rit), . t. and i. To print or re-

produce by means of a type-writer; practise
type-writing. [Recent.]
type-writer (tip'ii'ter), . 1. A machine for
mechanical writing, operated by hand, and
printing one letter, or combination of letters,
at a time, by the impress of type adapted to the

purpose. There are now several distinct types
of these machines. 2. An operator on a type-
writing machine ; one who prints characters on
paper by means of a type-writer Automatic
type-writer telegraph. See telegraph.

type-writing (tip'ri'ting), n. The process of

printing letter by letter by the use of a type-
writer; also, work done by this process.

Typha (ti'fft), n. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700 ; ear-
lier by Lobel, 1576), < Or. TV^TI, cattail.] A ge-
nus of plants, type of the order Typhacete. it Is

distinguished from Sparyaniwn, the other genus of the
family, by its linear an tilers, stalked ovary,and dry indehls-
cent fruit. There are 13

species, natives of fresh-
water swamps in both
tropical and temperate
regions. They are smooth
herbs with strong creep-
Ing rootstocks from which
grow erect unbranched
and often tall and robust
stems with a submerged
base. The leaves are chief-

ly radical, long and linear,

spongy, and at first some-
what fleshy and watery.
The monoecious flowers
form a cylindrical termi-
nal spadix, the upperpart
of which is stamlnate and
deciduous ; both parts
are partly covered in the
bud by very perishable
thin spathaccous bracts.
The long-stalked minute
fruit is produced In

great abundance, over
60,000 to the average
spike In the common
species ; each fruit con-
tains a single seed, and
isisurnmiided near the base by twenty to forty long slen-
der white hairs which expand at maturity, aiding in dis-

persion by the wind. The plant usually reaches from 5 to9
feet high ; in California T. Domingensig sometimes reaches
18 feet. Including an inflorescence of 3 feet ; in the com-
mon T. latifolia the handsome dark rusty-brown fertile

part of the spike is usually from 5 to 8 inches long, some*
times 14, and is much used for rustic decoration. The
abundant mealy pollen is made into bread In India and
New Zealand

;
it is inflammable, and has been used aa a

substitute for tinder and for matches. The powdered
flowers have been used for poultices, and the farinaceous
rootstocks are considered astringent and diuretic In east-
ern Asia. The long leaves are much used in central New
York to make chair-bottoms, and are elsewhere woven
into mats and baskets. Three species occur in the United
States, of which T. latifolia, with four-grained pollen, and
T. anfftistifolia, with single-grained pollen, are widely dis-
tributed throughout the northern parts of both hemi-
spheres ; the latter is In the United States more local and
largely maritime, and often shows a distinct interval be-
tween the male and female divisions of the spike. The
other and larger species, T. Dominyrnsi*. occurs In the
West Indies, Mexico, Texas, California, and the Argentine
Republic. For T. elephantina, see elephant-gran* ; for the
others, cattail, reed-mace, and reree; and compare marsh-
beetle and dtinehe-down. They are also commonly known
as flag and as bulruth.

Typhaceae (ti-fa'se-e), n, pi. [NL. (A. P. de
Candolle, 1805), < 'Typha + -acex.} An order
of monocotyledonous plants, of the series Nu-
difloree. It is characterized by nsnally monoecious
flowers with a perianth of irregular membranous scales
or of very slender elongated hairs. It includes about 19
species, belonging to 2 genera, Typha (the type) and Spar-
'iii ilium (where see cut), both marsh-plants of wide distri-

bution, with unjolnted watery stems and long entire alter-
nate leaves which project stiffly out of the water or in a few
cases float on its surface. The small crowded flowers con-
tain six or more stamens with elongated flaccid filaments,
and a single superior ovary usually with a single cell and a
single ovule.

typh-fever (tif'fe'ver), n. [< fy/>ft(iw), typh(oid),+ fever*.] A term proposed to include both
typhus and typhoid fevers.

ty'phinia (ti-fin'i-S), n. [NL., < Or. riif)f, smoke,
mist: see typhus.} In patliol., relapsing fever.

[Rare.]
typhlitic (tif-lit'ik), a. [< typhlitis + -ic.} Per-

taining to or of the nature of typhlitis ; affected
with typhlitis.

typhlitis (tif-li'tis), H. [NL. , < Gr. TfO/df, blind

(with ref. to the cwcum), + -?)>.] Inflamma-
tion of the csecum and vermiform appendix.

typhomania

typhloBnteritis (tif-io-en-te-ri'tis), n. [NL.,
< (ir. Tlif/Mr, blind, -f- il-i/nn; intestine, + -ill.".

I

Same an typhlitis.

typhloid ('tif'loid), a. [< Gr. TvfUf, blind, +
aoot, form.] Having defective vision, as a
blindworm.

typhlology (tif-lol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. n^Xof, blind,
+ ->o;/, < //; (w, speak : see -oloyy.} The sum
of scientific knowledge concerning blindness.

typhlope (tif'lop), n. [< NL. Typhlops.} A
small snake of the family Tijphlopidee ; a worm-
snake or blindworm.

Typhlophthalmi (tif-lof-thal'ml), n.pl. [NL.,
< Gr. rv(f).6f, blind, + o^oWuof, eye.] In Cope's

Cattail ( Tyfha laltfolial.

a, the spadix, with male flowers
above and female ones below ; f>, a
male flower ; c, a female flower.

classification, a superfamily of pleurodont liz-

ards. represented by the .tin-li/tni/iiil{c. Antiiti-

idse, and Aniellidee.

typhlophthalmic (tif-lof-thal'raik), a. [< Typh-
/<>lilitlialmi + -ic.] Of or pertaining to the

Typhlophthalmi.
Typhlopida (tif-lop'i-de),.^. [NL., < Typli-

lui/n + -idle.} A family of angiostomatous scole-

cophidian serpents, typified by the genus Typh-
lops ; the worm-snakes or blindworms. It for-

merly Included all the small serpents with the mouth not
distensible and teeth only in one jaw, upper or lower, being
the same as Typhlopoidea. By the division of these into
two families, Catodonta and Epanodonta, with lower and
with upper teeth only, respectively, the Typhltijridtr are
restricted to the latter, and contrasted with Slenostomidte.

Typhlopoidea (tif-lo-poi'de-ij), n. pi. [NL., <

Gr. n>0/.oV, blind, -r infi, eye, + tWoc, form.]
A suborder of Ophidia, containing the small

scolecophidian or angiostomatous snakes of the
families Typhlopidee and Stcnostomatidee, and
thus equivalent to Typhlopid/e in a broad sense.
They differ from all other ophidians in having no trans-
verse bone of the skull, the pterygoid disconnected from
the quadrate, the palatines with their long axes transverse
and bounding the nasal choame behind, and the ethmo-
turhinal forming part of the roof of the mouth.

Typhlops (tif 'lops), n. [NL. (Schneider), < Gr.

n$A<iV, blind, < rix/iMf, blind, + tup, eye.] The
typical genus of Typhlopidx, having the muzzle
covered above with rostral and internasal
scutes, and one ocular, one preocular, and one
nasal plate.

typhlosis (tif-16'sis), . [NL., < Gr. T^uaif, a
making blind, blindness, \ rv^Xow, make blind,
< nxfrlof, blind.] Blindness.

typhlosolar (tif-lo-so'lSr), . [< typhlosole +
-ar3.} Of the character of or pertaining to a

typhlosole. Micros. Sci., N. 8., XXVII. 565.

typhlpsole (tif'lo-sol), n. [< Gr. rw0?,oc, blind,
+ <7o/v, tube, pipe: see solen.} A thick fold-

ing of the intestine of certain annelids, mol-
lusks, etc., formed by the involution of the wall
of the intestine along the dorsomedian line, and
projecting into the intestinal cavity. Huxley,
Anat. Invert., p. 196.

TyphoSan (tl-fo'e-au), a. [Also, erroneously,
Typhoon, Typhean;'<. L. Typhoeus, < Gr. Tv^uftif,
contr.

TI^<JC, Typhoeus (see def.) ;
cf. Typhottf.]

Of, pertaining to, or resembling Typhoeus (or

Typhos), a monster of Greek mythology, who
tried to conquer the gods, but was overcome
by Zeus and buried under Mount Etna. Typhoeus
is described as vomiting flame from a hundred mouths,
and thus typifies a volcano.

typhoid (ti'foid), a. and n. [= F. typhoide, < Gr.

*0oEM%, contr. Tt^<j%, delirious, of persons
suffering from fever, also of the fever itself,
< rixpos, smoke, also stupor arising from fever:
see typhus.} I. a. Resembling typhus : noting
a specific continued fever Bilious typhoid fe-
yer. See /ereri.-Typhoid bacillus, or Eberth's bacil-
lus, a micro-organism found in the intestinal ulcers, and
elsewhere in the bodies, of those dying from typhoid fever,
and believed to be the cause of this disease. Typhoid
condition or state, a condition occurring sometimes in
the course of acute diseases of a depressing type, in which
there is marked lowering of all the vital forces, shown by
prostration, muttering delirium, carphologla, muscular
twitchlngs, unconscious discharges from the bladder and
bowels, a dry, cracked, often blackish tongue, etc. Ty-
phoid fever. See/ewri. Typhoid pneumonia. See
pneumonia.

II. n. Typhoid fever. Seeferer*.
typhoidal(ti'foi-dal),a. [< typhoid + -al.} Of,

pertaining to, or characteristic of typhoid fe-
ver: as, ti/phoidal symptoms.
typhomalarial (tl'fo-ma-la'ri-al), a. [< ty-

pho(id) + malarial.} Involving both typhoid
and malarial characters: applied to a disease
caused by the combined influence of filth and
the malarial poison, or a typhoid fever in which
the symptoms are modified by the action of ma-
laria. Whether either of these conditions ex-
ists has been a subject of dispute among medi-
eal writers.

typhomania (ti-fo-ma'ni-ii), n. [< Or. Ti^of,

stupor (see typhus, typhoid
1

), + fiavia, madness.]



typhomania
A low, muttering delirium with stupor, but with-
out sleep, as seen in severe cases of typhus
fever. Also typlionia.

typhonH (ti'fon), . [< NL. typhon (Bacon), <

Gr. -vifHjv, also Tv$uf, a furious whirlwind ; cf.

Tvijtuv, Typhon, one of the giants, son of Ty-

phoeus, and Twpac, Ivfuei'f, father of Typhon,
and a god of the winds

;
cf. Ti<<j>o;, cloud, smoke,

mist, < ri'tpeiv, smoke; cf. Skt. dlifipa, smoke.
Cf. typlius. The word has been merged in ty-

nlioon, ([. v.] A whirlwind.

Typhon2
(ti'fon), n. [< L. Typhon, < Gr. Tvfav,

one of the giants: see def. and tjrptonl.] 1.

In Gr. my tli., a son of Typhoeus, and the father
of the winds: later confused with Ti/phos or

Typhof'us. 2. The Greek name of the Egyp-
tian divinity Set, the personification of the

principle of evil. 3. [L c.] A large East In-

dian heron, Ardea sumatrana.

typhonia (ti-fo'ni-a), . [NL., < Gr. ri>0of,

stupor: see typhus.'] Same as typhomania.
typhonic (tl-fon'ik), a. [< typhon

1 + -i'c.] Of
or pertaining to a typhon or typhoon ; having
the force or character of a typhoon.
typhoon (tl-fon'), . [Formerly also tyfoon; al-

tered, in simulation of tphon^,ttOto the earlier

tuffoon (1680), tuffon (1610), to/on(1567), < Pg.
tuftto, < Ar. Pers. Hind, tufdu (whence in re-

cent Anglo-Iud. tufan, too/an, too/ami, touffan),
a sudden and violent storm, a tempest, hurri-

cane. The Ar. Pers. Hind, tufan does not ap-
pear to be original in any of those languages,
and may have been derived from the Gr. Tvtyiiv,

whence also E. typhon : see typhoid. Cf. Chi-
nese t'aifung,

' a great wind' (of any kind) : ta.

fai, great; fung (also given as fang, ffrig), in

Canton fong, wind. The term tai fung, a cy-
clone, a local name in Formosa, may be from
the Chinese t'aifung in its general sense. The
Chinese names for typhoon are pao fung, lit.

'fierce wind,' kiufung, lit. 'cyclone wind'(fci,
a furious cyclone, whirlwind, a wind which
comes from four sides at once). The Chinese
terms have prob. no connection with the Ar.
Pers. Hind, word.] A violent hurricane oc-

curring in the China seas and their environs,

principally during the mouths of July, August,
September, and October. Typhoons are prolonged
cyclonic storms of great intensity, and correspond in

every respect to the West Indian hurricanes which occur
in the same latitudes in the western hemisphere.

I went aboord of the shippe of Bengala, at which time it

was the yeere of Touffon : concerning which Tou/on ye
are to vnderstand, that in the East Indies often times
there are not stormes as in other countreys ; but euery 10.

or 12. yeeres there are such tempests and stormes that it

is a thing incredible, . . . neither do they know certainly
what yeere they wil come. Hakluyt't Voyages, II. 370.

Tuffoont are a particular kind of violent Storm blowing
on the Coast of Tonquin. . . . It comes on fierce andblows
very violent, at N. E. twelve hours more or less. . . .

When the Wind begins to abate, it dies away suddenly,
and falling flat calm it continues so an Hour, more or less ;

then the Wind conies about to the S. W., and it blows and
rains as fierce from thence as it did before at N. E., and as

long. Dampier, Voyages, II. i. 239.

typhotoxin (tl-fo-tok'sin), . [< Gr. TIH/IOC, stu-

por (see typhus), + -O^(IKOV), poison, + -ji|2.]
A toxin (CyHjyNOa) obtained from cultures of
the bacillus of typhoid fever.

typhous (ti'fus), a. [< typh(us) + -os.] Of or
relating to typhus.

typh-poison'ftif'poi'zu), n. [< typli(us), ty-

pli(oid), + poison.'] Poison or virus which when
admitted into the system produces typh-fever,
or continued low fevers, as typhus or typhoid.
typhus (ti'fus), n. [= F. typhus = Sp. tifo =
Pg. typho = It. tifo = D. G. typhus = Sw. Dan.
tiffus, < NL. typhus, typhus (cf. L. typhus, pride,
vanity), < Gr. riiipof, smoke, vapor, mist (hence,
vanity, conceit), also stupor, esp. stupor arising
from fever, < r'vfyuv, smoke: see typhon^.'} A
fever accompanied by great prostration, usu-
ally delirium, and an eruption of small reddish-
purple spots; ship-fever; jail-fever. Compare
typhus fei-er, under fever Abdominal typhus
fever. See feveri. Malignant bilious typhus fever
See feveri. Surgical typhus fever, pyemia. Typhus
abdominalis, typhoid fever. See/!. Typhus am-
bulatorius, walking typhoid fever. Typhus carce-
rum, jail-fever. Typhus castrensls, camp-fever. See
feveri. Typhus exanthematicua, typhus fever. Ty-
phus fever. See def. and/eneri. Typhus gangliarls
typhoid fever. Typhus icterodes, yellow fever. See
feveri. Typhus petechlalls, typhus fever. Typhus
recurrens, relapsing fever.

typic (tip'ik), a. [= F. typiquc = Sp. tipico =
Pg. typico (cf. D. G. typisch = Sw. Dan. typisle),
C L. typicus, < Gr. rwrutdc, of or pertaining to a
type, conformable, typical, < riirof, impression,
type : see type.'] Constituting or representing
a type ; typical. [Rare.]

connotative : as, a typical example or specii
typical markings, colors, or limbs Typical i
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Thou Gracious deign'st to let the fair One view
Her Typic People.

Prior, Second Hymn of Callimachus.

Here 's Smith already swearing at my feet

That I'm the typic she. Away with Smith !

Mrs. Browning, Aurora Leigh, ix.

Typlc fever, a fever that is regular in its attacks, or that

follows a particular type: opposed to erratic fever.

typical (tip'i-kal), a. [< LL. typicalis, < L.

typicus, typic: see typic and -a?.] 1. Having
the character of a significant or symbolic type ;

serving as an index or a symbol of something
past, present, or to come

; representative ;
em-

blematic ; illustrative.

The description is, as sorted best to the apprehension of

those times, typicall and shadowie.

Milton, Church-Government, i. 2.

On the right hand of Popery sat Judaism, represented
by an old man embroidered with phylacteries, and distin-

guished by many typical figures, which I had not skill

enough to unriddle. Addison, Tatler, No. 257.

Typical remains of every disposition must continue
traceable even to the remotest future.

H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 329.

2. Constituting or conforming to a type or pat-
tern

; representative in kind or quality ;
serv-

ing as a characteristic example of a group or
an aggregate : as, a typical animal, plant, spe-
cies, or genus; a typical building; typical con-
duct. Also typal. Compare attypical, etypical,

subtypical.
I need hardly name David and Jonathan : yet I cannot

pass them by ; for theirs is, and will remain, the typical
friendship of the world. N. A. Ren., CXXXIX. 455.

3. Of or pertaining to a type or types: signifi-

cantly characteristic or illustrative; indicative
;

simen
;

Typical cells,
in bet.

,
same asfundamental cells (which see, under fun-

damental).

typicality (tip-i-kal'i-ti), n. [< typical + -ity.']

Tne fact or state of being typical ; existence
as a type or symbol ; also, adherence to types
or standards. [Rare.]
Such men . . . have spurned the empty typicality of

the church whenever she has pretended to appease that
immortal want [of a really divine righteousness).

H. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 222.

typically (tip'i-kal-i), adv. In a typical man-
ner; representatively; symbolically.
Other Levitical lambs took away sin typically, this

really. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 113.

In the Eucharist he [Christ) still is figured . . . more
clearly, but yet still but typically, or in figure.

Jer. Taylor, Dissuasive from Popery, II. ii. 3.

typicalness (tip'i-kal-nes), . The state of

being typical,

typicum (tip'i-kum), n. [< MGr. TVWIKOV, a book
of ritual, an imperial decree, neut. of Gr. rmi-

wif, of or pertaining to a type: see typic.] In
the Gr. Ch., same as directory, 1.

Typidentata (ti*pi-den-ta'ta), n. pi. [NL., <

L. ti/pus, type, + dentatus, toothed.] A division
of placental mammals, containing all except-

ing_the Edentata.

typification (tip'i-fi-ka'shon), >i. [< typify +
-ie-at-ioH.] The act or state of typifying,

typifier (tip'i-fi-er), n. [< typify + -cr*.] One
wno or that which typifies.
A modern typifier, who deals only in similitudes and

correspondences. Warburton, Works, XI. 403.

typify (tip'i-fi). f. t.
; pret. and pp. typified, ppr.

typifying. [< L. typus, type, + facere, make
(see -/#).] 1 . To represent by an image, form,
model, or resemblance

;
show forth

; prefigure.
Our Saviour was typified indeed by the goat that was

slain. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. To be or constitute a type of; embody the

typical characteristics of; exemplify: as, the

tiger typifies all the animals of the cat kind.

typist (ti'pist), n. [< type + -'.] One who
uses a type-writer. [Recent.]
typoi(ti'po), n. [Abbr. of typographer."] A com-
positor. [Colloq.]

typocosmy (ti'po-koz-mi), u. [< Gr. rvirof, type,+ n6o[ios, the world.] A representation of the
world

; universal terminology. [Rare.]
Books of typocosmy, which have been made since

; being
nothing but a mass of words of all arts, to give men coun-
tenance, that those which use the terms might be thought
to understand the art.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

Typodontia (ti-po-don'shiS,), n.pl. [NL., < Gr.
Ttnrof, type, T bSovq (OOOVT-) = E. tooth.'] In
Blyth's edition of Cuvier, an order of placental
Mammalia, comprehending the Biinana, Quad-
rwnana, and Carnaria (carnassiers) of Cuvier;
one of two orders constituting Blyth's zoopha-
gous type of mammals. [Not in use.]
typo-etching (ti'po-ech"ing), . The process
of making a plate for relief printing by etching

typtologist

with acid the parts of the surface of a stone
which have not previously been protected. See

lithography. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 704.

typog. An abbreviation of typography or typog-

rapher.

typograph (ti'po- or tip'o-graf ), n. [< Gr. TOTTOC,

type, + ypatjiia, < ypd<j>eiv, write.] A type-mak-
ing and type-setting machine. Science, VIII.

252.

typographer (ti-pog'ra-fer), n. [< typograph-y
+ -er1.] 1. One who prints with or from types,
or by typographic process.
There is a very ancient edition of this work [Justinian's

" Institutes
"

j, without date, place, or typographer.
T. Wartan, Hist. Eng. Poetry, II. 881, note.

2. A beetle of the genus Bostrychus, as B. 1y-

pograpliicus : so called from the characteristic

markings its larva makes on the bark of trees.

typographic (tip-6- or ti-po-graf'ik), a. [= F.

typographique = Sp. tipoyrdfico = Pg. typogra-
phico = It. tipografico ; as typograph-y + -ic.~]

Of or pertaining to the art of printing from
types, woodcuts, or plates in high relief.

Typographic machine, a machine for impressing a ma-
trix from which a stereotype plate may be cast. It has

keys which, as they are depressed, operate types in the or-

der desired. E. H. Knight. Typographic point. See

paint*, 14 (ft).

typographical (tip-o- or ti-po-graf'i-kal), a. [<

typographic + -a?.] 1. Of or pertaining to ty-

pography, or the use or manipulation of types
for printing: as, typographical errors. 2f. Em-
blematic; figurative; typical.

typographically (tip-o- or ti-po-graf'i-kal-i),
adv. 1. By means of types ;

after the manner
of type-printers, as opposed to lithographic
or copperplate methods. 2f. Emblematically;
figuratively.

typographist (ti-pog'ra-fist), n. [< typograpli-y
+ -ist.~\ A student of typography; a person
concerned with the art or history of printing.
Athenseum, No. 3282, p. 412. [Rare.]

typography (ti-pog'ra-fi), n. [= F. typographic
= Sp. tipoyrafia = Pg. typof/raphia = It. tipo-

grafia = G. typographic = Sw. Dan. typografi,
< Gr. rtm-of , impression, type,+ -ypa^la, < ypaQetv,

write.] 1. The art of composing types and
printing from them.
Caxton taught us typography about the year 1474.

Johnson, Idler, No. 69.

2. In a restricted use, type-work ;
the branch

of printing connected with composition ;
the

preparation of matter in type for use in print-

ing. 3. The general character or appearance
of printed matter. 4f. Emblematical or hiero-

glyphic representation. Sir T. Browne, Vulg.
Err.

typolite (tip'o-lit), n. [< Gr. TWTOC, impression,
+ Aiffof, stone.] A stone or petrifaction im-

pressed with the figure of an animal or a plant ;

a fossil, in an ordinary paleontological sense.

typological (tip-o- or tl-po-loj'i-kal), a. [< ty-

polog-y + -ic-al.'] Of or pertaining to typology ;

relating to types or symbols: as, typological
exegesis. Encyc. Brit., XI. 606.

typology (tl-pol'o-ji), . [< Gr. nVof, type,
+ -Xoy/a, < Ayv, speak: see -ology.~] The doc-
trine of types or symbols ;

a discourse on types,
especially those of Scripture.
typomania (tip-o- or ti-po-ma'ni-ii), n. [< Gr.

rwrof, type, + pavta, madness.] A mania for
the use of printing-types ;

a strong propensity
to write for publication. [Humorous.]
The slender intellectual endowments and limited vital

resources which are so very frequently observed in asso-
ciation with typomania.

0. W. Holmes, The Atlantic, LI. 66.

typonym (tl'po-nim), . [< Gr. Tiirof, type, +
ovvfia, name.] In zool. and hot., a name based
upon an indication of a type species or of a type
specimen. Coues, The Auk (1884), VI. 321.

typonymal (tl-pon'i-mal), a. Same as typo-

nijmic.

typonymic (tip-o- or tl-po-nim'ik), a. [< typo-
nym + -ic.] Named with reference to a type,
as a genus whose type species is declared, or a

species a type specimen of which is recorded.

Coues, 1885.

typorama (tip-o- or ti-po-ra'ma), . [< Gr. ri-

irof, type, + bpa/ia, view: see panorama.] A
view of something consisting of a detailed plan
ormodel; a representation in facsimile. [Rare.]
The typorama, a plaster of Paris model of the Under-

cliif, Isle of Wight. First Year of a Silken Reign, p. 214.

typtplogical (tip-to-loj'i-kal), a. [< typtolog-y
+ -ic-al.'] Of or pertaining to typtology.

typtologist (tip-tol'o-jist), n. [< typtolog-y +
-ist.'\ In spiritualism, one by whose agency the



typtologist

so-called spirit-rappings are produced; also, a
believer in the spiritualistic theory of these

phenomena.
typtology (tip-tol'o-ji), i. [Irreg. < Gr. rrnrr/r,

strike, + ->;/, < '/i-
t tiv, speak: seo -<>li></y.] In

x/iii'itiinlixiii. the theory or practice of spirit-

rapping; ;ilso, the key to
Bptrlt-rappingfl,

Tyr (tir), H. [Icel. '/(/'/: see Tin-, Tiu-xiliiy.] In
\in-tln-rii mi/Hi,, the god of war and victory,
son of Odin. Ho i.s the same as the Anglo-
Haxon Tiw.

tyrant, ". :uid c. An obsolete form of tynnit.
tyrannesst (ti'ran-es), . [< tynin + -ess.} A.

female tyrant.
And now the tyrannegge beares all the stroke.
Clogging her suffering neck with servile yoke.

Time*' Whittle (E. E. T. S.), p. 92.

tyrannic (ti-ran'ik), a. [< F. tyritniiiiiuc = Sp.
tininicii = I'K. tymnnico = It.' tinninic'i. < L.
tyminiiciiK, ML. tinmnicM, < Gr. Tvpawm&t, of
or pertaining to a tyrant, < rvpavvof, tyrant : see

tyrant.'] Same as tyrannical.
Brute violence and proud tyrannic power.

Milton, P. R., L 218.

tyrannical (ti-ran'i-kal), a. [< tyrannic + -a I.}

1. Having the character of a tyrant; acting
like a tyrant ; despotic in rule or procedure ;

arbitrary; imperious: as, a tyrannical master.
2. Pertaining to or characteristic of a tyrant ;

unjustly severe in operation ; oppressive: as, a
tyrannical government; tyrannical actions.

In this point charge him home, that he affects

Tyrannical power. Shak., Cor., ill. 3. 2.

= Syn. Domineering, severe, oppressive, galling, grind-
ing. See detpotimn.

tyrannically (ti-ran'i-kal-i), atlr. In a tyran-
nical manner; with arbitrary or oppressive ex-
ercise of power. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 356.

tyrannicalness (ti-ran'i-kal-nes), . Tyran-
nical

disposition or practice.
tyrannicidal (tl-ran'i-si-dal), a. [< tyranni-
cide + -al.} Relating to tyrannicide.
tyrannicide 1

(ti-ran'i-sid), . [< F. tyranni-
cidc, < L. tyrannicida, a slayer of a tyrant, <

tyraiiniix, tyrant, + -cida, < cxden; slay.] One
who kills a tyrant.
Hear what Xenophon says in Hiero: "People . . . erect

Statues In their Temples to the Honour of Tyrannicidet."
Milton, Answer to Salmasfus, v.

tyrannicide2 (ti-ran'i-sid), n. [< F. tyranni-
cide, < L. tyrannicidiuni, the slaying of a tyrant,
< tyranniiK, tvrant, + -cidium, < ciedere, slay.]
The act of killing a tyrant ; the putting a tyran-
nical ruler to death on account of his acts.

Tyrannidae (ti-ran'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Tyran-
its + -idee.} A family of passerine birds, named

from the genus Tyrannus ; the tyrant-birds or

tyrant-flycatchers. There are many genera, and
upward of 400 species, confined to America, and chiefly
represented in the Neotropical region. They are readily
distinguished by the non-oscine (clamatorial or mesomy-
odian) character of the syrinx, the scutelliplantar tarsi of
the exaspidean type, ten primaries of which the first is not
spurious, twelve rectrices, and the bill almost invariably
hooked at the end by an overhanging point of the upper
mandible. The rictus as a rule is strongly bristled; the
hind toe is eleutherodactylous, or freely movable apart
from the others (as in osciue Pageres\ and the outer and
middle toes are united only at their bases. It is one of the
most extensive and characteristic groups of its grade in
the New World, only the Tanayriilie and TrochSida ap-
proaching It In these respects. Its relationships are with
the other non-oscine /Vwwcrrs highly developed in and
peculiar to the Neotropical region, namely the Pipridie
and Cotingidae; but not with the true flycatchers, or Mia-
cicapida, to which many of the long-known species used to
be referred. Only 8 or 9 genera extend into the United
States, and of these only 5 (Tyrannus, Myiarchwi, Sayoriiit,
Contopitt, and Empidonax) have any extensive distribution
in that country. The genus Oxyrhynchus, without any
hook of the beak, is often now separated as the type of
another family; aside from this the Tirraunidir are by
Sclater divided into 4 subfamilies Tseninpteriiur, I'laty-
rhynchintt, EUeniiner, and Tyranniiur. See cnts under
Coiltopug, Kmpidunax, Flttvicola, kiny-bird, Megarhyncttu*,
Milmliut, peu-it, Flatyrhynchwt, Pyrucephalus, Saiiornif,
ncissortail, Ttrnivptern, Todirostrum, and Tyrannulus.

Tyranninse (tir-a-m'ne), n.pl. [NL., < Tyr<iiiiii<x
+ -i'.] A subfamily of Tyrannidx, contain-

ing the true tyrant-flycatchers, of arboreal hab-
its, and usually more or less extensively oliva-
ceous coloration, sometimes gray, varied chief-

ly with white or yellow, and often with a bright-
colored spot on the crown. Birds of this group abound
throughout the woodlands of America, from the limit
of trees both north and south, and play an important part
in the economy of nature, comparable to that of the true

flycatchers (J/iwaijnVf of the Old World. In the Tinted
States the scissortail (Milculux fftrjicatits), the common
kingbird or bee-martin (TV/rammx rnrtiinenrin\ the groat
crested flycatrln-r i Mirirrn-ttii* crinitu*), the pewit or \s atcr-

pewee (Sitiioriiix (or Entjndias) /KSCM), the wood-pe\\ or < <i

phoebe-bird (Convex rirenx). and several smaller flyoatob-
ers of the genus Kinpidimax furnish characteristic exam-
ples of the Tyranninie. There are in all about 20 genera.
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tyrannine (tir'a-mn), . [< Tyranniu + -in<l.]
Of or pertaining to the Tyranninii'; relating to
or resembling the genus ZtfKMMM; in ;i narrow
si-n-i' applied to the larger tyrant -live:! tellers, jn

distinction from the smaller tyrannuline forms.

TyrannisCUS (tir-a-nis'kus), ii. [NL. (Cubanis
and Heine, 1K.">U), dim. of Ti/raiiniin, q. v.] A
genus of small tyrant-flycatchers, of the sub-

family Klseniinee, containing about 11 species,
ranging from Guatemala to southern Brazil, as
T. nii/rii'ii/iilliin and T. cincreicepg.

tyrannise, r. See tynnii:<.
tyrannisht (ti'ra-nish), a. [< ME. tyrannisli, ti-

nniniKli : < tyran + -isA 1
.] Like a tyrant ; char-

acteristic of a tyrant ; tyrannical.
The proude tirannith Remain
Tarqulnlus, which was than king.

Bower, C'onf. Amant., vii.

tyrannize (tir'a-mz), r.; pret. and pp. tyrau-
i' i :i-il. ppr. tyra'nuiziny. [< F. tyranniger = 8p.
tirani:ar = Pg. tyriinni:ar = It. tiranni-:arr,
< Gr. Tvpawi&tv, take the part of a tyrant, <

rl'/mwof, tyrant: see tyrant.'] I. intrann. 1.

To act as a tyrant; exercise tyrannical power;
rule despotically or cruelly: used of persons,
with over before* an object.

I made tbee miserable.
What time I threw the people's suffrages
On him that thus doth ttfrantiizf o'fr me.

Shale., Tit. And., iv. 3. 20.

Hence 2. To have a tyrannical influence;
exercise oppressive restraint; maintain arbi-

trary control : used of things, commonly with

tyranny
to the tyrannulas, or small tyrant-flycatchers,
as distinguished from the larger or tyniiiiiiin-
forms.

II. . A little olivaceous flycatcher; a mem-
lier of the genus Ti/rminula. or some similar
bird. They are such as those figured under
(,,/,,/.>, i-'.miiiii'iiinf, tiDA pewit,
TyrannulUS (ti-ran'u-lus), H. [NL. (Vieillot.

1 s Hi), dim. of Tyrannut, q. v.] A genus of very
small tyrant-flycatchers of tropical Atncrii-M.

of the subfamily Klsmiina'. The type Is T. ela-

tu>, the so-called gold-naped wren of early writers, about

Nor, while we trust in the mercy of God through Christ
Jesus, [shall) fear be able to tyrannize mxr us.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, y. 47.

The first and last lesson of the useful arts is that Na-
ture tyrannize* oner our works. Kmenm, Art.

II. trann. 1. To rule, treat, or affect tyran-
nically ;

act the tyrant to or over.

This is he that shal tyrannize the citie of Rome, and be
the ruine of my house.

Ouemra, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 164.

They would enjoyne a slavish obedience without law,
which is the known definition of a tyrant and a tyranmi'd
people. Miltcm, Apology for SmectymnuuB.

2f. To make tyrannically oppressive ; convert
into an instrument of tyranny.

Boisterous edicts tyrannizing the blessed ordinance of

marriage into the quality of a most unnatural and un-

christianly yoke. Milton, Divorce, II. 20.

Also spelled tyrannise.

tyrannoid (tir'a-noid), a. [< Tyrannus + -oi'd.]

Resembling or related to a tyrant-bird; be-

longing to the Tyrannoidex.
Tyrannoideas (tir-a-noi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

TyritHHiis + -oidete."] A snperfamily of passer-
ine birds, containing those families of I'asnerex
which have a mesomyodian tracheobronchial

syrinx and an independently movable hallux, di-
vided into Heteromeri and Homceomeri, accord-

ing to the situation of the main artery of the

thigh, and consisting of the families Xenicidx
(New Zealand), Philcpittida (Madagascar),
Pittulte (Ethiopian, Oriental, and Australian),
and the American Tyrannid, Pipridie, Cotin-

gid, and Pliytotomidse. Nine tenths of the

species are American, and most of these Neo-
tropical.

tyrannous (tir'a-nus), a. [< tyran + -oits.]
Of tyrannical character or quality; given to or
marked by tyranny ; harshly despotic.

And, like the tyrannmu breathing of the north,
Shakes all our buds from growing.

Shot., Cymbellne, i. S. 36.

And now the storm-blast came, and he
Was tyrannous and strong.

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, i.

tyrannously (tir'a-nus-li), adr. In a tyran-
nous manner; with tyrannical force or intent;
despotically ; cruelly.

There, being both together In the flood,
They each at other tyranntntsly flew.

Spenter, F. Q., V. II. 13.

Julius before his Death tyrannotuty had made himself
Emperor of the Roman Commonwealth.

Milt.,,,, Hist Eng., ii.

Tyrannula (ti-ran'u-16), n. [NL. (Swainson,
1827), dim. of Tyrannus, q. v.] 1. A genus of

tyrannuline flycatchers, the type of which is

T. barbata. It has been loosely used for many small
olivaceous species now distributed in different genera.
Owing to its similarity to the name Tyrannultu of prior
date, it Is now disused, the species properly belonging to

Tyranmtla being culled Myiobivs.

2. [/.<".] A small tyrant-flycatcher of the above
or some related genus ; a tyrannuline.
tyrannuline (ti-ran'u-lin)," a. and H. [< 7V-
riiiiinilii + -ici.] I. a. Pertaining or related

TyrttHHltlllS tlatHt.

2
j
Inches long, with yellow crest, white throat, and short

bill, tall, and wings, Inhabiting the valley of the Amazon,
and found northward to Panama.

Tyrannus (ti-ran'us), u. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800),
<L. tyrannus, tyrant : see tyrant.'} The name-
giving genus of Tyrannidse, formerly loosely ex-
tended to embrace most of the larger species
then known (so named from their irritable or

irascible disposition and their tendency to tyr-
annize over other birds), now restricted to a
few large stout flycatchers like the common
king-bird or bee-martin of the United States,
T. tyrantiiiK, T. jiipiri, T. intrepidnx, or T.caroli-
nenstM. They have the head with a vertical crest, the bill

stout, hooked, and well-bristled, several outer primaries
emarginate, the tail even or emarginate, and the coloration
black and white, or gray and white, or olive and yellow.
The gray king-bird of the West Indies and southern I'nited
States (T. dominicensis or T. */n'ciw), the Arkansas fly-

catcher!!
1
. verticalit)ot the Western States and Territories,

Cassin's and Couch's flycatchers of the Southwestern States
and southward (T. pociferann and T. inelanciiolicvs\ are ad-

ditional examples ; and others occur in the West Indies
and Central and South America. See cut under triny-bird.

tyranny (tir'a-ni). n. ; pi. tyranniex (-niz). [<
ME. tirannye, < OF. (and F. ) tyrannic = Pr. ti-

rannia = Sp. Urania = Pg. ti/rannia = It. tiran-

nia, < ML. tyrannia, tyratiia, < Or. rvpawia, rv-

pawif, tyranny, < ripaivof, a tyrant : see tyrant.]
1. The rule of a tyrant in the ancient sense;
the personal government of one of the Greek
tyrants; a state or government having an un-
controlled ruler bearing the title of tyrant.

His [Cypselns's] moderation and clemency are allowed

by all ; yet he ls universally called by the Grecian writers

Tyrant of Corinth, and his government a Tyranny.
J. Adamt, Works, IV. f.O7.

One might have thought . . . that, amid the endless

changes that went on among the small commonwealths
and tyrannic* of that region, it would have been easier for
the Republic to establish its dominion there than to es-

tablish It over great cities like Padua and Verona.
E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 288.

2. The office or incumbency of a tyrant; a ty-
rant's administration or tenure; the system of

government by tyrants.
Aristotle . . . assigns to the tyranny of Periander a

duration of 44 years,
Smith'i Diet. Gr. and Rim. Bug., III. 191.

Hence 3. A tyrannical government; a law-
less autocracy or despotism".

Polyblus, ... in the Sixth Book of his History, says
thus :

" When Princes began to indulge their own Lusts
and sensual Appetites, then Kingdoms were turned Into
so many Tyrannies." Milton, Answer to Salmasius.

4. Arbitrary or unrestrained exercise of power:
despotic abuse of authority; unmerciful rule.

Insulting tyranny begins to Jet

Upon the Innocent and aweless throne.

Shot., Iticli. III., II. 4. 51.

The tyranny of wealthy and powerful subjects was the
characteristic evil of the times.

llacavlay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

5. A tyrannical action or proceeding; an in-

stance of despotic rule or conduct.

My meditations are how to revenge
Thy bloody tyrannies. Lwt't Dominion, T. 2.

'TIs a tyranny
Over an humble and obedient sweetness

("ngently to insult. Ford, Lady s Trial, T. 2.



tyranny
6. Severity; harshness; stringency.

The tyranny of the open night 's too rough
For nature to endure. Shak.

, Lear, iii. 4. 2.

= Syn. 1. Despotism, Autocracy, etc. See despotism. 4.

Oppression, Despotism, etc. See oppression.

tyrant (ti'rant), H. [Early mod. E. also tiraitt,

also tyran," iyrunne; < ME. tyrant, tirant, ty-

raunt,' tiraunt, also tyran, tiran, < OF. tirant

(with unorig -t), tiran, tyran, F. tyran = Pr.

tiran = Sp. tiraito = Pg. tyranno = It. tiranno
= D. tiran, tyran = Or. Sw. tyrann = Dan. ty-

ran, < L. tyrannus, < Gr. rrpawof, lord, master,
sovereign, tyrant; root unknown.] 1. In an-
cient Greece, an irresponsible chief or magis-
trate with unlimited powers, owing his office

primarily to insurrection or usurpation. The
first tyrants, so called, were generally the leaders of ris-

ings against the oligarchies during the seventh and sixth
centuries B. c. They ruled with the popular consent in

nearly all the Greek states and colonies at one time or

another, transmitting their power to their heirs until
democracies or new oligarchies overthrew them. Others
raised themselves to the position by direct conquest or

conspiracy. The arbitrary government of the tyrants
was sometimes beneficent, but more often extremely
oppressive and cruel. The typical tyrant in the latter
sense of the word was Dionysius the Elder, of Syracuse
(405-367 B. c.).

The tyrant of the Chersonese
Was freedom's best and bravest friend ;

That tyrant was Miltiades !

Byron, Don Juan, iii. 86 (song).

Hence 2. A wilfully arbitrary monarch or

person in authority ; a ruler or master who uses
his power cruelly or oppressively; any person
who treats those bound to him in any way as
slaves to his will; an autocratic oppressor.
Let us define a Tyrant, not according to vulgar conceits,

but the judgment of Aristotle, and of all Learned Men.
He is a Tyrant who regards his own welfare and profit
only, and not that of the People.

MUton, Ana. to Salmasius, xii.

A tyrant cannot reign and oppress by his single force ;

he must really interest, and interest prodigiously, a suffi-

cient number of subordinate tyrants in the duration of his

power. Ames, Works, II. 280.

3. A tyrannical or compulsory influence; some-
thing that constrains the will inexorably; an
overruling power.

For lordly love is such a Tyranne fell

That where he rules all power he doth expell.
Spenser, Shep. Cal., October.

Thought emancipated itself from expression without
becoming its tyrant.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 826.

4. In ornith., a tyrant-flycatcher; one of the
Tyrannidse Bald tyrant. Same as baldhead, 8.

The Thirty Tyrants, a committee of thirty sympathizers
with the oligarchs and with Sparta, who ruled Athens with
absolute power 404-403 B. c. They were overthrown by
the democracy under Thrasybulus.

tyrantt (ti'rant), r. [Early mod. E. also tyran;
< tyrant, .] I. trans. To tyrannize over.
What glorie or what guerdon hast thou [Love] found
In feeble Ladies tyranning so sore?

Spenser, F. Q., IV. vii. 1.

II. intrans. To play the tyrant ; tyrannize :

sometimes with indefinite it.

This encouraged the Irish grandees (their O's and Mac's)
to rant and tyrant it in their respective seignories.

Fuller, Worthies, Buckinghamshire, I. 203.

tyrant-bird (ti'rant-berd), . A tyrant-fly-
catcher.

tyrant-chat (tl'raut-chat), . Some tyrant-fly-
catcher which resembles or suggests a chat.

tyrant-flycatcher (ti'rant-fll"kach-er), . A ty-
rant-bird; any member of the Tyrannidse.
tyrantlyt (tl'rant-li), adv. [< ME. tyrauntly;
< tyrant + -ly^.J In the manner of a tyrant ;

tyrannically.
He askyde me tyrauntly tribute of Rome,
That tenefully tynt was in tyme of myne elders.

Morte Arthure (E. E. T. S.), 1. 271.

tyrantryt (tl'rant-ri), w. Same as tyranny.
Wyclif, 3 Ki. [1 Ki.] xvi. 20.

tyrant-shrike (tl'rant-shrik), . One of the
larger tyrant-flycatchers with a stout bill resem-
bling a shrike's, as any species of the genus Ty-
rannus proper, like the king-bird or bee-martin.
Some of these used to be placed in the genus
Lanius, being mistaken for shrikes. See cut
under king-bird.

tyrant-wren (ti'rant-ren), n. One of the smaller
tyrant-flycatchers, as a species of Tyrannulus,
resembling a wren in some respects. See cut
under Tyrannulus.
tyre 1

!. An obsolete spelling of tire.
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tyre2
(tir), w. [E. Ind.] A preparation of milk

and rice used by the East Indians.

tyremesis (tl-rem'e-sis), n. [< Gr. TV/IOC, cheese,
+ e/ieoif, vomiting: see emesis.'] Vomiting of

cheesy or curdy matters. Also tyrosis.

Tyrian (tir'i-an), a. and n. [= F. Tyrien, < L.

Tyrius, < Gr. Ti>/Mof, < lipof, L. Tyrus, Tyre (see
del'.).] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the ancient

city and state of Tyre in Phenicia, on the Med-
iterranean. 2. Of a purple color characteris-
tic of Tyre Tyrian Cynosure, the constellation Ursa
Minor, anciently called the Cynosure, which served as a

guide to the Tyrians in their long voyages.

And thpu shalt be our star of Arcady,
Or Tyrian cynosure. Milton, Cornus, 1. 342.

Tyrian purple. See purple.

II. n. A native of Tyre.
tyriasis (ti-ri'a-sis), n. [< Gr. rvpof, cheese,
+ -iasis.] 1. Elephantiasis Arabum. 2. Fall-

ing off of the hair
; alopecia.

tyrite (tl'rit), . [< Icel. Tyr, Tyr (see Tyr), +
-jte2.] A variety of fergusonite found near
Arendal in Norway.
tyro (ti'ro), . [Formerly, and prop., tiro ; < L.

tiro, misspelled tyro, a newly levied soldier, a

young soldier.] A beginner in learning any-
thing ;

one who is employed in learning or who
has mastered the rudiments only of any branch
of knowledge ;

a novice.

There stands a structure on a rising hill,
Where tyros take their freedom out to kill.

Garth, Dispensary, iii.

tyrqciniumt (ti-ro-sin'i-um), H. Same as ty-

rociny. Gayton.
'

Compare tirocinium.

tyrociny (ti-ros'i-ni), n. [Prop, "tirociny; < L.

tirocinium, first service or trial, < tiro, a newly
levied soldier: see tyro.'} The state of being a

tyro, beginner, or learner; pupilage; appren-
ticeship ;

unskilled effort.

To thee I write my Apotheosie,
Msecenas, strengthen my Tyrocinie.

Tourneur, Trans. Metamorphosis, Ded.

Tyroglyphidse (ti-ro-glif'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Tyroglyphus + -idle.} A family of atracheate

Acarina, typified by the genus Tyroglyphus.
They all have eight legs developed, of five joints apiece,
chelate mandibles, skeleton composed of sclerites in a
soft skin, and two front pairs of legs set below the body.
The Tyroglyphidse are usually parasitic during the curious
hypopial stage, although they do not seem to require any
nutriment from the host ; and some species would appear
to be parasitic in the adult stage, as Glyciphagus balsena-
rum. The related families Sarcoptidx and Myobiidie are
strictly parasitic during every stage of their existence.

Tyroglyphus (ti-rog'li-fus), n. [NL. (La-
treille, 1796), < Gr. rvp6(, cheese, +

-yMiften',
carve.] A notable genus of acarids or mites,
typical of the family Tyroglyphidte, having a
tarsal claw and a sucker. Those of the subgenus
Rhizaglyphw feed upon vegetable products, and comprise

Phylloxera-mite ( Tyroglyfhus fhylloxtrse).

a, dorsal view of female; *, ventral view of female; c, mouth-parts;
<*./.". A. forms of tarsal appendages; e, ventral tubercles of male.
(All the figures are much enlarged.)

aUbut a dozen species. Those of Tyroglyphus proper feed
upon animal products, and include among others the well-
known cheese-mites, T. siro and T. lonyior the latter
feeding also upon farinaceous substances. (See cut under
flam-mite.) T. phylloxera preys upon the grape-vine
phylloxera ; T. entomophagus is a well-known pest in ento-
mological collections.

Tyroler (ti-ro'ler), n. [< G. Tyroler, Tiroler, a
Tyrolese, < Tyrol, Tirol, Tyrol: see Tyrolese.]A native of Tyrol ; a Tyrolese. [Rare.]
Tyrolese (tir-o-leV or -lez'), a. and n. [< Tyrol
(G. Tirol, and' improperly Tyrol) + -ese.] I. a.
Of or pertaining to Tyrol (often called the
Tyrol), an Alpine province forming with Vor-
arlberg a crowuland of the Cisleithan division
of Austria-Hungary.

II. n. sing, and pi. A native or the natives
of Tyrol.

tzopilotl

Tyrolienne (ti-ro-li-en'), . [F., fern, of Tyro-
lien, of or pertaining to Tyrol, < Tyrol, Tyrol.]
A dance of the Tyrolese peasants, or a song or

melody suitable for such a dance. The charac-
teristic folk-songs of Tyrol abound in yodels.

tyroline (tir'o-lin), n. A violet dye produced
by treatment of aniline

;
aniline violet. Vre,

Diet., III. 1050.

tyrolite (tir'6-lit), n. [Also tirolite; < Tyrol
+ -z(e2.] A hydrous arseniate of copper, oc-

curring in orthorhombic crystals and in aggre-
gates having a foliated micaceous structure.
It is very soft, sectile, and flexible in tliin scales, and has
a bluish-green color. It is known from a number of local-

ities, but is named from that at Falkenstein in Tyrol.

tyroma (ti-ro'ma), n, [NL., < Gr. rvp6f, cheese.]
Falling off of the hair

; alopecia.
tyronism (ti'ro-nizm), n. [< lyro(n-) + -ism.']

The state of being a tyro. Also tironism.

tyrosin (ti'ro-sin), n. [Irreg. < Gr. ripof, cheese,
+ -H 2

.] A white crystalline body, odorless,
and insoluble in cold water, having the formula

CgHjjNO3. It is an amido acid, and forms salts with
both acids and bases. It is a product of the decomposi-
tion of proteids, either by the ferment trypsin, by putre-
faction, or by boiling with acids.

tyrosis (tl-ro'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. rtpof, cheese,
+ -*.] 1. Same as tyremesis. 2. The curd-

ling of milk.

tyrothrix (ti'ro-thriks), n. [NL., < Gr. rv/>6(,

cheese, + Bpil-, hair.] A bacterium found in

cheese.

tyrotoxicon (ti-ro-tok'si-kon), n. [NL., < Gr.

Tup6f, cheese, + TO^IKOV, poison.] A ptomaine
produced in milk or cheese, the cause of the

symptoms of poisoning occasionally observed
to follow the eating of ice-cream. It is either
identical with or closely related to diazobenzol.

Tyrrel's case. See easel.

Tyrrel's fascia. The rectovesical fascia.

Tyrrel's hook. A fine hook used in certain oper-
ations on the eye for drawing forward the iris.

Tyrrhene (ti-ren'), a. [< L. Tyrrhenus,<Gr. Tvp-
pifv6(, < fvppr/vla, the Gr. name of Etruria or Tus-

cany.] Same as Tyrrhenian.
Tyrrhenian (ti-re'ni-an), a. and n. [< Tyrrhene
-r -ian.] I. a. Etruscan: used poetically, or in
connection with subjects having some Greek
relation or bearing Tyrrhenian Sea, a name still

used for that part of the Mediterranean which lies be-
tween Tuscany and the mainland southward and the isl-

ands of Sardinia and Corsica.

II. n. An Etruscan.

tyrritt, n. An old spelling of tirret.

Tyrtaean (ter-te'an), a. [< L. Tyrtseus, < Gr.

Ttyjroiof, Tyrtasus (see def.), + -an."] Of or per-
taining to Tyrtseus, a Greek poet of the sev-
enth century B. c., who wrote marching-songs
and elegiac exhortations for the Spartans.

ntj
" A variant of tisane.

inian (ti-so'ni-an), a. [< Tyson (see def.)
-ian.] Of or pertaining to, or named after,

the anatomist Tyson: specifying the preputial
glands or follicles which secrete the sebaceous
substance smegma.

tysonite (ti'son-it), n. [After S. T. Tyson, the

discoverer.] A rare fluorid of the cerium met-
als, occurring in hexagonal crystals and mas-
sive, of a wax-yellow color: found in Colo-
rado.

Tyson's glands. See gland and Tysonian.
tyssewt, n. An old spelling of tissue.

tystie (tis'ti), n. The black guillemot, Uria

(jrylle. See cut under guillemot. [Orkney and
Shetland.]

tytt, tytet, tyttet, adv. Obsolete spellings of
tite*.

tythet, w. and . An obsolete spelling of titliel.

tythingt, An obsolete spelling of tithing
1

.

tythingst, An obsolete form of tidings. See
tiding.

Tyzack's anchor. See anchor, 1.

tzar, tzarina, etc. See czar, etc.

tzetze, tzetse, . See tsetse.

Tzigany (tsig'a-ni), . and a. [Hung. Cigany,
T^ii/tiny (cf. If. Zingano, Zingaro, G. Zigeuner,
etc.), Gipsy: see under Gipsy.] I. n. A Hun-
garian Gipsy.

II. a. Of or pertaining to Hungarian Gipsies :

led in English chiefly with reference to theirused
music.

tzopilotl (tso'pi-lotl), .

zopilote.

[Mex.] Same as
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1. The twenty-first charac-
ter and fifth vowel-sign in

the English alphabet. The
Fhenician alphabet, from which
ours comes ultimately (sec under

A), had no such sign, '"it <M<i '<l

with T. A sign for the u-sound

(that IB, for oo, or 6, as It is repre-
sented in the respellings of this

dictionary) was added by the
Greeks when they adapted the

Phenician signs to their own use, and wus written in-

differently V or Y; but the latter dually established

ii-t-ir as the accepted form in Greek usage, while the
former became customary in the derived Italian alpha-
bets; so that, considerably later, the Romans were able
to import Y as a separate and foreign character, to rep-
resent the foreign Greek sound U (

= French ,
German u

or "o, into which the Greek a had meanwhile become to

a great extent altered in pronunciation. The V watt also

commonly written with its angle rounded, as U ; and I

'

and U were for a long time merely different forms of the
same sign (like / and J) : it is only recently that they have
come to be always distinctly held apart, and have different

values given them. As If also is a doubled U or V, it ap-
pears that our four letters U, V, W, and Y all come from
a single sign added by the Greeks at the end of the Phenl-
cian system. The sound originally and properly repre-
sented by the character, and still belonging to it In most
languages outside of English, is the oo or o sound, as in

mood, mow, rule, and the like, the closest of the labial

vowels, or rounded vowels, as they are often called (see
under 0) ; but this value the letter has in English only In

exceptional cases. Whatwecall "
long u," namely, is this

same sound with the semivowel y prefixed, as yoo G/o);
and what we call "short

"
Is the more open of the two

shades of neutral vowel-sound. The digraphs ue, eu, and
e-w also have, as long, the j/6-value in the same manner
and degree. The ^-element in the sound, namely, Is not

always alike full and undeniable, but varies somewhat,
according to the difficulty of slipping it in after a preced-
ing consonant. After a guttural (*, q) or a labial (p, b, in,

/, X as when initial, the utterance Is completely yo ; but
after the tongue-tip letters (I, d, n, tk, , z, ', r) the inser-

tion of .'/ involves a more difficult combination of move-
ments of the tongue, and the element is apt to be slighted,

being reduced rather to a bit of I; and in the practice of

many speakers, and in certain localities, it is even omitted

altogether, so that the yo becomes simple o, new being

pronounced noo, lurid loorid, and so on. The difficulty
iu the way of inserting the >/ however, is removed if the

preceding syllable has the accent ; and hence even those
who pronounce peno'rious say pen'ury, and so In all other

like cases. This omission of the (/-element is not ap-

proved, but is stigmatized as provincial or vulgar, al-

though practised by many educated and careful speakers,
and probably becoming more prevalent. It is more gen-
erally condoned, and even accepted, after I than after f, d,

n, etc., and some standard authorities in England itself

now pronounce and teach lo Instead of III ; in this dic-

tionary the u is so marked if it occurs after I preceded by
another consonant, as in fluid (JK-id). After r, the diffi-

culty of adding the i/-s<mml before a vowel is greater than
after any other tongue-tip consonant ; hence In this situa-

tion the pronunciation of "long u
"
as o is almost univer-

sally accepted and practised. Further, after '. d, s, z,
"
long

"
becomes 6 when the |/-element is as it were absorbed

into them, converting them (see the different letters) into

ch,}, h, and zh; nor is the y-element heard when il fol-

lows any of these sounds having an independent origin,
as in jury, etc. The real short w-sound, or that corre-

sponding to d as long, is In a limited number of words also

represented by u, as in bull, put, etc. ; also by double o, as

in look, foot, etc. What we call "short u "
Is in the great

majority of cases written with , but also with o, as In on,

with oo, as in blood, and with ou, as in young, and in the

slighted pronunciation ofunaccented syllables with almost

any vowel. Cases like bury and bitty and buy are anoma-
lous and isolated. A u is always written after q, and this

u (save in the exceptional cases in which it is silent) has

a consonantal value, being pronounced as the semivowel

u>; and it is so treated sometimes also after other conso-

nanU, especially i, as in mart, pertuade, nn.'/nwA. U Is

silent in many words after g, having only (as in French)
the office of preserving the hard sound of theo*; thus,

guide, plague. Like i and y, u is never doubled.

2. As a symbol: (a) The chemical symbol of

uranium, (b) In quaternions, an operational

sign which, prefixed to the symbol of a quater-
nion, denotes the vorsor of that quaternion,

(c) In the theory of heat, a symbol used to de-

note the energy, or the sum of the increment
of heat and the heat consumed, (d) [I. c.] In

the calculus, the symbol of a function, (e) [I. c.]

In hydrodynamics, used with t' and w to denote
the rectangular components of the velocity,

uakari, . Smnc as */'.

Ubbenite (ub'e-mt), . [< llbc (Cbbcn-) (see

def.) -I- -/te2.] One of a German sect of mod-

erate Anabaptists, founded in 1534 by one Ubbe
Phillips. The Ubbenitcs rejected the doctrine of di-

vorce, and differed from the rest of the Anabaptists by
denying that the kingdom of Christ is an earthly kingdom,
in which t he righteousare to exterminate the wicked. (AY-
declrtr, In Sohalf-Herzog's Relig. Encyc.) Also Ubbanite.

ubeity (u-be'i-ti), n. [< ML. ubeita(t-)s, ubeity,
< L. ubi, where.] The state of being in a defi-

nite place; whereness; ubiety.
uberous (u'be-rus), a. [< ML. uberosux, fruit-

ful, < L. iiber" fruitful, fertile; cf. uber, udder,

teat, = E. udder: see udder.] Yielding largely
or copiously ;

fruitful
; productive ; prolific.

About the fruitful flanks of uberout Kent,
A fat and olive soil.

Middleton (ami another), Mayor of Queenborough, il. S.

liberty (u'ber-ti), n. [< ME. ubertec, < OF.
'uberte = Pg. uberdade = It. uberta, < L. ubcr-

ta(t-)a, abundance, fruitfulness, < uber, fruitful :

seou&rroiw.] Fertility; productiveness; fruit-

fulness; abundant yield.
And take not hem [vines] that here a grape or two,
But hem that kneeleth down for ubertee.

Palladia*, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p. 64.

ubication (u-bi-ka'shpn), . [= Sp. ubicaciftn

= Pg. ubicaySo, < L. uti, where (prob. for *cubi,

"quobi, < qtii, who, quid, what, + -hi, a locative

suffix).] 1. Situation; position; local rela-

tion
J place of rest or lodgment. [Rare.] 2.

Ubeity; whereness.

Among other solutions, he suggests that the board affects

the upper weight, which it does not touch, by determining
its ubication or whereness. WheuxU.

ubiety (u-bi'e-ti), n. [< NL. ubieta(t-)s (repla-

cing the medieval ubeita( <-)#), ubiety, < L. ubi,

where.] 1. The state of being in a definite

place ; ubeity. Ubiety is generally said to be either

repletive, circumscriptive, or definitive ; but these terms
are taken in different senses by different authors. Ac-

cording to the best usage, repletire ubiety Is that of a body
which excludes other bodies from its place by its absolute

impenetrability ; circuiiiscriptive ubiety is that of any ex-

tended image which is in a place part by part without ex-

cluding other objects ; definitive ubiety Is connection with
a portion of space, all in every part, and not part by part.

Ubiety. Local relation ; whereness. Johnson.

If my irlit- ft/ did not so nearly resemble ubiquity, that
in Anywhereness and Everywhereness I know where I am.

Southey, The Doctor, cxcil. (Dauiet.)

2. Ubiquity; omnipresence,
ubiquarian (u-bi-kwa'ri-an), a. and n. [< L.

iibique, everywhere (see ubiquity), + -an'ow.]

I. a. Existing everywhere ; ubiquitary ; ubiqui-
tous. [Kare.]

Have ye, ye sage Intendants of the whole,
A ubiquarian presence and control ?

Covper, Tirocinium, 1. 266.

II. n. [cap.] Same as Vbiquitarian, 2.

ubiquist (u'bi-kwist), . [= F. ubiquiste = Sp.

Pg. ubiquista, < L. ubique, everywhere, + -ist.]

Same as ubiquitarian.

ubiquitairt (u-bik-wi-tar'), . [< F. ubiquitaire:
see ubiqiiitary.] Ubiquitary. Hotcell, Letters,
I. vi. 13.

ubiquitarian (ii-bik-wi-ta'ri-an), n. and a. [<

ubiquitary + -an.] I. n. 1" One who exists

everywhere. Bailey, 1727. 2. [cap.] One who
holds to the omnipresence of the bodv of Christ.
The name of Ubiquitarian* is commonly given to those

among the Lutherans who held the doctrine of the ubi-

quity of Christ's body, maintaining it as an explanation
of the real presence of his body in the eu char 1st. Then-

opponents regarded this view as denying a special sacra-

mental presence and as confounding the two natures of

Christ. For the latter reason the name is sometimes given
to the Monophysites. Also Ubiquarian, Ubiquitist.

II. a. 1. Omnipresent; existing everywhere.
2. [cap.] Belonging or pertaining to (lit-

Ubiquitarians : as, Ubiquitarian doctrines or

arguments.
Ubiquitarianism (u-bik-wi-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [<

I'biquitarian + -ism.'] The doctrines of the

Ubiquitarians. Schaff, Christ and Christianity,

p. 7.">.

ubiquitariness (u-bik' wi-ta-ri-nes), . The
M:iti- of being ubiquitary : existence every-
where, fuller, Ch. Hist., X. i. $ 31.
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ubiquitary (u-bik'wi-ta-ri), a. and . [= F.

Hhii/Hituirc = Sp. ubicuiliirio = Pg. ubiquitaria,
n. ; as iibiquil-y + -ary.] I. a. Being every-
where or in all places; ubiquitous.

She can conjure.
And I am her ubiquitary spirit.

Mauinyrr, Emperor of the East, L 2.

The ubiquitary and omnipresent essence of God.
Sir T. Browne, Rellglo Medici, L 85.

II. . ; pi. ubiquitaries (-riz). 1. One who is

or exists everywhere.
There Is a nymph too of a most curious and elaborate

strain, light, all motion, an uliiquitary, she Is everywhere.
B. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, IL 1.

2. [cap.] A Ubiquitarian.
God Is so omnipresent as that the Ubiquitary will needs

have the body of God everywhere. Donne, Sermons, vll.

ITbiquitism(u-bik'wi-tizm), n. [< ubiquit-y +
-ism.] The doctrines of the Ubiquitarians.

Ubiquitist (u-bik' wi-tist), n. [< ubiqtiit-y +
-M/) Same as Ubiquitarian, 2.

ubiquitous (t'l-bik'wi-tus), a. [< ubiquit-y +
-ous.] Being or existing everywhere; actually
or apparently omnipresent : often used in an

exaggerated or humorous sense.

Whoever travelled from Brussels to Madrid in order to

escape the influence of the ubiquitous Cardinal was sure
to be confronted with him In the inmost recesses of the

King's cabinet as soon as he was admitted to an audience.

Motley, Dutch Republic, I. 423.

ubiquitously (u-bik' wi-tus-li), adv. In a ubi-

quitous manner; in a manner involving real

or apparent omnipresence.
ubiquitousness (ii-bik'wi-tus-nes), n. The

ubirnte, everywhere, < ubi, where: see ubication.]
1. Omnipresence, or a capacity of being in an
indefinite number of places at the same time,
not strictly amounting to omnipresence : as,

the ubiquity of Christ's body; the ubiquity of

the king (see below).
This is the consolation of all good men, unto whom his

ubiquity aflordeth continual comfort and security.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., L 2.

2. The doctrines or beliefs of the Ubiquitarians.
No one sequel urged by the apostles against the Gala-

tlans, for joining circumcision with Christ, but may be as
well enforced against the Lutherans holding ubiquity.

I. Walton, Hooker.

3f. Locality; neighborhood; whereabouts.
Pern she bight,

A solemn wight
As you should meet
In any street
In that ubiquity.
B. Jonton, Love's Welcome at Welbeck.

Ubiquity of the king, in fair. See the quotation.

A consequence of this prerogative is the legal ubiquity
of the Icing. His majesty, in the eye of the law, is always
present in all his courts, though he cannot personally dis-

tribute justice. His judges are the mirrors by which the

king's image is reflected. It Is the regal office, and not
the royal person, that Is always present In court, always
ready to undertake prosecutions, or pronounce judgment,
for the benefit and protection of the subject And from
this ubiquity it follows that the king can never be non-
suit ; for a nonsuit is the desertion of a suit or action by
the non-appearance of the plaintiff in court. For the same
reason, also, in the forms of legal proceedings, the king is

not said to appear by his attorney, as other men do ; for
in contemplation of law he is always present In court.

Bladatone, Com., I. vli.

ubi supra (u'bi su'prft). [L. : ubi, where; su-

pra, above: see supra-.] In the place above
mentioned : marking reference to some passage
or page before named.
U-bolt (u'bolt), H. A bar of iron bent into the
form of the letter U, fitted with a screw and
nut at each end. It is used in car-building
to form carriers and supports for brake-rods,
chains, and other connections.

U. C. A" abbreviation of Italian una corda, on
one string.
Uchatius process. See process.

\



Uckewallist

Uckewallist (uk-e-wol'ist), H. [< Ucl-e JPallis

(or H'aVef-), of Friesland, + -int.} A member
of a Mennonite sect which held that Judiis and
the mufdeters of Christ will probably be saved

because of their ignorance.
llda (o'da), n. [Hind, utld, purple.] A peculiar

purplish brown used in the decoration of Hin-
du pottery; also, certain glazed ware painted
with it.

udal (u'dal), . and n. [Also odal ; < Icel. otlutl

= Norw. "odel, allodium, patrimony, = OHG. uo-

dil, nodal, oclliil, farm, homestead, = OS. uodJiil,

odliil, otliil = AS. ethel, hereditary possession,
home: see allodium, atltcl, and OdeJstltmg.J I.

a. Noting that right in land which prevailed in

northern Europe before the introduction of the

feudal system. Udal tenure still prevails in Orkney
and Shetland. Tins tenure, which was completed by un-

disturbed possession provable by witnesses, has been held

by the Scotch Court of Session to be the same as allodial.

Also odal.

The homestead of the original settler, . . . with the
share of arable and appurtenant common rights, bore

among the northern nations the name of Odal, or Edhel.

Stnbbs, Const. Hist., 24.

II. n. An allodium; a freehold,

udaler, udaller (u'dal-er), . [< udal + -c/-i.]

One who holds property by udal right ;
a free-

holder without feudal dependencies. Also
odaller.

The Udallers are the allodial possessors of Zetland, who
hold their possessions under the old Norwegian law, in-

stead of the feudal tenures introduced among them from
Scotland. Scott, Pirate, i., note.

udalman (u'dal-man), n.
; pi. udalmen (-men).

Same as udaler.

udder (ud'er), n. [< ME. "udder, uddi/r, iddijr,

< AS. uder (Mr-) = OFries. uder = MD. uydcr,
uder, later uider, uir, D. uijer = OHG. fitar,

MHG. inter, iiter, G. euter= Icel.jugr (for *jiidr)
= Sw. jitfver, jur (> E. dial, yure) = Dan. yver =
Gael. Ir. uth = L. ubcr (for *ndher) = Gr. oi<0ap

(obffar-), JEolic ov<t>a/> = Skt. udhar, udkan, ud-
der: root unknown. Cf.uberous, exuberant, etc.]
The mammary glands of cattle and various other

animals, especially when large and baggy and
with more than one teat, as two or four; the

milk-bag. Single glands with one nipple apiece
are more frequently called teat or dug.

A lioness, with udders all drawn dry,

Lay couching, head on ground.
Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3. 115.

udder-cloud (ud'er-kloud), n. A cloud consist-

ing of a group of udder-shaped festoons falling
from cumulus or strato-cumulus clouds, partic-

ularly in the immediate rear of summer storms.
Also called rain-balls.

uddered (ud'erd), a. [< udder + -erf2 .] Hav-
ing an udder or udders: as, "the udder'd cow,"
(lay, Shepherd's Week, Tuesday.

udderful(ud'er-ful),a. [< udder + -//.] Hav-
ing a full udder. G. Meredith, The Egoist, Prel.

udderless (ud'er-les), a. [< udder + -less.]

Having no udder to suck
; hence, without food,

or motherless, as a young animal. [Rare.]
Gentle girls who foster up

Udderless lambs. Keats, Endymion, i.

udometer (u-dom'e-ter), n. [= F. udometre =
Sp. uddmetro, < L. udu.i, moist, damp (for *ri-
dus, < *uvere, be wet or humid, ppr. wens, wet:
see humid), + Gr. /ilrpov, measure.] A plu-
viometer; a rain-gage. See cut under pluvi-
ometer.

udometric (u-do-met'rik), a. [< udometer + -ic.]

Pertaining to or made by means of a udometer.
'udsbloodt, interj. See 'sblood.

Uds blood, I'll lay him cross upon his coxscomb next
day. DeUer and Webster, Northward Ho, 11. 1.

'udsfoott, interj. See 'sfoot.

'Udsfoot, I am monstrous angry with myself!
Beau, and Ft., Coxcomb, iv. 8.

Ug (ug), n. [Also ugg; < ME. ugge, < Icel. uggr,
fear, akin to ogn (= Goth, ogan), fear, terror,
ayi (= Goth, agis = AS. ege), terror: see awe1

.

Hence ug, i:, ugly, ugsome.} If. Fear; horror.
2. A surfeit. [Prov. Eng.]

Ug (ug), v. i. [Also ugg; < ME. uggen, < Icel.

ugga, fear,< uggr, fear: see ug, .] 1. To fear;
feel horror; shudder with horror. Prompt.
Pan., p. 509. [Prov. Eng.] 2. To feel re-

pugnance. [Obsolete or prov. Eng.]
And thare was so mekille folke dede in that bataile that

the sone wexe eclipte, and withdrewe his lighte, uqyande
for to see so mekille scheddynge of blude.

MS. Lincoln A. i. 17, f. 10. (Halliwell.)
For tha paynes ar so felle and harde,
Als yhe sal here be redd eftyrwarde,
That ilk man may ujye bothe yhowng and awlde
That heres thaime be reherced and tawlde.

Hampole, MS. Bowes, p. 189. (UalliweU.)

heuen was vphalt, hot vgly ther vnder.

ayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2078.
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Uggingt (ug'ing), H. [ME. ugginf/; verbal n. of

ug, c.J Horror.

Uggur-oil (ug'er-oil), n. [< tiggur, < Hind, agar,
wood of aloes, < Skt. aguru, agallochum: see

agalloclium.'] An Oriental perfume oil distilled

from agallochum.
Ugh (u), interj. An expression of horror or aver-

sion, usually accompanied by a shudder.

Uglesomet (ug'l-sum), a. [Formerly also uggle-

some; also dial, uglysoine; < ugly + -some. Cf.

ugsome."} Ugly : as, an ughsome countenance.

La-timer, 7th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Her body being straight waies changed into blew and
black colours most ugglesome to behold.

Stubbes, Anatomie of Abuses (1595), p. 43.

Uglincation (ngli-fi-ka'shon), n. [< uglify (see

-fication).'] The process of uglifying or disfigur-

ing. Lewis Carroll, Alice in Wonderland, ix.

[Humorous.]
Uglify (ug'li-fi), v. t.

; pret. and pp. uglified, ppr.

uglifying. [< ugly + -/'/.] To make ugly; dis-

figure.
It defourmeth and uglyfyeth the skinne.

Touchstone o.f Complexions, p. 117. (Dames.)

She [Mrs. Crewe] is certainly, in my eyes, the most com-

pletely a beauty of any woman I ever saw. . . . She ugli-

fies everything near her. Mme. D'ArUay, Diary, III. 417.

A protest against that uglifying process by which women
are coaxed into resignation to old age and death.

New Princeton Jlev., I. 107.

Uglily (ug'li-li), adi'. In an ugly manner; with

deformity. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

Ugliness (ug'li-nes), n. [< ME. uglines, uglyiies,

uggelynesse; < ugly + -ness.] The property or
character of being ugly, in any sense.

Vice In its own pure native ugliness. Crabbe.

The features of his countenance were irregular, even to

ugliness. Scott, Quentin Durward, viii.

= Syn. See ugly.

Tly
(ug'li), . and n. [Early mod. E. also oiigly;

ME. ugly, uggely, uglike, < Icel. uggligr, fear-

ful, to be dreaded, < uggr, fear, + -ligr = E. -ly
l

:

see ug, n., and -lij*. Cf. Icel. ygligr, terrible, <

ygr, fierce.] I. a. 1. Unpleasing or repulsive
:n appearance; offensive to the sight; of very
disagreeable aspect.

Theh
Sir Gawa,

Full vgly and ful ill is it,

That was ful faire and fresshe before.
York Plays, p. 83.

O, I have pass'd a miserable night,
So full of ugly sights, of ghastly dreams !

Shall., Rich. III., L 4. 8.

My house was considered the ugliest in the county, but
all admitted it was one of the most comfortable.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vii.

2. Morally repulsive or deformed
;
hideous ;

base; vile.
How base and ugly

Ingratitude appears, with all her profits !

Fletcher (and another), False One, Iv. 3.

The supervisor represents the very ugliest side of federal

supremacy ; he belongs to the least liked branch of the
civil service. W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., I.

3. Disagreeable; offensive; suggestive of or

threatening evil
;
associated with disadvantage

or danger: as, an ugly rumor of defeat.

Thay wern wakened al wrank that therin won lenged,
Of on the vglolsesl vnhap that euer on erd suffred.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 892.

Up came their murderous deeds of old,
The grisly story Chaucer told,
And many an ugly tale beside.

0. W. Holmes, At the Pantomime.

An ugly thrill spread from the spot he touched.
X. L. Stevenson, Will o' the Mill.

It was as ugly a little promenade as I ever undertook.
J. W. De Forest, Harpers Mag., XXXV. 341.

4. Ill-natured; cross-grained; quarrelsome; ill-

conditioned. [U. S.]
He was jest the crassest, ugliest critter that ever ye see,

and he was ugly jest for the sake o' ugliness.
H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 196.

5. Threatening painful or fatal consequences;
dangerous: as, an ugly blow; an ugly cut. An
ugly customer, a troublesome or dangerous person. [Col-

loq.)

He must have been a hard hitter if he boxed as he
preached what "The Fancy" would call "an ugly cus-

tomer." Dr. J. Brown, Rab and His Friends, p. 8.

The Ugly man, of three persons concerned in garroting,
the one who actually commits the crime, and whose es-

cape is covered by the pals known as fore-stall and back-

stall. Also called nasty man. [Thieves' slang ]
= Syn. 1.

Unsightly, homely, ill favored, hard-favored, hideous. 4.

Cross, sulky, morose, ill-tempered, crabbed.

II. n.; pi. uglies (-liz). 1. An ugly person.
[Colloq.]
There were all the beauties, and all the diamonds, and

not a few of the uglies of London.
Walpole, Letters. II. 422.

Ujimyia

2. A shade for the eyes worn as an appendage
to the bonnet by women about the middle of

the nineteenth century. It was generally of

the character of a calash, but smaller. See
sinixhade (b).

"Cab-heads, hoods, what do you call 'em?" he asked
of Miss Kicklebury. Indeed, she and her sister wore a

couple of those blue silk over-bonnets which have lately
become the fashion. . . . "Those hoods," she said "we
call those hoods Uylivs I

"

Thackeray, Kickleburys on the Rhine.

Plug Ugly. A plug-ugly.

uglyt (ug'li), v. t. i<vgly,a.'] To make ugly;
disfigure; uglify. [Rare.]

It is impossible I should love him
;
for his vices all ugly

him over, as I may say. Richardson, Pamela, I. 220.

Ugrian (6'gri-an), a. [From the name of a
Finnish tribe.] Noting the Fiuno-Hungarian
group of languages, comprising the tongues of

the Lapps, Finns, and Magyars or Hungarians.
It is a branch of the Ural-Altaic family.
Ugric (6'grik), a. Same as Ugrian.
Ugro-Altaic (o'gro-al-ta'

;

'ik), a. Same as I'rtil-

.l/liiic. See Altaic. A'ature, XXXIV. 41.

Ugsome (ug'sum), a. [< ME. ugsom ; < ug, n.,
-f- -some.~] Ugly; hideous; disgusting; loath-

some. [Obsolete or provincial.]
An ugsom noyse, that noyet the pepull,

With wepyng and waile wo to beholde.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13734.

Since she has kiss'd your ugsome mouth,
She never shall kiss mine.

Sir Hugh le Blond (Child's Ballads, III. 206).

Ugsomeness (ug'sum-nes), . The state of be-

ing ugsome ; ugliness. Sp. Fisher, Seven Peni-
tential Psalms. Ps. xxxviii. [Now only pro-
vincial.]

uhlan, Ulan (6'lan or u'lan), n. [= F. ithlaii,

Iiulan, houlan,<. G. ulilan, uhlane, ulane, a lancer,
< Pol. ulan, hulan (barred 1) = Bohem. ulan,

hulan, a lancer, uhlan, < Turk, oglan, oglan,

oghlan, in popular pron. olan, a son, boy, lad,

servant, < Tatar oglan, a son, child (formerly
used as a title of princes) ;

of. Turk, og^ll, ogul,

oglil, < Tatar ogul, a son.] A soldier mounted
and armed with a lance, and wearing a kind of

semi-Oriental dress with loose hanging sleeves
and very baggy trousers : originally known in

the eastern countries of Europe. Uhlans were
armed with a curved simitar besides the lance. Under
Marshal Saxe, a corps of uhlans was temporarily estab-

lished in the French army. At the present time the name
is given to light cavalry aimed with the lance ; the Prus-
sian uhlans are especially renowned.

Uigurian (wi-go'ri-an), a. Of or pertaining to

a tribe of the Turkish race called Uigurs. Encyc.
Brit., XVI. 750.

uintahite (u-in'ta-hit), i. [< Vintan (see def.)
+ -i'te2 .] A native hydrocarbon resembling
asphaltum, found in considerable deposits in

the Uintah Mountains in Utah. It is black, lus-

trous, breaks with a conchoidal fracture, fuses in a candle-

flame, and burns, giving a bright flame, like sealing-wax.
It has also been called yUsonite.

Uintatheriidae (u-in''ta-the-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Uintatherium + -i<?.] A family of fossil pe-

rissodaetylmammals of huge size, from the low-
er Tertiary formations of the western United
States, representing an order Dinocerata, wide-

ly distinct from any of the existing perissodac-
tyls : named from the genus Vintatherium. See
cut under Dinoceras.

Uintatherium (u-in-ta-the'ri-um), n. [NL.
(Leidy, 1872), < DfettoA (the Uintah Mountains
in Utah) + Gr. %/ov, a wild beast.] 1. The
typical genus of Vintatheriidee, originally based
on fragmentary material, and now believed to

be synonymous with Dinoceras of same osten-
sible date. 2. [I.e.'] An animal of this genus.

UJi (o'ji), n. [< Jap. uji, maggot.] A disease of

the silkworm of commerce, occurring in Japan,
due to the attacks of a tachinid fly, Cjimyia (or

I.<sl-:<i) scricaritt. See Fjimyia.

uji-fly (o'ji-fli), n. A dipterous insect of the

tachinid genus Ujimyia (or Leskia), U. seri-

caria, whose larva is the silkworm-parasite of

Japan.
Ujimyia (u-ji-mi'i-a), . [NL. (Rondani, 1870,
as Ugiinyia), < Jap. uji, maggot, + Gr. uvla, fly.]
A genus of tachinid flies, perhaps synony-
mous with Les-
kia. erected for

the nji-fly of

Japan, V. seri-

mrin. This fly is

said by Sasaki to

possess the abnor-
mal habit of depos-
iting its eggs upon
the mulberry-leaf,
Which is then eaten Uji-Hy (.Ujimyia stricaria}, natural size.



Ujimyia
by tin' sllkwnnn, the i-unx hatching ami the larvw de-

veloping within thr Ixnlv of tin- littler, instead of, as Is

usual with tachlna-fliea, laying its eggs upon the liody of
the worm. Sri 1 Lettkia.

U. K. All abbreviation of United Kint/ilnm (of
Great Britain mid Inland).
ukase (ii-kuV), n. [= F. /.-, H*V*T = Sp.
iti'iixc = }>. ukase = (. iikax, < ROM. ukazu, an

ordinance, ediel ; >!'. iil.-n.-.-iiirnti, i/l:n~nti, show,
indicate, order, prescribe, < y- + kn;ati, .show.]
1. An edict or order, legislative or adminis-

trative, emanating from the Kussian govern-
ment. rknsi'S have the force of laws till they are an-
nulled by subsequent decisions. A collection of the ukases
issued at different prrioils, mn:lu by order of the emperor
Nicholas, and supplemented since year hy year, constitutes
tile legal code of the Kussian empire.

In former times, cruel punishments with whips used to
he ordained in episcopal circulars as well as in Imperial
ukanet. A. J. C. Hare, Russia, I.

Hence 2. Any official proclamation.
Lord Canning Is probably not nearly as enthusiastic with

respect to the effect of the Proclamation as he was last

March, when he issued his famous ukase to the landlords
of Oude. II . II. Jtumell, Diary in India, II. 280.

ulan, n. See nhliiii.

ulcer (ul'ser), w. [= F. ulcere = Sp. Pg. ulcera
= It. ulcera, ulcere, ulcero, < L. uleus (ulcer-),
also liulciin (hulcer-), a sore, ulcer, = Gr. f>w,
a wound, sore, ulcer.] 1. A gore in any of

the soft parts of the body, open either to the
surface or to some natural cavity, and attend-
ed with a secretion of pus or some kind of

discharge ; a solution of continuity of the skin
of the body, or of the investing tissue of any
natural cavity, the result of morbid action, not
of mechanical injury nor of a healthy repara-
tive process. A wound may become un ulcer, hut Is

not such unless diseased action fa set up. An abscess is

an ulccration within the tissue of a part which has formed
a morbid excavation with a contracted orifice or none. Ul-
cers have been divided into local and constitutional, but
the distinction is not obvious. They are also treated as

simple or specific sores. Most ulcers are both constitution-
al and specific that Is, the local exhibition of a specific

poison which infects the whole system, as the diphtheritic,
the syphilitic, or the carcinomatous ;

others are less ob-

viously spiviii,-. as the scrofulous or the scorbutic.

2. Hence, figuratively, a sore, blot, stain, or
cause of reproach, in an ethical sense : as, an
ulcer of the body politic.

To feed the living ulcer of a corroding memory.
Burke, Rev. In France.

Aden or Aleppo Ulcer, a cutaneous affection occurring
in the East, which, beginning as a small red papule, grows,
suppurates, and finally ulcerates. The etiology is obscure,
and apparently there has been great freedom in the appli-
cation of the name to skin-diseases of this type when oc-

curring in the East. There seems to be no essential dif-

ference in the meaning of the following terms : Delhi boil,

Aleppo eeil, Aleppo boil, Aleppo ffall, Biskra button, Pend-
jeh ulcer, Delhi sore, Oriental gore, Pergian ulcer, and many
others qualified by the name of some Eastern town or coun-
try. They are all classed under the one name endemic
ulcer. Perforating ulcer of the foot. See perforat-
ing. Varicose ulcer. See varicose. Warty ulcer. See

warty.

ulcer (ul'ser), t'. i. and t. [< OF. ulcerer. F. /-

cerer = Sp. Pg. ulccrar = It. ulcerate, < L. ulce-

rare, make sore, < /c*' (ulcer-), a sore, ulcer:
see nicer, .] To ulcerate. Fuller, Holy and
Profane State, V. vi. 3. [Rare.]
ulcerable (ul'ser-a-bl), a. [< ulcer + -able.']

Capable of becoming ulcerated.

ulcerate (ul'ser-at), r.; pret. and pp. ulcerated,

ppr. ulcerating. [< L. ulceratus, pp. otulcerare,
make sore: see ulcer, r.] I. intrans. To form an
ulcer or ulcers; become converted into an ulcer.

II. trnny. To affect with, or as with, an ulcer
or ulcers.

Some depend upon the intemperament of the port "/-

cerated; others upon the continual afflux of the lacerative
humours. Harvey, Consumptions.
His heart was ulcerated with hatred.

Macaulay, Frederic the Great.

Ulcerated tooth, a popular term for purulent inflam-
mation of the gums about a decayed, dead, or loose tooth.

ulceration (ul-se-ra'shon), n. [< OF. alteration,
F. ulctration = Sp. ulccracion = Pg. ulcera^o= It. ulcerazione, < L. ulceratio(n-), a breaking
out into sores, < ulcerare, pp. ulceratux, make
sore: see ulcer, ulcerate, v.] 1. The formation
of an ulcer. 2. The result of such formation;
an ulcer.

ulcerative (ul'se-ra-tiv), a. [< OF. itlceratif,
F. ulcera tif=: Pr. iiiccrntiu = Sp. It. ulcera tiro :

as ulcerate + -ire.] 1. Pertaining to or of the
nature of an ulcer or ulcers. 2. Causing or pro-
ducing ulcers. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxiii. 2.

ulceratory (ul'se-ra-to-ri), . [< 'ulo rate +
-/!/] Ulcerative.

ulcered (ul'sOrd), . [</< + -<<&.] Having
become un ulcer; affected with an ulcer; ul-

cerated.
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ulcerous (ul'ser-us), a. [< OF. uleerevx, F.
nli-i'-i-fiif = Sp. Pg. It. ulceroso, < L. vlcerosti*,
full of sores, < ulcux (ulcer-), a sore: see w/r/r.

|

1. Pertaining to or of the nature of an ulcer or
ulcers.

She whom the spital-house and ulcerout ton*
Would cast the gorge at. Ska*., 1. of A., Ir. 8. 39.

2. Exhibiting nlceration; affected with un ul-

cer or ulcers.

Strangely visited people,
All swoln and ulcerout. Shak.

, Macbeth, IT. S. 161.

Ulcerous stomatitis. See ttumatitu.

ulcerously (nl'tte-M-H), tnlr. In an ulcerous
manner.
ulcerousness (ul'ser-us-ues), n. The state of

being ulcerous.

ulcuscle (ul'kus-1), ii. [< L. ulcuHi'uliiin, dim. of

ulcus (ulcer-), a sore: M e ulctr."] Same as '-

ruscule.

ulcuscule (ul-kiis'kul), H. [< L. iilciiKi-iitinn : see

iiii-H.irli-.] A small ulcer.

ule (u'le), M. [< Mex. ale, hule, caoutchouc.]
The ule-tree.

-ule. [F. -ule = Sp. Pg. -ulo = It. -ulo, -olo, <

L. -ulus, m., -via, t., -utuiii, n., a dim. termina-
tion. Cf. -cute, -ele.~\ A diminutive termina-
tion in many words from the Latin, as in <vi//-

nule, glandule, alobule, nodule, etc. It often ap-
pears unrecognized as -If, as in circle, scruple, etc., and in

the original Latin fonn -ulwt in calculus, annulun, etc.

It also appears in the compound terminations -cult, -de

(which see). It is much used In the formation of new
terms In zoology and botany.
ulema (6"le-rajj), w. [= F. ulema, ouleina = Sp.
ulema, < Ar. 'ulema, pi. of Vi/i'm, learned, one
who knows, < 'alama, know: see alma.'} The
Moslem doctors of sacred law and theological
science, especially those belonging to the re-

ligious hierarchy of the Turkish empire, with
the Sheik ul Islam at their head: a collective
term.

ule-tree (u'le-tre), n. A Mexican tree, Ctistilloa

elastica, from the milky juice of which caout-
chouc is obtained. See cut under Castilloa.

Ulex (u'leks), . [NL. (Linnaeus, 1737), < L.

ulex, a shrub resembling rosemary ; according
to some, furze, or perhaps Antliyllig Herman-
ii.] A genus of leguminous plants, of the
tribe (rPiiMfewandsubtribe

Cytixesp ; the furze.
It is distinguished from the related genus Cytisut by its

deeply two-lipped membranous and colored calyx. It in-

cludes about 10 or 12 species, natives of western Europe
or northwestern Africa one species, 17. nanus, extending
east nearly to Nice ; and another, V. Kurojurus, perhaps to

1- lowering Branch of Furze it 'lex

a, flower ; f>, fruit ; c, branch with leaves and spines (transformed
branches).

Tuscany. They are spiny shrubs without genuine leaves,
the leaves being reduced to a spine, petiole, or scale. The
yellow flowers are solitary or racemose at the ends of the
branches. For Ulex ocnistoides (Stauracanthus aphylltut),
see cross-fpine. U. Kuropteus, which also extends to the
Azores ana Canary Islands, and occurs naturalized on high
mountains in Jamaica, is the common furze, gone, or whin
of Great Britain. Seefurze.
Ulexine (u'lek-sin). M. [< Ulex + -ine2.] An
alkaloid prepared from Ulex Europteus, the
common gorse or furze. It has been employed
as a diuretic in cases of dropsy due to heart-
disease.

ulexite (u'lek-sit), H. [Named after G. L. Ulex,

a German chemist.] A hydrous borate of cal-

cium and sodium, occurring in loose rounded
masses with fibrous structure and white color.

Also called hin-oiuitrocalcitc, iiatroborocalcite.

uliginose (u-lij'i-nos), <r. [< ME. unifinone, < L.

itlii/iiinxii,-, : see iiliiiiiious.] 1. Moist; muddy;
uliginous, rnlladiu*. Hiisbondrie (E. K. T. 8.),

TJlmus

p. 180. 2. In lint, liint.. living or Rfwi'ik' in

tin' mud or in muddy plai--~. Also ///(//.< ..

uliginOUS (n-li.i'i nu.-;,'i. [< !'. nliiiiin us = It.

II/II/IIIII.--H. < I.. Hilt/muslin, full of iniiistiin'. "lamp,
< ulit/o, moisture, marshiness, for *iirilii/<>. <

tirwc.be wet or damp: s<'e liiimni. ('(.

MM.J Minlily; oozy; slimy. H'niii

ullage (uraj), ii. [< OF. iiiiini/f. t

filling up of leakie wine vessels"
in illir, rulliir, iniillin; "fill up wiiif ve-srls t li:d

have leaked "
(Cotgrave), lit. fill to the 'eye* or

bung, < ocil, eye, < L. oeuliix, eye : *ee (//.
eyelet. According to Skeat, the OF. verb is

prpb. < OF. eure. ore, border, brim, < L. urn,
brim : see or/.] In com., the wantage of a cask,
or the estimated measure of the empty part of
a cask of liquor.

ullet (ul'et), w. [A dial, form of otr/et.] A
howlet. or hoot-owl; specifically, the tawny,
brown, or brood owl, Strif (or Nijniiiim) aluco.

Ullmannia (ul-man'i-ii). 11. [NL., named after
J. C. rilmann, a German mineralogist and
statesman (1771-1821).] The name given by
G8pj>ert (in 1850) to a fossil plant previously
considered to belong to the Algx, but now
placed among tlte conifers. Only leaves and items
of this plant, found chiefly In the 1'ermlan. are as yet
known, which is placed hy Schenk, together with Walchia
and Payitrphyllum. In the family Walchiffr.

ullmannite (ul'man-It), . [Named after J. C.
rilmann: see Ullmannia.] A sulphid of nickel
and antimony, part of the latter being fre-

quently replaced by arsenic. It generally oc-

curs massive with a granular structure, and in

of a gray color with a metallic luster.

Ulloa's circle. See circle of I'lloa, under circle.

Ulmaceae (ul-ma'se-e), w. pi. [NL. (Mirbel,

1815), < I InniM + -accse.'] A former order of

plants, the elm family, consisting of the two
tribes I'lmese and Celtidex, both now classed
under the order I'rticacese.

ulmaceous (ul-ma'shius), a. In hot., of or per-
taining to the I'lmaccfe.

Ulmeae (nl'me-e), n.pl. [NL. (Lindley, 1847), <

UlniiiH T -<'*.] A tribe of trees, the elm tribe, of

the order Urtiearex. It is characterized by erect an-

thers, two stigmatose style-branches, a straight embryo
with broad cotyledons, flower-buds produced on leafless

yearly branches, and a compressed fruit with oblique apex,
commonly a dry samara. The tribe Includes, besides the

type genus Ulmus, thiee monotypic genera two of India
and Brazil, and one, Planera, native In the United States.

ulmic (ul'mik), a. [< L. iilmiig, elm, + -if.]

Noting an acid found in earth-mold, a product
of the decay of vegetable matter. See ulmin.

ulmin (ul'min), H. [< L. ulmux, elm, + -in".]
1. A name given to various substances which
are present in vegetable mold, peat, etc. The
name has also been applied to a dark-orown substance
which exudes from the elm. oak, and various other trees.

It has also been called humus, humin, gein. See humut.
2. A brown substance produced by the action
of strong acids or alkalis on various organic
bodies, especially by heating treacle or alcohol
with strong sulphuric acid, thoroughly wash-
ing the residue with water, then triturating it

with gum, nnd drying the mixture.
ulmo (ul'mo), M. A rosaceous tree of Chili :

same as luuermn.

ulmOUS (ul'mus), a. [< L. ulmim, elm, + -ous.]
In diem., noting a group of brown or black sub-
stances in which ulmin or ulmic acid is pres-
ent, occurring in vegetable mold, peat, etc;
humous.
Ulmus (ul'mus), ii. [NL. (Tournefort, 1700),
< L. ulmim, elm: see elm.] A genus of trees,
the elms, type of the tribe Ulmese in the order
I'rticaceae. It is characterized by a stalked fruit sur-
rounded with a broad wing, and containing flat cotyledons.
There are about IB species, widely scattered through the
north temperate regions, extending In Atia to mountains
within the tropics. They bear alternate serrate two-
ranked feather-veined leaves on slender and often re-

curving branches which form a graceful flat spray. The
flower-clusters contain numerous small apetalons flowers,
almost all perfect or mainly staminate, in 4 North Amer-
ican species preceding the leaves, and followed by disk-
like notched and veiny samaras, which fall as the leaves

expand. (See cut under rntnara.) .Several other species
are evergreen and late-flowering, as U. parnfulia of
China and Japan. Five species occur in the I nited
States (for which see elm, slippery-elm, rock-elm, and
traAoo). Three species occur in Europe, all of them ex-

tending into Asia U. campeftrit, the common Old World
elm (see cut under elm\ parent of very numerous cul-
tivated varieties; {7. tfwa (IT. ptduwulala). the water-
elm of central Europe ; and U. montana, the wych-elm,
the only one thought to be native to Great liritain. r.

Americana, U. efuga, and also U. Wallichiana, the Hima-
layan elm, sometimes reach a very large size, from to to
100 feet high, and 7 to 8 feet In diameter. U. pumilii. tin-

dwarf elm of Siberia, a very low shrub, forms the other
extreme of the genus. U. efusa, the common village elm
of Prussia, is peculiar in forming sharp ribs about its base
In old age, which serve as natural Imttresw*.



ulna

ulna (ul'na), it.; pi. ulna (-ne). [NL.,< L. ulna
= Gr. u'Aivti, elbow: see elO-.~] 1. The inner
one of the two bones of the forearm, between

6570 ultimatum
scars are concentrically arranged, which become more or ultima (ul'ti-ma), . and n. [L., fern, of ulti-
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the elbow and the wrist, the other being the botanists; hut the most generally received opinion is that

radius; the bone which makes a strict hinge-
" "

joint at the elbow with the humerus, and about
which the radius revolves in pronation and

less obscure, or are entirely obliterated, with the growth
of the plant. The nature and function of these peculiar
scars have been the object of much discussion among fossil

botanists; but the most generally received opinion is that
they were the points of attachment of masses of inflores-

cence, which consisted of sessile cones formed of imbri-
cated scales in a manner similar to a fir-cone. Uiodendron

max, superl. of niter, that is beyond or on the
other side: see ultimate,'] I. . Most remote;
furthest; final; last Ultima ratio, the last reason
or argument. Ultima ratio regum, the last reason of

kings; resort to arms or war. Ultima Thule. SeelTAu/e.

II. . In (/ram., the hist syllable of a word.wiin me raums revolves m pronauon ana is a witlelv distributed irenns in Eurone ami Ampri ami *j r- i
supination, when the ulna reaches to the wrist ve?y chlracteristk oi

' U,e lower Son of tl'e Carbon",! ultimata, n.
/

Latin plural of ultimatum.

and these movements are practicable. The ulna erous series.

is commonly the smaller one of the two bones, especially Ulonatat (u-lo-na'ta), n. pi.
below, where its end is little more than a pivot for rota-
tion of the wrist, the hand being almost entirely borne
upon the end of the radius. In many animals the ulna is

reduced by shortening, and in some it appears merely as
a process of the radius, ankylosed upon the proximal end
of the latter, as in bats, and in hoofed quadrupeds gen-
erally. In man, in animals generally which use their fore

paws as hands, and in birds it is perfect, and extends

[NL. (Fabricius,
1793): formation uncertain

; perhaps < Gr. aihuv,
a hollow, a narrow space.] A group of man-
dibulate insects, in the system of Fabricius,
composed of the genera. Acrytlium, Gryllus, Trux-
ulis, Forficula, Blatta, Mantis, Acheta, and Lo-
custa : an obsolete synonym of Ortltoptera.

the whole length of the forearm. Its proximal end has~a Ulophocinae (u"lo-fo-si'ne), . pi. [NL., < Gr.
large sigmoid cavity for articulation with the humerus, oi/lof, woolly, + ipuiir/, a seal, + -inee."\ A sec-

^.S.S'^^tt^^o?!^^^ ti0
",:

P [.OtariU*
containing the true fur-seals,

ulna, forming the greatest convexity of the back of the as distinguished irom the Tnchojtltoctnie or
elbow. See cuts under carpus, Catarrhina, Elephantine hair-seals of the same family. Also Oulopho-

cime. See cut under fur-seal.forearm, pinion, Plesiosaurus, and shoulder.

i or marginal vein of ulophocine (u'lo-fo-sin), a. Of or pertaining to
. Holiday. 3. A unit the Ulnphocitue'.

of length; acubit; anell. 4. Inc7<tfi.,thehy- ulorrhagia (u-lo-ra'ji-a), n. Same as oulor-
percoracoid. Owen Oblique line (or ridge) of the rhanu.

ultimate (ul'ti-mat), . [= Sp. Pg. ultimado,
< ML. ultimatus, furthest, last, pp. of L. ulti-

mare, come to an end, < vltimus, last, final, su-

perl. of niter, that is on the other side: see ul-

tra-.] 1. Furthest; most remote in place.

Looking over the ultimate sea.

Bret Uarte, The Two Ships.

2. Last; the last of a series of three or more
members, especially of a series in which an in-

quiry is traced from one member to another: as,
the ultimate signification of a phrase; an ulti-

mate principle ; an ultimate fact. Ultimate applies
to the last of a series of events in time, as well as to other
series. In special cases it is synonymous withfinal, except

ulna. See oblique. Tubercle of the ulna. Sets tubercle. TJlothri-x- (u '
lo - thrikq^ n TNT fTriitirintr

ulnad (ul'nad) adv. [< ulna + -*.] Toward ?$$.&, ^ife, >1ft+VS*-S^
l"?T, H,l UlM; tOWard the Ul-

?--. 9f confervoid& typ'ica'lV the orir
Vlotrichaceie.

Ulotrichacese (u"lo-tri-ka'se-e), n.pl. [NL., <
Ulothrix (-trich-) + -aceee."\

'

A small order of
confervoid algse, typified by the genus Ulothrix.
They are aquatic or terrestrial green or yellowish-green
plants, each composed of an unbranched filament of short

nar aspect of the forearm,

ulnaget (ul'naj), . Same as alnage.
ulnagert (ul'naj-er), . Same as alnager.
ulnar (ul'nar), a. [< NL. ulnaris, < L. ulna,
ulna: see ulna.] 1. Of or pertaining to the
ulna. 2. Of or pertaining to that side of the
fore limb upon which the ulna is situated : as,
the ulnar border of the forearm

;
the ulnar bone

of the wrist (see ulnarc) : opposed to radial.
Anterior ulnar vein. See vein. Common ulnar vein.
See vein. Ulnar artery, the larger of the two vessels re- Ulotrichi (u-lot'ri-ki), n. pi. [NL., pi. of ulot-

of the hand! where'iTfonns' the superficial palmar arc
marv groups into which the races of men are di-

Besides numerous muscular branches, it gives off the an- vided by Bory de Saint-Vincent, the other being
the Liotrichi. The Ulotrichi are those with crisp or
woolly hair. The color of the skin varies from yellow-
brown to the blackest known ; the hair and eyes are nor-
mally dark ; the skull is dolichocephalic, with a few ex-
ceptions among the Andaman islanders. The negroes and
Bushmen of ultra-Saharic Africa and the Negritos are

and so emphasizes ultimate. But more frequently the se-
ries to which ultimate refers is a regressive one, so that it
is quite opposed to final. Thus, ultimate cause means the
original cause beyond which no causation can be traced ;

but final cause is the end toward which action is directed.

Worst is my port,
My harbour, and my ultimate repose.

Milton, P. R., Hi. 210.

What are we? and whence came we? What shall be
Our ultimate existence? 'Byron, Don Juan, vi. 63.

Those ultimate truths and those universal laws of
thought which we cannot rationally contradict. Coleridge.

[Science! is teaching the world that the ultimate court
cells that are usually broader than they are long. of appeal is observation and experiment, and not author-

ulotrichan (u-lot'ri-kan), n. and a. [< Ulotri- "y- Huxley, Lay Sermons, p. 118.

I. n. A member of the Ulotrichi.
Ulotrichous.

rent), the interosseous, and the anterior and posterior ulnar
carpals. Ulnar carpal arteries, two small branches,
the anterior and the posterior, given off from the ulnar
artery at the wrist to the anterior and posterior surfaces.
Ulnar nerve, a large branch of the brachial plexus, from

the inner cord, distributed to the elbow-joint, ulnocarpal members of this group.

naris, or dorsal cutaneous branch, to the skin of the wrist
and hand, the palmaris superflcialis to the palmaris brevis

. [< NL. ulotrichus,
^ (jr - ovAof> woolly, + Opi$ (TP<X-), hair.] Having
crisp woolly hair

; belonging to the Ulotrichi.

of

A bone of the wrist, that one of the proximal
carpal bones which is upon the ulnar side, in
man the cuneiform: opposed to radiale. See
cuts under Artiodaetyla, carpus, hand, Perisso-
dactyla, and Plesiosaunis.2. In ornitli., that
one of the two free carpal bones which is upon
the ulnar side (the other being the radiale), not
necessarily with the implication that it is the
cuneiform of a mammal. See cut underpinion.
ulnocarpal (ul-no-kar'pal), a. Common to the
ulna and the carpus : asj an ulnocarpal articu-
lation.

ulnometacarpal (ul-no-met-a-kar'pal), a. Of
or pertaining to the ulna and the metacarpus :

specifying certain muscles of a bird's wing.
Also ulnimetacarpal.

of frieze cloth in Ulster. The peculiarity of the coat
is that it is cut almost straight for both sexes, reaching very
nearly to the feet, and is sometimes girded with a belt

; it
often has a hood or cape.

Over my shoulders was a drenched Leopard skin be-
neath which could be seen my travel-stained, much-worn'-

overcoat, O'Donovan, Jlerv, xvi.

Any great building seems to me, while I look at it, the
ultimate expression. //. James, Jr., Little Tour, p. 79.

There is no doubt a real difficulty here ; and the short-
est way of dealing with it would be to confess it insoluble
and ultimate. W. James, Mind, XII. 27.

3. In entom., specifically noting a stage of the
second larva, after the third molt, of those in-
sects which undergo hypermetamorphosis, as
the blister-beetles (Mefoidse). It succeeds the
scarabeeidoid stage, and is followed by the co-
arctate larvaPrime and ultimate ratios. See
ratio. Ultimate abstraction, the consideration of any-
thing in BO far as it is described in its definition, without
reference to any other circumstance. Ultimate analy-
sis, In chem., the resolution of a substance into its abso-
lute elements : opposed to proximate analysis, or the reso-
lution of a substance into its constituent compounds.
Ultimate cause, a primary cause.

Mr. Adams had a great mind, quick, comprehensive,
analytical, not easily satisfied save with ultimate causes.

Theo. Parker, Historic Americans, John Adams, vi.

Ultimate element, an indecomposable element. Ulti-
mate end, an end to which no other is ulterior. Ulti-
mate fact, a fact not capable of being explained, ren-
dered intelligible, or in any way subjected to reason ; a
brute fact. Ultimate principle, a first principle.
Ultimate significate, in nominalittic logic, an individual

.^lorm of tenant-right (in
' Ltster <e"a" t-nght custom) established by

euiltm in the province of Ulster in Ireland,
and ^cognized by the statutes of 1870 (33 and
34 Viet., c. 46) and 1881 (44 and 45 Viet., c. 49)
It is regarded as including the right of a yearly tenant to
continue his occupancy so long as the rent, or a fair rent
adjusted in view of the value of the land exclusive of
buildings, is paid, to dispose of his tenancy to a suitable
successor, and to require compensation if the landlord

between which and the individuals there is no lower spe-
cies; a lowest species. =Syn. 2. Eventual, Conclusive, etc.

arises from the ulna and is
into a metacarpal bone. Two such
are distinguished as ulnometacarpalis

(ul'ti-mat), v. i.; pret. and pp. ulti-

mated, ppr. ultimating. [< ML. ultimatum, pp. of
L. ultimare, come to an end, be at the last: see

ultimate, a.] To result finally; end. [Rare.]
Believing that they [the socialistic tendencies of our

time] must ultimate, if successful, in an increase of ego-
ism and restriction of individual liberty.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXI. 664.

ultimately (ul'ti-mat-li), adv. As an ultimate
or final result

; at last
;
in the end or outcome

;

Uiodendron , TNT < r'

, _ ,, ... state or
character of being ultimate

;
a final or defini-

tive condition.
To have in it a certain completeness, ultimateness, and

Ult. An abbreviation of ultimo.
The CefUury- XXVIII. 63C.

Ulterior (ul-te'ri-or), a. and n.

'

[= F. ulUrieur ultimationt (ul-ti-ma'shon), . [= It. ultimii-

= Sp. Pg. ulterior = It. ulteriore, < L. ulterior
zimle

.!
a.s ultimate + -ion.'] A last offer or cou-

1

""-r, that is beyond. Cf. ultra-} cession; an ultimatum.
or situated beyond or on the Il0rd Bolingbroke was likewise authorized to know the
in v line m- VinnnrlQ,.,, _ o -v* real ultimation of France.

i>wift, Hist. Four last Years of Queen Anne. (Latham.)

future or in the backgTOundT'be'yon'd'what
ultimatum (ul-ti-ma'tum),.; pi. ultimatums or

is seen or avowed; remote: as, what iiliertnr
uwmata (-tumz, -ta). [= F. ultimatum. < NL.

measures will be adopted is uncertain.
The ulterior accomplishment of that part of it [Scrip-

""'<* Boyle, Works, II. 130.

healed),
plants, closely allied to Lepidodendron^a,iiA'l>ysome authors considered as belonging to or bp ;%-

^SsS^SSS^ f^^^SiS^JS^tSSfefSf^Vtparatively smaU, and do not vary mucMn dimensions not
1S 8een Or a wed; remote: as, what ulterior

'

being much larger upon trunks of great size than upon
I *- - ci -^ * -

H5fcS"ftJ??Jff. rhomboidal in shaped

When a thing has served an end to the uttermost, it is

wholly new for an ulterior service. Emenon, Nature, v.
concave disk-like depressions, of large size, round or oval
in shape, and increasing in dimensions with the growth of
the plant from below upward. These large scars, or disks
8 they are sometimes called, are arranged in vertical rows >- -

mating on each side of the stem, and are marked in the Ulteriorly (ul-te'ri-or-li), adv.
>r by a small mammilla, around which scales or leaf- manner

;
more distantly rem

II. n. The further side; the remote part.
Coleridf/e. [Rare.]

In an ulterior
remote! v.

ultimatum, a final statement, neut. of ML. nlti-

matus, final, ultimate : see ultimate, a.] A final

proposal or statement of conditions; especially,
in diplomatic negotiations, the final terms of
one of the parties, the rejection of which may
involve an immediate rupture of diplomatic re-
lations and even lead to a declaration of war.
He delivered to the mediators an ultimatum, importing

that he adhered to the treaties of Westphalia and Nime-
8ue"- SnuMett, Hist. Bug., i. 5.



ultime

ultimet (nl'tim), a. [< V. ultime = Sp. lillimo =
Pg. It. Illtilllll, < \1. ll/tlllllix, hist: SI'C llltlllllltl-.\

Kant; limit; ultimate. llticnit. N;it. Hist., $!)!).

Nnthing was wanting now to tlir pcrfiM-tiiig of this
l.r.i-ll.- lull lln tii'nm' iilnl runipl'iltillK OCt, the Solemn
continuation by oath.

;/ L'A(ra)V, I'' Wi of K. Charles (ed. 1665), p. 105.

ultimityt (ul-tim'i-ti), a. [< ML. i<itiniit<i(t-)g,

< L. ultima.*, last: see nilnm, iillimnti-.] The
last stage or consequence. Bacon, Nat. Hist.,

$ KitS.

ultimo (iil'ti-ino), (/r. [L., al)l. sing. masc. (KC.

MUM, BOD til) of iiltiiiiii.i, hist : sec iiltimi .] In
the month which preceded the present; in the
last month, as distinguished from the current
or present month and all others. It Is usually ab-
breviated 'ill. a, on the 12th nil. that la, on the i Mh
day 'In the last month,' ultimo being a Latin adjective
agreeing with iiieuxf, inontli, understood. Compare in-

stant, a., 1, and proximo.

ultimogeniture (ul'ti-mo-jen'i-tur), . [< L.

ultiiniut, last, + geiiitura, geniture.] A system
of inheritance, such as is called in England
boroiii/li-Kiu/li.*/!, by which the youngest son suc-
ceeds to the estate : opposed to primogeniture.
ultimus hseres (ul'ti-mus he'rez). [L.: ulti-

ii< H*. last; hseres, licres, heir: see ultimate and
Iteir.] In laic, the last or final heir. Thus, in

cases of Intestate succession, failing relations of every
kind, the succession devolves on the state or crown as
iilliitni* tucrt*.

ultion (ul'slion), it. [< OF. ultion, < L. ultio(n-),
an avenging, < ulcisci, pp. ultus, take vengeance
on, punish.] Revenge.
To forgive our enemies is a charming way of revenge,

. . . and to do good for evil n soft and melting ultion, a
method taught from heaven, to keep all smooth upon earth.

Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., 111. 12.

ultra (ul'tril), a. and ti. [< ultra-, q.v.] I. a. Ex-
treme; extravagant; fanatical: as, ultra mea-
sures.

The extreme or Ultra party.
Mil ,,iu n, Latin Christianity.

II. n. One who advocates extreme views or

measures; an extremist; an ultraist.

The "Ultras" would have owned him for their leader,
and would have admitted that he went beyond them in the

uncompromising consistency of his extravagant dogmas.
Brougham, Hist. Sketches, Burke.

ultra-. [< L. ultra, adv. beyond, further, more-

over, more, besides, prep, beyond, on the fur-

ther side, past ; orig. fern. abl. of ulter, on the
other side : see ulterior, ultimate. Hence ultra,
a. and n., and outrage1

.] A Latin preposition
used as a prefix, signifying 'beyond.' (a) Beyond;
on the further side of : chiefly with words implying natu*
ral objects forming great barriers, boundaries, or land-
marks : as, ultramarine, ultramontane, ultramundane. (6)

Exceedingly; excessively; beyond what is reasonable,
natural, or right : with words admitting of degrees, es-

pecially political and polemical terms: as, ultraconserva-

tlve, wtraliberal, u/traradical, u/tracatholic.

ultrabernoullian (ul*trii-ber-n8'lian), a. Re-
sulting from an extension of the theory of Ber-
noullian numbers__ Ultrabernoullian numbers,
the coefficients of the development

Ultracapillary (ul-tra-kap'i-la-ri), a. In bot.,

exceedingly slender; composed of exceedingly
fine capillary filaments: as, an ultracapiliary
thallus.

ultracentenarianism (ul-tra-sen-te-na'ri-an-

izm), H. The state or condition of living to

the age of more than one hundred years.
Pop. Sci. Mo., XX. 97. [Rare.]

ultraclassical (ul-tra-klas'i-kal), a. Being ex-

cessively classical, or classical to an extreme or

exaggerated degree: as, an ultraclassical mu-
sical composition.
ultraconservatism (ul"tra-kon-s6r'va-tiztn), n.

Unreasonable conservatism; extreme opposi-
tion to innovation or change.
ultraconservative (ul'trS-kon-ser'va-tiv), a.

Conservative in the extreme."

ultracosmopolitan ( ul-trft-koz-mo-pol
'

i-tan),
a. Cosmopolitan in an extreme or offensive

degree. Aric Princeton Rev., I. 2.

ultracritical (ul-trji-krit'i-kal), a. Excessively
critical ; over-critical.

ultra-elliptic (ul'tra-e-lip'tik), a. Hyperellip-
tic.

ultrafashionable (ul-trfi-fash'on-a-bl), a.

Fashionable in the extreme; over-fashionable.

ultrafederalist (ul-tra-fod'e-ral-ist), w. In
r. .S. hint., an extreme federalist.

ultra-gaseous (ul-h-ji-gas'e-us), . See radiant

mutter, under radiant.

ultrage (nl'traj),. [< ML. H/bY/f/iK/H, < L. ultra.

beyoud: see outrage^,'] Outrage.
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ultraism (ul'trft-izm), n. [< ultra- + -ixm.~\ 1.

The principles of ultras, or men who advocate
extreme measures, as a radical reform, etc.

New Ktmhuid Sfnators and Representatives have, from
the very Idea of their ultrainn, little or no direct weight
in Congress. WeiuteU I'hiUipt, Speeches, etc., p. 844.

2. An extreme or radical statement or action.

We would also, in spite of some ultraiani in thought
and language, . . . recommend heartily the papers <jf hi.

Forbes. Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 98.

ultraist (ul'tni-ist), . [< ultra- + -ist.] An
ultra; an extremist.

ultramarine (ul'tra-ma-ren'), n. and a. [= Sp.
Pg. ultnimiirino, < L. ultra, beyond, + marinun,
marine.] I. n. 1. A beautiful natural blue pig-
ment, obtained from the mineral lapis lazuli, a

variety of haiiyne. This stone occurs in Siberia, Per-

sia, Tibet, and some other localities. (See liijiix lazuli, un-
der lapit.) Small golden specks of Iron pyrites are usually
scattered through It. To prepare the pigment, selected

pieces are heated, and cooled in water, producing disinte-

gration. The powder is then purifled by repeated wash-
ings, the several wash-waters depositing pigmenU of dif-

ferent depths of color, the gray powder known as ultra-

marine ash being the last and least valuable product I'l-

tnunarine is very permanent under all conditions, and is,

in color, the purest blue available. Its use is limited, how-
ever, by Its great cost, and also by the fact that artincial

ultramarine is practically as valuable. The color of both
natural and artificial ultramarine is a rather dark and in-

tensely chromatic violet blue. The natural ultramarine
Is only slightly violet, the artificial Is very much so. Also
called lazulite-blue.

2. Azure-stone Artificial ultramarine, the com-
mon ultramarine of commerce, prepared by grinding to-

gether a mixture of clay, carbonate of soda, sulphur, and
rosin : discovered about 1830 by the chemist Gmelin, and
now produced on a large scale In Germany, France, and
the United States. The mixture is heated in closed cru-
cibles in a furnace for several hours, and slowly cooled. A
greenish porous cake is the product. This is the green
ultramarine of commerce. The material is again pow-
dered and again subjected to calcination, when upon cool-

lug there results the proper blue color. It has never
been determined to what cause this color is due. Certain
variations in the proportion of the ingredients produce
violet-blue colors. Also French, Gvimet, new, and perma-
nent blue. Green ultramarine. See artificial ultrama-
rine, above. Native ultramarine. Same as def. 1.

Yellow ultramarine, barium chromate. See barium.

II. a. Situated or being beyond the sea.

The loss of the ultramarine colonies lightened the ex-

penses of France. Burke, State of the Nation.

Ultramarine ashes, the residuum of lapis lazuli after
the ultramarine has been extracted, used as a pigment by
some old masters as a middle or neutral tint for flesh,

skies, and draperies : It is a purer and tenderer gray
than that produced by mixture of more positive colors.
FairhoU. Ultramarine blue, sec L Ultramarine
green. 8ee^reil.

ultramicroscopic, ultramicroscopical (ul-trft-

mi-kro-skop'ik, -i-kal), a. Beyond the power of
a microscope to make visible ; too small to bo
seen with a microscope. Amer. Meteor. Jour.,
III. 131.

ultramontane (ul-tra-mon'tan), a. and n. [= F.
ultramontain = Sp. Pg. It. ultramoi>tano, <fNL.

'ultramontanu.?, < L. ultra, beyond, + montanun,
of or pertaining to a mountain, < mou(t-)s,
mountain. Cf. transmontane.] I. a. Being or

lying beyond the mountains; tramontane: op-
posed to eismontane.

Specifically (a) Lying or be-

longing to the north of the Alps, In reference to Italy : the
sense in which the epithet was originally used. Tramon-
tane is now more generally employed. (6) Lying to the
south of the Alps that is, beyond the mountains as re*

gards the countries to the north of the Alps ;
Italian : spe-

cifically, of or belonging to the Italian party in the Church
of Rome; holding the doctrines of ultramontanlBm.
Ultramontane party, In German politico, the Center
party, which opposes legislation supposed to be Inimical
to the Church of Rome.

II. n. One who resides beyond the moun-
tains; a foreigner. Specifically (a) Formerly, one
who resided north of the Alps ; hence, one who maintains
the rights of the northern churches, as the Galilean, in

opposition to the claims of universal supremacy put forth
for the popes ; one who is unfavorable to papal claims of

supremacy and infallibility.

He is an ultramontane, of which sort there hath been
none [no pope) these fifty years. Bacon, Obs. on a Libel.

To the petition of the Bannerets of Rome fora promo-
tion of Cardinals, he [Pope Urban VI.) openly avowed his

design to make so large a nomination that the Italians
should resume their ascendancy over the Ultramontane*.

Milman, Latin Christianity, xiii. 1.

CO One who resides south of the Alps, or who Identifies
himself with the Italian party In the Roman Catholic
Church, and maintains the doctrine of absolute papal su-

premacy. See ultramontaninn.

To the Ultramontane, holding that the temporal welfare
no less than the eternal salvation of men depends on sub-
mission to the Church, it is Incredible that Church-author-
ity has but a transitory value.

H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 299.

ultramontanism (id-trii-mon'ta-nizra), n. [=
F. ultrtimontaiiiume = Sp. Pg. ultramontanismo ;

as ultramontane + -i.?iw.] The doctrines of ul-

tramontanes; the views of that party in the
Church of Borne which places an absolute au-

Ulula

thority in matters of faith and discipline in the
hands of the Pope, in opposition to the views
of that parly which would place the national

churches, such as the Galilean, in partial inde-

pendence of the Roman curia, and make the

Pope subordinate to the statutes of an ecumen-
ical council. According to ultramontanUm, the Pope
Is superior to general councils, Independent of their de-

crees, and Is considered to be the source of all jurisdiction
In the church. The Vatican Council of 1H89-70 virtually
established the views of ultramontanism as dogmas of tin

Human Catholic Church.

ultramontanist (ul-tra-mon'td-nist >, . [< ul-

triiiii'iiitiiue + -int.'] One of the ultramontane

party; a promoter of ultramontanism.
ultramundane (ul-tra-mun'dan), a. [< L. ul-

tra, beyoud, + mundug, world: see mundane.}
1 . Being beyond the world, or beyond the limits
of the solar system : as, ultramundane spaces.
Boyle, Works, V. 140.

These atoms [all atoms In space] he [Le SageJ calls tiltra-

mundane corpuscles, because he conceives them to come
in all directions from regions far beyond that part of the
system of the world which is in any way known to us.

Kneye. Brit., III. 46.

2. Being beyond this world, or the physical
sphere of existence.

ultranominalistic (ul-tr&-uom'i-ua-lis'tik), a.

Maintaining that nothing is real but individual

substances, and that all resemblances and other
relations are words, and nothing more.

ultrapartizan (ul-tril-par'ti-zan), a. Partizan
in the extreme; offensively partizan.
ultra-Pauline (ul-tra-pa'lm), a. Excessively
Pauline; rigidly attached to the doctrines of
the apostle Paul. The Congregationalist. June
28, 1883.

ultra-Protestant (ul-tril-prot'es-tant), a.
Protestant in the extreme.
ultra-Protestantism (ul-tra-prot'es-tan-tizm),
n. Ultra-Protestant doctrines or methods.
A spirit of nlini 1'ri.in.inniitin mingled with and became

an animating principle of the opposition which was raised

against his [James II. 'sj assaults upon the constitution.
Sir E. Creaiy, Eng. Const, p. 276.

ultra-red (ul'tra-red), a. Beyond the red: used
of the invisible heat-rays, less refrangible than
those forming the lower or red part of the spec-
trum, more commonly called the infra-red rays.
See spectrum.

Ultra-religious (ul*tra-re-lij'us), a. Religious
in the extreme ; excessively religious.

They were all prophetical, Torylsh, ultra rtliyiout.

Cartyle, fn Fronde (First Forty Years), 1L Till

Ultra-sensual (ul-trii-sen'su-al), a. Above or

beyond the sensual. Carlyle, in Fronde (First

Forty Years), II. xvi.

ultra-violet (ul'tra-vi'o-let), a. Beyond the
violet: used of the invisible rays of the spec-
trum which are more refrangible than the vio-

let, and consequently lie beyond them. See
spectrum.
Ultra vires (ul'tra vi'rez). [L. : ultra, beyond
(see ultra-); rires, ace. pi. of vis, strength,
power: see vim.] Beyond one's power; spe-
cifically, beyond the legal or constitutional

power of a person, court, or corporation, in the
law of corporations an act is said to be ultra mret(a)
when it is not within the scope of the powers of thecor-
poration to perform it under any circumstances or for any
purpose; or (b) with reference to the rights of members,
when the corporation is not authorized to perform it

without their consent ; or (e) with reference to some spe-
cific purpose, when It Is not authorized to perform It for
that

purpose.
ultra-VirtUOUS (ul-trS-ver'tu-us), a. Pharisaic.

An ultra virtuous Irish Barney.
George Eliot, Silly Novels by Lady Novelists.

ultra-zodiacal (ul'trii-zo-di'a-kiil),<7. Passing
beyond the zodiac. Ultra-KHliacal planet, one of
the planetoids between the orbits of Mars and Jupiter : so
called because most of them have orbits much inclined to
the ecliptic.

Ultromotivity (ul'tro-mp-tiv'i-ti), . [< L. ultra

(see ultroneous) + motivity.] Capability of

spontaneous movement.
ultroneous (ul-tro'ne-us), a. [< LL. ultroneus, of
one's own accord, voluntary, < L. ultra, sponta-
neously, on his, their, etc., part, lit. on the other

side, beyond, further, abl. neut. of ulter. < ulter,

being on the other side: see ultra-, ulterior.']

Spontaneous; voluntary. Jer. Taylor Ultro-
neouB witness, in Scat* law, a witness who offers his

testimony without being regularly cited.

ultroneously (ul-tro'ne-us-li), adr. In an ul-

troneous manner; of one's own free will. Sir
II'. lliiini/ton.

ultroneousness (ul-tro'ne-us-nes). n. The
character of being ultroneous; spontaneity.
Ulula (u'lu-lii), H. [NL. (Cuvier. 1817, after

Barrere, 1745'), < L. uluJa, a screech-owl.] 1.



Ulula

A genus of hoot-owls. It has been variously
applied, but is now usually regarded as a syn-
onym of Sijrnium. Compare ullet. See cut un-
der hawk-oicl. 2. A genus of neuropterous in-

sects, litimbtir, 1842.

ululant (ul'u-lant), a. [< L. ulula(t-)s, ppr.
of ulu hire, howl', yell: see ululate.] Ululating;
howling; hooting or screeching, as an owl.

ululate (ul'u-lat), ('. .
; pret. and pp. ululated,

ppr. ululalinf/. [X L. ululatiis, pp. of ululare

(> It. ululare, viola-re = Sp. Pg. iilular), howl,
screech: see owl.'] 1. To howl, as a dog or a
wolf. Sir T. Herbert, Travels, p. 113. 2. To
hoot or screech, as an owl.

ululation (ul-u-la'shon), . [< L. ululatio(n-), a

howling, a wailing, < ululare, howl : see ululate.']
A howling, as of the wolf or dog; a wailing.

It a temporal loss fall on us, we entertain It with ulula-
tiom and tears. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 415. (Danes.)

There sighs, complaints, and uhilatioiw loud
Resounded through the air.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, lit. 22.

Ululinae (u-lu-li'ne), . pi [NL., < riula +
-iiiae.] A subfamily of Strigidae, containing
owls of the genus Ulxla and some others.

Ulva (ul'va), n. [NL., < L. ulna, sedge.] A
genus of algse, typical of the order I'tvaeese,

having a flat membranaceous bright-green
frond. U. latlssima and l\ Lactuca are some-
times eaten. See green larer (under farm-2 ), sea-
lettuce (under lettuce), and Enteromorplia.
Ulvaceae (ul-va'se-e), n. pi. [NL., < Ulra +
-acese.~] A small 'order of fresh- or brackish-
water algse of uncertain systematic position,
but usually placed with the Floridex. They have
a flat or tubular frond of a bright-green color, composed
of either one or two layers of cells. Propagation is by
means of zob'gonidia.

ulvaceous (ul-va'shius), o. In bot., resembling
or belonging to Viva or the Ulvacese.

ulwan (ul'wan), n. [E. Ind.] Plain cloth of
the shawl-wool of cashmere, such as is seen in
the plain center of embroidered India shawls.

ulyie, Ulzie (ul'ye), .. Scotch forms of oil.

Scott, Pirate, xvii.

um-. [< ME. um-, umbe-, embe-, < AS. ymb-, ymbe-,
embe-, prefix, ymbe, ymb, prep., around, about, =
OS. umbi = OFries. um = D. om- = MLG. -

= OHG. umbi, umpi, umbe, MHG. umbe, G. um =
Icel. umb, um = Sw. Dan. om, around, about,= L. ambi- = Gr. a/i<j>i- = Skt. abhi, against,
about, also used as a prefix : see ambi-, ampin-,
etc. This prefix exists, unrecognized, in ember%
as used in comp. ember-days: see embcr%.~\ A
prefix of Anglo-Saxon and Scandinavian origin,
meaning 'around, about,' cognate with ambi-
and antphi-. It was formerly common, but is

now wholly obsolete, except in a few Scotch
words.

umbart, . Same as umber1
, 4.

urnbe, prep. [ME., also embe, < AS. ymbe, ymb,
around, about: see urn-.] Around: about;
after. [Obsolete except in dialectal use in

composition.]
To speke so embe nost.
Early English Poems and Lives nf Saints (ed. Furnivall),

[xix. 164.

[Theyl hade meruell full mekull of that mayne place,
Of the walk's that wroght were wondurly faire,
With high toures full ton-it all the toun rnnbe..

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X 1. 4956.

umbecast (um'be-kast), . ;'. To cast about;
make a circuit.

The hound came fast after, and umbecast about, for she
had lost the perfect fewt of the hind.

Sir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthur, III. cxxiv.

umbel (um'bel), n. [= P. ombclle = Sp. um-
bela = Pg. It. nmbella, < NL. umbella, an umbel, <
L. umbella, a sunshade, parasol, umbrella, dim.
of umbra, a shade, shadow : see umbra."] 1. An
inflorescence consisting of a number of flower-
stalks or pedicels, nearly equal in length,
spreading from a common center, their sum-
mits forming a level, convex, or even globose
surface, more rarely a concave one, as in the
carrot. See cuts under inflorescence, Thapsia,
and (EnantJie.2. In zool., an umbelliform tuft,
cluster, or group of parts, as of polypites borne
upon a polypidom. See cut under Umbellularia.
Compound, simple umbel. See the adjectives.

Universal umbel, in hot., a primary or general umbel
the first or largest set of rays in a compound umbel : op-
posed to partial umbel. A universal involucre is not in-
frequently placed at the foot of a universal umbel
umbella (um-bel'a), )i.

; pi. umbeUa (-*,). [NL. :

see umbel.'] In bot.. an umbel.
umbellal(um'be-lal),a. [< umbella + -al,] In
bot. and zool., same as umbellate; specifically,
in bot., of or pertaining to the cohort I'mbel-
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Umbellales (um-be-la'lez), ti.pl. [NIj. (Lind-
ley, 1833), < umbella, urnbel: see umbel.'] A co-
hort of polypetalous plants, of the series Cttlyci-

Jlnne. It is characterized by an inferior ovary, crowned
with a disk with distinct or partly divided styles, and
with the ovules solitary and pendulous in their cells. It
includes the a orders Umbflliferte, Araliacefe, and Corna-
cefe, the parsley, ginseng, and dogwood families.

umbellar (um'be-lar), a. [< umbella + -r/r3.]
In bot. and goal., same as umbellate.

umbellate (um'be-lat), . [= It. umbellato, <

NL. *
umbellatus, < umbella, umbel: see umbel.}

1. In bot., bearing umbels; arranged in um-
bels; umbel-like: as, umbellate plants, flowers,
or clusters. 2. In zool., having an umbel, as
a polyp; umbelliferous; having the shape of
an umbel

;
umbelliform.

umbellated (um'be-la-ted), a. [< umbelltiti- +
-etZ2.] In bot. and eob'l., same as umbellate.

umbellately (mn'be-lat-li), aclr. In an urn-
bellate manner. De Bary, Fungi (trans.),

p. 153.

umbellet (um'be-let), n. [< umbel, umbella, +
-et.} A little or partial umbel ;

an umbel formed
at the end of one of the primary rays of a com-
pound umbel; an umbellule. See cut under

Osmorrjii:a.
umbellifer (um-bel'i-fer), n. [< NL. umbellifer:
see umbelliferous."] In bot.. a plant of the or-
der Umbelliferse.
Umbellifer'ae (um-be-lif'e-re), u.pl. [NL. (A. L.
do Jussieu, 1789), fern. pi. (sc. L. plantee, plants)
of umbellifer : see umbelliferous.] An order of

plants, of the cohort Umbellalex, known as the

parsley family, it is distinguished by a two-celled
ovary forming in fruit a cremocarp consisting commonly
of two dry one-celled and one-seeded mericarps or achenes,
separating from each other at maturity, and hanging from
the top of a slender axis or carpophore. It Includes about
179 genera with about 1,400 species, classed in 9 tribes,
of which Hydrocotyle, Mulinum, Sanicula, Echinnphnra,
Ammi, Seseli, Peucedanum, Caucalis,&nd Laserpitium are
the types. They are natives chiefly of north temperate
regions, especially numerous in Europe and Asia, reach-
ing the arctic zone and mountains within the tropics, also
numerous in the temperate parts of South America, South
Africa, Australia, and New Zealand. Host of the species
are herbs with dissected alternate leaves of many ternate
or pinnate leaflets, the petiole commonly dilated into a

sheathing base. The flowers are small, usually white or

yellow, and borne in simple or compound umbels, gener-
ally furnished with a row of narrow bracts forming an
involucre or involucel. Each flower consists commonly
of five small imbricated petals, as many stamens inflexed
in the bud, and an ovary crowned with an epigynous two-
lobed disk which rises into two conical stylopodia, each
tipped with a distinct filiform style. The fruit is com-
monly traversed by canals (oil-tubes or mttse) filled with
a liquid or gummy oil of a highly penetrating and char-
acteristic odor. The genera resemble one another closely,
and are distinguished mainly by the ridges, the oil-tubes,
and the commissure or inner face of the fruit ; each carpel
bears five primary ridges (juga), and frequently also five
intermediate secondary ones, the channels (mlleculie) be-
tween them often containing oil-tubes. Many are pro-
terogynous, or mature their pistils earlier than the sta-

mens, thus securing cross-fertilization. The order is one
of strongly marked properties ; many umbelliferous plants
contain a poisonous, acrid, watery liquid, especially the
hemlock (see also Conium, Cicuta, QSnanthe, and jEthusa).
Many species yield stimulating gum-resins, as asafetida,
asadulcis, galbanum, opopanax, and gum ammoniacum
(see also Ferula, Thapsia, and Laserpitium). Others con-
tain a carminative aromatic oil, and furnish condiments,
as anise, dill, caraway, coriander, and cumin. From an-
other group these principles are nearly absent, and the
stem or leaf becomes edible, as parsley, celery, and sam-
phire, or the root, as the carrot, parsnip, and skirret.
Others are of great medicinal repute, as fennel and spe-
cies of Erynyium and Archangelica. The order is re-
markable for its little resemblance or close relationship
to any other except the Araliaceas, which are, however,
readily distinguished by their usually fleshy fruit, often
of more than two carpels. Perhaps no other order is so
free from variation or from exceptional forms, although
In a few genera the characteristic habit is greatly dis-
guised as in Eryngimn, where the umbels are replaced
by compact heads; Hydrocotyle, with roundish undivided
leaves ; and Xanthosia, with broad and showy white invo-
lucres.

umbelliferous (um-be-lif'e-rus), a. [< NL. um-
bellifer, bearing an umbel, < umbella, umbel, +
L. ferre = E. feeoj-l.] In bot., bearing an umbel
or umbels

;
of or pertaining to the Umbelliferx :

as, an umbelliferous genus.
umbelliform '(um-bel'i-form), a. [< NL. um-
bella, umbel, + L. forma, form.] Forming an
umbel, or having its form.
Umbellularia (um-bel-u-la'ri-a), n. [NL.
(Xees, 1836), from the umbellate flowers: < um-
bellate, a little umbel: see umbellule.~\ 1. A
genus of apetalous trees, of the order Lauriiies?
and tribe Litseacese. It is distinguished from Litsea
(the type) by extrorse anthers in the fourth row, and forms,
in its stamens, a connecting-link to the other chief tribe,
Perseaceee. The principal species, U. Califarnica, the spice-
tree (which see), mountain-laurel, or California!! bay-tree,
is a tall smooth Californian tree, reduced southward and
in the mountains to a small shrub. It bears alternate
veiny and odorous evergreen leaves, ami numerous short-
pedicelled yellowish-green flowers, each umbel at first in-

nbeltularia
dim.

umberer
eluded in a caducous globose involucre, and followed by
one or two roundish dark-purple drupes. A second spe-
cies occurs in
Mexico.

2. In zool., a

genus of deep-
sea alcyona-
riiin polyps,
having the po-
lypites clus-

tered in an um-
bel on top of

the polypidom,
and a long
slender stalk
somewhat bul-
bous at the

base, as in

V. encrinus or

U.grcenlandiea.
/.iniiarek, 1801.

umbellulate (um-bel'u-lat), . [<
NL. "timbellidi/tiifi, < *i(nibellii/n, an
umbellule: see umbellule.} In
hot., provided with or arranged in
umbellules or urabellets.

umbellule (um-bel'iil), . [< NL. "iimbellitla,
dim. of iimbelhi, umbel: see umbel.'] A partial
umbel

;
an umbellet. See umbel.

umber1 (um'ber), . [Also umbre, formerly also
omber (def. 2); < ME. umber, < OF. (and F.)
ombre, shade, shadow, umber (fish), = Sp. um-
bra, umbla, umber (fish), = It. umbra, shade, <

L. umbra, shade, shadow, a fish so called : see

umbra.'] 1. Shade.

Or floures sweete of vyne or other tree
In umber dried may reserved be.

Palladiits, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. IDs.

2. A fish, the grayling. See Thymalhis.
Salvian takes him [the grayling) to be called f/mierfrom

his swift swimming, or gliding out of sight more like a
shadow or a ghost than a fish.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 121.

3. The umber-bird. 4f. Same as timbrel, 3.

umber2 (um'ber), n. and a. [Formerly also

umbre, ombre, oumber; < F. ombre (= It. om-
bra), umber (short for terre (fombre) (= It. terra
<li ombra = Pg. terra de ombria), umber, lit.

'shade-earth' (cf. Sp. sombra de Venecia, Ve-
netian umber; tierra de sombras, umbra), <

L. umbra, shade, shadow: see umber1
.'] I. H.

A natural pigment somewhat resembling an
ocher, but darker and browner, due to the pres-
ence of oxid of manganese. It probably originally
came from Umbria in Italy, but now the best varieties
come from Cyprus. The natural earth is called raw um-
ber. When it is heated to almost a red heat in a fur-

nace, the brown hydrated oxid of iron is changed into
the red oxid of iron, and the pigment becomes redder and
deeper in color, and is called burnt umber. Both these
umbers are very important colors, both for artists and in

house-painting. They are permanent, pure in tone, and
of great service in making various tints.

Ill put myself in poor and mean attire,
And with a kind of umber smirch my face.

S/ialc., As you Like it, i. 3. 114.

These figures are (at least) as big as the life
; they are

donne only with umber and shell gold, and the shadowed
umbre, as in the pictures of the gods on the dores of Veru-
lam-house. Aubrey, Lives, Francis Bacon.

Burnt umber. See def. Raw umber, a highly chro-
matic but very dark yellow color, like that of the pigment
so called. Owing to the small luminosity, it appears green-
ish, or tending slightly toward olive ; but under high il-

lumination it is seen to incline a little toward orange.
Its luminosity is about one fourth that of bright chrome-
yellow.

II. n. Of a brown color; dark; dusky.
The umber shade

That hides the blush of waking day.
J. S. Drake, Culprit Fay, xxxii.

umber2
(um'ber), v. t. [< umbei, .] To color

with umber, or as with umber; shade or darken.
Red-ochre rascals umbered with soot and bacon as the

English gipsies are. Middleton, Spanish Gypsy, ii. 1.

Thy dark cloud, with umber'd lower,
That hung o'er cliff, and lake, and tower.

Scott, Mannion, v., Int.

I thought the umbered meerschaum was dearly bought
at the cost of a brain enfeebled and a will enslaved.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, v.

umber-bird (um'ber-berd), n. The shadow-
bird, umber, or umbrette, Scopus umbretta, an
African altricial grallatorial bird allied both to
the storks and to the herons, about as large as
the night-heron. It is somber-colored, of a dusky
brown, with an occipital crest, lives in the woods, and
builds a huge domed nest in trees, in which it lays from
three to five white eggs. See cut under Scopus.
umberer (um'ber-er), u. The vizor of a helmet.

And then Sir Lamorake kneeled downe and unlaced first
his iimberere and then his owne; and then either kissed
other with weeping teares.

Hir T. Malory, Morte d'Arthur, II. xli.



umbery

umbery (um'bi-r-i), a. [< umber- + -y
1
.] Of

or pertaining to umber; of the color of umber;
dkrk-brown ; dark; dusky.
umbilic (um-l>il'ik), n. and a. [< L. umbilirux:
see umbilici!*.] I. n. In yeom., a point of a sur-
face where Hut radii of curvature are all equal,
and u sphere osculates the surface. ThiMmmixT
of umbllics, real anil imaidnai'y, '"< a surface of the nth
ordi-r, U >i(10;i2 28tt -I 2-J). With the older geometrical
writers, ;iu umbilicus is a focus ; anil an umbilic in the
iii'i'lnn hr'ii-i is :m:il<<^iis t't a focus. Conical ""ifrlUfl,
u conical p'.int of a surface.

II. a. Same us umbilical.

Umbilical (um-bil'i-kal), a. [= F. nmhilirnl =
S|>. ly. umbilical = li. umbilieale, < NL. *um-
biliculis (cf. \Ai. umbilicnrix: see uniliilifiir), < L.

nmbilicnK, navel: see umhilii'iix.] 1. Of or per-
taining to the umbilicus; umbilic; oraphalic.

2. Formed or placed like a navel; navel-

shaped; central.

The Chapter-house is large, supported as to its arched
roof by one umbilical pillar.

Defoe, Tour through Great Britain, IL 386. (Danes.)

3. Connected through the female Hue of de-
scent.

Tin' point Is Interesting, as It relates to the direct lineal
ancestress in the female line, or what is sometimes termed
umbilical or uterine ancestress, of Queen Victoria.

N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 493.

Umbilical arteries, the continuation of the hypogastric
arteries In the fetus from the umbilicus to the placenta,
forming, with the umbilical vein, the most essential part
of the umbilical cord. These arteries convey venous blood
from the fetus to be oxygenated In the placenta. See
urachtf. Umbilical cord, (a) In anat. See cor(ii.and
cut under uterus, (b) In hot., same as /utricle, 4. Um-
bilical fissure, hernia, notch. .See the nouns. Um-
bilical perforation, tin- large open umbilicus of certain

cephalopoda, as the nautilolds. Umbilical points, in

ma'h., same as/oci. See focus. Umbilical region. See
abdominal regions, under abdominal. Umbilical ling,
the fibrous circumference of the navel, through which
hernin may protrude. Umbilical sac. Same as umbili-
cal vesicle. Umbilical veins (paired at first, usually only
one of them persistent), the veins communicating between
the placenta and the fetus, along the navel-string, and with-
in the body of the fetus thence to the liver and venn porto
and ductus venosus, and consequently between the pla-
centa and general venous system of the fetus. They con-
vey arteriali/ed blood from the placenta to the fetus

;
at

birth they are partly cast off with the navel-string, partly
degenerate into the round ligament of the liver. Umbili-
cal vesicle. See renicle. Umbilical vessels, in anat.

,

the umbilical arteries and vein or veins : chiefly allantoic
structures, to be distinguished from the omphalomeseraic
vessels of the umbilical vesicle. See cute under embryo
and uterus.

umbilicar (um-bil'i-kar), n. [< LL. umbilicariti,

pertaining to the navel, < L. umbilicus, navel :

see umbilic and umbilicus.'] In math., of or per-
taining to an umbilic Umbilicar focal conic.
See focal . Umbllicar focus, a focus having a real plane
of contact.

Umbilicaria (um-bil-i-ka'ri-a), n. [NL. (Hoff-
man), < LL. umbilicariit, umbilical: see umbili-

car.'] A genus of gymnocarpous lichens, giving
name to the family Cmbilicariei, natives of tem-
perate and arctic regions. In times of scarcity some
of the arctic species are used as food, as U. arctica, the so-
called famine-bread. See lichen, 1.

Umbilicariei (um-bil'i-ka-ri'e-i), n. pi. [NL., <

rmbiliearia.] A family of gymnocarpous par-
meliaceous lichens, having a horizontal foli-

aceous blackish-brown coriaceous thallus at-

tached to the substratum at a single point.
umbilicate (um-bil'i-kat), a. [< L. umbilicatus,

navel-shaped, < umbilicus, navel : see umbilicus.]
1. Shaped like a navel ; resembling a navel, as

being round and depressed or concave, or as

being focal or central, as some pit or depres-
sion; umbilicated; umbiliform. 2. Having
an umbilicus or umbilicated formation, as a
shell or a feather, or marks of the sculpture of
an insect ; pitted, as a pustule.
umbilicated (um-bU'i-ka-ted), . [< umbilicate
+ -<W2 .] Sumo as iimliiliciitr,

umbilication (um-bil-i-ka'sbon), . [< umbili-
cate + -ion.] A central navel-like depression,
like that seen in vesicles of vaccinia or of small-

pox; also, the condition of having such a de-

pression.
umbilicular (um-bi-lik'u-Mr), a. [Appar. in-

tended for iiHibilirni; < ~L\j."nmbilicaris, pertain-
ing to the navel: see umbilicar.] Of or per-
taining to the navel; hence, intensely intro-

spective, in allusion to Indian mystics alleged
to attain great sanctity by continuous contem-
plation of the navel.

This change in tone . . . I attribute to a great extent to
the new vistas opened up by the school of evolutionists,
anil by the writers who have drawn attention on* mere um
bilicular contemplation, such as Morris. Knssetti. and
Swinburne. Pup. Sri. Mo., XXII. 513.

umbilicus (um-bi-li'kus), n.
; pi. umbilici (-si).

[== F. oiiibilic (also ii'iiiibril) = Sp. ombligo =
Pg. embiijo = K. umbilii-ii. < L. umbilicus, navel.

a. Umbilicus of

nail (tltlix

Jaftcida).
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akin to Or. iift<pa/.6r, navel : see natel, and cf .

iiiimbleg.] 1. In (unit. andro7., the more or less

nearly central point in the walls of the abdomen
where the yolk-bag or umbilical vesicle of tin-

embryo hangs, or where the navel-string or
umbilical cord enters the belly ;

the navel
;

the omphalos, with the absorption of the yolk-bag
or the casting off of the navel-string, the umbilicus re-

mains as a characteristic mark or scar. In man it Is a
little round pit or depression. Its center being hollowed
In by the traction of the umbilical vessels Inside the belly,
as these degenerate Into nbrous cords passing to the liver
and to the bladder, forming the round ligament of the
former and the urachus of the latter vlscus.

Hence 2. Some navel-like formation; some
circumscribed depression or elevation ;

a sort
of button, or a place in which a button might
fit: when elevated instead of depressed, oftener
called limbo. Specifically- (a) In conch.

,
a circular and

more or less centric pit or hollow of the body-whorl of a spi-
ral shell ; an umbilicated formation. It Is

well shown in the figure of the snail here-
with. (6) In ornith. : (1) The little pit
or depression on the scape of a feather,
at the junction of the rachls and calamus,
where the vanes begin to grow. (2) The
contracted opening at that end of a
feather which is inserted into the skin.
These are also known as the superior um-
bilicus and inferior umbilicii* respective-
ly, the former being at the top and the lat-

ter at the bottom of the calamus.

3. In hot. : (of) [cap.] An old generic name
(A. P. de Candolle, 1801) for the navelwort,
Cotyledon Umbilicus, (ft) The part of a seed
by which it is attached to the placenta; the
hiliim. See cut under hilum. (c) A depression
or an elevation about the center of a given sur-
face. Henslow. 4. In antiq., an ornamented
or painted ball or boss fastened upon each end
of the stick on which manuscripts were rolled.

6. In geom., a term used by the older geome-
ters as synonymous with focus; in modern
works, a point in a surface through which all

lines of curvature pass. 6. The raised cen-
tral boss of a large plateau or dish, often made
to fit the hollow foot of the ewer which stands

upon it and forms one design with the dish.

umbiliferous (um-bi-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. umbi-

li(cus), the navel, + ferre = E. bear 1
.] Having

an umbilicus or navel-like formation.
umbiliform (um'bi-H-fdrm), a. [< L. umbili-

(cu#), the navel, + forma, form.] Having the
form or aspect of the umbilicus; like a navel.
umblet (um'bl), . An old spelling of humble3 .

Religioun umble and trewe also.

Rom. of the Kose, 1. 6154.

Umble-pie (um'bl-pi), . Same as humble-pie.
umblest, >t.l>l. The entrails of a deer: same as
numbles.
This day I had a whole doe sent me by Mr. Hozier, which

Is a fine present, and 1 had the umbles of ft for dinner.
Pepys, Diary, III. 301.

umbo (um'bo), .; pi. umbones (um-bo'nez).
[NL., < L. umbo(n-), the boss of a shield, any
boss, knob, projection, also poet, a shield; akin
to Or. &ufiuv, a boss, elevation, pulpit (see am-

bo), and to L. umbilicus,
Gr. 6//^a/lof ,

navel : see um-
bilicus.] 1. The boss of
a shield, central in the
case of a circular shield.
The umbowas sometimes hollow,
convex toward the outer side and
within allowing the hand to pass
Into theliollow andgrasp a trans-
verse bar ; this form occurs es-

pecially in small round shields

(see buckler): sometimes the um-
bo terminated in a spike which
was a formidable weapon of of-

fense.

2. A boss or knob. (a)In(xrf.,
the knob in the center of the pi-
leus or cap of an agaricoid fun-

gus, (ft) In zool., a small circum-
scribed protuberance or convex
umbilicus ; a button-like forma-
tion. Specifically (l)IneoncA.,
the beak of a bivalve shell ; the

protuberance of each valve above the hinge. The umbo
represents the apex of a conofdal figure, and Is usually a
mere protuberance; sometimes, however, it Is greatly
prolonged Into a kind of horn, which may even be twisted
or spirally turned. See i-uts under dimyarian, Plicatula,
and MytUitit. (2) In echiuoderms, a pore-plate: one of
the little elevated ambulacral plates or pieces which are

perforated for the passage of pedicels or tube-feet See cut
under ambulacntm. (8) In entom., one of certain movable
bosses, each surmounted by a spine, on the prothorax
of some beetles, as of the genus Macropus, of Acrocinus
lonffimanus, etc. Kirby and Spence. (c) In anat.. a promi-
nence of the tympanic membrane, or drum of the ear, at
the point where the handle of the malleus Is attached,

umbonal (um'bo-nal), a. [< L. umbo(n-), a boss,
knob, + -(?/.] 'Protuberant, like a knob, boss,
or nmbo ; umbonic

;
umbonate : as, an umbonal

formation Umbonal area or region, in conch., a part

umbrage
of each valve of a hi valve toward the uml>oaml within tin 1

pallia! line ; that part of the shell which Is delimited by
the mantle-margin.

umbonate (uin'bo-niit), n. [< XL. *umbonatug,<
\j. iiinlHi(n-), a boss, knob.] 1. Having a boss or

umbo, as a shield or dink of any sort. 2. In
'i'iL: (a) Formed into an umbo, a boss, or a

knob; button-like; umbonal; umbonic. (6)

Having an umbo, as a shell
; bearing umbones

of this or that kind; umbonated: as, both valves

strongly umbonate. 3. In hot., bearing an umbo
or boss in the center, as the pileus of many
species of Atiarii-Hx.

umbonated (uin'bo-na-ted), a. [< umbonate +
-<-(P.] Same as umboimti:

umbonation (um-bo-na'shon), n. [< umlm-
uutr + -ion.] The formation of an umbo; an
umbo.

Simple or forked spines, hair-like processes, umbmta-
Kont, etc. //. C. Wood, Fresh- Water Algoc, p. 101.

umbones, M. Plural of umbo.
umbonic (um-bon'ik), a. (XL. umbo(u-), a boss,
knob, -f -ic.] Of or pertaining to an umbo;
umbonal. Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 406.

umbonulate (um-bon'u-lt), a. [< NL. "umbo-
nulux. dim. of L. umbo(n-), a boss, knob: see

umbo.] In hot., terminated by a very small boss
or umbo.
umbra 1 (um'brS), .

; pi.
umbree (-bre). [NL.,

< L. umbra, shade, shadow : see umberi, umber2 .

Hence ult. umbel, umbrel, umbrella, umbrere,
/ii'iiuinbra, adumbrate, etc.] 1. A shadow or
shade. Specifically, In astron. : (a) The total shadow of
the earth or moon In an eclipse ; the dark cone piojected
from a planet or satellite on the side opposite to the sun.
See penumbra (with cut). (6) The dark central part of a

sun-spot,
which is surrounded by a brighter annular part

called the penumbra. See cut under sun-spot.

2. Among the Romans, one who went to a feast

merely at the solicitation of one invited : so
called because he followed the guest as a
shadow. 3. In nig., a symbol which, when
paired with another, makes the symbol of a

quantity. See untbral notation, under umbral.
Umbra recta, twelve times the cotangent of an angle ;

umbra versa, twelve times the tangent of an angle.
These terms are derived from dialing, and refer to two
scales upon an astrolabe.

Umbra2 (um'bra), H. [NL. (Gronovius; Cuvier
and Valenciennes, 1846), < L. umbra, a fish, the
umber: see umber1

.] 1. The only genus of Vm-
bridie; the mud-minnows. See minnow- 2 (c),

<. Umbo on Kondache
Shield of the Carlovingian
period. (From Viollet.le-
Duc's "Diet, du Mobilier

francais.")

and Umbridee. There are two species, respec-
tively of Europe and North America, I', kra-
meri and I', limi. 2. [/. <.] A scitenoid fish,
/ 'mbrina cirrosa ; the umbrine. See cut under
I'mbrina.

unbraced (um'brast), a. [Appar. an error for
or misreading of vambraced.] In her., same as
raiitbraced.

umbraclet (um'bra-kl), n. [< L. umbraculum,
anything that furnishes shade, a shade, shady
place, umbrella, dim. of umbra, shade: see um-
bra.] A shade ; umbrage.

That Tree (that SoDll-refreshlng umbrade
Together with ouralnne) His Shoulders teares.

Danes, Holy Roode, p. IS.

umbracula, . Plural of umbraculum.
umbraculate (um-brak'u-lat), a. [< NL. "um-
braculatus, < L. umbraculum, umbrella: see um-
bracle.] In entom., noting the head when near-

ly covered by a frontal process which falls over
the face and eyes, shading it like an umbrella,
as in a few Orthoptera.
umbraculiferous (um-brak-u-lif'e-rus), a. [<
L. umbrafiiltini, umbrella, + ferre = E. bear1 .]
In bot., bearing an organ or part in the form of
an expanded umbrella. See cut under pitcher-
/ilitnt.

umbraculiform (um-brak'u-li-form), . K L.

Hiitbrafiilum, umbrella, + forma, form.] Hav-
ing the general form of an umbrella, as a mush-
room. See cut under Aijarieux.
umbraculum (um-brak'u-lum), .; pi. tiiiibracti-

la(-\&). [NL., < L. umbraculiim. umbrella: see

umbrade.] In l>ot., any one of certain umbrel-
la-shaped appendages. See cut under pitcher-
jilnnt.

umbrae, . Plural of umbra.

umbrage (um'braj), . [< F. ombriiije, shade,
shadow, < L. umbraticua, of or pertaining to

shade, being in retirement, < umbra, shade,



umbrage
shadow: see umbra, timber1

.] 1. Shade; a

shadow; obscurity.
We are past the twilights of conversion, and the um-

brages of the world, and walk in the light of God.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 841.

His [Wordsworth's] angels and fiends are human
thoughts and feelings, and he can awake them at will

from the umbrage of the old Rydal woods.
Noctes Ambrosianx, April, 1832.

2. That which affords a shade
; specifically, a

screen of trees or foliage.
The linnets warble, captive none, but lur'd

By food to haunt the umbrage ; all the glade
Is life, is music, liberty, and love.

W. Mason, English Garden, iv.

Into trackless forest set

With trees, whose lofty umbrage met.

Wordsworth, Tour in Scotland (1814), The Brownie's Cell.

3. A slight appearance; an apparition; a
shade.

Some of them being umbrages . . . rather than reali-

ties. Fuller, Holy War, v. 26. (Encyc. Diet.)

A penitent is not taken with umbrages and appearances,
nor quits a real good for an imaginary.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 183.

The opinion carries no show of truth nor umbrage of rea-

son on its side. Woodward.

4. The feeling of being overshadowed, as by
another standing in one's light or way ; hence,
suspicion of slight or injury ;

offense
;
resent-

ment.

I say, just fear, . . . not out of umbrages, light jealous-
ies, apprehensions afar off, but out of clear foresight of
imminent danger. Bacon, Wai1 with Spain.
So they parted for that time without the least Umbrage

of Discontent, nor do I hear of any engendered since.

Howell, Letters, I. ill. 23.

The Persian ambassador . . . did not care to see any
Franks, the port being very suspicious, and the minister
very wisely avoided giving umbrage without any reason.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 100.

No part of Henry's conduct gave such umbrage to his
nobles as the facility with which he resigned himself to
the control of favorites. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 3.

= Syn,4. See pique? and animosity.

umbrage (um'braj), v. t.
; pret. and pp. um-

braged, ppr. umbraging. [* umbrage, n.] To
shade.
A ridge or hillock heavily umbraged with the rounded

foliage of evergreen oaks. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 733.

umbrageous (um-bra'jius), a. [Formerly also

umbragious; < F. ombrageux, shady, < ombrage,
shade : see umbrage."] 1 . Forming or affording
a shade; shading; shady.
Consider but the rudiment of a tall and umbrageous tree,

from so minute a seed as may be borne away by every
blast. Evelyn, True Religion, I. 29.

Ash far-stretching his umbrageous arm.

Confer, Task, i. 311.

Do they play as formerly with thy crisp glossy curls, so
delicate and umbrageous ?

Landor, Imag. Conv., Alcibiades and Xenophon.
2. Shaded; shady: as, an umbrageous glen.

Umbrageous grots and caves
Of cool recess. Milton, P. L., iv. 267.

3f. Obscure
; doubtful, as if from being dark-

ened or shaded; hence, suspicious; "rather
shady."
In the present constitution of the Court (which Is very

ombrageous). Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiaj.

4f. Apt or disposed to take offense
; taking um-

brage.
umbrageously (um-bra'jius-li), adv. In an
umbrageous manner.
umbrageousness (um-bra'jius-nes), . The
state or quality of being umbrageous; shadi-
ness : as, the umbrageousness of a tree.

Umbraidt (urn-brad'), v. t. [ME. mnbrayden, um-
breyden; < urn- + braidi. Cf. upbraid.'] To up-
braid.

Whan she of his falsenesse him umbreyde.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1671.

I umbrayde one, I cast one in the tethe of an offence
that he hath done. . . . What though he have done a
mysse, it was nat thy parte to umbrayde hym.

Palsgrave, p. 766.

umbraidt, Strife; contention. Halliwell.
umbral (um'bral), a. [< umbra + -al.J Per-
taining to an umbra.- umbral notation, a nota-
tion for determinants invented by the French mathema-
tician Vandermonde (1735-96) in 1772, but substantiallyknown to Leibnitz. Each constituent of the determinant
is represented as the product of two letters, one for the
row the other for the column, which letters do not, of
course, denote quantities, but only the numerical position
of the row or columns, so that the product of one of one
set by one of the other is equal to a quantity. If the um-
bral multiplication is commutative, the determinant is

symmetrical; if polar, it is skew symmetrical. The name
was given by Sylvester.

Umbral (um'bral), n. [< L. umbra, shade, twi-
light, + -al.~\ in the classification of the Pale-
ozoic series of Pennsylvania, according to H.
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D. Rogers, a group of rocks of great thickness,
belonging to the Carboniferous, and lying be-
tween the Serai or Millstone-grit and the Ves-

pertine. The Umbral and Vespertine together consti-
tute the Subcarboniferous of some authors, or that part of
the Carboniferous which lies below the Millstone-grit.

umbratet (um'brat), v. t. [< L. itaihriititH, pp.
of umbrare (> F. ombrer), shade, overshadow, <

umbra, shade, shadow: see umber 1
.']

To shade;
shadow

;
foreshadow.

umbrated (um'bra-ted), a. [< umbrate + -ed?.]
In her. : (a) Shadowed, or casting a shadow.
(&) Same as entrailed. Neither of these uses is

strictly heraldic.

Those ensignes which are borne umbrated.
Bosseu-ell, Workes of Armorie (1572), p. 25. (Encyc. Diet.)

umbratict (um-brat'ik), a. [< L. umbraticus, of
or pertaining to shade or shadow, being in re-

tirement, secluded, < umbra, shade : see umbra,
umberl. Cf. umbrage."] 1. Shadowy; foreshad-

owing; hence, casting shadows.
Those umbratick representations (or Insinuations) did

obtain their substance, validity, and effect.

Barrow, Sermons, II. xxvii.

2. Keeping in the shade or in retirement; se-

cluded
; retired.

umbraticalt (um-brat'i-kal), a. [< wmbratic +
-(.] Same as umbratic.

Whole volumes dispatched by the umbratical doctors on
all sides. B. Jonson, Discoveries.

umbratilet (um'bra-til), a. [< L. umbratilis, re-

maining in the shade, retired, < umbra, shade:
see umbra."] 1. Being in the shade or in retire-

ment; secluded.

Health that hath not been softened by an umbratUe life

still under the roof. Bacon.

We mast not . . . play the geometrician with our soul,
as we may with lines and figures, and things obnoxious to
our senses, in this umbratUe state and dependence.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 56.

2. Pertaining to or resembling a shadow or

shadows; shadowy.
Shadows have their figure, motion,

And their umbratUe action from the real
Posture and motion of the body's act.

B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ill. 3.

3. Unreal; unsubstantial.
This life that we live disjoyned from God is but a shadow

and umbratil imitation of that.
Dr. H. More, Philos. Poems, p. 337, notes.

Umbration (um-bra'shon), n. [< LL. umbra-
tio(n-), a shading, shadowing, < L. umbrare, pp.
umbratus, shade: see umbrate.] 1. A fore-

shadowing ;
adumbration.

Nor all this by transient and superficial knowledge, fig-

ures, and umbratwns, but immediate and intuitive notices.

Evelyn, True Religion, I. 241.

2. In her., same as adumbration.
umbratioust (um-bra'shus), a. [Irreg. var. of

umbrageous, after umbratic, etc. : see umbra-
geous."] Apt to take umbrage ; tetchy. [Bare.]

Age, . . . which ... is commonly . . . umbralious and
apprehensive. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiie.

umbra-tree (um'bra-tre), n. Same as bella-

sombra-tree.

Timbre, n. See umber1
.

umbrel (um'brel), n. [< OF. ombrelle, an um-
brella: see umbrella, in def. 3 confused with
the form umbrere, which is used in the same
sense.] It. An umbrella.
Each of them besides bore their umbrels.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, 1. 8. {Latham.)

2f. A lattice. Halliwell. 3. A defense for the

umbrella-ant

umbrella (um-brel'a), n. [Formerly also um-
brello (also umbrel, q. v.) ;

< It. ombrrlla, umbrel-

la, an umbrella, sunshade, dim. otombra, shade,
< L. umbra, shade : see umbra. Cf. umbracle,
umbel, umbclla.] 1. A portable shade, screen,
or canopy which opens and folds, carried in the
hand for the purpose of sheltering the person
from the rays of the sun or from rain. The name
was formerly given to a sort of fan used to protect the face
from the sun, but is now applied to a light canopy of silk,

cotton, or other cloth, extended on a folding frame com-
posed of bars or strips of steel, cane, etc., which slides on
a rod or stick. A small and light form of umbrella, car-
ried by women as a protection from the rays of the sun,
often in gay colors, or ornamented with ribbons, lace,
etc., is habitually called a parasol. The umbrella had
its origin in very remote times in the far East, and in
some Asiatic countries it was (and still is) regarded as an
emblem of royalty or a mark of distinction. In ancient
Greece its use was familiar among women for protection
from the sun, and it is frequently represented in vase-

paintings and terra-cottas. Asa defense from rain or snow
it was not used in western Europe till early in the eigh-
teenth century. The word is sometimes used figuratively.
Compare cloak.

UmbreUaes, that is, things that minister shadow unto
them [Italians] for shelter against the scorching heate.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 135.

Umbrella (Ital. OmbreUa), a fashion of round and broad
Fans, wherewith the Indians (and from them our great
ones) preserve themselves from the heat of the sun or
fire; and hence any little shadow, Fan, or other thing
wherewith women guard their faces from the sun.

Blount, Glossographia (1670).

The tuck'd up sempstress walks with hasty strides,
While streams run down her oil'd umbrella's sides.

Swift, A City Shower.

The inseparable gold umbrella, which in that country
[Burma] as much denotes the grandee as the star or garter
does in England.

J. W. Palmer, Up and Down the Irrawaddi, p. 90.

Moreover, he [Jonas Hanway] is said to have been the
first man who made a practice [about 1750] of using an
umbrella while walking in the streets of London.

Diet. Nat. Biog., XXIV. 313.

2. In zodl. : (a) The gelatinous disk or swim-
ming-bell of an acaleph, as a jellyfish, by the

rhythmical contraction and expansion of which
the creature swims, taken either with or with-
out the velum. It is usually the largest, most symmet-
rical, and most coherent part of the jellyfish, from which
other parts hang like streamers, either around its margin
or from the center of the under surface. If we compare
this bell to a woman's sun-umbrella, lined as well as cov-
ered with silk, and having a fringe, then the outer or aboral
surface is the exumbrella; the inner or under lining sur-
face is the adumbrella, or adoral surface surrounding the
mouth, from which large mouth-parts may hang in the po-
sition of the stick or handle of the umbrella ; the ring of
metal which slides up and down the stick may represent
the gastric cavity of the creature, and the metal ribs of the
umbrella may suggest the radial canals which go out to the
circumference. At points around the margin are the se-
ries of adradial, perradial, and interradial sense-organs or
other appendages, as tentacles, and where these are long
and streaming they represent the fringe of the imagined
parasol. See cuts under acaleph, Aurelia, Discophora, and

In ... [Diicophora], the aboral end of the hydranth is

dilated into a disk or umbrella, which is susceptible of
rhythmical contractile movements.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 118.

(6) In conch. [NL. (Lamarck, 1809).] (1) [cop.]A genus of tectibranchiate or

pleurobranchiate gastropods ;

the umbrella-shells, as U. um-
bellata. Also Ombrella. (2) A
limpet-like tectibranchiate

gastropod of the genus Um-
brella or family tmbrellidse;
an umbrella-shell.

The umbrellas are very large crea-

tures, wearing a flat limpet on the
middle of the back, not immersed in
the mantle. P. P. Carpenter, Lect. on

[Mollusca (1861), p. 86.

umbrella-ant (um-brel'a-ant), n. A parasol-
ant or leaf-carrying ant

j
which when foraging

Umbrella-shell (Um-
brella utnbellata).

Helmet with Umbrel, i6th century. (From "L'Art pour Tous.")

face, attached to a helmet. Also called shade.
See also cut under armet.

Umbrell.i-am f fEcodomd tephalotes).
Center figure, queen ; right, worker ; left, soldier.

carries bits of leaves over its back as though
for protection, as the sauba-ant, (Ecodoma
cepltalotes. See sauba-ant.



umbrella-bird

umbrella-bird (uiii-brcl'ij-biTd), . One of
sc vi -rii I dngoon-bir(U,or Bontb American fruit-

crows, of tin 1 genus t'i'phiilii/i/i-rii.'i: so railed

Umbrella-bird (Cefhalofttritr ornalus).

from the radiating crest which overshadows
the head, as in 6'. ornatiu, C. penduliger, and
('. alabrii-nllix.

Umbrellacea (um-bre-lii'se-il), . [NL., < Um-
brella + -area.:] Saino as '['mbrellida. Menke,
1828.

umbrellaed (um-brel'ad), a. [< umbrella +
-erf2.] Having, or protected by, an umbrella.

[Colloq.]
The opening door reveals the advent of more umbrel-

laed and mackintoshcd waterfalls.

Rhoda Braughtan, Alas, I.

umbrella-fir (um-brel'a-fer), . Same as um-
brella-piin:

umbrella-grass (iim-brel'a-gras), n. 1. An
Australian grass, Vnnicum (lccom/>ositum, whose
millet-like seeds are made by the natives into
cakes. Also called Australian millet. It is a
semi-aquatic plant, often tall and stout, capable of thriv-

ing in poor soils.

2. The Australian grass Aristida ramosa. 3.
A cyperaceous plant of the genus Fnirena.
umbrella-leaf (uni-brel'a-lef), n. A plant of
the Bcrbcridacese, Diphylleia cymosu, found in

wet or springy places in the mountains of Vir-

ginia and southward. It has a thick horizontal root-
stock sending up each year a huge, centrally peltate, cut-
lohed and rounded leaf, or n flowering stem with two leaves,
peltate near the side, the stem terminated by a cyme of
white flowers. The genus has but one other species, which
belongs to Japan.

umbrella-man (um-brel'a-man), n. A dealer
who has a small stand under an umbrella.

I learned from one umbrella man that, six or seven
years previously, he used to sell more portraits of "Mr.
Edmund Kean as Richard III." than anything else.

Mtiyhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 329.

umbrella-palm (um-brel'ii-pam), n. See um-
brclhi iniliii, under palm-.
umbrella-pine (um-brel'a-pln), . See Scia-

dopili/x.

umbrella-shell (um-brera-shel), H. A shell of
the family I mbrcllidie, and especially of the

genus I'liilii-i'lla ; an umbrella. See cut under
umbrella.

umbrella-stand (um-lirel'fi-stand), . A stand
for holding umbrellas. lii a usual form, it has an
upright surrounded at a convenient height by a number
of rings, through any of which a folded umbrella may be
thrust, and a pan at the bottom to receive water trickling
from wet umbrellas. Sometimes it has the form of a

large metal or porcelain jar.

umbrella-tree (um-brera-tre), . 1. An Amer-
ican magnolia, Magnolia tripelala (M. Umbrel-

la), widely distributed, but not common, from
Pennsylvania southward and southwestward.
It is a tree of 30 or 40 feet, with irregular branches, and
leaves 18 or 20 inches long by 8 or 10 inches broad : these,
radiating from the ends of the shoots, suggest the name.
The flowers are cream-white, 4 or 5 inches deep, unpleas-
antly scented. The tree is fairly hardy, and frequently
planted for ornament. The bark, like that of other mag-
nolias, has the property of a gentle stimulant aromatic
tonic. Also called rllneood (which see). The screw-pine,
Pandanu* odoratitfimwt, is also called by this name.
2. SIT Tin n/x-.ti *.- Ear-leafed, umbrella-tree, -tfnfl-
nolia Fraseri, otherwise called mmtntain in:nuilia and
long-leafed cucumber-tree, similar to .V. tripctala, but hav-
ing the leaves auriuleil at the base, sweet-scented flow,
era. etc. Guinea umbrella-tree, Hibisnis (I'aritium)
tiniiteeiuiiK. -Umbrella-tree of Queensland, Bramaia
iii-h'iinptitiltn, of the Araliaceie, a Handsome tree 40 feet

high.

umbrella-wort (um-brel'a-wert), . See Osy-
tapfcw,
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Umbrellidse (um-breri-de), . pi. [M,. (.1. K.

Cray, 1*40), < I'mlin-lla + -idir.] A family of

ideiirobrimi'hiiito gastropods, named from tlie

genus t'mlin lln. See cut under umbrella.

umbrellot (um-brel'6), w. An obsolete form of
Illtllll't ill! .

umbreret, . [Kurly mod. E. also ////<,/.,/

(also umber: see uniln ;' ) ; < M K. umlim-i-, oum-

brcre, < OF. omliniirc, "ombriere, a shade, the
shade over the sight of a helmet, sometimes
attached to the vizor, < ombre, shade: see um-
ber1

.] Same as umhrrl, 3.

Knrlifi downe to the cors, and kaught it in armcs,
Kastys upe his umbrrrr, and kysses hyme gone!

Marlf Arthurt (E. . T. 8.), 1. 3963.

But the brave Mayd would not disarmed bee,
But onely vented up her timimere,
And so did let her goodly visage to appere.

Speruer, V. Q., III. I. 42.

umbrette (um-bref), n. [< F. ombrette, dim. of

ombre, shade.] The umber or umber-bird. See
cut under Scopus.
Umbrian (um/bri-an), a. and n. [= F. Ombri-
<n, < \i. I'mbria, < I'mbri, a people of Italy (see
def.).] I. a. Of or pertaining to Umbria, an an-
cient region of central Italy, and compartimeii-
to of the modern kingdom, or its inhabitants
or language Umbrian school of painting, one of
the chief groups of development in Italian art, which as-
sumed a distinctive character toward the end of the four-
teenth century, and was preeminent at the beginning of the
sixteenth. Amongitsmost notable masters were Ottavlano
Nelli of Gubbio, Gentile da Fabriano, the graceful Fiero
della Francesca, Perugino (the able master of KaphaelX
I'intiuicchio, and the wonderfully facile and gifted Ra-
phael of Urblno, with the many lesser names which cluster
about his. Umbrian ware, a name formerly given to
Italian majolica, from the number of factories of this ware
contained within the limits of Umbria.

II. n. 1. One of an ancient Italian people
who inhabited Umbria. 2. The language of
the Umbrians: it was an Italic tongue, allied to
Oscan and more distantly to Latin. Its chief
monument is the Eugubine tables. See Eugu-
bine.

UmbridsB (um'bri-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Umbra +
-idle.] A family ofScanthopterygian fishes,typi-
fied by the genus Umbra; the mud-minnows.
They are small carnivorous flshes living In the mud, or

among the weeds of ponds and sluggish streams, extreme-
ly tenacious of life, and able to survive when the water is

almost dried up. The relationships of the family are close
with the pikes (Esocida). See minnow, and cut under
Umbra.

umbrieret, See umbrere.
umbriferous (um-brif 'e-rus), a. [< L. umbrij'er,

shade-giving, shady, < umbra, shade, + ferre =
E. bear1

.] Casting or making a shade. Blount,
Glossographia (1670).

umbriferously (um-brif'e-rus-li), adv. So as
to make or cast a shade fas, "growing umbrif-
erously," Tyndall.

umbrilt, Same as vmbrel.

Umbrina (um-bri'na), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1817),
< Sp. umbrina, < L. umbra, shade, shadow : see

umbra.] 1. A genus of scieenoid fishes, hav-

ing the dorsals contiguous, the second dorsal
much larger than the anal, vertebrae about 10
abdominal and 14 caudal, lower jaw not pro-

Bearded Umbrioe {I'mbrintt tirroia), one fifth natural size.

jecting, hvpopharyngeals distinct, a single bar-

bel, an air-bladder, and two anal spines. The
type is AViVrnn cirrhosa of Linntens, now U. cirrota. Spe-
cies are found In most warm seas. U. brouaonrti inhabits
West Indian and Florida waters. '

'

. rtmcador, the yellow -

flnned roncador of the Pacific coast, is one of the handsom-
est sctenoids, about 15 inches long.

2. II. c.] A fish of this genus; an umbra orum-
brine. 3. In entom., a genus of dipterous in-

sects. Desvoidy, 1830.

umbrine (um'brin), n. [< F. umbrine (Cot-
grave), < NL. umbrina: see Umbrina.] A fish

of the genus Umbrina; an umbra; specifically,
U. cirrosa, known to the ancients, now the
eorro of the Italians, ranging in the Mediter-

ranean, and southward along the west coast of
Africa. See cut under Umbrina.
umbrose (um'bros), a. [= F. ombreuz = Sp.
Pg. umbroso = It. ombroso, < L. umbrosus, full

of shade, shady. < umbra, shade, shadow : see

umbra.] If. Shady; casting a large shadow
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or heavy shade. Bailey, 1731. 2. In orm'fA.,

dusky : 'dark-colored Umbrose warblert. 8e

umbrosityt (um-bros'i-ti), H. [< L. as if *um-

lii'iixita(t-)it, < umhrniniH, shady: see iimbrose.]
Tin- state or quality of being umbrose; shadi-
ncss. Nil- T. Jirotcne, Vulg. Err., ii. I.

umiak (iim'yak), . [Eskimo umiak, also writ-

ten oomeak.] The native name of the women's
or larger kind of Eskimo boat, carrying ten
or twelve people, and consisting of a wooden
frame covered with sealskins, with several
seats* It la used for fishing and for transporting fami-

lies, and is worked by women. It often has a mast and a
triangular sail.

umlaut ( oni'lout), n. [< G. umlaut, modification
of vowels, < n in. around, about, also indicating
change, alteration (see urn-), + laut, sound : see

loud.] In fliilol., the German name, invented

by Grimm, for a vowel-hange in the Germanic
languages, brought about by the influence of
a vowel in the succeeding syllable : namely, of
the vowel t, modifying the preceding vowel in
the direction of e or t, and of the vowel u,

modifying the preceding vowel toward a or .

Only the former, or the change by a following i (now
generally lost or altered), is found In English or Ger-
man: thus, German inann, manner; fall, fatten; ma\u,
maute ; /KM, funite ; etc. ; In English the phenomena are

only sporadic remains, like man, men ; /all, fell ; mtnae,
mice ; fwt, feet. lu. Icelandic both kinds of umlaut are

frequent and regular changes. An English name some-
times used for 'umlaut' is mutation. Compare aUaul.

umlaut (6m 'lout), r. t. [< umlaut, n.] In

]>hilol., to form with the umlaut, as a form;
also, to affect or modify by umlaut, as a sound.

We have the mnlauted (J).
The Academy, March 17, 1888, p. 190.

umpirage (um'pir-aj), n. [< umpire + -age.]
The post of an umpire ; the act of one who arbi-
trates as umpire; the decision of an umpire;
arbitrament.

I gave him the first notice of the Spaniards referring
the umpirage of the peace 'twiit them and Portugal to the
French King. Evelyn, Diary, April 11, 1668.

umpire (um'pir), n. [X ME. umperc, oumpere,
owmpere (a form due to misdivision of a num-
pere as an umpere); prop, nompere, noumpere,
nounpere, noun-pier, \ OF. 'nomper, nonper, later

nompair, not equal, odd, < non, not, +per (< L.

par), equal: see OHS and par2 , pair*, peer?.]
1. A person to whose sole decision a contro-

versy or question between parties is referred
;

one agreed upon as a judge, arbiter, or referee
in case of conflict of opinions; specifically, a
person selected to see that the rules of a game,
as cricket or base-ball, are enforced, and to de-
cide disputed or debatable points.
And if 30 tblnke It to many lerned men, take IB one,

and he another ; and if they may not accorde, ze and I to
be umpere, for we stande bothe in like cas.

Patton Letter*, I. 120.

'Twiit my extremes and me tins bloody knife
Shall play the umpire. Shalt., R. and J

, iv. 1. 63.

2. In Inn-, a third person called in to decide a
controversy or question submitted to arbitra-
tors when the arbitrators do not agree in opin-
ion. = Byn. 1. Arbitrator, Referee, etc. See judge.

umpire (um'pir), .; pret. and pp. umpired, ppr.
umpiring, [(umpire, n.] I. trans. 1. To de-
cide as umpire; settle, as a dispute. South,
Sermons, VI. ii. [Bare.] Specifically 2.
To enforce the rules of (a game), and decide
disputed points : as, to umpire a game of base-
ball.

II. intrant. To act as umpire.
We list not to vmpire betwixt Geographers, but to re-

late our Historic. Pwrchat, Pilgrimage, p. IBS.

umpireship (um'pir-ship), . [< umpire +
-xhip.] The office of an umpire ; arbitrament;
umpirage.
We refuse not the arbitrament and wnpierthip of the

Holy Ghoste. Bp. Jewel, Def. of ApoL, p. 83. (Kichardtm.)

umpresst (um'pres), . [For "umpires*, < um-
pire + -fss.]

A woman who is an umpire; a
female umpire. Marntun.

uniquhile (um'hwil), adv. and a. A Scotch
form of umirliili:

umstroket (um'strok), n. [< urn- + stroke.]

Boundary line ;
extreme edge.

Such towns as stand ... on the very unutratr, or on
any part of the utmost line of a map. Fuller.

umula (o'mo-la), n. Ecclts., same as mo:etta.

umwhile (um'Hwil), arfr. and a. [Sc. umquhile;
< ME. umirliili: umu-hyle, vmtcile, umqailc, umbe-
u-hilf, orig. two words, iimlir icliile, lit. 'at

times,' at some time : umbe, around, about, at
;

u-hile, time: see m-, umbe, and while.] For-

merly ;
late

;
whilom. [Obsolete or Scotch.]
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unfi'pifjlitccl

unfrozen

ungallantly

iingarhlcd
imgarrisoned
ungiven

ongleaned
ungloved
iingrantcd
ungraspablo
Ull^reetcd

unguaranteed
miftiiessable
unhabited
unhandseled
tinharvested

unhasting
unhealod
unheated

unhclped
unhemmed
unheralded
unbowed
unhewn
unhindered
unhit
unhomelike

unhoping
unhosed
unhulled
unhurried
unhushed
unhusked
unhygienic
unidentified
unidiomatic

unignited
iinillustrated

unimparted
unimpeded
unimpregnated
unimpressed
unimpressionable
unimpressive
unimproving
unimpugned
unincorporate
unindebted

uuindemnify
unindexed
unindictable

unindulged
uninfected
uninfectious
uninflamed
uniuflated
uninflected
uninfluential

uninfringed
uninitiated
iininoculated

uninquiring
uninspirimg
uninstigated
uninstituted
uninstructed
uninsulated
uninsurable
uninsured
iinintellectual

unintended
uninterdicted
uninterred

unintoxicating
uninured

iininvestigated
uninvited

uninviting
iniinvitingly
uninvoked
uninvolved

unirrigatpd
unirrigating
unissued

unjoined
unjustified
unkilled
iinki ndled
iinkneaded
unknotted
unlabeled

unlndyliko
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unabased

Unabased ( un-a-bast'), Not abased ;
not low-

ered, lip. Qauden, Tears of the Church, p. 274.

unabashed (un-a-bashf), . Not abashed; not

confused with shame or by modesty.
Earless on high stood unabash'd De Foe.

Pope, Dunciad, ii. 147.

unabated (un-a-ba'ted), . Not abated; not
lessened or lowered; not diminished.

To keep her husband's greatness unabated.
Beau, and Fl., Four Plays in One.

unabilityt (un-a-bil'i-ti), n. [ME. unablete; <
-! + ability.'] "Inability. Wyelif; Milton, Areo-

pagitica.
unable (un-a'bl), a. [ME. unable; < nw-1 + ablel,

.] 1. Not able.

Who [Congreve] was confined to his chair by gout, and
. . . was unable to read from blindness.

Macaulay, Comic Dramatists of the Restoration.

2f. Lacking in ability; incapable.
Among us now a man is holde unable,
But if he can, by som conclusioun,
Don his neighbor wrong or oppressioun.

Chaucer, Lack of Steadfastness, 1. 10.

3f. Weak; helpless; useless.

Sapless age and weak unable limbs.

Shah., 1 Hen. VI., iv. 6. 4.

unabledt(un-a'bld),a. Disabled; incapacitated.
We are the cedars, they the mushrooms be,
UntMed shrubs unto an abled tree.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, ii.

unableness (un-a'bl-nes), . The state of be-

ing unable; inability. J. Bradford, Letters

(Parker Soc., 1853), H. 121.

unabletet, . See unability.

unabullet, v. An erroneous Middle English
form of enable.

unaccented (un-ak-sen'ted), a. Not accented
;

in music, receiving only a relatively slight rhyth-
mical emphasis: used both of beats, pulses, or

parts of measures, and of tones or notes that
occur on such beats or parts Unaccented oc-
tave. Same as small octave (which see, under octave).

unacceptable (un-ak-sep'ta-bl), a. Not ac-

ceptable; not pleasing; not welcome; not such
as will be received with pleasure ; displeasing.
The marquis at that time was very unacceptable to his

countrymen. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

unacceptableness (un-ak-sep'ta-bl-nes), n.

The character of being unacceptable. Collier,
Pride.

unaccessible (un-ak-ses'i-bl), a. Inaccessible.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, vi. 9.

unaccessibleness (un-ak-ses'i-bl-nes), n. Inac-
cessibleness. Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind,
p. 18.

unaccommodated (un-a-kom'o-da-ted), a. 1.
Not accommodated; not fitted, adapted, or ad-

justed. 2. Not furnished with accommoda-
tions, or with necessary conveniences or appli-
ances.
Unaccommodated man is no more but such a poor, bare

forked animal as thou art. Shak., Lear, iii. 4. ill.

unaccompanied (un-a-kum'pa-nid), a. 1. Not
attended; having no attendants, companions, or

followers; not followed, as with a consequence.
The travels and crosses wherewith prelacy is never un-

accompanied, they which feel them know how heavy and
how great they are. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, vii. 24.

2. In music, without instrumental accompani-
ment or support: used especially of vocal mu-
sic : as, an unaccompanied solo or quartet,

unaccomplished (un-a-kom'plisht), a. 1. Not
accomplished; not finished; incomplete.

The gods, dismay'd at his approach, withdrew,
Nor durst their unaccomplish'd crime pursue.

Dryden, Iliad, i. 560.

2. Not furnished, or not completely furnished,
with accomplishments.

Still unaccomplish'd may the maid be thoughtWho gracefully to dance was never taught.
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love, iii.

unaccomplishment (un-a-kom'plish-ment), n.
The state of being unaccomplished. "Milton,To the Parliament of England. [Bare.]
unaccordant (un-a-kor'dant), a. Inharmoni-
ous

; discordant ; disagreeable in sound.
unaccorded (un-a-kor'ded), a. Not accorded;
not brought to harmony or concord

;
not agreed

upon. Bp. Hall, Peace-maker, $ 5.

unaccountability (un-a-koun-ta-bil'i-ti), n. 1.
The state or character of being'unaceountable.

2. PI. unaccountabilities (-tiz). That which
is unaccountable, or incapable of being ex-
plained.
There are so many peculiarities and unaccountabilities

here. Mme. D'Arblay, Diary, III. 252. (Dames.)

unaccountable (un-a-koun'ta-bl), a. 1. Not
to be accounted for;" not explicable; not to be
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explained by reason or by the knowledge pos-
sessed; inexplicable; hence, strange.
As unaccountable as one would think it, a wise man is

not always a good man. Steele, Spectator, No. 8.

Nothing is more unaccountable than the spell that often
lurks in a spoken word. Hawthortie, Marble Faun, xxv.

2. Not subject to account or control
;
not sub-

ject to answer; not responsible.
Hee met at first with Doctrines of unaccountable Pre-

rogative ; in them hee rested, because they pleas'd him.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

No human being should be at liberty to lead at his own
pleasure an unaccountable existence.

Froude, Sketches, p. 146.

3f. Not to be counted; countless; innumera-
ble. [Rare.]
Shew him, by the help of glasses, still more and more

of these flxt lights, and to beget in him an apprehension
of their unaccountable numbers.

Wollaston, Religion of Nature, v.

= Syn. 1. Mysterious.
unaccountableness (un-a-koun'ta-bl-nes), n.

1. The state or character of being unaccount-

able, or incapable of being explained or ac-
counted for.

The unaccountableness of this theory. Glanmlle.

2. The character or state of being not subject
to account or control; irresponsibility.
An unaccountableness, in practice and conversation, to

the rules and terms of their own communion.
Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, iv.

unaccountably (un-a-koun'ta-bli), adv. In an
unaccountable manner; strangely.
unaccredited (un-a-kred'i-ted), a. Not accred-
ited; not received; not authorized: as, an un-
accredited minister or consul.
unaccurate (un-ak'u-rat), a. Inaccurate. Wa-
terland, Works, III. 178. [Bare.]

unaccurateness (un-ak'u-rat-nes), n. Inaccu-

racy. Boyle, Works, II. 491. [Bare.]
unaccusably (un-a-ku'za-bli), adv. So as to be
beyond accusation; unexceptionably.
But the slightest attempts to copy them [Leonardo's

sketches) will show you that the terminal lines are inim*
itably subtle, unaccusably true, etc.

Ruskin, Lectures on Art, 162.

unaccustomed (un-a-kus'tomd), a. 1. Not ac-

customed; not used; not made familiar or ha-
bituated.
A bullock unaccustomed to the yoke. Jer. mxi. 18.

2. Not according to custom
;
not familiar; un-

usual; extraordinary; strange.
These apparent prodigies,

The unaccustom'd terror of this night.
Shak.,J.C.,ii. 1.199.

My children have had other birthplaces, and, so far as
their fortunes may be within my control, shall strike their
roots into unaccustomed earth.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int, p. 11.

UnaCCUStomedness (un-a-kus'tpmd-nes), n.
The character of being unaccustomed ; strange-
ness. Scribner's Mag.. VIII. 368.

unaching (un-a'king), a. Not aching; not
giving or feeling pain. Slial:, Cor., ii. 2. 152.

[Bare.]

unacknowledged (un-ak-nol'ejd), a. I. Not
acknowledged; not recognized: as, an unac-
knowledged agent or consul.

An unacknowledged successor to the crown.

Clarendon, Civil Wars, I. 76.

2. Not owned; not confessed; not avowed:
as, an unacknowledged crime or fault.

A scepticism which is unacknowledged and merely pas-
sive. J. Walker, Reason, Faith, and Duty.

3. Not noticed
;
not reported as received : as,

his check has remained unacknowledged Unac-
knowledged note, in music, same as unessential or pass-
ing note.

unacknowledging (un-ak-nol'ej-ing), a. Un-
thankful; ungrateful. [Bare.]
Your condition shall be never the worse for Miss Glan-

ville's unac'/mowledginff temper. . . . You are almost as
unacknowledging as your sister.

Mrs. Lennox, Female Quixote, iii. 8. (Dames.)

unacquaintance (un-a-kwan'tans), n. Want
of acquaintance or familiarity; lack of know-
ledge; ignorance. Trench, Study of Words,
p. 153.

unacquainted (un-a-kwan'ted), a. If. Not well
known; unusual; strange.
Kiss the lips of unacquainted change.

Shale., K. John, iii. 4. 166.

2. Not acquainted, or without acquaintance:
usually followed by with.

Bounded on the South-east side with a bay of the Tyr-
rhen Sea unacquainted with tempests.

Sandys, Travailes (1652), p. 198.

Being a Londoner, though altogether unacquainted, I
have requested his company at supper.

Dckker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 1.

unadvisedly

unacquaintedness (un-a-kwan'ted-nes), n. The
state of being unacquainted. South, Sermons,
xl. 9.

unacquirable (un-a-kwir'a-bl), a. Not aequir-
able.

unacqilirableness (un-a-kwir'a-bl-nes), . The
character of being unacquirable. A. Tucker,
Light of Nature, xviii.

unacquired (un-a-kwird'), a. Not acquired;
not gained. Jer. Taylor.
unacted (un-ak'ted), a. Not acted; not per-
formed

;
not executed.

The fault unknown is as a thought unacted.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 627.

[Often used with on or upon, then signifying not affected

(by) : as, a metal unacted upon by an acid.

An extremely good non-conductor of electricity is un-
acted upon by acids or alkalies, and is therefore adapted
for making galvanic batteries.

Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXVI. 261.]

unactivet (un-ak'tiv), a. Not active; inactive,
(a) Listless ; not active or acting ; slothful.

Think you me so tame,
So leaden and unactive, to sit down
With such dishonour?

Fletcher (and another 1), Prophetess, v. 1.

(6) Inoperative ; not producing effects ; having no efficacy.

In the fruitful earth . . .

His beams, unactive else, their vigour find.

Milton, P. L., viii. 97.

(c) Marked by inaction
;
not utilized.

While useless words consume th' unactive hours,
No wonder Troy so long resists our pow'rs.

Pope, Iliad, ii. 408.

unactivet (un-ak'tiv), v. t. [< unactive, a.] To
render inactive or incapable; incapacitate.
Fuller, Pisgah Sight, ii.

unactivelyt (un-ak'tiv-li), adv. Inactively.
Locke, Education, $ 125.

unadditionedt (un-a-dish'ond), a. Without a
title

;
not titled

;
not being mentioned with an

addition or title.

He was a Knight, howsoever it cometh to passe he is

here unadditioned. Fuller, Worthies, I. 465. (Dames.)

unadjectived (un-ad'jek-tivd), a. Not quali-
fied by an adjective.
The Noun Adjective always signifies all that the unad-

jectived Noun signifies.

Tooke, Diversions of Parley, II. vii.

unadmire (un-ad-mlr'), v. t. To fail to admire.
[Bare.]
Joan looks away again, utterly unadmiring herself.

R. Broughton, Joan, xxi.

unadmired (uu-ad-mird'), . Not admired; not
regarded with affection or respect ;

not admir-
able.

The diction and the sentiment, the delicacy and dignity,
passed unadmired. V. Knox, Liberal Education, 21.

unadorned (un-a-d6rnd'), a. Not adorned
;
not

decorated
;
not embellished.

Loveliness
Needs not the foreign aid of ornament,
But is, when unadorn'd, adorn 'd the most.

Thomson, Autumn, 1. 206.

unadulterate (un-a-dul'ter-at), a. Not adul-

terated; genuine; pure.
A breath of unadiM'rate air. Cowper, Task, iv. 760.

unadvantaged (un-ad-van'tajd), a. Not prof-
ited or favored. Fuller,Worthies, Staffordshire.

[Bare.]
unadventUTOUS (un-ad-ven'tur-us), a. Not ad-
venturous

;
not bold or resolute. Milton, P. B.,

iii. 243.

unadvisability (un-ad-vi-za-bil'i-ti), . Inad-

visability. Lancet, No. 3514, p. "18. [Rare.]
unadvisable (un-ad-vi'za-bl), a. Inadvisable.
Loicth, Life of Wykham,"$ 5. [Bare.]
unadvisableness (un-ad-vi'za-bl-nes), . In-

advisability. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p.

unadvised (un-ad-vlzd'), a. [< ME. unavised; <

nn-1 + advised.'] 1 . Not prudent ;
not discreet

;

indiscreet.

Thou unadvised scold. Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 191.

2. Done without due consideration
;
rash

;
ill-

advised.
I have no joy of this contract to-night ;

It is too rash, too unadvised, too sudden.

Shak., R. and J., ii. 2. 118.

3. Not advised; not having received advice or
advices.

Without a guide the precise spot would be exceedingly
difficult to find

; and from the forbidding nature of the
precipice, few would be bold enough to make the essay
unadvised. J. C. Brown, Reboisement in France, p. 294.

unadvisedly (un-ad-vi'zed-li), adr. Impru-
dently; indiscreetly; without due considera-
tion; rashly.



unadvisedness (',.- 70 unappeasable

unadvisedness (uu-ad-vi'/.ed-nes), . The unalterable (iin-al'ter-a-bl), a. Not alterable ; unanimate 1 (uii-iiii'i-innt , g, [<
-i + /-

diameter of being unadvised; iiii)irinleiiee: nne)i:inL'> :iMe; immutable. nmii-.] Inanimate. '/'//. /.-. i .'). Allnimazar,ii.5.
rashness; indiscretion.

, ,. |aw ,,, natllre consisting In a flxed unarW re- ['<'".]
I'mi'lritednem coupled with hccrilesmicM, mid misad- latlon "tone nntnrc to anotln ?. South, Sermons. Unanimate'-f (u-nan l-niat),. [< \j. ununimux,

^''l'"-'-
......ii win, rash,,.. ,- ..... -,H,,I t.,u,<- ,-uipa unalterableness (un.ai'ter-a-bl-nes), . Un- '

** ......

Introd^
Moral, and

Illation,
I,. ,7. e hange

alines*
; immutability A AWv,,W.s.

.

..id), . 1. Not ani-

i &* d
'
ts" p-^-^ed or-,

unaffected (un-a-fck'ted), a. Not affected, (a)
Not acted upon ; not InRuenced ; not altered.

"" mm, ......IMrt, unbiassed, unhribable.unan-rigt.ted
i"""^"^- A.rm. Essays, p. 47.

(b) Not moved; not having the heart or passions touched;
destitute of alleutiu,,<,m,,,,tion.

A po,,r, cold, ....spirited____ uno/ated fool.

Bca.rf Ft., Thierry and Theodoret, II. 1.

() Not showing affectation ; plain ; natural ; not artificial ;

slmple.

A wise, sober, .eemly, unaf,ct*d deportment
Bp. //o, Sermon, Eccles. 111. 4.

(d) Real; not pretended; sincere: u, unaffected sorrow.

unaffectedly (un-a-fek'ted-h), adv. In an un-
affected manner; without affectation, or the at-

tempt to
produce

false appearances; simply.
unaffectedness (un-a-fek'ted-nes), . The
character of being unaffected. Atkenteum, No.
,fLM3, p. 479.

unaffied(un-a-fid'),a. Not allied or affianced,

Not unrelated, muMtd
But to each thought and thing allied,
Is perfect Nature's every part.

Emmon, Woodnotes, II.

ITI n fiM'\ ti TTTiHofila/1

&onf.Anuu,t,l.
unaffrighted (un-a-fri'ted), a. Not frightened.

changed.
Keep an even and unaltered gait

& ^<m*, The Forest

unambiguous (un-am-big'u-us), . Not ambig-
uous - not of doubtful meaning plain' per-

nnamh mionslvVun m bi<?'u 8 in nth' In aUnambiguously (1 .

^?* J*"WW !
wlthout ambiguity ;

IZfiLi.. 1.-.1,' N, 1 xr~*UnambitlOUS (un-am-bish ), a. ot am-
bitious ; free from ambition ; not marked by
ambition.

My humble muse, In MM*Mf*lte
*

2. Not affecting show; not showy or promi-
nent; unpretending ; as, unambitious orna-
ments.

tmambltlOUSly (un-am-bish'us-h), adv. In
an unambitious manner; without ambition.
Hordmcnrtli, Excursion, vii.

nnamendable (un-a-men'da-bl), a. Not capa-
j,le o{ De ;nK amended or corrected. Pope, Let-
. . cw ;f? f)ct 9 1719

v^i. ,

un-American (un-a-mer'i-kan), a. Not per-
t&ining f

.

O
u

re8 m
*>"?*?

America or Amen-
can8

'
not characteristic of Amencan prmci-

,*<- + -/2] Unanimously.
<

.,,.<_ ,f KF ,.unanlmity
("-'MV;

" m i-ti), n.

= S].. WJO.jrfm.Wm/
= Pg. unammidade = It.

'"""""'''' < U " '""'< "<(->*, < L,. MM*****,
Vnanimi8.unanimous: see unanimous.} The
gtafe rf being unanimoutt .

agreement in opin-
'"" or resolution of all the persons corn-erne,!.

'

,,
wouderfuL

J

SA^rirfan, The critic, II 2.

Unanimous (u-nan'i-mus). o. [= F. vniniiiur

= s ,, = Pg . un^nime
l
= It . ,.

WHa ,J<mo < L . UWH/H/., ,/ w, of one mind
< Mnlw one + ,, min(i: gee aimu.] 1.

Being of one mind; agreeing in opinion or de-
termination ; consentient.
_.. . n. fl,, h ., tim v r ,Both to one faith unammou

2. formed with unanimity; exhibiting una-

mniity : as, a unanimous vote.

Human nature is often malleable or fusible where rell-

glous interests are concerned, but in affairs material and
financial opposition to tyranny is apt to be unanimous.

SS&i Dutch Republic, n. tSB.

unanimously (u-nan'i-mus-li), nrfr. With one
mind or vo^.; wUh unanimi'ty. Jer . Taylor
Of Real Presrce ' *

?-"

(o) Not pleasing; disagreeable; distasteful.

Mynunpietouslyfdrawethalongu7wi<7rea6fedwellynge8
Inme. Chaucer, Boethius, 1. meter 1.

(V] Not consistent unsuitable

The manner of their living unagreeaMe to the profes-
sion of the names of Christians.

. Knight, Trial of Truth, fol. 53.

The Summer well nigh ending, and the season unagrcc-
abte to transport a Warr. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

unagreeableness (un-a-gre'a-bl-nes), w. The
state or character of being unagreeable, in either
sense. Decay of Christian Piety. (Richardson.)
unagreeably (un-a-gre'a-bli), adv. Not agree-

ably, (a) Disagreeably. (6) Unsuitably ; inconsistently,

unaided iiin-a'ded), a. Not aided; not assisted,

Thy allies ... for thy sake ...
Perish unaided and unmisged by thee.

> Ivi

;.

"
unaiming (un-a'ming), a. Having no particu-
lar aim or direction. [Bare.]

The noisy culverin, o'ercharged, let, flv,

And bursts, tuutimtna In the rended sky.
Granville.

unakert, See the quotation, and Bow joorre-
// (under porcelain).
The clay [Bow porcelain], which was called unater, was-ndw

fully nbrilRed In order that the privilege? of others may
be wrongfully enlarged. New Princeton Ken., IV. 327.

AmAnVan^A C,m mpr'i lean i/l n < TnAmericanize ( un-a-mer l-Kan-lz;, P. 1. '

render un-Amencan m character; assimilate
(n fnrp ;,,n , TRaro 1n8 ' LKare.J

Foreign Interests and alien population tend to un-
-Americanue the place. The American, VII. 117.

unamiability (un-a'mi-a-biri-ti), n. The char-
acter of being unamiable. fe. Sroughton, Be-

linda, iv.

unamiable (un-a'mi-a-bl), a. Not amiable or

lovable; not inducing love; not adapted to

gain affection
; repelling love or kind advances;

ill-natured; repulsive.
These ladies of irresistible modesty are those who make

virtue unamiablt. StuU.

unamused (un-a-muzd'), a. Not amused; not

entertained; not cheered by diversion or re-

laxation

i ngte.d of being unamu** by trifle^ I am, a, I well
know I should be, amused by them a great deal too much.

Sydney Smith, to Francis Jeffrey,

t

(un-an ser-a-bl), n. Not to be
satisfactorily answered; not susceptible of ref-

"tation; as, an unannwernMe argument. =8yn.
Irrefatable, Irrefragable, incontrovertible.

nnanaiirorahlpTiBsn/iin im'sei- . hi -npf>\ n ThpUnansWeraDieneSSln !,. 1

state or character of being unanswerable.

unanswerably (un-an'ser-a-bli), adv. In a
manner not to be answered; beyond refuta-

tion. Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 3.

unanswered (un-an'serd), a. 1 . Not answered ;

not replied to
;
not opposed by a reply : as, an

unaumcered letter.
Must I tamely bear

Thou '

/ nn'rin^ n

No 3^Tp 15o!

2. Not refuted: as, an unanswered argument.o Nnt aiiitahlv rptiiniwl nnron.iitpil~3 - *
uench - ^^S^^SKKtoS IL 106."

unanHOUS (un-angk'shus), a. Free from anx-

*2 ^r\l^n SfS222,lU.unapOStoliC un-ap-O8-tol lk),a. Not apogtolio ;

not agreeable to apostobc usage ; not having
apostolic authority.
unapostolical (un-ap-os-tol'i-kal), a. Same as

unalienable (un-al'yen-a-bl), . Inalienable.
Col<rida<: [Rare.]

unalieriably (un-al'yen-a-bli), adv. Inaliena-

bly. Yo,,,,,,, Night Thoughts, iv. [Rare.]
unalistt (u'nal-ist), . [< L. tintM, one (see

<), + -al-ist, formed on analogy of pluralist.-]

Eccles., a holder of only one benefice: opposed
top?Mro<. V. Enoi, Spirit of Despotism, ^ 33.

[Rare.]
Unallayedt (lin-a-lad'), rt. Unalloyed.

Our happiness is now as unaUayed as general.
Sheridan, The Rivals, v. S.

unalliable (un-a-li'a-bl), a. That cannot be al-

lied or connected ill amity.
i vv,,,.i ir.i ami ,//';;,/. oii<.nI < , petual and ,<,/, SIMS.

Lann-uhene, LKJIK

unallied (un-a-lid'), ". 1. Having no alliance
or eonnection bv nature, marriage, or treaty:
as. rallied families, nations, substances.- 2.

Having no powerful ally or relation. TOIIIKJ,

Night Thoughts, v.

unalloyed (un-a-loid'), a. Not alloyed ; not de-
based or reduced by foreign admixture

; hence,
pure; complete; entire: a*1

, metals unalloued ;

um,lln,/c<1 satisfaction.

unalterability(un-al'ter-a-bil'i-ti),. Unalter-
ableness. Ruskin, Elements of Drawing, p. 145.

I have passed a very dull and uimmiw winter

Shmtone, Letters, 1. 83. (Latham.)

unancestned (un-an ses-tnd), o. Not having
distinguished ancestry. Lowell, Study Win-

dows
> P- 163 - [Rare.]

unanchor (un-ang kor), v. [< KM-2 + anchor^.]
I. trans. To loose from ancnorage.
Kate will have free elbow-room for unanchoring her

DeQuineey, Spanish Nun, } 5. (0a<.)
II. ill trans. To become loose from anchor-

age; become detached. [Rare.]
It soon cornea in contact with a colony of the organism

'" the perfectly flagellate condition, attaches itself to one
' them?which soon unanchor,, and both swim away.

pgp g^ j^o
^ Aug., 1878, p. 511.

ij. .,_ a_ inj t nji'1 , TJntunanealedt, unanele Not
hftVlng re(>elve<i e

Unhouseld, disappoillte*
/ "^

,

unangular angular;
having no angles. [Rare.]

Soft, smooth, mia/ij/wiar bodies.

Br*, On the Sublime and Beautiful, S 24.

unanimalized(un-an'i-mal-izd), . Notformed
into animal matter.

(un-a-pald'), a. Not appalled; not
not impressed with fear; dauntless.

Milton, P. R., iv. 425.

unapparel (un-a-par'el), v. t.; pret. and pp.
unappareled, unapparelled, ppr. unappareling,
unapparelling. [< wn-2 + apparel.] To un-

cover; undress; unclothe; disclose.

Ladies, unapparel your dear beauties.

Hiddhtun, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2.

unappareled, unapparelled (un-a-par'eld), a.

Not wearing clothes; habitually unclothed.

[Rare.]
They were unapparelled people, according to the clime,

and bad some customs very barbarous. Bacon, Holy War.

unapparent (un-a-par'ent), a. Not apparent ;

obscure; not visible.

Bitter actions of despite, too subtle and too unapparent
for law to deal with. Milton, Tetracnordon.

The Zoroastrian definition of poetry, mystical, yet exact,

"apparent pictures of unapparent natures."

Emerson, Complete Prose Works, n. 276.

unappealable (un-a-pe'la-bl), a. 1. Not ap-

pealable ; incapable of being carried to a high-
er court by appeal : as, an unappealable cause.

2. Not to be appealed from ; final: as, an un-

ii/ilfiii/tible judge. Knit/I, Sermons, V. iii.

unappeasable (un-a-pe'za-bl), a. Not to be

appeased or pacified; implacable: as, iinnp-

y.v(iW anger. Milt-w. S. A.. 1. 963.



unappeased

unappeased (un-a-pezd'),fl. Not appeased; not

pacified ;
not satisfied : as, unappeased hunger.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v.

unapplausive (un-a-pla'siv), a. Not applaud-
ing; not cheering or encouraging by or as by
applause.

Instead of getting a soft fence against the cold, shadowy,
unapplausive audience of his life, had he only given it a
more substantial presence?

George Eliot, Middleman*, xx. (Dames.)

unappliable (un-a-pli'a-bl), a. Inapplicable.
[Bare.]

"

Best books to a naughty mind are not unappliable to

occasions of evill. Milton, Areopagitica, p. 16.

unapplicable (un-ap'li-ka-bl), a. Inapplicable.
Boyle, Works, II. 485. [Rare.]
Unapplied (un-a-plld'), a. Not specially ap-

plied ;
not put or directed to some special ob-

ject or purpose.
Men dedicated to a private, free, unapplied course of

life. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

unappreciable (un-a-pre'shi-a-bl), . Inappre-
ciable. [Rare.]
unappreciated (un-a-pre'shi-a-ted), a. Not ap-
preciated, (a) Not perceived or detected. (6) Not es-

timated at the true worth ; not sufficiently valued.

unappreciative (un-a-pre'shi-a-tiv), a. Inap-
precfative. The Acd'demy, May 3, 1890, p. 309.

unapprehended (un-ap-re-hen'ded), a. 1. Not
apprehended; not taken. 2. Not understood,
perceived, or conceived of.

They of whom God is altogether unapprehended are but
few in number. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 2.

unapprehensive (un-ap-re-hen'si-bl), a. In-

apprehensible. South, Sermons, V. v.

unapprehensive (un-ap-re-hen'siv), a. 1. Not
apprehensive ; not fearful or suspecting.

Careless of the common danger, and, through a haughty
ignorance, unapprehensive of his own.

Milton, Hist. Eng., ill.

2. Not intelligent; not ready of conception,
perception, or understanding.

Unlerned, Unapprehensive, yet impudent.
MUton, Hist. Eng., iii.

3. Unconscious; not cognizant. [Rare.]
I am not unapprehensive that I might here indeed . . .

have proceeded in another manner.
J. Howe, Works, I. 28.

imapprehensiveness (un-ap-re-hen'siv-nes), w.

The state of being unapprehensive. Richard-

son, Clarissa Harlowe, iii. 5. (Dames.)

unapprised (un-a-prizd'), . Not apprised ;
not

previously informed.

You are not unapprized of the influence of this officer

with the Indians.

Je/erson, to Gen'l Washington (Works, I. 186).

unapproachable (un-a-pro'cha-bl), a. Thatcan-
notbe approached or approximated ; inaccessi-

ble; unattainable. Hammond, Works, IV. 613.

unapproachableness (un-a-pro'cha-bl-nes), n.

The character of being unapproachable. Haw-
thorne, Marble Faun, x.

unapproachably (un-a-pro'cha-bli), adv. So
as to be unapproachable. Contemvoram Rev.,
LUI. 554.

unapproached (un-a-prochf), a. Not ap-
proached ;

not to be approached ;
not approxi-

mated.
God is light,

And never but in unapproached light
Dwelt from eternity. Milton, P. L., iii. 4.

Those scenes of almost unapproached pathos which
make the climax of his [Dante's] Purgatorio.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 76.

unappropriate (un-a-pro'pri-at), a. 1. Inap-
propriate. [Rare.] 2. Not assigned or al-

lotted to any person or persons ; unappropri-
ated. Warbiirton.

unappropriate (un-a-pro'pri-at), v. t. To take
from the possession or custody of particular
individuals

;
make open or common to the use

or possession of all. [Rare.]
Unappropriating and unmonopolising the rewards of

learning and industry from the greasy clutch of igno-
rance. Milton.

unappropriated (un-a-pro'pri-a-ted), a. Not
appropriated, (o) Having no particular application.
Ovid could not restrain the luxurlancy of his genius

. . . from wandering into an endless variety of flowery
and unappropriated similitudes, and equally applicable
to any other person or place. T. Warton, Essay on Pope.
(6) Not applied or directed to be applied to any other ob-
ject, as money or funds: as, unappropriated funds in the
treasury, (c) Not granted or given to any person, com-
pany, or corporation : as, unappropriated lands, (d) Not
appropriated by any person : as, an unappropriated sub-
ject for a poem.

unapproved (un-a-pro'vd'), a. 1. Not ap-
proved; not having received approbation. Mil-
ton, P. L., v. 118. 2f. Not justified and con-

6580

firmed by proof; not corroborated or proved.
Sliak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 53.

unapt (un-apf), a. [< ME. unapt; < MM- 1 + apt.]
1. Not apt; not ready or inclined.

I am a soldier, and unapt to weep.
Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 133.

A most merciful man, as ready to forgive as unapt to
take or give an offence.

Penn, Rise and Progress of Quakers, v.

2. Dull; not ready to learn: same as inapt, 2.

Very dull and unapt. Bacon.

3. Unfit; inappropriate; unsuitable; not quali-
fied

;
not disposed.

Was never man or woman yet bigete
That was unapt to soferen loves hete

Celestial, or elles love of kynde.
Chaucer, Troilus, i. 978.

Unapt I am, not only because of painful study, but also

for this short warning.
Latimer, 1st Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Why are our bodies soft and weak and smooth,
U-napt to toil and trouble in the world?

Shak., T. of the S., v. 2. 166.

No unapt type of the sluggish and wavering movement
of that mind. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., x vii

unaptly (un-apt'li), adv. Unfitly; improperly.
unaptness (un-apt'nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being unapt, in any sense.

unaquitt,". [ME.,<M-i + aquit, pp.of aqmt,v.~\

Unrequited.
Charitee goth unaquit. Oower, Coal. Amant., ii.

unaracedt, a. [ME., < -i + araced.J Same
as unraced.

unargued (un-ar'gud), a. 1. Not argued ; not

debated; also, not argued with
;
not disputed;

not opposed by argument.
My author and disposer, what thou bidd'st

Unargued I obey. Milton, P. L., iv. 636.

2f. Not censured. B. Jonson.
Unarm (un-arm'), v. [< ME. unarmen; < -2 +
nrm2 .] I. trans. 1. To strip of armor or arms;
disarm.

To marme hym the kyng made in that place.
Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5666.

Sweet Helen, I must woo you
To help unarm our Hector.

Shak., T. and C., iii. 1. 163.

2. To render incapable of inflicting injury;
make harmless.
Galen would not leave the world too subtle a theory of

poisons, unarming thereby the malice of venomous spirits.
Sir T. Browne.

II. intrans. To take off or lay aside one's arms
or armor.
While thei were in vn-armynge, thei saugh comynge the

sqnyer of Elizer and the yoman.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 555.

Will ye unarm, and yield yourselves his prisoners ?

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, iii. 7.

unarmed (uu-armd'), a. [< ME. unarmed, on-

armed, unarmit; < -i + armed.'] 1. Not hav-

ing on arms or armor; not equipped with arms
or weapons.

I am unarm'd; forego this vantage, Greek.

Shak., T. and C., v. 8. 9.

2. Not furnished with scales, prickles, or other

armature, as animals and plants; in entom.,
noting parts destitute of projections, spines,
points, etc., where such structures are com-
monly found: as, unarmed tibiae.

unarmored, nnarmoured (un-ar'mord), a. Not
armored; specifically, not plated or sheathed
with metal as a defense from projectiles: not-

ing ships of war : as, an unarmored cruiser.
unarraved (un-a-rad'), a. 1. Not arrayed; not
dressed; unappareled.

This infant world, yet unarray'd, naked and bare.

Dryden, Indian Emperor, f. 1.

2. Not organized; not arranged,
unartedt (un-ar'ted), a. [< un-l + art* + -ed2.]
1. Ignorant of the arts.

God, who would not have his church and people letter-
less and unarted.

Waterhouse, Apology for Learning (1653), p. 19.

2. Not artificial
; plain ; simple.

Unarted meat, kind neighbourhood.
Feltham, Resolves, i. 99.

unartful (un-art'ful), o. 1. Not artful
; artless ;

not having cunning; guileless; frank; genuine.
I'm sure unartful truth lies open

In her mind. Dryden, The Tempest, iii.

2. Wanting skill; inartistic. [Rare.]

unartfully (un-art'ful-i), adv. Without art; in
an unartful manner; artlessly. Burke.

unartificial (un-ar-ti-fish'al), a. Inartificial;
not artificial

;
not formed by art.

The coarse unartiftcial arrangement of the monarchy.
Burke, Rev. in France.

unattempted

unartificially (un-ar-ti-fish'al-i), ndv. Without
art or skill

;
in an unskilful manner. Milton

,

Hist. Eng., iii.

unartistic (un-ar-tis'tik), a. Inartistic. Edin-

burgh Rev.

unascendable (un-a-sen'da-bl), a. Incapable
of being ascended, climbed, or mounted; un-
scalable.

unascended (un-a-sen'ded), a. Not having
been ascended, as a throne waiting for its king.

[Rare.]
It was for thee yon kingless sphere has long
Swung blind in unascended majesty.

Shelley, Adonais, xlvi.

unascertainable (un-as-er-ta'na-bl), a. Not
capable of being ascertained; incapable of be-

ing certainly known.
unascertained (un-as-er-tand' ), a. Not reduced
to a certainty; not made certain and definite;
not certainly known.
Most of the companies administer charities of large but

unascertained value. Encyc. Brit., VI. 225.

unascriedt (un-as-krid'), a. Not descried or
seen. Hall.

unasked (un-askf), a. 1. Not asked; unsolicited.

Indeed I thought
That news of ill unasked would soon be brought.

Wiltiam Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 310.

2. Not sought by entreaty or care. [Rare.]
The bearded corn ensu'd

From earth unask'd. Dryden.

unaspectivet (un-as-pek'tiv), . Not having
regard to anything; inattentive. Feltham, Re-
solves, ii. 74.

unaspirated (un-as'pi-ra-ted), a. Having no
aspirate ; pronounced or written without an as-

pirate.

unaspiring (un-as-pir'ing), a. Not aspiring;
not ambitious: as, a modest and unaspiring
person.
unassailable (un-a-sa'la-bl), a. Not assailable

;

incapable of being assailed; incontestable;
hence, not to be moved or shaken from a pur-
pose.

I do know but one
That unassailable holds on his rank,
Unshaked of motion. Shak., J. C., iii. 1. 69.

unassailed (un-a-sald'), a. Not assailed; not
attacked.

To keep my life and honour unassail'd.

Milton, Comus, 1. 22ft

unassayed (un-a-sad'), a. Not essayed ;
not at-

tempted ;
not subjected to assay or trial

;
un-

tested.
To be ridd of these mortifying Propositions he leaves no

tyrannical evasion unassaid. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xi.

unassimilated (un-a-sim'i-la-ted), a. Not as-

similated, (o) Not made to resemble; not brought
into a relation of similarity. (6) In physiol., not united
with and actually transformed into the fluid or solid con-
stituents of the living body ;

not taken into the system as
nutriment : as. food still unassimilatfd.

unassisted (un-a-sis'ted), a. Not assisted
;
not

aided or helped; unaided. Addison.
unassuetude (un-as'we-tud), n. Unaccustomed-
ness. [Rare. ]

We walked about for an hour or two, admiring the
beauty and grand bearing of the women [of Genezzano],
and the picturesque vivacity and ever-renewing unassue-
tude of the whole scene. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 252.

unassuming (un-a-su'ming), a. Not assuming ;

not bold or forward; not arrogant; modest;
not forthputting; retiring.

Thou unassuming common-place
Of Nature, with that homely face.

Wordsworth, To the Same Flower (the Daisy).

unassured (un-a-shord'), a. 1. Not assured;
not bold or confident. 2f. Not to be trusted.

The fayned friends, the unassured foes.

Spenser, Hymn in Honour of Love, 1. 263.

3. Not insured against loss : as, goods unassured.
unattached (un-a-tachf), a. Not attached;
free. Specifically (a) In law, not seized on account of
debt, (by Mtfit., not belonging to any special body of

troops or to the staff, as an officer who is waiting orders.

Unattainable (un-a-ta'na-bl), a. Not to be at-

tained or gained.
unattainableness (un-a-ta'na-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being unattainable, or be-

yond reach.

unattainted (un-a-tan'ted), a. Not attainted;
not corrupted ;

not affected ; hence, impartial.
With unattainted eye,

Compare her face with some that I shall show.
Shak., H. and J., i. 2. 90.

unattempted (un-a-temp'ted), a. 1. Not at-

tempted ;
not trie8

;
not essayed ;

not under-
taken.

Things unattempted yet in prose or rhyme.
Milton, P. L., i. 16.



unattempted

2. Not subjected to a trial or tent; not tried, as

by temptation. [Hare.]
But for my hand, as unattempttd yet,

Ukea poor beggar, rallvth on tl-ii< h.

Shall., K. Jiilin,ll. 1. 591.

unattended (un-a-ten'ded), n. 1. Not attc n,l

ed; not accompanied ; having no retinue or at-
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I am not unaware how the production! of the Ornb-
itreet brotherhood have of late years fallen under many
prejudices. Swift, Tale of a Tub, Int.

Dead-asleep, unaware as * corpse.
Brmming, Ring and Book, vl. 135.

Answers nothing, save with her brown eyes,
.Smiles unaware, as It a guardian saint

.Smiled In her. Mrt. Drowning, Aurora Leigh, T.

without a guardian. Milton, P. L., unawares (un-a-warz'), adr. [< unaware +
viii. til). 2. Not attended to; notdressed: as,

inititti'iidrd wounds.

unattending (un-a-ten'ding), a. Not attend-

ing or listening ;
not attentive. Milton, Comus,

1. 272.

unattentive (un-a-ten'tiv), a. Inattentive;
carolcss. Clarke, Evidences, v.

unattested (un-a-tes'ted), a. Not attested;

having no attestation.

Thus God has not left himself unattested, doing good,
sending us from heaven rains and fruitful seasons.

Barrow, On the Creed.

unattire (un-a-tir'), i'.. [< w-2 + attire.'] To
take off the dress or attire, especially robes of

state or ceremony ;
undress. [Bare.]

We both left Mrs. Schwellenberg to unattire.
Mine. D'ArNay, Diary, v. 209. (Dane*.)

unattractive (un-a-trak'tiv), a. Not attractive

or pleasing,
unattractiveness (un-a-trak'tiv-nes), n. The
state of being unattractive, t'nrliiiiilitlif Rev.,

N. 8., XLIII. 7(54.

unau (u'). " [8- Amer.] The South Ameri-
can two-toed sloth, Cliolopus didactylim.
cut under Cholopus.
unaudienced (un-a'di-enst), a. Not admitted to

an
8on. [Bare.]
unauspicious (un-as-pish'us), a. Inauspicious.

Ingrate and unauipiciout altars. Shak., T. N., v. 1. 116.

unauthentic (un-a-then'tik), a. Not authentic ;

not genuine or true. T. ft'arton.

unauthenticated (un-a-then'ti-ka-ted), a. Not
authenticated ;

not attested ;
not shown to be

genuine. Paley.
unauthenticity (un-a-then-tis'i-ti), n. The
character of being unauthentic. Atlienteiim,

No. 3193, p. 15.

unauthoritative (uu-4-thor'i-ta-tiv), a. Not

Encyc. Brit., V.'
~

adv. gen. -ex.] 1. While the person is una-
ware

; unexpectedly ;
without previous know-

ledge or preparation ; suddenly.
Take the great-grown traitor unaware*.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., iv. 8. 63.

There may be stupidity in a man of genius If you take

him unaware* on the wrong subject.

Oeorge Eliot, Middlemarch, I. 165.

2. Without premeditated design ;
inadver-

tently.
As when a ship, that flyes fayre under sayle,
An hidden rocke escaped hath umcare*,
That lay In walte her wrack for to bewalle.

Spenter, F. Q., I. vi. 1.

They (Pharisees] did not know themselves; they had
unaicare* deceived themselves as well as the people.

./. //. Xemnan, Parochial Sermons, L 127.

At unawares (erroneously at unaware), unexpectedly.

By his foe surprised at unawaret.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Iv. 4. 9.

I came to do It with a sort of love
At foolish unaware. Mrt. Browniny.

unawned (un-ftnd'), a. In hot., not provided
with an awn.

Sec unazotized (un-az'o-tizd), a. Not azptized;
not supplied with azote or nitrogen.

UlllOnCeU \ IUI-H m-eill },ti. i^ui numjti/r'dto ' *Oiaiiy, p. .

Zli, nee; not received or heard. Richard- unbacked (un-bakt ') a 1. Not having been
backed ; not taught to bear a rider; unbroken.

Like unback'd colts they prlck'd their ears.

Shalt., Tempest, Iv. 1. 176.

2. Unsupported; left without aid; unaided; in

sporting, not supported by bets: as, an unbacked
horse. 3. Not moved back or backward. ('.

(un-bag'), r. t. [< n-2 + bag."] To let

out of a bag; pour out of a bag; take from or

as if from a bag: as, to unbag a fox; to unbntj

grain. [Bare.]
Mrs. Tulliver . . . unbagged the bell-rope tassels and

unpinned the curtains.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, iii. 3.

.a.

authoritative. Encye. ant., V. 7.

unauthoritiedt.a, [Early mod -E. unautoritied; unbailable (un-ba'la-
< n-l + authority -erf2.] Unauthorized. ^ offense is unbaifal
Nor to do thus are we unoutorified either from the mor- unbaized (un-bazd'), a.

all precept of Salomon to answer him thereafter that prides }lft ;~ i i ...... 1

him in his Wily. Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remount, Pref.

unauthorized (un-a'thor-izd), a. Not author-

ized; not warranted by proper authority ;
not unbaked (un-bakt'), a.

duly commissioned. Shak., Othello, iv. 1. 2. mature .

hl-digested.
Also spelled unauthorised.

unavailability (un-a-va-la-bil'i-ti), n. The
character of being unavailable.

unavailable (un-a-va'la-bl), a. 1. Not availa-

ble ; not capable of being used with advantage :

as, unavailable manuscripts. 2t. Useless; vain.

unbattered

the amount of rock-excavation turn out to I* very small

and tin amount of earth-excavation very laik"

unballast 1
(iin-lml'itst), r. t. [< MH-- -t- boBOft.]

To free from ballast; discharge the ballast

from.
Unballast-t (un-bal'ast), a. [For unballasted.]
Unballasted. Adilimn, tr. of Ovid's Meta-

rnorph., ii.

unballasted (un-baras-ted), n. Not hrnttehed
with ballast; not kept steady by ballast or by
weight; unsteady: literally or figuratively: as,

iiiihulliixti'il wits.

unbanded (un-ban'ded), a. Having no band,

(specially in the sense of being stripped of a

band, or lacking one where one is needed.

Your bonnet unhanded.
Shak., As you I.Ike It, Hi. 2. 398.

unbank (un-bangk'), . t. [< i/-2 + banl.-i.]

1 . To take a bank from ; open as if by leveling
or removing banks. [Bare.]

Unbank the hours
To that soft overflow which bids the heart

Yield Increase of delight.

Taylor, Edwin the Fair, I. 5. (Darnel.)

2. To cause (a fire) to burn briskly by raking
off the ashes from the top, opening drafts and
the ash-pit door, etc. See to bank a fire, under
bank*. Set. Amer., N. 8., LXII. 315.

unbankable (un-bang'ka-bl), a. Not bankable.

All the gold that France has paid, or can pay, were a

poor exchange for the treasure of German Idealism, un-

bankable as It la.

B. L. GUdertleece, Essays and Studies, p. 56.

Bentley, unbaptized (un-bap-tizd'), a. Not baptized;
hence, figuratively, unhallowed; profane.

For those my unbaptized rhimes,
Writ in my wild unhallowed times, . . .

Forgive me. God.
Herrick, His Prayer for Absolution.

inbar (un-bftr'), r. t. 1. To remove a bar or

bars from : said especially of a gate or door.

I7n*or the sacred gates, and seek the pow'r
With ofler'd vows, In Illon's topmost tow'r.

Pope, Iliad, vt 111.

Then to the castle's lower ward

Sped forty yeomen tall,

The iron studded gates unbarred . . .

And let the drawbridge fall.

Scott, Uarmlon, I. 4.

2. To open ;
unlock : especially in figurative

uses.

Not bailable : as,

Not covered with

It slid down the polished slope of the varnished and un-

baized desk. Charlotte Bronte, Vlllette, xxviii.

Not baked
; hence, im-

Your son was misled with a snipt taffeta fellow there,

whose villanous saffron would have made all the unbolted

and doughy youth of a nation in his colour.

Shak., All's Well, Iv. 5. 3.

Songs she may have,
And read a little u*a*'d poetry,
Such as the dabblers of our time contrive.

But to complain or not complain alike Fletcher and another, Elder Brother, II. 2.

is unavailable. A l>p. Potter, unbalance 1 (un-bal'ans), v. t. [< wn-1 + bal-
Not availing or

ance< .] To throw out of balance.unavailing (un-a-va'ling), o.

having the effect desired ;
ineffectual ;

useless ;

vain: as, unarailinq efforts; unarailing prayers.
= 8yn. Fruitless, Ine/ectual, etc. Seeufe.

unavailingly (un-a-va'ling-li), adr. Without
avail. Fortnightly' Rev., N. S., XLI. 820.

unavisedt, a. Unadvised.

Wit unansed, sage folie. Rom. qfthe flow, 1. 4738.

unavoidable (un-a-voi'da-bl), a. 1. Incapable dencler
of being made null or void. 2. Not avoid- ca,es.

1

inevitable : as, una-
.

The sure physician, death, who Is the key
To untar these locks. Shak., Cymbellne, v. 4. 8.

Soon as Aurora had unliarr'd the Morn.
Prior, Colin's Mistakes, II.

unbarbed (un-barbd'), a. If. Not sheared,

shaven, or mown; unshaven.
Must I go show them my unbarbed sconce?

Shak., for., iii. 2. 99.

The thick unbarbed grounds. DrauU,n.

2. Not furnished with barbs or reversed points,
hairs, or plumes.
unbarbered (un-bar'berd), a. Unshaven.

We'd a hundred Jews to larboard

Unwashed, uncombed, unbarbered.

Thackeray, The White Squall.

unbark't (un-bark'), r. /. [< w-2 + bark2 .]

To strip off the bark from, as a tree; bark.

Bacon, Nat. Hist.. $ 654.
,

.

It |, true the repeal of these laws might restore harmony unbark2
t (un-bark'), r. [< tin-2 + fcorJ-3. Cf.

disbark disembark 1 To disembark; land. Hak-
, ., Vnuanna n 91 A'"

?f, n bati-kad') r t [< -2 +$ ^n
' ^.^ s

"

rne

+

^ (un-bar-Sa'dod), a. Not bar-

rica(ie(j stopped, or blocked up ; unobstructed.

Burke, To wl Elliot, Esq.
Alien, and Neurol., VIII. S24. unbase (un-bas'), a. Not base, low, or mean;

between the railroads, but only by a further unbalancing
of the relations between the railroad companies and the

public. Pop. Sri. Mo., XXXV. 388.

unbalance2 (un-bal'ans), n. [< n-2 + balance,

t'.] Want of balance
; derangement. [Bare.]

ing Influence of disease In this class of cases

unavoidableness (un-a-voi'da-bl-nes), i. The
state or character of being unavoidable ; inevi-

tableness.

unavoidably (un-a-voi'da-bli), adv. Inevitably ;

on account of some unavoidable thing or event,

unavoided (un-a-voi'ded), a. 1. Not avoided

or shunned. 2f. Unavoidable; inevitable.

We see the very wreck that we must suffer ;

And unavoided is the danger now.
Shak., Rich. II., II. 1. 268.

Unavowed (un-a-voud'), a. Not avowed or

openly acknowledged: as, unavowed dislike,

unaware ( un-a-war' ),. Not aware; not head-

ing; heedless; unmindful: often used adver-

bially.
As one that unaware

Hath dropp'd a precious jewel in the flood.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 823.

Will he, so wise, let loose at once his ire,

Belike through impotence, or unairaref
Hilton, P. L

,
ii. 1..U.

'V
M .rM^'irvt unbalanced (un-bal'anst), a. 1. Not balanced; notdegradii

,
March 18, 1655.

Ilot poised .

v

Wnothesjy.
Let earth, unbalanced, from her orbit fly,,

phmcta and suns run lawless through the sky.

r<W, Esy on Man, I. 266.

.

unbashedt (un-basht'), a. Not filled with or

not feeling shame ;
unabashed.

Arcadia, iii.

Sir P. Sidiie;/.

Such were the fashionable outrages of unbalanced par- unbashful (un-bash'ful), a. Not bashful ; bold ;

ties. J- Adamt, Works, IV. 287.
jmpudent ; shameless. Shak., As you Like it,

2 Not brought to an equality of debt and ii. 3. 50.

credit: as, an unbalanced account. 3. Un- unbated (un-ba'ted), a. It. Not bated; una-

steady; easily swayed ; deranged; unsound. bated; undiminished.

Thus good or bad to one extreme lietray

Th' unbalanced mind. Pope, Imit. of Horace, 1. 6.

My guards
Are you, great Powers, and the unbated strengths
Of a flrin conscience. B. Jonton, Catiline, III. 4.

2. Unblunted : noting a sword without a but-

ton on the point.
The treacherous Instrument is in thy hand,
Unbated and envenom'd. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. S28.

Unbalanced bid, in public contracts, a bid for the per-

formance of n given work at specified rates for each of the

various kinds of labor or materials required, which, by

being made on an erroneous estimate of quantities of each,

appears, assuming those quantities to be correct to be low

irpo^rq^^^^
if the estimates are of a very large quantity of rock-exca- Drydeii. Cynion and Iphigema.
vation and a very small quantity of

earth-exi-avatwn^a^i|l unbattered (un-bat'erd), O. Not battered; not
for the entire work at a very low ra * or L i

^ ^ ^^ bruised or injured by blows. Shak., Macbeth,

foweat bid but might prove to be the highest, should V. 7. 19.



unbay

unbayt (un-ba'), r. t. To open; free from re-

straint.
To unbay the current of my passions.

Harris, Miscellanies.

unbet (uu-be'), v. t. To cause not to be, or not
to be the same

;
cause to be other.

How olt, with danger of the Held beset,
Or with home mutinies, would he unbe
Himself ! Old play.

unbear (un-bar'), v. t. ; pret. tnibore, pp. uttborne,

ppr. nnbeuring. To take off or relax the bear-

ing-rein of: said of a horse.

Unbear him half a moment to freshen him up.
Dickens, Bleak House, Ivi.

unbearable (un-bar'a-bl), a. Not to be borne
or endured

;
intolerable. Sir H. Sidney. State

Papers, II. 228.

unbearableness (un-bar' a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being unbearable,

unbearably (un-bar'a-bli), ado. In an unbear-
able manner; intolerably.
unbearded (un-ber'ded), a. Having no beard,
in any sense

; beardless.

Th' unbearded youth.
B. Jonson, tr. of Horace's Art of Poetry.

The yet unbearded grain.
Dryden, Britannia Rediviva, 1. 200.

unbearing (un-bar'ing), a. Bearing or pro-
ducing no fruit

; sterile; barren. Dryden.
unbeast (un-besf), v. t. To divest of the form
or qualities of a beast. [Bare.]
Let him unbeast the beast.

Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

unbeaten (un-be'tn), a. 1. Not beaten; not
treated with blows. 2. Untrodden

;
not beaten

by the feet: as, unbeaten paths. 3. Not con-

quered; not surpassed; unexcelled; never
beaten : as, an unbeaten record

;
an unbeaten

competitor.
unbeauteous (un-bu'te-us), a. Not beautiful;
having no beauty ;

not possessing qualities that

delight the senses, especially the eye and ear.

unbeautiful (un-bu'ti-ful), a. Not beautiful;
plain; ugly. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 531.

unbeavered (un-be'verd), a. 1. Without the
beaver or hat

;
bareheaded. Gay, The Espou-

sal. 2. With the beaver of the helmet open.
See beaver.

unbecomet (un-be-kum
'

), v. t. Not to become
;

not to be suitable to
; misbecome.

It neither unbecomes God nor men to be moved by rea-
son. Bp. Sherlock, On Providence, ix.

unbecoming1
(un-be-kum'ing), a. 1. Not be-

coming; improper; 'indecent; indecorous.

Unbecoming speeches. Dryden.

2. Not befitting or suiting; not suitable or

proper (for or in).
There were no circumstances in our Saviour's appear-

ance or course of life which were unbecoming the Son of

God, and the design he came upon.
StiUingfleet, Sermons, I. iii.

But something ere the end,
Some work of noble note, may yet be done,
Not unbecoming men that strove with Gods.

Tennyson, Ulysses.

3. Not esthetically suited to the wearer, as an
article of dress; not enhancing the beauty of
its subject, as an attitude or a gesture.
unbecoming2

(un-be-kum'ing), n . A transition
from existence into non-existence ; dissolution.

[Rare.]
Are we to look forward to a continued becoming or to

an ultimate unbecoming of things? Will evolution on
earth go on for ever? Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 317.

unbecomingly (un-be-kum'ing-li), adv. In an
unbecoming manner, in anv sense.

unbecomingness (un-be-kum'ing-nes), n. The
state or character of being unbecoming, in any
sense.

unbed (un-bed'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. imbedded,

ppr. imbedding. To raise or rouse from or as
if from bed. [Bare.]

Eels unbed themselves and stir at the noise of thunder,
and not only, as some think, by the motion or stirring of
the earth which is occasioned by that thunder.

/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 118.

unbedded (un-bed'ed), a. 1. Not yet having
the marriage consummated, as a bride. [Bare.]

We deem'd it best that this unbedded bride
Should visit Chester, there to live recluse.

Sir H. Taylor.
2. Not existing in beds, layers, or strata. See
bedded, 3. Quart. Jour. Geol. Soc., XLVI. 393.
unbedinned (un-be-dind'), a. Not made noisy.
L. Hunt, Rimini, i. [Rare.]
unbefitting (un-be-fit'ing), . Not befitting;
unsuitable; unbecoming. Shak., L. L. L., v.
2. 7/0.
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unbefool(un-be-fol'),i>. t. [<
-2 + befool.} 1.

To change from a foolish nature ; restore from
the state or condition of a fool. South, Sermons,
VII. viii. 2. To open the eyes of to a sense of

folly. 3. To undeceive. [Bare in all uses.]
unbefriend (un-be-frend'), v. t. [< un-1 + be-

friend.} To fail to befriend
; deprive of friend-

ly support. [Rare.]
And will not unbefriend the enterprising any more than

the timid. The American, XXIX. 104.

unbefriended (un-be-fren'ded), p. a. Not bo-

friended; not supported by friends
; having no

friendly aid.

Alas for Love !

And Truth who wanderest lone and unbefriended.
Shelley, Hellas.

unbeget (un-be-gef), v. t. To undo the beget-
ting of. [Bar'e.J
Wishes each minute he could unbeget those rebel sons.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, i. 1.

unbeginning (un-be-gin'ing), a. Having no
beginning.
An unbeginning, midless, endless ball. Sylvester.

unbegot (un-be-gof), a. Unbegotten.
Your children yet unborn and unbegot.

Shak., Eich. II., iii. 3. 88.

Unbegotten (un-be-got'n), a. 1. Not yet gen-
erated; not yet begotten. 2. Having never
been generated; self-existent.

The eternal, unbegotten, and immutable God.
Stillingjket.

unbeguile (un-be-gil'), v. t. To undeceive ; free
from the influence of deceit. Daniel. [Rare.]
unbeguiled (un-be-gild'), a. Not beguiled or
deceived. Congreve, tr. of Homer's Hymn to
Venus.

Unbegun (un-be-gun
'

), a. [< ME. uribegonne, un-

begunnen; < un-T- + begun.} 1. Not yet begun.
A work unbegun. Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 66.

2f. Having had no beginning ;
eternal.

The mighty God which unbegonne
Stonte of hym selfe.

Gower, Coat. Amant., viiL

unbeholden (un-be-hol'dn), a. Unseen.
Like a glow-worm golden
In a dell of dew,

Scattering unbeholden
Its aerial hue. Shelley, To a Skylark, x.

unbehovablet, a- Not needful; unprofitable.
Sir J. Cheke.

unbehovelyt, a. Not behooving; unseemly.
(lower, Conf. Amant., vi.

unbeingt (un-be'ing), a. Not existing. Sir T.

Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 25.

unbejuggled (un-be-jug'ld), a. Undeceived by
trick or artifice. Atlantic Monthly, LXV. 569.

[Colloq.]
unbeknown (un-be-iion'), a. Unknown. [Now
only colloq.]

Especially if God did stir up the same secret instinct in
thee to sympathize with another in praying for such a
thing unbeknown one to another.

T. Goodwin, Works, III. 372.

"I was there," resumed Mrs. Cluppins, "unbeknown to
Mrs. Bardell." Dickens, Pickwick, xxxiv.

unbeknownst (un-be-nonsf), a. Same as un-
beknow n. [Colloq. ]'
So by & by I creep up softly to my own old little room,

not to disturb their pleasure, & unbeknownst to most.
E. S. Phelps, Sealed Orders.

unbelief (un-be-lef), w. 1. Incredulity; the

withholding of belief; disbelief; especially,
disbelief of divine revelation.

[Truth] shines in all who do not shut it out
By dungeon doors of unbelief and doubt

Abraham Coles, The Evangel, p. 181.

Belief consists in accepting the affirmations of the soul
;

unbelief, in denying them. Emerson, Montaigne.

2. Disbelief of the truth of the gospel; dis-
trust of God's promises and faithfulness, etc.
Mat. xiii. 58; Mark vi. 6; Heb. iii. 12.=syn 1
Distrust.! and 2. Disbelief, Unbelief (see disbelief), skep-
ticism.

unbelieffult (un-be-lef'ful), a. [ME. uribeleve-

ful; < ww-2 + beliefful.} Full of unbelief; un-
believing.
He that is unbeleveful to the sone, schal not se euer-

lastinge lyf. WycHf, John iii. 36.

Unbelieffulnesst (un-be-lef'ful-nes), n. [ME.
mibilerefulness ; < itnbettefful + -ness.] Unbe-
lief; want of faith.

And anon the fadir of the child criynge with teeris seide :

Lord, I beleve, help thou myn vribilevefulness.

Wyclif, Mark ix. 24.

unbelieyability (un-be-le-va-bil'i-ti), n. In-

capability of being believed
; incredibility.

Boiling mud-oceans of Hypocrisy and Unbelievabttiti/.

Carlyle, Life of Sterling, I. xv. (Davies.)

unbending

unbelievable (un-be-le'va-bl), a. Not to be be-

lieved; incredible. J. Uda/1.

The pine shot aloft from the crag to an unbelievable height.
Tennyson, Voyage of Maeldune.

unbelieved (un-be-levd'), a. Not believed,
credited, or trusted

; also, incredible.

As I, thus wrong'd, hence unbelieved go.

., M. forM., v. 1. 119.

I made his valour stoop, and brought that name,
Soar'd to so unbeliec'd a height, to fall

Beneath mine.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, ii. 2.

unbeliever (un-be-le'ver), n. 1. An incredu-
lous person ;

one who does not believe. 2.

One who discredits Christian revelation, or the

mission, character, and doctrines of Christ.

They, having their conversation honest and holy
amongst the unbelievers, shined like virgin-tapers in the
midst of an impure prison, and amused the eyes of the
sons of darkness with the brightness of the flame.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 166.

3. One who does not believe in or hold any
given religion.

Who think through unbelievers' blood
Lies their directest path to heaven.

Moore, Fire-Worshippers.

=Syn. Skeptic, Disbeliever, etc. See infidel.

unbelieving (un-be-le'ving), . 1. Not believ-

ing; incredulous; skeptical; doubting. 2.

Infidel; discrediting divine revelation, or the

mission, character, and doctrines of Christ: as,
"the unbelieving Jews," Acts xiv. 2.

unbelievingly (uu-be-le'ving-li), adv. With un-
belief. Clarke.

unbellerophontic (un-be-ler-o-fon'tik),a. Not
like Bellerophon. See Bellerophon. [Bare.]
In tones, looks, and manners he was embarrassing, and

this I was willing to consider as the effect of my own un-
bellerophontic countenance and mien.

Coleridge, Letter to Sir George Beaumont.

unbeloved(uu-be-luvd'),a. Not loved. Dryden.
Unbelt (un-belf ), v. t. 1. Toungird; remove
the belt or girdle from. 2. To remove from the

person by undoing the belt which supports it.

The officers would have unbelted their swords.
lit- Quincey, Roman Meals.

unbend (un-bend'), .; pret. and pp.unbent, ppr.
unbending. I. intrans. 1. To become relaxed
or unbent. 2. To rid one's self of constraint;
act with freedom

; give up stiffness or austerity
of manner; be affable.

He [Charles II. 1 might be seen . . . striding among the
trees, playing with his spaniels, and flinging corn to his
ducks ; and these exhibitions endeared him to the com-
mon people, who always love to see the great unbend.

Macaulay, Bist. Eng., iv.

II. trans. 1. To free from flexure; make
straight : as, to unbend a bow.

Unbending the rigid folds of the parchment cover, I
found it to be a commission, under the hand and seal of
Governor Shirley. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 33.

I only meant
To draw up again the bow unbent.

WhiMer, Mogg Megone.

2. To relax
;
remit from a strain or from ex-

ertion; set at ease for a time: as, to unbend
the mind from study or care.

You do unbend your noble strength, to think
So brainsickly of things. Shak., Macbeth, it 2. 45.

She unbent her mind afterwards, over a book.

Lamb, Mrs. Battle on Whist.

3. Naut. : (a) To unfasten from the yards and
stays, as sails, (b) To cast loose, as a cable
from the anchor, (c) To untie, as a rope.
unbendedt (un-ben'ded), a. Belaxed; unbent.

He ruddy Nectar pours,
And Jove regales in his unbended Hours.

Congreve, Hymn to Venus.

unbending1
(un-ben'ding), a. [<

-i + lend-

ing.} 1. Not suffering flexure
;
not bending.

Hies o'er the unbending corn and skims along the main.
Pope, Essay on Criticism, 1. 373.

2. Unyielding; inflexible; firm.

Nobody demands from a party the unbending equity of
a judge. Hacaulay, Warren Hastings.

The arrogant Strafford and the unbending Laud had as
bitter rivals in the palace as they had enemies in the na-
tion. Bancroft, Hist. U. S., I. 379.

Unbending column, a column in which, as in a Doric
column, the thickness in proportion to the length is so
great that fracture under vertical pressure can occur only
bydetrusion, or by sliding apart in a plane or planes whose
angle is dependent upon the material, and not by ten-

dency to lateral bending inducing transverse fracture.

unbending2
(un-beu'ding), .. [Verbal n. of un-

bend, v.} A relaxing; remission from a strain ;

temporary ease.

Stalwart ;iml rubicund men they were, second only, if

second, to S., champion of the county, and not incapable
of genial unbendings when the fasces were laid aside.

Lou-ell, Fireside Travels, p. 35.



unbending

Unbending- (un-bcii'ding), it. [< unbend +
-iij-.\ < Jivcn up to relaxation or amusement.

I hope It may entertain your lordship at an unbe.Mny
hour- yfou*.

unbendingly (uu-ben'ding-li), adv. Without
lieniliiif,'; obstinately.

unbendingnes8(uu-ben'diiig-nes), n. Thoqual-
it v of be-in.,' iinU'iidiiii:; inflexibility. l.n,i<tnr.

unbeneficed (un-beii'e-fist), a. Not enjoying
or having a benefice.

'

Dryden, Hind and fan-
thcr, iii. isii.

unbeneficial (un-ben-e-fish'al), o. Not bene-
I'n-iul; not advantageous, useful, profitable, or

helpful. Milton.

unbenefited (uu-ben'e-fit-ed), . Having re-
ci-ivcd no benefit, service, or advantage. F.

Amu-, Liberal Education, App.
unbemghted(un-be-nl'ted),fl. Not benighted;
never visited by darkness. Milton, P. L., x. 682.

unbenign (uu-be-nln'), . Not benign ; the re-
verse of benign; malignant. Milton,P.L., 1.661.
unbenumb(mi-be-niiin'), r. f. To relieve from
numbness; restore sensation to. Sylvester, tr.

of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Handy-Crafts,
[Rare.]
unbequothent, a. [ME. unbiquothen ; < un-1

+ bei/uiiHtfit, obs. pp. of bequeath, r.] Not be-
queathed.

I wull that the residewe of the stulfe of myn houBhold
unlnquothen be divided equally betwen Edmund and Wil-
Hum, my soncs, and Anne, my daughter.

. -,unbereft (un-be-reft'), a. Not bereaved or be-
reft. Sandys,

0583
All men . . . lean to mercy when tmlnaurd by pu-

l'"> or interest.

'"""" "' ""' W "rld< letter """'

unbiasedly, unbiassedly om-bi'ast-li), a<l>-.

Without bias or prejudice; impartially. Loch;
Conduct of the Understanding, $ 3.

unbiasedness, unbiassedness (un-bi'ast-nes),
" The state of being unbiased; freedom from
bias or prejudice ; impartiality.
unbid (un-bid'), o. 1. Not bid; unbidden.

Thorn. also and thistles [t shall bring thee forth
t'wa. Jftfton, p. L, x. an.

2f. Without having said prayers. Spenser, F.^.,
I. be. 54.

unbidden (un-bid'n), a. [< ME. unfrwfen;<-!
+ bidden.] 1. Not bidden ; not commanded ;

hence, spontaneous.- 2. Uninvited; not re-

quested to attend.
Unbidden guesta

Are often welcomeat when they are gone.
SAo*., 1 Hen. VL, IL 2. 55.

unbidet (un-bid'), v. i. To go away; refuse to
remain or stay. Testament of Love.
unbind (un-bind' ), v. t.; pret. and pp. unbound,
ppr. unbinding. [< ME. unbinden, < AS. un-
oindan (= OFries. undbinda, onbinda = D. ont-
binden = Q. entbinden); as M-a + bind1

.] 1.

To release from bands or restraint, as the hands
or feet of a prisoner; free.

Tak now my noiile, unbind me of this unreite.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1339.

Howmystgodmeofcaremft.-nA,,
Slthen god loueth trouthe so verrUI?

Hymnt to Viryin, etc. (E. E. T. S.\ p. VI.

* T unfa or

unbolt

Every Inordinate cup l> unbteued.

shale., Othello, II. 8. 31L

Unble88edne88 <un-b]esVd-,,,-s
I,

. The state
,,t i. m^ nnhi. ss, .i: wretchedness. {"<///.

nnblest (un-blest'), <i. [A later Ruelling of un-

/,/<>>/,/.] Not blessed; excluded from bene-

diction; hence, cursed; wretched; unhappy.
m that He Messes li our good,
And unbktt good it 111.

*'
'

*'<"*. "ymiu.

unbllnd (un-bliiid' ),.<. [< w;i-l + Wind.] To
free from blindness

; give sight to; open the

eyes of. [Bare.]
It 1 not too late to unblind some of the people.

Bj>. Harfrt, Abp. Williams, Ii. 196.

Keep his vision clear from ipek, his Inward lghttmMid.

... ,. *(, BWhplace of Burn..

unbllSSIUl (un-blis fid), a. Unhappy. Tenny-

"'"";
Dream of Fair Women.

unbUthe (un-bliTH'), a. [< ME. unblithe, < A8.
v,,blithe (= OHG. nWai); as - + Wi<*.]
Not blithe; not happy.
unblock (un-blok'), t\ . In whijit, to play an
unnecessarily high card, in order to avoid iuter-

rupting a partner's long suit.

unblooded (un-blud'ed), . Not marked or dis-

tiuguished by improved blood; not thorough-
bred : as, an unblooded horse.

unbloodied (un-blud'id), a. Not made bloody.
WirtA'., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 193.

Unbloody (un-blud'i), o. 1. Not stained with^
This hath brought

Sweet peace to lt in that bright state the ought,

unbeseem ( un-be-sem' ), r. t. [<
-! + beseem.]

Not to be fit for or worthy of
;
be unbecoming

or not befitting to. [Rare.]
Ah ! may'st thou ever be what now thou art,
Nor unbeseem the promise of thy spring.

Byron, To lanthe.

unbeseeming (uu-be-se'ming), a. Unbecom-
ing; not befitting ; unsuitable.

Was not that unbeseeming a King?
N. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmui, I. 427.

unbeseemingly (un-be-se'ming-li), adv. In an
unbeseeming or unbecoming manner; unwor-
thily. Barrow, Works, III., ser. 6.

unbeseemingness (un-be-se'ming-nes), n. The
state or character of being unbeseeming. Bp.
Hall, Contemplations, Jeroboam's Wife.

unbesought (un-be-s6t' ), a. Not besought ;
not

sought by petition or entreaty. Milton, P. L.,

r. Knight of st . John,

unbirdly (un-berd'li), adv. Unlike or unworthy
of a bird. Cowley, Of Liberty. [A nonce-word.]
unbishop(un-bish'up),t'. t. [< M-2 + bishop.]
To deprive of episcopal orders; divest of the
rank or office of bishop. Milton, Reformation
in Eng., i.

(un-bit'), v. t. Xaut., to remove the

Many battalia, and some of those not unbloodie.

Milton, Hl.t. Eng., ii.

Unbloody sacrifice, a sacrifice which doe. not Involve
the shedding of blood, such as the meat-offering (meal-of-
fering) of the Old Testament

; specifically, the eucharlstic

ak (un-be-spek'), V. t. To revoke or

put off, as something spoken for beforehand;
annul, as an order, invitation, or engagement.

Pretending that the corps stinks, they will bury It to

night privately, and so will unbespealc all their guests.
Pepyt, Diary, Oct. so, 1661.

I can immediately run buck and nnbttpeak what I have
Garridc, Lying Valet, I.

unbestowed (un-be-stod'), a. Not bestowed;
not given, granted, or conferred; not disposed
of. Bacon, Henry VII., p. 216.

unbethinkt (un-be-thingk' ),v.t. Not to be-

.tx-.(un-bit ed), a. Unbndled ; uncon-

td^ otne,, , 8 ^
, ... ...

unbitten, unbit (un-bit n, un-bit ), p. a. Not

UlMi "? 8e canine of dying rich. Young.

unblamable (un-bla'ma-bl), a. Not blamable;
not culpable; innocent'. Also spelled unblame-
able

T ecure "y"81 ' or the Publlc ff'i-t the future by
positive Inflictions upon the injurious . . . is also within
the moderation of an unNamaWe defence.

J*r.Taylor,Wort(ei.ih3&),l.is,fnt.

unblamablenOBS (un-bla'ma-bl-nes), n. The
state of being unblamable, or not chargeable
with blame or fault. South. Also spelled un-
blameableness.

unblamably (uu-bla'ma-bli), adv. In an un-
blamable manner; so as to incur no blame,
1 Thess. ii. 10. Also spelled unblameablu.
unblamed (un-blamd'), a. Not blamed; free
from censure

; innocent,

unblotted (un-blot'ed), a. Not blotted, or not
blotted out; not deleted; not erased.

Spenser . . . seem, to have been satisfied with hi. first

u,tfotted thought.. /. Vltrvtli, Amen, of Lit, II. 128.

unblown 1 (un-blon'), a. [< un-1 + blown!.] 1.
Not blown, inflated, or otherwise affected by
the wiml.

A^ untlmm (ghlll) de01lr hl, we
Sandyi, Paraphrase of the Book of Job, p. 31.

Leisure . . .

Mlght BM:e ""'

Knf2 - Not caused to sound, as a wind-instrument.
The Unce8 "

unblown- (un-blon ), a. < n-l + blown*.]
Not blown; not having the bud expanded;
hence, not fully grown or developed.

My tender babes!
Mv vM 'm flowe ' Shot- Bich. III., iv. 4. 10.

unblushing (un-blush'iug), a. Not blushing ;

hence, destitute of or not exhibiting shame;
impudent: shameless: as, an unblushing asser-
tion.

That bold, bad man, . . . pretending still,

with hard ntitMM'n front, the public good.

obstinate in maintaining their ground) . . . unbethovjht
themselves to disperse and retire.

Cation, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, xi. (Daviea.)

unbetide (un-be-tld'), . i. To fail to happen
or betide.
Thilke thing that God seth to bltyde, It ne may nat un-

bityde. Chaucer, Boethius, v. prose 6.

unbettered (un-bet'erd), a. Not bettered or

[Rare.]
ings, andM and statesmen, war are,

Whose safety is man's deep unbettered woe.

AMI* Queen Mab, iv.

unbewarest (un-be-warz'), adr. [< wi-i + be-
,-, ; erroneously for unawares.] Unaware ;

unawares
To the Intent that by their coming unbewre, they

might do the greater distraction.
J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtlus, iv.

unbias (un-bi'as), f. . To free from bias; turn
or free from prejudice or prepossession.
The truest service a private man may hope to do his

country is by unbiatrimj his mind as much as possible.
Su-ift, Sentiments of a Ch. of Eng. Man, i.

unbiased, unbiassed (un-bi'ast), . Free from
bias, undue partiality, or prejudice; impartial:
as, an uiibiani-il mind; an unbiased opinion or
'(''ision.

tM d,(un-blecht ), a. Not bleached ;
of

the color that it has after weaving: noting
cloth.

unbleaching (nn-ble'ching), a. Not bleaching;
not becoming white or pale. [Rare.]

Blood's unbUachiitg stain. Byron. Childe Harold, 1.

unbleeding (un-ble'ding), a. Not bleeding;
not 8V

ff "nK
.

los
L

' bl : M "unbleed,,uj

(un-
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,, ^
,o. Not blemished;

no
.
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?
ned

'
free

^f, t"n>"de, reproach or

deformity; pure; spotless: as, an unblemished

reputation or life; an unblemished moral char-
acter.

unblenchedt (un-blenchf), a. Not daunted or
disconcerted ; unconfounded. Milton, Comus,

,

inblesst un-bles'), I- MM..] To
make unhappy ; neglect to make nappy.

Thou dost beguile the world, unbha tome mother.
Shak., Sonnets, ill.

unblessed (un-blesf or un-bles'ed), a. [< ME.
iinlilixm-d. <iii/ili>sned; < un- 1 + blessed.] Same
as iiiiltlt:it.

blushing or shameless manner.
unboastful (un-bost'ful), n. Not boasting;
unassuming; modest. Thomson, Summer.
unbodied (un-bod'id), a. 1. Having no mate-
rial body ; incorporeal.

He '" 8 ch. an airy, thin, unbodi'd coward,
That no revenge i-an catch him.&. and Fl., King and So King, r. i.

2 . Freed from the body ; disembodied.
Uke an unbodied Joy whose race 1, Ju.t

begun.ShtUey, To a Skylark, III.

Unboding (un-bo'ding), a. Not anticipating;
not iook

*
ng for .

,^ , worth ,^ and
Unboding critic-pen.rmy m, Will Waterproof, vi.

unbodkmed (un-bod'kind),n. Unfastened with
a bodkin; freed from fastening by a bodkin.
Mrs. Browiing, Duchess May. [Rare.]
nnbodyt (un-bod'i), r. i. To be deprived of the
body ; become disembodied.

Tne ute wolde hta ^^g gnoide Mnfcaj

Clmuerr, Troi'lus, T. 1550.

nnbolt (un-bolf). r. [< nn-2 -r- bolft.] I. trans.
To release or allow to be opened by withdraw-
ing a bolt: as, to unbolt a door.

He shall unbolt the gate*. Skat., T. and C., Iv. 2. 8.



unbolt

II. intrants. To withdraw a bolt and thus open
that which it confined

;
hence (rarely), to open ;

unfold; explain.
Pain. How shall I understand you?
Poet. I will unbolt to you. Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 61.

unbolted1
(un-bol'ted), a. [See 'bolt1

, r.] Not
bolted

;
not fastened by bolts.

unbolted2
(un-bol'ted), a. [See bolft, ,.] l.

Not bolted or sifted; not having the bran or

coarse part separated by a bolter: as, unbolted
meal. Hence 2f. Coarse; gross; not refined.

I will tread this unbolted villain into mortar.

Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 7L

unbone (un-bon'), v. t. [< M-2 + ftone1 .] 1. To
deprive of a bone or of bones. [Rare.] 2. To
fling or twist about as if boneless. [Bare.]
In the Colleges so many of the young Divines, and those

in next aptitude to Divinity, have bin seene so oft upon
the Stage writhing and unboning their Clergie limines to
all the antick and dishonest gestures of Trinculo's.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

unbonnet (un-bon'et), v. I. intrans. To un-
cover the head by taking off the bonnet or,

by extension, any head-dress. Scott, L. of the

L., v. 17.

II. trans. To remove the bonnet or, by ex-

tension, any head-dress from, as the head, or
the wearer of the head-dress,
unbonneted (nn-bon'et-ed), a. 1. Having no
bonnet on; by extension, without any head-

dress; bareheaded.
Unbonneted he runs. SAa*., Lear, iii. 1. 14.

2. Without taking the bonnet or cap off; mak-
ing no obeisance.

I fetch my life and being
From men of royal siege, and my dements
May speak unbonneted to as proud a fortune
As this that I have reach'd. Shak., Othello, i. 2. 23.

unbooked (un-bukf), . Unbookish. [Rare.]
With a compass of diction u neqnalled by any other pub-

lic performerof thetime, ranging . . . from the unbooked
freshness of the Scottish peasant to the most far-sought
phrase of literary curiosity.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 139.

unbookish (un-buk'ish), a. 1. Not addicted to
books or reading.

It is to be wondered how museless unbookish they were,
minding nought but the feats of war. Hilton.

2. Not cultivated by study; unlearned.
His unbookish jealousy must construe

Poor Cassio's smiles, gestures, and light behaviour
Quite in the wrong. Shak., Othello, iv. 1. 102.

unbooklearned (un-buk'ler
<

'ned), a. Illiterate.

[Rare.]
Un-book-learn'd people have conn'd by heart many

psalms of the old translation.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., VII. i. 32. (Davies.)

unboret, A Middle English form of unborn.

Gower, Conf . Amant., vi.

unborn (un-born'), . [< ME. unboren, unbare;
< -l + 6orl.] Not born; not brought into
life

;
not yet existing.
The woe 's to come

;
the children yet unborn

Shall feel this day as sharp to them as thorn.

Shak., Kich. II., iv. 1. 322.

unbosom (un-buz'um), v. [< tin-2 + bosom.]
I. trans. To reveal in confidence

; disclose, as
one's secret opinions or feelings: often used
with a reflexive pronoun.

Their several counsels they unbosom shall.

Shak., L. L. L, v. 2. 141.

The rest of this winter I spent in a lonesome, solitary
life, having none to converse with, none to unbosom my-
self unto, none to ask counsel of, none to seek relief from,
but the Lord alone, who yet was more than all.

T. Elltvood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 227.

II. intrans. To make a revelation in confi-
dence ; disclose one's innermost feelings.

Princes usually treat such persons familiarly ; and, quit-
ting their throne like Luna, think they may with safety
unbosom to them. Bacon, Political Fables, iv., Expl.

unbosomer (un-buz'um-er), n. One who nn-
bosoms, discloses, or reveals.
An unbosomer of secrets. Thackeray.

unbottomed (uu-bot'umd), a. 1. Having no
bottom; bottomless.

The dark, unbottom'd, infinite abyss.
Milton, P. L., ii. 405.

2+. Having no solid foundation; having no re-
liance.

This is a special act of Christian hope, to be thus unbot-
tomed of ourselves, and fastened upon God. Hammond.

unbought (un-baf), a. [< ME. unbouht, un-
bocht, uriboht, < AS. unboht; as MW-! + bought2 ."]

1. Not bought: obtained without money or
purchase.

The unboutjht dainties of the poor.
Dryaen, Horace, Epod. 2.
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2. Unsold; withoutapurchaser: as, waunbouglit
stock of books.
The merchant will leave our native commodities un-

bought upon the hands of the farmer. Locke.

3. Not bought over; unbribed.

TJnbribed, unbought, our swords we draw.

Scott, War Song of the Edinburgh Light Dragoons.

unbounded (un-boun'ded), . 1. Having no
bound or limit; unlimited in extent; hence,
immeasurably great : as, unbounded space ;

un-
bounded power.

The wide, the unbounded prospect.
Addison, Cato, v. 1.

2. Having no check or control
;
unrestrained.

He was a man
Of an unbounded stomach, ever ranking
Himself with princes. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 34.

= Syn, 1. Boundless, illimitable. 2. Uncontrolled.

unboundedly (un-boun'ded-li), adv. In an un-
bounded manner; without bounds or limits.

Byron.
unboundedness (un-boun'ded-nes), n. The
state or condition of being unbounded; free-

dom from bounds or limits; specifically, that
character of a continuum by virtue of which,
if any point be taken, and then any other in-

definitely near the first, a third point may be
found indefinitely near the first, and situated op-
posite to the second with reference to the first.

In the extension of space-construction to the infinitely
great we must distinguish between unboundedness and
infinite extent ; the former belonging to the extent rela-

tions, the latter to the measure relations. That space is

an unbounded three-fold manifoldness is an assumption
which is developed by every conception of the outer
world

; according to which at every instant the region of
real perception is completed and the possible positions of
a sought object are constructed, and which by these ap-
plications is forever confirming itself. The unbounded-
ness of space possesses in this way a greater empirical cer-

tainty than any external experience. But its infinite ex-
tent by no means follows from this.

Biemann, tr. by Clifford.

unboundent (un-boun'den), a. [< ME. uriboun-

den; pp. of unbind, v] "Set free; unwedded.
Were I unbounden, also mote I thee,
I wolde never eft comen in the snare.

Chaucer, Prol. to Merchant's Tale, 1. 14.

unbowt (un-bou'), v. t. [< w-2 + ftoipi.] To
unbend.
Looking back would unbow his resolution.

Fuller, Holy War, p. 118.

unbowablet (un-bou'a-bl), a. Incapable of be-

ing bent or inclined.
"
Stubbes.

unbowed (un-boud'), [< ME. unbowed; <
ttw-1 + bowed, pp. of bow1

, v.] 1. Not bowed or

arched; not bent.
He ... passeth by with stiff, unbowed knee.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1.16.

Hence 2. Not subjugated; unsubdued; not

put under the yoke. Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 115.

unbowelt (un-bou'el), v. t. [<
-2 + bowel.']

To deprive of the entrails
; eviscerate

;
disem-

bowel. Dr. H. More.

unboy (un-boi'), v. t. [< un-"2 + boy.] To free
from boyish thoughts or habits; raise above
boyhood. Clarendon. [Rare.]
unbrace (un-bras'), v. [< n-2 + brace.'] I. trans.
1 . To remove the points or braces of

;
free from

tension or constraint; loose; relax: as, to un-
brace a drum; to unbrace the arms; to unbrace
the nerves.

His joyful friends unbrace his azure arms.

Pope, Iliad, vii. 142.

2f. To carve; disjoint.
Vnbrace that malarde. Babees SookfE. E. T. S.), p. 265.

II. intrans. To grow flaccid; relax; hang
loose. Dryden.
unbraced (un-brasf), a. Not braced, in any
sense.
With his doublet all unbraced. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 78.

unbraid(ur.-brad'),t> . t. [<
-2 + braid1 .'} To

separate the strands of
; unweave; uuwreathe,

untrained (un-brand'), a. Deprived of brains;
not brained. Beau, and Fl. [Rare.]
unbranched (un-branchf), a. Not branched;
not provided with branches,
unbreast (un-bresf), v. t. [<

-2 + breast.]
To disclose or lay open ;

unbosom.
Could'st thou unmask their pomp, unbreast their heart,How would'st thou laugh at this rich beggerie.

P. Fletcher, Piscatory Eclogues, iv.

unbreathed (un-breTHd'), a. 1. Not breathed
;

not having passed through the lungs : as, air un-
breathed. 2f. Not exercised; unexercised

;
un-

practised.
And now have toil'cl their unbreathed memories.

Shak, M. N. D., v. 1. 74.

unbreathing (un-bre'SHing), . Not breath-
ing. Byron, Saul.

unbuild

unbred (un-bred'), a. If. Unbegot; unborn.
Hear this, thou age unbred:

Ere you were born was beauty's summer dead.

Shak., Sonnets, civ.

2. Not well bred
;
destitute of breeding.

My Nephew's a little unbred; you'll pardon him, Madam.
Congreve, Way of the World, iii. 17.

3. Not taught or trained.

Unbred to spinning. Dryden, ^Eneid, vii. 1095.

unbreech (un-brech'), v. t. [< n-2 + breech.]
1. To remove breeches from. 2. To free the
breech of, as a cannon, from its fastenings or

coverings.
Let the worst come,

I can unbreech a cannon, and without much help
Turn her into the keel.

Beau, and Fl., Double Marriage, ii. 1.

unbreeched (un-brechf), a. Wearing no breech-
es ; not yet of the age to wear breeches.

Methoughts I did recoil

Twenty-three years, and saw myself unbreech'd,
In my green velvet coat, my dagger muzzled.

Shak., W. T., i. 2. 155.

unbrentt, a. A Middle English form of unburnt.

unbrewed(un-brod'), a. Not brewed or mixed;
pure or genuine.

They drink the stream
Unbrew'd, and ever full.

Young, Night Thoughts, vii.

unbribable (un-bri'ba-bl), a. Incapable of be-

ing bribed. Feltfiam.

unbridle (unrbri'dl), v. t.
'

To free from the

bridle; let loose. Shak., Lear (Qq.), iii. 7. 86.

unbridled (un-bri'dld), a. Not having a bridle

on; hence, unrestrained; unruly; violent; li-

centious.

This is not well, rash and unbridled boy,
To fly the favours of so good a king.

Shak., All's Well, iii. 2. 30.

He, mad with rage
And with desires unbridled, fled, and vow'd
That ring should me undo.

Webster and Dekker, Northward Hoe, L 3.

unbridledness (un-bri'dld-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being unbridled

;
freedom from

control or restraint
; license; violence.

The presumption and unbridledness of youth.
Leiyhton, Com. on 1 Pet. v.

unbroident, a. [<
-i + broiden, braided : see

ME. braid, broid.] Unbraided.
Hire myghty tresses of hire sonnysshe heres,
Unbroiden, hangen al aboute hire eeres.

Chaucer, Troilus, iv. 817.

unbroket (un-brok'), a. Unbroken.
God keep all vows unbroke that swear to thee 1

Shak., Rich. II., iv. 1. 215.

By age unbroke. Pope, Odyssey, viii. 147.

unbroken (un-bro'kn), . 1. Not broken;
whole; entire; hence, left in its integrity; not
violated.

The clergy met very punctually, and the patriarch's let-

ter was produced in the assembly, the seal examined, and
declared to be the patriarch's and unbroken.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 460.

2. Not weakened; not crushed; not subdued:
as, a mind unbroken by age. 3. Not tamed or
rendered tractable

;
not taught ;

not accustomed
to the saddle, harness, or yoke : as, an unbroken
horse or ox. 4. Not interrupted; undisturbed:

as, unbroken slumbers
; hence, regular.

The allied army returned to Lambeque unpursued and
in unbroken order. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., xix.

unbrokenly (un-bro'kn-li), adv. Without break
or intermission.

unbrokenness (un-bro'kn-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being unbroken.
unbrotherliket (un-bru*H'er-lIk), a. Unbro-
therly. Dr. H. More.

unbrotherly (un-bruTH'er-H), a. Not brother-

ly ; not becoming or befitting a brother. Bacon .

unbrute (un-brof), v. t. [< un-2 + brute] To
take away the character of a brute from. Penn,
Liberty of Conscience, iv. [Rare.]
unbuckle (un-buk'l), v. t. [< ME. unbokelen,
unboelen; < un-2 + buckle.] To release from a

fastening by buckles : as, to unbuckle a shoe.

unbuckramed (un-buk'ramd), o. Not stiffened
or lined with buckram

; hence, not stiff; easy ;

natural
;
informal. Colman the Younger. [Rare.]

unbudded (un-bud'ed), a. Not having put
forth a bud

;
unblown.

The hid scent in an unbudded rose. Keats, Lamia, ii.

unbuild (uu-bild'), v. t.; pret. and pp. unbuilt,

unbuilded, ppr. unbuilding. [< w-2 + build, t\]
To demolish, as that which is built; raze; de-

stroy. [Rare.]
To unbuild the city and to lay all flat.

Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 198.



unbuilt

unbuilt (un-liilf), a. Not yet built; not erect-

ed; uncoiiNtructed.
Unbuilt Babel. Dnyton, Polyolbion, Iv.

Unbundle (un-bun'dl), r. /. [< -'-' + Iniiiillf.
\

To unpack; open; disclose; declare. [Rare.]
Unbundle your griefs, madam, and lot UB into the par-

ticulars. Jarvu, Don Quixote, II. 111. 0. (Davits.)

unbuoyed(un-boid' or un-boid'),. Not buoyed
or borne up. Kiliiiliiiri/h Hi <

,

unburden, unburthen (un-ber'dn, -inn), v. t.

(X -'-' + burden*, burthen*.] 1. To rid of a
load ; free from a burden ; ease.

While we
Unburthen'd crawl toward death.

Shale., Lear, L 1. 42.

2. To throw off as being a burden
; discharge ;

hence, to disclose; reveal.
To unburden all my plots and purposes.

Shale., M. of V., I. 1. 188.

3. To relieve, as the mind or heart, by disclos-

ing
what lies heavy on it

; also, reflexively, to
relieve (one's self) in this way: as, he unbur-
dened himself to his confessor.

Well, now we are alone, there is a subject, my dear
friend, on which I wish to unburthen my mind to you.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, Iv. 3.

Qeorglna, when not unburdening her heart to me, spent
most of her time In lying on the sofa, fretting about the
dullness of the house. Charlotte Bronte', Jane Eyre, xxl.

unburdened (un-ber'dnd), a. Not burdened.

Wholly unburdentd with historical knowledge or with
any experience of life. The Academy, Aug. 2, 1890, p. 98.

unburiable (un-ber'i-a-bl), a. Not capable of

being buried; unfit to be buried. Tennyson,
Gareth and Lynette.
unburied (un-ber'id), a. [< ME. unburied; < tm-1
+ buried.] Not buried

;
not interred.

The dead carcasses of unburied men.
Shalt., Cor., lit 8. 122.

unburned. unburnt (un-bernd', un-bernt'), a.

[< ME. unbrent; < wii-l + burned, burnt.'] 1. Not
burned; not consumed or injured by fire.

He said 'twas folly,
For one poor grain or two, to leave unburnt,
And still to nose the offence. Shak., Cor., v. 1. 27.

The source of the heat taken up by the vessel Is nothing
but unburnt gases. Set. Amer. Supp., XXII. 8788.

2. Not baked, as brick.

unburning (un-ber'ning), a. Not consuming
away by fire. [Kare.]
The iiiiiinnii,!,/ inv called light.

Sir K. Digby, Of Bodies, vil.

unburnt (un-beruf), a. See unburned.
O bush unbrent, brennlng in Moyses syghte.

Chaucer, Prioress's Tale, L 16.

unburrow (un-bur'6), v. t. [< n-2 + burrow*.]
To take from a burrow; unearth. [Rare.]
He can bring down sparrows and unbumui rabbits.

DieJcem, Uncommercial Traveller, x. (Danes.)

unburthen, r. t. See unb-trden.

unbury (un-ber'i), v. t.
; pret. and pp. unburied,

Epr.
unburying. [< M-2 + bury

3
.] 1. To ex-

ume; disinter. [Rare.]
The hours they are not at their beads, which are not a

few, they employ in speaking 111 of us, unburyino our
bones, and burying our reputations.

.in, r:.'. Don Quixote, II. ill. 5. (Daviei.)

2. Figuratively, to uncover; reveal; disclose.

Since you have one secret, keep the other
;

Never unbury either. Lytton, Richelieu, L 1.

unbusinesslike (un-biz'nes-lik), a. Not busi-
nesslike.

unbutton (un-but'n), r. t. [< H-2 + button.]
To unfasten or open, as a garment, by sepa-
rating the buttons and the buttonholes.
What is the life of man ! Is It not to shift from side to

side, from sorrow to sorrow? to button up one cause of

vexation, and unbutton another?

Stern*, Tristram Shandy, Iv. 31.

unbuzomt (uu-buk'sum), a. [< ME. unbuxom,
iiiibututu, unboxum, iinbuhsum ; < i-l + buxom."]
Disobedient. Pirn I'loirman (C), iii. 87.

unbuxomlyt (un-buk'sum-li), adv. In a dis-
obedient manner, (lower, Conf. Amant., i.

unbuxomnesst (un-buk'sum-nes), . [< ME.'ww-
Inu'iiiHiirx, iniliiixxiiHiiim: < unbuxom + -we**.]
Disobedience.

Sen Lucifer oure ledar es lighted so lawe
For hys vnbuxumnes in bale to be brente.

York Playt, p. 6.

UUCabled (uu-ka'bld), a. Not fastened or se-

cured by a cable.

Within it ships . . . uncablfd ride secure.

Coirper, Odyssey, xill. 117.

uncage (un-kfij'), r. t. To set free from a cage
or from confinement.

Tho iiiiruiinl soul Hew through the air.

Faiuhaw, Poems (ed. 167fl\ p. 299.
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uncalled ( un-kaUT), a. [< ME. uncalled; < un-1
+ called.] Not called; unsummoned; not in-

vited ; not demanded.
Mild Luclna came uncalled.

Drydtn, tr. of Ovid's Clnyras and Myrrha.

Uncalled for, not required ; not needed or demanded ;

Improperly brought forward.

In other people's presence I was, as formerly, deferen-
tial and quiet ; any other line of conduct being uncalled

for. Charlotte Brontr, Jane Eyre, xxlv.

,
when

unce

I'ncaptiout and candid natures.

Fettham, Reaolrei, U. .

uncardinal (un-kiir'di-nal), . /. [< u/i-a + WJr.

itiiiiil.] To divest of the cardinalate. [Kun-.]
Borglo ... got a dispensation to uncardiiuu himself.

Fulltr.

uncared (un-kard'), Not regarded; not

heeded; not attended: with for.
Then- own . . . ghostly condition uncared fur.

Hooter, Eccles. Polity, v. | 1.

attributively: as, uncareful (un-kar'ful), a. 1. Having no care;

uncallow (un-kard), n. The name given in Nor-
free from care -

folk, England, to the deposits of gravel resting
on the chalk,

uncalm (un-kam'). r. t. [< un-2 + calm.]
deprive of calm ; disturb. [Rare.]

What strange disquiet has uncalm'd your breast.

/ i r\ .

UHCamp(un-kamp ), v. t.

cause

To

. haa been one of the brightest and
nterludes of my life.

, French and Italian Note-Booka, p. 272.

2. Taking no care
;
not watchful

; incautious.
3t. Producing no care.

Uncareful treasure.

[Rare in all .]

V"""'"

/ i r\ .if 01 1-im iimiti ill ail Bt-iirsus.
j

p(un-kamp ), v. t. [<-2 + cainl.] To TJncaria ( uiii?-ku' ri il ) n
to decamp; dislodge; expel. [Rare.]

U<^i g
hook" S

If they could but now uncamn their enemies.

,
HUt :., a

uncandid (un-kan'did), a. Not candid, frank,
or true. The American, VIII. 232.

uncandidly (un-kan'did-li), adv. In an uncan-
did manner.
uncandor (un-kan'dor), n. Lack of candor.

[Rare.]
"It si-L-iiis to me It waa an utter failure," suggested An-

nie. "Quite. But It was what I expected." There ap-
peared an uncandor In this which Annie could not let pass.

ttovxlli, Annie Kllbura, xxi.

uncanniness (uu-kan'i-ues), n. The character
of being uncanny.
Your general uncannincu.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, p. 277.

uncanny (un-kan'i), a. [8c. and North. Eng.
See canny.] 1. Not canny, in any sense. 2.

Eery; weird; mysterious; apparently not of
this world ; hence, noting one supposed to pos-
sess preternatural powers.

I wish she blnna uncanny. Scott, Ouy Mannerlng, iii.

What does that Inexplicable, that uncanny turn of coun-

of gamopetalous
plants, of the or-

der Rubiacea and
tribe \n ii<-i ;i. it
la distinguished from
the type-genus A'au-
dea by Its valvate co-
rolla and septlcldal
capsule. There are
about 32 species, most-

ly natives of India

beyond the Ganges,
with one In Africa
and one In Oulana
and Brazil. They are

shrubby climbers with

opposite short-petl-
oled leaves, and axil-

lary heads of Imii y
yellowish flowers, fol-

lowed by large elon-

gated, two-celled,
many-seeded cap
sules. U. Gambier,
a native of Malacca,
Java, and Sumatra, is

the source of one of
the most Important

Uncaria Gambitr.

a. corolla laid open ; t>, calyx-tube laid

opeu, showing the style and stigma ; t.
fruit with persistent calyx.

. iirarm-, UUH. uncanny mm 01 coun- the most Important
tenance mean ? Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, ntiv. tanning-materials of commerce, for which see ijambier.
He ... rather expected something uncanny to lay hold uncarnate (un-kar'uat), a. [<

-! + carnate.]
of him from behind. C. Kiny&y, Alton Locke, xxi. Not carnate or fleshly; not incarnate

;
not made

3. Severe, as a fall or blow. flesh.

An uncanny coup I gat for my pains. The uncarnofc Father. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Scott, Waverley, Ixvl. uncarnate(un-kar'nat), r. t. [<>i-2 + carnate.]
uncanonic (un-ka-non'ik), a. Same as unca- To divest of flesh or fleshliness. Bp. Gauden.

[Rare.]
uncart (un-kfirf ),. t. [< n-2 + cart.] To un-
load or discharge from a cart. [Rare.]
He carted and uncarted the manure with a sort of flunkey

grace. George Eliot, Amos Barton, U. (Dames.)

uncase (un-kas' ), e. [< Mii-2 + case*.] I. trans.

1. To take out of a case ; release from a case or

covering: especially (milit.) used of the colors
or any portable flag; hence, to disclose

; reveal.

Commit securely to true wisdome the vanquishing and
uncanny of craft and satletie. Mittnn, Ret. In Eng., II.

2. To strip; flay; case. See cage%.

The Foxe, first Author of that treacberle,
He did uncase, and then away let file.

Spenter, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 1S80.

n.t intrang. To undress. [Rare.]
Do you not see Pompey Is uncanny for the combat?

Shale., L. L. L., v. 2. 707.

The members of It [the Romish communion] boaat very Uncastle (un-kas'l), r. t. [< wn-2 + castle.]
much of mighty signs and wondere wrought by some can- 1. To deprive of a castle

; turn out of a castle
onfced and some uncononucd salnU

Fuller, Ch. Hist., III. ii. 39. (Dariet>.)-2. To
Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. 1. d riye of tfae dj'gtinguighingraarks or appear-

uncap (un-kap ), r.; pret. and pp uncapped, ppr. ance8 of a castle. Fuller. [Rare in bothies.]
uncapping. [< un-2 + capl.] I trans. To re- uncate (ung'kat), a. [< LL. uncatus, hooked,move a cap, as a percussion-cap, from, as a gun curved, < L. uncus, a hook : see unce*, uncus ]
or a cartridge, or a protecting cap from, as a Same as uncinate.
lens-tube.

uncathedraled, uncathedralled (un-ka-the'-n. >ntras. To remove the cap or hat.
drald), c7. Destitute of cathedrals. [Rare.]

I felt really like uncapping, wltha kind of reverence. if he [Longfellow] had, like Whlttler, grown old amongH. Jamet, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 247. the uncathedralled paganisms of American scenery and* **. XIV. 862.

Uncaused (un-kii/.d' ), a. Having no precedent
cause ; existing without an author ; uncreated

;

self-existent.

The Idea of uncaused nutter. Outer, On the MouL U. 36.

nonical.
This act waa uncanonic and a fault.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 170.

uncanonical (un-ka-non'i-kal), a. 1. Not ca-
nonical

; not agreeable to the canons.
If ordinations were uncanontcal.

Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted, i 32.

2. Not conformed or conforming to rule; not
determined by rule. 3. Not belonging to the
canon (of Scripture) Uncanonical hours. See
Aour.

uncanonicalness (un-ka-non'i-kal-nes), n. The
character of being uncanonical. Bp. Lloyd.
uncanonize (un-kan'pn-iz), v. t. [< un-2 + canon-

ize.] 1. To deprive of canonical authority. 2.
To reduce from the rank of a canonized saint.

uncanonized (un-kan'on-izd), a. Not canon-
ized

;
not enrolled among the saints.

uncapablet (uu-ka'pa-bl), a. Incapable.
An inhuman wretch,

ffncapable of pity. Shot., M. of V., Iv. l. 5.

He who came to take away the sins of the world waa
uncapaNe of pollution by sin.

.
, .

Bp Hall Contemplations, V. 174
Uncantelou8t (un .k&'te-lus), a. Incautious.

uncape (un-kap ),c. [<n-2 + cape2.] In now*- uncautious (un-ka'shus), a. Incautious. Dry-
ing, to prepare for flying at game by taking off ,/,,, pai. and Arc., ii. 74.

tiously.

Incau-

. warrant we'll unkennel the fox. Let me stop this way ,
-

flint So now uncape." According to Steevena. It meana UnceH, ' A Middle English variant of ounce*.
to turn the fox out of the bag; according to Warbnrton. unceat, [< L. uncus, a hook, barb; cf. uncus,
to dig out the fox when earthed ; according to Nares, to '

throw off the dogs or to begin the hunt; according to
Schmidt, to uncouple hounds.

uncaptious (un-kap'shus), a. Not captious;
not ready to take objection or offense.

A claw.hooked, barbed, bent: see fnearia.]
The river-walking serpent to make sleepe.
Whose horrid crest, blew skalea, and uncra blacke.
Threat every one a death.

Hrymad. Brit. Troy, vil. 76. (Sara)



unceaseable

unceaseablet (un-se'sa-bl), . Unceasing.
Decker.

unceasing (un-se'sing), . Not ceasing; not

intermitting; continual. P. Fletcher, Piscatory

Eclogues, iii. =Syn. Incessant, constant, uninterrupt-

ed, unremitting, perpetual.

unceasingly (un-se'sing-li), adv. Inan unceas-

ing manner; without intermission or cessa-

tion; continually.
uncement (un-sem'ent, -se-ment'), v. t. [< -un-2

+ cement.'] To dissever; rend apart.

How to uncement your affections.

Chapman and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral ol France, iv.

uncemented (un-se-men'ted), a. Not cemented.
The walls being of uncemented masonry.

Jour. Anthrop. Inst., XIX. 90.

uncerenumious (un-ser-e-mo'ni-us), a. Not
ceremonious; familiar; informal.

No warning given ! unceremonious fate !

Young, Night Thoughts, iii.

unceremoniously (un-ser-e-mo'ni-us-li), ado.

In an unceremonious manner; without cere-

mony; informally.
uncertain (un-ser'tan), a. Not certain; doubt-

ful, (a) Not known in regard to nature, qualities, or gen-
eral character.

The things future, being also euents very vncertaine,

and such as can not possibly be knowne because they be
not yet, can not be vsed for example nor for delight other-

wise then by hope. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 32.

For many days
Has he been wandering in uncertain ways ;

Through wilderness, and woods of mossed oaks.

Keats, Endymion, ii.

(f>) Not known as regards quantity or extent ;
indefinite ;

problematical : as, an uncertain number of independent
voters ; a person of uncertain age.

She was not old, nor young, nor at the years
Which certain people call a certain age,

Which yet the most uncertain age appears,
Because I never heard, nor could engage

A person yet by prayers, or bribes, or tears,
To name, define by speech, or write on page

The period meant precisely by that word.

Byron, Beppo, st. 22.

(c) Having doubts ; without certain knowledge ;
not sure.

Uncertain of the issue. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1. 61.

Thir [the Saxons'] multitude wander'd yet uncertain of

habitation. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

(d) Not sure as to aim or effect desired.

Soon bent his bow, uncertain in his aim.

Dryden, Maeii, vii. 691.

Or whistling slings dismiss'd the uncertain stone. Oay.

(e) Unreliable; insecure; not to be depended on.

The uncertain glory of an April day.
Shak., T. G. of V., i. 8. 85.

Can I, then,
Part with such constant pleasures to embrace
Uncertain vanities ?

Fletcher and another. Elder Brother, i. 2.

(/) Not firm or fixed
; vague ; indeterminate in nature ;

fluctuating.
All around

Are dun uncertain shapes that cheat the sight.

Bryant, The Journey of Life.

(ff) Undecided ; hesitating ; not resolved.

The uncertain sickly appetite to please.
Shak., Sonnets, cxlvii.

(ft) Not steady ; fitful.

Amid the strings his fingers strayed,
And an uncertain warbling made.

Scott, L. of L. M.,Int.
I could see by that uncertain glimmer how fair was all,

but not how sad and old. Howells, Venetian Life, xi.

(i) Liable to change ;
fickle

; inconstant ; capricious ; ir-

resolute.

Thou art constant ;

I an uncertain fool, a most blind fool.

Be thou my guide.
Beau, and FL, Double Marriage, i. 1.

Oh, woman ! in our hours of ease

Uncertain, coy, and hard to please.
Scott, Marmion, vi. 30.

Uncertain! (un-ser'tan), v. t. [< uncertain, a.]
To make or cause to be uncertain. Raleigh.
uncertainly (un-ser'tan-li), adv. In an uncer-
tain manner, in any sense,

uncertainness (un-ser'tan-nes), n. The state
or character of being uncertain,

uncertainty (un-ser'tan-ti), n.
; pi. uncertain-

ties (-tiz). 1. The character or state of being
uncertain; want of certainty, (a) Of things: the
state of not being certainly known ; absence of certain

knowledge ; doubtfulness ; want of reliability ; precari-
ousness.

The glorious uncertainty of it [the law] is of mair use
to the professors than the justice of it.

Macklin, Love a la Mode, ii. 1.

In bright uncertainty they lie,
Like future joys to Fancy's eye.

Scott, L. of the L., iii. 2.

(6) Of persons : a state of doubt ; a state in which one
knows not what to think or do

;
hesitation ; irresolution.

Here remain with your uncertainty !

Let every feeble rumour shake your hearts !

Shak., Cor., iii. 3. 124.
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If she were a long while absent, he became pettish and

nervously restless, pacing the room to and fro, with the

uncertainty that characterized all his movements.
Hawthorne, Seven Gables, ix.

2. Something not certainly or exactly known ;

anything not determined, settled, or establish-

ed; a contingency.
Until I know this sure uncertainty,
I'll entertain the offer'd fallacy.

Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 187.

Man, with all his boasted titles and privileges, wanders
about in uncertainties, does and undoes, and contradicts

himself throughout all the various scenes of thinking and

living. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II. xxiii.

uncessantt (un-ses'ant), a. Incessant.

There is in this Hand also a mountaine, which . . .

continueth alwayes burning, by vncessant belching out of

flames. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 666.

uncessantlyt (un-ses'ant-li), adv. Incessantly.

Whare-fore, what may do faile vn-to hym that couaytes
vn-eessandly for to lufe the name of Ihesu?

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 3.

unchain (un-ehan'),>. t [< w-2 + chain.'] To
free from chains, slavery, or restraint ;

let loose.

Unchain your spirits now with spelling charms.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 3. 31.

unchallengeable (un-chal'en-ja-bl), a. Not to

be challenged; secure.

His title and his paternal fortune . . . might be ren-
dered unchallengeable.

Scott, St. Ronan's Well, xxxiii. (Dames.)

unchallenged (un-chal'enjd), a. Not chal-

lenged ;
not objected to or called to account.

unchance (un'chans), n. [< M-l + chance. Cf .

wanchance, mischance.'] Mischance
; calamity.

[Scotch.]
unchancy (un-chan'si), a. [< unchance + -y

1
.

Cf . wanchancy.'] 1. Unlucky; unfortunate; ill-

fated; uncanny.
I cannot but think that there is no safety in having

such unchancy creatures (as angels, or ghosts, or fairies,

or the like) about ane. Scott, Monastery.

2. Dangerous.
Down the gate, in faith, they're worse,

An' mair unchancy.
Burns, Epistle to John Kennedy.

I never tried him [a dragon-fly] with a hornet, they be-

ing unchancy insects to hold while one hand is otherwise

engaged. J. O. Wood, Out of Doors, p. 95.

3. Inconvenient; unseasonable; unsuitable.

Why had his Grace come at so unchancy a moment?
Trollope.

[Chiefly Scotch in all uses.]

unchangeability (un-chan-ja-bil'i-ti), . The
state or character of being unchangeable.
unchangeable (un-chan'ja-bl), a. Not capable
of change; immutable; not subject to varia-

tion: as, God is an unchangeable being. Hooker,
Eccles. Polity.

unchangeableness (un-chan'ja-bl-nes), . The
state or character of being unchangeable ; im-

mutability. Newton.

unchangeably (un-chan'ja-bli), adv. So as not
to suffer change ;

without change ; immutably.
unchanged (un-chanjd'), a. Not changed or
altered

;
unvaried.

Naught do I see unchanged remain.
Scott, Marmion, iv. 24.

unchanging (un-chan'jing), a. Not changing ;

suffering no alteration
; always the same.

Thy face is visard-like, unchanging.
Shak., 3 Hen. VI., i. 4. 116.

uncharge (un-charj'), v. t. [< ME. unchargen;
< -2 + charge.'] 1. To free from a charge,
load, or cargo; unload; unburden.
For-thi I conseille alle Cristene to confourmen hem to

charite ;

For charite with-oute chalenynge vncharaeth the soule.
Piers Plowman (B), xv. 338.

2. To leave free of blame or accusation
;
ac-

quit of blame
; acquit.

Even his mother shall uncharge the practice,
And call it accident. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 68.

uncharged (un-charjd'), p. a. 1. Not charged;
not loaded: as, the guns were uncharged. 2.
Unassailed. [Bare.]
Open your uncharged ports. Shak., T. of A., v. 4. 56.

unchariot (un-char'i-ot), v. t. To throw out of
a chariot

; deprive of a chariot. [Bare.]
Unhorsed and uncharioted. Pope.

uncharitable (un-char'i-ta-bl), a. Not chari-

table; harsh; censorious; severe.

Stone-hearted men, uncharitable,
Passe careless by the poore.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 4.

How unequal, how uncharitable must it needs be. to

impose that which his conscience cannot urge him to im-

pose, upon him whose conscience forbids him to obey?
Hilton, True Eeligion.

unchristen

uncharitableness (un-char'i-ta-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being uncharitable.

Heaven and hell are the proper regions of mercy and
uncharitableness. Bp. Atterbury.

uncharitably (un-char'i-ta-bli), adv. In an
uncharitable manner; with'out charity.

Uncharitably with me have you dealt.

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 27B.

uncharity (un-char'i-ti), n. Want of charity ;

uncharitableness.

Much uncharity in you. Webster.

Fought with what seem'd my own uncharity.
Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

uncharm (uu-charm'), v. t. [< i-2 + charm.']
To release from some charm, fascination, or se-

cret power. [Rare.]
Nor is there magic

In the person of a king that plays the tyrant
But a good sword can easily uncharm it.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, iv. 2.

uncharming (un-char'ming), a. Not charm-

ing; no longer able to charm. [Rare.]

Uncharming Catherine.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 209.

uncharnel (un-ehiir'nel), v. t. [< M-2 + char-

nel.~\ To remove from a tomb; disinter; ex-

hume. [Rare.]
Whom would'st thou unchartiel ? Byron, Manfred, ii. 4.

unchartered (un-char'terd), a. Not chartered ;

hence, without restriction.

Me this unchartered freedom tries.

Wordsworth, Ode to Duty.

unchary (un-char'i), a. Not chary; not frugal;
not careful

;
heedless.

I have said too much unto a heart of stone,
And laid mine honour too unchary out.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4. 222.

unchaste (un-chasf), a. 1. Not chaste
;
not

continent; libidinous; lewd.

Kindled with unchaste desire.

Shak., M. W. of W., v. 5. 100.

2. Not marked by good taste.

unchastely (un-chast'li), adv. In an unchaste

manner; lewdly.
unchastity (un-chas'ti-ti), n. The state or
character of being unchaste; incontinence;
lewdness; unlawful indulgence of the sexual

appetite.
The time will doubtless come when the man who

lays the foundation-stone of a manufacture will be able
to predict with assurance in what proportion the drun-
kenness and the unchastity of his city will be increased by
his enterprise. Lecky, European Morals, I. 116.

unchet, n. A Middle English form of inch1 .

uncheckable(un-chek'a-bl), a. 1. Not capable
of being checked or hindered ;

that may not be

stopped suddenly or forcibly. J. Peacock, Ser-

mon on Bom. ii. 4. 2. Incapable of being
checked or examined.
His lordship used him in his most private and uncheck-

able trusts. North, Life of Lord Guilford, ii. 285. (Dames. )

unchecked (un-chekf), a. 1. Not checked;
not restrained; not hindered. Milton, P. L.,
viii. 189. 2f. Not contradicted. Shak., M. of

V., iii. 1. 2.

uncheerful (un-cher'ful), a. Not cheerful, (a)
Sad ; gloomy ; melancholy.

In vain I rail at Opportunity,
At Time, at Tarquin, and uncheerful Night.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1024.

(6) Not willing ; grudging : as, uncheerful service.

Niggardly in her grants, and uncheerful.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, i. 163.

uncheerfulness (un-eher'ful-nes), n. Want of

cheerfulness; sadness.

unchild (un-child'),.*. [< n-2 + child.'] 1.

To bereave of children
;
make childless.

In this city he
Hath widow'd and unchilded many a one.

Shalt., Cor., v. 6. 163.

2. To divest of the character of a child in rela-

tion to parents. [Rare in both uses.]

They do justly unchttd themselves that in main elec-

tions dispose of themselves without the consent of those
which gave them being.

Bp. Hall, Cont., Samson's Marriage.

unchildisht (un-chll'dish), a. Not childish
;

not fit or proper for children. JTebve.

unchivalric (un-shiv'al-rik), a. Unchivalrous.

I distrusted her, and such vague distrust seemed an un-
chivalric disloyalty. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xviii.

Unchivalrous (un-shiv'al-rus), a. Not accord-

ing to the rules of chivalry; wanting in chiv-

alry or honor.
Such a bad pupil, monsieur ! so thankless, cold-hearted,

Unchivalrous, unforgiving. Charlotte Bronte, Villette, xxv.

unchristent (un-kris'n), v. t. [<
-2 + chriitten.']

1. To annul the baptism of; deprive of the rite



unchristen

or sacrament of liaptism. ///). ]>irt. 2. To
ri-mliT unchristian; dcju-ivi- <>f sanctity.

Iliith, iw It wore, unhallowed ami uitchrigifned the very
duty of pruyer itself. Milton, Elkonoklastes, 1.

unchristian 1
(uii-kri.s'tian), . [< ME. -

i-riati ii ; <. mi- 1 + I'/instiiin.] I. NotClirisl ian :

npjiosiMl toCliristiaiiity or to its spirit; contrary
to Clii-islianily i>r a Cliristian character.

I feel not in me those sunliil and unchristian desires of

my ]ii"iv>, ..... . Sir T. llruwne, Keligio Medici, 11. U.

2. Not converted to the Christian faith: as,
iini'lirifiliiiii nations. Hence 3. Not in ac-

cordance with the civilization that Christian-

ity insures
;
rude ; cruel : often used colloqui-

ally to signify impi-opcr, unusual, and the like.

My aunt has turn'd me out a-doors ;
she him,

At this unchristian hour.
Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, ill. 2.

unchristian2 (un-kris'tian), v. t. [< n-a +
C/irifitinn.] To deprive of the constituent

qualities of Christianity; make unchristian.

[Kare.]
Atheism is a sin that doth not only unchristian, but un-

man, u person that Is guilty of it South, Sermons.

unchristianize (un-kris'tian-iz), . t. To turn
from the Christian faith

;"
cause to degenerate

from the belief and profession of Christianity.

unchristianlyt (un-kris'tian-li), a. Contrary
to the laws or principles" of Christianity; un-

becoming to Christians.

Unchristianly compliances. Milton, Tetrachordou.

unchristianly (un-kris'tian-li), adr. In an un-
christian manner; in a manner contrary to

Christian principles.

They behaned themselues most vnchristianly toward
their brethren. Uakluyt's Voyage*, II. SOD.

They taught compulsion without convincement, which
not long before they complained of as executed unchrin-

tianly against themselves. Millnn, Hist. Eng., iii.

unchristianness (un-kris'tian-nes), . The
character of being unchristian; contrariety or

the condition or characteristic of opposition to

Christianity.
The unchristianness of those denials. Etiwn Basilike.

unchristinesst (un-kris'ti-nes), n. Unchristian-
ness. Eikon Basilike.

unchurch (un-oherch'), v. t. [<
-2 + church.]

1. To expel from a church ; deprive of the char-

acter and rights of a church; excommunicate.
The Greeks . . . for this cause stand utterly unchurched

by the Church of Rome. South, Sermons, VIII. xiv.

2. To refuse the name or character of a church
to.

The papists, under the pretence of the church's union,
are the great dividers of the Christian world, unchurching
the far greatest part of the church, and separating from
all that be not subjects of the pope of Rome.

Baxter, Self-Denlal, xxxili.

unci, a. Plural of uncus.

uncia (un'shi-a),n. [L. : ssee ounce1
,
tnc/i1 .] 1.

In Rom. antiq., a twelfth part, as of the Roman
as; an ounce; an inch; etc. 2. A copper coin

of the ancient Roman republic, the twelfth part
of the as. See as*, 3. 3f. A former name for

the numerical coefficient of any term of the bi-

nomial theorem.
uncial (un'shial), a. and n. [= F. onciale, un-

ciale= Sp. Pg. uncial, < ML. uncialia, of a twelfth

part, of an ounce or an inch, an inch high,
LL. litteree unciales, lit. 'inch letters,' letters of

considerable size
;
< L. uncia, a twelfth part, an

ounce, an inch: see uncia, ounce 1
,
inch 1

.] I. a.

If. Of or pertaining to an ounce. E. Phillips.
2. In paleog., noting that variety of majuscule
character, or writing, usually found in the ear-
lier manuscripts, as opposed to the later minus-
cule, or cursive. Uncial characters are distinguished
from capitals (that is, capital letters similar to the sim-

plest form of those still in use) by relatively greater round-
ness, inclination, and inequality in height. In Greek pa-

<J>CDNH &OCDNT~OC6f
THG rHMCDe~TO IMX
CATTeTHNOAO
eye ixcno ienreiA^

i

Uncial Manuscript. Greek uncials of the 4th century A. D.
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I, m. i(, u). I'm-liil iniimiscripts as old as the fourth r, n

liny lire mill extant. This style of writing continued till

the eighth or ninth century, the transition to mimiM iiU

IN mx 6qu eXR

iy the distinction of capital :uul iim-iul is iinim-

. In Lutiii manuscripts the difference ia strongly
marked, several of the unrial letters approaching In form
limn- or less ..in- pivsrnt lower-case letters (a, d, efe, f, h,

Example of Latin Uncials, from MS. of the 8th century. Frag-
ment of I.ivy, XXL 11, from the "Codex Puteanus" (now

" ParuU-

mis." Lat. 5730).

being called semiuncial writing. The term uncial was
originally a misapplication of St. Jerome's expression (/'-

tera uncutlet,
"
inch-high

"
(large, handsome) letters. See

majuscule.

II. . 1. An uncial letter; also, uncial let-

ters collectively ;
uncial writing.

The period of the uncial runs from the date of the earli-

est specimens on papyrus to the 9th century.
Encyc. Brit, XVIII. 145.

2. A manuscript written in uncials.

Omitted in several uncialt and ancient versions.

Schaf, Hist. Christ. Church, I. 81.

uncialize (un'shial-lz), *. (.
; pret. and pp. ini-

tialized, ppr. uiici<i/i-i>ii/. [< uncial + -ije.J To
shape according to the uncial system ; conform
to the uncial system. [Hare.]
In the 7th century the Irish uncial, which was the old

Roman cursive uncialixd, came Into competition with
the Roman uncial which was derived from the capitals,
ami burrowed some of its forms.

Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet, II. 204.

unciatim (un-si-a'tim), adv. [L., by twelfths,

by ounces, < uncia, a twelfth part, an ounce : see
ounce1 .] Ounce by ounce. Imp. Diet.

unciferous (un-sif'e-rus), a. [< L. uncus, a

hook, + ferre = E. bear1 ."] In entom., bearing a
curved process or hook: specifically applied to

ovipositors with strongly curved tips, as those
of certain grasshoppers.
unciform (un'si-f&rm), a. and n. [< L. uncus,
a hook, + forma, form.] I. a. tlncinate in

form; hooked or crooked; hook-like: specifi-

cally applied in anatomy to certain hook-like

processes of bone : as, the unciform process of

the ethmoid; the unciform process of the unci-

form bone. Undfonn eminence of the brain, the

calcar, or hippocampus minor.

II. H. In anat. and sool., one of the bones of

the wrist, so called from its hook-like process ;

a carpal bone of the distal row, the innermost
one on the ulnar or little-finger side, in special
relation with the heads of the fourth and fifth

metacarpals, supposed to represent carpalia IV
and V of the typical carpus. See carpus, and
cuts under Artiodactyla, Perissodactyla, hand,

pisiform, and scapholunar.
uncinal (un'si-nal), a. and n. [< LL. uncinux,
a hook: see WMMUff.] I. a. Same as uncinate;
in conch., specifically noting one of the several
lateral teeth of the radula. See admedian.

II. . An uncinal tooth of the radula; an
unciuus.
uncinata 1

(un-si-na'tii), M.; pi. uncinatx (-te).

[NL., fern. sing, of L. uncinatus, hooked: see

uncinate.] In sponges, a rod-like spicule bear-

ing recurved hooks throughout its length.
Uncinata2 (un-si-na'ta), n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of L. untinatus, hooked: see uncinate.] 1. A
division of marine chmtopod worms, containing
those whose tori are provided with minute chit-

inous hooks or uncini. The serpulas, sabellas,
and other tubicolous worms belong to this sec-

tion. 2. [/. c.] Plural of uncinatum.

uncinate (un'si-nat), a. and n. [< L. uncimitun,

hooked, barbed, < LL. uncinus, a hook, barb:
see unrinus.'] I. a. Hooked or crooked ; hooked
at the end; forming a hook; unciform. Also
uncate Uncinate abdomen, in entom., an abdomen
in which the terminal segments are turned underneath
the others, as in the males of certain Diptera. Uncinate
antennae, in entom., antenna in which the last joint is

curved and pointed, bending back on the preceding one.

Uncinate convolution, gyrus, or lobe, (o) The hip-

pocampal gyrus (which see, under gyrus). (b) The anterior

extremity of the hfppocampal gyrus. See cuts under cere-

bral, gyrus, and sufcus. Uncinate process. See procen-
nu uncinatus, under processus. Uncinate wing-nerv-
ures, in fntom,, wing-nervures which mn from the base
toward the apex of the wing, but at the end are turned
back In a hook-like form.

II. n. An uncinate sponge-spicule.
uncinated (un'si-na-ted), a. [< uncinate + -/ '/'-'.

|

Same as itiirimiti-.

uncinattim(uii-si-na'tum). H.: pi. uiiciiialn(-tii).

[NL., neut. of L. iincinatus, hooked: si-.- nni-i-

uncivility

null'.
1

In <i,Kil.. tlif uiH'if'irrn limn- of the car-

pus: IlKiri' fllllv Cillll'll .v MlirilllllHIH.

uncini, . 1'luml <>( inn-inns.

Uncinia (un-sin'i-ft), n. LNL. (Persoon, 1807),
< LL. n HI-HI us. ii liook: Krc HiiriiniK.] A genus
of sedges, distingnislii-il from the reliit>-il tri-nus

Ciin-j- by the hooked or barbed apex of the ra-

chilla or Hpikelet-pedicel. There are about 25 spe-

cies, mostly natives of the tempi-rate and cold parts of the

southeni hemisphere, a few In the Hawaiian Islands, the

West Indies, and the mountains of tropical America and
Mexico. They are herbs with the habit of those species
of Carex which have a simple androgynous continuous
Inflorescence. See hamulut, 1 (b).

unciniform (un-sin'i-form), a. Uncinate.

TTncinitaria (un-sin-i-ta'ri-jl), n. pi. [NL., < L.

uncinatiiK, hooked: see uncinate.] In Sollas's

classification of sponges, a group, called a sub-

order, of dictyonine hexactinelhdan Ktlicispon-

giee, characterized by the presence of uncinate

spicules, and divided into two tribes, Clavularia

and fh-iipulitria, the former having one family,
the lutter five.

uncinitarian (un-Hin-i-ta'ri-an), a. [< Uncini-

taria + -<m.\ Having uncinate spicules, as a

sponge : of or pertaining to the I 'ncinitaria.

Uncinula (uu-sin'u-lii), . [NL. (Le'veille',

1851), < LL. uncinus, a hook: see MMNNM.] A
genus of parasitic (pyrenomycetous) fungi, of

the family Erysipheee, having the appendages
free from the mycelium and recurved or'coiled

at the tip. Each perlthecium contains several asci.

U. ampeltipridii (U. spiralu) is the common or powdery
grape-mildew, and Is highly injurious to the grape. See

grape-mildew, Erytipheir, Pitrenomyccta, and mildew.

uncinus (un-si'nus), n.; pi. uncini (-m). [< LL.

uncinus, a hook, barb.] 1. A hook or hook-

let; a hamulus; something small, hard, and

crooked; specifically, in conch., one of the un-

cinal teeth of the radula.
In the Heteropoda, It [the radula] Is so far more highly

developed that the outermost uncini of the transverse

rows may not only be very long, but also be articulated

in such a manner as to be movable. When, therefore,
the radula is protruded, these teeth are erected, and when
it Is drawn back they come together like pincers.

Oegenbaur, Comp. Anat, (trans.), p. 300.

2. One of the hooked cilia of infusorians. 3.

One of the numerous minute chitinous hooks
of the tori of some annelids. See Uncinata.

4. A weapon used in the eleventh century, re-

sembling a martel-de-fer, but thought to have

only one point or edge,
unciphert (un-si'fer), v. t. To decipher.

Which letter was intercepted by Captain Abbots, a Cap-
tain of Dragoons in the army, and is now unciphered.

Ruthwrrth Hilt. Coll., R IV. I. 491 (1647). (Daniel.)

uncircumcised (un-ser'kum-sizd), a. Not cir-

cumcised. Bom. iv. 11.

uncircumcision(un-ser-kum-sizh'on), 11. 1. Ab-
sence of circumcision ; the condition of being
uncircumcised. Bom. iv. 9,10. 2. Hence, peo-

ple who are not circumcised ;
the Gentiles : of-

ten with the.

If the uncircuincisifm keep the righteousness of the

law, shall not his uncircumcislon be counted for circum-
cision ? Rom. U. -ji :.

uncircumscriptt (un-ser'kum-skript), a. [ME.,
< n-l + circumacript.] Not circumscribed.

Thou Oon and Two and Thre, eterne on lyve,
That regnest ay In Three and Two and Oon,
Uncircunucript and al malst clrcumscrlve.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 1879.

uncircumstantial (un-ser-kum-stan'shal), a.

1. Not circumstantial; not entering into mi-
nute particulars. 2f. Not important.
The like particulars, although they seem uncircunutan-

tial, are oft set down in Holy Scripture.
Sir T. Browne, Vuhj. Err., rU. 1.

uncirostrate (un-si-ros'trat), a. [< L. UIICUH,

a hook, + rostratus. beaked : see rostrate.] In
urni Hi., having a hooked beak; hamirostrate.

Uncivil (un-siv'il), a. Not civil, (a) Not pertain-
ing to a settled government or settled state of society ; not
civilized ; barbarous ; savage ; hence, not exhibiting re-

finement ; unacquainted with the customs and manners
of good society.

The sauage and mciuill, who were before all science or
cluilitie. euen as the naked by prioritie of time is before
the clothed. Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Foesle, p. 7.

The uncivil kerns of Ireland are in arms.
Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 810.

(M Not courteous; ill-mannered* rude ; coarse: as, an u-
cieil answer ; an uncivil fellow.

Let go that rude uncivil touch !

Shot., T. O. of V., v. 4. 60.

(c) Improper; unusual; not customary.
With midnight matins, at uncirii hours.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ill. 1010.

nncivilityt im>-si-vil'i-ti), n. Incivility.

You were never the gentlemen offered any undnHity to

me, which is strange, mcthinks, In one that conies from

beyond seas. Webttrr and Detlrcr, Westward Ho, I. 2.



uncivilized

uncivilized (un-siv'i-lizd), a. 1. Not civilized

or reclaimed from savage life
;
rude

;
barbarous

;

savage: as, uncivilized hordes. 2f. Coarse;
indecent.
The most uncivilized words in our language. Addison.

uncivilly (un-siv'i-li), adv. In an uncivil man-
ner; not courteously; rudely.
unclad (im-klad'), . Not clad; not clothed.

unclad (un-klad'). Preterit and past participle
of unclothe. Tennyson.
unclasp (un-klasp''), v. t. [< MM-2 + clasp.'] I.

To loosen the clasp of, as a purse or a belt.

Unclasps a huge tome in an antique guise,
Primitive print and tongue half obsolete.

Broiening, Ring and Book, I. 45.

2f. To lay open ;
reveal

;
disclose.

Gentle father,
To you I have unclasp'd my burden'd soul.

Ford, Tis Pity, i. 1.

unclassable (un-klas'a-bl), a. Not capable of

being classed or classified.

Mind remains unclassable, and therefore unknowable.
H. Spencer.

uncle (ung'kl), . [Early mod. E. also unclde,

tinkle; < ME. uncle = Gr. Sw. Dan. orikel, < OF. un-

cle, oncle, F. oncle = Pr. oncle, avoncle = It. avun-
culo = Wallach. unchiu, an uncle, a mother's

brother, < Ij.avunculus, in inscriptions also avon-

culus, avomculus, aunculus, a mother's brother

(a father's brother being patruus), lit. 'little

grandfather,' dim. of avus, a grandfather. Cf.

avuncular, atarism. See also nuncle.] 1. The
brother of one's father or mother; also, the
husband of one's aunt: correlative to aunt.

Then pleas'd and parted ;
both go live a-part ;

The Vncle kept the Mountain for his part.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Vocation.

2. A familiar title of address to an old man:
used especially in the southern United States
as a kindly title for a worthy old negro: as,
"Uncle Tom's Cabin": correlative to aunt or

aunty in similar use.

The bleating of goats was heard from the darkey settle-

ment ... as queer old aunties and uncles hobbled out to
milk them. S. Banner, Dialect Tales, p. 121.

3. A pawnbroker: so called in humorous allu-

sion to the financial favors often expected and
sometimes received from rich uncles. [Slang.]
Fourscore pounds draws deep. Farewell, Doll. Come,

sergeants, I'll step to mine uncle not far off, hereby in

Pudding-lane, and he shall bail me.
Webster and Dekker, Northward Ho, i. 2.

Brothers, wardens of City Halls,
And uncles, rich as three golden balls
From taking pledges of nations.

Hood, Miss Kilmansegg.
To talk like a Dutch uncle. See Dutch. Uncle Sam,
the government or the people of the United States : a
Jocular extension of the initials U. 8.

-uncle. [F. -uncle, < L. -unculus, a dim. term. <

-un-, -on-, part of the orig. noun, + -cu-lus, a
double dim . suffix : see -de, -cule, -culus. ] A ter-

mination of some diminutive words of Latin

origin, as homuncle (also homuncule), oratiuncle,
etc.

unclean (un-klen'), a. [< ME. unclene, onclene,
< AS. uncleene, unclean; as un-1 + elean.~\ 1.
Not clean

;
foul

; dirty ; filthy.
Thi lande unclem alle dolven uppe mot be,
Of routes, fern, and weed, to make it free.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S,), p. 46.

2. Ceremonially impure, (a) Not free from cere-
monial defilement: said of persons. (6) Causing cere-
monial defilement : said of animals or things, and specifi-
cally applied to animals forbidden by Jewish law to be
used in sacrifice and for food. Lev. xi. 26.

3. Morally impure ;
foul with sin; wicked; evil;

especially, lewd; unchaste.
Als longe als thei ben of foule and of unclene Lyvynge

(as thei ben now), wee have no drede of hem, in no kynde :

for here God will not helpeu hem in no wise.

MandevUle, Travels, p. 138.

Where an unclean mind carries virtuous qualities, there
commendations go with pity. Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 48.

An unclean spirit, a wicked spirit; a demon. Mark i. 27.

uncleanliness (un-klen'li-nes), n. Want of

cleanliness; filthiness; foulness.
uncleanly (un-klen'li), a. [< ME. uncleulich,
onelenlich; < un-1 + cleanly.'] 1. Not cleanly;
not clean ; foul

; filthy ; dirty.
The very uncleanly flux of a cat.

Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 70.

2. Not chaste; unchaste; obscene.
Tis pity that these harmonious writers have indulged

anything uncleanly or impure to defile their paper.
Watts.

uncleanness (un-klen 'nes), n. [< ME. unclen-
nes, unclannes, onelennes, < AS. uncHemies, un-
cleanness; as unclean + -ness.'] The state or
character of being unclean.

6588

unclear (un-kler' ), <i. Not clear, in any sense of

that word. Leiyliton, 1 Pet. iii.

unclench, unclinch (un-klench', -Minch'), v. t.

and*. [<ME.wc/eMe7ie/ <n-2 + clcncli, clinch.]
To open, or to force open, as the closed hand.

The fist unclenches, and the weapon falls.

Garth, Dispensary, v.

uncleship (ung'kl-ship), n. [< uncle + -sitiji.]

The state of being an uncle
;
the relation of

an uncle. Lamb, Essays of Elia, p. 388.

unclewt (un-klo'), v. t. [< n-2 + clew.] To
unwind; figuratively, to undo or ruin.

If I should pay you for 't as 'tis extoll'd,
It would undent me quite.

Shak., t. of A., i. 1. 168.

unclinch, v. See unclench.

uncling (un-kling'), v. i. [<
-2 + cling.'] To

cease from clinging, adhering, entwining, em-
bracing, or holding fast. Milton. [Bare.]
uncloak (un-klpk'), v. [< n-2 + cloak.] I.

trans. To deprive of the cloak; remove the
cloak from

; hence, to reveal
; bring to light.

II. intrans. To take off the cloak, or the outer

garments generally.
uncloatht, See unclothe.

unclog (un-klog'), " *; pret. and pp. unclogged,
ppr. unclogging. [< w-2 + clog.] To disen-
cumber of what clogs; relieve of difficulties or

obstructions; free from encumbrances.
It would iiiu-liiii my heart

Of what lies heavy to 't. Shak., Cor., iv. 2. 47.

uncloister (un-klois'ter), v. t. [<
-2 + clois-

ter.] To release from a cloister or from con-
finement

;
set at liberty. Norris.

unclose 1
(un-kloz'), v. [< ME. unclosen; < un-2

+ close1 .] I. trans. 1. To open.
Whenne Somer cometh, unclose hem, thai beth sure.

PaUadius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 120.

Thy letters trembling I unclose.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard.

2f. To uncover; take off the covers from. 3.
To disclose; lay open.
Than thei loked a-boute and be-helde towarde the see

where thei saugh the cristin a lit ill vn-closed.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 597.

II. intrans. To open; be laid open.
This flour, when that it shulde unclose

Agayn the sonne. Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 111.

The goddess spoke ; the rolling waves unclose.

Pope, Iliad, i. 562.

unclose2 (un-klos'), a. [< un-1 + close2.] Not
close; unreserved; babbling. [Rare.]

Knowen designs are dangerous to act,
And th' vnclose chief did never noble fact.

Sylvester, The Captaines, 1. 1075. (Davies.)

unclosed (un-klozd'), p. a. [< ME. unclosed; <

un-1 + closed. ] 1 . Not separated by inclosures ;

open; uninclosed.

I have to louge in this manere
Left hem unclosed wilfully.

Rom. of the Rose, 1. 3921.

The king's army would, through those unclosed parts,
have done them little harm. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

2. Not finished; not brought to a close
;
of ac-

counts, not balanced
;
not settled.

I don't love to leave any Part of the Account uncloa'd.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, iv. 1.

3. Not closed.

His unclosed eye yet lowering on his enemy.
Byron, Giaour.

unclothe (un-kl6TH'), *> t.; pret. and pp. un-
clothed or unclad, ppr. unclothing. [Formerly
also uneloath, uncloth; < ME. unclothen, un-

clethen; < tm-2 + clothe.] 1. To strip of clothes;
make naked

;
divest of covering.

The ceremonies, dances, and sacrifices ended, they went
to vncloth themselues. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 808.

2. Figuratively, to divest; free; strip.
The fame of Pyrocles and Musidorus greatly drew him

to a compassionate conceit, and had already unclothed his
face of all show of malice. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

unclothed (un-kloTHd'), a. Not clothed; be-

ing without clothes.

uncloud (un-kloud'), v. t. [<tt-2 + cloud1 .] To
free from clouds; unveil

; clear from obscurity,
gloom, sadness, dullness, or the like. Beau.
and Fl.. Philaster, iv. 2.

unclouded (un-klou'ded), p. a. Not cloudy;
free from clouds; not darkened or obscured;
free from gloom; clear: as, an unclouded sky;
an unclouded intellect,

uncloudedness (un-klou'ded-nes), n. The state
of being unclouded. Boyle.
uncloudy (un-klou'di), a. Not cloudy; free
from clouds. Gay.
unclubable (un-klub'a-bl), a. Not clubable;
unsocial.

uncombine
"Sir John was a most unclubable man !" How delighted

was I to hear this master of languages [Dr. Johnson] so

unaffectedly and socially and good-naturedly make words,
for the promotion of sport and good humour !

Mme. D'ArUay, Diary, i. 41.

uncluet, i'- t. Same as unclcw.

unclutch (un-kluch'), v. t. [< nit-2 + clutch.]
To open, as something clutched, clenched, or

closely shut. Dr. H. More.
unco (ung'ko), a. and . [A dial, reduction of

uncouth.] I. a. Unknown; strange; unusual.
Leesome Brand (Child's Ballads, II. 342).

[Scotch.]
II. n. 1. Anything strange or prodigious.

Gait. 2. A strange person ;
a stranger. Gait.

unco (ung'ko), adv. [< unco, a.] Wonderful-

ly; remarkably; very: as, ncoglad; WNCoguid.
[Scotch.]

In this prison there grew a tree,
And it was unco stout and strang.

Lord Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 264).

uncock1
(un-kok'), ti. t. [<

-2 + cock1 .] 1.

To let down the hammer of (a gun) easily, so as
not to explode the charge. 2. To let down or

lower the brim of, as a hat, releasing it from
the fastening which held it cocked up against
the crown.
uncock2 (un-kok'), v. t. [<

-2 + cockS.] To
open or spread out from a cock or heap, as hay.

uncoffert, v. t. [< WE.uncofren; < loi-S + coffer.]
To take out of a coffer.

uncoffined (un-kofind), a. Not furnished with
a coffin

;
not put into a coffin.

Unknelled, uncoffined, and unknown.
Byron, Childe Harold, iv.

uncogitable (un-koj'i-ta-bl), a. Not capable
of being cogitated or thought. Sir T. More.
uncoif (un-koif), v. t. [< w-2 + coif.] To pull
off the cap or head-dress of. [Rare.]
Two apple-women scolding and just ready to uncoif one

another. Martinus Scriblerus.

uncoifed (un-koiff), a. Without a coif; not

wearing a coif.

Her majesty's renown'd though uncotf'd counsel.

Young, Night Thoughts, viii.

uncoil (un-koil'), v. t. and i. [<
-2 + coil1 .]

To unwind or open the coils (of).

The snake of gold slid from her hair; the braid

Slipt and uncoU'd itself.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

uncoin (un-koin'), v. t. To deprive (money) of

its character as coin. [Rare.]
These are the people who frequently uncoin money,

either by melting it or by exporting it to countries where
it is sooner or later melted.

Jevons, Money and Mech. of Exchange, p. 81.

uncoined (un-koind'), a. 1. Not coined: as,
uncoined silver. Locke. 2. Not minted

;
lack-

ing the stamp of conventionality ; hence, natu-

ral, unfeigned.
A fellow of plain and uncoined constancy.

Shot., Hen. V., v. 2. 161.

uncollected (un-ko-lek'ted), a. 1. Not collect-

ed
;
not brought to one place ;

not received : as,
uncollected taxes; debts uncollected. 2. Not
having one's thoughts collected; not having
control of one's mental faculties

;
not recovered

from confusion, distraction, or wandering.
What a wild beast is uncollected man !

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, iv. 2.

uncolored, uncoloured (un-kul'ord). p. a. 1.

Not colored; not stained or dyed; hence, un-

clouded; clear; specifically, white.

Things uncoloured and transparent. Bacon.

To deck with clouds the uncolour'd sky,
Or wet the thirsty earth with falling showers.

Milton, P. L., v. 189.

2. Not heightened in description ; truthful; un-
biased: as, an uncolored statement. 3. Un-
adorned; plain; chaste.

The contrast was remarkable between the uncolored style
of his [John Foster's] general diction, and the brilliant fe-

licity of occasional images embroidered upon the sober

ground of his text.

De Quincey, Biog. and Hist. Essays, p. 350.

uncolt (un-k61t'),>. t. [<
-2 + colt.] To un-

horse; deprive of a colt or horse. [Rare.]
Thou liest; thou art not colted, thou art uncolted.

SAO*., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 2. 42.

uncombert, v. See uncumber.
uncombine (un-kpm-bln'), '. [< un-2 + com-

bine.] I. trans. To sever or destroy the com-
bination, union, or junction of

; separate; dis-

connect.

Outbreaking vengeance uncontbines the ill-joined plots.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iii.

II. iiitraim. To become separated or discon-
nected. [Rare in both uses.]



uncombine 6689 unconditioned

The rude conjuncture of muanMning cable In the
vip- uncommon (un-koni'on), ailr. [< uncommon, uncompromising (un-kom'pro-ini-/.ili({), . Not

lence of a noi them tempest. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, II. ii.

] Exceedingly; very: ;is, iiin-nmnini: rln':i|i. .nnipromisiiij;: admitting of no compromise;
uncomeatable ('iii-kiun-at'ii-l)l), . [< HH-' + [Vulgar.] not complying; inflexible; unyielding: as, />-

rnmf-<tt-nblr.~\ Not accessible ;
not MtiiinamV; uncommonly (un-kom'on-li), adv. 1. In an ci>tiii>rnniiiiiiuj liostility. Macau/ay, Hallam's

beyond reach or comprehension. [Colloq.] uncommon manner; rarely; not usually. Const. Hist.

He has a perfect art in being unintelligible;ln discourse, We are not uncmnmmily told that Henry VII. had not Unconablet, '< Neo uncovenable.
and uHcmneatattle in business. Stftle, Tatler, No. 12. in his own person the shadow of hereditary right. unconandt <> S'<- n/n-muntiff.

uncomeliness (iiii-kmn'li-iies), . 1. Want of stvM>, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 343.
unconceiledt, a. An obsolete variant of n-

romoliness; want of beauty or grace: as, MM- 2. To an uncommon degree. counmlnt.

comeliness ol person, of dress, or behavior. 2. A boy who '

tn^iroiU.v sharp of hl age. unconceivablet (un-kon-se'va-bl), a. Incon-

Unberomiiigness; unseemliness; indecency.
Bartom, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 54. ceivable . ,,,./,,,

He. gave such orderly and well-behaved reproof to UnCOmmonneSS(un-kom'on-ne8),. The state> unconceivablenesst (un-kon-se'va-bl-nes), .

all ttncmneiine** that I would have sworn his disposition or character ot being uncommon
;
rareness 01 Inconceivableness. Dr. H. More, Immortal, of

would have gone to the truth of his words. occurrence
; infrequency. Soul, i. 4.

Shak., M. w. of w., 11. i. oo. uncommunicable (un-ko-mu'ni-ka-bl), a. 1. unconceivablyt(un-kon-se'va-bli), adv. Incon-
uncomely (uu-kum'li), a. [< ME. uncomely, on- Incommunicable. Burkr. 2. Not communi-

ceivably. Locke.
i-om/'h/, iinriii/icHch; < MB-1 + comely.} 1. Not cative ;

reserved
;
taciturn. Imp. Diet. [Rare.] unconcern (un-kon-sern'), n. Want of con-

comely; wanting grace: as, an uncomely per- uncommunicated (uii-ko-mu'ni-ka-ted), a. 1. Cern; absence of"anxiety; freedom from soli-

son; c/r/i/ ilivss. 2. Unseemly; vmbecom- Not communicated; not disclosed or made citude; indifferentism ; indifference; apathy.
ing; unsuitable; indecent. known to others.- 2. Not imparted or be-

i can't bear to heiir her .poken of with LeYity or tfo.
Thinke nothing uncomly which is honest, for nothing Is stowed: as, the uncommumcated perfections cern. Steete, Conscious Loven, 11. I.

comely that is not honest. of God. Waterldnd. 3. Not having received _Byn. Indiference, InteruOnJUy, etc. Sec apathy.
Booke of Precedence &.-E.T. 8., extra ser.X 1.71. the commuD ion . unconcerned (un-kon-seVnd'), a. Not con-

,,Ks7n
(^ytrUth)nakedne88i8UW:

'"BocoJr uncommunicative (un-ko-mu'm-ka-tiv), a. If. cerned; not anxious; feeling no concern or
Not communicative or disposed to impart one's solicitude; easy in mind; not interested; not

uncomel7t(un-kum'h),ady. In an uncomely or wealth ;
not liberal

; parsimonious. affected.
unbecoming manner; indecently. 1 Cor. vn. 36. A mUe ^ UBeemmlmfcottw for thelr _ circam . The morn,

'Tis most uncomely spoken. stances. Richardson, Clarissa Marlowe, II. 90. A1' unconeem a with our unrest.

" '

x
comfortable; affording no comfort; causing others; reserved; taciturn. Congra*. Double-Dealer, L .

bodily or mental discomfort ; giving uneasi-
chur]lBh and uneommunicatix dl8po8laon. =Syn. Unconcern** at, for, about. With at, unconcerned

ness; disquieting: as, an uncomfortable seat or
Chaterjield. means not anxious in view of something that Is or hap-

Thris^is B t dead and the,*_*. UnCOmmunicativeneSS (im-ko-mu'ni-ka-tiv- gS^T^&STffiSSSftJSSa
a;Je me o7the vear ^ffi nes), " The state or character of being nn- at the successes of a rival; unconcerned /or one's own

Howu^^Uwmtheremembrancebeofallyour
"nicDative, reserved, or taciturn; reserve. ^V^^**,**,,*,,*

*.-*
SSaAMffit^wTST

1^*11"*1"1

impart (un-kom-pakf), a. lucompact. unconcernedly (un-kon-ser'ned-li), to. In an

StiUingjUet, Sermons, I. v. Addison unconcerned manner ; without concern or anx-

2. Disagreeably situated; uneasy; ill at ease: uncompacted (un-kom-pak'ted), a. Not com- Ietv -

,

as, to feel uncomfortable. pact ; not firm or settled Feltham. unconcernedness (un-kon-s6r ned-nes), ...

How snrely dost thou malice these extremes, uncompanied (un-kum'pa-nid), a. Having no Freedom from concern or anxiety. South.

UncrnnSortaM, man. Ford, Lady's Trial, 111. 3. companion ; unaccompanied. Fairfax. unconceniingt (un-kgn-ser mng), a. Not m-

uncomfortableness (un-kum'fer-ta-bl-nes), . uncompanionable (un-kom-pan'yon-a-bl), a. teresting; not affecting; not belonging to one.

The state of being uncomfortable, uneasy, or Not companionable or sociable. Miss Burney.
lre -

. . , , _,

miserable. Jer. faylor. uncompahioned (un-kom-pan'yond), a. Un- unconcernment (uii-kon-sern ment), n. The

uncomfortably (un-kum'fer-ta-bli), adv. In accompanied; without a companion ; alone;
"tijfc

sof
^haviiig

ne'interat or concern M.
an uncomfortable manner; witn discomfort or solitary; having no equal.

unconcludentt (un-kon-kl8 dent), a. Not de-

uneasiness : in an uneasy state. in his hours of wuompanioned darkness. if.Ili'^Ma* .Tfir^n W>Hi hU Nnt t

uncommendable (un-ko-men'da-bl), a. Not J. wo**, LigUs and sha-iows of Scottish Life, unconcludiblet (un-kon-klo di-bl), a. Not to

commendable ; not worthy of commendation; uncompassionate (un-kom-pash'on-at), a. Not be concluded or fl

illaudable. [Rare.] compassionate ; having'no pity. "Milton, 8. A.,
"' whl<:h ls unm

" r̂
di
j^^;^ettn^mW^ UCen

nS,',
h
O
i

n^c^i,.n. ^cZpatiblyKun-kom-pat'i-bli)^^. Incom- Unconcludingt (un-kon^'d'ing), .

uncommerciable (un-ko-mer'shia-bl), a. [< patibly. Imp. Diet.

WM-I + "commerciable, equiv. to commerceable.} uncompellable (un-kom-pel'a-bl), a. That can- False and uruandudmg reasonings.

Not capable of being made an article of com- not be forced or compelled. Feltham. unconcludingnesst (un-kon-kl6'ding-nes), n.

merce. [Rare.] uncomplaining (un-kom-pla'ning), a. Not The character of being inconclusive.

By prohibiting all his Majesty's subjects from dealing complaining: not murmuring; not disposed to The uncertainty of the truth, . . . by reason of the tin-

in tobacco, one third of the exports of the United States murmur' submissive eondudingnets of the arguments brought to attest It

are rendered unannmerciable here. j^t ,_ , d _ ^ k
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S5X II. 344.

Thos.Jefersm. To Count DeMontmorln (Works, II. 188). Llke his, a mutl and uiwompiafnf,./; s(eep. UnCOnclUsivet (un-kon-kl8'siv), a. Inconclu-
uncommercial (un-ko-mer'shal), a. 1. Not Shelley, Adonais, HI. gjve _ Hammond.
commercial; not carrying on or familiar with uncomplainingly (un-kom-pla'ning-li), adv. In unconcocted (un-kon-kok'ted), a. 1. Notcon-
or devoted to commerce. an uncomplaining manner; without murmur- cocted; not digested. Sir T. Browne. 2. Fig-
The Uncommercial Traveller. Dickens. jng or complaint. uratively, crude ; indigested.

Not con-

2. Not in accordance with the principles of
^nci^ly'^courteousfy.'" B'lacBtone" "derailed; noTjudged^guirtyT'not disapproved;

commerce. uncompliable (un-kpm-pli'a-bl), o. Unready not pronounced criminal.
You did not think it uncointnercial to tax the whole or unwilling to yield or comply. Cudworth. They have beaten us openly uncondcinHcd. Actsxvi. 37.

mass of your manufactures, and, let me add, your agricul- -., ... ,v? / .,

turetoo. Burke, American Taxation. (Encyc. Diet.)
' ,iny. i v . v.

i)
a. A familiar and uncondemned practice. Loclte.

uncommitted (un-ko-mit'ed), a. [< ME. un- uncompliant(un-kom-ph ant), a. Incompliant. a,^^^ (un-kon-di'ted), a. [< u-i -f- L.

committed; < un-i ^'committed.] 1. Not com-
^cQ^pogable (un-kom-po'za-bl) a Incapa-

conaitu*> PP- of condire, season, spice, flavor.]
mitted or done.

ble of^ composed ; not to be reconciled or
Unseasoned.

Offys uncommitted "fte anoyetn. , itnn*i Vovtfc i.'v .,,,,,.,, T> tn While he estimates the secrets of religion by such mem-
CAaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 518. arranged. Koqer A orth, b .amen

^
p. 63.

snres, they must needs seem as insipid ai cork* or the u.^

The uncommitted slu Hammond. Uncompounded (un-kom-poun ded), a. 1. Wot condxed mushroom. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 60.

2 Not committed or intrusted.-3. Not re- compounded ; not mix.
unconditional (un-kon-dish'on-al), a. Not con-

ferred to a committee. 4. Not pledged by can either gexMs'unw^r'bott-wS?
1^ ditional; absolute; unreserved; notlimitedby

anything said or done : as, uncommitted by rash And uncompmmded is'their essence pure.
ny conditions : as, an unconditional surrender.

promises or statements; an uncommitted dele- MUton, f. L., I. 425. pass not, Lord, an absolute decree,

gation to a convention. 2. Not intricate or complicated.
Or bind thy sentence unanulitional.

uncommixedt (un-ko-miksf), a. Not com- T^t uncompounded style. .... ...

mixed or mingled. Chapman. Hammond, On Fundamentals, unconditionally (un-kon-dish-on-al i-ti), .

uncommon (un-kom'on), a. Not common; not uncomprehensiblet (un-kom-pre-hen'si-bl), a.
The character or state

oj^eiug
unconditional,

usual; infrequent; rare; hence, remarkable; Incomprehensible. Bp. Jewell.' J. FFarrf, kncvc. Brit, AA. 8_.

extraordinary; strange. uncomprehensive (un-kom-pre-hen'siv), a. 1. unconditionally (un-kon-dish on-al-i),arfp. In

I do not think it foreign to ray design to speak of a Not comprehensive ;
not including much. 2f.

an unconditional manner ; without conditions :

man born in Her Majesty's dominions, and relate an ad- Unable to comprehend ; incomprehensive.
as

>
to surrender unconditionally

venture in his life, so unctimmon that it is doubtful uncondltlOnalnCSS (un-kou-<lish Oll-al-nes), w.
whether the like has happened to ,ny of human race. Narrow-spirlted, omPrAm .ealoU. South. ^'Xn.Tr of beiU unconditional: .7. FMe,

Steele, Englishman, Jo. 26.
3t Incomprehensible. Cosmic Philos I 151

The spiritual is ever foreign to the material, the ... The providence that 's in a watchful state nnonnrlitionprl ( ini-kon-dish'ondl a Not snb-mmmon to the common. If. Sharp, D. O. Rossetti, ill. Kuo s ^most every grain of Plutus' gold,
* ?"> "'

??*
= Syn. Source, unusual, unwonted, unique, singular.queer. Finds bottom in the uneomprehentiw deeps. !

" enect, accident, or

See mmmnn. Shot., T. and C., Hi. 3. 198. result of circumstances.



unconditioned

This step from conditioned to unconditioned [existence]

implies a pure a priori synthesis.
E. Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 523.

The unconditioned, in the philosophy of Sir \V. Hamil-

ton, either the Absolute, or unconditionally complete, or

the Infinite, or unconditionally unlimited.

unconducingt (un-kpn-du'sing), a. Not con-

ducive. . Phillips. (Imp. Diet.)

unconfidencet (un-kpn'fi-dens),
n. Want of

confidence; uncertainty; Hesitation; doubt.

Bp. Hucket. [Bare.]
unconfinable (un-kon-fi'na-bl), a. If. Un-
bounded. Slutk., M'.' W. of W., ii. 2. 21. 2.

Incapable of being confined or restrained.

unconfined (un-kpn-find'), a. 1. Not confined;
free from restraint ;

free from control. Steele,

Spectator, No. 2. 2. Not having narrow lim-

its; not narrow; comprehensive; broad. Pope,
Essay on Criticism, iii. 639.

unconfinedly (un-kon-fi'ned-li), adv. With-
out confinement or limitation. Barrow.
unconfirmed (un-kpn-fermd'), n. 1. Not firmly
established

;
not possessed of its full measure

of strength or stability: as, his health was still

unconfirmed.
With strength unpractis'd yet and unconftrm'd.

Rowe, Ulysses, iv. 1.

2. Not fortified by resolution
; weak; raw.

In the unconfirmed troops much fear did breed.

Daniel, Civil Wars, iv.

3. Not confirmed or strengthened by addi-

tional testimony.
His witness unconfinn'd. Milton, P. R., i. 29.

4. Eccles.'. (a) Not having received the sacra-

ment or sacramental rite of confirmation. (6)
Not having his election as bishop ratified by
the archbishop.
Hys dysgraded abbottes and unconfirmed prelates.

Bp. Bale, English Votaries, ii.

unconformt (un-kpn-f6rm'), a. Unlike; dis-

similar; not analogous.
Not unconform to other shining globes.

Miltun, P. L., v. 259.

unconformability (un-kpn-for-ma-bil'j-ti), n.

The condition of not being conformable : as,
the unconformability of two groups of rocks.

See conformable5 ,
with diagram illustrating the

relative position of conformable and uncon-
formable rocks,

unconformable (un-kpn-for'ma-bl), . 1. Not
consistent ; not agreeable ; not conforming.
Moral evil is an action unconformable to the rule of our

duty. Watts, Logick.

2. In geol., not conforming in position, or not

having the same dip, with another bed or se-

ries of beds. If certain strata, having been originally
deposited in a nearly horizontal position, are afterward
disturbed, elevated, or turned up on edge, beds which are

deposited in the same region after this disturbance of

preexisting strata has taken place will not have the same
dip as those of prior formation, and the two sets will be
described as being unco>\formable with each other.

unconformableness (un-kon-for'ma-bl-nes), n.

The character or state of being unconformable.

unconformably (un-kpn-for'ma-bli), adv. In
an unconformable manner

;
so as not to be con-

formable. See unconformable, 2.

unconformistt (un-ktm-for'mist), n. A non-
conformist. Fuller.

unconformity (un-kpn-for'mi-ti), n. Non-con-
formity ; incongruity ; inconsistency ;

want of

conformity. [Rare.]
The moral goodness or evil of men's actions . . . con-

sists in their conformity or unconformity to right reason.

South, Sermons.

unconfoundt (un-kon-found'), v. t. To reduce
from confusion to order. Milton, Tenure of

Kings.
unconfused (un-kon-fuzd'), a. 1. Free from
confusion or disorder. Locke, Human Under-
standing, ii. 2. 2. Not confused or embar-
rassed.

uncongeal (un-kon-jel'), . . [< wt-a + con-
geal.'} To thaw;"melt. [Rare.]

Soften'd airs that blowing steal,
When meres begin to uncongeal.

Tennyson, The Two Voices.

uncongenial (un-kon-je'nial), a. Not congenial,
unconjunctive (un-kpn-jiingk'tiv), a. That
cannot be joined. [Rare.]
Two persons unconjunctive and unmarriable together.

Muton, Divorce, i. 15.

unconnected (un-kp-nek'ted), a. 1. Not con-
nected

;
not united

; separate.
The two unconnected facts. J. Morley, Burke, p. 38.

2. Without connections or relations; specifi-
cally, without family, friends, or special obli-

gations.

6590
If I had been an unconnected man,
I, from this moment, should have formed some plan
Never to leave sweet Venice.

Shelley, Julian and Maddalo.

3. Not coherent; not connected by proper
transitions or dependence of parts; loose;

vague; rambling; desultory: as, an unconnect-
ed discourse.

unconningt, . and a. See uncunning.
unconningnesst, See uncunningness.

unconquerable (un-kong'ker-a-bl), a. 1. Not
conquerable; incapable of being vanquished
or defeated; not to be overcome in contest: as,
an unconquerable foe.

Achilles, her unconquerable son. Cowper, Iliad, viii.

2. Incapable of being subdued and brought
under control: as, unconquerable passions or

temper.
The unconquerable will. MUton, f. L., i. 106.

= Syn. 1. Invincible, indomitable. See conquer.

unconquerableness (un-kong'ker-a-bl-nes), n.

The character or state of being unconquer-
able.

unconquerably (un-kong'ker-a-bli), adv. In-

vincibly; insuperably.
unconqiiered (un-kong'kerd), a. 1. Not van-

quished or defeated
; unsubdued; not brought

under control. 2f. Invincible ; insuperable.
Sir P. Sidney.
unconscionable (un-kon'shpn-a-bl), a. 1.

Not conseionable
; unreasonable; exceeding

the limits of any reasonable claim or expec-
tation; inordinate; enormous: as, an uncon-
scionable demand.

His giantship is gone somewhat crestfallen,

Stalking with less unconscionable strides.

Milton, S. A., 1. 1246.

And why you should, for a Respect so contrarie,
Call my poor wit in question to believe you,
Is most unconscionable. Brome, Northern Lass, i. 7.

A man may oppose an unconscionable request for an un-

justifiable reason. Sir R. L'Estranye.

2. Not guided or influenced by conscience.

No man [is] to be forc'd by the compulsive laws of men
to present his body a dead sacrifice, and so under the

gospel most unholy and unacceptable, because it is his un-
reasonable service, that is to say, not only unwilling but
unconscionable. Milton, Civil Power.

Your friend is an unconscionable dog : but you can't

help that. Sheridan, School for Scandal, iii. 1.

Unconscionable bargain, in law, a contract so obvious-

ly unfair that it is inequitable to enforce it ; a contract
which no rational man would make and no honest man
would accept.

unconscionableness (un-kon'shon-a-bl-nes), o.

The character of being unconscionable, in any
sense. Bp. Hall.

unconscionably (un-kon'shon-a-bli), adv. Un-
reasonably; iua manner or degree that con-
science and reason do not justify ; inordinately.
Too absurd and too unconscionably gross is that fond

invention that wafted hither the fifty daughters of a

strange Dioclesian King of Syria. Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

unconscious (un-kon'shus), a. 1. Not con-
scious, (a) Not occurring in or attended by conscious-
ness ; subconscious : as, unconscious inference.

Sleep, fainting, coma, epilepsy, and other unconscious
conditions are apt to break in upon and occupy large du-
rations of what we nevertheless consider the mental his-

tory of a single man.
W. James, Piin. of Psychology, I. 199.

The only conception we can form of a purely unconscious
state is one in which all is exactly alike, or rather in

which there is no difference.
W. K. Clifford, Conditions of Mental Development.

(6) Not conscious to one's self ; not self-conscious ;
not

knowing ; not perceiving ; unaware ; hence, regardless ;

heedless : as, unconscious of guilt or error.

A stately mule, as yet by toils nnbroke.
Of six years' age, unconscious of the yoke.

Pope, Iliad, xxiii. 756.

Strong poets of a more unconscious day,
When Nature spake nor sought nice reasons why.

Lowell, Agassiz, i. 4.

(c) Not known or perceived as existing in one's self; not
felt : as, unconscious generosity.

The red rose veils a heart of flame,
And blushes with unconscious shame.

Rose Terry Coote.

2. Not possessing consciousness; non-con-
scious.

Passive, unconscious substances.

Paley, Nat. Theol., iv.

unconsciously (un-kon'shus-li), adv. In an
unconscious manner ; without consciousness.
A religious man, in proportion as obedience becomes

more and more easy to him, will doubtless do his duty
unconsciously. J. H. ffemnan, Parochial Sermons, i. 73.

unconsciousness (un-kon'shus-nes), H. The
state of being unconscious, in any sense ; ab-
sence of consciousness or of self-conscious-
ness.

unconsummate

unconsecratet (un-kon'se-krat), r. t. To de-

prive of sacred character; desecrate.

The sin of Israel had even unconsecmted and profaned
that sacred edifice. South, Sermons.

unconsecratet (un-kon'se-krat), a. Not con-

secrated ;
unconsecrated.

She was houseletl in sight of the people with an host

unconsecrate. Sir T. More, Works, p. 134.

unconsecrated (un-kon'se-kra-ted), a. Not
consecrated: as, a temple unconsecrated; uncon-

secrated bread. Milton, Church-Government, ii.

unconsenting (un-kpn-sen'ting), a. Not con-

senting; not yielding consent.

unconsideratet (un-kpn-sid'er-at), a. Incon-
siderate. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

unconsideratenesst (un-kon-sid'er-at-nes), n.

Inconsiderateness. Hales, Sermons, Matt. xxvi.

75.

unconsidered (un-kpn-sid'erd), a. Not consid-

ered or regarded; not attended to; not es-

teemed.
A suapper-up of unconsidered trifles.

Shale., W. T., iv. 3. 26.

unconsidering(un-kpn-sid'er-ing),rt. Not con-

sidering; void of consideration; regardless.

Swift.

unconspiringnesst (un-kon-spir'ing-nes), n.

Absence of plotting or conspiracy.
A harmony whose dissonance serves but to manifest the

sincerity and unconspirinyness of the writers.

Boyle, Works, II. 276.

unconstancyKun-kon' stan-si), . Inconstancy.
Fuller, Worthies, Huntingdonshire.
unconstantt (un-kon'stant), a. Inconstant.

Sliak., R. and J., i. 4. 100.'

unconstantlyt (un-kon'stant-li), adi'. Incon-

stantly. Hobbes, Human Nature, v.

unconstitutional (un-kon-sti-tu'shpn-al), a.

Not in conformity with the constitution of a

country ;
not authorized by the constitution

;

contrary to the principles of the constitution
;

inconsistent with the constitution or organic
law. In the law of the United States a statute which is

unconstitutional is thereby in excess of legislative author-

ity, and void. In English law the word is applied (1)

to " acts at variance with the recognized spirit of the con-

stitution or principles of government, or with the pres-
ervation of the liberties of the people, as expressed or im-

plied in the various charters, etc., though not illegal in the

sense of being forbidden by express statute
"
(Yonge); (2)

to acts which threaten the integrity of the constitution
or government.

By unconstitutional, as distinguished from "illegal," I

mean a novelty of much importance, tending to endan-

ger the established laws. Hallam,

The dangerous and unconstitutional practice of remov-

ing military officers for their votes in parliament.
Burke, Account of a late Administration (1706).

There has not been for many years a single important
measure which has not been unconstitutional with its op-
ponents, and which its supporters have not maintained to

be agreeable to the true spirit of the constitution.

Macaulay, West. Rev. Def. of Mill.

unconstitutionality (un-kon-sti-tu-shpn-al'i-
ti), n. The character of being unconstitutional.
His [Jefferson's] election caused the repeal, in effect, of

the alien and sedition laws, and a permanent acquies-
cence in their unconstitutionality. Calhoun, Works, i. 359.

Unconstitutionally (un-kon-sti-tu'shpn-al-i),
adv. In an unconstitutional manner ; in oppo-
sition to the constitution.

unconstrained (un-kpn-strand'), a. 1. Free
from constraint; free to act; not acting or
done under compulsion ; voluntary.
God delights not to make a drudge of virtue, whose ac-

tions must be all elective and unconstrained.

Milton, Divorce, ii. 20.

2. Not constrained or embarrassed ;
not men-

tally constrained.
A natural and unconstrained behaviour has something

in it so agreeable that it is no wonder to see people en-

deavouring after it. Addison, Fashions from France.

Maggie's manner this morning had been as uncon-
strained and indifferent as ever.

Qeorge Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 4.

uneonstrainedly (un-kpn-stra'ned-li), adv. In

an unconstrained manner, in either sense.

Hooker, Works, II. 49.

Unconstraint (un-kpn-stranf), Freedom
from constraint ; ease. FeJton,OntheClassicks.
The thoughts, wived with words above their own level,

are always on their good behavior, and we feel that they
would have been happier in the homelier unconstraint of

prose. Loicell, New Princeton Rev., I. 154.

unconsulting (un-kpn-sul'ting), o. Taking no
advice; rash; imprudent. [Rare.]

It was the fair Zelmane . . . whom unconsulting affec-

tion . . . had made borrow so much of her natural mod-
esty as to leave her more decent raiments.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

unconsuminatet (un-kon-sum'at), a. Not con-
summated. Dryttcu, jEneid, x.



uncontemned 6591 uncouthly
-kf.ii-teind'),. Not despised: unconversion (un-kon-ver'slion), . The state uncounted (iin-konn'ted), . Not counted: not
Mink., Hen. V III., iii. L'. 1(1. of being unconverted; impenitence. jKure. J

nmnliciv d : hence, innumerable.
unconverted (un-kon-ver'ted), . Not

uncontemned(uii-kon-tcind'),
Hot contemned.
uncontended (un-kon-ten'ded>, . Not dis-

puted for; not contested. l>n/<lin, /ICncid, v.

uncontentedt (nn-kjjn-ten'ted), a. Discontent-
ed, llnnirl. I'llilotlts, Dud.
uncontentednesst (un-kon-ten'ted-nes), n.
liiscontentedncss. Ilininiiiiiiil, Works, I. 478.

uncontentingnesst (nn-kon-ten'ting-nes), .

\V;int of powei- to satisfy. Boylr, Works, I

26L
uncontestablet (un-kon-tes'ta-bl), a. Incon-
testalile. 7,c/,v.

uncontested (un-kon-tes'ted), a. Not contest-
ed

;
not disputed; hence, evident

; indisputa-
ble. .Sir K. Blitckmore, Creation.
uncontradictable (un-kon-tra-dik'ta-bl), a.
That cannot be contradicted. "Carlyle.

, ,, a. Mot con-
verted; not changed in opinion; specifically.
not brought to accept a (specified) religious
faith; in theol., not having abandoned a sinful
life: as, the uncu>in-rti<l.

Unconverted to Christianity.
Jer. Taylor, Of Repentance, Till.

unconvertible (un-kon-ver'ti-bl), a. Not
convertible

; that cannot be changed from one

thing or form to another: as, lead is unconver-
tible into silver.

Unconvertible Ignorance. Congreve, Love for Love, iv. 11

uncord (un-k6rd'),. '. [< M-2 + eorrfl.] To
loose from cords

;
unfasten or unbind : as, to

uncord a bed; to uncord a package.
uncontradicted (un-kon-tra-dik'ted"), a. Not uncork (un-kork'), v. t. [<

-'* + cork*.} 1.

contradicted; not denied:"as, uneoiifi-iiilirtrd To draw the cork from; open by drawing the

testimony. Bp. Veanon, Expos, of Creed, xi. cork, as a bottle. 2. To allow to flow out, as

uncontriving (un-kon-tri'viug), a. Not con- if by removing a cork, as words, feelings, and
triving; deficient in contrivance. [Rare.]

the like; cause (a person) to speak.
The savage, uncontriviny man. or slang.]

Qoldtnnith, Animated Nature. (iMtham.) Uncorrectt (un-ko-rekf), a. Incorrect. Dry-
uncontrollable (un-kon-tro'la-bl), a. 1. That <le"< Wild Gallant, Pref.

cannot bo controlled "or ruled; ungovernable; uncorrespondencyt (un-kor-e-spon'den-si), n.

The state of being uncorrespondent, or not

mutually adapted or agreeable. Bp. Gaudeit.
intolerant of restraint: as, an uncontrollable

temper; uncontrollable subjects; vncoutroll- f
able events. 2f. Indisputable; irrefragable. uncorrespondentt(un-kor-e-spon'dent),fl. Not

[Rare ] correspondent ;
not suitable, adapted, or agree-

The blunt monster with \tnctnmtfd heads,
The still-discordant wavering multitude.

Shalt., -1 Hun. IV., 1ml.

The twinkling sea's uncounted smile
William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, II. 137.

uncouple (un-knp'l), r. [< ME. iin,;,,^,!,,,,
-

fn/iiii-ii; < HH-- +
i-tiii/ili'. ] I. iriuiK. To loose,

as (logs from their couples, or railway-cars from
their couplings; set loose; disjoin.

Forth he gothe ther as the hurt) hye ;

Ills houndys were oncopelyd by and by.
Uenerydei (E. E. T. M.X 1. 41

80 when our mortal frame shall be disjoined,
The lifeless lump uncoupled from the mind,
From sense of grief and pain we shall be free.

Dryden, tr. of Lucrrtlni, ill.

n. intrans. To break loose; exert influence
unrestrained.

Longe tyme it was er ttrannye
Or any vyce donte on him uncouple.

, Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 512.

[Colloq. uncoupled (un-kup'ld), a. 1. Not coupled;
not fastened to a couple or with couplings.

Steeds snort, uncoupled stag-hounds bay,
And merry hunters quit the bower.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

2. Not wedded
; single.

uncontrollableness (un-kon-tro'la-bl-nes), n.
The character of being uncontrollable. Bp.
Hull.

able. Bn. (iauden.

uncorrigiblet (un-kor'i-ji-bl),
f
igiblt;

[< ME. u-
Incorrigible.

uncontrollably (un-kon-tro'la-bli), n
an uncontrollable manner; without being sub-
ject to control.

** uncorrupt (un-ko-rupf), a. Not corrupt; not

1 In Depraved >
n t perverted ; incorrupt ; pure : as,

Uncoupled, cold virginity.
Chamberlayne, Pharonnlda (1669).

3. In her., same as dtcoupU.
uncourteous(uu-ker'te-us),n. [< ME. uncurteix,
uncortoise; < un-1 + courteous.'} Not courteous;
uncivil. .Sir P. Sidney. =8yn. See uncivil.

uncourteously (un-ker'te-us-li), adv. Unciv-
illy; impolitely- Sir T. blyot, The Governour,
iii. 6.

uncourtesyt, . [< ME. uncurtcsic; < un-1 +
courtesy."] Lack of courtesy.

It were to gret uncurtetie. Rom. of the Rote, L S587.

an uncorrupt judgment ;
an uncorrupt text.

For the rest, my Lord Clifford was a valiant uncorrupt

God may uncontrollably and lawfully deal with his crea-
ge" *"*" **"*' Aug" 18' 1673'

turcs as he pleases. A. Tucker. Uncorrupted (un-ko-rup'ted), a. Not corrupt- uncourtliness (un-kort'li-nes), . The char-
ed, in any sense; not debased; not vitiated; acter of being uncourtly. Addison, Whig-Ex-
not depraved ; not decomposed. aminer, No. 5.

In the chapel belonging to it lies the body of St. Suso- tmCOUTtlT (uu-kort'li), a. Not courtly, (a) Un-
rius their founder, as yet uncorrupted though dead many trained In the manners of a court ; hence, not suave, bland,
hundreds of yeares. Ifrelyn, Diary, Oct 26, 1644.

uncorruptedness (un-ko-rup'ted-nes), n. The
state of being uncorrupted. Milton, Areopa-
gitica.

,'xVii. 197. uncoiTUptibiUtyt (un-ko-i-up-ti-bil'i-ti), n. [<
2. Not yielding to restraint

; uncontrollable. WE.uncorruptibilitie; < uncorruptible + -ity (see
-bility).} Incapability of being corrupted; in- uncoust (ung'kus), . [< L. uncus, hooked. <
corruption. c, a hook, barb: see unce^, uncus.} Hook-
In mcoruptibilite of quyete or pesible and mylde spirit, like ; hooked. Sir T. Browne

WycHf, i Pet, iii. 4. uncouth (un-koth'), a. [Also dial, unkid, miked,
uncorruptiblet (un-ko-rup'ti-bl),. [< ME. n- unkard, 8c. unco (see unco), < ME. uncouth, un-
corruptible; < ttn-1 + corruptible.}

T

2f. Indisputably; incontrovertibly.
Abundantly and uncontrolaUy convincing the reality of

our Saviour's death.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Christ Crucified.

uncontrolled (un-kon-trold'), a. 1. Not con-
trolled or governed ;

free.

But Jove's high will is ever uncoiUrofd,
The strong he withers, and confounds the bold.

pleasing, flattering, or the like.

And this event uncourtly Hero thought
Her inward guilt would In her looks have wrought.

Marlowe, Hero and Leander, III.

(V) Uncivil ; rude ; coarse ; plain.

It would be uncourtly to speak in harsher words to the
fair. Sleele, Spectator, No. 294.

Do I not know the uncontrolled thoughts
That youth brings with him when his blood is high?

Beau, and Fl, Maid's Tragedy, III.

3f. Not disproved ; not refuted.

That Julius Caesar was so born is an uncontrolled re-

port. Sir J. Has/ward.

uncontrolledly (uu-kou-tro'led-li), adr. With-
out control or restraint; without effectual op- uncorruptiont (un-ko-rup'shon), n.

position. comipctoitn; < -l '+ corruption.}

uncontroversoryt (un-kon-tro-ver'so-ri), a. [<
n n- 1 + "controcersory, equiv.' to coiitroversori-

otis.} Free from controversy. [Rare.]

Incorrup-

An uncontroversory piety.
Bp. Hall, Def. of Hurnb. Remonst, { 2.

uncontroverted (un-kon'tro-ver-ted), a. Not
controverted or disputed ;

not liable to be called
in question.
The uncontrovcrted certainty of mathematical science.

Qlannllt.

unconventional (un-kon-ven'shon-al), a. Not
conventional; not bound by unswerving rules; uncorruptness (un-ko-rupt'nes), n.
free in character, action, or treatment.

unconventionality (un-kou-ven-shon-ari-ti),
.

; pi. iiiK-iiiimiliniialities (-tiz). Tt'e charac-
ter or state of being unconventional; origi-
nality: freedom from rules and precedents;

tible. Rom. i. 23.

[< ME. -

_ Incorrup-
tion.

Glorie and honour and vncoripdoun to hem that seken
eurlastynge lyf. Wyclif, Rom. 1L 7.

uncorruptivet (un-ko-rup'tiv), a. Incomipti-
ble.

Those other climes of uncorruptive Joy.
Glover, Leonidas, vil. 413.

uncorruptly (un-ko-rupt'li), adr. In an uncor-
rupt manner

; truly ; genuinely.
I shall declare uiicomiptlye the sayings.

Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtins, fol. 198.

... ., Integrity;
uprightness. Tit. ii. 7.

uncorvent, n. [ME., < un-l + corten, pp. of

kcri'en, carve : see carve.} Uncut; untrimmed.
Uneorven and nngrobhed lay the vyne.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1.
"

(&) Not commonly known

l.iniili. onkouth, uncuth, unkuth, uncothe, < AS.
uncuth (Icel. ukunnr = Goth, unkunths), un-
known, unusual, strange ;

as uw- 1 -I- cotith.} 1.
Not known, (at) Not common ; unusual ; rare ; hence,
elegant; beautiful.

Ther maj stow seen devysing of herneys
So uncouth and so riuhe.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L 1639.

not familiar; strange; foreign

(He! rode be the moste rn-couthe weyea that thel myght
till he com to Newerke. Merlin (B. E. T. 8.), II. 190.

His fall

May be our rise. It is no uncouth thing
To see fresh buildings from old ruins spring.

B. Jonton, Sejanus, 111. 3.

(It) Strange and suspicions ; uncanny ; such aa to arouse
suspicion, dread, fear, or alarm.

An untnuth pain torment* my grieved soul.

Marlowe, Tambnrlalne the Great, I., II. 7.

If this unenvlh forest yield anything savage.
Shot., As yon Like It, II. 6. 6.

The Judges meet in some uncouth dark Dungeon.
Uouxtt, Letters, I. T. 42.mwj' . LCI 1 1

^
, ^naucer, former Age, I. 14. i^, UWM:IB, i. T. *z.

vHnhf a

W
ot
iCh " unco ve tional ! 8n ncon-

uncostly (un-k6st'li), a. Not costly; not of a S&2sffi^a^SRS,,a.^^act.

Whately often offended people by the extreme uneon-
venlionalitti of his manners. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 630.

A man's spirit is naturally careless of baser and uncottly
materials. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 841.

'^^^rXSffSK uncounselable, uncounsellable (un-koun'sel-
The Academy, No. 877, p. 1 of adv'ts. a-ol)> " Not to be advised; not consistent

with good advice or prudence. Cltircndoii, Civil
Wars.

uncounseled, uncounselled (un-koun'seld), a.

[< ME. iincoiinci'ili'tl; < wn-1 -1- counseled.} 1.
Not having counsel or advice. Burke, Letter
to a Noble Lord. 2f. Wrongly counseled; led
into error.

love story.

unconversable (un-kon-v6r'sa-bl), a. Not free
in conversation; repelling conversation; not
social; reserved.

I soon grew domestic with lord Halifax, and was as often
with lord Somers as the formality of his nature (the only
UMWmrwMl fault he had) made it agreeable to me.

Strifl, Change in Queen's Ministry.

unconversant (nn-kon'ver-sant), . Not con-
not familiarly acquainted: followed

Uncounctiled goth ther noon fro me.
Rum. of the Kate, 1. 6868.vers.-inl

usually by iritli before an "object, sometimes uncountable (un-kpun'ta-bl), a. Not capable
by I'M. of being counted

; innumerable.
f/iiii*ron< in disquisitions of this kind. Those uncountable bodies set in the firmament.

Madox, Exchequer, 1'ref. Kaleiyh, Hist. World, ii.

,

clumsiness, or oddity : now the usual meaning : as, uncouth
manners or behavior.

The terms, the principles, the propositions of it [any
human art or science), are all at first sight strange and
uncouth, and make no bright impression upon the mind.

Bp. AUerbury, Sermons, II. x.

Through thee her Merrimacs and Agiochooks
And many a name uncouth win gracious looks.

Lowell, To WhitUer.
2f. Not knowing; ignorant.
For he taght the cn-routhc&nd vn-kunnynge by his prech-

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. 8.), p. 25.

= Syn. 1 (6) (2X Ungainly, Bungling, etc. See au-hcard.

unconthly (un-koth'li), adr. [< ME. uncouthly,
uncuthliz,< AS. uncuthlice, < uncuth, unknown:
see uncouth.} If. Rarely; elegantly.
To graythe [adorn] Mr wel and uncouthlu [tr. OF. noble-

ment). Rotn. of the Rote, I. 584.

2. In an uncouth manner; oddly; strangely;
awkwardly; clumsily.



uncouthly
A labyrinth of peaks and columns, clefts and ravines,

now strangely monumental now imeoutUy irregular.

Oeihie, Oeol. Sketches, ii. 9.

uncouthness (un-kb'th'nes), . 1. The state or

character of being uncouth ; strangeness ;
odd-

ness : as, the uncouthness of a word or of dress.

Dr. H. More. 2. Something that is uncouth
or odd. [Rare.]
The few uncouthnesses of which Mendoza and Boscan

more especially are guilty (such as certain faults of

rhythmic accentuation). Encyc. Brit., XXII. 357.

uncouthsomet (un-koth'sum), a. [< uncouth +
-some."] Unusual; awkward.
Here a huge tempest of wind surprized us. ... This

uncmithsom weather being spent, we had again the use of

very favourable gales, until we came unto the Tropick of

Cancer. Bueaniers of America (tr., 1684), p. 6.

uncovenablet (un-kuv'e-na-bl), a. [ME., also

niiconable, iincttnable; ( un-1 + corenable.] 1.

Unsuitable ; unbecoming.
I sey nat that honestitee in clothing of man or womman

Is uncovenaMe. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

2. Uncivil; churlish; rude; savage.
The nature of som man is ... overthrowenge to yvel

and . . . uncovenable [tr. L. importunus}.
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

uncovenanted (un-kuv'e-nan-ted), a. 1. Not

promised by covenant ;
not resting on a cove-

nant or promise. 2. Not bound by a covenant,
contract, or agreement ;

not having joined in a

covenant, compact, league, or the like
; specifi-

cally, not subscribing to the Scottish Solemn

League and Covenant.
In Scotland a few fanatical non-jurors may have grudged

their allegiance to an uncovenanted king.
Sir E. May, Const. Hist Eng., i.

Uncovenanted civil service. See civU,. Uncove-
nanted mercies, such mercies as God may be pleased to

show to those not embraced within the covenant, as, for

example, those who have never heard of Christ, and there-
fore have never consciously accepted him as a Saviour.

uncover (un-kuv'er), . [< ME. uncoveren, tin-

keveren; < ww-2 + coj'er1.] I. trans. 1. To re-

move a cover or covering from
; divest of a

cover or covering, such as a hat, a veil, cloth-

ing, a roof, or the like.

Rather let my head
. . . dance upon a bloody pole
Than stand uncover'd to the vulgar groom.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 128.

None of the Eastern people use the compliment of un-

covering their heads when they meet as we do.

Dampier, Voyages, an. 1688.

Hence 2. To lay bare; disclose; lay open to

view.
In vain thou striv'st to cover shame with shame,
Or by evasions thy crime uncover'st more.

MUtm, S. A., 1. 842.

3. Milit., in the deployment of troops, to ex-

pose (the successive lines of formation) by the

wheeling to right or left of the lines in front.

When troops deploy, the different leading companies
or divisions, etc., successively uncover those in their rear,
by marching out from the right or left of the column.

Farrow, Mil. Encyc., III. 626.

II. intrans. To remove the cover or covering
of something, as the head; specifically, to take
off one's hat or other head-covering.

Uncover, dogs, and lap. Shak., T. of A., iii. 6. 95.

We are forced to uncover after them, Addison.

uncovered (un-kuv'erd), a. 1. Not provided
with a cover or covering; having no covering;
bare

; naked ; especially, having no covering on
the head. 1 Cor. xi. 13.

Thou wert better in thy grave than to answer with thy
uncovered body this extremity of the skies.

Shak., Lear, iii. 4. 106.

2. Not included, embraced, or comprehended,
uncowl (un-koul'), v. t. 1. To deprive of a cowl,
as a monk that is, to unmonk, by the figura-
tive taking from him of his monk's cowl. 2.
To uncover by removing or throwing back the
cowl, or, by extension, any muffler or veil.

Men bearded, bald, cowled, uncowled, shod, unshod.
Pope, Dunciad, iii.

I pray you think us friends uncowl your face.

Coleridge.

uncreate (un-kre-af), v. t. [< un-% + create.]
To annihilate

; deprive of existence.
That I could uncreate

Myself, or be forgotten.

Shirley, The Wedding, i. 4.

uncreate (un-kre-af), a. [< -i + create.]
Uncreated. Athanasian Creed.
uncreated (un-kre-a'ted), a. 1. Not yet cre-
ated.

Misery, uncreated till the crime
Of thy rebellion. Milton, t. L., vi. 268.

God must have left them [angels and men) uncreated if
not endued with liberty of mind. Hooker, Works, II. 432.

6592

2. Not produced by creation
; existing without

being created.

There is one particular and peculiar spirit, who is truly
and properly a person, of a true, real, and personal sub-

sistence, not a created, but uncreated, person, and so the

true and one Eternal God.

Bp. Pearson, Expos, of Creed, p. 477.

uncreatedness (un-kre-a'ted-nes), n. The char-

acter of being uncreated. Waterland, Works,
ii. 326.

uncrediblet (un-kred'i-bl), a. Incredible.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning.
uncreditt(un-kred'it),0. t. To discredit. Fuller.

uncreditablet (un-kred'i-ta-bl), a. Discredit-

able. J. Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 7.

uncreditablenesst (un-kred'i-ta-bl-nes), n. The
character of being discreditable. Decay of
Christ. Piety.

uncritical (un-krit'i-kal), a. 1. Not critical;
not able or disposed to criticize; wanting in

acuteness of judgment or critical analysis.
We are not so rude understanders or uncriticall speak-

ers. Bp. Qauden, Tears of the Church, p. 24.

Statements republished by careless sub-editors, and
readily accepted by the uncritical who believe all they see

in print, diffuse erroneous prepossessions.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., p. 81.

2. Not according to the rules of just criticism ;

not intelligent from the critical point of view:

as, an uncritical estimate.

While, therefore, we would defend in its entire extent
the general doctrine which Pestalozzi inaugurated, we
think great evil likely to result from an uncritical recep-
tion of his specific devices. H. Spencer, Education, p. 118.

uncropped (un-kropf), a. 1. Not cropped or

plucked.
A fresh uncropped flower. Shale., All's Well, v. 3. 327.

2. Not cropped or cut, as the ears of a dog.
uncross (un-kros'), v. t. [< ttn-2 + cross1

."] To
change from a crossed position.

Mr. Snell uncrossed his legs, and stooped.
The Century, XXVI. 623.

uncrossed (un-kr6sf), a. 1. Not crossed; not
canceled.

Such gain the cap of him that makes 'em fine,

Yet keeps his book tincrost'd.

Shale., Cymbeline, iii. 3. 26.

2. Not limited as regards cashability or ne-

gotiability by crossing: as, an uncrossed check.
See crossed check, under checkl, n. 3. Not
thwarted; not opposed.
Uncrown (un-kroun'), v.t. [<-'* + crown.] 1.

To deprive of a crown
; degrade from the royal

dignity ; by extension, to reduce from high dig-

nity or preeminence.
111 uncrown him ere 't be long.

Shall., 3 Hen. VL, iii. 3. 232.

Prepare a welcome to uncrown the greatness
Of his prevailing fates. Ford, Lady's Trial, ii. 4.

2. To remove the crown from.
Uncrown his head. Dryden, MneiA, xii. 448.

uncrowned (un-kround'), a. 1. Not wearing a

crown; not having assumed the crown, as a

sovereign prince who has not yet received coro-
nation. Hence 2. Havingro-
er without occupying the royal office.

unction (ungk'shon), n. [< ME. 'unction, unx-

ioun, < OF. unction, auction, F. onction = Pr.

unctio, onccio = Sp. uneion = Pg. unqdto, uncgHo= It. unzione, < L. unctio(n-), a besmearing,
anointing, < ungere, unguere, pp. unctus, smear,
anoint: see unguent, oint.] 1. The act of

anointing, smearing, or rubbing with an un-

guent, ointment, or oil.

It [the weft] glides easily along the metallic warps, re-

quiring no unction, as is sometimes the case.

Ure, Diet, IV. 966.

Especially (o) Anointing as a symbol of consecration,
dedication, or appointment to an important office. The
practice of unction in religious ceremonials existed in the
Christian church at a very early day, as well as in the Jew-
ish church, and has been continued to the present time in
the Roman Catholic, Greek, and some other churches. In
Christian usage it includes the unction of catechumens
both before and after baptism, of candidates at confirma-
tion, of the clergy at ordination, of the sick, of kings at
their coronation, and of various articles dedicated to a
sacred use. The practice is not continued in Protestant
churches. See chrism, and holy oil (under oil).

Thei make but on Unxioun, whan thei Cristene Children.

MandeviUe, Travels, p. 19.

The Divine unction of thy Holy Spirit.
Thomas d Kempis, Imit. of Christ (trans. X iii. 19.

Something . . . should dishonour and profane in him-
self that priestly unction and clergy-right whereto Christ
hath entitled him. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 3.

(6) Anointing for medical purposes.

Applying only a warm napkin to the place, after the unc-
tion and fricace. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 2.

He paid great attention to the health of body and mind,
using unction and the bath often. Alcott, Tablets, p. 115.

unculled

2. That which is used for anointing; an un-

guent ; an ointment
;
a salve.
With this plaster

And this unction do I master
All the fester'd ill that may
Give him grief another day.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iv. 2.

Hence 3. Anything that is soothing or leni-

tive.

Lay not that flattering unction to your soul,
That not your trespass, but my madness speaks.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 4. 145.

4. In speech, that quality in the words used,
tone of expression, or mode of address which
excites devotion, fervor, tenderness, sympathy,
and the like in the hearer; especially, those

qualities which induce religious fervor and ten-
derness.

Its diction [the Bible's], . . . when temperately and
soberly used, imparts an unction to a religious discourse
which nothing else can supply.

R. Hall, Review of Foster's Essays.

5. Emotional warmth
; gush ; specifically, sim-

ulated fervor, devotion, or sympathy ;
counter-

feited sentiment
;
nauseous sentimentality.

The delightful equivoque and unction of the passage in

Farquhar. HazlM.
Luring us by stories old,
With a comic unction told.

Whittier, To my old Schoolmaster.

Unction Of the Sick, a sacrament or rite in which sick

persons are anointed with oil. In the Greek Church it is

administered to sick persons whether in danger of death
or not (See euchelaion.) In the Roman Catholic Church
it is administered only to the former class, and is known,
since the twelfth century, as extreme or last- unction. In
this church the body of the sick person is anointed by a

priest with consecrated olive-oil, in the figure of a cross,
on the eyes, ears, nostrils, mouth, the palms of the hands,
and the soles of the feet. The oil must be consecrated

by a bishop, except in cases of extreme necessity, when a

priest may receive especial power from the Pope to con-
secrate it.

unctioust (ungk'shus), a. An obsolete variant
of unctuous. B. Jonson, Every Man out of his

Humour, iv. 4.

unctiousnesst (ungk'shus-nes), n. An obsolete
variant of unctuousness.

As if the sappe thereof had a nre-feeding unctiousness
therein. Fuller, Worthies, Warwickshire.

unctuosity (ungk-tu-os'i-ti), n. [< F. onctuosite
= Sp. untuosidad = Pg. unctuosidade = It. un-

tuosita, (. ML. *unctuosita(t-)s, < ML. unctuosus,
unctuous : see unctuous.] Unctuousness. Rev.
T. Adams, Works, I. 17.

unctuous (ungk'tu-us), a. [< F. onctueux =
Sp. untuoso = Pg. unctuoso = It. untuoso, < ML.
unctwosus, greasy, oily, < L. unctus, a smearing,
anointing, ML. also ointment, < ungere, unguere,

?p.
unctus, smear, anoint: see unction, unguent.]

. Of the nature of or resembling an unguent
or ointment; greasy; oily; fat; soapy.

Ingrateful man, with liquorish draughts
And morsels unctuous, greases his pure mind.

Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 196.

2. Having a greasy, oily, or soapy feel when
rubbed or touched by the fingers a charac-
teristic of steatite, talc, serpentine, and other

magnesian minerals, due to the magnesia
which they contain. 3. Having or character-
ized by unction; tending to religious fervor;
especially, falsely or affectedly fervid, devo-

tional, emotional, gushing, or the like
; exces-

sively bland or suave.

A Quaker could not be drawn without being caricatured
into an unctuous rogue.

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 138.

He at first knit his brows
;
then smiled with more unc-

tuous benignity than ever. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

Unctuous sucker. See sucker, 1 (d) (3).

unctuously (ungk'tu-us-li), adv. In an unctu-
ous manner

;
with unctuousness.

Unctuousness (ungk'tu-us-nes), . The state

of being unctuous, in any sense.

uncturet (ungk'|ur),
. [ME. tincture, < L. unc-

tura, an anointing, < ungere, unguere, pp. unc-

tus, anoint: see unction, unguent.] An unguent.
For sheep ishorne make uncture of lupyne.

Palladitis, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 163.

uncuckoldedt (un-kuk'ol-ded), a. Not made
a cuckold.

It is a deadly sorrow to behold a foul knave unmckolded.

Shak., A. and C., i. 2. 76.

uncular (ung'ku-lar), a. [< uncle, after III-HII-

rular.] Of or pertaining to an uncle; avuncu-
lar. [Humorous.]
The grave Don owned the soft impeachment, relented

at once, and clasped the young gentleman in the Welling-
ton trousers to his uncular and rather angular breast.

De Quinceit, Spanish Nun, vi. (Dames.)

unculled (un-kuld'). . 1. Not gathered. 2.

Not separated; not selected.



unculled

The green ear, and the yellow sheaf.

Unndl'd, as came to hand. Mittnu, I'. I,., xl. 43fl.

unculpablet(un-kul'pa-bl), . li,<-ui,, ttble.

uncultt (mi-knit '),<i. "[<-! + -mil, < 1,. i-nl-

Inn pp. of rolire, cultivate: see cult, n. Ct. in-

nttt.} Uncultivated; nidi-; illiterate.

uncultivable (mi-kul'ti-va-bl), . Not capa-
l>lc of being tilled or cultivated. Hawthorne,
Blithedale Romance, p.

155.

uncultivated (un-kurti-va-ted). n. Notculti-

vatcil, in any sense of that word.

unculturet (un-kul'tur), . Neglect or want of

culluie ornlucat.ioii." Jt/>. Hall, On Ps.cvii. 34.

uncumbert, r. [ME. ioiminberen;<.un-% + cum-

/XT.] To cease from encumbering.
uncumbered (uu-kum'berd), a. Unencum-
bered. lirytlen, To John Driclen, 1. 18.

uncunningt (un-kun'ing), n. f< ME. uncttnning,

t/n/cHii>ii/ii(j, unconnynge, unkonnynge, oncon-

tiimje; 'tun-1 + cunning, .] Lack of knowledge
or skill ; ignorance. Cltaiirn:

uncunningt (un-kun'ing), a. [< ME. unconnyng,
itiikiiii/iiini/i', iinconninde, unconnand, unkunand,
niii'iuiil; < MW-1 + cunning, a.] Unknowing;

3ra

Thise porlour, ben unt^nynge everemo.
CTfauV Trollus, v. lisa.

uncunningnesst (un-kun'ing-nes), . [< ME.

'>'<:!

The wary ploughman, on the mountain i nrow,
Ututaw* his watery storea.

7

undashed (un-dasht ), a. Not dashed; not

frightened or alarmed; undaunted.

Yet stand, he stiff, widiuhed, unterrlned.

Daniel, Civil war*, vl.

undate (un'dat), o. [< L. undatiw, pp. of un-

I/HIT, rise in waves, < unda, a wave: see ound,

undulate.] 1. Wavy; having a waved surface.

Cones. 2. In hot., same as undulate.

undated 1 (un-da'ted), a. [< un-
1 + dated.] Not

dated; havingnodate: as, an undated letter or

bill.

undated2 (un'da-ted),o. [< undate + -e<f.] 1.

Having a waved surface; rising and falling in

waves toward the margin, as a leaf; waved,
Also undate. 2. In her., same as mdt. 3. In

but., same us undulate.

undaunted (un-dfin'ted), a. Not daunted
;
not

subdued or depressed by fear ;
bold

;
fearless

;

intrepid.
By that Towr-tearlng atroak I vnderstand
Th' cndaunteti trenKth

^of

t
he^Diuine^glu

hand.
_ ^

ftdSS.

O word I'or other myght take by lachesse,

ak p

(un-dan'ted-li), adv. In an un-
boldl

,
y; intrepLdly

-

,A good conaclence will make a man undau/UedJy confl-

dent Bp. Halt, Contemplatlona, II. 178.

undefouled

There IB hardly a greater and more undeadaMr problem
in natural theology. WW%M
undecidet dm-lo-Md'), r. t. [<

- + decide.}

To reverse a decision concerning.
To undecide the late concluded act they held for rain

"**" m
.'

T"

undecided (un-de-Hi'ded), a. 1. Not decided

or determined ; not settled.

Long undecided last* the airy strife.

2. Not having one's mind made uporone'spur-
pose fixed ;

irresolute.

so doubted he, and, undecided yvt,
Stood drawing forth hli falchion huge.

Camper, Iliad, 1.

undecidedly (un-de-si'ded-li), adv. In an un-
decided manner; irresolutely. H. Spencer, Data
of Ethics, p. 125.

undecimole(un-des'i-m61), n. In music, a group
of eleven notes to be performed in the time of

eight. Compare decimole, triplet, etc.

undecipherable (un-de-si'fer-a-bl), a. Inde-

cipherable. Chesterfield.

undecisive (un-de-si'siv), a. Indecisive. Glan-

"S^* (un-dek'), . t. [< n-3 +
deep.]

To
divest of ornaments or dress. Skak., Rich. H.,

. not

uncurablet(un.kur'a.bl),a. [<ME.cra6,V;
< H-I + curable.-] Incurable.

..
An old man and a yong woman to.content, 1.

rwuroWJ.(.a.!. O.AP.M,

uncurbable (un-ker'ba-bl), a. Not capable of

being curbed or checked.

So much tmcuriwWe. Shale., A. and C., it 2. 67.

uncurbed (un-kerbd'), a. Not curbed, in any
sense of that word.

With frank and with uncurbed plainness
Tell us the Dauphin's mind. SAa*., Hen. v., i. 2. 244.

uncuriOUS (un-ku'ri-us), . 1. Not-curious or

inquisitive; incurious; lacking curiosity.

I would let my correspondent., know that I have not

been so uncurimu, a Spectator as not to have Been Prince

Eugene. Stete, Spectator, No. S40.

2. Not curious, odd, or strange.
He added very many particulars not uncuriou con.

cernlng the manner of taking an audience.
Steele, Spectator, No. 340.

uncurl (un-kerl'), v. [<
-2 +

jr?.] I. ..

To change from a curled condition or form;

straighten out, as something which is curled,

The lion nncurfc his angry mane. Dryden.

II. intrans. To lose its curl; come out of

curl
;
become straight, as a lock of hair. Shak.,

NoT yet dawn-,t show c the awn not CTOwineSlug; not showing the dawn, not growing lignt.

Thou (w ,nter] ho,d
.

8t the ,

A prisoner In the yet undaicnin-; east

(Wrr, Task, Iv. 130.

Und6 (un'da), a. [< F. onde: see onrfy.] In *rr.,

wavy: noting a heraldic line -

such as separates two parts of

the flel<L or a.bearing from the

field, and also of an ordinary,
M, a fesse ,wbend..

AFesundc.
'
"

Tnoanabilitv of dvinir im-
,

mortality.

k
King of kyngi. and Lord of lordis, . which aloone

hR'h
"^f*!"^ ,,., r

, JT* , ^
undeadlyt (un-ded h), a. K Mi. undeedlt, un-

Afdlie, < AS. undeddhc (= &. untothch = Dan.

?to*hrt.
;
as K^+MV&*gW'L^ .ub-

ject to death; immortal. HycltJ, I lim.i.ll.

undeaf (un-def), v. t. [<.
un-t + deaf.] Tofree

******** !
restore the sense of hearing to.

'

^l H.th'. .i t.i n v .-t ,,,/f insi-iray y
Wch'. itf'u. 1. 16.

j,,i.,.i .., .-Bi nr hnrmaeckeav )arge.^

avoided '

r hsv<> "hown how W'"6'*" the^ K P r "" nd
that the offence on his part wa undfdinoNe.

^p //odw Abp wiman)8> p . 107.

,J/.Hr,o/l /i,r,JS HTnHM /i 1* Nnt Hoviatundeclined (un-de-khnd ), a. 1

ln ' not turned from the right way
i't

JgjJ^^raM of Job

N fa

.

k d
'

b different^
minations : as? a noun undeclined.

undecomposable (un-de-kom-po'za-bl), a. Not
Ita^SdSSoffi ;"that cannot be de-

compose!, tf. Spencer.
undeeded (un-de'ded), a. 1. Not signalized
bv any 8reat deed or action - [Rare.]

My .word with an unbatter'd edge
t /heathe ^^^ unaeeded.

shot., Macbeth, T. 7. 20.

2 - Not transferred by deed : as, undeeded land.

un^efaced (un-de-fasf), a. Not defaced ;
not

7^^,\ts ttnn
;
not disfigured.

flrcMhe ^ & ,n hew
Dettmction of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ 1. 8730.

He was his Maker's Image nd/od. Coleridge.

mdeflltlgablet (un^e-fat'i-ga-bl), a. Indefati-

gable.
undefeasible (un-de-fe'zi-bl), a. Indefeasible.

free from any execration; revoke a curse on.
i r>' u fr o i"T r- i

it., Rich. II., 111. 2. Io7. [Bare.]
uncurtain (un-ker'tan ), r. t. [< n-^ + curtain.]

This sure anchor of our uiufecetnowe hope.
Bp. HU, Letters concerning Falling awiy from Grace,

'ncuran un-eran , r. .
-

. . . , . . , . . . .

To remove or withdraw a curtain from; hence, 2. Incapable of deceiving; undeceitful. J.

Hence unce*, admic, aduncoun, etc.] 1. The
hook-like anterior extremity of the uncinate

convolution of the brain. 2. In ewtom.. the

beak-like mesial prolongation of the eighth ab-

dominal segment of lepldopterous insects. .

forms no proper part of the organs ancillary to

generation.- 3. The head, hook, or comb of

the malleolns or lateral tooth of the mastax of

H wheel-animalcule. 4. In hot., a hook.

uncustomable (uu-kus'tum-a-bl), a. Not sub-

ject to customs duties : as, uncustomable goods,
Imp. Diet.

uncustomed (un-kus'turad), o. Not subjected
to customs or duty ; also, not having paid duty
or been charged with customs ; smuggled.
One of them [Zacynthusians], at our being here, pursued

a poor sailer for offering but to carry a little bag of Our-
rans aboard mx-,fmnt, and killed hi">.

The baying or sellingJESJST
S. A. Rev., CXLIII. 282.

UnCUt (un-kuf), a. Not cut; specifically, in

booWHdiHff. not trimmed across the bolts; hav-
ine the full margin of the untrimmed sheets.

take; opei

undeaiam^ Coo*. Second Voyage, 1L 2.

wound,.,!, vndteei:d, quivering with pain as he wa,
n |s heart still yearned after her.

Mrt. OKphant, Poor Gentleman, xlvii.

Undecencyt(un-de'sen-si), H. Indecency. Jer.

Taulor Holy Dying," iv. J 5.

und'ecennary(un-df-sen'a-ri),a. [< L. undecim,
eleven (<, one, + ofeccm, ten); after the

analoirv of decennart/1.] Eleventh; occurring
once S every period of eleven years.

undecennial'Cun-de-sen'i-al), a. [< L. undecim.
elevpn . after

v

the analogy' of decennial.] Be-

longing or relating to a period of eleven years ;

occurring or observed every eleven years, or

every eleventh year: as, an undecennial festi-

val .

undecentt (un^e'sent),
a. Indecent; unsuit-

able; unbecoming.

.

undam (uu-dam'), ' ' [<-'- + ituntl.] To
freefrouiadam, mound, orobstruction. [Rare.]

414

en stret s

Beau, and Ft., Custom of the Country, 111. 5.

undecentlyHw.-de^ent-liX^r Indecently,

"'/' /.<'"(', Hist. Church of Oxford, p. 61.

ndecidable (un-de-si'da-bl), o. Incapable ofnn ---, .

being decided, settled, or solved. [Bare.]

. .

cated; not cleared from dregs or impurities;
^u.a. , !.;..!.

unrefined, thick.

Mine was pure, simple, unde/ccated rage.^
G^utX MandeTille^l. 115. (Darf.)

undeflnable (un-de-H'na-bl), a. Not definable.

in ftny Sen8e; indefinable: as, the indefinable
bounds of space.

Why simple idea, are undeftnabU Is that, the sereral
terms of a definition signifying several ideas, they can all

by no means represent an Idea which has no composition
**
undefine (un-de-fin'),r. I. [< t/i-2 + define.] To
render something indefinite ; confound or con-
fuse definitions. [Rare.]
In fact, their application to logic, or any other subject,
>>efter only to undone aud to confuse.

Undefined (un-de-find ), a. 1 Not defined or

explained ; not described by d

planatlon.
Obscure, doubtful, undefined words. Loete.

2. Not having limits distinctly marked or seen ;

not definitely limited; indefinite.

An undefined, undeflnable. Ideal responsibility to the
""

Teh^r, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

Undefined and undefma&le rlghta.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 107.

undefouledt (un-de-fould'), a. [ME., < -! +
it,/uled.] Undefiled ; immaculate.

Moder of God, and Virgin wdtfauled.
Chaucer, Mother of God, L L



undeify

undeify (un-de'i-fi), r. t.; pret. and pp. undei-

rtc/l, ppr. undeifying. [<
-2 + deify.'] To re-

duce from the state of deity; deprive of the char-

acter or qualities of a god ; deprive of the honor
due to a god. Addison, Spectator, No. 73.

undelectable (un-de-lek'ta-bl), a. Not delect-

able or pleasant. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, iii.

209.

undelegated (un-del'e-ga-ted), a. Not dele-

gated; not deputed; not granted.
Your assumption of undelcgated power.

Burke, Rev. in France.

undeliberate (un-de-lib'e-rat),. Not deliber-

ate. Lowell, Agassi'z, iii."l.

undelighted (un-de-li'ted), a. Not delighted;
not well pleased.

The fiend

Saw, undeliyhted, all delight.
Milton, P. L., iv. 286.

undelightful (un-df-lit'ful), a. Not giving de-

light or
grea_t pleasure.

undemocratize (un-de-mok'ra-tiz), v. t. To
render undemocratic.

'

[Rare.]
Its consequence was to undemocratize the Democratic

party, and secure its final defeat.
N. A. Rev., CXXIII. 256.

undemonstrable (un-do-mon'stra-bl), a. Inde-
monstrable. Hooker, Secies. Polity, v. $ 9.

undemonstrative (un-de-tnon'stra-tiv), a. Not
demonstrative or given to excited or strong ex-

pression of feeling ; reserved, from modesty,
diffidence, or policy: as, an undemonstrative

person ; undemonstrative manners.
undeniable (un-de-m'a-bl), a. 1. Incapable
of being denied; indisputable; evidently true:

as, undeniable evidence
;
his ability is undeni-

able. 2. Decidedly and unmistakably good;
excellent. [Colloq.]
The daylight, furnished gratis, was certainly "undeni-

able
"
in its quality. De Quincey, Roman Meals.

Wise dissenting matrons were divided between fear
lest their sons should want to marry her, and resentment
that she should treat those undeniable young men with a
distant scorn. George Eliot, Felix Holt, vi.

= Syn. 1. Indubitable, incontrovertible, unquestionable,
incontestable.

undeniableness (un-de-ni'a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being undeniable. Nineteenth Cen-

tury, XXII. 404.

undeniably (un-de-m'a-bli), adv. So plainly
as to admit of no contradiction or denial

;
indis-

putably. Locke, Human Understanding, iv. 11.

undenominational (un-de-nom-i-na'shon-al),
a. Not denominational

;
not pertaining to a de-

nomination
;
not professing the tenets of a de-

nomination; not in the interests of or confined
to any denomination; unsectarian: as, an un-
denominational charity or society.
undenominationalism (un-de-uom-i-na'shon-
al-izm), n. The absence of den'ominationalisin,
or of denominational teaching.
The Education Act of 1870 practically establishes a new

religion, undenominationalism, for the elementary schools
of the country. Contemporary Rev., LIV. 645.

undepartablet (un-de-par'ta-bl), a. [ME., <

un-1 + departable."] That cannot be parted
from; inseparable.
No wys man ne may dowte of undepartaUe peyne of the

shrewes. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 3.

undependable (un-de-pen'da-bl), a. Not de-

pendable.
undependingt (un-df-pen'ding), a. Not de-

pendent; independent.
We may confidently conclude it never will be otherwise

while they are thus upheld undepending on the Church,
on which alone they anciently depended.

Milton, Touching Hirelings.

undepraved (un-de-pravd'), a. Not depraved
or corrupted. V. Knox, Essays, No. 70.

undepreciated (un-de-pre'shi-a-ted), a. Not
depreciated or lowered in value : as, undepre-
ciated bank-notes.

Undepressed (un-de-presf), a. 1. Not pressed
down; not lowered; not sunk below the surface.

One hillock, ye may note, is small and low,
Sunk almost to the level of the plain
By weight of time : the others, undepressed.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

2. Not depressed, dejected, or cast down.
Disarmed but undepressed. Byron, The Corsair, st. 8.

undeprived (un-de-privd'), a. Not deprived,
stripped, or dispossessed of any property, right,
or the like

;
not divested by authority. Dry-

den, Character of a Good Parson.
under (un'der), prep, and adv. [< ME. under,
undur, undir, undyr, onder, < AS. under = OS.
undar = OPries. under, ondcr = D. onder =
MLG. under, LG. under, tinner = OHG. untar,

6594

under, MHG. G. unter, under, among, = Icel.

undir = Sw. Dan. under = Goth, undar, under;
perhaps akin to L. infra, below, inferus, lower

(see infra-, inferior), = Skt. adhara, lower, ad-

has, below; less prob. connected to L. inter,

between, among,= Oscan anter, under, within.]
1. prep. 1. Below; beneath: expressing posi-
tion with reference to that which is above,
whether in immediate contact or not, or which
towers aloft, surmounts, covers, or overtops:
as, all under heaven

;
under the earth or the sea ;

under the surface; under the table; to take
shelter under a tree; to live under the same

roof; to hide a thing under a heap of straw;
to hide one's light under a bushel

;
to overhear

a conversation under one's windows.
It happed hym to ride

In al this care under a forest side.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 134.

Under the churche of the sayd Syon is the sepulture or

beryall of prophete and kynge of Israeli.

Sir R. Ouylforde, Pylgrymage, p. 20.

Under these palaces was the private enclosed port of

the Kings, . . . where the Turks, till within this fifty

years, obliged all foreign ships to ride, not suffering them
to anchor under the castle, as they do at present.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. 6.

They clambered the ascent to the castle in silence, and
arrived under the dark shadow of its towers without being
discovered. Irving, Granada, p. 30.

The citizens beheld with anxiety the encampment of

this formidable force under their walls.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 14.

Whereon a hundred stately beeches grew,
And here and there great hollies under them.

Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

2. In or at a place, point, or position that is

lower than; further down than; immediately
below: as, to hit a man under the belt; to have

pains under the arms.
The spear smote him under the fifth rib. 2 Sam. ii. 23.

He most happily
Shot him under his collar-bone.

Sir Andrew Barton (Child's Ballads, VII. 207).

3. In the position or state of, or while bearing,

supporting, sustaining, receiving, suffering, un-

dergoing, or the like: as, to sink under a load;
to act under great excitement.

Fainting under
The pleasing punishment.

Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 48.

The remedy which you alledge is the very disease we
groan under. Milton, Church-Government, i. 6.

My Lord Sommers thought of me last year for the Bish-

oprick of Waterford ; so my Lord President may now think
on me for that of Cork, if the incumbent dyes of the

spotted feaver he is now under.

Swift, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 343.

Next, when he was trembling in prayer under a fear that
no word of God could help him, this part of a sentence
darted in upon him, "My grace is sufficient."

Southey, Life of Bimyan, p. 31.

4. Inferior to in point of rank, dignity, social

position, or the like.

It was too great an honour for any man under a duke.
Addison.

No person under a diviner can with any prospect of vera-

city conduct a correspondence at such an arm's length.
Lamb, Distant Correspondents.

5. Inferior to or less than, with respect to num-
ber, amount, quantity, value, age, etc.

; falling
short of; in or to a less degree than

; hence, at,

for, or with less than : as, it cannot be bought
under $20.
Gold and silver, whereof money is made, they do so use

as none of them doth more esteem it than the very nature
of the thing deserved. And then, who doth not plainly see
how far it is under iron? as without the which men can
no better live than without fire and water.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 6.

Three sones he dying left, all under age.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 64.

Medicines take effect sometimes under and sometimes
above the natural proportion of their virtue.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

There are several hundred parishes in England under
twenty pounds a year. Sw\ft.

6. Of sounds, inferior to, in pitch. 7. Sub-
ject to. (a) In a position of submission or subordina-
tion to.

At this court in the third month Passaconaway, the
chief sachem of Merimack, and his sons came and sub-
mitted themselves and their people and lands under our
jurisdiction. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 263.

One who by his own act places himself under authority
cannot make conditions about his submission.

Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 197.

(6) Liable or exposed to: as, under fire; under the pen-
alty of fine or imprisonment.
Under pain of greater displeasure, we must rest con-

tented. Hooker, Eccles. Polity,

(c) Subject to the government, rule, command, direction,
orders, guidance, or instruction of: as, to serve under

under

Wellington ;
I studied under him ; to sit under a favorite

preacher.

And als moche takethe the Amyralle be him allone as

alle the other Souldyours ban undre hym.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 38.

Happy are they, and onely they, that are vnder this glori-
ous and gracious Souereigntie : insomuch that I accompt
all those abiects that be not hir subjects.

Lyly, Euphues and his England, p. 454.

Under which king, Bezonian ? Speak or die !

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., v. 3. 118.

According to the usual custom, the great caravan, under
the conduct of the governor of Jerusalem, set out for the
river Jordan on Easter Monday.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 30.

Under him were many good and sound scholars bred.

Lamb, Christ's Hospital.

(d) Subject to the influence or operation of; actuated by.

The Priests and Levites, a Tribe, were of a far different

Constitution from this of our Ministers under the Gospel.
Milton, Touching Hirelings.

I shall, in the first place, take care of one who is under
the most subtle species of pride that I have observed in

my whole experience. Steele, Tatler, No. 127.

8. In accordance with
;
in conformity with : as,

to sell out under the rule.

He speakes vnder rule and! prescription, and dare not
shew his teeth without Machiauell.

Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, A too idly reseru'd Man.

We have . . . spent some time in hearing both parties,

concerning the bounds of those patents under which

yourselves and the other governments do claim.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 387.

The commentators and lawyers have agreed that, under
these circumstances, the marriage must be dissolved.

E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 121.

9. Bound by: as, to be under bonds, or a vow.

The greater part of mankind is slow of apprehension ;

and therefore, in many cases, under a necessity of seeing
with other men's eyes. South, Sermons.

10. In : with reference to circumstances.

To those that live

Under thy care, good rules and patterns give.

Denham, Of Prudence.

I maun be bound to a foreign land,
And now I'm vnder hiding.
Sir James the Rose (Child's Ballads, III. 74).

I found the knight under his butler's hands, who always
shaves him. Addison, Sir Roger in Westminster Abbey.

11. In: with reference to category, division,

section, class, etc. : as, to treat several topics
under one head.

Under the double capacity of a poet and a divine.

Felton, On the Classicks.

The lower blunt-headed summit which we had learned
to detest under the name of Mount Avron.

Forbes, Ex. of War, II. 176.

12. In course of: as, to be under treatment,
or under discussion. 13. In the form or style

of; by the appearance or show of; with the

character, designation, pretense, pretext, or
cover of.

But I do aduertyse you to lyne your lacket vnder this

fasshyonormaner. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 247.

He thoght his falshed to feyne, mdur faire wordes,
And his cautels to colour vnder coynt speche.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 11490.

It is one of his most crafty and subtle assaults to send
his warriors forth under the badge of God.

Latimer, Misc. Selections.

We read that Kinges & Princes haue written great vol-

umes and publisht them vnder their owne regall titles.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 16.

Whosoeuer vnder one name or poesie payeth three pound
In ready money shall receiue six shillings and eight pence.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 25.

Art is here represented under the person of Vulcan.

Bacon, Physical Fables, v., Expl.

14. During the time or existence of: said es-

pecially of rulers and their period of rule: as,

Christ suffered under Pontius Pilate
;
the Ar-

mada was destroyed under the reign of Eliza-

beth; the American revolution broke out un-

der the administration of Lord North.

The remainder of the demesne was sold under the com-
monwealth. S. Don-ell, Taxes in England, II. 28.

15. With the sanction, authorization, permis-
sion, or protection of: as, under favor; under
leave ;

under protection, etc.

Under whose countenance we steal.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 2. 33.

Under favour, there are other materials for a common-
wealth besides stark love and kindness. Jeremy Collier.

IThe preposition under in adverbial phrases often coalesces

with its noun to form an adverb, from which the adjective
or noun may be derived : as, under ground. > underground,
adv. ,y underground, a.; under hand, > underhand, adv., >
underhand, a. ; so underboard, underearth, under.foot, etc.

Such forms are not true compounds, but are coalesced

phrases, like aground, aboard, afoot, etc.]

Note under nandt. See nofei. Under a cloud. See
cloudl. Under arms, armed and equipped for military
or naval service. Under bare poles. See bare*. Un-
der cloudt, conviction, correction, etc. See the nouns.



under r,.vr, underdrain
-Under cover, protect,.,! fr.,m the enemy', flre. Sec underbearer (iiii'der-bar'i-r). it. One wlm helps Of or pertaining to the under-color;

r """ 1 ' 1

.-ri , in,.,. * ;

"im
:-

v
,"

avoi.l.,1. BrWMf* Pop. .Inlii/. (\ < t < ), p. 35. of most birds ami Insists.

Nc. IIKIII knows pri'i-lKfly how he will behave In battle Underbid ( im-diT-liid'). r. /. : ).ret. intili rhiil, pp. Ullder-COnductt (iin'der-kon'dukt), H. An un
until in ii;i* i.rcn i///.;.r/iv. The Century, XXXVI. 24'.i. muli r/mliliii or iiuilrrlitd, ppr. underbidding. To derground or Hubterraneun conduit. N/r //.

Under foot, (at) rmli-r tin; real vainr. bid or offer less than (another), as at auctions; Wotton, Keliquia?, p. 19.

Ilic.hU..... .iiindi.whii-h his mother, the Li.ly Ann Her- offer to execute work, supply goods, etc., at a under-craftt (un 'der-kraft), M. A sly trick.

hcrt, purchased, as appears by tin iii-rii* mail, to in -r hy lower pnt'o than (another). Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. 19.
thtt name, whtohluithoir;iundi mighthe held morj underbill (nn-<ler-bil'), ' To bill at less undercreept (un-der-krep'). v. i. [MK. umt-r-

S'v!:,;,;.MM! *ffXsttS* 'Jr,!
1
-.

ac 'ual measure or wei ht: ^ to -- m^" ; < Sr +SKA creep 8ecretly or

hud my grandfiitlur siiHVreil him. BWWfl treight. imperceptibly. Hyctif, Deut. xv. 9.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Llfe(ed. Howells), p. 24. underbind (un-der-bind'), '' * To bind under- under-crest (un-der-krest'), V. t. To support
They would ho forced to sell their means (be It lands or neath. l-'inri'iis. [Kare.] BH a crest, or as if a crest. [Bare.]

goods) far under.*>. Bamn, Usury (ed. 18(44). underbitten (un'der-bit'n), . In etching, in- i mean to stride your steed and at til times
(b) In a state of subjection. sn (lie ieiitly affected by the application of a cor- To under crat your good addition.

Harold, secure the while and proud of his new Victoria, rosiveacid: noting copper plates Or lines. Un- Shot., Cor., I 9. 71

thought all his Encmlos now underfoot. derbitten lines are not deep enough to print with undercroft (un'der-kroft), it. Any vault or se-
Mtm, Hist. Eng., TI. the requisite effect. ,-r. -t passage under ground. Hock, Church ofM yf. directly under the how: said of an anchor when underboardt (un'der-bord), adv. Secretly; our Fathers, III. 299.

fftnSUf^S&f&JSeSC clandestinely; underhand; unfairly: O^U undercut "nHler-kri' ),.. [ME. undercryen; <

der hatches, see AofcAi.-Under metal, the position
to "'<'/wiW. Baxter, Crucifying the World, under + cry.] To cry out. II 'yclif, Luke xxiii. 21.

of a gun when the muzzle is depressed below the line $ xvii. undercurrent (un'der-kur'ent), a. and . I ti.

!

a
i

xl8-- Under nlghtt. In the night; secretly; underbrace (un-der-braV), ' To fasten or Running below or out of sight; hidden. Ten-

keep in place by bands or ties beneath or at nyson, Maud, xviii. [Rare.]
'

.-

The Vouytai Trayedy (Child's Ballads, H. 116).
underbrancnt (un der-branch), w. A twig or liquid, or in the atmosphere, below the upper

Under one's hand, signature, or seal. See hand.- tajnchlet. /^'f; or superficial currents. 2. Figuratively, some-
Under one's nose. See nowi. Under one's wing, underbred (un-der-bred ), n. 1. Of inferior thing at work below the surface or out of sight,
See wing. Under sail. 8eeafli. breeding or manners; vulgar. Goldsmith, The as influence or feeling, which has a tendency

Braver ships never Haunch of Venison. 2. Not pure-bred or opposite to or different from what is visible or

mJ&^^MMtVlllia -bloody!
: as, an nrfer&rerf horse. Encyc. Brit., apparent.

Under the (one's) belt, in one's stomach. ,S1ang, underbrush (un'der- brush), n. Shrubs and ttZ&SSZ&l&SE!?*****"
'I hey got me down to Clerihugh's, and there we sat blrl- small trees growing under large trees in a Oearge Eliot, Mill on the Flow, v. B.

ing, til I had a fair tappit'"^^^^^^ wood or forest ; brush
; undergrowth. 3. In hydra*, mining, an arrangement on the

Under the breath. See breath.'- Under the harrow Underbrush (un'der-bmsh) r. i< underbrush, sluices which is intended to aid in saving the

Seeharrmei. Under the or one's lee(ixiu<.), to the lee- "-J lo work in the underbrush, as in cutting gold. The coarser material Is separated from the finer

ward : as, under the lee of the land. and clearing; clear away underbrush from, by means of a "gruzly" (a set of Iron or steel bars placed

We thought good to try lirst the way we were taking ; [Colloq.] ?hTs

Ut
Cr

in

mat
a
erla? Is ^toftoto the "Sn'dem'ir^nt"

.1 tWtfi 1*"* T.V'T
U' lee

' "^^m"""1 underbnrn (un^er-bern'). r. t. It. To burn $!gJBffiu^<KJ&+ !Stt
assist us, if other means failed

up Wyclif, Nahum ii. 13. 2. To burn too farge dimensions, much wider than tne main riulce, and
s Eng. Garner, I. 410). uttle Trc. Diet, IV. 158. paved with blocks, Iron rails, or cobbles, thus forming

Under the rose. See rotei. Under the sun, the nnHorVinoVi i n,,',i,'. ,-.i, ,,>!, i ^;. ,,,,.. . ,/,, kind of broad sluice by the side of and beneath the main
weather, etc. Seethe nouns.-Under water, way, etc.

underbusn (un dfei -bush), . hame as under-
On6i^ ,n the newe/t arrangemente DllYln(, a con.ide,..

See the nouns. = Syn. Beneath, etc. See .,///. ably steeper grade. The material which escapes from the

II. rtrfi). In a lower place; in a lower, subject, Underbush (un'der-bush), r. i. [< unrlerbuuli, undercurrent Is led back Into the main sluice lower down.

or subordinate condition or degree. The adverb "-1 To work in the uiiderbush, as in clearing.
As many as six, or even more of these undercurrents are

under is much used in composition -(a) With verbs and Xaturt, XXXIII. 269. occasionally introduced Into the sluice-line.

participles, and some nouns, (1) indicating Inferiority of under-butter (un'der-but'er), n. The butter Undercurved (un-der-kervd ), a. In entom.,

uderbuy (rt' t. ; pret. and pp. un- *ey curve dwnward and inard at the sides.

underdone, underpaid, underrate, understate, etc. (6) With derbought ppr. undrrbiiuinq. 1 To buy at less Undercut (un-aer-kut )> * *> pret. and pp. w-

nouns, denoting persons, as a quasi-adjective (whence In than th vali Jtftiu iinii fl 2 To hnv at dercut, ppr. undercutting. In carving and seulit-
some cases as an independent adjective), -Inferior, subor-

*' *' * Dnv at
ture t <-nt ftwav the Vifttoril o thlt thn r>rt

dinatc, deputy' (equivalent to iub-), as In wuter-Ourif. a lower price than (another). a t Ait^l
kr.teacher under-Kcretary, etc. Compounds of these undercast (iin'der-kast), n. In coal-mining, an

wcted (of the figure or design) stands free of
classes may be formed Indefinitely; only the principal air-course carried under a mine-road or -wav tne background, or overhangs: as, the carving
ones n use are here given (without etymological note, ei- .

mparis of ftn a ;r .-ht KOX or a. rm> ITP out of the frieze is much undercut.
pt In special cases). Compare remarks under the prep- J rc JOX, or a passi cut j t /..-.'.IA- kllM Sftm(,

ltion. through the rock or coal beneath the floor. unaercut (,un r-Kut), n. am
osltion. .

Ye purpose to keep iinrfCT the children of Judah and Je- Undercharge (un-der-charj'), e. t. 1. To charge _*,"_ , , ,,., , .,. ^ .
rusalem for bondmen and bondwomen unto you. less than a fair sum or price for, as goods. 2.

Ulldercutter (un der-kut'6r), n. One who un-
2 Chron. xxvlil. 10. To put an ill8ufficient clTarge into : as, to under-

d
.

ercuts
'

r ^P1 or "i^1Pe ' 8ed '" undercut-

But I keep under my body and bring It Into subjection, charge a gun.-Undercharged mine See m.^2.
tl
"f'

Thehnfftneer, LXXI 59.

i Cor. it 27. d ^ -hord /,", a., under-dealing (un'der-de'ling), . Clandes-
Eall under. See i.n.- To bring under. See bring.

* '^TJn ' tine dealing; artifice. Milton, Answer to Eikon
To knock under. See Imoct. ""Vor '

" 4
</

) Basilike.
under (un'der), <i. [< under, adv. See note at under-day (un der-kla), w. Beds of clay fre-

underdeereedt(un''der-de-gred'),rt. Of inferior
Hirirr, rfr.] 1. Lower in 'position; situated ^^^^SSS^^S^S^!^. TgreeoTrauk. RifkrA%, Clarissa Harlowe'
beneath : opposed to upper : as, the under side

; ?
al -

VJ7 are K eralI
5;
believed ' b the

; u ln * hll
;h iv 48,

the m^r mandible.-U Lower in rank or del tSfSfe'SaC underdelvet (un-der-delV), r. t. [< ME.
gree. See under, adv., note (6). 3. Of sounds, wn, etc. delven, < AS. underdelfan, dig under, < unrfer,
lower in pitch. -Under bevel. See 6erd, i. Under under-clerkship (un'der-klerk'ship), n. A sub- under, + del/an, delve: see dflve.] To dig
taU-coverts, under wing-coverts, In omith., lesser ordinate clerkship. down. Wuclif Rom xi 3

'^C TSSrt^ ""nl8 ' the ta" r W'"g- 8eC under-cliff (un'.ler-klif), n. The name given underditch (un-der-dich
;
), p. t. In agri., to

underact (un-der-akf). P. t. To act or perform, J
101^ Parts of the west of England, as near form a deep ditch or trench in order to drain

as a play or part, inefficiently.
L
/me Regis in Dorsetshire, England, to a strip the surface of.

underaction (un'drr-ak'shon"), . 1. Subordi- of very broken ground formed by the combined underdo dm-der-d6'), r. [< ME. underdo*, <

nate action. Itryden, yEne'id, bed. 2. Action actlo
.
n

f.

ln a
.

nd
,

8 a on a ma88 of Ktrata of AS - ""derdon (= OHG. untartuon, MHG. ter-

less than is normal; defective action. Buck'* varymg lithological character tun, G. unterthun), put under, subject, < under,

lliunllinoL (./' Mi, I sd IV 656 underclotned (un-der-kloTHd'), a. Not suffl- under, + don, put, do: see rfol.] I. trans. If. To

underagent (iin'(i(-r-a'jent'),n.' A subordinate iently clothed ; not properly clad. iMncet, No. put under; subject. 2. To do less thoroughly

agent Smith Sermons" II iv ' P' 105<> ' than is requisite; especially, to cook insuffi-

underaid (uu-dor-ad'), r. t. To aid or assist underclothes (un'der-kloTHz), n.pl. Garments ciently : as, the beef is underdone.

secretly. Ihinirl [Rare.]
worn under others ; specifically, those worn next II. intrang. 1. To act below one's abilities ;

under-back (un'der-bak),'n. In a brewery or th
j

8ki
.
n - do lesa than one can-

vinegar-factory, a tank or vessel beneath the underclothing (un der-klo'Ming), n. Same Yon overact when you should underdo.

mash-tun into which the wort from the tun isundn-clotlien. B. Joium, Catiline, U. s.

is discharged, and from which it is pumped under-coat (un der-kot), . 1. A coat for 3. To do less than is requisite.
into the copper to be boiled with hops. E. H, house-wear, or for use in mild weather, as Nitnre mn<.h oft<mer OTerdoea than Hndtrdoel .

,

Knight. distinguished from an overcoat. 2. In long- ,hall find twenty eggs with two yolks for one that hath

underbeart (un-der-bar'), f. t. [< ME. under- haired animals, the under layer of hair. none.

lin-ni. iii,,l,'fhrrn, onderberen, < AS. uinlrrlx-ritn. under-color (un'der-kul'or), . Color beneath nnderdoer (un-der-dS'er), n. One who does

support, < inidi'i; under, + beran, bear: see the exterior or surface color: as, the under- less than is necessary, required, or expedient.
feearl.] 1. To support; endure. Sliak., K. John, cotor of some white-plumaged fowls is blue, of Richardson.
iii. 1. (io. 2. To line: make or put in a back- some brown-plumaged fowls gray; the under- underdose (un-der-dos'), r. To give or take

ground for. color of nn animal's fur. small or insufficient doses.

The Duchess of Milan's gown. . . . underborne with a under-colored(uu'der-kul'ord), n. 1. Not col- underdrain (un-der-dran'), t. t. To drain by
bluish tins,! Shale., Much Ado, iii. 4. 21. ored sufficiently; showing a lack of color. 2. forming channels under ground.



underdrain

underdrain (un'der-dran), w. A drain or trench

placed under ground.
underdraw (uu-der-dra'), r. *.; pret. under-

drew, pp. underdrawn, ppr. VMttordrawing. To

represent inadequately, in art, in writing, or in

speech. The Academy, May 3, 1890, p. 300.

under-dressed (un-der-dresf), a. Not dressed

well or elaborately enough, as for a state occa-

sion or an entertainment.

under-driven (un-der-driv'n), . Driven from

beneath : applied to hydro-extractors in which

the shaft is supported by a pivot-bearing, and

driven by power applied below the basket.

under-eartnt (un-der-erth'), a. Under the

oarth
;
subterranean. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse.

p. 79.

under-earthlyt (un-der-erth'H), . Subterra-

nean. Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, The
Arke.
underestimate (un-der-es'ti-mat), c. t. To es-

at too low a rate; not to value suf-

i (un-der-es'ti-mat), n. An esti-

mate or valuing at too low a rate.

underestimation (un-der-es-ti- ma' short), ii.

The act or process of estimating at too low a

rate, or the state of being so estimated ;
under-

valuation.

under-exposed (uu"der-eks-p6zd'), . In pho-

toq., not exposed to the action of light for a

sufficient time to make a good picture: said of ** (un-der-gerd ) . t.

------
'-=-, the bottom; gird beneath. A

x - underglaze (un-der-glaz'), . In ceram., hav-

ing the properties that adapt it for paiut-

6596

underfoot (un-der-fuf), a. [< iiiidrrfixit, ailr.]

Low; base; abject; trodden down.

The most underfoot and down-trodden vassals of perdi-
tion. Milton, Reformation in England, ii.

underfoot (un-der-fuf), r. /. To underpin.

In 1815 some of the pillars of the N. aisle having given

way, and the church being considered insecure, they were
all skilfully underfooted and restored.

Bailies, Hist. Lancashire, II. 27.

underfurnish (un-der-fer'nish), r. t. To sup-

ply with less than enough. Jeremy Collier, On
Kindness. [Rare.]
underfurrow (un-der-fur'6), adr. Under a fur-

row. [Eng.] To sow underfurrow, in agri., to

plow in seed. [This phrase is applied to other operations
in which something is covered by the furrow-slice.]

underfurrow (un-der-fur'6), v. t. To cover

with a furrow, as seed or manure
; plow in.

[Eng.]
undergarment (un'der-gar"ment), w. A gar-
ment made forwearing under another garment.

underhung

underground (un'der-ground'), a. and M. I. a.

Being below the surface of the ground: as, an

underground story or apartment Underground
forest. See mesquiV,!. Underground railroad. See

railroad.

II ii. That which is beneath the surface of

the ground. Slink., 2 Hen. VI., i. 2. 79.

underground (un'der-ground), v. t. To place or

lay underground, as an electric wire. [Recent.]

undergrove (un'der-grov), n. A grove of low-

growing trees under others that are taller.

n'ordsirortli, Poems of the Fancy.
undergrow (un-der-gro'), v. i. To grow below
the usual size or height: chiefly in the parti-

cipial adjective undergrown.
undergrowl (un'der-groul), . A low growl;
a subdued grumbling or faultfinding. Brit.

Quarterly Jlev., LXXXIII. 73. [Rare.]

undergrown (un-der-gron'), n. [< ME. under-

(/rowen, undergrove; pp. of undergroic.] Not

fully grown; 'of low stature. Chaucer, Gen.

Prol. to C. T.

LnaergetT tuu-aer-tret i,t. i. ijiuu. w*uOTHv*vj*t < * '

i

under*itcn, under/ten, < AS. undergitan, under- growing beneath or among large ones.

stand, perceive, < under, under, + gttan, get: The underyr. .u-th

see get?.] To understand; perceive.
Of shrubs and tangling bushes.

p ^ ^ ^
&*&"*MS*S 2. The state or condition of being undergrown.

King Horn (E. E. X. S.), p. 54. Lancet, No. 3524, p. 624.

To gird round undergrub (un-der-grub'),o. i. To undermine.

Acts xxvii. 17.

ing on the body before the glaze is applied:Two plates--r^rX^^: ^^3^^. safd of a vitrinalble pigment : *, an un&rglaze

underfangt Cm-der-fane'), *.t [Early mod. ^tt^fifC^ASSSti!
E. &[so underfong ; < ME. underfangen, under-

glaze ls appiied.

fongen, underfongen, this inf., with pres. ind. undergo (un-der-go'), r.
; pret. underwent, pp

underfangest, underfangeth, etc., being assumed
undergone, ppr. undergoing. [< ME. undergon,

with an evil design.

It abhorreth from the nature of God to be outwardly a

sharp and severe prohibitor, and underhand an author of

sin. Uooker, Eccles. Polity, v., App. 1.

2. By fraud; by fraudulent means.

Such mean revenge, committed underhand. Dryden.

from the pret. and pp. ;
inf. prop, undcrfdn

(ind. underfo, pret. underfeng, underveng, irreg.

underfonge, pp. *underfangen, underfongen, un-

derfon), < AS. underfon (pret. underfeng, pp.

underfangen) (= OHG. unhirfahan), undertake.

< under, under, + fan, take, catch, seize, re-

ceive : see fang, v. 'in defs. 3 and 4 the sense is

forced, as if the verb were a new formation, <

under + fang.'] 1. To undertake.

He undirfongith a gret peyne
That undirtakith to drynke up Seyne.

Rnm. of the Rote, 1. 5709.

2. To accept ;
receive.

The pope and his prelates presentes vnderfongetl,
And meedeth men hem-seluen to meyntene heore lawes.

Piers Plowman (A), iii. 203.

To thi mercy, lord, me vndirfonge,
The tyde is ebbid, & no more wole flowe.

Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 69.

3. To insnare; entrap; deceive by false sug-

gestions. [Rare.]
And some by sleight he eke doth underfong.

Spenser, F. Q., V. ii. 7.

4. To support or guard from beneath. [Rare.]
Mounts underfonging and ennancking them. Nashe.

underfeed (un-der-fed'), v. t.
; pret. and pp. un-

derfed, ppr. underfeeding. To supply with too

little food
;
feed insufficiently. Bp. Gauden.

The vast mass of men are overworked and underfed.
Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 159.

underfellowt (un'der-fel'6), n. A mean, sorry

fellow; a low wretch. Sir I'. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

[Rare.] ,*,.
underfilling (uu'der-fll"ing), w. The lower part "^eath

< AS. undergdn (also undergangnn) (= D. on- underhand (un-d6r-hand'), a. [< underhand,

dergaan = Or. untergehen = Sw. undergo = T>sm. adv.] 1. Secret; clandestine: usually imply-

undergaa), undergo, < under, under, + gan, go: jng meanness or fraud, or both.

see go.'] I. trans. If. To go or move under or

beneath. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I.

57. 2. To bear up against; endure with firm-

ness; sustain without yielding or giving way;
suffer; bear; pass through: as, to undergo great
toil and fatigue; to undergo pain; to undergo
a surgical operation.

Some kinds of baseness

Are nobly undergone. Shak., Tempest, iii. 1. 3.

3. To be subjected to; go through; experi-
ence : as, to undergo successive changes.

It ISida] always underwent much the same fate as Tyre.

fococke, Description of the East, II. 86.

4t. To be the bearer of; partake of; enjoy.

Shak., M. for M., i. 1. 24. 5+. To undertake;

perform; hazard. Shalt., J. C., i. 3. 123. 6+.

To be subject to; underlie. Shak., Much Ado,
v. 2. 57.

II. intrant:. To endure trial, pain, or the like

with firmness
;
bear up against evils.

But she
Did more, and underwent, and overcame.

Tennyson, Godiva.

undergoing! (uu-der-go'ing), a. Suffering; en-

during; patient; tolerant.

An undergoing stomach, to bear up
Against what should ensue.

Shot., Tempest, i. 2. 157.

undergore (un-der-gor'), r. t. To pierce under-

All nnder-hand cloaking of bad actions with common-
wealth pretences. Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 68.

2. Sly; contriving; deceitful.

She 's an underhand little thin? : I never saw a girl of her

age with so much cover. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, 11.

3. Performed or done with the knuckles of the

hand turned under, the palm upward, and the

thumb turned from the body: as, underhand

bowling in cricket Underhand sloping. Seestop-

ing.

underhanded (un-der-han'ded), a. 1. Under-
hand. [A loose use.]

Covert, sly, uiulerhanded communications. Dickens.

2. Not having an adequate supply of hands
;

short-handed ; sparsely peopled. [Rare.]

If Norway could be brought to maintain a million more
of inhabitants it might defy the world ; but it is much
underhanded now. Coleridge, Table-Talk.

underhandedly (un-der-han'ded-li), adr. In

an underhand manner
; secretly.

underhandedness (uu-der-han'ded-nes), n.

The character of being underhanded; also, an
underhand act.

underhang (un-der-hang'), v. t. To suspend;
hang. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 871. [Rare.]
underheadt (un'der-hed), n. [Prob. for dunder-

liead.~\ A blockhead; a dunderhead. [Rare.]

Underheadi may stumble without dishonour.
Sir T. Browne.

To heave or lift
Chapman, Iliad, xiv. 408. (Dams.)

underheavet (un-der-heV), r.

under-gown (uu'der-goun), n. A gown worn from below. Wyclif.
ficiently baked ; hence, either not as hard in the un(Jer another, or meant to be worn under an underhew (un-der-hu' ). v. t. To hew less than

paste as it should be, or with the colors imper- outer garment, outer skirt, or the like. Scott, is proper or usual
;
hew (a piece of timber which

fectly developed. Also called xhort-tlred. under-grade (un'der-grad), a. In engin., hav- should be square) in such a manner that it ap-
underfloor (un-der-flor'), r. t. To floor below

; jng the truss beneath the roadway, as a deck- pears to contain a greater number of cubic feet
make a lower floor for. Cones, Key to N. A.

bridge. than it really does. Imp. Diet.
Birds (1884), p. 155.

^[Rare.] undergraduate (un-der-grad'u-at), n. and a. underhole (un-der-h61'),t. To cut away or mine
Underflow (nu'der-flo'), n. A current flowing j_ M- A student or member" of a university or out the lower portion of a coal-seam or a part

college who has not taken his first degree.
II. a. Of or pertaining to an undergraduate,

or undergraduates collectively: as, undergrad-
uate studies.

of a building. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 17.
[Rare.]

under-fired (un-der-fird'), a. In ceram., iusuf- under-J
ficiently baked ; hence, either not as hard in the

paste as it should be, or with the colors imper-

beneath the surface, or not in the same direction
with the surface-current, over a certain region ;

an undercurrent: the opposite of surface-flow
or Mirface-current. ./. Croll, Climate and Time,
p. 133.

underfollowt (un-der-fol'6), r. t. [ME. under-

followen, < AS. wnderftjlgan, < under, under, +
fylgan, etc., follow: see folloir.] To follow

after; accompany. Wyclif, Ps. xxii. 6.

underfongt, v. t. Same as undcrfitng.
underfoot (uu-der-fuf), adv. Under the feet

;

underneath; beneath; below.

Underfoot the violet,
Crocus and hyacinth, with rich inlay,
Broider'd the ground. Milton, P. L., iv. 700.

of the underclay so as to win or get the over-

lying coal. [Penn. anthracite region.] In

various parts of England to jad, hole, undercut.

l-irre. and Jieiirh. See jad, n. and r.
^

undergraduateship (un-der-grad'u-at-ship), H. underhonest (un-der-on'est). a. Not honest

[< undergraduate + -ship.'] The' position or enough; not entirely honest. Shal:, T. and

Fortnightlycondition of an undergraduate.
Kei\, N. S., XLII. 705.

undergroan (un-der-gron'), v. t. To groan un-
der. [Rare.]
Earth undertjroaned their high-raised feet. Chajiman.

underground (un-der-ground'), adr. Beneath
the surface of the earth: as, to sink under-

ground.

C.. ii73. 133. [Rare.]
underhung (un-der-hung'), a. 1. Projecting

beyond the upper jaw : applied to the under

jaw.
His jaw was underhung, and when he laughed two

white buck-teeth protruded themselves. Thackeray.

2. Having the under jaw projecting beyond the

upper jaw. UoWsmitli, Animated Nature, II. 90.



underivedness

underivedness (uii-iir-ri'vcd-ncs), . The
character or stnti' of licing underived. Miml,
XI. 39.

underjawed (un'der-jad), a. Having a promi-
nent or heavy under jaw. Athenaeum, No. 3300,
p. 128. [Raro.J
underjoint (un-der-joiu'), r. t. [< ME. uuder-

joinen; <. i/ntlcr + join.] To subjoin, ffyclif,
Prol. to Psalms, p. 737.

underkeept (un-cler-kop'), r. t. To keep under;
subdue. SjM'Hwr, \-\ Q., III. vii. 33.

under-kind (un'der-kind), n. A lower or infe-
rior kind or class. Dryden, An Evening's Love,
i. 1.

under-king (un'di-r-king), n. [< ME. underking,
< AS. uiidcri'i/iiiiii/. underkining; us < under +
///i'/

1
.] An inferior or subordinate king.

under-kingdom (un'der-king'dum), . The
kingdom of an nnder-king. Tennyson, Merlin
and Vivien.

underlay (un-dor-lii'), v. ; pret.
and pp. under-

laid, ppr. mtderlaying. [< ME. underlet/an, < AS.
underlecgan (= OHG. untarleccan, MHG. G. n-

terlegen), lay under; as Mrfer + Ifty
1
.] I. frx.

1. To lay beneath ; put under; specifically, in

printing, to reinforce with underlays. 2f. To
support by laying something under.

Our souls have tnxl awry in all men's sight ;

We'll under-lay 'em, till they go upright.
Fletcher (and another), Love's Cure, v. 8.

II. intrans. In mining, to incline from the

perpendicular ;
hade : said of a vein. See the

noun.

underlay (un'der-la), . [< underlay, .] 1. In
mining, same as hade. The term underlay is that
most commonly used by miners in speaking of the Inclina-
tion of the lode ; it is the complement of the dip, which
latter term is in much more familiar use among geolo*
gists than either hade or underlay.
2. In printing, a bit or bits of paper put under
types or a plate to make them of proper height
for receiving a good impression TJnderlay-
shaft, In mining, a shaft sunk on the underlay of a lode.

underlayer (un-der-la'er), . One who under-

lays.
underleaf (un'der-lef), n. A variety of apple
good for cider. [Eng.] Imp. Diet.

under-lease (un'der-les), n. In law, a lease

granted by a lessee for a shorter term than he
himself holds, leaving thereby a reversion, of
however short duration, to himself. Diyby. An
under-lease of only part of the premises embraced In the
original lease Is commonly called a tuWease,

underlet (un-der-lef), r. t.
; pret. and pp. H-

derlet, ppr. underletting. 1. To let below tho
true or the market value. Smollett. 2. To
sublet. Dickens.

underletter (un-der-let'er), w. One who sub-
lets

;
a lessee who grants a lease to another.

underlie (un-d6r-li'), r. ; pret. underlay, pp.
underlain, ppr. underlying. [< ME. uiirter)i</gi ,

< AS. underlicgan (= OHG. untarliggan. MHG.
uuterligen.G. unterliegen), lift] under; as under
+ lie 1 .} I. intmnx. To lie in a position direct-

ly beneath.
II. trans. 1. To lie under or beneath; be

situated under
; specifically, in geol., to occupy

a lower position than, or to pass beneath: said
of stratified rocks over which other rocks are

spread out. Thus the Triassic is, in some regions, un-
derlain by the coal-measures, etc. A rock which under-
lies another is, ordinarily, the older of the two.

2. To be at the basis of; form the foundation of.

Underlying as it does the right organization of society,
the law of equal freedom ia of higher authority than all

other laws. //. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 217.

3. To lie under, in a figurative sense ; be sub-

ject to
;
be liable to answer, as a charge or a

challenge.
I mak plaine.

All Realmes sail vnderly gret paine,
And sail nocht mys the scurge and rod
Otf the hie puissant and mychtie god.

Lauder, Dewtle of Kyngis (E. E. T. 8.X 1. 196.

I am not only willing but desirous to underlie the ver-

dict even of Fame herself. O. llarrey. Four Letters, ill.

When the knight of Ivanhoe comes within the four seas
of Britain, he underlie! the challenge of Brian de Bols-
Guilbert. Scott, Ivanhoe.

underlie (un'der-li), M. [< underlie, r.] Ininiii-

inii. same as itiiilirlay. 1.

under-life (un'der-lif), . Life below the sur-
face

; hence, a way of living apart and differ-

ent from the life open to the common know-
ledge or view. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 753.

[Hare.]
underline (un-der-lin'). '''. 1. Tomarkunder-
neath or below with a line; underscore : as, to
underline words in a letter. 2f. To influence

secretly.
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By mere chance, . . . though underlined with a provi-
dence, they had a full Bight of the Infanta.

.SVr //. H',,tl,,n, Ki-llquiir, p. 215.

underline (un'der-lin), . Tho advance an-
nouncement of the production of a play, plan < I

under any theatrical advertisement of a regu-
lar performance.
underlinen(un'der-lin'eu), n. Undergarments
of linen

; hence, such garments in general, es-

pecially those of cotton, or, more rarely, of silk,

as distinguished from knitted or flannel under-
clothes.

underling (un'der-ling), . [< ME. underling,
onderliiiy; < under + -ling

1
.']

One who is sub-
ordinate to another, especially in some mean or
servile capacity; hence, a mean, sorry fellow.

Extorcions and desplt of youre undtrlynga U damp-
nable. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

The fault . . . Is

... In ourselves, that we are underliivj*.
Shalt., }. C'., L 2. 141.

undertook (un'der-lok), n. A lock of wool
hanging under the belly of a sheep. Imp. Diet.

underlooker, . See undert-iewer.

underly (un'der-li), . [< under + -lyl.] Poor;
inferior. Halliifell. [Prov. Eng.]
underlying (un-d6r-H'ing), p. a. Lying be-
neath or under

; supporting; fundamental: a,
underlying principles; specifically, in geol., not-

ing a formation, rocks, or strata lying below
others.

underman (un-der-man'), v. t.; pret. and pp.
undermanned, ppr. undermanning. To furnish
with an insufficient number of men. Nature,
XLI. 520.

undermasted (un-der-mas'ted),o. Inadequate-
ly or

insufficiently masted : noting a ship when
the masts are either too small or too short, so
that she cannot spread the sail necessary to give
her the speed of which she might be capable.
undermatcht (un'der-mach), n. One unequal
or inferior to some one else. Fuller, Worthies.
II. 589.

undermealt (un'der-mel), n. [< ME. undermele,
underntel, < AS. undernmiel, morning, morning
meal, < undern, morning, + mirl, period, meal:
see undern and roen/2.] 1. The meal eaten at

undern, the chief meal of the day.
I think I am furnished for cather'ne pears, for one un-

dermeal. B. Jomon, Bartholomew Fair, iv. 1.

2. The part or division of the day which in-

cluded undern : originally the morning, later
the afternoon.

Ther walketh now the lymytour hymself
In undennele.t and in morwenynges.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 19.

Underiitele, Postmeridies. Prompt. Pare., p. 611.

3. An after-dinner sleep; a siesta taken in the
afternoon.

And, hold you content, this summer an vndermeale of
an afternoone long doth not amisse to exercise the eyes
wlthall. Xtuhe, fierce Penilease, p. 67.

undermentioned (un'der-men'shond), a. Men-
tioned below or beneath; undernamed: as, un-
dermentioned dates.

undermine (un-der-min'), v. t. [< ME. under-

minen; < under + wine2.] 1. To form a mine
under; sap; render unstable bydigging or wear-
ing away the foundation of; make an excava-
tion beneath, especially for the purpose of caus-

ing to fall, or of blowing up: as, to undermine a
wall ; a river undermines its banks.

If Troy be not taken till these two undermine It, the
walls will stand till they fall of themselves.

Shat., T. and C., II. 8. 9.

2. Figuratively, to subvert by removing clan-

destinely the foundation of; injure by invisible,

secret, or dishonorable means.
Honours now are purchased by stealth
Of undermining bribes.

Timei Whi*lle.(R. E. T. S.), p. 44.

They . . .

Have hired me to undermine the duchess.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., i. 2. 98.

3. To injure, weaken, or destroy insidiously or

indirectly ;
wear away ; wear out

; sap.
The constitution became so undermined (by ostitis] that

1 deemed amputation of the thigh necessary.
J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 61.

underminet (un'der-min), n. 1. Same as mine-,
2 (a).

They put fire In the undermines, weening to bane cast
downe the wall. llakluyt's Voyage*, U. S8.

2. A cave. Holland, Camden, p. 650.

underminer (un-der-mi'ner), M. 1. One who
undermines, saps, or excavates. Sl/nl;.. All's

Well, i. 1. 131. 2. Figuratively, one who clan-

destinely subverts or injures ;
one who secretly

underpart

overthrows
;
a secret enemy : as, an under-

mint r of the uhiirch.

What talke I to them of ImmoraJltle, that are the onely
ruderminm of honour. A <l< mule ante man that U not
sprung vp by base brokerye like themselues?

Xathe, Pierce I'enlletse, p. 00.

underministert (un-der-min'is-ter), r. /. To
minister to in a subordinate relation.

underministry (un'der-min'is-tri), a. A sub-
servient or subordinate ministry. Jer. Taylor.
undermirtht (un'der-merth). w. Mirth imply-
ing something indecent or with a hidden mean-
ing. Shirley and Fletcher, Coronation, Prol.

undermoniedt (un-der-mun'id), a. Taken by
corrupt means with money. Fuller.

undermost (un'der-mpst),*!. Lowest in place,
rank, state, or condition.

Boyle.undem (un'dern), n. [In mod. dial, use in nu-
merous corrupt forms, aandorn, oander, oan-

ditrth, omdorns, ounder, oneder, auuder, donilin-
iii r. doundrins, daundrin, etc.; < ME. undern,
undorn, undarn, undren, ondern, ondre, < AS.
undern, nine o'clock, morning, = OS. undorn,
undern = OHG. untarn, MHG. undern, Q. dial.

untern, breakfast, supper, dinner, = Icel. un-

dorn, mid-forenoon, also mid-afternoon,= Goth.
undaurni-, in undaurni-mats, a morning meal :

lit. 'intervening period,' < AS. under, etc., un-
der: see under, and cf. undermeal, undertide,
undertime.'] 1. Nine o'clock in the morning;
the period from nine o'clock to noon ; the ca-
nonical hour of terce. [Obsolete o prov. Eng.
and Scotch.]
The folk lyggen alle naked in Kyvcres and Watrea, men

and womraen to gedre, fro undurne of the day tllle It be
passed the noon. Handenlle, Travels, p. 103.

At vndren to scole y was sett

To lerne lore, as othlr dooth.

Hymni to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. a), p. 84.

2. Noon or afternoon
; also, a noon meal. [Ob-

solete or prov. Eng.]
undernamed (un'der-namd), a. Named below ;

undermentioned, ffakluyt'g Voyages, 1. 162.

underneath (un-der-neth'), adr. and prep. [<
ME. undernfth, undernetlie, undirnethe, under-
nethen (= Dan. underneden); < under + nethe
as in nether, and in eomp. aneath, beneath: see

Mftarl.] I. adv. Beneath; below; in a lower
place.

Tims thai laiket o the laund the long day ouer.
Till the sun in his sercle set rndentethe.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 9998.

Or sullen mole that runneth underneath,

Milton, Vac. Ex., 1. 96.

The slate did not lie flat upon it, hnt left a free
|

underneath.
i passage
Addi*m.

II. prep. Under; beneath.

And so the stede fell under nethe hym dede.

Generydet (E. E. T. S.X 1. 2498.

Underneath this stone doth lie

As much beauty as could die.

B. Jonton, Epigrams, cxxlv.

underniceness (un-der-uis'nes), a. Deficient

niceness, delicacy, or fastidiousness. Richard-
son, Clarissa Harlowe, v. 8.

undernimt, r. t. [< ME. undcrnimen, iinderne-
men (pret. undernam, undernom, pp. undernu-
mcn, undi-rnomcn, tindirnomen), < AS. underni-
man (= OHG. untarneman, MHG. unternemen,
G. unternehmen), undertake, perceive, < under,
under, + niman, take: see nim. Cf. under/ana,
nnderget, undertake.] 1. To take; undertake.

We beoth hlder come and this flht hahbeth ondernome.
Layamon, L 267S4.

2. To receive
; feel

; perceive.
He the savour undernom

Which that the roses and the lilies caste.

Chaucer, Second Sun's Tale, L 243.

3. To take up ; reprove ; reproach.

Inpacient is he that wol nat hen ytaught ne undernome
of hia vice. Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

Whc-so tndernymeth me here of I hat hym dedly after.
Pien Plmrman (B), T. 116.

undernote (nn'der-ndt), w. A low or subdued
note; an undertone.

How every pause is filled with undernutrt.

SheUey, Prometheus Unbound, Iv. 1.

undernoted (nnMer-no'ted), a. Noted below
or beneath : as, the undernoted quantities,
undern-songt, . An office sung at undern, or
nine o'clock in the morning. Rock.

underntimet, n. See undertime.

underpart (un-der-part'), v. t. To divide (a
part) and assign subordinate portions of it.

[Rare.]
Then one part

Is uiultr-partfd to n couple of clerks.
B. Jonton, Staple of .News, L 2.



underpay

underpay (un-der-pa'), '. t. ; pret. and pp. n-
(lcrimifl,piir. itHdrrjHiuing. To pay insufficient-

ly: as, underpaid employees.
under-peept (un-der-pep' ),r. <. To peep or look

under. Mud:, Gym., ii. 2. 20. [Bare.]

underpeert (un-der-per'), t>. t To peer tinder,

/'ittteiiliaai, Arte of Bug. Poesie, p. 128. [Rare.]

under-peopled (un'der-pe'pld), a. Not fully

peopled. Adam Smith.
'

underpightt. Preterit of widenritcJt.

underpin (un-der-pin'), . *.
; pret. and pp. tin-

derpiLcf^. underpinning. To pin or sup-

port underneath; place something under for

support or foundation when a previous sup-
port is removed; underset; hence, figurative-

tlon of building from the lower level. (6) To support, as

an overhanging bank of earth or rock, by masonry or brick-

'ine) 1 The act

superior part of awall, etc. by intr'oLcinl a

support underneath it.- 2 A solid structure,
as a new foundation or other support, tempo-
rary or permanent, introduced beneath a wall,

g, etc. ,
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underpropper (uu-der-prop'er), w. One who
or that which underprops or supports ;

a stay;
a support. Sir T. More.

underpullt (un-der-pul'), f. To do work
without one's agency appearing. North, Life

of Lord Guilford, i. 35.

underpullert (un-der-puTer), . One who un-

derpulls. Jeremy Collier.

underputt (un-der-puf), v. t. [< ME. under-

putteii; < under + pufl.] To put under; sub-

ject. Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 6.

underquote (nn-der-kwof), *. t. To offer at a
lower price than another; also, to offer lower

prices than (another).
In some instances merchants have been underpin,

SfctfLr, LXXI. 156.

under-rake (un'der-rak), n. See rake*.

underrate (un-der-raf) V t To rate too low;
rate below the value

;
undervalue. Burke.

I.n.Aprice
'ess than rue value

under-sky

underset (un-der-set'), >. t.; pret. and pp.
-

derset, ppr. undersetting. [< HE. undersetten, <

AS. undersettan (= MD. ondersetten, MLG. -

dersetten); as tender + set1 .] 1. To support by
a prop or stay, as masonry, etc.

; underpin ; put
or place under, as a prop; prop; support.
we have . . . just occasion to make complaint as St

Jerome did: "The walls of the church there are enow
contented to build, and to underset it with goodly pillars

"

T ,, , rE,
1!? -,

' y'

^^SSf^^fSS^ -eVhfdUK
tenants. Miss Edgeworth.

Tfnuf nrrPTit nf

a direcUon c^ntory
to that of the wind, or of the water at the *ul
lace; an undercurrent.
undersetter (un'der-sef'fer), . 1. A prop; a

pedestal; a support, IKi.vii. 30 -2. One who

B under r

Cmdey, The Mistress, Given Love,

jj f Q . Being be]ow the gtandard
;
inferior.

underpinning, 2.-2. The lower part ;
the ped-

estal.

Their undersetting, or pedestals.

called undersetting, and in Scotland goufing.

After this are you surprised . that this House, the

trary power?

3 Thp foundation
Burke, American Taxation,

in which a wall is laid in sections A iini* in Am,
'as dlpas it cln be made wi?h

S
s

6
a

C

feJy A ."vfcurbol
durable wood is laid, and the wall carried up from this,

Excavations are then again carried on as deep as possible,
and struts from the bottom are carried up to support the
curb and its load, while excavations are made beneath it

for another curb and its wall, which is built up to the
under side of the first curb. A third section is laid in like

manner, and thus on to the required depth.

underpitcht (un-der-pich'), . t. [< ME. der-

uicchen; < under + tiitchl.] To stuff under-
Aeath

He drank, and wel his girdel umferpwftte.
Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 691.

nndprnlav fun dpr nlaM t nr i 1 Tn nlnvunaerpiay (,un ,r pia j, v.t. or i. i 10 piay
in an inferior manner.-2. InwMst, to play
a low card while retaining a high one of the

Thoact funder-

) n 1 Anlotsubor;, n. l. A plot subor-
dmate to another plot, as m a play or a Hovel.

Completeness in unity need not exclude the introduc-
tion of one or even more subsidiary actions as contribut-

ing to the development of the main action. The sole im-

l^l-^?^
they are well called mdtr-pMs.

A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., Int., p. xii.2Aji.ji i-i
. An underhand scheme; a trick.

The husband is so misled by tricks, and so lost in a
crooked intrigue, that he still suspects an underplot.

Addition,

underpoiset (un-der-poiz'), v. t. To weigh or
estimate under what is just or below desert.
Marston.

underpraise (un-der-praz'), t). . To praise be-
low desert. Dryden.
underprize (un-der-priz'), 11. t. To value at
less than the worth

;
undervalue. Shak., M. of

V., iii. 2. 128.

under-production (un"der-pro-duk'shon), n.
Production that is less than normal, or made-
quate to the demand.

underproof (un-der-prof), . Having a greater
specific gravity than 0.91984: applied to alco-
holic liquors. In reducing underproof liquors to proof,
a spirit of the specific gravity 0.825 is taken as the stan-

under.reckon (un-der-rek'n), r. t. To reckon
Or calculate too low ; underrate. Up. Hall.

^S^ <'d**P>. Not fully ripe;
partly ripe.

^

under-roof (un'der-rof), n. A roof under an-
ther

'
a lower roof. Tennyson, The Dying

wan. Ltare.J
underrun (un-der-run'), r.

; pret. underran, pp.
nuderrun, ppr. underrunnmg. I trans. To run

orpassunder; especially (naut.), to pass under,
as for the purpose of examining: as, to ttwder-

oWn/tni a nnrlov it ir S ^ V i,, nvHo^n a ca Ple (* P^
8 und< * m

f ooat, m order
to examine whether any part of it is damaged
or entangled) ;

to nnderrun a fishing-net.
One part of it [a cold stream from Baffin's Bay, Labra-

dor] undemms the Gulf Stream, as is shown by the ice-

bergs, which are carried in a direction tending across its

couree' ^ ^- Doctor, Light Science, 1871, 1879, p. 136.

To underrun a tackle, to separate its parts and put
them in order.

jj tntrans . To move under, as a boat when
a geine is hauled ; over o]^ side of it an(J

paid out over the other .

underrunnine (un-der-run'ing), M. A method
of trawling in

S
use on the Gra!ul Banks, which

P^^ *h
?
removal of the fish from the hooks

and the Baiting of the hooks in a single opera-
tion- A sl

s
ht c the{orm g ^

is necessary for underrunning, and the set is made in the
same way as for ordinary trawling.

undersailt (un-der-sal'), v. i. [< ME. under-

*/ < '<^ +
f?;'

1

.]^
To sail under shelter

of the land. JJ ychj, Acts xxvu. 4.

undersayt (un-der-sa'), v. t. To say by way
n? ^AmuMKAm ^*. rt^nt^ri;n^;/Mi ts^^i ^ Giiv
Sli ^fl

contradiction. ^pwer, Bhep.
U
j > oeptemDer.

underscore (un-der-skpr' ),v.t. Todrawamark
or line under; underline, as for emphasis.

" Your Letty, only yours "; and this

Thrice underscored. Tennyson, Edwin Morris,

Under-scribe (un'der-skrib), n. A subordinate
or assistant scribe. B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

under-searching (un-der-ser'ching), a. Search-
ing or seeking below. Daniel. [Bare.]
under-secretary (un'der-sek"re-ta-ri), . A
secretary subordinate to the principal secre-

tary: as, an under-secretary for Ireland.

under-secretaryship (un'der-sek"re-ta-ri-
ship), n. The office or position of an under-
secretary.
Undersell (un-der-sel'), v. t.; pret. and pp. un-

dersold, ppr. underselling. To sell under, or

cheaper than.

, [Also under-

shrieve, q. v.; < WE.*undershire<:e, undresJtyreve;
< under + sheriff.) A sheriff's deputy; more
specifically, as distinguished from deputy sher-
jffs jn general, a deputy on whom as under-
sheriff the law' devolvesV powers of sheriff

in case of a vacancy, the vice-sheriff having the

power8 of a deputy meanwhile.
yff th been u , comfort there the n]eene Qf ft

good shyreve and undreshureve Pashm Letters I 185

,,,,,, .T,,,,.,,*,^. , /,. ,, ,.. .-. rA ,

under-sneriflryt (un der-sher*if-n), n. [Also
un(iershrievery,a. v. ; < under-sheriff+ -ry.l The

. nnda* shpriff Jinrnn Praisp Cpd** *>

(un'der shertl n A shirt or similar(,u rt;, n. A sr

garment, as of woolen, worn under a shirt and
next to the skin

Undershoot (un-der-shot ), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

undershot, ppr. undershooting. To shoot short
Of as a mark*

mark who make it a miracle theydt 5fwho make H mlgtk
Fuller, Worthies, Lincoln, ii. 5. (Dames.)

undershoret (un-der-shor'), r. t. [< ME. un-

dcrshoren; < under + shorc*.) To shore or
DroD UDpr P
/^ ^er^or** certes hit

Bl
.

A
m

'

e
*
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'

Pi^ Pimm STrtTL^SPters plomnan (c). XMX- "
undershot (un'd6r-shot), a. 1 . Moved by water
passing under, or acting on the lowest part of.

2. Underhung, as a dog Undershot wheel, a
form of water-wheel having a number of float-boards dis-

posed on its circumference, and turned by the force of a
Stream of water acting on the float-boards at its lowest

part.

undershrievalty (un'der-shre"val-ti), n. [<
undershriei-e + -al-ty as in shrievalty.] Same
as under-sheriffry.
undershrievet (un'der-shrev), . Same as mi-

der-sheriff.

undershrieveryt, . [< undershrieve + -ry.']

Same as under-sJwriffry. Bp. Parker, Platonick

Phil., p. 18.

undersnrub (un'der-shrub), . A plant of shrub-

by habit, but scarcely attaining the dimensions
of a shrub; a very small shrub. See suffrutex
undersign (im-der-sln'), ". t. To sign under
or beneath; write one's name at the foot or
end of, as of a letter or any legal instrument

;

subscribe.

Undersigned (un-der-sind'), p. a. Written or
subscribed at the bottom or end of a writing.

signing aiiy

all cases indicating the number of volumes of spirit of the
standard strength required to bring 100 volumes of thl
sample to proof. The standard strength 0.825 is the light-
est spirit that can be obtained by ordinary distillation and
is called pure spirit in the British excise.

underprop (un-der-prop'), r. t. To prop from
beneath

; support ; uphold. Naslie, Pierce Peni-
lesse, p. 23.

Six columns, three on either side
Pure silver, underpropt a rich
Throne of the massive ore
ennyson, Recollections of the Arabian Nights.

underproportioned (un'der-pro-p6r"shond), a.

Having too little proportion; not in equal or
adequate proportions. Jeremy Collier, On Pride.

underseller (un-der-sel'erOne who sells
an article or pommoditv at a Inwpr ratp than
"other sells tZ me or a imTlar articTea
.

n<
,

tne same or a Blmllar article.

-Innate of PMl. and Penn., I. 242.

undersense (un'der-sens), n. A lower or deeper
sense. [Bare.]
They [all great men] have a curious undersense of pow-

erlessness, feeling that the greatness is not in them, but
through them ; that they could not do or be anything than
God made them - BuOnn, Religious Herald, Nov. 11, 188.

under-servant (un'der-ser"vant), . An in-
ferior or subordinate servant.

"
Camden.

under-servicet (un'der-ser"vis), . An iiife-

rior or subordinate service. Milton, Church-

Government, Pref., ii.

undersized (un'der-sizd), a. Of a size less than
common or below a standard,
under-skinkert (un'der-skmg"ker), . 1. An
under-drawer or tapster.

I give thee this pennyworth of sugar, clapped even now
into my hand by an under-skinker.

SAo*., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 26.

2. Naut., the assistant to the purser's steward.
Admiral Smyth.
underskirt (un'der-skert), n. 1. A skirt worn
under others. 2. The foundation of a gown,
on which drapery or an overskirt is arranged.
under-sky (un'der-ski), n. A lower sky; the
lower part of the atmosphere. Tennyson, The
Dying Swan. [Bare.]



undersleep

undersleep (un-der-slep'), c. i. To sleep loss

than is ueressary. [Rare.]
Home men undenln/i, .ml m>mc oversleep.

//. ir. lli'frhfr, Yale Lectures on Preaching.

undersleeve (unMer-slev), . A sleeve woni
under another; specifically, a separate sleeve
of thin cambric or lace worn under the sleeve
of a woman's j;own.
undersoil (un'der-soil), n. Soil beneath the
siirl'at'e ; sulisoil.

undersong (mi'der-song), n. 1. The burden or

accompaniment of a song; a refrain.

Weepe, Shepheard ! weepe, to make my undenting,
Spenser, Daphnaida.

2. A subordinate strain; an underlying mean-

ing,
hnidoi'.

under-sparred (un'der-spard), a. Not liaving
suilicieiit spars; undermasted: said of a vessel.

underspend! fun-der-spend'), v. t. To spend
less than. Fuller, Worthies, Lincoln, ii. 23.

(Daries.)

undersphere (un'der-sfer), n. A lower or in-

ferior sphere. Elegy on Dr. Donne (1635).

undersporet, See undershore.

Get me a staf that 1 may underspore {read undershore ?].

Chaucer, MiUer'i Tale, 1. 279.

underspread (un-der-spred'), a. Spread under
or beneath.

Every morn I lift my head,
Gaze o'er New England underspread.

Emerson, Monadnoc.

understairt (un-der-star'), a. Pertaining or

relating to a lower floor; down-stairs; hence,
humble; low; mean; backstairs.

Living In some wnder-rtair office, when he [vainglorious
man) would visit the country, he borrows some gallant's
cast suit of his servant, and therein, player-like, acts that

part among his besotted neighbours.
A'.T. T. Adamt, Works, I. 600.

understand (uu-der-staud'), ?. ; pret. and pp.
understood, ppr. understanding. [< ME. un-

derstanden, understonden, onderstanden, onder-
stonden (pret. nnderstod, pp. understanden, un-

derstonden, also understande, understonde, and
with weak ending understanded), < AS. under-

standan, understondan (= OFries. understonda =
OHG. understantan = Icel. nndirstanda, under-
stand (cf. D. onderstaen, stand under, under-

take), = MHG. unterstan, G. unterstehen = Dan.
understaa, undertake, venture, intervene, hin-

der, resist), < under, under, + standan, stand:
see under- and stand.] I. trans. 1. To receive
from a word or collocation of words or from a

sign the idea it is intended to convey : with the

thing said, the person speaking, or the language
as the direct object of the verb.

Speketh so pleyn at this tynie, I yow preye,
That we may understand* what ye seye.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, Prol., 1. 20.

Speak pardon, as 'tis current In our land,
The chopping French we do not itndfrttand.

Shot., Rich. II., v. 8.

You shew your English Breeding now ; an English Rl-

ral is so dull and brutish as not to understand Raillery.

Wycherley, Gentleman Dancing-Muter, v. 1.

2. To interpret the signification of; seize the
idea of; comprehend as resulting from a

thought, principle, or rule; explain.
I have heard say of thee, that thou canst understand a

dream to interpret it. Gen. xli. 15.

Can any understand the spreading of the clouds or the
noise of his tabernacle? Job xxxvi. 29.

3. To receive information about ;
learn by pay-

ing heed to what is said and done ; consider.

Zee schulle undirttonde that, aftre the opynyoun of olde
wise Philosophres and Astronomeres, oure Contree ne
Irelond ne Wales ne Scotlond ne Norweye ne the other
Yles costynge to hem ne ben not In the superAcyalte
cownted aboven the Erthe. Mandevillt, Travels, p. 186.

I haue fnderstande, And by neighbours knowe,
That largely ye haue children good and fin.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. &.\ 1. 72.

The heart also of the rash shall understand knowledge.
Isa. xxxii. 4.

I hope to hear from you soon, for I long to understand
how you fare. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 416.

Understand the matter, and consider the vision.

Dan. Ix. 23.

4. To know in substance, as a fact or saying;
be acquainted with ; recognize.

This knowen, that his hestes underttondeth,
How that ihe second heate of God is that.

Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale.

What knoweth thou that we know not? what under-
standeth thou which is not in us? Job xv. 9.

Whom shall he teach knowledge? and whom shall he
make to understand doctrine? Isa. xxviii. !).

5. To take as meant or implied; imply; infer;
assume ; take for granted : chiefly in the past
participle.
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War,
Open or underload, must be resolved.

Milton, V. I., 1. 062.

6. To recognize as implied or meant, although
not expressed ; supply mentally, as a word ne-
'. -ary to bring out the sense of an author: as,
in the phrase 'All are mortal,' we must under-
stand tne word men, liring beings, or the like.

If you say to your grandmother "Ma'am, it's a fine

day," or what not, she would find In the words no other
meaning than their outward and visible one ; but say so
to the girl you love, and she understands a thousand mys-
tic meanings in them.

Thackeray, Fit*.Boodle's Confessions, Dorothea.

7. To stand under. [A punning use.]

My legs do better understand me, sir, than I understand
what you mean. Shot , T. N., 111. 1. 89.

To give to understand, to let understand, to make
understand, to tell ; Inform ; let know.

To make you understand this in a manifested effect.

Shot., M. for M Iv. 169.

To have to understand', to learn ; be Informed. Shak.,
3 Hen. VI., Iv. 4. 10. To understand trap. See

trap).
II. intrant. 1. To have the use of the in-

tellectual faculties; be an intelligent and con-
scious being; have understanding; be wise.

What a fry of fools Is here? I see 'tis treason to under-
stand in this house. Shirley and Fletcher, Coronation, 1. 1.

|The| man that Is In honour, and understandeth not. Is

like the beast* that perish. Pi. xllx. 20.

2. To be informed by another; learn.

I came to Jerusalem, and understood of the evil that
Eliasbib did. Ken. xliL 7.

3f. To give attention; listen.

Vndirstonde to me, kyuge fflualls, and here the be-tok-

enynge of thyn a-vislon. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), III. 633.

understandable (un-der-stan'da-bl), a. [< un-
derstand + -able.] That can be understood;
capable of being understood ; comprehensible ;

intelligible.
To be understandable Is a condition requisite to a judge.

ChUKnyuvrth, A Safe Way to Salvation.

understander (un-der-stan'der), . [< under-
stand + -fr 1

.] One who understands or knows.
He [the critic of Homer] should rather (with his much

better underttautler Spondanus) submit where he oversees
him faulty. Chapman, Iliad, i., Com.

understanding (un-der-stan'ding), . [< ME.
understanding, understondijnge, onderstondinge,
etc.; verbal n. of understand, v.] 1. The act of

one who understands or comprehends; com-
prehension ; apprehension and appreciation ;

discernment.
The children of Issachar, which were men that had n-

derstandiny of the times. 1 Chron. xii. 32.

A chaplain came up to him [Captain Whitock], to whom
he delivered an account of his understanding, and, I hope,
of his belief, and soon after died ; and my lord hath burled
him with his own ancestors. Donne, Letters, xx.

2. The knowing power, in general; intelligence;
wit. The old psychologists divided the faculties of the
mind into undcrstantting, or cognitive power, and iriU.

Vnderstondijmje, yn wytte. Intelligent'!:!, Intellectus.

Prompt. Pare., p. 611.

The spirit of wisdom and undentandiny, the
spirit

of
counsel and might, the spirit of knowledge and the fear
of the Lord. Isa. xi. 2.

The power of perception is that which we call the un-
derstanding. Perception, which we make the act of the

underslandin/f. Is of three sorts: 1. The perception of
ideas in our mind. 2. The perception of the signification
of signs. 3. The perception of the connection or repug-
nancy, agreement or disagreement, that there in between
any of our ideas. All these are attributed to the under-

standing, or perceptive power, though It be the two latter

only that use allows us to say we understand.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxl. i 5.

A spirit is one simple undivided active being : as it per-
ceives Ideas, it is called the understanding, as it produces
or otherwise operates about them, it is called the will.

Berkeley, Human Knowledge, i. i 27.

3. The representative faculty; the power of

abstract thought ; the logical power. Kantian
writers restrict understanding to the operation of abstrac-
tive thought concerning objects of possible experience.

And thus we discover a power we have of heightening
the colour of our Ideas, of changing or directing their
course by the application of our notice: and the exercise
of this power I take to be what is commonly meant by an
act of the understanding.

A. Tucker, Light of Nature, xii. 1 1.

As all acts of the understanding can be reduced to judg-
ments, the understanding may be defined as the faculty of

judging. For we saw before that the understanding is the

faculty of thinking, and thinking is knowledge by means
of concepts.

Kant, Critique of Pure Reason (tr. by MullerX II. 61.

4. Intelligence between two or more persons;
agreement of minds; harmony; union of senti-

ment
; also, something mutually understood or

agreed upon: as, there was an understanding
between them.

I love to promote among my Clients a good t'tulfrxtand-

I'll./. Steele. Tender Husband, v. 1.

undertake

Their once flaming regard Is sobered by time In either

breast, and, lofting in violence what it gains in extent, it

becomes a thorough good understanding.
Emerson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 160.

Hen of Understanding, a sect which i!..m 1-1,. <i in the
Low Countries about 1411, professing il.-.-ii in- * -imiljir to
those of the Brethren of the Holy .-spirit. It maintained
that the then present reign <>f the Holy Spirit afforded a

higher Illumination and authority than that of the Hcrip-
ture; that the only resum-clion <>f tlif )><M!V >-M r to take

place had already taken place In rhrini ; ami Unit tin-

spirit Is not denied by bodily sin. Predicates of the
pure understanding. See yredicaUe.

Understanding (un-di'-r-slaii'ilint: , /'.. Know-
ing; skilful; intelligent; possessed of or ex-

hibiting good sense.
Was this taken

By any understanding pate but thine?

Shalt., W. T., I. 2. 22S.

Monsieur d'Axout was very Curious and Understanding
In Architecture, for which purpose he was 17 years In Italy
by times. Lister, Journey to i'aris, p. 99.

understandingly (nn-der-stan'diug-li), adr. Iii

an understanding manner; intelligently; with
full knowledge or comprehension.
Your grace shall find him. in your further conference.

grave, wise, courtly, and scholar like, iim/frrtoiu/iiiiXi/ read
In the necessities of the life of man.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, II. 1.

understandingnesst, [ME. undemtondimj-
nrsse; < understanding + -liens.] The faculty
of understanding.
Understate (un-der-staf), P. I. trans. To state
or represent less strongly than the truth will

admit; state too low: as, to understate an evil.

Rather understated for so high an honour.
Fuller, Worthies, Bedfordshire.

II. intrant. To say less than the full truth.

understatement (un-der-stat'ment), . 1. The
act of understating. Quarterly Her., CXXVI.
378. 2. That which is understated; a state-
ment of less than the full truth.

understock (un-der-stok'), c. t. To supply in-

sufficiently with stock; put too small a stock
in or on: said generally of a farm. Adam
Smith.

understood (un-der-stud'). 1. Preterit and
past participle of understand. 2. As a par-
ticipial adjective: () Comprehended; appre-
hended, (b) Implied; assumed.

understrapper (uu'der-strap'er). M. A petty
fellow; an inferior agent; an underling.

This was going to the fountain head at once, not apply-
ing to the understrappers.

Goldmith, Good-natured Man, II.

understrapping (un'der-strap'ing), a. Subor-

dinate; suoservient. Sterne, Tristram Shandy,
VI. xviii.

understratum (un'der-stra*tum),M.; pi. under-
strata (-ta). A substratum ; an underlying stra-

tnm; the stratum lying immediately beneath,
or forming the lower portion of the one desig-
nated : not often used except figuratively.
There is a vast and virtuous understratum In society,

which really loves the right and hates the wrong.
Nineteenth Century, XX. 421.

understroke (un-der-strok'), v. t. To underline;
underscore.
You have understroked that offensive word, to show

that It Is to be printed in italic.

Ku-ijl. To the Duchess of (jueensbury, March 20, 1762.

understudy (un'der-stud"i), n. Theat., one who
has made a special study of a particular part,
and is capable of playing that part at a mo-
ment's notice in the absence of the actor or
actress to whom it is usually assigned.
understudy (un'der-stud'i), r. t.; pret. and pp.
understudied, ppr. understudying. [< under-

study, n.] To memorize (a part) as an under-

study.
She 's In the chorus now, hut shell get her chance some

day ; . . . she 's understudied ever so many parts.
The Atlantic, LXVII. 260.

under-SUlt (un'der-xut), n. A suit worn under
or beneath another suit. [Rare.]

His own under-suit was so well lined.

Fuller, Worthies, Hants.

undersward (un'der-sward), ii. A sward or turf
shaded by trees or other plants of some size.

undertakable (un-der-ta'ka-bl), a. [< under-
take + -able.] Capable of being undertaken.

Cliilliiifiirorth.

undertake (un-der-tak'), r.; pret. undertook,

pp. undertaken, ppr. undertaking. [< ME. ii-

dertaken (pret. undertok, pp. mult rtal.i n. under-

take); < under + take.] I. trans. 1. To take
on one's self; often, to take formally or ex-

pressly on one's self; lay one's self under ob-

ligations or enter into stipulations to perform
or execute : pledge one's self to.



undertake

Thez massengers they shall wele vnderstonde

Among your knyghtez all that ther is on
Shall under take to Answer for this lande.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3175.

I'll undertake to land them on our coast.

Shak., S Hen. VI., iii. 3. 205.

2. To engage in
;
enter upon ;

take in hand
;

begin to perform ;
set about

; attempt ; essay.

Bycause I coiiet rather to satisfle you particularly than

to undertake a generall tradition, I wil not so much stand

vpon the manner as the matter of my precepts.

Gascoigne, Notes on Eng. Verse, 3. (Arber.)

I will undertake one of Hercules' labours.

Shak., Much Ado, ii. 1. 380.

3. To warrant; answer for; guarantee; affirm:

especially with a following clause.

Lending soft audience to my sweet design,
And credent soul to that strong-bonded oath
That shall prefer and undertake my troth.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 280.

A frog would make thee run !

Thou kill a man? No, no ! thy mother's sonne,
Her only sonne, was a true coward bred.

I'le undertake a sword shall strike thee dead,
And never touch thee !

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 25.

Mr. Maverick came and undertook that the offenders
should be forthcoming.

Winthrop, Hist. Hew England, I. 172.

4f. To take in; hear; understand; have know-

ledge of. Spenser, P. Q., V. iii. 84. 5f. To as-

sume, as a character.

His name and credit shall you undertake.

Shak., T. of the S., Iv. 2. 106.

6f. To engage with
;
have to do with

;
attack.

It is not fit your lordship should undertake every com-

panion that you give offense to.

Shak., Cymbeline, ii. 1. 29.

He shall yield you all the honour of a competent adver-

sary, if you please to undertake him.
B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 2.

7f. To have the charge of.

Who undertakes you to your end.

Shak., Hen. VIII., il. 1. 97.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Essay, Endeavor, etc. See attempt.

II, intrans. 1. To take up or assume any
business, responsibility, or venture.

Hardy he was and wys to undertake.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 405.

It is the cowish tenor of his spirit,
That dares not undertake.

Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 13.

No ill should force the subject undertake

Against the sovereign. B. Jonaon, Sejanus, iv. 8.

On the 28th of April, in the morning, I sailed with a

cargo of wheat that did not belong to me, and three pas-
sengers, instead of one, for whom only I had undertaken.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 263.

2. To promise ;
be bound

;
warrant

;
answer

for something ; guarantee.
He nas nat right fat, I undertake.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 288.

On mine honour dare I undertake
For good Lord Titus' innocence in all.

Shak., Tit. And., i. 1. 436.

Specifically 3. To manage funerals, and ar-

range all the details for burying the dead.

[Colloq.]
undertaker (un'der-ta-ker), n. [< undertake +
-er1 .] 1. One who undertakes or engages to

perform any business
;
one who engages in any

project or business
;
a projector.

And yet the undertakers, nay, performers,
Of such a brave and glorious enterprise
Are yet unknown. Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 2.

He shall but be an undertaker with me,
In a most feasible business.

B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, ii. 1.

Promises made by undertakers imply somewhat of de-
merit in their performance.

Goldsmith, Pref. to Hist, of Seven Years' War.

2. Specifically (a) One who stipulates or
covenants to perform certain work for ano-
ther

;
a contractor.

Sir William Ayloffe Knight and Anthony Thomas Es-
quire became Undertakers to drain the said Level.

The Great Level (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 316);

Sat at the Tower with Sir J. Duncomb and to. Berkeley
to signe deputations for undertakers to furnish their pro-
portions of saltpetre. Evelyn, Diary, July 14, 1666.

(6t) One who became surety or guarantee for

another, or undertook to answer for him.
For whose innocence . . . you were once a noble and

timely undertaker to the greatest justice of this kingdom.
B. Jonson, Ded. of Poetaster.

(c) One whose business is to make prepara-
tions for the burial of the dead, and to manage
funerals.

While rival undertakers hover round,
And with his spade the sexton marks the ground.

Young.
(d) In British hist., a man of authority or influ-
ence who undertook to induce or assure par-
ticular legislation; usually, one of those who
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assured the king that if he would grant some
concession, they would undertake that the Com-
mons should vote desired supplies, (c) In Eng.
Mat., a contractor for the collection of reve-

nue, or the enforcement of purveyance for

the royal household. (/) In Scots hist., one of

a party of Lowland adventurers who, in the

reigu of James VI., by authority of the crown,
attempted to colonize some of the Hebrides,
and so displace the original Celtic population.
Scott. (<;) One of a body of English and Scot-

tish adventurers who. in the latter part of the
sixteenth century, undertook to hold lands in

Ireland which were regarded as the property of

the crown or of Englishmen.
undertaking (un-der-ta'king), n. [Verbal n. of

undertake, .] 1. The act of one who under-
takes or engages to do any business, office, or

duty.
That which is required of each one towardes the vnder-

taking of this aduenture. Hakluyt's Voyages, iii. 185.

2. That which is undertaken; a business, work,
or project which a person engages in or at-

tempts to perform ;
an enterprise.

This is the very ecstasy of love,
Whose violent property fordoes itself,
And leads the will to desperate undertakings.

Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 104.

I had designed to have gone to that place [Tadmor]
from Hasseiah, but I found that it would have been a very
dangerous undertaking.

Pococke, Description of the East, II. 139.

3. The business of an undertaker, or manager
of funerals. Imp. Diet. 4. A promise; an en-

gagement ;
an obligation ;

a guaranty ; specifi-

cally, in Amer. law, a formal obligation entered
into by or on behalf of a party to litigation, and
usually with sureties, for the payment of money
or performance of some act if it should be ad-

judged due or otherwise become required, such
an obligation being usually required as a con-
dition of taking some step in the action, as, for

instance, appealing or issuing an order of ar-

rest or attachment.

undertakingt (un-der-ta'king), p. a. Enter-

prising.
There are never wanting some persons of violent and

undertaking natures, who, so they may have power and
business, will take it at any cost. Bacon, Envy (ed. 1887).

under-tenancy(un'der-ten"an-si),. A tenancy
or tenure under a tenant or'lessee

;
the tenure

of an under-tenant.
under-tenant (un'der-ten"ant), n. The tenant
of a tenant

;
one who holds lands or tenements

of a tenant.

nndertidet (un'der-tld), n. [< ME. undertid, <

AS. underntide, < undern, nine o'clock, morning,
+ tid, time : see undern and tide.'] Undertime.
Ancren Riwle, 1. 400.

undertimet (un'der-tlm), n. [< ME. undern-

time, nndirtime; as undern + time^.J The part
or division of the day which included undern :

generally applied to the after-part of the day.
See undern.
An dazz att unnderrn time. Ormulum, 1. 19458.

He, coming home at undertime, there found
The fayrest creature that he ever saw.

Spenser, F. Q., III. vii. 13.

under-timed (un'der-timd), a. Inphotog., same
as under-exposed.
under-tint (un'der-tint), B. A subdued tint.

Athen&um, No. 3194, p. 56.

undertone (un'der-ton), n. 1 . A low or subdued
tone

;
a tone less forcible than is usual, as in

speaking: as, to say something in an undertone.

"What does she mean?" said M. to S. in an undertone.

Scott, Guy Mannering, iii.

And from within me a clear undertone
Thrill'd thro' mine ears in that unblissful clime.

Tennyson, Dream of Fair Women.

2. A state or degree of tone, as of the physical
or mental faculties, below their usual condi-
tion. H. W. Beecher, Yale Lectures on Preach-
ing. [Rare.] 3. The color of a pigment when
seen in very thin layers on a white or light-
colored surface. Also (a) A low, subdued color : as,

gray undertones. (6) A tone of color seen through and
giving character to other colors : as, there was a subtle
undertone of yellow through the picture.

undertoned (un'der-tond), a. 1. Uttered in a
low or subdued tone. Atlantic Monthly, LXIV.
178. 2. Being in a physical condition in which
the animal functions are not performed with
due vigor.
Undertow (un'der-to), n. A current of water
below the surface moving in a direction differ-

ent from that of the surface-current
;
the back-

ward flow or back-draft of a wave breaking on
a beach. Sometimes called under-water.

underwork
The water [of the in-coming wave] bursts with great

force upon the land, and then sweeps back, as a powerful
undertow, to the sea. Huxley, Physiography, p. 172.

under-treated (un-der-tre'ted), a. Treated
with too little respect ;

treated slightingly.
Gibber. [Rare.]
undertrump (un-der-trump'), v. t. To throw
a trump to, as a non-trump lead of cards in

whist, lower than one already thrown by one's

partner.
underturnt (uu-der-tern'), v. t. [< ME. imder-

turnen; < under + turn.'] To turn upside down ;

subvert; upset. Wyclif.
undervaluation (un'der-val-u-a"shon), n. The
act of undervaluing, or valuing below the real

worth; rate not equal to the worth; underes-
timation. South, Sermons.
undervalue (un-der-val'u), v. t. 1. To value,
rate, or estimate below the real worth. Bacon,
Honour and Reputation. 2. To esteem light-

ly ; treat as of little worth
; despise ;

hold in

mean estimation.

Do not under-value an Enemy by whom you have been
worsted. Selden, Table-Talk, p. 114.

undervalue (un'der-vaFu), n. 1. A value be-
low the proper or true value ; a low estimate
of worth

;
a price less than the real value. 2f.

Undervaluation.

He did not care for chymistrey, and was wont to speak
against them with undervalue.

Aubrey, "Lives (William Harvey).

undervaluer (un-der-val'u-er), re. [< undervalue
+ -erl.] One who undervalues, or esteems too

lightly. /. Walton.

underverset (un'der-vers), . The following or
second verse.

Perigot maketh all hys song in prayse of his love, to
whom Willy answereth every underverse.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., August, Gloss.

undervest (un'der-vest), n. An undershirt; a
shirt worn next the skin : generally a trade use.

underviewer (un'der-vu"er), n. In coal-min-

ing, the manager or superintendent of the mine
and of the underground workings; the under-

looker, in some coal-mining districts of Eng-
land: nearly the same as the mining captain in
a metal-mine. The usage varies in different districts
in England with regard to the terms viewer and under-
viewer. See viewer.

under-water (un'der-wa/ter), n. Same as un-
dertow. Herschel.

Underwear (un'der-war), n. 1. A wearing un-
der the outer clothing: as, clothes suited for
underwear. 2. Undergarments; underclothes
in general: a trade term.

underweent (un-der-wen'), v. t. To undervalue.

underweeningt (un-der-we'ning), . [Verbal
n. of underween, i\] Undervaluation.

The greatest underweening of this life is to undervalue
that unto which this is but exordial, or a passage leading
unto it. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., iii. 25.

underwent (un-der-wenf). Preterit of un-

dergo.

underwing (un'der-wing), n. A moth whose
under wings are conspicuous in color or other-
wise ; specifically, a moth of the genus Catocala.
Crimson underwing, Catocala sponsa, a noctuid moth.
Lunar underwing. see lunar. Orange under-

wing. Seeoranijei. Pink underwing. See Calttmor-

pha. Red underwing, any one of a number of species
of Catocala whose under wings are red, banded with black.
See red-undencing. Straw underwing. See straw-un-

derwing. Yellow underwing, any British moth of the

genus Triphsena.

underwinged (un'der-wingd), a. In ornith.,

having the lining of the wings conspicuously
colored: as, the underwinged dove, Leptoptila
(or Engyptila) rufaxilla. P. L. Sdater.

under-witcht (un'der-wich), 11. A subordinate
or inferior witch. S. Butler, Hudibras. [Rare.]
underwitted (un-der-wit'ed), a. Half-witted;
silly. Bp. Eennet, Erasmus, Praise of Folly,

p. 19. (Daries.)
underwood (un'der-wud), n. Small trees and
bushes that grow among large trees ; coppice ;

underbrush. Addison, The Tall Club.

underwork (un'der-werk), . Subordinate

work; petty affairs. Addison.
underwork (un-der-werk'), r. ; pret. and pp.
underworked or miderwrought. ppr. underwork-

ing. I, trans. 1. To work or practise on un-

derhand; undermine; destroy by clandestine
measures.

Thou from loving England art so far

That thou hast under- u-roiigM his lawful king.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 96.

2. To put insufficient work or labor on.

A work may be overwrought as well as under-urouffht.
Drtjden.



underwork 6601 undiscernable

3. To do like work at a less price than : as, 0111' undeservedly (iiM-ile-zer'ved-li), iidr. With- undeviatingly (tui-de'vi-a-tiiij;-li), m/r. With-

masou mav innlrrirurk another. mil desert, i>ither good or evil; contrary to de- out deviation; steadily.

II. inti-iiiis. If. To work in secret or elandes- sert or what is merited. undevilt mn-'lev'l >, r. r. [<
-8 + deril.~] To

tiucly. /<. Joi/non. 2. To do loss work than Athletic* brutes whom undetenxdly we call heroes. free from |n>e-si<>n liy the devil; exorcise.

is required or suitable. Dryden, Pal. and Arc., Ded. fulli-r. ( h. HIM.. X. iv. 54.

underworker (un'der-w6rker), n. [< under- undeservedness (un-df-zer'ved-nes), n. The undevised (uu-de-vjzd'), a. Not devised; not

work + -<'/!.] 1. One who underworks. 2. A state or character of being undeserved. bequeathed by will. Blactetone.

subordinate workman; one who works in sub- nndujgfH (un-de-zer'ver), . One of no undevoted (un-de-vo'ted), a. Not devoted.

jection to another. Swift, Nobles and Com- merit
;
one who is not deserving or worthy.

' '"" '"'", <-'ivil War, I. 117.

mons, iv. To .ell and mart your offices for gold undevotion ( iin-de-vo'sbon), H. [< ME. unde-

under-workman(uu'der-werk*man),.; pi. un- To undettnen. Skat., J. C., Iv. 3. li rocioun; < un- 1 devotion. J Lack of devotion

(li'ni;,rl:m<'n (-men). An inferior or subordinate undeserving (un-de-zer'ving), p. a. 1. Not or devout ness. [Rare.]
workman. .s'/n'/V. deserving* not haviiicr merit Thanne comth nndevocioun, thurgh which a man . .

nnripr ronrlH Am'der wiVrldl n 1 Thp world hatn "wlch languor In loule that he may neither rede ne"'
th^subh" ^tSSS* a, I .

.inge ,n holy chlrche, n. hc,re ne
th^

h
Ir'5-r"V <>. Notmeriting;Pitch'd on the topless Apennine, and blows .

To all the under-world, nil nations, the seas, "0 J happiness or oj pumslinient. Au undtwut astronomer U mad.
And unfrequented deserts where the snow dwells. Undeteming of destruction. Sir P. Sidney. Young, Night Thoughts, Ix.

Fletcher, Bonduca, lit 2. undeservingly (un-de-zer'ving-li),adv. With- undevoutly (un-de-vout'li), adv. In an unde-
2. The opposite side of theglobe; the antipodes, out meriting; undeservedly. Milton. voutmanner; without devotion.

Fresh aa the first beam glittering on a sail undesigned (un-de-zind'), a. Not designed; undiademed (un-di'a-demd), a. Not having or
That brings our friends up from the under-world. no t intended; unintentional; not proceeding wearing a diadem or crown ; uncrowned.

Tennyson, The 1-rincess (song). from purpoge
.

as> to do an undesigned injury, undiaphanous (un-di-af'a-nus), a. Not diaph-
3. The world below this world; the infernal Paley, Evidences, iii. 6. anous. Houle, Works, 111. 57.

world; the place or state of departed souls; undesignedly (un-de-zi'ned-li), adv. Inanun- undifferenclng (un-dif'e-ren-sing), a. Not
Hades. designed manner; without design or intention, marking any difference; impartial. Chapman.
Hades. The ghosts of Homer live In the underworld, do- Ptiley, Evidences, i. 3. [Rare.]

pleted of all that fresh and throbbing life which they had undesignednOSS (un-de-zi'ned-nes), . The undifferentt (un-dif'e-rent), a. [< ME. undif-

JUBUU* The Fourth Gospel, the Heart of Christ state or character of being undesigned ;
free- ferent; < un-l + different.} Not different.

dom from design or set purpose, laley, Evi- The fourme of tho freikes was, faithfully to se,
4. The lower, inferior, degraded part of man- denceg jjj 7 Right suche as the syre, that I said flnt ;'

Not having VwK/era* to deme fro there dere fader.

roy (B. E. T. 8.\ l. S9undesigning (un-de-zi'nhig)
underwrite (un-der-rif), v.; pret. underwrote,

X - \ '. WIHH.-I IV I 'ion, i BVQ UlIVL^l . .- 11 i i,-ii i i i M , \ f VJ11J. / 1~ ~ 1**1'***\ ITU -** "J

under, under, + writan, write.] I. trans. 1. To undesiraDlllty (un-tle-zir-a-bil i-ti), n. ine
gpecies or groups which do not show well-

write below or under; subscribe. condition or character of being undesirable. marked distinctive characters, or, according to

I was markid withoute mercy, and myn name entrid
undesirable

(uu^df-zir
a-bl), a. Not desirable

; the theor, of evolution, are not yet completely
In the legende of lif longe er I were ;

not to De WMBWO.
separated from other species or groups.

Or ellls ondir-utriteH for wykkid. us witnessith the gospel. A thing not undesirable. Hilton, P. L., Ix. 823. tmdleenOUS (un-dii'e-nus), n. [< L. unda (}/ tld-,
I*iV*j /'/,, i/ ..LI,, I A V vi ->tJ-. . . it \Piers Plowman (A), xl. 255.

Tmjie8irableneS8 (un-de-zir'a-bl-nes), w. The und^, wave," + gignere, "tjenefa (/ gen-), pro-
We'll have thee, as our rarer monsters are, character or state of being"undesirable ; un- duce, + -OMS.] Generated by, or owing origin

"Here'!iiiT'joa Me^he'tyr'aif
'"*" desirability. to, water. Kirwan. [Rare.]

Shak., Macbeth, v. a 26. undesirably (un-de-zir'a-bli), adv. In an un- undigested (un-di-jes'ted), a. Not digested, in

2. To agree to pay by signing one's name; sub- desirable manner;' contrary to what is desir- any sense.

n able. Filled with fumes of undigeite'l wine.

__j._l-~,] f,,-,_H5 viiwlM n Nnt ,li>airp.l nnt Selden, note to Drayton's Polyolblon, xvll.

The subscription money did not come In with the same nnaesirett (.un-ae-zira ;, a. not '

readiness with which it had been underwritten. solicited. Dryden. undlgestlble (un-dl-jes ti-bl), a. Indigestible.
Beverley, Virginia, I. f 13. undestring (un-de-zir'ing), a. Not desiring; undightt (un-dit ), V. t. [< n-2 + dignt.J To

Specifically 3. To agree or undertake by set- not wishing. Dryden, tr. of Persius, satire 5. put off, as ornaments or apparel,

ting one's name to (a policy of insurance) to undesirOUS (un-de-zir'us), a. Not desirous. From her fayre head her fillet she undiyht.

become answerable for certain losses speci- undespairing(un-des-par'ing),. Not yielding Spenter, F. Q., 1. 1

fied therein: used chiefly in marine insurance, to despair. [Rare.] undignet, a. [ME., < i<n-l + diijne.'] Unworthy.
Hence underwriter. 4. To submit to; put up With steady undenpainay breast. Dyer, The Fleece, Iv. Undigne and unworthy

Q T . .. . , .... , T . . Am I to thilke honour that ye me bede.

UndesplteOUSt (un-^les-pit'e-us), a. Lacking in Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 303.'^~''''1

li

a
n
na.erVingklnd despite; piteous; kW. undignified (un-dig'ni-fid), a. Not dignified.
Shot T and C ii S. 137 8ave "e'v ("oke piteous (O ) Not honored ; not rendered dignified. (6) Not con-

Of womanhead unditpiUout. sistent with dignity ; exhibiting an absence of dignity.
H. tntrans. To practise insuring, particu- The Ide of Ladie,, 1. 676. ne at(emp,8 of Henry III. to influence the chapters

larly marine insuring; carry on the business undespondent (un-des-pon'dent), a. Not were undiytujied and unsuccessful; his candidates were
of an underwriter. F. Martin, Hist, of Lloyd's, marked by or given to despondency.

seldom chosen. StuMu, Const. Hist., s 705.

I'-
365 -

, Sorrowing but undetpondent years. Undignify (un-dig'tii-fi), r. t. To render un-
underwriter (un'der-n'ter), n. One who m- Lowell, \mon my Books, 2d ser., p. 119. dignified; deprive of dignity; debase. [Rare.], , ., . .

sures, or carries on a business of insurance.
..-.j,,,,*,-,,,,,! / lln Hes'tindl n Not deRtinnH Hmrells, Venetian Life, xii.

especially of marine insurance-Underwriters' R /wS-
''

undilution (un-di-lu'shon), n. The character
wire, wire the use of which for electrical purposes is au- _. _aeg.troi'a bl) Inde or state of being undiluted. [Rare.]thomed by the underwriters for

]

fire-insurance UlldeStrOyaDlet (

ui^Ues
troi a W), .

The three primary colours assumed In the ... figure
Underwriting (un'der-n'tmg), n. [Verbal n. Struct!

kS^lll.
28J

(of the prismatic Bpectrum) are red, green, and blue, each
of underwrite, r.] The practice or business of undeterminable (un-de-ter mi-na-bl), a. Inde- ln It9 highest degree of purity and undilulion.

an underwriter. See underwriter. terminable. Locke, Human Understanding, i i. Uencket, Popular Lecture* on Scientific subjects, p. 258.

underyoket (un-der-yok'), r. . [< ME. under- 17. undinal (un-de'nal), a. [< undine + -n/.] Of
yokrn ; < under + yoke.] To bring under the undeterminate (un-de-ter mi-nat), a. Inde- or pertaining to an undine, or the belief in

yoke; make subject.
terminate. South. such creatures." . .

Al the erthe he shulde mduryolte to his empire.
UJldeterminatenesS

("n-d!-^
nn-nat-nes), n. ^0*6 (un-den'), n. [= T.ondine, f. (ondin, m.).

Wydif, Judith li. s. ludetermmateuess. Dr. H. More, Divine Dia- _ (j. vnaine, < NL. 'vndina, a water-spirit, < L.

undescendible undescendable (tm-de-sen'di-
lo
g
u
f
s - undo, wave, water: see undulate, ound.] Awa-

bl da bl), 7,

'

1 Xor-lesee^ible
; hence, un- unaetermination (uu-de-to-mi-na'shon) n. te wt of tho fcmale 8eXi ^sembling in char-

termination. Sir M. Hale On. of Man-
a

,
, o-eseee

; ence, un- i
-

fathomable. Tennyson, Harold, i. 1.-2. Not ["determination.
Sir M. Hale, Ong. of Man- acter the 8yiph8 or 8pirits of the air

, and cor-

capable of descending to heirs. ii 1
iV.^ / ^s tir'mir,^^ , i TM^ responding in some measure to the naiads of

nnrtp<5cribable (un-des-kri'ba-bn a Inde- undetermined ( un - de -ter mind), a. 1. JNot classical mythologv. According to Paracelsus.

^^^?ovChfldt Harola, iv.53?' [Rare?]
determined ;

not settled ; not decided. wheu an undine m'arried a mortal and bore a

undescribed'(un-des-kribd'),fl. Not described;
Undetermined differences of klnga. child she received a soul.

not depicted, defined, or delineated: as, an MM- 9 TnHBtpr,nintP tmdinted (un-din'ted), a. Not impressed by
described sDeeies blows; unbattered. Shale., A. and ., n. 6. 39.

-- --^^^^
'- 1 -

undeserved (un-de-zervd'), a. Not deserved; * more p,eed , v.ew
""^ OT*&&%. Vl,I. No.4.

L love of Christ towards u, **$&SS^S^S&^SS^
' **"

undiscernable (un-,li-zer'na-bl), a. San-e as

Calnn, Sermon on John xv. la Ooldmith, Vicar, xxlL undiscemtble.



undiscernedly

undiscernedly (un-di-zer'ned-li), adv. In such

a manner as not to be discerned or discovered
or seen. Boyle, Works, II. 447.

undiscemible (un-di-zer'ni-bl), 11. Indiscerni-

ble. Shak.,H. for M.,v. 1.373. Also itndiseern-

able.

undiscernibleness ( uu-di-zer'ni-bl-nes), n. In-

discernibleness.

undiscernibly (un-di-zer'ni-bli), adv. Indis-

cernibly. Jer. Taylor, Bepentance, v. $ 5.

undiscerning (un-di-zer'ning), a. Not discern-

ing; not making just distinctions ; lacking judg-
ment or the power of discrimination. Donne.

undischarged (un-dis-charjd'), o. Not dis-

charged, (a) Not dismissed; not freed from obliga-
tion.

Hold still in readiness and undischarged.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, v. 3.

t
;
unexecuted : as, an un-

a. Inca-
r
. Hale, Of

6602

undismayed (un-dis-uiad'), a. Not dismayed;
not disheartened by fear; not discouraged.
The exhortation to be confident and undismayed.

J. A. Alexander, Com. on Mark xiii. 11.

undispensable (un-dis-pen'sa-bl), a. 1. Indis-

pensable. Milton. 2. Unavoidable.
A necessary and undispensable famine in a camp.

Fuller.

3. Excluded from dispensation. Lord Herbert.

undispensed (un-dis-pensf), a. 1. Not dis-

pensed. 2. Not freed from obligation. Canon
Tooker.

undispensing (un-dis-pen'sing), a. That can-
not be dispensed with. Milton, Divorce, ii. 5.

undispersed (un-dis-persf), a. Not dispersed ;

not scattered. Boyle.
undispleasedt (un-dis-plezd'), a. Lacking in

displeasure ;
not resentful.

all old trespace,

The Isle of Ladies, 1. 925.

t. [< M-2 + diS-

undividual

Often shrieking undMinguifh'd woe,
In clam ure of a11

order; raw: as, undisciplined troops;
jrfiwed valor

; undisciplined minds.

An armed disciplined body is, in its essence, dangerous

undiscloset(uii-dis-kl6z<),^. To refrain from
: keep ClOSe Or Secret. Daniel.

is-kum'tUed),, Notdis-

He may his cheere holde undescmmjited.
CAa cer,ethiu 8,i.meter4.

undiscording (un-dis-kor'ding), a. Not dis-

cording; not disagreeing; not discordant in

sound; harmonious. [Bare.]
With undiscording voice. Milton, Solemn Music, 1. 17.

undiscoursed (un-dis-korsf), . Not dis-

coursed about
;
not made the subject of talk

or discussion; silent. [Rare.]
We would submit to all with indefinite and undis-

coursed obedience.

p.Ha*(,Abp. Williams, i.!30. (Z

undiscoverable (un-dis-kuv'er-a-bl), n. That
cannot be discovered or found out: as, ttndix-

coverable principles.

undlSCOVerably (un-dis-kuv'er-a-bli), adv. In
a manner not to be discovered. Milton, Tetra-
chordon.
nndisrrwprprl ^im-diej lfllv'^rfl^ n TsTnt iliH^nvUV era;, a. JN.

ered; not seen; not descried; not laid open to
view

; lying hid.

The undiscover'd country, from whose bourn
No traveller returns. Ska*., Hamlet, iii. 1. 79.

undiscreett (un-dis-kref), a. [Early mod. E.
also wntliscrete ; < ME. undiscreet ; < -! + dis-

creetl Indiscreet

So ur^Lel of governa,
Chatuxr, Hun's Priest's Tale, l. 614.

The imdiscrete hastinesse of the emperour Claudius
caused hym to be noted for foolisshe.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 6.

undiscreetlyt (un-dis-kret'li), adv. Indiscreet-

ly. Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker
Soc., 1850), p. 95.

undiscreetness (un-dis-kret'nes), B. Indiscre-
tion

; imprudence. Udall, tr. of Apophthegms
of Erasmus, p. 328.

undiscretiont (un-dis-kresh'on), TO. [< ME. un-
discretion ; < -i + discretion.] Indiscretion,

Lydgate, Story_of Thebes, iii.

undlSCriminating (un-dis-krim'i-na-ting), a.
Not discriminating; not distinguishing or mak-
ing a difference. Cowper, Odyssey, xxii.

undiscussed (un-dis-kusf), a. Not discussed ;

fie
rn ated ' ^-ff

'
Christ Trans-

undiseuisable fun
ofS dis-u4 '

Careless and undisposed to joyne with them. Booker.

3. Not sold, settled, decided, allocated, or ar-

as* o/; asi goods remaining *"*-

undisposednesst (un-dis-po'zed-nes), n. India-

position.

^nvacied(^P^^; Notd,-

/~i 1.^ j i pTj i^amec rai. \aa.Te.}

undisputeble (un-dia-pu'- or un-dis'pu-ta-bl),
a - ^disputable. Spectator. [Bare.]
A wealth of

,uJjpu(6Je
evidence is at hand

. Princeton Eev., Sept 1886, p. 166.

Undisputableness (un-dis-pu - or un-dis pu-ta-
The 1uahty rstateofbelllg ulld18-

pearance ; hence, open ; frank ; candid ; plain ;

artless : as, undisguised anxiety.
Plaine English undisguised. The Isle of Ladies, 1. 1460.

Himself he view'd with undisguised respect
Crabbe, Tales, Works, IV. 129.

undisguisedly (un-dis-gl'zed-li), adv. In an un-
disguised manner; openly; frankly.
undishonored (un-dis-on'ord), a. Not dishon-

ored^ not disgraced. Shak.,C. of E., ii. 2. 148.

undisjoined (un-dis-joind'), a. Not disjoined;
not separated or parted. Cowper.

undisputably (un-dis-pu'- or un-dis'pu-ta-bli)
adv . Indisputably. Tlie Engineer, L'XX. 3l!

TBare.]
ivhdisnntpd dm dii nfi'tnd^ n Not disniitpH

TotSl^f not Called \'n questn:
P
as an

undisputed title; undisputed truth. Congreve,
Hymn to Harmony.
undisputedly (un-dis-pu'ted-li), adv. In an un-

disputed manner; indisputably.
undissembled (un-di-sem'bld), a. Not dis-
sembled

; open ; undisguised ; unfeigned.
Undissemtled and unlimited veneration for the Holy

Scriptures. Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, I. xviii.

The anguish in his inmost soul, and the undussemUed
expression of it in his aspect.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter (1875), p. 169.

undissipated (un-dis'i-pa-ted), a. Not dissi-

Pateti !
not scattered. Boyle.

Undissolvable (un-di-zol' va-bl), a. 1. In-
caPable of being dissolved of melted.- 2. In-

capable of being loosened or broken: as, the
Undissolvable ties of friendship. Eowe, Tamer-
lane, iii.

undissolved (im-di-zolvd'), a. Not dissolved
;

not melted; not loosened, dispelled, broken,
etc. Tennyson, Day-Dream.
UndlSSOlVing (un-dl-zol'ving), a. Not dissolv-

ing; not melting; not loosening.
To link soft hearts in undisidmng bands.

Beaumont, Masque of Inner-Temple.

undistempered (un-dis-tem'perd), a. Free
from distemper, disease, or perturbation ;

free
from any disordering influence.

Any unprejudiced and undistempered mind.

Barrow, III. 86.

Undistinctive (un-dis-tingk'tiv), a. Undiscrim-
inating; making no distinctions; impartial.
UndMnctive Death. Dickens.

undistinctlyt (un-dis-tingkt'li), adv. Indis-^ tl â her> Ecoleg <polity'; v . j 68>

indistinguishable (un-dis-ting'gwish-a-bl), a.

Notdistfnguishable; indistinglifshablfe"

v
Th

? Q
V
a
/
ntTzes in l

-

h
^ wai

>
ton Feen

For lack of tread are midistinguishable.

i the t

ous heap of matter.

Addison, Thoughts in Westminster Abbey.

His ashes undistinguished lie.

Scott, L. of L. M., v. 2.

The slopes and rills in undistinguished gray
Melt away. Browning, Love Among the Ruins.

2. Not treated with distinction or marked re-

spect. Pope. 3. Not separated from others

by extraordinary qualities; not famous; not

distinguished by particular eminence : as, un-

distinguished people. 4. Not having an air of

distinction : as, an undistinguished appearance
or mien.

undistinguishing (un-dis-ting'gwish-ing), a.

Making no difference
;
not discriminating : as,

undistinguishing favor.

altogether as

iry credulity.

8 [Rare -]
-

orks T 27fi
:

'tpd Ii) od With
Worksi I ^54

Not di

undisturbed Cun-dis-terbd' ) a 1 Free from
Xturbtnce or interruption; not molested^
hindered: as, undisturbed with company or
noige . undisturbed friendly relations. 2. Not
agitated ; hence, free from perturbation of
mind .

calm; tranquil; placid; serene; com-
posed: as, undisturbed^ danger.
The undisturbed and 8ilent waters- Drvdm-

=Syn Quiet, peaceful, unmoved unruffled

undisturbedly (un-dis-ter bed-h), adv. In
an undisturbed or tranquil manner

; calmly;

(un-di8-t6r bed-nes), n. The

f
tate of bemg undisturbed; calmness; peace-

i"
e88 '

<, j , ,,.
. , . --, Nundiversined (un-di-ver si-fid), a. Not diver-

Slfaed
'
not vaned

>
uniform.

A Part'de of mere undiversified matter.
Dr. *. Cogan, On the Passions, note R.

..
undiverted (un-di-ver ted), a. 1. Not divert-

ed; not turned aside.

These grounds have not any patent passages, . . and
therefore must suffer the greatest part of it (the river) to
"> by them undiverted. Boyle, Works, II. 408.

Her young friend, apparently, was an interesting study;
she wished to pursue it .?t>erfed.

U ' Ja *' Jr- Pa88' p^"m ' P' 221 '

., M. N. D., ii. 1. 100.

undistinguishableness (un-dis-ting'gwish-a-
bl-nes), n. The state or character of being uii-

distinguishable. Nature, XLIII. 159.

undistinguishably (un-dis-ting'gwish-a-bli),
adv. Indistinguishably.
undistinguished (un-dis-ting'gwisht), a. 1.
Not distinguished ;

not so marked as to be dis-

tinctly known from another; not discerned or
discriminated.

2. Not amused; not entertained or pleased.
The reader, however, may not be undiverted with its un-

affected simplicity and pathos. Wakefield, Memoirs, p. 8.

undivcstedly (un-di-ves'ted-li), adv. With the
absence (of) ;

free. [Erroneous.]
You will (as undivestedly as possible of favourer resent-

ment) tell me what you would have me do.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, ii. 64. (Domes.)

ulldividable (un-di-vi'da-bl), a. and n. I. a.

Incapable of being divided or separated ; indi-

visible. Shak., C. of E., ii. 2. 124.

II. n. Something which cannot be divided.

Reducing the undivideables into money.
Janit, tr. of Don Quixote, II. v. 9.

undivided (un-di-vi'ded), a. 1. Not divided;
not separated or disunited

; unbroken; whole:
as, undivided attention.

God should be the object of our undivided respect.
J- Awards, works, iv. m.

2 . Not made separate and limited to a partic-
ular sum: as, to own an undivided share of

a business.-3 In tot., not lobed cleft, or
branched.-4. In entom., composed of a single
piece: as, an undivided pygidium.
undividedly (un-di-vi'ded-li), adv. Without
division or separation; unbrokenly.

creation, nature, religion, law, and policy make them
[man and wife] undividedly one.

Feltham, On St. Luke xiv. 20.

undividedness (un-di-vi'ded-nes), n. The qual-

ity or state of being undivided; wholeness.

undividualt (un-di-vid'u-al), a. [< un-1 + di-

ridiial. Cf. -wdiridual.] 'Not capable of being
divided; indivisible.



undividual
True courage anil uo'irt.'-\ :u u,> in i>hml < .ii

fuller, Worthies

undivine (nn-di-vin'), . Not divine; o]i|><>si-<l

ID what is divine or elevaieil. l!n.tl,iit.

undivorced (un-di-v6rst')> " Not divorce. I:

not separated.
ThrM-iiir.i t.i'/i'tlier,

Happy in ruin, <iinliri:i'<-i'<l byiieatli.

Young, -Sight Thoughts, v.

undivulged (iin-ili-vuljd'), a. Not divulged;
not revealed or disclosed

;
secret. Shak., Lear,

Hi. 2. .")!>.

undo 1 (mi -do'), r. t.; pret. undid, pp. undone,

ppr. itiidniinj. [< MM-l 4- do 1
.] To leave unper-

formed or unexecuted : usually in opposition
with <lo. [Rare.]

\Vhiit to your wisdom seemeth best,
Do or <

::'!><, as if ourself were here.

Shak., 2 Ueu. VI., III. 1. 196.

undo2
(un-do'), . t. ; pret. undid, pp. undone,

ppr. undiiini/. [< ME. undon, ondon (pret. un-

di/dc, undi'dt; pp. nation, ondon), < AS. undon (=
OFries. undua), put back, open, undo, < un-,

back, + don, put, do: see M-2 and do 1
.] 1.

To put back into a former condition; reverse,
as something which has been done; annul;
bring to nought.

Oute of the place swithe the! ;..!<

And the tumbo the! vndede;
No thing HI.T Inne thel ne founde,
But a manero floure at the grounde.

King Uorn (E. E. T. S.X p. 98.

Let her not still undo, with peevish Haste,
All that her Woman does.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2. To untie or unfasten; unloose; unfix; open.
Undo this button. Shale., Lear, v. S. 309.

A knife, a knife, I say ! 0, Master Allum, if you love
a woman, draw out your knife, and undo me (cut her stay
lace), undo me ! Webster and Deltker, Northward Ho, 11. 1.

But, at the Prioress' command,
A monk undid the silken band
That tied her tresses fair.

Scott, Marmion, 11. 20.

3. To find the answer or explanation of; solve.

[Rare.]
Pray you, undo this riddle,
Ana tell me how I have vex'd you?

Fletcher (and another), False One, iv. 2.

4. To bring ruin or distress upon; ruin the

morals, character, reputation, or prospects of:

destroy; annihilate; spoil; ruin.

This love will undo us all. slink.. T. and C., lit 1. 120.

Fool that I am ! I have undone myself.
And with my own hand turn'd my fortune round,
That was a fair one.

limn, and Fl., King and No King, Iv. 2.

Twas I betray'd your sister, I undid her.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. a
The Wretch by Fortune or by Love undone!

Congreve, To Sleep.

5f. To reveal; disclose; unfold; explain.
Melakketh Iwthe English and wit
For to a n:i" hit at the full.-.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, 1. 899.

6t. To be too much for the power of: baffle.

Which lames report to follow It and undoes description
to do it Shalt., W. T., T. 2. 63.

undock (un-dok'), t'. t. [< un-'* + doeA'3.] To
take out of dock: as, to dock and undock a

ship.
undoctor (uu-dok'tor), r. t. [< MM-2 + doctor.]
To divest (one's self*) of the character of a doc-
tor. [Kare.]
My brother-in-law la a paragon of the class [physicians],

but he Is so by in as much as possible undoctoring
himself. Carlyle, In Froude, II.

undoer (uu-d8'er), n. [< undo'* + -er1
.] One

who undoes, in any sense; one who reverses
what has been done; one who ruins. Sandys,
Travailes (1652), p. 12.

And be mine own undoer. Heywood, English Traveller.

Undoing (un-do'ing), n. [Verbal n. of un<l<>-.

.] 1. The reversal of what has been done:

as, there is no undoing of the past. 2. Ruin ;

destruction.
The vtter vndoyngot some honest familie.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 242.

Of havoc tired and rash u?u2oi'n*;,
Man left this Structure to become Time's prey.

Wordsworth, Sonnets, ill. 47.

undomesticate (un-do-mes'ti-kat), r. t. 1. To
estrange from home life or duties. Richardson,
Grandison, ii. 11. 2. To make wild or roving;
untumr: as. to ui'diinicxticate an animal. [Rare.]
undomesticated (un-do-mes'ti-ka-ted), p. a.

1. Not domesticated ;
not accustomed to a

family life. 2. Not tamed, as an animal.
undomestication (un-do-mes-ti-ka'shon), n.

The act or process of making wild, as an animal,
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or the state of being uniloniestieateil. Millicnn,
Involution of Morbid Germs, iv. 00. [Rare.]
undone 1 (un-duu'), . [< MH-' + <liiin\\ Not
done.
These ought ye to have done, and not to leave the other

iitv/i>iii: Luke xl. 4i

undone- (un-dun'). Past participle of undo 1
,

iiniin-.

undose (un'dos), a. [< L. undosun, wavy,< unda,
a wave: see ound, undulate.} In cutout., wavy;
undate; undulated; having undulating parallel
lines.

undouble (un-dub'l), r. /. [< un-2 + d<ml>lr.\
To unfold; render single.
undoubtable (tin-dou'ta-bl), a. Not to be

doubted; indubitable. /'/' Hall, Specialties.

undoubtably (un-dou'ta-bli), adv. Without
doubt ; undoubtedly. The Engineer, LXVI. 266.

undoubted (un-<lou'ted), a. [< ME. iiiidniitiil:

< MM-1 + ili in hint.} 1. Not doubted; not called
in question ; indubitable ; indisputable.
The uinliiiMfil splendour of the line of Hastings needs

no Illustration from fable. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. Not filled with doubt, apprehension, fear,
or the like; hence, confident; bold; fearless;
redoubted.

Hardy and undoubted champions.
Shalt., 3 Hen. VI., v. 7. 6.

3. Not being an object of doubt or suspicion ;

unsuspected.
More should I question thee, and more I must,

Though more to know could not be more to trust,
From whence thou earnest, how tended on : but rest

Unquestlon'd welcome, and undoubted blest.

Shak., All's Well, II. 1. 211.

undoubted! (un-dou'ted), adv. [< ME. undented,
undoubted; (. undoubted, a.] Undoubtedly.
And rniliiii-tnt this lytell Chapell of the byrthe of our

Lorde la the most glorious and deuoute place that euer I

come In. Sir R. Guy(forde, Pylgrymagc, p. 37.

Undoubted it were moche better to be occupyed In hon-
est recreation than to do nothyng.

Sir T. Klf/i't. The Oovernour, i. 26.

undoubtedly (un-dou'ted-li), adv. [Early mod.
E. undowghtedly; < undoubted + -ty

2
.] With-

out doubt
;
without question ; indubitably.

Undowghtedly in a prince . . . may be nothinge more
excellent . . . than to aduaunce men after the estimation
of their goodnes. Sir T. Elyot, The Oovernour, 111. 13.

undoubtful (un-dout'ful), a. 1. Not doubtful;
not ambiguous; plain; evident.

His fact . . . came not to an itndi>ul>l/<il proof.

Shot., M. for M., iv. 2. 142.

2. Harboring no doubt or suspicion; unsus-

picious.
Our husbands might have looked into our thoughts
And made themselves undoubtful.

Beau, and Fl., Honest .Man's Fortune.

undoubting (un-dou'ting), a. Not doubting;
not hesitating respecting facts ; not fluctuating
in uncertainty: as, an undoubting believer; an

undoubting faith.

They are captivated into a confident and undoubting
persuasion that they are savingly wrought upon.

J. Edwards, Works, in. 27.

undoubtingly (un-dou'ting-li), adv. In an

undoubting manner; without doubting; cer-

tainly.
We know undoubtingly what good la, and what evil Is.

//. S. Holland, Logic and Life, p. 62.

undoubtoust, a. [ME. undoatow, undovtous;
< un- 1 + do6toM.J Undoubting; certain.

Undowtous fry tli. Chaucer, Boethlus, v. prose 1.

undrainable (un-dra'na-bl), a. Not capable
of being drained or exhausted ;

inexhaustible.

Mine umlrainablt of ore. Tennyson, (Enone.

undrape (un-drap'),t>. <. [< >i-2 + drape.] To
strip of drapery; uncover.

undraped (un-drapf), a. Not draped; not ar-

ranged in folds pleasing to the eye, or so as
to hang artistically: also, not covered with

drapery; not clothed; nude: as, an undraped
statue.

undraw (un-dra'), r. t.
; pret. undrew, pp. un-

drawn, ppr. undrawing. [<
-2 + draw.] To

draw aside or open.
Angels iimlr,ir the curtains of the throne. Young.

undrawn (un-dran'), a. Not drawn, (a) Not
pulled, dragged, or hauled.

Forth rushed with whirlwind sound
The chariot of paternal DHty,
Flashing thick flames, wheel within wheel, urtttnnrn,
Itself instinct with spirit. Xaton, P. L., vL 751.

(b) Not portrayed or delineated.

. The (K'athhed of the just is yet undravn
By mortal hand. Young, Night Thoughts, ii.

(c) Not drawn, as front a cask.

undulary
AIM! beer itntlraini, and beards mnnmvn, display
Your ln>ly reverence for Hi. >:iM.;tth-day.

Byron, KnglUh Bards and Scotch Reviewer*.

undreaded (un-<lred'ed), a. Not dreaded; uot
(eared.

I nnained, undreaded, and thyself half-starred.

Milt-in, P. L., x. M6.

undreamed, undreamt (iin-drcmd', uu-
dremt'), a. Not dreamed; not thought of;
not imagined : often followed by of.

Many things fall out by the design of the general motor,
and uiulrtaint of contrivance of nature.

Sir T. Srom*. Vulg. Err., lit 10.

Unpath'd waters, undremn'J shore*.

Shot., W. T., IT. 4. &7B.

undreaming (un-dre'ming), a. Not dreaming;
unmindful : with of.

The days when, undreaminy nf Theatres and Manager-
ships, thou wert a scholar, and an early ripe one, under
the roofs bullded by the munificent and pious i ..I. L

Lamb, Ella (1877), p. 296.

undress 1 (un-dres'orun'dres), n.anda. [<u-1

+ dress, n.] I. n. Ordinary dress, as opposed
to full dress or uniform, regarded as " dregs"
in a special sense; a loose negligent dress.

The Queen came to Lady Bathunt's to see the review,
and held a sort of drawing-room: . . . everybody was in un-
dreia except the officers. (Jrenile, Memoirs, July 20, 1830.

I am a woman of quality . . . for all I am In an undreu
this morning. t'anbruyh, Provoked Wit*, iv. 3.

H. a. Pertaining to ordinary attire
; hence,

informal; unostentatious; simple: as, an un-

dress uniform.
His undreu life (If we may use the phrase). Swift.

Undress guard-mounting. See parade guard-mount-
ing, under parade. Undress parade. Sec parade.
undress2 (un-dres'), r. [< ttn-2 + dress, r.] I.

trans. 1. To take off the clothes of; strip: as,
to undress a child.

Madam, undreu you and come now to bed.

Shak., T. of the S., Ind., L 119.

2. To divest of ornaments or elegant attire;
disrobe. Pope. 3. To take the dressing, ban-

dages, or covering from, as a wound.
n. intrans. To take off one's dress or clothes.

To make me dress and undress.
Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, 11.

undressed (un-dresf), p. a. Not dressed, in

any sense.

undrossy (un-dros'i), a. Not drossy ;
free from

dross or other impurities. Pope.
undryt (uu-dri'), v. i. [< ME. undrien; < Mn-2

+ dry.] To become moist.
There is warme and drie.

Ablaqiieate hem that thai may undrie.

PaUadiut, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 189.

undubitablet (un-du'bi-ta-bl), a. Indubitable.
Locke.

undue (un-du'), a. 1. Not due; not yet de-
ma tillable by right; not yet owing: as, a debt,

note, or bond undue. 2. Not right ;
not law-

ful; improper; unworthy: as, an undue pro-
ceeding.
Having first try'd in value all undue ways to procure

Mony, . . . upon meer extremitie he summond this last

FarUment. Hilton, liikonoklasUsa, L

3. Erring by excess; excessive; inordinate;
disproportioned : as, an undue regard to the ex-
ternals of religion; an undue attachment to

forms; an undue rigor in the execution of law.

Pleasure admitted in undue degree
Enslaves the will, nor leaves the judgment free.

Cmcper, Progress of Error, L 269.

Undue influence, that control which one obtains over
another whereby the latter la made to do In important af-

fairs what of his free will he would not do. It differs

wholly from persuasion, in which falsehood does not min-
gle, for that merely leads the will, while undue Influence
coerces it. (Cooley.) The undue influence which renders
void a will procured by it is such as Imposes a restraint
on the will of the testator, so that the act represents not
his will, but the will of another.

Undueness (un-du'nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being undue. Roget. [Rare.J
unduke (un-duk'), v. t. [<

- + duA-e.] To
deprive of the rank of duke.
He hath letters from France that the King hath undated

twelve Dukes. Pepyt, Diary, Dec. 1!!, 1688.

undulant (un'du-lant), a. [= F. ondulant = Sp.
nKlitlante, < Nli. *'undulan(t-)s, ppr. of *undu-

lare, undulate: see undulate.} Undulating; un-

dulatory.
And on her deck sea-spirits I descried

Gliding and lapsing In an tintltilaiit dance.

Taylor, St Clement's Eve, ii. 2. (Datiei.)

Naked arms
More white and uiutulant than necks of swans.

Lovell, Parting of the Way*.

undularyt (un'du-la-ri), a. [< L. 'iindula. dim.
of undo, wave (see undulate), + -<iry.] Undu-
lating.



undulary
The blasts and undulary breaths thereof maintain no

certainty in their course.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 17.

undulate (un'du-lat), . [< L. unditlutua, waved,
wavy, diversified as with waves, waved, < *tm-

dula, a wave, dim. of unda, a wave: see ound,
and ef. undine, undulous, etc.] Wavy; having
a waved Surface, (a) In tot., wavy; repand; bend-

ing, or having a margin which bends, slightly inward
and outward: as, an undulate leaf; undulate strire. Also

undale, undulated. Compare sinuate (i>). (ft) In zool.,

marked with wavy lines. Specifically, in entom. : (1) Wavy;
forming a series of gentle curves which meet in reversed
curves: as, an umMatelineor margin. (2) Rising and fall-

ing in gentle curves : said of surfaces and also of margins.
(3) Marked with parallel wavy lines.

undulate (un'du-lat), v.; pret. and pp. undu-

lated, ppr. undulating. [< undulate, a.; cf. F.

onduler = Sp. undular, ondular = It. ondulare,

wave, have a waving motion, < NL. as if *un-

dulare, rise and fall in waves, wave
;

cf. L. un-

dulatus, waved, wavy, diversified as with waves,
< *nndula, dim. of unda, wave: see undulate, a.]

1. intrans. To have a wavy motion
;
rise and fall

in waves; move in waves.
The dread ocean undulating wide.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 982.

Tall spire from which the sound of cheerful bells

Just undulates upon the list'ning ear.

Cowper, Task, i. 175.

=Syn. Water, etc. See fluctuate.

II. trans. To cause to wave, or move in

waves ;
cause to vibrate.

Breath vocalized, that is, vibrated and undulated.
Holder.

undulately (un'du-lat-li), adv. In an undulate
manner or form.

Sinuately or undulately cut at the apex.
H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algte, p. 144.

undulating (un'du-la-ting), jj. a. 1. Waving;
vibrating; moving in waves.

All the winds wandering along the shore
Undulate with the undulating tide.

Shelley, Epipsychidion.

2. Having a form or outline resembling that
of a series of waves

; wavy. A stretch of country is

said to be undulating when it presents a succession of ele-

vations and depressions, resembling the waves of the sea.

The Christ is a better character, has more beauty and
grace than is usual with Rubens ; the outline remarkably
undulating, smooth, and flowing. Sir J. Reynolds.

3. In zool., undulate.

undulatiugly (un'du-la-ting-li), adv. In an un-

dulating manner ;
in waves.

undulation (un-du-la'shon), n. [= F. ondula-
tion = Sp. undulation = fg. undulaqao = It. on-

dolazione, < NL. *unditlatio(n-), < *undulare, un-
dulate: see undulate.'] 1. The act of undulat-

ing ;
a waving motion

;
fluctuation

;
in physics,

wave-motion: as, the undulations of water or

air or the ether. Undulations are said to be progres-
sive when they successively traverse the different parts of

a body, as the waves of the sea ; and they are said to be sta-

tionary when all the particles of a body begin their vibra-
tions simultaneously and end them at the same instant.

See wave and wave-motion.

Worms and leeches move by undulation.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

Wide dash'd the Waves in undulation vast.

Thomson, Spring, 1. 314.

2. A wavy form; a form resembling that of a
wave or waves; waviness.
The root of the wilder sort [is] incomparable for its

crisped undulations. Evelyn, Sylva, ii. 4.

This Wideness had been excusable, if your Lines had
been straight^ but they were full of odd kind of Undula-
tions and Windings. If you can write no otherwise, one
may read your Thoughts as soon as your Characters.

Howell, Letters, I. v. 28.

3. In patJiol., a particular uneasy sensation of

anundulatory motion in the heart. 4 . In surg.,
a certain motion of the matter of an abscess
when pressed, which indicates its fitness for

opening. 5. A set of waved lines
;
a surface

so marked, or such an appearance ;
vermicula-

tion; waviness. 6. In geom., the coming of
a plane curve into a higher contact than usual
with its tangent without contrary flexure.
undulationist (un-du-la'shon-ist), n. [< undu-
lation + -ist.] One who advocates some un-
dulatory theory, especially (and originally) the
undulatory theory of light. Whewell.
undulative (un'du-la-tiv), a. [< undulate +
-ive.] Undulatory. '[Rare.]
undulatory (un'd'u-la-to-ri), a. [= F. ondula-
toire = Sp. Pg. undulaiorio = It. ondulatorio;
as undulate + -ory.] 1. Having the character
of an undulation

; moving in or marked by un-
dulations; undulating: as, an undulatory cur-
rent of electricity; the undulatory motion of

water, of air, or other fluid. 2. Having the
form or appearance of a series of waves.
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Between their [mountains'] summits and inland plain,
on which the celebrated deposit of nitrate of soda lies,

there is a high undulatory district.

Darwin, Geol. Observations, II. x. 302.

3. Of or pertaining to undulation; assuming
undulating movements of some medium as the

physical explanation of some class or group of

phenomena : as, the undulatory theory of light.
Undulatory current. See electric current, under cur-

renti. Undulatory theory of light. See lights.

undullH (un-dul'), a. [< ME. undull ; < un-l +
dull.] Not dull

; sharp.
With a dart mdull that the duke bare.

Destruction of Tray (E. E. T. S.), 1. 18908.

undulPt (un-dul'), v. t. [< M-2 -I- dull.] Tore-
move dullness from.

UnduHing their grossness.
Whitloe.k, Manners of Eng. People, p. 477.

Mrs. Tulliver, . . . after running her head against the
same resisting medium for thirteen years, would go at it

again to-day with undulled alacrity.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, L viii.

undulose (un'du-los), a. [< NL. "undulostis,

wavy: see undulous.~\ Undulous. Quart. Jour.

Geol. Soc., XLV. 343. [Bare.]
undulous (un'du-lus), a. [< NL. "undulosus,

wavy,< ii.'unduta, a wave: see undulate.] Un-
dulating; rising and falling in waves or like

waves.
He felt the undulous readiness of her volatile paces

under him. It. D. Blackmore, Lorna Doone, Ixv.

unduly (un-du'li), adv. In an undue manner
or degree; wrongly; improperly; excessively;
inordinately.
undurable (un-du'ra-bl), a. Not durable; not

lasting. Imp. Diet.

unduiably (un-du'ra-bli), adt'. In an undura-
ble manner; not lastingly.
undustt (un-dusf), t>. t. [< un-2 + dust.] To
free from dust. W. Man tayue, Devoute Essays,
ii. 6.

unduteous (un-du'te-us), a. Undutiful. Dry-
den, -33neid, viii. 429.

Undutiful (un-du'ti-ful), a. 1. Not dutiful.

I know my duty ; you are all

SIuOc., 3 Hen. VI., v. 5. 33.

2. Not characterized by a sense of duty or
obedience

;
rebellious

;
irreverent.

Undutiful proceedings and rebellions against the su-

preme natural power.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 5.

undutifully (un-du'ti-ful-i), adv. In an unduti-
ful manner

;
not according to duty ;

in a diso-

bedient manner. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Sat-

ires, iy.
undutifulness (un-du'ti-ful-nes), n. The state
or character of being Undutiful.

undy, a. See unde".

undying (un-di'ing), a. Not dying; not sub-

ject to death; immortal; hence, unceasing; im-

perishable.
Chains of darkness, and the undying worm.

Milton, P. L., vi. 739.
The undying barytone of the sea.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 240.

undyingly (un-di'ing-li), ade. Immortally;
imperishably ; unceasingly. Scribner's Mag.,
IV. 102.

unclyingness (un-di'ing-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being undying; immortal. S.

Brougliton, Cometh Up as a Flower, xii.

unearedt (un-erd'), o. Not eared or plowed; un-
tilled. Shak., Sonnets, iii.

unearned (un-ernd'), a. [< ME. unerned; < MX-1

+ earned.] Not earned ; not merited by labor
or services; not won: as, an unearned salary;
unearned dividends Unearned increment, the in-

crease of value of land resulting from general causes, such
as the growth of population and consequent demand, as

distinguished from increase due to the labor or improve-
ments put upon the land by its individual owner. Accord-
ing to the views of some economists, the unearned incre-
ment rightfully belongs to the community whose growth
is one of the causes or conditions of it, and should be taken
from the owner by taxation in some form. According to
the views of others, the individual enjoyment of it is an
essential condition of securing general cooperation in the
promotion of public and local improvements, and public
spirit and enterprise.

unearth (un-erth'), v. t. [< n-2 + eartli.] 1.

To drive or bring forth from an earth or burrow
;

drive from any underground hole or burrow;
draw from the earth.

A rough terrier of the hills ;

By birth and call of nature pre-ordained
To hunt the badger and unearth the fox.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iv.

2. To uncover from the earth
; dig out of the

ground ; exhume, as fossils
;
exfodiate.

To unearth the root of an old tree.

Wordsworth, Simon Lee.

uneaths

3. To bring to light; discover; find out; dis-

close.

It was the labours of Dr. Pertz and his agents that
unearthed the Historia PontiflcaHs of John of Salisbury
among the MSS. of the Bern Library.

Stuuos, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 68.

unearthliness (un-erth'li-nes), K. The char-
acter or state of being unearthly. W. Black,
A Daughter of Heth, iii.

unearthly (un-erth'li), a. Not earthly ;
not ter-

restrial
; supernatural; not like, or as if not

proceeding from, anything belonging to the

earth; unworldly; hence, weird; appalling: as,
an unearthly cry or sight.
The night of our arrival was one of those unearthly

moonlight nights which belong to Italy.

Aldrich, Ponkapog to Pesth, p. 31.

unease (un-eV), . [< ME. unese; < wn-1 + ease,

n.] Trouble
; misery ;

uncomfortable state or
condition. [Obsolete or archaic.]

My gret unease fulle ofte I meene [moan].
Rom. of the Hose, 1. 2596.

It was not any palace corridor
There where we were, but dungeon natural,
With floor uneven and unease of light.

Longfellow, tr. of Dante's Inferno, xxxiv. 99.

uneaset (un-ez'), v. t. [ME. unesen; < un-1 +
ease, v.] To make uneasy.

Cannetes olde eke tyme is nowe to wede,
And of to kytte it that thaire roote uneseth.

Palladius, Hnsbondrie (E. E. T. .), p. 81.

uneased (un-ezd'), a. Not eased or made easier.

We leave their sorrows in many degrees unrelieved
and uneased. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, 1. 4.

uneasily (un-e'zi-li),a(?fl. 1. In an uneasy man-
ner; with uneasiness or pain. 2. With diffi-

culty; not readily. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

uneasiness (un-e'zi-nes), n. The state of being
uneasy; want of ease or comfort, physical or
mental. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 2. 27.

uneasy (un-e'zi), a. 1. Not easy either in body
or in mind; feeling some lack of ease, either
mental or physical ;

disturbed
; unquiet.

Uneasy lies the head that wears a crown.
SAafr.,2Hen. IV., iii. 1. 31.

2. Not easy or elegant in manner or style ;
not

graceful; constrained; stiff; awkward.
Shall I live at Home a stiff melancholy poor Man of

Quality, grow uneasy to my Acquaintance as well as my-
self, by fancying I'm slighted where I am not ?

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, ii. 1.

3. Causing pain, trouble, constraint, discom-

fort, or want of ease; cramping; constraining;
irksome; disagreeable.
The wales were exceeding uneasie. For they were

wonderfull hard. Coryat, Crudities, I. 82.

He puts a force and constraint upon himself which is

uneasie to any man, and he lets the vizard fall off some-
times when it is more observed than he thinks.

Stillingfteet, Sermons, II. v.

This account was very uneasy to me.
T. Ellwood, Life (ed. Howells), p. 220.

Walpole had, it is plain, an uneasy consciousness of the

frivolity of his favourite pursuits.
Macaulay, Horace Walpole.

4. Not easy to be done or accomplished; diffi-

cult.
But this swift business

I must uneasy make, lest too light winning
Make the prize light. Shale., Tempest, i. 2. 451.

Uneatable (un-e'ta-bl), a. Not eatable
;
not fit

to be eaten: as, uneatable fruit.

Big scarlet hips which are uneatable by us.

Grant Allen, Colin Clout's Calendar, p. 119.

uneatableness (un-e'ta-bl-nes), n. The quality
or state of being uneatable. Wallace, Natural

Selection, iii. 120.

uneaten (un-e'tn), a. Not eaten; not de-
voured ; hence, not destroyed.
Therefore I will outswear him and all his followers,

that this is all that 's left uneaten of my sword.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii.

uneath (un-eTH'), a. [< ME. unethe, onefhe,
< AS. uneathe, difficult, < un-, not,+ edthe, easy :

see M/i-iand eath, a.] Not easy; difficult. [Ob-
solete or archaic.]
Uneath it were to tell. Southey.

uneatht (un-eTH'), adv. [< ME. unethe, uneth,

unnethe, unneth, onefhe, onnetne, etc., < AS. -

edthe, not easily, < un-, not, + edthe, easily: see

eath, adv. Cf. uneaths.] Not easily; hardly;
scarcely.

Atte last a forster came rideng ;

And, wete ye wele, so sorrowfull he was
That he onnethe myglit speke to the kyng.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.)> 1. 977.

Uneath may she endure the flinty street.

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 4. 8.

uneathst (un-eTHz'), adv. [< ME. wnethcs, un-

nethes; < uneath, adv., + adv. gen. -es.] Same
as uneath.



uneaths flflOF.

We arc so now ordered and so straltly watched, that unendingly (un-Pll'ding-li). mlr, Without einl:

unnentli* our servant* dan- il<j aiiMhin- i"i u-. eteniallv.'
^Kid(f;/,tnliradford'sl,,ettei8(riirkers<)<-.,i.-c,:i),ll.

1,1.

mjendingness (uii-en'ding-nes), n. The char-
unebriate (un-'liri-l), . I mntoxieatmg; a,.ter of being unending.
nlso, uninloxicated. [Hare.] unendlyt (uii-end'li), n. [< ME. "unendly (=
There were . . . unefiriiite Illinois, pressed from cool- (}. uiiendlifli); < UH-1 + enillij, .] Having no

Ing fruits. /.'"' .-. M>'Novel, I \.xvll. (Dame,.) end; ,.,,,|i,. s ,. >/.-,/, ,/. Arcadia, p. 224.

unedge(iin-cj'), r. '. [< MH-S + ''/,/(!.] Tode- unendurable (un-cn-dur'a-bl), a. Not to be

|.
rive of the edge; blunt. endured; intolerable.

Without some touch of It (Idealizing) life would be uu-

endurable prose. Louvll, Among my Booka, 2d ser., p. 180.

unendurably (un-eu-dur'a-bli), </>. Iii an un-

endiiniMf niniiner: inlolerably.

unengaged (un-en-gajd'), a. Not engaged, in

llnr our weapons,
And Imdir.- Unit were made for idiininc brass,

Are Inith iiiukly'd. Fl,tcl,rr, Vulnitinian, i. 3.

unedible (un-ed'i-bl), <i. Inedible, lluyli Mil-

ler. [Rare.]

unediiying (un-ed'i-fi-ing). . Not edifying;
;l n V X-M--I-.

in-English (un-ing'glish), a. Not English, (o)
Not characteristic of Englishmen ; opposed in character,

feeling, etc., to what Is English, (b) Not properly belong-

ing to, or not In accord with the usages of, the English

unestablish

cally on each side of the midrib or stalk. Also
called oblique. 6. In rnlnm., composed of parts
or joints of different forms: as, uiii-i/inil palpi
or antenna;. Unequal surface, I" mtutn., a surface

having very alight and Indeterminate elevations and de-

pression*. Unequal temperament. Hc r. ;;"""""<'
Unequal voices, in mine, properly, void of different

quality or compass ; but the term i often used in the sense

of mixed meet. Unequal wings, In rnlnm., xings of

which the anterior pair are longer or shorter than the pos-

terior, generally the former.

II. n. One not eqvial to another in station,

power, ability, age, or the like. Millun, P. L.,

vi. 4.">3. [Rare.]
unequalablet (un-e'kwal-a-bl), a. [<

-' +
i
</inil + -tible.] Not capable of being equaled ;

not capable of being matched or paralleled ;

matchless; peerle--!-. /'"//'<, Works, I. -'*_'.

unequaled.unequalled(un-e'kwld),a. Not to .

be equaled; unparalleled; unrivaled. Milton,

P. L., ix. 983. = 8yn. Unmatched, matchless, unexam-

pled, peerless.

unequally (un-'kwal-i), adr. Not equally.
I .equally yoked together. 2 Cor. vl. 14.

uneducateH (un-ed'u-kat), a. [< w-i + edit-

cii te. n .] Not educated. Solyman and I'erseda.

uneducate- (un-ed'u-kat), r. t. [<
-a + edu-

mti; r.] To deprive of education; reverse or

annul what has been done by way of educating
or training. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 388.

K*^-^'^' ' N teducated;
uienlighie'nedVu-n-H'tnd),,,. Notenlight- unequally pinnat, leaf. *.*-*

Ineffectual ened ! not mentally or morally illuminated; unequalness (un-e'kwal-nes), H.

also, not proceeding from or marked by men- Of being unequal ; inequality.
tal or moral enlightenment: as, unenlightened Essay On Poetry.
zeal. unequitable (un-ek'wi-ta-bl), a. Inequitable.
Natural reason, iiMiUiyhtened by revelation. A. Tucker.

Bp. Atterbury, Sermons, II., Pref.
unequitably (un-ek'wi-ta-bli), adr. Inequita-

unentangle (un-en-tang'gl), v. t. [< un-3 + en- bly. Seeker, Charge to Clergy of Oxford (1750).

timi/lr.] To disentangle. Donne, Devotions, unequityt (un-ek'wi-ti), n. T< ME. unequitie; <

is .a..-.., - -,.., P- 129. [Rare.] -! + equity. Ct. iniquity.] Want of: equity;

unelegant(un-el'e-gant),n. Inelegant. liudgell, unentangled (uu-en-tang gld), a. Not en- inequity; iniquity. Wycltf, Rom. in. 5.

Spectator, No. 6?. ['Ra.rf.'] tangled; not complicated; not perplexed. unequivocal (un-e-kwiv'o-kal), a. Not equivo-

uneffectual (un-e-fek'tu-al), n

[Rare.]
The glow-worm shows the matin to be near,

And (tins to pale Ills uw/rctual Ore.

Shak., Hamlet, L 6. 8U.

unelastic(un-e-las'tik), a. Inelastic. The Engi-

neer, LXXI. Tl. [Rare.]
unelected (un-e-lek'ted), . Not elected; not

chosen; not preferred. Shut:, Cor., ii. 3. 207.

The state

Sir H'. Temple,

Uitentanglfd through the snares of life.

Johnum, Lives of the Poets, Collins.

Spectator
unelegantly (un-el'e-gant-li), adr. Inelegantly.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 425. [Rare.]
unembarrassed (un-em-bar'ast), n. Not em- unentering (un-en'ter-ing),

a.

Disembod-

al, in any sense. =8yn. Plain, unambiguous, unmis-

takable. See (ibtcure.

Not entering: unequivocally (un-e-kwiv'o-kal-i), adv. In an

. The

ied. Bvron, When Coldness Wraps. [Rare.] terprisiSg; n^t adventuroik Burke, Thoughts character of being unequivocal.

-2. Not embodied; not collected into> body: on^'rencV Affairs (1791). 5W]^fl?-*^L"wJ^Sf^^ "*
as, MMUMdoM militia. Imp. Diet.

unemotional (un-e-mo'shon-al), a.
[Rare.]
Not emo-

unentertaining (un-en-ter-ta'ning), a. Not

entertaining or amusing; giving no delight.

ing; infallible. Sneldon, Mirror of Antichrist

(1616), p. 142.

unerrablenesst (un-er'a-bl-nes), n. Incapacity
tional ;

free from or unaccompanied by an ex- Gray, To West, Letter xxv. (1740). .
.-^ ,&:.,.

hibition of emotion or feeling ; impassive ; not nnentertainingness (un-en-ter-ta'ning-nes), w. of e
niDltlOU 01 emOUOIl Or U ing, imytisoiic, u .. uliCUUCIl/aiUIllKllDOB ^"11 .,.6 -,,co/, ... .^ , kr '\na\ n 1 Knf miaino- thp
inducing emotion: as, an unemotional person; The quality 0? being unentertainnig or dull, nnerrtag Om-ir ng), 1 No mu

an unemotional book. Gray, To West, Letter xxvii. (1740).

This little book [" Nature "] met with a very unemotional unenthralled (un-en-thrild' ), o. Not enslaved;

reception. not reduced to thraldom. Milton, Eikonoklastes.
0. W. Holmes, Emerson (Amer. Men of Letters, p. 91). unentombed (un-en-t6md'), a. Not buried;

unemotionally (un-e-mo'shon-al-i), adv. In not interred. Dryden,, ^neid, vi.

an unemotional manner; impassively. unentranced(un-en-transt'), a. Notentranced;
o'shqnd), a. Free from not under the influence of a charm or spell ;

dis-

Mandcville, iii.

unemotioned (un-e-mo _

emotion; impassive. Godwin
98. [Rare.]
unemployed (un-em-ploid'), a. 1. Not em-

ployed ; "having no work or employment.
Men sour with poverty and unemployed. Additon.

entranced.
His heart was wholly unentranced.

Taylor, Ph. van Art (The Lay of Elena). (Daviet.)

unenviable (un-en'vi-a-bl), a.

Milton, Animadversions, Pref.

loi/ed. unenviably (un-en'vi-a-bli), adv. So
lay si, 1890. be enviable.

2 Not'muse: a,s, unemployed u&pite,\ormoney. unenvied (un-en'vid), a. Not envied ; exempt

An overflow of unemployed energy and vivacity. from the envy of others. Mttton, P. L., ii. 23.

If. C. Tyler, Life of Patrick Henry, p. 16. unenviOUS (un-en vi-us), a. Not envious; free

3 Not accompanied with work or employment, from envy. Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xxi.

To maintain able-bodied men I. un^^ed imprison- Unequable (unVkwa-bl), a. Inequable.

me,,t Froude, Hist Eng., xvi. March and September, ... the two most unsettled

Unemployment (un-em-ploi'ment),H. The con- "<> unequal of semsons.

dition of being unemployed ;
the state of being unequal (un-e kwal), a. and

The fact is, Africa Is a nation of the unem)
The Sixater, ]

mark; certain: as, an unerring aim.

Diana taught him all her silvan arts,

To beud the bow, and aim unerring darts.

Pope, Iliad, v. 68.

2. Committing no mistake ; incapable of error ;

infallible : as, the unerring wisdom of God. Jer.

Taylor, Dissuasive from Popery,
unerringly (un-er'ing-li), arfc. In an unerring
manner; without error, mistake, or failure; in-

fallibly. Locke, Human Understanding, ii. 9.

Not enviable unescapable (un-es-ka'pa-bl), a. That cannot
be escaped. Raskin.

as not to uneschewablet (un-es-ch8'a-bl), a. [< ME. uu-

exchuable; < wn-1 -r eschew + -able.} Unavoid-
able.

unused. Science, XI. 192. [Rare.]

unemptiable (un-emp'ti-a-bl), a. Not capable
of being emptied ;

inexhaustible. Hooker, EC-
nine Pnlitv ii 1

U^encapsuied (un-en-kap'suld),
a. Not capsu-

luted. Euriic. llrit., XVI. 653. [Rare.]
unenchantod (un-en-chan'ted), a. Not en-

chaiitod; that cannot be enchanted. Milton,

Comus, 1. 395.

unenclosed, a. See uninclosed.

unencumber, unincumber (un-en-, un-in-

kum'ber), r. (. [< n-2 + I'licumbcr.] To free

from encumbrance ;
disencumber,

unencumberedness (un-en-kum'berd-nes), n.

The quality or state of being unencumbered.
Tlif Atlantic, LXVU. 182. [Rare.]

unendeared (un-en-derd'), a. Not attended

with endearment. Milton, P. L., iv. 766.

unended (un-en'ded), a. [< ME. unended. <

AS. mini-ended ; as n-l + ended.'] Endless; in-

finite.

unending (un-eu'ding), a. [< ME. "unendinge.

inii-iidiiHili-; < KM- 1 + I'liiliini.] Not ending;

having no end.

My body in blys ay abydande
wlthoutyn any endying.

York Plaijt, p. 1.

equal; not of the same size, length, breadth,

quantity, quality, strength; talents, age, sta-

tion, etc.

To shape my legs of an unequal size.

SAo*., 8 Hen. VI., III. 2.
""

2. Inadequate; insufficient; inferior:

strength was unequal to the task.

Atlas becomes unequal to his freight,
And almost faints beneath the glowing weight

Addiwn, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

The Day
Unequal to the Godhead's Attributes

An unetchuaMe byndynge togydere.
Chaucer, Boethills, v. prose 1.

uneschewablyt (un-es-chd'a-bli), adv. [< ME.
unexchuably; < unexchcu:able'+ -ly'

2
.] Unavoid-

ably.
They ben to comyn unexhu-aHy.

Chaucer, Boethins, v. prose 8.

unespied (un-es-pid'), a. Not espied; not dis-

covered; not seen. Spender, Present State of

Ireland.

VMMayed(un-e-Bad'), a. Not essayed; unat-

ir tempted. Milton, Eikonoklastes.

unessence (un-es'ens), c. t.
[<

wn-2 + essence.]
, ms

.j* deprive of essence or distinctive character-

istics. [Rare.]
Not only does truth, In ... long Intervals, uneuenet

herself, but (what is harder) one cannot venture a crude

fiction, for the fear that It may ripen Into a truth upon
Lamb, Easays of Ella, p. 178.

Various, and Matter copious of your Songs.
Prior, Second Hymn of Callimachus.

3. Not balanced or matched ; disproportioned ;

one-sided; hence, inequitable; unfair; unjust;

partial.
To punish me for what you make me do
Seems much unequal. Shot., A. and C., II. 6. 101.

We play unequal game,
Whene'er we shoot by Fancy's aim !

Scott, Rokeby, L 31.

4. Not equable; not uniform; irregular: as,

unequal pulsations.
I have called him the moat original and the most un-

equal of living poeta. Sledman, Viet Poets, p. 838.

the voyage.

unessential (un-e-sen'shal). a. and n. I. a. 1.

Not essential ;
not constituting the essence or

essential part; inessential; not of prime im-

portance.
The uneuential parts of Christianity.

Adduon, Freeholder.

Sundry uneatential points of church order.
H. B. Smith, Christian Theology, p. 583.

2. Void of real being.
The void profound

Of untuential night Milton, P. L., II. 43&

II. H. Something not constituting essence,

or not of absolute necessity: as, forms are

among the unessential* of religion.

5. Not having the two sides or the parts sym- unestablish (un-es-tab'lish), r.

metrical: thus, an unequal leaf is one in which tabli.th."\ To deprive of establishment; dises-

the parenchvma is not developed symmetri- tablish. Milton. Eikonoklastes, xxvii. [Rare.]



unethes

unethest, <tdr. See unentha.

unevangelical (im-e-van-jel'i-kal), a.

evangelical. Milton, Answer to Eikon Basilike,
$12.
uneven (un-e'vn), a. [< ME. uneven, < AS. un-

6606 unfaithful

unexecuted (uu-ek'se-ku-ted), a. 1. Not exe-
Not cuted, in any sense. Burke, Letter to a Noble

Lord. 2f. Unemployed; not brought into use
;
unfadable (un-fa'da-bl), a. Incapable of fad-

inactive, ing, perishing, or withering.
You therein

. . . leave unexecuted your own renowned knowledge.
Shak.. A. and C., iii. 7. 45.

(a) Not level, smooth, or plain ; rough ;

rugged. Shak.,M. N.D.,iii. 2. 417. (b) Not straight or di- Unexempt (un-eg-zemf), a.

rect ; crooked. Shak., K. andJ., iv. 1. 5. (e) Not uniform, not free by privilege. 2f. Not exempting
from or depriving of some privilege or the

Th
,

e ?Her my ?T ln f"""? his vessel and so in an-

lite Hfiltnn P^m,, a 1 KS^ ger dash the /<K?i/ins> clay against the walls,
like. Milton, Comus, 1. 085. _&,. T_ Adamg, Sermons, III. 122. (Davies.)' unexpectant (un-eks-pek tant). a. Not ex- ,,_*_ ji__ / -/j- \ i XT * r vi * i

(d) Not perfectly horizontal or level, as the beam of a pectant; not expecting, looking for, or eagerly
unfadln

.g (un-fa ding), a. 1 Not haoles to. 1

scale; not at the same height or on the same plane; hence, waiting for somethine- strength or freshness of coloring. 2. Not

<;/<?,<-, not, + efen, even: see ttw-

1. Not even,

equable, regular, or continuous ; changeable; jerky.

Light quirks of music, broken and uneven.

Pope, To the Earl of Burlington, Ep. 4.

Unface these, and they will prove as bad cards as any
in the pack. Rushmrth, Hist. Collections, II. ii. 917.

A crown incorruptible, unfadable.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Ahasuerus Feasting.

Not - . unfadgingt (uu-faj'ing), . Not suiting; of un-
-- -

' suitable shape, quality, or the like.

waiting for something.
With bent unexpectant faces. Gteorge Eliot, Romola, Iv.

ble to wither or decay.
The unfading rose of Eden.

> lose

lia-

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard.

not fair, just, or true.

Belial,
in much uneven scale thou weigh'st .,, , . , ^ .

All others by thyself. JW(o, P. B., ii. 173. unexpectationt (un-eks-pek-ta'shon), )i. Want -,.,
, -,,. ,., ,

(e) In arith., odd ;
not divisible by 2 without a remainder :

of previous consideration
;
want "of foresight,

unfadingly (un-fa dmg-li), adv. In an unfading
as, 3, 5, 7, etc., are uneven numbers. Bp. Hall, Balm of Gilead. $ 1.

mfl.nnf-r- sn ne f tnf^- ,m >m h.M~
2f. Ill-matched; unsuitable; ill-assorted. Spen- unexpected (un-eks
ser, F. Q., VI. v. 9. 3f. Difficult; perplexing;
embarrassing. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 1. 50.
Uneven pages, pages with odd numbers, like 1, 3, 6, 7, etc.

unevenly (un-e'vn-li), adv. [< ME. unevenly;
< uneven + -ft/

2
.] In an uneven manner; not

smoothly or regularly.-Unevenly even. See evmi.

manner
; so as not to fade

; imperishably.

-pek
;
ted), a. Not expect- unfadingness (un-fa'ding-nes), n. The charac-

; unforeseen; sudden: of- T or s
*?

te of bemS unlading. Polwhele, Hist.
ed; not looked for;
ten used substantively with the definite arti-

cle : as, it is the unexpected that happens.
Thy speech doth please me ; for it ever sounds
As thou brought'st joyful, unexpected news.

Beau. andFl., King and No King, iv. 4.

,
a. Not capable of fail-unfailablet (un-fa'l

ing; infallible.

This unfailable word of truth.

Bp. Hall, Sermon on 2 Pet. i. 10.

unevenness (un-e'vn-nes). . The state or unexpectedly (un-eks-pek'ted-li) adv. In an unfailablenesst (un-fa'la-bl-nes), n. The char-
character of being uneven, (a) Inequality of sur- unexpected manner

;
at a time or in a manner acter or state of being unfailable

; infallibility.
not expected or looked for

; suddenly. Milton, unfailing (un-fa'ling), a. 1 . Not liable to fail
;

S. A., 1. 1750. incapable of being exhausted: as, an unfailing

unexpectedness (un-eks-pek'ted-nes), . The sPring; unfailing sources of supply. 2. Not
"

being unexpected. Sterne, Tris- miss
t
ln

J
alwa

j?7 ^u 1

!!?8
a hope, promise, or

__,, _. Inexpedi-
ent. Milton, Education. [Rare.]
unexpensive (un-eks-pen'siv), a. Inexpen-
sive. Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

face : as, the unevenness of ground or of roads, (b) Ir-

regularity ; want of uniformity, (c) Want of equableness ;

unsteadiness
; variableness.

tion.

Unevenness of temper. Addison, Spectator.

Her abruptness and unevenness of manner were plainly
the result of her secluded and lowly circumstances.

George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vi. 6. UneXpedientJun-eks-pe'di-ent), a.

(d) Want of smoothness in regard to style or composi-*'""
Boyle, Works, II. 251.

Not eventful:

want; not coming short; sure; certain.

Thou, secure of my unfailing word.
Dryden, Iliad, i. 322.

Some god, propitious to the Trojan foe,
Has from my arm unfailing struck the bow.

Pope, Iliad, xv. 551.
unexperiencet (un-eks-pe'ri-ens), n. Inexpe- - .,. , , ,_. ... ,

rience. B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 4. unfailingly (un-fa'lmg-h), adv. In an unfailing
* ,

7 ._.. ..''-_ TYiaTtT,tiT> gurelv

uneventful (un-e-vent'ful), a.

as, an uneventful reign or life. Southey.
uneventfully (un-e-veut'ful-i), adv. Inanun- __

,

eventful manner; so as to be without striking unexperienced (un-eks-pe'ri-enst), a. 1. Inex-
man"er

'
surelv '

occurrences. perienced unfailingness (un-fa'ling-nes), n. The charac-

Thou return unexperienced to thy grave.
*e

.

f ***** unfailing. Bp. Hall, Sermon on
Shak., T. of the S., iv. 1. 86.

2 Pet- J - 10 -

Young at his flrst entrance, and unexperienced, he Unfaint (un-fan'), a. [< ME. unfain, unfein, im-
[Ethelbert] was the first raiser of civill War among the fawe, < AS. unfsegen, < un-. not, + feegen, elad:
Saxons. Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

--*-,_.. /._.
2. Untried; not yet known from experience;
also, exhibiting inexperience : applied to things.

Unexperienced art. 0. Harvey, Four Letters.

unexperientt (un-eks-pe'ri-ent), a. Inexperi-
enced. Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 318. , ,.. ,, .,, ,,. .

unexampled (un-eg-zam'pld) , Having no unexpert (un-eks-pert'),a.
.

1. Inexpert. Sir unfainlyt, adv. [< unfain + -Z2.] Sorrowfully,
example or similar case; having no precedent T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 1. Halliwell
or rival; unprecedented; unparalleled. Milton,
P. L., iii. 410.

Her modest mien
And carriage, marked by unexampled grace.

Wordsworth, Prelude, vii.

unexceptionable (un-ek-sep'shon-a-bl), a.
Not liable to any exception or objection; un-
objectionable ;

faultless
; hence, excellent

;
ad-

mirable.

unevident (un-ev'i-dent), a. Not evident, clear,
obvious, or manifest; obscure. Bp. Hacket,
Abp. Williams, i. 197. (Davies.)
unexact (un-eg-zakf), a. Inexact. Imp. Diet.

[Rare.]
unexaminable (un-eg-zam'i-na-bl), a. Not ca-

pable of being or proper to be examined.
The lowly, alwise, and unexaminable intention of Christ

in what he went with resolution to doe.

Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

My sentence is for open war
;
of wiles

More unexpert I boast not ; them let those
Contrive who need, or when they need.

Milton, P. L., ii. 52.

2. Without knowledge; unacquainted; igno-
rant.

Him you will find in letters and in laws
Not unexpert. Prior, Imit. of Horace, i. 9.

unexpertly (uu-eks-pert'li), adv. Inexpertly.
Men of clear and unexceptionable characters unexplored (un-eks-plord'), a. Not explored,

Waterland, Works, V. 296. iu any sense.

unexceptionableness (un-ek-sep'shon-a-bl- unexposed (un-eks-pozd'), a. Not exposed, in

nes), n. The state or character of being un-
exceptionable.

"- " "
Pref.

unexceptionably (un-ek-sep'shon-a-bli), adv.
une

_
x
? essl ')

iy ^"SkS?res'^ba\ ,1*'-

see/ajnl.] Not fain; sorry.
All the folke were vnfayn, & of fyn will
To haue reft hir the rynke, for ruth that thai had.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 12108.

"A-las," sche sayd, "I am m-fayn
To se my sone in this dissesse."

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 210.

unfainting (un-fan 'ting), a. Not fainting;
not sinking or succumbing or giving way.
Thorow which (labyrinth it is] impossible to passe with-

out the conduct of wisdome and exercise of unfainting for-
titude.

any sense.

Dr. H. More, Seven Churches, unexpressible (un-eks -pres'i-bl), a. Inex-
pressible. Milton, Church-Government, ii. 2.

In an unexceptionable ma'nner.' "South. Ser-
mons, V. iv.

unexceptional (un-ek-sep'shon-al), a.

forming an exception ;
in the'regiilar course ;

usual.

unexceptionally (un-ek-sep'shon-al-i), adv.
Without exception ;

in a manner excluding no-
thing; entirely.

pressibly.
_
Bp. Hall, Character of Man.

unexpressive (un-eks-pres'iv), a. 1. Not ex-

Not Pressive
> deficient in expression. 2f. Not to

be expressed ; inexpressible ; unutterable
;
in-

effable. Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 10.

unextended (un-eks-ten'ded), a. 1. Not ex-
tended or stretched out.

unfair (un-far'), a. [< ME. unfair, < AS. unfee-
</er (= Goth, unfagrs), < un-, not, + feeger, beau-
tiful: see /oJrl.] Not fair, (a) Not beautiful

; not
comely. (i>t) Not glad ; sad ; sorrowful.

Noght sesyng of sorow, & sobbyng mfaire
On dayes to Endure, with drooping on nightes.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3290.

(ct) Unseemly; disgraceful.

He wats corsed for his vnclannes, & cached ther-inne,
Done doun of his dyngnete for dedeg vnfayre.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1801.

(d) Not honest ; not impartial ; disingenuous ; using trick
or artifice.

You come, like an unfair merchant, to charge me with
being in your debt Swift.

(e) Not based on honesty, justice, or fairness ; inequita-
ble : as, unfair advantages ; unfair practices. = Syn. (d) (e)
Unjust, inequitable, partial, one-sided, dishonest, dishon-
orable. See candid.

A spiritual, that is, an unextended substance.

unexceptive (un-ek-sep'tiv), a. Not excep-
tive

; admitting no exception. J. H. Sterlina
Text-book to Kant, p. 11.

unexcised (un-ek-sizd'), a. Not charged with ----------------------- , ......
the duty of excise; not subject to the payment unextinguishable (un-eks-ting'gwish-a-bl), a.
of excise. Inextinguishable.

unexclusive(un-eks-klo'siv),a. Not exclusive
; Unextinr/uishable fire. Milton P L. ii 88.

general; comprehensive.
unextinguishably (un-eks-ting'gwish-a'-bli),

ition was as unexclusive as profound. adv. Inextinguishably.

Diss., Note,D, j 2. Several Weapons, ii.

unexcogltable (un-eks-koj'i-ta-bl), a. Not ex- unfabled (un-fa'bld), a. Not fabled or imagi-
cogitable ; inconceivable. Sir W. Raleigh, Hist, nary ; not mentioned in fable

;
unconnected or

World, 1.2. unmixed with fable real.

Inexeusa-

Unextended arms. Congreve, Mourning Bride, iii. unfair (un-far'), v. t. To deprive of fairness or
2. Not having extension; occupying no assign- beauty. Shak., Sonnets, v. [Rare.]
able space. unfairly (un-far'li), adv. In an unfair or un-

just manner. Seeker, Sermons, IV. xiii.

'Locke, Human Understanding, iv. 10. unfairness (un-far'nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being unfair, in any sense. Bentley,
Phileleutherus Lipsiensis.
unfaith (un-fath'), n. Want or absence of

faith; distrust.

Unfaith in aught is want of faith in all.

Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien (song).

[< ME. unfaytJifull;
Not faithful; not ob-

allegiance, or duty.
Fro all fandyng vnfaytlifull thou fende vg,

Here in this worlde of liffe whille we Inste.

York Plmis, p. 241.

His honor rooted in dishonor stood,
And faith unfaithful kept him falsely true.

unmixed with fable; real.

To remove the face or

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. Not performing the proper duty or function.

My feet through wine unfaithful to their weight.
Pope.



unfaithful 6007 unfinishing

3. Not possessing faith; unbelieving; irapi- 4. 122. 2. Not acknowledged by its father; unfeignedness (iin-fa'ned-neB), . The state

ous; infidel. Milton, I". L., xii. 461. 4. Not having no acknowledged father, as an illegiti- of being unfeigned; truth; sincerity. l.eiyl<-

trust worthy; inexact; not conforming to the mate child: used figuratively : as,an unfathered ton, Com. on 1 Pot. ii. 24.

lctl.ii- and'spirit : M.S. an inifnitlifiil account : proposition. unfeigning (un-fa'ning), a. Not feigning; true.

sin uiil'iiitlifiil translation. unfatherly (un-fa'TIler-li), a. Not befitting a <;,n-i>< i; < (dyssey. xxi.

He was a learned man, of immense reading, but I, much father, ('.neper, Tirocinium, I. 866. unfellOW (un-fel'o), V. t, To separate from b<

blamed for hlb unfaithful quotations. unfathomable (ur.-faTH'um-a-bl), . Incapable ing fellows or from one s fellows ;
sunder ;

Aubrey, Lives (William Prinne). of being fathomed or sounded ;
too deep to be xoriate. Mm. Jinxriiiinj. [Rare.]

= Syn. 1. t'aitMau, etc. (see perfidious);
derelict measured ; hence, not capable of being sounded unfellowed (un-fel'od), n. Not matched ; hav-

unfaithfully (un-fath'ful-i), adv. In an un-
by thought or comprehended. ing no equal. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 150.

faithful manna*! without faithfulness ;perfidi- un'fathomableness (uu-faTH'um-a-bl-nes), n. unfelt (un-felf), a. Not felt; not making its

ously; negligently: as, work unfaithfully done. The state of being unfathomable." Norris, On presence or action known
;
not perceived.

unfaithfulness (uM-fath'ful-ues),n. The char- the Beatitudes, p. 133. An unfelt orrow. SAo*., Macbeth, II. S. 142.

acter of being unfaithful. unfathomably (un-faTH'um-a-bli), adv. So as
nnfeltlyt adv. Imperceptibly.

A pretext for un/aith/ulneu or negligence. not to be fathomed or sounded. Thomson, Win- j u n| (Pharaoh',] brest .lie [Envy] blown
J. A. Alexander, Sermons, II. 75. tor- A ^uSSfat, whOM strength wfel'ly flown

unfalcated (im-fal'ka-ted), a. 1. Not falcated; unfathomed (un-faTH'umd), a. Not fathomed Through all his veins.

not hooked; not bent like a sickle. 2f. Not or sounded ; not to be sounded. Gray, Elegy. Sylvetur, tr. of DuBarU Weeks, it, T1

curtailed; having no deductions. unfatigueable (un-fa-te'ga-bl), a. Incapable unfence (un-fens'), v. t. 1. To strip of fence or

I am of opinion that a real unfalcated income of six of being fatigued ;
uriweari'able

; indefatigable, guard. South, Sermons, IV. iv. 2. To remove
hundred pounds a year is a sufficient income for a country Jfashe. Pierce Penilesse, p. 58. a fence or wall from.
dean In this kingdom.

Residences Unfaulty (un-fal'ti), a. Free from fault, de- unfenced (un-fenst;),
a. Having no fence ;

not

, ..... /^- L? 7 feet, or deficiency. Denser, Heavenly Love, fenced in; also, without protection, guard, or
unfalllblet(un-fal'i-bl), a. Infallible. Shak., ^^33. security; defenseless.
*
?^?'

^
'A \'

'*"

i^,'/ - Unfavorable. unfavourable (un-fa'vor-o.-bl), A town . . . unwalled and unfeneed.
unfallowed (un-fal'od), a. Not fallowed. T 1 NT fa^rableT not propitious ;" disl UMn.hed, Hist Scotland, an. 167*

Th' unfallowed glebe. J. PhUipt, Cider, I. couraging adverse. Macaillay, Mill On Gov- .Spreading alar and unfeneed o'er the plain.

unfaltering (un-fal'ter-ing), a. Not faltering; ernment. 2. Not adapted to promote some low, Evangeii

not failing; not hesitating. specified object; somewhat prejudicial: as, unfermented (un-f6r-men ted), a. 1. Mot

Sustained and soothed weather unfavorable for harvest; unfavorable ing undergone fermentation. 2..Not leaven-

By an unfaltering trust, approach thy frrave. conditions 3f Ill-favored; ugly; unattrac- ed ; not made with yeast, as bread.
Bryant, Thanatopsls. tive repulsive unfertile (un-fer'til), a. Infertile. Dr. H. More.

unfalteringly (un-fal'ter-ing-li), adv. In an unfavorableness, unfavourableness (un-fa'- unfertileness (un-fer'til-nes), n.
Infertility.

unfaltering manner; without faltering. vor-a-bl-nes), n. The character of being un- unfertility (un-fer-til'i-ti), n. Infertility. Aine-

He Inspired all, so that "all felt ready to follow him favorable. Adam Smith. teenth Century, XXIV. 834.

unfalteringly into any ... post of danger." unfavorably, unfavourably (un-fa'vor-a-bli), unfestlicht, a. See unfeagtly.
Amor. Anttquartan, IX. 112.

Ju ai UIlfavorable lna^n
v

er
;
so a

'

8 not to unfetter (un-fet'er), r. t. [< ME. unfeteren; <

unfamed (un-famd'), . Not renowned; in- countenance or promote ;
in a manner to dis- un-2 + fetter.] 1. To loose from fetters; un-

glorious. [Rare.] courage. Seeker, Sermons, III. xv. chain ;
unshackle ;

remove the fetters from.

Death unfamed. Shak., T. and C., II. 2. 159. unfeared (un-ferd'), a. If. Not affrighted; not She went allone and gan her herte unftltre

unfamiliar (un-fa-mil'yar), a. Not familiar; afraid; not daunted; intrepid. B. Jonson, Cati- Out ' de"da);no>" prison
CA^^"r^Troilus, IL 1218.

not well known or acquainted ; not wonted by line, iv. 1. 2. Not feared: not dreaded. ,, T . , restraint net at'libprtv as to

frequent use. .Byron, Lara, i. unfearful (un-fer'ful), a. Not fearful ; not in-
,t;,Z e^ nd

Tlie unfamiliar handwriting. fluenced by fear ; courageous. nnltttATPd fun-fpt'erd} v a Unchained un-
W. D. H^U,, Indian Summer, p. IK. Vnfearefull pre^her, of my name. U*U. '$$$!$ from re^afnt

;
^restrain^d

unfamilianty (un-fa-mil-i-ar'i-ti), n. The state unfearfully (un-fer'fiil-i), adv. In an unfearful unfetter'd by the sense of crime.
of being unfamiliar; want of familiarity. John- manner; bravely. Sandys, Travailes, p. 270. Tennyson, In Memorlam, xxvll.

son, Pref. to Diet. unfeasible (un-fe'zi-bl), a. Not feasible ; im- mrfeudalize (un-fu'dal-iz), v. t. To free from
unfamiliarly(un-fa-mil'yar-li),adi'. In an un-

practicable ;
infeasible. South, Sermons, III. ii. feudalism; divest of"feudal rights or charac-

famihar manner.
unfeastlyt, a. [ME. unfestlich; < -i +/%.] ter . Also spelled n/ediie. Carlyte, French

unfamoust (un-fa'mus), a. [< ME. unfamous; Not festive; not cheerful. Rev n v 5 (Daries )
< nn-l + famous.'] Not famous; lost to fame ; Hlr liste nat appalled for to be, unflgured (un-fig'urd), a. 1. Not figured. Spe-
forgotten. Chaucer, House of 1 ame, 1. 1146. Nor on the morwe unfestlich for to se.

ciflcally (a) Representing no animal or vegetable figures

unfardlet (un-far'dl), p. t. To unloose and open, Chaucer, Squire's Tale, L 358. or forms. (6) Devoid of figures of any kind; not spotted

as a pack (fardel); unpack. Nashe, Lenten njlfeather (un-feTH'er), v. t. To strip or de- or dotted : as, an un/!^rJ muslin ; an n/fyud vase.

Stuffe (Harl. Misc., VI. 171). (Davies.) nude of feathers. Colman, The Oxonian in 2. Literal
;
devoid of figures of speech. Blatr.

unfarrowed (un-far'6d), a. Deprived of a far- Town, i.
~3 - In %'" not determined m reference to

row or litter. Tennyson, Walking to the Mail, unfeathered (un-feTH'erd), a. Not provided
n

l
re

;

[Rare.] with feathers
i featherless. Dryden. unflle (un-fil' ), v. t [<

- + /fci.] To remove

unfashionable (un-fash'on-a-bl), a. If. Inca- unfeatlyt (un-fet'li), adv. Unadroitly ;
with- fr

2
ra * fil

,
e or^? J? ij t

pable of being fashioned or shaped. 2. Not out skill
;
not dexterously. I/rfni/, Luke, Pref. nnflled 1 (un-fild ),n. [

+ filed, pp. of

fashionable, in any sense. unfeatured (un-fe'turd), a. Wanting regular fijel i
P

.

Not rubbed or polished with a file;

For there IB no Charm In Words as to matters of Breed- features
;
deformed"." Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's not burnished.

'

- .
,

.

ing, An unfaihionaMe Name won't make a Man a Clown. Satires. X. [Rare.! He was " arm<1
j
n r"ree<1 tecle **+V

J,remy Collar, Short View (ed. l, p. 22,. ^^ (un .

L

fe'ti),

J

a. [<
-! + feat, a.,+ -,L]

*' ' '"" * *<* ^ST!t"HL v,L aa
3t. Shapeless; deformed. Ska*., Rich. III., Not feat

;
unskilful ; clumsy. unflled^t (un-fild'), a. [< ME. unfyled; < -i +

' 1- They might talk of book-learning what they would, but. fi i,j _., nt fiift ,. -\ Vot soiled rjolluted cor-
UnfashionableneSS (un-fash'pn-a-bl-nes), n. for hl^^pait, he ncvor saw more unfeaty fellows than great

The character of being unfashionable; devi- clerks were: Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, Ii. rupted, or contaminated; undefiled. Surrey,

1'yal), a. Not filial.

-^^abKmannerTnotfii
accordance with^^~^~^^^ u^Ually (un-fil'yal-i),a*. In an unfilial man-

^r/d^
having a regular form. B. Jonson, Poetaster, insensible ;

void of sensibility. Shak., 2 Hen. r
fl
'L
8
n
w
.!"J n ,\ Not fine

'

shabbv [Rare 1
i. 1. VI., iii. 2. 145.- 2. Devoid of sympathy with *"""** < UJ>

-fin >' a - Not n
,

e
'

unfast (un-fasf), o. Not fast or safe; not se- others; hard-hearted; unsympathetic; cruel. The birthday was far from being such

5^.'l5*"5- G^.Di8^n
,
tPr S

P.
eCt

?.
f^t

5
nC Ue?e-._

'

F^U, ^tter, 0762X11- 362. (Dti.)

bind ;
untie ; figuratively, to detach from any character of being unreeling; insensibility; completed and polished. S. Bewitt, "in MerriamVi.

connecting link or agency; disconnect. hardness: cruelty. unfillishable (un-fin'ish-a-bl), a. Incapable of
He doth unfasten so and shake a friend. unfeigned (un-fand'), Not feigned; not

being finished, concluded" or completed. Jnrm,
Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. l. 209. counterfeit; not hypocritical; real; sincere: tr. of Don Quixote, I. i. 1.

II. iiitriins. To come untied or unloosed. as, unfeigned piety; unfeigned thanks. Shak., unfinished (un-fin'isht), a. Not finished; not
unfastener (un-fas'ner), n. One who or that T. of the S., iv. 2. 32. complete; not brought to an end; imperfect.
which unfastens. Unfeignedly (un-fa'ned-li) arff. Inanun- A garment shapeless and n^t.

unfastnesst (un-fast'nes), n. Lack of close- feigned manner; without hypocrisy; really; SAa*., Venus and Adonis, L 415.

ness, as of fiber; porousness. [Rare.] sincerely. unfinishing (un-fin'ish-ing), n. The act of
The imolidity and unfastnese of the tree. ToTrrav IH"H ilvtle

*"
leaving unfinished, or not bringing to an end ;

JIM. T. Adam,, Works, II. 478.
ZSZUStoSlfr*, (E. E. T. 1. i. the state of remaining unfinished. [Rare.]

Unfathered (un-fii'THerd), (I. 1. Having no He pardoneth and absolveth all them that truly repent Noble deeds, the unfinithing whereof already surpasses

father; fatherless; hence, produced contrary gnd unfeignedly believe his holy gospel. what others before them have left enacted,

to the course of nature. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. Boole of Common Prayer, Absolution. Milton, Apology for Smectrmnnos, i &



unfirm

unfirm (un-ferm') a. Not firm ; not strong or

Shakes like a thing nnjirm. Shale., J. C., i. s. 4.

So is the unfirm king
In three divided. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., 1. 3. 73.

unfirmamented (un-fer'ma-men-ted), , Not

having a firmament; unbounded; boundless,

Carlyle. [Rare.]
unfiriliness (un-ferm'nes), )). The state of be-

ing unfirm ;
want of firmness

; instability. Imp.
Diet.

unfist (un-fisf), v. t. [< MK-l + fisfl.] Toun-
hand; release. [Rare.]

Yougoodman Brandy face, unfigther,
How durst you keep my wife ?

CoU<m, Scarromdes, p. 85. (Danes.)

unfit (un-fif), a. Not fit. (<i) Improper ;
unsnit-

able ; unbecoming ; inappropriate : said of things.

A most unfit time. Shalt., Hen. VIII., ii. 2. 61.

(6) Not suited or adapted ;
not fitted.

It cannot be too carefully remembered that air contain-

ing so much carbonic acid gas that a candle will not burn
therein is unfit also to support human life.

W. L. Carpenter, Energy in Mature (1st ed.), p. 73.

(c) Wanting suitable qualifications, physical or moral; not

competent ; unable : said of persons.

Unfit to live or die. shak., M. for M., iv. 3. 68.

=Syn. (a) Inapt. See apt. (e) Unqualified, unmeet, un-

worthy, incompetent, insufficient.

unfit (un-fif), t. To make unsuitable; de-

prive of the proper or necessary qualifications
tor some act, activity, use, or purpose.

Age and blindness had unfitted Lord North for the du-
ties of a public prosecutor. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

unfitly (un-fit'li), adv. In an unfit manner;
not properly; unsuitably; inappropriately. X.

Jonson, Alchemist, To the Reader.

6608

Whene'er I go to the field, Heaven keep me from-
unfortunate

unforcible (un-for'si-bl), a. Wanting force or

unfleshly (un-flesh'li), . Not fleshly ;
nothu-

man; incorporeal; spiritual.
Those unfleshly eyes with which they say the very air is

thronged. C. Beade, Cloister and Hearth, 1.

unfleshyt (un-flesh'i), a. Bare of flesh; flesh-

less.

Gastly Death's nnfleshy feet. SirJ.Davies.

unflinching (un-flin'ching), a. Not flinching;
not shrinking : as, unflinching bravery.
unflinchingly (un-flin'ching-li), adv. Without

flinching; unshrinkingly.
unflower (un-flou'er), V. t. [< )i-2 + flower,]
To strip of flowers. G. Fletcher. Christ's Victory
and ^V^^ [Eare -,

unfluent (un-flo'ent). a. Not fluent
; unready

in gpeecn Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks,
j. 6.

unflush (un-flush'), t. i. [< tin-2 + flush
1
.] To

lose a flush of color.

The west unfluxhes, the high stars grow bright.
M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

unfoiled (un.foild'), .. Not vanquished ;
not

defeated; not baffled Milton, Hist. Eng., iii.

unfold1 (un-fold'), t\ [< ME. wnfolden, unfalden,
unvoMen, < AS. unfealdan, unfold, < un-, back,
+ fealdan, fold : see w-2 and fold

1
, '.] I.

ft-aws. 1. To open the folds of
; expand ; spread

out ch e from a folded condition, in any
sense o( fhe word fold _ ctiaucer, Troilus, ii.

1702 .

Pop^ Iliadi it 978._ 2 . To lay open to

view or contemplation ;
make known in all the

details
; develop ; disclose ; reveal : as, to tt-

fold one's designs ;
to unfold the principles of

a science.
The Holy Fader wondred on that he told,

unforeboding (un-tor-l)6'diug),a. Not foretell-

iug ;
not telling the future; giving no omens.

Pope Odyssey ii.

Unforefcn0wable (un-for-nd'a-bl), a. Incapa-
ble of being foreknown. Cuaworth.

unforeknown (un-for-non'), a - Not previously
known or foreseen. [Rare.]

Which had no less proved certain, unforeknotmi.^
Milton, P. L.,iii. 19.

unforesee (un-for-se'), v. t.; pret. miforcsaw,
pp. unforeseen, ppr. unforesccing. [< un-1 +
foresee.] Not to foresee or anticipate; have
no previous view or impression of . JSp. Hacket,
Abp. Williams, i. 171. (JtoriM.)
unforeseeable (un-for-se'a-bl), a. Incapable
of being foreseen. Sof,"Sermons, V. vi.

UnforeSCeing (un-for-se'ing), a. Not foresee-

ing ;
not provident. Daniel, Civil Wars, vi.

unforeseen (un-for-sen'), a. Not foreseen ;
not

foreknown.
The sudden and unforeseen changes of things.

Bacon, Political Fables, v., Expl.

The unforeseen, that which is not foreseen or expected.

Nothing is certain but the unforeseen. Froude.

unforeskinned (un-for'skiud), a, [<
- +

foreskin + -cd2.] Circumcised. Milton, 8. A..

1. HOC. [Rare.]
unforetold (un-for-told'), . Not predicted or

foretold Edectic Rev
unforewamed (un-tor-warnd'), a. Not fore-

warned; not previously warned or admonished.
Milton P. L.f v. 245.

'

unforfeited (un-for'fit-ed), a. Not forfeited;
maintained

;
not lost. Shak., M. of V., ii. 6. 7.

unforeed (un-forid'), a. [< ME. unforged; <

ot ftaged; nt

356

becoming.

Sam. of Partenay (E. E. T. s.), l. 4758.

unfittingly (un-fit'ing-li), adv. In an unfitting
manner; improperly. The Atlantic, LXV. 585.

unfix (un-fiks'), v. t. 1. To make no longer
fixed or firm

;
loosen from any fastening; de-

tach; unsettle : as, to unfix the mind or affec-

tions
;
to unfix bayonets.

Unfix his earth-bound root. Shak, Macbeth, iv. 1. 96.
Jl

2. To melt; dissolve. [Rare]

TT *
N r cantI'erlB">gsun

the,r frost,

Time shall tm/Wd what plaited cunning hides.

3. To show, or let be seen; dTsplay.^

*

[Lightning] that in a spleen unfold, both heaven and
earth SAat M N D i i 146

II. intrans. To become opened out'; be spread
apart

. become disclosed or developed ; develop
itself.

I see thy beauty gradually unfold.
Tennyson, Eleanore.

unfold2 (un-fold'), v. t. [< w-2 + fold*.] To
release from a fold or pen.
She [the milkmaid] dares go alone and unfold sheep in

the night, and fears no manner of ill.

Quoted in Waltorii Complete Angler, p. 82.

unfolder (un-f61'der), n. One who or that which

(un-fol'ding), n . [Verbal n. of -

out; disol -

Urtforged was the hauberke and O,e plate.
j ^

unforgetable (un for-get'a-bl), . That cannot
bp

- forgotten. Also spel ed.unforgettatle.

unforgivable (un-fpr-giv a-bl), a. Incapable of

b?g forgiven; unpardonable. CarlyU
^
Life

of Sterling, vn. Also speUed unfoi-giveabte.

unforgiven (un-fdr-giv'n), a. Not forgiven;
not pardoned. Bp. Jewell, A Eeplie to M.
Hardmge, p 546

unforgiver (un-for-giv er), n. One who does
not pardon or forgive ;

an implacable person

,

Rf'^ n
< C anS

p

S
,
a Harlpwe, VII. 26. [Rare.]

Unforgiving (un-f6r-giv'ing) a. Not forgiv-

ing; not disposed to overlook or pardon of-

fenses; implacable. Byron Fare Thee Well

UnforglVingness (un-for-giv'ing-nes), n. The
of being unforgiving ; implacability.

D
fixed; fluctuation; variableness. [Rare.''

artoto in to
Classical Rev., III. 35.

unflagging (un-flag'ing), a. Not flagging ;
not

droopmg; maintaining strength or spirit; sus-
tained: as, unflagging zeal. Sofli, Sermons,
IV. i.

unflame (un-flam'), v. t. To unkindle; cool,

[Rare.]
Fear

Unfiame, your courage in pursuit.

fl t ^ / fl
- ' * ^ r/ Tl T

"
,unnatea (un-fla ted), a. [< MM-1 + lj

;
yiafM*,

pp. ot flare, blow (see flatus}, + -ed^.\ Not
blown
The iVrt " nr ,, *, ==itoThe jerk or unfitted aspirate,

^MCI/C. cm., AJLII. db.

unflattering (un-flat'er-ing), a. Not flattering,
in any sense. Sir P. S&y, Astrophel and
Stella xxvii

Unflatteringly (un-flat'er-ing-li), adv. In an
unflattering manner; without flattery

unfledged (un-flejd'), a. 1. Not yet fledged or
furnished with feathers.
Her unfiedg'd brood. Cowper Iliad ix

o t3ni\. ti j 4 j. 11

v-^ii growth or expe-
ully developed; immature.

Drydf.n, Love Triumphant, i. 1.

unflesh (un-flesh'), v. t. [< wn-2 + flesh.] To de-
pnve ot flesh; reduce to a skeleton. [Rare.]
unfleshed (un-fleshf), a. Not fleshed; not
seasoned to blood; untried: as, an unfleshed
hound; itnfleshed valor.

^
linfoldment Tun fold'mentl t,

'

f< unfold* +lament;, n.
y, unjoia*_-i-

-rnoif.] Unfolding; development. [Rare.]
The ,A>tdm.l of the power of voluntary motion.

PP- Sci. Mo., XXXIII. 4.

Unfoldresst (uu-fol'dres), n. [< unfoW + -(!
+ -<?**] A female who unfolds or discloses.

The u^Wdrewe of troacherie.

Holimhed, Descrip. of Ireland,

unfoliated (un-fo'li-a-ted), a. Not having a
foliated structure; not foliated. See folia-
tion g

unfo'ol'(un-fol'), f. *. [<
-2 +/OOP.] Tore-

store from folly 5 make satisfaction to (one) for

calling one a fool; take away the reproach of
PT?OT.Q n

J

Hilve 5
'

011 any way '
tnen

'
to nnf l me aSin '

SAafr., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 12a

fun fnt'fidl n Not trnrMpn hv thp
. SAf" rw n

y
of man

;
unvisited. [Rare.]

Until it came to some unfooted plains
Where fed the herds of Pan Keats, Endymion.

unforbldden, unforbld (un-for-bid'n, un-fpr-
bid')> Not forbidden

;
not prohibited : ap-

P'ied to persons ;
allowed

; permitted ; legal :

a?P v-jj Ss -

Unlorbludenness (un-tor-md n-nes), II. ihe
state of being unforbidden. Boi/le.

unforced (un-forsf), o. Not forced, in any
sense of that word.
This gentle and unforced accord

Shale., Hamlet, i. 2. 123.

unforcedly (un-for'sed-li). a fit. In an unforeed
manner. Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph.,
xiii., note.

Clime of the Ûr^oen brave. Byron, The Giaonr.

unform (un-form'), v. t. [<
-2 + /orro.] To

destroy ;
unmake

; decompose, or resolve into

parts.
unformal (un-for'mal), . Not formal

;
infor-

m
JJ
L

.

unformalized (un-for mal-izd) a. Not made
formal

;
unreduced to forms. Charlotte Bronte,

,.,,,. Mf(un-formd ), . Not haying been
formed

;
not fashioned

;
not molded into regu-

lar shaPe '

M ^r'd and void. ItUton, P. L., vii. 283.

Unformed stars, in anc. outrun., stars not included in

any constellation-figure, but considered as belonging to
one of the constellations : generally used with reference
to Ptolemy's catalogue, as the shapes of the constellation-

figures are not so determinate as to distinguish whether
stars not given by Ptolemy are in all cases within or with-
out the figure.

unfortified (un-for'ti-fid), a. Not fortified, in

any sense.
A heart ^or^d, a mind impatient.

SAofc, Hamlet, i. 2. 96.

unfortifyt (un-for'ti-fi), v. t. [<H-2 + fortify.]
To strip of fortifications

;
dismantle. [Rare.]

On the kings name I commaund you to leane your
armour, to discamp your camp, and to vnfortijie Tordi-
sillas. Guemra, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 272.

unfortunacyt (un-for'tu-na-si), n. [_< unfortu-
na (te) + -cy.] Misfortune.

The king he tacitely upbraids with the wtfartunacia
( i,js rejg,, by deaths and plagues.

Heylin, Life of Laud, p. 831. (Dames.)

unfortunate (un-for'tu-nat), . and . I. .

Not fortunate; not prosperous ; unlucky; un-



unfortunate

happy: as, an utfor,,,,.,,,,- :,,lv,.,,l,,r,.; an -

fnrlitnnli- IOBM.

Men ever were most blessed, till cross fate

Brought ton and women forth, un/brfunafa

"^^VwthW^henl. iv. 4.

=8yn. Ui.8iicceasf.il, Ill-fated, .11 ttund, .liaastroun, c.
l.-,i,iit,M.s. *,; f,>f t,,Halr.

II. . Our wli.. or that which in unfortunate;
one who has fallen inl.o misfortune or misery.

(in. more unfortunate,
Weary of breath.

Hand, Bridge of Sighs,

unfortunately (un-f6r'tu-nat-li), adv. In an
unfortunate manner; by ill fortune; unhappily.
.s7m/,\, Venus an.l Adonis, 1. 1029.

unfortunateness (un-f&r'tu-nat-nes), n. The
condition or state of being unfortunate; ill

1'"*
i

i fort'-.
His greatest V

'

nfyrtunatf.nem was In hi. greatest Bless-

ing. Hater, Chronicles, p. 102.

unfossiliferous (un-fos-i-lif'e-rus), n. Desti-

tute of fossils. Encyc. Brit., XVItl. 622.

unfossilized (un-fos'il-Izd), a. Not fossilized,

Quarterly Rev.

unfostered (un-fos'terd), a. 1. Not fostered;
not nourished. 2. Not countenanced or fa-

vored : not patronized: as, a scheme unfostereil.

unfoilght (un-faf), a. Not fought.
If they march along

thought witha.1. Shot., Hen. V., III. 5. 12.

unfounded (un-fonn'ded), n. 1. Not founded;
not built or established. Milton, P. L., ii. 829.

2. Having no foundation ; vain; idle; base-

less: as, /'"/"/ expectations. Po/ey,Natu-

t A A', t -A A r\ t T v
unfoundedly (un-foun ded-li), adv. In a base-

less or unfounded manner.

8609

unfrett (,,,,-frof). . > [< .- + >*>.] To
smooth out

;
reliix.

Until the Lord vnfrtt his angry brows.
Oneneand Lodge. Looking Glass for Loud, and Eng.

unfretted (un-fret'ed), . Not fretted; not
worn or rubb.-d. ///ii,.s/i. </. ( 'lin>iin'len of Ire-

land, an. l.
r
>:i

unfriend din-frond'), n. [< ME. unfreond, nii-

freond(= MHG. uMrriitp> hostile person; <M-
+ friend.'] One not a friend

;
an enemy. Car-

lyle.

unfriended (un-fren'ded), a. Lacking friends;
not.countenanced or supported. Shale., T. N.,
Hi. 3. 10.

ungartered

He wag mfritwltd and unknown.
Ticknar, Hist. Spaii. Literature, II. 97.

nnfriendedness (un-fren'ded-nes), H. The

7,,"^ v m-Tt, of being unfriended. Athc,,xm,
Xfo 'j!48 n "36

TmfriendiineM (un-frend'li-nes), n. The qual-
jtt"f being unfriendly; want of kindness

;
dis-

f/vor . /JUton, Com. on 1 Pet, ii. 11.

unfriendly '(un-frend'li), a. 1. Not friendly;
"Sot ShS"r benevolent inimical: as, an. u-
/y^Hrf/v neighborB

I would not breed diwentlon ;

TIS an unfritndly office.

<"X* -, Knight of Malta, II. S.

They left their bone, beneath unfriendly Met.
Cowper, Expostulation. 1. 524.

2. Not favorable; not adapted to promote or

support any object.
The unfriendly elements. SAo*., Pericles, III. 1. 58.

=Syn. Ho.tile, Inhnieal, antagonUtic. See amicable.

unfriendly (un-frend'li), adr. In an unkind
manner .

'
llot 8g a MenA , Wotlaston, Religion

of Nature, vi.

Polity, i.o 16.
ness; enmity.

unframablenesst (un-fra'ma-bl-nes), . The ĥ{ hted
character of being unframable. Bp. Sanderson.

unframet (u

Islet asidiv

Unfurl (un-ferl'), r. [< wn-2 + furl.} I. Innia.

^ Tf) 8prea ,l or shake out from u fiirli-il slate,

as a saif or a flag.

u,nl.', proud standard*, to Bavaria's Joined.
.,< their gilded lilies In the wind

2. Figuratively, to disclose; display.

i reiolred to display my unfurled >onle In your very
face. A1

. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. WJ.

The red right arm of Jore,
with all bTi terrors there nnfurM.

II. i'r*. To be spread out or expanded ;

open to the wind.

As marks hU eye the seaboy on the mst
The anchor, rU., th, .ail.

wiring tefc^

unfurnish (un-ttr'nish). P. f. [< un-S + furni.
To deprive of furnishing, furniture, or neees-

Rane" of any klnd - Pittenham, Arte of Eng.
Poesie. p. 170.

unfurnished (un-fer'nisht), a. Not furnished ;

not supplied with furnishings or furniture of

any kind; unsupplied; unequipped : as, an M;I-

furnished house.

We ,nan \x much utiSurnuh'd for thl. time.
slta* * J- !v- * Ift

unfUTTOWed (iin-fur'od), a. Not furrowed ; not

formed into drills or ridges; hence, smooth : as,

an unfurrotced field ;
the unfurroired sea.

The nnaeeded and unfurrotrrd soil. Cotrper, Odyssey, ii.

unfused 1 (un-fuzd'), " Not fused; not melted.

vmfused- (un-fuzd'), Not provided or fitted

with a fuse, as a mine or a bomb. Science, V. 74.

unfusible (un-fu'zi-bl), . Infusible. [Rare.]rL sia -

) ,
n. Not frighted; not

H iv
'

ailtT -gan')i " [< ME. uuqain, miqayn ;

<, .] 1. Perilous; 'dreadful.

.

I

' P ' '

terr^-ing or repulsive. CrVe, French Rev., 2 Ungainly ;
awkward ; clumsy.

' '" w 'th B """ '" " "

a. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes,

unframed (un-framd'), 1- Not formed; not
constructed ;

not fashioned. Dryden. 2. Not

provided with a frame ; not put into a frame :

as, an unframed picture.
unfranctiised (un-fran'chi/.d), a. Not fran-

chisee!.

unfrangiblet (un-fran'ji-bl), a. Not frangible ;

incapable of being broken
; infrangible. Jer.

Taylor.
unfrankable (un-frang'ka-bl), a. Incapable of

being franked or sent by"a public conveyance
free of expense. Soutkey, Letters (1819), iii. 106.

(DaviexJ)
uufraught (un-fraf), a. Not fraught ;

not filled

with aload or burden
;
unloaded.

But would God that without longer delayes
These galees were cnfraught In fortle dayes.

Hatluyt't Voyagei, I. 195.

unfree (un-fre'), a. [< ME. unfre; < un-1 +
free.] Not free, in any sense of the word

// i .

Below the freeman there were unfree men, serfs bound
to the soil and slaves, the conquered foes of past genera-
tions and the captives of his own.

to deprie of eccle-

authority'

e.V/. ."win

j. R. Green, short Hist, of Eug. People, vil. 3.

unfructed (un-fruk'ted), a. In her., having no
fruit . 8aid of a branch or sprig of some plant
wblch is usually represented fructed. More
leaves or sprigs are usually shown as forming

rt of tue branch than when there is fruit.
'

r/ KH .i + frHetuo<is.~\ Un-

unfruitful (un-f'rot'ful), a. Not fruitful, in any

In the midst of his unfruitful prayer.
Shale., Lucrece, 1. 344.

unfruitfully (un-frot'ful-i), adr. In an unfruit-

ful manner ; fruitlessly. B. Jonson, The Silent

Woman, v. 1.

unfruitfulness (un-frSt'ful-nes), M. The state

or character of being unfruitful; barrenness;

infecundity; unproductiveness: applied to per-

In no previous arrangement between Christian states

had the rule "free ships, free goods
" been separated from

the opposite,
.. U,^

o^hostlle
sWp,,

o
hos,,,

r

e

goods.^^
unfreezet(un-frez'),,.:*. [<n-2+/r,^.] To

algo mfruytot < Mwa
+ frtiitOHS, fruitful : see fructuotts.] Unfruit-

fn\ Wticlif

Unfuelled (un-fu'eld) . Not sup-
*'

ungained (un-gand'), a. Not yet gained ;
un-

possessed. Sliak., T. and C., i. 1. 315.

ungainful (un-gan'fiil), a. Unprofitable ; not

producing gain. Daniel, Musophilus.
ungainliness (un-gan'li-nes), . The state or

character of being ungainly; ungainly appear-
ance ; clumsiness ;

awkwardness.

ungainly (un-gan'li), . [< ME. "ungaynly (cf.

toii/dinty, adv.); < im-1 + gainly, a.] It. Unfit ;

vain.

Misusing their knowledge to ungainly ends, M either

ambition, superstition, or for satisfying their curiosity.

Hammond, Sermons, IV. 13.

2. Awkward; clumsy; uncouth: as, an ungain-
lif carriage. Ererett, Orations, II. 213. =syn. 2.

tfneouih. Bungling, etc. See otdhrard and dimity.

Ungainly (un-gan'li), adr. [< ME. "nngaynly,

ungeiiiliehe ; < MM-' + gainly, adr.] In an awk-
ward manner; clumsily; uncouthly.

Why dost thou stare and look so ungainly f

Vanbrugh, Confederacy, L 2.

ungallant (un-gal'ant, -ga-lant'), o. Not gal-
lant ; uncourtly to ladies, day, Letter to Swift,

April 27, 1731.

ungalled (un-gald'), a. Unhurt; not galled;

uninjured.
Why, let the stricken deer go weep.
The hart i

ungarment (un-gar'ment), r. I. [< un-2 + gar-

he frost of her chaste heart.
T. Uudmn, Judith, iv. 196. (Dane*.)

unfrequency (un-fre'kwen-si), . The state of

being unfrequent ; infrequency.
The im/rci/nrnc?/ of apparitions. GlanMle, Essays, vi.

nnfrequent (un-fre'kwent), o. Not frequent;
not common ;

not happening often
; infrequent.

Spectator, No. 472.

In the German universities feuds were not unfrequent.
re. Brit., XXIll. 848.

Unfulfilled (un-ful-fild') . Not fulfilled ; not

accomphshed: as a
prophec^y

or prediction ,m-

.'"JJ'''
cfl -

'V ,vJ
'

xr'V *'?
unfullt (nn- ul'). Not full or complete ; im-

periecc.
,, 1 rollml her ,lmb.^^^^ flre

Curl'd iU flerc-e Bakes.

unfrequentt (un-fre-kwent'), ' t. [< n-2 +
frequent.] To cease to frequent. J. Philips,
Cider i

i '

Unfrequented (un-fre-kwen'ted), (I. Not fre-

quented; seldom resorted to by human be*

ines; solitary: as, an unfrequented place or
f oaf OlZf T r r,fV' d. 9forest. 6/inA., T.

lj._of
V., y

4. 2.

Unfrequently (un-tre kwent-ll), adr. Illfrc-

quently. ('/you. On (lie Passions, i. 2. [Rare.]
415

tion
;
iindistilled : noting odor or scent.

She . . . strows the ground
With rose and odours from the shrub unfumed.

Milton, P. L., r. 349.

unfunded (un-fun'ded), o. Not funded; float-

ing: as, an unfunded debt. See fund1
,
v. t., and

t'limlrd. The unfunded debt of the United Kingdom
exists in the form of exchequer bills and bonds, treasury

bills, etc., Issued by the government when It desires to

raise money for temporary purposes, all bearing interest at

tile<l rates, and due at specified times; while the funded
debt of that country is properly no debt at all, the gov-
ernment being under no obligation to repay the principal
sum represented by the stork, but only to pay the interest

ungarnisbed (un-gar'nisht), a. [< ME. ungar-

nyst; < i/w-1 T garnished.] Not garnished or

furnished; unadorned; not properly provided
or equipped.

The gome waU rnoarnttrt with god men to dele.

Allileratir* Poemt (ed. Morris), it 137.

A plain unynrnu*i/ present as a thanke-offering to thee.

Jfi'Won Animadversions.

ungartered (un-gar terd), n. Not held by gar-
^n B8 the hose or stockings; not having or
Werin<T tmrtfntweanng garters.
You chid at Sir Proteus for going ungarttrtd.

SAn*., T. O. of V., II. 1. 7ft.



ungathered

migathered (un-gaTH'erd), a. Not gathered
together; not culled; not picked; not collect-

ed
; specifically, noting printed sheets that have

been folded, but not gathered in regular order

for binding.
Those persons whose souls are dispersed and ungathered

by reason of a wanton humour to intemperate jesting are

apt to be trifling in their religion.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 741.

ungear (un-ger'), v. t. [< un-2 + gear.'] To
strip of gear; also, to throw out of gear.

ungeneraled, ungeneralled (un-jen'e-rald), a.

Made not general; local; particular. Fuller.

[Rare.]
ungenerated (un-jen'o-ra-ted), a. Not gener-
ated; not brought into being. Raleigh.

ungenerous (un-jen'e-rus), a. Not generous;
not showing liberality or nobility of mind or

sentiments
;
illiberal

; ignoble ;
dishonorable.

The victor never will impose on Cato

Ungen'rous terms. Addison, Cato.

ungenerously (un-jen'e-rus-li), adv. In an un-

generous manner ; illiberally; ignobly.
ungenial (un-je'nial), a. Not genial, (a) Not
favorable to natural growth : as, ungenial air ; ungenial
soils. (6) Not kindly ; unpleasant ; disagreeable ; harsh ;

unsympathetic : as, an ungenial disposition, (c) Not con-

genial ;
not suited or adapted. [Rare.]

Critical explanations of difficult passages of Scripture
... do well for publication, but are ungenial to the hab-
its and taste of a general audience.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, iii.

ungenituredt (un-jen'i-turd), a. Wanting gen-
itals ; wanting the power of propagation ;

im-

potent. Shak., M. for M., iii. 2. 184.

ungenteel (un-jen-teT), a. Not genteel; im-

polite ;
rude : of persons or manners.

ungenteelly (un-jen-tel'li), adv. In an ungen-
teel manner; impolitely; uncivilly. Edinburgh
Rev.

ungentle (un-jen'tl), a. [< ME. ungcntel; < -!

+ gentle.] 1. Not gentle ;
harsh

; rough ;
rude

;

ill-bred; impolite.
When nature biddeth thee to be good and gentle to

other, she coramaudeth thee not to be cruel and ungentle
to thyself. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

Caisar cannot live
To be ungentle. Shak., A. and C., v. 1. 60.

2. Not noble
; plebeian.

Sum man hath grete rychesses, but he is ashamyd of his

ungentel lynage. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 4.

ungentlemant (un-jen'tl-man), v. t. Same as

ungentlemanize.
Some tell me home-breeding will ungentleman him.

Gentleman Instructed, p. 645. (Dairies.)

nngentlemanize (un-jen'tl-man-iz), v. t. [<
-i

+ gentleman + -ize.] To deprive of the char-
acter of a gentleman ;

make boorish. [Rare.]
Unmanning and un-gentleinanizing themselves to any

extent. C. A. Bristed, English University, p. 416.

ungentlemanlike (un-jen'tl-man-lik), a. Not
like a gentleman ;

not becoming a gentleman ;

ungentlemanly. Sydney Smith, To John Allen.

ungentlemanliness (un-jen'tl-man-li-nes), n.

The character of being ungentlemanly. Quar-
terly Rev.

ungentlemanly (un-jen'tl-man-li), . Not be-

fitting a gentleman ; rude; uncivil; ill-bred.

Swearing in the Playhouse is an ungentlemanly as well
as an unchristian Practice.

Jeremy Collier, Short View, p. 59.

=Syn. See uncivil.

ungentlemanly (un-jen'tl-man-li), adv. In an
ungentlemanly manner

;
not as a gentleman.

To defraud and cousen them ungentlemanly of their
parents love, which is the greatest and fairest portion of
their inheritance. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 148.

ungentleness (un-jen'tl-nes), n. 1. Want of

gentleness; harshness; severity; rudeness.
2. Want of politeness; incivility. Shak., As
you Like it, v. 2. 83.

ungently (un-jent'li), adv. In an ungentle man-
ner

; harshly; with severity; rudely. Shah.,
Tempest, i. 2. 444.

ungennine (un-jen'u-in), a. Not genuine.
His best Plays are almost always Modest and clean

Complexion'd. His Amphitrio, excepting the ungenuine
Addition, is such. Jeremy Collier, Short View, p. 18.

ungenuineness (un-jen'u-in-nes), n. The char-
acter of being ungenuine ; spuriousness.
unget (un-gef), v. t. [< un-2 + yeft. Of. un-
beget.] To treat as if unbegotten. [Rare.]

I'll disown you ; I'll disinherit you ;

I'll unget you. Sheridan, The Rivals,

ungifted (un-gif'ted), a. Not gifted, (a) Not
endowed with peculiar faculties.

A hot-headed, ungifted, unedifying preacher.
Arbuthnot, Hist, of John Bull, xxiii.

(6) Not having received a gift ; without a present

6610
lest thou depart the coast ungifted.

Cowper, Odyssey, xv.

ungild (un-gild'), v. t. [< un-2 + gild*.] To de-

prive of gilding.
It will ungild one face of the object while the other

face becomes gilt. Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 196.

ungilded, ungilt (un-gil'ded, un-gilt'), a. Not
gilt; not overlaid with gilding.
Our mean ungilded stage. Dryden.

ungilding (un-gil'ding), n. The act or process
of depriving of gilding ; hence, figuratively, a

stripping off of decorations.

By all this wee may conjecture how little wee needo
feare that the unguilding of our Prelates will prove the

woodening of our Priests. Milton, Animadversions.

Articles of iron, steel, and silver, which cannot be sub-
mitted to the ungilding-l>ath.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 205.

ungill (un-gil'), v. t. [< MH-2 + gall.] To re-

lease the gills of (a fish) from the net
;
take or

remove from a gill-net, as fish.

ungiltt (un-gilt')) *' t. An obsolete variant of

ungild.

Bycause that there was none yll that did vngilte it.

Golden Boke, Prol.

ungiltift/'. [ME. : see wnguilty.] Without guilt;
innocent.

Is this an honour unto thy deyte,
That folk ungiltif suflren here injure ?

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 1018.

ungird (un-gerd'), v. t. [< un-2 + gird.] To
loosen by taking off the girdle, as a robe ; also,
to take the girdle or belt from.
The sportive exercises for the which the genius of Mil-

ton ungirds itself. Macaulay.

ungivet (un-giv'), v. [< un-2 -f- give.'} To give
way ;

relax
;
slacken.

That religion which is rather suddenly parched up than
seasonably ripened doth commonly nngive afterwards.

Fuller, Ch. Hist, II. ii. 40. (Davies.)

Ullgiving (un-giv'ing), a. Not bringing gifts.

Dryden. [Rare.]
ungka, n. See imga.
ungka-puti (ung'ka-put-i), . [Native name.]
The active gibbon of Sumatra, Hylobates agilis.
Also called ungha, ungka-pati, ungha-ctam.
ungladt (un-glad' ), a. [ME. unglad, < AS. un-

glsed (= Icel. ugladhr), not glad; as un-1 + glad.'}

Sorry; sad. Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris),
iii. 63.

ungladden (un-glad'n), v. t. [<
-2 + gladden.]

To deprive of gladness; leave uncheered; make
sad. [Rare.]

It wears, to my eye, a stern and sombre aspect too
much ungladdened by genial sunshine.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 49.

unglaze (un-glaV), v. t. [< un-2 + glaze.] To
take the glass from, as a window or window-
sash.

unglazed (un-glazd'), a. 1. Unprovided with

glass, or with glass windows. 2. Not coated
or covered with vitreous matter : as, unglazed
earthenware. See unglazed pottery, under pot-
tery.

ungloomed (un-glomd'), a. Not darkened, over-

shadowed, or overclouded. [Rare.]
With look ungloomed by guile. M. Green, The Spleen.

unglorified (un-glo'ri-fid), a. Not glorified;
not honored with praise or adoration. Dryden.
unglorify (un-glo'ri-fi), v. t. [< un-2 + glorify.]
To deprive of glory. Watts, Remnants of Time,

31. [Rare.]
unglorioust (un-glo'ri-us), a. Not glorious;
bringing no glory or honor

; inglorious. Wyclif,
Job xii. 19.

unglosedt, a. See nnglozed.
unglove (un-gluv'), v. t. [< un-2 + glove.] To
take off the glove or gloves from.

Unglove your hand.
Fletcher (and Massinyerl), Lovers' Progress, ii. 1.

unglozedt (un-glozd'), a. [< ME. uuglosed; <

un-1 + glazed.] Not glozed or glossed.
Late jowre confessoure, sire kynge, construe this mglosed.

Piers Plowman (B), iv. 145.

unglue(un-glo'), v. t. [< un-2 + glue.] To sep-
arate, as that which is glued or cemented;
hence, figuratively, to free from any strong at-
tachment.

Unglue thyself from the world and the vanities of it.

Bp. Hall, Christ Mystical, 24.

unglutted (un-glut'ed), a. Not glutted ;
not

satiated or saturated
;
not cloyed.

Seyd's unglutted eye. Byron, Corsair, ii. 8.

Ungnadia (un-gnad'i-a), M. [NL. (Endlicher,
1833), named for Ungiiad, who wrote (1757) on

ungovernably

Persian fruits.] A genus of plants, of the order

Sapindaeese and tribe Sapindese. It is distinguished
from the related genus jEsculus, the horse-chestnut, by its

alternate pinnate leaves, and by its flowers with a tongue-
shaped disk. The only species, U. epeciosa, the Spanish
buckeye, is a native of Texas and Mexico, having n soft

satiny reddish wood. It is a small tree, or sometimes a
low shrub, with leaves of from 3 to 7 serrate leaflets, the ter-

minal leaflet being long-stalked. The rose-colored flowers

are aggregated in lateral clusters or corymbs, followed by
a coriaceous three-lobed capsule containing three globose
seeds resembling those of the horse-chestnut, but with
emetic properties, and reputed poisonous.

ungoardt, a. See ungored1 .

ungod1
(un-god'), v. t.

; pret. and pp. ungodded,
ppT.unr/odding. [< un-2 -I- god1

.] 1. To divest
of the divine attributes or qualities, real or sup-
posed ; divest of divinity ; undeify. Dr. J. Scott.

[Rare.] 2. To deprive of a god, or cause to

recognize no god ;
make atheistical or godless.

[Rare.]
Thus men ungodded may to places rise,
And sects may be preferred without disguise.

Dryden, Hind and Panther, iii. 742.

ungod2
t, a. A Middle English form of ungood.

ungodlily (un-god'li-li), adv. In an ungodly
manner; impiously; wickedly.
ungodliness (un-god'li-nes), n. The quality of

being ungodly ; impiety ; wickedness.
The wrath of God is revealed from heaven against all

ungodliness. Rom. i. 18.

ungodly (un-god'li), a. 1. Not godly; careless

of God; godless; wicked; impious; sinful: as,

ungodly men or ungodly deeds. 1 Pet. iv. 18.

Glory to him whose just avenging ire

Had driven out the ungodly from his sight.

Milton, P. L., vii. 185.

2. Polluted by wickedness.
The hours of this ungodly day.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 109.

Such an ungodly sickness I have got
That he that undertakes my cure must first

O'erthrow divinity, all moral laws.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 1.

3. Outrageous; extremely annoying. [Slang.]
The poisonous nature of the wind, and its ungodly and

unintermittent uproar, would not suffer me to sleep.
B. L. Stevenson, Olalla.

4. Squeamish; nice. Halliwcll. [Prov. Eng.]
=Syn. 1. Godless, Unrighteous, etc. See irreligious.

ungoodt (un-gud'), a. [< ME. ungood, ungod, <

AS. ungod (= OHG. MHG. unguot, G. ungut =
Icel. ugodlir), not good ;

as un-1 + good.] Not
good; bad.

ungoodlyt (un-gud'li), a. [< ME. ungoodly; <

MH-i + goodly, a.] Not goodly; not good; bad.
I nolde holde hir ungoodly. Rom. of the Rose, 1. 3741.

ungoodlyt (un-gud'li), adv. [< ME. ungoodly,
ongoodly ; < w-l + goodly, adv.] Not well; ill.

He was ongoodly servyd ther in.

Ponton Letters, III. 125.

ungored1
(un-gord'), a. [< an-1 + gore

1 + -ed2 .]

Not stained or marked with gore ;
unbloodied.

[Rare.]
Helms of gold

Vngoard with bloud.

Sylvester, The Vacation, p. 288. (Davies.}

ungored2 (un-gord'), a. [< MM-1 + gore2 + -ed2.]

Not gored; not wounded as with a horn or spear.
I have a voice and precedent of peace,
To keep my name ungored.

Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 261.

ungorged (un-gorjd'), a. Not gorged; not
filled

;
not sated.

Ungorged with flesh and blood.

Dryden, Theodore and Honoria.

ungorgeous (un-gor'jus), a. Not gorgeous;
not showy or splendid. Carlyle, French Rev.,
II. iv. 8. (Davies.) [Rare.]
ungotten, ungot (un-got'n, -got'), a. 1. Not
gained. Daniel, Civil Wars, vii. 2f. Not be-

gotten.

Ungotten and unborn. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 287.

ungovernable (un-guv'er-na-bl), a. 1. Inca-

pable of being governed, ruled, or restrained
;

not to be regulated by laws or rules
;
refrac-

tory; unruly.
So ungovernable a poet cannot be translated literally.

Dryden.
I trust . . . that our enemies, who predict that the in-

dulgence will make us more insolent and ungovernable,
may find themselves false prophets.

Franklin, Autobiography, p. 380.

2. Licentious; wild; unbridled: as, iingni-crn-
ablc passions. = Syn. Unmanageable, intractable, un-
controllable. See govern.

ungovernableness (un-giiv'er-na-bl-nes), n.

The state of being ungovernable.
ungovernably (un-guv'er-na-bli), adv. In an
ungovernable manner; so as not to be governed
or restrained. Goldsmith.



ungoverned

ungoverned (un-guv'ernd), . 1. Not gov-
erned; having TIO government; anarchical.

The estate IH green and yet ini'inn-ru'd.

Khali., icieh. 111., ii. 2. 127.

2. Not controlled; not. subjected to govern-
ment or law: nut rcstraiitril or regulated; un-

managed; unbridled; licentious: as, ungoverned
passions.
To M'I vi i'ii

: r,>':-,-,,>'fl upprtite. Miltnn, I
1

. I,., xi. 517.

ungown(uii-goun'), ''. ' [< mi-- + gown.] To
remove from the clerical function; degrade
from the position of priest or clergyman, Com-
|iai-e iiiirinii, unfrock.

ungraced (un-grast/), a. Not graced; not fa-

vored; not honored.

Ungraced, without authority or mark.
B. Jomon, Catiline, I. 1.

ungraceful (un-gras'ful), a. Not graceful;
lacking grace or elegance; inelegant; clumsy:
as, ungraceful manners.
Nor are thy lips ungraceful. Milton, P. L., vlll. 218.

The other oak remaining a blackened anil ungraceful
trunk. Scott.

ungracefully (im-gras'ful-i), adv. In an un-

graceful manner; awkwardly; inelegantly.
Spectator.

ungratefulness (un-gras'ful-nes), . The qual-
ity of being ungraceful ; want of gracefulness;
awkwardness: as, ungracefulness of manners.
Locke.

ungracious (im-gra'shus), a. 1. Rude; un-

mannerly; odious; hateful; brutal.

How ungracious a thing this ambition is.

Latiiutr, Misc. Sel.

Ungracious wretch !

Fit for the mountains and the barbarous caves,
Where manners ne'er were preached.

StMk., T. N., iv. 1. 51.

2. Offensive; disagreeable; unpleasing; un-

acceptable.
Parts which are ungracious to the Bight.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, x. 543.

Anything of grace toward the Irish rebels was as tin-

graci-ous at Oxford as at London.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

3. Showing no grace ; impious ;
wicked.

Swearest thou, ungracious boy?
Shale., 1 Heu. IV., ii. 4. 490.

ungraciously (un-gra'shus-li), adv. In an un-

gracious manner; with disfavor: as, the pro-
posal was received ungraciously.
This that with gyle was geten vngracwuslich is spended.

Piers Plowman (h), xv. 128.

ungraciousness (un-gra'shus-nes), n. The
character of being ungracious. Jer. Taylor.
ungraining (un-gra'ning), n. The act or pro-
cess of removing the grain of something. Gild-

er's Manual, p. 23.

ungrammatical (un-gra-mat'i-kal), n. Not ac-

cording to the established rules of grammar.
ungrammatically (un-gra-mat'i-kal-i), adv. In
a manner contrary to the rules of grammar.
ungratet (un-graf), a. and n. [<

-l + grate^.
Cf. ingratc&na ungrateful.] I, a. 1. Not agree-
able. 2. Ungrateful.

But, Carthage, fle !

It cannot bo ungrate, faithlesse through feare.

Marston, Sophonisba, ii. 2.

II. n. Aii ungrateful person ;
an ingrate.

Swtfl.

ungrateful (un-grat'ful), a. 1. Not grateful;
not feeling thankful or showing gratitude for

favors; not making returns, or making ill re-

turns, for kindness.

I cared not to oblige an ungratefull ago ; and perhaps
the world is delivered by it from a fardle of imperti-
nences. Evelyn, To Samuel Fepys, Esq.

2. Exhibiting ingratitude ; characterized by
ingratitude : as, ungrateful conduct ; ungrate-
ful words. 3. Giving no return or recom-
pense; offering no inducement: as, "th* un-

grateful plain," Drgden.
To abate his zeal

For his ungrateful cause.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vi.

4. Unpleasing; unacceptable; disagreeable.
It will not be altogether an ungrateful study.

B. Jonni, Cynthia's F^evela, ii. 1.

= Syn. 1. See grateful.

ungratefully (un-grat'ful-i), adr. In an un-

grateful manner, Fletcher, Humorous Lieuten-
ant, iii. 7.

ungratefulness (un-grat'ful-nes), n. The state
or character of being ungrateful, in any sense.

ungratified (un-grat'i-fid), a. Not gratified;
not satisfied; not indulged.

6B11
Should turn thcc away uniirniii^l.

/;../. unit /'/., Honest Man's Fortune, I.

ungravet (un-griiv'), r. t. [<
-'! + <//.'-'. |

To take out of the grave : disinter. /'//<,, ( 'h.

Hist., IV. ii.r>:i. (Itiu-iiv.)

ungrave (un-grav'), a. [< M-l + graves.] Not
gravc> en- serious. I>HI-H.I.

ungraved 1 (un-gravd'), a. [< an- 1 + gravel +
-//I-.] Not engraved ; not carved.

ungraved- (un-gravd'), a. [< n-2 + grave'* +
-'/-.] Unburied; not placed in a grave; not
interred. Nurrey, .Kneid. iv.

ungravely (un-grav'H), adv. Without gravity
or seriousness ; without dignity ; indecently.
siml;., Cor., ii. 3. 233. [Rare.]

ungreableti <* An erroneous form of Middle

English unagreeable, occurring in the sixteenth-

century editions of Chaucer.

ungreediness (un-gre'di-nes), n. The character
of being not greedy, in any sense. Encyc. Brit.,
XX. 610.

ungreent (un-gren'), a. [< ME. ungrene, < AS.
ungrene; &a tin-1 + green.] Not green; decay-
ing.

With seer brannchei, blossoms ungrene.
Rom. of the Rote, 1. 4748.

ungrounded (un-groun'ded), a. Having no
foundation or support ;

not grounded ; un-
founded : as, ungrounded hopes or confidence.

[She] confessed that what she had spoken against the
magistrates at the court (by way of revelation) was rash
anil ungrounded. Winthrop, Hist New England, I. 810.

ungroundedly (un-groun'ded-li), adv. In an
ungrounded manner

;
without ground or sup-

port ; without reason. Bale.

ungroundedness (un-groun'ded-nes), n. The
state or quality of being ungrounded ;

want of
foundation or support. Steele.

ungrown (un-gron ), a. Not grown ;
immature.

My ungroten muse. P. Fletcher, Purple Island, vi.

ungrubbedt (un-grubd'), " K ME. ungrobbed ;

< KH-2 + grubbed, pp. of grub.] Not dug about.

Unkorven and ungrobbtd lay the vine.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 14.

ungrudging (un-gruj'ing), a. Not grudging;
freely giving ;

liberal
; hearty.

No ungrudging hand. Lamb.

ungrudgingly (un-gruj'ing-li), adv. In an un-

grudging manner ; without grudge ; heartily ;

cheerfully : as, to bestow charity ungrudgingly.
Receive from him the doom ungrudgingly. Donne.

ungual (ung'gwal), a. [Sometimes ungueal ; <

L. unguift, nail, claw (see ungnis), + -al.] Of,

pertaining to, shaped like, or bearing a nail,

claw, or hoof; unguicularj ungular Ungual
matrix, the root of the nail. Ungual phalanx. See

phalanx.

unguardt (un-gitrd'), v. t- [< n-2 + guard.]
To deprive of a guard ;

render defenseless.

Some well-chosen presents from the philosopher so soft-

ened and unguarded the girl's heart that a favorable op-
portunity liecame irresistible. Fielding, Tom Jones, v. 5.

unguarded (un-gar'ded), f7. 1. Not guarded;
not watched

;
not defended ; having no guard.

Her unguarded nest Shale., Heta. V., I. 2. 170.

Took a fatal advantage of some unguarded hour.

Mufaulaii, Hist Eng., xv.

2. Careless ; negligent ; not cautious ;
not done

or spoken with caution : as v an unguarded ex-

pression or action; to be unguarded in conver-
sation.

Every unguarded word uttered by him was noted down.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

I feel that I have betrayed myself perpetually; so

unguarded In speaking of my partiality for the church !

Jane Austen, Northanger Abliey, p. 04.

unguardedly (un-gar'ded-li), adv. In an un-

guarded manner; without watchful attention
to danger ; without caution

; carelessly : as, to

speak or promise unguardedly.
unguardedness (un-gar'ded-nes), ii. The state
of being unguarded. Quarterly Rev.

ungueal (ung'gwe-al), a. Same as ungual.
Imp. Diet. [Rare.]
unguent (ung'gwent), n. [< ME. unguent = F.

onguent = Pr. oiigucn, enguen, enguent = 8p.
Pg. It. Hngucnto, < L. ungHcntinn. ointment, <

itngere, unguere. smear, anoint, = Skt. aty,

smear, anoint. From the L. verb are also ult.

E. unction, iiiniiiiin.i, oint, anoint, ointment, in-

unction, etc.] Any soft composition used as
an ointment or for lubrication.

Have odoure like her unguent.
Palladius, Hnshondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 109.

And tho' your Unguent* iK'ar th' Athenian Name,
The Wooll's nnsav'ry Scent is still the same.

Congreee, tr. of Ovid's Art of Lore.

ungiiiferous

unguentary (uiig'gwen-ia-ri), <i. [=Sp. Pg. It.

inii/iii-iituriii, < I/, inii/iii ii/nriii.f, of cir pertaining
to ointment, < </< /i/m, nintment: see n-

guent.] Of or pertaining to unguents._On-
guentary vase, a small vasu for iinguentt.

unguentot (ung-gwen'to), H. [It. <////: see

unguent.] An unguent.
Tit this blessed unguento, this rare extraction, that

hath only power to disperse all malignant humours.
B. Jonton, Volponc, il. 1.

unguentOUS (ung-gwen'tug), a. [< unguent +
-mix.] Like an unguent, or partaking of its

qualities. H'right. [Rare.]
ungues, . Plural of /

unguessed (un-gesf), a. Not arrived at or at-

tained by guess or conjecture; unsuspected.
Spenser.

And there by night and there tiy day
The worm invrurtt and greed ing lay.

Bulmr, tr. of Schiller'* Fight with the Dragon, p. T::.

unguical (ung'gwi-kal), a.
|
< L. unguin, nail,

claw, + -ic-al.] Like a nail or claw; ungual;
unguicular. [Rare.]
unguicorn (ung'gwi-kdrn), . K L. unguis,
nail, claw, hook, + eornu, horn.] In omilli.,
the horny sheath of the tip of the upper man-
dible, when distinct from tne rest of the pieces
composing the sheath of the bill, as it is in

ducks, geese, petrels, etc.
;
tho dertrotheca.

The inferior unguicorn is the corresponding
sheath of the tip of the under mandible. Also
called myxotlieca.
The ungnlcorn or dertrotheca Is large nnd strong (in

the albatross). Couet, Proc. Phila. Acad., 1806, p. 27.

unguicular (ung-gwik'u-lar), a. [< L. iingui-

culus, dim. of unguig, nail, claw, + -ar3.] 1.

Of or pertaining to a nail or claw ; bearing
claws; ungual. 2. Of the length of an un-

guis or human finger-nail; about half an inch

long Unguicular Joint of the tarsus, in entam., the
last tarsal joint, tn which the ungues are attached.

Unguiculata (ung-gwik-u-la'ta), H. j>l. [NL.,
neut.pl. of ungtticiilatua : see unguiciilate.] In
the Linnean classification, one of the primary
divisions, a subclass or superorder, of the Mam-
malia, including the four orders Bruta, (Hires,
Ferte, and Primate*, or the edentates, rodents,
carnivores, and quadrumanes (including man) :

correlated with I'ngvlata, or hoofed quaclrupeds,
and the cetaceans. [Not now used in any ex-
act classificatory sense, though available as a
designation.]
unguiculate (ung-gwik'u-lat), a. and n. [= F.

onguicuU= Sp. ungiiiculailo, < NL. unguicutatttx,
< L. unguiculus, nail, claw: see iingnieulug.] I.
<J. 1. Having nails or claws, as distinguished
from hoofs; not ungulate nor muticous, as a

mammal; belonging to the i'nguictilata. 2. In

bot., furnished with a claw or claw-like base
;

clawed: said of petals; also, ending in a

point like a claw. 3. In entom., hooked, as if

clawed Unguiculate antennae or palpi, antennas
or palpi In which the last joint is slender and curved, re-

sembling a claw. Unguiculate maxillae, subchelate
maxilla), whose lacinla or external lobe has at its apex a
slender tooth which can be folded down on the lofie it-

self, as iu the Cicindelidje. Unguiculate tibia. In en-

torn., a tibia which has the external apii-al nnsle prolonged
iu a more or less incurved and pointed process : distin-

guished front the tnucronate tibia, in which there is a slm-

ilarprolongatlon on the inner side.

H. n. A member of the I'liguiculata.

unguiculated (ung-gwik'u-la-ted), a. [< H-

guiciilatf + -cd%.] Same as ungiiicnlate.

linguiculus (ung-gwik'u-lus), .; pi. unguiculi
(-11). [NL., < L. unguictilus, dim. of unguis,
nail, claw: see unguis.] In entom., an unguis;
a small claw or hook-like appendage, sometimes
used to distinguish either tarsal claw, when both claws
and the last tarsal joint are collectively called uncnti*.
See unguis, 4.

unguidable (un-gi'da-bl), a. Incapable of be-

ing guided.

unguidably (un-gi'da-bli), adr. In an unguida-
ble manner. Carlyte.

unguided (un-gi'ded), a. I. Not guided; not
led or conducted.

A stranger
Unguided and unfriended.

Shot., T. N., Hi. 3. 10.

2. Not regulated ; ungoverned.
The accidental, unguided motions of blind matter.

Locke.

unguiferous (ung-gwif'e-rus), a. [< L. .

nail, claw, -t- ferre = E. bear1
.] 1. Bearing

an unguis of any kind : as, the terminal or ii-

i/iiifcrous phalanx of a digit. 2. Having un-

guiferous phalanges or digits; unguieulate or

ungulate, as a quadruped Unguiferous prolegs,
in rntom., those false or deciduous legs of a caterpillar
which are armed beneath with many minute hooks.



unguiform 6612 unhandy

(ung 'gwi- form), a. [= F . ongui- Linnaeus placed in Brnta, an order of his Un-

*nifrm mandibles in Mm nml 1 l.les vl.oll are

fo&ffl n̂d"'^^^^^ as in tl!e lar -

v* of many D,ptera.
t,,,,nHW- i,,

ungUlltlly (un-gil n-li), (. - i" 1?) 1U ,

nocently.
unguiltiness (un-gU'ti-nes), n. The character

or state of being unguilty or mnocent; mno-
cence.
Y UrSS ^o^Xe^oStrany, v. 2.

.iwmflCT r^il'ti) , IX ME towtfto OH-unguilty (un-gil tij, a.
[_< 'Wi/> <"'-

.% (also with F. term ,/*,/), < AS. </'-

ff y ' ] g y;

ogy , p. m
To become free from hair.

^ntia, and correspond to the modern orders A Hwdactyla The ,lj(le is said to unhair , 24 hollra .

or .

the Proi-osaWand //yraooidea, and certain fossil groups,

Mth^nWpoda. The term, like the correlated Ungmm-
lata, has lapsed from a strict classiflcatory sense, but is

of hooted qlu"lru -

^ ^
m!te*!M having claws or hoofs, < L. MHZa,
clawMSf f see ^, W*.] I. 1.'

Shaped or formed into a hoof; hoof-like; un-
*

a nuadnmed like the
See

.

7unhairmg-beam (un-har mg-bem), n. In lea-

tlter-mmnif., a semicylindrical beam resting on
a support at one end and on the floor at the

other, so that it has an inclined position: used
^ ^^ ^^ ag c me rom t>
lime-pits, and to hold them for treatment with
the nnhairing-knife.
unhairmg-knife (un-har'mg-mf),w. Inlcather-

mamif., a two-handled iron scraper used to

scrapi the hair from hides after they are taken

innocent.
_

imguinal (ung gwi-nal), n. [= Sp. migmnal, <

L. W/( s, nail, claw : see, <?,.] Of or per-
taining to the unguis, or human nail. [Rare.]

nf nr,iiipti,m of Hi* pntirp

JSSZjSSf* rhTtSumlf^'fsin^ bone^aft
(Pacific Jled. Jour.). Poy. Set. JV^CTM, XXIII. 143.

unguinous(ung'gwi-nus),. [< L. ungumosus,
i- anoint-

oil, or resembling it.

unguirostral (ung-gwi-ros'tral), a. [< L. un-

guis, nail, claw, + rostrum, beak.] Having a

nail at the end of the bill, as a duck or goose.

Unguirostres (ung-gwi-ros'trez), n. pi. [NL. :

see unguirostral.'] In ornith., in Nitzsch's clas-

sification, the duck family: so called from the

nail at the end of the bill: equivalent to the

Laniellirostres or Anseres of authors, exclusive

of the flamingos.
unguis (ung'gwis), .; pi. ungues (-gwez). [NL.,
< L. unguis, nail, claw, talon, hoof, = Gr. ovvj,

nail,claw: see nail andonyx.] 1. Anail,claw,or
hoof of any animal. 2f. A measure of length,
about half an inch. 3. In anat.: (a) The
human lacrymal bone : so called because it

resembles the human finger-nail : more fully
called os unguis. (b) The hippocampus minor,

<

unffu l ate or hoofed nuadrupedH. , An ungulate or hooted
^rupea _

unguled (ung gultt;, a. in c ., navmg noois .

noting ruminant animals. The epithet is used

only when the hoofs are of a different tincture

from the rest of the bearing.

Unguligrada (ung-gu-lig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of ungithqrruus : see unguhgracle.] A
division of ruminant ungulates; the ruminants

Pr Per .
exclusive of thefcamelldx; the Pecora

vnguligrada, contrasted as a series with the

..
only the camel

unguligrade (ung'gu-li-grad), a. and u. [<
NL. uiiguligradus, < L. ungula, hoof, + gradi,

walk.] I. a. Walking upon hoofs
; having true

hoofs
; cloven-footed, as a ruminant, or solidun-

gulate, as the horse
; belonging to the Ungu-

ligrada; not phalangigrade or tylopod.
II. n. An unguligrade quadruped.

Ungulina (ung-gu-H'na), n. [NL. (Bosco, or

Oken, 1815), dim. of L.''ungula, claw, hoof: see

ungula.'] A genus of bivalves, typical of the
few species are Af-

t~,.unhairing-machme (nn-har'mg-ma-shen"), .

A machine for removing the hair from hides.
^^.^ of two ^^^ wMch^ Mde8 ^

ed one cylillder carry i llg spiral scrapers, and the
other below it caused, by suitable gearing, to revolve at

a lessspeed.

Unhalet (un-hal'), . [< ""-1 + hale*. Cf.nn-

whole.-] Unsound; not healthy. Waterhouse,

Apology for Learning.
untalesomet, a. Same as nmofcofeome.

unhallow (un-hal'6), r. t To profane ;
dese-

crate.

"

vnhallowed and unchri8 teDed

the very duty of prayer itself. Milton, Eikonoklastes, 1.

unhallowed (un-hal'6d), a. 1. Not hallowed,
consecrated, or dedicated to sacred purposes.

Let never day ,,or

ngMunhaUogd
paw.

.

**"*> 2len - vl-."- * 8ft-

2. Unholy ; profane ; P*
ha

nearac"ed
h
p
a
iaee.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 5.

.hal'6-ing) n The act or pro-

..
,,

.
f

UngUllte (ung gu-llt), n. A Bracniopoc

united ; sometimes there is a projection or claw-like or-

The' un^ueJarea'ttaclre'dto
1'

aTeiTsSpie^'which''^'
cord^to^urieTis a trueVoinl ThougS the Receding
joint is generally called the last of the tarsus : this piece
may be expanded beneath into a cushion-like organ, the

then distinguished as unguiculi. The ungues assume vari-

ous forms, which are of great importance in classification.

The two claws may be more or less united or connate, even

nearly to the tips. When forming only a slight angle with
each other they are said to be divergent, and when spread-
ing widely they are divaricate. They are cleft when each
claw is split from the tip so that there is an upper and a
lower division ; unequally cleft when these divisions are
of unequal size ; cleft with movable parts when the divi-

sions are movable on eacli other ; bifid when the divisions
are side by side instead of one over the other. According
to the processes on the lower or concave surface, uugues
are toothed when each has one pointed process; serrate

when there are several small pointed teeth ; serrulate
when these processes are flue and bristle-like ; pectinate
when they are long, slender, and numerous ; appendicu-
late when each claw has a membranous appendicle be-

neath. The claws may be unequal in size ; and when they
can be turned back on the last tarsal joint they are said

to be subchelate.

5. In bot., the claw or lower contracted part of

some petals, by which they are attached to the

receptacle, as in the pink, the mustard, Cleome,
etc. It is analogous to the petiole of a leaf.

A. division
from near

the Gulf of

Finland, and characterized by the presence
of so-called ungulites (Obolus apollinis), one of

the characteristic brachiopods of the primor-
dial fauna. So named by Pander.

Ungulites (ung-gu-H'tez), . [NL. (Bronn,
1848), < L. ungula, a hoof.] A genus of brach-

iopods: same as Obolus, 3. Also Ungula.

ungulons (ung'gu-lus), . [< L. ungula, hoof,
+ -ous.] Pertaining to or resembling a hoof

;

ungulate.
ungum (un-gum'), ('. t. [< un-1 + gum 2

.] To
remove gum from

;
free from gum or a gummy

substance, or from stickiness
; degum.

When unffummed, bleached, and combed, it [ramie]
forms the strong brilliant staple now used in the man-
ufacture of Japanese silks.

Bramwell, Wool-Carding, p. 67.

ungyve (un-jiv'), v. t. [< H-2 + gyve.'] To free

from fetters or handcuffs. [Kare.]
Commanded hym to be vngyued and set at libertie.

Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 6.

unhabilet (un-hab'il), a. [< un-1 + habile. Cf.

unable.] Unfit; unsuitable.

Puttynge out of their citie their women and all that
were of yeres unhaliill for the warres, . . . they [the
Petiliansl obstinately defended their walles.

uour, ill 6.

fanation and imftaiiow./ both of body and soul, tobe for-

bidden. J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 323.

Not greeted; unsa"

. [NL,
< 1. unaula, claw, talon, hoof, dim. of miguis,

nail, claw, talon, hoof: see ^mgu^s.] 1. A
slightly hooked or blunt nail that is, a hoof,
as of the horse, ox, etc.; also, a clavv or nail

of any kind
;
a talon. 2. In geom., a part cut

off from a cylinder, cone, etc., by a plane pass-
ing obliquely through the base and part of the
curved surface: so named from its resem-
blance to the hoof of ahorse. 3. In surg., an
instrument for extracting a dead fetus from
the womb. 4. In lot., same as ungnis, 5.

5. [cnp.] [NL. (Pander, 1830).] A genus of

brachiopods : same as Obolns, 3, and Ungulites.
ungular (ung'gu-lar), a. [< ungula + -o-3.j
Of the character of' an ungula ; lingual.
Ungulata (ung-gu-la'ta), . pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of LL. ungulatus, having claws or hoofs : see

ungulate.'] In the Linnean classification, one
of the primary divisions, a subclass or super-
order, of Mammalia, including all the hoofed

quadrupeds, the two Linneau orders Pecora and
lielluse (except the elephant and walrus, which

unhabitable (un-hab'i-ta-bl), a. Uninhabita-

^
Obsolete or rare.]

We offer vnto yowe the Equmoctiall line hetherto vn-
knowcn and

furnte by the furious heate of the soonne,

?e
n
>ve~tfdfe^^ Pml n "" ****"' '

Peter Martyr (tr. In Eden's First Books on America,
[ed- Arber, p. 64).

Hitherto they had all the like opinion, that vnder the
line Equmoctiall for much heatethe laud was tmAa&tfaWe.

cluyt s Voyages, I. 2W.

unhacked (un-hakf), a. Not hacked; not cut
or mangled; not notched.

With unhack'd swords and helmets all nnbruised,we will bear home that lusty blood again.
Shak- K - John

'
" L 254 -

unhackneyed (un-hak'nid), a. Not hackneyed;
not worn out or rendered stale, flat, or common-
place by frequent use or repetition.
unhair (un-har'), v. [< ME. unheeren ; < -2

+ hair1
.'] I. trans. To deprive of hair

;
remove

the hair from
; depilate: as, to unhair skins or

hides. Wi/elif, Ezek. xxix. 18.

ril unhair thy head. Shak.
,
A. and C., ii. 5. 64.

unhampered (un-ham'perd).*?. Not hampered,
hindered, or restricted.

Let soar
The soul unhampered by a featherweight.

Browning, Ring and Book, I. 116.

unhand (uu-hand'), r. t. [< n-a + hand.'] To
take the hand or hands from

;
release from a

grasp ;
let go.

Unhand me, gentlemen.
By Heaven, I'll make a ghost of him that lets me !

Shalt., Hamlet, i. 4. 84.

What do you mean ? Unhand me ; or, by Heaven,
I shall be very angry ! this is rudeness.

Beau, and Fl., Captain, i. 3.

Unhandily (un-han'di-li), adv. In an unhandy
manner; awkwardly; clumsily.
unhandiness (un-han'di-nes), n. The state or

character of being unhandy ;
want of dexterity ;

clumsiness.

unhandled (un-han'dld), a. 1. Not handled;
not touched; not treated or managed.
Left the cause o' the king unhandled.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 58.

2. Not accustomed to being used
;
not trained

or broken in. [Rare.]
Youthful and unhandled colts.

Shale., M. of V., v. 1. 72.

unhandsome (un-han'sum), a. If. Not well

adapted for being handled or used; inconve-

nient; awkward; untoward; unmanageable;
unhandy.
Then the intermedial evil to a wise and religious per-

son is like unhandsome and ill-tasted physick.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, i. 5.

2. Not handsome; not good-looking; not well-

formed; not beautiful.

Were she other than she is, she were unhandsome.
Shak., Much Ado, i. 1. 177.

3. Not generous or decorous
;
not liberal; un-

fair; disingenuous; mean; unbecoming.
Being taken before the Governor, he demanded my

passe, to which he set his hand, and asked 2 rix-dollars

for a fee, w<* methought appeared very unhandsome in a

Soldier of his quality. Ecelyn, Diary, Oct. 2, 1641.

unhandsomely (un-han'sum-li), adv. In an un-
handsome manner, in any sense.

A good thing done unhandsomely turns ill.

Browniwj Ring and Book, II. 88.

unhandsomeness (un-han'sum-nes), n. The
state or character of being unhandsome, in any
sense. Sir P. Sidney.

unhandy (un-lmn'di), a. Not handy, in any
sense; awkward; inconvenient.



unhang

unhang (un-hang'), r. t.; pret. anil pp. uiihmnj
or unlniHi/fil, ppr. uiilniiii/ini/. |< mi-- + lniiiti.'j

1. To take- nr ivinove I'l-oui a liaiiu'iii^ position,M a picture Or abelL Orarapierfrom itt hanir-
ers; 'also, to remove from i.

'

hingei Of similar

supports, as a door, a Bato, or a slmtter.
I tul mn ll.v liovt,, I,,I/,F,I ./ i, iv riniiT

"";;." h A,tered, , ,

2. To deiirive of liaiitfin^s, as a room.
Unhanged (nn-hailgd'), . [< MK. Klthum/nl
,,,,*"'':<-' + /, .....,,,/.| \o, I,:,,,.;,,!;,,,,!

punished by hanging. Also iniliiini/.

Thou im-Aa/i;/.-./ harlott, hark what I sale.

)<./* Way, p. si:t.

There live not three good nu-n im/m/i.;."' in England.
Xhak., 1 Hen. IV., II. 4. 144.

unhapt (mi-hap'), n. [< ME. unhappe, tinliap,

nnliap. iinhep (= Icel. ulmpii); < -' + /ml. 1

Ill luck ; misfortune.

Badly the segge hym In his sadel .ette,
As non vnhap Imd Iiym ayled.

SirG<LwaVneandthearetn Hnight(E.E.T.*.\\.UI.
Now eertes, Trend, I drede of thyn unhappe.

Chauter, Envoy to t&ogan, 1. a),

unhappily (uu-l.ap'i-li), adv. 1 In an unhappy
manner; unfortunately; miserably; evilly: as,
to live untMi>pil</.

Lncrecetheota.*.,
Haply that name of -chaste

"
unhappily set

Tlibbatelew edge on his keen appetite.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 8.

., .

Unhappily deceived. Milton.

2. By ill fortune
;
as ill luck would have it

;
to

some one's misfortune : as, unhappily I missed

seeing him.
The commonplace Is unhappily withlu reuch of n, all.

/,, is'ew Princeton Eev., I. 1T7.

3. Not suitably or appropriately ; not

6613

to endure fatigue or adverse conditions; ten-
tier. 2. Not buying fortitude ; not bold : tim-
orou-.

Irresolute, unhardy, unadventurout.*. >' -. '"-

Unharmed (un-harmd'), . Not harmed or in-

jurcd. .S/KI/,., K. and J.. i. 1. L'I7.

uUannful (, n-harm'fu,,, .

.

Not hannfu. or

J
innoxious.

TlL-niselves unharmful, let them live unharmed.
/>r,,,,,,,, Hind and l-anther.

unharmfully (un-hiirm'ful-i). mtr. Harmless-

ly; innoxioiisly. <',it< nipurary Kef., LIV. 67<i.

unharmonious (iin-liiir-mo'ni-us), . Inhar-
raonious.

Thoie pure immortal element! that know
NO grow, no iWiari<m^ mixture.

.

'

,' ,

'

unharness (un-har ues), r. t. j[<M
- *-

"*] 1 . To stnp of harness ;
loose from bar-

ness or gear ; hence, to set free from work ; re-

lease.

An unmerciful day's work of sorrow till death unbar-
nest them. ilillon, Divorce, II. 21.

The sweating **-

2. To remove armor or military dress from.

unhasp (un-hasp'), P. . [< ME. u H l, (,s,H-n; <

.-' -f *,,w 1 To loose from a hasn let Co
* h '

Ixjit
and chain lie liackwar, rofl d,

And made the bar unhasp IU holt).

Scott, L. of tlie L., vl. 12.

unhasty (un-has'ti), a. Not hasty; not p'recip"-

itate
; not rash; deliberate; slow.

Krom her unkattie^ gne did .1,^
Spnr, K. (J., I. IIL 4.

Helsaperfeetn.au . . . who hath . . . so Mn/,(and
? a "P'rit " tl"lt he Decrees upon no act before he

-

unheeding

unhealable inn-he'la hl.i, n. Not eapable of

being healed : ineiirable.

An wiiArfa ipraln. Fuller.
. ,. r/ iii- i 111 x >

"'w
'

f !''

[m T "'''

Ten of thounand* . . . lead sedentary ami unwlioli-= - ...^^^^^^;f,^
hi-nlih. bin t.. MftMftL an.l t.. .Irmikeiinem u a ole
under the feeling of unhrallh iin.l iii-pri-miii.il.

*<** Health ami Education. p. .

unhealthful (iin-helth'ful), a. Not healthful;
injurious to health; insalubrious; uuwhole-
noun' ; noxious, physically or morally : as, an
unhealthful climate or air. JJrydeii, tr. of Juve-
nal's Satires, iv.

unhealthfully (un-h< Ith'ful-i ),,/,. In an uu-
healthful manner; unhealthily.
unhealthfulness (un-helth'ful-nes), n. The
state of hfin utdiealthful; unwholesomeuess;
insalubrionsness Bacu
Unhealthily (un-hel'thi-li), adv. In an un-
wholesome or unsound manner. Milton Di-
vorcl, Pref

unhealthiness ( un-hel'thi-nes), . The state
or character of being unhealthy, in any sense.
unhealthv fun hel

'

thi) 1 Not h.-alt^ Walt withou^v^or of CTOwth
sound: as, an unhealthy child; an unhealthy
plant. 2. Not promoting health; unhealthful;

, , A.

unwholesome : as, unhealthy habits or food.

? ^?l indicating health
; resulting from bad

health; morbid: as, an unhealthy sign or crav-

"W
j

M /'''</'/ appearance -4. Morally un-
1'ealthful : as unhealthy literature.

Unheard (un-herd'), . 1. Not heard; not per-
ceived by the ear.

Misfortune
;

ill luck.

It is onr great unlmpiiitie.fi, when any calamities fall

uponns.thatweareune^anddissatlsned.^p. -<,,,

3t. A miKhievoua prank ;
w.ldness.

I nm Don Sanchios stewards son, a wild boy,

u'fa'in'to'seek'the

3

wu'rif

U"A"W'""W

Fletcher and another, Love's Pilgrimage, 11. i.

unhappy (un-hap'i), . [< MK. unhappy, -

hnppi,oiihapl>i/; <-! + Aaom/.] 1. Not happy.
(o) Sot cheerful or gay; in some degree miserable or
wretched ; cast down ; sad.

TH ,,'
Ay

!j/mt"'-''^vi Hi9rno be a queen ! SWt, I Hen. VI., 111. 2. 70.

Kffin?:ubieslf'ufy hn8!':nd'9 breast
/'"/", Iliad, xxlv. 284.

(6) Marked by or associated with 111 fortune, Infelicity,
or mishap ; inauspicious ; ill-omened ; calamitous ; evil ;

lamentable.
"

I must," quod he,
"
telle ynw myn avise and entent ;

The quene U cau^ of&~%g~ T , ^
Unhamm was the clock

That struck the hour. sLk., Cymbellne, v. 5. 153.

My dreams aro like my thoughts, honest and Innocent ;

Yours aro unhan/ry.
fie,cher and Rowley, Maid In the Mill, I. l.

Nothing indeed can be more unhappy than the comli-
tion of bankruptcy. Steel,, spectator, No. 4.%.

(c)Notfellciton8;n,,twellsuitedorapproprite;notapt
2. Not having good hap, fortune, or luck

;
un-

fortunate; unlucky.
I am n little unhappy In the mould of my face, which Is

not quite so long as it is broad. Steelt; Spectator, No. 17.

3t. Full of tricks ; mischievous ; tricksy.

Laf- A shrewd knave, and an unhappy.
Count. So he is. My lord that 's gone made himself

much sport out of him. SAa*., All's Wen, iv. 5. cc.

Ay, and beat him well ; he
'

an unhappy toy.
Beau, and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, ii. 4.

= 8yn. 1. Downcast, cheerless.

t (un-hap'i),
P. t. To make unhappy.

mole thehat from
m nvr tliA

'

P)|fcrt on , knees whcn the host (j^^ by
II. Spencer,

Unhatchedl (un-hachf), a. [< n-l + AoteA
1^

+ -erf2.] 1. Not hatched; not having left the
e
*f~ 2

: ^ m tured and brought to light;
not '

Some unAafcArf practice. ShaJc., Othello, 111. 4. 141.

Unhatched2
* (un-hachf), [< ""-1 + liatth*

+ -''rf2
''
or perhaps for uuhacked, not hacked.]^ ^[^ Qr m̂ rke(, with cu,^ Qr lines n()

J

t

scratched or injured: applied in the Quotations
to a rapier not yet used in fight, both literally
and figuratively.
He is knight, dubb'd with unhatrhed rapier and on car-

pet consideration. Shot., T. N., ill. 4. 267.

Tender and full of fears our blushing sex is,^ ""*""*'"

ing; not permitted to speak for one's self.

What pangs I feel unpltled and unheard. Dryden.

,
Vet .t was thought unjust to condemn him ,*,., .

o. rot known to fame
;
not celebrated.

Nor was his name unheard. Milton, P. L., L 788.

Unheard-of, unprecedented ; such as was never known
or he., d of before.

We deeming It proper to apply some speedy Remedy to
o euoimou. and nfcardV piece-of Vlilany.

unhearset (un-hers'), r. t. [Early mod. E. MM-
/,,,,, .

< Mn .i + ^rgel .j To remove from
hearse or monument.

And himselfe baffuld, and lib armes unhertt.

Spenter, V. Q., V. ill. 37.

unheartt ( un-hart'), F. t. [< HH-- + lieart.~\ To
discourage ; depress ;

dishearten.

Y . .

, , .,

unharhor,unharhour(un-har'bor),r.f. [<-!
+ Ar&rV] To drive.from harbor or shelter;
dislod-e: a hunters' word. Foolc, Devil upon
Two Sticks, i.

Unharhored, unharboured (un-har'bprd), a.

Not sheltered ; affording no shelter. ['Rare.]

Trace huge forests and unharbvui d heaths.

Jliltou, Comus, l. 423.

unhardened (un-har'dnd), a. Not hardened;
not indurated : literally or figuratively.

\\fKewer,
Of strong prevalent ttZSSSi'4 youth.

t., M. v D., i. i. 35.

Beav- a "d Fl- Kni8ht ' Malta ' " 5-

unhatting (un-hat'ing), w. A taking off of the

hat, especially as an act of politeness, as in

making a bow. [Rare 1^ unhattinyi_ ^ s
n Nnt lmiititBH not

-ot resorted to -un visited
'

A lone unhaunted place. Donn,, Prog, of the Soul, I.

unhazarded (un-haz'ar-ded), a. Not exposed
or submitted to hazard, chance, or danger; not
ventured. Milton, S. A., 1. 809.

unhazardous (iin-haz'tir-dus), n. Not hazar-
do >'> not full of risk or danger; free from risk
or danger. Dri/<len, Duke of Guise, Epis.
unhead (un-hed'), t\ t. [< uii-2 + head.} To
take the head from ; remove the head of ; de-

prive of the head or of a head.
Vmi .n,i n.,t ,,niv ,!,>. i,, i, r-mu-.i >,i,r i,. ,,,,),i

a2^ dl *"&SSSS&UL iBSSj
unhealH (un-hel'), . [< ME. unheele, unhele, <To InflrrnJtv- l

Miserable c'ondit in"rfortiine- wretched
;

Envy allone
That sory is of oother mennes wele,
And glad is oT his.sorwe and his unheele.

Chaucer, Physician's Tale, 1. us.

UHfleal2t (un-hel ), r. t. [Early mod. E. nnhele,
'<'"<'. < ME. toiheelrn, *Men, < AS. unhelan,

uncover : as M-* + heaV.] To uncover.
Ylt wol this werk the roote, as sum men telle,

I'"**- or >"'' V>
'T , X P-

Unbeaven (un-hev'n), r. t.

To remove from or deprive of heaven. [Rare.]
Unheav'n yourselves, ye holy Cherublns.

Dane,, Holy Eoode, p. 28.

Unheavenly (un-hev'n-li), a. Not heavenly;
not Pertaining to, characteristic of, or suitable
for heaven, liyro,*, Manfred, iii. 1. [Rare.]
unhedged (un-heid'), a. Not hedged.

Our needTul knowledge like our needful food

Unhedijed, lies open In life's common Held.

Young, Night Thoughts, v.

unheeded (un-he'ded), a. Not heeded; disre-

Karded ; neglected ; unnoticed._ _,,,.. __, ,.,.. . ..,. , ,,

unheededly (un-he'ded-li), nrfr. Without being
noticed. [Rare.]

Beneath the fray

unhardy (un-luir'di), . [< ME. /-,/,/,
-

hanli, < /(-! + liitrdyl.] 1. Not hardy: not able Spener, F. Q., II. xiL 4.

i

,,, hM < f,n(un-hed ful), a. 1. Not heedful:
hpedless; not cautious; inattentive; careless.

Tennyson, The Gardener's Daughter.-2. Not
marked by caution or consideration ; rash ; in-

considerate.

Unhetd/ul vow^ may heedfully be broken.
Shat., T. O. of V , IL . 11

unheedfully (un-hed'ful-i), orfr. Carelessly;
incautiously. Sh,d., T. O. of V., i. 2. 3.

unheedllyt (un-he'di-li), nrfr. In an unheeding
manner: carelessly; unheedinglv. Sueuaer.
F ' Q- IV ' X ' 13 '

unheeding (un-he'ding), . Not heeding; care-

^! negTigent; heedless.

He puad nnmark'd by my vnheediny eyes. Drydtn.



unheedingly

unheedingly (un-he'ding-li), adv. Ill an un-

heeding manner; carelessly.

unheedy (un-he'di),a. 1. Unheeding; careless.

So have I seen some tender slip . . .

Pluck'cl up by some unhei'dy swain.

Milton, Epitaph on Marchioness of Winchester, 1. 38.

2. Precipitate ;
sudden.

Wings and no eyes figure unheedy haste.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 1. 237.

unheelt, <' t. See unheal'2 .

unheired (un-ard'), a. Without an heir.

To leave him utterly unheired. Chapman.

unhelet, See unheal.

unhelm (un-helm'),i>. t [< i-2 + helm
1

*.] To

deprive of a helm or helmet. Scott, Ivanhoe.

unhelmet (un-hel'met), v. t. [< un-2 + helmet.']

To uuhelm.

unhelpful (un-help'ful), a. 1. Affording no
aid. Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 218. 2. Unable
to help one's self

; helpless. Buskin.

unhelpfully (un-help'ful-i), adv. In an unhelp-
ful manner; without giving aid.

unhendet (un-hend'), a. [< ME. unhende, on-

hende; < un-1 + hend2.] Ungracious; discour-

teous
; ungentle ;

hard.
Then Am I thyne Enemye moste vnhcnde.

Political Poems, eta. (ed. Furnivall), p. 190.

unheppen (un-hep'en), a. [< n-l + heppen,
for "helpen, holpen, pp. of help : see help.] Mis-

shapen; ill-formed; clumsy; awkward. Tenny-

son, The Village Wife. [Prov. Eng.]
unheritablet (un-her'i-ta-bl), a. Barred from
inheritance ; disqualified as an heir.

Thereby you [are] justly made illegitimate and unher-
itable to the crown imperial of this realm.

Heylin, Reformation, ii. 207. (Dames.)

unheroic (un-he-ro'ik), . Not heroic.

unheroism (un-her'o-izm), n. That which is

not heroic ; unheroic character or action; cow-
ardice. [Rare.]
Their greedy quackeries and unheroisms.

Carlyle, Cromwell, i. C5.

unhesitating (un-hes'i-ta-ting), a. Not hesi-

tating; without misgiving or doubt; prompt;
ready.
unhesitatingly (un-hes'i-ta-ting-li), adv. With-
out hesitation or doubt.

unhidden (un-hid'n), a. Not hidden or con-

cealed; open; manifest. Shak., Hen. V., i. 1. 80.

nnhidet (uu-hid'), i\ t. [< ME. unhiden; < wjj-1

+ hide1
.']

To reveal the nature of; disclose.

Tyl I this vomauce may unhide.
Rom,, of the Rose, 1. 2168.

unhillt, v. t. [ME. unMllen, mihilen; < -2 +
hilft. Of. unheal'2 .'] To uncover; unroof.

And if his hous be vnh&ed and reyne on his bedde,
He seketh and seketh til he slepe drye.

Piers Plowman (B), xvii. 319.

unhinge (un-hinj'), v. t. 1. To take from the

hinges : as, to unhinge a door.

Paul's midnight voice prevail'd, his music's thunder
Unhing'd the prison-doors, split bolts in sunder.

Quartets, Emblems, v., Epig. 10.

2. To displace; unfix by violence.

Rather than not accomplish my revenge,
Just or unjust, I would the world unhinge. Waller.

3. To unsettle; loosen; render unstable or wa-
vering; discompose; disorder: as, to unhinge
the mind

;
to unhinge opinions.

Wingy mysteries in divinity, and airy subtleties in reli-

gion, which have unhinged the brains of better heads.
Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici, i. 9.

unhingement (un-hinj'ment), n. The act of un-

hinging, or the state of being unhinged. Imp.
Diet. [Bare.]
unb.ired (un-hlrd'), a. Not hired. Milton,
Touching Hirelings.
unhistoric (un-his-tor'ik), a. 1 . Not historic

;

not containing or conveying history ;
not being

a part of recorded history; not noticed in his-

tory; unrecorded.
Through how many ages this unhistoric night of Euro-

pean man may have preceded the dawn of civilisation it

is at present vain to speculate. Eneyc. Brit., IL 342.

2. Contrary to history. [Rare.]
Under the influence of crude and unhistoric discussion

of the subject . . . this conception of the American state
has passed from the minds of large bodies of our people.

Biblwtheca Sacra, XLVI. 545.

Of Disraeli, in 1874, there is an equally speculative and
unhistoric judgment. The Academy, Dec. 27, 1890, p. 606.

unhistprical (un-his-tor'i-kal), a. Same as un-
historic.

Unhitch (un-hich'), v. t. To disengage from a
hitch or fastening ;

set free
; unfasten : as, to

unhitch a horse.

linhive (un-hiy'), v.t. 1. To drive from a hive.
2. To deprive of habitation or shelter.
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unhoard (un-hord' ), v. t. To dissipate ;
scatter.

Milton, P. L., iv. 188. [Rare.]
unholdH (uu-hold'), v. t. [< w-i + hohn.] To
cease to hold

;
let go the hold of. Otwuy.

unhold'2t, [< ME. unhold, < AS. unhold (=
OS. OHO. unhold), < un-, not, + hold, faithful:

see hold?.] Unfavorable
;
hostile.

unholet, " A Middle English form of umchole.

unholily (un-ho'li-li), adv. In an unholy man-
ner. Jei: Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ii. 3.

linholiness (un-ho'li-nes), n. The character or

state of being unholy ;
want of holiness.

The unholiness of obtruding upon men remission of sins

for money. Raleiyh.

unholsomt, . A Middle English form of un-

wholesome.

unholy (un-ho'li), a. and n. I. a. Not holy.
(a) Not sacred ;

not hallowed or consecrated.

Doth it follow that all things now in the church are

unholy which the Lord himself hath not precisely insti-

tuted? Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

(b) Impious ;
wicked.

Blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, un-

holy. 2 Tim. iii. 2.

= Syn. (a) Unhallowed, unsanctifled. (b) Profane, un-

godly.

II. n. ; pi. unholies (-liz). That which is un-

holy. [Rare.]
How many other Unholies has your covering Art made

holy, besides this Arabian Whinstone.
Carlyle, Sartor Resartus.

unhomogeneous (un-ho-mo-je'ne-us), a. Not
homogeneous ; heterogeneous.
unhomogeneousness (un-ho-mo-je'ne-us-nes),
n. The character or state of being'unhomo-
geneous; heterogeneousness.
unhonestt (un-on'est), . [< ME. unhonest; <

wi-1 - + honest.] Dishonest; dishonorable; not
virtuous

;
unchaste.

Whenne yee er sette, take noone vnhoneste tale.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 4.

Then, lady, you must know, you are held unhonest ;

The Duke, your brother, and yonr friends in court,
With too much grief condemn you.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, v. 5.

unhonestlyt (un-on'est-li), adv. [< ME. un-

lionestly ; < unhonest + -ly'
2
.] Dishonestly; im-

properly ; unchastely.
Speke neuer vnhonextly of woman kynde.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 3(16.

unhonestyt (un-on'es-ti), . Dishonesty; im-

propriety; improper conduct.

Unhonesty hath ever present pleasure in it, having
neither good pretence going before, nor yet any profit

following after. Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 39.

unhonort, unhonourt (un-on'or),. t. [< ME.
unhonouren; < un-2 + honor.] To dishonor.

I honoure my Fadir, and ye han unhonourid me.
Wyclif, John viii.

unhonored, unhonoured (un-on'ord), a. Not
honored; not regarded with honor or venera-
tion.

"Unwept, unltonour'd, and unsung.
Scott, L. of L. M., vi. 1.

unheeded (un-hud'ed), . Not having or not
covered with a hood.

Up soars one falcon unhooded, while the other is drawn
from its uncertain perch on the bead of the Arab to join
the others. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 82.

unhook (un-huk'), r. t. To loose from a hook
;

open or undo by detaching the hook or hooks of.

unhoop (un-hop'), v. t. 1. To remove the hoops
of, as a barrel or cask. 2. To remove the stiff

petticoats or hoop-skirts of, as a woman : prob-
ably jocose, and with allusion to def. 1.

Unhoop the fair sex, and cure this fashionable tympany
got among them. Addison.

unhoped (un-hopf), . Not hoped or looked
for

; unexpected ;
not so probable as to excite

hope.
Whatsoevere thou mayst sen that is don in this world

unhoped or unwenyd. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

With unhop'd success. Dryden, ^neid, vii. 400.

Unhoped-for, unhoped ; not hoped for.

Unhopeful (un-hop'ful), a. Not hopeful ;
leav-

ing no room for hope ; hopeless. Shak., Much
Ado, ii. 1. 392.

unhopefully (un-hop'ful-i), adv. In an unhope-
ful manner

;
without hope ; hopelessly. Fort-

niqhtly Bee., N. S., XLI. 833.

unhorse (un-hors'), v. t. [< ME. unhorsen, on-
horsen ; < un-2 + horse.] 1. To throw or strike
down from a horse

;
cause to dismount or fall

from the saddle.

But the! were clene onliorsid in the feld.

Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2404.

He would unhorse the lustiest challenger.
Shak., Rich. II., v. 3. 19.

Uniat

2. To deprive of a horse or horses
;
remove the

horse or horses from. [Rare.]
Maidens wave

Their kerchiefs, and old women weep for joy ;

While others, not so satisfied, unhorse
The gilded equipage, and, turning loose

His steeds, usurp a place they well deserve.

Cowper, Task, vi. 701.

unhospitable (un-hos'pi-ta-bl), . Inhospita-
ble. [Rare.]
unhospitalt (un-hos'pi-tal), a. Inhospitable.

Sandys, Travailes, p. 39.

unhostile (un-hos'til), a. 1. Not hostile;

friendly. 2. Not pertaining to or caused by
an enemy. [Rare.]

By unhostile wounds destroy'd. J. Philips, Blenheim.

unhouse (un-houz'), v. t. 1. To drive from
the house or habitation

; dislodge. Milton, On
the Death of a Fair Infant, 1. 21. 2. To de-

prive of shelter. Imp. Diet.

unhoused (un-houzd'), a. 1. Not housed or
sheltered as by a house : having no house or

home. Whittier, Tent on the Beach. 2. De-

prived of or driven from a house, home, roof,
or shelter. Shak., T. of A., iv. 3. 229.

unhouseledt, unhouselledt (un-hou'zeld), .

Not having received the sacrament.

Cut off even in the blossom of my sin,

Unhowel'd, disappointed, unaneled.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 6. 77.

unhuman (un-hu'man), . 1. Not human;
destitute of human qualities. S. L. Stevenson,
Thoreau, IV. 2. Inhuman. [Rare.]
Unhuman and remorseless cruelty.

South, Sermons, XI. ii.

unhumanize (un-hu'man-iz), v. t. [< unhuman
+ -ize.] To cause to cease to be human

;
de-

prive or divest of the nature or characteristics

of human beings. Huston.

unhung (un-hung'), . 1. Not suspended; not

hung. 2. Not hanged; unhanged.
unhurt (uu-herf), a. [< ME. unhurt; <-! +
hurt.] Not hurt

;
not harmed

;
free from injury.

That ye Mayre and citezens haue alle their liberties and
free vsage vnhurt. Arnold's Chro

Through burning climes I
A

ran., p. 2.

ised unhurt,

on, Spectator, No. 489.

unhurtful (un-hert'ful), a. Not hurtful; want-

ing the power of doing harm or injury. Shale.,
M. for M., iii. 2. 175.

unhurtfully (un-hert'ful-li), adv. Without
harm ; harmlessly. Pope.
unhurtfulness (un-hert'ful-nes),. Harmless-
ness.
Your unhurtefitlnes shall condemne theyr nnclennes.

Udall, 1 Cor. vi. (Encyc. Diet.)

unhusbanded (un-huz'ban-ded), . 1. Having
no husband; unmarried; also, deprived of a
husband

;
widowed.

With hanging head I have beheld
A widow vine stand in a naked field,

Unhusbanded, neglected, all forlorne.

Broume, Britannia's Pastorals, ii. 5.

2. Not managed with care or frugality ;
uncul-

tivated.

The plains about are well-nigh overgrown with bushes
and unhusbanded. Sandys, Travailes, p. 110.

unhusbandingt (un-huz'ban-ding), n. [ME.
unhusbondyng ; < un-i + husbanding.] Neglect
to till; failure to cultivate. [Rare.]

In housbonding is mysse,
Unhusbondyny undooth fertilitee.

Palladim, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 11.

unhusk (mi-husk'), v. t. To deprive of a husk,
as corn

;
hence, figuratively, to cause (a person)

to reveal his thoughts or purposes ;
cause to

disclose.

The Duke's sonne warily enqnir'd for me,
Whose pleasure I attended ; he began
By policy to open and unhuske me
About the time and common rnmonr.

C. Tourneur, Revenger's Tragedy, i. 1.

uniarticulate (u'lii-ar-tik'n-lat), a. [< L. units,
one (= E. one), + articulus, joint: see articu-

late.] Having but one joint; single-jointed:
opposed to ?>*-, tri-, or multi-articulate.

Uniat, Uniate (ii'ni-at, -at), . and a. [< Russ.

uniyatii, a united Greek, < L. units, one: see

unite.] I. it. A member of one of those com-
munities which have separated from one of
the Oriental churches and submitted to the

supremacy of the Pope, and to the doctrinal
decisions of the Roman Church, while retain-

ing their ancient liturgy, rites, discipline, or
other of their distinctive usages to a greater or
less extent, but with some important modifica-

tions; specifically, one of the United Greeks.
See miited.



Uniat

II. it. Of or pertaining to the Uniats. .7. A/.

\ml< , K;i-trrii Clinrcli, i. 56.

uniauriculate (u"ni-a-rik'u-lat), a. [< L. H n us.

one, + auricula, ear- SIM- ouriMiafc.] Having
one ear-like process or auricular formation, an a
bivalve: as, the iniiaurirulatr :in<l hiauriculate
hammer-shells of the genus Miillt us.

Ifmaurieulate animals, the gastropods. Rotriter.

uniaxal (ii-ni-tik'yal),<i.und H. Sameasunuma/.
uniaxally (u-ni-aki'sal-i), adv. Same as unuu-i-

allu.

uniaxial (u-ni-ak'si-al), a. and n. [< L. nuns.

,
+ axis, axis: see axial.] I. o. 1. Having

hut one optirul axiSj
or axis of double refrac-

tion. Iceland spar is a wuiucial crystal. See
n-friu'tiiiH, and cut under interference. 2. In

biol., having one main axis to which the other
axes are subordinate

; growing lengthwise.
3. In hot., having a single axis, as when the

primary stem of a plant does not branch and
terminates in a flower. 4. Mouaxon, as a
sponge-spieule.

II. n. A uniaxial crystal
Also uniajcal.

uniaxially (u-ni-ak'si-al-i), adv. So as to be
or become uniaxial ; iu"a uniaxial manner: as,
to grow uniaxially.
unibasal (u-ni-ba'sal), a. Having but a single
basal.

Pectoral fins, unltatat type. Amtr. Nat., Hay, 1890

unible (u'ni-bl), . [= Sp. unible = It. univile,
< L. unire, unite: see unite."] Capable of being
unified; that may be made one. [Rare.]
As I said before, either souls are partible substances or

not ; if not partible, how are they unMr >

Baxter, Dying Thoughts.

unibranchiate (u-ni-brang'ki-at), a. [< L. unus,
one, + brancliiir, gills: see branchiate.] Hav-
ing but one gill.

unict (u'nik), . [< L. unicus, one only, < unus,
one, = E. one. see one. Cf. unique.] A thing
which is the only one of its kind; a unique
thing.

Sir Charles Mordaunt's gold medal, mean as it is in

workmanship, is extremely curious, and may be termed
an I'm'i; being the only one of the kind that has come to
our knowledge. Archaol., III. 374 (1774). (Davict.)

unicameral (u-ni-kam'e-ral), a. [< L. untis, one,
+ camera, a chamber, "+"-?.] Consisting of a

single chamber: said of a legislative body.
No one attempt at introducing the unicameral system

in larger countries [than the Italian Republics of the
middle ages] has succeeded.

Creasy, On the English Constitution, p. 179.

unicamerate (u-ni-kam'e-rat), a. [< L. unus,
one, + camera, & chamber, + -ate1 .] Having
one chamber or loculus

;
unilocular.

unicapsular (u-ci-kap'su-lar), a. [< L. unus,
one, + capsula, capsule, 4- -r2 .] Haying a

single capsule; specifically, monocyttarian, as
a radiolarian.

unicarinate (u-ni-kar'i-nat), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ carina, keel, -I-

^flte
1
.] Same as unicarinated.

unicarinated (u-ni-kar'i-na-ted), a. [< unicari-

nate + -e(ft.] Having but one ridge or keel.

unicellate (u-ni-sel'at), a. [< L. unus, one, +
cella, a cell, + -ate 1

-.] One-pronged,as a sponge-
spicule.
unicelled (u'ni-seld), a. [As unicell(ate) + -erf2 .]

Unicellular.

unicellular (u-ni-sel'u-liir), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ cellula, a cell, + -or2.'} Consisting of a sin-

gle cell, as some infusoriaus and some crypto-
gams ; pertaining to or exhibiting only a single
cell, as most of the protozoan animals and pro-

tophytie plants, and the undeveloped ova of all

meta/.oan animals. Most unicellular structured or or-

ganisms HIT microscopic, but many attain considerable

size, preserving their unicellular state notwithstanding
the addition of adventitious protoplasmic material, as the

eggs of birds or reptiles. .See cut under Protocwcu*. Also
manocelhtlar Unicellular anlmala, the Protozoa.

unicentral (li-ni-sen'tral), </.
[<

L. unus, one, +
i-i-ii/rniii, center, + -at."] Having a single cen-
ter (of growth), as an animal

; proceeding from
a center in all directions, as growth or develop-
ment. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., I. 134.

unichord (u'ni-kord), n. Same as monochord.
uniciliate (u-ni-sil'i-at), . [< L. units, one, +
NL. cilitim + -ate2.] J, Having one ciliuni;

uniflagellate. Micros. So., XXIX. 348. 2. In

/ml., having one cilium or hair-like process: as,
:i Hiiiriliiitr luicterium.

uniciliated (li-ni-siri-a-ted), a. Same as IIHI-

I'iliatr.

unicism (u'ni-sizin), . In nied., the doctrine
that there is but one venereal virus producing
chancre, as opposed to dualism, which teaches
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that there are two forms of venereal ulcer, due
to the action of distinct specific poisons, one
being followed by syphilis and the other not.

unicist (u'ni-sist), . In mi-il.. a lirliever in uni-
eism.

unicity (u-nis'i-ti), n. [< L. uiiiciw, one only
(see uiiic, unique) unus, one), + -ity.] 1.
The state of being unique ; uniqueness. [Hare.]

2. The state of being in unity, or of being
united into one. De (Juincey. [Kare.]
uniclinal (u-ni-kli'nal), . [< L. wins, one, +
Or. i&iveiv, slope, bend (see dine), + -al.] Same
a inn, n, I'll,ml.

unicolor, unicolour (u-ni-kul'or), a. [< L. -

color, having one color, < unus, one, + color,
color: see color.] Of but one color; whole-
colored. Also unicolorous.

unicolorate (u-ni-kul'or-at), a. [< unicolor +
-atel.] Same as unieolor.

unicolored, unicoloured (u-ni-kul'ord), o. [<
unicolor + -erf2 .] Same as unicolor. Ure, Diet.,
III. 849.

unicolorous (u-ni-kul'or-us), o. [< unicolor +
-ous.] Same as unicolor.

Uniconchae (u-ni-kong'ke), n. pi. [NL. (La-
i iville), < L. unus, one, + concha, a shell.] The
univalve shells collectively.
uniconstant (u-ni-kon'staut), a. Characterized
or defined by one constant only.

I ,:uni adopted the molecular theory which leads to imi-

ctnutant Isotropy, but expresses his results by Inconstant
formulas. Amer. Jour. Set'., XXXIX. 837.

unicorn (u'ni-kora), M. [< ME. unicomc, uny-
corne, < OP. (and P.) unicorne, < LL. unicornuus

(also called monoceros, < Or. /jovoitepus), a fabu-
lous one-horned animal, the unicorn, < L. uni-

cornis, one-horned, < unus, one, + cornu, horn,
= E. horn."] 1. A traditional or fabulous ani-

mal, with a single long horn, the monoceros of

classic writers, commonly described as a native
of India, but in terms not certainly applicable
to any known animal. It is supposed that one of
the several large antelopes may have furnished the basis
of fact of accounts, since the long straight or recurved
horns viewed in profile would appear single. See def. 3.

lu that Contre ben raanye white Olifantes with outen
nombre, and of Unycornes, and of Lyouns of many
maneres, and many of snche Bestes, that I have told be-

fore, and of many other hydouse Besteu with onten nom-
bre. Mandfrille, Travels, p. 298.

The roots of Mandioca had almost killed them all, but
by a peece of Vnicornet home they were presented.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 841.

2. A mistranslation in the authorized version
of the Bible (Deut. xxxiii. 17, and elsewhere)
of the Hebrew word re

1em . Tills named a two-horned
animal, which has been supposed to be the urus. In the
revised version the word is translated tcild-ox.

3. In her., the representation of the fabulous
animal used as a bearing. It is delineated as a

horse, but with the tail of a lion and a long straight horn
growing out of the forehead between the ears ; often the
hoofs are represented as cloven. The actual animal most
like this bearing is the gnu.
4. The unicorn-fish, unicorn-whale, sea-uni-

corn, or narwhal, whose enormously long single
incisor tooth projects like a horn. See Mono-

don, monoceros, 3. 5. The kamichi or horned

screamer, Palamedea cornitta; the unicorn-bird.
N. Grew. See cut under Palamedea. 6. A kind
of beetle having a single long horn; a unicorn-
beetle. Various large beetles literally answer to this

definition, being unicomous. with a large single protho-
racic horn. See Dynaxtts, ekptutnt-beetif, Herculen-beetle.

7. In conch., a unicorn-shell. See cut under
Monoceros. 8. A pair of horses with a third

horse in front; also, the whole equipage.
Let me drive you out some day In my unicorn.

Jfwi Edffeworth, Belinda, xvll.

9. A Scottish gold coin issued by James HI.,
James IV., and James V., having the figure of

unideal

unicorn-bird (u'ni-koru-berd), n. Same as MMI-

eurn, 5.

unicorneal (u-ni-kor'ne-al), a. [< L. unus, one,
4- NL. i-nriiea, cornea, -f -<//.] Having but one
coniea, as an ocellus or simple eye of an insist .

The unicorneal ocelli are principally present in larval
life. Clint, Zoology (trans.), p. 538.

The narwhal.

A North

L.trv.1 of Unicorn-moth.

Obverse. Rff

Unicom. James 111. British Museum. (Size of original.)

a unicorn on the obverse. Its standard weight
was 58.89 grains troy, and it was current for 23

shillings Scotch. 10. [cap.] In astron., the
constellation Monoceros.
unicorn-beetle (u'ni-korn-be'tl), . Same as

itiin-tn'n, (j.

unicorn-fish (u'ni-k6rn-fish), n.

Src itnu-nrn. 4.

unicorn-moth (u'ni-koni-mflth), .

American bomby-
cid moth, of the

family Notiidonti-

dte, Ctflodasyx uni-

cornis : so called
from the horn on
the dorsum of the
first abdominal
segment of its

larva. Also called
unicorn prominent.
unicornous (u-ni-

k6r'nus), a. [<
L. untcornig, one-
horned: see uni-

eorii.J 1. Having
only one horn : as, unirornoiis beetles. Sir T.

Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 19. 2. Extended into
but one oviducal process, as a womb. See
uterus unicornitt.

unicorn-plant (u'ni-korn-plant), M. See Mar-
ti/nia.

unicorn-ropt (u'ni-k6rn-r8t), n. The blazing-
star, Aletris farinosa. The false unicorn-root Is CAa-
mxlirium Carolinianitin (Uelonvu dioica\ also called
dfijU's-bit and drooping starwurt. Its root is difficult to

distinguish from that of the former, and some medical
virtues are also ascribed to It. Also unicorn't-harn.

unicorn-shell (u'ni-kdrn-shel), n. A gastropod
of the family Muricidse, the lip of whose shell

has one large spine like a horn, as of the genus
Monoceros. See cut under Monoceros.
unicorn's-horn (u'ni-kdmz-h6rn), n. Same as
unicorn-root.

unicornuted (u'ni-k6r-nu'ted), a. [< L. unus,
one, + cornutus, horned: see cornute.] Deco-
rated with one horn : said of a helmet or other

object which usually has two horns.
unicorn-whale (u'ni-k6rn-hwal), n. The nar-
whal. See unicorn, 4.

unicostate (u-ni-kos'tat), a. [< L. unus, one, +
costa, a rib: see costate.] 1. Having but one
rib; in 601*., noting those leaves which have one
large vein running down the center, called the
midrib. Those having more than one great di-

vision are called multicostate. 2. In zool., hav-

ing a single costa, rib, or nervure, as an insect's

wing.
unicotyledonous (u-ni-kot-i-le'don-us), . In

bot., having one cotyledon ; monocotyledonous.
unicursal (u-ni-ker sal), a. [< L. unus, one, +
cursits, course : see course!."] On one path of a
moving element Unicuraal curve, a curve which
can be expressed as the locus of a point defined by ra-
tional functions of a single parameter. Not every uni-

partite curve is nniciirsal, because, though such a curve
may be expressed in terms uf a single parameter, it may be
only by means of an irrational function having hut oue
real value ; but such curves are only of odd orders. A
uuicursal curve may have several branches, owing to its

passing through Infinity.

unicuspid (u-ni-kus'pid), a. and . I. n. Hav-
ing but one cusp, as an incisor or canine tooth ;

unicuspidate : correlated with bicuspid and mul-

ticusi>ia or pluricuspid.
II. . A unicuspid tooth.

unicuspidate (u-m-kus'pi-dat), a. [< L. unus,
one, 4- cuspis (cuspid-), point: see cusp.] Uni-

cuspid. W. H. Flower, Encyc. Brit., XV. 403.

unicycle (u'ni-si-kl), n. [< L. unus, one, + Gr.

Kt'KAof, wheel : see cycle.] A vehicle with only
one wheel : a form of velocipede.
unidactyl, unidactyle (u-ni-dak'til), a. and n.

i<
L.unux, one, + Gr.iaxTvAof,.digit: see dactul.]

. a. Having a single (functional) digit, as the

horse; monodactyl; unidigitate.
II. n. A unidigitate or monodactyl animal.

unidactylous (u-ni-dak'ti-lus), a. [< unidactyl
+ -ous.] Same as unidactyl.
unideaed (un-i-de'ad), a. Having no ideas or

thoughts; not intelligent; senseless; frivolous.

Pretty unidea'd girls . . . seem to form the beau Ideal
of our whole sex In the works of some modern poets.

Mrs. Hemant (Memorials by Chorley, i. 99). (Dana.)

unideal (un-i-de'al), a, 1. Not ideal ; unimagi-
native; realistic; material; coarse.

This unideal character marks his style of writing, which
Is commonly formal, stiff, and rather prim.

Tnfo. 1'nrkfr, Historic Americans, Washington.



unideal

Unideal works of art (the studious production of which

is termed realism) represent actual existing things, and
are good or bad in proportion to the perfection of the rep-

resentation. Huskin, Modern Painters, iii. 13, 2.

2. Havinguoideas; destitute of ideas, thoughts,
or mental action. Johnson. [Rare.]
imidealism (un-i-de'al-izm), B. [< unideal +
-ism.] The quality or state of being uuideal;
realism

;
lack of imagination ; prosaicism.

His popularity is an emphatic testimony to the singular
unidealimi l had almost written the congenital Imbe-

cilityof the English mind in respect of eternal and di-

vine tilings. Fortnightly Jtec., N. 8., XLIII. SO.

unidentate (u-ni-den'tat), . [< L. units, one,
+ dentatus, toothed: see dentate.'] In bot. and

zoot., having a single tooth or tooth-like projec-
tion.

unidenticulate (u"ui-den-tik'u-lat), a. [< L.

unus, one, + NL. denticulus, denticle, + -ate1.]
In hot. and sool., having but one denticle.

Trans. Boy. Soc. of Edin., XXXII. 637.

unidigitate (u-ni-dij'i-tat), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ digitatus, fingered : see digitate.] Having but
one finger or toe; monodactylous.

unidiinensional(u"ni-di-men
/

shon-al),rt. Hav-

ingonly one dimension; varying in only one way.
unidirectional (u"ni-di-rek'shon-al), a. [< L.

untis, one, + directio(n-), direction, + -al.~\ In

elect., noting currents which flow in the same
direction round a circuit.

uniembryonic (u-ni-em-bri-on'ik), a. In bot.,

having a single embryo.
unifacial (u-ni-fa'shal), a. [< L. tmus, one, +
fades, a face, + -al'.] Having only one face,

front, or aspect ;
all facing the same way, as the

polypites of some corals; unifarious; secund.

See cut under sea-kidney.
Unifarious (u-ni-fa'ri-us), a. [< L. uttus, one,
+ -farius as in bifariits, etc. : see bifarious, mul-

tifarious.] Set in one rank, row, or series; uni-

serial ; not bifarious or multifarious.

unifiable (u'ni-fi-a-bl), . [< unify + -able.]

Capable of being unified or made one. /S. Lanier,
The English Novel, p. 147.

unific (u-nif'ik), a. [< L. unus, one, + -fiats, <

facere, make. Cf. unify.] Making one
;
form-

ing unity; unifying.
unification (u"ni-fi-ka'shpn), . [= F. unifi-
cation = Sp. unification; <. ML. *unificatio(n-),
< unificare, make one: see unify.] The act of

unifying, or the state of being unified
;
the act

of uniting into one.

The view of reason here taken is opposed to all such
views as would make it consist in the logical principle of

unity, a principle compelling us to unify all our concep-
tions, leading, with Kant, up to the three Ideas of the
Pure Reason, God, the World, and the Soul. This unifi-
cation is sufficiently provided for by the principle of Par-

simony, and the facts on which it rests.

S. II. Hodgson. Time and Space, 64.

unifier (u'ni-fi-er), ii. [< unify + -er1 .] One
who or that which unifies.

That History of Culture itself, which is the great unifier
and justifler and purifier of all our teaching.

W. K. CK/ord, Lectures, II. 29-2.

Unifilar (u-m'-fl'lar), a. and H. [X L. units, one,

filum, a thread, + -ni-2.] I. a. Having only
one thread: specifically applied to a magne-
tometer consisting of a magnetic bar suspended
by a single thread. See magnetometer.

II. n. A iinifilar magnetometer.
uniflagellate (u-ui-flaj'e-lat), a. [< L. unus,
one, + NL.flagettum + -ate1 .] Having a single
flagellum; monomastigate, as an infusorian.
W. B. Carpenter, Micros., xi. $419.

uniflorous (u-ni-flo'rus), a. [< L. unus, one, +
flos (flor-), a flower, + -ous.] In bot., bearing
one flower only : as, a uniflorous peduncle.

unifpil (u'ni-foil), a. and n. [< L. unus, one,
+ folium, a leaf: see foil

1
.] I. a. In her., hav-

ing but one leaf : noting a plant used as a bear-

ing.
II. . In her., a leaf used as a bearing ; espe-

cially, a leaf represented as having been a du-
foil, one leaf being torn away.
unifoliar (u-ni-fo'li-ar), a. Same as imifoliate.
unifoliate (u-ni-fo'li-at), a. [< L. unus, one, +
folium, a leaf: see foliate.] 1. In bot., one-
leafed; unifoliar. 2. Same as unifoliolale.

unifoliolate (u-ni-f6'li-o-lat), a. [< L. unus, one,+ JfL.foliolum, a leaflet: seefoliolate.] Com-
pound in structure, yet having but one leaflet,
as the orange-tree.
unifolium1

(u-ni-fo'li-um), n.
; pi. unifolia (-a).

[NL., < L. unus, one, + folium, leaf.] A quartic
oval having a single depression.
Unifolium2 (u-ni-fo'li-um), . [NL. (Adanson,
1763), so named because the original species,
V. bifolium, was seemingly one-leafed

;
ML.
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unifolium, < L. units, one, + folium, leaf.] A
former genus of plants, of the order Liliaeeee,

including Sinilacina and Maiaiitlicinuni.

uniforate (u-ni-fo'rat), a. [< L. units, one, +
fomtits, pp. of forare, bore, pierce: see fora-

men.] Having one opening, pore, or foramen.

Uniform (u'ni-form). a. and n. [I. a. F. uniforme
= Sp. Pg. It. uniforme, < L. miijormix, having
only one shape or form, < unus, one, + forma,
form, shape. Cf. biform, triform, multiform. II.

. = D. G. Sw. Da'n. uniform,
< F. uniforme =

Sp. Pg. It. uniforme, uniform dress; from the

adj.] I. a. 1. Having always the same form;
not changing in shape, appearance, character,
etc.

;
in general, not variable

; unchanging.
All human bodies, for example, though each of them

consists of almost an infinite number of parts, are per-

fectly uniform in their structure and functions.

Beattie, Moral Science, ii. 1.

The experience has been uniform that it is the gentle
soul that makes the firm hero after all.

Emerson, Harvard Commemoration.

(a) Not varying in degree or rate ; equable; invariable:

as, a uniform heat ; a uniform motion (that is, the mo-
tion of a body when it passes over equal spaces in equal
times).

They [temperature observations! appear to go far to es-

tablish a nearly uniform temperature for abyssal depths,
not far from the freezing-point of fresh water.

C. Wyville Thomson, Depths of the Sea, p. 359.

(b) Having only one character throughout; homogeneous.

Sometimes there are many parts of a law, and some-
times it is uniform, and hath in it but one duty.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 6.

(c) Consistent at all times ; not different.

If the Creator is perfect, his action must be uniform;
anything else would be unworthy of him.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 31.

(d) Not different at different times or places : applicable
to all places, or to all divisions of a country : as, a uniform
tax ; a uniform bankruptcy law. (e) Of the same appear-
ance, pattern, or style.

The practice of clothing soldiers by regiments in one
uniform dress was not introduced by Louis XIV. till 1805,

and did not become general in our army for many years
afterward. Harper's Mag., LXXX. 333.

2. Of the same form or character with others
;

agreeing with each other
; conforming to one

rule or mode.
The only doubt is about the manner of their unity, how

far churches are bound to be uniform in their ceremonies.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

Uniform acceleration. See acceleration (It). Uniform
current, a continuous current of constant strength.
Uniform extension, field, function, sandpipert,
symmetry, etc. See the nouns. Uniform strain.
Same as homogeneous strain (which see, under strain!).
= Syn, Unvarying, unchanging, alike, regular, constant,
undeviating, consistent.

II. . A dress of the same kind, fabrics,

fashion, or general appearance as others worn

by the members of the same body, whether

military, naval, or any other, by which the

members may be recognized as belonging to

the particular body : opposed to plain clothes,

or ordinary civil dress: as, the uniform of a

soldier, a sailor, or a policeman.
The uniforms in the army were plain and serviceable ;

the most picturesque being that of the Grenadiers, who,
Evelyn says, were first introduced in 1678.

Aihton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 202.

The proposed uniform, sir, of the Pickwick Club.
Dickens.

uniform (u'ni-form), *'.. [< uniform, a.] 1. To
make uniform

;
reduce to uniformity. Sir P.

/Sidney.

The more than Protean travesties which words under-
went before they were uniformed by Johnson and Walker.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 351.

2. To clothe with or as if with a uniform.

This was the first flag bearing the state arms, and was
carried by the first uniformed company of militia in the
State [Michigan]. Preble, Hist. Flag, p. 642.

uniformalt (u-ni-f6r'mal),. [< uniform + -al.]

Uniform
; symmetrical.

Her comlye nose with uniformall grace,
Like purest white, stands in the middle place.

Herrick, Appendix, p. 433.

uniformitarian (u-ni-for-mi-ta'ri-an), a. and n.

[< uniformit-y + -tirian.] I. n. Of or pertain-
ing to uniformity or the doctrine of uniformity.
See the noun.
The catastrophist and the uniformitarian opinions.

Whemll, Hist, of Scientific Ideas, II. 289.

The uniformitarian theories of Sir Charles Lyell were

regarded as heresies by many.
Westminster See., CXXVI. 544.

II. . One who upholds a system or doctrine
of uniformity; specifically, in neol., one who
advocates the theory that causes now active in

bringing about geological changes have always
been similar in character and intensity, or,

unify

in other words, that there has been no essen-

tial change in the character of geological events

during the lapse of the geological ages: the

opposite of catastrophist.

The Catastrophist constructs Theories, the Uniformi-
tarian demolishes them. The former adduces evidence
of an Origin, the latter explains the evidence away.

Wln'irell, Philos. of Inductive Sciences, I., p. xxxvi.

uniformitarianism (u-ni-f6r-mi-ta'ri-an-izm),
ii. [< uniformitarian + -ism.] The theory ad-

vocated by uuiformitarians : the opposite of

catastrojihisni. See catastrophe, 3, and catastro-

jiliisin.

The changes of the past must be investigated in the light
of similar changes now in operation. This was the guid-

ing principle of the Scottish School, . . . though under
the name of Uniforinitariamiit it has unquestionably
been pushed to an unwarrantable length by some of the

later followers of Button. Geikie, Geol. Sketches, p. 293.

uniformity (u-ni-for'mi-ti), . [= F. unifor-
mite = Sp. uniformidad"= Pg. uniformidade =
It. uniformita, < LL. uniformita(t-)s, uniformity,
< L. un iform is, uniform: see uniform.] The
state or character of being uniform, in any
sense

;
absence of variation or difference, (a)

Maintenance of the same character, course, plan, laws,
etc. ;

sameness ; consistency.

There is no uniformity in the design of Spenser ;
he

aims at the accomplishment of no one action. Dryden.

Queen Elizabeth was remarkable for that steadiness

and uniformity which ran through all her actions.
Addison.

How far away is the doctrine of uniformity [in nature]
from fatalism ! It logins directly to remind us that men
suffer from preventible evils, that the people perisheth
for lack of knowledge. W. K. Cliford, Lect., II. 263.

We see that only as fast as the practice of the arts de-

velops the idea of measure can the consciousness of uni-

formity become clear.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol. (2d ed.), 488.

(6) Conformity among several or many to one pattern,

plan, rule, etc. ; resemblance, consonance, or agreement :

as, the uniformity of different churches in ceremonies or
rites.

Bouses are built to live in, and not to look on ; there-

fore let use be preferred before uniformity, except where
both may be had. Bacon, Building.

Such Is the uniformity of almost ul the houses of the
same streete . . . that they are made alike both in pro-

portion of workmanship and matter.

Coi-yat, Crudities, I. 30.

The skilful campaign by wliich the triumph of the
Reformation and of uniformity was secured.

It. W. LHxon, Hist. Church of Eng., xv.

(c) Continued or unvaried sameness or likeness; mo-
notony.

Uniformity must tire at last, though it is a uniformity
of excellence. Johnson.

Acts of Uniformity. See act.

uniformize (u'ni-form-iz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

uniformized, ppr. uniformizinq . [< uniform +
-iie.] To make uniform

; unify. [Rare.]
The other Congress expressed a similar wish for the

formation of ... an International Commission to fix

units and uniformize methods. Nature, XL. 563.

uniformly (u'ni-form-li), adv. In a uniform

manner; with uniformity; evenly; invariably.
In a light drab he uniformly dress'd.

Crabbe, Tales (Works, IV. 135).

No assigned nor any conceivable attribute of the sup-

posed archetypal vertebra is uniformly maintained.
H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol. (Am. ed. 1872), 210.

When the simultaneous values of a quantity for differ-

ent bodies or places are equal, the quantity is said to be

uniformly distributed in space.
Clerk Maxwell, Matter and Motion, xxiii., foot-note.

Uniformly accelerated motion. See acceleration (b).

Uniformly retarded motion. See retard.

uniformness (u'm-fdrm-nes), n. The state or

character of being uniform
; uniformity. Ber-

keley.
unifoveate (u-ni-fo've-at), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ fovea, a small pit : see foi'eate.] In en torn.,

having a single fovea.

unify (u'ni-fi), r.; pret. and pp. unified, ppr. uni-

fying. [< F. unifier = Sp. uniftear = It. unifi-

care, < ML. unificare, make one, < L. wins, one,
+ facere, make: see -fy. Ct. unific.] I. trans.

To form into one; make a unit of; reduce to

unity or uniformity.

Perception is thus a unifying act Sir W. Hamilton,

Unless we succeed in finding a rationale of this univer-
sal metamorphosis, we obviously fall short of that com-
pletely unified knowledge constituting philosophy.

H. Spencer, First Principles, p. 397.

II. intraiis. To produce unity or uniformity.
These Homeridse were not the only authors of epic

poems, but they had the great advantage over other epic
bards that they were a genos, and that they worked con-

tinuously from generation to generation on the same
poems, adding and unifyiny, and so they produced the

epics which have outlived all others.
Clatsical Jtev., II. 256.



unigenital

unigenital (u-ni-jen'i-t,U), a. L<

ku, only-begotien. < L. IMMM, one,

begotten: MM- ,/. nitnl.\ ()nly-begott<*n.

unigeniture (u-ni-jen'i-tnr), . [< IJ-. unii/i-ni-

/ir.v, onlv-begotten(Hec iniiij/iiit/il ), + -iin:
\

The
state dV briii;; tlie only-begotten. />>. 1'i-iirxm,.

UnigenitUS (u-ni-jcn'i-lusi. .
|
XI,., so called

from the first word ("iTMtfmttM Ivi Film,/'

ete.)! .-><
'"".'/'J','"/'-. ,

A 1 '" 1 I>r<>".li,'ated by
Pope Clement XI. in 1 1 Ki. anil directed against

unigenous (f.-nij'e-nus), a. [< L. unigc-na, only-
begotten, born of one parent or of one family
or kind. < it HUH. one,-r nii/nere, beget. Of. i-

,,,'M/l Ofntin rl rim sn.,i kind linn
yeilttnl.}
neons.

uniglobular (u-m-glob u-Ur), . Having or
.o,,sist,i, of a single globular part or forma-

unUugate'(i&flK
1 -

[< L. nnijugu,, hav-

ing one yoke (< was, one, + jugum, yoke), +
-<c'.] In hot., having but a single pair of leaf-

lets: said of a pinnate leaf.

unyugOUS (u-ni-jo'gus), a. In hot., same as

unilabiate (u-ni-la'bi-at), a. [< L.
, one, 4-

labiiim, lip, + -ate1
.] Having a single lip or

lip-like part: said in entomology of orifices

with a single fleshy lip on one side, by which

they can be closed.

unilamellate (u-ni-lam'e-lat), a. [< L. mm.,
4- MI Inmvllri 4- nlfl ^ TTovinfr nno In

mella or layer ;
unilaminar.

^T^jHa^na 1

+"^1 &%**one, + lamina, lamina, + -ai*.\ tlavmg one
lamina ; one-layered ; single-layered.
unilaminate(u-ni-lam'i-U,t),. Sameas.,-

unilateral (u-ni-lat'e-ral) [< L. u*, one,
-f /a<* (tater-), side, 4- -tolj 1. One-sided;
of or pertaining to one side only.
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unilocular (u ni-lok'u-iar), a. [< I,. *, one,
+ fcx*to,comprtme 4- ".] lnbot..toSl..

and JMM<M., hiving but one loeultu, cavity, or

compartment; single-chambered ; Mioiiothalii-

IIIOIIH, as a foramiuifer
;
nnilocnlatr : a<. a HHI-

Im-iilnr pericarp or iintlier; a miUm-itlm- heart or
shell: correlated with liiloi-iilm; In Iuvular, quad-
,,/,/,, and multilurular or y,/.<Ti/cWar. Also

MOJMfewter.
uniloculate(u-in-lok'u-lat), . [< L. MHIM, one,
+r: compartment> + - fcl Same lls

unimaginable
(un^ajM-na-bl), a.. Not ima-

"."
11 "'

! 'V .

1 ^pable of being imagined, con-

t>elved
>
or thought of; inconceivable.

Things to their thought
So ummaymaWe aa hate In heaven.

Milton, f. L., vll. :.l.

On eyery >ide ,,ow IOK
Rock, which In unimoyinoife forms
Lifted their black andWren

pinnaolea.^^^

unimaginableness (un.i-maj'i-na-bl-n'eB), ,:

The character of being unimaginable ; ineoii-

ceivableness. Dr. H. More.

unimaginably (un-i-ruaj'i-na-bli), adv. In an
uniinaKinab]e manner; inconceivably, ooyle.

imaginative; lacking or not characterized by
imagination; prosaic.

unimaginativeness (un-i-maj'i-na-tiv-nes), w.

The character of being unimaginative.
Tom was in a state of as blank unimaginat\<xnei con-
n.mK the .u* and tendency of his Bu tr,ri,ms u if he

had been an innocent shrewmouse imiirisoned in the split
trmik of ail ash tree In order to cure lameness In cattle.

Qlargt mMi Mill on the ,,,, 1L j.

unimagined (un-i-inaj'ind), a. Not imagined
conceived.

uninflammable

t, 1Y
l

:
y
.

l

l̂ v

' i

;^", 1^! 11

1

!!r ^rM,
,

l

; i

l

1 | r ;i', .;;;,' J, ^'l; J

1

,.,',,",

1

;!;!,,

1

;; ni ',, T't n, !"'t ",',""
in i,,,ij :l ,,, u, f,,nn<lnih.uy /;.//*.-. Works, XII. ay.

2 Nnt asMiining or marked by aire of inipor-
^nco or dignity. IK;n..]

uorteii/ natural' cay manner
Popt Letter to Swift.

^importing, (un-im-por'ting), " Not import-
i

*
f 11() j" ortBUO or consequence; trfvial.

y" //(/// S| |.. 1U |-S c,,,,,),,^

The ve,? act of pyer and thanksgiving itMh,,,,,, free

ami Mmn,j,d expressions which from a sincere heart
uiil.lililen i-....... ml,, Ihc outward gesture is the greatest
,u..Cnicy Unit can I*- inmnln'd.

Hiltun, A|H)lotty tor .Smec-tynmuui.

unimposing (nn-im-p6'zing), . 1. Not im-

posil^ ;
n
*

t eomiM^Eieect!-*. Not

Man , ft^faL
Thommn, Liberty, v.

miimpressibillty (un-im-pres-i-bil'i-ti), u. The
(jUaiJty or state of being unimpressible.

qû "c ^^,\'Sv",^
stimuli. X. D. Coj#, Origin of the Fittest, p. 381.

-unimpressible (un-im-pres'i-bl), a. Not im-

pressible ;
not sensitive ; apathetic.
i.,,,,.th

unim (un-im-priz'n), r. t. To release
.

v

8et at fiberty. [Rare.]^ en liird d the golden snake,
Like unim^ruvned names, out of their trance aake.

Shelley, Adonais, xvlii.

unimproved (un-im-provd'). . 1 *

, , Appledore.

lmlinltablet (un.im 'i.ta.bl) a Inimitable.B
dition for use by expenditure of labor.-2t.
Not tested; not proved. Mo*., Hamlet, i. 1.96.

unimmortalt (un-i-mor'tal), a. Not immortal;
,

mortal. Milton, P. L., 611.
L e. are perceived when '(say) the right eye or ear IB net. unimodular (u-ni-mod' u-lar), a. [< L. iiHtw,
ing, hut cease when that action is obstructed, though the

~
jTvi ..Li,,/,,., ,

-t- nrh 1 Having
left eye or ear is free. JKind, X. 17".

' '"*' mi g

retained Pop. Scf. tfo.,XXV. 175.

Certain hallucinations, as is well known, are unilateral,
' '

imunimeachabeof being impugned ; unimpeachable.
Mr*. Boltoii could not combat a Position of such >m

, Iff

*
' H^IST, "i'eI KliSn "?!!"lllff- Hoi<*, Annie Kllburn, xxlll.

ons. Pr,-ce(0 /i,,, July, urn. p. IM.

2. In ftot., one-sided; either originating on one
side of an axis or all turned to one side, as the
flowers of a unilateral raceme. 3. Placed on
one side only of a surface ; unifacial, as a set

wLPh hffdfonrpa^n^uXteral?e^^^^^
which lean toward one side of the stem, as in Conmllaria

multijlura. Unilateral raceme, raceme whose flow-

ers grow only on one side of the common peduncle.

unilaterality (u'ni-lat-e-ral'i-ti), " [< i{<-
eral + -ity.] The character or state of being
unilateral.

This unilateral^ is insisted un by Salesbury
bncyc. ant., xxii. SOT.

unilaterally (u-ni-lat'e-ral-i), adv. In a uni-

lateral manner; one-sidedly.
The destruction of the occlpito-angular region is Inuom-

plete, unilaterally or bilaterally.

Lancet, NO. 3485, p. 1291.

He recognized thankfully that the government had
abandoned the pretension to settle ecclesiastical affairs

unilaterally. Contemporary Jtec., XLX. 281

Uniliteral (u-ni-lit'e-ral ), a. [< L. MM| one.
+ litera, littera, letter: see literal.'] Consisting
of a single letter: as, 1' is the unilateral name
of some moths.

unillumed(un-i-luuid'),. Not illumined; not

lighted up.
And her full eye, now bright, now unMumed,

unimpaired (un-im-pard'), . Not impaired, in

any sense.

unimpaired. Cowper, Odyssey, xxi.

(ull
.im.pa8h'ond), a. Not im-

abypass on, calm,
He [Anselm] was exiled ; he returned the same meek,

unoffending, tinimpauiuned man. Hitman.

Rllch sman unimpaaioned revenges have an enormous
effect in life. "* Eliot, Mill on the llos^ ill. 7.

unimpeachability (un-im-pe-cha-bil'i-ti), n.

The Character of being unimpeacliablS, or not
Open ^o o\jjection or criticism ;

blamelessness.
( temporary Rev., LIV. 343.

unimpeachable (un-im-pe'cha-bl), a. Not im-

,,eachablo; not capable of being impeached,
nppiisefl ppiiRiirpH or called in cine-it ion freeea, or can i qu

StalD ' O1 fault; blamele88 '
lne~

and piety of many of theThe unimpeachable in

(Do >)
.

umllummated (un-i-lu'mi-na-ted), a. 1. Not
illuminated ; not lighted ;

dark.

Theuuter or "sporting" door was of conrse wide onen;

oww.
2. Ignorant.

unillusory(uu-i-lu's6-ri), o. Not producing or

causing illusion, deception, fallaciousness, or

the like; not illusory; not deceptive. Bulirer,

My Novel, iii. 'Ji'.

unilobar (u-ui-16'bar), o. [< L. units, one, +
NL. Inbua, lobe. + -err2.] Same as unilobed.

unilobed (u'ni-lobd), u. [< L. uiiun. one, + NL.
loliiiK. lobe, + -<'(f'^.] In riitoiH.. having a single
lobe: especially noting the maxilhi' of certain

insects.

Burke, Speech on the AcU of UnUormity.

unimpeachableness (nn-im-pe'cha-bl-nes), w.

The character of being unimpeachable. God-
., Mande\-ille, iii. 1^.

unimpeachably'(un'-im-pe'clia-bli), rf. Inan
unimpeachable manner- blamelessly

^impeached (un-im-pechf), a. 1. Notim-
peached; not charged or accused. 2. Not
al ,ed ;,; question;

B
not objected to or criti-

cized .
t
'

estimol,V unimncached.
mnm\ character is unimneached and there is

noV, ng^ainst Wscr^It!
* Web>ter' Spe*cl1

'
Goodrlcn C

'

a8e ' APril- 1817-

unimplored (xin-im-plord'), Not implored ;

not solicited. Milton, P. L., ix. '->_'.

unimportance fun-im-por'tans), w. Thecharac-
ter of being unimportant; want of importance.
consequence, weight, value, or the like.

By such acts of voluntary delusion does every man en-

deavour to conceal his own unimportance from himself.

Johnum, Rambler, No. 148.

unimportant (uu-im-p6r'tant), a. I. Not im-

portant ; not of great moment ; of little ac-

count.

unimUCIOnate (u-ni-mu'kr6-nat),a. [< L. IIHIM,

one, + mm,(-), point, + lafci.] Having only
one tip or point.
unimnscular (u-ni-mus'ku-liir), a. [< L. vnus,
one

>
+ *l*, muscle, + --.] Having only

""fan
adduct r mU8C 'e ' M & b 'ValV6 '

m n my -

UnimUSCUlosaCu-ni-mus-ku-lo'sS), .,. [NL.,
<L_ unus, one, + miigciilosus, musculous: see

miisculoun 1 In conch unimuscular bivalves;
tne y,m ,ttl,uaria Reeve

ist') a Not incensed

provoked^Tirritated.
, ,

'

., th Unincnued th. leI of Mars '

Cta&TlS*, v.

ii-<lpn'tal1 a Tninarked
f Rare 1

" '

*Llfc*l
INlSSftntLUt IL 194

uninclosed, unenclosed (un-in-, un-en-klozd'),
a. Not inclosed; not shut in or surrounded,
us by a fence, wall, etc.

w-.,., .,! ,,.:,^;,ul,rf i.,,.).

Ada, Smith, Wealth of Nation,, I. 11.

unincumber (un-in-kum'ber), r. t. See unen-

cumlxr.
unindifferent (un-in-dif'^r-ent), a. Not indif-

ferent. Hooker.
unindividualized (un-in-di-vid'u-al-Jzd), a.

Not separated into individuals or component
parts

^specifically
noting certain rocks or parts

of rocks, eruptive m origin, which have an un-
defined base not resolvable into distinct crys-
talline forms by the microscope.
UninervatC (u-ni-ntr'vat), a. [< L. KHM.S, one,
+ err, nerve, + -oteL] 1. In W., having
but one nervure, as an insect's wing; unicos-
tate. 2. In hot., one-nerved, as certain leaves.

uninerved (u'ni-nrvd), a. [< L. unus, one, +
ntrrus, nerve. + -ed*.] Same as tininerratt.

Xature, XLIII.

uninflammability (un-in -flam -a-bil'i-ti), w.

The quality or state of being uninflammable.
Jour, franklin /(., CXX V . 4_.

uninflammable (nn-in-tlara'a-bl), a. Not in-

flammable; not capable of being inflamed or

set on fire, in a literal or figurative sense.

Boyle.



uninfluenced

uninfluenced (un-in'flo-enst), a. 1. Not influ-

enced
;
not persuaded or moved by others, or

by foreign considerations; not biased; acting
freely.
Men . . . uninfluenced by fashion and affectation.

V. Knox. Sermons, V. xxv.

2. Not proceeding from influence, bias, or

prejudice : as, uninfluenced conduct or actions.

uninformed (uu-in-formd'), a. [< OTi-1 + in-

formed^-."} 1. Not informed; not instructed;
untaught-
He [Johnson] inferred that a Greek who had few or

no books must have been as uninformed as one of Mr.
Thrale's draymen. Macaiday, Boswell's Johnson.

0618 union
Their unintelligence, numbers, and fluctuating associa- unintroduced (un-in-tro-dusf), a. Not intro-

tion prevented them from anticipating and following out /jiiced obtmsivp Yoinm
any uniform and systematic measures. Sir W. Hamilton. \ .._,,,_.. x

. uninuclear (u-m-nu kle-ar), a. f< L. unus. one.. -... . uiiinui/iccti i 11-^11-^111 nac-ni,a. f\ L. un us, one,
unintelligent (un-m-tel'i-jent), a. Not mtelh- + nudcU8t nucleus, + 1>2.] Having a single
gent, (a) Not possessing or not proceeding from intelli- nucleus uninucleate.

uninucleate (u-ni-nu'kle-at), a. IX L. urnis, one.What the stream of water does in the affair is neither jTZjujj*.,, ,\,,ln,, . 4- ;,/! i TlV.;,
more nor less than this : by the application of an unintel-

+
.

nueleus
, nucleus, + -afe*.] Uninuclear.

ligent impulse to a mechanism previously arranged ... by Uninvented (un-m-ven ted), a. Not invented
;

intelligence, an effect is produced, viz. the corn is ground, not found out.
Paley, Nat. Theol., ii.

(f)) Not knowing; not having acute mental faculties;
not showing intelligence ; dull.

Unintelligent persons that want wit or breeding.
Sir M. Hale.

2. Not animated; not informed with mind or unintelligently (un-in-tel'i-jent-li), adv. In an
covering, or contriving.

Not uninvented that, which thou aright
Believ'st so main to our success, I bring.

Milton, P. L., vi. 470.

uninventive (un-in-ven'tiv), a. Not inventive
;

not having the power of inventing, finding, dis-

intelligence ;
not enlivened.

The Picts, though never so beautiful, have dead, unin-
formed countenances. Spectator.

Without these [exercises of the understanding and
heart] all external service is a dead uninformed mass.

Dr. J. Brotvn, Discourses on the Lord's Supper, p. 2.

Revolving seasons, fruitless as they pass,
See it [Etna] an uninformed and idle mass.

In every company there is not only the ac
sive sex, but, in both men and women, a deeper and more
important sex of mind namely, the inventive or creative
class of both men and women, and the uninventive or ac-

cepting class. Emerson, Complete Prose Works, II. 345.

dully.
. The

character of being unintelligible.
I omitted, ... in the Introduction to the Abbot, any

attempt to explain the previous story, or to apologize for

unintelligilnlity. Scott, Abbot, I. 8. uninventively (un-in-ven'tiv-li), adv.

unintelligible (un-in-tel'i-ji-bl), a. Not iutelli- uninventive manner
;
without invention,

gible ;
not capable of being understood. Jer. uninvestigable (un-in-ves'ti-ga-bl), a. Inca-

Taylor, Rule of Conscience, i. 21. pable of being investigated or searched out.

Barrow, Sermons, III. iv.

In an

Cowper, Heroism, 1. 26.

3. Not imbued: as, a picture uninformed with Tminteiligiblene~sVTu^n"-ln"-telT-ji-bl-nes), n.

imagination. Unintelligibility. Bp. Croft.
uninfringible (un-in-frin'ji-bl), a. That must unintelligibly (un-in-tel'i-ji-bli), aaw. In an invitation of

; put off. [Rare.]
not be infringed. Sir W. Hamilton.

unintelligible manner; so as not to be under- One of the houses behind them is infected
unmgeniOUS (un-m-je nius), a. Not ingenious; stood. Locke. J - 41- .-....---

uninvite (un-in-vit'), v. t. To countermand the

not witty or clever
; stupid; dull. JBrfce,Late unintentional (un-in-ten'shon-al), a. Not in-

State of the Nation (1769). tentional
;
not designed ; done" or happening Unio (u'ni-6), n.

mingenuous (un-m-jen'u-us), a. Not ingen- without design. one, oneness : si

nous
;
not frank or candid

; disingenuous. Jer.

Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 300.

uningenuousness (un-in-jen'u-us-nes), n. Want
of ingenuousness ; disingeniiousness. Ham-
mond.

uninhabitability (un-in-hab-i-ta-bil'i-ti), n.

Uninhabitableuess. F. P. Coi6e,"Peak in I)a-

rien, p. 39.

uninhabitable (un-in-hab'i-ta-bl), a. Not in-
habitable

;
not capable of affording habitation ;

unfit to be the residence of men. Shak., Tem-
pest, ii. 1. 37.

uninhabitableness (un-in-hab'i-ta-bl-nes), n.
The state of being uninhabitable.

"

Boyle.

It is to be observed that an act may be unintentional
in any stage or stages of it, though intentional in the pre-
ceding : and, on the other hand, it may be intentional
in any stage or stages of it, and yet unintentional in the
succeeding.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, viii. 12.

un-in-ten-sho-nal'i-ti), n. IX

unintentional
;
absence of design or purpose.

Unintentionally with respect to the event of the action,
unconsciousness with regard to the circumstances.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvii. 11.

unintentionally (un-iu-ten'shou-al-i), adv.
Without design or purpose.

t ... so I

made them uninvite their guests.
Pepys, Diary, Nov. 20, 1665.

[NL., < LL. unio, the number
see union."] 1. The leading ge-

nus of bivalves of the family Unionidie: former-
ly used with great latitude for many species,
some of which are now placed in other families
as well as in other genera. 2. [I. c.] A species
of this genus; any river-mussel.
uniocular (u-ni-ok'u-lar), a. [< L. unus, one,+ -ar3.] }"

No.
[NL.

< LL. uniola, an unknown i~
see union."] A genus of grasses, of the tribe
Festucex and subtribe Eufestucese. It is charac-
terized by an elongated or ample panicle of broad and flat

uninhabited (un-Tn-hab'i-ted), . Not inhab- uninteressedt(un-in'ter-est), a, Uninterested,

ited
; having no inhabitants : as, an uninhab- That true llonour al'd unintressed respect which I have

ited island. always paid you. Dryden, Trail, and Ores., Ep. Ded.

uninjured (un-in/jord), a. Not injured; not uninterested (un-in'ter-es-ted), a. 1. Not in-

hurt
; having suffered no harm.

And let a single helpless maiden pass
Uninjured. Milton, Comus, 1. 403.

uninomial (u-ni-no'mi-al), a. [< L. unus, one,+ nom(en), name, + -ial. Cf . binomial.] Same
as uninominal.

terested; not having any interest or property
in something specified; not personally con-
cerned: as, to be uninterested in business. 2.
Not having the mind or the passions engaged:
as, to be uninterested in a discourse or narra-
tion.

The greatest part of an audience is always uninterested,
though seldom knowing. Dryden.

fc^^fl^^^^K^fe UnKst^^'ter-es4ing),a. Notinter-ical name
; also, specifying that system of no-

menclature in which objects are designated by
such names. See the extract.

Perceivingsnndry objections to binomial, etc., somehave
sought to obviate them by using binominal, uninominal,
plurinominal, etc. Coues, The Auk, VI. 320.

esting ;
not capable of exciting interest, or of

engaging the mind or passions : as, an uninter-

esting story or poem.
Mrs. Henfrey . . . was, to all strangers, an absolutely

uninteresting woman ; but her family knew her merits.
Jean Ingelow, Fated to be Free, xviii.

= Syn. Dull, tiresome, tedious, wearisome.uninquisitive (un-in-kwiz'i-tiv), a. Not in-
. , ''

, oju. J^LVII, iincouuic, tcuiuua, weiinauiliu.
itive; not curious to search or inquire; m- uninterestingly (un-in'ter-es-ting-li), adv. In

disposed to seek information. an uninteresting manner.
Go loose the links of that soul-binding chain,
Enlarge this uninquisitive belief.

disposed to seek information.

uninterestingness (un-in'ter-es-ting-nes), n.

Daniel, Civil Wars, vi.
The cha cter of being uninteresting.

And this not the ruder only, and uninquisitive vulgar, ^"tens^ monotony and uninterestingness are the_ chief

but the wisest and most considering per's^nsln aHUmes!
chi -act<!risti<* f * *- 'Nature, XLII. 544.

J. Howe, Works, I. 25. unintermitted (un-in-ter-mit'ed), a. Not in-

uninscribed (un-in-skribd'), a. Not inscribed
;

terrnitted; not interrupted ;
not suspended for

having no inscription. Pope, Windsor Forest,
a time

;
continued

; continuous : as, uninter-
1. 320. mitted misery. Macaulay.
uninspired (uii-in-spird'), a. Not inspired: as, unintermittedly (un-in-ter-mit'ed-li), adv.
uninspired writings. Without being intermitted

; uninterruptedly.
The uninspired teachers and believers of the gospel. Unintermitting (un-in-ter-mit'ing), a. Not in-

Giubon. termitting ;
not ceasing for a time ; continuing.

uninstructed (un-in-struk'ted), a. 1. Not in- unintermittingly (un-in-ter-mit'ing-li), adv.
structed or taught ; not educated. Unceasingly; continuously.
When an uninstructed multitude attempts to see with umntermixed (un-in-ter-miksf), a. Not inter-

its eyes, it is exceedingly apt to be deceived. mixed
;
not mingled. Daniel, Civil Wars, vi.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 155. uninterpretable (un-in-ter'pre-ta-bl), a.
2. Not directed by superior authority; not fur- capable of being interpreted :

-

nished with instructions. ble enigmas.
uninterrupted (un-in-ter-rup'ted), a.

s, uninterpreta-

Not in-

terrupted; not broken; unintermitted; unceas-
ing; incessant; specifically, in bot., consisting
of regularly increasing or diminishing parts, or
of parts all of the same size.

In an unlucky hour
That fool intrudes, raw in this great affair,And uninstrueted how to stem the tide.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, iiL 1.

unintegrated (un-in'te-gra-ted), a. Not inte- ^ m ., ui w ,

ed; not subjected to a process of integra- uninterruptedly (uu-in-ter-rup'ted-li), adv.
?":,,. , .,,,.. Without interruption; without disturbance;

umntelllgence (un-rn-tel'i-jens), n. Want of unintermittedly ; unceasingly. Paley.
stupidity due to ignorance ;

un- unintricatedt (un-iu'tri-ka-ted), a. Not per-
plexed ;

not obscure or intricate. Hammond.

I. Uniola latifolia (Spike-grass) ; 2, panicle ; a, spiketet ; t>, floret,

showing the flowering glume, the palet, the single stamen, and the
pistil.

two-edged spikelets, each with the three to six lower
glumes empty. There are 5 species, all North American,
one (U. paniculata) extending into Central and South
America. U. racemijlora of the West Indies differs in its

minute spikelets. The others are tall erect grasses grow-
ing in tufts from strong creeping rootstocks. The leaves
are broad and flat, or convolute

; the panicle loose or
dense, or, in U. gracUis, contracted and wand-like, and in
U. racemijlora forming one-sided spikes. In U. panicu-
lata, a tall species reaching 8 feet, and U. latifolia, a short-
er plant with drooping long-pedicelled flowers, the spike-
lets reach an unusually large size, sometimes 2 inches long
and with 30 flowers. U. latifolia, and U. gracilis are pas-
ture-grasses ; U. paniculata is valuable from its binding
sea-sands. See spike-grass.

jn_ union (u'nyon), n. and a. [< F. union = Sp. union
= Pg. uniSo = It. ^/nione, < LL. unio(n-), f., one-

ness, unity, the number one, a uniting, union,
L. unio(n-), m., a single large pearl, a single
onion (> ult. E. onion), < unus, one: see one. Cf.

unite, etc.] I. n. 1. The act of joining two

wisdom.

into one, and thus forming a

compound body or a mixture
;
the state of be-

ing united; junction; coalition; combination:
as, the union of soul and body.

So we grew together,
Like to a double cherry, seeming parted,
But yet an union in partition.

Sha/c., M. N. D., iii. 2. 210.



union

In the temper of Uai-oii . . . then? wosa singular itnittn

nt audarity UJK! sobriety. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

2. In ."til., nun!., mid lint.: () Tho 8tato of
close and imnii-'luli- roniirctiiiii of parts, or-

gans, or I issues, especially of like parts, or the

|irocess ill' In-coming so united; a growing to-

gether or its result, as in the ilillVirnl eases of

symphysis, synostosis. synrlirnndrusis, ankylo-
sis, conlliirni-e. e 'i-i-seei coalescence, con-

jugation, anastoniosis, sy/.ygy. /ygnsis, and the
like. Hoe the distinctive words, (b) Tho con-

(ion of two or several individuals in a coin-

pound organism, as of several zoiiids in a zo-

anthodemc. -3. Matrimony; the matrimonial
relation, married state, or conjugal bond. 4.

Concord; agreement ami conjunction of mind,
will, affections, or interest; harmony.
Lay a foumlntfun (or a blessed Union among our selves.

\\hirh would frustrate the K real design of our enemies
upon us. Stitlingjleet, Sermons, II. vl.

Kow, when a mutual Flame you Uave reveal'U,
Anil the dear Union of our Souls is scal'd.

Congreve, To Cynthia.

Self-love and social at her birth began;
Union the bond uf all things, and of man.

Pope, Essay oil Man, ill. 149.

6. That which is united or made into one;
something formed by a combination of various

parts or individual things or persons; an ag-
gregate of united parts; a coalition; a com-
bination; a confederation

;
a league.

An amalgamation of the Christian religions unions was
effected with the sacrificial societies of the pagans.

Enjluh Gilds (E. E. T. 8.), p. Ixxiii.

(a) A confederacy of two or more nations, or of the various
states of a nation : in this sense the United States of
America is sometimes called by way of preeminence "The
r a '1,11.

'

(o) In England and Ireland, two or more parishes
consolidated into one for the lietter administration of the

poor-laws. It is in the discretion of the Local Government
Itoard to consolidate any two or more parishes Into one
union under a single board of guardians elected by the
owners and ratepayers of the component parishes. Each
union lias a common workhouse, and all the cost of the re-
lief of the poor is charged upon the common fund, (c)
Two or more parishes or contiguous benefices consolidated
into one for ecclesiastical purposes. (</) An association of

independent churches, generally either Congregational or
Baptist, for the purpose of promoting mutual fellowship
and cooperation in Christian work. It differs from most
ecclesiastical bodies in possessing no authority over the
churches which unite in it. < ) A permanent combination
among workmen engaged in the same occupation or trade.
See trade-union.

(In old days] If here and there a clergyman, a profes-
sional man, a politician, or a writer, ventured to raise a
voice on behalf of the Unions, he was assailed with a
storm of ridicule and abuse.

Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 722.

6. A union workhouse; a workhouse erected
and maintained at the joint expense of parishes
which have been formed into a union : in Scot-
land called a combination poor-house.
The poor old people that they brick up In the Unions.

Dickenx, Our Mutual friend, II. 264.

7. That part of a flag which occupies the upper
corner next the staff when it is distinguished
from the rest in color or pattern, as in the flag
of the United States, where it is blue with
white stars, or in the flag of Great Britain;
the jack. When the flag is hoisted on the staff with t lie

union below, it is considered a signal of distress. See
union ilmt ,,, below.

8. A flag showing the union only. See union

flay and tinimi jm-/:. below. 9. A joint, screw,
or other connection uniting parts of machinery,
or the like; a kind of coupling for connecting
tubes together. 10. A textile fabric of several

materials, or of different kinds of thread.

Then we had an Irish linen, an imitation, you know, a
kin. I of Uninn, whirh we call double twist. It Is made, I

believe, in Manchester, and is a mixture of linen and
cotton, ilayhetv, London Labour and London Poor, 1. 420.

11. A shallow vat or tray in which partly fer-

mented beer is kept to complete its fermenta-
tion or to cleanse itself. 12f. A large fine

pearl.
In the cnp an union shall he throw,

Richer than that which four successive kings
In Denmark's crown have worn.

Shot., Hamlet, v. 2. 2sa

.SighelnmsbishopofSchirbnrne . . . trauailed thorough
India, and returning home brought with him many strange
and precious unions and costly spyces.

Hakluyt's Voyages, II. !i.

Pliny says that the name unto was an invention of the'

fine gentlemen i>f Rome, to denote only such pearls as
rould not be matched. Xaren.

Act of Union, the name by which several statutes or-

ganizing the kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland are
known, (a) A statute of !:>:;:> i;. enacting the political
union of Wales to England, (o) A statute nf 17m;, unit-

inir the kingdoms nf I'.n-l.unl an. I Si-otlalid on and after

May 1st, ITiiT. (r) A statute of 18IKI, whlrh united the kiln;-

i loin- of i.'ivat I '.n lain anil Irelunil on and afterJanuary 1st,
i*m. Apperceptive union. See ai>i*rceptivt. Bony

8
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union, in wry., the knitting <>f a fracture by ealliu : op-
". Customs union. &

ninn aini /."iini'iu. Evangelical, hypostatic,
Latin, liberal union. - Liberties'
Union Act /.Union Assessment Acts.
Bee autument. Union by first intention

,

healing i if a wound without suppuration. Union by sec-
ond intention, in uri/.,the hvaliiiitiif a wound liygranu-
lation after suppuration. Union churches, a liody of
Protestant evangelical Christians organized in it

eiit form about 186S. It recognizes no ereed i \. ept alle-

giance to the Bible, no test of membership except charac-
ter, and no ecclesiastical authority superior to that of

membership In the local church. Its membership is

mainly connned to the Western States in the United
States. Union down, said of a nag displaying the
union at the bottom instead of in its normal position at
tlie top. A flag hoist, d in this position forms a signal of
distress. Union flag, the union jack, or national flag of
the United Kingdom. Tin- national flag of England was
thr banner. n st. iiei>ri;e(lienildically described as argent,
a cross gules), and soon after the union of the crowns this
was united with the Scottish national flog, or banner of St.

Andrew (in the language of heraldry, azure, a saltier ar-

gent), thus forming the first union flag. On the legislative
union with Scotland in 1707 a new design for the national
or union flag was adopted, described in heraldic terms as

azure, a saltier argent surmounted by a cross gules flinbri-
atcd or edged of the second. On the union with Ireland
the red cross or saltier of St. Patrick was introduced, and
as thus modilled the flog now exists. Union jack, the
national ensign of the lulled Kingdom of (ireat Britain
and Ireland

,
formed by the union of the cross of St. Oeorge

(red on a white ground), the diagonal cross or saltier of
St. Andrew (white on a blue ground), and the diagonal
cross or saltier of St Patrick (red on a white ground).
Universal Postal Union. Seepot<i(.=8yn. 1-3. Union,
Unity, Junction, Connection. Union is the act of bring-
ing two or mure together so ns to moke but one: as, the
union of the Mississippi and the Missouri ; union in mar-
riage ; or it is the state resulting, or the product of tbe act :

as, the American Union. Unity is only the state of oneness,
whether there has or has not been previous distinctness :

as, the unity of Cud, the unity of faith, unity of feeling, in-

terest, labor. Junction expresses not simply collocation,
but a real and physical bringing into one. Union and
junction differ from connection in thut the last does not
necessarily imply contact : there may be connection be-
tween houses by a portico or walk. It is literal to speak
of the connection, and figurative to speak of the union, of
England and America by a telegraphic cable.

TL. a. Of or pertaining to a union or to the
Union (see I., 5 ()); in favor of the Union: as,
the Union party; I'nion principles; 1'nion sym-
pathies.-Union Labor party, in U. S. i^iitici, a polit-
ical party formed in 1S87, which drew supgiort from the
Oreenbackcrs, farmers' organizations, Knights of Lalior,
etc. It nominated a candidate for President of the United
States In 1S88. Union man. () In the United States,
in the period of the civil war, an opponent of secession and
upholder of the federal cause, (b) A member of a trade-
union. Union party, a party whieh favors the formation
or preservation of a union ; specifically, the Constitutional
Union party. See constitutional.

Unionacea (u'ni-6-na'se-ii), n. pi. [NL., <

l'iiio(n-) + -acea.] A superfamily of iutegri-
palliate isomyarian bivalve mollusks, repre-
sented by the family 1'nioniilie.

unionacean (u'ni-o-na'se-an), a. and >i. I. a.

Of or pertaining to the I'nionacea.

II. w. A member of the I'nionatea.

union-bow (u'nyon-bo). w. A bow made of two
or three pieces glued together, as distinguished
from the single-piece bow or self-bate. Also called
buck-boil'.

union-cord (u'nyon-kord), w. A round white
cord made of linen and cotton combined, used
for stay-laces, etc. Diet, ofNeedlework Union-
cord braid, a braid composed of two or more cords, usu-

ally a worsted or mohair braid like that called liuttia
braid.

unioned (u'nyond), a. [< union + -eif-.~\ Ex-
hibiting symbols and proofs of union. [Rare.]

Great Washington arose in view,
And iiniiM'il flags his stately steps pursue ;

Blest (Jallia's bands and young Columbia's pride.
Joel Barliiic, Visions of Columbus.

union-grass (u'nyon-gras), . A name for

grasses of the genus I'uiola.

unionid (u'ni-o-nid), n. A unio; any member
of the I'nionidx.

UnionidaB (u-ni-on'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < rnio(n-)+ -trfa?.] A family of bivalve mollusks, typified
by the genus I'nio, and variously limited, (at)
Formerly applied to all fresh-water bivalves nacreous in

side the shell. (6) Restricted to those with two large aud
persistent adductor muscles, and the shell regular, with
thick epidermis, thin nacreous layer, prominent external

A, Right Valve of River-mussel (MoHictmelylma faraf*aita).
Jt, River-mussel (/HW litteralis), left valve.

ligament, and variable liinue (thus including the Hnl,li,ljr
and M U'

:

< l^f^iitil.i ). (r) r'tirtliiT restrieted to t]ie/'mV>/mi*'

(fcV In tile naito\\,-t s, MS.- Ilir f',ii>i>il.-t' air nearly one
thousand speeies, of most parts of the world, but espe-

unipartite

dally numerous and diveisllli it In the I'nlted SUtes,
win-re they are mostly ral -<U r rltmu.

unioniform (11- n i-' in 'i-t "mo. u. |< NL. ri(n-)
+ L. forma, form.] Like a unio in shape or ag-

jicct ; resembling or related to the I nionidx.
Also tiinitiiiiitl.

Unioninae (u'ni-o-ni'ne),n.p?. [NL.,< Cnio(n-)
+ -ins:] The leading subfamily of Cnionidte,
variously limited, (a) Including all those unloi whose
branchial oriflce Is confluent with the pedal, and whose
anal siphon Is little prolonged. (o) Restricted to such as
have the foot compressed and securiform (thus contrast-
ing with Mijcetopodidx): same as Unionidm(e).

Unionine (ii'ni-o-nin), a. Of or pertaining to
tin- / minium

,- unioniform in a narrow sense.
unionism (u'nypn-izrn),n. [< union + -i*m.] 1.
Thi! principle o'f uniting or combining; specifi-

cally, trade-unionism.
I apprehend that the notion which lies at the bottom of

I'nioiiitm Is this : that a man is bound to think not only
of himself, but of his fellow-workmen.

Jemni, Social Reform, p. 116.

2. Attachment or loyalty to the principle of

union, or to some particular union; s(>ecincal-

ly, attachment or loyalty to the federal union
known as the United States of America, and
opposition to its rupture, as by the secession
of the Southern States in 1861-5.
Mr. Seward hail an abiding faith In the Unionism and

latent loyalty of Virginia and the border States.
The Century, XXXV. 809.

3. In British politics, the principles or senti-
ments of the Unionists.

Unionist (u'nyon-ist), n. and a. [< union +
-isf.] I. n. 1. One who promotes or advocates
union. 2. A member of a trade-union; a trade-
unionist. Jecons, Social Reform, p. 109. 3.
One who during the American civil war took
the side of the national government.
At the same station, we met General Bhriver of Fred-

erick, a most loyal Unionist.
O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 25.

4. [<;<.] In Britinh politic*, one who is opposed
to the dissolution or rupture of the legislative
union existing between Great Britain and Ire-

land, and especially to the separatist principles
and tendencies of those who desire to establish
home rule in Ireland: a name applied to the
Conservatives and Liberal Unionists.

II. ". 1. Of or pertaining to a union or to

unionism; promoting or advocating union: as,
a totioiiixt movement; a unionist party.
Their [the workmen's] low standard of work, determined

by the unumtX principle that the better workers must
not discredit the worse by exceeding them In efficiency.

B. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 211.

2. Specifically, during the civil war in the
United States, of or pertaining to the Union
party or cause.

unionistic (u-nyo-nis'tik), a. [< unionist + -ic.]

Pertaining to unionism or unionists; relating
to or promoting union.
The various phases of a unionistic movement.

F. Scltaf, Hist. Christ, Ch., I. 122.

unionite (u'ni-o-nit), n. [< NL. I'nionites, <

l'nio(n-), q. v.] A fossil uuio, or some similar
shell.

union-joint (u'nyon-joint), n. A pipe-coupling;
a union. /.'. //. Anight.

unionpid (u'ni-o-noid), a. and n. [< l'nio(ii-)+ -md.] I. . Same as unioniform.
II. ". Same as unionid.

Union-pump (u'nyon-pump), n. A pump com-
bined in the same frame with an engine. E.
H. Knight.
union-room (u'nyon-r8m), n. The room in a
brewery in which the unions for partly fer-

mented beer stand together, and from which
the beer is racked off.

The union-room [Allaop's) contains 1,424 unions, which
can cleanse 230,1X10 gallons at one time. IHckerdykr.

uniovulate (u-ni-6'vu-lat), o. [< L. iinus, one,
+ NL. oruluni, ovule: see ovule.] Having but
one ovule.

unipara (u-nip'a-rS), n. A woman who has
borne one child.

uniparous (u-nip'a-rus), a. [< L. units, one,
+ parere, bring forth, bear, -f -mix.] 1. Pro-
ducing one at a birth: as, uniparous animals.
Sir T. Broirne, Vulg. Err. 2. In hot., having
but one axis or branch : as, a uniparous cyme.
unipartite (u-ui-piir'tit), a. [< L. nu, one, +
partita*, parted: see partite.] Not separated
into parts.
In the theory of the single system the conceptions

and symbolism are to a large extent arithmetical, and are
based up. n the properties of single integral numbers and
their partitions into single integral parts. In this sense
the former theory may I* regarded u being unipartite.

Xature, XU. 3SO.



unipartite

Unipartite curve, a curve whose real part forms one
continuous whole (it being understood that a passage
through infinity does nut constitute a severing of the

curve).

uniped (ii'ni-ped), a. and n. [< L. units, one,
+ pes (l>ed-), foot.] I. a. Having only one
foot.

II. w. One who or that which is one-footed.

Compare monopode. [Rare.]
One of the hest gymnasts in Chicago is a person with a

wooden leg, which he takes off at the beginning of oper-

ations, thus economizing weight and stowage, and per-

forming feats impossible except to unipeds.
W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 194.

Unipeltatat (u^ni-pel-ta'ta), n. pi. [NL. (La-
treille), neut. pi. ofitnipelfatiis : see unipeltate.']
In Crustacea, a division of stomatopods, con-

taining adult forms of mantis-shrimps: distin-

guished from Bipeltata. See Squilla.

unipeltate (u-ni-pel'tat), . and . [< L. iimis,

one, + peUa, a light shield : see peltate.'] I. a.

Having a carapace of one piece, as a crusta-

cean; not bipeltate, like a glass-crab; stoina-

topodous, as a mantis-shrimp.
II. n. A member of the Unipeltata. See

Squittidee.

unipersonal (u-ni-per'son-al), a. [< L. wins,

one, + persona, person: see"personal.'] 1. Hay-
ing but one person ; existing in one person : said
of the Deity. 2. In gram., used only in one
person : chiefly noting verbs used only in the
third person singular ; impersonal.
unipersonalist (u-ni-per'son-al-ist), . [< w-

personal + -ist.] One wno believes there is

but one person in the Deity.
unipersonality (u-ni-per-so-nal'i-ti), n. [< uni-

personal + -ity.] Existence in one person only.

unipetaloUS (u-ni-pet'a-lus), a. [< L. untts,

one, + NL. petaliim, petal: see petal.] Having
but one petal.
Such a corolla [consisting of one petal on account of

abortion of the others] is unipetaloux, a term quite dis-

tinct from monopetalous. Encyc. Brit., IV. 132.

uniphonous (u'ni-fo-iius), a. [< L. iinus, one,
+ 6r. <j>uvrt, a sound.] Having or giving out

only one sound; monophonic. [Rare.]
That uniphonous instrument the drum.

Westminster Men., Nov., 1882. (Encyc. Diet.)

uniplanar (u-ni-pla'nar), a. [< L. urnts, one, +
planum, plane.] Lying in one plane.
The first three chapters of the work deal with the usual

problems of hydrodynamics, being occupied principally
with those in which the motion is uniplanar or can be
expressed by two co-ordinates.

The Academy, April 11, 1891, p. 349.

Uniplanar dyadic. See dyadic. Uniplanar node, a

degenerate form of a node or conical point on a surface,
where the cone degenerates into two coincident planes:
same as unode.

uniplicate (u-uip'li-kat), . [< L. unus, one, +
plicatus, pp. oiplicare, fold : see plicate.] Once
folded

; having or forming a single fold. Com-
pare duplicate, triplicate, quadruplicate.
unipolar (u-ni-po'lar), a. [< L. unus, one, +
polus, pole: seej;ofar.] 1. Exhibiting one kind
of polarity.
The so-called "unipolar" induction supposed to be

due to the rotation of the earth, which behaves like a
gigantic magnet. P. G. Tail, Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 330.

2. In Tiiol., having a single pole, as a nerve-cell
or a rete : correlated with bipolar, multipolar.

If the rete remains broken up, then it is known as a
diffuse, unipolar, or monocentric rete mirabile.

Qegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 597.

Unipolar conduction. Same as irreciprocal conduction
(which see, under irreciprocal). Unipolar dynamo, a
dynamo in which an electromotive force is induced in a
conductor by causing it to revolve round one pole of a
magnet.

unipolarity(u
//

ni-po-lar'i-ti),)i. [< unipolar +
-ity.~] The character of being unipolar.
We do not believe that Ohm ever observed the phenom-

enon of unipolarity in strong sulphuric ficid with elec-
trodes of platinum or gold due to a transition resistance

PMlos. Hay., XXVI. 129.

uniporous (u-nip'o-rus), a. [< L. unus, one, +
poms, pore.] Having one pore.
Wood-cells elsewhere called discigerous tissue, and to

which I applied the terms uniporous and multiporous.
Dawson, Geol. Hist, of Plants, p. 160.

unique (u-neV), a. andw. [< F. unique= Sp. Pg.
It. unico, < L. unieus, one, only, single, < unus,
one.] I. a. 1. Only; single.
Do I mention these seeming inconsistencies to smile at

or upbraid my unique cousin 1 Lamb, My Relations.

2. Having no like or equal; unmatched; sole;
unequaled ; single in its kind or excellence : of-
ten used relatively, and then signifying rare,
unusual.
That which gives to the Jews their unique position

among the nations is what we are accustomed to regard
as their Sacred History. Spectator, No. 3035, p. 1159.
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II. . A unique thing; a thing unparalleled
or sole of its kind.

Sir Charles Mordant's gold medal, mean as it is in work-

manship, is extremely curious, and may be termed an Unic,
being the only one of the kind that has come to our know-
ledge. Archfeolofjia (1774), III. 374.

Where is the master who could have instructed Frank-

lin, or Washington, or Bacon, or Newton? Every great
man is a unique. Emerson, Self-reliance.

uniquely (u-nek'li), adv. In a unique manner ;

so as to be unique.
uniqueness (u-nek'nes), n. The state or char-
acter of being unique.
uniquity (u-ne'kwi-ti), . [Irreg. < unique +
-ity.] Uniqueness" [Rare.]

Uniquity will make them valued more.
U. Walpole, Letters, iv. 477 (1789). (Daffies.)

uniradiate (u-ni-ra'di-at), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ radius, ray: see radiate.] Having only one

ray, arm, or process ; monactinal.
uniradiated (u-ni-ra'di-a-ted), a. Same as
uniradiate.

uniramose (u-ni-ra'mos), a. Same as unira-
motis. Micros. Sci., XXX. 109.

uniramous (u-ni-ra'mus), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ ramus, branch: see ramus.'] Having but
one ramus or branch. See biramous. Encyc.
Brit., VI. 652.

unisepalous (u-ni-sep'a-lus), a. [< L. unus,

one, + NL. sepalum, sepal: see sepal.'] Hav-
ing but one sepal.

uniseptate (u-ni-sep'tat), . [< L. unus, one,
+ septum, partition: see septate.'] In zoiil. and
lot., having only one septum or partition.

Uniserial (u-ni-se'ri-al), a. [< L. unus, one, +
series, series: see serial,'] 1. Set in one row
or series ; one-ranked ;

unifarious. Encyc. Brit.
,

XXII. 190. 2. Beset with one rank, row, or
series of things.
Uniserially (u-ni-se'ri-al-i), adv. So as to be
xiniserial

;
in one series.

uniseriate (u-ni-se'ri-at), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ series, series: see seriate.'] Same as unise-
rial.

uniseriately (u-ni-se'ri-at-li), adv. Same as

uniserially.
uniserrate (u-ni-ser'at), . [< L. unus, one,
+ serra, saw: see serrate.'] Having one row
of teeth or serrations

; uniserially serrate.

uniserrulate (u-ni-ser'o-lat), a. [< L. unus,
one, + serrula, dim. of serra, saw: see serru-

late.'] Having one row of small serrations;
uniserially serrulate.

unisexual (u-ni-sek'su-al), a. [< L. unus, one,
+ sexus, sex: see sexual. ] 1. Of one sex that

is, having the two sexes developed in different
individuals. [Rare.] 2. For or consisting of
a single sex. [Rare.]
One final provincialism of the mind there is, which a

unisexual college certainly never would have any power
to eradicate. ... It is the provincialism of the exclu-

sively sex point of view itself. The Century, XXXII. 326.

3.
Specifieallyj

in entom., having only female in-

dividuals: noting the agamic broods of Aphidi-
dx and some other insects which, during cer-
tain parts of the year, continue to propagate the

species without any males. See partlienogene-
sis. 4. In bot., said of a flower containing the

organs of but one sex, stamens or pistil, but
not both; diclinous: opposed to bisexual or her-

maphrodite ; monoecious or dioecious. It is also

applicable to an inflorescence or a plant with
such flowers only.
unisexuality (u-ni-sek-su-al'i-ti), n. [< uni-
sexual H-

ity.'] The state or character of being
unisexual, or of having but one sex, as a male
or female individual : the opposite of hermaph-
roditism.

There is some reason to suspect that hermaphrodism
was the primitive condition of the sexual apparatus, and
that unisexuality is the result of the abortion of the or-

gans of the other sex in males and females respectively.
Huxley, Anat Invert., p. 67.

unisexually (u-ni-sek'su-al-i), adv. So as to be
of either sex, but not of both sexes, in one in-
dividual : as, animals unisexually developed.

unisilicate (u-ni-sil'i-kat), n. [< L. unus, one,+ E. silicate.'] A salt of orthosilicic acid
(H4SiO4) : so called because the ratio of oxy-
gen atoms combined with the base to those
combined with the silicon is 1 : 1 . This is illus-
trated by zinc unisilicate, willemite, which has
the formula Zn

?
SiO4 or 2ZnO.SiO

i
>.

unisolated (un-is'o-la-ted), a. Not isolated or
separated; undistinguished or undistinguish-
able.

The unisulateii hyoid muscles of the frog.
Jour. Roy. Micros. Soc., 2d ser., VI. 47.

unit

Unison (u'ni-son or -zon), (i. and n. [I. a. Also

unisonous, q. v.
;
= Sp. unisono = Pg. unisono,

< ML. ?tiisHs,havingone sound, < L. tin us, one,
+ sonus, sound : see sound5 . II. n. Early mod.
E. nnisonne, < F. unisson = Sp. unison = It. -

sono, unison, concord of sounds: from the adj.]
1. a. 1. Sounding alone

;
unisonous.

All sounds on fret by string or golden wire,
Temper'd soft tunings, intermix'd with voice,
Choral or unison. Milton, P. L., vii. 599.

2. In music, sounded simultaneously; specifi-

cally, noting two or more voice-parts that are
coincident in pitch, or a passage or effect thus

produced Unison String, In musical instruments with

strings, a string tuned in unison with another string, and
intended to be sounded with it. In the pianoforte most
of the tones are produced from pairs or triplets of strings
thus tuned. Such strings are commonly called uniiont.

II. n. 1. In music: (a) The interval, melodic
or harmonic, between any tone and a tone of ex-

actly the same pitch; a perfect prime, acous-

tically represented by the ratio 1:1. The term
is also used as a synonym of prime (as, an aug-
mented unison), though this is objectionable.
(6) The interval of the octave, especially when
occiirring between male and female voices, or
between higher and lower instruments of the
same class. 2. The state of sounding at the
same pitch that is, of being at the interval of
a unison.

" But he wants a shoe, poor creature!
"

said Obadiah.
" Poor creature !

"
said my uncle Joby, vibrating the note

back again, like a string in unison.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, V. ii.

3. A single unvaried tone
;
a monotone. Pope.

4. Same as unison string. 5. Accordance;
agreement; harmony; concord.
He chants his prophetic song in exact unison with their

designs. Burke, Rev. in France, xvi.

I had the good fortune to act in perfect unison with my
colleague. D. Webster, Speech, Boston, June 5, 1828.

unisonal (u'ni-so-nal), a. [< unison + -/.] Be-
ing in unison

;
unisoiiant.

We missed . . . the magnificent body of tone in the
broad unisonal passages in the finale.

Atlieneeum, No. 3082, p. 678.

unisonally (u'ni-so-nal-i), adv. In a unisonal

manner; in unison.

Tenors and basses burst in unisonally.
Church Times, March 4, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

unisonance (u'ni-so-nans), n. [= Sp. Pg. '-

sonancia; as unisonan(t) + -ce.] Accordance
of sounds

;
unison.

unisonant (u'ni-so-nant), a. [=OF. unisonnant,
< L. unus, one, + sonan(t-)s, ppr. of sonare,
sound; cf. unison.'] Being in unison; having
the same degree of gravity or acuteness.
Whether the order of those sounds was ascending, de-

scending, or unifsonant.

Lamlrillotte, tr. in N. and Q., 7th ser., VII. 161.

unisonous (u'ni-so-nus), a. [< ML. unisonus,
having one sound: see unison.'] 1. Being in
unison: said of two or more sounds having the
same pitch ;

unisonant. Grore, Diet. Music, II.

763. 2. Sounding alone
;
without harmony.

These apt notes were about forty tunes, of one part
only, and in one unisonous key.

T. Wartm, Hist. Eng. Poetry, III. 171.

unispiral (u-ni-spi'ral), a. In bot., having a sin-

gle spiral, as the elaters of certain liverworts.
unisilicate (u-ni-sul'kat), a. In bot. and zool.,

having a single groove or furrow; one-grooved.
unit (u'nit), . [Formerly unite, a later form of

unity : see unity.'] 1. A single thing or person,
opposed to a plurality ; also, any group regard-
ed as individual in a plurality of similar groups ;

any one of the individuals or similar groups
into which a complex whole may be analyzed.
When first, amid the general discredit of the experiment

tried^ by Lord Corn wall is in Bengal proper, the Indian
administrators of fifty or sixty years since began to rec-

ognize the village community as the true proprietary
unit of the country, they had very soon to face the prob-
lem of rent. Maine, Village Communities, p. 182.

The family is the integral and formative unit of the
nation. E. Mutford, The Nation, xii.

The elementary tissues, particularly tracheary, sieve,
fibrous, and parcnchymatous tissues, are to be considered
as the units, and the term Fibro-vascular Bundle as little

more than a convenient expression of the usual condition
of aggregation of these units. Beisey, Botany, p. 107.

These columns are not fighting units at all, but supply-
units, and may be classed with commissariat trains and
services of like nature. Fortnir/ntly Rev., N. S., XLI. 805.

2. Auy standard quantity by the repetition and
subdivision of which any other quantity of the
same kind is measured. The unit of abstract arith-

metic, called unity, is represented by the numeral 1. The
system of unit'- recommended by a committee of the
British Association for scientific calculations, and known
as the C. 0. S. system (abbreviation of centimeter-gram-



unit

second tyttcm), adopts the trniimeler as the unit "f bnglh,
the gram as the unit of mass, and the second as the unit

..f time. In this system thr mui -i (TM Is the square
centimeter, the mill ,,( ri.liini,' I* the cubic i-i-nt illl"! "I, ami

the unit of v-'lvciti/ is a velocity of a centimeter |"

ond. The unit ni
'

n ih"m entnmofagrani
moving with a velocity of :i centimeter per se< I. 'I'lu

unit-force is that force which ailing on gram fot

second generates a velocity of a centimeter per n OOOd,

'I'liis for'-'- is called a il/ni". The unit ".i I'urlt Is the work

done by the- force of aduic working through a distance of

a centimeter, This is called an try. s< -times used at-

tributively.

The ordinary small"-! IIP a-uire we have of either lex-

tension or diirationl is looked on as an unit In iiuinhcr,

when tho mind by division would reduce them into less

fractions. l.iirli-, Human T mid-lauding, II. XV. 9.

For purposes of accuracy it must always be remembered
that the pound, the gramme. *., are, strictly speaking,
units ul mass. J. 1>. Km; il,\'n\l and Phys. Const.,p. 23.

The unit of magnetic moment is the moment of a mag-
net of unit length the strength of whose poles Is equal to

unity, or generally of any magnet the product of whoso
strength into Its length is equal to unity.

J. K. H. Gordon, Elect, and Mag., 1. 154.

Absolute unit, a unit of an absolute system of measure-

ment based entirely on arbitrary units of mass, length, and
time ; sometimes, hut quite incorrectly, used as the syno-

nym of a unit of the C. G. 8. system, which is only a spe-
cial system of absolute units. Abstract unit, the unit

of numeration ; the number represented by 1. Alternate
units. Same as Uanki-l'g numbers (which see, under

number). *. A. unit of resistance. See oAm.- Con-
crete or denominate unit, a unit of some definite kind,

as a yard, a second, a dollar, a Fahrenheit degree, etc.

Decimal units, duodecimal units, units In scales

of numbers increasing or decreasing by ten or twelve.

Electrical units. See elect nuintii: Electromagnetic
units See electromagnetic. Electrostatic units Of

electricity. See electrostatic. Fundamental units.

See/n*n'fat Magnetic unit, a unit of electrical or

magnetic quantity, founded on t he forces which act on con-

ductors conveying currents, or on magnets, in a magnetic
field. See electromagnetic units, under electromagnetic.

Monetary unit. See monetary. Neural units. See

neural. Siemens's unit [named after the electrician

Siemens! a unit formerly employed in measuring the elec-

tric resistance of a conductor: it is the resistance of a col-

umn of pure mercury 1 square millimeter In section and

1 meter long; it is a little less than an ohm. Thermal
unit, a unit adopted for measuring and comparing quan-
tities of heat In the English system of measures the gen-

erally accepted thermal unit is the pound-degree, or the

amount of heat required to raise a pound of water from the

temperature 50 F. to 51 F. (Tait). In the metric system
the unit of heat is the calory that is, the amount neces-

sary to raise a kilogram of water from to 1 centigrade ;

or the small calory, the heat needed to raise the tempera-
ture of a gram of water the same amount Unit angle,
in circular measure, same as rarfion, Unit field. See

field. Unit Jar, an instrument of various forms devised

for measuring definite quantities of electricity. Unit
magnetic pole, a pole which repels a like pole at a unit

distance with unit force that Is, one dyne. Unit Of ca-

pacity of a conductor, the farad. Unit of electrical

resistance, the resistance of a conductor through which a

current of unit strength is maintained by unit electro-

motive force. Unit of electric potential, the difference

of potential between the ends of a straight conductor, of

unit length, when it is moved with unit velocity In a di-

rection at right angles to lines of force and Its own length
in a magnetic Held of unit intensity. Unit Of force, the

dyne or the poundal. See def. 2. Unit Of heat. See

thermal unit. Unit of illumination. Seerniirf(/--potn-r.

Unit Of length, a length In multiples of which other

lengths are defined. Unit of measure, a certain conven-

tional dimension or magnitude assumed as a standard by
which other dimensions or magnitudes of the same kind

are to be measured, as a foot, a gallon, an ounce, a pound,
an hour, and the like. See measure, weight. Unit of

measurement, a quantity used as the consequent of a

ratio for denning other quantities. Unit of output, a

unit by which the rate of working or the activity in an

electric circuit is measured. The British Board of Trade

unit of output is l.ooo watts.
- Unit of photometry. See

photometric standard, under photometric. Unit of re-

sistance. See resistance, 3, and ohm. -Unit Of self-in-

duction, in elect., in any system of units, the same as the

unit of length employed in the basis of the system. For

the practical unit of induction in the centimeter-gram-

second system, an earth quadrant, or a length equal to 109

centimeters, has been proposed. This unit has been called

secohm, which has been replaced by henry. Unit Of tale,

a number of things, generally of a particular kind, recog-

nized as a unit, as a dozen, a score, a sum of nails, a lac of

rupees, etc.-Unit pole. Sec poic'-'.-Unit prism, >" cryu-

tal. Seeprwm, :t. Unit pyramid, in crystal. Seepirra-

mid, 3. Unit rule, in U. S. polilm, a rule sometimes

adopted providing that in a national nominating conven-

tion the votes of the entire delegation from each State shall

be cast in a body for the candidate preferred by the major-

ity of the delegation, the wishes of the minority being dis-

regarded.

unitable (u-m'ta-bl), a. [< unite + -able.]

Capable of being united ; capable of union by
growth or otherwise. Also spelled nnili'iilili

1

.

unital (u'ni-tal). a. [< unit + -<il-1 Of or per-

taining to a unit ; unitary. [Rare.]
In nature there is a great, unital. continuous . . . devel-

opment. Littell's Lining Age, No. 2071, March 1, 1884, p. 515.

Unitarian (u-ni-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [As ttiiitnri/

+ -an.] I. a. 1. O'f or relating to a unit or

unity, or to one thing or plan or party; unitary.

It [division of powers] forms the essential distinction

between a federal system such as that of Ameii :t m
Switzerland, and a un/timVm system of government such

as that which exists in England or Russia.

A. \'. Hiery, Law of the Constitution, p. 142.
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These two theories, the one dnallstlc, the other /-

Inrian, strangely foreshadow the discoveries of Inn

dynamics. Knryc. llrit., 1. 41 i.

2. [<!(.) Of or pi-rtiiiiiing to the I'nitarians or

their doctrines Unitarian Church. See II., l.

II. ii. 1. [<'"l>-] One who maintains the tinipcr-

sniiality of the Deity; one who drnir-, the <loc-

trinc i>f the Trinity; specifically, a member of

a Christian body founded upon the doctrine of

unipersonality. The chnrche* of the Unitarian body
are congregational in gm eminent, and independent of one

another. They possess no common symbol of doctrine, and
differ widely among themselves. They may be divided Into

two schools of thought, though there is no sharply defined

line betwecu them. The conservative 1'nitarians hold doc-

trinal views in many re*pecU resembling those of the or-

thodox Trinitarians, except in their denial of the trlpcr-

sonality of the Deity. They accept Christ as the manifes-

tation of God In a human life, though they do not regard

him as equal In character or power with the Father. They
believe in the work of the Holy Spirit, though they do
not generally regard him as a distinct personality. They
believe In the Scriptures as containing a divine revela-

tion, and in the miracle* as an attestation of that revela-

tion. They hold a doctrine of Inherited depravity, but

not In guilt, except as the result of a personal choice ; to

a doctrine of future retribution, though not generally to

its endlessness ; to an atonement by Christ for the sins of

unite

as, a unitary system of thought ;
in politics, cen-

tralized.

Man loves the Universal, the Unchangeable, tie

tary. Channing, I p. no.

Had any one doubted before that the rights of human
nature are unitary, ... the efforts of the advocate* of

slavery . . . could not fail to sharpen his eye*.

Luvell, Study Window*, p. 178.

We know that the separation and Isolation of the dif-

ferent parts of a once unitary community must neresuri-

ly bring about a separation of Its language Into different

dialects. W. D. Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., ix.

It of cour*e by no mean* follows that, becaiwe we have
become In the fullest organic sense a nation, our* has be-

come a unitary government, ill federal features merged
In a new national organization. W. Wilton, State, 1 881.

3. In Wo?., monistic, as distinguished from
dualistic.

The tendency cslled unitary or monistic . . . must ul-

timately prevail throughout philosophy.
llaeclrel, Evolution of Man (trans.), 1. 17.

4. Pertaining to or of the nature of a unit (of

measurement).
A wind pressure of 1,200 pound* for the same unitary

distance Is allowed for. Set. Atner., N. H., LX. SO*.

6. In ninth., involving a root to unit power,
T 4- n Vwn +--iivn i 1 1

'
1 1 ! _taa t v. '

T ci 1 1 1 L 1 I \

tion wrought by the Spirit of God, but only with the co-

operation of man ; in what is called " irresistible grace
"

they do not believe. The doctrines of election, reproba-

tion, foreordination, and decrees, as those doctrines are

rlans hold views not materially varylngfrom deism. They
reverence Christ as a peculiarly holy man, with whom the

Spirit of God abode, but In no sense other than that in

which he abides with every truly holy man. They respect
the Bible as a work of transcendent moral genius, but in

no other sense Inspired. They do not believe in the mira-

cles, and either explain them as the product of natural

causes or regard the accounts of them as mythical and

traditionary. They do not accept the doctrines of atone-

ment and regeneration, and do not employ the terms ;

and they both attribute sin to defective education, Intel

lectual and moral, and depend upon a right education to

England about the beginning of the nineteenth century,
under the lead of Dr. Churning. Many of the oldest Con-

gregational churches in New England passed under Unita-

rian control, ami the " American Unitarian Association
"

was formed In 182.1. Outside of the denomination proper,
Unitarian views are held by the Htcksite Friends, some

Universallsts, and by individuals in other denominations.

See ^n'on', Socinianism.

2. A monotheist ; a believer in one God, as op-

posed to a polytheist,or a believer in many gods.
In this sense it It applicable t all Christians, Jews, and

Mohammedans, as well as deists. Fleming. [Rare.]

3. A monist.

The Realists or Suhstantialists are again divided into

Dualists, and into Unitarians or Moulsts, according as

they are or are not contented with the testimony of con-

sciousness to the ultimate duplicity of subject and object
in perception. Sir W. Hamilton, Metaphysics, xvi.

4. One who advocates any unitary system ; an

advocate of unity; in politics, an advocate of

centralization.

The old men studied magic in the flowers.
And human fortunes in astronomy,
And an omnipotence in chemistry,
Preferring things to names, for these were men,
Were Unitarian* of the united world,

And, wheresoever their clear eye-beams fell,

They caught the footsteps of the Same.
Emerson, Blight.

Unitarianism (u-ni-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [< I'nita-

rian + -ism.'] 1 . The affirmation of the uniper-

sonality of the Deity ;
the denial of the doctrine

of the Trinity, or (rarely) of polytheism ;
tho

doctrines of the Unitarians. 2. [I. c.] Any
unitary system.
The principle, In short, which gives its form to our gov.

ernment Is (to use a foreign but convenient expression)

imifarianunn, or the habitual exercise of supreme legis-

lative authority by one central power.
A. V. Dicey, Law of the Constitution, p. 127.

3. [I. r.] In pliilos., the doctrine that mind and
matter are one, or that there is but one gen-

unity of brethren: L. unitat, unity;.

gen. pi. at frater, brother: see brother."] The

propi-r official name of the Moravian Church.

See Moravian, n., 2.

unitate (u'ni-tat). r. t.
; pret. and pp. unitated,

ppr. unitating. [A back-formation from unita-

fion.] To perform the operation of unitation

upon,
unitate (u'ni-tat), it. [As unit + -a***.] Tho
remainder given by a number after division by
a digit,
unitation (u-ni-ta'shon), n. [< unit + -ation.]

1. Expression in terms of units; measurement
in accordance with a system of units. 2. The

operation of adding to the units of a number,
written in the Arabic notation, (10 N) times
the tens (where N is any number less than 10),

(10 N)a times the hundreds, etc., and repeat-

ing the process until a digit is obtained. This

(diminished by any multiple of N which it ex-

ceeds) is the remainder after dividing the ori-

ginal number by N.
unite 1 (u-nif), r.; pret. and pp. united, ppr.

Hiiitinf/.

'

[< LL. unitus, pp. of unire (> It. unire

= Sp. Pg. unir = F. unir), make one or as one,

join together, < L. unw*, one : see owe, n. Cf .

one, r., and adunation.] I, trans. 1. To com-
bine or conjoin so as to form one

;
make to be

one and to be no longer separate ; incorporate
in one : as, to unite two kingdoms or two armies.

Cnite
Your troops of horsemen with his bands of foot.

Shot., I Hen. VI., iv. 1. 164.

As thou hast vnileil our nature to thy eternal being,
thou mightest also unite my person to thine by the Inte-

rior animations of love, and obedience, and conformity.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), L 87.

2. To connect, conjoin, bring together, or as-

sociate by some bond, legal or other ; join in in-

terest, affection, fellowship, or the like ; ally ;

link together ; associate ; conjoin ; couple ;

combine: as, to unite families by marriage; to

unite, nations by treaty; to unite fresh adher-

ents to a cause.
Hymen did our hands

Unite commntnal in most sacred bands.

Shalt., Hamlet, III. i 170.

3. To make to agree or be uniform; harmo-
nize.

The king proposed nothing more than to unite hi* king-
dom In one form of worship. Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

4. To cause to adhere: attach; connect to-

gether: as, to unite bricks or stones by means
of cement.

ich Is a dry

' or toconformto

unitary ( u'ni-ta-ri), a. [= F. unitaire = Sp. It.

unitnrio, Unitarian (chiefly as a noun, a Unita-

rian); as unit, unit-u, + -ary.] 1. Of or relat-

ing to a unit ; of the nature of a unit ; not di-

vided; entire: specifically noting in chemistry
that system in which the molecules of all bodies

are compared, as to their magnitude, with one

molecule water, for example and all chemi-

cal reactions are as far as possible reduced to

one typical form of reaction, namely double de-

comp"osition. fTtitte, Diet, of ('hem. 2. Of or

pertaining to, or characterized by, unity or uni-

formity ; also, directed at or striving for unity :

Virgin Mother, hall,

High in the love of Heaven ; yet from my loins

Then shall proceed, and from thy womb the Son
Of God Most High ; so God with man unitei.

Hilton, P. L, xlL 382.

2. To join in action; concur; act in concert.

If yon will now unite in your complaints,
And force them with a constancy, the cardinal

Cannot stand under them.
Shot., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 1.

unite't (u-nif), a. [< LL. unitus, pp. of unirr.

unite: see unite 1
, r.] United: joint. Jt'chster.

unite 1
(ii-nif). . [< unite 1

, r.. with rof. to the

union of the kingdoms of England and Scot-



unite

land alluded to on the coin in the motto "Fa-
ciam eos in gentem unam," 'I will make them
one nation' (Ezek. xxxvii. 22).] An English

gold coin issued by James I. and current for

20 shillings ;
a jacobus. A gold coin of the same

name and value was issued under Charles I., when it was
also called carolus (which see), and under the Common-
wealth and Charles II.

unite2!, Aii obsolete spelling of unit.

uniteable, . See unitable. Dr. H. More.

united (u-ni'ted), p. a. [< united + -erf2.] 1.

Joined or combined; made one; made to agree;
allied; harmonious: as, a -united household.

Th' united strength of all the gods above
In vain resists th' omnipotence of Jove.

Pope, Iliad, i. 734.

[England] found it difficult to maintain a contest against
the united navies of France and Spain.

Macaulay, Lord Clive.

2. In Bom. Cath. usage, noting those commu-
nities which have separated from Oriental
churches and united with the Roman Catholic
Church in what it holds to be essential, but

preserve an individual and distinctive church

organization, acknowledging the supremacy of
the Pope, and accepting the doctrinal decisions
of the Roman Catholic Church, while retaining
to some extent their ancient liturgy, rites, dis-

cipline, and usages United Armenians. See Ar-
menian Church, under Armenian. United Brethren.
See brotherand Moraman. United Brethren In Christ,
a Christian denomination, Arminian in doctrine, and es-

sentially, although not universally, Methodist in polity. It
was founded in Pennsylvania In 1800 by Philip William
Otterbein. The government of the church is vested pri-
marily in a general conference. The chief officers of the
church are bishops elected every four years, presiding
elders, and pastors appointed to their charges according
to a system of itinerancy. The denomination makes the
mode of baptism and the practice of feet-washing optional
with each of its members. United Colonies of New
England. See Neiv England Confederation, under con-

federation. United Greeks, the -members of those
churches which retain, with some important modifica-
tions, the Greek liturgy and discipline, and other an-
cient Greek usages as marriage of the lower clergy,
communion under both kinds, and the use of leavened
bread in the communion service but are in union with
the Roman Catholic Church. They are found chiefly in

Austria-Hungary, Russia, Italy, and Turkey. See Uniat.
United Irishmen, an Irish society formed in 1791 by T.

W. Tone, for the purpose of procuring parliamentary re-
form and the repeal of the penal laws. It afterward be-
came a secret society with revolutionary aims, and was
influential in causing the Irish rebellion of 1798. United
Kingdom. See kingdom. United Original Seceders.
See seceder. United Presbyterian Church. See Pree-
byterian. United Provinces, the seven provinces of the
Low Countries, Holland, Zealand, Utrecht, Friesland, Gel-
derland, Groningen, and Overysscl, which in 1S79 formed
the Union of Utrecht and laid the foundation of the
republic of the Netherlands. United States, used at-

tributively, of or pertaining to the United States of Amer-
ica; American: as, the United States army, the United
States navy; the United States statutes

; colloquially, the
United States language. The adjective United States is

used where American may appear less exact.

unitedly (u-nl'ted-li), adv. In a united manner;
with united or joint efforts ; jointly ; amicably.
unitentacular (u"ni-ten-tak'u-lar), a. Having
but one tentacle. Amer. Nat., 'XXIII. 597.
uniter (u-ni'ter), n. [< unite1 + -er1 .] One
who or that which unites or forms a connec-
tion.

The Priest presides over the worship of the people ; is
the Uniter of them with the Unseen Holy. Carlyle.

uniterablet (un-it'er-a-bl), a. That cannot be
renewed or repeated.
To play away an uniterable life.

Sir T. Browne, Christian Morals, iii. 23.

unition (u-nish'on), re. [< ML. miitio(n-), a
uniting, < LL. unire, unite : see unite1

.'] The
act of uniting, or the state of being united;
junction; union. [Rare.]
As long as any different substance keeps off the unition,

hope not to cure the wound. Wiseman, Surgery, v. 1.

The precise and total meaning of Christianity ... is
that it affirms the perfect unition of the Divine and human
natures in Christ. //. James, Subs, and Shad., p. 242.

unitism (u'ni-tizm), n. [< unit + -ism.} Same
as monism, 1.

unitive (ii'ni-tiv), a. [< unite1 + -inc.'] Hav-
ing the power of uniting; causing or tending
to unite

; producing or promoting union
; har-

monizing.
There is a degree of meditation so exalted that it

changes the very name, and is called contemplation and
it is in the unitive way of religion that is, it consists in
unions and adherences to God.

Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 71.A unitive power.
J. H. Newman, Development of Christ. Doct., i. 33.

unitively (u'ni-tiv-li), adv. In a unitive or
united manner. Cudwortli. [Bare.]
unitize (u'ni-tlz), v. t.; pret. and pp. uniliztd,
ppr. unitizing. [< unit + -ire.] To form into
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or reduce to a unit
;
make a unit of

; cause to

be one. Imp. Viet.

unity (u'ni-ti), n.
', pi. unities (-tiz). [Formerly

also unitie (also reduced unite, unit: see unit);
< OF. (and F.) unite = Sp. unidad = Pg. uni</titli

= It. miita, < L. unita(t-)s, oneness, singleness,
sameness, uniformity, agreement, < unux, one :

see one.] 1. The state or property of being
one ; oneness, as opposed to multiplicity ;

in-

dividuality, as opposed to plurality.

Now unity, which is defined, is in its own nature more
apt to be understood than multiplicity, which in some
measure participates of infinity. Dryden, Life of Plutarch.

It sufficing to the unity of any idea that it be con-
sidered as one representation or picture, though made up
of ever so many particulars.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxiv. ].

2. Organic totality; that interconnection of

parts which constitutes a complex whole; a

systematic whole as distinguished from its

constituent parts: as, the unity of conscious-
ness ; the unity of an artistic creation. See
def. 9.

The simplest human consciousness contains more than
sensation, it contains a reference of sensation to objects ;

the simplest human consciousness also contains some
conception of the unity of all objects in one world (were
it but that it represents them all as existing in one space
and one time). Caird, Philos. of Kant, p. 203.

An empirical acquaintance with facts rises to a scientific

knowledge of facts, as soon as the mind discovers beneath
the multiplicity of single production the unity of an
organic system. Max Mutter.

3. Identity ;
self-sameness

; uniformity.
If the unity of the Ego is really illusory, if the perma-

nent identical "I" is not a fact but a llction, as Hume
and his followers maintain, why should one part of the
series of feelings into which the Ego is resolved be con-
cerned with another part of the same series, any more
than with any other series?

H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 389.

We are able to say that the Unity or Continuity of
nature is a principle or law of experience.

W. R. Sorley, Ethics of Naturalism, p. 267.

4. The state of being united or combined in
one

; especially, union as connected parts of a

complex whole : as, the national unity of the

separate states.

England had hardly as yet [829] realized the need of
national unity, and outside the king's council chamber
there can have been few who understood the need of
union between the nations of Christendom.

J. S. Green, Conq. of Eng., 11.

5. Harmony or accord in sentiments, affection,
action, etc.

;
concord.

How good and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell
together in unity ! Ps. cxxxiii. 1.

Unity, secrecy, decision, are the qualities which mili-

tary arrangements require.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const Hist

6. Sameness of character or effect
; agreement;

coincidence.

There is such unity in the proofs. Shak., W. T.
,
v. 2. 35.

7. In math., a quantity which, multiplied by
any quantity of the system considered, gives
that same quantity as the product. Thus, in the
theory of matrices, the matrix of any order having all the
constituents zero except those of the principal diagonal,
which are all ones, is the unity of that order. In ordi-

nary algebra one, or the unit of abstract number, is the
only unity. Unit and unity are words frequently con-
fused ; but with accurate writers unit is the standard of
measurement, that which is counted, and has no reference
to multiplication ;

while unity has reference to multipli-
cation alone. In a multiple associative algebra there
are as many units as the ordinal number of the algebra,
but there can be but one unity, and there need not be any
at all.

8. The principle by which a uniform tenor of

story and propriety of representation is pre-
served in literary compositions ; conformity in
a composition to this principle ; a reference to
some one purpose or leading idea, or to the
main proposition, in all the parts of a discourse
or composition. The so-called Aristotelian law of
unity of time, of place, and of action (called

' the unities ')

in a drama was the fundamental rule or general idea
from which the French classical dramatic writers and
critics derived, or to which they referred, all their prac-
tical rules for the construction of a drama. This law
demanded that there should be no shifting of the scene
from place to place, that the whole series of events should
be such as might occur within the space of a single day,
and that nothing should be admitted irrelevant to the
development of the single plot.

The author has not observed a single unity in his whole
Play. Addison, Sir Timothy Tittle.

The writers of plays have what they call unity of time
and place, to give a justness to their representation.

Steele, Spectator, No. 358.

_

Tlie so-called unities of time and place are purely fic-

titious principles, to either of which it may be conve-
nient to adhere in order to make the unity of an action
more distinctly perceptible, and either of which may

univalve

with equal propriety be disregarded in order to give the
action probability.

A. W. Ward, Introd. to Eng. Dram. Lit, p. xi.

9. In artistic creations, a combination of parts
such as to constitute a whole or to exhibit a
form of symmetry in style and character

;
the

quality of any work by which all the parts are
subordinate to or promotive of one general de-

sign or effect.

Among the susceptibilities touched by artistic arrange-
ments may be noticed the sense of Unity in multitude,
arising when a great number of things arc brought un-
der a comprehensive design, as when a row of pillars is

crowned by a pediment.
A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 235, note.

10. In law : (fi) The holding of the same es-
tate in undivided shares by two or more

; joint
tenancy. (6) The joint possession by one per-
son of two rights by several titles. 11. A
gold coin of the reign of James I. See unite1 .

Architectonic unity. See architectonic. At unity,
at one

;
in accord or harmony.

A character at unity with itself ... is strong by its

very negations. George Eliot, Mill on the Floss, v. 2.

Formal unity. See formal. Manchester Unity. See
Odd-Fellow. Material*, mathematical, numerical
unity. See the adjectives. Primitive Hth root of
unity. See primitive. Unity of apperception. See
apperception. Unity of estate, of possession, oftime,
Of title. See estate in joint tenancy, under estate.

Unity Of type, in Inol. See type. =Syn. 1-4. Junction,
Connection, etc. See union.

univalence (u-niv'a-lens), . [< univalen(t) +
-ce.~] In chem., the property of being univalent.

univalency (u-niv'a-len-si), n. [As uniralencc

(see -cy).] Same as univalence. Also called

monovalency.
univalent (u-niv'a-lent), a. [< L. units, one,
+ ralen(t-)s, ppr. of I'alere, be strong, have
power: see valid.] Having a valence of one;
capable of replacing a single hydrogen atom in
combination.
univalid (u-niv'a-lid), a. Same as uniraJent.
univalvate (u-ni-val'vat), a. [As univalve +
-ate1 .] Same as univalve.

univalve (u'ni-valv), a. and n. [< L. unus, one,+ valva, valve: see valve.] I. . 1. Having
one valve only, as a mollusk; not bivalve or
multivalve

;
univalved or univalvular. See II.

2. Having the carapace single, or not hinged
in the middle line : specifying the cladocerous
or daphniaceous crustaceans. [Now rare.]
3. In hot., consisting of one valve or piece.

II. . In conch., a univalve mollusk or its

shell
;
a shell consisting of a single piece ;

for-

merly, a member of one of three Linnean di-

visions of Testacea, as distinguished from bi-

valves and multivalves. The great group of gastropods
are univalves. The single valve is sometimes very small,
slight, rudimentary, or hidden beneath the mantle ; but
in most cases it is large and stout, nearly or completely
inclosing the soft parts ; and in such cases it usually
acquires a twist or spiral coil, either in one plane, or,
oftener, rising in a conical spire endlessly varied in de-

Apex

'uture

fbsterior canal

Columella
Outer lip or labrum

Bodylvhart
Inner Up or Jabium

}Axteriorcaxat

A Univalve Shell, in longisection, showing spiral whorls and
other formations.

tails of size, shape, etc. Such coiled univalve shells are
familiar objects, as those of the snail, whelk, periwinkle,
etc. Sometimes the coils are quite flat, as in the planor-
bis ; or the spire is so slight, and the first whorl so large,
that the resulting figure is ear-like or saucer-shaped, as in
the ormer. Some univalves are simple caps or cones, as the
limpets. Some are tubular, as the tooth-shells; or tubu-
lar and variously contorted, as the worm-shells or verme-
tids. Some havean egg-shaped or fusiform figure. Many
univalves have actually a second shell or valve, the oper-
culum or lid of the aperture ; this, however, does not
count against their being univalvular. Many forms of or-

dinary univalves have special names, as helicoid, conoid,
ilixei'id, ovoid, trochoid, turbinate, turretfd. The direc-
tion of the coiling, whether right or left, is dextrorse or
ninistrorxe; a coiling in the opposite from the usual direc-
tion is reversed. The first whorl of a spiral univalve is the
body-whorl; its opening is the aperture; the lips of the
aperture are the outer or labrum, and the inner or colu-

mtllar, the labium; the lips may be variously produced,
winged or alatr, canaliculate, etc. (See holostumatoux,
tinhonottomataut?) The central pillar around which the
whorls are coiled is the columella ; the whorls above the



univalve

body-whorl or aperture nre collectively the spire, ending
at the tip, point, 01- iijiri. Tin- opjMj.sitr end of tin slid]

is the bag?, which often presents a depression, the HHI-

Inlii-im; the circumference, a completely lippc'il aperture,
is the peristonif. The spiral line Iwtween the successive
whorls or volutions is the suture. See words italiri/<'<!

altove with various cuts there, or there cited.

univalved (ii'ni-valvd), . [As univalve + -erf2.]

Saino as univalve.

univalvular (u-ni-val'vu-lar), . [As univalve
+ -iil-nr.\ Same as ititirtiln:

universal (li-ni-ver'nal), . and n. [< F. uni-

ri'i-f/i'l = Sp. PK- iniiri'i-tHil = It. universalc, < L.

Hiiii-1-rsiilin, of or belonging to all or to the

whole, < universus, all together, whole, entire,

collective, general: see untrerxr. Hence colloq.
abbr. vernal, varxal.~] I. a. 1. Pertaining to

the universe in its entirety, or to the human
race collectively.

Sole monarch of the universal rart h.

.SVm'.., i;. :oid .1., lii. 2.04.

All partial evil, univerml good.
/'";', Essay on Man, i. 202.

2. Pertaining to all things or to all mankind

distributively. This is the original and most
proper signification.
Those men which have no written law of God to shew

what is good or evil carry written in their hearts the
universal law of mankind, the Law of Reason, whereby
they judge, as by a rule which God hath given unto all

men for that purpose. Huoter, Eccles. Polity, 1. 16.

Nothing cau be to us Catholic or universal in Religion
hut what the Scripture teaches.

Miliiin, Elkonoklastes, xlil.

Which had the universal sanction of their own and all

former ages. Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

3. Belonging to or predicated of all the mem-
bers of a class considered without exception :

as, a universal rule. This meaning arose In logic,
where it is called the complex sense of universal, and has
been common in Latin since the second century.

Hearing applause and universal shout.

Shak., M. of V., lit 2. 144.

We say that every argument which tells in favour of the
universal suffrage of the males tells equally in favour of

female suffrage. Macaulay, West Rev. Def. of MilL

4. In lor/ic, capable of being predicated of many
individuals or single cases

; general. This, called

the simple sense of universal, in which the word is pre-

cisely equivalent to general, is quite opposed to its ety-

mology, and perpetuates a confusion of thought due Ui

Aristotle, whose aoAor it translates. (See II., 1 ('<).) In
Latin it is nearly as old, perhaps older, than def. 3. Uni-
versal agent, in law, an agent with unqualified ]K>wer
to act, in place of his principal, in all things which the
latter can delegate, as distinguished from a general agent,
who has unrestricted power in respect to a particular kind
of business or at a particular place. Universal arith-

metic, algebra. Universal Chuck, a form of chuck
having a face-plate with dogs which can move radially
and simultaneously, to hold objects of different sizes.

Universal church, in theol., the church of God through-
out the world. Universal cognition. See cognition.
Universal compass, a compass with extension legs

adapted for striking circles of either large or small size.

Universal conception, a general concept. Universal
conversion. See convention, 2. Universal coupling,
a coupling so made that the parts united may meet at

various angles, as n gimbal joint Universal deluge.
See detune, 1. Universal dial. See dial. Universal
ferment. See/ermcnt. Universal Friends, an Ameri-
can sect of the eighteenth century, followers of Jemima
Wilkinson, who professed to have prophetic and miracu-
lous powers. Universal galvanometer, a galvanom-
eter capable of measuring either currents or electromo-
tive forces or resistances. It usually consists of an ordi-

nary galvanometer, which may have any suitable form,
combined with a set of resistance-coils and a slide-bridge
all mounted on one base. Universal gravitation. See

gravitation. Universal instrument, in astron., a spe-
cies of altitude and azimuth instrument constructed so as

to combine portability with great power. The telescope
of the instrument, instead of being a straight tube, is usu-

ally broken into two arms at right angles to euch other in

the middle of its length, and at the break a totally reflect-

ing prism turns the rays entering the object-glass along
the eye-end of the telescope which forms part of the hori-

zontal axis of the circle, so that the telescope becomes
free to move through all altitudes. Universal joint. See

jnint. -Universal legatee, in Scots (air, a legatee to

whom a testator gives his whole estate, subject only to the

burden of other legacies and debts. Universal lever,
logic, method, partnership. See the nouns. Univer-
sal mood, a mood of syllogism concluding a universal

proposition. Universal part, apart of anniversal whole.

Sir W. Hamilton. -Universal Postal Union. See po-
to/. Universal proposition. See proposition. Uni-
versal successor, in Scots late, an neir who succeeds
to the whole of the heritage of a person who dies intes-

tate. Universal suffrage. Sec >ufra:ie. Universal
switch, an apparatus used in telegraph- and telephone-
omces tor facilitating the connecting of one line to an-

other. It usually consists of a large board or slab of

insulating material, on the face of which are mounted
two sets of parallel condtieting-rods placed across one
another. Each rod forms the terminal of one line, and
hence any two lines can be connected together by a plug
where their terminal rods cross each other. Universal
syllogism, theorem, time, etc. see the nouns. Uni-
versal umbel. See umbel. Universal unity, the ca-

pability
of existing in many subjects while retaining Its

identity. This is the unity of a general clianu'trr lie-

longing to many objects. Universal validity, cogency
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fur all men. This IK a phrase used hy certain writers who
iiii*a|ipivin-ii'i tin' tin, Him- oi Kant. Universal whole,
a class with respect to the milijri t, ini-liMi-d uml. i ii

-Syn. 3. General, etc. 8e common.
ft. . 1. In

logic: (a) One of the five pre.li
cables of the Aristotelians, or logical varieties

of predicates, which are suiil to be genus, spe-
cies, difference, property, and accident. (6) A
general term or predicate, or the general nature
which such a term signifies. In order to under-
stand the great dispute concerning universals it is neces-

sary to remark that the word In this sense entirely departs
from its etymology. The universe is incapable of general

description, and consists of objects connected by dynam-
ical relations and recognized by associations of contigu-

ity; while a universal is an Idea connected with experi-
ence by associations of resemblance merely. But though
a universal is, In Its universality, thus not contracted to

actual existence, it does not necessarily follow that things
real have In their real existence no universal predicates.
The common belief Is that the mutual actions of things
are subjected to laws that are really general that the
laws of mechanics, for instance, are not mere accidental

uniformities, but have a real virtue. These laws may be

subject to exceptions and interference; such has always
been the vulgar belief, and in most ages that of philoso-

phers ; It may be they are never precisely followed. But
any tendency in the things themselves toward generaliza-
tions of their characters constitutes what Is termed a uni-
versal in re. Before the laws of physics were established
it was particularly the uniformities of heredity, and con-

sequent commonness of organic forms, which specially
attracted attention ; so that man and hortt are the tradi-

tional examples of universals in re. The dispute concern-

ing universals chiefly concerns the universals in re, and
arises from the different degrees of importance attributed

by different minds to the dynamical and to the intelligible
relations of things. Those who follow the common opinion
are called realists. The other party, looking at the blind

dynamical character of the connections of things, denies
that there is any real operation of law or Intelligible guid-
ance. These are the nominalists, who may take one of

three main positions. First, there are those who hold
that the uniformities of nature are due to the interference
on every single occasion of general creative ideas, called
universal* ante rem. Second, there are those who, ad-

mitting that intelligible relations do govern one great de-

partment of creation namely, the world of thought, so
that there are general conceptions, called universals post
rem insist that the notion of a law of nature, properly
speaking, is purely illusory. Things as they are are there-

fore entirely incomprehensible, and all that is intelligible
is mere seeming. Vet this seeming has so consistent a
character that it is for all intents and purposes the real

world ; and this seemingly real world is seemingly gov-
erned by law, which, indeed, is the only feature in It which
makes it seem like real. This Is substantially Kantianism.

Third, there are those who deny universals in re, ante

rem, and post rem, holding that association by resem-
blance is reducible to association by contiguity, that gener-
alization takes place only upon paper or in talk, and that

every fact is at bottom unintelligible. In the middle ages,
if not at all times, the realistic opinion has often )>een

carried too far, the mere resemblances of things, which
are nothing but the native tendency of the mind to asso-

ciate them, being supposed to indicate more intimate

dynamical relations than can justly be inferred on such a

ground alone.

2f. The whole
;
the system of the universe.

To what end had the angel been set to keep the en-

trance into Paradise after Adam's expulsion if the uni-

versal had been paradise? Raleigh, Hist. World.

Ppsterioristic and prioiistlc universals. See paste-
rioristic.

Universalian (u'ni-ver-sa'li-an), a. < M-
versal + -tan.] Same as Universalist. [Rare.]
universalisation, universalise, etc. See i-

versaliztttion, etc.

Universalism (u-ni-ver'sal-izm), M. [< univer-

sal + -ism.] The doctrine or belief of Univer-
salists.

Universalist (u-ni-ver'sal-ist), a. and H. [< i-

versal + -is/.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Uni-
versalism : as, Universalist views.

II. . 1. One who, professing the Christian

faith, believes that all mankind will eventual-

ly be redeemed from sin and suffering, and

brought back to holiness and God. The name is

properly applicable to all those who hold to the final sal-

vation of all men ; but it is specifically applied to a body
of Christians with a distinct church organization, who,
like the Unitarians, have no authoritative symbol of doc.

trine, and on other points than the salvation of the race
differ among themselves.

2. [/. c.] One who affects to understand every-
thing. [Rare.]
A modern freethinker is an univertalist In speculation ;

any proposition whatsoever he is ready to decide ; self-

assurance supplies all want of abilities.

Bentley, Phileleutherus Llpsiensis, $ 3.

universalistic (u-ni-ver-sa-lis'tik), a. [< MHI-

rersalist + -e.] 1. Of, relating to, or affecting
the whole ;

universal.

Distinguishing hedonism into the two kinds, egoistic
and unirrrsalistif. according as the happiness sought is

that of the actor himself or is that of all.

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, p. 151.

2. [<v<7>.] Of or pertaining to Universalism;
Universalist.

universality (u'ni-ver-sal'i-ti). . [< F. uninr-
snlitc = Sp. iniiri I'xiiliilnil = Pg. uuiversaliilmlt'

= It. wuversalitA, < ML. vnivcrsalita(t-)s, < L.

university

in::::! Ill:
. I II 1 i V I I'SH I '. IM II II I I I rtlll . ] 1. TllO

stall- or i-hai-ader ol' licing universal
;
unlimit-

ed application nr extent.

Set before your faith the frcencss and the imirertality
of the promise. Consider of God's offer, and urging It

upon all ;
and that he hath excepU-d from the conditional

covenant no man in the world, llailer, Saints' Rest, Iv. 4.

Another objection to all this remedy Is, IU want of ni-

vrrtality. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ix. 14.

2. Unlimited adaptability; boundless versa-

tility.
It was soon manifested that Garrlck's universality, by

reason of hit natural endowment* and acquired ;

plishments, would no longer admit of any competitor for

theatrical fame. Life of (Juin (reprint IbsTX p. 37.

3f. The universe. .s /'. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

universalization (u-ni-ver'sal-i-za'shgn), n. [<
universalize + -ation.] The act or process of

making universal or general ; generalization.
Also spelled universalisation.

Reflexion, by separating the essence or species from the

subsistence, obtains the full specific idea (univerialim-
tionX Jtuyc. Jlril., XX. SM.

universalize (u-ni-ver'sal-lz), r. t. and i.
; pret.

and pp. universalized, ppr. unircrs(ili:ing. f=
F. wiiversaliser ; as universal + -i:e.~\ To make
universal ; generalize. Berkeley. Also spelled
universalise.

To find out what is morally right, we have only to ask
what actions may be universalised. Cain/, Hegel, p. 121.

The former Realism and Nominalism were lifted into

higher phase by the principle of the unirersalitirty action
of intellect JSncye. Brit., II. M.
universally (li-ni-ver'sal-i), adr. In a univer-
sal manner ; as a universal ; with extension to

the whole ; in a manner to comprehend all
;

'

without exception.

uniyersalness (u-ni-ver'sal-nes), n. Univer-

sality.
universanimous (u'ni-ver-san'i-mus), a. [< L.

universus, general, + animus, mind.] Of one
mind or opinion; unanimous. Loicell, Biglow
Papers, 2d ser., p. 36. [Rare.]
universe (u'ni-vers), n. [< F. Hirer* = Sp. Pg.
It. unircrso, < L. universum, all things, as a

whole, the universe, neut. of univcrsus, OL. oinn-

rorsus, also contr. oinror.ius, later unvorsux, all

together, whole, entire, collective, general, lit.

turned or combined into one, < unus, one, +
vertere, pp. versus, turn.] 1. The totality of

existing things; all that is in dynamical con-
nection with general experience taken collec-

tively embracing (a) the Creator and crea-

tion; or (6) psychical and material objects,
but excluding the Creator

;
or (c) material ob-

jects only.
For nothing in this wide universe I call,

Save thou, my rose ; in it thou art my all.

Shale.
, Sonnets, clx.

For this beauty of the universe is an emblem and reve-

lation of the Divinity. Channing, Perfect Life, p. 13.

2. The whole world; all mankind; all that
meets us in experience, in a loose sense. 3.
In logic, the collection of all the objects to

which any discourse refers: as, the universe of

things. The things belonging to a universe cannot be
defined or discriminated by any general characters; for

every universal proposition excludes some general descrip-
tion of objects from the universe which had been supposed
to be found in it. It is only in their dynamical connec-
tions that the objects of the universe can be distinguished
from all others ; and therefore no general term in a prop-
osition can show what universe is meant; but an index
is necessary. See index, n., 2.

Everything in the universe (whatever that unirerse may
embrace) Is either A or not A.

De Morgan, Formal Logic (1847), II.

We must be supposed to know the nature and limits of
the unitvrM of discourse with which we are concerned,
whether we state it or not. If we are talking of ordinary
phenomena we must know whether we refer to them with-
out limit of time and space; and If not, within what
limits, broadly speaking. If we include the realms of

fiction and Imagination we must know what boundaries
we mean to put upon them. Venn, Symbolic Logic, vL

Egg of the universe, see ;//' - The hub of the uni-
verse. SecAud. Tree of the universe. BMzMrastt
Universe of discourse, a universe in sense 3, above,

university (u-ni-ver'si-ti), n.
; pi. uniri-r.titii.--

(-tiz). [* ME. univcrsite, < OF. vniversite, P.
nniversitc = Sp. loiirfrsidad = Pg. unicersidatii

= It. universita = D. vnirersiteit = G. unirersi-

tdt = Dan. Sw. universitet = Russ. universitftu,
< L. nniversi1a(t-)s, the whole, the universe, LL.
a society, company, corporation, gild, ML. a

university, < miirerstts, all together, whole, en-

tire, collective, general: see universe.'] If. The
whole

;
the universe.

The eye of intelligence is heyere, for it snrmounteth
the envyronynge of the unippriff.

Chaurcr, Boethins, v. prose 4.

Speaking with respect to the unirrrrity of things.
Barruif, Sermons, IL 12.



university

2f. A corporation ;
a gild.

Some of them are worthy to be expulsed both thence
and out of the university.

Bp. Ridley, in Bradford's Works (Parker Soc.), II. 372.

3. An association of men for the purpose of

study, which confers degrees which are acknow-

ledged as valid throughout Christendom, is en-

dowed,and is privileged by the state in order that
the people may receive intellectual guidance,
and that the theoretical problems which present
themselves in the development of civilization

may be resolved. The earliest university was the med-
ical school of Salerno, which was closed in 1817, after a life

of about a thousand years. The two models of all the other
old universities were those of Bologna and Paris, the for-

mer a law school, the latter making theology its chief con-

cern, both founded in the second half of the twelfth cen-

tury an epoch at which the advantages that were to ac-

crue to the world from certain studies were strongly felt.

The university of Paris had from the outset four faculties,
or branches of study(a word also applied to the associate

body of teachers in each branch) theology, canon law,
medicine, and arts. But the study of arts including
logic and rhetoric from the trivium, and the quadrivium
(arithmetic, geometry, music, and astronomy) was re-

garded as merely preliminary to the others, which alone,
as attacking vital problems, entitled the university to its

high privileges. Hence, upon inception as a master of

arts a man did notecase to be called a "scholar" a word
which has consequently come to imply sound learning out-
side the three professions. It was the elucidation of the-

ology which was above all desired and expected from the

university ; and the faculty of theology was organized
more like a learned academy than as a seminary. The
constitutions of universities are various and for the most
part complicated. In Paris there were in each faculty three

degrees, those of bachelor, licentiate, and master or doc-
tor. Three years' study were required for a master in arts,
and he must be twenty-one years of age. Five years' study
more were required for the first degree in theology. The
instruction was entirely by lectures, and the only exercises
were disputations. Each faculty was presided over by a

dean, and had two bedels and other servants. The four
faculties met in congregation, and were presided over by
the vice-chancellor. Theposition of chancellorwasmere-
ly formal. For the purposes of administration, all the
scholars, including the masters of arts, were divided into
four nations, of Gaul, Picardy, Normandy, and England.
This was an airangement not going back to the origin of
the university, though students from the same country
had from the first clubbed together. Each nation was
governed by a proctor, and possessed a seal. The students
were mostly gathered into different colleges, hostels, and
pedagogies ; and in 1459 the class of martinets, or unat-
tached students, was abolished. The corporate institution
in Paris and other northern universities embraced only the

masters, not the other students, and for this reason it was
not until late in the fourteenth century that, first in Ger-
many, this body, called the studium generate, began to
take the name of the univernitas, or union a word which
had before and has since been used to include students of
all grades. Along with the name of university, from be-
fore the restriction in its meaning, has always been asso-
ciated the epithet of alma water. General council Of
tne university. See council. University extension,
a scheme, originating in England, for extending the advan-
tages of university instruction by means of lectures and
classes at important centers. University Test Act, an
English statute of 1S71 which abolished the subscribing
to articles of faith, etc., before taking degrees.

universityless (u-ni-ver'si-ti-les), a. [< univer-

sity + -less.'] Having no university. Fuller.

uniyersological (u-ni-ver-so-loj'i-kal), a. [<

universolog-y + -ic-al.~\ Of or pertaining to

universology. [Rare.]
tmiversologist (u'ni-vtr-sol'o-jist), n. [< uni-

versolog-y + -ist.] One versed in universology.
[Bare.]

universology (u'ui-ver-sol'o-ji), n. [< L. uni-

versum, the universe (see universe), + Gr. -Xoyi'o,

< Myeiv, speak: see -ology.] The science of the

universe, or of the whole system of created

things; a science covering the whole ground
of philosophy, of the sciences in their general
aspects, and of social polity, or the collective
life of the human world. H. Spencer.
univocal (u-niv'o-kal), o. and . [Cf. F. uni-

voque = Sp. uniroco"= Pg. It. univoco; < LL.
univocus, having but one meaning, < L. units,
one, + vox (roc-), voice, meaning : see vocal.]
1. a. 1. Having one meaning only ; having the

meaning unmistakable: opposed to equivocal.
So does every exercise of the life of Christ kindle its

own fires, inspires breath into itself, and makes an univ-
ocal production of itself in a differing subject.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 23.

2. In music, having a unisonous sound. 3. Cer-
tain; not to be doubted or mistaken. [Rare.]
The true mothers, the unimcal parents of their produc-

tions. Jf. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, ii. 3.

4. Producing something of its own nature : as,
univocal generation ;

a nnivocal cause. [Rare.]
Which conceit ... is injurious unto philosophy, . . .

making putrefactive generations correspondent unto sem-
inal productions, and conceiving in equivocal effects an
univocal conformity unto the efficient.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 6.

Univocal action. See action. Uuivocal generation
normal or regular generation, in distinction from equivo-
cal or spontaneous generation. Univocal predication.
See predication.
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II. . A word having only one signification
or meaning ; a generic word, or a word predi-
cable of many different species, as fish, tree.

Imp. DM.
univocally (u-niv'o-kal-i), ailr. In a univocal

manner; in one sense or tenor; not equivo-
cally; unmistakably.
The same word may be employed either unitincally,

equivocally, or analogously. H'hatelu.

univocation (u-niv-o-ka'shon), . [= F. uni-

rocation = Sp. unirocacion = Pg. miicoeay&n =
It. univocazione; < LL. nnivocus, having but one

meaning: see univocal.] Agreement of name
and meaning. Whiston. Limited univocationt,
univocation of a genus, species, dilference, property,
or accident : opposed to transcendent univocation, such
univocation as is possessed by ens, good, true, relation,

absolute, etc.

unjaundiced (un-jan'dist), a. Not jaundiced ;

hence, not affected by envy, jealousy, etc.

An unjaundiced eye. Cowper, To Dr. Darwin.

unjealous (un-jel'us), a. Not jealous; not sus-

picious or mistrustful. Clarendon.

unjoin (nn-join'), v. t. [ME. unjoynen; < un-"
+ Join.'] To separate; disjoin.

Tigris and Eufrates unjoynen and departen hir watres.

Chaucer, Boethius, v. meter 1.

unjoint (un-joinf), v. t. [< MM-2 + joint.'] To
disjoint; take apart the joints of: as, to unjoint
a fishing-rod.

Vnioynt that bytture. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

Unjointing the bones. Fuller, Holy War, p. 247.

unjointed (tm-join'ted), a. 1. Having no joints,

nodes, or articulations; inarticulate. 2. Un-
joined; disjointed; disconnected.
This bald unjointed chat. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 65.

3. Unhinged; out of joint; disarticulated; lux-

ated or dislocated, as a joint.

unjoyful (un-joi'ful),a. [< M.E.unjoyful,< un- 1

+ joyful.] Joyless; unpleasant.
Thilke thinges . . . shollen ben unjoyful to thee.

Chaucer, Boetltins, ii. prose 5.

This unjoyful set of people. Steele, Taller, No. 16.

unjOVOUS (un-joi'us), a. Not joyous; not gay
or cheerful.

Where nothing can be hearty, it must be unjoyous and
injurious to any perceiving person. Milton, Tetrachordon.

unjoyously (un-joi'us-li), adv. Inanunjoyous
manner; joylessly.

unjust (un-jusf), a. [< ME. unjust; < MM-1 +
just

1
.] 1. Not just, (a) Not acting or disposed to

act according to law and justice ;
not upright.

He makcth his sun to rise on the evil and on the good, and
sendeth rain on the just and on the unjust. Mat. v. 45.

(V) Contrary to justice and right ; wrongful ; unjustifiable.

This is a signe, for-sothe, of a sure, Emperour,
And the eoniunctoun vniuxt is Joynit vs betwene,
Is care for to come, with a cold ende.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13831.

And my more-having would be as a sauce
To make me hunger more ; that I should forge
Quarrels unjunt against the good and loyal.

Shut., Macbeth, iv. 3. 83.

2f. Dishonest
;
faithless ; perfidious.

Gentlemen of companies, . . . and such as indeed were
never soldiers, but discarded unjust serving-men.

Sliak.,lHcn. IV., iv. 2.30.

= Syn. 1. Inequitable, unfair, unrighteous. See righteous.

unjustice (un-jus 'tis), n. Injustice. Hales,
Sermon, Rom. xiv. 1.

unjustifiable (un-jus'ti-fi-a-bl), a. Not justifi-
able ; not defensible or right.
The foolish and unjustifiable doctrine of indulgences.

Jer. Taylor, Of Repentance, ii. 1.

unjustifiableness (un-jus'ti-fi-a-bl-nes), .

The character of being unjustifiable. Claren-
don.

unjustifiably (iin-jus'ti-fi-a-bli), adv. In a
manner that cannot be justified or vindicated.
Burke, Eev. in France.

unjustly (un-just'li), adv. In an unjust man-
ner; wrongfully. Shak., Hen. V., i. 2. 40.

unjustness (un-just'nes), n. The character of

being unjust ; injustice.
unked (ung'ked), a. [Also unkid, unketh, un-
kith, unkard; dial. vars. of uncouth : see uncouth,
and cf. unco.] Unusual; odd; strange; ugly;
hence, solitary ; dangerous. [Obsolete or pro-
vincial.]

It seemed an unked place for an unarmed man to ven-
ture through. S. D. Black-more, Lorna Doone, xxxi.

unkembedt, unkemmedt (un-kemd'), . Same
as unkempt.

Her head
With long unkemVd haire loaden.

Marslon, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

With long untceinmcd hairs.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, vi.

unkindredly

unkempt (un-kemt'), a. [A later form of nn-

kcmbcd, also nnkemmed; < ME. wikem.pt; < un-1

+ kcmbed, kempt, pp. of kemb.] 1. Uncombed;
disheveled: as. unkempt hair; hence, disorderly.

2. Figuratively, rough; unpolished.
But ah ! too well I wote my humble vaine,
And howe my rimes bene rugged and unkempt.

Spenser, Shep. Cal., November.

The aspect of some lawless, unkempt genius.
M. C. Tyler, Life of Patrick Henry, p. 16.

unkenned (un-kend'), a. [Also nnkend, iinkent;
< mi-1 + kenned, pp. of ken 1

.] Unknown. [Ob-
solete or dialectal.]

To travel through unkenned lands.

Greene., Alphonsus, iv.

Unkennel (un-ken'el), v. t.; pret. and pp. un-

kenneled, unkennelled, ppr. unkenneling, unkm-
nelling. [<

-2 + kennel1
.] 1. To drive or

force from a kennel
;
take out of a kennel.

Shak., M. W. of W., iii. 3. 174. 2. To rouse
from secrecy or retreat.

Observe mine uncle, if his occulted guilt
Do not itself unkennrl in one speech.

Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 86.

unkensomet (un-ken'sum), a. [< un-1 + ken1

+ -some.] Not recognizable.
It 's unkensome we wad be.

Archie of Ca'field (Child's Ballads, VI. 90).

unkept (un-kepf), a. 1. Not kept; not re-

tained; not preserved. 2. Not sustained,
maintained, or tended.

He ... stays me here at home unkept,
Shak., As you Like it, i. 1. 9.

3. Not observed
;
not obeyed, as a command.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, iv. $ 14.

unkind (un-klnd'), a. [< ME. unkinde, unkynde,
uncunde, nnkuynde, onkynde, onkende, < AS. un-

cynde, ungecynde, not natural, < un-, not, + ge-

cynde, natural, kind : see kind1
.] If. Not natu-

ral; unnatural.
Therfor he, of ful avysement,

Nolde never wryte in none of his sermouns
Of swiche unkynde abhominaciouns.

Chaucer, Prol. to Man of Law's Tale, 1. 88.

2. Not sympathetic; lacking in or not spring-
ing from or exhibiting kindness, benevolence,
or affection

;
not kind

; harsh ; cruel.

Rich gifts wax poor when givers prove unkind.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 1. 101

unkindliness (un-klnd'H-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being unkindly; unkindness; unfavora-
bleness. Tennyson, Merlin and Vivien.

unkindly (un-klnd'li), . [< ME. unkindely, un-

kyndely, unkundeliche, < AS. ungecyndelic, unge-
cyndlic, unnatural, < un-, not,+ gecyndelic, natu-
ral, kindly: see kindly, a.] If. Unnatural; con-

trary to nature.
And gan abhor her brood's unkindly crime.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 9.

2. Unfavorable; malignant.
Forbidding every bleak unkindly fog.

Milton, Comus, 1. 269.

3. Not kindly; unkind; ungracious: as, an un-

kindly manner.

unkindly (un-klnd'li), adv. [< ME. unkindely,
unkyndely, unkuyndeliche, unkydelike,< AS. *un-

gecyndelice, unnaturally, < un-, not, + gecynde-
lice, naturally: see kindly, adv.] If. In a man-
ner contrary to nature

; unnaturally.
Dronken Loth unkyndely

Lay by his doughtres two unwityngly.
Chaucer, Pardoner's Tale, 1. 23.

2. In an unkind manner; without kindness or
affection

; ungraciously.
Something unkindly she does take it, sir,
To have her husband chosen to her hands.

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 1.

unkindness (un-kind'nes), n. [< ME. unkynd-
nes; < unkind + -ness.] 1. The state or charac-
ter of being unkind ;

want of kindness
;
want of

natural affection; want of good will; ill will.

Take hede, 1 praie thee, that our louc be not inuenimed
with vnkyndnes. Golden Book, ix.

Ingratitude, commenly called unkyndncasc.
Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, ii. 13.

2. An unkind act ; harsh treatment; an ill turn.

In all those unkindnewes, rudenesses, &c., whereof you
accuse yourself, I am enforced to acknowledge myself
most justly condemned.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 4.

unkindredt (un-kin'dred), a. Not of the same
kindred, blood, race, or kind

;
not related.

One ... of blood unkindred to your royal house.

Roire, Lady Jane Grey, iii.

unkindredlyt (un-kin'dred-H>, a. Unlike kin-
dred. [Rare.]
Her unkindredly kin.

Kichardton, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 391. (Dames.)



unkindship

unkindshipt (un-kind'ship), . |MK. />//<'-

slii/i; < iiin.in/l + -ttlii]i.\ An unnatural act.

The chllde his owne. father slough ;

That was unkyndithip enough.
<;<nrer, Conf. Amant, vl.

unking (mi-king'), c.(. [<
-2 + king 1

.] To de-

prive of royalty.

They would unkiny my father now
To make you way. Southern.

unkingly (un-king'li), n. Not kingly; unbe-

coming ;i kin};; not nobk*.

\\ li.'st shameful words (mil.iniihf as thou art)
fall t'rciiii thai trt'inldiiiK tongue and tim'roiis heart?

Pope, Iliad, xlv. 90.

unkingshipt (un-king'ship), . [< im-l + king-

.tlii/i.] The state or condition of being un-

kinged.

Un-kini/ehip was proclalm'd, and his Majesty's statues
thrown down at St. Paul's Portico and the Exchange.

Evelyn, Diary, May 80, 1649.

unkiss (un-kis'), r. t. To retract or annul by
kissing again, as an oath taken by kissing the
Ixxik. Mini.:, Rich. II., v. 1. 74. [Rare.]

unkith, n. Same as linked.

unknelled (un-neld'), a. Untolled; not having
the bell tolled for one at death or funeral. By-
run, Childe Harold, iv.

unknightliness (un-nit'li-nes), n. The char-
iirtrr of being unknightly.
unknightly (un-nit'li), a. Contrary to the
rules of chivalry ; unworthy of a knight. Scott,
The Talisman.
unknit (un-nif), v. t.; pret. and pp. unknitted
or unknit, ppr. iniknitting. [< ME. unknytten ;

< HM-2 + knit.] I. trans. To untie, as a knot;
unwrinkle or smooth out ; undo, as knitted
work.

The whlche vnknyttcth alle care and comsyng Is of reste.

Piers Plowman (C), xxL 225.

Unknit that threatening, unkind brow.

Shak., T. of the 8., v. 2. 186.

Where they trick her [the Bride] In her richest orna-

ments, tying on her silken buskins with knots not easily
unknit. Sandy, Travalles, p. 52.

II. in trans. To become separated ;
relax.

[Rare.]
Lone is so natural to man or woman, and the desire to

be beloued, that where loue amongst them doeth once
cleaue It Is a . . . bonde that iieuer unknitteth.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 187.

unknot (un-nof), v. t.
; pret. and pp. unknotted,

ppr. nnknotting. [<
-a + knot1

.'] To free from
knots ;

untie.

unknotty (un-not'i), a . Not knotty; having no
knots. Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., x.

[Rare.]
unknow (un-no'), *> pret. unknew, pp.

-

known, ppr. unknowing. [< ME. unknowen; <

u-a 4- know1
.] 1. To become ignorant of,

or unacquainted with, as something already
known; lose the knowledge of.

Can I unknow it? No, but keep It secret.

Dryden, Duke of Guise, v. 1.

2. Not to know
;
to have no knowledge of or

acquaintance with. Wydif, Rom. i. 13. [Rare
in both uses.]

unknowability (uu-no-a-bil'i-ti), . [< unknow-
able + -itji (see -biUty).*] Tie state or charac-
ter of being unknowable. J, S. Mill.

Unknowable (un-no'a-bl), . [< ME. unknow-
able; < tin-1 + knoicdble.] 1. Incapableiof be-

ing known ; not capable of being ascertained or
discovered ; above or beyond knowledge.

Their objects, transcending the sphere of all experience
actual ur possible, consequently do not fall under the cat-

egories, in other words are positively unknowable.
Sir W. Hamilton.

By continually seeking to know, nnd being continually
thrown back wfth a deepened conviction of the Impossi-
bility of knowing, we may keep alive the consciousness
that It Is alike our highest wisdom and our highest duty
to regard that through which all things exist as The Un-
ImowaMe. H. Spencer, First Principles, 8 31.

2t. Unknown.
Liggeth thanne stille al owtrely unknowable.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. meter 7.

unknowableness (un-no'a-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of being unknowable.
Herbert Spencer insists on the certainty of the existence

of things in themselves, but also on their absolute and
eternal unknotcablenesg. J. F. Clarke, Orthodoxy, p. 25.

unknowably (un-no'a-bli), adv. Not so as to
1 10 known,
unknowet, a. A Middle English form of IIH-

kmni' n.

unknowing (un-no'ing), p. a. [< ME. unkiioir-

i/ii;/. iinkiiinri/nge; < un-1 + knowing.] Not
knowing; ignorant: with of before an object.
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MSB
Kutte vp|ir Hit v rose, to say yow ferthcrmore,
Ami rhiiunuyd DOHM onto thrni t.oihr < nkmtw

Gtnerydet (K. K. T. S.), 1. 3896.

The second victor claims a mare unbroke,
Big with a mule, uiikiunriwj o/the yoke.

Pope, Iliad, xxilL 334.

unknowingly (im-no'ing-li), '"''' Ignorantly;
without knowledge or design.

Unknowingly she strikes, and kills by chance.
l>i ii<li n. Pal. and Arc., 1. 277.

unknowingness ( un-no' ing-nes), n. The state
of being unknowing; ignorance. [Rare.]
A confession of simple untmowingnett.

The American, VIII. 879.

unknowledgedt (un-nol'ejd), n. Not acknow-
ledged or recognized. It. Jonsou, The Satyr.
unknown (un-non'), a. and H. [Early mod. E.

also unknowen; < ME. unknowen, unknoice, un-

knawen; < un- 1 + known.] I. a. 1. Not known ;

not become an object of knowledge ;
not recog-

nized, discovered, or found out.

Then shall come a knyght vn-knowen that longe hath be
loste, and helpe this kynge, that the prince may not hym
chacc oute of the felde ne discounfite.

Mirli,, (E. E. T. S.), III. 417.

For Frensh of Paris was to hire uriknowe.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 128.

Oet thee into some unknown part of the world,
That I may never see thee.

Wehtter, Duchess of Maid, Iv. 2.

Unlmotrn In this sense Is often used In the predicate, fol-

lowed by to: as, a man unknmrn to fame ; a fact unknown
to the public. In this use It Is also often used absolutely :

as, unknown to me (elllptlcally for it being unknown to me),
he made a new contract

That he, unknown to me, should be In debt
Shak., C. of E.,lv. 2. 48.

2. Not ascertained, with relation to extent,

degree, quantity, or the like ; hence, incalcula-

ble; inexpressible; immense.
The planting of hemp and flax would be an unknotrn

advantage to the kingdom. Bacim.

3f. Not to be made known, expressed, or com-
municated.

For divers unknoicn reasons, I beseech you,
Grant me this boon. Shak., Rich. III., i. 2. 218.

4t. Not having had sexual commerce.
I am yet unknown to woman.

Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 126.

II. n. One who or that which is unknown.
(") An obscure individual ; one without prestige. (6) In

math., an unknown quantity.

unknownness (un-non'nes), n. The state or
condition of being unknown. Camrten.

unlabored, unlaboured (un-la'bord), a. 1 . Not
produced by labor or toil.

Unlaboured harvests shall the fields adorn. Drydcn.

2. Not cultivated by labor; not tilled.

Let thy ground not lie unlaboured. J. Philip*, Cider, i.

3. Spontaneous; voluntary; natural; hence,
easy; free; not cramped or stiff: as, an -

labored style.
And from the theme unlabour'd beauties rise. Tickell.

unlaboring, unlabouring (un-la'bor-ing), a.

Not laboring or moving with marked exer-
tion.

A mead of mildest charm delays the unlabouring feet

Coleridije, To Cottle.

unlaborious (un-la-bo'ri-us), a. Not laborious;
not toilsome; not difficult; easy. Hilton, Areo-

pagitica.

unlaboriously (un-la-bo'ri-us-li), nrfc. In an
unlaborious manner; easily.
unlace (un-las'), v. t. [< ME. uulaeen, unlasen ;

< HM-2 + lace.] 1. To loose from lacing or

fastening by a cord, string, baud, or the like

passed through loops, holes, etc.; open or un-
fasten by undoing or untying the lace of: as,
to unlace a garment or a helmet.

However, I am not sure If they do not sometimes unlace
that part of the sail from the yard.

Cook, Second Voyage, III. ii.

2. To loosen or ease the dress or armor of.

My lorde, vn-lasc you to lye,
Here schall none come for to crye.

York Plain, p. 293.

3. To divest of due covering; expose to injury
or damage. [Rare.]

What 's the matter,
That you unlace your reputation thus?

Shak., Othello, 11. 8. 194.

4. To disentangle.
So entrelaced that It is unable to be unlaced.

Chaucer, Boethius, ill. prose 12.

5f. To carve.

Vnlace that cony. Babec* Bonk(E. E. T. S.), p. 265.

unlade (un-lad'), c. (. [< M-2 + lade*.] 1. To
unload; take out the cargo of.

unlawful

Si. Ogg's that viMii-rablr t.in with Hi. K,I tlut,-,i

roofs and the broad warehouse gable*, where the black

ships unlade themselves of thru bWMM from the far
north. H Klit. Mill on the Floss, i. 12.

Lading and unladiny the tall barks.

Tennymn, Enoch Arden.

2. To unburden ; remove, as a load or burden ;

discharge.
There the ship was to unlade her harden. Acts xxl. 3.

Forth and unlade the poison of thy tongue.
Chapman, Humorous Day's Mirth.

As much as filled three cars,
Unladed now. B. Jonton, Alchemist, 111. 2.

unlaid (un-lad'), 1. Not laid or placed;
not fixed.

The first foundations of the world being yet unlaid.

llnnker, Koi-les. Polity.

2. Not allayed; not pacified; not exorcised;
not suppressed.

Blue meagre hag or stubborn unlaid ghost
That breaks his magic chains at curfew time.

Milton, Comus, I. 484.

3. Not laid out, as a corpse. K. Jonaon, In
derwoods. 4. \nnt.. untwisted, as the strands
of a rope.
unlamented (un-la-meu'ted), a. Not lament-
ed; whose loss is 'not deplored; not moimctd;
unwept.

Thus unlamented pass the proud away.
Pope, Unfortunate Lady, 1. 43.

unland (un-land'), v. t. [< -2 + fawrfi.] To
deprive of lands. Fuller, Worthies, Monmouth,
ii. 117. (Davies.)

unlap (un-lap'), v. t.; pret. and pp. unlap/ierl,

ppr. unlapping. [< uw-2 + /a/A] To unfold.

Tapestry . . . unlapt and laid open. Hooker.

unlarded (un-lar'ded), a. Not larded; not
dressed with lard ; hence, not mixed with some-

thing by way of improvement ;
not intermixed

or adulterated.

Speak the language of the company yon are In ; speak
It purely and unlardrd with any other.

Chetterfir.ld, Letter to his Son.

unlash (un-lash'), v. t. [< w-2 + lash*.] yaut. ,

to loose, unfasten, or separate, as something
lashed or tied down.
unlatch (un-lach'), v. [<

-'* 4- latch.] I.

trans. To open or loose, as a door, by lifting
the latch ; also, to loose the latchet of : as, to

unlatch a shoe.

Another unlatched Ben-Hur's Roman shoes.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hnr, p. 253.

II. iiitrang. To become open or loose through
the lifting of a latch.

unlaw (un-la'), n. [< ME. unlawe, unlage, <

AS. unlagu, unlagc, violation of law, < un-, not,
+ lagu, law: see un- 1 and late1 .] If. Violation
of law or justice ; lawlessness

; anarchy ; in-

justice.
Cayphas herde that like sawe,
He spake to Jhesu with un-lawe.

MS. Cantab. Ff. v. 48, t 18. (Halliwll.)

This state of thin-.'s was what our fathers called unlaw,
a state of things where law was In the mouths of men in

power, but where law itoelf became the Instrument of

wrung. E. A. Freeman, Xorman Conquest, IV. 421.

2. In Scots law: (a) Any transgression of tin-

law ; an injury, or act of injustice, (ft) A fine

or amercement legally fixed and exacted from
one who has transgressed the law.

unlaw (un-la'), v. t. [< ME. unlatcin; < n-a

+ law1
.] It. To outlaw.

Nyf me dude him unlawe. Robert of Gloucalfr, p. 473.

2. To deprive of the authority or character of
law. [Rare.]
That also which Is impious or evil al>solutly, either

against faith or manners, no law can possibly permit that
Intends not to unlaw it self. Milton, AreopagUica, p. 54.

3. Iii Scots law, to fine.

unlawed (un-lad'), a. [< i/M-1 + latrra, pp. of

law 1
, r., 4.] See the quotation.

The disabling dogs, which might be necessary for keep-
Ing flwks and herds, from running at the deer, was called

lawing, and was in general use. The Charter of the Forest,

designed to lessen these evils, declares that inquisition or
view for lawing dogs shall be made every third year, and
shall be then done by the view and testimony of lawful

men. not otherwise ; and they whose dogs shall be then
found unlawed shall give three shillings for merry ; and
for the future no man's ox shall be taken for lawing. Such
lawing also shall be done by the assize commonly used,
and which is, that three claws shall be cut off without the
ball of the right foot

Scott, Ivanhoe, note to L (Daeiet.)

unlawful (un-la'ful), a. [< ME. 'vnlaireful, n-

lageful; < un-1 + lawful.] 1. Not lawful;
contrary to law ; illegal ;

not permitted by law.
human or divine ; not legalized : as, an unlaw-

ful act; an unlawful oath; an unlawful society.
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Those tint think it is vnlairful business I am about, let They will quaffe freely when they come to the house of

ti,*mdm' Shut \V. T.,v.3.06. a Christian ; insomuch as I have seen lint few goe away
,. , .,, .'. unled from the emlmssadours table.

2. Begotten out of wedlock ; illegitimate. Sandys, Travailes, p. 51.

filial:, A. and C., iii. fl. ".-Unlawful assembly, unlefult, See imleirful.

i^,
m.^

a meeting contemplating riotous acts and in such man- sure, occnpiea. Mr J. . staney.

Her as to give firm and courageous persons in the neigh- The hasty view of an unleamr'd licencer.

horhood of such assembly reasonable grounds to appre- Milton, Areopagitica, p. 31.

peace in consequence of it. Tech- - ,

hen unleisuredness (un-le'zhurd-nes), M. Want of

leisure ; the state of being occupied. Boyle,

hend a breach of the peace in coi

nically it ceases to be termed an unlawful assembly when

the unlawful act is executed, the offense then being not,

or when some steps are taken toward the execution of It,

the offense then being deemed a rout. Syn. Illegal, Illi-

cit. etc. See lawful.

unlawfully (un-la'ful-i), adt'. 1. In an un-

lawful manner; in violation of law or right; il-

legally. 2. Illegitimately; not in wedlock.

fihak., M. forM., iii.l. 196.

unlawfulness (un-la'ful-nes), n. 1. The char-

acter or state of being unlawful
; illegality ;

contrariety to law.

The unlawfulness of lying. South, Sermons.

2. Illegitimacy.
unlay (un-la'), v. t.; pret. and pp. unlaid, ppr.

unlaying. [< w-2 + /n.'/
1
.] Haul., to untwist,

as the strands of a rope.
unlead (un-led') (

. t. [< wii-2 + lead"*.] In

printing, to remove the leads from (composed

types).
unleal (un-leT), n, [Early mod. E. (Sc.) also

mileill ; < ME. mnlele, hmmlele; < un-1 + leal.]

Not leal; disloyal, HulUwell (under homilele).
'

unlimited

Being vnlike in troth of Religion, they must nertes be vn-

like in honestie of liuing.
Aicham, The Scholemaster, p. 84.

2f. Not likely; improbable; unlikely.

It ne is nat an unlyk myracle to hem that ne knowen it

nut. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

It is not vnlike that the Britons accompanied the Cim-

brians and Gaules in those expeditions.
Hakluyt's Voyage*, II. 1.

Unlike quantities, in main., quantities expressed by
different letters or combinations of letters, or by the same
letters with different exponents. Unlike signs, the signs

plus (+) and minus ( ).
- ' - " '

a like or similar
Works, II. 251. f

unless (un-les'), coiij. [Early mod. E. also - unlike (un-llk'), adv. Not in

lesse, n/itess, onlesse, onlcs, earlier onlessc that, on manner; not like or as.

Jesse tliat (that being ultimately dropped, as Oft have I seen the haughty cardinal . .

with for, coni., lest, etc.). a phrase analogous Swear like a ruffian and demean himself

to at least, at most, etc. : see on 1 and less1 . Cf. Vnlike the ruler of a commonweal.

lest.] 1. If it be not that; if it be not the

case that; were it not the fact that; if ...
not

; supposing that . . . not.

It is not possible for all things to be well, unless all

men were good : which I think will not be yet these good

many years. Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

Unless thou tell'st me where thou had'st this ring,

Thou diest within this hour.

5Aa*:., All's Well, v. 3. 284.

You should not ask, 'less you knew how to give.
Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, ii. 1.

SAafr.,2Hen. VI., i. 1. 189.

unlikelihood (un-llk'li-hud), n. The state of

being unlikely or improbable ; improbability.
Thus much may suffice to shew the unlikelihood or rather

impossibilitie of the supposed comming of our Saxon an-

cestors from elsewhere into Germanic.

Versteijmi, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 39.

The extreme unlikelihood that such men should engage
in such a measure. Paley, Evidences, iii. 8.

unlikeliness (nn-lik'li-nes), ". [< ME. mili/Mi/-

nesse; < unlikely + -ness.} 1. The state of

being unlikely ; improbability.
There are degrees herein, from the very neighbourhood

of demonstration quite down to improbability and un-

KkeKness.
.

Locke.

2. The state of being unlike; dissimilarity.

2f. For fear that
;
in case

;
lest.

Beware you do not once the same gainsay,
Unless with death he do your rashness pay.

unlearn '(un-lern'), -. [< ^ + learn.] i <Hri^l.^l^^tatto^^S^ L^^t^^^^Cbriit"SIS!
trans. 1. To discard, put away, or get nd ot have the force of 'except,

r
'but for': as, tip. Halt, U jmplations, W

(what one has learned) ; forget the knowledge Here nothing breeds
Unless the nightly owl.

Shak., Tit. And., ii. 3. 97.

Let not wine,
Unless in sacrifice or rites divine,
Be ever known of shepherds.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, v. 5.]

=Syn
onym
apart.
osition. Except introduces an exception to a statement
which is otherwise general : it may be followed by a clause

when connection is made by a particle, as when, that, as,

while, or especially another preposition : the omission of

such connective makes the structure archaic. Unless in-

troduces a clause, or the abbreviation of a clause, indicat-

of.

When I first began to learn to push, this last winter, my
master had a great deal of work upon his hands to make
me unlearn the postures and motions which I had got, by

having in my younger years practised back-sword, with a

little eye to the single falchion. Steele, Tatler, No. 17a

2f. To fail to learn ; not to learn. Dr. H. More.

II. intrans. To put away acquired know-

ledge ;
become ignorant.

For only by unlearning Wisdom comes,
And climbing backward to diviner Youth.

Lowell, Parting of the Ways.

Strange in its utter unlikeliness to any teaching, Plato-

nist or Hebrew. Kinffsley, Hypatia, xxi.

3f. Unattractiveness; the incapacity to excite

liking or love.

I that God of Loves servaunts serve,
Ne dar to love for myn unliklynesse.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 16.

.. Except, Unless. Except could once Ire used as a syn- Tmiji,plv din Hk'li) (I K ME nnlikelil mt-
for unless, but the words have now drawn entirely

un
,

1
,

1Key (
, 1 ,., ,'' i -t

L
a t'

Union is only a conjunction -except is only a prep- likly ; < M"-1 + likely.] 1. Such as cannot be

unlearnability (uii-ler-na-bil'i-ti), .

-I- learn + -ability.] Inability to learn.
[< ttH-1

[Bare.] ing a limitation or condition.-. . . .

You will learn how to conduct it [the camera], with the UnlCSSOned (un-les'nd) fl. Not taught ;
not in-

pleasure of correcting my awkwardness and unlearnaMl- structed. ShaK., M. of V., 111. 2. Ibl. [Kare.J
ity. Walpole, Letters (1777), iv. 85. unlettedt, a. [< ww-1 + letted, pp. ofW2

.] Not

unlearned (un-ler'ned), fl. [< ME. unlefned; prevented; unhindered.

< nit- 1 + learned.] 1. Not learned ; ignorant ; Unlrtted of every wight. The Isle of Ladies, 1. 1831.

illiterate; not instructed
; inexperienced. unlettered (un-let'erd), fl. Unlearned;

But how it semethe to syinple men unlcrned that men
ne mowe not go undre the Erthe, and also that men

,

scholde falle toward the Hevcne, from undre !

un-

taught; ignorant; illiterate. Milton, Comus,
1. 174.=Syn. Illiterate, Unlearned, etc. See ignorant.

'Mandenlle, Travels, p. 184. unletteredness (un-let'erd-nes), M. The state

2. Not suitable to a learned man : not becom-

ing a scholar.

I will prove those verses to be very unlearned, neither

savouring of poetry, wit, nor invention.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2. KIR.

3 (un-lernd'). Not gained by study; not known;
not acquired by investigation.

Y as were

of being unlettered.

unlevefult, a. [ME., also unlrfiil, nnleffnl ; <

OTi-l + Icreful.] Unlawful.

I deme it felony and unleeefiil.

Chaucer, Koethiiis, v. prose 3.

A longyng vnleffull light in his hert
Gert hym hast in a hete, harmyt hym after.

They learned mere words, or such things chiefly as were ... ,,/!, , vri
better unlearned. Milton, Education. Unlevel (Ull-lev 1), fl. Not level, I neven.

reasonably expected; improbable: as, an tin-

likely event.

That it wrung his conscience to condemn the Earle of

high Treason is not unlikely. Milton, Eikondklastes, ii.

2. Not holding out a prospect of success or of

a desired result ; likely to fail
; unpromising.

A very unlikely envy she hath stumbled upon against
the princess's unspeakable beauty.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

A strange unlikely errand, sure, is thine.
M. Arnold, Balder Dead, I. 83.

3f. Not calculated to inspire liking or affec-

tion
;
not likable or lovable.

Whan I eonsidere youre beautee,
And therwithal the unlikly elde of me.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 936.

unlikely (un-llk'li), adv. In an unlikely man-
ner; with no or little likelihood; improbably.
The pleasures . . . not unlikely may proceed from the

discoveries each shall communicate to another. Pope.

unlikent (un-li'kn), r. 1. To make unlike;

feign ; pretend. Wyclif.
11. Want of resem-Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 13686. unlikeneSS (un-lik'nes),

blance; dissimilarity.

Unlearned Parliament. Same as Partiam^tfD^ce's unlevel (n-lev'l), r. /. To make not level or And he supplied my want the more

(which see, under parliament). = Syn. 1. Illiterate, Unlet- uneven. [Kare.J
lere.d, etc. See iijnorant. It Wa8 so plain as there was scarcely any bush or nil

unlearnedly (un-ler'ned-li), oaf. In an un- lock either to unlevel or shadow it

A country squire, with the equipage of a wife and two

In an un-
learned manner; so as to exhibit ignorance; sir P- Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

ignorantly. Sir T. More, Works, p. 1037. unlicensed (un-li'senst), fl. 1. Not licensed; not
unlearnedness (un-ler'ned-nes), n. Want of

learning; illiterateness. Sylrester, tr. of Du
Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.
unleash (un-lesh'), r. t. [<

-2 -I- leash.] To
free from a leash, or as from a leash

;
let go.

In chase of imagery unleashed and coursing.
Stedman, Poets of America, p. 301.

unleavet, " [<
-2 + leaf

1
, leave9.] I. trans.

To strip of leaves. Puttenham, Arte of Eng.
Poesie, iii. 25. (Davics.)

II. intrans. To lose leaves, as a tree
; become

bare. [Bare.]
Of amorous Myrtles, and immortal! Bays
Never vn-leao'd.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden.

unleavened (un-lev'nd), . Not leavened: as,
unleavened bread; hence, not affected as if by
leaven,

unlectured (un-lek'turd),fl. 1. Not addressed

in, or as if in, a lecture or lectures. 2. Not
taught or inculcated by lecture. [Bare.]

A science yet unlectured in our schools.

young, Night Thoughts, v. 518.

unled (un-led'),. Not led; without guidance ;

hence, in command of one's faculties.

As his iinlikenesft fitted mine.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, Ixxix.

unlimber 1 (un-lim'ber), fl. [< un-1 + limber1
.]

Not limber; not flexible; not yielding. Kir H.
Wotton.

having a license : as, an unlicensed innkeeper. unlimber2Jun-lim'br), r.
^
[< H-2 + limler?.]

2. Done or undertaken without, or in defi-

ance of, due license or permission: as, an un-

licensed traffic.

unlicked (un-likf ), a. Not licked
;
not brought

to proper shape by licking : from the old pop-
ular notion that the she-bear licked her cubs

I. trans. To detach the limbers from
;
take off

the limbers of: as, to unlimber guns.
II. intrans. To detach the limbers from the

guns.
The battery unlimbers and whirls its black-muzzled

guns to the front. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 788.

intoshape; hence, ungainly ; raw; nnmanner- unlime (un-lim '),v.t. [<
-2 + Kwc1

.] To re-

ly; uncultivated. move the lime from, as from hides sufficiently
treated with it. Pop. Sci, Mo., XXXIV. 287.

daughters, oh gad ! two such unlicked cubs !

Congreve, Old Bachelor, iv. 8.

Illimitable.unlimitablet (un-lim'i-ta-bl),

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxviii.

unlightsomet (un-lit'sum), fl. Dark; gloomy; unlimited (un-lim'i-ted), rt. 1. Not limited;

wanting light.
First the sun,

A mighty sphere, he framed, unlightsome first.

Milton, P. L., vii. 354.

[< ME. unlit, unlich, tmilich,unlike (un-lik'), a.

< AS. ungelic (= OFries. milik = G. ungleich =
Icel. filikr = Sw. olik = Dan. ulig), < MW-, not,
+ gelic, like: see like^.] 1. Not like; dissimi-

lar; diverse; having no resemblance.

What occasion of import
Hath all so long detain'd you from your wife,
And sent you hither so unlike yourself ?

Shak., T. of the S., iii. 2. 106.

having no bounds ; boundless.

So unlimited is our impotence . . . that it fetters our

very wishes. Boyle.

The unlimited, though perhaps not indefinite, modifl-

ability of matter. Huxley, Anat. Invert, p. 41.

2. Undefined
;

indefinite ; not bounded by
proper exceptions.
With gross and popular capacities, nothing doth more

prevail than unlimited generalities, because of their plain-
ness at the first sight. Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

3. Uiiconfiued
;
not restrained; not restricted.

An unguarded, unlimited will. Jer. Taylitr.



unlimited

Unlimited function, Sen function. Unlimited prob-
lem, in iit'ttti., ;i 1'iolili-in winch may have an intlnit*-

iiiiinhi-rof'-olMiimis. Unlimited quantity. M-I-./II.HI
lihl.

Unlimitedly (iiii-liin'i-lc(l-li), </r. In an un-
limited manner or derive.

unliraitedness Cna-llm'1-ted-ne*), . The state
of brin;; unlimited or boundless, or of being
undelined.

unline (un-liu' ), . '. [<
-'-' + <:.] To take

the lining out of; hem-e, to empty. [Rare.]
II iinttHfg their purses.

Davict, Blenvctiu, p. 6. {Davit*.)

iinlincal (un-lin'e-al), a. Not lineal ; not com-
ing in the order of succession. Shak., Mac-
beth, iii. 1. (Kt.

unlining (un-B'Bing), . [Verbal n. of //,
r.] In hot., Lindley's name for the process of
chorixatioii or chorisis, the tIMoublemcnt (de-
iluplication) of Dimal. See ckorisi*.

unlink dm-lingk'), r. t. [<-; + /IMA-'.] To
separate the links of; loose, as something fas-
tened by a link; unfasten; untwist; uncoil.

Seeing Orlando, It [a snake] unlinked itself.

Shak., As you Like It, Iv. 3. 112.

I cannot mount till thou unlink my chains;
I cannot come till thou release my bands.

Quartet, Emblems, v. f.

unlinked (un-lingkt'), Not connected by or
as by links. ./. Miirtinenii, Materialism, p. 127.

unliquefied (un-lik'we-fid), a. Unmelted; not
dissolved. Aililiiaiu, Travels in Italy.

unliquidated (uu-lik wi-da-ted), n. Not liqui-

dated; not settled; unadjusted: as, an wn/iV/wi-
ilntcil debt; unliquidated accounts. See lii/i<i-

ilnli: Unliquidated damages. HW damage.
unliquored (un-lik'ord), . 1. Not moistened
or smeared with liquor; not lubricated; dry.
[Rare.]
Churches and states, like an unliquored coach, . . . on

flre with their own motion. lip. Hall, N-nn.ni.-,.

2. Not filled with liquor; not in liquor; not
intoxicated

;
sober. [Rare.]

I doubt me whether the very sohernesse of such a one,
like an unlicour'd Silenus. were not stark drunk.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

unlistening (un-lis'ning), a. Not listening;
not hearing; not regarding or heeding. Thom-
son, Liberty,
unliturgize (un-lit'er-jlz), r. t. [< MH-2 +
litura-y + -i~e.] To deprive of a liturgy. lip.

Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 609. (I)arien.)

[Rare.]
unlive 1

(un-)iv'), '. t. [<
-2 + Kwi.] To

live in a manner contrary to; annul or undo
by living.

We must uniiiv our former lives.

GlanviUe, Vanity of Dogmatizing, viii.

unlive'-^ (un-liv'), r. t. [< n-a -I-
life (of. alive,

five2 ).] To bereave or deprive of life.

If in the child the father's Image lies,
Where shall I live now Lucrece Is unlived >

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1754.

unliveliness (un-liv'li-nes), . Want of liveli-

ness; dullness; heaviness. jtfi/toH,Divorce,i.3.
Unload (un-lod'), r. [< n-2 + load?.] I. trans.

1 . To take the load from
; discharge of a load

or cargo; disburden: as, to unload a ship ; to

unload a cart. 2. To remove, as a cargo or

burden, from a vessel, vehicle, or the like
;
dis-

charge: as, to unload freight. 3. Figuratively,
to relieve from anything onerous or trouble-
some

;
remove and cause to cease to be burden-

some.
Nor can my tongue unload my heart's great burthen.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., II. 1. 81.

From this high theme how can I part,
Ere half unloaded Is my heart !

Scott, Marmlon, Int. to i.

4. To withdraw the charge, as of powder and
shot or ball, from: as, to unload a gun. 5.

6627

unloading-machine (mi-16'diiiK-raa-shen'), n.

An :i|i|>;n':i!n- l'< >r unloading freight from boats,
cars, and wagons. The most usual form Is a sort of
elevator .-..n-isinix of a series of cups or bucket* carried

by an endless band. t.'. it. A'/i.'//.'.

unlocated (un-lo'ka-ted). u. Not located or

placed: specifically, in the United States, not

surveyed and marked off: said of land. See
/unite, 2.

The disposal of the unloeated lands will hereafter be a
valuable source of revenue, and an immediate one of
rr.-.lit. A. Hamilton, The Contlnentalist. N... i>.

unlock (un-lok'), r. t. [< ME. unloukeit, 011-

Iniiki-n (|iret. in/Ill,', pp. iiiilnl.-rii. unlokf). < AS.
iniliifiiH, unlock, < -, back, + meant, lock: see

M-2 and /wA- 1
.] 1. To unfasten, as something

which has been locked
; open, as what has

been shut, closed in, or protected by a lock : as,
to unlock a door or a chest.

I have seen her . . . unlock her closet.

Shot., Macbeth, v. 1. 6.

Oo In ; there are the keys, unlock his fetters ;

And arm ye nobly both.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, II. 3.

2. To open, in general; lay open.
Thou 'st unlocked

A tongue was vowed to silence.

Ford, Lover's Melancholy, II. 1.

Saturday Morning, as soon as my Senses are unlocked, I

Bet up. Howll, Letters, I. vl. Si

3t. To spread out.

Vnkntke bus legges abrotl, other lygge at bus eae,
Beste hym, and roste hym and his ryg tunic,
In Mik. drue and dei-pe and drawe hym thanne tu W.I.I.-.

Pier* Ploicman (CX x. 143.

4. To disclose; reveal; make known.
That sweven hath Daniel unloke.

Oower, C'onf. Amant., Fro).

unlocked (un-lokf), . [< un- 1 + locked, pp.
of lock 1

, r.] Not locked.

unlodge (un-loj'), r. t. [< MM-'-* + loilt/e.'] To
deprive of a lodging; dislodge, ('arete.

unlogical (un-loj'i-kal), a. Illogical, fuller,

Worthies, Kent, i. 4&7. (Dai-ies.)
unlock (un-luk'), P. ' [< ""-2 + tooA' 1

.] To
recall or retract, as a look. [Rare.]
He . . . turned his eyes towards me, then from me, as

If he would unlook his own looks.

Richardion, Clarissa Harlowe, V. 215.

unlocked (un-lukf), a. Not expected or an-

ticipated: rare except in the phrase unlooked

for.
By some unlook'd accident cut off !

Shak., Rich. III., i. 3. 214.

Unlooked for, not looked for : not sought or searched
for ; not expected : not foreseen : not anticipated.

An accident unlook'd /or put new counsels into thir
minds. Milton, Hist Eng., ii.

unloose (un-16V), r. [< n-2 (here intensive)
+ fcxwp.] I. (ran*. 1. To loose; unfasten

;
un-

tie; undo; unravel.

The Oordian knot of it he will unloone.

Shak., Hen. V., I. 1. 40.

2. To let go or free from hold or fastening ;

unbind from bonds, fetters, cords, or the like
;

set at liberty ; release.

Where I am robb'd and bound,
There must I be m

To sell in large quantities, as stock
; get rid

of: as, to unload shares of the A and B rail-

wav. [Colloq.]
tl. intrans. To go through the process of un-

loading ; discharge a cargo.
No ship could unload in any bay or estuary which he

[the king] had not declared to be & port.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., \\iii.

unloader (un-16'der), n. One who or that
which unloads ; specifically, a contrivance for

unloading, as hay. Tlie Knginecr, LXVIII. !!)!.

unloading-block(un-16'din'g-blok). //. In M<;/r-
iiHiitiif., a bench on which the mold containing
a sugar-lost t' is inverted, and on which the

sugar is left standing until removed to the

drying-room.

Shot., Hen. VIII., IL 4. 147.

II. inlrtnis. To become unfastened; fall in

pieces; lose all connection or union.

Without this virtue, the publick union must unlootc, the
strength decay, and the pleasure grow faint.

Jeremy Collier.

unloosen (un-16'sn), r. t. [< Hii-2 (here inten-

sive) + loosen.'] To unloose ; loosen. V.Knox,
Essays, ii.

unlord(un-lord'), ' '. [<Mi--+tord.] To de-

prive of the title, rank, and dignity of a lord
;

reduce or degrade from a peer to a commoner.
[Rare.]
The worst and strangest of that Any thing which the

people demanded was but the unlording of Bishops, and
expelling them the House. Milton, Eikouoklastes, vi.

So, after that,
We had to dis-archblshop and unlord,
And make you simple Cranmer once again.

Tennyton, Queen Mary, II.
'

unlorded (un-l&r'ded), . Not raised or pre-
ferred to the rank of a lord. Milton, Reforma-
tion in Eng., i.

unlordly (un-16rd'li), . Not lordly; not arbi-

trary. [Rare.]
The Pastorlike and Apostolik Imitation of meeke and

itnltirdlit Discipline. Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

unlosable (un-ld'za-bl), n. Not capable of be-

ing lost. Also iniiiixi/ili/i. [Rare.]
The Epicureans . . . ascribe to ever}- particular atom

:ui innate and unloveable mobility. Boyle, Works, I. 445.

unlustrous

unlost fiiu-li'ist';, ii. Not lost.
I Idire.]

A paradise unlott. Young, Night Thought*, ix. 1071.

unlove Om-liiv'), r. t. (< MK. /(>(
.- < un- 1

(in second qiiot. un--) + Inn- 1
.] Not to love;

to cease to love. [Bare.]
I ne kan nor may

For al this world wlthlnne myn hcrtr fyiidi-

To unluren you a quarter of a day.
Chaucer, Trollus, v. 1608.

I had learnt to love Mr. Rochester ; I could not unlor*
him now. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xuii.

unlove (un'luv), n. The absence of love ; hate.

[Rare.]
Unlove began It* work even In the Apostle*' time*.

Putey, Eirenicon, p. tit.

unloved (un-luvd'), <i. Not loved, i'haufer.

unloveliness (iin-lnv'li-nes), n. Lack of love-
liness, (n) I'liainlableiiess; lack of the qualities which
attract love.

The old man . . . followed bis suit with all mean* . . .

that might help to countervail his own Hnlovflineut.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, II.

(6) Want of beauty or attractiveness to the eye : plainness
of feature or apiwnranre.

unlovely (un-luv'li), a. [< ME. unlorelirh ; <

//-' + lin-ely.] Not lovely, (a) Not amiable; des-
titute of the qualities which attract love, or |ssesslng
qualities that excite dislike ; disagreeable.

I love thee, all unlorely as thou seem'st
And drmdwl u thou art ! Covper, Task, Iv. 128.

(6) Not bcautlfill nr attractive to the eye ; displeasing to
the sight.

Dark house, by which once more I stand
Here In the long unlovely street

Tfnnymn, In Memorfam, vli.

unloving (un-luv'ing),. Not loving; not fond;
unkind. ./. I 'dull, On Ephesians, Prol.

unlovingness(un-luv'ing-nes), H. The charac-
ter or state of being unloving.
Time and its austere experience of the outer world's

unlovingne** have made her thankfully take affection's

clasp. R. Brotiyhton, Joan, II. xl.

unluckfult (un-luk'ful), ti. Bringing ill luck;
mischievous.

Pallas, ladle of citees, why settest thou thy delite in
three the moste ntluckefull beastes of the worlde, the

oulette, the dragon, and the people?
Udall, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 375. (Daviet.)

unluckily (un-luk'i-li), adr. In an unlucky or

unfortunate manner ; unfortunately ; unhap-
pily ; by ill luck.

Was there ever so prosperous an invention thus unluck-

ily perverted and spoiled by a ... book-worm, a candle-
waster? /;. Jonton, Cynthia's Revels, ill. 2.

1 was once In a mlxt assembly that was full of noise
and mirth, when on a sudden an old woman unluckily ob-
served there were thirteen of us in company.

Additon, Omens.

unluckiness (nn-luk'i-nes), n. The character
or state of being unlucky, in any sense.

Unlucky (uu-luk'i), a. 1. Not lucky or fortu-

nate; not favored by fortune; unsuccessful;
subject to frequent misfortune, failure, or mis-

hap ; ill-fated
;
unfortunate ; unhappy.

In short they were unlucky to have been bred in an iin-

pollahed age, and more unlu'rky to live to a refined one.

Dryden, Def. of Epil. to 2d pt Conq. Granada.

2. Not resulting in success
; resulting in fail-

ure, disaster, or misfortune.

Unlucky accidents which make such experiment* mis-

carry. Boyle.

3. Accompanied by or bringing misfortune,

disappointment, disaster, or the like; ill-

omened; inauspicious.
A most unlucky hour. Shak., Tit. And., ii. S. .'.M.

Haunt me not with that unlucky face.

Dryden, Aurengzebe, Iv. 1.

4. Mischievous; mischievously waggish. [Ar-
chaic.]
'

Why, cries an unlucky wag, a less bag might have
served. Sir R. L'Kitrange.

There was a lad, th' itnluckiest of his crew,
Was still contriving something bad but new.

Dr. W. Kimj.

unlustt, n. [< ME. unjust, < AS. tintunt. dis-

pleasure, dislike (= OHG. unluiit, MHG. G. -

lust, displeasure, = Iccl. ulyst, bad appetite. =
Sw. olynt = Dan. Hlyst = Goth, iinliixtiis), < an-,

not, + lust, pleasure: see luxl 1
.] Displeasure;

dislike.

He dooth alle thyng . . . with ydelnesse and unliut.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

unlustrous (un-lus'trus), n. Not lustrous ; not

shining.
In an eye

Base and unlnttrmu as the smoky light
That's fed with stinking tallow.

Skak., Cymbeline, i. C. 1O9.

[The above Is the reading In some modern editions ; the
old editions have illuitrioui.]



unlute

unlute (un-liit'), r. t. [< M-2 + To-, . .
-

.

separate, as things cemented or luted
;
take the

lute or clay from.

Upon the unlutiny the vessel, it infected the room with

a scarce supportable stink. Baiile, Works, I. 483.

unmade (un-mad'), a. [< ME. unmad, *-
tuakcd: < m/- 1 + mdei.] 1. Deprived of form
or qualities. 2. Not made ;

not yet formed.

Taking the measure of an unmade grave.
Shak., R. and J., iii. 3. 70.

Used with uj> : not made up; not worked into

shape; not manufactured: as, unmade-up ma-
terials; an vnmade-up dress.

unmagistrate (un-maj'is-trat), v. t. [< M-2 +
magiftrate.] To degrade from or deprive of the

office and authority of a magistrate. Milton.

[Rare.]
unmaiden (un-ma'dn), v. t. [< un-% + maiden.]
To ravish

;
deflower. [Bare.]

He unmaidened his sister Juno.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 12. (Dames.)

unmaidenly (un-ma'dn-li), a. Not befitting a
maiden.
The wanton gesticulations of a virgin in a wild assembly

of gallants warmed with wine could be no other than rig-

gish and unmaidenly.
Bp. Hall, Contemplations, John Baptist Beheaded.

uniiiaila,ble (un-ma'la-bl), a. That may not
be mailed : applied to matter which, by law,

regulation, or treaty stipulation, is excluded
from the mails, or which, by reason of illegible,

incorrect, or insufficient address, cannot be for-

warded to its destination. Glossary of U. S.

Postal Terms.
unmanned (un-mamd'), a. Not maimed; not
disabled in any limb; complete in all the parts;
uumutilated; entire.

It is the first grand duty of an interpreter to give his

author entire and unmaimed. Pope, Iliad, Pref.

unmakable (un-ma'ka-bl), a. That cannot be
made.
Unmakable by any but a divine power. N. Grew.

unmake (un-mak'), v.t. [< n-2 + make 1
.'] 1.

To destroy the essential form and qualities of;
cause to cease to exist

;
annihilate

;
uncreate

;

annul, reverse, or essentially change the nature
or office of.

God when he makes the prophet, does not unmake the
man. Locke.

God does not make or unmake things to try experi-
ments. T. Burnet.

Power to make emperours, and to vnmake them againe.
Jewell, A Replie unto M. Hardinge, p. 418. (Encyc. Diet.)

Three observers, separately, on distinct occasions were
in some way immediately aware when an electro-magnet
was secretly "made" and "unmade."

Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 236.

2. To leave unmade, unformed, uncreated, or
unfashioned. [Bare.]

May make, unmake, do what she list.

Shak., Othello, ii. 3. 352.

unmaking (un-ma'king), n. The act or process
of destroying ;

destruction
; undoing ; also, that

which unmakes.
A wife may be the making or the unmaking of the best

of men. Smiles, Character, p. 326.

unmalleability (un-mal"e-a-biri-ti), n. The
property or state of being unmalleable.
unmalleable (un-mal'e-a-bl), a. Not mallea-
ble

;
not capable of being extended by rolling

or hammering, as a metal; hence, not capable
of being shaped by outside influence

; unyield-
ing.
"I do believe thee," said the Sub-Prior ;

"I do believe
that thine [i. e., thy mind] is indeed metal unmalleable by
force." Scott, Monastery, xxxi.

unman (un-man'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. unmanned,

ppr. unmanning. [< n-2 + man.] 1. To de-

prive of the character or qualities of a human
being, as reason, etc.

Unman not, therefore, thyself by a bestial transforma-
tion. Sir T. Browne, Christ Mor., iii. 14.

2. To emasculate ; deprive of virility. 3. To
deprive of the courage and fortitude of a man

;

break or reduce into irresolution
; dishearten ;

deject; make womanish.
Such was his fortitude, that not even the severest trials

could unman him. Latimer, Life and Writings, p. xl.

Having made up my mind to hope no more, I got rid of
a great deal of that terror which unmanned me at first.

Poe, Tales, L 172.

4. To deprive of men : as, to unman a ship or
town.
[The daughters of Danaus were] turn'd out to Sea in a

Ship unmanned. Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

unmanacle (un-man'a-kl), r. t. [< tt-2 + mana-
cle.] To release from or as from manacles ; set
free. Tennyson, Two Voices.
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unmanageable (un-man'aj-a-bl), a. Not man-

ageable; not readily submitting to handling
or management; not easily restrained, gov-
erned, or directed; not controllable. Locke.

unmanageableness (un-mau'aj-a-bl-nes), .

The character or state of being unmanage-
able.

unmanageably (un-man'aj-a-bli), adv. In an

unmanageable manner; uncontrollably; so as

to be unmanageable.
Our eyes are sensitive only to unmanageably short

waves. Nature, XLII. 172.

Her hair was snow-white and unmanageably coarse.
L. Wallace, Ben-Hur, p. 484.

unmanaged (un-man'ajd), a. Not controlled;
not restrained

; specifically, not broken in, as

a horse
;
not trained, in general.

Like colts or unmanaged horses.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living.

An unguided force, and unmanaged virtue.

Felton, Dissertation on Reading the Classicks.

unmanhoodt (un-man'hud), n. [< ME. unman-

hode; < -! + manhood,"] An unmanly or

cowardly act.

To slen hymself myghte he nat Wynne
But bothe doon tmmanhode and a synne.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 824.

unmanlike (un-man'lik), . Not manlike, (a)
Unlike man in form or appearance. (&) Unbecoming a
man as a member of the human race ; inhuman ; brutal.

It is strange to see the unmanlike cruelty of mankind.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

() Unsuitable to a man, as opposed to a woman or child ;

effeminate; childish.

By the greatness of the cry, it was the voice of a man ;

though it was a very unmanlike voice, ao to cry.
Sir P. Sidney.

This is unmanlike, to build upon such slight airy con-

jectures. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 392.

unmanliness (uu-man'li-nes), . The charac-
ter of being unmanly ; effeminacy.
You and yours make piety a synonym for unmanHwx*.

Kingsley, Yeast, ii.

unmanly (un-man 'Ii), a. Not manly, (a) Not
having the qualities or attributes of a man, as opposed
to a woma1

!! or child ; not having the strength, vigor,

robustness, fortitude, or courage of a man ; soft ; weak ;

effeminate ; womanish ; childish : as, a poor-spirited, un-

manly wretch. (&) Unbecoming in a man ; unworthy of

a man ; cowardly : as, unmanly fears.

Live, live, my matchless son,
Blest in thy father's blessings ; much more blest
In thine own vertues ; let me dew thy cheeks
With my unmanly tears.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, v.

unmanned (un-mand'), p. a. Not tamed; not

yet familiar with man: a term in falconry.
No colt is so unbroken,

Or hawk yet half so haggard or unmanned!
B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, iii. 2.

Come, civil night, . . ,

Hood my unmann'd blood, bating in my cheeks,
With thy black mantle. Shak., R. and J., iii. 2. 14.

unmannered(un-man'erd), a. Uncivil; rude;
mannerless.

You have a slanderous . . . tongue, unmanner'd lord.

B. Jonson, Catiline's Conspiracy, ii. 3.

unmannerliness (un-man'er-li-nes), n. The
state or character of being unmannerly; want
of good manners; breach of civility ;

rudeness
of behavior.

unmannerly (un-man'er-li), . 1. Not man-
nerly; wanting in manners; not having good
manners; rude in behavior; ill-bred; uncivil.

I were unmannerly to take you out
And not to kiss you.

SAa*., Hen. VIII., i. 4. 95.

Depart, or I shall be something unmannerly with you.
Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 3.

2. Not according to good manners: as, an -

mannerly jest,=Syn. See list under uncivil.

unmannerly! (un-man'er-li), adv. With ill

manners; uncivilly; rudely.

Forgive me
If I have used myself unmannerly.

Shak., Hen. VIII., iii. 1. 176.

unmantle (un-man'tl), v. t. [< ttn-2 + mantle.']
To deprive of a mantle

;
uncover.

They unmanned him of a new Plush Clokc.

Howell, Letters, I. i. 17.

unmanufactured (un-man-u-fak'turd), a. 1.
Not made up; still in its natural state, or only
partly prepared for use: thus, fiber is iinmimii-

factured before it is made into thread ; thread
is unmanufactured before it is woven into cloth.

2. Not simulated: as, unmanufactured grief.
[Colloq.]

unmanured(un-ma-nurd'),. If. Untilled; un-
cultivated. Spenser.

unmateriate

Many of our subjects . . . have cansc't to be planted

large Collonies of y English nation, in diverse parts of

ye world alltogether unmanured, anilvoyil of inhabitants.

Bradford, Plymouth 1'lantation, p. 457.

2. Not manured; not enriched by manure.
It is one thing to set forth what ground lieth unma-

nured, and another thing to correct ill husbandry in that
which is manured.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii. 117.

unmarked (un-markf), a. 1. Not marked; hav-

ing no mark: as, the unmarked (south-point-

ing) pole of a magnet. 2. Unobserved
;
not

regarded ; undistinguished ;
not noted.

He mix'd, unmark'd, among the busy throng.
Dryden, All for Love, iv.

unmarketable (un-mar'ket-a-bl), a. Not fit

for the market; not salable; of no merely
pecuniary value.

That paltry stone brought home to her some thought,
true, spiritual, unmarketable. Kinggleij, Hypatia, xix.

unmarred (un-mard'), a. [< ME. mimerred;
< HH-l + marred.] Not marred or injured.
immarriablet (un-mar'i-a-bl), a. Not mar-

riageable. Milton, Divorce, ii. 15.

unmarriageable (un-mar'aj-a-bl), a. Not fit

to be married
;
too young for marriage.

unmarriageableness (un-mar'aj-a-bl-nes), n.

The state of being unmarriageable.
unmarried (un-mar'id), a. Not married ; sin-

gle : as, an unmarried woman or man. Commonly
the word implies that the person to whom it is applied
has never been married ; but it may be used of a widow
or widower, and possibly of a divorced person.

That die unmarried, ere they can behold
Bright Phcebus in his strength.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 123.

unmarry (un-mar'i), v. t. [< w-a + marry^.~\
To divorce

;
dissolve the marriage contract of.

[Bare.]
A law . . . giving permission to unmarrif a wife, and

marry a lust. Milton, Divorce.

unmartyr (un-mar'ter), v. t. [<
-2 + martyr,

.] To degrade from the standing or dignity
of a martyr. [Bare.]
Scotus . . . was made a martyr after his death, . . .

but since Baronius has unmartyred him.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. iv. 3(i.

unmasculatet (un-mas'ku-lat), v. t. [< un-~ +
masculate.] To emasculate.

The sins of the south unmasculate northern bodies.

Fuller, Holy War (1639), p. 225.

unmasculine (un-mas'ku-lin), a. Not mascu-
line or manly. Milton.

Unmask (un-mask'), ). [< -2 + masts.] I.

trans. To strip of a mask or ofany disguise; lay
open what is concealed

; bring to light.

I am unmasked, unspirited, undone.
B. Jonson, Volpone, iii. 6.

II. inlrans. To put off or lay aside a mask.

My husband bids me ; now I will unmask.
Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 206.

unmasked (un-maskf), a. Not masked,
nnmasker (un-mas'ker),. One who unmasks.
unmasterable (un-mas'ter-a-bl), a. [<

-2 +
master'1 + -able.'] That cannot be mastered
or subdued. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iv. 2.

[Bare.]
unmastered (un-mas'terd), a. 1. Not sub-

dued; not conquered. 2. Not conquerable.
He cannot his unmaster'd grief sustain. Dryden.

immatchable (un-mach'a-bl), a. That cannot
be matched; not to be equaled : unparalleled.
Most radiant, exquisite, and unmatchable beauty.

Shak., T. N., i. 5. 181.

unmatchableness(un-mach'a-bl-nes), n. The
character of being unmatcfiable

; matchless-
ness.

The presumption of his unmatchaulenefse.

Bp. Hall, Epistles, iv. 2. (Davies.)

unmatched (un-machf), a. Matchless; hav-

ing no match or equal.
Beauty I 0, it is

An unmatched blessing or a horrid curse.

Ford, Broken Heart, it 1.

unmatchedness (un-mach'ed-nes), n. The
state of being unmatched

; incomparableness.
[Bare.]
His clear unmatchedness in all manners of learning.

Chapman, Iliad, Pref.

unmated (un-ma'ted), a. Not mated: not

paired.
immaterial (un-ma-te'ri-al), a. Not material.

The unmaterial fruits of shades. Daniel, Musophilus.

unmaterialized (im-ma-te'ri-al-izd), a. Not in

bodily shape; not having become an actual
fact: as, his schemes were nnmaterialized.

unmateriatet (un-ma-te'ri-at), a. Not materi-
ate.



unmaze

Unmaze I nn-imiz'), r. t. [<--+ mazr.] To
relieve from terror or bewilderment. [Bare.]

This poor Arpinate ...
f/moz'd us, ;,.! t,H,k t fur ,11 the town.

s""""'..... " * J""". vlH. .

unmeaning (un-m*'nlng), n. 1. Having no

nutting Or si^ml'ii-ation: us. </ <//// words.
2. Not having or not indicating intelligence

(,r sense: iiiiniile.ss; senseless : expressionless.
liiiron. To Tliyrza.

unmeaningly (mi-me'ning-li), di>. In an an-

meaning manner; without meaning or sense.

unmeaningness(iin-ine'niug-nes),n. Theehar-
iieternf being unmeaning. Mi, Hiirm-i/, ( 'a-

'"ill''. i. 1-

unmeant (un-ment ), a. Not meant
;
not in-

tended: in,,!, -signed.

Hut Hindus happened on a death unmeant.
/>rj,d,,,Eneid,x.561.

immeasurable (un-mezh'ur-a-bl), a. [< ME.
iiii)ii/"iiir<thl{' < mi 1 4- >ii-ti'iiirnhli>~\ Tmmo iHuwtnmiim t- measurable.} Immea-

Olotonye U m,,m,raWs appetlt to ete or todrynke

Their unmnuuroM. vanity
<*"'

B. Jwwon, Cynthia* Bevel., v. 2.

unmeasurableness (un-mezh'ur-a-bl-nes), .

The state of being unmeasurab'ie." [Rare.]
Showing the HMManmMMMM of his Oodhed.

*'ry(A, Bok made by Him (an. 1M> (i'l^/

unmeasurablyt (un-me Z
l,;ur-a-bli),

adv. [<
MK. iniHif xiinilili/ ; < ww-I + iimimirttbu.] Im-
1 1 1 ' .1 > 1 1 1 ,1 i '

i i .

rhenyKhtfolowynKetherero.eawondregretetempe.te
of exoedynge n.oche wynde, and therewithal! it rayned
andhayled80TO, MUroW,/ti,atn, l n,anmy(!l,tlokeforthe
aboue the hatches. Sir R. Guylforde, PylKryniage p. 72.

unmeasured (un-mezh'urd), a. 1 Not mea-

>,, ;_.

The Ladle, hearknliifc iti hi* .ensefull speach,
F"" 1" 1 " ll ''"t5 that he uld unmnt nor XOMOD.

' '"' "'

Th^t linTiuie t^Tl v nur?,l^
*&*?,?, of Europe.

2f. Unseemly ; course; rusti,-.

Hir voice ful clere was fill and nwete
she was nought rude ue unnuit.

Kom. u/ thr Rote, 1. 752.

3. Not suited or fitted
;
not adapted.

Ah Maud, you milk-white fawn, you are all unmeet tor a
wife. Tmnymn, Maud.

unmeetly (un-met'li), adv. Not fitly; improp-
,. rly ; unsuitably ; unworthily.
A falrc mayden . . . upon a mansy Jade vtuneetly set.

Spenser, f. <j., vi. vL 10.

unmeetness (un-met'nes), . Unfltness; un-

suitableness; unbecomingness
vast < In marriage. Milton, Divorce, L la

unmeiioweii ,lm mpi'6d) a Notunmeliowea (uu-mel oa;, a. .Not mellowed.
not fully matured; not toned down or softened

by ripeness or length of years.
,, h(jad unmMmc.

dt bllt nta Jud)?elnent ,,,.
S/UO-!, T* O. of V, II. 4. 70.

unmelodious (un-me-16'di-us), a. Not melodi-

ous; wanting melody; harsh.
The *. ,,oi of the hray.ng ta.

, -,
unmelodlOUSneSS (un-me-lo'dl-us-nes), . The
ctinructor nf Iw.liiir iiritnolrwli^iiu^ent onable (unTen^h n-a bl) Inunl 01;, a.

capable of being mentioned ; unworthy of or
*, _ , , , _ if

'^
f" being mentioned named, or noticed.

whenever he did anything which appeared to her to
wvour of an nmK,onW place

s- OUbert, Lost Mr. Blake,

unmentionableness(uu-meu' shon-a-bl-nes),n.

unmiter

Ther ilepeth ay thi. god un/iurfe.

CAauwr, House of Fame, 1. 74.

unmeted (un-me'ted), . Not meted or mea-
-

1 '"" 1 - [Hare.]
So,,,,. .,,, ,,f ,,'.,,, I f,U , degree so

' '"' rl""' '''""' v niett, xix.

unmethodical (iin-me-thod'i-kiil), n. Not me-
thodieal.

unmethodized ( nii-inelli'nd-ixd). 11. Not melli-
<>di/.cd or regulated l>y "inelhod, system. or

plan; not systematized. ./. ////rini/ton, Oemm.
p. 1U.

unmetrlcal (un-met'ri-kal), a. Not metrical;
irregular in meter.

Unmevablet, . A Middle English form of MM-
mnmiili .

tmmew (un-mu'), v. t. [< uw-2 + mete*.} To
set free H from a mew ; emancipate; release.

[Kare 'J

But let portion of etheri.i dew
Fall ,, ray head, and presently unaww
My so,,i ; that I may dare, in wayfaring,
To "tainmer where old Chaucer used to ing.

*[. Endymlon, I.

Unmightytdin-nn'tl), a. [< ME. unm.yhty, -

.W**' """"'/ty 5
AS ' """''*''.''. mimflihg (=

"
*n
. U .

CAaucrr Troiliu. IL 868.

_,,.,.,, miiHM, r^ MVUnmllut (llll-inild ). a. [< Mi/. MHHIlMf, < AS.
"'* = OHG. mi), < -, not. + WW,,

mild! Not mild hiirnVi pvpro rtm-rr (<,, f' sn, severe. lrer,i_onr.

(un-mild'nes), n. Want of mild-
, TTj WUiam Divoree"5" rshncss. Milton Divorce,

^11.
/.

unmilltary (un-mil i-ta-n), a. Not according
to military rules or customs; not of a military

The

,.
Peopling, they al-o, the UB

P. .-

,Utude. of Hme.

2. Not subject to or obeying any musical rule
of measure time, or rhythm ; irregular ; capri-
cious.

The unmeasured notes of that strange lyre. Sheltti/.

unmechamze (un-mek'a-mz), (i. t. [<
-2 +

mechanize.] To undo or destroy the media-
llism Of; unmake; destroy; throw out of gear,

Embryotic evils that could \mmechanize thy frame.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, Hi. 107.

unmeddle (un-med'l), v. i. f< -2 + mcMle ~\

To ..do or repair (he eftits of medd,ing
]

Lord Oranville vnineddlei and unmuddlea.

.. Pl
Trousers or breeches, as an article of dress not

ft
be mentioned in polite circles ; inexpressi-

bles. [Colloq. and humorous.]

^ercenary
(^-mer'se-n^),

. Not mer-

A generou8 and "^'^ **$.. ^^ , ,

i. * vi XT'UnmerCfiantaDle (Ull-mer Chail-ta-bl), . Not
n ,..,.,\... l,l (> ,ln t nf a , ulitv fit fnr thelie, not or a quality nt ror tne mar-
ket; unsalable. R. Carew.
Nolotof MeaU shall be considered suitable for delivery

on contract If twenty (20) per cent, of itisunmerekautaUe.
- Produce Change Rejmrt, 1888-9, p. 107.

Unmerciedt (un-mer Sid), a. [< MM + mercy +
-ed2.] Unmerciful

; merciless. Drayton, Mis-
eries ' Queen Margaret.

( .-min'ded), . Not minded; not
heeded ; not kept in mind. [Rare.]

A poor, ,mmi,^ outlaw
.neaklj.ghon,,A/IO*., i Hen. iv., iv. s. ss.

.

English Statesmen (1875), p. 167.
in- i/i< v

unmeddhng (un-med'hng), . Not meddling;
not interfering with the concerns of others;

CJifvtfrfflil
wijiein.

unmeddlmgness (un-med'hng -nes),. For-
bearance of mterposition, or of busying one's

something. [Kare.]
If then we be but sojonrners, . . . here mn.t be an

. . . unmatdtingness with these worldly concernments.

unmedicinable (un-me-dis'in-a-bl), a. t.

Awa
Of
W
woredbreathforU.,ir,M,,letmerest.

Cftapman, Gentleman Usher, Iv. 1. (Bortw.)

2. That cannot be cured.

Hutthe
jS

e,much.med'clne-taowii 1gu,e,,,phy.icia,,s, nl.y

Thixi yet Hinin'iCriHaMi- .till.

CAapmnn, Iliad, xvi. 24. (Couiw.)

unmeditated (un-med'i-ta-ted), a. Notmedi-
tated; not prepared by previous thought; un-

premeditated. [Rare.]
fit .train, pronounced, or sung
I'nmrditatal. Milton, P. L., v. 149.

Ulimeekt (uu-mek'), [< ME. unmeke, immek,
iiniiitiii'; < mi- 1 +

iiiii'l,:] 1. Not meek or gen-
tie- teoe; cruel' harsh- severe

v,, ,,nntf*e lord. Ota^n Boethlu^ Iv. meter 7. .

2. Not kind
; disdainful.

She to mewas nought unmelce. Hoin. of the Ro*, 1. 59a

unmeet (un-mef), a. [< MK. unmet, < AS. -

iinni-t. immoderate, immense, mixed with KM-
mi ti . iniiiiiiili; < AS. iiininflc (= OHO. iiinini:i.

MH(i_. iiini/ii-i; (;<, immoderate), < MM-, not,
+ niH'ti-. moderate: see mt-.] 1. Not meet
or tit: improper; not suitable; nntMOOuing,

inhuman- mercilpsa- of nprsoTm or things^K8 -

God never can hear the prayers of an ^merciful man.
a/r Tanlor Sprmnim I Iv

3 Unconscionabio . exorbitant*' UI Ditant.

Unmerciful demands. Pope.
l;,riL,

To nlv ^minded father?
B'fl - "^ u" ' <**. * '

unmindful (un-mind'ful), . Not mindful; not
hperlftll lint nttniifivp- reronllesa- hAoHlemi-

careless: as, unmiitdful of laws; unm ndfiil of
health or of duty'

Umniny.* of'the crown that virtue givea.
Millvii Coiuua I "

For^ mmind}vl , thee the God, .

.

Even here they seek thee out, in Hela's realm.
* ^"urfd, Balder Dead.

(to), heedless, unobservant,* I- -
mindful manner; carelessly; heedlessly.
iinminHfiilnpaafmi niiii,rfi

r
,l ,u i

iliuilclllioil . l areifftoiiehS.

unmercifully (un-mer'si-ful-i), adv. In an
unmerciful manner; without mercy or tender-

ness; cruelly; often, especially in colloquial
U8ei extremely; very: as, unmercifully cold wea-

unmingle (un-ming'gl), r. f. To separate, as
thinirs; mixed fRare 1

lt wi" unmingle wine from the water, the wine as-

""n, and the water defending. &,,.

Umnlngleable (un-ming'gl-a-bl), a. Thatcan-
not be mingled or mixed. '[Rare.]
The property of oil being unminglraUc with water.

Boyle, Works, I. 536.

, aercely layde the Amon about,
*'

"^SS^SkT. vll. n.

UnmerCifulneSS (un-mer'si-ful-nes), '. The
character of being unmerciful; cruelty; in-

humanity.
a. Having no

<>nieevent with m IH ,,/orf dra,!.

,

, ,,
unmiraculoufl (un-mi-rak'u-lus), a. Not ini-

riinu, ,

Meet to beMnt on errenda!

S*i*., J. C., Iv. 1. 12.

unmerited (un-mer'i-ted), a. 1. Notmerited;
not deserved; obtained without service or

equivalent: as, unmerited promotion. Milton,
P. L., xii. 278. 2. Not deserved because of

wrong-doing; cruel; nnjust: as, unmerited suf-

fer'ig8 or injuries; an unmerited disgrace.
UnmeritedneSS (un-mer'i-ted-nes), n. The

.

eh^^T T 8*atC f * g unm"ited -

** freene" and"" ^ ^- , B&
unmeriting (uu-mer'i-tiug), a. Not meriting;
not meritorious or deserving.
A brace of unmeriting, proud, violent, testy magUtrate*.

Shot., Cor., IL 1. 47.

unmerry (uu-mer'i), a. [< MK. iiunitrie. 1111-

miirie: < HH- 1 + uurn/.] Nut merry : not dis-

|,se.l to mirth.

l.. In
an "nmiraculous manner; without a miracle.

Unmiry (un-mir'i), . Xot miry ; not muddy ;

not foul with dirt. [Rare.]
With wfe unwiiry feet. day, Trlyla, ill.

unmistakable (un-mis-ta'ka-bl), a. That can-
not be mistaken or misunderstood ; clear; evi-
dent. Also ttnmistakeable.

Not the Scripture, but vnmutaieablt and indefectible
oral tradition, was the rule of faith. TUlotton.

=8yn. Palpable, manifest, obvious, patent, unequivocal.

unmi'stakabiy '(un-mis-ta'ka-bli), rfr. In an
i tBkabl7 manner; so as not to V m?"

taken> Als

In all thUretrihutlon of the put.
Brmrniug, King and Book, I. 11(1.

unmiter, unmitre (uu-mi'ter), . t. To de-

prive or a miter ; degrade or depose from the
rank and dignity of u bishop. Milton. [Rare.]



unmitigable
unmusically

unmitigable (un-mit'i-ga-bl), a. Not capable
of being mitigated, softened, or lessened.

Her most unmitigable rage.

unmitigated (un-mit'i-ga-ted), a. Not miti-

gated; not lessened; not softened or toned with a single anchor, after having been moored unmoved (un-movd'), a

down; unassuaged; often, especially in collo-
^y two or more cables. 2. To loose from an- transferred from one place to another. Locke.

quial use, unconscionable: as, an unmitigated, chorage or from moorings, literally or figura- 3. Not changed in purpose or resolution;

tively.
Thy skiff unmoor,

And waft us from the silent shore.

Byron, Giaour.

This is an important point, as suggesting the disinter- The Duke hath all lus goods
njoueable

ami
unmomaU^

ested and unmonojinlMny side of (esthetic pleasure. HaMuyt 6 Voyagei, 1. m.
J. Sully, Encyc. Brit., I. 21B. unmovablyt (un-nio'va-bli), adv. Immovably.

Shale., Tempest, i. 2. 276.
yjjjj^j. (un .m6V), f. [< "-2 + moor*.] I. Also umnotteuhlij. Jcr."Taylor, Works (ed. 1835),

trans. 1. Naut., to bring to the state of riding Pref., I. 16.

1. Not moved; not

nor immoral.

^oTmlngled7p"re; simple
''

unadulterated ;
unmorality (un-mo-ral'i-ti), n.

scoundrel ;
ail unmitigated lie.

With public accusation, uncovered slander, unmitigated
rancour. Shak., Much Ado, iv. 1. 308.

The unmitigated blaze of vindicatory law.

J. W. Alexander, Discourses, p. 62.

unmitigatedly (un-mit'i-ga-ted-li), adv. With-

out mitigation ;
in an unmitigated degree ;

utterly.

"Lady Delmar" is neither realistic nor idealistic; it is

altogether improbable and unmitigatedly melodramatic.
The Academy, April 11, 1891. p. 342.

unmixed, unmixt (un-miksf), a. Not mixed;
not mingled; pure; 8irnn> p - unadulterated:

unmingled; unalloyed.
Thy commandment all alone shall live, . . .

Unmix'd with baser matter.

Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 104.

God is an unmixed good. T. Brooke, Works, I. 187.

unmixedly (un-mik'sed-li), adv. Entirely;

purely; without mixture of other qualities;

utterly. [Bare.]
That superstition cannot be regarded as unmixedly

noxious which compels the hereditary master to kneel

before the spiritual tribunal of the hereditary bondman.
Macaulay.

unmoaned (un-moud'), a. Not bemoaned or

lamented.
Our fatherless distress was left unmoan'd.

unshaken; firm.

Unmoved, unshaken, unseduced. Milton, P. L., i. 554.

3. Not affected; not having the passions or

II intrans. To loose from moorings; weigh feelings excited; not touched or impressed;

anchor not altered by passion or emotion ;
calm ; apa-

thetic: as, an M/iwfomZ heart; an unmoved look.
Look, where beneath the castle grey
His fleet unmoor from Arcs bay !

Scott, Lord of the Isles, i. 12.

), a. Not moral; non-moral;
;
neither moral

Absence of

morality; unmoral character.

The picture is very highly, a trifle too highly, wrought :

but what pathos for those who can see behind it! The need

Who, moving others, are themselves as stone,

Unmoved, cold, and to temptation slow.

Shak., Sonnets, xciv.

Can you stand unmov'd
When an earthquake of rebellion shakes the city,

And the court trembles?
Fletcher (and another), False One, v. 4.

Who could dwell
Unmoved upon the fate of one so young.

Southey, The Tale of Paraguay.

of cou
unmor<

(un-n_._

by morality ;
not conformed to good morals.

[Bare.]
A dissolute and unmoralized temper. Harris.

2. Not subjected to moralizing consideration :

as, an unmoralized thought.
There are no cabinets of unmoralined or half-moralised

conceptions, serving as illustrations of the evolution hy-

pothesis. New Princeton Rec., I. ISO.

Also unmoralised.

If you entreat, I will unmooedhf hear.

Beau, and Ft., Philaster, i. 2.

unmoving (uu-mo'ving), a. 1. Having no mo-
tion.

Unmoriny heaps of matter. Cheyne, Philos. Principles.

. Alone, in thy ctfld skies,

Thou keep'st thy old unmoving station yet.

Bryant, Hymn to the North Star.

2. Not exciting emotion
; having no power to

affect the passions ; unaffecting; not touching
or impressive.Skat., Rich, ill., ii. 2. 64. unmoralizing (un-mor'al-i-zing), a. 1. De- _

unmodernize (nn-mod'er-niz), r. t. To alter moralizing. 2. Not given to or consisting in unmowed, unmown (un-mod', un-mou'), a

from a modern fashion or style ; give an ancient moral reflections. Not mowed or cut down. Tennyson, Arabian

He was primarily the artist, impersonal, unmoraltiing,
.... 1 .,, 1 ,, . , 1'Jia \ tin nl ',, T.YTV 71 11

or old-fashioiied form or fashion to.

Unmodernize a poem rather than give it an antique air.

unmodifiable (un-mod'i-fl-a-bl), a. Not modi-
fiable ; not capable of being modified.

unmodifiableness (un-mod'i-fi-a-bl-nes), n.

The state or quality of being unmodifiable.

Nights.
au eye and a vocabulary. The Atlantic, LXTV. 701. vmmiuldle (un-mud'l), r. [< MM-2 + muddle.]

Lamb, Essays, unmorrised (un-mor'ist), a. [< n-l + morris To free from muddle. See the quotation under

+ -ccft.~] Not dressed as a morris-dancer
;
not nmneddle.

disguised by such a dress. [Bare.]
What ails this fellow,

Thus to appear before me unmorrised ?

Fletcher, Women Pleased, iv. 1.
A nature not of brutish unmodifiabletieas. _

George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, Iviii. (Davies.) unmortise (un-mor'tis), r. t. [< MM-- + mortise.]

[Bare.]
unmuffle (un-muf'l), v. [< uw-2 + muffle.] I.

trans. To take a muffler from, as the face
;
re-

move a muffler or wrapping from, as a person.
II. intrans. To throw off coverings or con-

cealments.
To loosen or undo as a mortise

;
loosen the

mortises or joints of.

In a dark nook stood an old broken-bottomed cane-couch,
without a squab or cover-lid, sunk at one corner, anil un- unmultiply (un-mul'ti-pli),

mi-Mosaic (un-mo-za'ik), a. The reverse of

Mosaic
; contrary to Moses or his law.

unmodified (un-inod'i-fid), (i. Not modified;
not altered in form

;
not qualified in meaning;

not limited or circumscribed.

An universal, unmodified capacity to which the fanatics

pretend. Burke, To Sir H. Langrishe.

unmodish (uu-mo'dish).a. Not modish; not ac-

cording to custom or fashion; unfashionable;
not stylish.
Your Eloquence would be needless 'tis so untnodivli

to need Persuasion. Steele, Tender Husband, v. 1.

Who there frequents at these unmodinh hours,
But ancient matrons with their frizzled towers,
And gray religious maids?

Gay, Eclogues, The Toilette, unmothered (un-muTH'erd), a. 1. Mot having

unmoistened (un-moi'snd), a. Not made moist a mother; deprived of a mother. [Bare.] 2f.

or humid
;
not wetted

; dry.
Not having the feelings of a mother.

And Zlear fo^thee!
*"^^
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Fletcher (and anotherl), Nice Valour, ii. 1.
c- Tourneur, Revenger's Tragedy, ii. 1.

unmold, unmould (un-mold'), v. t. [<
-2 + unmotherly (un-muTH'er-li), a. Not resem-

oM3.] To change the form of; reduce from bling or not befitting a mother,

any form.
Unmoulding reason's mintage,
Charactered in the face.

Hilton, Comus, 1. 529.

unmolested (un-mo-les'ted), ff. Not molested; unmould
not disturbed

;
free from disturbance.

Meanwhile the swains
Shall unmolested reap what plenty sows.

J. Philips, Cider, ii.

unmomentary (un-mo'men-ta-ri), a. At the
same time, or without a moment's intervention.

[Bare.]
From heav'n to earth He can descend, and bee
Aboue and here in space vnmomentarie.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 439.

Unmuffle, ye faint stars, and thou fair moon,
That wont'st to love the traveller's henison.

Milton, Comus, 1. 331.

Nature, XXXIX. 413.

a. Unfur-unmunitioned (un-mu-nish'pnd)
By this reckoning Moses should be moat un-Mosaic. nished with munitions of war.

Milton.
Cadiz, I told them, was held poor, unmanned, and un-

munitioned.

feeke, Three to One, 1625 (Eng. Garner, i. 634). (Domes.)

unmurmured (un-mer'merd), a. Not mur-
mured at. [Bare.]

If my anger chance let fall a stroke,
As we are all subject to impetuous passions,
Yet it may pass unmurmur'd, undisputed.

Fletcher (and another ?), Nice Valour, iv. 1.

Unmotherly mother and unwomanly unmurmuring (un-mer'iner-ing), a. Not mur-

Woman, that near turns motherhood to shame, muring; not complaining: as, unmiirmiirini/

with a protecting glass, as a lantern-slide or

transparency.
unmoneyed (un-mun'id), a. Not having mon- unmourned (un-mornd'), . Not mourned; not
ey; not possessed of wealth : as, the unmoneyed grieved for or lamented,
classes. Also unmonied.
The unmoneyed wight. Shen8tone,Ttie School-mistress,

unmonopolize (un-mo-nop'o-liz), v. t. To free

unmounted i

ed; not performing regular duties on horse- re iaxed ;" flaccid: as. uiimiiscled cheeks, liicli-

back: as, unmounted police. 2. Not furnished arason, Clarissa Harlowe, VI. 362. (Duties.)
or set with appropriate or necessary appurte- unnmscular (un-mus'ku-liir), a. Not museu-
nances: as, an unmounted jewel; not affixed to ]ar .

physically weak. 'C."Keade, Cloister and
a mount or backing, as of stiff paper or card- Hearth lii (Dories.)
board, as a drawing or a photograph; not pro- unmusical '(un-mu'zi-kal), a. 1. Not musical;
vided with a mat of appropriate size and covered not harmonious or melodious; not pleasing to

the ear.

Let argument bear no unmusical sound,
Kor jars interpose, secret friendship to grieve.

B. Jonton, Tavern Academy.

Milton could not have intended to close, not only a

period, but a paragraph also, with an unmmical verse.

Lowell, Among my Hooks, 2d ser., p. 296.

But still he goes unmoum'd, returns unsought,
And oft, when present, absent Irom my thought,

Byron, Corsair, ii. 14.

from monopoly; deprive of
'

the'character of a unmovabilityt (un-mo-va-bil'i-ti), n. [ME.

monopoly. Also wimonopulise. [Bare.]
unmoevablete ; as immovable + -%.] Immova-

The unappropriating and unvwnopoliziny the rewards
blllty~ Also u"<weal>ihty.

of learning and industry from the greasie clutch of ig- It is constreyned into symplicite, that is to seyn, into
uorance and high feeding. unmoemblete. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6.

Jfitton, Reformation in Eng., ii. Umn0vable (uu-mo'va-bl), a. [< ME. unmoeva-

unmonopplizing (un-mo-nop'o-ll-ziug), a. Not Me, uiimevable; < un-1 + movable.'] Immovable, unmusically (un-mu'zi-kal-i). udr.

monopolizing; not including in a monopoly; Also unmaveable. musical manner; iuharm'oniously.

2. Not skilled in or fond of music: as, un-

musical people.
unmusicality (un-mu-zi-kari-ti), w. The qual-

ity of being unmusical.

The idea of unmueicality is a relative one.

Pop. Sei. Mo., XXXVII. 356.

In ail un-

uot obtaining the whole of anything.
monopolising. [Bare.]

Also un- it is clept the dede See, for it renuethe nought, but is

evere utwucable. Mandecille, Travels, p. ICO.
[Landor's] voice was sweet, and he could not speak itn-

mutiatUy, though in a rage. Stedmaii, Viet. Poets, p. 05.



immutable < ; t ; : ; i unobedient

unmutablet ("ii-'im'la l>l). a. Immutable. unnaturally (uu-uat'u-ral-i), adr. In an un- But that beloved mint -.. ../,> arm

unmutilated (tin-mirti-la-ted), . Not mut.i- natural manner; in opposition to natural feel-

lated; not deprived of a member or part; eu- ings and sentiments, tilml;., '> Hen. VI., i. 1. unnest (un-nesf), r. [< MK. iWc; < // -

tire. 193. "* nest.] I. tnuix. To turn out of a nest; dis-

unmuzzle (iiii-mu/.'l), r. /. [<
-- + muzzle. \ unnaturalness (iiii-nat'u-ral-nes), 11. Thestate lodge.

To loose from a muzzle
;
remove a muzzle from

;
or character of being unnatural ; contrariety to The eye unnoted from the head cannot see.

hence, figuratively, to I'n-e I'n.in restraint. nature. *' T- Adam*, Works, II. 25S.

Ay, marry, now niii,iu:ili yoni-wisdom. unnatUTO 1 (un-na'tur), H. f< MM- 1 + nature.] The earth on iU softly-spinning axle never jam enough

.s/i/.., As you Like It, i. i 74. The absence of nature or of theorder of nature ;

to
""^
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/
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{j0111 m Ajtronulny p ^
unmystery (un-mis'te-ri), r. t. [< un-" + the contrary of nature ; that which is unnatu-

mv^n/ij To .lives, of mystery; make clear ral. H
t V"""1*' To leave or depart from a nest

or plain. ///</, Worthies, Hereford, i. 453. So as to be ralher unnature, after all, than nature.

(l)iii'ir>i.) [Rare] II. Buthnell. Osonle! lurking In thin wo unnette,

unnail'('un-nai'),V. t. [< H-2 + ,,,til.] Tore- unnature^t( un-na'tur), r.t. [<-2 + nature.]
Kleforthout of rayn

h^uid^tl^rerte.^ ^
move or take out the nails from; unfasten or To change or take away the nature of; endow

.-4,1-. , -_/n ,

loose,, by removing nails. with a different nature. Sir V. Sidney, Arcadia, mrttot^^^ ^^l^^:
Whiles Joseph of Arlinutlm>a and Nii-odi IIHI.I iiiiiniil i>ur '" /lialnHmi. uinnt

Lord. i'ueJj/M, Perfection of Painting, unnavigabillty (nn-uav'i-ga-bil'i-ti), . The '

... _. .. _ _. _, t * j.T^ ..*. . i _ _^ i. _; "_ : ."."u.1.. 7 : * t..in ,. ( ncift-r will KO ftlKitlt to Utttlfttlt aini i hi v < out of

I tlie'godt.

Vrifuhart, tr. of Rabelais, lit. 2. (Daviti.)

, imp of the Perverse, gable ^capable of being navigated
. that may %SW$J^~^'toM in a net

unnamed (un-namd'), n. 1 . Not named
;
not '

or network; unprotected by nets. Tennyson,
having received a name; hence, not known by That unnavigable stream. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, 1. 12. The Blackbird.
name; anonymous. unnavigated (un-nav'i-ga-ted),

n. Not navi- unniggard (un-nig'ard), a. Not niggard or mi-
Unaamed accusers In the dark. gated; not passed over in ships or other ves- serly; liberal. Sylrenter.

Bynn, Siege of Corinth, iv. ge ig . uot sailed on or over. Cook, Third Voy- unniggardly (un-nig'ard-li), a. Not niggardly
2. Not named; not mentioned. age. or miserly; unniggarcl; generous. Tucker.

Be glad thou art unnamed. unneart (un-ner'), prep. Not near; not close unnimbed (un-nimd'), a. [< uw-1 + ninth +
Fletcher (and another), False One, ii. i. to; at a distance from. -e<12.] Not having a nimbus; represented as

unnapkined (un- nap 'kind), a. Having no Now Cities stand mnrtre the Ocean's brim. without a nimbus. Smith, Diet, of Christ. An-

napkin or handkerchief. [Rare.] Davit*, Muse's Sacrifice, p. 51. (Daviei.) tiq., II. 1400.

No pandar's wither'd paw, unnecessarily (un-nes'e-sa-ri-li), adv. In an Unnoble1 (un-no'bl),o. [< n-l + noble.] Not
Nor an nnnapKu'd lawyer's greasy flst, unnecessary manner; without necessity ;

need- noble; ignoble; mean.
..thonce,,ubberd

a
thee.

v w()mttniiat(j[ ( s , ,y
.

8uperfluou8ly . ^ Tempegt) . j. 8-rwte,5SS?SS.?&1

unnamable (un-na'ma-bl),. Incapable of be- quality or state of being uunavigable. IMtelFs

ing named; indescribable. Also unnanieable. Liring Age. CLXI. 88.

A cloud of unnawoUe feeling. unnavigable (un-nav'i-ga-bl), . Not navi-

unnative (un-na'tiv), a. Not native; foreign; ffy"re deprive of nobility. Heyicood, If you Know
not natural; not naturalized, as a word.

unnecessary (un-nes'e-sa-ri), . and n. [<
not m

f
(Works, 1874,1. 236).

Whence . . . this unnatiue fear, TfEmuiMistails < un 1 '+ MMMOrwl I a unnobleness (un-no'bl-nes), n. The state or
To generous Britons uever

^JJ**"^,,^ Not necessary ; needless ; not required by the character of being nnnoble ; meanneM

unnatural (un-nat'u-ral), a. 1. Not natural;
e 'r(;ums

|a
lices of tlle case

i
useless:

indeed forgetfulness of good"-"

contrary to nature"; "monstrous ; especially,
'

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. s.

contrary to the natural feelings : as, unnatural
Jg hjm to ,allnte f he 1(e ^fJJJSa unnobly (un-no'bli), adv. Not nobly ; ignobly,

offenses.
Palladius, Ilusbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 148. Why do you deiil thus with him? 'tis vmiobly.

Unnatural deeds ,_.. Fletcher, Wit without Money, IT. 1.

Do breed unnatural troubles. II. .; pi. unnecessaries (-nz). That which . .
'

Shak., Macbeth, v. i. so. is unnecessary or dispensable.
unnooked (un-nukt ), a. [< n-i + nook + -ed*.]

It is well known that the mystery which overhangs what It contl. lng nothing
Without nooks or crannies ; hence, figurative-

Is distant, either in space or time frequently prevents us But bb,,h from the other . SS3U** Iv ' without guile ; open ; simple,
from censuring as unnatural what we perce ve to be im-

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, it 6. With innocent upreared armes to Heaven,
possible. Macaulay, History. With my uanoon simplicitie
2. Acting without the affections of our com- tumecessityt (nn-ne-ses'i-ti), n. The contrary Hanlon, Antonio and Mellida, II., iv.S.

mon nature; not having the feelings natural to f ' >cessity; something unnecessary. Sir T.
unnoted(un .no'ted), a. 1. Not noted; notob-

humanity ; being without natural instincts : as, ^"AM , n~i'Mn M^ ^At, i., ser\-ed; not heeded; not regarded; unmarked,
an unnatural parent.

unneedful (un-ned ful), a. Not needful; not g
'

Corgai L_'2 Not marked or shown
Rome, whose gratitude

wanted ; needless ; unnecessary. outwardly ,SJU., T. of A., iii. 5. 21. [Rare.]
Tow'rds her deserved children is enroll'd Speake not everye truth, for that is vrnwrdfull. n*in/\4>i/*a^ tit-,-, i.ri't!w,n n 1 "Writ ,>t,^,-r\ , ,'

In Jove's own book, like an unnatural dam. Baben Boot (E. E. T. S.), p. 30.
"

Should now eat up her own. shak.. Cor., iii. i. 293. ,,
not regarded ; not noted ; unmarked.

3 Not infnrT lure not UPPablo "fflMdftilbr (un-ned'ful-!), a*. Needlessly ; How , ,or , (li well , ,,un)be are the
d. Wot in conformity to natuie , not agreeable unnecessarily. Milton, Apology for Smectym- tm>Mr<iHmhonored saints and heroes of domestic and
to the real character of persons or things ; not nulls humble life.

representing nature; forced; strained; affected; unneighbored unneighboured(un-na'bord),. channiny, in Kldd's Rhetorical Reader, p. 21".

artificial : as, unnatural images or descriptions. Having no neighbors. 2. Not treated with the usual marks of re-
All violences and extravagances of a religious fancy arc

Scheria . an unneighbour'd isle, spect ; not entertained with due attentions;
. . unnaturiil ; . . . I am not sure that they ever con- And far from all resort of busy man. neglected.

'

h T t n i (

Cmcper, Odyssey, vi. unnotify (un-no'ti-fi), v. t. [< un-2 + notify.]

..p^Jlum.
"'

unneighborliness.unneighbourliness(un-na'- To negative, as something previously made
Gevrge Eliot, Middlemarch, i. 6. bor-li-nes), . The quality or state of being known, declared, or notified. B. l\Hlpole,fo

=Syn. 1-3. Preternatural, etc. Sec mper,uUural.-3. unneighborly. The Atlantic, LXV. 380. Mann, iii. 231. (Varies.) [Rare.]
Artificial, etc. See/oeou. unneighborly, unneighbourly (un-na'bor-li), unnumberable (un-num'ber-a-bl), a. [< ME.
unnaturalism (un-nat'u-ral-izm), . The char- a. Not neighborly ; not in accordance with the iinuoinbirablc ; < tin- 1 + numberable.] Innumer-
acter or state of being unnatural; unnatural- duties or obligations of a neighbor; distant; able.
ness. [Rare.] reserved; hence, unkind: as, an unneighborly unnumbered (un-num'berd), a. Not nurn-

The expression of French life will change when French act. bered; hence, innumerable; indefinitely nu-
life changes : and French naturalism is better at its worst On the West It is separated and secure from ranci'/A/Mur- merous. llcau. and l''l., Thierry and Theodo-
than French unnaturalvtm at its best

ty neighbours by a sandie wildernesse. ret, iv.

Prcha, Pilgrimage, p. 4SS. unnumerablet (un-nii'me-ra-bl), n. Inuumer-
unnaturallty(iin-nat-u-rali-ti),M. The quality unneighborlyt.unneighbourlyt (un-na'bor-li), able. [Rare.]
or state of being unnatural; unnaturalness ; a(h._ ln an unneighborly manner; distantly ; unnun(un-nun'),r. *. [< w-2 + nun.] Tore-
unconformity to nature or to reality. [Rare.] with reserve; hence, unk'indly. lease or depose from the condition of a nun;

/ r, a ,
unneiyhbourly to us. Many did quickly unnun and dlsfriar themselves.

unnaturallZe (un-nat u-ral-iz), r. t. [< Hii-2 + Strype, Eccles. Mem., E<lw. VI., an. 1519. Fuller.

naturalize.] To make unnatural; divest of nat- unnervatet(nn-ner'vat),rt. [<
-l + *ncrrale, unnurtured (un-ner'turd), a. Not nurtured;

ural character. < iterte + -ate1
(cf. enerrate).] Not strong ;

fee- not educated; untrained; rough.
such usurpations by Rulersiu-e the niKrtnrfWff of ble; enervated. '. Broome. "I'nnurtund Blonnt'-thy brawling cease ;

nature, dLsfranch.sements of
Freedom^ ^

unnerve (un-nerv'), r. t. [< w.i-3 -t- ncrrr.] To He ^shisTyes," Mid Eustace ; "peacel
< 1 1

'

i ii'i \"< ' of n<']'\ r t'l'i'i'i
1 Or >' i'r?i''l Ii

*
\\ t';ikt'ii

* Scottt M&rniion, Yi* 2&
unnaturalized (uii-nat/u-ral-izd), . 1. Not enfeebie .

hence, to deprive of power or author- unobediencet (un-d-be'di-ens), . [< ME. -

naturalized; not made natural; unnatural. itv as a 'gOvernment. obedience; < -! + obedience.] Disobedience.

. .

2 - Not invested, as a foreigner, wilh the rights situations bewilder and .mn*^ the weak, but call Pepin, not UHOftrdM to the Pope, call, passing into
and privileges of a native subject or citizen

; ,ortn all tne 8trB11Btn of the str.m.--. Italy, frees him out of danger.
alien. Uaniulaii. Hist ng., vii. Miltmi. Reformation In Eng., ii.



unobjectionable

unobjectionable (un-ob-jek'shon-a-bl), . Not
liable to objection; incapable of being con-

demned as faulty, false, or improper. Palcy,

Evidences, iii. 6.

imobjectionably (uu-ob-jek'shon-a-bli), adv.

In an unobjectionable manner.

unobnoxious (uB-ob-nok'shtw), a, 1. Not lia-

ble; not subject; "not exposed.
Guardians of Alcinous' gate
Forever, unodnoafotci to decay.

Cowper, Odyssey, viL

2. Not obnoxious
;
not offensive or hateful,

unobsequiousness (un-ob-se'kwi-us-nes), n.

The character or state of being incompliant;
want of compliance.

All unobseqiiiousness to the incogltancy.
SirT. Browne, Vulg. Err. (Encyc. Diet.)

unobservable (uu-ob-zer'va-bl), a. Incapable
of being observed; not observable; not dis-

coverable. Boyle, Works, I. 702.

unobservance (un-ob-zer'vans), . 1. The state

or character of being unobservant ;
want of ob-

servation; inattention. Whitlock, Manners of

Eng. People, p. 419. 2. Lack of compliance
with the requirements of some law, rule, or

ceremony: as, the unobserrance of the pre-
scribed forms of old law.

unobservant (un-ob-zer'vant), a. 1. Not ob-

servant; not attentive
;
heedless: as, an unob-

nervant traveler or reader.

Au unexperienced and unobservant man.
V. Knox, Essays, xc.

2. Not careful to comply with what is pre-
scribed or required: as, one unobservant of eti-

quette. 3. Not obsequious. Imp. Diet.

unobserved (un-ob-zervd'), a. Not observed;
not noticed; not regarded; not heeded.

Unobserved the glaring orb declines.

Pope, Moral Essays, Epil. It.

unobservedly (un-ob-zer'ved-li), adv. In an
unobserved manner; without being observed.

unobserving (un-ob-zer'ving), a. Not observ-

ing; inattentive ;
heedless. Waterland, Works,

VI. 176.

unobstructed (un-ob-struk'ted), a. Not ob-

structed; not filled with impediments; not

hindered or stopped ; clear: as, an unobstruct-

ed stream or channel. Sir B. Blackmore, Crea-

tion, iv.

unobstructive (un-ob-struk'tiv), a. Not pre-

senting any obstacle ; not obstructive, in any
sense. Sir K. Blackmore, Creation, ii.

unobtrusive (uu-ob-trb"siv), a. Not obtrusive
;

not forward ;
modest

; inconspicuous.
We possess within our own city an instance of merit, as

eminent as It is unobtrusive.
K. Everett, Orations and Speeches, I. 324.

unobtrusively (un-ob-tro'siv-li), adv. In an
unobtrusive manner; not forwardly.
unobtrusiveness (un-ob-tro'siv-nes), n. The
character or state of being unobtrusive.

unobviOUS (un-ob'vi-us), a. Not obvious, evi-

dent, or manifest. Boyle, Works, II. 177.

unoccupied (un-ok'u-pid), a. 1. Not occupied;
not possessed: as, unoccupied land. N. Grew,
Cosmologia Sacra. 2f. Not used; iiot made
use of; unfrequented.
This way of late had been much unoccupied, and was al-

most all grown over with grass.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

3. Not employed or taken up in business or
otherwise : as, unoccupied time.

unode (u'nod), n. A conical point of a sur-

face in which the tangent cone has degenerated
to two coincident planes, so that infinitely near
that point the surface has the form of a thin
sheet cut off at an edge, both sides of the sheet

being continuous with one side of the surface

generally. Also called uniplanar node.

unoffending (un-o-fen'ding), a. Not offending;
not giving offense

;
not sinning; free from sin

or fault; harmless; innocent; blameless.

My prayers pull daily blessings on thy head,
My uno/tndinu child.

Beau, and Ft., Laws of Candy, ii.

unoffensive (un-o-fen'siv), a. Not offensive;
harmless

; inoffensive. Up. Fell, Hammond, i.

unofficious (un-o-fish'us), a. Not officious; not
forward or intermeddling. Milton, Tetrachor-
don.

unoften (un-6'fn), adv. Not often; rarely.
[Rare.]
The man of gallantry not vnoflen has been found to

think after the same manner. Harris, Three Treatises, ii.

We have good reasons for believing that not unoften it

Ithe archiepiscopal cross] bore on each of its two sides
a fljinre of our Lord hanging nailed to the rood.

Rock, Church of our Fathers, ii. 288.

6632 unpaired

Unogatat (u-uo-ga'ta), ii.pl. [NL. (Fabricius, unoriginal (un-o-rij'i-nal), n. 1. Not original;

1775). J In the Fab'ncian classification, a di- derived; adventitious; accidental. 2. Having
vision of insects having only maxillary palpi, no origin or birth; ungenerated.

including the dragon-flies, centipeds, and spi- Unoriginal night and chaos wild. Milton, P. L., x. 477.

ders.
unoriginate(un-o-rij'i-nat), a. [< MJi-1 + *origi-

04( -1 !

nate, a., < ML. originatns, pp. : see originate, r.}

Not originated.
Arius denied of Christ that He was unoriyinate, or part

of the Unoriginate. Encyc. Brit., II. 637.

unoil (un-oil'), . *. [< "-2

from oil. Drydeu.
unoiled (un-oild'), a. Not oiled

;
free from oil.

Unoiled hinges. Young, Love of Fame, vi.

unoldt (uu-61d'), v. t. [< w-2 + old.] To make
unoriginated (un-6-rij'i-na-ted), a. Not origi-

youug; rejuvenate. uatea; having no birth or creation.

Minde-gladding fruit that can unulde a man. fhe Father alone is self-existent, underived, unorigi-
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Schisme. nated. Waterland, Works, II. 348.

Unona (u-no'na), n. [NL.(Linneeus filing, 1781); unoriginatedness (un-o-rij'i-na-ted-nes), ti.

altered from NL. Anona, the name of a related The character or state of being unoriginated or

genus.] A genus of plants, of the order Ano- without birth or creation.

nacess, type of the tribe Vnonese. It differs from Self-existence or nnoriyinatednest.
Asimina, the papaw of the United States, in its commonly Waterland, Works, III. 120.

moniliform fruit, and from others of its tribe in its corolla ..... .. ,., , iir-ii,
with flat open petals, and in having numerous ovules in UHOrigmately (un-0-rij'i-nat-li), (idr. Without
a single series. The 25 species are natives of tropical birth or origin .

He is so emphatically or unoriyinately.
Waterland, Works, II. 211.

Ing 6 inches in U. longiflora, a shrub of Assam. Their unomt, unomet, a. [ME., also mio
young branches are often silky or velvety, with brown, *,.,.,.

'

f /;.. ,/H/)r,,;,>t old 1 Old
gray, golden, or reddish hairs, or, in U. Demos and U. *"*** <ln no l<M!), ola-Jg
gray, ,

iitouor, are covered with white dots or tubercles. Many
species yield an aromatic bark and fruit, used as a stim-

ulant and febrifuge. U. discolor, cultivated in India,
and native also in China and the Malay archipelago, is a

ith which the species have been much confused. unorthodoxy (un-6r'tho-dok-si), w. The state
8 S ? v? )! *' Pl~ [

n A
(?e"tha a

,
nd

or quality of being unorthodox
;
unsoundness

r, 1862), < Unona +
-ex.]

A tribe of poly- in f^ith heterodoxy ; heresy. [Rare.]
iisrtlfl.nts. of tlie ordpr Aitonfinw. charac-

%&$*

Asia,"except 4 or 5 which are African. They are trees or

shrubby climbers, usually with large flowers solitary in or

near the axils, their petals often 2 or 3 inches long, reach-

miounie, < AS.
worn out;

feeble.
I waxe feble and vnourne ;

To flee to God is my beste way.
Hymns to Virgin, etc. (E. E. T. S.), p. 70.

small tree or shrub with polymorphous leaves, odorous .4.-1 /,,_ A. , on'ton n TVTnt r>v

yellow flowers with silky petals in several varieties, and Unornamental (un-or-na-meu tal) a. Mot or-

purple moniliform fruit with fleshy joints, resembling uamental. [rest, On the Resurrection, p. 660.

small grapes; from the unripe fruit the Chinese make a unomamented (un-6r'na-men-ted), a. Not or-

purple dye. U. viridiftora, a gigantic climber of Indian uamented ; unadorned : "not decorated ; plain.
forests, is remarkable for the bright-green color of 1U rn,.... fr.. pu;i, 1rlrl tn tivf|p v
large flowers. For the former U. hamata, now Artabotryt

( ouewfrw, i'nUemon to ilyae, V.

odoratisaima, see tail-grape; for the former U. (now Co- unOrthodoX(un-or'tho-doks),. Not orthodox;
nanga) odorata, see Cananga. See also Uvaria and Xy- heterodox; heretical. Decay of Christian Piety,
luiria, with which the species have been much confused.

Unonese(u-n"
Hooker,
petalous plants, of the order Anonaceee, charac-
terized by flowers with densely crowded sta-

mens and six valvate flattened or conniventpet-
als in two rows, all nearly alike, or the inner unossified (un-os i-fid), a. Not ossified; not

small or absent. It includes 16 genera, of which Uno- bony: specifically noting structures which usu-

na is the type ; Asimina and Trigyneia are American, the ally become bone in the course of time, or in

others natives mostly of tropical Asia or Africa. other cases.

unoperative (un-op'e-ra-tiv), n. Inopera- unostentatious (un-os-ten-ta'shus), a. 1. Not
tive. ostentatious; not boastful; not making show

If the life of Christ be hid to this world, much more is Or parade ;
modest. West, On the Resurrection.

his Scepter nojwro<tw
b^n^pintu^thinKs.^ ^ ^

_ 2- Not glaring; not showy: as, unostenta-
""' e ' g

i'-'

'

tious coloring.
unpperculate,unoperculated(un-9-per ku-lat, unostentatiously (un-os-ten-ta'shus-li), adv.
-la-ted), . Inoperculate. jn an unostentatious manner; without show,
unopposed (un-o-pozd'), a. Not opposed; not

parade) Or ostentation. V. Knox.
resisted

;
not meeting with obstruction. unostentatiousness (un-os-ten-ta'shus-nes), .

For what end was that bill to linger beyond the usual The state or character of being unostentatious,
period of an unoppooed measure? or free from ostentation.

Bur*,, Speech at Bristol, 1789.
fl (un^d ') a . j. Not owed; not due.

Unopposed Wow. See Mows. Not owned bavins no owner
unoppressive (un-p-pres'iv), a. Not oppres-
sive. Burke,LFrench Rev.
uno-rail (u'no-ral), a. [Irreg. < L. unus, one,

-I- E. rail1 .] Characterized by a single rail:

noting a traction system for ordinary wagons,

England now is left

To tug and scumble, and to part by the teeth

oud-swelling state.

in which a single rail is laid for the locomotive,
which grasps it by means of paired driving-

The unowed interest of proi

Shak., K. John, iv. 8. 147.

(un-6nd'), a. [< w-2 + owned, pp. of

own1
.] Not owned; having no known owner;

,
~

. -, _ - . i-k not claimed. Milton, Comus. 1. 407.
wheels set almost horizontally. JS. H. Anight, unowned2

(uii-ond'), . [<
-! + owned, pp.

unordamed(un-or-daud'),a. 1. Not ordained. of OM7,,2 ] Not avowed ;
not acknowledged as

2f. Inordinate. one,g own . not admitted as done by one's self :

The delyte that has uoghtc of unordaynde styrrynge, unconfessed: as, unowned faults. Gnw,Trivia,ii.
and mckelyhas ^y^ta Criste^ f ^ ^.^ unpack (un-pak^.-t.. [<

-* + pack.} 1. To

unorder (un-6r'der), v. t. [< n-2 + order.]
To counterorder; countermand an order for.

unpacker (un-pak'er), n. One who unpacks.
I think I must unorder the tea. Miss Edgewortti, Ennui, iii. (Danes.)

unpaid (un-pad'), a. 1. Not paid; not dis-

charged, as a debt. Milton, P. L., v. 782. 2.

Not having received what is due : as, unpaid
workmen.

open, as things packed : as, to unpack
T

'

o ^lieve of a pack or burden
;
unload

;
dis-

unordered (un-6r'derd), a. [< ME. unordred
(def. 2); < i-l + ordered.] 1. Not in or ar-

ranged in order; disordered. 2. Not ordered
or commanded. 3. Not belonging to a reli-

gious order. [Rare.]
Thow shalt considere . . . wheither thou be ... wed-

ded or sengle, ordered or unordred.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

unorderly (un-6r'der-li), a. Not orderly; ir-

regular; disorderly. Hooker, Eccles. Polity,
iv. 4.

unordinary (un-6r'di-na-ri), a.

not common
;
unusual.

unordinatet, <. [ME., < jo*-1 + ordinate.] In- no pain,
ordinate. Wyelif, Ecclus. xlv. 9. An easy and unpainful touch.

unordinatelyt, adv. [ME., < tinordinate + -ly'
2
.]

Loeke
<
Htiinai

If her armies are three years unpaid, she is the less ex-

hausted by expense. Burke, State of the Nation.

3. Servingwithout pay ;
uusalaried : as,

justices Unpaid-for, not paid for.

Prouder than rustling in unpaid-for silk.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 3. 24.

unpained (un-pand'), a. Not pained; suffering
Not ordinary; no pain. B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, v. 3.

unpainful (un-pan'ful)j a. Not painful ; giving

rnderstanding, ii. 4.

Inordinately. Wyclif, 2 Thess. iii. 6. unpaint (un-panf), r. *. [< w-2 + paint.] T<.

unorganized (un-6r'gan-izd), a. Not organ- efface the painting or color of. ritriicll.

ized; inorganized; inorganic: as, metals are unpaired (un-pard'), a. Not paired, in anv
iniorufiniseii bodies. Locke, Human Under- sense. -Unpaired fins, of fishes the vertical flns-'-

standing, ii. 30. namely, the dorsal, anal, and i-amlal.



unpalatable

unpalatable (un-pal'a-ta-bl), </. Not palalulile,
in iiny sense

; disagreeable.

Unpalatably (un-pal'a-ta-bli), tulr. Iii an un-

palatalilc- manner; disagreeably.
miin lupfl i u ri i.;i I N!

'

> // Hjivini' no nulni
'\ lit?

no paipi.
O<IH.X, Zoiilogy (trans.), p. 470. [Kare.]

unpanel (u ,-,',1,, ?.

tj
,-,, and ,,,,.

panOta, unpanelba, ppr. tUtpanOing. unpanel-
//</. [<

-'-' + /i/iiir/.] To take off a panel
Crom; unsaddle. Also spelled /<//.

.1,,,1-H ,,,- I,.- with i,i,u who saved ,. th,- trouble of

,///,//,.., i, :l
..... ,..

tr. of Don Quixote, I. III. 11. (Oocfa..)

unpanged (un-pangd'). . Not afflicted with

pangs; nut pained. [Kare.]
We come unseasonably ; hut when could Orief
cull tin-Hi, us iii,iin:i'ii Judgment can, Hum tliiiu

Kor liuHt solii-itationv

JXMrfer (and another), Two .Noble Kinsmen, L I.

unparadise (un-par'a-dis), t\ /. [< un-2 +
liiiniilixr.] To deprive of happiness like that
of paradise ;

render unhappy. [Kare.]
(lliuatly thought would drink up all your joy,

And quite unparodfa. the reatas of
ifeljt.Young, Night Thoughts, L

unparagoned (un-par'a-gond), a. Unequaled;
unmatched; matchless; peerless.
Your unpiiragoiud mistress. Shot., Cymbellne, i. 4. 87.

unparallelable (un-par'a-lel-a-bl), a. Incapa-
ble of being paralleled.

"

My nwvU*** love to
-ynktad. rf^ ^

unparalleled (un-par'a-leld), . Having no
parallel or equal ; unequaled; unmatched.

The elder Cretans flouri.li'd[many years,
In war, In peace unparallel'd.

Jfeou. and Ft, Laws of Candy, LI.

unparasitlzed (un-par'a-sl-tlzd), . Not in-
.w i ^ -L

"

fested, or unaffected, by a parasite.
unpardonable (un-par'don-a-bl), a. Not to be
forgiven; incapable of being pardoned or re-

mitted : as, an unpardonable insult.

TU. fault too Ux, np rdon
;AT., lien, vi., L . loo.

i;i;:c: unperishing

unpassableneSSdin-pas'a-bl-nes), ii. Theehar- unpen 1
(MII-IK-II'). r. I. [<-'-' + //<'.] Tolei

aeter or stall- of lii-in^ BBpMMbie. '"ii or release from l,eing |n-iiin-il or dammed
u rave authors, who sneak of tlie \mpauMetuM of the "Pi set free from :i pen or i-onlim-iin-nt.

ocean, mention the worlds that lay beyond it. If nun unpnu another's water.
AV/yn, NaviKiition tuiil ronim-

tinnen2t (nn-pen'), I'. ' To deprived! feathers.
(un-pash on-at), . 1. Free from

, '

This x>le unjxi^jM<f miMi.^i ..f |Hltlve wlsdome
ii not enough to damp and astonish the proud resistance
of canial ami false Doctor..

'"'" M '"1<*w for Sln<!<:tJ"nl"""<-

2. Not exhibiting passion or strong emotion
;

especially, not angry.
Sober, grave, and unpatnonate words.

Lockt - Thought* on Education,

unpassionatedt ( un-pash'on-a-ted),. Dispas-
sionate. (llimvilte, Vanity of Dogmatizing, xi.

unpassionately (un-pash'on-at-li), mli . Dis-

,
m Hi ,, I1Bt ,. lv

.

Impartially f calmly. Kikon Ba-
,/,/,.

unpagsjoned (uu-pash'ond), . Free from

passion; dispassionate. "Sir J. Dnrien, Witte's

Pilgrimage, p. 48.

tinpastort (un-pas'tor), r. <. [<
-2 + po.-,tor.]

To deprive of the office of a pastor; cause tobe
no longer a pastor, /'(///er.

unpatned (un-pittht'), a. [< wn-1 + p* +
-erf^.] Having no paths; pathless; trackless,

[Bare.]

poses the order of It, the Ii enUuiKled and unprmtd, and
made a prey to her treacherous em-my.

Jer. Taylor, Works (e<l. 18S&), I. 1CW.

unpenetrable (uu-pen'S-tra-bl), . In,,., n,

treble. llll<i>i<l, tr. <if I'linv. viii. 25. [Kare.]

unpenitent (nn-peii'i-tont'), n. Impenitent
.s/<//^.<. l'ara]>hraHe of Job, p. 52. [Bare.]

unpensioned (un-pen'sliondV n. 1. Xot pen-
sioned; not rewarded by a pension : as, an 1111-

pcmaoiitd soldier. 2. Not kept in pay; not
held iu dependence by a pension. /(//(<,. Ma-
zeppa, iv.

unpeople (un-pe'pl), v. t. [< wn-a + ;..,"..
To deprive of people; deprive of inhabitants:

depopulate; dispeople.
rn unpeople Egypt. Shot. A. and ('.

,
I. .'.. 7S.

f/npwpj^ offices, untrodden stones
., Rich. IL, L

To 4 578.

They have unpeoyCd the Klngdome by ejpnUlon of so

many thousands. Milton, Reformation In Eng., II.

unpeppered (uu-pep'6rd), a. Unseasoned; not

piquant. [Kare.]
Ye Novel-Readers, such as relish most''

(un-jmth' wid), .[< -'

" Patllway5 I>athle88 '

She roves through St John s Vale

Along the smooth unpathwayed plain.
Wo-rJ*<rrtli The WaKKoner Iv 24

'Impatie^e
"'"""

i ii] JI.M i. rn i
.

.. .

Causede me to don offence"**
Rom. of the

-, 1. 4575.

unpattentt (un-pa'shent), a. [< ME. unpadml ;
- +;>, .] Impatient.

|n alle penaunces and pleyned, as hit were,

unperceivable(nn-per-8e'va-bl), Incapable
of being perceived; not perceptible. f>uth,
Sermons FV ix

nnrjfirppivahlv . un ner se'va bli^ ttilr In anunperceivaDly (un-per- e va-t)li;, aar. .

unperceived manner
; imperceptibly.

Unperceived (un-p^r-sevd^
. Not perceived;

iinr lice, i-.i- tint nt^Mwan Tint nntiperl

An
Iny

" e" and
and purifying emanation, which, un-

*!

el

;

cva
^

9

t

tll

(

l

; i

<1

^

l
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e

;J

al

(ur -

'

unpardonableness (un-par'don-a-bl-nes), n.

The character or state of being unpardonable,
unpardonably(un-par'don-a-bli), adr. Not in

a pardonable manner or degree; beyond pardon
or forgiveness.
unparegalt, [Also unperegal; < ME. impure-
tjnl, uni>uryijnl ; < wn-1 + paregal.] Unequal.

I trowe nat now that I be unparygal to the strokes of

fortune. Chaucer, Boethlus, Hi. prose 1.

My knaverie growes unpertgaU.
ifarrfcm, Dutch Courtezan, iv. S.

unparfltt, . A Middle English form of unper-

unparliamentarily (un-par-li-meu'ta-ri-li),
arfr. In an unparliamentary manner.

unparliamentariness (un-piir-li-men'ta-ri-
nes), . The character or state of being un-

parliamentary.
unparliamentary (un-par-li-men'ta-ri), a.

Contrary to the usages or rules of proceeding
in Parliament or in any legislative (or by ex-

tension deliberative) body ;
not such as can be

used or uttered in Parliament or any legisla-
tive body: as, iiiiiinrlitiiiii Itinj language.

ll:iving failed, too, in getting supplies by vnparHamm-M /,./ methods, Charles "consulted with Sir Robert CotUm
what was to be done."

CarlyU, Cromwell's Otters and Speeches, Int, iv.

unparroted (un-par'ot-ed), a. Not repeated by
rote as if by a parrot. [Kare.]
Her sentiments were unparroted and unstu.tii'd

Mandevillt, Travels, L 807. (Daviet.)

unpartialt (uu-piir'shal), a. Not partial; im-

partial.
I welshed the matter which you committed into my

hands with my most impartial and farthest reachi of rea-
son. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, v.

impartially (un-par'shal-i), nrfr. Impartially,
i I.M! ,mpartm with thine own hrart.

Bp. Hall, Balm of Oilead, { 12.

unpassable (un-pas'a-bl), a. 1. Not admit-
ting passage: impassable.
But seeing these North-easterne Seas are so frozen and

W./XMW.WC. Purcfuu, Pilgrimane, p. 4S5.

XT f

"-nrren't:
1

unpatriotic (uu-pa-tri-ot'ik), n. Not patriotic.

quarterly Rer.

unpatronized (un-pa'tron-izd), a. 1. Nothav-
ing a patron; not supported by friends. John-

, Rambler, No. lW 2. Not traded with

customarily; not frequented by customers: as,
an uiinatroiiized dealer or shop. [Commercial
cant.]

unpatterned(uii-pat'ernd), a. Having no pat-
tern; unequaled; peerless.

Should I prize you less, unpattern'd Sir.

RMU fSlft Tiii,.rrv i ,1 'rhi.iili.ret iii

unpaved (un-pavd'), . 1. Not paved; not
covered with stone.

Streets, which were for the most part unpated.

2f. Castrated; gelded. Shak., Cymbeline, ii.

3. 34. [Ludicrous.]
tinpayt (un- pa' ),v.t. [< wn-2 + pay 1

.] To
undo; annul by payment. [Humorous.]
Pay her the debt you owe her, and unpav the villany

y ha ''"e her. Shot., * Hen. Iv., it 1. 130.

unpayable (un-pa'a-bl), a. Incapable of being
paid. Noutli, Sermons, X. *x.

Unpeacet (un-pes'), H. [< ME. unpece ; < ww-1
+ peacr.] Absence of peace; dispeace.

ble (un-pe'sa-bl), a. Not peaceable ;

Muking a new standard for money must make all

money which la lighter than that standard ,m ;,<iiM, .

l.oekr.

AwaT| unfeaefable dog, or I'll spurn thee hence !

SAa*., T. of A., i. i. 280.

unpeaceableneSS (im-pe'sa-bl-nes), . The
state of \^ing unpeaceable; unquietness ;

quarrelsomeness. Mmnil/iijii.

unpeaceful (un-pes 'ful), a. Not pacific or

peaceful ; unquiet ; disturbed. Milton, Ans.
to Eikon Basillke, xviii.

unpedigreed (un-ped'i-gred), a. Not distin-

guished by a jiedigree. R. I'oltok.

unpeerable (un-per'a-bl), a. [<
-l + /vr2

+ -able.] Such that no peer can be found ; in-

comparable.
unpeered (un-perd'), a. Ha^ng no peer or

*V| unequaled.
Sach an unpter'd excellence.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, I., v. l.

unpeg (-peg'), , ,. [< m + .] To pull
out tlie peg or pegs from; open by removing a
wtromeJP^g or pegs.

t'n,*; i the basket on the honse'n top.
l.i't tin- l.ir.ts tly. >7.<iir., Hamlet iii. 4. 19S.

Works V "60

mV ^gVM^ (nu-^r-^^), a. Imper-
cePtlb

lf-
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 8

unperch (un-perch ), r. . [< un-* +;>rr*.] To
dnve from a percn. [Ki

Either rowse the Deere, or mpeareh the Phesant
L '"' E Pn"e8. *"** ot wlt- P-

unperegalt, Same as wiparegal.
unperfect (un-per'fekt), a. [< ME. unperfit, un-

P^fit, unperjight ; < im-1 + perfect.] Not per-
rect . M Not consummated, finished, or completed ; un-

developed.

Recharde herniyte reherces a dredfull tale of rn-;<*r/r
contrecyone that a haly mane Cesarius tcllys in ensample.

llampoli, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. B.

Th^e eyes did see mine ,,/( substance.
P,. CXMU. i6 [R. v.j.

Then Is there monarchy
Uuptr/cct yet. mddlttun, Game at Chess, Ind.

Tis finished what unperftct was before.

*'*, *n Jonson.

() Deficient; imperfect; faulty; lacking In something.

The
Pope asso(i|led hym ther beiiyngly.

Wnen aeclared hade hys dede*
nn*rfght.

unperfectt (un-per'fekt), r. t. To leave unfin-

ished. Wr /'. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

unperfectiont (un-per-fek shon), M. [MF^. KII-

perfeccioun : < n-l + perfection.} Imperfec-
tion. Wyclif, Ecclus.

xxxyiii.
31.

unperfectlyt (un-per'fekt-li), adv. Imperfect 1y .

Tyndale, Ans. to sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.,

1850), p. 207.

unperfectne8S(un-per'fekt-nes), . Imperfec-
tion.

Being of my np-/<n unworthyof your f

'

Unperformed (un-per-formd ), a. Not per-
formed; not done; not executed; not fulfilled ;

hence, not represented on the stage ;
unaeted :

as, the business remains unperformed; an -

performed promise; the play remained unper-

voyage, unperj ' living
man^

v.vi.
unperishablet (un-per ish-a-bl), a. Not per-
isnable; imperishable. Spectator, No. 53i.

onperishabfyt
(un-per'ishVbli), <f, Imper-

isnaniy.
unperishing (un-per' sh-ing), a. Not perish-*6 '

Her great sire's vnprrithini abode. Cavprr, Iliad, rix.



unperjured

unperjured (un-per'jord), a. Free from the
crime of perjury ;

not forsworn. Dryden.
unperplex (un-per-pleks'), v. t. [<

-2 + per-

plex.] 1. To free from complication; separate.
Of sciential brain

To unperplex bliss from its neighbor pain.

Keats, Lamia, i.

2. To free or relieve from perplexity. Donite,
The Ecstasy. [Rare in both uses.]

unperplexed (un-per-pleksf), a. 1. Free from

perplexity or complication ; simple.

Simple, unperplexed proposition.
Locke, Conduct of Understanding, 39.

2. Not perplexed; not harassed; not embar-
rassed.

unpersecuted (un-per'se-ku-ted), a. Free from
persecution.

I dare not wish to passe this life unpersecuted of slan-

derous tongues, for God hath told us that to be generally
prais'd is wofull. Milton, An Apology, etc.

unpersonable (un-per'son-a-bl), a. Not per-
sonable

;
not handsome or of good appearance.

Holland.

impersonal (im-per'son-al), a. Not personal;
not intended to apply"to the person addressed,
as a remark.

impersonality (un-per-so-nal'i-ti), n. The ab-
sence of personality ;

the state of being imper-
sonal

;
absence of reference to a person or per-

sons. Sidney Lanier, The English Novel, p. 91.

[Bare.]
unpersuadable (un-per-swa'da-bl), a. Incapa-
ble of being persuaded or influenced by mo-
tives urged.
Finding his sister's unpersuadable melancholy . . . [he]

had for a time left her court. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

unpersuadableness (un-per-swa'da-bl-nes), n.

The character of being unpersuadable ;
resis-

tance to persuasion. Richardson, Clarissa Har-

lowe, II. 64.

unpersuasibleness (un-per-swa'si-bl-nes), n.

Unpersuadableness. Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet.
ii. [Rare.]
unpersuasion (un-per-swa'zhon), n. The state
of being unpersuaded. Leighton, Com. on 1 Pet.
ii. [Rare.]
unpersuasive (un-per-swa'siv), a. Not per-
suasive; unable to persuade.

I bit my unpersuasive lips.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, V. 215. (Ztosies.)

unperturbed (un-per-terbd'), a. Not per-
turbed; not affected by or exhibiting perturba-
tion, in any sense.

These perturbations would be so combined with the un-
perturbed motion as to produce a new motion not less

regular than the other. Whewell.

unperturbedness (un-per-ter'bed-nes), n. The
quality or state of being unperturbed. H. Sidg-
wick, Methods of Ethics, p. 172.

unpervert (un-per-verf), t- [< *-2 + per-
vert.'} To reconvert

;
recover from being a per-

vert. [Rare.]
His wife could never be unperverted again, but perished

in her Judaism. Fuller, Ch. Hist., X. iv. 64. (Dames.)
I had the credit all over Paris of unperuerting Madame

de V . Sterne, Sentimental Journey, Paris.

unperverted (uu-per-ver'ted), a. Not pervert-
ed; not wrested or turned to a wrong sense or
use.

unpetrified (un-pet'ri-fid), a. Not petrified;
not converted into stone.

unphilosophic (un-fil-o-sof'ik), a. Same as un-

philosophical.

tmphilosophical (un-fil-o-sof'i-kal), a. Not
philosophical; the reverse of philosophical;
not according to the rules or principles of sound
philosophy: as, an unphilosophical argument;
not capable of or not accustomed to philoso-
phizing ;

not expert in general reasoning : as,
an unphilosophical mind.
The more to credit and uphold his cause, he would

seeme to have Philosophic on his side ; straining her wise
dictates to un-phUosophicall purposes.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, vi.

God's unphilosophical children often anticipate His ways
more accurately than their philosophizing brethren.

E. N. Kirk, Lects. on Revivals, p. 287.

vmphilosophically (un-fil-o-sof'i-kal-i), adv. In
an unphilosophical manner; irrationally; not
calmly.
unphilosophicalness (un-fil-q-sof'i-kal-nes), n.

The character or state of being unpfiilosophi-
cal.

unphilosophize (un-fi-los'o-fiz), v. t. [<
-2 +

philosophize.} To degrade from the character
of a philosopher.
Our passions and our interests flow in upon us, and un-

fkttoaophize us into mere mortals. Pope.

6634

unpick (un-pik'), v. [< ME. unpicken; < -2

+ pick1.} I. trans. 1. To pick; open with a

pick or other instrument.

With his craft the dore unpicketh.
Gower, Conf. Amaut., v.

2. To pick out; undo by picking: as, to unpick
stitches.

It was she herself who, with very great care, and after

a long examination of the silk threads, unpicked the
stitches on one side of the letter and sewed them back by
means of a hair.

It. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psychical Research, III. 377.

3. To pick out the stitches of; rip.

A robe, half-made, and half unpicked again.
W. Cottim.

II. intrans. To pick out stitches.

While we boys unpicked, the bigger girls would sew the

patchwork covers. N. and Q., 7th ser., X. 12.

unpickable (un-pik'a-bl), a. [< un-'* + pick-
able.} Incapable of being picked, in any sense.

How wary they are grown ! not a door open now,
But double-barred ;

not a window,
But up with a case of wood, like a spice-box ;

And their locks unpickable.
Beau, and Fl. , Coxcomb, ii. 2.

unpicked (un-pikf), a. [<-! + picked."} 1.

Not picked ;
not chosen or selected.

Whatsoever time, or the heedlesse hand of blind chance,
hath drawne down from of old to this present, in her huge
dragnet, whether Fish, or Sea-weed, Shells, or Shrubbs,
unpickt, unchosen, those are the Fathers.

Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

2. Unplucked ; ungathered, as fruit.

Now comes in the sweetest morsel of the night, and we
must hence and leave it unpicked.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 397.

3. Not picked or opened with an instrument,
as a lock.

unpierceable (un-per'sa-bl), a. Incapable of

being pierced. Up. Hall, Saul in David's Care.

unpierced (un-persf), a. Not pierced: not

penetrated. Byron, Mazeppa.
unpillared (un-pil'iird), . Deprived of pillars ;

not having or supported by pillars. Pope,
Duuciad, iii. 107.

Unpilledt (un-pild'), a. [<
-l + pilled, pp. of

pill
1
.} Unpillaged. Dr. Dee, Petty Navy Royal

(1576). (Davies.)

unpillowed (un-pil'6d), a. Having no pillow;
having the head not supported. Milton, Co-

mus, 1. 353.

unpiloted (un-pi'lot-ed), a. Unguided through
dangers or difficulties. Charlotte Bronte, Jane
Eyre, xxxv.

Unpin (un-pin'), v. t.; pret. and pp. unpinned,
ppr. unpinning. [< ME. nupynnen; < wn-2 +
pinl.} To remove the piu or pius that fasten,

(a) To unbolt.

He . . . gan the stewe dore al soft unpynne.
Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 698.

(6) To unfasten or unloose by taking out the pins : as, to

unpin a ribbon or a gown ; hence, to loosen the garments
of

;
undress.

Eintt. Shall I go fetch your night-gown ?

Des. No, unpin me here. Shak., Othello, iv. 3. 35.

The peremptory Analysis that you will call it, I beleeve
will be so hardy as once more to unpinne your spruce fas-

tidious oratory, to rumple her laces, her frizzles, and her
bobins though she wince, and fling never so Peevishly.

Milton, Animadversions.

unpinion (un-pin'yon), v. t. [<
-2 + pinion 1

.}

To loose from pinions or manacles; free from
restraint. Clarke.

unpinkedt (un-pingkf), Not pinked; not
pierced with eyelet-holes. Shak., T. of the S.,
iv. 1. 136.

unpiteous (un-pit'e-us), a. [< ME. unpitous,
unpietous; < unA '+ piteous.} If. Impious;
wicked. 2. Pitiless

; cruel.

Myn unpietous lyf draweth a long unagreable dwell-
ynges in me. Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

unpiteously (un-pit'e-us-li), adv. [< ME. un-

pitously; <. unpiteous'+ -ly
2
.} It. Impiously;

wickedly. Wyclif, Ecclus. xlvi. 23. 2. In an
unpiteous manner; cruelly.

Oxford, in her senility, has proved no Alma Mater in
thus so unpiteously cramming her alumni with the shells
alone. Sir W. Hamilton.

unpiteousness (un-pit'e-us-nes), . [< ME.
unpitomnesse ; < unpiteous + -ness.} If. Impi-
ety; wickedness. Wyclif, Lev. xix. 7. 2. The
character or state of being uupiteous or cruel.

unpitied (un-pit'id), a. 1. Not pitied; not

compassionated; not regarded with sympa-
thetic sorrow.

Go, and weep as I did,
And be unpitied.
Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, iv. 3.

Stumbling across the market to his death
Unpitied. Tennyson, Aylmer's Field.

unplausive

2f. Unmerciful; pitiless.

You shall have your full time of imprisonment and your
deliverance with an unpitied whipping.

Shak., M. for II., iv. 2. 13.

unpitiful (un-pit'i-fiil), a. 1. Having no pity ;

not merciful. 2. Not exciting pity.

Future times, in love, may pity her ;

Sith graces such unpilit'ttl .should prove.
Sir J. Davies, Wit's Pilgrimage.

unpitifully (uu-pit'i-ful-i), adv. In an unpiti-
ful manner

; unmercifully ;
without mercy.

Beat him most unpitifully.
Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 215.

unpitifulness (un-pit'i-ful-nes), H. The state

or character of being unpitiful. Sir P. Sidney,
Arcadia, iii.

unpitoUSt, etc. See unpiteous, etc.

unpityt, . [ME., < MB-l + pity.} Impiety.
Wyclif, Rom. i. 18.

unpitying (un-pit'i-ing), a. _ Having no pity ;

showing no compassion.
Hurrying from his castle, with a cry

He raised his hands to the unpityiny sky.

Longfellow, Torquemada.

unpityingly (un-pit'i-ing-li), adv. In an unpity-
ing manner; without compassion,
unplace (un-plas'), v. t. [< <-2 + place.] To
displace.
The papists do place in pre-eminence over the whole

church the pope, thereby unplacing Christ, which is the
Head of the church.

J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 142.

unplaced (un-plasf), a. 1. Not arranged or
distributed in proper places; undetermined in

regard to place ; confused; jumbled.
It is a thousand times more credible that four mutable

elements and one immutablo fifth essence, duly and eter-

nally placed, need no God, than that an army of infinite

small portions, or seeds unplaced, should have produced
this order and beauty without a divine marshal.

Bacon. Atheism (eel. 1887).

2. Having no place, office, or employment un-
der government.

Unplaced, unpension'd. Pope, Imit. of Horace, Ii. 1.

unplagued (un-plagd'), a. Not plagued ;
not

harassed
;
not tormented

;
not afflicted. Shak.,

R. and J., i. 5. 19.

unplaint (un-plan'), a. [ME. unplain; < un-1 +
plain1

.'} Not plain; not simple; not open; in-

sincere. Gower, Conf. Amant., i.

unplainedt (un-pland'), a. Not deplored; not
bewailed or lamented.

To die alone, unpitied, unplained.
Spenser, Daphnaida.

unplait (un-plaf ), v. t. [< ME. tmpleiten ; < -2

+ plait. Cf. ^mpUght2.} If. To unfold; ex-

plain.
Unnete may I unpleyten my sentence with wordes.

Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 8.

2. To undo the plaits of; unbraid: as, to un-

plait hair.

One day she even went the length of unplaitiny with
swift warm fingers all the wavy coils of that rippling hair.

.ft. Brouyhton, Not Wisely but Too Well, xxiii.

unplant (un-planf), v. t. [< MK-2 + plant 1
.}

To remove, as that which is planted ; uproot ;

deprive of plants ; hence, to depopulate.
Being iuioyned by our Commission not to implant nor

wrong the Saluages, because the channell was so neere
the shore where now is lames Towne, then a thicke groue
of trees, wee cut them downe.

Capt. John Smith, True Travels, II. 99.

unplanted (un-plan'ted), a. 1. Not planted;
of spontaneous growth. Waller, Battle of the

Islands,!. 2. Not cultivated
; unimproved.

Ireland is a country wholly unplanted. The farms have
neither dwelling-houses nor good offices, nor are the lands

anywhere provided with fences and communications.
Burke, On Popery Laws, iv.

unplastic (un-plas'tik), o. 1. Not plastic; not

readily molded. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 637. 2.
Not suitable for plastic representation; un-

sculptural.
Thoroughly unplastic in action and conception.

C. C. Perkins, Italian Sculpture, p. 244.

implausible (un-pla'zi-bl), a. Not plausible ;

not having a fair or specious appearance.
Such unplausiUe propositions.

Barrow, Sermons, III. xlv.

implausibly (un-pla'zi-bli), adv. In an un-

plausible manner ;
not plausibly.

Public suspicions which unjustly (but not altogether

implausibly) taxed them with Popish leanings.
De Quincey, Secret Societies, I.

unplausivet (uu-pla'siv), a. Not approving;
not applauding ; displeased ; disapproving.

'Tis like he'll question me
Why such unplausive eyes are bent on him.

Shak., T. and C., iii. 3. 43.



unpleadable

unpleadable (im-plo'da-bl), . Unfit to be

pleaded nr urged as a plea. Xmitli, Si-rni'ui-.

IX. vi.

unpleaded (un-ple'dcd), " 1- -Vi " 1 pi'
1 !"' 1

'
1 '

nut urged. 2. I'lidelViided by an advocate.

tHit'tttf.

unpleasable (un-plo'za-bl), a. Incapable of

being pleased. [JMT6.J
M. ,n , r /.':i..,il,', ,, :u-i I, r. liiif

:
ii,i HI'-, The Ht'lruu, ii. 2.

unplcasanco (mi-ple/.'ans). . Lack of pleas-
anee; displeasure.
unpleasant (nn-plei'jjit), . Not pleasant;
nut all'ordiiig pleasure ; disn.ureeable.

The unplr.amnl'nt wools
Tli.it tvcr blotted paper.

Sluik.,\I. >,I V., ill 2. 254.

We have also here anil there remarked a little of that

uHplriixintl trick . . . of telling a story by implication
and allusion. Macaulay, Hullam's Const. HUt.

Mrn (if worldly rniriil.s, fiixlin^ the true way of life tm-

jilmmiit to walk in, have attempted in Mini out other :oi<l

easier routls. ./. //. Ne/rinntt, Parochial Sermoiuj, 1. 09.

unpleasantly (uu-plo/'ant-li), a<lr. In un un-

pleasant inanni'f; in a manner nut pleasing;
disagreeably.
unpleasantness (un-plez'ant-nes), n. 1. The
state or quality of being unpleasant; disagree-
ableness. i/outr, Eccles. Polity. 2. A slight

disagreement or falling out; a petty quarrel ;

an unimportant misunderstanding. [Colloq.]
The late unpleasantness, the mil war. [Humorous,

U.S.]

The weather-boarding In many places is riddled with
bullets cards left by passing visitors during the late un-

pleasanlnexn. The Century, XLI. 320.

unpleasantly (un-ple/.'aii-tri), . 1. Want of

pleasantry ; absence or the opposite of cheer-

fulness, humor, or gaiety ; disagrceableness.
[Kare.]

It would have been well for u man of so many peculiar*
fties as Dr. Qowor if this were all the unpleamntry to
which he subjected himself.

Jon Bee, Essay on Samuel Foote, p. xli.

2. An unpleasant occurrence; especially, a

slight quarrel or falling out. [Kare.]
Now, on the other hand, the goddess and her establish-

ment of hoaxers, at Eleusis, did a vast "stroke of busi-
ness

"
for more than six centuries, without any iinptrax-

antriet occurring. De Quincey, Secret Societies, I.

If ... there ure two such imperious and domineering
.spirits in u family, unpteasantrteti of course will arise from
their contentions. Thackeray, Newcomes, I. xxxiii.

3. A discomfort. [Bare.]
The minor unjileaiiaiitrir.il attending a hasty toilet
Chambers'i Journal, Out. 9, 1858, p. 235. (Eiuxjc. Diet.)

unpleased (un-plezd'), . Not pleased; dis-

pleased.
My unpleased eye. Shak., Rich. II., 111. :.. 193.

unpleasing (uu-ple'zing), . Unpleasant; of-

fensive; disgusting; disagreeable ;
distasteful.

Despiteful tidings ! unplea*ing news !

Shale., Rich. III., iv. 1. ST.

A patch of sand is unpleasiny ; a desert has all the awe
of ocean. Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 318.

unpleasingly (un-ple'zing-li), adt: In an un-

pleasing manner. Ji/>. [fall, Death of Absalom,
unpleasingness (nn-ple'zing-nes), . The
state or character of being unpleasiug. Milton,
Divorce, ii. 21.

unpleasivet (un-ple'ziv), . [< un-1 + 'pleasirc,
< jik'tific + -ire.] Not pleasing; unpleasant.
Grief is never but an unplvaxice passion.

lll>. Hall, Remains, p. ins.

unpleasurable (uu-plezh'ur-a-bl), a. Not
pleasurable; not giving pleasure. Ciilrriiti/i:

unpleasurably (un-plezh'uv-a-bli), ailr. So as
not to give pleasure ; without pleasure.

So, as Lady Jackson rewrites the old story once more,
one rends ii, if but for its subject, not altogether unproftt-
ably or unpleaiuraaty. The Academy, May, 1890.

unpliable (un-pli'a-bl), a. Not pliable. Hol-
Itnnl.

iinpliably (un-pli'a-bli), adv. In an unpliable
manner; without yielding.
unpliant (uu-pli'ant), a. 1. Not pliant; not

easily bent
;

stiff.

The iini'liiiiii bow. Cotrprr, Odyssey, xxi.

2. Not readily yielding the will; not com-

pliant.
A stubborn, unpliant morality. Tatter, No. 114.

unpliantly (im-pli'ant-li), adv. In an unpliaut
manner ; iincompliantly.
unplight't, '' [ME. niil'lift; < MH-1 (intensive)
+

pftjjAfl.]
Peril.

unplight'-'t, r. (. [ME. iiii]ili(/liten. prop. un/iUti n.

var. of unpleitcn, mod. E. iniplait, as pliijlifi is

of plait: see plait, i'li//ht'
J
.] To opeu; un-

fold.

And rose to rede, and there was delyuerd to uyin ye
booke of laaie ye prophete, and as be rnpttt'jttt the booktt
be founde the place In the whiche wan u i s : u. >!<.

.-iif Ii. (luylfarde, rylgrymaKO, p. 50.

unplitablet, ". [ME., < nnp/iii + -<!/>/<.] In-

tricate; complicated.
Ther wan establlned or cryed grevoiu and unpUtaols u. .-

euipclon. Chaucer, Boethltu, L prose 4.

unplucked (uu-plukf), a. Not plucked; uot

pulled or torn away. I'lrtrlu r dnnl iinnther),
Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 1.

unplug (tin-plug'), r. t. [< un-- + plug.] To
remove a plug from. SIT iuiplui/i/i>l.

First, the resistance U measured in the usual manner
with the other end of the cable earthed and with no
plug In A, and balance is obtained by unvluyyiivj a reals-

tance, R. Kltct. Ken. (Eng.), XJtV. 560.

unplugged (uti-plugd'), a. Having the plug re-

moved; also, not plugged: in electrical testing,
said of a resistance when the plug which short-
circuits the coils of wire forming the resistance
in the box of resistance-coils is taken out.

unplumb 1

(uu-plum'),a. [< un- 1 + plumb'*, a.]
Not plumb; not vertical. Clarke.

Unplumb- (tin-plum'), ' [<
-2 + plumb'*.]

To deprive of lead; remove the lead from.

[Rare.]
Their turpitude purveys to their malice ; and they UH-

pluuib the dead for bullets to assassinate the living.

Burke, To a Noble Lord.

unplumbed (uu-plumd'), a. Not plumbed or
measured by a plumb-line; unfathomed.

The t'ltptuinb'rt, salt, estranging sea.
.M. Arnold, Switzerland, To Marguerite.

Unplume (un-plom'), c. /. [< un-2 + pliinii:]
To strip of plumes or feathers; degi-ude. (HtiH-

fille.

un poco (on po'ko). In music, a little ; slightly ;

somewhat: as, un }>oco staccato, somewhat stac-
cato

; poco ritanlando, retarding a little.

unpoetic (un-po-et'ik), . Not poetic ; unpoet-
ical.

unpoetical (un-po-et'i-kal), a. 1. Not poetical ;

not having or possessing poetical character;
prosaic. 7'. H'arton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, IH. 444.

2. Not proper to or becoming a poet. Bp.
Corbet, On the Death of Queen Anne.

unpoetically (un-po-et'i-kal-i), adv. In an un-

poetical manner; prosaically.

unpoeticalness (un-po-et'i-kal-nes), . The
character of being unpoetical.
unpointed (im-pom'ted), a. 1. Not having a

point; uot sharp. 2t. Having the points un-

fastened, as a doublet.

II is doublet loose and unpoynted.
Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 265.

3. Having no point or sting; wanting point or

definite aim or purpose.
The conclusion . . . here would have shown dull, flat,

and i'iiiii:itt/rii. B. Junton, Magnetic Lady, Iv. 3.

4. Not having marks by which to distinguish

sentences, members, and clauses; unpunctu-
ated: as, unpointed writing. 5. Not having
the vowel points or marks : as, an unpointed
manuscript in Hebrew or Arabic.

The reader of unpointed Hebrew . . . supplies for him-
self the vowels, by means of which alone the consonants
can be raised Into expressive sound,

E. Caird, Philog. of Kant, p. 203.

unpoised (un-poizd'), a. 1. Not poised; not
balanced.

Oft on the brink
Of ruin . . .

Totter'd the rash democracy ; unpou'd,
And by the rage dcvour'd. Thornton, Liberty.

2f. Unweighed; unhesitating; regardless of

consequences.
Seize on revenge, grasp the stern-bended front
Of frowning vengeance with unpaiz'd clutch.

Marston, Antonio and Mellida, II., ill. 1.

unpoison (un-poi'zn). r. t. [<
-'- + poison.]

To remove or expel poison from ;
free from poi-

son. [Rare.]
Such a course could uot but in a short Him- have unnoi-

soned their perverted minds. South, Sermons, > . i.

unpolicied (un-pol'i-sid), a. 1. Destitute of

civil polity or a regular form of government.
Warburton, Divine Legation, i. $ 5. 2. Void
of policy ; impolitic ; imprudent ; stupid.

That I might hear tliee call great Cicsar an
Unpolined! Shalt., A. and C., v. i 311.

unpolish (un-pol'isli), c. t. [< un-2 + polish.]
1 . To remove polish or gloss from, as varnished
wood or blackened boots. Hoicell, Letters, I.

v. 9. 2. To deprive of politeness or elegance ;

render rough or inelegant.

impossibility

llow anger unpolixken the most politr '.

ItirhaiUtun, Clarlua Harlowc, V. 2Btf. (llaciri.)

unpolished (uu-pol'isht), a. 1. Not polished;
not brought to a polish : noting surfaces of

marble, wood, metal, etc.

Unpolah'd gems no ray on pride bestow.

*, On hl> Grotto.

2. Deprived of polish. 3. Nut refined in man-
ners; uncivilized; rude; plain.

Those first unpoluh'd matrons, big and Ix.M.

Drydm, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, vi. r.'.

unpolite (uu-po-lif), " Not poliU-; not rr-

liiifd in manners; uncivil; rude; impolite.
TII ti>

r, No. 140.

impolitely (un-po-lit'li), ntlr. Impulitrly.
Rather conscious and confused, Arthur asked his par-

don if he had stared at him unpoliulff.
Ltukeni, Little Ourrlt, xxiiL

unpolitenessnin-po-lit'nes), . 1. Lack of pol-
ish; want of refinement; coarseness, as of a

style of writing.
Had outcries are made of the vnpotitentu of the style.

ttlarlcii-o.il, Sacre.1 Claulo Defended.

2. Impoliteness.

impolitic (un-pol'i-tik), a. Impolitic.

unpolled (un-pold'), a. 1. Not polled; not

registered or counted: as, a large unpolled
vote.

The opposite party bribed the bar-maid at the Town
Arms to hocus the brandy and water of fourteen unjjolUd
electora. Dirketu.

2f. Unplundered; uot stripped.
Richer than unpolt'd Arabian wealth and Indian gold.

FaiulMitt, Poems (1673), p. 314.

unpolluted (un-po-lu'ted), a. Not polluted ;

not defiled; not corrupted ; pure; unspotted.
Her fair and unpolluted flesh. Shot., Hamlet, v. 1. 262.

unpope (uu-pop'), p.
f. [< KM-2 + pope1

.] 1.

To divest or deprive of the office, authority,
and dignities of pope. [Hnre.]

So, guilty ! So, remains I punish guilt!
He U unpoptd, and all he did I damn.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 170.

2. To deprive of a pope. [Rare.]
Rome will never so far unpupe herself u to pert with

her pretended supremacy. Fuller.

unpopular (un-pop'u-liir), . Not popular;
not having the public favor: as, an unpopular
magistrate ;

an unpopular law.

We never could very clearly understand how it is that

egotism, so unpopular in conversation, should be to popu-
lar in writing. Macaulay, Moore's Byron.

unpopularity (un-pop-u-lar'i-ti), M. The state

of being unpopular. Burke, Speech on Ecou.
Reform.

unpopularly (un-pop'u-lar-li), adv. In an un-

popular manner ;
not popularly.

unportablet (un-por'ta-bl), a. [ME. unporta-
ble; < un-1 + portable.] 1. Not portable or

capable of being carried. KaMgh. 2. Not
bearable, as a trouble

; insupportable.
Wherfore the seyd William, nothyr hesc frendea . . .

durst not, ne yet ne dar not rydyn ne goo abowte awyche
occupation as he arn used and disposed, to here [their]

gretf and unportabit drede and vexacton.
Fatten Letter!, I. 17.

unportioned (un-por'shond), a. Not endowed
or furnished witli a portion or fortune.

Has virtue charnu? I grant her heavenly fair,
But if unportioned, all will lntere.it wt-d.

Young, Night Thoughts, vli.

unportuous (un-por'tu-us), a. [< un-l + "por-
tuous, < L. portuomis, full of ports, < porttm, port :

see porft.] Having no ports. [Rare.]
An unportuous coast Burlte, A Regicide Peace, lit

unpositive (un-poz'i-tiv), a. Not positive; not
assertive.

A dumb, unpogitivt life, under the power of the world.
II. Buthnell, Sermons for the New Life, xvil.

unpossessed (un-po-zesf), a. 1. Not pos-
sessed ; not owned; not held

; not occupied.
Such vast room In nature unpoutaed
By living aool. Milton, V. L., vilL 163.

2. Not in possession: used with of.

The mind, unpoeteued of virtue.

V. Knox, Christian Philosophy, I 23.

The head is entirely unpoueued (/ciliated lobes.

r. B. Carpenter, Micros., p. 453.

unpossessingt (un-po-zes'ing), a. Having no

possessions.
Thou unpoiaeuing bastard ! Shalt., Lear, II. 1. 69.

impossibility (un-pos-i-bil'i-ti), n. Impossi-
bility. [Rare.]
U would be a matter of utter unpouibilXy.

fie, King Pest.



impossible

unpossible (un-pos'i-bl), n. [< ME. impossible;
< n-l + possible.} Impossible. [Obsolete or

rare.]
It is hard with ientlenesse, but impossible with seuere

crueltie, to call them backe to good frame againe.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 46.

For us to levy power . . .

Is all unpossible. Shak., Rich. II., ii. 2. 126.

A thing unpossible to us
This story seems to be.

True Tale o/ Robin Hood (Child's Ballads, V. 370).

unposted (un-pos'ted), . 1. Not having a

fixed post or situation.

There were also some Queen's officers going out to join
their regiments, a few younger men, unposted, who ex-

_. ... Lack of power; weak-
ness. Halliwell. [Obsolete or provincial.]

unpowerful (un-pou'er-ful), a. Not powerful ;

impotent. Coivley, Davideis, i.

impracticable (uu-prak'ti-ka-bl), a. Not prac-
ticable

;
not feasible

;
not capable of being per-

formed; impracticable. Barrow, Sermons, III.

unpractical (un-prak'ti-kal), a. Not practical.

action, or utility ; careless about things merely profitable ;

hence, unfitted to deal with realities.

For my own part, I am quite willing to confess that I

like him [Spenser] none the worse for being unpractical,
and that my reading has convinced me that being too

poetical the raes

0636

unprecedentedly (im-pres'e-deu-ted-li), adv.

Without precedent : exceptionally.

unpredictt (un-pre-dikf), (. t. [<
-2 + pre-

dict.'] To revoke 'or retract prediction.
Means I must use, thon say'st : prediction else

Will unvi-edict, and fail me of the throne.

Milton, P. R., iii. 395.

unpregnant (uu-preg'uant), a. 1. Not preg-
nant

;
not quickened : with of.

Like John-a-dreams, unpreanant of my cause,
And can say nothing. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 2. 595.

2. Not quick of wit
;
dull.

This deed . . . makes me unpregnant
And dull to all proceedings.

Shak., M. for M., iv. 4. 23.

unprejudicatet (un-pre-jo'di-kat), a. Not pre-

possessed by settled opinions ; unprejudiced.
A pure mind in a chaste body is the mother of wisdom

and deliberation, . . . sincere principles and unprejudi-
cate understanding. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. S.

unprejudicateness (un-pre-j8'di-kat-nes), n.

The character or state of being unprejudicate.
Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

unprejudice (uu-prej'ij-dis), n. Freedom from

prejudice.
Mr. Carlyle is an author who has now been so long be-

fore the world that we may feel towards him something
of the unprejudice of posterity.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 121.

IM Not dictated hv or in harmonv with experience in

Ic'tual wtk : as, an^^SUSf>

.^Ttef^
uTpracticality (un-prak-ti-kal'i-ti), . The
character of being unpractical.
unpractically (un-prak'ti-kal-i), adv. In an

unpractical manner ; not practically.
nnraptiYpriI dm-iirak'tistl a 1

n^^i^^not Biflled'-been taught bypractice, not Skilled,
not having experience ;

raw
;
unskilful.

The French soldiers, which from their youth have been

practised and inured in feats of arms, do not crack or ad-
vance themselves to have very often got the upper hand
and mastery of your new made and unpractised soldiers.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

2f. Notknown; not familiar through use or as-

sociation.

His tender eye, by too direct a ray
Wounded, and flying from unpractised day. Prior,

3. Not practised; not put into operation or use.

and ch^ge the'enemy ou'foot* 'fliisljotrfldeiitstep?'^
known and unpractised by Galla before, had the desired
effect. Brute, Source of the Nile, II. 627.

unpractisedneSS (un-prak'tist-nes), n. [<
-

practised + -ness.} The character or state of

being unpractised ;
want of practice.

unpraiset (un-praz'), v. t. [<
-2 + praise.}

To deprive of praise; strip of commendation,
Young.

unpray (un-pra'), >. t. [< Wt-9 + 0ral.] To
revoke, recall, or negative by a subsequent
prayer having a tendency or effect contrary to
that of a former one. [Eare.]

unprayed (un-prfid'), * fEariy mod.K*.
pmied, < ME. unpreyed; < -! + prayed.} 1 .

Not prayed for
;
not solicited reverently : with

forJ

For yf they leue nothing mpraiedfor that mai perteine
to the paciflcacion of this diuisio, then must they per-

and
e

n
e
8o
P
ng

tte ""^
"ffl?T J "wSfi Hw'ore, w rks, p. 894.

^t. Unsolicited; unasked.
Thow [Death] slest so fele in sondry wyse

Agens hire m},unpreycd day and nyghte.
Chaucer, Trollus, iv. 513.

unpreach (un-preeh'), . *. [< n-2 + preach.}
To preach the contrary of; recant in preaching.
[Rare.]

The clergy their own principles denied,
Unpreach'd their non-resisting cant

Defoe, True-Born Englishman, ii.

Unpreachingt (un-pre'ching) a Not in the
habit of preaching
He is no unpreaching prelate.

Latinier, Sermon of the Plough.

The necessity under which I found myself placed by a
most strange and unprecedented manner of legislation.

D. Webiter, Speech, Boston, .Tune 5, 1828.

llot preoccupied by opinion ;
im-

m u prejlld ed milfd .

The meaning of them may be so plain that any ^rej-
diced alld reasonable man may certainly

underst^then,.

2. Not warped by or proceeding from pre-
judice : as, an unprejudiced judgment.- 3. Not
hurt; unimpaired; undamaged.

A pair of most dissembling hypocrites
Is he and this base Earle. on whom I vowe,
Lealling Killg Lewis i"

;

rf d ' Peace -

To spend the whole measure of my kindled rage.

Heyumd, 2 Edw. IV. (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, 1. 102).

unprejudicedly (un-prei'o-dist-li).adv. In an
"T.^ huHced manner imoartiallIv TRare 1uuprejua any. LKa - J

Let us consider this evidence aa unprejudicedly and
carefully as we can. Amer. Nat., XXIII. 887.

unprejudicedness (un-prej'o-dist-nes), w. The
state of being unprejudiced. Clarke.

unprelate (un-prel'at), r. t. To depose from
the dignity of prelate; depose from the epis-

copate. Bp. Hacket, Abp. Williams, ii. 120.

unprelatical (un-pre-lat'i-kal), a. Unlike or

unsuitable to a prelate. Clarendon, Civil War,
I. 057.

unpremeditable (un-pre-med'i-ta-bl) a. [<
MM + "premeditable, < premedit(ate) + -able.}

1. Not capable of being premeditated or pre-
viously thought of . Imp. Diet. 2. Unforeseen

;

unlocked for; unexpected.
A capful of wind . . . comes against you ... with

8ucn unpremeditable puffs.

S(ern, Sentimental Journey The Fragment

unpremeaitatet (un-pre-med i-tat), a. Unpre-
meditated.
In sudden and unpremeditate prayer I am not always I :

and,when lamno^yself,my^ay
y

er^tmyi
pra/er.;

unpremeditated (un-pre-med'i-ta-ted), a. 'l.
Not Previously meditated or thought over.

My celestial patroness who deigns
Her

,
nighty visitation unimplored,

And dictates to me sluml3ermg, or inspires
Easy my unpremeditated verse.

Milton, P. L., ix. 24.

Profuse strains of ^ ed^ art

sheUey> The skylark.

2. Not previously purposed or intended; not
done by design : as, an unpremeditated offense,

=Syn. 1. Unstudied, impromptu, offhand, spontaneous,
See extemporaneous.

Unpremeditatedly (un-pre-med'i-ta-ted-li),
aav - In an unpremeditated manner; without

premeditation ; undesignedly.
Unpremeditation (un-pre-med-i-ta'shon), n.

Absence of premeditation ; undesignedness.
The Anecdotes of Sierra seem to us to fail in that lark-

like "^premeditation which belongs to the lyric.
Tke Allant ;

>
LXV - S63-

unpreparation (un-prep-a-ra'shon), n. The
state of being unprepared ;

want of prepara-
tion

; unpreparedness. Sir M. Hale, Afflictions.

unprepared (un-prf-pard'),. 1. Notprepared.
*

'

unpride
i" order ; specifically, not made ready or fit for death or

I would uot kill thy ^d spirit.9 /hakt o'theiio, v. 2. 31.

^ No(.

planne<1
. not w , )rked out in advance : extemporane-

Ous: as, an unprepared speech ; unprepared, speaking, (rf)

Not brought into a particular mental state; not trained:

as, an unprepared student.

2. In music, specifically of a dissonant tone,
not held over from a preceding chord or other-

wise prepared ;
reached by a skip.

unpreparedly (n-pre-par'ed-li), adv. In an

unprepared manner or condition
;
without due

preparation. _

unpreparedneSS (un-pre-par ea-nes;, .

state of being unprepared, unready, or unfit-

ted; want of preparation.
unprepossessed (un-pre-po-zesf), a. Not pre-

possessed ; not biased by previous opinion* ;

not prejudiced.
unprepossessing (uu-pre-po-zes'ing), a. Not

prepossessing; not attractive or engaging; un-

pleasing: as, a person of unprepossessing ap-

pearance.
unprescribed (un-pre-skribd'), a. Not pre-
scribed; not authoritatively laid down; not ap-

pointed: as, unprescribed ceremony. Bp. Hall,
Letter from the Tower.

Unpresentable (un-pre-zen'ta-bl) Not pro-
sentable

;
not fit for being presented or mtro-

duced to company or society; not in proper
trim; unfit to be seen.

x could better ,eat with oue who did llot respect the

truth or the laws than with a sloven and unpresentable
pel,011 . o. w. Holmes, Emerson, p. 184.

unpreSSed (un-presf), a. 1. Not pressed.

My pillow left unprees
,d_ SAai., A. and &> UL 13.m

^;_' n^S?^^^ p^Presluming (un-p ?-zu mmg), a Not pie
st

>.

hl

Modest, unpreiummg
}

nen
; vnnnir Noblemant.Knox, loaio

unpresumptUOUS (un-pre-zuinp'tu-us), a. Not
presumptuous or arrogant; humble; submis-
give "modest

'

I if1 1 Hpnv'n a uitrfuotu eve
Sir Task v 746.,oiqwr, lask, v. 74B.

unpretending (un-pre-ten'ding), (t. Not pre-

tending to or claiming any distinction or su-

periority; unassuming; modest.

TO undeceive and vindicate the honest and unpretend-
ing part of mankind. Pope.

unpretentious (un-pre-ten'shus), a. Not pre-

tentious; making no claim to distinction
;
mod-

unpretentiousness (un-pre-ten'shus-nes), i.

The character or state of being unpretentious ;

unassumingness ; modesty.
The journal ia . . . noue the less pleasant for its sim-

piicity and unpretentiousness.
Athenaum, No. 3240, p. 322.

unprettiness (un-prit'i-nes), . The state of

being unpretty ;
want of prettiness.

8he ^ya it is not pl
.etty in a young lady to sigh; but

where is the Mnprelttixws of it?

/ichardson, Sir Charles Grandison, III. 61.

unpretty (un-prit'i), a. Not pretty; lacking

prettiness, attractiveness, elegance, or charm.

H Engluh -Md tai not unpretty.

unprevamng(un-pre-va'ling),a. Of no force;

Throw to earth
This unpremiUng woe.

shak Hamlet, i. 2. 107.

Unpreventable (un-pre-ven ta-bl), a. That
cannot be prevented
unpreventableneSS (un-pre-ven'ta-bl-nes), .

Tfe character or state of being unpreventa-
ble; inevitableness. Mind, No. 35, 1884.

unprevented (un-pre-ven'ted), o. 1. Not pre-
vented; not hindered. 2f. Not preceded bv

, :

right, safe, or suitable condition in view of a future event,
contingency, accident, attack, danger, or the like ; not put

Grace
Comes unprevented, unimplored, 'unsought.

Milton, P. L., iii. 231.

unpriced (un-prisf), 1. Having no price set

or indicated.

The books offered for sale are unpriced, and customers
are invited to make their offers.

Athmamm, No. 3177, p. 355.

2. Priceless
;
above or beyond price.

Thine ageless walls are bonded
With amethyst unpriced.

jT* A'^tr. of Bernard of Cluny.

"' *'

Be content to he unpridfd. Veltham, Resolves, i. :u.



unpriest tit,:;? improvable

Unpriest inii-prest'j. r. t. [X un-" + prii-xl.\ unproductivity (un-pro-diik-tiv'i-ti), ;,. The unprop (mi-prop'), r. t. [<-'-' + />/' |
'!'.,

To deprive of tin -on lers or authority of ti priest : quality ,,r >t,-ite of being unproductive : un- remove M prop or props from: deprive of siip-
unrrock. productiveness. .\init<t,,tl, i;,,tn,-i/. XXIV. port.
Leo, bishop of Rome, only nniirifttt him. -:iii. UUprOpert (un-prop'er), n. 1. Not proper or

lUton, Judgment of M. Bucer, xxlv. unprofaned (nn-pro-fand'), ''- Not profaned confined to one person ;
not pcculinr.

unpriestly (un-pri-st'li), rt. Unsuitable to or or desecrated
; not polluted or violated. l>ry- There 's millions now alive

Unbecoming I priest. </<,/. .Kncid, xi. That nightly lie In those unproper beds

Unprince (mi-prills'), P. . [< "-2 + prince.] unprofessional (un-pro-fesh'on-iil), rt. 1. Not Which Uiey dare swear peculiar

To strip nl' l he ch;ir:icter or authority of a pertaining to one's profession. 2. Not be-

prince; deprive of principality or sovereignty, longing to a profession : as. an iiii/n-ui',siim<il
* **ot "* or P*opr> not suited; improper.

I
Iv'aie.

| man. 3. Not befitting a certain profession or Jrr - Taylor, Real Presence, x.

jiir.-n Mary . . . would not unprince herself to obey a member of a profession; not in keeping with unproperlyt (un-prop er-li), adv. Unfitly; im-
his Holiness. Fuller, Worthies, Warwick, the rules of a certain profession : as, unpro- properly.

unprincely (un-prins'li), . Unbecoming a fenxional conduct. Vnproperly ascribed to Caucasus.

prince; not resembling a prince. Milton, Ans. unprofessionally (un-pro-fesh'on-al-i), adv. In
to Eikon Basilike, $ 9. an unprofessional manner. unprophetic. unprophetical (un-pro-fet'ik,

unprinciple (un-prin'si-pl), v. t. [< un-2 + unpronciency (un-pro-fish'en-si), H. Want of -'-ka 1 ). " Not prophetic; not foreseeing or

lii-iin-iple.] To destroy the moral principles of; proficiency. Up. lld'll. not predicting future events,

corrupt. [Rare.] unprofltt (un-prof'it), n. Want of profit ;
un- Wretch ... of unprophetic ioul. Pope, Orijney, mil.

Tli.-y have been principled, or rather unprincipled, by profitableness; uselessnoss. unpropitiable (un-pro-pish'i-a-bl), a. That
such tutors. //. Brooke, Kool of Quality, I. ill. unprofitable (un-prof'i-ta-bl), a. [ME. unprof- cannot be propitiated.'
unprincipled (un-prin'si-pld), a. [< un-l -1- liable; <-!+ profitable.] 1. Not profitable; A noble race Is perishing at the hand of that unpropM-
pPMeffHM.1 1. Not having settled principles; bringing no profit; producing no gain, advan- able avenger who waits on secular misconduct
not grounded in principle. [Rare.] tage, or improvement ; serving no useful or de- Tlu Academy, March 2s, urn, p. am.

So unprincipled In Virtue's book. sired end; useless; profitless: as, an tinprojittt- unpropitious (un-pro-pish'us), a. Not propi-
Milton, Comns, 1. 367. ble business ; an unprofitable servant. tious; not favorable; inauspicious.

2. Having no sound moral principles ; desti- Not with grief, for that Is unprofitable. Heb. xllL 17. Now flamed the dog-star's unprnpitiout ray,
tute of virtue

;
not restrained by conscience ; Any beast unprofitable for service they kilL

8mote evcry br"in ' s"d wlther
'p "'7,,!^^ l,

profligate ; immoral. Capt. John Smith, True Travels, I. 35.

My poor simple, guileless Baynes was trustee to Mrs. 2f. Unimproved- unlearned unpropitiously (un-pro-pish us-ll), adr. In an
Dr. Vlrmln before she married that most unprincipled unpropitious manner ; inauspiciously.
man. Thackeray, Philip, xvi.

to (yj.jy

1

^,"^*
8
^"'^"^'?^'^a

'
lut ll

UnprOpitiOUSnesB (un-pro-pish'us-nes), n. The
3. Not resulting from good principles; iniqui- Chaucer, Boethins, L prose l. quality or state of being unpropitious; unfavor-

tous; wicked.
=Syn. Bootless, unremunerative, fruitless, futile.

ableness ; inauspiciousness.

unprincipledness i

quality or state <

mm-nhtv i, -Redness prontaoie manner; witnout prom, gain, Denent, U"F*~ """";"OI>DO V ""-F' y">7' .

D" ;;u
"B"'""

iinnrison Vim nri/'nl t K un 2 + nrixf>n ^ advantage, or use; to no good purpose or ef- De8Vn - The character or state of being unpro-unpmon (un-priz n), t>. t. L^
-" ^ 7>r*on.j .

portionable ; unsmtability. lip. (iaudrn, Tears
To release or deliver from prison; set free. our wasted oil ,mp,-o^o*/v burns, of the Church, p. 586. (tonSt.)
Domic, Letter to the Countess of Huntmgton. Like hidden lamps In old iepulchral urns. unproportionate (un-pro-por'shon-at), a.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 357. Not proportionate; disproportionate ;' unfit.
unprivileged (un-priv i-lejd), a. Not pnvi- Unpr0nted(un-prof'i-ted),o. Not having profit Daniel, Civil Wars, vi.

leged; not enjoying a particular privilege, or gain ; profitless. *;., T. N., i. 4. 22. nnproportioned (un-pro-por'shoud), a. Not
liberty, or immunity. unprofitingt (un-prof'i-ting), a. Unprofitable, proportioned ; not suitable.

nJtowS cfs couW assert a ,y exdi'.'ivTdal'n"
1"'" "'"' *' J("''m"' Epigrams, xc. To melt this unproportMd fnune of nature.

jH\ Frel^ Amei'. llSta. p. 807 Unprogresslve (un-pro-gres'iv), a. Not pro-
B. Jnuon, Every Man ont of hi. Humour, I. 1.

unprizablet (un-pri'za-bl), . Incapable of ffessive ; conservative. unproposed (un-pro-pozd'), a. Not proposed;

being prized or having its value estimated, unprogres81vene88(un-pro-gres'iv-nes),H. The not ottered for acceptance adoption, or the

as being either below valuation or above or ^*^ or state of being unprogressive; stag- like: as, the motion or candidate is as yet tm-

bevond valuation
nation. Pap. Sci. Mo., XX. 772. proposed. Dryden.

A baubling vessel wa3 he captain of,
Unprohibited (un-pro-hib'i-ted), a. Not pro- nnpropped (un-propt'), a Not propped; not

For shallow draught and bulk unpruable.
Inbited

;
not forbidden; lawful. Milton. supported or upheld. Dryden, tr. of Ovid's

SAo*., T. N., v. 1. 5a Unprotected (un-pro-jek'ted), n. Not planned; Metaraorph., viii.

Your ring may be stolen too; so of your brace of un- not projected. South. unpropriety (un-pro-pri'e-ti), . Lack of pro-
praabie estinmtloiis ; the one is but frail and the other unprollnC (un-pro-lif'ik), a. Not prolific; bar- pnety; error; incorrectness; unsuitableness ;

casunl - Slu*- ^J-nibfline, i. 4. 99. ren . not producing young or fruit
;
not fertile impropriety. [Rare.]

Unprized (un-prizd'), . Not valued, as being or fruitful. Sir M. Hale. The Interest of a respectable Englishman may be said,
either below or beyond valuation. UDpromise (un-prom'is), r. t. [< MH-2 + prom- without any unpropriety, to be identical with that of his

Not nil the dukes f waterish Burgundy ise.] To revoke, retract, or recall, as a promise.
w"e- Macaulay, Mill on Government

dm buy this unprized P, t

ciou^ maid^me. ^^^ no fMm . w|lh thmt^^ unproselvte (un-pros'e-lit), r. t. [<
-2 + prog-

, , Thy promise past, rnpromitt it againe. ciyte.] To prevent being made a proselvte or

ivenTy
mK,na &?& C^'"a "' AU Fo "- IL '' onvert ; win back from proselytism. [Rare.]

Wordtuvrth, Italian Itinerant, unpromised (un-prom ist), a. Not promised or This text . . . happily unprotected some Inclinable to

unprobablyt (uu-prob'a-bli), adv. 1. In a engaged; uncovenanted. his opinions. PuiUr, Ch. Hist, x. lv. g. (Ai.)
manner not to be approved of

; improperly. Leave nought unpromut. Spenter, F. Q., V. v. 49 unprosperous (un-pros'per-us), a. Not pros-

To diminish by the authority of wise and knowing men, unpromising (un-prom'i-sing), a. Not promis-
P6^"^

t attended with success; unfortu-
'

, --, . s-
unjustly and vnpnbably crept^

In. i,lg
. not attording a favorable prospect of sue-

'

2. Improbablv. Imp. Diet.
' ^

cess of excellence of pront of interest et^. ; Jt**M~
unnroclaimed' iuu-Pro-klamd'), a. Not pro-

Bot lookm? ,

88 lf * to t11
.

u* well: as, Jer. rfylor, Holy Living, IL 8.

^aimod; not notified by public declaration^
an "V" y th

5
" **promwf season. ^0^0^ (un-pros'per-us-li), arfr. Un-

Assassin-like, had levied war, Even the mo8t heavy, lumpish, and unpromiiiny infants successfully ; unfortunately.
War unnrnftaitnstl Milttni. P 1^ rl *>2n appear to be much improved by it,rwa. auton, v. u, xi. .ai.

Berkelen Farther Thoiicht on Tar water C'areticus, flying, secured himself among the Mountains

Unproductive (un-pro-duk'tiv), a. 1. Not pro-
**

of Wales, where he died after he had mpnapermuty
dtlct^e; barren; more especiallv, not produ-

=* I" 8'"ci'>- ""Propitious, unfavorable, unto- reigned three Years. Baker, Chronicle* p. 4.

cing large crops ; not making profitable returns unprompted (un-promp'ted), n. Not prompt- unprosperousnessCun-pros'per-us-nes), n. The
forlabor: as, Hnpriluctire\*nd; in polit.econ., ed; not dictated; not urged or instigated

state of being unprosperous; want of success;
not increasing the quantity or exchangeable M T talk ,,nprompted by my Heart.

f
?"%*

ot tbe de8lred result - Hammond, Works,
value of articles of consumption: as, mipra- ConyreK, To Cynthia.

'* '"'

ihiclirc labor. ^nnnnoaklo /,,n 1 unprotected (un-pro-tek'ted), a. Not pro-
This nobleman .... desiring that no part of hi. prop- ^tTronn** Me' ""nc^aWe ofbeh,*' te?ted ;

"Ot defe"d d = not supported. flJE^
erty or capital should lie unproductive during his absence,

H0* P10 Eccles. Polity.
made the best arrangement nounced; difficult to pronounce: as, a harsh, rmnrotprtfidriesAn* The Parables of Our I.rd, p. 524. ^pronounceable word.

'sS?MS5'I call the man in trade an unproductive laborer who But two. a youth and maiden. Thr l ////> P.TTV .

seeks to gi-ow rich suddenly by speculation, instead of by Were left to brave the storm, . , _,
faithful, legitimate business. With unpronounceable Dutch names, UnprotestantlZO (un-prot es-tan-tlz), r. t. To

J. F. Clarice, Self-Culture, xii. And hearts with true love warm. cause to change from the Protestant religion
2. Not producing some specified effect or re- HaOeflc, Eplatles. to some other; render other than Protestant :

suit: with"/: as. nets unproductive of good. 2. Unfit for being pronounced, named, or men- divest of Protestant characteristics or features.

unproductively (un-pro-duk'tiv-li), dr. In an tioned ; unmentionable as being offensive to [Rare.]

unproductive manner. chaste ears. To Romaniie the Church Is not to reform it To un-

unproductiveneSS(un-pro-duk'tiv-nes), n. The unpronounced (un-pro-nounst'), a. Not pro- protettantue Is not to reform It Kingtley,fAtt{lKl\a.
state of lieiiij: nniiro<hictive, as land, stock, npunccd ; not uttered. Milton, Vacation Excr- unprovable (un-pro'va-bl), a. Not capable of

capital, labor, etc. cises, iii. being proved, demonstrated, confirmed, or es-



improvable

tablished. Also spelled unproveable. Bp. Hall,
Dissuasive from Popery,
unproved (un-prtml'), a. [< ME. "unproved;
< n-l + proved.] 1. Not proved; not known
by trial; not tested.

A fresh unproved knight. Spenser.

2. Not established as true by argument, demon-
stration, or evidence.

There is much of what should be demonstrated left un-
proved. Boyle.

unprovedness (xm-provd'nes), . [ME. un-

proi'edness; < unproved + -ness.] Inexperience.
Wars ofAlexander (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1019.
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punished : applied to persons or things. Mil-

ton, Answer to Salmasius, v. 157.

Where all offend, the crime 's unpunishable.
May, tr. of Lucan, v.

unpunishably (un-pun'ish-a-bli), adi: With-
out being or becoming liable to punishment.
Milton, Answer to Eikon Basilike, 28.

unpunished (un-pun'isht), a. Not punished;
suffered to pass without punishment or with
impunity.

Shall innocence
In her he branded, and my guilt escape
Unpunitth'd ?

Fletcher (and Maixingerl), Lovers' Progress, v. 1.

Donne.unprovide(un-pro-vid'),r. t. [<. tin-'2 + provide.] unpure(un-pur'),. Not pure; impure. L
To unfurnish ; divest or strip of qualifications ; [Rare.]
in the following quotation, to divest of resolu- unpurely (un-pur'li), adv. Impurely. Bp.

English Votaries, ii. [Rare.]
Bale,

tion.

I'll not expostulate with her, lest her body and beauty Unpureness (un-pur'nes), n. Impurity. J. Udall,
unprovide my mind again. Shaft., Othello, iv. 1. 218. On Luke ii. [Rare.]
unprovided (un-pro-vi'ded), a. 1. Not pro- Unpurged (un-perjd'), a.

vided; unfurnished; unsupplied: with witli,
purified,

formerly of: as, unprovided with money.

Not purged. ( ) Un-

Utterly unprovided o/all other natural, moral, or spir-
itual abilities. Bp. Sprat.

I shall make the public a present of these curious pieces
at such time as I shall find myself unpromded with other
subjects. Addison, Frozen Words.

The rheumy and unpurged air. Shak., 3. C., ii. 1. 266.

(b) Not cleared from moral defilement or guilt.

I feare it would but harme the truth for me to reason
in her behalfe, so long as I should sutler my honest esti-
mation to lye unpurg'd from these insolent suspicions.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

2. Having made no preparation ; not suitably unpurposed (un-per'post), a. Not intended;
not designed.

Accidents unpurposed. Shak., A. and C., iv. 14. 84.

unpurse (un-pers'). v. t. [< ME. mmurscn :

+ pitr.se.]
' '"

[Rare.]
Ever was the gold unpursed.

prepared ; unprepared.
Tears for a stroke unseen afford relief ;

But, unprovided for a sudden blow,
Like Niobe we marble grow.

Dryden, Threnodia Augustalis, v.

3t. Unforeseen. Spenser.
unprovidedly (un-pro-vi'ded-li), adv. In an
unprovided manner

; without provision ; un-

preparedly.
unprovidentt(un-prov'i-dent), . Improvident.
Beau, and PI., Thierry and Theodoret, iv.

unprovoked (un-pro-vokf), a. 1. Not pro-
voked; not incited.

When all on the sudden, the Smectymnuans, a strange
generation of men, unprovoked, unthought of, cry out of
hard measure, and fly in my face, as men wrongfully ac-
cused. Bp. Hall, Ans. to Vindication of Smectymnuus.

2. Not proceeding from provocation or just
cause : as, an unprovoked attack.

A rebellion so destructive and so unprovoked. Dryden.

unquit
Such an extinction of orislnality in what would be evo-

lutional closure will always be prevented by the feverish
activity of the unquenchable passions or' human nature.

Maudsley, Body and Will, p. 168.

II. M. That which cannot be quenched; fig-

uratively, one whose zeal cannot be quenched.
[Colloq.]

unquenchableness (un-kwen'cba-bl-nes), n.

The state of being unquenchable. Hakeu-ill,
Apology, iv. 4.

unquenchably (un-kwen'cba-bli), adv. In an
unquenchable manner

;
so as to be unquench-

able.
That lamp shall burn unquenchably.

Scott, L. of L. M., ii.

unquestionability (un-kwes"chon-a-biri-ti), .

The character or state of being unquestion-
able; also, that which cannot be questioned or
doubted

; a certainty.
Our religion is ... a preat heaven-hifh Unquestion-

ability. Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 6.

unquestionable (un-kwes'cbpn-a-bl), <7. l.That
cannot be questioned or doubted

; indubitable ;

certain: as, unquestionable evidence or truth;
unquestionable courage.
King Henry the Seventh being deceased, his only Son

Prince Henry ... by umfitestionaMe Eight succeeded in
the Crown, at the Aire of eighteen Years.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 254.

2. Averse to being questioned ;
averse to con-

versation.

An unquestionable spirit, which you have not
Shak., As you Like it, iii. 2. 393.i .., , . ammm.i AS juu Liine 11, ill. z. AVit.

1. lo take out of a purse; expend, unquestionableness (un-kwes'chpn-a-bl-nes),
n. The character or state of being unquestion-

Qower, Cant. Amant, v. ab]e
; unquestionability.

2. To rob of a purse or money. Pollol: [Rare.] unquestionably (un-kwes'chon-a-bli), adv.
unpurveyedt (un-per-vad'), . [ME., < Mw-i + Without doubt; indubitably.

"

purveyed. ] Unexpected ; unforeseen. At fit howr [Anacktus] setts on alone toward the Camp ;

Hem that she [Fortune] hath left in dyspeyre, unpur-
is mett, examin'd, and at last unquestionably known.

veyed. Chaucer, Boethius, 11. prose 1. Milton, Hist. Eng., i.

unqualified (un-kwol'i-nd), a. 1. Not quali- unquestioned (un-kwes'chpnd), a. 1. Not called
fied ; not fit ; not having the requisite talents,

in question ; not doubted.
It is the sober truth of history, unquestioned, because

unquestionable. Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1828.

2. Not interrogated ; having no questions
asked; not examined; not examined into.

It prefers itself and leaves unqufstion'd
Matters of needful value. Shak., M. for M., i. 1. 55.

abilities, or accomplishments.
The learned are held unqualified to serve their country

as counsellors merely from a defect of opulence.
Goldsmith, Vicar, xix.

2. Not qualified legally ;
not having the legal

qualifications; specifically, not having taken

unprovokedly (un-pro-vo'ked-li), adv. In an t
{j

e requisite oath or oaths
;
not having passed 3. Not to be opposed or disputed.

the necessary examinations and received a di-

ploma or license : as, an unqualified practitioner
of medicine.

By the statutes for preserving the game, a penalty is
denounced against every unqualified person that kills a
hare. Blatkstone, Com., I., Int., ii.

In the course of time, through relaxation of bardic dis-
cipline, the profession was assumed by unqualijied per-
sons, to the great detriment of the regular bards.

Rncyc. Brit., VII. 791.

unprovoked manner
;
without provocation.

unprudencet (un-pro'dens), n. [ME.; < MJI-! +
prudence.] Want of prudence ; imprudence;
improvidence.
The mprudence of foolis [is] erring.

Wyclif, Prov. xiv. 18.

unprudentt (un-pro'dent), a. Imprudent,
unprudential (un-pro-Sen'shal), a. Imprudent.

The most unwise and unprudential act.

Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxiii.

unpruned (un-prond'), a. Not pruned; not
lopped or trimmed.
Fruit-trees all unpruned. Shak., Eich. II., iii. 4. 45.

unpublic (un-pub'lik) a. Not public; private; unqualifiedly (un-kwori-fid-KJ, "adr. Innot generally seen or known. [Rare.] unqualified manner ; without qualification ;
ab

Virgins must be retired and unpublic.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, ii. 3.

unpublished (un-pub'lisht), a. 1. Not made
public; secret; private.

Unpublish'd virtues. Shak., Lear, iv. 4. 16.

2. Not published ;
still in manuscript, as a book.

3. Not modified or restricted by conditions or

exceptions; absolute: as, unqualified praise, unquiescence
That women and children taken in war, and such men JWjetnde.

Their unquestioned pleasures must be served.
B. Jomon.

unquestioningness (un-kwes'chon-ing-nes), .

The character of being unquestioning ; unques-
tioning action. [Rare.]
The new men . . . have come to be accepted . . . with

. . . cordial unqucKtivningnrss. The Century, ix. 3.

unquick (un-kwik'), a. 1. Not quick; slow.

Imp. Dict.ty. Not alive or lively. Daniel,
Civil Wars. iii.

(un-kwi-es'ens), . Disquiet;
. WHWWU van^ii in will MJU Buull HIGH . . , , 1 -/ i\ rf l --r

as have not been slain, naturally fall into unqualijied Unquiet
1
(un-kwi'et), a. [< MM -I- qmet.] Not

servitude, is manifest. //. Spencer, Priu. of Sociol., 456. quiet; not calm or tranquil;

solutely.
Him of Cyprus, to whom the Syriac versions unquali-

fiedly attribute them. Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 91.

unqualifiedness (un-kwol'i-fid-nes), n. The
character or state of being unqualified.

, restless; agitated;
disturbed

; also, causing disturbance.
For almost all the world their service bend
To Phoebus, and in vain my light I lend,
Gaz'd on unto my setting from my rise
Almost of none but of unquiet eyes.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, i.

A tumbrell or cucking-stool, set up ... for the correc-
tion of unquiet women.

The finest Turner etching is of an aqueduct with a stork

The advertency and unqualified, of copiers.

*
?7' "J*

' S me ^ < > - *>.

Bibliotheca Biblica, I. 65. (Encyc. Diet.) Unquietjt (un-kwi et), V. t. [< MH-2 + quiet.]
standing in a mountain stream, not iii the published se- Unqualify (un-kwol'i-fl). t [< -2 + riualifil 1

To disquiet.

V?a
8

Mala a^CroVhurst."'
6 unpublished etchiu88 of the To divest of qualifications ; disqualify. [Rare.]

Sunkin, Elements of Drawing, 1872. Deafness unqualifies me for all company. Sunft.

unpucker (un-puk'er), v. t. [< >i-2 + pucker.] unqualitiedt (un-kwol'i-tid), a.
To smooth away the puckers of ; relax. the usual qualities or faculties.

He is unqualified with very shame.
Shak., A. and C., iii. 11. 44.

Let but Teufelsdrockh open his mouth, Heuschrecke's
also unpuckered itself into a free doorway.

Between your cousin and Master Manly has
Unquieted us all. B. Jonson, Devil is an Ass, iv. 1.

Deprived of tmquietly (un-kwi'et-li), adv. In an unquiet
manner or state

; without rest
;
in an agitated

state
; uneasily.

One minded like the weather, most tmquietly.
Carlyle, Sartor Kesartus, i. 3. unqualified (un-kwon'ti-fid), a. Not quanti-

Shak" Leir> "' L a
unpufft (un-puf'), v. t. [<m-2 +pu/.] To take fied.-Unquantified proposition. See proposition. Unquietness (un-kw!'et-nes), . The state of
away the vanity of

; humble. Unquarrelablet (un-kwor'el-a-bl), a. [< wn-l +
We might mpu/ our heart, and bend our knee, quarrel 1 + -able.] Incapable of being quarreled
T' appease with sighs God's wrathfull Maiestie. with, objected to, or impugned.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 4. Sllch -thfactoly^ nnguarrelable reasons,
unpunctual (un-pungk'tu-al), a. Not punc- Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vi. 10.

being unquiet; agitation; excitement; uneasi-
ness; restlessness.

lago. Is my lord angry ?

Emilia. He went hence but now,
And certainly in strange unnuietnexs.

Shak., Othello, iii. 4. 133.

unpunctually (un-pungk'tu-al-i), adv. In an Unquenchable (un-kwen'cha-bl), a. and . I. o.
unpunctual manner

;
not punctually. Not quenchable ; incapable of being quenched,unpunishable (un-pun'ish-a-bl), a. Not pun- extinguished, allaved, orthe like: &s,nnqurnrl,-ishable

;
not capable or deserving of being able fire, thirst, etc.

1. Not discharged: not'freed from
obligation.

Gracinus, we must pray you, hold your guards
Unquit when morning comes.

B. Jonzon, Sejanns, v. ;">.



unqult

2. Unpaid.
The dal Is past, tlic iletto rH .,

; r/;/.

//"'v /<...;<[:. K. r. s.), p. un.

unquizzable (iin-kwi/'a-i)]), . [<
-i + f/,ii-+ -dhli.\ Not otpable of liein;; quizzed; not

open to ridicule.

r.ju-li \vns dressed out hi bin "No. 1 suit, in moat exact
ftlld tltlljuiZZillili' llllilonil.

Miirriiat, l-'iank Mililinny, xv. (Daviet.)
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unreadable Oin-re'da-bl), . Not readable.
(<i) Incapable of being read or deciphered; illegible: as,
in,,-"i'lnt'1,- miinusri ipt or writing. (M Not Kiiitiible or fit

tor muling: not worth reading: as, a dull, unreadable
)>ook or [KH tit.

Ooethe . . . wanted his time iiml thwarted his creative
> in f_r > on the mechanical mock-antique of an tinretnlnUr
"Achilleia." Lvmll, study Windows, p. 217.

l'...,,k- iillilowt inirin l,ihl,' to i|,'|ii-:ite Inincl-.

I. /ItrUt Living Age, CIA I. 7.Y

unrecognizably
An alarmist by nature, an aristocrat by pnrty, he [Xen-

ophon] carried to an iiiir-fa*nn<ible excess his horror of

p'ijiiilnr turl'iii lr-<M//.n/, Hi-t'.rv

3f. Not endowed with reason
;
irrational.

The nature of creatures unreasonable.
.s'.r T. Muni, The Oovernour, III. S.

UnrtatonaliU creatures feed their young.
Malt., :( Hen. VI., ii. 2. 2.

4. Not listening to or acting according to

unracedt, " [ME., < im- 1 + rarrd, pp. of rncc*.] unreadablenes8(un-re'da-bl-ncs), . Thequal- reason; not guided by reason; not influenced
'

by reason.

I most lie most unrraianable to lie dissatisfied at any
IhiiiK that he chooses to put In a book which I never shall
read. Trerelyan, In Life of Maraiilay, I. 204.

Unbroken; midestroyed. ity or state of being unreadable; illegibility.
Tho thingea . . . ben kept hoole and unrated. Mln-iiii-iini, No. XHW, p.

llil.

Chaucer, Bocthlits, iv. prose i. unreadily (un-red'i-li). ndr. In an unready
unracked (un-rakf ),. Not racked ; not hav- manner, (a) Unpreparedly. (6) Not promptly ; not

iiif; the contents freed from the lees: as, an MM- <ia '<*ly- () Awkwardly.

racked vessel, llama, Nat. Hist., 4 306. Me" being first Inforced to write their actes and monu-
unraiooH Inn ranl'\ \..i ,-,; /\vi i

ments ill beasts skllmes dried, In barkes of trees, or oth.i-

gj
' ' t raised. (a)Notele- wlge perchance as unreadily, llakluyt'i Voyage*, II. 171.

The flat unraiiril spirits. ShaJc., Hen. V., Prol , 1. 9 unreadiness (un-red'i-nes), n. The character

(6) Not abandoned, as a slege.
dv SSS^iiV^rfSt , r,d,, < ,n, 1 UnreaSOnableneSS^n-re'znla-bl-nes), . The

The siege shulde nat be unreyied. Unready (un-recl i), n. K J1K. unruly, < MM-' vmict.T i.l uhle
B..r,tr.ofFroi 88arfsChron.,l.cccxxxviii.

+ ready.] 1 . Not ready ; not prepared ; not )le
>
"

UHJ heimt -

A dismal picture of the general doom ;

Where souls distracted, when the trumpet blows,
And half unready with their bodies come.

5f. Inconvenient.

We departed to our lodging, desiring to know whether
our coming the next day might not be uneasy or unreaton-
able to her. Penn, Travels In Holland, etc.

= Byn. Abmrd, Silly, Fooluh, etc. (see alanird\ oUtlnate.
wrong-headed, extravagant, unfair, unjust, extortionate.

unraked (un-rakf), . 1. Not raked: as. land
unraked. 2. Not raked together; not raked up.
Where fires thou nnd'st unraked.

Shot., M. W. of W., v. 5. 48.

3t. Not sought or acquired by effort, as by rak-

ing.
He doubtless will command the People to make good

his Promises of Maintenance more honourably unask'd,
unrak'd lor. Milton, Touching Hirelings.

unransacked (un-ran'sakt), . 1. Not ran-

sacked; not searched. 2. Not pillaged.
Knulles. Hist, of the Turks,

unraptured (un-rap'turd), a. Not enraptured,
enchanted, charmed"br transported.
Man unrapturnl, uninflamed.

Young, Night Thoughts, iv.

unravel (un-rav'el), r.
; pret. and pp. unrareled.

unravelled, ppr. tiiirareling, unravelling, [< MM--
+ ravel. The prefix is either reversive or in-

tensive, according as ravel is taken to mean
'tangle' or 'untangle.'] I. trans. 1. To dis-

entangle or separate, as threads
; especially,

to take out the threads of (textile material).
See ravel.

I have talked with my own heart,
And have unravelled my entangled will.

Shelley, The Cencl, iii. 1.

By means of a prism Sir Isaac Newton unravelled the
texture of solar light. Tyndall, Radiation, J 1.

2. To clear from complication or difficulty;
unriddle ; unfold.

These, with fifty other pointa left unranelled, you may
endeavor to solve, If you have time.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, II. 19.

unreasonably (un-re'zn-a-bli), adr. In an un-
reasonable manner; contrary to reason; fool-

ishly; excessively; immoderately.
Dryden, Anna, MirabllU, st 254. unreasoned (un-re'znd), a. Not reasoned or

2. Not prompt; not quick. St. Awkward;
ungainly.
An unready horse, that will neither stop nor turn.

Bacon, Youth and Age.
4f. Not dressed

; undressed.
How now, my lords ! what, all unready so?

Shall.. 1 Hen. VI., II. 1.

F.nter James, vureaihj, in his night-cap, garterlesa.
Stage Direction in Tiro Maid* of Moreclack. (Xarei.)

To make unready*, to undress or unharness.

Come, where have you been, wench ? Make me unready.
I slept but 111 last night. Fletcher, Island Princess, ill.

Make unready the hones ; thou knowest how. ,_
B. Jonton, New Inn, i. 1. Unreasoningly (un-re'zn-mg-ll). ndr.

(un-red'i), r. t. [< unready, n.J To

argued; not due to reason or reasoning; not
founded on reason; not thought out.

Old prejudices and unreatoned hablti.

Burke, Kev. In France.

The unreasoned denial of a fact Is qnlte as Illogical as
Its Mind acceptance. Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 588.

unreasoning (un-re'zn-ing), a. Not reasoning;
not having reasoning faculties; characterized

by want of reason.

To these rational considerations there Is superadded.
In extreme cases, a panic as unreasoning as the previous
over-confidence. J. s. Mill.

Hee remayned with his daughter, to give his wife time
disentangle loose

_ - . . .
I" an

unreasoning manner; without reasoning or re-

flection. N. A. Rev., CXL. 194.

t. To take to pieces;
Of ,,nrendyiny herself.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, p. S78. (Narei.)

unreal (un-re'al), fl. 1. Not real; not substan-
tial; having appearance only; illusive; ideal.

Hence, horrible shadow !

Unreal mockery, hence !

Shak.. Macbeth, iii. 4. 107.

2. Unpractical; visionary.
Those who have most loudly advertised their passion

The worke that she all day did make,
The same at night she did agalne unreare.

Upenxr, Sonnets, xxiil.

unreavedt (un-revd'), a. Not taken or pulled
to pieces.
Could'st thou think that a cottage not too strongly built,

and standing so bleak in the very mouth of the winds,
could for any long time hold tight and unreaved >

lip. Hall, Balm of Gilead.

3t. To separate the connected or united parts ureality (un-re-al'i-ti), . 1. Lack of reality uncallable
of ; throw into disorder.

Unravelling all the received principles of reason and
religion. Tillotton, Sermons, I. i.

4. To unfold or bring to a denouement, as the

plot or intrigue of a play. Pope.
II. intranx. To be unfolded; be disentan-

gled.
What webs of wonder shall unravel there !

Young, Night Thoughts, vl.

unraveler, unraveller (un-rav'el-er), n. One
who or that which unravels.

Mythologlsts are indeed very pretty fellows, and are

mighty tmravfllers of the fables of the old Ethnlcks, dis-

covering all the Old Testament concealed in them.
T. Brown, Works, III. 279. (Davits.)

unravelment (un-rav'el-ment), n. The act or
process of unraveling; disentanglement; un-

folding.
In the course of the itnravelment of the conspiracy

unrazored (un-ra'zord), a. Unshaved.
Their unrazor'd lips. Milton, Comus, 1. 290.

unreached (un-rechf), a. Not reached; not
attained to.

That lofty hill unreached. Dryden.

unread 1
!, w. [ME. unred, tinned. < AS. unrSil

(= Icel. uradh = Dan. uraad). bad counsel,
< KM-, not (here 'bad'), + riftl. counsel: see.

read, .] Bad advice or counsel.
unread2 (un-red'), a. [< i/N-1 + read, pp. of
ivw/i, r.] 1. Not read; not perused.
These books are safer and better to be left publlckly

unread. Hooker, Ec'cles. Polity.

2. Untaught ; not learned in books.

The clon-ii tinrfnil. and half-rend gentleman.
Dryd'n. Hind and Panther, iii. 408.

or real existence. 2. That which has no re-

ality or real existence.

He (Julius Ctesar) was too sincere to stoop to unreality.
He held to the facU of this life and to his own convic-
tions. Froude, Ciesar, p. 549.

3. Unpractical character; visionariness.

The unreality nt the optimistic religions of the day was
what he attacked unceasingly from youth to age, with an
energy as honest III its way as Carlyle's.

The Critif, XIV. 243.

unrealize (un-re'al-iz), r. t. [< unreal + ->e.]
To take away the reality of; make or consider
unreal

; divest of reality ; present or treat in an
ideal form. [Rare.]
The men, the women, . . . the lounger, the beggar, the

hoys, the dogs, are unrealized at once.

unreason (un-re'zn), . Lack of reason; un-
reasonableness; irrationality; nonsense; folly;
absurdity. Abbot of unreason. See abbot.

t. [( unreason, n.~\ To
to be unreasonable; disprove by argu-
[Rare.]

for seclusion and their intimacy with nature, from Pe- nnrphfltpri Cnn r hi'tpdl n San //;,/,,/
trareh down, have been mostly sentimentalists, unreal

Tmr >a;> a< f

men. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 2O5. A mimlwr of fencers tried It, with unrebated swords.

Fallacy of unreal middle. See fallacy. Unreal Hakemll, Apology,

quantity, an imaginary quantity. unrobukable (un-re-bu'ka-bl). a. Not deserv-
ITim.

_. Not recall-
able

; incapable of being called back, revoked,
annulled, or recalled.

That which Is done Is vnrecallable.

Feltham, Resolves, 1. 80.

unrecallingt (un-re-kal'ing), a. Not to be re-
called. [Rare.]

And ever let his unreealling crime
Have time to wall th abusing of his time.

Shot., Lucrece, I. 993.

unreceived (un-re-sevd'), a. Not received; not

$54.
unreckonable (un-rek'n-a-bl), a. Not capable
of being reckoned or counted ; immeasurable;
immense. Hatrthome. Seven Gables, ii.

Don
ebastian, iii. 1.

10.

.

clainmhlv. ]ip. Hall', Peacemaker. $ 8.

Irre-

To unreason the equity of God's proceedings. SouM. unreclaimed (un-re-klamd'). a. Not'reclaimed.
unreasonable (un-re'zn-a-bl), a. 1. Not reason-
able or agreeable to reason

; irrational.

For it is an rnretonable religloun that hath rijte nonjte of

certeyne. Pieri Plowman (K\ vl. 1SS.

If he [Henry VIII.) seems to act upon pure self-will, he
is able to give a reason for his acts, and that such a reason
as we cannot on mere prejudice determine to lie unreanm-
ablf. Stubbt. Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 244.

2. Exceeding the bounds
what is reasonable or moderate

(a) Not brought to a domestic state ; not tamed.

A savageness in unrrclaitnrd blood.

Shot., Hamlet, II. 1. 34.

Bullocks unreclaimed to bear the yoke.
Dnjden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xlll.

(fc) Not reformed : not called back from vice to virtue : as,
a sinner unreclaimed, (c) Sot brought Into a state of cul

tivatlon, as desert or wild land.

of reason ; beyond unrecognizable (un-rek'og-ni-za-bl), n. Not

lerate; exorbitant; recognizable; incapable of being recognized;
immoderate: as, an unreasonable price. irrecognizable. Coleridge.

The pretence was Infinitely unreatonaNe, and therefore unrecognizably (nn-rok'og-m-za-bli). adr. In

had the fate of senseless allegations, it disbanded prea-
an unrecognizable manner; without or beyond

ently. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S6X I. 77. recognition.



unrecognizably
The opening through which we had come had closed un-

recognizably behind us. The Atlantic, LXVII. 400.

unrecognized (un-rek'og-nizd), . Not recog-
nized, in any sense.

As dear Sam Johnson sits behind the screen, . . . there

is no want of dignity in him, in that homely image of

labour ill-rewarded, genius as yet unrecognised, indepen-
dence sturdy and uncomplaining.

Thackeray, On Screens in Dining-Rooms.

unrecommended (un-rek-o-men'ded), a. Not
recommended; not favorably mentioned. V.

Knox, Essays, No. 113.

unrecompensed (un-rek'om-penst), a. Not rec-

ompensed, rewarded, or requited.
Heaven will not sec so true a love unrecmnpens'd.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, iv. 3.

unreconcilablet (un-rek'on-si-la-bl), a. Irrec-

oncilable. Bp. Hall, No Peace with Rome,
unreconcilablyt (un-rek'on-si-la-bli), adv. Ir-

reconcilably. Bp. Hall, Contemplations, ii. 381.

unreconciled (un-rek'on-sild), a. Not recon-
ciled, (a) Not made consistent : as, unreconciled state-

ments. (6) Not restored to friendship or favor ; still at

enmity or opposition : as, a sinner unreconciled to God.

(ct) Not atoned for.

Any crime
Unreconciled as yet to heaven and grace.

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 27.

(dt) Irreconcilable ; implacable.

I'm even he that once did owe unreconcil'd hate to yon.
Beau, and FL, Woman-Hater, iii. 2.

unreconciliablet (un-rek-on-sil'i-a-bl), a. Un-
reconcilable. Shak., A. and C., v. 1. 47.

unreconstructed (un-re-kon-struk'ted), a. Not
reconstructed; specifically, in U. S. politics, not

yet reorganized as a State of the Union : ap-
plied to seceded States after the civil war;
also, loosely, to citizens of the South not recon-
ciled to the results of that war.

On Thursday, Mr. Butler's Committee on Reconstruc-
tion reported in favor of extending for a mouth the time

during which an unreconstructed Southerner may retain
his Government employment The Nation, VIII. 221.

unrecorded (un-re-k6r'ded), a. 1. Not record-
ed

;
not registered ;

not made part of any rec-

ord : as, an unrecorded deed or lease.

The unrecorded English words actually in use among
the people. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 290.

2. Not kept in remembrance by writing or by
public monuments.
Not unrecorded in the rolls of fame. Pope.

unrecounted (un-re-koun'ted), a. Not recount-

ed; not related or recited. Shak., Hen. VIII.,
iii. 2. 48.

unrecoverable (un-re-kuv'er-a-bl), a. 1. In-

capable of being recovered, found, restored, or
obtained again; not obtainable from a debtor;
irrecoverable: as, an unrecoverable article of

property; an unrecoverable debt.

I have a great many debts due to me in America, and I

had rather they should remain unrecoverable by any law
than submit to the Stamp Act

Franklin, Autobiog., p. 369.

2. Not capable of recovering ; incurable ;
irre-

mediable.

'Tis the dead palsy, that, without almost a miracle, leaves
a man unrecoverable. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 14.

Loss of memory is so commonly associated with unre-

unrecoverably (un-re-kuv'er-a-bli), adv. In
an unrecoverable manner; irrecoverably; in-

curably.

Long sick, and unrecoverable.
Bp. Hall, Meditations and Vows, ii.

unrecovered (un-re-kuv'erd), . 1. Not re-
covered

;
not found or restored. 2f. Irrecov-

erable. Chapman, Iliad, ix. 247. (Davies.)
unrecruitable (un-re-kro'ta-bl), . Not capa-
ble of being recruited, in any sense. Milton,
On Education.
unrecumbent (un-re-kum'bent), a. Not re-

clining or reposing, t'other,"Morning Walk.
unrecuringt (un-re-kur'ing). a. Incapable of

being cured; incurable. [Rare.]
Seeking to hide herself, as doth the deer
That hath received some unrecuring wound.

ShaJc., Tit. And., iii. 1. 90.

unredeemed (un-re-demd'), a. 1. Not re-

deemed; not ransomed: as, an unredeemed
captive; an unredeemed sinner. Jer. Taylor,
Sermons, III. ii. 2. Not recalled into the trea-

sury or bank by payment of the value in money :

as, unredeemed bills, notes, or stock. 3. Not
fulfilled, as a promise or pledge.
No one takes the trouble to recollect his contrary opin-

ions or his unredeemed pledges.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

4. Not counterbalanced or alleviated by any
countervailing quality; unmitigated.

*>640

The unredeemed ugliness . . . of a slothful people.
Carlyle.

5. Not taken out of pledge or pawn.
Pawnbrokers lose on an average 10 per cent, on unre-

deemed goods. The Echo, Jan. 14, 1888. (Encyc. Diet.)
.

unreductt (un-re-dukf), " Not reduced.

Thought unreduct to act
Is ),ut an embryon in the truest sense.

Middleton, Family of Love, iii. 1.

unreel dm-reT), i'. [< H-2 + reeZ1 .] I. trans,

To unwind from a reel, as a line or thread.

A nlea8ured mile courae was laid off umeeUna from an
anchored stake buoy one mile of flne wire.

The Engineer, LXVIII. 413.

U ilitrans. To become unwound from a reel,

, , ^ faster ftan , u needed and t ,nto
a snarl. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 1C3.

unreeve (un-reV), v. t; pret. and pp. wireeved,
unroce

'

ppr . w^e^/ [< WH.!r+ wweS.j
jV ^, to withdraw or take out (a rope) from a

block, thimble, etc.

unrefined (un-rf-find
'

), a. 1. Not refined;
t T,,...)*;-,]. a <- ,,,irffner] sm<rar_ 2 Not rpne

<'. .
as

> ."'"V8"
.
ar

; f
^ re

nued or polished in manners, taste, or the like.

These enrly and unrefined ages.
Burke, Vind. of Nat. Society.

. v , , - .. , x, .

unreformable (un-re-for ma-bl), a. Not re-

formable
;
not capable of being reformed or

amended. Hooter, tocles. Polity, vu. $ 24

unrelormation (un-ret-or-ma shon), . Ihe
state of being unrefonned ;

want of reforma-

Uon/ip.^//,
Sermons Eccles in.4. [Rare]

unreformedness (un-re-for med-nes), i. The
<*Wty or state of being unreforrned. Contem-

pot at y xcv., LII\.MS>. Lttare.j

unregarded (un-re-gar'ded), a. Not regarded;
not heeded

;
not noticed

; neglected ; slighted.

since whose decease, learn ing lies unregarded.
Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 440.

The rifts where unregarded mosses be.

Lowell, Sea-Weed.

unregeneracy (un-re-jen'e-ra-si), n. The state

of being unregenerate or unrenewed in heart,

South, Sermons.

Unregenerate (un-re-jen e-rat), a. Not regen-
erated; not renewed in heart; remaining at en-

mity with God; in a general sense, wicked; bad.

Unregenerate carnal man.
B"' a rsle

-
8erm0"9

'
'

^^"^g (un-re-jen'e-ra-ted), a . Same

Unregenerationt (un-re-jen-e-ra'shon), . The
prmTiotpv or state of beine- n'Virpffenm-fttp Bn
^r ,, D

t
^.?

el
.

n^
"""> Kepentance, viii. 9 4.

Unregistered un-rej'is-terd), a. Not regis-
t p rp3. T10t rpcorded

Hours
UnregMer'd in vulgar fame.

Shak., A. and C., iii. 13. 119.

n^rocrrotfiilTioca fun VP ^rpt'fiil npal , Theunregrettulness (un-ie-gre Ll-nes), n. Ihe

qaHty or state of being unregretful ; content.

Un"?nedt, a. An obsolete spelling of
Reinedunrein (un-raii ), v. t. [<-= + mn1

.] To
loosen the rein of; give the rein to; allow to
),o v(, f,.pfl Boursena e Se "

How negligently graceful he unreins
His verse' *lld "1?tes in loose familiar 8train8 !

4ddw<,, The Greatest English Poet.,

unreined (Un-rand'), a. [Formerly also un-

reigne(l
. <\()(.i + ,^

He(?) pp . of refni
t .] x.

Not restrained by the reins or bridle. Milton,
P. L., vii. 17. 2. Not held in proper sway or

subjection ;
unchecked.

This wild r,^ed multitude. Daniel, Civil Wars, vi.

... , .. , . ,

TTniovoiis-unre.lOlCing (u sing), n. Unjoyous,
gl

Here winter holds his unretmemg court.
Thomson Winter

***

unremoved

=Syn. Relentless, Implacable, etc. (sec inexnrabl?), mer-

ciless, hard-hearted, unsparing, unpitymg, rigorous, cruel.

unrelentingly (un-re-len'ting-li), adv. In an

unrelenting manner; harshly; inexorably. Con-

temporary Rev., LII. 688.
,,.,,.;;iMiinioi fun i-a lan'Hnrr nou^ TimunrelentmgneSS (un-re-len ting-neb), H. in<

quality or state of being unrelenting ; severity ;

inexorableness.

unreliability (un-re-li-a-bil'i-ti), . Unreliable-

ness
;
untrustworthiness.

unreliable (un-re-11'a-bl), a. Not reliable ; not
to be relied or depended on. Coleridge. (Imp.

Diet.)

Alcibiades, who might (chronologically speaking) have
been the son of Pericles, was too unsteady, and (according

S!SS^
^

DeQuincey, Style, iii.

Trip

fun re le'va bl) a Admitting of

succor
"'

No degree of distress is unreliable by his power.
noyie, works, I. 25s.

fun * lvil'\ TCt volip^od ;(un-re-levU ), a. JNOt leiieveQ, in

any sense. Boyle.

unrelievedly (un-re-le'ved-li), adv. Without
relief Q[.

mitigation ;

The fn .^^ ^ R fa from flrgt to^ Mnre
ainful. The Academy, Nov. 30, 1889, p. 347.

n.re-me'di-A-bl), . Irremedi-

n-re-mem'berd), . Not re-

(un-rel'a-tiv), a. Not relative, in

any sense.

If you pitch upon the treaty of Munster, do not inter-

rupt it by dipping and deviating into other books unrela-
tire to it Clarendon.

unrelated (un-re-laksf), fl. Not relaxed;
strained; determined.
And even in his best passages, the strained expression,

the unrelaxed determination to be vigorous, grows weari-
some. The Academy, April 4, 1891, p. 320.

unrelenting (un-re-len'tiug),
a. That does not

or will not relent
;
not being or becoming le-

nient, mild, gentle, or merciful; continuing to

be hard, severe, pitiless, hostile, or cold ; inex-
orable

; unyielding.
The ireful arm

Of unrelenting Clifford.

Shak., S Hen. VI., ii. 1. 58.

mum. Reformation in Eng., ii.

unremembering (un-re-mem'ber-ing), a. Hav-
.

nQ memo,r or recollection.

Unrememb'ring of its former pain. Dryden, XntiA, vi.

unremembrance (un-re-mem'brans), n. Far-

getfulness; want of remembrance. [Rare.]

8ome words are negative in their original language, but
seem positive, because their negation is unknown : as, ani-

nesty, an unremembrance, or general pardon.
PFo, Logic, 1.4.

unremitted (un-re-mit;ed),a. 1. Not remitted
;

ot
,

f
.
or

g?
ven = a8' Punishment Mnrem.tted.- 2.

^having
a temporary relaxation : as, pain

It is the strongest motive that we can suggest for unre-
mUted diligence in the acquisition of useful knowledse.

Everett, Orations, I. 268.

,Tny<mittaHW fun rp mit'pH li> n/ln Tn
unremitpeaiy cun-re-rr n j, aav. in

remitted manner; incessantly; continuously.
K ^ an ^ wnjch Swansea ^ ^

striving for unremtttedly. The Engineer, LXVII. 408.

__..-_<.,_ /nn -5 init'inirl n Not abatincr-Unremitting (un-re-mit ing;, a. JNOt
apatmg,

not relaxing for a time; incessant; continued:
as UHrem ittm<j exertions.

How , rastic Mjlton^ A by_

.

stifling the speechless longings of his heart
In unremitting drudgery and care !

Shelley, Queen Mab, v.

.... , , ..,. ,.,
Unremittingly (un-re-mit'mg-li), adv. In an
unremitting manner without relaxing for a

time; incessantly. W^ ri, Excursion, ix.

unremittingness (un-re-mit'ing-nes), n. The
eharacter or state of being unremitting; con-
tinuousness.

unremorseful (un-re-mors'ful), . Feeling no
remorse ; unpitying'; remorseless.

Unrcmorse/ul fate

Did work the falls of those two princes dead.

Niccols, Sir T. Overbury's Vision, 1616. (Davie*.)

unremorsefully (un-re-mors'ful-i), arfi'. With-i*jxicuu*i>vziiiijr \
_ y.

"
out remorse; unpityingly. Hawthorne, Old
Manp n ^14

uiremor^eless (un-re-mors'les), a. [< ,-!

+ remorseless ~\ Showing or

[Rare.]
His mellifluous breath

Could not at all charm unremomelesx death.

Cowley, Elegy on Mr. Richard Clarke.

unremovable (un-re-mo'va-bl), a. That can-

not be removed; fixed; irremovable. Sir P.

Xiitnei/, Arcadia, i.

unremovableness (un-re-mo'va-bl-nes), ii. The
state or quality of being unremovable, irre-

movable, or immovable. Bp. Hall, Contem-

plations, iv.

unremovably (un-re-mo'va-bli), adv. In an
unremovable manner; irremovably. Shak.,
T. of A., v. 2. 227.

unremoved (un-re-movd'), a. Not removed;
not taken awav; hence, firm: unshaken.



unremoved 6fi41 unrestrainedly

Like Tenerltf or Atlas, unremov'd. Unrepulsable (un-re-pul'sa-bl), n. Incapable unrespectable (mi-i< 1 1, a. Not re-

Millun, P. I,, Iv. (187.
()f |,,.j ll(

,
repulse,!. .l,inr' Austen, Mansfield spot-table; disreputable ; dishonorable.

Unrenewed (nn-re-niid'), '< 1. Nl made I'ark. xxxiii. He makes n<> cIMIni-il.Mi of respectable and unretpecta.

knew: as, ;m iiin-i-iiiirt'il lease. 2. Not regen- unreputable (un-rep'u-ta-bl), (I. Not reputa- ble. H. Buthnell, Sermon* d.r tin- Ni-w Life, p. 341.

crated; not born of the Spirit : as, an iinrt'iiricrd l)le; disreputable. unrespectivet (nn-rc-spek'tiv), a. 1. Not n
heart. Smith, Sermons, IX. ii. 3. Not rcno- piety i ,, unreputaliU qualification. J. Rogen. carding circumstances or conditions; devoid

vated; IH. I restored io freshness.
,,nran ,,ae* A /,,n.rS.lrw't H v n Nnt.niit- of respect or consideration ; regardless; un-

der. Sjn nxi r, V. (}., VI. vi. 40.

unrepaid (un-re-pad'). ii. Not repaid; not

compensated; not recompensed; not requited:

as, a kindness mm inn, I. Iti/rmi, Corsair, iii.

unrepair (un-re-pSr'), H. An unsound state,
as of a building; dilapidation.
Allowed to fall Into neglect and unrepair.

Pop. Set. Mo., XXV. 15.

unrepairable (un-re-par'a-bl), a. Irreparable.
Ihinii-l, Hist. Eng., 'p. 48." [Rare.]

unrepealable (un-re-pe'la-bl), a. Not capable
of being repealed.
Ancient and unrepealable Statute.

Milton, Reformation In Eng., II.

unrepealed (un-re-peld'), a. Not repealed;
not revoked or abrogated ; remaining in force.

Dryden.

An unrequited star did gently slide

Before the wise men to a greater light.

(juarUt. Emblems, Iv. 2.

unrequisitet (un-rek'wi-zit), a. Not requisite
or necessary; unnecessary. Hooker, fcccles.

Polity, iii. 4 11.

unrequitable (un-re-kwi'ta-bl), o. Not re-

1

1

nit able; not capable of being requited, rec-

ompensed, repaid, or the like. Boyle, Works,

unrequited (un-re-kwi'ted), a. Not requited;
not recompensed ;

not reciprocated.
It Is thought a disgrace to love unrequited. But the

great will see that true love cannot be unrequited.
Emerton, Essays, 1st ser., p. 198.

unrequitedly (un-re-kwi'ted-li), adv. Without

reciprocation.

Of unntptMoe death!

Mantm,

She was fast falling In love violently, and as it now ap-

peared unrequitedly, with a man her superior in station.

K. Broughton, Not Wisely, but Too Well, vl.

I do suggest that it will be much safer for all, both In

official and private stations, to conform to and abide by
all those acts which stand unrepealed, than to violate any w , ..

Lincoln Raymond,,, 14. ^^ (un-re-zerv' ), n. Absence ofreserve;
unrepentance (im-ro-pen'tans), n. The state franknegg ; freedom of communication. T. War-
of being unrepentant or impenitent; impem- /OWj Ijife of Bathurst, p. 86.

unreserved (un-re-zervd'), a. 1. Notreserved;
not restricted; riot limited; not withheld in

part; without reservation; full; entire: as, un-

tence. Dp. Hall, Contemplations.
unrepentant (un-re-pen'tant), a. Not repen-
tant; not penitent; not contrite for sin.

Unhumbled, unrepentant, unreform'd.

Milton, P. K., 111. 429.

unrepented (un-re-pen'ted), a. Not repented
of: as,

"
itnrepcntecl sin," Vryden, Theodore and

Honoria, 1. 168.

unrepining (un-re-pi'ning), o. Not repining;
not peevishly murinuring or complaining. Bowe,
Jane Shore, v. 1.

unrepiningly (un-re-pi'ning-li), adr. Without

peevish complaints! Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiso,

p. 322.

unreplenished (un-re-plen'isht), a. Not re-

plenished ; not filled
;'
not adequately supplied.

Koyle.

reserved obedience to God's commands.
A complete and unreserved oblation.

J. A. Alexander, On Pa. 11. 21.

2. Open; frank; concealing or

nothing; free: as, an unrenerred disclosure of

facts.

Mr. Bright was more unreserved In his language.
The American, VIII. 277.

When they met, they were as unreierved as boys.
A. Dobfon, Introd. to Steele, p. xl.

unreservedly (un-re-zer'ved-li), adv. In an
unreserved manner, (a) Without limitation or res-

ervation. Boyle, (b) With open disclosure; frankly;
without concealment. Pope.

unrepliablet (un-re-pli'a-bl), a. Incapable of unreservedness (un-re-zer'ved-nes), n. The

being replied to; unanswerable. Bp. Gauden, character of being unreserved; frankness;

Tears of the Church, p. 329. (Davies.) [Kare.j openness; freedom of communication; unlim-

unreposing (un-re-po'sing), a. Unquiet ;
never itedness. Pope.

resting. [Rare.} unresistance (un-re-zis tans), n. Non-resis-

Th murmur of the unrepoting brooks.

y, Revolt of Islam, U. 1.

unrepresented (uu-rep-re-zen'ted), a.

represented, in any sense.

nnreprievable (un-re-pre'va-bl), a. Not capa-
ble of being reprieved or respited from death.

O, thou unrepairable, beyond all

Measure of grace dambd immediatlie !

Mansion, Dutch Courtezan, v. 1.

unreprieved (un-re-prevd' ), a. Not reprieved ;

not respited. Milton, P. L., ii. 185.

unreproachable (un-re-pro'cha-bl), a. Irre-

proachable.
Innocency unreproachable.

tance.

A trembling unrexiilanre. Bp. Hall, Soliloquies, : 66.

Not unresisted (un-re-zis'ted), n. 1. Not resisted;
not opposed. Bentley. 2f. Resistless; irre-

sistible; such as cannot be successfully op-

posed. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 282.

unresistedlyt (un-re-zis'ted-li), adv. Without
resistance. Boyle, "Works, III. 685.

(uii-re-zis'ti-bl), a. Irresistible.

He will win you,

By unrenutible luck, within this fortnight,

Knough to buy a barony.
B. Jonton, Alchemist, III. 2.

unresisting (un-re-zis'ting), a. Not making re-

UMand, tr. of Plutarch, p. 2ia si stance; not opposing; submissive; humble,

unreproachableness (un-re-pro'cha-bl-nes), n. Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Pythagorean Philosophy.

The (iimlity or state of being unreproachable; unresistingly (un-re-zis'ting-li),adr. Inanun-

irreproaehablenesB. resisting manner; without resistance; submis-

unreproachably (un-re-pro'cha-bli), adv. Ir- sively.

reproachably unresolvable (un-re-zol'va-bl), a. Incapable

unreprovable (un-re-pro'va-bl), a. [< ME. tin- of being resolved, in any sense. South, 8er-

reproniblr ; < -' -r reprotmble.l Not reprov- raons, V. ix.

able; not deserving reproof; without reproach: unresolve (un-re-zolv ), r.
-

resolve.]

not liable to be justly censured. Also spelled To give up or change a resolution. [Rare.]
Tort by contrary thoughts, the man
Resolv'd and unrenolr'd again.

Ward, England's Reformation, Iv. 387. (Dariei.)

__ Not resolved;
not determined. '.S/wU-.,Rich.III.,iv.4.436. 2.

Not solved; not cleared: as, doubt unresolved.

l.ocl-c. 3. Not separated, to the eye or other

sense, into its constituent parts: as, an unre-

solved nebula; also, not reduced to a state of

solution.

unresolvedness (un-re-zol'ved-nes), n. The
state of being unresolved or undetermined; ir-

resolution ; indecision .

Many grow old In an unretolvednett whether to embrace

Christianity or not ; and many continue unresolved as long
as they live. J. Kdunrdi, Works, IV. 339.

In reprored pleasure^ ^^ , ^ unresolvlngiun-re-zol'ving), a. Not resolving;

3t. Not disproved.
undetermined. Dryden.

The ,.<,,, witnesse of those men's action,. unrespectt (un-re-spekt ) n. isrespect; want

llakluyft Voyage*, III. 684. (Entyc. Diet.) of respect or reverence ; disesteem. Bp. Hull.
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Unreprovable unto my wyfhood ay.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 691.

My presumption of coming In print In this kind hath unresolved.(un-re-zolvd^),
a.

hitherto been unreprmaMe.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, Ded.

unreproved(i
not censured.

un-re-provd' ), a. 1 . Not reproved ;

Christians have their churches, and unrepromd exercise

of religion. Sandyt, Travalles.

2. Not liable to reproof or blame.

The gentlewoman has been ever held
Of iinyeproced name.

B. Jonton, Volpone, iv. 2.

Mirth, admit me of thy crew,
To live with her and live with thee

I will converse with Iron-wltted fool*

And unreipectivc boys ; none are for me
That look unto me with considerate eye*.

Shot., Rich. III., Iv. 119.

O too, too rude hand

r * death!

'ariton, Antonio and Melllda, II., IT. 3.

2. Not respected ;
used at random ; unheeded ;

common.
Nor the remainder viands

We do not throw in unreipectivc sieve,
Because we now are full.

Shall., T. and C., 11. 2. 71.

unrespited (un-res'pi-ted), a. 1. Not respited.
2f. Admitting no pause or intermission.

Milton, P. L., ii. 185.

unresponsalt (un-re-spon'sal), a. Irresponsi-
ble.

A tithe or a crop of hay or corn which are ready to be car-

ried away by force by vnrtiponial men.

Bp. Socket, Abp. Williams, p. 106. (Dana.)

irresponsible (un-re-spon'si-bl), a. Irrespon-
sible.

His unretponmble memory can make us no satisfaction.

fuller. Worthies, Essex, L 870. (Dariti.)

unresponsibleness (un-re-spon'si-bl-nesj,
.

Irresponsibility. Bp. Gauden, Hieraspistes,

p. 349.

unresponsive (un-re-spon'siv), a. Not respon-
sive.

unresponsiveness (un-re-spon'siv-nes), H.

The character or state of being unresponsive.
unrest (uii-resf), . [< ME. unrcste (= MLG.
unreste, unrtute=G. dial, unrast) ; < an- + rest 1

.]

Lack of rest or quietude, physical or mental.
" Is this," quod she,

" the cause of youre unreite r
"

Chaucer, Wife of Bath'* Tale, 1. 248.

That a in-- ^f which men miscall delight
Can touch him not and torture not again.

Shelley, Ailonals, xl.

unrestt (un-rest'), v. t. [ME. unresten; < un-

rest, n.] To disturb; deprive of rest.

Ooode Is hem to idee,

Kor thai the swarme unreeleth, so thai crle.

Palladia, Unsboudrle (E. E. T. 8.X p. 166.

unrestful (un-rest'ful), a. 1. Not restful or at

rest; restless. Sir T. More, Works, p. 961. 2.
Not affording rest or proraotive of rest,

unrestfulness (un-rest'ful-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being unrestful

; restlessness;

disquietude.
Whichi' put the said Vortiger to great unrertfiiliieiue.

Fabyan, Chronicle, ImU. (Encyc. Diet.)

unresting (un-res'ting), a. Not resting; con-

tinually in motion or action ; restless. Daniel,
Civil Wars, i.

unrestingly (un-res'ting-li), adv. In an un-

resting manner ; continuously; without rest.

Unrestingness (un-res'ting-nes), M. The state

or condition of being unresting; absence of

repose or quiet. l>< Quincey, Roman Meals.

unrestored (un-re-stord'), a. 1. Not restored ;

not given back.
Then does he say he lent roe

Some shipping unrrttortd. Shale., A. and C.,ili. 6. 27.

2. Not restored to a former, and especially a

better, state : as, unrestored health
;
unrestored

to favor.
If unrettor'd by this, despair your cure.

Young, Night Thought*, ii. 637.

3. In the fine arts, remaining, as a work of art,

in the condition in which its author left it,

save for damage of time, from the elements,
etc. Compare restoration, -.

The Bucentaur llea rotting unratored,
Neglected garment of her widowhood !

Byron, Chllde Harold, iv. 11.

unrestrained (un-re-strand'), a. 1. Not re-

strained
;
not controlled ; not confined ; not

hindered; not limited.

The banquet that followed was generous; . . . mirth

\Mrettrained, except by propriety.
Ltird Cocttntrn, Life of Jeffrey.

2. Licentious; loose.

They say he dally doth frequent
With unrrtlrained loose companions.

Shalt , Rich. II., T. 3. 7.

unrestrainedly (un-re-stra'ned-li), adv. In an
unrestrained manner; without restraint or lim-

itation.

She ... wept unrtttrainedly. The Atlantic, LXV. Ml.



unrestrainedness

unrestrainedness (un-re-stra'ned-nes), n. Tin-

character or state of being unrestrained.

No men on earth ever have had liberty in the sense of

vnrestraiiiednets of action. Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXV. 206.

unrestraint (un-re-stninf ), n. Freedom from

restraint. Carlylc.
unrestricted (un-re-strik'ted), (i. Not re-

stricted; not limited or confined. Watts.-

Unrestrictedly (un-re-strik'ted-li), adv. In an
unrestricted manner; without limitation.

unrestyt (un-res'ti), a. [ME. unrestij, mirixli/; <

unrest + -i/
1
.} Uneasy; unquiet; troublesome.

Yow write I myn unresty sorowes sore.

Chaucer, Trollus, v. 1355.

unretarded (un-re-tar'ded), . Not retarded;
not delayed, hindered, or impeded. B. Jonsoit,

Discoveries,

unretentive (uu-re-teu'tiv), a. Not retentive.

Coleridge,
unretufnable (un-re-ter'ua-bl), . Incapable
of being returned

; impossible to be repaid.

unreturning (un-re-ter'ning), a. Not returning.

The unreturning brave. Byron, Clillde Harold, iii.

Do I hear thee mourn
Thy childhood's unreturning hours ?

Bryant, Eartli.

nnrevealedness (un-re-ve'led-nes), . The
state of being unrevealed; concealment.

nnrevenged (uu-re-venjd'), . Not revenged:
as, an injury unrerengcd.

unrevengeful (un-re-venj'ful),o. Notdisposed
to revenge. Sp. Hadcet, Abp. Williams, p. 191 .

unreverence (un-rev'e-rens), n. [< ME. -

reverence; < un-1 + reverence.'] Want of rev-

erence; irreverence. Wyclif.
unreverend (un-rev'e-rend),a. 1. Not reverend.

2f. Disrespectful -'irreverent. Shale., T. G. of

V., ii. 6. 14.

unreverent (un -rev 'e -rent), a. [< ME. -

reverent; < uti-1 + reverent.'] Irreverent; dis-

respectful. Skak., T. of the 8., iii. 2. 114.

unreverently (un-rev'e-rent-li), adv. [< ME.
unreverently; <. unreverent + -Jy

3
,] Without

reverence
; irreverently.

They treten unreverently the sacrament of the auter.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

I did unreverently to blame the gods.
B. Joason, Catiline, iii. 2.

unreversed (uu-re-versf ), a. Not reversed
;
not

annulled by a counter-decision
;
not revoked

;

unrepealed: as, a judgment or decree unre-

versed. Shak., T. G. of V., iii. 1. 223.

unreverted (un-re-ver'ted), a. Not reverted.

Wordsworth.
unrevoked (un-re-vokf ), a. [< ME. unrevokid;
< -i + revoked.] Not revoked; not recalled

;

not annulled.

Also I shall holde, kepe, and meyntene all laudable or-

ilinaunccz which hath he made and used afore this tyme
be my predecessours, Maires, Aldermen, Sherifs, und the
conunen counseille of this toune, vnreuokid and vnrepelid.

EnyUsh Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 417.

unrewarded (un-re-war'ded), a. Not reward-

ed; not compensated. Shak., Tempest, iv. 1.

242.

unrewardedly (un-re-war'ded-li), adv. With-
out reward or compensation.
He had transfused two months nf her life with such a

delicate sweetness, so unrewardedly.
Scribner's Mag., IV. 757.

unrewarding (un-re-war'ding), a. Not re-

warding; not affording a reward; uncompen-
sating. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, I. xix.

unrhythmical (un-rith mi-kal), a. Not rhyth-
mical

; irregular in rhythm.
unriddle (un-rid'l), v. t. [< M-2 + j-wMfel.] 1.

To explain or tell something to.

I pray unriddle UB, and teach us that
Which we desire to know ; where is the English prisoner?

Heywood, fair Maid of the West (ed. Pearson, II. 381).

2. To read the riddle of; solve or explain; in-

terpret : as, to unriddle an enigma or mystery.
There 'a somewhat in this world amiss
Shall be unriddled by and by.

Tennyson, Miller's Daughter.

unriddleable (un-rid'1-a-bl), a. [< ?/-! -t- rid-
dle1 + -able.'] Not capable of solution; not
understandable or explainable.

Difficulties in Scripture arc unriddleable riddles.

Lightfoot, Biblical Museum, p. 139, margin.

unriddler (un-rid'ler), n. One who unriddles
anything; one who explains an enigma. Love-
lace, Lucasta.
unridiculous (un-ri-dik'u-lus), a. Not ridicu-
lous. Sii' T. Browne, Viilg. Err., vii. 16.

unrifled (un-ri'fld), a. Not rifled
; not robbed

;

not stripped.
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They cannot longer dwell upon the estate, but that re-

mains unrifled. and descends upon their heir.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 717.

unrig (un-rig'), v. t. [< MH-2 + rit/
2
.} A'aut., to

strip, as a ship, of both standing and running
rigging, etc. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal's Satires,

xiv., note 24.

unrigged (un-rigd'), . Without rigging; not

rigged.
Still unrvjn'd his shatter'd vessels lie.

Pitt, JEneia, iv. (Eneyc. DM.)

unright (un-rif), a. [ME. unright, nuriht. i/n-

r/gt, nnrigt,<. AS. unrUtt (= OS. itnreht= OFries.

nnriucht, onriucht = MLG. unrecht = D. onrei/t

= OHG. MHG. mtreht, G. mirecht = Icel. iirettr

= Norw. urett = Sw. oratt = Dan. wet), wrong,
not right, < un-, not, + riht, right : see -! and

right, a.~\ Not right; unrighteous; unjust;
wrong.

Late hem neuer ther to haue niygt,
For sikirli hit were mrygt.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 86.

A rightful Prince by unriijht deeds a Tyrant groweth.
Sir P. Sidney, Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 566.

unright (un-rif), n. [ME. unright, < AS. mt-
rilit (= OS. unreht = OFries. unriucht, onriucht
= MLG. unrecht = OHG. MHG. vnreht, G. un-

recht = Norw. urett, orett = Sw. or/in = Dan.

uret), wrong, injustice, sin, < un-, not, + rUtt,

right, justice: see nn-1 and right, n.} That
which is unright or not right; wrong; injustice.

[Obsolete or archaic.]
Certes. I dide yow nevere unright.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, \r 237.

That particular form of uulaw and unright which con-
sisted in abusing the King's authority to wring money out
of all classes. E. A. Freeman, Norm. Conq., V. 108.

unrightt (un-rit'), adc. [ME. unright, < AS. -

rihte (= D. onregt = OS. OHG. unrehto, MHG.
unrehte), wrongly, crookedly, unjustly, < tin-,

not, + rihte, straight, right: see ttii-1 and right,

adr.} Wrongly.
The sonne weute his course unright.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 661.

unrightt (un-rif). r. t. [< ME. unrigliten; <

unright, a.} To make wrong. Gower, Conf.

Amant., ii.

unrighteous (un-ri'tyus), a. [< ME. unrihtwis,

t/nrigtu'ix, < AS. uiirihlicis (= Icel. urettciss), not

righteous, (. un-, not, + rihtiijis, righteous: see

;<n-i and righteous,"]
Not righteous; unjust;

not equitable ; evil; wicked; not honest or up-
right : of persons or things.

Deliver me out of the hand of the unrighteous.
Ps. Ixxi. 4.

= Syn. Ungodly, Impious, etc. (see irreligious) ; wrong,
unjust, unfair, iniquitous, sinful.

unrighteously (un-rTtyus-li), adr. [< ME. *un-

rightwisely; < unrighteous + -/.i/
2
.] In an un-

righteous manner; unjustly; wickedly; sin-

fully.
You gods, I see that who unrighteously
Holds wealth or state from others shall be curs'd
In that which mcuner men are blest withal.

Beau, and Fl., Philaster, ii. 4.

unrighteousness (un-ri'tyus-nes), . The char-
acter or state of being unrighteous ; injustice ;

a violation of the divine law, or of the princi-

ples of justice and equity; wickedness.

unrightful (un-rit'ful), a. [< ME. mirihtful,

onrigtvolle; < -i + rightful.] 1. Not rightful;

unjust; not consonant with justice.
Victorie of unryghtful deth.

Chaucer, Boethins, i. prose 3.

2. Not having right; not legitimate.
And he shall think that thou, which know'st the way
To plant unrightful kings, wilt know again.

Shak., Kich. II., v. i. 63.

unrightfully (un-rifful-i), adv. [< ME. nnryght-
fully; < itnritjhtful + -fy

2
.] Unjustly; un-

righteously.
Anoyinge foolk treden, and that unrightfully, on the

nckkcs of hooly men. Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 5.

unrightfulness (un-rit'ful-nes), . [< ME. mi-

rihtfulnesse ; < imrightfnl + -iiess.'] The char-
acter or state of being unrightful. [Rare.]
We must beware of seeking to extenuate his [the un-

just Judge's) uurightfulnes*.
Trench, On the Parables, p. 37:2.

unring (un-ring'), '' t. [< w-2 + rinjr
1
.] To

deprive of a ring; remove a ring from,

unringed (uu-ringd'), a. Not having a ring,
as in the nose.

Pigs unringed. S. Butler, Hudibras, ii. 2.

unriotedt (un-ri'ot-ed), . Free from rioting;
not disgi'aced by riot. [Rare.]
A chaste, unrioted house.

May, tr. of Lucun's Pharealia, ix.

unroyally

unrip (un-rip'), v. t. [<
-'- + rip*.] To undo

by ripping ; rip ;
tear or cut open.

You should have seen me unrip their noses now, and
have sent them to the next barber's to stitching.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

O what a virgin longing I feel on me
To unrip the seal, and read it !

Massinyer, Great Duke of Florence, iv. 1.

unripe (un-rip'), . [< ME. unripe,< AS. unripe

(= D. onrijp = OHG. niriji, MHG. mireife, G.

niircif), not ripe, < un-, not, + ripe, ripe: see

MM-! and ripe
1
.} 1. Not ripe; not mature; not

brought to a state of perfection or maturity : as,

unripe fruit; an ttnrtpegaL Fletcher, Humor-
ous Lieutenant, ii. 4. 2. Not seasonable; not

yet proper or suitable. [Rare.]
He flx'd his unrip.

1
, vengeance to defer.

Dryden, Sig. and Guis., 1. 254.

3. Not fully prepared; not completed: as, an

iinr/pe scheme. 4f. Too early; premature: as,

an vnrijie death. Kir P. Sidney Unripe honey.
See honey.

unripened (un-ri'pnd), . Not ripened; not

matured. Acldison, Cato, i. 4.

unripeness (un-rip'nes), n. The state or qual-

ity of being unripe; want of ripeness; imma-

turity. Bacon, Delays.
unrivalable (un-ri'val-a-bl),^. [<

-! + rii'dl +
-alilt'.} Inimitable; hot to be rivaled. Sottthey,
The Doctor, i. A. i. (Davies.) [Rare.]

unrivaled, unrivalled (un-ri'vald), a. 1. Hav-

ing no rival -

T having no competitor. Pope, R.

of the L., iv. 105. 2. Having no equal; peer-
less. Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4. 144.

unrivet (un-riv'et), v. t. [< w-2 + rivet.'] To
take out the rivets of; loosen, as anything held

by rivets or pins. Drayton, Battle of Agin-
court.

unrobe (un-rob' ),'' [< "-2 + role.} I trout.

To strip of a robe; undress; disrobe.

II. inti-ans. To undress; especially, to take

off robes of state or ceremony.
unroll (un-roT), v. [<

-2 + roll.] I. trans.

To open, as something rolled or folded: as, to

H cloth. 2. To display; lay open. Dryden;
yson, Dream of FairWomen. 3. To strike

Shak., W. T., iv. 3.
Tennyson,
off from a roll or register.
130.

II. intrants. To become straight or loose, as
in passing from a rolled condition. Shak., Tit.

And., ii. 3. 35.

unrollraent (un-rol'ment), n. [< unroll +
-ment.} The act of unrolling. Boardman, Cre-
ative Week (1878), p. 124. [Rare.]
unromanized (un-ro'man-izd), a. 1. Not sub-

jected to Roman arms or customs. 2. Freed
from subjection to the authority, principles,
or usages of the Roman Catholic Church.
unromantic (un-ro-man'tik), a. Not romantic

;

contrary to romance. Swift.

unromantically (un-ro-mau'ti-kal-i), adv. In

an unromantic manner.
unroof (un-roT),

' * [<
-2 + roof.} To

strip off the roof or roofs of. Shak., Cor., i. 1.

222.

unroofed1 (un-roft'), a. [<-! + roofed.} Not

provided with a roof.

A larger smoke plume ascends from an unroofed oven
of stone. The Atlantic, LXVII. 107.

unroofed2 (un-roff), a. [< unroof + -erf2 .] De-

prived or stripped of a roof.

The walls of the old church are still standing, unroojed,
and crumbling daily. The Century, XXVI. 211.

unroost (un-rosf), v. t. [<
-2 + roost1

.} To
drive from a roost. Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 74.

unroot (un-rof), v. [< H-2 + root2 (confused
with root1 ).} I. trans. To tear up by the roots;

extirpate; eradicate: as, to unroot an oak.

Shak., All's Well, v. 1.6.

II. in trans. To be torn up by the roots.

Fletcher, Bonduca.

unrope (nn-rop'), r. t. [<
-2 + rope 1

.} To
take a rope or ropes from

; hence, in some parts
of the United States, to unharness : as, to un-

rope a horse, or loosen or remove the ropes
which serve for a harness.

The horse was unro]>cd from the wagon and turned
loose. Philadelphia Times, July 30, 1883.

unrough (un-ruf), o. Not rough; unbearded;
smooth. Shak., Macbeth, v. 2. 10.

unroyal (un-roi'al), . Not royal; unprincely.
xir I'. Sidney.

unroyalist (nn-rti'al-ist), n. One not of the

royal family. Mine. VJrWtty, Diary, IV. 56.

(fiuriex.) [Rare.]

unroyally (uu-roi'al-i), adv. In an unroyal
manner.



unrude

unrude (mi-rod'), a. [< MK. imn/di,
iinriili-. niniritlf ; < -'

(in det's. '_' ami ') inten-

sive) T null'.] 1. Not rude; polishod ;
culti-

vated, lli'rrti'k, Ilesperides, p. 166. ty. K.\-

cessively rude. [Hun-. |

See hmv tin: nnrutli' nuscid backbites him!
/,'. .hmsnii, livery Mini out of Ills Hilllliilir, Iv. 1.

3f. Cruel; monstrous.
unruffle (un-ruf'l), r. i. [< HH-2 + ruffle^.] To
cease from being ruffled or agitated ; subside
to smoothness. l>ri/<li-n. .Kneid. i. 210.

unruffled (un-ruf'ld), a. Calm; tranquil; not

agitated; mil disturbed: as, an niirujfted temper.
The unruffled bosom of the stream. Hawthorne.

unruinable (un-rci'in-a-bl), a. Incapable of

boinp;
niincd or destroyed. Watts, Remnants

of Time, ix. [Rare.]
unruinatet (un-ro'i-nat), a. Not brought to

ruin; not in ruins. /'/>. Hull. Apol. against
Brownists, $ 30. [Rare.]
unruined (un-ro"ind), a. Not ruined; not de-

stroyed. Up. //K, Balm of Gilead, $10. [Rare.]
unruled (un-rold'), a. Not ruled, (a) Not gov-
erned ; not directed by superior power or author! ty. Spen-
ser, State of Ireland. (M) Unruly. Fabyan. (c) Not
marked, by means of a rule or other contrivance, with
lines : as, unruled paper.

unrulily (un-ro'li-li), adv. In an unruly man-
ner; lawlessly. SirJ.Cheke, Hurt of Sedition.

unrulimentt (un-rd'li-ment), n. K unruly +
-meat.'] Unruliness. Spenser, F. Q..IV. ix. 23.

unruliness (un-ro'li-nes), n. The state or con-
dition of being unruly; disregard of restraint;
turbulence : as, the unruliness of men or of their

passions. South, Sermons.

unruly (un-ro'li), a. [< uw-1 + ruly%. Cf. dis-

ruly.} Disposed to resist rule or lawful restraint,
or to violate laws laid down; lawless; turbu-

lent; ungovernable; refractory; disorderly; tu-

multuous: as, an unruly child.

The tongue can no man tame ;
it Is an unruly evil.

Jan. HI. 8.

An out-law was this Robin Hood,
Hi life free and unruly.

In Sherwood livde stout Rabin Hood (Child's Ballads,

IV. 434).

unrulyt (un-ro'li), adv. [< unruly, .] Not ac-

cording to rule ; irregularly.
unrumple (un-rum'pl), v. t. [< mi-2 + rumple.']
To free from rumples ; spread or lay even. Ad-
dison, tr. of Virgil's Georgics, iv.

unsacrament (un-sak'ra-ment), t\ t. To de-

prive of sacramental character. [Rare.]
The profaneness of a bail man administering it doth

unsacrament baptism Itself.

Fuller, Holy and Profane State, v. 11.

unsadt (uu-sad'), [< ME. unsad; < n-i +
ori.] Lacking in seriousness ; unsettled; un-

steady.
O stormy peple ! unsad and ever mitrewe.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 939.

unsaddent (un-sad'n), v. t. [< un-2 + sadden.]
To relieve from sadness. Whitlock, Manners
of Eng. People, p. 483.

unsaddle (un-sad'l), v. [< n-2 + saddle."] I.

trans. 1. To strip of a saddle; take the saddle
from: as, to unsaddle a horse. 2. To cause to
dismount or fall from a saddle ; unhorse.

If I believe a fair speaker, I have comfort a little while,
though he deceive me, but a froward and peremptory re-

fuser unsaddles me at first Donne, Sermons, xvl.

II. inlrans. To take the saddle from a horse :

as, we unsaddled for an hour's rest.

unsadness (uu-sad'nes), n. [< ME. unsadnesse ;

< iiii.idd + -ness.] Infirmity; lack of steadi-

ness; weakness. H'yrlif.

unsafe (uu-saf), a. Not safe, in any sense.

No Incredulous or unsafe circumstance.

Shot., T. N., iii. 4. 88.

unsafely (un-saf'li), adc. Not safely. Dryden,
Eleonora.
nnsafeness (un-saf'nes), n. The character or
state of being unsafe.

unsafely (un-saf'ti), n. The state of being un-

safe; exposure to danger; insecurity; risk.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 7.

unsaget (un-saj')> a. Not sage or wise; fool-

ish. Hudson, tr. of Du Bartas's Judith, v. 305.

(Davies.)
unsaid (un-sed'), a. Not said; not spoken;
not uttered: as, unsaid words. Drydtn, Cock
and Fox, 1. 467.

unsellable (un-sa'la-bl), n. Not sailable; not

navigable. M/iy, tf. of Lucau's Pharsalia, v.

unsaintt (un-sanf), v. t. [< UH-* + saint1 .] To
deprive of saintship ; divest of saintly charac-

ter; deny sanctity to. South, Sermons.

unsaintly (un-sin't'li). a. Not like a saint; un-

holy, lip. Gtnnlru, Tears of the Church.
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unsalability (un-sa-ln-liil'i-ti). n. Unsalable-
ness. .1/lii'na-nm, No. :iL'Ml, p. 352. Alo spelled
unsn/i -iilnli it/.

unsalable (un-sa'la-bl), a. and n. I. a. Not
salable : not in demand

;
not meeting a ready

sale : as, unsalable goods.
II. n. That which is unsalable or cannot be

sold.

Also spelled unsaleable.

unsalableness (iin-sa'la-bl-nes), n. The char-
,ieii-r or state of being unsalable. Also spelled
It ll-ll< (lillt IK X\.

unsalaried (un-sal'a-rid),a. Not provided with
or paid a fixed salary: as, an unsalaried office

or official
; hence, depending solely on fees.

unsalted (un-sal'tcd), a. 1. Not salted; not

pickled; fresh; unseasoned: as, unsalted meat.

0, your unsalted freah foole is your onely man.
Marriott, Antonio and Mel! Ida, II., Iv. 2.

2. Not salt; having fresh waters, as a river.

And through the green meadow runs, or rather lounges,
a gentle, vnuilted stream, like an English river, licking
Its grassy margin with a sort of bovine placidity and con*
lentnii in. O. W. Holmei, Emerson, p. 70.

unsaluted (un-sa-lu'ted), a. Not saluted; not

greeted. Shale.',' COT., v. 3. 50.

unsalyable (un-sal'va-bl), o. Without capacity
of being saved; not savable.

However, I hope there la still n church in England alive ;

or else we were All in a sad, yea, in an unsaleable condi-
tion. Fuller, Appeal of Injured Innocence, II. 102. (Hall.)

unsanctiflcation (un-saugk'ti-fi-ka'shon), n.

The state or character of being unsanctified.

Coleridge.
unsanctified (un-sangk'ti-fid),a. 1. Not sancti-

fied; unholy; profane. V. Knox, Winter Even-
ings, xxviii. 2. Not consecrated. Shak.,
Hamlet, v. 1. 252.

unsanguine (un-sang'gwin), a. Not sanguine ;

not ardent, animated, or hopeful. Young, The
Ocean.

unsanitary (un-san'i-ta-ri), a. Not sanitary ;

unhealthy; not designed or fitted to secure
health. George Eliot, Middlemarch, \.\iii.

unsaponifiable (un-sa-pon'i-fi-a-bl), a. Not
capable of saponification.
unsapped(un-8apt'),a. Not sapped; not under-
mined or secretly attacked. Sterne.

unsatiabilityt (u'n-sa'shia-bil'i-ti), n. Unsatia-
bieness.

unsatiable (un-sa'shia-bl), a. Incapable of be-

ing satiated or appeased ; insatiable. Hooker,
Eccles. Polity.
unsatiableness (un-sa'shia-bl-nes), . The
state or character of being insatiable ; insa-

tiability ; insatiableness.

unsatiably (uu-sa'shia-bli), adv. Insatiably.
[Rare.]

unsatiatet (un-sa'shiat), a. Insatiate. Dr. H.
More, Sleep of the Soul, iii. 11.

unsatisfactiont (un-sat-is-fak'shon), . Dis-
satisfaction. Bp. Hall, Of Contestation.

unsatisfactorily (un-sat-is-fak'to-ri-li), adr.
In an unsatisfactory manner. Amer. Jour.

Archeeol, VI. 516.

unsatisfactoriness (un-sat-is-fak'to-ri-nes), n.

The character or state of being unsatisfactory;
failure to give satisfaction. Boyle, Works, HI.
Pref.

unsatisfactory (un-sat-is-fak'to-ri), a. Not
satisfactory ; not satisfying ;

not giving satis-

faction. Sir T. Broicne, Letter to a Friend.
unsatisflable (un-sat'is-fl-a-bl), a. Incapable
of being satisfied: as, unsatistiable passions.
Jer. Tat/lor, Works (ed. 1835), H. 74.

unsatisfied (un-sat'is-fid), a. 1. Not satisfied;
not gratified to the full : as, unsatisfied appe-
tites or desires. Shak., Hen. VIII., iv. '2. 5o.

2. Not content; not pleased; dissatisfied.

[Now rare.]
Divers of the magistrates being unsatisfied with this ver-

dict, . . . the defendants at the next court brought a re-

view. Winthrop, Hist. New England, II. 299.

3. Not fully informed; not convinced or fully

persuaded.
Whatsoever the Bishops were, It seemi they themselves

were unsatisji'd in matters of Religion.
Milton, Reformation in Eng., i.

4. Not paid ; unpaid ; undischarged : as, an
unsatisfied bill or account. Shak., L. L. L., ii.

1. 139.

unsatisfledness (un-sat'is-fid-nes), n. The
st.it e of being dissatisfied or discontented.

liiiithron, Hist. New England.
II. 31.

unsatisfying (un-sat'is-fi-ing), a. Not satisfy-

ing or affording full gratification of appetite or

desire; not giving content; not convincing the
mind. Addition.

unscrew

unsatisfyingness (un-aat'is-fi-ing-nes), n. The
state or eharaetcr of liein muKUfjing or nut

gratifying to the full. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed.
). I. 859.

unsaturated (un-sat'ti-ni-tcd), a. Not satu-
rate^.

The majority of " alloUomeridea
"
ore compounds con-

taining uiuaturated carbon. \atuie, XXXIX. 110.

unsaturation (uu-sat-u-ra'shon), n. The state
of being unsaturated.

unsavorily, unsavourily (un-sa'vor-i-li), ode.
In an unsavory manner. J/i'fton, Animadver-
sions.

unsavoriness, unsavouriness (un-sa'vor-i-
ne '. ii. The character of being unsavory.
unsavory, unsavoury (un-sa'vor-i), a. 1. Not
savory ; tasteless; insipid. Job vi. 6. 2. Dis-

agreeable to the taste or smell. Shak., Pericles,
ii. 3. 31. 3. Unpleasing; offensive, intellectu-

ally or morally; disagreeable. Chaucer, Par-
son's Tale.

Thou hast the most utuanuury similes.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., L 2. 89.

Syn. 2. Unpalatable, Ill-flavored, stale. J. Disgusting,
nauseous.

unsay (un-sa'), r. t.
; pret. and pp. unxaid, ppr.

unsaying. [< n-2 + say 1
."] To recant or recall

after having been said; retract; take back: as,
to unsay one's words.

Scorns to unsay what once It hath delivered.

Shot., Rich. II. Iv. 1. 8.

Retire a while.
Whilst I unsay myself unto the Duke,
And cast out that II! spirit I liave possess'd him with.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, iii. 1.

unscalable (un-ska'la-bl), a. Not to be scaled
;

incapable of being climbed or mounted. Shak.,

Cymbeline, iii. 1. 20. Also unscaleable.

Far below, out of sight over the edge, lay the torrent ;

untcalaUe the cliff rose above. The Atlantic, LX VII. 876.

unscale (un-skal'), v. t. [<
-2 + scalel,] To

remove scales from
;
divest of scales.

Unsealing her long-abused sight. Milton, Areopagitlca.

unscaly (un-ska'li), a. Not scaly; having no
scales. Gay, Trivia, ii. 416.

unscanned (un-skand'), a. Not scanned; not

measured; not computed. Sliak., Cor., iii. 1.

313.

unscapablet (un-ska'pa-bl), a. Not to be es-

caped.
unscarred (un-skard'), a. Not marked with

scars; hence, unwounded; unhurt: as, an n-

scarred veteran. Shak., Rich. III., iv. 4. 209.

unscathed (un-skaTHd'),o. Uninjured. Tenny-
son, Princess, iv.

unsceptered, unsceptred (un-sep't6rd), a. 1.

Having no scepter or royal authority. 2. De-
prived of a scepter; unkinged: as, the unscep-
tered Lear. 1'oetry of Antijacobin, p. 138.

(Daries.)
unscholart (un-skd'ar), . One who is not a
scholar; an illiterate person. Ascham, Toxoph-
ilus, p. 38. (Danes.)
unschooled (un-sk81d'), n. Not schooled; not

taught ; not educated ; illiterate
;
not developed

by study. Sliak., Hamlet, i. 2. 97.

unsciencet (un-si'ens), n. [< ME. unscience; <
MM-l + science.']

"
Lack of knowledge ; igno-

rance.

If that any wyht weene a thing to ben oother weyes
thanue it Is, it is nat oonly uiisciencr but it Is deceyvable
opyuyon. Chaucer, Boethlus, v. prose S.

unscissored (un-siz'ord), a. Not cut with scis-

sors; not sheared. 'Shak., Pericles, iii. 3. 29.

unscottify (un-skot'i-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp.
UHscottificd, ppr. unsrottifyiiig. [< n-2 + Scot-

tify.'] To deprive of Scotch characteristics.

[Rare.]
Examples of great power In Scottish phraseology, . . .

which lose their charm altogether when untcottijled.
K. B. Ranuey, Scottiali Life and Character, p. 91.

unsecured (un-skourd'), a. Not scoured; not
cleaned by rubbing : as, unsecured armor; un-
scoured wool. Shak., M. for M., i. 2. 171.

unscratched (un-skrachf), a. Not scratched;
not torn. Sliak., K. John, ii. 1. 225.

unscreened (un-skrend'), a. 1. Not screened;
not covered; not sheltered; not protected.
lioyle. 2. Not passed through a screen; not
sifted : as, unscreened coal.

unscrew t un-skrS'), r. t. [< n-2 + serwl.] To
draw the screws from ; unfasten by taking out
screws ; also, to loosen (a screw) by turning it

so as to withdraw it: often used figuratively.
I should curse my fortune,

Even at the highest, to be made the gin
To unscrew a mother's love unto her son.
Fletcher (and another J\ Queen of Corinth, lit 1.



unscriptural

linscrintural (un-skrir>'tu-ral) a Not war-
I T,v tlifl intlini-irv "nf rh'p Scv'inhirps not1 anted
BJ

the autlioi ty o,

m accordance with Scripture: as, an unscnp-
Ural doctrine.

Prelacy was abhorred by the great body of Scottish

Protestants, both as an unseriptm-al and as a foreign in-

stitntion. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

t f i . ,.- i .\ -, T
unscripturally (un-skrip tu-ral-i), adv. In an
unsci'iptural manner: in a manner not founded

c, .
,on or warranted by the (scriptures. Uatke.

unscrupulpus (un-skro'pu-lus), a. Not scrupu-

. r.
Unscrupulously (un-skro'pu-hlS-h), adv. In
an unscrupulous manner.

unscrupulOUSness(un-skro'pu-lus-nes),re. The
state or character of being unscrupulous ;

want
of scrupulousness.
vmsrrntahlo run skro'ta-bll Inscrutable'

sculp-
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Like a thicke Coate of mseosore'd: frieze

Forc'd on your backe in summer.
Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness,

6f. Irregular; intemperate ;
inordinate.

Whilst gods and angels
Make but a rule as we do, though a stricter

Like desperate and unseasorid fools, let fly

Our killing angers, and forsake our honours.

Fletcher, Valeutinian, i. 3.

Your unseasoned, quarrelling, rude fashion.
B Jonson, Every Man in Ms Humour, i. 1.
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representative body : as, to be unseated for bribery.

unseaworthiness (un-se'wer"THi-nes) . The

a Vyag6: apphed
-

tO a
in a Not fit forI;, a. INOI

nOt m &it

. A 11 .-1 ii -ji

specifically, m^ooi., smooth; without elevated
or impressed marks on the surface.

unscutcheoned(un.skuch'ond),a. 1. Nothav-
mg, or not being entitled to. an escutcheon, as

being of humbll birth.- 2. Not adorned with
an

escutcheon
or armorial bearings, as a tomb

or a doorway.
unseal (un-sel'),!.t [< ME. Ujweten; < W-2 +
*ea(2.] 1. To open (a thing) after it has been
sealed; free from a seal; hence, to open, in a

general sense. Shale., M. of V., v. 1. 275. 2.

To disclose. [Bare.]

My fears forgetting manners, to unseal
Their grand commission. Shak., Hamlet, v. 2. 17.

Rpa Vovae-p
unseconded fun-sek'un ded) a 1 Not secU
o
n
n
S
d
e
e
C
dftt supported"^Lot 'assisted: as, the

o m,wfnnrlffl tli nttpmnt w
k^2 HeW TV ii 3 34 -gf Not
asecond time

' **'

Klinl- All's Wfill iv 9 30

unearn fun semO / X H 2 + seam 1 To
rifa^a piece of sewine hTnal to rolit or
Sekve ACrMacbeThf'2 2

unsearchable '(uii-ser'cha-blj, a! and n. I o.

Incapable of being discoVered by search; not
to beTtraced or searched out; inscrutable; hid-

den; mysterious. Bom. xi. 33; Milton, Eikono-
Wastes xxvi

II. '. That which is unsearchable or inscru-
table. Watts, Logic, i. 6 41.

iiTUJparpharilpTiptia run npi-Vha bl nps1 n TripU=r

^^^^beyond the power of man to explore.
The unsearchableneis o -

Ansvei ^ Hob))e8

unsearchably (uu-ser'cha-bli)', ^. Inanunl

Strange and nsconded shapes of worms.succeeded.

unsecret1
(un-se'kret), a. [< n-l + secret.'}

Not secret; not close; not trusty. Sir P. Sid-

net/, Arcadia, iii.

unsecretSf (un-se'kret), v. t. [< n-3 + secret.]
To

disclo_se; divulge. Bacon, Counsel (ed. 1887).
unsectarian (un-sek-ta'ri-an), . Not secta-

>
">* intended. or adapted to promote a

sect ' not characterized by any of the pecu-
Parities or prejudices of a sect.

unsectarianism (un-sek-ta'ri-an-izm), . [<
-

secteriaw + -ism.] The character of being un-
sectarian

; freedom from sectarianism
; unprej-

"diced attitude in religious matters.
unsecular (un-sek'u-lar), a. Not secular or
worldly-

.
Lel^e Sev

unsecularize (un-sek'u-lar-iz), v. t. [< unseen-

^"1
+

, Te ' ] Because to become nnsecular;
detach trom secular things; alienate from the
world; devote to sacred uses.

Tymbelfne, i 4! "173
}> '

UDSCeded (un-se'ded), a. 1. Not seeded; not

&,*% "'" *'

unserviceable

We have endeavoured to be as far from unseemly
speeches, to make your ears glow, as we hope you will be
free from unkind reports.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Burning Pestle, Prol.

= Syn, Unmeet, unfit, indecorous.

unseemly (uu-sem'li), adv. In an unseemly
manner; indecently; unbecomingly; improp-
erly. 1 Cor. xiii. 4, 5.

unseen (tin-sen'), a. [< ME. unsene, unseien,

unsehen, unseie, etc.
;
^ ww-1 + seen^-.] 1. Not

seen; not discovered. 2. Invisible; not dis-

coverable: as, the unseen God. Milton, P. L.,
xii. 49. 3f. Unskilled; inexperienced.
Not unseen in the affections of the court.

Clarendon, Great Rebellion.

The unseen, that which is unseen ; especially, the world
of spirits ;

the hereafter. Unsigut, unseent. See un-

unseizet (un-sez'), v. t. [< un-% + seize.'] To
release ; let go of. Quarles, Emblems, I. xii. 2.

unseized (un-sezd'), a. 1. Not seized; not

apprehended ;
not taken. Dryden, Abs. and

Ac-hit., i. 256. 2. In law, not possessed ;
not

put in possession: as, miseized of land.

unseldom (un-sel'dum), adv. Not seldom;
sometimes; frequently.
unselfconsciousness (un-self-kon'shus-nes), n.

April 19, 1890, p. 259. [Bare.]
unselfish (un-sel'fish), a. Not selfish; not un-

duly attached to one's own interest
; generous ;

regardful of others.

unselfishly (tm-sel'fisb-li), adv. In an unsel-
fish manner ; generously.

unselfishness (un-sel'fish-nes), n. The charac-
ter or state of being unselfish; generosity;
thoughtfulness for others.

unselfness (un-self'nes), . Unselfishness. G.

MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, xx. [Bare.]
unseminaredt (un-sem'i-nard), a. [<

-2 +
seminar(y) + -ed?.] Deprived of virility ;

made
a eunuch. Sliak., A. andC., i. 5. 11.

unsensed (un-sensf), a. [<
-2 + sense* +

-ed2.] Wanting a distinct sense or meaning;
without a certain signification. [Bare.]
A parcel of unsensed characters.

J. Lewis, Bp. Pecock, p. 292.

unsensiblet (un-sen'si-bl), a. 1. Insensible.

[Christ] died not to purchase such honour unto unsen-
sible things, that man to his dishonour should do them

2. Not sensible
;
nonsensical.

They barbarously thinking uwensitle wonders of me.

3. Imperceptible.

explored; not critically examined. /S/iaA;., Tit.
/i ;,, q 99

-' \ t v/ 9 _L n

Todepriv; of'slsoidng^ 2? To"sfrik7or
affect unsealonablv or^^disfereeablv Denser

1 Not sea'

. LI Much
Ado, ii. 2. 16.-2. Not suited to the time or oc-
casion

; acting at, an unsuitable time
;
unfit ; un-

timely; ill-timed: as, unseasonable advisers or
advice.

I would not have let fallen an unseasonable pleasant
in the venerable presence of Misery

Stenu, Tristram Shandy, ix. 24.

3. Not agreeable to the time of the year; out
of season: as, an unseasonable frost. Skak.,
Bich.II.,iii. 2.106. 4. Not in season ; taken,
caught, or killed out of season, and therefore

o3S?&
&^aS nal>U Salm0n ' DailV

UnseaSOnableneSS (un^se'zn-a-bl-nes), . The
character or state of being unseasonable Sir
M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind.
Unseasonably (un-se'zn-a-bli), adv. In an un-
seasonable manner; not" at the most suitable
time. Sluik., As you Like it, iii. 2. 258.
unseasoned (un-se'znd), a. 1. Not seasoned;
not kept and made fit for use: as, unseasoned
wood, etc. 2. Not inured; not accustomed;
not fitted to endure something by use or habit:
as, men unseasoned to tropical climates. 3.
Not qualified by use or experience; unripe;
imperfect.
An unseasorid courtier. Shak., All's Well, i. 1. 80.

4. Not sprinkled or impregnated with season-
ing or what gives relish : as, unseasoned meat

5f. Unseasonable; untimely; ill-timed
Sir 'tis a sign you make no strutter of me
To'bring these renegadoes to my chamber'
At these unseason'd hours.

Beau, and FL, Philaster, ii. 4.

11T, B n+ o K MF w <j^ </unscei^t, L^ Mii. unseeie, unseie, unset, un-

WBf, < AS, **(= leel. fiWBW) as Dwu KWiJ
<= ?*

h ' '"'S^ ) '^^ <
1?^*'

+^ *
good happy: see seefl, a.] Unhappy.

^seelH,^. [ME unseeU, hounsele (= Icel. usx-

*); < a + well,..] Unhappiness; misfor-
ne ' ^ right ia nowe to repente [it],

Thou schapist tin selffe m-seele.
York Plays, p. 313.

With muchel hounsele ich lede mi lif,
And that is for on suete wif.

MS. DigbySe. (Halliwell.)

ungeeFt (un-sel') , . *. K -2 + seel* 1 To
open, as the eyes of a hawk which have been
seeled

;
restore the sight of

; enlighten.
Are vour eves ve

In the duTl faceT
y

f
OT

<; fmost you perceive that yon ascend, it gives the eye
lordship over a good large circuit.

Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, i.

sensiblenesst (Un-sen'si-bl-nes),, The char-
acter of being unsensible.

unsensualize (un-sen'su-al-iz), . . To elevate
from the dominion of the seAses. Coleridge,

unseelinesst (un-se'li-nes), . Wretchedness;
unWessedi>ess.

e gretly that 8hrewes lostcn 8one tni]ke uwsely-
Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 4.

UnseelyKun-se'li), a. [< ME. unsely, nnselig, un-
ceK

>
M*''1<7, < AS. unselig, unsselig (= OHG. un-

siilig, MHG. imsselic, unsxlec = Icel. usselligr =
>̂al> - %), unhappy, < un-, not, + selig, hap-

P.Y : see see^i/.] Unhappy; unfortunate; unsuc-
cessful.

"
(Inhardy is thus men sayth.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 290.

unseemt (un-sem' ),v.i. [< un-1 + seem*.] Not
to seem. Shak., L. L. L., ii. 1. 156.

Unseemliness (un-sem'li-nes), . The charac-
ter of being unseemly; uncomeliness ; inde-
c

,
ency ; mdecorum ; impropriety. Hooker, EC-

cles. Polity.

Unseemly (un-sem'h), a. [< ME. unsemly (=
Icel. #>((%>);< n-l + seei/#.] Not seemly;
not fit or becoming ; uncomely; unbecoming;
indecent; improper.

""
. , ,

A
',

1N ot

spatehed; not transmitted: as, an tinsent let-

^^ Not sollclt
,,

ed ** me
.

ans of a ^^ssage :

ui/o> : as, mzse>u/o gue 5t,s.
.

UHSentenced (uu-sen'tenst), a. I. Not having
received sentence. -2f. Not definitely pro-
n unced

.
. Judgment; undecreed. Heylin,

Ketormation, 11. bl. (Davies.)
Unsentimental (un-sen-ti-men'tal), a. Notsen-
timental ; not apt to be swayed by sentiment;

^r man had a more , ^ mother than
mine. Charlotte Bronte, ViUette, xx.

unseparablet (un-sep'a-ra-bl), a. Inseparable.
L,fc and 60n .ow are ,(n8fj;n We.

Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, v. 1.

unseparablyt (un-sep'a-ra-bli), adv. Insepara-
bly. Milton, Divorce,' ii."9.

unsepulchered, unsepulchred (un-sep'ul-
kerd), a. Having no grave ;

unburied. Chap-
man, Iliad, xxii.

unsequestered (un-se-kwes'terd), . Not se-

questered ; unreserved; open; frank; free.

Fuller, Ch. Hist., XL iii. 4. (Davies.)
Unservice (un-ser'vis), . Want of service

;

neglect of duty ;
idleness. [Bare.]

You tax us for unmsnicc, lady.
Massinger, Parliament of Love, i. 5.

unserviceable (un-ser'vi-sa-bl), . Not service-

able; not fit for service; not bringing advan-

tage, use, profit, or convenience; useless: as,
an unserviceable utensil or garment. Shak.,
All's Well, iv. 3. 152.



unserviceableness HIM.-. unsighted
unserviceablenessi ini-s.Vvi-sa-lil-nesi./i. The shades or gradations of light or color, as a sengers. Ilnl:liiii<\ r</m/, I. L"J7. 2. '!'

character or stute of beingunservieeble! n6- picture. move from its place ;
..... at/?.), tore-

loHsiifHs. lliii-i-i.ir, Sermon*. III. xiv. unshadowed (un-shad'dd), a. Not clouded; movefrom aplace when- it is lixi ,1 oi-iittt .1: as.

unserviceably (uii-ser'vi-s;i bli >. mlr. \..| in not darkened; lience. free from gloom: as, an to unxltiii an our; to annlii/i capstan-har* : to
a servieeal.lt' manner; ncil servic'eably. H'ootl- uimlniilniriil path ;

unshadowed enjoyment. /,(/) the tiller.

/(K/V/, Natural History. This u the hip of pearl, which, poets'felgn, unshipment (im-ship'raent), M. Theact of tm-
linset din-set'), a. [< ICE. /; < wi-l + 8all the unthadowed main. shipping, or the state of'WiiiR iinslii|ii.eil ; di*-

wl.] 1. Not set: not placed. Hooker, Eceles. o. r. //o/t/u^ The Chambered .\autllui.
pi, l( .;. Ill( . Ilt .

Polity, iii. 11. 2. Unplanted. unshakable (un-sha'ka-bl), a. Incapable of be- unshod (un-shod'), a. [< ME. unschod; < -'

Item, J. uruttte poke. P<Mtoni((,r, Inventory, 1.477. ing shaken. Also spelled umhakcable. + tftod.1 1. Not wearing shoes; barefoot:

3. Not sunk below the horizon, as the sun. UiulutkeabU bcllefi. Z7. Sjxr, Study of Soclo).,p. 317. noting a human being. Jer. ii.25. 2. Not liav-

4f. Not ti\e.|; uiiappointed. See *tee. unshakedt (un-shakf), a. Not shaken; un- >g shoes, as a horse: noting a young horse

Al day metcth men at nw( .tevene. shaken ; firm ; steady. Sliak., J. C., iii. 1. 70. never shod, or one from which the shoes have

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, L flea, unshaken (un-sha'kn), n. 1. Not shaken; not "ten taken or dropped.
5. Not placed in a setting; unmounted: as, agitated. Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 201. 2. Not unshoe (un-sh8'), v. t. [Early mod. E. uiunooe;

iiiixi'tgems. 6. Not set, as a broken limb. Ful- moved in resolution; linn; steady, fihak.,
< "-a + shoe.} To deprive of a shoe or shoes,

In: Worthies. Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 199. as a horse. Heytcood, Royal King (Works, ed.

unsettle (un-set'l), i>. [<
-2 + settle^ mixed unshakenly (un-slia'kn-li), adv. In an un- Pearson, 1874, VI. 13).

with
.11-ttlr'-!.] I. trail*. 1. To change from a shaken manner; steadily; firmly. unshOOKt (un-sliuk ),a. Not shaken; unshaken.

settled state; make to be no longer fixed, steady, unshale (un-shal'), r. t. [<
- + shalel. C'f. /'<r<, Prol. to Satires, 1. 88.

or established; unhinge; make uncertain or unshcll.] To strip the shale or husk from; un- unshorn (un-shorn ), a. 1. Not shorn; not

fluctuating: as, to unsettle doctrines or opin- shell; expose or disclose. [Bare.] sheared; not clipped: as, unshorn locks; un-

ion*. I wll not uruAofc the Jest before It be ripe.
Aon. velvet. Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1.94.

His [John Brown'sl ultimate expectation seem, to have Jfar.*m, Tli. F.wne, hr. -2. Not shaven: as, un/.(/r lips. Lotigjellow,

been to so utuettle and disturb slave property that the in- unshamed (un-shamd'), a. Not shamed; not '

stitution would not be worth maintaining and would col- ashamed; not abashed. Drvden. Pal. and Arc Unshot (un-shot'),<J. 1. Not hit by shot. Wal-
kP"- O- S. Nerriam, S. Bowles, 1. 249.

;;j fer. 2. Not shot ; not discharged; not fired.

2. To move from a place ;
remove. SirB.L'Ex- unshamefaced (un-sham'fast). a. Same as un- The Scot* fled fromtlielr ordnance, leaving them uruAof.

trange. 3. To disorder
j
derange; makemad: nhamrfiiKt. lip. Bale. Expedition into Scotland, 1544 (Arber's Eng. Garner, L 145).

as, to unsettle a person's intellect. Shak., Lear, unshainefastt (un-sham'fast), a. [< ME. KM- unshot (un-shot'), t>. t. To take or draw the shot
111.4. 16o.

schamefast,ontcIiamefest,<A8.unsceanifieitt,not or ball out of: as, to unxhot a gun.
II. intrans. To become unfixed; give way; modest, < -, not, + sceamfxst, modest: see unshout (un-shouf), r. t. To recall or revoke

be disordered.
shamefast.'] Not shamefast or modest; im- (what is done by shouting). Shak., Cor., v. 5. 4.

Let not my sense unsettle, modest [Rare 1

^MLr^d^^TlroH<M?ltaS^l 2 unshamefastlyt (un-sham'fast-li), orfr. [<ME. unshowered (un-shou'erd), a. Not watered or

unsettled (un-set'ld), a. [< w-l + settled >'^l>amefastly
;< *ukamtfut+ -ly'^ With- sprinkled by showers: as, vnshowereil grass.

.l with\^//2 1 1 Knt BttlB,l- nnt fivo,l
out shame ; boldly, flycltf, Prov. xxi. 29. Milton, Nativity,!. 215.

g^tattoB^d^.S^K^ifiS^ unshamefastnessf (un-Hham'fast-nes),,, The nnBhown (im-snon'), . Not shown; not ex-

wavering; fickle; fluctuating; of the mindfdis-
8tate of beluK ""^amefast

; impudence. hibited. Shal:, A. and C., in. 6. 5

turbed deranged. We haoe not *nted this Lent flshe to cate, and also UHshrined (un-shnnd'), a- Not deposited in a
slnnes ynow to confesse ; for the case is come to suclie dig- shrine. Xntitln if.An unsettled fancy. Shale., Tempest, y. 1. 59. solution and un.ham^a.lnea,

>

that.the Reiitlemcn hold it
unghjinking (un-shring'king), . Not shrink-

Accounts perplex'd, my Interest yet unpaid,
for ftn C8tate nlld aduancement of honour to eate flesh in ,

-

liilrawinir fVf.tn flnntror or t/>il nnt
My mind tattled, ano my will unmade. Lent. Ovecara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577X p. 85.

', ano my w unmae. . , .
,

. .

*'. I'arish Register (Works, 1. 104). unshape (un-shap'), v. t. To deprive of shape;
recolhllK or hesitating through reluctance or

2. Not determined, as something in doubt; throw out of form or into disorcfer; confound! ^^ *>>">>'ff firmness. Shak., KM.

.. II. tor .

r-eae unshapen (un-sha'pn), a. Shapeless; mis- i shriven. .

as n"e /eT/w"Xi S ^

Seri -5 8^Pn ! deformed; ugly. unshroud (un-shroud'), r. t. To remove the

Stw ,;,i,^ f.'rhi^'.
Thou wUdMAop. antic. dmmd ftom: diwovw vseover : umil; dta-

^T^Ii^ilSSiS&L^S^W T 4'
"S*11 Ond *"*' chan elll

'
1T- 8- close. P. Fletcher, Purple Island", xii.

roi^y
".*

^SFnirt 1 uidated- ,^' >Pely (un-shap'H), a. Not shapely; not nnshrubbed (un-shrubd*), . Bare of shrubs;

caid as an ,,nH tie, , iN ,'ute- an\"t^/b well-formed; ill-formed. not set with shrubs. Mat., Tempest, iv. 1. 81.
' ' '

Metaphysics reared many an aprentl-solld edifice, unshunnable un-shun'a-bl . incaable of
,

/ il'men! On Ron 9 vH l' 7 Hav no Metaphysics reared many an
apprently-solld edifice, unshunnablet (un-shun'a-bl), . ncapable of

Uialmeis, un Koraans vni. l. 7. Having no whlch fel( lllto utukapely ,! at the nr8t rude blagt of . . ,\ inevitat:ie guilt Othello iii

inhabitants; not occupied by permanent in- criticism. J. FMe, Cosmic Phllo... 1. 26.
3 "if

habitants: as, unsettled lands.-8. Disturbed; unshared (un-shard'), . Not shared; not par- unshunned (un-shund'), o. Not shunned; notW '

In early d time, the carrying of weapons by mS^rST^'' 8S' M^amJ i^' -voided; unshunnable. Skat.. M. for M., iii.

T^^S^^yS^1&'Sr^^^(^^^ Unshaven. Surrey, unshutt (n-shut'),r. t. [< MB. *.,,-
reached. rf. Spnr, Prin. of Sociol., 1 401. Aneid, iv. gchetten ; < ttii-2 + shut.] To open. Chaucer,
unsettledly (un-set'ld-li), adv. In an unset- unshaven (un-sha'vn), a. Not shaven; un- Merchant's Tale, 1. 803.

tied manner; uncertainly; irresolutely. X. trimmed. unshutter (un-shut'er), v. t. To take down or

Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 72. unsheathei (un-sheTH'), r. I. trans. To draw open the shutters of. T. Hughes, Tom Brown
unsettledness (un-set'ld-nes), . The state of ?

rom the sheath or scabbard. Shak., 3 Hen. VI., at Oxford, xvii.

being unsettled, in any sense. Milton. ~3 To unsheathe the sword, figuratively, to unshy (un-shi'), a. Not shy; familiar; confi-

unsettlement (un-set'1-ment), n. 1. The act
ma
f? "%:.., T .,, nnt frn. dent. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, II. 50.

of unsettling. Imp. /Wc.-2. The state of
rocome out from a si

(Davies.)

being unsettled; unsettledness; confusion;
81

{ ne hair Soever P O IV vi'i 4fl"
^slckt (un-sik'), a. Not sick; well. Thclsleof

disturbance. Barrow, Sermons, III. xv. ^'
* '

ft' JY
1 vu

-.

40
,- Ladies, 1. 1205.

unsevent (un-sev'n), r. t. To make to be no
-*

M
No*

^ed;
not spilled: as, blood unshed. ^^^.^ (un -sik'er), a. K ME. *,<(= O.

longer seven [Rare.] unwell (un^sheT'),r/. To divest of the shell ;

' ^)i<* +-*^ Not safe ;
not se-

fc"^^*"S^-A!!

55t?[*SV) ,ak t f hell hatch . hence, togive birth U^e

ckenle88t (un^ik'er-nes), . [< ME. u-
unsevered (un-sev'erd), o. Not severed; not sikemes; < u,,sicker + -ness.] The state of be-
mrfp.i- nnt HiviHoa- insoTvarahln At Pr.r Of him and none but him ... have I took, sent, or come ins insecure
R. / ' P /IOA,,Cor., to the wind of, that ever Yarmouth unAf/fed or ingendred. T/ ' j\ i w * *m.2.42. ^<MA*, Lenten 8tuffe(Harl. Misc., vi. 157). <fl<u-w..)

unsifted (un-sif ted),<i. 1 . N ot sifted ; not gep-
unsew (un-so'), t. [< ME. unsewen, unsoicen ; There (behind a nailed-up chimney-board] I remained "ated by a sieve. May, tr. of \ irgil. 2. Not
< un-2 + ficl.J To rip. [Rare.] till half-past seven the next morning, when the house- critically examined; untned. Shak., Hamlet,

Chidynge and reproche . . . uiuowen the semes of
nlald'' eetheart, who v, as a carpenter, ,A/fed me

freendshipe iu mannes herte. Chaucer, Parson's Tale. CT, Sketches, W [tie.
njjslghtt (un-sif), a. [Contr.ot unsighted.] Not

unsex (un-seks'), r. t. [< -2 + sex.l To de- inshelve (un-shelv'), r. t. To remove from, seen.- Unsight, unseen, without inspection or examl-

nrivunf Hovorof spviial pViarn.(>tprs' maWpnther or as from, a she If. nation: thus, to buy anything tintiaht, umeen it to buy It

priveor sexorot sexuaicuaracters, maKeotner- .
/nLshent'l a Not shent- not snoiloH without seeing it: now often abbreviated to tight unMm.

wise than the sex commonly is; transform in unsnenMU" BO, [CoUoq ,

respect to sex; usually, with reference to a not disgraced; unblamed heats, Lamia, i. For to subscribe uwfeW, n

woman, to deprive of the qualities of a womau ;

unsherifft ("n ' sher if ), t'. t To remove from r an nnknown
ehudij discipline.

make masculine or depnve of the office of shenff. Fuller, Wor- * Butler, Hudlbras, I. II. S7.

Come, you spirits thies. Kent. There was a great confluence of chapmen, that resorted

That tend on mortal thoughts, unex me here. Ulishiftable (un-shif
'

ta-bl), a. Not shifts- from every p*rt. with a design to purchase, which they
Shale., Macbeth, l. B. 42. ble ; shiftless ; helpless". Rev. S. Ward, Ser- were * do ""*'. utueen. Additm, Spectator, No. 511.

unshackle (un-shak'l), r. t. To unfetter; mons, p. 67. [Rare.] unsightable (un-si'ta-bl), a. [ME., < wn- 1 +
loose from bonds; set free from restraint. .!(/- unshiftmess ( un-shif 'ti-nes), . The character xii/ht + -nbU'.~\ Invisible, n'yclif.
ili.ttm. oi l>eiug unshifty; shiftlessness. If. Mathetcs, unsighted (un-si'ted), a. 1. Jfot seen; invis-

unshaded (un-sha'ded), a. 1. Not shaded; Getting on in the World. ible: as, an unsighted vessel. Suckling. 2.
not overspread with shade or darkness. Kir unship ( mi-ship'), r. t. 1. To take out of a ship Not furnished with a sight or sights: as, an
W. Dareiiatit. To the l^iieen. 2. Not having or other water-craft : as, to Ai/; goods or pas- unsighted gun.



unsightliness

unsightliness (un-slt'li-nes), . The state of

being unsightly ; disagreeableness to the sight ;

deformity ; ugliness. Wiseman, Surgery.

(ii-,40 unsought

Unionism hitlierto has been presented to the vmlrillftl unSOCiality (un-so-shi-al'i-ti). .

in far too costly and elaborate a form. being unsocial; unsociability.
Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 728.

Destitute of practical knowledge ; unac-

eye" ugly; deformed; repulsive.
ii. 4. 159.

unsignificant (un-sig-nif'i-kant), a

no significance or signification

Au empty, formal, uniignificant name.
Hammond, Works, IV. 514.

unsignificantlyt (un-sig-nif'i-kant-li),
Without significance.

The temple of Janus, with his two coutroversal faces,

The state of

W.HazUttyiD
Personal Traits of Brit. Authors (Wordsworth),

p. 181.

, onsocket (un-sok'et), v. t. To take from a

try. 3. Produced without skill or dexterity; SOcket.

unsoftt (uu-sfiff), a. [ME. unsofte, < AS. un-

softe, hard, severe, < un-, not, + softe, soft,

mild: see n-i and soft.-] Hard; harsh,
from memory. G. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 107.

Unskilled labor, labor that does not exhibit or does not

adv. require special skill or training : usually confined to the

simpler forms of manual labor, as the labor of hod-car- UnSOItt

riers, etc.

Having showing no evidence of skill in production.

If their unskilled verses were preserved at all, they

must have been preserved by those who repeated_them
G. r

ini'.;hl now not unsianijicantli/ be set open.
Milton, Areopagitica.

unsimple (un-sim'pl), a
sense.

Such profusion of unsimple words.

Not simple, in any

Thilke brnstles of his herd unsofte.
Chaucer, Merchant s Tale, 1. 580.

-sdft'), adv. Not with softness ;
not

softly. Spenser, Shep. Cal., July.

Unskilled labor, requiring only brawny muscle, cannot unsolder (un-sod'er), V. t. To separate, as

equitably claim the wages of skilled labor, which taxes wnat is joined by solder; disunite; dissolve;

-^alsS^.^^MSH'a^JSi^s<s^.
TSS fltfflsj

[<^,.rrfe.- sas ' # '=?/,',as
Alexander (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2475.

unslaked (

unslekked;
slaked, in any sense. moiilcioir fo'ruia; not regular or formal; legally informal :

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, i. 2.

3l r J ;
\ A f< ME 'unslaked also unsolemn (un-sol'em ,

a. [< ME. unsolempne;
ked (un-slakt ),. J<ML. unslaked, Mso

solemn.] Not solemn, (a) Not sacred,
'eked; < Wtt- 1 + slaked, pp. of state 1

.] JNot
8eriolls> or grayc (6)

J
Not ac(.. inPanicd by the due cere-

Unslekked lym, chalk, and gleyrc of an ey. as, an unsolemn testament. .

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 253. Uncelebrated ;
unknown to fame.

Ayli/e, Purcrgon, p. 525. (ct)

The rcnon nis neyther over-old ne unsolempne.
Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose S.

J. Baillie.

unsimplicity (un-sim-plis'i-ti), n. Lack of sim-

plicity ;
artfulness. Kingslcy, Westward Ho, vi.

unsint (un-sin'), v. t. To deprive of sinful

character or quality. Feltham, Resolves, i. 89.

unsincere (un-sin-ser'), a. If. Not genuine;
adulterated. Boyle. 2. Mixed; alloyed, as a ^^

Annus lis, st. 209.- 3. ^^^ (un.8ie'ping), a. Not sleeping ;
ever

. * eye, of God. Milton, P. L
,
, 647.** SSSSfcSlj ;

^erT
unsincerityt (un-sin-ser'i-ti), n. Want of gen- unsleptt (un-slepf), a. Having been without

so}emn .

uiueness; adulteration.
"

Boyle, Works, I. 350. sleep. unsolicited (un-so-lis'i-ted), a. Not solicited.

> of strength, paie as ,nan longe unslept. The Isle of Ladies, 1. 1836.

S/iafc.,Ham- unsung (Un-sling'), v. t. To remove from a

position in which it has been slung; specifically

(naut.), to take off the slings of, as a yard, a cask,
etc. : release from slings.

(un-slip'ing), a. Not slipping; not

slip. Shak., A. and C., ii. 2. 129.

unsinew (uu-sin'u), r. t. To deprive of strength,

might, firmness, vigor, or energy
*'"' w "<-

let, iv. 7. 10. [Rare.]

unsing (un-sing'), v. t. To recant, recall, or re-

tract (what has been sung). Defoe, True-Born

Englishman, ii. (Danes.) [Rare.]

unsingled (un-sing'gld), a. Not singled; not

separated. Dryden, JEneid, iv. [Rare.]

unsinning (un-sin'ing), . Not sinning; com-

mitting no sin
; impeccable ;

untainted with

End mioll)

Jer. Taylor,

unsister (un-sis'ter), r. t. To deprive of a sister;
yijjfanf. y. A. Eev., CXXVI. 275.

separate, as sisters. Tennyson, Queen Mary, 1. 1. unslumbrOUS (un-slum'brus), a. Not slum-
[Rare.] brous; not inviting or causing sleep. Keats,

unsistered(un-sis'terd),. Sisterless; having
no sister. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, p. 286.

[Rare.]
unsisterliness (un-sis'ter-li-nes), n. The char-

acter or state of being unsisterly.

unsisterly (un-sis'ter-li), a. Not like a sister;

unbecoming a sister. Richardson, Clarissa Har-

lowe, VII. 412.

unsittingt (un-sit'ing), a. [ME., < wn-1 + sit-

(a) Not applied to or' petitioned.

Not a god left unsolicited. Shak., Tit. And., iv. 3. 60.

(b) Not asked for ; not requested : as, unsolicited inter-

ference. Lord Halifax.

unsolicitOUS (un-so-lis'i-tus), a. Not solicitous,

(a) Not deeply concerned or anxious. A. Tucker, (b)

Not marked or occupied by care, anxiety, or solicitude :

as, unsulicitous hours. Johnson.

unsluice (un-slos'), v. t. To open the sluice vmsolid (un-sol'id), a. Not solid, (a) Not having

of; open; let flow. Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Meta- the properties of a solid ; liquid or gaseous. .Locfre.Hunmn

Understanding, ii. 4. (b) Not sound, substantial, or firm ;

ting.-} Unbecoming; improper. Chaucer, Troi-
,joret jji_

lus, ii. 307.

unsizable (un-sl'za-bl), a.

size, magnitude, or bulk.

ME. wuletg, unsleie, unslegh (=
< -i + sly.-] Not sly. Wyclif,

Prov. xxiii. 28.

unsmirched (un-smerchf), a. Not stained;
not soiled or blacked ;

clean : as, an unsmirched

character. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 5. 119.

unsmooth (un-smo'TH'), a. Not smooth] not

even

_ v
- ,,

The character or

state*of "being unsolid, in any sense. The At-

>lvd'), a. Not solved, explained,

as, an unsolved riddle. Dryden,

unsonsy, unsoncy (un-son'si), . 1. Not

sonsy; not buxom, plump, or good-looking.

[Scotch.] 2. Bringing or boding ill luck; un-

lucky ;
ill-omened ; unpropitious. [Prov. Eiig.

and Scotch.]
Also spelled unsonsie, unsoncie.

roughr^ftK. and Fl, Thierry and fheo- unsoott, a. An obsolete variant of unsweet.

And cast hem out as rotten and unsoote.
-, Spenser, Shep. Cal., December.

Not of the proper ^^ u t^n
of enn

'

acherib. ^[Rare"]

' ''

unSOphisticate(un-so-fis'ti-kat),a. Tlnsophis-

Inca- ticated.
Nature, unsopMsticate by man,

Starts not aside from her Creator's plan.

Cowper, Conversation, 1. 451.

;< ME. unskilful; <
** (-sr'), ' To release from a

To disentangle.

Tatler. unsmotherable (un-smuTH'er-a-bl), a.

unsized (un-sizd'), a. Not sized or stiffened:
pa bie

"
of"befng smothered, suppressed, or re-

as, unsized camlet. Congme, Way of the
strained> Dickens, Pickwick, xxviii.

World, iv.

unskilful (un-skil'ful), a. [< I

n-i + skilful.-] 1. Not skilful; wanting, or not
ungnarl (un .snarl'), r. t. ^ _ B

evincing, the knowledge and dexterity which unsnec^ (un.Snek'), v. t. To draw the sneck,
are acquired by observation, use, and experi- latch Qr bolt of /a joor).
ence

; bungling : said of persons or their acts.

Scorner and unskilful to hem that skil shewede,
In alle manere maners. Piers Plowman (C), vii. 26.

2f. Destitute of discernment
; ignorant.

Though it make the unskilful laugh.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 29.

Unreasonable.
I may not endure that thou dwelle

In so unskilful an opynyon

3f.

_, . _ she tripped it o'er the floor;
She drew the bar, unsnecked the door.

Jamieson's Popular Ballads.

unsoaped (un-sopf), a. Not soaped; unwashed.

[Rare.]
The unsoaped of Ipswich brought up the rear.

Dickens, Pickwick, xxiv.

There was a wild-haired unsoaped boy.
0. W. Hoi;

unsophisticated (un-so-fis'ti-ka-ted), a. Not

sophisticated; not corrupted, adulterated, or

perverted by art; unmixed-; pure; genuine;
not artificial ; simple; artless.

It is the only place in England where these stuffs are

made unsophisticated. Evelyn, Diary, July 8, 1656.

Sidney had the good sense to feel that it was unsophis-
ticated sentiment rather than rusticity of phrase that be-

fitted sueh themes.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 135.

unsophisticatedness (un-so-fis'ti-ka-ted-nes),

n. The character or state of being unsophisti-

cated; genuineness; artlessness.

That of thy wo is no curacion.

CAar,Troila,L790. unsociability (un-so-shia-bil
of being unsociable ; unsociableness.

olmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 59.
vmsophistication (un-so-fis-ti-ka'shon), n. Sim-

ia-biri-ti), n. The state plicity; artlessness
; ^unsophisticatedness.

unskilfully (un-skil'ful-i), adv. [< ME. -

unsociable (un-so'shia-bl), a.

skilfully; < unskilful + -fy
2
-] 1. In an unskil-

ful manner; without skill. 2f. Indiscreetly.

Qwo-so be rebel or vn-buxum ageyng ye aldirman, in

tima of drynck or of raorwespeche, vnskylfulleche, he xal

paye to ye lyht iiii. Ii. of wax.

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 55.

St. Unreasonably; unwisely. Chaucer, Boe-

thius, i. prose 4; .S'fto*., M. for M., iii. 2. 156.

unskilfulness (un-skil'ful-nes), n. The char-
acter of being unskilful. Jer. Taylor.

Not sociable, in

any sense.

Whom, when Time hath made unsociable to others, we
become a burden to ourselves.

Raleigh (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 139).

Such a behaviour deters men from a religious life, by
representing it as an unsociable state, that extinguishes
all joy. Addison.

unsociableness (un-so'shia-bl-nes), n. The
state or character of being unsociable

;
unso-

ciability.

unsorrowed (un-sor'6d), a. Not sorrowed,

grieved, or mourned (for) ;
not lamented or re-

gretted: sometimes followed by for.

Transzressions . . . tmsorrowed for and repented of.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 72.

Die, like a fool, unsorrowed.
Fletcher, Monsieur Thomas.

unsorted (un-sor'ted), ft. 1. Not sorted; not

arranged or put in order; not assorted or

classified. Watts, On the Mind, xix. 2t. Ill-

sorted; ill-chosen. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ii. 3. 13.

[< ME. unsouht; < wn-l

it searched for ; not

acter of being unskilful. Jer. Taylor. ciability. unsought (un-saf), ft. [< ME.
unskillt (un-skil'), n. [< ME. unskil, unskile unsociably (un-so'shia-bli),ftrt):. In an unsocial +^nft ,iit -i Not sought, (a) No
(=Icel. uskil); <-! + skill.-] 1. Lack of dis- manner ;

with reserve. Sir R. L' Estrange. sought after.
1 j:,, 1: ;j;_4.: /i.,-n ,! / ..A/,,1,.,11 xr^f o^niol r>nt o/loT>t-

Boneless to find yet loath to leave unsought.
Shak., C. of E., i. 1. 136.

Mv friends have come to me unsought. The great God

gave them to me. Emerson, Friendship.

cernment or discretion; indiscretion. Genesis unsocial (un-so'shal),o. Not social; not adapt-
and Exodus, 1. 3506. 2. Unskilfulness. Syl- ed to society; not tending to sociability; re-

vester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., Eden, served; unsociable. Shenstone.

(Davies.) Unsocialism (un-s6'shal-izm),n. [< unsocial +
unskilled (un-skil(l'), a. 1. Lacking skill ;

des- -ism.] The state of b'eing unsocial; reserve;
titute of or not characterized by special skill or unsociability. Congregationalist, Jan. 27, 1887.

trained dexterity. [Rare.]

(d) Unasked for: unsolicited.

Love sought is good, but given unsought is better.

Shak., T. N., iii. 1. 16S.



unsoul

unsoult (uii-s("il'), r. t. Todepriveof mind, soul,
or understanding; deprive of spirit.

Your HIM I appearance, should they thus behold you,
Would half uiuuui your army.

Chapman, Revenge for Honour, i. a.

Tims bodies walk ummul'il .' r,,r,l, Love's Sacrifice, I. 2.

unsound (mi-sound'), ii. [< MK. iiHKim-iiil.] Not
sound. (a) Not healthy: disi-uud; morbid; corrupt;
rotten ; decayed : us, an uiuouml tiody or mind ; uiuounrf

^^o,ftr!

JTuSl l,^hS oV^;
as, uiuoumMce. (c) Not founded on truth or con ect prin-
ciules; iU-fuund' -.1 ; not valid; incorrect; erroneous;
wrong; not orthodox: an, wuaund reasoning or argil-

SS^Sn?^^ra
v. ii. 38. (et) Not safe; injured.

Than assembles falle sone scvene score knyghtes,
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unspedt (un-spi-d'),/!. Not perforim-il : not ill's-

pMched, ilnrlli. tr. of Ovid's Mctamorph., xiv.

Unspeedt, . [MK. iHmpi-d. < AS. .<///. un-
-n. .-,*., ,,ii-l'..H imr, |M,v.-rty. '/.-. not . I 0M
success, pn.spi-ritv : SIT w-l and x/.m/.] Ill

success; lack of prosperity.
linspeedfult (tin-sped fill), . [< MK. it n HIinIfii I ;

< UM- 1 + speedful.} Unsuccessful ; ineffective,

Prcycre* that ne mowen ne ben untptdful ne without*^ "'
Unspeedy (un-spe'di), a. Not speedy; slow.

Saudi/ft, Travailes (1652), p. 92.

To

. .Of unsound mind, Insane. =Syn. Defective, Imperfect,

wi^sssraBkije -at
ton Com on 1 Pet ii

UnSOlindlyt (un-sound'li), adv. In an unsound
manner.

Discipline unsoundly taiiKht.

Hooter, Eoclet. Polity, Pref., i 8.

%
unsoundness (un-sound'nes), n. The state or
rhnrft(*tpr nf hpintr iinniinH in n.nv flpnap

'

The uruoundaeu of his own judgment.
n, Ans to Eikon Hasillke, s 7.

(uii-snplM r t To rplpase from the
f
(U
a
n
sp
P
ellXX^^*SS&li

Dryil. i> .

Unspent (tin-spent' ),O. 1. Not spent: 88, money
,,; not uged or wasted: as, water in

a Cistern unspent. 2. Not exhausted: as,

strength or force unspent. 3. Not having lost

unsteadfast

unsquire (un-ikwir'). ''. ' l<
'-' + x<yir-i.]

Todivestot UuttttoarnririMgMOfauwqnlN;
degrade from therank of squire. >'//'. Letters
t " t h. K i >_ ,,i ,, in:-. |l.':uv.

|

unstablllty ( un -stii - l.il'i - ti I. . Instability.

[Rare.]
li v of itich an Mwclatlou U, howerer, be-

ginning to be undentood. Seimet, VIII. 401.

Unstable 1 (un-sta'bl), r. <. [< un-2 -f toWl.]

ft
make no longer a stable or filthy abode.

l.K8re.J
r heart* be untlaUed of these bestlil IniU.

*" T- Adamt> Worki, J. 120.

unstable^ (un-sta'bl) . [ME. .*,*; < m-i
+ stable*.] 1. Not stable; not fixed.

It ''" ' a toctal Ifflregmte, u of every other aggre-

unspar (uu-spaV), v. t [< ME *,,. MK
speren;< w-2 + )ar.] To withdraw or remove
tLsparsorbar^of; dnb.lt; unfasten; open.
Loke If the gate be uiwjKMd. *om. qfthe llw, 1.2656.

Forty yeomen tall ...
The, lofty palUade ;<arrI,

^Ze, M-u-raion, I. 4.

unspared (un-spard'), a. 1. Not spared; not
saved for future use ; not treated with mild-

ness; not saved from destniction, ruin, death,
or thp likp Vi//n P T, T fiOfi <H Inrtis

pensable not to be spared

cine doth the other ; though the physician and the hand
be uHnpared instruments to their several purposes.

Rev. T. ^dom. Work., I. 381.

unsparelyt (un-spar'h), drft'. [< ME. vnsparely.

unsjxirliche (= Icel. iisparlifla); < W -l + spare-
ly.] Not sparely; unsparingly.

Ohefly thay asken
Spycez, that m-sparely men speiled horn to bryng,
A the wyunc-lych wync ther-with vche tyme.
Sir Gaimyne and the Green K,,i,jht(E. E. T. 8.), 1. 079.

Unsparing (un-spar'ing), a. I. Not sparing;
liberal; profuse; abundant: as, the uiispariuij
use of money.
Heaps with ,<npari,w haud. jr,^ P. L, v. 844.

2. Not merciful; unmerciful: as, unxpanng
Publicitv -

1-he unnpanng swonl of justice.

sphere.
To ^AW the .tar,. Sta*.. W. T., L t 4&

unspied (un-spid'), a. 1 . Not spied or narrowly
aMHthAd not ..xnlorpil 1/i/Mn P I, iv W*u - aiiiiun, r. u., iv. .>.

2. Not espied or seen
;
not discovered.

n*ii1*.A /,,,.\,^;b'\ ,. * Tn ,- ,. , i , ;L-..
unsplie (un-spik ), /. /. To remo%e a spike
troin, US from tllP Vpnt of a ('ailllOll.

iinanilloH nt,Hniitn miltM 1UllSpUlea, unspllt d
1-fP'W . -Pt ), " 1

J-Not spoiled; not marred. Turner, September's
Unahu,wl^v _ 9 Ttfn* onillpH no* utio.l gaIu )a S7 bSm t'oo^r" Hill' >'t '"'/"- utuMm, coopers m.

' " ' " 8

<*
vitaU thred l

" B "nC

Quoted In HrfVwLd-; CAro. (Hlt. Scot).

unspiritt (un-spir'it), r. t. To depress in *pir-
its f dispirit; dishearten. Abrrto.

unspiritual (un-spir'i-tu-al), a. Not spiritual ;

carnal; worldly. Jer. Taylor, Sermons, II. 1.

=8yn. Sec irorWJy.

unapiritualize (un-spir'i-tu-al-iz). r. . To de-

prive of spirituality. South, Sermons, VI. 262.

uispiritually (un-spir'i-t^al-i), rfr.' In an

unspiritual manner ;
without spirituality.

unspleened (un-splend'), a. Devoid of spleen,
Vouchsafe one untpleen'd chiding to my riot.

Ford, Lady's Trial, it 4.

^^0. fun-spoil'), v. t. To undo or destroy
the effect of spoiling or over-indulgence in;
cure of being gpo iied or over-indulged. [Rare.]
"I am quite spoiled, I believe, said Helen; "yon must
nPil me, Bather." J/i Kdgeuorth, Helen, xliiL

Unspoiled (un-spoild'), a. I. Not spoiled; not

corrupted; not mined; not having lost its natu-
ralness and simplicity: as, an unspoiled charac-

^^ ,

I(J ^^
Pope Moral Essays ill ao

2. Not despoiled or plundered; not pillaged.

tendency I. toward. greater heterogeneity.
11. Spencer, Prtn. of Soclol., 1 4M.

s~-
UnttatU ai water, thou ihalt not excel [have the excel-

lenc,

"?!*IL

1?1
1
!/1
eq"lllbrl

,

u
^-M^t

!J
l-S<

r' VUDStabled (uu-sta bid), a. Not put up in a

Behold the tirancnlfM tree, the ututaoUd Ro8lnant* !

charlotte Bnnt*, \i\Mie, xxxu.
. . - . ...^

tmstableness un-sta'bl-nes), . Instability.
v,-,. )/ /;/,, On Eccles xii 1

.,'L".*!'' t"^T't V^ t,UUStaCK (un-staK ), r. r. lo remove from a
8taek ? undo from a Btacke(1 Positio" : 8 '

to -
. ,

staid or steady;
not settled in judgment ; volatile; fickle: as,
""^"''' y uth - 'V^* <> - Pierce Penil-e, p. 57.

UH8taidne88 (un-stad'nes), M. 1. The state
or character of being unstaid.-2t. Uncertain

A Und at " "*
"j^fcadla. I

,-.!/ , i-\ , i v^funstained (un-stand ), a. 1. Not stained
;
not

dyed.- 2. Not polluted; not tarnished; not
dishonored : as, an u,,xlained character; -

|

* religion. ^,r.
Eccles Polity, v. 1. .

unstamped (un-stampt ), a. Not stamped or

impressed; not having a stamp impressed or
affixed: as.an loistamnttl deed, receipt.or letter.

unstanch, Unstauncn(uu-8tanch', -stanch'), a.

Not stanch; not strong and tight. MaNnyf*
f'oyngegl.465.

unstanchable. unstaunchable (un-stan cha-

bl, -stiin cha-bl), . [ME. uimttiunchable ; <

to
~
il V ,,i,i>i i t Tno ,lafillp

Unsparingly (un-spar mg-h), flrfc. Ill an un-

sparing manner; profusely; also, mercilessly.
fore im

The Atlantic LXVT. 481.

ll<

ni' ml r No snatial not

? having no exlension
'

A"so
)>(((//

unspatiality (un-spa-shi-al'i-ti), w. The char-
Ttorof beTngnnspntial. A\*o ,<s,,<,cialitv .

unspeak (un-spek'f, r. t. To recant; retract,
as what has been spoken ; unsay. *Vit.. Mac-
beth iv 3 123

unspeakable (un-spe'ka-bl), n. 1. Incapable
of f>eing spoken or uttered; unutterable ;

inef-

fable
; inexpressible.

Joy ii.^ateNe and full of glory. l Pet. I. 8.

The day unspeakable draws nigh,
When bathed in unknown flame all thh.K3 shall lie.

William Harris, Earthly Paradise, I. 217.

2. Extreme ; extremely bad : as an ,lvifcte

fool; an unxpeiilciilile plav. rColloq.J

unspeakably (un-spe'ka-bli), mfr. In a man-
net- or degree that cannot be expressed ; inex-

pressibly ; unutterably. Hooker, Eccles. Pol-

ity, v. 54.

unspeaking (un-spe'king), a. Without the

power or gift of speech or utterance. Shale.,

8ymbeline, v. 5. 178.

unspecified (un-spes'i-fid), a. Not specified;
not specifically mentioned. Sir T. BroKme,V\ilg.
Err., vii. 1.

k,,), . Not Bpoken or Ilt.

tered hence unconfessed
...

'

. -^ ... what to leave Wt^MM, haam.

,

These black weeds have sprung up out of a burled

heart, to make manifest an unspoken crime.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 1WX

unspontaneous (un-spon-ta'ne-us), . Not

spontaneous; not voluntary; forced; artifi-

c{al: a8
' "/"'" laughter. Co,rKr,Odys-

8t>v> xx '

unsportful (un-sport'ful). . Not sportful, gay,
< merry; sad; uncheerful; melancholy. Zar-

Jg'.*
' Ke

^,
H- iv. 4.

unspotted ( ui l.HO ottea

stMined; free from spots. Emerson, Mis.-.,

P-.
* ^?iJ?\ l1% "'^'vltowith guilt ; imnaculate. Jas. i. 2T.-3. Free

from <!eremo'" 1 uncleanness.

B* thc laeTltl<:e ot an

MB^A4fe and infvnyt.
chawrr BoMhiu,iJ prose?

2 _ No, capab]e of bejng stanched! as a blee,,.

ing wound
unstanched, unstauncned (un-stancht ,

-8
,

ta"'h*' >
,"' ^ ^' "*''"*'''; < "''-1

stanched, staunched.] 1. Not stanched; not

stopped, as blood.- 2. Unsatisfied; unsated.

Rychesse may nat restreyne avarice unttaunchrd.
Chaucer, Boethlus, II. proe 6.

st|fl() ,h , , wfc unilanehtd t llir,t
York and yonng Rutland .vmM ,,, .a.i.fy

Shale., 3 Hen. N I., Ii. (i. 83.

.. TT ,, v j . * , i f i4 - Unblemished ;
faultless

; pure; perfect.
Creaar'a Commentaries. . . . wherein Is seene the un-

>*** ****%&% 8ta.S% P. 263. (I.M...)
. , . _.

unspottedness (un-spot ed-nes), . state

of ^eing unspotted. ^ Feltham, Resolves, n. 3.

unsquared (un-skward ), n. 1 Not ade

*<\}

<"- as - >'-"1nrtd timber.- 2. Not prop-
erly formed or proportioned

uii,.n he speaks,
Tla like

I should feare my f..nn

OUBi,t i |ferM wen- unnmanl nr wantU
tlanttm, Wbat you Will, Ind.

Tlc elemu n ring ,ron, M^
r,x,f.. //. Broo*<, Fo.,1 o/Quality, I. 78. (/>ari.)

U118tarch.(un;
starch'), r. f. To take the starch

or stiffening from ; hence, to free from stiffness,

reserve, formality, pride, haughtiness, or the

hke; relax.

breath hlX\h ^a^. not nil.^ , ,,,^ rcA his lo.k.
B. yonm, Cynthia's Revels, 111. i

nnstate (un-staf), r. t. 1. To deprive of state
or djgnitv . ,sv,nA-., Lear, i. 2. 108 -2. To de-
rtntjl statehood ; cause to cease to be a state.

A'. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 23.

unstatutable (un-stat'u-ta-bl), n. Contrary to

statute ; not warranted by statute. Strift, On
the Power of the Bishops
unstatutably (n-stat'u-ta-bli), rfr. In an
unstatutable manner; without warrant of
gtatutc . A'/ici/r. 7?nY., V. 228.

nnsteadfast, unstedfast (un-sted'fast), a. [<
ME llllfttettfailt ,IHIttedri;ut ; < wii-l + steadfast.-}
j Not steadfast

;
not firmly fixed or established.

A foole, dtaplen to. wvwman ..found profytable;
For his good will U nuteMuC.

*"*^ ** <E- R T- &
>

P- *

2> Xot firnll -v a<lheri"K to a purpose; incon-
stant : irresolute. 3. Insecure ; unsafe.
1 Hen. IV., i. 3. 193.



unsteadfastly

unsteadfastly, unstedfastly (un-sted'fast-li),
<nlr. In an unsteadfast manner; unsteadily.

unsteadfastness, unstedfastness (un-sted'-
fast-nes), w. [< ME. inistcdefastnesse; < w-

steadfast + -ness.] The state or character of

being unsteadfast; inconstancy; fickleness,

Up. Hall, Ail Humble Remonstrance.

unsteadily (un-sted'i-li), rtrte. In an unsteady
manner; without steadiness.

Unsteadily they rove,
And, never flx'd, are Fugitives in Love

,*, tr. of Ovid s Art of Love.

unsteadiness (un-sted'i-nes), w. The state or
character of being unsteady.
unsteady (un-sted'i), a. Not steady, (a) Not
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unstring (un-string'), v. t. 1. To deprive of

strings; also, to relax or untune the strings of:

as, to unstring a harp. Cowper, Task, ii. 728.

2. To loose; untie. Dryden, Eclogues, vi.

28. 3. To take from a string: as, to wistriny
beads. 4. To relax the tension of; loosen;
weaken: as, to unstring the nerves.

unstringed (un-stringd'), a. Not stringed : as,
an mistrinfir.il viol. Slink:, Rich. II., i. 3. 162.

unstrongt (un-strong'), <i. [ME. wtstroutj, <

AS. unstrung, inistroiig, < nil-, not, + strung,
str0ng: see -i and strong.-] Not strong; in-

firm; weak. Owl and Nightingale, 1. 561.

unstruck (un-struk'),fl. Not struck; not great-
ly impressed. J. Philips, Blenheim. [Rare.]

*' "' *' NOt Btudied
'
^

an unsteady hand ; an unsteady flame, (c) Not constant
in mind or purpose ; fickle ; changeable ;

unstable ; un-
settled ; wavering : as, an unsteady mind, (d) Not regu-
lar, constant, or uniform ; varying in force, direction,
etc.: as, untteady winds, (e) Irregular in habits

;
dissi-

pated.

Unsteady (un-sted'i), r. t. [< unsteady, a.] To
make unsteady ; cause to be fluctuating. The
Engineer, LXX. 506.

unsteel (un-stel'), v. t. To make unlike steel
;

disarm; soften. Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe,
V. 310. (Davits.) [Rare.]

Ready and unstudied words. Dryden.

Q JJot labored' easv natural- as an unitud-
,'a t ,

. ,,,,. !...,;J '

a i Mr,*- l,a,<< style ,
M6Mtfted grace. 3. Not having

studied; unacquainted; unskilled; unversed.
Not so unstudied in the nature of councils as not to

know, etc. Bp. Jewell, lite (1686), p. 30.

4. Not devoted to or occupied by study; not
passed in study.
The defects of their unstudied years.

Milton, Tetrachordon.

unstercorated (un-ster'ko-ra-ted), a. Not He seide he wolde not lete the name be vnstu/ed of

unsupportably

result; not able or likely to succeed. Sir T.

Brume, Vulg. Err., i. 2.

unsucceeded (un-suk-se'ded), a. Not suceeed-
ed or followed. Milton, P. L., v. 821.

unsuccess (un-suk-ses'), 11. Lack of success;
failure. Browning, King and Book. II. 144.

unsuccessful (un-suk-ses'ful), a. Not success-
ful

;
not producing the desired event

;
not for-

tunate. Milton, P. L., x. 35.

unsuccessfully (un-suk-ses'ful-i), adv. In an
unsuccessful manner; without success; un-
fortunately. Sottth.

unsuccessfulness (un-suk-ses'ful-nes), n. The
state of being unsuccessful. Milton, Ans. to
Eikon Basilike 418
^^UCCeSSive (un-suk-ses'iv), a. Without sue-
cession.

While God to his dhnsighted, doubtful thought
Duration boundless, mixuccessive taught.

BV- Ken, The Monk and the Bird.

unsllccorabi e nnsllrPOlirahlo Inn snlc'or -unsu
^.
c raD*e,unsu.-COuraDie(un-suk or-a-Dl),

%_
Not capable of being succored or remedied.

" l >'</. Arcadia, iv.

Tdr^Mwlfp^1 "
'
^ *

or diamed by the mouth.
The teats, ... unmcW of lamb or kkL

'

with the hi.

, To undo by picking

1. Todepriveof stock.
-S. To remove from the stock, as the barrel Unsubdued pride and enmity against David.
of a gun. 3f. To remove from the stocks, as J. idwonto, Works, III. 48.

a ship; launch. unsubject (un-sub'jekt), a. [< ME. unsubget,
<^ +"^ Not

Fell to their
,

High rigged ships. Surrey, ^Eneid, iv.

. J (uu-stok'ingd), a. Not wearing
Scott, Keuilworth, vii. [Rare.]

unstooping (un-sto'ping), . Not stooping;
not bending; not yielding.
Unstooping firmness. Shak., RiclL II., i. 1. 121.

unstop (un-stop'), i'. t. 1. To unstopper.
2. To free from any obstruction; open. Isa.
xxxv. 5. 3. To draw or pull out the stops of
(an organ). Browning, Master Hugues of Saxe-
Gotha.

unstopper (un-stop'er), v. t. To open, as a
bottle, by taking out the stopper.
unstopple (un-stop'l), v. t. To remove a stopple
from,

unstowed (un-stod'), a. Not stowed. (o)Notcom-
pactly placed or arranged : as, unstoived cargo or cables.
((/) Not filled by close packing; also, emptied of goods or
cargo.

When they found my hold unstowed, they wont all hands
to shooling and begging.

Smollett, Roderick Random, xli. (Davies.)

unstrain (un-stran'), v. t. To relieve from a
strain; i-elax; loose. .B. Jonson, Love Freed
from Folly.
unstrained (un-strand'), <z. 1. Not strained;
not purified by straining: as, unstrained oil.
2. Not subjected to a strain. 3. Easy; not
forced; natural.

unstranget (un-stranj'), a. [ME. unstrange;
< un-i + strange.} Not strange; well known.
Chaucer, Astrolabe, ii. 17.

unstratified (un-strat'i-fid), a. 1. In
&<><., not

stratified; not arranged in clearly definable
layers or strata : applied to the thalli of certain
lichens. 2. In geol., not stratified.- Unstrati-ned rocks, rocks which have not been deposited from wa-
ter ; massive rocks

; rocks which have been formed by the"" of fire, or were originally part of the earth's crust

fi'rine neK Insuf3lng-nes ;. ^S" 1 -

r< J 4.

By flx'd decrees, unsubject to her will. J. Battlie.

unsubmission (un-sub-mish'on), . Unsubmis-
siveness; disobedience. Pusey, Eirenicon, p. 24.

[Rare.]
unsubmissive (un-sub-mis'iv), a. Not submis-
sive; disobedient. South, Sermons, X. v.

unsubmissively (un-sub-mis'iv-li), adv. In an
unsubmissive manner.
unsubmissiveness (un-sub-mis'iv-nes), w. The
character or state of being unsubmissive

;
dis-

obedience.

unsubmitting (un-sub-mit'ing), a. Not sub-
mitting; not obsequious; not readily yielding.
Thomson, Seasons, Summer.

unsubordinate (un-sub-6r'di-nat), a. Not sub-
ordinate

;
not of inferior rank, dignity, class,

or order.
A certaine unquestionable Patriarchal, independent and

unsubordinate to the Crowne?
Milton, Reformation in Eng., ii.

unsubstantial (un-sub-stan'shal), a. 1. Not
substantial; not solid: as, unsubstantial air.

Shak., Lear, iv. 1. 7. 2. Not real; not having
substance; imaginary; illusive: ^unsubstan-
tial forms. Bowe, Lady Jane Grey, iv. 3. Not
having good substance; not strong or stout : as,
an unsubstantial building; unsubstantial cloth.

4. Not giving substance or strength; weak;
not strengthening or invigorating.
Like them [cocoanuts] probably they yield a nutriment

that is watery and unsubstantial.

Cook, First Voyage, in. ix.

unsubstantiality (un-sub-stan-shi-al'i-ti), .

1. The state or character of being unsubstan-
tial, in any sense.

Something of muubxlantiality and uncertainty had be-
set my hopes. Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xxiv.

2. An unsubstantial or illusive thing.

The sprightly twang of the melodious lute

Agrees not with my voice ; and both unsuit
My untun'd fortunes. Quarles, Emblems, IV. xv.

unsuitability (un-su-ta-bil'i-ti), . The char-
acter or state of being unsuitable

;
unsuitable-

ness.

The title r61e was taken by , a capable artist, whose
earnestness compensated to some extent for her natural
unsuitability for the part. Athentturn, No. 3181, p. 490.

unsuitable (un-su'ta-bl), a. Not suitable, fit,
or adapted ; incapable of suiting ;

unfit
;
incon-

gruous ; improper. Milton, P. R., iii. 132.

unsuitableness (un-su'ta-bl-nes), . The state
or character of being unsuitable; unfitness;

unsuitably (un-su'ta-bli), adv. In an unsuit-
able manner; unfitly; inadequately; improp-
erly; incongruously. Tillotson.

unsuited (un-su'ted), a. Not suited, (a) Not
suitable or adapted; unfit. (6) Not accommodated or

with what is wanted. Burke, Letter

unsuitilg (un-su'ting). a. Not suiting- not
suitable.
JoyB tmeuiting to thy age. Drvden, tr. of Lucretius, iii

unsullied (un-sul'id), a. Not sullied, (a) Not
stained ; not tarnished.

Maiden honour . . . pure
As the unsullied lily. Shak., L. L. L., v. 2. 352.

W N t disgraced; free from imputation of evil; pure;

,,^'^V Pope' Du
,"
dad> V5^ ,Unsung un-sung ), . 1. Not sung; not recited

musically, as a song: as,
"half yet remains

wwwr Sfllfem, P.L., vii. 2L 2. No* cale-^^ in verse or song. Wlnttier, Dedication.
unsunned (un-sund') a. Not exposed to the
SUn

/ "?*
gh

f
e(
l
by ^6 Sl

?

n
' dark Lhe,nc^'

fig
"

Datively, not cheered
; gloomy. Shak., Cym-

oelme, 11. 5. Id.

unsunny (un-sun 'i), a. Not sunny ; not bright,
or radiant> as with pleasure or joy ;

ot strength ; weakness. Ancren Riwle, p. 232. Uawthofne, Septimius Felton. w marvel at thee much,
Karo.| v*^i' T / -L O damsel, wearing this unsunny face

Unstressed fun strestM Nnt r
Unsubstantialize (un-sub-stan'shal-iz), v. t. To him who won thee glory.'St ), a. Not pronounced [< unsubstantial + -iee.J To render unsub- Tennyson, Pelleas and Ettarre.

el; unaccented. stantial. Wordsworth, Excursion, ix. unsuppliable (un-su-pli'a-bl), a. Not capable
(reed form of theo^Pn 'i'

8
.,

110' Fre
"?
h k

' but a" ""' unsubstantiation (un-sub-stan-shi-a'shon), . of being supplied. CkMngvorik.A depriving of substantiality. unsupportatte (un-su-por'ta-bl). a. Insup-
Berkeley] would probably have been satisfied with portable. Bp. Hall, Sermon on Gal. V. 1.

fiber.
- -SUpPO^bly (un-su-por'ta-bli), a*. Insup-

of bringing about the desired effect or portafily. South, Sermons, 11. 5.



unsupported 6049 untangle

unsupported ( un-su-por'ted), a. Not support- gion, to unswathe; release from bandages, or How true the vtuytnpatHy u well u the >>iui>uiii> (

1; not upheld; not sustiii ..... i: no! maintained; the like.
11 lure - ^06/iro., In IJfe by E. O. Wllberl

not .ounlrnanccd ; not nid.-d. clay. Puppy liu Karce uturaddttd my legs yet
unsupportedly (nn-sii-por'fd-li), r/c. In an Tur/e. What, wlp on your wedding-day? unsystematic i nn -sis-t,.mat ik), u. Not nrsto-

unsupported manner; without support.
B- Jmuon, Tale of a Tub, 1. 2. malic

;
not touudod upon or in accord with a

unsuppressed (un-su-pivst'). <i. Not sup- unswathe (UU-HWBVH'),*. /.[<- + nra</iei.] ystem; not haviiig a defined system or plan:

pressed; not held or kept under; not subdued; To take a swathe from; relieve from a bandage, lacking regular order, distribution, or arrange-
not

;

,u. II, ,1 ; not ,,ut.down: as, MMOMMMi in the morning an old woman canto to unrai/Ae me. "?*
laughter or applause ; x/<yi/v,v. '( rebellion. X<Mi'm Spectator, No Wi Desultory inuijitamane endeavours.

unsure (,,,,-shor'), [< MK
uyure

...; ^a^yMe ( un .8Wa'a-bl), . [<
-l + TOV

< M-' + sure.] Not sure; not fixed; not eer- + ..i.i.,
-\ ii,<.an,ihl(. nfhcinirnwiivpd mwcrnpil*

tain. */,<-.. T. X ii. .. 50.
+
gSi^JSlSrlE^'CTjK ?SS? (un"'-tMMt''-k*I

>' ' ^
UHSlired (un-sliord'), . Not made sure; not iinnwavnri inn swndM n Not RWAVM) /-** i,

securely established. TiOT'll" mc^ I i.?iv. 4. 470 % NoAL" unsystemat cally (un-s.s-te-mat'i-kal-i), adv.

By this knot thou sh.H so surely tie c'jtn,Hl.
,,r influenced : a*un^WpLion or an,! j^L^^I*?. ?2j4.}JSSffvS;

Thy now tnuurrd assurance to the crown. bitlou. Sondyn, Travalks (1862), p. 120. Untacnet, r. /. [Mh., < MH-* + tacAel.J To carve.

SAo*., K. John, 11. 1. 471. UnSWayedneSS (un-SWad'nes), n. The state of rntaeAr that curlewe. ahJ Boot (E. E. T. 8.), j>. 286.

unsurely (un-.h8r'li), adv. In an unsure being unswayed ;
steadiness. Hales, Remains, ^^^ (un-tak'),r . t. To separate (that which

manner; unsafely; uncertainly. Daniel, Civil P . . is tacked); disjoin; loosen; release.
\VU,I-K ii unswear (un-swar'),r. I. trans. To recant, re-

'1 vokp or rpcull hv a mihaonnnnt nuth retrttnl Sir, the little (lo which me thinks I Hnil In un/orHny
unsuretyt(uu-sh8r'ti), . Uncertainty; doubt.

fce
'
O1 sequent oath, retract the ,e pleMant sophl.mci put* mee Into the mood t u-ll

Sir T. Morr, Works, p. 319.
by a 8econd oath > abjure. yoa ule ere I proceed further.

unsurmountable (un-ser-moun'ta-bl), a. In- No more than he'll nor. Sno*., Othello, Iv. l. si.

surmountable. Warburton, Divine Legation, II. intrant. To recant or recall on oath. nntackle (un-tak'l), r. t. [< late ME. untacklen ;

iv. $ 2. For who would not oft lw(Wi
< -2 + tackle.} To unhitch

; unharness.

unsurpassable (un-ser-pas a-bl), a. Notcapa- And oft unnceare, a DUdeme to oeareT But vae to mtaelrU them once In a day.
ble of being surpassed, excelled, or exceeded. Sixtucr, Mother Hub. Tale. PaUadiut, Hiuboudrle, p. 82.

Thackeray. unsweatt (un-swet'),*- 1. To remove or reduce untainted1 (un-tan'ted), a. [< tm-i + tuinted,

unsurpassably (un-ser-pas'a-bli), adv. In an the sweating of; ease or cool after exercise or pp. of taint*, p.] 1. Not rendered impure by
unsurpassable manner or degree ; so as not to toil. admixture; not impregnated with foul matter:
ue surpassed. Athenaeum, No. 3263, p. 599. The Interim of untuxoting thenuelvM ... may, with as, untainted air.

Unsurpassed (un-ser-pasf), a. Not surpassed, profit and delight, be token up with solemn muilc. Narcteiu pining o'er the untainted stream.
excelled, exceeded, or outdone. Byron, Childe Milton, On Education.

Keatt, To Leigh Hunt.

Harold, iv. nnsweating (un-swet'ing), a. Not sweating or 2. Not sullied; not stained; unblemished.
'

unsurrendered (un-su-ren derd), a. Not sur- perspiring: as, an unsweating brow. Dryatn. m. t

rendered; not given up or delivered: as, an tr. of Juvenal, Hi. 117.
Wtot stronger

breastpl.te^an
.
^eart ,,/a,,j/,d .'^

unsurrendereil prize. Cowper, Iliad, vii. unsweet (un-swef), a. [Formerly also in var. Q * ,m j . j

unsusceptibility (un-su-sep-ti-bil'i-ti), n. The unsoot, q. v.
;
< ME. rete, < AS. vuiritr. not

3 "

SS^S^S^ """"ivory by putrescence : as,

8ee """ and

as, m^ of

UnSUSpectt (un-SUS-pekf), . Unsuspected. CAou<*r, House of Fame, 1. 72. Within these flv... hours lived Lor,l Hasting^

Milt,,,,, P. L. , ix. 771 With voice unnmt. 7. BaJ. ^"tetntod, unexamined,
free^nt

liberty.^ j(j ^ ^
unsuspected (un-sus-pek'ted),n. Not suspect- unsweeten (un-swe'tn), r. <. To deprive of nntaintedlv (un-tan'ted-lied. (o) Not considered as likely to have done an evil act sweetness; make unsweet. , ,
or to have a disposition to evir as, a person vnmtpecteil

tainted manner: in a manner free from taint,
of evil. I'upe, Moral Essays, ill.', note. (6) Not Imagined

Were all my joys essential, and so mighty stain, or blemish. South, Sermons, V. i.

to-exist; not surmised; not mistrusted : M, an un^vecM ^SS^^S^S^SSSiai UntaintedneSS (un-tan'ted-nes), . The state

unsiisnprtpdlv (nn sus r>pk'tP<i li> rfr In, Chapnan and Shirley, Chabot, Admiral of France, v. of being untainted: freedom from taint, stain.

^SSSiRlSSfSSSSA ^ "^* ("rr^
1^ l'- '

,
[< ME - Tr*" ; < +S3fc3&t KSLSiiX

ton, Touching Hirelings. "-8 + *] To cease from swelling.

unsuspectedneSS (un-sus-pek'ted-nes), n. The Ebben gan the welle ,

It <nnot stand with the love and wisdom of Ood to^ Hi8tv of hlre tere8 and

. .

unsuspecting (un-sus-pek'ting), a. Not sus- unswept (un-swepf), n. Not swept, (a) Not untalented (un-tal'en-ted), a. Not talented;

pecting ; unsuspicious ;
not imagining that any

cleaned by passing or rubbing a bruib broom or l*om not gifted ;
not accomplished or clever.

fll is designed. %Za X&*8l&&?T?& " f 'tuff y U mu" ta aU>fled wlth frolr
,

To circumvent anuwwight
(^

Not moved or pas. ""WLrSwJ,, fir Charle. Orandhion, viL a.

Unsuspectingly (un-sus-pek'tmg-l'i), *. In Fo~^( by wandering gust.
Co^r,

Hiad,
^

.

tol|^u^t^ N^ke^o, jpoken.
an unsuspecting manner; without suspicion, unswerving (un-sw*r'ving), n. Not deviating the subject of uik. Shot., B. andJ., III. 2. 7.

unsuspectingness(un-sus-pek'ting-nes),. The from any rule, standard, or course; undeviat- untamable (un-ta'ma-bl), a. Not capable of
state of being unsuspecting ;

freedom from sus- ing; unwavering; firm. being tamed, domesticated, subjugated, or sub-
picion. unswervingly (un-swer'ving-li), adv. With- dued; not to be rendered tame, docile, or ser-
Her quiet-eyed unnmptctingne only makes her the out swerving; undeviatingly ; firmly. viceable to man ; incapable of being brought

more a part of bis delicate entertainment. unsworn (un-sworn'), Not sworn, (o) Not from a wild, savage, barbarous, rude, or violent
H.yam,yr.,PortraitoofPlaces,p.25S. bound by an oath ; not having taken an oath: as, 'an n- 8tate : as, an untamable tiger; an unUnuabie

unsuspicion (un-sus-pish'on), . Lack of sus- " wlt e - <) Not >len"' 1y Pron'=l or taken.
gavage u;itomaWe passions. Bflrrou-, Sermons,

picion ; unsuspiciousness. I. iii. Also untameable.
Old men may come here, through their own heedless- t^T' "M*^'/" UntamablenOSS (un-ta'ma-bl-nes), n. The qual-

ness and umnupidon. Dickent. unsyllabled (un-sil a-bld), a. Not syllabled; ity or state of being untamed. Also UN tome-

unsuspicious (un-sus-pish'us), a. Not suspi- "?'. ,
ar' i

?
u
t

lated
,', V.

t
.
tere<3

'
or Pronounced; not a f>ieness.

cious. () Not inclined to suspect or imagine evil; un-
( l

.
e8 '

., ... Untame (un-tam'), o. Not tame ; wild.

suspecting unsymmetnc (un-si-met nk), a. Same as ,,-
Id(| . . . nlirM ,^^ untame.

When a wagon-load of valuable merchandise had been "'J"" '"; , . .,.,,, Chapman, Hiad, via 41.

directly be -V * untamed (un-uma-), . c< MB
Ha^orne, scarlet Utter, p. . saidf snch flowers as l k numer ca,

(6)
Not raisitiK, or tending to raise, suspicion : as, unful- symmetry that IS, have the parts in the dlf- mttae familial- with man as an uiUanud beast. Lodti

p.V*m conduct (e) Not passed In suspicion ; free from ferent cycles of unequal number. See KVtnmet- .., ,, , Dlnn ,

anything likely to cause suspicion. [Eare.] ,; K
And ber eje has a Rlance more sternly wild

rical, 5. Than oven that of a forest child
But farewell now to ,iu-pi,,.w nights unsymmetrically ( un-si-met'ri-kal-i), adv. In In ito fcarle&s and Vnta,ntd freedom should be.

Cuwftr, Task, Iv. 686.
an

*
msymmi.tTich manner; without symmetry. WhMvr, Hogg Megone.

unsuspiciously (un-sus-pish'us-li), adv. In an unsymmetry (un-sim'e-tri), n. Want of syra- !'> Xot "bdne<l; not brought under control: an, a tur-

unsuspicious manner; unsuspectingly; without metry; disproportion; asymmetry.
imlent, untamed mind.

s BPilii
.

-
Eac h member of a plant will display . . . UFuym^ry

A^^ Ter^ "tllbborn "d"^^ 8tate of totaBd
UnSUSplClOUSneSS (un-sus-pish'us-nes), W. The or asymmetry where there Is partial or entire departure
character or state of being unsuspicious. from a balance of surrounding actions. untamedness (un-tamd'nes), H. The character

unsustainable (un-sus-ta'na-bl), o. Notcapa- H- Sptncer, Prln. of BioL (Amer. ed. 1872X i 82a or state of being untamed. I^ighton, Com. on
ble of liriiij; sustained, maintained, or support- unsympathizability (un-sim'pa-thi-za-biri- 1 Peter v. (Encye. I>ict.)

ed. Btirrmr, Sermons, I. xviii. ti). M. The quality or state of being unsympai- untangibly (un-tan'ji-bli), adr. Intangibly.
unsustained (un-sus-tand'), o. Not sustained ; thizable. untangle (un-tang'gl), v. t. To loose from tan-

not.

niiiintaiiH-d, upheld, or supported. Dryilen. unsympathizable(un-8im'pa-thi-za-bl), a. In- gles or intricacy; disentangle; hence, to free

.Kii.'id. xi. capable of awakening sympathy.
"

from embarrassment, doubt, or uncertainty; re-

unswaddle (un-swod'l). r. (. To remove swad- unsympathy (un-sim'pa-thi), . Lack of sym- solve; clear up; explain.

dliiig-bands from, as a young child; by exten- pathy. VntaugU but this cruel chln. Prior, Falic Friend, III.



untangle
If Leonora's innocent, she may mttnayle all.

Vanbrutjh, Love Disarmed.

untappicet (un-tap'is), r. [< o-2 + tappicc,

tappfm.'] I. intraiis. To come out of eouceal-
ment.
Now I'll untappice.

Fletcher and Massinger, A Very Woman, iii. 5.

II. trans. To drive out of concealment, as

game.
untarnished (un-tar'nisht), a. Not soiled; not

tarnished; not stained; unblemished: as, un-

tarnished silk; an untarnished reputation.
untastet (un-tast'), v. t. To take away a taste

from; cause to feel disgust or distaste for.

Could not by all means might be dovis'd
Untaste them of this great disgust.

Daniel, Civil Wars, viii.

untasted (un-tas'ted), a. Not tasted; not tried

by the taste or tongue ; hence, not experienced
or enjoyed.
untaught (un-taf), . [< ME. untaught, un-

taght; < un-1 + taught^.] Not taught, (a) Not
instructed ; not educated ; unlettered ; illiterate.

Better unfedde then vn-taughte.
Babeee Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 348.

(6) Unskilled ; not having use or practice.

Suffolk's imperial tongue is stern and rough,
. . . untaught to plead for favour.

Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 1. 122.

(c) Not made the subject of teaching or instruction ; not
communicated by teaching.

With untaught Joy Pharaoh the News does hear,
And little thinks their Fate attends on him, and his so

near. Cowley, Pindaric Odes, xiv. 12.

(d) Not having learned by experience ; ignorant.

Insatiate to pursue
Vain war with heaven ; and, by success untaught,
His proud imaginations thus displayed.

Milton, P. L.,ii. 9.

Untaught that soon such anguish must ensue.

Wordsworth, Female Vagrant.

untax (un-taks'), . t. To remove a tax from.

Untax the clothing of sixty million people.
Report of Sec. of Treasury, 188U, I. Ivii.

untaxed(un-takst'),. Not taxed. (o)Not charged
with or liable to pay taxes. T. Warton. (b) Not charged
with any fault, offense, etc. ; not accused.

Common speech, which leaves no virtue untaxed.

Bacon, Learning, i.

unteach (un-tech'), r. t. 1. To cause to forget,
disbelieve, or give up what has been taught.

If they chanc't to be taught any thing good, or of their
own accord had learn't it, they might see that presently
untaught them by the custome and ill example of their
elders. Milton, Apology for Smectymmms.

2. To make forgotten ;
make to cease from be-

ing acquired by instruction.

But we, by art, unteach what nature taught.
Dryden, Indian Emperour, i. 1.

unteachable (un-te'cha-bl), . Not teachable
or docile ; indocile. Milton, Tetrachordon.
unteachableness (un-te'cha-bl-nes), n. The
character or state of being unteachable

;
ab-

sence of docility.
unteam (un-tem'), v. t. To unyoke a team
from

; take a team, as of horses or oxen, from.
Justice and authority laid by the rods and axes as soon

as the sun unteained his chariot.
Jer. Taylor (ed. 1835), Works, I. 212.

untell (un-tel'), r. t. To recall, as what has
been told

;
make as if not told or enumerated.

That time could turne up his swift sandy glasse
To untell the dayes, and to redeeme these hours.

Heywood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

untemper (un-tem'per), v. t. To remove the
temper from, as metal

; hence, to soften
;
mol-

lify.

I dare not swear thou lovest me
; yet my blood begins

to natter me that thou dost, notwithstanding the poor
and untempering effect of my visage.

Shale., Hen. V., v. 2. 241.

The study of sciences does more soften and untemper
the courages of men than any way fortifle and incite
them. Cotton, tr. of Montaigne's Essays, xix. (Dames.)

untemperatet (un-tem'per-at), a. Intemper-
ate. Timeif Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 58.

untemperatelyt (un-tem'per-at-li), adv. In-
temperately.
untempered (un-tem*perd), a. Not tempered.
(a) Not duly mixed for use : as, untempered lime.
So it was not long that this vntempered mortar would

hold together these buildings.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 273.

(b) Not brought to the desired state of hardness : as, un-
tempered steel, (c) Not brought to a fit or proper state
generally ; not regulated, moderated, or controlled ; not
mollified : as, untempered severity. Johnson, Life of
Waller.

The untempered spirit of madness.
Burke, Appeal from Old to New Whigs.
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untemptert (un-temp'ter), n. [ME., < tin-1 +
tempter.] One who does not tempt.
Sothely God is unlempter of euyl thingis.

Wyclif, Jas. i. 13.

untemptible (un-tempt'i-bl), a. Not capable
of being tempted.
Absolute purity is untemptible, as in God.

Buxhnell, Sermons for Now Life, xiv.

untemptibly (un-tempt'i-bli), adv. So as not
to be tempted. Buslmell.

untenability (un-ten-a-bil'i-ti), H. The quality
or state of being untenable

;
indefensibleness.

untenable (un-ten'a-bl), a. 1. Not tenable;
that cannot be held in possession : as, an un-
tenable post or tort. Clarendon. 2. That can-
not be maintained by argument ;

not defensi-
ble: as, an untenable doctrine.

All others give up such false opinions as untenable.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 1.

untenableness (uu-ten'a-bl-nes), . The char-
acter or state of being untenable

; untenability.
untenant (un-ten'ant), v. t. [< un-% + tenant1

."]

To deprive of a tenant or tenants; expel or re-

move a dweller from ; evict
; dislodge.

He gets possession of their affections, whence all the

power of man cannot untenant him.
Rev. T. Adam-!,Works, I. 202. (Dames.)

untenantable (un-ten'an-ta-bl), a. Not fit to
be tenanted or occupied as a dwelling ;

unin-
habitable.
Frozen and .untenantable regions. Whewell.

untenanted (uu-ten'an-ted), a. Not occupied
by a tenant ;

not inhabited. Sir W. Temple.
uritender (un-ten'der), a. 1. Not tender; not
soft. 2. Wanting sensibility or affection.

Lear. So young, and so untcnder ?

Cor. So young, my lord, and true.

Shalt., King Lear, i. 1. 108.

untendered (un-ten'derd), a. Not tendered;
not offered : as, untendered money or tribute.

Shak., Cymbeline, iii. 1. 10.

untenderly (un-ten'der-li), adv. In an unten-
der manner; without affection,

untent (un-tenf), v. t. [< ?tti-2 + tenfl.'] To
bring out of a tent. [Rare.]

Why will he not upon our fair request
Untent his person, and share the air with us?

Shak., T. and C., ii. 3. 178.

untented (un-ten'ted), . 1. Not inclosed in
or provided with a tent or tents : as, an un-
tented army. 2. Having no tents erected upon
it: as, an untented field. 3. Not having a med-
ical tent applied ; hence, not having the pain
lessened. [Rare.]

The untented woundings of a father's curse
Pierce every sense about thee !

Shak., Lear, i. 4. 322.

untenty (un-ten'ti), a. Incautious; careless.
Scott. [Scotch.]
unterminated (un-ter'mi-na-ted), a. Without
end; having no termination.

Any unterminated straight line extending in the same
direction as this last one which intersects one of the two
former, shall also intersect the other. Nature, XLIII. 554.

untetchet, n. [ME., < un- + tetche, tache.] An
evil habit; a disgraceful act.

Seththe forsothe til this time non vn-tetche he ne wrougt,
But hath him bore so buxumly that ich burn him preyseth.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 609.

untether (un-teTH'er), v. t. [< M-2 + tether.]
To release from a tether; set free, as an ani-
mal confined to a certain range by a rope or
chain. Atlienasiim, No. 3277, p. 226.

unthank't (un-thangk'), n. [< ME. un thank,
unthonk, unthonc, < AS. unthanc (= OHGr. un-

done, undanch, MHG. Gr. undatik), ingratitude,
< un-, not, + thane, thank, gratitude : see MM-1

and thank.'] 1. No thanks; ingratitude; ill will.

Thus shal Ich have unthonke on every syde.

Chaucer, Troilus, v. 699.

2. Harm; injury; misfortune.
Unthank come on his hand that boond liym so.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 162.

unthank2
t (un-thangk'), r. t. [< n-2 + thank.]

To recant or recall, as one's thanks ; unsay, as
what has been said by way of acknowledgment.

Duke. We are not pleas d she should depart.
Seb. Then I'll unthank your goodness.

Shirley, Love's Cruelty, iii. 3.

unthanked (un-thangkf), a. 1. Not thanked;
not repaid with acknowledgments. 2. Not re-
ceived with thankfulness. [Rare.]

Unwelcome freedom, and unthanked reprieve.
Dryden, Pal. and Arc., i. 3S7.

unthankest. [ME., also untlionkes, gen. of un-

thank, used adverbially with the possessive pro-
nouns,

' not of his, her, their, my, thy, your, our

unthread

accord' : see unthank, and cf. tliaiikes.] A form
used only in the phrases his, thy, etc., mitltankes,
not of his, thy, etc., accord; involuntarily,
unthankful (un-thangk'ful), a. 1. Not thank-
ful

; ungrateful ;
not making acknowledgments

for good received. Luke vi. 35. 2. Not repaid
with thanks

; unacceptable.
One of the most unthankful offices in the world.

Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 8.

3. Giving no return
; unproductive.

The husbandman ought not, for one unthankful year, to
forsake (he plough. B. Jontton, Bartholomew Fair, iii. 1.

unthankfully (un-thangk'fiil-i), ath: In an
unthankful or ungrateful manner; without

thanks; ungratefully. Boyle.
unthankfulness (un-thangk'ful-nes), . Un-
gratefulness; want of a sense of kindness or

benefits; ingratitude.
Immoderate favours breed first unthankfulness, and

afterward hate. Sir J. Hayu'ard.

unthink (un-thingk' ),v.t. [< n-2 4- think.] To
retract in thought; remove from the mind or

thought; think differently about.

To unthink your speaking,
And to say so no more.

Shak., lien. VIII., ii. 4. 104.

That the same thing is not thought and unthought, re-

solved and unresolved, a thousand times in a day.
J. Howe, Works, I. 71.

unthinkability (un-thing-ka-bil'i-ti), . [< un-
thinkable + -ity(see-bility).] Tne character of

being unthinkable.
But genuine determinism occupies a totally different

ground; not the impotence but the unthinkability of free-

will is what it affirm?.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 574.

unthinkable ( uu-thing'ka-bl), a. That cannot
be made an object of thought; that cannot be

thought; incogitable.
What is contradictory is unthinkable.

Sir W. Hamilton, Lectures on Metaph. and Logic, III. v.

unthinker (un-thing'ker), 11. One who does
not think, or who is not given to thinking; a

thoughtless person. [Rare.]
Thinkers and unthinkers by the million are spontane-

ously at their post, doing what is in them.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. iv. 1. (Daviei.)

unthinking (un-thing'king), o. 1. Not think-

ing ; heedless
;

without thought or care
;

thoughtless; inconsiderate: as, unthinking
youth.

It is not so easy a thing to be a brave man as the un-

thinking part of mankind imagine.
Steele, Spectator, No. 350.

2. Not indicating thought or reflection ;

thoughtless.
She has such a pretty unthinking Air, while she saun-

ters round a Room, and prattles Sentences.

Steele, Tender Husband, i. 1.

unthinkingly (un-thing'king-li), adv. In an un-

thinking manner ;
without reflection

; thought-
lessly. Pope.
unthinkingness (un-thing'king-nes), w. The
character of being unthinking or thoughtless.

This kind of indifference or unthinkingness.
Lord Halifax.

unthorny (un-thor'ni), a. Not thorny; free
from thorns. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., i. 5.

unthought (un-thof), a. Not thought; not

imagined or conceived
;
not considered: often

followed by of, formerly by on.

The unthcught-on accident is guilty.

Shak., W. T., iv. 4. 549.

This secure chapelry,
That had been offered to his doubtful choice
By an unthought-of patron.

Wordsworth, Excursion, vii.

To hold one unthought longt, to hold one's attention
so as to keep one from wearying.

And I will go to jail-house door,
And hold the prisoner unthought lang.

tiillie Archie (Child's Ballads, VI. 95).

And ay as he harpit to the king,
To hand him unthought lano.

(JknKndie (Child's Ballads, II. 8).

unthoughtfulness (un-thot'ful-nes), . The
state orcharaeterof beingthoughtless; thought-
lessness.

A constant sellable serenity and unthoughtfulness in

outward accidents. lip. Fell, Hnmmuml, 2.

unthread (un-thred'), v. t. 1. To draw or take
out a thread from: as, to unthread a needle.
2. To relax the ligaments of; loosen. [Rare.]

He with his bare wand can unthread thy joints,
And crumble all thy sinews. Hilton, Comus, 1. 614.

3. To find one's way through.
They soon unthreaded the labyrinth of rocks.

t Quinccy, Spanish Nun, 16,



unthrift

unthrift (mi-thrift'), M. andrt. [< MK. iintlii-il't;

<-' + thrift.] I. a. 1. Lurk of thrift; thrfrt-

lessness ; prodigality.
Koi- yuutlio set muii in allo folyc,
In iinilifi.il and in ribaudie.

flow, oj (he Kate, 1. 4926.

A hater of folly, Idleness, and unlliri.i't.

Harper; Hag., LXXVJ. 805.

2f. Folly.
He roghte noght what unthrtft that he scyde.

Chaucer, Trullus, Iv. 431.

3. A prodigal ;
one who wastes his estate by ex-

travagance; one without thrift.

Iliiiiinu his goniie and helro a notable mthrifl, & de-

lighting in nothing but in haukea and hounds, and gay
appurrell. futtenham, Artc of Eng, Poesle, p. 235.

To behold my door
Beset with unthrifts, and myself abroad ?

B. Jaruon, Case Is Altered, II. 1.

II. t " 1. Profuse; prodigal.
What man didst thou ever know <>ii'lu

:

ii'( that was be-
loved after his means? Shak., T. of A., Iv. S. 311.

2. Poor; unthrifty.
I Ho] hath much adoo (poore pennlefather) to keepe his

unthrift elbowes In reparations.
Xathe, Pierce Penllesse, p. 8.

unthriftiheadt (un-thrif ti-hed), n. [< unthrifty
+ -head."] Unthriftiness.

Unquiet Care and fond Unlhriftyhead.
Speiuer, F. Q., III. xli. 25.

unthriftily (uii-thrif'ti-li), atlr. [< ME. unthrif-
/////;< an tli rift i/

+ -ty
2
.] 1. Poorly.

They been clothed so i/,,H:,,'tii'l<i.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canou's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 340.

2. In an unthrifty manner; wastefully; lavish-

ly; prodigally.

Why will you purt with them [names] here imthriftily!
B. Jonson, Epigrams, vil.

Unthriftiness (un-thrif'ti-nes), n. The state or
character of being unthrifty ; prodigality.

Staggering, non-proficiency, and unthriftincss of pro-
fession Is the fruit of self. Rogers, Naamun the .Syrian.

unthrifty (uu-thrif'ti), a. [< MK. uutlirifty; <

un- 1 + thrifty.] 1. Profitless; foolish; wretched.

Swich unthrifty wnyes newe. Chaucer, Trollus, iv. 1530.

2. Not thrifty; not careful of one's means;
prodigal; profuse; lavish; wasteful.

T' inrlch your seines, and your unthrifty Sons
To (it-lit ili/r with proud possessions.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 3.

An tinthrift;/ knave. Shak., M. of V., i. 3. 177.

3. Not thriving; not in good condition; not

vigorous in growth.
Grains given to a hide-bound or unthrifty horse recover

him. Uortimer, Husbandry.

At the base and In the real- of the row of buildings, the
track of many languid years is seen in a border of unthrifty
grass. Haicthornt, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. :;.

4. Preventing thrift or thriving; mischievous;
wicked. Spenser, P. Q., I. iv. 35.

unthrivet (tm-thriv'), v. i. [< ME. unthriven,

tinthryren, on tliryven ; < n-2 + thrive.] 1. To
fail of success.

For lovers be the folke that ben on lyve,
That most disese han and most nnthrice,
And most enduren sorowe, wo, and care.

Cuckoo and Nightingale, 1. 142.

For upon trust of Callcs promise, we may soon onthryee.
Pastun Letters, IL 237.

2. To fail to thrive or grow vigorously.
Quyk lime, lite of that, lest it unthruve.

Palladiiu, Husbondrle (B. E. T. S.), p. 122.

unthrone (un-thron'), v. t. To remove from a
throne or from supremo authority; dethrone.

[The Pope] Thrones and Unthrone* Kings.
Milton, True Religion, Heresy, Schism.

untidiness (iin-ti'di-nes), H. The character or
state of being untidy ;

lack of neatness ; sloven-
liness.

The place Is the absolute perfection of beauty and unti-
diness. Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 330.

untidy (un-ti'di), a. [< ME. untidy, untyilii, <m-

tydi; < mi- 1 + tidy
1

.'] If. Untimely; unseason-
able. 2f. Improper; dishonest. 3. Not tidy;
not neat; not orderly or clean.

|She shall] hane mo solempne cites and semliche castelcs
Than ge treuly han smale tonnes o(r] mtydi houses.

William of Palerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1455.

She omits the sweeping, and her house and furniture
become nnlidy and unattractive.

Pop. Sci. Mo., XXXIH. 368.

untie (un-ti'), r. [< ME. utrigen, antigen, < AS.
untii/iin. until/can, untie, < -, back, + tigan,

etc., tie: see un-- and We 1
.] I. trans. I. To

undo, as a knot.

Bruted it was amongst the Phrygians, that he which
could untie it should be Lord of all Asia.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 326.

MB1
2. To undo the fastenings, bands, cords, or

wrappings of; loosen and remove the lyings
from: as, to untie a bundle ; hence, to let or set

loose; dissolve the bonds of ; liberate.

Though you untie the winds, ami lit tln-m fight

Against the churches. Shak., Macln-th, Iv. 1. 62.

Host haply too, as they untitd him,
Ho saw his hat and wig beside him.

W. Combe, Three Tours of Dr. Syntax, I. 3.

All the evils of an untifd tongue we put upon the ac-

counts of drunkenness. Jer. Taj/lor.

3. To loosen from coils or convolutions.

The fury heard, while on Cocytus' brink
Her makes, untied, sulphureous waters drink.

/'<>/*, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, I.

4. To resolve ; unfold
;
clear.

They quicken sloth, perplexities untie. !>/

II. intrang. To come untied; become loose.

Their promises are but fair language, . . . and disband
and untie like the air that beat upon their teeth when they
spake the delicious and hopeful words.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 887.

untied (un-tid'), a. 1. Not tied; free from any
fastening or band. 2f. Figuratively, morally
unrestrained; dissolute.

There were excesses to many committed in a time so
untied as this was. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 114. (Dana.)

until (un-til'), prep, and ronj. [Formerly also
until! ; < ME. until, untill, untyl, ontil, ontill ; <

UH-, as in unto, + rt//2 : see tilft and unto.] I.

prep. If. To; unto: of place.
Hire wommen soon untyl hire bed hire bronght.

Chaucer, Trollus, ii. 814.

Also zit gert he mak tharin

Proplrtese by preu^ gyn,
That it was like untill a heuyn.

Holy Hood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 123.

He rousd himselfe full My th, and hastned them until/.

Spenser, F. <J., I. xL 4.

2. To; unto; up to: of time.

From where the day out of the sea doth spring,
Untill the closure of the Evening.

Speiuer, Y. (j.. Ill ill. 27.

II. I'niij. Up to the time that; till the point
or degree that: preceding a clause.

I'n'H I know this sure uncertainty,
I'll entertain the offcr'd fallacy.

Shak., C. of E., II. 2. 187.

See ye dlnna change your cheer,
Untill ye see my l>ody bleed.

Erlinton (Child's Ballad.', Ill 222).

"I'is held a great part of Incivility for Maidens to drink
Wine until they are married. Houxll, Letters, 11. M.

r'i7 that day comes, I shall never believe this boasted

point to be anything more than a conventional fiction.

Lamb, Modern Gallantry.

We sat and talked until the night,
Descending, filled the little room.

Longfellow, The Fire of Drift-Wood.

The English until with the subjunctive often has a dis-

tinctly final sense, anil in fact the subjunctive holds IU
own at that point better than at any other in English.

B. L. QUdertlcevc, Ainer. Jour. Philol., No. Ifl, p. 422.

untile (un-til'), . t. To take the tiles from;
uncover by removing tiles

; strip of tiles. Sean,
and Fl., Women's Prize, i. 3.

untillable (un-til'a-bl), a. Incapable of being
tilled or cultivated

;
barren. Coifper, Iliad, i.

untilled (un-tild'). n. [< ME. untiled; < un- 1

+ tilled.] Not tilled
;
not cultivated, literally

or figuratively.
There Hues the Sea-Oak in a little shcl ;

There growes vntill'd the ruddy Cocheuel.

Syltttter, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks Edeu.

His beastly nature, and desert and untilled manners.
Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, il. 4.

untimbered(un-tim'berd),<j. 1. Not furnished
with timber; not strongly or well timbered.

Where 's then the saucy boat
Whose weak untimber'd sides but even now
Co-rivall'd greatness? Shot., T. and C., L 3. 43.

2. Not covered with timber-trees,

untimet (un-tim'), n. [ME. untime, untyme, on-

tyme; < AS. untima, untime; as un-1 + time*.]
Unseasonable time.

A mini slial nat ete in untyme. Chaucer, Parson's Tale,

untimeliness (un-tini'li-ues), n . The character
of being untimely ;

unseasonableness.

The untimelineu of temporal death.
Jer. Taylor, To Bishop of Rochester.

untimely (un-tim'li), a. [< KM-1 + timely, a.]
Not timely, (a) Not done or happening seasonably.

Death lies on her like an untimely frost

Upon the sweetest Bower of all the field.

Shak., R. and J., iv. 5. 28.

It [Brook Farm] was untimely, and whatever Is un-
ti,,i- lit is already doomed to perish.

0. B. Frothinaham, Reply, p. 188.

(M Ill-timed ; inopportune; unsuitable; unfitting; im-

proper.

unto

Rome untimely thought did liutiiiatc

His all-too-ttmelesi speed. Shak., Lucrece, L 43.

lit- kindles anger by untimely ;

CraUbe, Tales, Works. I \ -

(c) Happening befor tip minntl linn- ; premature: as,

tintimrly death ; untimely fate.

The untimelu fall of virtuous Lancaster.

A'An*., Kii-u. I II., I. 2.4.

untimely (un-tim'li), adv. [< ME. untimeliche ;

< -i + timely, adv.] In other than the natu-
ral time; unseasonably.

Can she be dead 1 Can virtue fall untimely t

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, Iv. i

untimeous, untimeously, adv. See untimous,
etc.

untimous (un-ti'mus), a. [Also untimeout ; <
;i-' + timou*.] Untimely; unseasonable: as,

untimous hours.

Of un/ymotu persons : He is as welcome as water hi a
rlvin ship. He is as welcome as snaw In harvest

Itay, Proverbs (1078), p. S77.

His irreverent anil mi/<im jocularity.
Scott, Quentln Durward, I. 304.

[The knock) was repeated thrice ere ... [he] hail pn
ence of mind sufficient to Inquire who sought admittance
at that Hntimemt* hour.

llarham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 72.

untimously (un-ti'mus-li), tirlr. [Also untime-

ously; < untimou* + -///'-'. |
In an untimous

manner; untimely. Scott, Kenilworth, xv.

untin (un-tin'), r. /.; pret. and pp. untinned, ppr.
untinning. To remove tin from: as, to untin

waste tin-plates. The Engineer, LXXI. 42.

untinctured (nn-tingk'turd), n. Not tinctured ;

not tinged, stained, mixed, or infected ; unira-

bued.

Many thousands of armed nun. abounding in natural

courage, and not absolutely untinctured with military dis-

cipline. Maeaulay, Nugont's Hampden.

untinged (un-tinjd'), a. 1. Not tinged; not

stained; not discolored: as, water untinged;
untinged beams of light. 2. Not infected; un-

imbued. Swift, To Gay, July 10, 1732.

untirable (un-tir'a-bl), a. Incapable of being
tired; unwearied." Shak., T. of A., i. 1. 11.

untired (nn-tird'),n. Not tired; not exhausted.

Shak., Rich. III., iv. 2. 44.

untiring (un-tir'ing), a. Not becoming tired

orexhausted; unwearied: as, untiring patience.
untithed (un-tiTHd'), a. Not subjected to

tithes. B. I'ollok.

untitled(un-ti'tld),<i. Having no title, (a) Hav-
ing no claim or right: as, an untilled tyrant. Shak.,
Macbeth, Iv. ::. 104.

False Duessa, now unfilled queene.
Sjwn*-r, . <J., V. ix. 42.

(6) Having no title of honor or office.

The king had already dubbed half London, and Bacon
found himself the only uniitled person in his mess at

Gray's Inn. Maeaulay, Lord Bacon.

unto (uu'to), }irep. and conj. [< ME. unto (not
found in AS.), < OS. unto, untuo, unte = OFries.
ont ti, until, = OHO. unze, wn', uma, MHG.
unze, untze = Goth, unte, up to, until; A8. 6th,

up to, until, < OS. und, unt = OFries. und, ont =:

OHG. MHG. unz = Icel. unz, unnz, unst = Goth.
und, up to, as far as, until

; prob. another form
of the prep, which appears as the prefix and-,
aw-2 , and with a reversive or negative force as
WH-2 . The same first element appears in until,

q. v.] I. prep. To: now somewhat antiquated,
but much used in formal or elevated style.

Thare men gou un (a the s, ., that schal goon un to

Cypre. Mandrtillt, Travels, p. 126.

A aeniely man to tic a kyng,
A graclose face to loke rtito.

I'ulitical Poeaa, etc. (ed. Purnivall), p. 151.

Lawes ought to be fashioned unto the manners and con-
ditions of the people to whom they are ment.

Speiuer, State of Ireland.

( itid made flowers sweet and beautiful, tlint being seen
and smelt unto they might so delight.

Uooktr, Eccles. Polity, II. 5.

Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden,
and I will give you rest. Mat. \i 28.

Ill follow you unto the death.

Shak., K. John, I. 1. 154.

They also brought a full Intelligence In refeience unto
the particular* they were sent about.

A'. Morton, New England's Memorial, p. W.
Let the North unto the South
Speak the word befitting both.

Whittier, Texas.

To go in unto*. See go. To look unto. See look.

II.t conj. Up to the time or degree that; until;
till.

Almighty quene, unto this yer be Ron.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, L 647.

In thys pluce abide rnto that ye see
Ho berlug hym best and ho better hnue.

Rom. cSPaiteiiav(E. E. T. S.X L 41S1.



untoiling

untoiling (uu-toi'ling), a. Without toil or labor.

Thomson, Castle of Indolence, i. 19.

Ulltold (un-told'), [< ME. untold; < ww-1 +
told.] 1. Not told; not related; not revealed.

Dryden.2. Not numbered; uncounted; that

cannot be reckoned: as, money untold.

In the Dumber let me pass untold.

Shak., Sonnets, cxxxvi.

Anility and Puerility after all are forces, and might do
untold mischief if they were needlessly provoked.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 129.

untolerablet (uii-tol'e-ra-bl), a. Intolerable.

Bp. Jewell, Defence of the Apologie, p. 618.

untomb (un-tom'), r. t. To take from the tomb;
disinter. Fuller.

untonality (un-to-nal'i-ti), . The state of be-

ing without definite tonality. Amer. Jour. Psy-

chol., I. 91. [Bare.]
untongnet (un-tung'), v. t. To deprive of a

tongue or of a voice
;
silence.

Such who commend him in making condemn him In

keeping snuh a. diary about him in so dangerous days.
Especially he ought to wntongue it from talking to his

prejudice. Fuller, Cli. Hist., XI. ix. 77.

untoomlyt (un-tom'li), adv. Hastily.
Antenor vntomly turnet his way
Withoutyn lowtyng or lefe, lengit he noght.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1822.

untooth (un-toth'), v. t. To deprive of teeth.

Cowper, Odyssey, xviii.

untoothsome (un-toth 'sum), a. Not toothsome;
unpalatable. Shirley, Hyde Park, ii. 4.

untoothsomeness (un-toth'sum-nes), n. The
quality of being untoothsome or unpalatable.

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, iii. 287.

untormented (un-tor-men'ted), a. Not tor-

mented
;
not subjected to torture.

Of his wo, as who seyth, untormented.

Chaucer, Troilus, i. 1011.

untorn (un-torn'), a. Not torn; not rent or

forced asunder. Cowper.
untouchable (un-tuch'a-bl), a. Not capable of

being touched; intangible; unassailable.

Untouchable as to prejudice. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 66.

untouched (un-tuchf), . 1. Not touched, in

any physical sense
;
left intact.

Depart untouched. Shak., J. C., iii. 1. 142.

The fresh leaves, untouched as yet
By summer and its vain regret

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 124.

The mineral resources [of Texas] are untouched.

Warren, Common School Geography, p. 44.

2. Not mentioned
;
not treated

;
not examined.

Untouched, or slightly handled, in discourse.

Shak., Bich. III., iii. 7. 19.

We are carried forward to explore new regions of our
souls as yet untouched and untrodden.

H. S. Holland, Logic and Life, p. 60.

3. Not affected mentally ;
not moved

;
not ex-

cited emotionally.
Wholly untouched with his agonies. Sir P. Sidney.

His heart 's untouch'd and whole yet.

Fletcher, Loyal Subject, v. 1.

Time, which matures the intellectual part,
Hath tinged niy hairs with grey, but left untouched my

heart. Southey (Reid's Brit. Poets, II. 158).

I, untouched by one adverse circumstance,
Adopted virtue as my rule of life.

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 219.

untoward 1
(un-to'ard), a. [< wn-1 + toward."]

1. Froward; perverse; refractory; not easily
guided or taught.
This untoward generation. Acts ii. 40.

What means this scorn, thou most untoward knave?
Shak., K. John, i. 1. 243.

Nay, look, what a rascally untoward thing this poetry is.

B. Jonson, Poetaster, i. 1.

2. Inconvenient; troublesome; vexatious; un-

fortunate; unlucky: as, an untoward event;
an untoward vow.
An untoward accident drew me into a quarrel.

Sheridan, The Rivals, v. 1.

= Syn. 1. Wilful, Contrary, etc. (see wayward), intrac-
table.

untoward2
!, prep. [ME., < unto + -ward.'] To-

ward.
Whan I am my ladie fro,
And thynke untowarde hir drawe.

Qower, Conf. Amant., iv.

untowardliness(un-t6'ard-li-nes), n. The char-
acter or state of being untowardly.
untowardly (un-to'ard-li), a. Awkward

; per-
verse ; froward.

Untowardly tricks and vices. Locke, Education.

untowardly (un-to'ard-li), adv. In an untoward,
froward, or perverse manner

; perversely.
Matters go untowardly on our Side in Germany, but the

King of Denmark will shortly he in the Field in Person.
Bowell, Letters, I. iv. 20.
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untowardness (uu-to'iird-nes), . The state

or character of being untoward ; awkwardness ;

frowardness; perverseness. Bp. Wilson.

untowent, untownt, a. [ME., also untolien,

untohe, < AS. ungctotjen (= MLG. untogen, MHG.
u>if/e:ogen), uninstructed, untaught, < un-, not,
-f- togen, pp. of tcon, draw, educate, instruct:

see un- and tee1
,
and ef. wanton, earlier wan-

toicen."] Untaught; untrained; rude.

untowered (un-tou'erd), a. Not having tow-

ers; not defended by towers. Wordsworth.
untrace (un-tras'), v. t. To loose from the

traces or drawing-straps : as, to untrace a horse.

And now the fiery horses of the Sun
Were from their golden-flaming car untrac'd.

Middleton, Father flubbard's Tales.

untraceable (un-tra'sa-bl), a. Incapable of

being traced or followed. South.

untraced (un-trasf), a. 1. Not traced; not
followed. 2. Not marked by footsteps. Den-

ham, Cooper's Hill. 3. Not marked out.

untrackea(un-trakt'), a. 1. Not tracked
;
not

marked by footsteps; pathless: as, untracJced

woods. Sandys, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., ii.

2. Not followed by tracking.

untractability (un-trak-ta-bil'i-ti), n. Intrac-

tableness.

untractable (un-trak'ta-bl), a. 1. Not tracta-

ble; intractable.

To speak with libertie, and to say you the truth, they
say al in this Court that you are a verie good Christian,
and a verie untractable bishop.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 224.

The high-spirited and untractable Agrippina.
Oi/ord, note on Jonson's Sejauus.

There was room among these hitherto untractable irregu-
larities for the additional results of the theory. Whewell.

2f. Difficult; rough.

Toil'd out my uncouth passage, forced to ride
The untractable abyss. Milton, f. L., x. 476.

untractableness (un-trak'ta-bl-nes), n. Intrac-

tableness.

untradedt (un-tra'ded), a. 1. Not resorted to

or frequented for the sake of trading: as, an
untraded place. Hakluyt's Voyages, hi. 682.

2. Unpractised; inexperienced.
A people not utterly untraded ... in his discipline.

J. Udall, On Luke i.

3. Unhackneyed; unusual; not used commonly.
That I affect the untraded oath.

Shalt., T. and C., Iv. 5. 178.

untrading (un-tra'ding), a. Not engaged in

commerce; not accustomed; inexperienced.
Untrading and unskilful hands. Locke.

untragic (un-traj'ik), a. Not tragic; hence,
comic; ludicrous.

Emblems not a few of the tragic and the untragic sort.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. v. 12. (Dames.)

untrained (un-trand'), a. Not trained; not

disciplined; uneducated; uninstructed.

My wit untrain'd in any kind of art.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., L 2. 73.

I cannot say that I am utterly untrain'd in those rules
which best Rhetoricians have giv'n.

Milton, Apology for SmectymnuuB.
Not only is the multitude fickle, but the best men, un-

less urged, tutored, disciplined to their work, give way ;

untrained nature has no principles.
J. H. Newman, Parochial Sermons, i. 286.

untrammeled, untrammelled (un-tram'eld),
a. Not trammeled, hampered, or impeded.
untrampled (un-tram'pld), a. Not trampled ;

not trod upon. Shelley.
untransferable (un-trans-fer'a-bl), a. Inca-

pable of being transferred or passed from one
to another : as, power or right untransferable.
Howell, Pre-eminence of Parliament.
untransformed (un- trans -formd'), a. Not
transformed; unmetamorphosed.
untranslatability (un-trans-la-ta-bil'i-ti), n.

The quality of being untranslatable. G. P.

Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xxviii.

untranslatable (un-trans-la'ta-bl), a. Not ca-

pable of being translated; also, not fit to be
translated. Gray, To West, April, 1742.

untranslatableness (un-trans-la'ta-bl-nes), .

The character of being untranslatable. Cole-

ridge.

untranslatably (un-trans-la'ta-bli), adv. In an
untranslatable manner

;
so as not to be capable

of translation. AthenSBum, No. 3238, p. 671.

untransmutable (un-trans-mu'ta-bl), a. In-

capable of being transmuted.
Each character . . . appears to me in practice pretty

durable and untrantrmutable. Hume.

untransparent (un-trans-par'ent), a. Not
transparent; opaque: literally or figuratively.
Boyle, Works, I. 735.

untrodden

untraveled, untravelled (un-trav'eld), a. 1.

Not traveled
;
not trodden by passengers : as,

an untraveled forest.

Untravelled parts. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

2. Not having traveled; not having gained ex-

perience by travel
; hence, provincial ;

narrow.

An untravelled Englishman. Addition, Spectator, No. 407.

untread (un-tred'), v. t. To tread back; go
back through in the same steps; retrace.

Untreading a good part of the aforesaid alley.

Sandys, Travailes (1652), p. 131.

untreasure (un-trezh'ur), r. t. 1. To deprive
of a treasure.

They found the bed untreasured of their mistress.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 2. 7.

2. To bring forth, as treasure
;
set forth ;

dis-

play. [Bare in both uses.]
The quaintness with which he untreasured . . . the

stores of his memory. J. Mitford.

untreatable (un-tre'ta-bl), a. [< ME. untreta-

ble; < un-1 + treatable.} If. Unmanageable ;
in-

exorable; implacable.
Thow shalt nat wenen, quod she, that I here untretable

batayle ayenis fortune. Chaucer, Boethius, ii. prose 8.

2f. Not practicable. Dr. H. More. 3. Inca-

pable of being treated, in any sense.

untrembling (un-trem'bling), a. Not trem-

bling or shaking; firm; steady. J. Philips,

Cider, i.

untremblingly (un-trem'bling-li), adv. In an

untrembling manner; firmly.

untrespassing (un-tres'pas-ing), a. Not tres-

passing; not transgressing.
Others were sent more cheerefull, free, and still as it

were at large, in the midst of an untrespasniny honesty.
Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.

untressedt (un-tresf ), a. [ME., < un-1 + tressed,

pp. of tress1 .']
With hair unarranged ;

not done

up in tresses, as hair.

Hir gilte heres with a golden threde
Ybounden were, untresxed as she lay.

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 268.

untried (un-trld'), a. 1. Not tried; not at-

tempted.
By subtil Stratagems they act their Game,
And leave untry'd no Avenue to Fame.

Steele, Conscious Lovers, Prol.

The generous past, when all was possible,
For all was then untried.

Lowell, Under the Willows.

2. Not yet felt or experienced : as, untried suf-

ferings.
Remains there yet a plague untried for me?

Beau. andFl., Philaster, iv. 2.

3. Not subjected to trial
;
not tested or put to

the test.

By its perfect shape, its vigor, and its natural dexterity
in the use of all its untried limbs, the infant was worthy
to have been brought forth in Eden.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 114.

4f. Unnoticed; unexamined.
I slide

O'er sixteen years and leave the growth untried.

Shak., W. T., iv. 1. 6.

5. Not having passed trial; not heard and
determined in law: as, the cause remains un-
tried.

untrifling (un-tri'fling), a. Not trifling; not

indulging in levities. Savage.
untrim (un-trim'), v. t. To deprive of trimming ;

strip; disorder.

By chance or nature's changing course untrimm'd.
Shak., Sonnets, xviii.

untrimmed (un-trimd'), a. 1. Not trimmed;
not pruned ;

not clipped or cut
;
not put in or-

der: as, &n untrimmed wick; untrimmed leaves
of a book.

So let thy tresses, flaring in the wind,
Untrimmed hang about thy bared neck.

Tancr. and Oism., O. PI., ii. 221. (Naree.)

2f. Virgin.
The devil tempts thee here,

In likeness of a new untrimmed bride.

Shak., K. John, iii. 1. 209.

3. Not furnished with trimmings,
untrimmedness (un-trimd'nes), n. The state

of being untrimmed. [Rare.]
It [an old castle] is not particularly "kept up," but its

quiet rustiness and untrimmedness only help it to be fa-

miliar. H. James, Jr., Portraits of Places, p. 167.

untristet, a. See untrust.

untriumphablet (un-tri'um-fa-bl), a. Admit-

ting no triumph; not an object of triumph. S.

Butler, Hudibras.

untrodden, untrod (un-trod'n, un-trod'), a.

Not having been trod; notpassed over; unfre-

quented. Shak., J. C., iii. 1. 136.



untrodden
What jiath

Shall I -ci-k mil to'grupe the (laming rod
Of my otfemli'd, of my angry God ?

Quarle*. Emblems, ill. 12.

The path from me to you th;il In I,

r/iti-dden long, with grans in grown.
iMicrll, Estrangement

nntrotht (un-troth'). . [A var. of untruth, as

troth is of truth. ] 1. I'm nil li
; falsehood.

If you flncl my words to lie tintroth,
than let me die to recompense the wrong.

Oretnt, Alphoniiis, il.

2. Aii untruth; a falsehood.

There will ho n yard of dissimulation at least, city-mea-
sure, and cut upon an untruth or two.

Fletcher and Umtiey, Maid in the Mill, Iv. 1.

untroublet (un-tnib'1), '. /. To free from
trouble; disabuse, Lrii/htini, Com. on 1 Pet. v.

untroubled (un-trub'ld), a. 1. Not troubled;
not disturbed by fare, sorrow, or business; not

agitated; unmoved; unruffled; not confused;
free from passion : as, an untroubled mind.

Quiet, untroubled soul, awake !

Shak., Rich. III., v. 8. 148.

2. Not disturbed or raised into waves or rip-

ples: as, an untroubled sea. 3. Not foul; not
turbid : as, an untroubled stream.

Bodies clear and untroubled. Bacon.

untroubledness (un-trub'ld-nes), . The state
of being untroubled; freedom from trouble;
unconcern. Hammond, Works, IV. 479.

untrowablet (un-tro'a-bl), a. [ME., < -i

+ troir + -able.] Not to be credited; incredi-

ble. n'yclif.
untrucedt (un-trBsf), n. Not interrupted by a
truce; truceless.

All those four (elements]
Maintain a natural opposition
And untruc'd war the one against the other.

Miadleton, No Wit Like a Woman's, Hi. 1.

untrue (un-trS'), a. [< ME. itntrcwe, oiitreicc

(= MLG. untruwe = G. untreu = Icel. utryggr) ;

< w-l + true.] 1. Not true to the fact; con-

trary to the fact; false.

And he shewed him trewe tidynges and vntrrm, for he
made him beleue howe all the conntre of Wales wolde
gladlye haite hym to he their iorde.

Bernen, tr. of Frolsaart's Chron.
,
I. 332.

By what construction shall any man make those com-
parisons true, holding that distinction untrue t

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. Not true to one's duty ;
not faithful ; incon-

stant
;
not fulfilling the duties of a husband,

wife, vassal, friend, etc.; not to be trusted;

false; disloyal.
Lete vs take hede to snue the ncple and the londe fro

these n-<raw and mUbelevyngo Sarazins that thus sod-

enly be entred vpon vs. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 174.

For further I could say this man 's untrue.

Shale., Lover's Complaint, 1. 169.

3. Not true to a standard or rule
; varying from

a correct form, pattern, intonation, alinement,
or the like ; incorrect.

Henry chastysed the oldc untrewc niesure, and mode a

yerde of the length of his owne anne.

Fabyan, I'hronycle, ccxxvl. (Encyc. Diet.)

The millboards must he squared truly, or the volume
will stand unevenly and the finisher's design he untrue.

W. Mathetos, Modern Bookhinding(ed. Grolier Club), p. 35.

In the case of crank-pins wearing untrue, there is

nothing for it but filing to caliper.
The Engineer, LXIX. 158.

untruet (un-tr6'), adv. [< ME. untrewe ; < t<-

trur, a.] Untruly.
Elles he moot telle his tale untrewe.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 735.

untrueness (un-tr8'nes), . [< ME. uutrnrr-

iii-xm- ; < untrue + -Hess.] The character of

being untrue.

untruism (un-tr8'izm), n. [< untrue + 4m.]
Something obviously untnie; the opposite of

a truism. [A nonce-word.]
Platitudes, truisms, and unlrm'imt.

Trollope, Barchester Towers, vi.

untruly (tin-tro'li), adr. In an untrue manner
;

not truly ; falsely.

Master More untruly reporteth of me in his dialogue.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc,, I860), p. 14.

untruss (un-trus'), '' ' To untie or unfasten ;

loose from a truss, or as from a truss ; let out
;

i-peeilically, to loose, as to let down the breeches

by untying the points by which they were held

up ; undress.
Give me my nightcap, so!

Quick, quick, untruit me.
Fletcher (and another), Elder Brother, Iv. 4.

Our Muse is in mind for th' untrumng & poet
B. Jonion, Poetaster, v. 1.

The Clerk of Chatham was iiln/i> ( his points pre-

paratory to seeking his trnrkle-bed.
Harh'un. lugoldsby Legends, I, 71.
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UntrUSSt (un-trus'), . Same as

Thou grand scourge, or second untruu of the time.
/;. .1. .<,,,. l.\: i\ \l;jii i. ill .il ins Humour, li I.

untrussed (un -trust'), a. Not trussed; not tied

up; not bundled up. Fairfax, Godfrey of Bou-

logne, xviii.

Behold the sacred Pale*, where with halre
I'litrn i she sin-, In shade of yonder hill.

/.. Brytkftt, Paitorall Aeglogue.

untrussert (un-trus'er), . One who untrusses;
lience, one who unmasks and scourges folly;
one who prepares others for punishment by un-

trussing them.

Neither shall you at any time, ambitiously affecting the

title of the untruueri or whippcrs of the age, suffer the
Itch of writing to over-run your performance In libel.

B. Jonum, Poetaster, v. 8.

untrustt (un-trusf), M. [< ME. initrHst, untrist

(= Icel. utraust); < MM + trust 1
.'] Lack of

trust; distrust.

Ye have noon oother countenance I leeve,
But speke to us of untrutt and rupreeve.

Chaucrr, Merchant'! Tale, 1.982.

untrustt, n. [ME.,alsOMHfris<c(=Icel.H/raM*fr),
faithless: see untrust, .] Faithless; distrust-

ful.

Why hutowmade Troylus to me untrute(VAT. untnate^
Chaucer, Trollus, ill. 839.

untrustful (un-trust'ful), a. 1. Not trustful

or trusting. 2. Not to be trusted; not trust-

worthy ; not trusty. Scott. [Rare.]
untrustiness (un-trus'ti-nes), v. The character
of being untrugty; unfaithfulness in the dis-

charge of a trust. Sir T, Hayward.
untrustworthiness (un-trust'wer'?Hi-nes), w.

The character of being untrustworthy.
Much has been said about itntrutttrorthinett of histori-

cal evidence. //. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., p. 75.

untrustworthy (un- trust 'wer'THi), a. Not
trustworthy, in any sense : as, an untrusttcortlty

sen-ant; an untrusttcortliy boat.

It wants it (sifting] all the more because it is so closely
connected with the early Venetian history, than which no
history is more utterly untrusttctirthy.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 228.

untrusty (un-trus'ti), a. [< ME. iintriisty, on-

trusty, ontriatij ; < un-1 + trusty.] Not trusty;
not worthy of confidence ; unfaithful. Thomas

todge (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 14).

untruth (un-tr8th'), n. [Also uutroth, q. v. ; <

ME. ontreuthe, untroiMe, uiitrotcthe, < AS. un-

tredu'th, untruth; as un- 1 + truth.} 1. The
character of being untrue ; contrariety to truth ;

want of veracity.
He who is perfect and abhors untruth. Satidyi.

2. Treachery; want of fidelity ; faithlessness;

disloyalty.
Untruth has made thee subtle In thy trade.

Fin-it, Lover's Melancholy, Iv. 3.

3. A false assertion ;
a falsehood ; a lie.

Moreover, they have spoken untrutlis ; . . . and, to con-

clude, they are lying knaves, fihat.. Much Ado, v. 1. 220.

untruthful (un-trpth'ful),
a. Not truthful;

wanting in veracity; contrary to the truth.

Clarke.

untruthfully (un-tr8th'ful-i), adv. In an un-
truthful manner; falsely; faithlessly.
untruthfulness (un-troth'ful-nes), w. 1. The
character or state of being untruthful ; false-

ness; unveracity. 2. Inaccuracy; incorrect-

ness : as, the untruthfiilness of a drawing.
untuck (un-tuk'), . t. To unfold or undo; re-

lease from being tucked up or fastened.

For some, untuck'd, descended her sheaved hat.

Shak., Lover's Complaint, 1. 31.

untuckered (un-tuk'erd), a. Wearing no tucker:

said of a woman.
untufted (un-tuf'ted), a. Without tufts or pro-

jecting bunches, as of scales or hairs: specifi-

cally noting certain moths.
untunable (un-tu'na-bl), a. 1. Notcapableof
being tuned or brought to the proper pitch.
2. Not harmonious ; discordant; not musical.

Then In dumb silence will I bury mine [news],
For they are harsh, untuneablr, and bad.

Shale., T. O. of V., ill. 1. 208.

Also itiituiiralilr.

untunableness (un-tu'na-bl-nes), n. The state

of being untunable ; want of harmony or con-

cord; discord. T. Warton.

untunably (un-tu'na-bli), adv. In an untun-
able manner; discordantly. Holland, tr. of

Plutarch, p. 586.

untune (un-tun'). r. t. 1. To put out of tune;
make incapable of consonance or harmony.

i'nlune that string. Shalt., T. and C., i. 8. 109.

unusefully
Naught untinif* Hint Infant's voice: no trace

'if livifiil i,-mprr sullii'K her pure cheek.

Worditcorth, Sonnet*, III. HI

2. To disorder; confuse.

r,,ti,it-,i ami juiring senses. SAnJr., Lear, Iv. & 1.

untuned (un-tund'), . Not tuned; unmusi-
ral

;
unharmonious.

With iHilsterous untuanl ilrunis.

fhalr.. Rich. II., I. 3. 184.

untnrf (un-tferf'), r. /. To remove turf from;
deprive of turf. Xature, XLIII. 80.

untum (uu-tern'), r. ' To turn in the reverse

way, as in a manner to open something. [Rare.]
Think you he nought but prison walls did see.

Till, so unwilling, thou unturn'dtt the key?
Keati, The Day Leigh Hunt Left Prison.

unturned (un-ternd'), a. Not turned To leave
no stone unturned. See Kane.

untutored (uti-tu'tord), n. Uninstructed ;
un-

taught; rude; raw.

Some unlutor'd youth. Shak., Bonnets, cxnrili.

untwine (un-twin'),r. I. trans. 1. To untwist;

open or separate after having been twisted;
untie; disentangle; hence, figuratively, to ex-

plain; solve.

This knot might be untirinfd with more facilltle thus.

llolinthed, Sundrle Invasions of Ireland. (Sncye. Diet.)

On his sail brow nor mirth nor wine
Could e'er one wrinkled knot untwine.

Scott, Rokeby, 111. 22.

2. To unwind, as a vine or anything that has
been twined around something else: literally
or figuratively.

It requires a long ami powerful counter-sympathy In a
nation tounliritu the ties of custom which bind a people
to the established and the old. .Sir H". Hamilton.

II. intraim. To become untwined.

His silken braids untwine, and slip their knots.

Miltnii, Divorce, i. 6.

untwist(un-twist'),t). I. trans. 1. To separate
and open, as threads twisted ;

turn back from

being twisted. Swift. 2. Figuratively, to dis-

entangle; solve: as, to unticixt a riddle. Fletcher,
A Woman Pleased, v. 1.

II. in trans. To become separate and loose or

straight from having been twisted.

Untwist (un-twisf), n. [< untwist, v.] A twist

in the opposite direction.

Each coil of the cable In the tank as It comes ont receives

a twist In the opposite direction, or untiritt.

Elect. Rev. (Eng.), XXIV. 47.

ununderstandable (un-un-der-stan'da-bl), a.

Not to be understood; incomprehensible. Pi-

az;i Smyth. [Rare.]
ununderstood ( un-un-der-stud' ), a. Not under-

stood; not comprehended. Fuller, Ch. Hist.,
IX. i. 50. [Rare.]
ununiform (un-u'ni-f6rm), a. Not uniform;
wanting uniformity. [Rare.]
An untmi/orm piety. Decay of Christian Piety.

ununiformness (un-u'ni-f6rm-nes). 11. The
character or state of being ununiform; want
of uniformity. [Rare.]

A variety of parts, or an unun\formnat.
Clarke, Answer to Sixth Letter.

nnurged(un-erjd'), a. Not urged; not pressed
with solicitation; unsolicited; voluntary; of

one's own accord. Shak., K. John, v. 2. 10.

unusaget (un-u'zaj), n. [< un-1 + usage.] 1.

Unusualness; infrequency.
Defawte of uuutayr and entrecomunynEe of marchaun-

dise. Chaucer, Boethins, li. prose 7.

2. Want of use. Ualliieell.

unused (un-uzd'), a. 1. Not put to use; not

employed; not applied; disused. Shak., Son-

nets, iv. 2. That has never been used. 3.

Not accustomed; not habituated: as, hands
unused to labor; hearts unused to deceit.

Unuted to the melting mood. Shak., Othello, v. -'. 349.

Her gaoler's torches All with light
The dreary plare, Minding her traiiwd eyes.

William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, I. S63.

4. Unusual; unwonted.
Bitter pain his vexed heart wrought for him,

And filled with unused tears his hard wise eyes.
William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, III. 145.

unusednes8(un-u'zed-ne8). . Unwontedness ;

uiiiisualness. Sir I'. Sidney, Arcadia, Tii.

[Rare.]
unuseful (nn-us'ful), a. Useless; serving no

purpose. ./ r. T<t>//r, Works (ed. 1835), II. 292.

Those hands that gave the casket may the palsy
For ever make unutr/uf, even to feed thee !

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, L 2.

unusefully (un-iis'ful-i). adr. In a useless man-
ner. Jrr. Taylor. Works (ed. 1835), I. 236.



unusefulness 6654 unwares

unusefulness (un-us'ful-nes), n. The character unvascular (un-vas'ku-lar), a. Non-vascular; unvoiced (un-voisf), 1. Not spoken ; unut-
of being unuseful. N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 304. containing no blood-vessels. tered; not articulated or pronounced. Emer-
unusual (un-u'zho-al), a. Not usual; not fre- unvassal (un-vas'al), v. t. [< un-2 + vassal.] son. 2. In phonetics, not uttered with voice as

quent; not common; rare; strange: as, an nn- To cause to be no longer a vassal; release from distinct from breath
; unintonated; surd.

usual season; a person of unusual erudition. vassalage. [Rare.] Unvoidable (un-voi'da-bl), a. Incapable of

Some comet or unusual prodigy. unveil (un-val'),
'

[Early mod. E. unvail; < being made void
;
irreversible.

Shale., T. of the S., iii. 2. 98. jm-2 + f<>.] I. trans. To remove a veil from; He will from on high pronounce that unvoidable sen-
The territory to whose free population Roman citizen- uncover; disclose to view; reveal: as, to unveil tence.

ship was now extended was of very unusual size accord- a statue. Shak., T. and C., iii. 3. 200. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, p. 173. (Davies.)
ing to the measure

o^anciCTrt
ctttes. ^^ ^^ ^ jj intmngf To t>ecome unveiled

;
be disclosed unvoluntaryt (un-vol'un-ta-ri), a. Involuntary.

=Syn. Uncommon, unwonted, singular, remarkable, odd!
to view

'
remoye a veil ; reveal one's self. Fuller.

Unusuality (un-u-zh6-al'i-ti), . [< unusual + Unveil, Lord, and on us shine unvoluptnous (un-vo-lup tu-us), a. Free from

-%.] The state or character of being unusual;
Iu glol

'

y andi
f
r <* _ voluptuousness; not sensuous. George Eliot,

unwontedness
; rarity. Also Kllvail

J' "' *"""<"* Tl - Two Worlds -

Middlemarch, xxiii.

It to to,be said of SallnsUar more plausibly than of unveiledly (un-va'led-li), adv. Plainly; with- ^Stobrwlto
*' *' retraCt

' '
*

Carlyle, that his obscurity, his mutuality of expression, OI1 t fiiwinw TlnuJf WnrVs TV 18 fRarp 1 y
and his Laconism . . . bore the impress of his genius, i!g

U1
!f' ^K W V, '

,L J{
]

.
This was so sacred a rule that many of those who voted

and were liut a portion of his unaffected thought. Unveller (un-va ler;, n. <Jne wno unveils, with the court the day before, expressed their indignation
E. A. Poe, Marginalia, Ivi. hence, one who expounds. Boyle, Works, against it, as subverting the very constitution of parlia-

unusuallv (un-u'zh8-al-i). adv. In an unusual IV. 18. ment, if things might be thus voted and unvoted again

manner
;
not commonly ;

not frequently ;
rare- unvenerable (un-ven'e-ra-bl), a. Not venera- from dav to dav - Bf- Bm"et

-
Hlst Own llmes

>
an - mi -

ly; unwontedly. Paley. We; not worthy of veneration
; contemptible, unvowed (un-voud'), a. Not vowed

;
not con-

unusualness (un-u'zho-al-nes), H. The state of Shak., W. T., ii. 3. 77. secrated by solemn promise.

being unusual; uncommonness; infrequency; Unvenomed (un-ven'umd), . Having no ven- If vnuowed to another Order, . . . he vows in this order.

rareness of occurrence; rarity. om; not poisonous: as, a toad tinvenomed. Up. Sandys, Travailes, p. 229. (Dames.)

unutterability (un-ut'er-a-bi'l'i-ti), n. 1. The Ball, Satires, Postscript. unvoyageable (un-voi'aj-a-bl), a. 1. Incapa-
character of being unutterable

; unspeakable- Unvenomous (un-ven'um-us), a. Same as nn- ble of being navigated ; innavigable. De Quin-
ness. 2. PI. unutterabilities (-tiz). That which venomed. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, cey. 2. Not to be crossed or passed over; im-
cannot be uttered or spoken. P- 297. (Dttvies.) passable.
They come with hot unuUeraMlities in their heart. Unvented (un-ven 'ted), a. Not vented; not This umoyageable gulf obscure.

Carlyle, French Rev., II. i. 3. uttered; not opened for utterance or emission. Milton, P. L., x. see.

unutterable (un-ut'er-a-bl), a. Incapable of Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii. [Bare.] unvulgar (un-vul'gar), a. Not vulgar or corn-

being uttered or expressed; ineffable
; inex- unventilated (un-ven'ti-la-ted), a. Not ven- mon.

pressible; unspeakable: as, unutterable an- tilated. Sir B. Blackmore.
ivinhi,

Heat my 1)rain

guish ; unutterable joy. unveracious (un-ve-ra'shus), a.Not veracious ; That l , rhoughts in some n^ar strain.
He is, sir, not having a strict regard for truth

;
untruth- B Jonson Underwoods xliv

that e
'

er nature

u^eraci-ty Tu^ vs'i ti) , Want of ve ^vulgarize (un-vul'gar-iz), ,: t. To dive'st of
Beau. ondFJ., Thierry aiidTheodoret,ii. 4. ^ft^. n^tr, T^l l \" ^ vulgarity; make not vulgar or common. Lamb.

He with sighs unutterable by any words, much less by unwaited (un-wa'ted), a. Not attended : with
a stinted Liturgie, dwelling in us makes intercession for

A
.

"al very considerable finite quantity of (Inveracity on .

us. Milton, Eikonoklastes, xvi.
'

,
Carlyle. To wandel.

up and down unwaited on.

unutterably (un-ut'er-a-bli), adv. In an un- unverdant (un-ver'dant), a. Not verdant
; not Fletcher, Mad Lover, ii.

utterable manner; unspeakably; beyond ex- green; having no verdure. Congreve, tr. of unwakeful (un-wak'ful), . Sleeping easily

pression. Ovid's Art of Love, iii. and soundly ;
characterized by sound sleep.

There would have been something sad, unutterably sad Unveritablet (un-ver'i-ta-bl), a. Not veritable; unwakefulneSS (un-wak'ful-nes), n. Thequal-
in all this. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 43. not true. Puttenliam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 21. ity or state of being unwakeful ; sound sleep.

unvaccinated (un-vak'si-na-ted), a. Not vac- unversed (un-versf), a. 1 . Not skilled
;
not unwakened (un-wa'kud), a. Not wakened;

cinated
; specifically, having never been sue- verse(J

i unacquainted. not roused from sleep or as from sleep. Mil-

cessfullv vaccinated. A mind in all heart-mysteries unversed. ^>n
>
P- L., V. 9.

unvaluable (un-val'u-a-bl), a. 1. Being above Wordsworth, Excursion, vi. unwallet (un-wol'et), v. t. To take from a wal-

price ;
invaluable

; priceless. 2. Not put in verse : as, thoughts unversed. ^e^-

1 cannot cry his caract up enough UnveSSClt (un-ves'el), V . t. To empty. [Bare.] The lacquey laughed, unsheathed his calabash, and un-

He is unvaluable. Unvexed (un-veksf), a. Not vexed ; not trou- 'a'd his cheese

S. Jomon, Magnetick Lady, i. 1. bled
;
not disturbed

;
not agitated or disquieted.

Jarms>
tr' of Don Qulxote'

" lv- w- (Dames.)

2. Valueless
; worthless. Donne, Anatomy of the World, i. Also mivext. unwandering (un-won'der-ing), a. Not wan-

If nature . . . deny health, how unvaluable are their In the noon now woodland creatures all dering; not moving or going from place to
riches! Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 424. Were resting 'neath the shadow of the trees, place. Lowper, Iliad, xm.
unvalued (un-val'ud), , 1 . Not valued

;
not ^ient, 7i ewd by any memories Unwapperedt (un-wop'erd), a. Not caused or

prized ; neglected. Shak.
, Hamlet, i. 3. 19.

W Miam Mo> ns
' Ealthly Paradlse

.
" 17*- not having reason to tremble

;
not made tremu-

2f. Inestimable; not to be valued. Unvicar (un-vik'ar), v. t. To deprive of the of- lous
; unpalsied; hence, fearless and strong

Each heart

'

^Ce or Pos^ion & vicar. through innocence.

Huth, from the leaves of thy unvalued book, If I had your authority, I would be so bold to unvicar we come towards the gods,
Those Delphick lines with deep impression took. him. Strype, Craumer, II. vii. (Daviea.) Young and unwapper'd, not halting under crimes

Artornatuyc*^ '^^ another, Two Kobie Kinsmen, , 4.

A valued price to her unvalued worth.
roken ' Slu"e

-'
Blch ' IH

'' " L 27 '

unwardedt (un-war'ded), a. Unwatched; un-.
,

.

Muldleton, Family of Love, i. 2.

L^Yatnil Cnn vi'n 15 fofl> 1 w t l t A guarded. J. Brende, tr. of Quintus Curtius,
3. Not estimated; not having the value set; T<rtSSSi

( 9-la-ted),a, 1. Not violated; fol 81
<

not appraised : as, an estate unvalued. unwaret (un-war'), a. [< ME. unwar, onwar, <

unvanquishable (un-vang'kwish-a-bl), , In-
Th n;otoi honour of your wife AS. jicr, unheeding, unheeded, unexpected,

capable of being conquered. J. U'dall, On John , , ,

'

,

'

< un-, not, + wser, heedful: see -! and ware^.]
xvii. 2 Not broken; not transgressed : as, an unvio- Unexpected ; unforeseen.

, Unvanquished (un-vang'kwisht), a. Not con- -tfXZ^V
MM

%
* A "' 1

\li

144 -

,
. , Upon thy glade day have in thy mynde

quered; not overcome. Shak., 1 Hen. VI., v. 4.
invirtue (un-ver tu), n. Absence of virtue; The unwar wo or harm that comth bihynde.

141. vice. [Kare.] Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 329.

unvariable (un-va'ri-a-bl), a. Not variable; They think their children never do unvirtuous things; unwaret (un-war'), adv. THE. unwar; prop.

iK^i^'/'-fei ,!-!
th

H.-
k

^rcSian Uniou,Ma,h3 , 1., P-^te
use of MWWe

, ,,] Unawares; unex-

tered
;
not diversified

; unchanged. unvirtUOUS (un-ver tu-us), a. Not virtuous; On thee, Fortune, I pleyne,

The same unvary'd chinies. ^tltute of Vlrtue ' Shalc-> M. W. of W., iv. 2. That unwar wrapped hast me in thy clieyne.

Pope, Essay ,,n Criticism, ii. 348.
232 ' Chaucer' Franklln 8 Tale

'
L 628'

So far as its [Salem's] physical aspect is concerned, with
UD

-virtuously (un-ver tu-us-li), ade. In an un- Hfs put vp his goode swerde for doute leste he .slough
its flat unvaried surface, covered chiefly with wooden virtuous manner; viciously.

Merlm <E- E - a - s->. "' 493 -

houses. Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, p. 281. Unvisiblet (un-viz'i-bl), a. Invisible. Chaucer, unwarelyt (un-war'li), arfc. [<.unu-arely,umtar-

unvariegated (un-va'ri-e-ga-ted) a Not vari- UHvlsiblyt (un-viz'i-bli), adv. Invisibly. Bp. ly, unwarliclie, < AS. unwserlice, unexpectedly,
egated; not diversified

;
not marked with dif-

Gar^iner. < unwser, unexpected: see vnicare, a.] Una-
ferent colors. Edinburgh Rev. Unvital (un-vi'tal), a. Not vital ; not essential wares; unforeseen; unexpectedly.
unvarnished (un-var'uisht), a. 1. Not over- to life; hence, fatal. [Rare.] Elde iscomen unirarfynpnn me.
laid with varnish. 2. Not artfully embellish- Lavoisier showed that the atmospheric air consists of Chaucer, Boethius, i. meter 1.

ed; plain. Pare or vital, and of an unvital air, which he thence called unwarenesst (un-war'nes), n. [< unware +

f^'X" "
tiated (un-vish'i-a-ted), a. **,

^f^^. Ladv
C

T;
U
3
P ; PUre> B - JO"80n

' MagDetiCk (wS'),*. [< ME.
Locke -"*\iy, iv. o. Ats. unw&res, < unwser, unexpected: see un-

unvaryingly (un-va'ri-ing-li), adv. In an unva- 'r^rt^lffl^^ unmatk"^''"
^^

. ain
arded, thus uncas'd. Jlilton, On Def. of Humb. Remoust. vnwares or otherwise. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 84.



unwarily i-.r, .-,.-, nnwholesomeness

unwarily (un-wa'ri-li). nilr. In an unwary unwatchfulnCSS (un-woc)i'ful-nen). n. The 2. Not deliberately considered and examined;
manner: without vigilance and caution ; heed- state or i-liaraeler of being unwatchfnl : want not pondered ; not considered ; negligent ; un

lessly; nnexpectedly. Shul;., K. .lohn, v. 7. till, of vigilamv. l.i-ii/litim, dun. on I Ivt. iii. guarded: as, words ,//"''- [Kan-.]
UnwarineSSO'n-wa'ri-nes), . ItoehiVMtoraf unWater (un-wa'ter). r.l. In mi mini, to tree, as VYhatui unmiyhfd behaviour hath (bin n.-mih ilrnn-

beiiig unwary : want of caution : carelessness: a mine, of its water by draining, iinrnpiiig, or in kard picked . . . mit nf my i-onvi-iwiin

heedlessness: reckh'ssness. any other way. Kuryr. lint., X VI. I."i7. Shak., M. W. of W., II. 1. 28.

unwarlike (tni-war'lik), <i. Not warlike; not anwatered (un-wa'terd), a. 1. Freed from wa- unweighing (un-wa'ing), n. Inconsiderate;
fit for war; not used to war; not military. ter; drained, as a mine. 2. Not watered; un- thoughtless.
The unuarlike disposition of F.thelwolf gave encou- diluted; unmoUtened. 3. Not supplied with A very superficial, Iguoraut, tmw;Ain./ fellow.

rat'imi nl. nn doubt, ami easier entrance to the Danes. water; not given water to drink. Shak., M. for M., ill. 2. 147.

MUton, Hlit. Eng., v. unwatering (iin-wii'tor-ing), H. [Verbal n. of unwelcome (un-werkuin), n. Not welcome;
unwarm (un-wann'), r. i. [<-- + warm.'] unwtili-r, r.J The act or process of taking wa- not pleasing; not well received; producing
To lose warmth

;
become cold. [Kare.J ter from an\thing; draining; drainage. The sadness: as, an iniirt'l<-'in" guest.

With hoi riil chill .-nrh little heart untmruu. Hood. Knijtneer, LXVII. '-".is. j ,esr

. unwavering (uu-waver-ing),rt. Not wavering; We shall Iw much unirrtfowu.
unwarned (un-warnd'), a. Not warned; not uot m^bR ; not tluctnaling ; fixed; constant ; *>'**, T. and <"., Iv. i. 85.

caul loned ; not previously admonished of dan- steadfast Htrinie. Eccles. Mem., Edw.-VI., an. The unwelcome news of his grandson's dangerou* state

ger. l.iM-1,-1'. 1551 . .. Induced him to set out forthwith for Holland,

unwarnedly (un-war'ned-li), adv. Without
unwaveringly (uu-wa'ver-ing-li), arfr. In an

warning or notice. [Rare.] unwavering manner; steadfastly.
unwelcome (un-wel'kuni), r. I. To treat as be-

They be suddenly and unimrnrdly brought forth. unwayedt (uu-wad'), a. [< ME. unicaiid ;<-' iug unwelcome; be displeased with. [Kare.]
Bp. Bale, Select Worlu, p. 88. + wai/ed ] 1 Not used to the road; unaccus- She can soften the occasional expression of half-con-

unwarp (un-warp'), r. t. [< w-2 -I- warp.) To tome! to the road. ^S^^^S^^iSSSS,^"^ "*'"el"e

reduce from the state of being warped. Jirelyu. Colu murayel and not used to travel. Suckling. The Atlantic LXV 58O.

unwarped (un-warpf), Not warped; not 2. Having no roads; pathless. unwelcomely (un-wel'kum-li), adr. In an un-

3SSStt1&SSS&^ U.thelandUhaU^^orwayle. a^ner; without welcome.

The character of being unwarrantable fill war- _ ,,-., wfi .klMn
Orcto to come nwlm,rf,, upon her. J. BaMv.

rantableness.
unweakened (nn-we knd), . Not weakened, unwelcomeness (un-wel'kum-nes), . The

unwarrantable (un-wor'an-ta-bl), a. Not war- unwearied in' wemV)' a Not weaned hence
8tate

,?f
bein8 "nwelcomefloyfc Works, VI. 43.

raiituble; not defensible ;
not justifiable; ille-

"Jiweanea ice, unweli (un-wel'), a. 1. Not well; indisposed;

gal; unjust ; improper. SonO, Sermons. not in good health; ailing; somewhat iff.

unwarrantableneSS (un-wor'an-ta-bl-nes) .

BJW^&MS^3SS5 Whll.tthey were on this discourse .ndpl,antutt,e
mi u~ ,* ~4-, * i, . ,* vi-, of drinking, (iargainelle began to be a little untrfu.

That cannot Urquhart, tr. of Babelafa, i. A.

t> i
I "I- The mistress, they told us, was sick, which in America

signifies what we should call being untrtll.

unweanapiy . u-we r,--uii,, or. lu an un- Cart. B. Hall, Travels iu North America, I. .

unwarranted (un-wor'an-ted),. 1. Not war- weariable manner; indefatigably. Bp. Hall, 2. Asaeuphemism,menstruant; havingcourses.

authorirpo iiiiiiistiriable- as i

Christian Assurance of Heaven. Compare sick*, a., 6. =syn.l. Ailiny, etc. sen<*i.

2|ScWrterfe unwearied (un-we'rid), . 1. Not wearied; not tmweWss (un-wel'nes), H. the state of

fatigued. being unwell or indisposed, ('liextertirlil. Let-
What do we weaklings so far presume upon our abill- The mrean>d sun from day to day ter 1755 TRare 1

&Lr,Zb^^^ Doe hUcre'lt0r
'

8pOWer<l"P"^drf m,o<Ie unwemmedt, . '[ME., < AS. nnwenmed; as

Bp. Hall, Contemplations, Iv. 221. ,,,..,, . ,
-' + WMMMcL] Unspotted; unstained.

2. Indefatigable; assiduous: as, unircarierfper-
2. Not guaranteed; not assured or certain. severance : of persons. aSS^^LfffSKl aa.

XlSZSttSZu* orTa wnhout .sssr.S5r* . - #(r ^ *. *<*****,'*
""' 01

Unvaried in his study to advance youV lamented; not mourned.
certain quality : as, an ,nvarrancd horse. /utc^ ueggW Bush, i. 2. Unwe^ m]imonm \ a,,d unsung
unwarrantediy(un-wor'an-ted-l,),rff. Inan

ua^arie^y (un.w8'rid-H), adv. In an un- &4 Lol'L M., vl. !.

""Hfl^K
ma"ner; warrant; uu-

wearied ma
*
mer; illdefatjg

'

ablv; arduously. 2. Not shed; not wept: as, unwept tears.

,. t r/ \iv ,. ,.< 2 4- Chesterfield. unwet (un-wef). a. Not wet; not moist or

S5TttU^aZ5& TT^^vfar^^tr^'
"' TheState hUmid; tmoi^"e'1

' ^'
-., )einguuweanea. aaxter. Though once I meant to meet

unweary 1 (un-we'n), a. [< ME. unwery, < AS. My fate with face unmoved and eyes unwet.
That alle the wareyn of Stanes wyth the apertinannee be ,-. not weary; as n-l + irenry.] Not. Dryden, Sig. and Goto.. 1. 873.

vnwanyned and vnforested for euermore, so that alle the J '
.

foraayd citezens of London her eyers and successours haue weary. unwnipped (uu-hwipf), n. Not whipped; not
alle the franncheses of the wareyn and forest vnblem- llont ue wlly. Mniwrj/, that I feynte. punished. Also umchiltt.
yssbyd. Charter of London, In Arnold's Chron., p. 19. seer, Iroilua, i. 410.

Tremble thou wretch

unwarv (un-wa'ri) a IX ww-1 + warw cf ,,. unweary2 (un-we'ri ), r. f. To relieve of weari- That hast within thee nndivuigeii crimeV

;a.r, Ae earlier form.] 1. Not wary^notvigi- ness; refresh after fatigue. [Bare.] Umchipp-d of justice. Shak., Lear, ill. 2. ss.

lant against danger; not cautious ; unguarded ;

T unwary myself after my studies. unwholet (un-hol'), a. [< ME. ww/io/, initial, <

precipitate ;
heedless

;
careless. Milton, P. L.,

Dr>"len> Lettera (cd- MaloneX " * AS. // (= OHG. unhail= Icel. /iciH= Goth,

v. 695. 2f. Unexpected. unweave (un-wev'), r. t. 1. To undo or take to unhaels). not whole, not sound, < un-, not, +
All In the open hall amazed stood pieces (that which has been woven, as a textile hat, whole : see whole.'] Not whole

;
not sound ;

At suddenness o( that Miiirarjf sight. fabric). infirm: unsound. Todd.
Speniter, . Q. ,

I. xii. 25. Unweave the web of fate. Sandyt, Christ's Passion, p. 4. unwholesome (un-hol'sum), a. [< ME. "unhol-

unwashed (un-wosht'),rt. Notwashed. (o)Not 2. To separate; take apart, as the threads which mm, onhotxom (= Icel. uheilsamr) ; < w-l +
cleansed by water; filthy; unclean: as, unieathed wool; compose a textile fabric. wholesome.] 1. Notwholesome; unfavorable to
hence, vulgar. unwebbed (un-webd'), a. Not webbed; not health; insalubrious; unhealthful: as, unichole-

Another lean unwash'd artiflcer. web-footed. Pennant. name air; unwholesome food.
Shak., K. John, iv. 2. 201. unwed (un-wed'), . Unmarried. Shak.,C. of AcerUlneWell . . . hud once very fonle water, and

Such foul and imira/ifd bawdry as is now made the food E iil'>6 KmcAofcwone to drink. Ceryot, Crudities, I. 138.

unwedgeable (un-wej'a-bl), a. Not to be split 2. Not sound; diseased; tainted; impaired;

was - The Mwash*ed tte' mat Zwashedf the
with wedges; in general, not easily split;

not defective.

lower
8

class of people. The' bitter phrase was Hist applied fissile, as pepperidge. Shak., M. for M., li. 2. 116. Prithee hear some charity to my wit ; do not think It so

to the artisan class, but is now used to designate the lower unweeded (un-we'ded), o. Not weeded; not unu-holeimt, Shak., Othello, Iv. 1. 12S.

classes generally -the mob, the rabble. cleared of weeds. Shak., Hamlet, ii. 1. 135. 3. Indicating unsound health ; characteristic
unwashent (uu-wosh'n), a. [< ME. unirnschen, unweenedt (un-wend'), a. [< ME. unweiicd. < of or suggesting an unsound condition, physi-
iniircuxcheH, < AS. uiuetesceH, not washed; as AS. unicened, unhoped; as un- 1 + weened.'] Un- cal or mental; hence, repulsive.

-l + ww/ie.] Notwashed; unwashed. Mat. thought of
; unexpected. One from whom the heart recoiled, who was offensive

XV. 20. Unhoped or untcened. Chaucer, Boethius, iv. prose 6. to every sense, with those white, unwholesome, greasy
Whan thcl ban eten, the! pntten hire Disaches un- i,nwnpnirr fun-we'Dinsr} a Not weenimr not l>n<!s, the powder, the scent, the masses of false hair, the

wowcArn in to the 1'ot orCinv.lroun with n-menant of
U^W?e

" B( V *'' '
still falser and more dreadful smile.

ttJe FlSLhe and of the Bvotl,; til the! wole et,, aton. shedding or dropping tears:
as,|miweepincj

r eyes. Mr,. Oliphant, Poor Gentleman, illv.

MandeMle, Travels, p. 250. Drayton, Duke Humphrey to Elenor Cobham.
unwholesomely (un-hol'sum-li), adr. In an

unwasted (uu-was'ted), n. I- Not wasted or t 1

*"^ -,., A variant of i
unwholesome manner; unhealthily. The

lost by extravagance ;
not lavished away ; not uaweetingt < ting), a. A vi -

_, <
.

llllciHy< April 12j 1890i ?-
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dissipated. 2. Not consumed or diminished
wr -

The unKwKiw Child tmwholesomeness (un-hol'sum-nes), M. The
by time, violence, or other means. Sir R. ahiUl by his beauty win his grandsire's heart. >'''<-' or character of being unwholesome, in

Blackmore. 3. Not devastated; not laid waste. Wordtworth, Vaudraoour and Julia, any sense; insalubrity; unhealthfulness: as,

The most southerly of the unmutod provinces. unweetinglyt (un-we'ting-H), adr. A variant the MVftotMMMMM of a climate.

Burke, Nabob of Arcofs Debts. of uinfittintjlu. Milton, S. A., 1. 1680. Apulia, part of Italy, near the Adriatick gulf, where

4. Not emaciated, as bv illness. Unweighed(un-wad'), . 1 . Not weighed ;
not |U

unwatchful (..- och'ful). a. X,,t vigilant, having the weight ascertained. Zttl^^St*SaS*
lir. T<i>il<-. Sermons, II. -0. Solomon left all the vessels unicdghcd. i Ki. vii. 47. Dryam, tr. of Juvenal's Satires, IT., note 4.



unwield

unwieldt (un-weld'), a. [< ME. uinrerldr, tin-

welde, < MH-' + iceldc, < AS. wi/ltie, powerful,
< wcaldan wield: see wield.'] Weak; impotent,

ThemorehepreysethEelde,
Though he be crokeif and unweelde.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 4886.

unwieldily (un-wel'di-li), adv. In an unwieldy

6656

unwisdom (un-wiz'dum), . [< ME. umcisdom,
onwisdom ; < toi-1 + wisdom.] Lack of wisdom

;

ignorance; foolishness; folly; unwise conduct
or speech.
Let us not commit the unwisdom, rebuked ages ago by

the highest voice, of disputing among ourselves which
8h""Id ' B tlie greatesl A _ Freeman

,
Aracr. 1^., ,,. 98.

The state of

being unwieldy; heaviness; difficulty of being
moved: as, the vnmMmessot a person having
a corpulent body. Donne, Love's Diet.

. o&lutarch,

(un-wel'di) a [Early mod E also

M < 1 + viMy. Movable or mov-

ing with difficulty; unmanageable from size,
aViariB nr wpio-rit- lacking nliahilitv BS BTI

wSldu hulk* In iSwa
g
p?ck

y '

and so
a body
Guevara Letters (tr by Hellowes, 1577), p. 340.

Public business, in its whole unwieldy compass, must
lwRvn form t p subiect of these daily chroniclesLouS Style i

d
^BartLt mekl i

'
ae Bart mek
Hrcue^aft^K-]

'

unwilful(un-wil'ful)10. Notwilful; notchar
dZK^KSi55

fun wiz'in adv K ME imwiwli. mi(un-wiz n;, !,. n M -1!'- unwisely, mi-
mmisliehe

> < AS - **, unwisely ;
as

+
.-%?'

]
*?,

an "T^6 maMe
;

; in
^
Ud
r

ClOUSly ; indiscreetly ;
not wisely ;

not prudent-
ty : as

' unwisely rigid; unwisely studious.

,. ,

Saue the
.

9 fonnet l
^f<

<* frigies of troy
Tllftt W e'!/ has wroght with wyttis full febill,
And offendit our frenchyp thurgh foil of horn seluyn.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4207.

(un-wish'),,. t. [<
- + ^..] To

"tn V
'iT^^^

(un '.'wisht'), 'a. Not wished for;

-tsough/; not desiii'd; unwelcome. *.',
JVl. JN. 1)., 1. 1. 01.

(un-wisf), a. [ME. unwist,

'ss i'. \JK
He ... who uratwifg what he has willed. Longfellow.

unwilled (un-wild'),. 1. Deprived of the fac-

ulty of will; bereft of the power of volition.

rBare.1
Now, your will is all unwilled.

Mrs. Browning, Duchess May.

2. Not willed; not purposed; involuntary; un-
intentional

; spontaneous. Clarke.

unwilling (un-wil'ing), a. 1. Not willing;
loath; disinclined; reluctant: as, an unwitting
servant.

'

If the sun rise unwilling to his race. Dryden.
The next came Nedham in on lusty horse,
That, angry with delay, at trumpet's sound,
Would snort, and stamp, and stand upon no ground,
Unwilling of his master's tarriance. Peele, Polyhymnia.

2f. Undesigned; involuntary.

Patience, I pray you ; 'twas a fault unwilling.
Shak., T. of the s., iv. i. 169.

= Syn. Opposed, averse, indisposed, backward.

unwillingly (un-wil'ing-U), adv. In an unwill-

ing manner; against one's will; not with good
will

; reluctantly. Sliak., Tempest, i. 2. 368.

unwillingness (un-wil'ing-nes), . The state
of being unwilling; loathness; disinclination;
reluctance. Shak., Eich. III., ii. 2. 92.

unwily (un-wi'li), . Not wily; free from
cunnine Eclectic Rev
unwind

;un-wind'),
.: [< ME. unwinden, on-

wmden, < AS. unwindaii, unwind, < -, back,
+ windan, wind: see u-2 and winfo.] I. trans,

1. To wind off; loose or separate, as what is

wound or convolved; set free or loose! as, to
unwind thread or a ball. 2. To disentangle;
fi-oo ftvitn ontonrlQrv,Qr,ttree trom entanglement.
In regard of them who desiring to serve God as they

UnwM of every wyght but of Pandare.

__. Chaucer, Troiliis, iii. 803.

2 - Unknowing; ignorant.
He 8hal the ese, unwyet of it hymselve.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 1400.

unwitt (un-wif ), v. t. [< ME. unwiten; < wn-1

+ wit, v.] To be ignorant.
Whan that God knoweth anything to be, he ne unwot

nat that thilke wantith necessite to be.

mr
> iius, v. prone 6.

unwitt (un-wif), . [< ME. unwit, unwitt, onwit,
^ -^8. ungewit, unwisdom, folly ;

as un-1 + wit,

"'] Lack of wit; folly.

Hym wyte I that I dye,
And myn unwit, that ever I clomb so hye.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 271.

unwitch (un-wich ),v.t. [< un-l + witcli.\ To
free from the effects of witchcraft ; disenchant,

U.Jonson, Lvery Man in his Humour, iv. /.

a
^Sl j

unwithdrawmg (un-wi^H-dra ing), a. Not
withdrawing; continually liberal.

Such a full and unwithdrauring hand.
Milton, Comus, 1. 711.

unwithered (un-wiTH'erd), . Not withered
or faded.
The yet unwither'd blush.

Shirley (and Fletcher?), Coronation, v.

unwithering (un-wiTH'er-ing) .

.

Not liable
to wither or fade. Cowper, Task, m. 570.

unwithheld (un-wiTH-held'), a. Notwithheld;
not kept or held back; not hindered. Thomson,
To Sir Isaac Newton.
Unwithstood (un-wiTH-stud'), n. Not opposed
nr rpsii at p ri T Pliillna Plrlov 1eel. J. Philips, Uder, i.

Unwitnessed (un-wit nest), a. Not witnessed
;^

unworn

Not knowing; not wise; foolish. JTyctif, Wis-
dom iii. 12. 2. Not witty; destitute of wit:

as, unwitty jokes. Shenstone, A Simile.

unwivedt' (un-wivd'), a. Having no wife.
belaen.

unWOUian (un-wiim'an), V. t. To deprive of

of a woman
;
unsex. Sandys, tr.

not, +
^ise: see -i and tetsei.] 1. Not wise;
La^king wlsdom or judgmeut

J
. foolish .

illdis!

-.
Notwomanly;

a woman
;
unfeminine.

A
pjXYe* needled toead"

88'

lle

;

e

|
d
o;lg of the shlrt.

adaPted to tne desired end; injudicious; im-

*'

For yollr poor chiidren'9 sake, do not so unwomanly
'

unw ndert
(^wmi'der),

v. t To deprive of
WOnder; explain so as to make no longer a
wonder

'

or marvel.
While* Papists orie up this his incredible continency,

others easily Snwonder the same, by imputing it partly to
his impotence afflicted with an iiiflrmitie, partly to the
distaste of his wife

(Darie )uer, 01 HSI., 11. VI. 11. ^

unwondering (un-wun'der-iug), . Not won-
derine- incurious^ wiser Dow, "the unvondenno wor.d, alas!^ &"^"^1WP^P&X P- 23,

unwontt (un-wunf), a. Unwonted; unaccus-
tome,

Unwont with heards to watch, or pasture sheepe.
Spenser, R Q., VI. xi. 40.

quent ;
rare : as, an unwonted sight ;

unwonted

changes. Dryden.
And Joy n.onted, and surprise,
Gave their strange wildness to his eyes.

Seott, Marmion, vi. 6.

2. Unaccustomed; unused; not made familiar

by practice: as, a child unwonted to strangers.
Milton.

unwontedly (un-wun'ted-li), adv. In an un-
wonted or unaccustomed manner.
unwontedness (un-wun'ted-nes), . The state

of being unwonted ; uncommonness; rareness.
Jer. Taylor (f), Artificial Handsomeness, p. 121.

unWOOed(un-wod'),a. Not wooed; not courted.
Shak Sonnets liv^^f taMrfK 'r. t. To remove the woof
of [Rare ]

unworded (un-wer'ded), a. Not worded
;
not

gpoken, told, or mentioned; also, not speaking;
silent.

You ghou)d have fomld my thanks paid ,n a smi]e
if i had fell unworded.

Fletcher (and another), Nice Valour, ii. 1.

So, still unworded, save in memory mute,

VTeiw"lvr,?cs.
a
Musicfand Words

.

' *

UnWOTk (un-werk ), ti. *. To undo.
If they light in the middle or bottom of a dead hedge,

entangle them. HooKer, Eccles. Polity, v. 4.

II. mtrans. To admit of being unwound; be-
come unwound : as, a skein that unwinds easily.
Mortimer.

'lfS
' tM

>se -

When that thaire een gynnclh forto unwynk

A'ree'de i-iht
r

b
UnChe ' ">tO the la"de '6t 8y" k

*"

Palladium, HuBbondrie (E. E. T S ) p 105

iitiwintiTiff I-UTI T r,,,'Hv\ A'^t -\-
,^Tll f?

g (U - & K
)'

*
? WmkmS;

not shutting the eyes; not ceasing to wake or

,7
.

... . ..

V. Knox, Essays, No. 17.

unwinning (un-win'ing), . Not winning; not
adapted to win or gain favor

; unconciliatory.
Fuller, Ch. Hist., II. ii. 7.

unwiped (un-wipf), a. Not wiped; not cleaned
by rubbing. Shak., Macbeth, ii. 3. 108.

unwire(un-wir'),t). t. [< w-a + wire.] Tore-
move the wire of; take out the wire from.
[Rare.]

I must unwire that cage and liberate the captive.
Walter Culton, Ship and Shore, p. 88.

mwittlly (un-wit'i-li), fc. [< ME. unwitUli;
< unwitty + -Iy9.] Without wit; not wittily.

Cowley.
Unwittingt (un-wit'ing), n. [< ME. unwittinge;
< ""-1 + wm 9' '] Vorance.
And now, bretheren, I woot that by unwiting see diden.

Wyclif, Acts iii. 17.

unwitting (un-wit'ing), a. [Formerly also un-

Beting; < ME. unwittyng, unwityng, unwetyng.
onwitinde, < AS. unwitend (= OHG. unwizzende
= Icel. UVitandi); as -! + witting, a.] Not
^awivg ; ignorant.

Unwittyng of this Dorigen at al.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 208.

Children that, unwitting why,
^ent the gay shout their shrilly cry.

'e L-, iii. 20.

unwittingly (un-wit'mg-h), adv. [< ME. unwit-

tyngly, unwetandli; < unwitting + -ly"*.] With-
out knowing ; ignorantly. Chaucer.

They run from my pen unwittingly, if they be verse.

B. Junson, Poetaster, i. 1.

unwitty (un-wit'i), a. [< ME. unwitti (= OHG.
unwizzig = Icel. uvitugr) ;

< un-1 + witty.] If.

.,i,oi.i / i,'v v.i\ /, i w^+unworkable (un-werka-bl), . 1 Not work-
abl
o
e

5 2P* capable of being wrought into shape.~ 2 - Hard to manage or to induce to work;

I think it would be difficult tonndabodymoreMior-
Me< or more difflcult to brl together or to manage.

Lancet, No. 3522, p. 505.

IB without

lik) a Not
workmanun ke

aioners as proofs of the success of the manual-training
course. New York Evening Post, April 25, 1891.

unworld (un-werld'), v. t. To cause not to be
worldly or to belong to the world. [Rare.]
Take away the least vericulum out of the world, and it

unworldsM. N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 21.

unworldliness (un-werld'li-nes), n. The state

of being unworldly.
unworldly (un-werld'li), a. Not worldly; not
influenced by worldly or sordid motives; spir-
itual

^agygg^ (un-wermd'), a. Not wormed ; not

having the worm-like lytta cut from under the

tongue said of a dog
She is mad with love,

As mad as ever unworn'd dog was.
'

Beau, and Fl., Woman Pleased, iv. S.

unworn (un-worn '), . Not worn
;
not impaired.

Burke.



unworship

unworshipt (im-wer'shipi, 9, /. |MK., < -'

+ iriiraliip.\ To ilisliinior; trciil with dishonor.

ll'i/rlif, K'oin. ii. 'Jl!.

unworshiped. unworshipped (un-wAr'shipt),
a. Not worshiped; not Mond. MWton, P.L.,
v. <>7<>.

unworshipful (un-wer'ship-l'ul), a. [< ME. -

vnrnliipj'ul ; < -i -f- u'nrxli </</''/.] Not entitled

to rewpeel ; dishonorable.

The untfornhip/111 setes of diKultees.

Chaucer, Bocthiu*, ill. meter 4.

unwortht (un-wertliM, . [< ME. vntoorth, un-

inirtli, tiinrnrlli. < AS. uinri'iirlh, not worth, un-

worthy; as Mii-i 4- worth^.] Unworthy; little

worth. Miltiiii, Tetraohordon.

unworth(un-wrrtir). I'uworthiness. [Bare.]
Those superstitious blockheads of the twelfth century

Icul rtivcn.'No- for Worth, ahhorrence of Unwvrth.
Carlyle, Font and Present, if. 9.

unworthily (nn-wer'THi-li), adv. In an un-

worthy manner; not according to desert; either
above or below merit: as, to treat a man un-

worthily; to advance a person unworthily.
Lest my Jealous aim might err

And so unimrthili/ disgrace the man.
Shak., T. a. of V., HI. I. 29.

nnworthiness (un-wer'THi-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being unworthy ;

want of worth or merit.

If thy unworthiiiem raised love In me,
More worthy I to be beloved of thee.

Shak., Sonnets, cl.

unworthy (un-wer'THi), a. and n. [< ME. un-

worthy, tinwurthy, onwurthy ; < -! + worthy.']
1. a. 1. Not deserving; not worthy; undeserv-

ing: usually followed by of.

The most unworthy of her you call Rosalind.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 1. 197.

None but those who are unworthy protection conde-
scend to solicit it. Goldsmith, Vicar, xx.

2. Wanting merit
;
worthless

;
vile

;
base.

Look you, now, how tnncurttit/ a thing you make of me !

Shak., Hamlet, ill. 2. 379.

3. Unbecoming; shameful; discreditable.

The brutal action roused his manly mind.
Moved with unworthy usage of the maid,
He, though unarmed, resolved to give her aid.

Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 127.

4. Not having suitable qualities or value ;
un-

suitable
; unbecoming ;

beneath the character
of : with of.

Something unworthy of the author. Swift.

I will take care to suppress things unworthy of him.

Pope, Letter to Swift

5t. Not deserved; not justified.

Worthy vengeance on thyself,
Which didst unworthy slaughter upon others.

Shak., Rich. III., I. 2. 88.

II. . One who is unworthy. [Rare.]
John Wllmot, Earl of Rochester (1047-1680), born In Ox-

fordshire in 1647, was one of the unicorthies of the reign
of the "

merry monarch, scandalous and poor."
Encyc. Brit., XX. 614.

unwott. See unwit.

vuiwounded (ttn-won'ded), a. 1. Not wound-

ed; not hurt
;
not injured by external violence.

His right arm 's only shot,
And that compell'd him to forsake his sword;
He 's else unwounded.

Beau, and Ft., Knight of Malta, iv. 4.

2. Not hurt; not offended: as, unwounded ears.

She, who can love a sister's charms, or hear

Sighs for a daughter with unwounded ear.

Pope, Moral Essays, ii. 260.

unwrap (un-rap'), r. [< ME. untcrappen; < un-2

+ wrap.'] I. trans. To open or undo, as what
is wrapped or folded

;
disclose ; reveal.

Verray need unwrappeth al thy wounde hid.

Chaucer, Man of Law's Tale, 1. 5.

II, intrans. To become opened or undone.
Electric Her. (Amer.), XV. xvii. 14.

unwrastt, unwrestt, . [ME.. < AS. untersest,

infirm, weak, bad, < -, not, -t- wriest, strong,
firm.] Infirm; unreliable.

He were mwrast of bus worde that witnesse It of trewthe.
Fieri Plowman (C), rri. 813.

unwrayt, c. t. A variant of unwry. North, tr. of

I'lutaivh, p. 25. (flares.)
unwreaked (un-rekf), a. Not wreaked; un-

avenged; unroveuged. Spenser, F. Q., in. xi. 9.

unwreath, unwreathe (un-reth', un-rTH'),
r. t. To undo, us anything wreathed ;

untwine ;

untwist. Kiiijli'.

unwrecked (un-rekf), a. Not wrecked: not

ruined: not destroyed. Ih-iii/tnn. Upon Lady
Aston's Departure Tor Spain,
unwrestt. . See iu/n-r<i.--t.

unwrinkle (un-riiifj'kl). '' ' To reduce from
a wrinkled state; smooth.

418
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unwrinkled (uii-ring'kld), u. Not wrinkled;
not having wrinkles or furrow-: smooth;
limn', Mowing; even, lii/rmi, Cliilile Hiinild, iv.

unwrite (wn-rit'), . *. To cancel, as that which
is written ; erase. [Rare.]

Yre writ* them In your closet*, and umerite them in

your Courts. Milton, Animadversions.

unwriting (un-ri'ting), a. Not writing; not

assuming the character of an author. [Rare.]
The honest unwriting subject. Arbuthnot.

unwritten (un-rit'n), a. 1. Not written; not
reduced to writing; oral; traditional: as, ?<-

irritten laws; unwritten customs.

Predestinat the! prcchen prechours that this shewcn,
Or prechen Inpartlt ypult out of grace,
Vnwrytrn for snm wikkcdnosse as holy writ aheweth.

Fieri Plowman (t'X xiL 209.

The proverbs themselves are no doubt often taken
from that unwritten wisdom of the common people for

which . . . Spain has always been more famous than any
other country. Tieknor, Span. Lit., I. 34O.

2. Not written upon; blank; containing no

writing.
A rude, unwritten blank. South, Sermons.

3. Not distinctly expressed, laid down, or for-

mulated, but generally understood and ac-

knowledged :is binding: as, an tintcrittfH rule;
an unwritten constitution. unwritten law. law

which, although It may be reduced to writing, rests for

Its authority on custom or judicial decision, etc., u dis-

tinguished from law originating in written command,
statute, or decree. See common law, under common.

unwrought (un-raf ), a. Not labored ; not man-
ufactured ;

not worked up.

They [of Smyrna) export also a great deal of unwrouglit
cotton. Pococke, Description of the East, II. ii. 33.

unwrung (un-rung'), a. Not pinched; not

galled.
Let the galled jade wince, onr withers are warning.

Shot., Hamlet, ill. 2. 263.

unwryt, ''< To reveal; disclose. Also unierte,

unwray. Chaucer, Troilus, i. 858.

unyielded (un-yel'ded), a. Not having yielded ;

unyielding. [Rare.]
O'erpowered at length they force him to the ground,
Unyielded as he was, and to the pillar bound.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., lit 651.

unyielding (xm-ySl'dlng), a. Not yielding to

force, persuasion, or treatment; unbending;
unpliant; stiff; firm; obstinate.

With fearless courage and unyielding resolution.

Edward*, Works, III. 412.

unyieldingly (uu-yel'ding-li), adv. In an un-

yielding manner; firmly.

unyieldingness (un-yel'ding-nes), . The char-

acter or state of being unyielding; obstinacy;
firmness. Daniel, Hist. Eng., p. 47.

unyoke (un-yok'), r. I. trans. 1. To loose from
a yoke ; free from a yoke.

The chief himself unyoke* the panting steeds.

Pope, niad, xxiii. 696.

Her purple Swans, unyoak'd, the Chariot leave,
Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2f. To part ; disjoin.
Shall these hands . . .

Unyoke this seizure and this kind regret?
Shak., K. John, ill. 1. 241.

II. intrans. To become loosed from, or as if

from, a yoke; give over work; hence, to cease.

Ay, tell me that, and unyoke. Shak., Hamlet, v. 1. 59.

It Is ... but reason such an auger should unyoke, and
go to bed with the sun.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1885), I. 211.

unyoked (un-yokf), a. 1. Not having worn
a yoke. 2f. Licentious; unrestrained.

The unuokcd humour of your idleness.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., I. 2. 220.

unyoldent, [ME., < wn-1 + yolden, pp. of

yield.] Same as unyielded.

By the force of twenty is he take

Unyolden. Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1784.

unzealous (un-zel'us), a. Not zealous; desti-

tute of fervor, ardor, or zeal. Milton, Ans. to

Eikon Basilike, $ 9.

unzoned (un-zond'), a. Having no zone, belt,
or girdle ; ungirded ; uncinctured.

Full, though umoned, her bosom rose.

Prior, Solomon, II.

up (up), adv. and prep. [< (a) ME. up, upp, rare-

ly op, adv. and prep., < AS. i>, upp, adv., = OS.

i'ip, xpp = OFries. up, <>p = D. op = MLG. LG.

up = OHG. MHG. /, G. aw/, adv. and prep., =
Icel. Sw. upp = Dan. op = Goth, iup, adv., up;
(6) ME. upi>r. "/'/"' "/"' < \ l

"
t

- "I'l'c MLB.
iippc = leel. uppi, adv.. up; Tent. *"/ */>,

perhaps connected with (ioth. /'. under, nfitr.

over, = AS. ofer = E. oeer : see orer. Cf. open.]

up

1. mlr. 1. Of position or dim-lion : In. toward,
or to :i more eteviited position ; higher, whether

vertically, or in or by gradual :i>eent: aloft:

as, to climb up to the top of a ladder; up in u

tie*.

They presumed to go up unto the hill top.
Num. xlr. 44.

True prayers
That shall be up at heaven nud enter there

Ere sun-rise. Shak., M. for .M., ii. 2. 152.

On tho east and north side, at the top of tho second

story, there Is * Greek Inscription, but I had no convc-

uleiicy of getting up to read it.

Pocoeke, Description of the East, II. i. 142.

He heard a laugh full musical aloft ;

When, looking up, he saw her features bright.
Kratu, Isabella.

And tho souls mounting up to God
Went by her like thin flame*.

D. 0. Koaetti, Blessod DamoieL

Specifically (a) In or to an erect position or posture;
upright : as, to sit or stand up ; to set chessmen up on tho

iKiard ; a stand-up collar; in a specific use. on one's feet:

as, the member from A was up that ls, was address-

ing the House.
Pelleas, leaping up,

Ran thro* tho doors and vaulted on his horse.

Tennyimn, Pelleas and Ettarre.

(6) Above the horizon: as, the moon will lie up by ten

o'clock.

And when the sun was up they were scorched ; and
because they had no root, they withered away.

Mat xiil. r.

2. At or to a source, head, center, or point of

importance: as, to follow a stream up to its

source ;
to run the eye up toward the top of a

page ;
to go up to London from Cornwall ; often,

in the direction of the north pole : as, up north :

sometimes noting mere approach to or arrival

at any point, and in colloquial or provincial use
often redundant.

When thai assent with syn of pride,

up for to trine my tronc vnto.
York Play, p. 8.

Send for him up ; take no excuse.

Pope, Imit of Horace, II. vl. 36.

In his seventeenth year Oliver went p to Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin, s a sizar. Macanlay, Goldsmith.

I was posting up to Paris from Bruxelles, following, I

presume, the route that the allied army had pursued but
a few weeks before. J. S. Le Fanu, Dragon Volant, I.

I'm Captain Joe BeJI, out of a job. Seeln' your adver-

tisement, I called up. Where Is the work, and what Is it?

The Century, XXXIX. 225.

3. At, toward, or to a higher point or degree
in an ascending scale, as of rank, quantity, or
value: in many idiomatic andcolloquial phrases.
Noting specifically (o)Riuik, superiority, orlmportance :

as, in -in a pauper up to a prince ; to be up at the head of

one's class ; to feel set up by success. (Ii) Extent, amount,
<>r size: as, to swell up; the death rate mounted up to

fifty, (c) Price: as, stocks have gone up 3 per rent. ; sugar
has been up. (d\ Pitch, as of sound : us, this song goes up
to A ; to run up through the chromatic scale.

4. At, of, or to a height specified ; of a particu-
lar measurement upward; as high as: usually
with to or at.

I could tell yon an excellent long history of my brothel-

Ned's envy, which was always p at hlgh-water-mark.
Walpole, Letters, II. 150.

The girls and women, too, that come to fetch water lu

jars, stand up to their knees In the water for a consider-
able time. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 106.

5. At or to a point of equal advance, extent,
or scope ;

abreast (of) ; so as not to fall short

(of) or behind; not below, behind, or inferior

(to) : as, to catch up in a race : to keep up with
the times ; to live up to one's income.

Well driiw all our arrows of revenge up to the head
but we'll hit her for her villany.

Dekker and Webtter, North ard Ho, iv. 2.

The wisest men in all ages have lived up to the religion
of their country. Addmon.

They are determined to live up to the holy rule.

lip. Atterbury.

We must therefore, If we take account of the child-mind
at all. Interpret It up to the revelations of the man-miud.

Science, XVI. 351.

Hence 6. In a condition to understand, en-

counter, utilize, or do something; well equipped
with experience, skill, or ability; equal (to):

as, to be well up in mathematics; to be up to

the needs of an emergency. [Colloq.]
The Saint made a pause
As uncertain, because

He knew Nick Is pretty well up in the laws.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, IL 199.

It was not so well for a lawyer to be over-honest, eke
he might not lie up to other people's tricks.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, Int.

'Tome, Mercy, you are up to a climb, I am sure." "I
ought to be, after such a long rest.

" " You may have for-

gotten how to climb," said .Ulster.

MacDonald, What's Mine's Mine, p. 283.

If an astronomer, observing the sun. were to record the
fact that at the moment when a sun-spot began to shrink



up
there was a rap at his front door, we should know that

he was not up to his work.
W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 137.

7. In or into activity, motion, operation, etc.

Specifically (a) Out of bed ;
risen from sleep.

Fair day, my lords. You are all larkes this morning,

Vp with the sun : you are stirring earely.

Heywood, If you Know not me, 11.

May. Where is your mistress, villain? when went she

abroad :

Pren. Abroad, sir ! why, as soon as she was up, sir.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, t 3.

It was late, it is true, but on a May evening even coun-

try people keep up till eight or nine o'clock.

Mrs. Gaskell, Sylvia's lovers, xix.

(6) In commotion, tumult, or revolt ;
roused : as, to have

one's temper up; to be up in arms.

"lis treason to be up against the King.
Marlowe, Edward II., i. 4.

[Within.] Liberty, liberty!
Duke. What, is the city up!
Boats. They are up and glorious,

And rolling like a storm they come.

Fletcher, Double Marriage, v. 1.

Now my anger 's up,
Ten thousand virgins kneeling at my feet,
And with one general cry howling for mercy,
Shall not redeem thee.

Massinger, Unnatural Combat, ii. 1.

Till up in Arms my Passions rose,
And cast away her Yoke.

Cowley, The Chronicle, St. 3.

(c) In process of occurrence or performance ;
in progress :

as, what is up.'

The hunt is up. Shale., Tit. And., ii. 2. 1.

The woodland rings with laugh and shout,
As if a hunt were up.

Bryant, Song of Marion's Men.

I'll finish my cigar in the betting-room, and hear what 's

up. Jeafreson, Live it Down, xxiv.

(a) In or into activity, operation, or use ; at work ;
on

;

going.

Loud is the vale, the voice is up
With which she speaks when storms are gone.

Wordsworth, At Grasmere after a Storm.

It will suffice just to name the meteorologic processes
eventually set up in the Earth's atmosphere.

H. Spencer, First Principles, 161.

The Harriet Lane, not having steam up, could not draw
near the scene of action, and confined herself to firing in

the direction of the bridge.
Comte de Paris, Civil War in America (trans.), II. 639.

(e) In or into prominence or consideration; into or to the

light: as, a missing article turns up; a question comes up
for discussion ; to bring up a new topic of conversation.

How dangerous it was to bring up an ill report upon this

good laud, which God had found out and given to his peo-
ple. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 400.

His name was up through all the adjoining Provinces,
eev'n to Italy and Home. Milton, Hist. Eng., ii.

Whether it be possible for him, from his own imagina-
tion, to ... raise up to himself the idea of that particular
shade [previously unknown].

Hume, Human Understanding, ii.

8. Onward to or from a specified time : as, an
account up to date.

We were tried friends : I from childhood up
Had known him. Wordiworth, Excursion, 1.

All men knew what the conduct of James had been up
to that very time. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

9. To complete existence, maturity, or age: as,
to spring or grow up; to bring up a child prop-
erly.
And so he dide, and put his owne sone, whiche was not

fully of half yere age, to be norisshed vp with a-nother
woman. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 112.

Train up a child in the way he should go. Prov. xxii. 6.

10. In or into a place of storage, retirement,
concealment, etc., as for safe-keeping or as not

being used or required at the time
; aside

; by :

as, to put j>
one's work for an hour or two ; to

put up medicine in a bottle.

Lay not up for yourselves treasures upon earth.
Mat vi. 19.

Keep up your bright swords, for the dew will rust them.

Shak., Othello, i. 2. 59.

Those highly-compounded nitrogenous molecules in
which so much motion is locked up.

H. Spencer, First Principles, 104.

11. In or into a state of union, contraction,
closeness of parts, etc. ; together ;

close : as, to
fold up a letter; to shrivel up; to draw up
cloth upon a gathering-thread ; to shut up an
umbrella

;
to add up a column of figures.

She starts, like one that spies an adder
Wreathed up in fatal folds just in his way.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 878.

To sum up the matter, a study of the statistics reveals
the fact that no absolute participle occurs in Anglo-Saxon
without having a prototype in Latin, either directly or in-

directly. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 344.

12. To the required, desired, or uttermost
point; to completion or fulfilment; wholly;
thoroughly ; quite : as, to pay up one's debts

;

to burn up the fuel
;
to build up one's constitu-

tion
;
to use up one's patience.

6658
With marble greet ygrounde and myxt with lyme
Polisshe alle nppe. thy werke in goodly time.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 15.

The
Love]

He'll win up all the money in the town.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, i. 1.

e Indians killed up all their own swine, so as Capt.
11 had none. Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 46.

13. To or at an end; over: specifically, in

Great Britain, noting adjournment or disso-

lution : as, Parliament is up.
When the tyme was ourtyrnyt, and the tru vp,

Agamynon the grekys gedrit in the flld.

Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 7207.

That shallbe according as you are in the Mind after your
Month is up.

X. Bailey, tr. of Colloquies of Erasmus, I. 446.

The court Is up i. e., it does not now sit.

N. and Q., 7th ser., VI. 11.

14f. Open.
His door is uppe.

Chaucer, Canterbury Tales (F), 1. 616 (ed. Skeat).

[Up is often used ellipticallv for go up, come up, rise up,
stand up, speak up, and similar phrases in which the verb
is omitted ;

and with with following, it has the effect of a

transitive verb. In provincial or vulgar speech the adverb
so usnl is sometimes inflected as a verb.

I will up, saith the Lord. Ps. xii. 6 (Psalter).

Up with my tent there ! here will I lie to-night !

Shak., Rich. HI., v. 3. 7.

The true-bred gamester up afresh, and then
Falls to't again. Quarlee, Emblems, ii. 14.

She up with her pattens, and beat out their brains.
The Farmer's Old Wife (Child's Ballads, VIII. 258).

So saying, she up* with her brawny arm, and gave Susy
such a douse on the side of her head as left her fast asleep
for an hour and upward. Brooke, Fool of Quality, 1. 134.]

All up with. See all.

I saw that it was all up with our animals. Weak as I

was myself, I was obliged to walk, as my ox could not
carry me up the steep inclination.

Sir S. W. Baker, Heart of Africa, p. 259.

Hard up. See hard, adv. to back, ball, bear up.
See the verbs. To bear up or put up tile helm, to
move the tiller toward the upper or windward side of a
vessel.

Captaine Ratliffe (Captaine of the Pinnace) rather de-
sired to beare vp the hetme to returne for England then
make further search.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith't True Travels, 1. 150.

To beat, blow, bring, come, cut, do, draw, fire,

flush, get, give, etc., up. See the verbs. To have up,
to bring before a magistrate or court of justice.

I'll have you up for assault. Farrar.

TO hitch, hold, hush up. See the verbs. To look up,
to improve in health, value, etc. : as, the property seems
to be looking up. See also looki, v. t. [Colloq.] Tomake,
pull, put, tear, etc., up. See the verbs.- To up stick,
to pack up ; make ready to go away. [Slang.]

I followed the cattle-tracks till I came to the great Bil-

lebong where they were fishing ;
and I made them up stick

and take me home.
H. Kingsley, Hillyars and Burtons, xxviii.

Up and down, (a) In a vertical position or direction ;

upright : in nautical use said of the chain when the ship
is directly over the anchor. (6) Here and there ; to and
fro

;
back and forth ;

one way and another.

But hit was kept alway with a dragoun,
And many other merveils, up and doun.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1431.

And the Lord said unto Satan: From whence comest
thou? And Satan . . . said: From going to and fro in the

earth, and from walking up and down in it Job ii. 2.

There are some Sycophants here that idolize him [the

Cardinal], and I blush to hear what profune Hyperboles arc

printed up and down of him. Howell, Letters, I. vi. 44.

Mem. Lloyd had, about the beginning of the civill

warres, a MS. of this Saint's concerning Chymistrey, and
sayes that there are severall MSS. of his up and downe in

England. Aubrey, Lives (Saint Dunstan).

(ct) In every particular ; completely ; wholly ; exactly ;

just
He [Phocion] was cuen Socrates vp and downe in this

polnte and behalfe, that no man eucr sawe hym either

laughe or weepe.
Udatt, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 324. (Dames.)

The mother's mouth up and down, up and down.
Middleton, Chaste Maid, ill. 2.

(d) Downright; bluntly; without mincing matters; "with-
out gloves ": as, to handle a matter up and down; to talk

up and down: sometimes used adjectively : as, to be up
and down with a person. [Colloq.]

Talk about coddling ! it 's little we get o' that, the way
the Lord fixes things in this world, dear knows. He 's

pretty up and down with us, by all they tell us. You
must take things right off, when they're goin'. Ef you
don't, so much the worse for you ; they won't wait for you.

H. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 240.

Up to. (a) As high as ; as far advanced as ; equal to. See
defs. 4, 5, 6. (b) Ou the point of doing ; about to do ;

planning ; engaged in. [Colloq.]

"Wot are you up to, old feller?" asked Mr. Bailey,
with . . . graceful rakishness. He was quite the man-
about-town of the conversation.

Dickens, Martin Chuzzlewit, xxvi.

"Here you are, you little minx," said Miss Asphyxia
" What are you up to now? Come, the waggin's waiting."

B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 124.

Then he [King James II.] signified me to kneel, which
I did, . . . and then he gave me a little tap very nicely

upas

upon my shoulder before I knew what he was up to, and

said, "Arise, Sir John Bidd !"

R. D. lilackmore, Lorna Doone, Ixviii.

Up to snuff, to the ears, to the elbows, to the hilt.

See mufl, earl, etc. Up to the knocker, up to the
door, reaching the desired standard ; good ;

excellent.

[Slang.]

II. prep. 1. Upward or aloft in or on; to,

toward, near, or at the top of: as, to climb up
a tree.

The wedercoc thet is ope the steple.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 180.

As you go up the stairs into the lobby.
Shak., Hamlet, iv. 3. 39.

A voice replied, far up the height,
Excelsior ! Longfellow, Excelsior.

Elaine, the lily maid of Astolat,
High in her chamber up a tower to the east
Guarded the sacred shield of Lancelot.

Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

2. To, toward, or at the source, head, center, or

important part of: as, to walk up town
; often,

toward the interior of (a region) : as, the ex-

plorers went up country.

Up Fish Street ! down Saint Magnus
1

Corner !

Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iv. 8. 1.

The author put off at dawn, from a French ship of war,
in a small boat with a handful of men, to row up a river

on the coast of Anam. Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLIII. 656.

The man who abandoned a farm up the Hudson, which
had been in the family for generations, and came to New
York without having any particular vocation in view, . . .

was a type of a large class. The Century, XL. 634.

3f. Upon or on (in many senses).

A glose ope the sautere.

Ayenbite of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 187.

Helpes hastily hende men i hote, vp sour liues !

William of Palerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2378.

I yow forbede up peyne of deeth.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale, 1. 753.

Up a stump, up a tree. See <ump, tree. Up hill
and down dale. SeefciHi.

up (up), a. and n. [(up, adv.] I. a. Inclining
or tending up; going up; upward: as, an up
grade ;

an up train
;
an up beat in music

;
an

up bow in violin-playing.
No sooner were we on up-grades than I exhausted my-

self by my vigorous back-pedalling.
J, and E. R. Pennell, Canterbury Pilgrimage on a Tricycle.

Up-bow mark, in music for the violin, a sign, v, indicat-

ing that a note or phrase is to be played with an up bow.

II. n. Used in the phrase ups and downs, rises

and falls; alternate states of prosperity and
the contrary ;

vicissitudes.

A mixture of a town-hall and an hospital ; not to men-
tion the bad choice of the situation in such a country ; it

is all ups that should be downs. Walpole, Letters, II. 464.

Every man who has seen the world, and has had his ups
and downs in life, . . . must have frequently experienced
the truth of this doctrine. Goldsmith, The Bee, No. 3.

Life is chequer'd ;
a patchwork of smiles and of frowns ;

We value its ups, let us muse on its downs.
F. Locker, Piccadilly.

TJ. P. An abbreviation of United Presbyterian.

up-and-down (up'and-down'), a. Plain; direct;

unceremonious; downright; positive. Com-
pare up and down, under up, adv. [Colloq.]
Miss Debby was a well-preserved, up-and-down, posi-

tive, cheery, sprightly maiden lady of an age lying some-
where in the indeterminate region between forty and
sixty. B. B. Stowe, Oldtown, p. 291.

upanishad (6-pan'i-shad), n. [Skt.] In San-
skrit lit., a name given to a series of treatises of

theosophic and philosophic contents. They are
of different dates. They exhibit the earliest attempts of

the Hindu mind to penetrate into the mysteries of crea-

tion and existence.

An upanishad is a passage of more philosophic or the-

osophic character, an excursus into a higher and freer re-

gion of thought, away from the details of the ceremonial
and their exposition.

Whitney, Amer. Jour. Philol., VII. 1.

upas (u'pas), n. [= F. upas, < Malay (Java)
upas, poison; in the Celebes and Philippine Isl-

ands ipo or hipo.] 1. The poisonous sap of

different trees of the Malayan and Philippine
Islands, more or less iised for arrow-poison. The
upas-antiar is yielded by the antiar or upas-tree. (See def .

2 and antiar.) The upa tieute, or upa* radja, is from the
chettik or tjettek, Strychnos Tieute, one of the strychnine-
trees.

2. The tree Anlinrix f.rtrr/ria, one of the larg-
est Javanese trees, having a cylindrical stem 60
or 70 feet high below the branches. Upon incision

a poisonous milky juice flows from the trunk, concreting
into a gum, which is mixed with the seed of Capsicum
frutescens and various aromatic substances to form one
kind of arrow-poison. The action of the poison is first

purgative and emetic, then narcotic, destroying life by
tetanic convulsions. Fable invests this tree with a deadly
influence upon whatever conies under its branches. It is

true that when the tree is felled or the bark extensively
wounded it exhales an effluvium producing cutaneous

eruptions; otherwise the upas may be approached and
ascended like other trees. See Antiaris and sack-tree.
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upbraiding <up-.,ra',li,,K,,,. 1. The act or Ian- ncheert (u,,,i,,v ,.,-.,.

i-:,,,,,,,,,, Darwin.

3. Figuratively, something baneful or perni-
cio.iH fr,,,,, . m,,ral point ,,l view: as, the upu
of ilrunki'imcss.

upas-tree (u'pas-tre), n. Seeupa*, 2.

upaventuret, ./, [< up, pr,,,.. + ,n;;t ture.
Of. iK-rnitn ii/nrc.] In case that; if.

Your blunt pfrra.'

*fua'?<> "f " wno upbraids; severe reproof or K/H-H.W r, F. Q.. VI. i. 44.
re

I)r H<%h - Upchurch pottery. See pottery
upclimb (up-kin,,'!. r. /. and ,. To ,-liml, up:

., . ., . . .

2. Nausea; vomiting. [Prov. Eng.]
Remar, <U fe^omae, The <vfrn.id.-w of the .tonucke. _,,

,.,
Cotgrdve. npCOll (iip-

Pjwtom* the ihmdowjr pine above the woven
cop*.

M , A . T"
),.<. and f. To wind up into a

.

Tin-}- lad,. ., that I should be buy In all my wlu to go Upbraiding (up-bra'ding), p. a. Reproachful: "".'
as near the sentence and the words as I could, both that chiding. upcoming (up kum-ing), . The act
were spoken to me mid that I ]>ake, upaernture thta The Doutlnn lln of coming up; uprising. Athrnimm.

' 1

of thi> wnro"' "
,

I'm in 1 another time before the archbishop and his

By. ,Mf
, sekct works, p. . \^)

upbear (up-bar ), v. t. 1. To bear, carry, or
i-:i isr aloft; lift; elevate; sustain aloft.

And sad

upbraidingly (up-bra'ding-li), arfr. In an up-
braiding manner. B. Jonsan, Discoveries.

or process
. No. 3218.

I) H31

V.nny. u'p-country (un'kun'tri), ,/>. Toward the in-

tenor; away from the seaboard. [Colloq.]
. p-country (up'kun'tri), n. and a. I n. The

our short sifth of human breath, upborne upbrayt (up-bra' ), r. A false form of upbraid, interior of the country. [Colloq.]
Ev'n to the seat of Ood. Milton, P. L., xt. 147. Sponger, P. O., IV. i. 42. II. . Being or living away from the sea-
swirtason wings of winds upborn they fly. upbrayt (up-bra'). n. A false form of upbraid, board; interior: as,an up-country village. [Col-

Spenser, F. y., III. vi. 50. loq.]

upbreak (up-brak'), f. i. To break or force a upcurl (up-kerl'), r. t. To curl or wreathe up-
wav upward; come to the surface; appear, ward. Southcy, Thalaba, iv., 36.

[Bare.] - '

p f> Odyssey, via 127.

""'
His resolve

Upbore him, and flrra faith.

'

Tennyson, Enoch Arden.

Language ... upborne by . thought
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 825.

3f. To hold up ; commend.
Ne him for his desire no shame,

Al were It wist, but In prls and upborn
Of alle lovers, wel more than beforn.

Up-CUTVed (up'kervd), a. Curved upward ; re-

When from tho gloom of the dark earth uvbrraki the curved: as, in entomology, an up-curved margin.
tender bloom. LitUU't Living Age, CLXXV. 66. updelvet (up-delv'), r. t. [< ME. updelven; < n/,+ drlre.] To dig up. Palladitu, Husbondrie

'. 8. ), p. 174.-' To rise to the surface.

upbreak (up'brak), n. A breaking or bursting
UU ' an upburst. Imp. Diet.

upbind (up-bind'), V. t.

Thy Injur'd robes up-bind!

Breaking up; updlve (up-div'), t\ t.

[Bare.]
Thence make thy fame updive.

Daciet, Mlcrocotmoi, p. 8
,

. .

To breathe up OpdraW (up-drft'), v. t. [< ME. updrawcn; <up+ rfratr.J 1. To draw up. Coicjier, Iliad, I.

A knight, whom from chlldhwle

upbreaking (up-braTtmg), a.

dissolving.
Chaucer, Trollus, 1. 875. All ^partaking and disparting storm.

To bind up.
/ Wilton, Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life, p. 104.

Collin*, Ode to Peace, st. 3. Upbreathet (up-breTH'), P. t.

linnt nr or out; exhale. Marston.
'
8 P>

upbreedt (up-bred'),, t. To breed up ; nurse ;

2. Figuratively to train or bring up.

fun-bio ') r I trans To blow im tram UP- Holtnshed, Hist, of Scotland.
P '

npbringt. r . *. To bring up ;
nourish ; educate.

H,.beuywa.^^^ith,uxry4 iiy2i ^^ gp'tei^iS), . The process of

II. intrant. To blow up from a given quarter bringing up. nourishing, or maintaining; train-

or point. ing; education. Carlyh, Sartor Besartus( 1831),

The watry Southwinde, from the sealmrd ooste *v jij / T.-U/V
Upblowing. Spewer, F. Q., III. Iv. 13. UpbtUld (up-blld ), p. t. To build up; edify;

upbraid (up-brad'), v. [< ME. upbraidex, up-
est

brayrien, upbreiden, upbreyden, oupbreidcn, re- ^5,
ai

w
1

,',

3

h'7t^eaue
''jSSV^SSfi

havu
l
>e
?" ,"

proach, lit. 'seize upon, attack'
;
< up + brai&,

FVOC' ** P>veh- I>Meanh- l- 149-

scold: see ftrairfi and aftrnirf.] I trans. I To upbuilding (up-bil ding), . The act or pro-
reproach for some fault or offense ; charge re-

cess of building up, in any sense; edification;

Diet

-'),.. t. [< MB
1 -up, prepare.

proachfully; reproach: regularly followed by
with or for (rarely of) before the thing imputed.

If you refuse your aid, . . . yet do not
Upbraid us with our distress.

Shale., COT., v. L 35.

^finT^e
8

?]"-
fbUOyiDg ^CF^1 '"''''

To cast at u, by every side.

Rom. of the Rott, 1. 7087.

upend (up-end'), v.t. To set on end, as a barrel.
*" approaching heavy sea may carry the boat away on

Its front, and tnrn it broadside on, or up-end It.

<*, Seamanship, p. on.

Upending-tongs, heavy tongs with a swinging support,
h

up or
Me rather, bright guests, with your wings of upbuoyanee
Bear aloft to your homes, to your banquets of joyancc.

V. t.

'loom, that the hammer may

To fill up; make full.

It were a thing monstrously absurd and contradictory
Coleridge, Visit of the Gods. UpfloW (up-flo'), r. i.

A cup ... to the brim upjtld. Spenur, F. Q., IV. lit 42.

.. . >,.., ,,,,,,, , ,,,,,1 IMI.L.M
'^O ascend; stream up.

to'give'the p^ilain'e^a^e^Utrve^poweV^and'lthen'to upburst (up'berst), . A bursting up; a break- Southey, Thalaba, ii. [Rare.]
upbraid them for transgressing old establishments. ing a way up and through; an uprush: as, an UpflOW (up no), w. A flowing up; rise: as, an

Milton, Ana. to Elkon Basillke, j 19. (Richardton.) upburst of lava. H. O. Forbes, Eastern Archi-
2f. To offer as an accusation or charge against pelago, p. 232.
some person or thing: with to before the per- upby (up'bi), adv. [< up + fey

1
.] A little way

son or thing blamed. further on; up the way. [Scotch.]

*Kflou> of *air. 'Pltilos. Mag.~&h se'r., XXX. 501.

upfling (up-fling'), v. t. To fling or throw up.
[Bare.]

unfolded (up-fol'ded), a. Folded
up.

J. Wilson,. . . .

You shall be very good friends hereafter, and thl never upcast (up-kasf), v. t. [< ME. upcasten ; < up + Lights and Shadows of Scottish Life. [Bare.]
be remembered or upbraided. cast."] To cast or throw up. upgatner (up-gaTH'er), r. t.to be rem

U. Jonton, Eplcome, Iv. 2.

It hath been upbraided to men of my trade
That oftentimes we are the cause of thia crime

upcast (up'kast), o.

Custance and eek hlr child the see upaute.
Chaucer, Man of Law s Tale, 1 80S.

Fair, ill. i.

^'"

1 . Cast up : a term used
bowling._2 . Thrown or turned upward ; di-

^.To81rdod-

To gather up or
together; contract. Spenser. [Bare.]
UpgaZG (up-gaz'), V. i. To gaze upward ; look

steadily upward. Byron, Childe Harold, ii.

Atlantic,

How much doth thy kindness upbraid my wickedness !

Sir P. Sidney,
Will not the sobriety of the very Turk, upbraid our ex-

cesses and debaucheries? Stiltingfleet, Sermons, I. ill.

6t. To make a subject of reproach or chiding.
I would not boast my actions, yet 'tis lawful
To upbraid my benefits to unthankful men.

Matringtr, Unnatural Combat, 1. 1.

He who hath done a good turn should so forget it as
not to speak of It; but he that boaste it, or

ufraid* it,

hath paid himself. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, Iv. 8.

=8yn. 1. jr, Flou,, etc. See annul.
n. intrans. To utter upbraidings or re-

Thus fall to the ground the views of those who have ward. Lancet, No. 3479, p. 955.

sought for the cause of these movement*. In the different UDgTOW (up-gro'), v. i. To grow up.
P** 8r vlti

.

e "' ''>* " "> cyclones and anticclones,
to whlch the atr mMt

Milton,

T" e Prelllte 'till keeping some shreda of civil power
'""'withstanding the upgrowth of the plebeian layman's

Th' CentvTy> xxxv - 2-

2 " That which KrOWS "P or out: ^ ewtilmgi-
Annt Vrt i "9

To
'

Have we not known thee slave ! of all our host
The man who acts the least upbrart, the most

.

11

H7s'e a ntlon'sTar "filtep
Till morning's latest sunlight fades
On the blue tablet of the deep I

upbraidt, .

limit. ,,iiiilii;;,l; from the verb.]

DgTO
P . L., ix. 677. [Bare.]
UpgTOWth (up'groth), n. 1. The process of

3. in bowling, a cast; a throw. growing up; development; rise and progress;

Was there ever man hnd such luck ! When I kiss'd tho
"PP1 "^ ** <!rft-

i,,,^ ,
, gn un-eait to be hit away !

'

Shak., Cymbellne, II. 1. 2.

the shaft or TW

^takeTout of a ininlit or a mine,
the out-take : the opposite of downcast (which
8ee ) and df '"*<-

1"*?'
nd out-take are terms

more generally applied to drifts, levels, or horizontal pas-
sages; downetwt and upu( to vertical or Inclined shafts, upgusb (up'gugh), n. A gushing upward: as, an
4. An upward current of air passing through upgiuh of feeling. G. .S. Hall, German Culture,

p . 155. rRare. ]

uphand (up'hand), a. Lifted by the hand or

^nds
: as an uphand sledge (a large hammer

lifted with both hands).
The upkand sledge is used by underworkmen.*. Mechanical Exercise*.

Uphang (up-hang'), r. '. To hang up ; suspend
loft. S

a ghaft or the like._ 5, The sta of b ing ovr
turned; an upset. [Scotch.]
What .r the

upcaft
and terror that I got a wee whi.e

W"*. mv head ' lalr enengh. Scott,

6. A taunt ; a reproach. [Scotch.]
lolme*, Birthday of D. Webster.

upcaught (Up-kat
f
), n. Caught or seized up.

[< ME. upbnritl. /''"'<"W<'- up- ,she bears upeauakt a mariner away.
Cowper, Odyssey, xll. 118. or affix al Spenser, Visions of Bellay, vi.The act of up- . .

hraicling; reproach; contumely; abuse. Clii>- upchancet, <idi: [< ME. upekaunce; < up, prep., [Bare.]
imiii. Iliiid, vi. 389. + chance. Ct. perchance.') Perchance

; perhaps. Uphantsnia (u-fau-te'ni-a), H. [XL.] A
upbraider(up-bra'der),H. [< upbraid + -!.] pp-Aone ye may them mete. generic name given by Vaiiuxem to a fossil

Lytell Goto of Kobyn Bode (Child's Ballads, V. 81). from the Chemung group in New York, of very
One who upbraids or reproves.



Uphantaenia

problematic character, classed by Hchimper
with Dictuophjfton in a group of Alijte to which
he gave the name of Dieti/aphytete : but at the

same time he calls attention to the fact that

this most extraordinary fossil possesses some
of the characters of the skeleton of a silicious

sponge, and it has been recently more generally
referred to this class of organisms. See Diety-

ophljton.

uphasp (up-hasp'), y.
t. To hasp or fasten up.

Staiiilmrst, jEneid, iv. 254. (Davies.) [Rare.]

uphaud (up-had'), v. t. A Scotch form of up-
hold.

upheap (up-hep'), v. t. To pile or heap up; ac-

cumulate. Ptilladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.),

p. 90.

upheapingt (up-he'ping), H. [ME. uphcping; <

up + heaping.] Accession; addition to full

measure.
The syngler uphepynge of thi welfnlnesse.

Chaucer, Boe'thins, ii. prose 3.

upheaval (up-he'val), n. The act of upheaving,
or the state of being upheaved ;

a heaving or

lifting up; specifically, in geol., a disturbance
of a part of the earth's crust, having as one
of its results that certain areas occupy a higher
position with reference to adjacent areas than

they did before the disturbance took place.
Uph'eaval is a part of the process by which mountain-
chains liavu been formed ; it is the opposite of subsidence.
The subsidence of one region may cause the apparent up-
heaval of another adjacent to it. Doctrine of violent
upheavals. Same as theory of cataclysms (which see,
under cataclysm).

upheave (up-hev'), v. I. trans. To heave or

lift up ;
raise up or aloft.

Arcita anon his hand uphaf.
Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1570.

Continents are upheaved at the rate of a foot or two in

a century. H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 378.

II. intrans. To be lifted up; rise.

The pavement bursts, the earth upheaves
Beneath the staggering town !

O. W. Holmes, Agnes.

upheaving (up-he'ving), n. The act or process
of lifting up or being lifted up; an upheaval.

All waves save those coming from submarine upheav-
ings are caused by the wind. Sci. Amer., N. S., LXII. 82.

Upheld (up-held'). Preterit and past participle
of uphold.

uphelm (up-helm'), v. i. To put the helm to

windward. Tribune Book of Sports, p. 284.

upher (u'fer), n. In building, a fir pole of from
4 to 7 inches diameter, and 20 to 40 feet long,
sometimes roughly hewn, used in scaffoldings
and sometimes in slight and common roofs, for
which use it is split. Gwilt. [Eng.]
uphildt (up-hild'). An obsolete form of upheld,
preterit and past participle of uphold. Spemer,
F. Q. VI. xi. 21.

uphill (up'hil'), adv. Upward; up, or as if up,
an ascent : as, to walk uphill.

uphill (up'hil), n. and n. I. a. 1. Leading or

going up a rising ground ; sloping upward : as,
an uphill road. -2. Attended with labor, fa-

tigue, or exertion; difficult; severe; fatiguing;
burdensome : as, uphill work ; hence, not hav-

ing free course; hampered: as, an upliill ac-

quaintance.
What an uphill labour must it be to a learner.

Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe.

These will be uphill intimacies, without charm or free-
dom to the end ; and freedom is the chief ingredient in
confidence. R. L. Stevenson, Virginibus Puerisquc, IV.

II. t Rising ground; ascent; upward slope.
A man can have no even way, but continually high up-

hUs and steepe dowu-hils. Coryat, Crudities, I. 56.

uphiltt (up-hilf), i: t. To plunge in up to the
hilt. [Rare.]
His blayd he with thrusting in his old dwynd carcas up-

hilled. Stanihurst, jEneid, ii. 577.

uphoard (up-hord'), D. . To hoard up. Shale..

Hamlet, i. 1. 136. [Rare.]
uphold (up-hold'), v. t. [< ME. *upholden; <

up + hold*.] 1. To hold up; raise or lift on
high; keep raised or elevated

; elevate.

The mournful train with groans and hands upheld
Besought his pity. Dryden.

2. To keep erect; keep from sinking or falling ;

hence, to support ; sustain; maintain; keep up;
keep from declining or being lost or ruined: as,
to uphold a person, a decision, or a verdict.

Of whom Judas Maccabeus did uphold their State from
a further declination. Sandys, Travailes, p. 112.

While life upholds this arm,
This arm upholds the house of Lancaster.

Shall., 3 Hen. VI., iii. 3. 106.

6660

3. To countenance; give aid to: as, to uphold
a lawbreaker. 4. To warrant; vouch for.

Seventeenth Century Words.

upholder (up-hol'der), . [< ME. upholdere. a

dealer; < u]> + h older. CLttpholdstcr.] If. One
who undertakes or carries on a business ; a

tradesman; a broker; a dealer, especially a
dealer in small wares.

Vpholderes on the hul [Cornhill] shullen haue hit to selle.

Piers Plowman (C), xiii. 218.

Vpholdere, that sellythe smal thynsys. Velaber, velabra.

Prompt. Pare., p. 512.

2f. An undertaker; one who has charge of fu-

nerals.

Th' upholder, rueful harbinger of death,
Waits with impatience for the dying breath.

Gay, Trivia.

3f. An upholsterer.
Birchover, otherwise Birchin, Lane, in the reign of

Henry VI., "had ye for the most part dwelling Fripperers
or Upholders, that sold old apparel and household stuff

"

(Stow, "Annals," p. 75, ed. 1876).
A', and Q., 7th ser., X. 328.

4. One who upholds ;
a supporter; a defender;

a sustainer: as, an upholder of religious free-

dom.
An earnest and zealous upholder of his country.

Holinshed, Chron. of Ireland, an. 1546.

upholdstert, upholstert, . [Early mod. E.

also upholstar; < late ME. upholdxter, upholster;
< uphold + -ster.] An upholder or upholsterer.

Upholdtters vieswariers. Euerard the vpholster can

well stoppe a mantel hooled, lull agayn, carde agayn,
skowre agayn a goune, and alle old cloth.

Caxton, Booke for Travellers (quoted in Prompt. Parv.,

(p. 612, note).

These are they that pay the loyner, the rope-maker, the

upholster, the Laundrer, the Glazier.

Heyivood, Royal King (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 49).

Upholdster or upholsterer, a tradesman that deals in all

sorts of chamber furniture. E. Phillips, 1706.

upholster (up-hol'ster), v. t. [< upholsterer, re-

garded as formed < upholster, v., + -er1 : see

upholsterer.] 1. To furnish with hangings,
curtains, carpets, and the like, and, by exten-

sion, with furniture of different kinds.

Farewell, thou old Chateau with thy upholstered rooms !

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 97.

2. To provide with textile coverings, together
with cushions, stiiffing, springs, etc., as a chair

or sofa.

The [Assyrianl seats were cushioned or upholstered with
rich materials. Encyc. Brit., IX. 847.

Hence 3. To provide with any covering.
The whole tiiorax hollow is now laid bare and uphol-

stered with the skin-muscle flap. Lancet, No. 3517, p. 218.

upholsterer (up-hol'ster-er), n. [< uplioldster,

upholster, + -er1 (with needless repetition of -er,

as in poult-er-er).] 1. One who upholsters, or

provides and puts in place curtains, carpets,
textile coverings for furniture, and the like.

2. An upholsterer-bee; a leaf-cutter.

upholsterer-bee (up-hol'ster-er-be), n. A bee
of one of cer-

tain genera of
the familyApi-
dee, such as Me-
gachile or An-

thocopa, which

upholsters its

cell with regu-
larly cut bits of
leaves or pet- ceil of uphou,ere,-bcc.
als of flowers.

Also called leaf-cutter. See Megachile, leaf-cut-

ter, and poppy-bee.
upholstering (up-hol'ster-ing), n. [Verbal n.

of upholster, v.] 1. The occupation of an up-
holsterer. 2. Upholstery.
Upholstery (up-hol'ster-i), n. [< upholster + -y3

(see -ery).] 1. Furniture covered with tex-

tile material, and hangings, curtains, and the
like : a general term for all such interior deco-
rations and fittings as are made with textiles.

2. The art or trade of using textiles, leather,
and the like in making furniture, decorating an
interior, etc.

uphroe (u'fro), . [Also euphroe, uvrou; < D.

juffrouw, a young lady, also reduced juffer, a

young lady, in naut. use applied to "pulleys
without truckles put up only for ornaments
sake"(Sewel), also to spars, beams, joists, etc.:

a contracted form of jonkvrouw, jongvrouw (=
Gr.jitiigfrau,junfer), a young lady, <jong, young,
+ vronw, woman, lady : see young and/rap^and
cf. younker, junker.] N&ut., an oblong or oval

piece of wood with holes in it through which
small lines are rove, forming a crowfoot, from
which an awning is suspended.

uplift

uphurl (iip-herl'), r. f. To hurl or cast up.
Ktanihurxt, ^Eneid, iii. 633. (Davies.) [Rare.]

upland (up'land), . and a. [ME. upland; < up,

prep., upon, on, + land*. Cf. inland, outlaiul.

In the later use the up is used in its adverbial

sense.] I. . If. The region in the interior;
inland districts

; country as distinguished from
the neighborhood of towns or populous dis-

tricts. 2. The higher grounds of a district;

ground elevated above meadows and valleys;

slopes of hills, etc.

Its uplands sloping deck the mountain's side.

Goldsmith, The Traveller.

See cotton 1.

Of or pertaining to the inland dis-

tricts, or the country, as distinguished" from
the neighborhood of towns.

Sometimes witli secure delight
The upland hamlets will invite.

Milton, L'Allegro, 1. 92.

Hence 2f. Rustic; countrified; rude; sav-

age; uncivilized. Compare inland, 4. Cliap-
er

3. pi. A grade of cotton.

II, a. 1.

man. 3. Of or pertaining to uplands, or higher
grounds: as, upland pasturage ; also, frequent-

ing uplands : as, the upland plover.
I stood upon the upland slope, and cast

Mine eyes upon a broad and beauteous scene.

Bryant, After a Tempest.

Upland bqneset, a tall branching thorotighwort, Eupa-
torium sessilifolium, found from Massachusetts to Illinois

and southward along the mountains. Upland cotton.
See cotton^. Upland flake. See fake'?. upland goose,
Chloephaga magellanica, of South America. Upland
Mennonite. See Mennonite. Upland moccasin, a

venomous serpent of the southern United States, related

to but probably distinct from the common or water moc-
casin. It is not well determined, but appears to be the
moccasin originally described by Troost in 1836 as Toxi-

cophis atrofuscus, by Holbrook in 1842 as Trigonocepftalus
atrofuscus, later referred to the genus Ancistrodon, and to

be that commonly called cottonmouth. Upland plover
or sandpiper, the Bartramian sandpiper, Bartramia Ion-

gicauda; the uplander. See plover, 3, and cut under Bar-
tramia. [New Eng.)

Uplander (up'lan-der), M. 1. An inhabitant of

the uplands.
But flfty knew the shipman's gear,

The rest were uplanders.
William Morrii, Earthly Paradise, I. 10.

2. The upland plover or sandpiper. [Local,

Massachusetts.]
uplandisht (up'lan-dish), a. [< ME. uplondish; <

upland + -ish.] 1. Of or pertaining to uplands;
pertaining to or situated in country districts:

as, uplandish towns.

The duke elector of Saxony came from the war of those

uplandish people . . . into Wittenberg.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.), p. 188.

2. Hence, rustic
;
rude

;
boorish

;
countrified

;

uncultured; unrefined.

The rude and uplandish ploughmen of the country are
not supposed to be greatly afraid of your gentlemen's
idle serving-men.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

3. Upland.
Fifteen miles space of uplandish ground.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii.

uplay (up-la' ),!.?. To lay up; hoard. Donne,
Annunciation and Passion. [Rare.]

uplead (up-led'), v. t. To lead upward. Milton,
P. L., vii. 12.

uplean (up-len'), r. i. To lean upon anything.
[Rare.]

This shepheard drives, vpleaning on his batt.

Spenser, Virgil's Gnat, 1. 154.

upleap (up-lep'), t
1

. i. [< ME. vplepeu ; < up +
leap

1
.'] To leap up; spring up. William of Pa-

lerne (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3283. [Rare.]
uplift (up-liff), v. t. To lift or raise up; raise;
elevate: literally or figuratively: as, to uplift
the arm

; uplifted eyes.
Earth

Upljfts a general cry for guilt and wrong,
And heaven is listening. Bryant, Earth.

And shall not joy uplift me when I lead
The flocks of Christ by the still streams to feed ?

Jones Very, Poems, p. 100.

uplift (up-liff), a. Uplifted.

With head uplift above the wave.

[Rare.]

Milton, P. L., i. 193.

We humbly screen
With uplift hands our foreheads.

Keats, Endymion, i.

uplift (up'lift), n.

heaval.
1. An upheaval. See up-

A geologic-ally sudden, high uplift of the iiortheaatem

part of the continent. Amer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XLI. 40.

2. Raising; elevation; mental, moral, or physi-
cal exaltation.

The rapidity of the uplift in health in many of the cases.

Lancet, No. 3448, p. 681.



uplift
'I'hfiv hax liei-n :i wonderful uplift In the enthusiasm

and faith nf ChriHtiaiiH.

nUCbsynyattlMNst, Nv. ID, 1879.

uplockt dip-lok'), r. I. To lock up.
His sweet up-tm-keil treasure. .S'AoJr., Sonnets, HI.

uplook (up-Iuk'), c. i. To look up.

uplooking (up'luk'ing), <. Looking up; USpir-

:G. ufeu, uffcit), up, < up, upp + adv. suffix
-o: see up, adv.'] 1. prep. 1. Up and on: in

many cases scarcely more than a synonym of

on, the force of up being almost or entirely lost.

See owl, prep. Specifically (a) Aloft on ; In an ele-
vated position on ; on a high or the highest part of : not-

ing rest or location.

The hyge trone ther most ge hede . . .

The hyji' godez self hit set vpone.
Alliterative Poemt (ed. Morris^ 1. 1063.

Two tli. ues also t h.,le,i ,leth that tyme,
Kppon a crosse bisydes Cryst, so was the comune lawe.

Pieri Plowman (B), xvlli. 71.

We'll have thee, as our rarer monsters arc,
Painted upon a pole, and under writ,
"Here may you see the tyrant."

Shot., Macbeth, v. 7. 26.

Angels, clap your wings upon the skyes,
And giue this virgin Christall plaudities.

C. Toumeur, Revenger's Tragedy, ii. 1.

Four brave Southron foragers
Stood hie upon the gait.
Sir William Wallace (Child's Ballads, VI. 238).

Three years I lived upon a pillar, high
Six cubits, and three years on one of twelve.

I'l'nnii.-ini, St Simeon si j lite..

(u) Upward so us to get or be on : involving motion toward
a higher point.

The nlhtegale l-h[e)rde this,
And hupte [hopped] uppun o.i blowe ris [branch].

Owl and Nightingale, 1. 163ti.

And he xal make hym to wryte, and than gou upon a

leddere, and settyu the tabyl abovyn Crystes hed.

Coventry Mysterirs, p. 324.

They shall climb up upon the houses. Joel ii. 9.

Four nimble gnats tlie horses were, . . .

Fly Cranion the charioteer
r i>n the coach-box getting.

Hi n in n, Nymplildia.
Lucan vaulted upon Pegasus witli all the heat and in-

trepidity of youth. Addiwu.
To lift the woman's fall'n divinity
Upon an even pedestal with man.

Tennynon, Princess, ill.

2. On, in any sense: conveying no notion of

height, elevation, rise, or ascent. See on1
.

Aside from the uses noted in the foregoing definition, upon
Is strictly synonymous with on, and is preferred in certain
cases only for euphonic or metrical reasons. For parallel
uses of the two words, see the following quotations.

Dere dyn rp-u day, daunsyng on nygtes,
Al watz hap i'pon heje in halles & chauihrez.

Sir Gaivai/ne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 47.

Swyerez (squires] that swyftly swyed on blonkex [horses],
.v also fele rpon fote, of fre & of bonde.

Alliterative Poruu (ed. Morris), (L 88.

I he node with a felle cours flowet on hepls,

Also, that euery brother and suster schul be boxom, and
come whan they be warned, . . . vpon theoth th they
haue maud, ami nn the peyne of xl. d. to pale to the box;
. . . \'i"ni the peyne afore-seid, but he baue a verrey en-
chesoun wherfore th' the.v mowc be excused.

English Si/da (E. E. T. S.), p. 10.

That Peter's heirs should tread on Emperors,
And walk iijiini the dreadful adder's back.

Marlon;; Failstlis, iii. 1.

L'pnn whom doth not his light arise? (Compare Mat. v.

45: lie muketli his sun to rise mi the evil and tin the good.)
Job xxv. 3.

It takes stalwart and uplwikim/ faith to make history
[such as the Purilans inaih]. rjssfpt, My .Study, p. 294.

uplying (tip'H'iug), a. Elevated; of laud, up-
huul.

In up-luimj situations, where the drift consists ot raw
material, fluxion structural ore seldom detected.

Nature, XXX. 530.

unmaking (up'ma'king), n. In ship-buildinij,
pin-en of plauk or timber piled one on another
as a filling up, especially those placed between
the bilgeways and a ship's bottom preparatory
to launching.
upmost (up most), a. superl. [< up + -most.
Cf. uppermost.] Highest; topmost; uppermost.

Lowliness is young ambition's ladder,
Wherto the climber-upward turns his face ;

But when he once attains the upmort round,
He then unto the ladder turns his back.

Shot., J. C., 1L L 24.

Upon (u-pon'), prep, and adv. [< ME. upon, up-
poii, upone, opon, oppon, upon, appone, up/ten, <

AS. uppon, n
/ 1/

HI a (= Icel. up d, upp a = Sw.pd
(< uppd) = Dan. paa, upon), upon, up on, < up,
upp, up, + an, on, on: see ui> andoni. Cf. AS.

an (= OS. uppan = OFries. uppa, o/i/m =
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Vat. And mi a li.vi-.hook pray for my success.
I'ro. t'punwmv book I love I'll pray for thee.

tihak., T. (J. of V., I. 1. i.

My saucy bark, inferior far to his,
'in i -in In., ail main doth wilfully appear:
Your shallowest help will hold me up afloat,
Whilst he upon your soundless deep doth ride.

.Viu*., Sonnets, Ixxx.

Upon the head of all who sat beneath . . .

Samson, with these immlx'd, Inevitably
Pull'd down the same destruction on himself.

Milton, H. A., 1. 1052.

The tide is full, the moon lies fair

Upon tlie straits ; on the French coast the light
U learns and Is gone. M. Arnold, Dover Beach.

To beat!, blow, fall, pass, etc., upon, see tlie verbs.

Upon an average, a thought, occasion, one's
hands, one'a oath, etc. See the nouns.

Il.t mil'. Hereupon; thereupon; onward; on.
Til May It wol suffice uppon to fede,
Knt leuger not thenne Marche If It slial sede.

Palladium, Husboudrie (E. E. T. S.\ p. 181.

It Is great morning, and the hour preftx'd
i if her delivery to this valiant Greek
Comes fast upon. Shak., T. and C., iv. 3. 8.

uponont, upononet, '/<. At once ; anon. See
a nun (the same word without the element up).

When mercury hade nienyt this mater to endc,
And graunt me thlse gyftls hit gladlt my hert.
I ouswaret hym esely enyn rpoiwn.

Dettructian of Troy (E. E. T. S.\ L 2418.

up-peak (up-pek'), v. i. To rise iu or to a peak.
Stanihurxt, ^Eneid, iii. 209. [Rare.]
upper (up'er), a. and . [< ME. upper (= D. op-
per = MLG. uppere), compar. of up: see up, and
cf. over.'} I. a. 1. Higher in place: opposed
to nether: as, the upper lip;

the upper side of
a thing ; an upper story ;

the upper deck.
And such a yell was there
Of sudden and portentous birth.
As if men fought upon the earth,
And fiends in upper air.

Scott, Marmion, \ i. 25.

2. Superior in rank or dignity: as, the upper
house of a legislature ;

an upper servant.
Few of the tipper Planter* drlnke any water : but the

better sort are well furnished with Sacke, AquavlUe, and

upraising

ity and often ragged upper-gnurth strikes IU sturdy
roots deep ,i,, n int., tlie sand. Suture, XXXIX. 470.

upper-machine (npVr-nm-shen'), . In xlnii-

v mil- ot tin- viirious machines used
in I'littin^ out or shaping the upperx of h.,,,1-

:ind sliuo, inrliiiliiijj i-riHipiiiii-, ii iiiiiiiinii , am!
'Hi/ nun M

Uppermost ( up'rr-most ), a. XMin 1 1. [< upper +
inn*/; <(. ii/iiinint.'] 1. Highest in (.luce; first

in precedence: as, the uppermost Beats.

Euen vpon the uiiptnnoit pinnacle of the temple.
J. Uilall, On Luke Iv.

2. Highest in power; predominant; most pmv-
erful; first in force or strength.
Whatever faction happens to be uppernuml. Strifl.

As In perfumes composed with art and cost,
Tli hard to say what scent Is uppermott

Dryden, Kleiuiora, 1. 164.

uppermost (up'er-most), <i(/r. */r/. 1. In the

highest position or place; also, first in a series
or in order of time.

They |the primitive Quakers] committed to writing
whatever words came utipermui, as fast as the pen could

put them down, and subjected to no after-revision what
luvl been produced with no forethought.

Southey, Life of Bunyan, p. 41.

2f. First in order of precedence.
All Dukes daughters shall goe all-one with a uother, so*

that al it ayes the Eldest Dukes Daughter go rptrmutL
Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra .), I. 14.

upper-stockst (up'er-stoks), n. pi. Breeches.
Also overstocks. Compare netlier-ntock.

j, (Saret.)

upper ten

in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 258.

Betting proper was not so much diffused through all

ranks and classes (in 1845), but was more confined to the
upper circles of society, nineteenth Century, XXVI. 842.

To have "r get the upper hand. See hand. To have
the upper fortune', to have the upper hand.

You hare the upperfortune of him.
Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, L 2.

To hold the upper hand'. Same as to hate the upper
hand. to keep a stiff upper lip. See lip. Upper
Bench, In Ewj. nut. . the name given to the Court of King's
Bench during the exile of Charles II. Upper case. Bee
tM*,8. Upper coverts, in ornith., the coverts on the

upper side of the wings and tail ; superior tectrices. See
coiwrt,)!., 6. Upper crust, the higher circles of society;
the aristocracy; the upper ten. jsiang.] Upper cul-
mination. See culmination. Upper house. SeeAot/Ml.

uppertendom (up-er-ten'dum), w. t+ -rfom.] Same as upper ten thousand (which
see, under upper).
up-pile (up-pQ'), t?. t. To pile up; heap up.
Southey, Thalaba, ii. [Rare.]

tipping (up'ing), n. [Verbal u. of 'up, r., < up,
aat:~] The act of marking a swan on the upper
mandible. See ttwan-upping.
uppish (up'ish), a. [< up + -isAi.] 1. Proud;
arrogant ; airy ; self-assertive

; assuming. [Col-
loq.]

It seems daring to roll at Informers, projectors, and
officers was not uppuk enough, but his Lordship must
rise so high as daring to limit the power and revenue of
the Crown. Jtoger Sfurth, Examen, p. 48. (Dane*.)

Half-pay officers at the parade very uppiA upon the
death of the King of Spain.

Tom .Brown, Works, 1. 154. (Davin.)
Americans are too ujipith; but when you get hold of a

man that is nccustomcu to being dow ntrodden, it 's easy
to keep him so. P. R. Stockton, Merry Chanter, xvli.

2. Tipsy. [Slang.]
Lady Head. Not so drunk, I hope, but that he can drive

us?
Sere. Yes, yes, Madam, he drives best ben he 's a little

upM. Vanurugh, Journey to London, I1L 1.

and shoes. (6) Vamps and quarters of boots and shoes
collectively. Also called simply uppert.
Thelr Tables were so very Neat, and Shln'd with Rub-

bUig. like the Upper Leather! of on Alderman's shoes.
Quoted in Anhtun Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne,

[I. 227.

Upper story, a story above the ground floor ; the top
story ; hence, colloquially, the head ; the brain.

It knocked everything topsy-turvy in my upwr story,
and there Is some folks as says I hain't nevergof right up
thar sence. Harper

1
* Mag., LXXX. 848.

yish-nes), 11. The character of be-

ing uppish; arrogance; airiness; pretentious-
ness; self-assertion.

I sometimes question whether that quality in him (Lan-
dor] which we cannot but recognize and admire, his lofti-
ness of mind, should not sometimes rather be called up-
pithneti, so often is the one caricatured Into the other by
a blusterous keif-confidence and self-assertion.

Loircll, The Century, XXXV. 512.

up-plightt,. t. lME.,<njt + plights.] To fold

up ; carry off.

nity ; the higher circles or leading classes iu society.

At present there is no distinction among the upper ten
thousand of the city. y. P. Willis, Ephemera.
Here In the afternoon hours of spring and autumn la the

favorite promenade of the upper ten.

Harper'i Mag., LXXVIII. 668.

Upper works (mm/.). Same as dead-icorkt.

U. n. 1. The upper part of a shoe or boot,
comprising the vamp and quarters.
Ladies' straight top button upper with straight toe cap.

Ure, Diet, IV. 10B.

2. pi. Separate cloth gaiters to button above
the shoes over the ankle To be on one's uppers,
to be poor or in hard luck : referring to a wom-out condi-
tion of one's shoes. (Slang.)

compar. of up, ndr .] Higher.
And with this word upper to sore
He gan. Chaucer, House of Fame, 1. 884.

upperestt (up'tr-est), a. superl. [ME. upper-
este; < upper + -est.~\ Highest.
By whiche degrees men myhten clymben fro tlie nether-

este lettre to tlie uppereste. Chaucer, Boethins, i. prose I.

upper-growth (up'er-groth), w. That part of a

plant or shrub which is above the ground.
Here, too, w as planted that strange and interesting den-

i:'en of the \iilili-riiess, the Saxaous, . . . which with a

up-plow (up-plou'), v. t. To plow up; tear up
as by plowing. G. Fletcher. [Rare.]
up-pluck (tip-pluk' ), p. t. To pluck up ; pull up.
[Rare.]

And you, sweet flow'rs, that Iu this garden grow, . . .

Yourselves uppluckd would to his funeral hie.
Q. Fletcher, Christ's Triumph over Death,

up-pricked (up-prikf), a. Set up sharply or
pointedly; erected; pricked up. Shak., Venus
and Adonis, 1. 271. [Rare.]
up-prop (up-prop'), r. i. To prop up; sustain

by a prop. Donne, Progress of tne Soul, i.

up-putting (np'put'ing), n. Lodging; enter-
tainment for man and beast. Scott. [Scotch.]

(up-raV), v. t. f< ME. uprryneii ; < up
!.] To raise; lift up.

Upon a night
Whan that the mone uprvywd had her light.

CAourcr, Good Women, 1. 1163.

The man
His spear had reached in strong anus he uprait-d.

William Morrit, Earthly Paradise, III. 323.

(up'ra'zing-), n. Rearing; nurture.

There was nothing of the Corydon about Hunt or his

uprairiny, as the Scotch call it
The Portfolio, N. S., Xo. 13, p. 10.



uprear

uprear (up-rer'), . t. To rear up; raise.

She doth vprear
Her selfe vpon her feet.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 36.

The distant mountains, that uprear
Their solid bastions to the skies.

Longfellow, The Ladder of St. Augustine.

upridge (up-rij'), v. t. To raise up in ridges or

extended lines. Cowper, Odyssey, xix. [Rare.]

upright (up'rit, formerly also up-rit'), a. and n.

[< ME. upriht. uprigt, oprigt, < AS. upriht (= D.

opregt = MLG. upreeht, upricht = OHG. MHG.
ufreht, G. aufrecht = Icel. upprettr = Sw. up-

priitt = Dan. opret), straight up, erect, < up-,

up, + riht, straight, right: see right.'] I. a.

1. Erect; vertical.

And sodeynly he was yslayn to-nyght,

Fordronke, as he sat on his bench upryght.
Chaucer, Pardoner s Tale, 1. 212.

Upright as the palm-tree. Jer. x. 5.

2. Erect on one's feet
; hence, erect as a human

being; in general, having the longest axis ver-

tical : as, an upright boiler.

And there ben othere that han Crestes upon hire Hedes ;

and thei gon upon hire Feet upright.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 290.

Whoever tasted lost his upright shape.
Milton, Comus, 1. 52.

3. Erected; pricked up; standing out straight
from the body.
Their ears upright. Spenser, State of Ireland.

With chattering teeth and bristling hair upright.

Dryden, Theodore and Honoria, 1. 145.

4. Adhering to rectitude
;
not deviating from

correct moral principles ;
of inflexible honesty.

That man was perfect and upright, and one that feared

God, and eschewed evil. Job i. 1.

I shall be found as upright in my dealings as any wo-
man in Smithfteld. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, ii. 1.

5. In accord with what is right; honest; just.
It is very meet

The Lord Bassanio live an upright life.

Shak., M. of V., iii. 5. 79.

6f. Well adjusted or disposed; in good condi-

tion; right.
If it should please God ye one should faile (as God

forbid), yet y other would keepe both recconings, and
things uprighte.
Sherley, quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 270.

Bolt upright, straight upright.

Then she sat bolt upright.
Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 266.

Upright man, a chief rogue ;
a leader among thieves.

[Thieves' cant.]

An Vpright man is one that goeth wytli the trunchion
of a staffe, which staffe they cal a Filtchman. This man
is of so much authority that, meeting with any of his pro-
fession, he may cal them to accompt, & commaund a share
or snap vnto him selfe of al that they haue gained by their
trade in one moneth. Fraternity of Vacabonds (1561).

Upright piano. See pianoforte. Upright steam-en-
gine. Same as vertical steam-engine. See steam-engine.
= Syn. L Plumb. 4 and 5. Just, Rightful, etc. (see riffht-

eoui\ honorable, conscientious, straightforward, true.

II. n. 1. Something standing erect or ver-
tical. Specifically, ia building (a) A principal piece of
timber placed vertically, and serving to support rafters.

(b) The newel of a staircase.

2. In arch., the elevation or orthography of a

building. Gwilt. [Rare.] 3. A molding-ma-
chine of which the mandrel is perpendicular.
E. B. Knight. 4. An upright pianoforte.
upright (up'rit, formerly also up-rit'), adv. [<
ME. upright, < AS. uprihte, upright, < upriht,
upright: see upright, a.] 1. Vertically.
Ye wonderful growing and swelling of the water vp-

right ... is to ye height of a huge mountaine.

Webbe, Travels, p. 22.

You are now within a foot
Of th' extreme verge. For all beneath the moon
Would I not leap upright. Shak., Lear, iv. 6. 27.

2f. Flat on the back
; horizontally and with

the face upward.
The corps lay in the floor upright.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 768.

He flll to the erthe vp-right.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 457.

I throwe a man on his backe or upright, so that his face
is upwarde. Je renuerse. Palsgrave.

And Mab, his merry Queen, by night
Bestrides young folks that lie upright . . .

(In elder times the mare that hight),
Which plagues them out of measure.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

uprighteouslyt (up-ri'tyus-li) adv. [< upright+ -eous, after righteous."] Righteously; justly;
uprightly. Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 205.

uprightly (up'rlt-li), adv. In an upright man-
ner, (a) Vertically, (b) With strict observance of rec-

titude; honestly and justly: as, to live uprightly.

I deal not uprightly in buying and selling.
J. Bradford, Works (Parker Soc.

, 1853), II. 261.
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uprightness (up'rit-nes), n. The character or

condition of being upright, (a) Ercctness
;
verti-

calness. Waller.

Guards walked their post witli a stiffness and upright-
ness that was astonishing. The Century, XXIX. 109.

(6) Moral integrity; honesty and equity in principle or

practice ; conformity to rectitude and justice.

The truly upright man is inflexible in his uprightness.
Bp. Atterburi/.

= Syn. (b) Integrity, Honor, etc. (see honesty'), fairness,

principle, trustworthiness, worth.

uprise (up-riz'), v. i.; pret. uprose, pp. uprisen,

ppr. uprising. [< ME. uprisen; < up- + rise:

see rise1 .] 1. To rise up, as from bed or from
a seat; get up; rise.

Uprose the virgin with the morning light. Pope.

2. To ascend, as above the horizon: literally
or figuratively.

Floures fresshe, honouren ye this day ;

For, when the sonne uprist, then wol ye sprede.
Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, 1. 4.

Nor dim, nor red, like God's own head
The glorious sun uprist. Coleridge.

With what an awful power
I saw the buried past up-rise,

And gather in a single hour
Its ghost-like memories!

Whittier, Mogg Megone.

3. To ascend, as a hill; slope upward. Ten-

nyson, Vision of Sin, v. 4. To swell; well up;
rise in waves.

At thy call

Uprises the great deep.
Bryant, A Forest Hymn.

5. To spring up ; come into being or percep-

tion; be made or caused.

Uprose a great shout from King Olaf's men.
William Morris, Earthly Paradise, II. 287.

uprise (up'riz or up-riz'), n. [< uprise, r.] If.

Uprising.
The sun's uprise. Shak., Tit. And., iii. 1. 1B9.

2. An increase in size; a swelling; a protuber-
ance.

Successive stages may be seen from the first gentle up-
rise to an unsightly swelling of the whole stone.

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, viii.

3. Rise; development; advance; augmenta-
tion, as of price or value. [Colloq.]

uprising (up-ri'zing), n. [< ME. uprisinge, opris-

inge (= MLG. oprisinge) ;
verbal n. of uprise, v.~]

1. The act of rising up, as from below the ho-

rizon, from a bed or seat, or from the grave.
The whiche Ston the 3 Maries sawen turnen upward,

whan thei comen to the Sepulcre, the Day of his Resur-
rexioun ; and there founden an Aungelle, that tolde hem
of cure Lordes uprysynge from Dethe to Lyve.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 91.

Thou knowest my downsitting and mine uprising.
Ps. cxxxix. 2.

2. Ascent; acclivity; rising.
Was that the king, that spurr'd his horse so hard

Against the steep uprising of the hill?

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 1. 2.

3. A riot; an emeute; a rebellion; insurrec-

tion
; popular revolt.

Such tumults and uprisings.
Holinshed, Chronicles of England, Hen. I., an. 1115.

4. The ceremonies connected with the recov-

ery and reappearance in society of a lady of

rank after the birth of a child. Compare lying-
down.

upristt, n. [< ME. uprist, opriste; < uprise, .] 1.

Uprising.
In the gardin, at the sonne upriste,

She walketh up and doun.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 193.

2. The resurrection.

Jhesus seide, I am upriste and lif.

Cursor Mundi, MS. Coll. Trin. Cantab., f. 88. (Halliwell.)

uproar (up-ror'), v. [< D. *oproeren (= G. auf-
riihren = Sw. upprora = Dan. oprore), stir up,
< op, up, + roeren, stir: see up and rear*. No
connection with roar. Cf. uproar, n.~] I. trans.

To stir up to tumult; throw into confusion;
disturb. [Rare.]

Uproar the universal peace. Shak., Macbeth, iv. 3. 99.

II. intrans. To make an uproar ;
cause a dis-

turbance. [Bare.]
The man Danton was not prone to show himself, to act

or uproar for his own safety.

Carlyle, French Rev., III. vi. 2.

uproar (up'ror), n. [Early mod. E. uprore; <

D. oproer (= MLG. upror, G. aufruhr = Sw.

uppror = Dan. opror}, tumult, sedition, revolt,
< oproeren, stir up: see uproar, 0.] Great

tumult; violent disturbance and noise; bustle
and clamor; confusion; excitement.

To haue all the worlde in an vprore, and vnquieted with
warres. J. Udall, On Mark, Pref.

upsees
The Jews who believed not ... set all the city on an

uproar. Acts xvii. 5.

There was a greate uprore in London that the rebel!

armie quartering at Whitehall would plundre the Citty.

Evelyn, Diary, April 26, 1648.

Many of her acts had been unusual, but excited no up-
roar, lilarg. Fuller, Woman in 19th Cent., p. 39.

uproarious (up-r6r'i-us),. [< uproar + -i-ous.~\

Making or accompanied by a great uproar,

noise, or tumult; tumultuous; noisy; loud.

Moore.

uproariously (up-ror'i-us-li), adv. In an up-
roarious manner

;
with great noise and tumult ;

clamorously.
uproariousness (up-ror'i-us-nes), n. The state

or character of being uproarious, or noisy and
riotous.

uproll (up-i'61'), v. t. To roll up. Milton, P. L.,
vii. 291.

uproot (up-rof), v. t. To root up; tear up by
the roots, or as if by the roots

;
remove utterly ;

eradicate; extirpate.

uprootal (up-ro'tal), 11. [< uproot + -a?.] The
act of uprooting, or the state of being uprooted.
[Rare.]
His mind had got confused altogether with trouble and

weakness and the shock of uprootal.
Mrs. Oliphant, Curate in Charge, xviii.

uprouse (up-rouz'), * To rouse up; rouse
from sleep; awake; arouse. Shak., R. and J.,

ii. 3. 40.

uprun (up-run'), v. t. [< ME. uprinnen; < up
+ riot 1 .] To run up ;

ascend. [Rare.]
The yonge sonne,

That in the ram is four degrees upronne.
Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 876.

He gave me to bring forth and rear a son
Of matchless might, who like a thriving plant
Upran to manhood, while his lusty growth
I nourish''! as the husbandman his vine.

Cowper, Iliad, xviii.

uprush (up-rush'), v. i. To rush upward.
Soufhey, Thalaba, xii.

uprush (up'rush), n. [< uprush, v.'] A rush

upward.
These uprushes of most intensely heated gas from the

prominences which are traceable round the edge of the

sun. Stokes, Lects. on Light, p. 237.

The ideas of M. Faye were, on two fundamental points,
contradicted by the Kew investigators. He held spots to

be regions of uprush and of heightened temperature.
A. M. Clerke, Astron. in 19th Cent, p. 201.

Upsee-Dutcht (up'se-duch'), adv. [Also upsie

Dutch, upsey Dutch, npse-Dutch; < D. op zijn

Duitsch, in the Dutch, i. e. German, fashion:

op, upon, in; eijn = G. sein, his, its; Duitsch,

Dutch, i. e. German : see Dutch. Cf. upsee-

English, upsee-Freese. Upsee in this and the

following words has been conjectured to mean
'a kind of heady beer,' qualified by the name
of the place where it was brewed. For the

allusion to German drinking, cf. carouse, ult. <

G. gar am,
'
all out.'] In the Dutch fashion or

manner: as, to drink upset-Dutch (to drink in

the Dutch manner that is, to drink deeply so

as to be drunk).
I do not like the dulness of your eye ;

It hath a heavy cast, 'tis upsee Dutch.
B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 4.

Upsee-Englisht (up'se-ing'glish), adv. [Found
as upsey-English ; < D. op zijn Engelsch, in the

English fashion
;
cf. upsee-Dutch.~] In the Eng-

lish manner.
Prig. Thou and Ferret,

And Ginks, to sing the song ;
I for the structure,

Which is the bowl.

Hig. Which must be upsey-English,
Strong, lusty London beer.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, iv. 4.

Upsee-Freeset (up'se-fres'), adv. [Also upse-

Frceze; < D. op zijn Friesch, in the Friesian

fashion ;
cf . upsee-Dutch."] In the Friesian man-

ner.
This valiant pot-leech that, upon his knees,
Has drunk a thousand pottles upse-Freezt.

John Taylor.

upsee-freesyt (up'se-fre"zi), . Drunk; tipsy.

Bacchus, the god of brew'd wine and sugar, grand pa-
tron of rob-pots, upsy-freesy tipplers, and super-naculum
topers. Maesinger, Virgin-Martyr, ii. 1.

upseek (up-sek'), . .
; pret. and pp. upsought,

ppr. iipseeking. To seek or strain upward.
Southey, Thalaba, xii.

upseest (up'sez), adv. [< upsee-Dutch, upsee-

Freese, etc., misunderstood : see upsee-Dutch.']
Same as upsee-Dutch.

Yet whoop, Barnaby! off with thy liquor,
Drink upsees out, and a fig for the vicar.

Scott, L. of the L., vi. 5.



upsend

upsend ( up-smid' ), r. t. To send, cast, or throw
up. <'i>irpi-r. Hind, xviii. [Kare.]
upset (up-set'), r. [< MK. H/wlti-ii, get up (=
Ml), njisi Hi a, sot up, proposo or fix, an the price
of goods, 1). oz:rtti-H,m-\ up, raise, ruise the price
of, venture, = G. aufnetzcn, set up, compose); <

uj> + e(i.] I. trans. If. To set or place up.
Now is he in the get1 with autlu on inaat upsette.

Rob. of Brunne, p. 70.

2. To overturn; overthrow; overset, as a boat
or a carriage ; hence, figuratively,

to throw into

confusion; interfere with; spoil: as, to upset
one's plans.

I have observed, however, that your passionate little

men, like small boat* with large sails, are easily upset or
blown out of their course. Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 244.

She had sallied forth determined somehow to upiet the
tit nut ion, just as one gives a shake purposely to a bundle
of spillikins on the chance of more favorable openings.Mn. Humphry Ward, Robert Elsmere, L it

3. To put out of the normal state; put in dis-

order; of persons, to discompose completely;
make nervous or irritable; overcome.
Eleanor answered only by a sort of spasmodic gurgle in

her throat .She was a good deal upsrt, aa people say.

You needn't mind if your house Is upset, for none of UB
Is mini n

1

in, havtn' only intended to see you to your door.
The Century, XXXV. 624.

4. To shorten and thicken by hammering, as a
heated piece of metal set up endwise: said
also of the shortening and resetting of the tire

of a wheel. Wire ropes are upset by doubling up the
ends of the wires after they have been passed through the
small end of a conical collar. After upsetting they are
welded Into a solid mass or soldered together.

II. intrans. To be overturned or upset.
Upsetting thermometer. See thertnometer.

upset (up-set' ),. [(upset, p.] The act of up-
setting, overturning, or severely discomposing,
or the state of being upset ; an overturn : as,
the carriage had an upset; the news gave me
quite an upset.

Him his sermon ballasts from utter upnr.t.
W. M. Baker, New Timothy, p. 20.

If the Constitution is to be experimentally upset to see
how the upset works, the thing upset will never bo set

up again. The Spectator, No. 3035, p. 1134.

upset (up'set), p. a. [Pp. of upset, v., prob.
after I), use.] Set up; fixed; determined.
Upset price, the price at which any subject, a> lands,
tenements, or goods, la exposed to sale by auction ; a price
set by the exposer below which the thing Is not to be sold.
- Upset rate, valuation, etc. Same as upset price.

upsetment (up-set'ment), n. [< upset + -meat.]
Upsetting; overturn." [Rare.]
upsetter (up-set'er), n. One who or that which
upsets; also, one who or that which sets up;
specifically, a tool used in upsetting a tire.

upsetting (up -set 'ing), a. Assuming; con-

ceited; uppish. [Scotch.]
upshoot (up-shSf), v. i. To shoot upward.

Trees upthooting high. Sperwer, F. Q., II. xll. 68.

upshoot (up'shat), n. That which shoots up
or separates from a main stem; an offshoot.

Nature, XLI. 228. [Bare.]
upshot (up'shot), n. Final issue; conclusion;
end ; consummation : as, the upshot of the mat-
ter. Shah., T. N., iv. 2. 76.

upside (up'sid), n. The upper side ; the upper
part.
This glass Is in such a horrid light 1 I don't seem to

have but half a face, and I can't tell which is the up-side
of that ! Mrs. Whitney, Leslie Goldthwalte, v.

To be upsides with, to be even with ; be quits with. Scott.

[Scutch and prov. Bug.] Upside down. [Historically,
an accom. form, as if up + ufcl 4- dvwn%, of upsedoicn,
npsodoten: see upeodown. Cf. topsideturry.] With the

upper part undermost, literally or figuratively; hence, in

complete disorder.

A burning torch that 's turned upside down.
fihali., Pericles, II. _>. 32.

upside (up'sid), adv. On the upper side. [Prov.
Eng.]

I'eople whose ages are upside of forty.
fi. and Q., 7th Her., X. 73.

upsiloid (u'psi-loid), a. Same as hypsiloid.
The early condition of the paroccipital fissure as an

upsitoid depressed line with lateral branches.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Science*, p. 156.

upsittingt (up'sit'ing), n. The sitting up of a
woman to see her friends after her confinement

;

also
1

,
the feast held on such an occasion.

Tin- jest shall be a stock to maintain us and our pewfel-
lows in laughing at christenings, cryings out, ana upsit-
tings this twelve month.

Deleter and Webster, Westward Ho, v. 1.

upskipt (up'skip), n. Aii upstart.
Put it not to the hearing of these velvet coats, these "/'-

skit*. Lalimer, ad Sermon I'i'f. Edw. VI., 1:49.
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upsnatch (up-snach'), r. (. To seize or snatch

up. It. Kilwards, Damon and Pythias. [Rare.]
upsoar (up-sor'), v. i. To soar aloft; mount
up. 1'ope, Odyssey, xv. 556. [Rare.]
upsodownt, nili: [< ME. up go down, up so doun,

iil> noo doune, up se doun, up stca doune, lit.
'

up
as down," < up + so 1 + down?. Hence the
later accom. form upside down."] Upside down ;

topsyturvy.
Shortly turned was al up-no-doun,

Bothe habit and eek dlsposicloun
Of him, this woful lovere, daun Arclte.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 619.

To Turne op to down ; Euerttre. Calh. Any., p. 897.

upsolvet (up-solv'), v. t. To solve; explain.
You are a scholar ; uptolve me that, now.

/;. Jonion. Every Han In his Humour, I. 3.

upspeart (up-sper'), v. I. intrans. To shoot up-
ward like a spear. [Rare.]

The bents
And coarser gnu, uptpeariny o'er the rest

Coirper, Winter Morning Walk, 1. 23.

II. trans. To root up; destroy. [Dubious.]
Adam by hys pryde ded Paradyse vpspeare.

Bp. Bale, Enterlude of Julian Bapt. (1638). (Dacitl.)

upspring (up-spring'),
r. t. [< ME. vpspringen;'

up + spring.] To spring up; shoot up; rise.

Seynt Valeutyne ! a foul thus herde I singe
Upon thy day, er sonne gan upspringe.

Chaucer, Complaint of Han, 1. 14.

On his feet upipringing In a hurry.
Hood, The Dead Bobbery.

The lemon-grove
In closest coverture uptpruny.

Tennym/n, Arabian NighU.

upspringt (up'spring), n. [< upspring, v.] 1.
A vertical spring; a leap in the air.

We Germans have no changes In our dances ;

An almaln and an uptpring, that Is all. Chapman.

2. An upstart; one suddenly exalted. Shak.,
Hamlet, i. 4. 9.

upspurnerf (up-sper'ner), n. A spurner; a
scoruer ; a despiser.

Pompeius, that uptpurner of the erth.

Joye, Expo*, of Daniel, Iv.

up-stairs (up'starz'), prep. phr. as adv. In or
to an upper story : as, to go up-stairs.

up-stairs (up'starz), prep. phr. as a. and n. I.
a. Pertaining or relating to an upper story or

flat; being above stairs: as, an up-stairs room.
II. n. All upper story ;

that part of a build-

ing which is above the ground floor. [Rare.]
I was also present on the day when Ur. Coulomb gave

the charge of the upstairs to our party and when he ex-

posed himself audaciously.
R. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 329.

upstancht, upstauncht (up -stanch', up-
stanch'), v. t. [ME. upstaunchett; < up +
stanch 1

.] To stanch
; stop the flow of. Palla-

dius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. 8.), p.
153.

upstandt (up-stand'), r. i. [< ME. upstanden;
< up + stand.] To stand up ; be erect

;
rise.

A dight ryne in provinciate manere,
That like a bosshe upstonte, IIII armes make.

Patladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. s.), p. 72.

The kings of the earth upstand
With power. Milton, ft. U.

upstare (up-star'), r. t. To stare or stand on
end; be erect or conspicuous ;

bristle. [Rare.]
The king's son, Ferdinand,

With hair up-itarvng, . . .

Wai the first man that leap'd.
Shot., Tempest, L 2. 213.

upstart (up-start'), . i. [< ME. upsterten, up-
stirten; < up + start1 .] To start or spring up
suddenly.

With that word upnirte the olde wyf.
Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 190.

Her father's fiddler he came by, ...
Upstarted her ghaist before his eye.

The Bonny Bom o' London (Child's Ballads, II. 362).

upstart (up'start), n. and a. [< upstart, v. Cf.

upskip.] I. n. 1. One who or that which starts
or springs up suddenly; specifically, a person
who suddenly rises from a humble position to

wealth, power, or consequence ;
a parvenu.

I think this u}*tart is old Talbot's ghost
Shak., 1 Hen. VL, iv. 7. 87.

A mere upttart,
That has no pedigree, no house, no coat,
No ensigns of a family 1 B. Jonson, Catiline, it. 1.

If it seenie strange that the Turkish Religion (a newer
vpttart) be declared before those former of the Pagans, etc.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 819.

2. One who assumes a lofty or arrogant tone.
3. A puddle made by the hoofs of horses

in clayey ground. Hulliirell. [Prov. Eng.]
4. The meadow-saffron, Cokhicuiit autumnale,

upthrow
whose flowers spring up suddenly without
leaves.

II. a. It. Starting up suddenly; <|ui<-kly

rising.
With upttart haire and staring eyes dismay.

Spenter, . Q., 111. x. 64.

2. Suddenly raised to prominence or conse-

quence; parvenu: as, "a rave of upstart crea-

tures," Milhm, P. L., ii. 834.

New, vp-ttart Gods, of yester-dayes device.

Syltetttr, tr. of Du BarUus Weeks, it, The Decay.

An upntart Institution to totally unassisted by secnlar

power and interest. Evelyn, True Religion, II. 128.

3. Characteristic of a parvenu ; new and pre-
tentious.

Think you that we can brook this upstart nrldeT

Marlowe, Edward the Second, L 4.

The wronged landscape coldly stands aloof,
Refusing friendship with the upttart roof.

Lowell, Fltz Adam's Story.

upstauncht, t>. ' See upstanch.

upstay (up-sta'), r. t. To sustain; support.
TOM, P. L., ix. 430.

upstept (up-step'), v. i. To step up; move up-
ward. Hynd Horn (Child's Bafiads. IV. 26).

upstirt (up'ster), n. Commotion; tumult; in-

surrection . Sir J. Cheke, The Hurt of Sedition.

upstream (np-strem' ), t. i. To stream, flow, or
name up: as, upstreaming flames.

up-stream (up'strem'), prep. plir. as adr. To-
ward the higher part of a stream

; against th
current: as, to row up-stream.
up-stream (up'strem), prep. phr. as a. [< up-
stream, adv.] Of or pertaining to the upper part
of a stream

; moving against the current.

An uv-nlream wind Increases the surface resistance.
CUD. Report on Hits. Kieer, 1861 (rep. 1870), p. 270.

ap-8treet (up'stref), prep. phr. as adv. At or
toward the higher part or upper end of a street.

upsunt (up'sun), . The time during which the
sun is above the horizon; the time between
sunrise and sunset, f'ountaiiihall. (Imp. Diet.)

upsurge (up-seri'), v. i. To surge up. The Cen-

fry,XXVI. 130. [Rare.]
upswarmt (up-swarm'), p. I. intrans. To rise

in swarms
;
swarm up.

Upsvanning show'd
On the high battlement their glltt'ring spean.

Coirper, Iliad, xil.

U. trans. To cause to rise in a swarm or

swarms; raise in a swarm. Shak., 2 Hen. IV..

iv. 2. 30.

upsway (up-swa'), r. t. To sway or swing up;
brandish. [Rare.]

That right-hand Giant 'gan hi. club uptvay.
Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, The Vision, >t. 10.

up-sweep (up'swep), n. A sweeping upward :

as, the up-sweep of a curve ; the up-sweep of an
arch. [Rare.]
upswell (up-swel'), r. i. To swell up; rise up.
Wordsworth, Ode, 1814.

upsyturvyt (up-si-ter'vi),
adr. [A variation of

topsyturvy, substituting up for top.] Upside
down; topsyturvy. [Rare.]

There found I all was upsy tuny turn'd.

Greene, James IV., Ill S.

uptails-allt (up'talz-al), n. Confusion; riot;

nence, revelers. (Davies.)

uptake (up-tak'), r. t. 1. To take up; take
into the hand. Spenser, F. Q., H. ii. 11. 2f. To
succor; help.
The right bond of my lust man uptoot thee.

Wyclif, Isa. xll. 10.

uptake (up'tak), . [< uptake, v.] 1. The act
of taking up; lifting.
To this ascensional movement (In cyclones] undoubtedly

must be attributed the rain and cloud which we Hnd there
rain near the centre, where the ascensional Impulse Is

strongest ; cloud round the outside, where the uptake is

lesa strong. Science, XI. 216.

2. Perceptive power; apprehension; concep-
tion: as, he is quick in tne uptake. Srott, Old
Mortality, vii. [Prov. Eng. and Scotch.] 3.
The upcast pipe from the smoke-box of a steam-
boiler, leading to the chimney Gleg at the up-
take. See gleg\.

uptakert (up-ta'ker), n. [M_E., < uptake + -erl.]
A helper; a supporter, ll'yclif, Ps. Ixxxviii.

uptear(up-tar'),r.f. To tear up. Milton, P. L.,
vi. 663.

upthrow (up-thro'), v. t. To throw up; elevate.

upthrow (up'thro), n. [< upthrtne, r.] An np-
ueaval; an uplift: in minim/, the opposite of
doWHthrouj. Where a fault has occurred which has been
attended by an up-and-down movement of the rock on each
side, the displacement in the upward direction U called the

upthrov, and that In the downward direction the dnm-
throtr. As a result of this motion, under great |



upthrow
of the two adjacent rock-faces, it is sometimes observed
that the bedding of the formation has been influenced in

its position along the line of the fault, and to a greater or

less distance from it, the dip being downward on the
downthrow side and upward on the upthrow side of the

fault. This is called by the miner "dipping to the down-
throw" and "rising to the upthrow." Also used attribu-

tively.

We rarely meet with a fissure which has been made a

true fault with an upthrow and downthrow side.

Beikie, Geol. Sketches, xi.

upthrust (up'thrust), n. A thrust in an upward
direction; in geol., an upheaval; an uplift. A
term rarely used, and then generally as meaning a thrust-

ing or lifting upward of a mass of rock niore violent in its

motion and more local in character than is generally under-
stood to lie the case when the term upheaval or uplift is

used. Thus, the uplift of a continent ; the upthrust of a
mass of eruptive or intrusive rock. Also used attribu-

tively.

To this mass, which I have no doubt is an upthrust por-
tion of the old crystalline floor, succeeds another mass of
"
spotted rock." Quart. Jam. Geol. Soc., XLVI. 218.

upthunder (up-thun'der), v. i. To send up a
loud thunder-like noise. [Bare.]

Central Urea through nether seas upthundering.
Coleridge, To the Departing Year.

uptiet (up-tl'), v. t. To tieor twist up; wind up.
Spenser, P. Q., VI. iv. 24.

uptillt (up -til'), prep. [< up + till?.} On;
against; up to.

She [the nightingale] ... as all forlorn,
Lean'd her breast up-till a thorn,
And then sang the dolefull'st ditty; . . .

"Fie, fle, fle," now would she cry;
"Tereu, tereu," by and by !

Shak., Pass. Pilgrim, xxi. 10.

uptilt (up-tilf), v. t. To tilt up: chiefly in the

past participle.
He finds that he has crossed the uptilted formations, and

has reached the ancient granitic and crystalline rocks.

Geikie, Geol. Sketches, ix.

Up-to-date (up'to-daf), . Extending to the

present time
;
inclusive of or making use of the

latest facts: as, an up-to-date account. [Col-
loq.]
A good up-to-date English work on the islands.

The Academy, No. 822, Feb. 4, 1888, p. 73.

uptoss (up-tos'), v. t. To toss or throw up, as
the head, with a sudden motion. St. Nicholas,
XVII. 866. [Bare.]
uptossed, uptost (up-tost'), . 1. Tossed up-
ward. 2. Agitated; harassed.

Uptost by mad'ning passion and strife.

Jones Very, Poems, p. 124.

up-town (up'toun), prep. phr. as adv. To or in

the upper part of a town. [U. S.]

up-town (up'toun'), prep. phr. as a. Situated
in or belonging to the upper part of a town: as,
an up-town residence. [Colloq., U. S.]

uptrace (up-tras'), v. t. To trace up : investi-

gate; follow out. Thomson, Summer, 1. 1746.

uptraint (up-tran'), v. t. To train up; educate.

Spenser, F. Q., II. x. 27.

uptrill (up-tril'), v. t. To sing or trill in a

high voice.

But when the long-breathed singer's uptrilled strain
Bursts in a squall, they gape for wonderment.

Coleridge, In a Concert-Boom. (Dames.)

upturn (up-tern'), v. I. trans. To turn up: as,
to upturn the ground in plowing.

With lusty strokes up-turn'd the flashing waves.

Cowper, Odyssey, xiii.

II. intrans. To turn up.
The leaden eye of the sidelong shark

Upturned patiently. Lowell, The Sirens.

upturning (up-ter'ning), n. The act of turning
or throwing up, or the state of being upturned.
There was at this time (as the mammalian age draws to

a close) no chaotic upturning, but only the opening of
creation to its fullest expansion.

Dawson, Origin of World, p. 235.

Upucerthia (u-pu-ser'thi-a), n. [NL. (Isidore
Geoffrey St. Hilaire, 1832; also Uppucerthia,

^c' :

Upitctrthia ttumetoria.
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the same, 1838), also Huppucerthia, in full form

Vpupicerthia (Agassiz, 1846), < NL. Upu(pa) +
Certhia, q. v.] A genus of Neotropical birds, of

the family Dendrocolaptidee. There are C or 8 spe-
cies, of moderate size and general brownish plumage,
varying much in the size and shape of the bill, which
is as long as the head or longer, and nearly straight or
much curved. The type is U. dumetoriu of Chili, Pata-

gonia, and parts of the Argentine Republic. Coprotretu
(Cabanis and Heine, 1859) is a strict synonym; and the

species with the nearly straight bill (U. rujicauda) has
been the type of a genus Ochetorhynehus (Meyer, 1832).

Upucerthidse (u-pu-ser'thi-de), n. pi. [NL.
(first as Uppiicerthidse, D'Orbigny), < Upucer-
thia + -idx.} A family of birds: same as Den-

drocolaptidse or Anabatidse1
.

Upupa (u'pu-pa), n. [NL. (Linneeus, 1748), <

L. upupa = Gr. tVoi/>, the hoopoe: see hoop&,
hoopoe.} The only extant genus of Upupidse.
There are several species, as the common hoopoe of Africa
and Europe, U. epops. See cut under hoopoe.

ITpupidae (u-pu'pi-de), n. pi. [NL., < Upupa +
-idx.} 1. A family of tenuirostral picarian or

non-passerine birds, of which the genus Upupa
is the type. The family was founded by Bonaparte in

1838, but its limits vary with different authors. Gray
makes it cover 3 subfamilies, Upupinse, Irrisorinee, and
Epimachinte ; but it is now restricted to the first of these.

2. A family of upupoid picarian birds, of which
Upupa is the only living genus, of terrestrial

habits, with non-metallic plumage, short square
tail, and large erectile compressed circular

crest; the true hoopoes, as distinguished from
the wood-hoopoes or Irrisoridx.

upupoid (u'pu-poid), a. [< Upupa + -oid.} Re-
sembling a hoopoe ;

of or pertaining to the

Upupoidese.

Upupoideae (ii-pu-poi'de-e), n. pi. [NL., <

Upupa + -oidex.} A superfamily of teuuiros-
tral picarian birds, approaching the passe-
rines in many respects, but most nearly related
to the hornbills, containing both the terrestrial

and the arboricole hoopoes (not the plume-
birds: see Epimachinx). The group is pecu-
liar to the Old World, and is chiefly African.
There are 2 families, Upupidee and Irrisoridx.

upwafted (up-wafted), a. Borne up ;
earned

aloft with a waving or undulatory motion.

Cowper, Iliad, viii.

upwall (up-wal'), v. t. [ME. upwallen; < up
T wall^.} To wall up; inclose with a wall.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 17.

upward (up'ward), a. and n. [< ME. *upward,'
AS. tqnceard, upward, upright, < up, up, +

-weard = E. -ward. Cf. upward, adv.} I. a.

Directed or turned to a higher place ; having an
ascending direction, literally or figuratively.

Thus far our fortune keeps an upward course.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., v. 3. 1.

About her feet were little beagles seen,
That watch'd with upward eyes the motions of their queen.

Dryden, Pal. and Arc., 1. 1264.

Upward irrigation. See irrigation.

II. n. The top; the height. [Bare.]
The extremest upward of thy head.

Shat., Lear, v. 3. 136.

upward, upwards (up'ward, -wardz), adv. [<
ME. upward, uppard, also upwardes, < AS. *up-
weard, upweardes (= D. opwaarts = MLG. up-
wart, upwort, also upwordes = G. aufwarts), <

up, up, + -weard = E. -ward. Cf. upward, a.}
1. Toward a higher place; in an ascending
course : opposed to downward.

This Nicholas sat ay as stille as stoon,
And ever gaped upward into the eir.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 287.

I felt to his knees, and they were as cold as any stone ;

and so upward and upward, and all was as cold as any
stone. Shak., Hen. V., ii. 3. 27.

2. Toward heaven and God.

Crijinge vpward to Crist and to his clene moder.
Piers Plomnan (A), v. 282.

Whose mind should always, as the fire, aspire upwards
to heavenly things.

Sir T. More, Life of Picus (Int. to Utopia, p. Ixxvii.).

3. With respect to the higher part ;
in the up-

per parts.

Upward man, and downward flab. Milton.

4. Toward the source or origin: as, trace the
stream upward.

And trace the muses upward to their spring.
Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i.

5. More : used indefinitely.
Children of th[e] age of .xii. or .xiii. yearcs or vppewarde

are diuided into two compauyes, whereof the one breake
the stones into smaule pieces, and the other cary furth that
which is broken.
R. Eden, tr. of Diodorus Siculus (First Books on America,

[ed. Arber, p. 369).

I am a very foolish fond old man,
Fourscore and upward. Shale., Lear, iv. 7. 81.

uraeus

6. On; onward.
From the age of xiiii. yeres vppewarde.

Sir T. Elyot, The Goveruour, i. IB.

Upward Of, more than
;
above : as, upward of ten years

have elapsed ; upward of & hundred men were present.

I have been your wife . . .

Upward of twenty years.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 4. 3.

upwardly (up'ward-li), adv. In an upward
manner or direction; upward.
A filament was fixed to a young upwardly inclined leaf.

Darwin, Movement in Plants, iv.

upwards, adv._ See upward.
upways (up'waz), adv. [< up + ways for -wise.'}

Upward. [Colloq.]
Distance measured upwayx from A indicates roughly

the degree of hardness. Elect. Reo. (Eng.), XXVII. 653.

upwell (up-wel'), v. i. To upspring; issue

forth, as water from a fountain. ScriTmer's

Mag., VIII. 435.

upwhirl(up-hwerl'), v. I. intrans. To rise up-
ward in a whirl

;
whirl upward.

II. trans. To raise upward in a whirling
course. Milton, P. L., iii. 493.

upwind (up-wind'), v. t. To wind up; roll up;
convolve. Spenser, F. Q., I. i. 15.

up-wind (up'wind'), prep. phr. as adv. Against
or in the face of the wind. [Colloq.]

Snipe nearly always rise against and go away up-wind,
as closely as possible.

Dofjs of Great Britain a?id America, p. 256.

upwreathe (up-rTH'), v. i. To rise with a curl-

ing motion
;
curl upward. Longfellow, Build-

ing of the Ship. [Rare.]
upyaft. An obsolete preterit of upgii-e.
UT (er), interj. [Intended to represent a mean-
ingless utterance also denoted by uh, er, etc.]
Used substantively in the quotation.
And when you stick on conversation's burrs
Don't strew your pathway with those dreadful ttrs.

0. W. Holmes, Urania.

uracanot, n. [Another form of hurricane, with
an Italian-seeming plural uracani: see hurri-

cano, hurricane.} A hurricane.

lamaica is almost as large as Boriquen. It is extremely
subiect to the uracani, which are such terrible gusts of
Winde that nothing can resist them.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 903.

urachus (u'ra-kus), n.
; pi. uraehi (-kl). [NL., <

Gr. avpax6(, the urinary canal of a fetus, < ovpov,
urine: see urine.} In anat., a fibrous cord ex-

tending from the fundus of the bladder to the
umbilicus. It represents in the adult a part of the sac
of the allantois and associate ailantoic vessels of the fetus,
whose cavities have become obliterated. It is that intra-
abdominal section of the navel-string which is constituted

by so much of the ailantoic sac and the hypogastric arteries
as becomes impervious, the section remaining pervious
being the bladder and superior vesical arteries. It some-
times remains pervious, as a malformation, when a child

may urinate by the navel. See also ureter.

uraaa, n. Plural of ursemn.

uraemia, uraemic. See uremia, uremic.

uraeuni(u-re'um),M.; pi. ursea (-a). [NL., <Gr.
avpaiov, the hinder part, the tail

; neut. of oipaiof ,

of the tail, < oii/ia, tail.] In ornith., the entire

posterior half of a bird: opposed to stethiseum.

[Rare.]
uraeus (u-re'us), re. [NL., < Gr. oiipaiof, of the
tail: see urseum.} The sacred serpent, either
the head and neck, or sometimes the entire

form, of a serpent, represented by the ancient

Egyptians upon the head-dresses of divinities

Uraus. Bead of Statue of Menephtah (the supposed "Pharaoh
of the Kxodus ") from Memphis, now in the Berlin Museum.
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and royal personages. u-< an emblem of supreme
power. H also occurs frequently "ii either iiilc of *
winded solar disk, eniMeinatie .>f tin; supremacy of Hi.

sun, nf yoo.l uvi-r evil, or of HDI nx OVIT Set. The actual

bMU of UM avinbal i, -iipp..-. .1 ! i.r tin- K^yptian asp or

colira, .\ajn l"i/< . See UM cut mulct

ural (u'ral), n. A hypnotic remedy, formed by
the cMmi>inatioii of chloral hydrate with nrc-

thane.

Ural-Altaic (u'ral-al-tii-'ik), a. See Altaic.

UralianO.i-ra'li-an),". {<. riW(8eedef.)(Rusx.
I 'rnlii) 4- -i-ini.] Relating to tlic> river Ural, or
to the Ural Mountains, in Russia and Hiberia.

Uralic (n-ral'ik), <i. [< I'nil (see def.) 4 -if.
]

Pertaiiii'iifrlo the I'ral Mountains or river Ural.

uralite (u'ral-it), . [< I'rnl + -i>'-'.] The
name "jiseii ii\ (i. Rose to a mineral which has
the crystalline form of augite, but the physical
liroperties and especially the cleavage audspe-
citic gravity of hornblende. Uralite la generally
called a paramurph of hornblende, but this puramorphism
is frequently accompanied by gome chemical change, eft*

penally the elimination of more or leu lime, which ap-
pearti intermingled with the hornblende in the form of
calcite or epidote. Bee uralitizatioH. Urallte-syenite,
a variety of syenite, from Turvojak In the I nil Mountains,
in which the orthoclase exhibits a very peculiar form of

cleavage. There are three cleavage-planes, instead of two
as in the ordinary orthoclase, and in all of these lie minute
scales of specular iron. Jeremejeff.

uralitic (u-ra-lit'ik), a. [< uralite + -ic.] In

lithol., having the characters of uralite in a

greater or less degree; containing, or consist-

ing wholly or in part of, uralite. See uraliihii-

tinn.

uralitization (u-ra-lit-i-za'shqn), . The para-
morphic change of augite to hornblende. See
iirulite. Tills form of metamorphism is of very common
occurrence, especially among tlie diabases, some varieties

of which rock are, for this reason, called uralite-diabaxe ;

the same is true also of the porphyries and porphyrites.
giving rise to the name uralite-iiorphyry and urnlite-por-

phj/nte.

uralitize (u'ral-i-tiz), v. t.; pret. and pp. ural-

itized, ppr. uraUtising. [< uralite 4 -tec.] In

lithol., to convert into uralite.

uran (u'ran), H. Same as varan.

Utanate (u'ra-nat), . [< iirnn(ic) + -ate1 .]
A salt formed by
the union of uranic
oiid with a metal-
lic oxid.

uran-glimmer
(u'ran-glim'fcr), >i.

Same as uranite.

Urania (u-ra'ni-B),
. [NL.;<L. Ura-

nia, < Gr. Ovpavia,
one of the Muses,
lit. 'the Heavenly
One,' fern, of ov-

pdvtoc, heavenlv, <

ovpavif,tbe vault of

heaven, the sky :

see Uranus.] 1.

In Gr. myth,, the
Muse of 1 astron-

omy and celestial

forces, and the ar-

bitress of fate, sec-

ond only to Calli-

ope in the company
of the Muses. Her

Urania. b'rom an antique in the
Louvre.

usual attributes are a

globe, which she often
holds in her hand, anil

a little statt or a com-

pass for indicating the course of the stars. See JftiM*.

2. A genus of large and handsome diurnal moths,

typical of the family Uriiniidie, as /./ /</<*. /'-

Butterrly ll.io t -ini'tli it r,,a:., _ratfrasi, tu ihirjs natural sUc.

6665

briciUK, 1808. They have a short but stoat body, anterior

wings with a very oblique external margin, and dentate
hind wings with IUIIK tall*. They greatly resemble but-
terflies of the x-mis 1'apilio, and are sometimes call>

trrjly hawk-motht. They occur molt commonly in tropical
and subtropical America. A few species, however, nave
been found in Madagascar and on the east coast of Africa.

The larva Is cylindrical with long delicate seta;, and the

pupa U inclosed within a thin cocoon.

3. In ornitk., a genus of huumiiug-birdii.
h'itzimjrr, 1863.

Uranian (u-ra'ni-au), a. [< Uranug + -ton.]
Of or pertaining to the planet Uranug.
The most singular circumstance attending the whole

Uranian system.

Bail, Sturj of the Heavens, p. ItW. (Kneyc. DM.)
uranic 1 (u-ran'ik), a. [< Gr. ov/java(, heaven,
the sky (see Uranus), 4 -ic.] Of or pertaining
to the heavens; celestial; astronomical.

On I know not what telluric or uranic principles.

Carlytt.

uranic3 (u-ran'ik), a. [< uranium + -ic.] Per-

taining to, obtained from, or containing urani-
um: noting salts of which the base is uranium

sesquioxid, or in which uranium oxid acts as an
acid.

uraniferous (u-ra-uife-rus), a. Containing or
characterized by the presence of uranium.
Uraniidse (u-ra-ni'i-de), w. pi. [NL. (West-
wood, 1840), <" Urania 4 -irfe.l A family of

moths, much resembling butterflies of the fam-

ily 1'apilionidx, belonging between the Scsiidie

and Zygtenids. In Westwood's system it Included the
forms now separated In the family CailniidM. The spe-
cies are all tropical. The principal genera are Urania
and Xyctalxinun.
uraninite (u-ran'i-nit), . [< uran(ium) 4 -in 1

+ -ifc2.] A mineral of a pitch-black color and

very heavy, having when unaltered a specific

gravity of 9.5. It usually occurs massive, rarely In

regular octahedrons, and Is commonly met with in granitic
rocks. Its exact chemical composition Is uncertain, but
it consists essentially of the oxldi of uranium ( t'O :,,l (

i._,i,

also thorium, lead, and other elements in small amount,
with, further, from 1 to 2.5 per cent, of nitrogen. It Is the
chief source of uranium; and It Is also the only mineral
in the primitive crust of the earth in which the element
nitrogen is known to exist. Also called pilch-blende.

uranion (u-ra'ni-on), n. A musical instrument,
invented in 1810 by Buschmann. Itconsisted of a

graduated set of pieces of wood which could be sounded
by pressure against a revolving wheel. It was played from
a keyboard.

uranisci, . Plural of uraniscus.

uranisconitis (u-ra-uis-kp-ni'tis), . [NL., <

Gr. oipavianof, the roof of the mouth (see iirn-

;i i,M /(.-). + -n-i/i.i.\ Inflammation of the uranis-
cus or palate.
uraniscoplasty (u-ra-nis'ko-plas-ti), n.

[<
Gr.

ovpavionof, the roof of the mouth, 4 ir/jtaoriv,

form, mold, shape.] Plastic surgery of the

palate. Also uranoplasty.
uraniscorraphy (u'ra-nis-kor'a-fi), w. [< Gr.

ovpavioicof, the roof of the mouth,4 faf//, a seam,
a sewing, < JMKTHV, sew.] Suture of the palate.
uranisCUS (u-ra-nis'kus), n.

; pi. uranisci (-si).

[NL., < Gr. ovpavioKOf, the roof of the mouth,
lit. 'a little vault,' dim. of ovpav6f, the vault of

heaven: see Uranus.'] In <((., the roof, vault,
or canopy of the mouth that is, the palate.
See cut under palate.
uranite (u'ra-nit), n. [< uranium + -ie2.] An
ore of uranium, of an emerald-green, grass-

green, leek-green, or yellow color, transparent
or subtranslucent. Mineralogically It Includes two
species Hutunite, a phosphate of uranium and calcium

(time uranite), and tornermte, a phosphate of uranium and

copper (copper uraiiite). Also called uran-gtiinmer and
uran-nnca.

uranitic (u-ra-nit'ik), a. [< iinniili + -ic.] Per-

taining to or containing uranite.

uranium (u-ra'ni-um), n. [NL.: so called in

allusion to the planet Uranus, and in compli-
ment to Sir W. Herschel, its discoverer; < I ni-

niw, q. v.] Chemical symbol, U; atomic weight,
240. A metal discovered by Klaproth. in 1789.

in a mineral which had been long known, and
called pitch-blende, but which was supposed to

be an ore of either zinc or iron. The metal itself

WHS first isolated by Peligot, that which Klaproth hud sup-

posed to be a metal proving, on further examination, to

be an oxid. Metallic uranium as obtained by the reduc-
tion of the chlorid has a specific gravity of 18.7, and re-

sembles nickel in color. Uranium is far from being a

widely distributed element ; its combinations are few In

number, and most of them rare. Pitch-blende is the most
abundant and important of them, consisting chiefly of

uranoso-uranlc oxid. with usually a considerable j

age of impurities of various kinds, especially sulphuret
of lead, arsenic, etc. Cranium belongs to the chromium
group of elementary bodies. Sodium dfuranate, or urn-

nium-yellow, Is quite an imi>ortant yellow pigment, w liieh

is used on glass and porcelain, and in makiuv yellow
elass. Cranium pigments are much rarer and more ex-

pensive than those of which chromium forms the essen-
tial part

Uranus

Uran-mica (n'ran-nn '-kill, ii. [< u;"

HIICII.
}

bailie a> inilini' .

uran-ocher (u'riin-o kerj. . [< uran(ium) +
H-lur.

|
A yellow earthy oxid of uranium. It

- in soft'fliable masses, disseminated or im nnilini.-,

along with pitch-blende or uraninite, in the granites of

Saxony and France.

uranographic (u'rii-no-Krafik), . [< trii/-
rni>H-y + -

.

]
Of in pertaining to uranogra-

phy. Al-n iiiiiviHiii/iv/yiAic.

uranographical (u*ra-uo-graf'i-kal), . [< urn-

HIII/IVI/I/IIC + -<i/.] Same as uratitii/riijilin
1

. Also

ourun<n/r<ii>liic<il.

uranographist (u-ra-nog'ra-flst), n. [< urui':i

nijili-ii + -int.
|

" inn versed in uranography.
Also ouraiini/rii/ihigt.

uranography (u-re-nog'ra-fi), n. [<Gr. ovpav6f,

heaven, + -)po^/a(
< ypfyttv, write.] That branch

of astronomy which consist* in the dencription
of the fixed stars, their positions, magnitudes,
colors, etc. ; uranology. Also ouranography.
uranolitet (n-run'o-lit), ii. [< Gr. oi'pavtf, hea-

ven, + /.itfuf, stone.] A meteorite. At an early
period In the history of the study of meteorites they were
sometimes called uruntiiite*, more generally aenlita; In

later years the name meteorite has become generally
adopted wherever English Is spoken, and the same U true
for most of the other European languages.

uranology (u-ra-nol'o-ji), n. [< Gr. otipovof, hea-

ven, + -Aoji'a, <; }jtytn>, speak: see-oto^y.j The
knowledge of the heavens.

uranometry (u-ra-nom'e-tri), .; pi. uranome-
tries (-triz). [< Gr. ovpav6f, heaven, + -/urpia, <

pirpoy, measure.] 1 . The measurement of stel-

l.-u- distances. 2. A description of the principal
fixed stars arranged in constellations, with their

designations, positions, and magnitudes.
The urawnnetrieti of Bayer [16(131 Flamsteed, Argelan-

der, Beis, and Oould give the lucid stars of one or both

hemispheres laid down on maps.
Xewdnnb and Hnlden, Astron., p. 4:d.

uranoplasty (u'ra-no-plas-ti), n. Same as ura-

uranoscope (u'ra-no-skop), . [< NL. I'ranosco-

pug.] A fish of the genus Uranogcopnn ; a star-

gazer. See cut under gtar-gazer.

Uranoscopidae (u'ra-no-skop'i-de), n.pl. [NI^.

(Kichardson, 1848), < Uranoscopus + -id.J A
family of acauthopterygian fishes, whose type
genus is I'ranuscupux; the star-gazers. The fam-

ily has been variously limited. By American Ichthyolo-

gists It is restricted to those species, chiefly inhabiting
warm temperate seas of both hemispheres, which have an

oblong body, cuboid head with nearly vertical eyes and
mouth, oblong anal mi, complete jugular ventral fins, and
the lateral line running near the dorsal tin. See cut un-
der star-gazer.

Uranoscopus (u-ra-nos'ko-pus), n. [NL. (Gro-
no v ins; Lmnieus, l7C6),< L. uranoscopun, < Gr.

ovpavoon6irof, a fish called otherwise MJI<JITH<.<-

(see CaUionymun), lit. observing the heavens,' <

ovpav6f, the heavens, + o/sowtiv, observe, view.]
The typical genus of Uranoscopidfp. U. gcabvr
is a Mediterranean fish, known to the ancients.

uranoscopy (u'ra-no-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. *wpa-
vooianria, < oipavoan6rrof, observing tne heavens,
< ovpav6f, the heavens, 4- aKoirciv, view.] Con-

templation of the heavenly bodies.

uranostomatoscopy (u'ra-no-Btom'a-to-sko-

pi), n.
(
< Gr. oi'pavof, the vault of heaven, the

roof of tne mouth, + ar6fia(r-), the mouth, +
OKmtlv, view.] Inspection of the roof of the
mouth or palate : as,

"
phrenopathic uranogto-

matoscopy" Medical Ketcs, XLEX. 559. [Rare.]
uranothorite (u'ra-no-tho'rit), . A variety of

the thorium silicate ; thorite containing a small

percentage of oxid of uranium.
uranous (u'ra-nus), a. [< uranium 4- -.<.]
Of or pertaining to the metal uranium: noting
salts of which the base is uranium protoxid.
Uranus (u'ra-nus), n. [< L. Urdnug, < Gr. Oi'po-

vof, Uranus, a personification of oi'pav6f. the
vault of heaven, the sky, heaven, the heavens,
= Skt. I'liruini, a deity of highest rank in the

Veda, later a god of the waters, < \^ rar, cover,

encompass.] 1. In claggical myth., the son of
Ge or (utia (the Earth), and by her the father of

the Titans, Cyclopes, etc. lie hated his children.
and confined them In Tartarus; l>ut on the Instigation of

Gala, Kronos, the youngest of the Titans, overthrew and
dethroned him. Also written Otirowx.

2. In natron., the outermost but one of the

planets, appearing to the naked eye as a faint

star. It was discovered as a moving body with s disk.
March 13th, 17S1, by Sir W. Herschel. hut had previously
been ol*erved twenty times ss a star by different observ-
ers. These are called the ancient olwervatlons of Vranua.
The planet, seen with a telescope of the flnt class, sppemrs
as a small bluish disk with two bands. The diameter per-

pendicular to these ls less than that parallel t" them by ,',.

It is a little smaller than Neptune, its diameter U ini:

31,OUO miles; Its man Is ] of the sun, IT 14.7 times
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that of the earth; its density is therefore about 1.4, be- urbane (er-ban'). a. [< L. urbanus, of or per-
ing a little more than that of Jupiter. It is about 19.2 , *:,. ,;* _,]ng a little more than that of Jupiter. It is about 19.2
times as far from the sun as the earth is; and its period
of revolution is about eighty-four years and one week. It
has four satellites Ariel, I'nibriel, Titania, and Oberon
of which the first two are extremely difficult telescopic ob-

jects. They revolve in one plane nearly perpendicular to
that of the orbit of the planet.

urao (o-ra'6), . [= F. ttmo; S. Amer. name.]
A native name for natron found in the dried-

up lakes and river-courses of South America :

same as the trona of the Egyptian lakes. See
natron, tromi.

Urapterygidas (u-rap-te-rij'i-de), n. pi. [NL.
(Guen6e, 1857), < Drupteryx (-pteryy-) + -idee.]

taining to a city or city life, hence refined,

polished, urbane: see urban. Urbane is to
urban as humane is to human.'] 1. Of or be-

longing to a city or town
;
urban. [Bare.]

Though in no sense national, he [Horace] was, more truly
than any has ever been since, till the same combination
of circumstances produced Be"ranger, an urbane or city
poet. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 239.

2. Civil; courteous; polite; usually, in a

stronger sense, very polite ;
suave

; elegant or
refined : as, a man of urbane manners.
A more civil and urbane kind of life.

World of Wonders (1808).

So I the world abused in fact, to me
Urbane and civil as a world could be.

Crabbe, Works, VIII. 159.

= Syn. 2. Civil, Courteous, etc. See polite.

A family of geometric moths, typified by the

genus Uraptcryx, having the fore wings always
acuminate and the hind wings usually caudate.
The species are mainly tropical, but the family is repre-
sented in all parts of the world. The larva; are much elon- c-~~T " V ~~ ^
gated, and arc furnished with protuberances, especially urbanely (er-ban h), adv. In an urbane man-
on the eighth segment. The pupa; are inclosed in loose ner; courteously; politely; suavely,
net-like cocoons suspended from leaves. Fourteen genera Urbanist (er'ban-ist),n. [< Urban (L. Urbanus)and more than 100 species have been described. Chotrodet /. ,ipf 1 -t- 'i*t 1 1 An nrlheron t of Pone
and Oxydia are the other principal genera. Also Urap- $f

de
i;{ T

~tst^ * An adherent Of Pope
terydss, Ourapteridy, Ourapterygidx, etc. Urban VI., in opposition to whom a faction set

Urapteryx (u-rap'te-riks), n. [NL. (Boisduval,
UP Clement VII. in 1378, thus beginning the

1832), < Gr. oiipa, tail, + vrcpvj, wing.] A ge- great schism. 2. A member of a branch of

nus of geometrid moths, typical of the family tne Clarisses following a mitigated rule. See

Urapterygidse, having the body moderately slen-
'"-"

border. The species are found in tropical
America, Asia, and Europe. U. sambucaria is

the only European one.
urari (o-ra'ri), . Same as curari.

urarize (o-ra'riz), a. Same as curarized.
urate (u'rat), n. [< ur-ic + -ate*.] A salt of
uric acid. See uric.

uratic (u-rat'ik), a. [< urate + -ic.~\ Of or
pertaining to the urates Uratic diathesis, in
med., a condition in which there is a tendency to the de-
position of urates from the blood in the joints and other
parts of the body ; a predisposition to gout.
uratoma (u-ra-to'ma), n. A deposit of urates
in the tissues

; tophus.
uratosis (u-ra-to'sis), n. In med., the condition
in which a deposition of crystalline urates takes
place in the tissues.

Urau^es (u-ra'jez), n. [NL. (Cabanis, 1851), <
Gr. ovpa, tail, + avyf/, light, sheen, pi. the eyes.
Cf. Lipaugus.~\ A genus of African glossy star-

lings, having the tail in the typical species
greatly lengthened. It is based upon the glossy
thrush of Latham (1783), which is the same bird that
served as type of the genera Lamprotornii (Temminck)
and Juida (Lesson). U.

northeastern Africa; the male is 18 inches long, of which
the tail makes two thirds

; the plumage is glossy oil-green
with steel-blue, purple, violet, and bronze tints, in some
parts marked with velvety black. Several other species
of this genus are described.

bane: see urbane, urban.'] 1. The character
of being urbane; that civility or courtesy of
manners which is acquired by associating with
well-bred people ; politeness ; suavity ;

cour-

tesy.
So will they keep their measures true,
And make still their proportions new,
Till all become one harmony,
Of honour, and of courtesy,
True valour and urbanity.

B. Jonson, Love Restored.

Do you find all the urbanity in the French which the
world gives us the honour of?

Sterne, Sentimental Journey, p. 87.

2. A polished humor or facetiousness.

Moral doctrine, and urbanity, or well-mannered wit, are
the two things which constitute the Roman satire.

Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, Ded.

If in this respect [the wrong use of pleasantry and hu-
mor] we strain the just measure of what we call urban-
ity, and are apt sometimes to take a buffooning rustick
air, we may thank the ridiculous solemnity and sour hu-
mour of our pedagogues.

Shaftesbury, Wit and Humour, I. v.

= Syn.
>
l. Complaisance, amenity. See polite.

ized, ppr. urbanizing. [< urban + -ize.~\ To
render urbane. Howell, Forraine Travell, p. 9.

Urbicolaet (er-bik'o-le), n. pi. [NL. (Linnaeus,
1758), pi. of urbicola : see urbicolous.'] A group
of butterflies including forms now placed in the

Hesperidse; the skippers.
urbicolous (er-bik'o-lus), a. [< NL. urbicola,
dwelling in a. city,' < L. urbs (urbis), city, +
colere, dwell in, inhabit.] Inhabiting a city;
urban. Eclectic Rev, [Rare.]
urbi et orbi (er'bl et 6r'bl). [L. : urbi, dat.
of urbs, city (see urban); et, and; orbi, dat. of

orbis, the world (see orb).'] To the city (that
is, Rome) and the world. The phrase is used in the
publication of papal bulls, and (according to Larousse)
by the Pope in pronouncing his blessing in the church of
the Lateran on Maundy Thursday, Easter, and Ascension
day.

Urceola (er-se'o-la), n. [NL., < L. urceolus, a
little pitcher or urn : see urceolus."] 1. [Rox-
burgh, 1798 : so called with ref . to the form of
the corolla.] A genus of gamopetalous plants,
of the order Apocynacese, tribe Echitideee, and
subtribe Ecdysantherese. It is characterized by an
urceolate or globose corolla with somewhat induplicately
valvate lobes (in its order a very rare arrangement). It
includes 7 or 8 species, natives of the Malay peninsula and
archipelago. They are shrubby cumbers with opposite
feather-veined leaves, and dense cymes of small flowers

urban (er'ban), a. and n. f= F. urbain = Sn ""Tmboselypamcled at the ends of the branches. U.elas-

Pa It vrhnnn < T, iirJtnwiia nf AT- .ta;,
<M is the caoutchouc-vine of Sumatra and Borneo, a largerg. it. uroa.no,^ L,.uroanus,ot or pertaining to climber, often with a trunk as thick as a man's body cov-a city or city lite, hence polite, refined, urbane ;
ered with soft, thick, rugged bark. The milky juice whichoo a ,,,,,,,, . i,. ..n,.,. ; !*_. / ....i, _-i_ rta oozes from incisions separates, on standing in the open
air, into a watery fluid and an elastic mass which has been

,

as a noun, a dweller in a city ; < urbs, city. Cf
suburb, suburban. Cf. also urbane ~\ I a 1 Of
or belonging to a city or town Msembling a
city ; characteristic of a city ; situated or liv-

ing in towns or cities : as, an urban population
urban districts.

thery skin, resembling oranges, and containing a tawny
PU'P wnicn is eaten both by Europeans and by natives.
2. [Z. c.] Eccles., same as cruet, 2.

And, however advanced the urban society may be, . . UJCeolar (er'sf-9-lr), [< urceolus + -arS.']
the spirit of progress does not spread very far in the coun- Same as urceolate.

Q. P. Lathnp, Spanish vistas, p. 183. urceolareine, a. See urceolariine.
2f. Civil; courteous in manners; polite. [In Urceolaria (er*se-6-la'ri-a), . [NL., < L. ur-
this sense urbane is now used.] Urban servi- ce<>lus, a little pitcher (see urceolus), + -aria.']
tudes, in law. See predial servitude, under servitude. 1. In bot.: (a) A small genus of gymnocarpous

II. n. One who belongs to or lives in a town lichens, having a uniform crustaceous thallus
and urceolate apothecia (whence the name).

urchin

U. scruposa and U. cincrea are used for dyeing.
(6) Same as Urceolina. 2. [Lamarck, 1801.]
In zodt., the typical genus of Urceolariidx, hav-

ing the posterior acetabulum provided with
an entire internal horny ring. U. mitra is

found in fresh water as a parasite of planarian
worms.
urceolarian (er"se-o-la'ri-an), . and n. I. a.

Pertaining to the family Crceolariiilse or having
their characters.

II. n. An iufusorian of this family.
Urceolariidse (er"se-o-la-ri'i-de), n. pi. [< Ur-
ceolaria + -idie.~\ A family of commensal or

parasitic peritrichous infusorians, containing
Urceolaria and a few other genera of fresh and
salt water.

urceolariiform (er'
/

se-o-la'ri-i-f6rm), a. [< NL.
Urceolaria + L. forma', form.] In bot., having
the form of lichens of the genus Urceolaria.
urceolariine (er"se-o-la'ri-in), a. In bot., of or

pertaining to the genus Urceolaria. Also spelled
urceolareine.

urceolate (er'se-o-lat), a. [< urceolus + -nte1
.]

1. Shaped like a pitcher; swelling out like a
pitcher as respects the body, and contracted
at the orifice, as a calyx or corolla. 2. Pro-
vided with or contained in an urceolus, as a
rotifer.

urceole (er'se-61), n. [< L. urceolus: see urce-

olus, urceola.J Same as cruet, 2.

urceoli, . Plural of urceolus.

Urceolina (er
//

se-6-U'na), n. [NL. (Reichen-
bach), from the shape of the flowers; dim. of
L. urceolus, an urn: see urceolus.] A genus of

plants, of the order Amaryllidaceee, tribe Ama-
ryllese, and subtribe Cyathiferte. it is character-
ized by broadly tubular or urn-shaped flowers with short
lobes, an ovary with numerous ovules, and stamens more
or less winged at the base, but not united into a cup as
in the related genera. The 3 species are natives of the
Andes, and are bulbous plants with flat-petioled leaves,
ovate-oblong or narrower, and umbels of numerous showy
flowers, usually yellow and green. The genus is also
known as Urceolaria (Herbert, 1821). U. pendula and U.

latifolia, are border plants from Peru, known in cultiva-
tion as urn-flower, and by the generic names. U. mini-
ata, often called Pentlandia, is a very showy greenhouse
plant, producing a solitary leaf and afterward an umbel
of drooping vermilion flowers.

urceolus (er-se'o-lus), n. ; pi. urceoli (-li). [NL.,
< L. urceolus, a little pitcher, dim. of urceus, a
pitcher: see urceus.'] 1. A little pitcher or
ewer. 2. In bot., any pitcher- or urn-shaped
body. 3. In zool., the external tubular casing
or sheathing of a wheel-animalcule

;
the zoothe-

cium of a rotifer, corresponding to the lorica of
an infusorian. It may be gelatinous and hyaline, or
mixed with hard foreign particles ; in rare cases, as that
of Melicerta, the urceolus is not organic, but fabricated
from extrinsic matter. Encyc. Brit., XXL 5.

urceus (er'se-us), n.; pi. urcei (-1). [< L. urceus,
a pitcher; cf. area, a large vessel, Gr. vpxa, a

pickle-jar.] Eccles., a ewer, usually of metal,
to hold water for washing.
urchin (er'chin), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also

urchon, urchone, urchyn; < ME. urchin, urchon,
urchone, urchoun, urchun, irchon, irchoun, hir-

cheoutte, < OF. ireqon, eregon, heriyon, hcrisson,
herysson, F. herisson = Pr. erisson = Sp. erizo
= Pg. ericio, ourico = It. riccio, < L. *ericio(n-),
< ericius, a hedgehog, < er, orig.*her, = Gr. xfo,
a hedgehog: see ericius.] 1. n. I. A hedge-
hog. See hedgehog and Erinaceus.

Like sharp urehouns his here was growe.
Rom. of the Rote, 1. 3136.

The common hedgehog or urchin. Ray.

2. A sea-urchin.

The urchins of the sea called echini.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, ix. 81.

3f. An elf
;
a fairy : from the supposition that

it sometimes took the form of a hedgehog.
Urchins

Shall, for that vast of night that they may work,
All exercise on thee. Shale., Tempest, i. 2. 326.

4. A roguish child; a mischievous boy.
I trowe the vrchyn will clyrae

To some promocion hastely.
Roy and Barlow, Rede me and be nott Wrothe (ed. Arber,

[p. 43).

Pleased Cupid heard, and checked his mother's pride,
"And who s blind now, mamma?" the urchin cried.

Prior, Venus Mistaken.

5. One of a pair of small cylinders covered with
card-clothing, used in connection with the card-
drum in a carding-machine. E. H. Knight.

II. a. 1. Elfish; mischievous. [Rare.]
Oft at eve [she]

Visits the herds along the twilight meadows,
Helping all urchin blasts and ill-luck signs
That the shrewd meddling elfe delights to make.

Milton, Comus, 1. 845.



urchin

2f. Trifling; foolish.

Our Illshop . . . made himself merry with the conceit

how cusiu it was to stride over such urchin articles v>
man wmilil Ilinl leisure to read thr whole 38, they are so

frivolous. lip. llnrlu-1, Al>p. Williams, ii. 91. (Daviet.)

Urchin-fish (iVchin-lish), . A jirickly nlolic

(isli or sc:i-porcupinc. Ilimlitu lii/xli-i.r, or n simi-

lur species. See cut under Ihmltni.

Urchin-form (er'chin-form), . The form or

type of form of a sea-urchin, (ii-i/fii/nnii-.

urchont, urchount, Obnolete forms of urchin.

urde (cr-diV), a. [AF. /</, orde, pointed, <

OIKl. M IKl.Ki i, a point, <-ml, angle, edge, place,
= AS. MK. nrit, point of a Hword, point: see

(/(/.] In In r.: (<i) I laving one or more extremi-
ties pointed bluntly, aH by the lines bounding
it making an angle of 90 degrees. (6) Having
a single blunt-pointed projection from some
part: as, a bend m-ilr, which has usually in the
middle of the upper side a prominence ending
in a blunt point, (c) Same as varriated. Also
a I'll'/, tnateiy.
Urdu (oVdS), . [Also Oonloo; = F. urdu, our-

ilim; < Hind, urdu, Hindustani, so named be-

cause it grew up since the eleventh century in

the camps of the Mohammedan conquerors of

India as a means of communication between
them and the subject population of central Hin-

dustan; prop, zabdn-i-urdii,
'

camp-language,' <

urdii = Turk, ordu, ordi, ordd, a camp, < Pers.
a /!< n. a court, camp, horde of Tatars, also ordu,
whence ult. E. horde.'] A native name for the

present Hindustani tongue. See Hindustani.
Also used adjectively.
urdy (er'di), o. In her., same as urde.

ure't (ur), . [< ME. ure, < OP. ewe, uevre, ovre,
F. a'uere, work, action, operation, = Sp. Pg.
obra = It. opera, < L. opera, work: see opera,

operate, and cf. inure, manure, maneuver.] Op-
eration; use; practice.

And sure it is taken by cnstome and rare,

Whyle yonge yon be there Is helpe and cure.
BMees Book (E. E. T. &.\ p. 348.

His Majesty could wish I in ancient statutes were in ure
of holding a parliament every year.

Bacon, Draft of King's Speech, 1614.

We will never from henceforth enact, put In ure, pro-

miilge, or execute any new canons, etc.

Act ofSubmiaion of Clergy to Hmry VIII., in R. W.
[Dlxon's Hist. Church of Eng., II., uotc.

Ure 1
t (tir), v. t. and i. [< ure

1
, .] To work

; prac-
tise; inure: exercise. More.
urea

t, [s ME. ure, < OF. eur, eiir, ailr, F. heur

(in bon-heur, mal-hcur), fate, luck, fortune, F.
also augure = Pr. agur = Sp. ayiiero = Pg. It.

nugurio, < L. augurium, augury: see augury.
Doublet of augury.] Fortune

; destiny.
M 5 n.- hole affiaunce, and my lady free,

My godclcsse bright, my fortune and my ure.

Court oj Love, 1. 634.

ure :!
t (ur), n. [< L. urus, a kind of wild bull :

see urus.} The urus.

The third kind is of them that are named urea. Theis
arc of bignes somwhat lesse than eleplmntes, In kind and
color aim shape like a bull. Ooldiny, Caesar, foL 163.

ure4
t, pron. A Middle English form of our1

.

ure r>

t,
M. A Middle Englisli form of hour.

ure (1
t, [< Ir. Gael, uir, mold, earth. Cf . urry.]

Soil : as, an ill ure (a bad soil). [Scotch.]
ure7

,
" See ewer9 .

-ure. [F. -ure = Sp. Pg. It. -ura, < L. -ura, a
term, of fem. nouns denoting employment or
result. It is usually attached to the pp. stem
of verbs, and the noun has the same form as
the fem. of the future participle : examples are

apertura, an opening, armatura, equipment,
junetura, a joining, scriptura, a writing, textura,

web, etc. In some E. words the termination
-ure represents L. -atura (> OF. -eiire, > E. -ure),
as in armure, now armour, armor, ult. identical

with armature.] A termination of Latin origin,

appearing in the formation of many nouns, as
in aperture, armature, juncture, scripture, tex-

ture, Ji/tsure, pressure, etc. It is sometimes used
as an English formative, as in waftiire.
urea (u're-a). n. [NL., < Gr. ovpov, urine: see

uriiif,] Carbamide, CO.(NH2)2> a crystalline
solid, soluble in water, and forming crystalline

compounds with both acids and bases. It Is the
final product of the proteld decomposition in the body,
and forms the chief solid constituent of the urine of

mammals. It appears also in the urine of birds.

ureal (u're-al), n. [< urea + -al.] Of, relating
to. or containing urea : as, a ureal solution.

ureameter (u-re-am'e-ter), n. An apparatus
for determining the amount of urea in the urine.

ureametry (u-re-am'e-tri), . The quantitative
test for urea in the urine.

uredt, " [< we2 + -erf2.] Fortunate.

0067
In my Kite I me auured

That In my body I was wel tired.

The lule of Lottie*, 1. 144.

Uredineae (u-nl-din'c-o). . /''. [Nlj. (Bron-
gniart, IHlM), < I'rnlo (-<//-) T -fee.] An order
of minute ascomycetous fungi, parasitic chiefly

upon living flowering plants and ferns, and fre-

quently very injurious to them. It includes the
forms known as rust, smut, mildew, etc. The order is re-

markaldc for the peculiar alternation of forms undergone
by many of the species, which are known as the irrMium
form, uredoform, ami tck-ut. ifunn, :ui<t vslii. It wi-re long
considered as tndei>cndcnt genera. J'nt-niiia yraminit,
the so-callcil -n-mlldew, may Iw taken as the type of the
courso of development followed by most Uredineie, the
three form-genera ^cirliuw, Uredo, and J'uccinia Iteing
different stages of It. The first or rccldlum stage Is the

cluster-cap of the burberry ; the second or ureaoform Is

the red-rust of grain ; and the third or /'uccinia is the ma-
ture form. See Fungi, Puceinia, nwM.S, milileu; Micra-

muxinia, Coniamucetet, heteroeeum Tremellold Ure-
dineae, a group of Urediiux which do not possess a spo-
rocarp generation, but consist of a tleutospore-l)eanng
generation with usually softer and more gelatinous mem-
branes.

uredineous (u-re-din'e-us), a. [< Uredineie +
-oug. ] 1 . Of or pertaining to the Uredineie.

2. Affected by uredo.

Urcdines (u-rcd'i-nez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of Ure-

do.] In bot., the Uredineee.

uredinoid (u-rod'i-noid), a. In bot., resembling
the Uredineie, or having their characters.

uredinous (u-red'i-nun), a. Same as uredineous.

Uredo (u-re^o), n. [NL., < L. uredo, a blight,
a blast, < urere (-/""' kindle, burn : see uscion.]
1. A form-genus or stage in the development
of fungi of the order Fredinex. It Is the stage
next preceding the final or Puceinia stage, until recently
considered a distinct genus, and many forms whose com-
plete life-history Is unknown are for convenience still re-

tained under this name. Compare cuts under Puceinia
and tpermogonium.
2. ft. c.] A receptacle or hymenium in which

uredospores are produced.
uredoform (u-re'do-fdrm), . In hot., the form
assumed by 'a uredineous fungus in the uredo
condition that is, that stage in which the

uredospores are produced.
uredo-fruit (u-re'do-fr8t), . In hot., same as

uredospore.
uredo-gonidium (u-re'do-go-nid'i-um), . In
bo t., same as uredospore.

uredospore (u-re'do-spor), M. In hot., in Ure-

dineee, the peculiar spore produced during the

uredoform stage of the fungus. It is formed by
acrogenous separation from a sterigma, and on germi-
nation produces a mycelium which bears uredospores or

both nredospores and teleutospores. It is produced dur-

ing the summer, and serves to reproduce and extend the

fungus rapidly. See Puceinia, 1 (a) (with cut), heteroeeum,
and ./</"-'.

nredosporic (u-rc-do-spor'ik), a. [< uredospore
+ -ic.j In hot., of or pertaining to a uredo-

spore.
ureide (u're-id or -id), . [< urea + -irfe 1

.] A
compound of urea with an acid radical. The
ureides include a large number of urea-deriva-
tives of very complex structure.

uremia, uraemia (u-re'mi-a),i. [NL. uraemia,
< Gr. ovpov, urine, -r- aipa, tjlood.]

A condition

resulting from the retention in the blood of

waste products, chiefly urea, that should nor-

mally be eliminated by the kidneys, its symp-
toms are mainly those of a nervous character, such as head-

ache, nausea, delirium, and convulsions or somnolence fol-

lowed by coma.

uremic, ursemic (u-re'mik), a. [< uremia +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to uremia

; causing ure-

mia; affected with uremia: as, uremic convul-
sions.

Urena (u-re'na), . [NL. (Dillenius, 1732), <

HI-HI, its name in Malabar.] A genus of plants,
of the order Malvacex, type pf the tribe f renew.
It is characterized by flowers with five connate bractleU,
and fruit everywhere roughened by minute hooks. There
are 4 or perhaps 6 species, known as' Indian Mallow, na-

tives of tropical Asia or Africa, with one or two also widely

dispersed through warm parts of America. They are herbs
or shrubs, with usually angled or lobed leaves, and small

yellowish flowers, commonly in sessile clusters. They are

employed medicinally for.their mucilaginous properties in

India and elsewhere. In Brazil the flowers of U. lobata

furnish an expectorant, and the roots and stems a decoc-

tion used for colic. IT. lobata and V. ginuata, both com-
mon throughout the tropics, yield from their inner bark
a useful fiber ; that of the former, the juaxima of Brazil,

makes a strong cordage and a good paper. At Penang the

scentless leaves of U. lobata there an abundant weed,
known as perpulut are collected, dried, and sold for

mixing with patchouli, which they resemble.

Urenese (u-re'ne-e), . pi. [NL. (Bentham and

Hooker, 1862), <" Urena + -e?.] A tribe of poly-

petalous plants, of the order Malvacess. It is

characterized by flowers with ten styles, by the stamen-
column being truncate or five-toothed at the top and ex-

ternally anther-bearing below, and by five carpels, which

separate at maturity. It Includes 5 genera, mainly tropi-

cal herbs or shrubs. See Parnnia and Urena (the type).

urethra

ure-OX (ur'oks), . [< urr* + at.] The urua.

./. T. II lull. Diet.

Urera (u-re'riil. . [M,. (C:iinlieliaii.l. ISL'li),

so ealleil with ref. to the stiiiKniK h:iirs usually

present ; iiTcg. < L. ;< n
,
linrn : see uxliiin.] A

genus of plants, type of the -nlit Hl>e / ,-, />,/..,!

the order I'rtirnre*. It Is distinguished frm th. -

lat*d genus Urtica by Its baccate fruiting calyx. The '-'i IK--

cies are natives of tropical America, Africa, and islands of

the Indian and Pacific Oceans. They are shrubs or small

trees. A few are climbers, as U. elata of Jamaica, which Is

said to reach a height of 30 feet. Thvy constitute, together
with species of Pilra, the plants known as nrltle In the
West Indies, replacing there the gtnus Urtica. U. glabra
(U.Sandwicennt), the opuhe of tin: Hawalliins, a small tree

free from stinging hairs, yields a valuable fllxir highly es-

teemed there for making flshlng-ncU. Several otln

cles furnish flber for ropes, as If. baccifera, a small prickly
tree frequent from Cuba to Brazil, used medicinally In the
West Indies as an aperient. (7. tenax, a recently described
South African species, yields a fllwr resembling ramie.

uresis (u-re'sis), n. [NL., < Gr. oipr/air, uri-

nation, < ovfu-iv, urinate, < ovpov, urine: see

urine.] Urination; micturition.

uretal (u-re'tal), a. Same as ureteric.

ureter (fi-re'ter), M. [< Gr. oiiptrrf/p, the urethra,
also one pf the urinary ducts of the kidneys, <

oiipeiv, urinate, < ovpov, urine: see urine.] The
excretory duct of the kidney ; a tube conveying
the renal excretion (urine) to the bladder, when
that structure exists, as in mammals, or into

the cloaca, incase no bladder exists in any
case, into the lower part of the allantoic cavity
of the fetus, however modified in adult life. See
cut under kidney. In man the ureter is a very slender

tube, from 15 to 18 Inches long, running from the pelvis
of the kidney to the base of the bladder, at the posterior

angle of the trlgonum. It rests chiefly upon the
psoas

muscle, behind the peritoneum. Its structure includes

a fibrous coat, longitudinal and circular muscular fibers,

and a lining of mucous membrane, with vessels and nerves

from various sources. The ureter pierces the wall of the
bladder very obliquely, miming for nearly an Inch be-

tween the muscular ana mucous coats of that viscus.

ureteral (u-re'te-ral), a. Same as ureteric.

ureteric (u-re-ter'ik), a. [< ureter + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to a ureter.

nreteritis (u-re-te-ri'tis), n. [NL., < Gr. ovptrrt/p,

ureter, + -td'.] Inflammation of the ureter.

ureterolith (u-re'tSr-o-lith), n. A urinary con-
cretion formed or lodged in the ureter.

urethane, urethan (u're-than, -than), n. [<

ur(ea) + eth(er) + -aiie.] In chem., any ester

of carbamic acid Ethyl urethane, t'O.NHo.O.CH3 ,

a white crystalline solid, somewhat used in medicine as a

hypnotic.

urethra (u-re'thra), n.
; pi. urethra (-thre). [=

F. urethre = Sp. itretra = Pg. urethra = It. ure-

tra, < L. urethra, < Gr.
ol^a/H/ia,

the passage for

urine, < oipeiv, urinate, < ovpov, urine : see urine. ]

A modification of a part of a urogenital sinus

into a tube or a groove for the discharge of the

secretion of the genital or urinary organs, or

both
;
in most mammals, including man, a com-

plete tube from the bladder to the exterior,

conveying urine and semen in the male sex,
urine only in the female

;
in some birds, a penial

groove for the conveyance of semen only. The
urethra of the male is always a part of the penis, or a pe-
nial urethra, continuous usually with the urethra! part of

the urogenital sinus ; that of the female is only exception-

ally a part of the clitoris. In man the urethra extends
from the neck of the bladder to the end of the penis, usu-

ally a distance of 8 or 9 inches. It is divided Into three
sections. The prottatic Is that first section of the urethra
which is embraced by the prostatic gland, 1J inches long,
somewhat fusiform ; upon its floor is a longitudinal ridge,
the '''/" montanum or caput ffallinaijinu, on each side of

which is a depression, the proetatic sinux, perforated by
openings of the prostatfc ducts. In advance of the veru
is a median depression or cul-de-sac, variously known as

the venieuta prottatiea, vagina tnoKulina, sinut pocularit,
uterut mateulinut, etc, ; and the orifices of the ejaculatory
ducts of the seminal vesicles open here. The inemora-
noui is that second section of the urethra, about 3 inch

long, which extends from the prosUtic gland to the cor-

pus spongiosum ; it Is contracted in caliber, perforates the

deep perinea! fascia, and is embraced by layers reflected

from this fascia and by the specialized compressor ure-

thras muscle. The spongy section of the urethra extends
from the membranous section to the end of the penis, be-

ing all that part of the urethra which Is embraced by the

penial corpus spongiosum. It is dilated at Its beginning
this dilatation being sometimes specified as the bulbou*
section of the urethra, and further marked by the opening
of the ducts of Cowper's glands and at its end, within the

glans penis, this terminal enlargement being the /O*M no-

vicularii. The urethra ends In a narrow vertical silt, the
mtatit* urinariui. Numerous submucous follicles, the

glandt of LiUre, open into the spongy section of the ure-

thra ; one of these openings forms a recess of considerable

site, the lacuna magna. The substance of the urethra in-

cludes mucous, muscular, and erectile tissue. In the fe-

male the urethra Is very short, about 1 i Inches in length,
and much more simple in structure and relations than
that of the male. Bulb of the urethra. See bulb.

Bulbous urethra, that part of the extent of the ure-

thra which corresponds to Its bulb. .See bulb. Crista
urethra. See eritta. Membranous urethra, the

membranous section of the urethra. See def. Penial
urethra, a urethral groove or tube which forms part of



urethra

the penis of any animal ;
in man, the spongy urethra.

Prostatic urethra, the prostatic section of the urethra.

See def. Spongy urethra, the spongy section of the

urethra. See del. Triangular ligament of the ure-
thra. See triangular. Also called Campers ligament and
Carcammne's ligament,

urethral (u-re'thral), 11. [< mretkra + -al.] Of
or pertuining to the urethra. Urethral crest.
Same as criita urethra (which see, under crista). Ure-
thral fever. Seefeverl.

urethritic (u-re-thrit'ik), <i. [< urethritis +
-ic.] Affected with urethritis.

urethritis (u-re-thri'tis), . [NL., < urethra
+ -itis.] Inflammation of the iirethra.

urethrocele (u-re'thro-sel), n. Protrusion of a

part of the urethral wall through the ineatus
urinarius.

urethrometer (u-re-throm'e-ter), n. An in-

strument for measuring the caliber of the ure-

thra, and for locating and determining the de-

gree of contraction of a stricture.

urethroplastic (u-re-tbro-plas'tik), a. [< ure-

throplast-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to ure-

throplasty.

urethroplasty (u-re'thro-plas-ti), . [< Gr.

ovpiftpa, urethra, + ir'Aaar6f, < jrMaoeiv, form,
shape, mold: see plastic.] In surg., an opera-
tion for remedying defects in the urethra.

urethroscope (u-re'thro-skop), n. An instru-

ment, somewhat resembling a catheter,through
which, by means of a projected light, it is pos-
sible to see the mucous membrane lining the
wall of the urethra.

urethroscopy (u-re'thro-sko-pi), n. Inspection
of the urethral mucous membrane by means of

the urethroscope.
urethrotome (u-re'thro-tom), n. [< Gr. ovpr/6pa,

urethra, + -TO^OS, < rsfiveiv, rauelv, cut.] \nsurg.,
an instrument for performing internal ure-

throtomy.
urethrofomic (u-re-thro-tpm'ik),

a. [< urethrot-

om-y + -ic.] Of or pertaining to urethrotomy.
urethrotomy (u-re-throt'o-mi), n. [< Gr. ovpf/-

ffpa, urethra, + -ro/iia, < re/tvciv, ra/itlv, cut.] In

surg., cutting of the urethra, usually for the re-

lief of stricture. External urethrotomy is division of
the deep parts of the urethra by a knife passed through
the perineum ; internal urethrotomy is division of any
part of the urethra by a cutting-instrument introduced
through the meatus.

uretic ^u-ret'ik),
a. [Also ouretic; < L. uretieus,

< Gr. ovpyriKuf, of or pertaining to urine, < oiipelv,

urinate, < ovpov, urine : see urine.] In med.,
of or relating to or promoting the flow of urine.

urf(erf),M. A stunted, ill-grown child. [Scotch.]
Ye useless, weasel-like ur/that ye are.

Hogg, The Brownie o' Bodsbeck.

urge (erj), v.
; pret. and pp. urged, ppr. urging.

[< L. urgere, press, push, force, drive, urge ;

perhaps akin to vergere, bend, turn, and Gr.

tlpyeiv (* reipyuv), repress, constrain, eipyvvvai,
shut in, Skt. / varj, wrench. Of. verge'* and
wrick, wreak.] I. trans. 1. To press; impel;
force onward.

Heir urges heir, like wave impelling wave.
Pope, Imit. of Hor., II. ii. 253.

Evening must usher night, night urge the morrow.
Shelley, Adonais, xxi.

2. To hasten laboriously ; quicken with effort.

And there will want at no time who are good at circum-
stances; but men who set their minds on main matters, and
sufficiently urge them in these most difficult times, I find
not many. Milton, Free Commonwealth.

Through the thick deserts headlong urg'd his flight.

Pope, tr. of Statlus's Thebaid, i.

3. To press the mind or will of; serve as a
motive or impelling cause

; impel ;
constrain

;

spur.
My tongue,

Urg'd by my heart, shall utter all the thoughts
My youth hath known. Beau, and Ft.

, Philaster, v. 5.

4. To press or ply hard with arguments, en-
treaties, or the like

; request with earnestness
;

importune ; solicit earnestly.
And when they urged him till he was ashamed, he said,

Send. 2 Ki. ii. 17.

Urge the king
To do me this last right.

Shale., Hen. VIII., iv. 2. 157.

5. To press upon attention; present in an ear-
nest manner

; press by way of argument or in

opposition; insist on; allege in extenuation,
justification, or defense : as, to urge an argu-
ment

;
to urge the necessity of a case.

I never in my life
Did hear a challenge urged more modestly.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., v. 2. 53.

For God's sake, urge your faults no more, but mend !

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, v. 2.

6. To ply hard in a contest or an argument;
attack briskly.
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Every man has a right in dispute to urge a false religion
with all its absurd consequences. TillotHon.

1\. To provoke ;
incite

; exasperate.

Urge not my father's anger. Shak., T. G. of V., iv. 3. 27.

The Britans, urg'd and oppress'd with many unsuner-
ablc injuries, bad all banded themselves to a yenerall re-

volt. Milton, Hist. Ellg., ii.

II. t iittrans. 1. To press on or forward.

He strives to urge upward. Donne.

2. To incite
;
stimulate

; impel.
The combat urges, and my soul 's on fire.

Pope, Iliad, vi. 453.

3. To make a claim
; insist; persist.

One of his men . . . urged extremely for 't, and showed
what necessity belonged to 't. Shak., T. of A., iii. 2. 14.

4. To produce arguments or proofs ;
make al-

legations; declare.
I do beseech your lordships

That, in this case of justice, my accusers,
Be what they will, may stand forth face to face,
And freely urge against me.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 3. 48.

urge (erj), . [< urge, v.] The act of urging:
impulse. [Bare.]

Creation dumb, unconscious, yet alive
With some deep inward passion unexpressed,
And swift, concentric, never-ceasing urge.
S. W. Gilder, The Celestial Passion, Recognition.

urgence (er'jens), . [< F. urgence = Sp. Pg.
urgencia = It. urgenza; as urgen(t) + -ce.]

Urgency. Heywood, Prologues and Epilogues
(Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 356).

urgency (er'jen-si), M. [As urgence (see -cy).]
Tne state or character of being urgent. Specifi-

cally (a) Importunity ; insistence; earnest solicitation :

as, to yield to a person's urgency, (b) Pressure of neces-

sity; imperativeness: as, the urgency of want or distress;
the urgency of the occasion, (c) In the British Parliament,
a formal declaration that a measure is urgent, in the in-

terest of the state, and ought to receive prompt and early
action, taking precedence of all other measures. Urgency
may be declared by a vote of three to one in a house of
not less than 300 members.

urgent (er'jent), a. [< F. urgent = Sp. Pg. It.

urgente, < L'. urgen(t-)s, ppr. of urgere, push,
urge: see urge.] Having the character of

urging, pressing, or constraining. Specifically
(a) Of things: Pressing; demanding immediate action;
forcing itself upon notice ; cogent ; vehement : as, an ur-

gent case or occasion. See urgency (c).

Please your highness
To take the urgent hour. Shak.

,
W. T.

,
i. 2. 465.

Which Jesus seeing, He upon him threw
The urgent yoak of an express Injunction.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 147.

He evaded the urgent demands of the Castiliaus for a
convocation of cortes. Prencott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 25.

In ten minutes he had a second telegraphic message on
its way, . . . one so direct and urgent that I should be
sure of an answer to it.

O. W. Holmes, Old Vol. of Life, p. 68.

(b) Of persons : Pressing with importunity. Ex. xii. 33.

However, Oedipus is almost out of his wits about the
Matter, and is urgent for an account of Particulars.

Jeremy Collier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. 107.

urgently (er'jent-li), adv. In an urgent man-
ner; with pressing importunity; insistently;
pressingly; vehemently; forcibly.
urger (er'jer), n. [< urge + -e-i.] One who
urges or importunes. Fletcher,Valentinian, i. 3.

urgewondert (erj'wun"der), n. A variety of

barley.
This barley is called by some urgewonder.

Mortimer, Husbandry.

Urginea (er-jin'e-a), n. [NL. (Steinheil, 1834),
so called with ref. to the compressed seeds; <

L. urgere, press, urge : see urge."} A genus of
liliaceous plants, of the tribe Scillese, including
the officinal squill. It is distinguished from the type
genus Scilla, in which it was formerly included, by its de-
ciduous perianth, a three-angled capsule, and much-flat-
tened seeds. It includes about 24 species, natives of Eu-
rope, Africa, and India, especially of the Mediterranean
region. They are bulbous plants with linear or thong-like
radical leaves, and an unbranched leafiess scape bearing
in a terminal raceme many small whitish flowers, rarely
yellowish or pink, usually with a median band of deeper
color along each segment. U. maritima (17. Scilla), the
officinal squill (see scilla, 2) or sea-onion, produces large
bulbs inclosing many fleshy whitish layers, very acrid
when fresh, but less so on drying: they are imported
from the Mediterranean for medicinal use. U. altissima
is similarly used in South Africa.

Urgonian (er-go'ni-an), n. [< L. Urgo(n-), F.

Organ (see def.) + -Jan.] A division of the
Lower Cretaceous, according to the systematic
nomenclature of the French and Belgian geolo-
gists. The typical Urgonian from Orgon, near Avignon
(whence the name), is a massive limestone, in places devel-

oped to a thickness of over 1,000 feet, and containing an
abundance of hippuritids and various other fossils.

Uria (u'ri-a), n. [NL. (Moehring, 1752
; Brisson,

1760 ),< L. urinari, plunge under water, dive:
see urinant, urinator."] A genus of AlcMse,; the
guillemots and murres: used with various re-

urinary

strictious for any of the slender-billed birds of

the auk family, as L'. troile, the common foolish

murre or guillemot, and U. grylle, the black

guillemot, since the genus Lomvia was instituted for

the former, Uria has usually been restricted to the latter,
in which sense it is otherwise called Cephut or Cepphux.
See cuts under guillemot and murre.

uric (u'rik), a. [= F. urique = Sp. Pg. urico,
< NL. "urieus, < Gr. ovpov, urine: see urine.]
Of, pertaining to, or obtained from urine.
Uric acid, an acid, C^y^H^O^, characteristic of urine.
It crystallizes in scales of various shapes of a brilliant

white color and silky luster when pure, but in the urine
the crystals are of a reddish-yellow color. It is inodorous
and insipid, heavier than water, nearly insoluble in it when
cold, and only to a slight extent dissolved by it when hot.
The solution reddens litmus-paper, but feebly. When it

is dissolved in nitric acid, and the solution is evaporated
and treated with ammonia, a tine purple color is pro-
duced ; by this reaction uric acid may be detected. It
occurs in small quantity in the healthy urine of man and
quadrupeds, but is the chief constituent in the urine of
birds and reptiles ; hence it is often found abundantly in
Peruvian guano. It is normally present in small amount
in tile blood as urate, and it constitutes the principal pro-
portion of some urinary calculi and of the concretions
causing the complaint known as the gravel. Sometimes
called lithic acid.

uricemia, uricsemia (u-ri-se'mi-a), n. [NL. uri-

csemia, irreg. < uricus, uric, + Gr. aipa, blood.]
Same as ttthemia.

Uriconian (u-ri-ko'ni-aii), . [< Vriemimm (see
def. ) + -ion.] The name given by some English
geologists to a series of volcanic rocks, of which
the Wrekin, in Shropshire, England, is chiefly
made up, and which is supposed to occupy a

position very near the bottom of the fossilifer-

ous series. The name is from the Roman sta-

tion Uriconium, the site of the present village
of Wroxeter, in Shropshire.

uridrosis (u-ri-dro'sis), w. The excretion of cer-

tain urinary constituents, notably urea, in the
sweat.

Uriinae (u-ri-I'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Uria + -.]
A subfamily of Alcidse, named from the genus
Uria ; the murres and guillemots. Also L'rinee.

urile (u'ril), n. A kind of cormorant, Phalacro-
corax urile of Gmelin, or P. bicristatus of Pallas.

The fowl urile, of which there is great plenty in Kam-
tschatka. Kraschenniniltoff, Kamtschatka (trans.), p. 157.

urim (u'rim), n. pi. [< Heb. tirim, pi. of fir.

light, < ur, shine.] Certain objects mentioned
in the Old Testament, with the thummim (Ex.
xxviii. 30, etc.) or alone (Num. xxvii. 21

;
1 Sam.

xxviii. 6), as connected with the rational, or

breastplate of the Jewish high priest, and with
oracular responses given by him. The true nature
of the urim and thummim (literally 'lights and perfec-
tions') is not known. They seem to have been small ob-

jects kept inside the so-called "breastplate," which was
folded double, and many authorities believe them to have
been precious stones or figures, used as lots or otherwise.
There is no indication of their use after the time of David,
and after the captivity they are alluded to as lost.

urinaccelerator (u"ri-nak-sere-ra-tor), .; pi.
urinacceleratores (-sel"e-ra-to'rez). [< L. urina,
urine, + NL. accelerator."] A muscle which
facilitates urination

;
the accelerator urinse.

Cones, 1887.

urinaemia, n. See urinemia.
urinal (u'ri-nal), n. [< ME. urinal, urynal, ory-
nal, < OF. urinal, orinal, F. urinal =. Pr. urinal
= Sp. orinal = Pg. ourinol = It. orinale, < ML.
urinal, a urinal, orig. neut. of L. urinalis, of or

pertaining to urine, < urina, urine : see urine.]
1 . A vessel for containing urine, or a bottle in
which it is kept for inspection.
These follies are within you and shine through you like

the water in an urinal. Shak., T. G. of V., ii. 1. 41.

2. A convenience, public or private, for the ac-
commodation of persons requiring to pass urine.

urinalistt (u'ri-nal-ist), n. [< urinal + -ist.~\

One who by inspection of a patient's urine pro-
fessed to determine the disease.

My urinalist . . . left no artery
Unstretcht upon the tenters.

Dekker, Match me in London, iii.

urinalysis (u-ri-nal'i-sis), n. [Irreg. < L. urina,
urine,+ Gr. Mate, loosing (cf . analysis).] Chem-
ical examination of urine.

urinant (u'ri-nant), a. [< L. urinan(t-)s, ppr.
of urinari, dive, plunge under water, < urina, in
the orig. sense 'water': see urine.] In her.,

being in the attitude of diving or plunging: not-

ing a dolphin or fish when represented with the
head down.

urinary (u'ri-na-ri), a. and n. [= F. urinaire
= Sp. Pg. urinario = It. orinario, < ML. *urina-
rius (in neut. urinarium, a urinal), < L. urina,
urine: see urine.] I. a. Of or pertaining to
urine or the organs connected with the secre-
tion and discharge of urine Urinary canal, a
primitive urinary passage. Urinary cast. Same 'as



urinary
WMl nixi (whieh see, uniler rnxM). Urinary organs,
III.- kidney*. Maddi-r, nret.T-. and nivtlira of any higher

vertebrate, as a reptile, bird, <.r mammal; tin- Wolfflan

bodies ami iliirln nl any embryo vertebrate anil c.f the

ft'lultof anyi Hi. imni rwUbntM usatlhh; tlii'organs,

of whatever nalmv. concerned ill the secretion and cxcrc-

tion of urine, or of any substance the removal of which
from the nyslein eorres|Hindi physiologically to the elim-

ination of iin -:i. Such are the organ of Bojanm) of ,-i n:ol-

lusk. the sejjmcntal nrKaim of worms, and the water-vas-

cular syatcm of a turhcllarlan. .See unftnttal :uul r/n>

pin ft if.

II. .; 1>1.
uriiinrif* (-riz). 1. In ni/ri.. n

reservoir in- phieo lin- tin- reception of urine,

etc., for iiKHMirc'. 2. S.-nnr us nrinnl, \1.

urinate (u'ri-nat), r. i.; prct. and pp. urinated,

ppr. iiriiinliiifi. [< ML. itrinatiiK. ]i]i. of iirniun.

urinate: srr iii'nii', r.\ To discharge urine;
niicliiiMte: niiikr water.

urination(u-ri-nii'shon), . [< urinate + -io.]
The net of passing urino; micturition__ Precip-
itant urination, urination where the desire to pass urine

is very sudden and imperative.

urinative (u'ri-nfi-tiv), a. [< urinate + -ite.']

Provoking the flow of urine; diuretic.

Medicines urinatice do not work by rejection and In-

digestion, as solutlve do. Bacon, Nat Hist, 1 48.

urinator (u'ri-na-tor), w. [< L. urinator, adiver,
< urinnri, dive, plunge under water: see uron .

r.] 1. A diver; one who plunges and sinks in

water, as in search of pearls. [Rare.]
Those relations of uriiuitorg belong only to those places

where they have dived, which are only rocky. Itay.

2. [co/).] [NL. (Cuvier, 1800; Lacepedo, 1801).]
A genus of diving birds, giving name to the

I'riiinloridie: variously applied. Quite recently the
name was revived, and definitely restricted to the loons,
whose usual generic name, Coiym6tu,wn> thereupon trans-

ferred to certain grebes. See Culyinbuft, and cute under
/"* and tibia.

urinatorial (u"ri-na-t6'ri-al), o. [See urina-

tor.] Of or pertaining to the Urinatoridee ; be-

ing or resembling one of the Urinatoridte.

Urinatoridse (u"ri-na-tor'i-de), n. pi. [NL., <

Urinator + -idee.] A family of diving birds;
the loons; same as Colymbiaee (l>). When the

loons are called L'rinatorid-se, the grebes become

fif.fiO

ducing or preparing urine: specifically applied
In certain t ulics with this function in ilie corti-

cal part of the kidney,
urinogenital (u'ri-no-jen'i-tal), a. [< L. uriiui.

urine, ( </' inliilix, genital. ]
Same as iirat/i mini.

urinogenltary (u'ri-iio-jeu'i-tij-ri), . [Asuri-
iiiiiji nil(nl) + -art/.] Same tMwngi iiitiit.

Tliese plexuses are distributed on the enterle tulie, an. I

on all the organs derived from It, as also on the vascular

system and iiritio-nmiiarjt organs.
Gcgenhanr, C'oinp. Anat (trail*.

urinology (ii-ri-noro-ji), H. [< Gr. mow, urine,
+ -/o)in, < te-j-ctv, sp'eak: see -ology.] The sci-

entific study of the constitution of the urine,
with special reference to the diagnostic signifi-
cance of changes in its composition and appear-

Urocerus

lirnal (er'nal), a. [< 1.. Hi-unit*. ..i or pertaining
to an urn,<'". an urn : see /.

]
< if, pertain-

ing to, or resembling an urn.

Urnal Interment* and burnt n -Hi -i lie not In fear of

worms. Sir T. ISniicnr, I'rn-burial, III.

urn-flower (ern'flou'er), . See rri-iiilnni.

Urnful (ern'fuli. ii. [< urn + -/'/.) As much
as an urn "ill hold; enough to lill an urn.

urn-shaped (ern'shapl i. 'i. Having the shape
of an urn.

UroaStus (n-ro-ii'e-tug), . [NL. (Kaup, M-t.
and I'niflta, 1845), < (Jr. i'yi, tail, + Srrif, an

eagle.] A genus of Australian and Tasma-
nian eagles, with one species. / . innliu. the BO-

urine (u'rin), . [< ME. urine, < OF. urine,

nriiir, F, urine = Pr. urina= Sp. orina= Pg. ouri-

na = It. orina, urina = D. urine = G. Sw. Dan.

iirin, < L. urina, urine, in form as if fern, of *ri-

tt#, of water, < 'urum, water, urine, = Gr. ovpov,

urine, orig. water,= Skt. van, far, water, = Zend
ram, rain, = Icel. ur = Sw. ur- in ur-viidcr,

drizzle, drizzling rain, = AS. veer, the sea.] An
excrementitious fluid excreted by the kidneys,
holding in solution most of the nitrogenous
and other soluble products of tissue-change.
Normal urine is of a clear amlier or citron-yellow color, a

brackish tnste, a peculiar odor, a faintly acid reaction, and
a specific gravity ranging from 1.016 to 1.025. Within the

limits of health, however, it varies greatly in color, reac-

tion, and density, according to the age, occupation, and diet

of the individual, the time of day, and the season of the

year. That passed In the morning upon rising is usually
chosen for analysis, as presenting the average characteris-

tics of the entire quantity excreted during the twenty-four
hours. The average amount passed during this period is

estimated at between three and four pints. The propor-
tion of solid matters contained in every hundred parts of

urine varies from three to seven parts or more, from 45

to 55 per cent, of which is urea, the rest being chlorid of

sodium, phosphates, sulphates,.ammonia, extractive mat-

ters, and uric acid. The chemical analysis of the urine

and the microscopical examination of Its sediment are Im-

portant aids in the diagnosis and prognosis of many dis-

eases. After its excretion in the cortical part of the kid-

ney the urine passes at once through the ureters to the

bladder, where it Is held for a period and voided through
the urethra at the will of the individual.

The Kyng of the Contree hatho alle wey an Ox with him ;

and he that kepethe him hathe every day grete fees, and

kepethe every day his Dong and his Uryne. in 2 Vesselles

of Gold. MandevUle, Travels, p. 170.

Retention of urine. See retention. Smoky urine.
See gmk>t. Urine Indican. Same as uroxantnin.

urinet (u'rin), r. i. [< F. uriner = Sp. orinar =
Pg. oiirinar = It. orinare, < ML. urinare, make
water, urine (in L. urinnri, plunge under water,
dive), (.L. urina, urine (orig. water): see urint,

.] To discharge urine; urinate.

No oviparous animals which spawn or lay eggs do urine.

except the tortoise. Sir T. Browne.

urinemia, urinaemia (u-ri-ne'mi-), n. [NL.
uriiiiriniii, < Ur. oipov, urine, + alfia, blood.]
The contamination of the blood with urinary
constituents.

uriniferous (u-ri-nifo-rus), . [< L. urina,

urine, + frrrr = E. fteW1.] Conveying urine:

us. iirinifrniHK tubes or ducts.

urinific (u-ri-nif'ik), . [< L. urina, urine, +
-ft'cw.v. < fiii-fi-i; make.] Secreting urine; uri-

niparous; nropoietdc ; urogenous.
uriniparous (u-ri-nip'a-rus), a. [< L. urina,
urine. + jiiiriri, produce. ] In jiltysiol., pro-

Urinometer (u-ri-nom'e-tr), n. [< L. uiiini.

urine, + Gr. ut^pov, measure.] An instrument
for ascertaining the specific gravity of urine.

It is constructed upon the principle of the com-
mon hydrometer.
Urinometric (u'ri-no-met'rik), a. [As urinome-

try + -ir..] Determining the specific gravity of

urine by means of the urinometer; of or per-
taining to urinometry.
urinometry (u-ri-nom'e-tri), n. [< L. urina,

urine, + Gr. -ficrpia, < utroov, measure.] The
determination of the specific gravity of urine;
the scientific use of the urinometer.

urinoscopic (u'ri-no-skop'ik), a. [< urinoscop-y
+ -ic.] Pertaining to the inspection of unne
in t lie diagnosis and treatment of disease. Also

ttroteopie.

urinoscopy (u'ri-no-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. ovpov,

urine, + -onoiria, < aKoirctv, view.] Inspection
or examination of urine in the diagnosis and
treatment of disease. Also uroscopy.
urinose (u'ri-nos),a. [< NL. *Mrin0SMS,urinous:
see urinous.] Same as urinoun. Ray, Works of

Creation, ii.

urinous (u'ri-nus), a. f< F. urineux, < NL.
'urinosus, < L. urina, unne: see urine.] Per-

taining to urine, or partaking of its properties.
urion (u'ri-on), n. [Mex.] One of sundry bur-

rowing quadrupeds, as the marmot-squirrel of

Mexico, Spermophilus mexicanug.

urite (u'rit), n. [< Gr. ovpa, tail, + -itc*.] The
sternite, or sternal sclerite, of any abdominal
or postabdominal segment of an insect; the
ventral section of any uromere ; originally, the
whole of any primary abdominal segment; a
uromere. Lacaze-Duthiers.

UTJOOn (er'jSn), n. An Indian plant, Tcrminalia

Arjuna. See Terminalia.

urlar (er'lftr), n. See pibroch.
urle (erl), . In her., same as orlc. [Rare.]
urman (er'man), . In parts of Sibena, an ex-

tensive tract of coniferous forest, especially a

swampy forest : a Tatar word closely allied in

meaning to the word cedar-swamp as used in

parts of the (United States) Upper Lake region.
Impenetrable forests andqnivering marshes the dread-

ful urinans, which are penetrated by man only for some
20 to 60 miles around the widely separated settlement*.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 429.

urn (ern), n. [< ME. time, < OF. (and F.) urne

= Sp. Pg. It. urna, < L. urna, a jar, vase, prop,
a vessel of burnt clay or pottery, < urere, burn :

see ustion.] 1. A kind of vase, usually rather

large, having an oviform or rounded body with

a foot; by extension (since the ashes of the

dead were formerly put into such vessels), any
receptacle for the dead body or its remains.

A vessell that men clepeth an urne,
Of gold. Chaucer, Trollus, v. 811.

Two urns by Jove's high throne have ever stood,
The source of evil one, and one of good.

Pope, Iliad, xxlv. 863.

Storied urn and animated bnst Gray, Elegy.

2. A place of burial
;
a grave. [Rare.]

The most noble corse that ever herald
Did follow to his urn. Shak., Cor., T. . 14*.

3. A Roman measure for liquids, containing
one half the amphora. 4. A tea-urn. 5. In

hot., the hollow vessel in which the spores of

mosses are produced; the sporogonium or spore-
case: the theca. See cut under moss. 6. In

the Dicyemida, specifically, a cup-like part of

the infusoriform embryo of a rhombogenous
dicyemid, consisting of a capsule, a lid, and
contents. See Dicyemida, and cut under Di-

cyema cinerary urn. See cinerary.

Urn (ern), r. t. [< urn, n.] To inclose in an

urn, or as in an urn; inurn.

When horror universal shall descend,
And heaven's dark concave urn all human race.

Young.

Uroaltta alula*.

called bald vulture of Latham (1801) and the

mountain-eagle of Collins (1804). This eagle Is

38 inches long, with the wing 24 inches. When adult It is

of a general black color, varied on the nape with chest-

nut and on the wings and tall with whitish. The bill is

3 inches long, of a horn-color blackening at the tip, the

cere and lores are yellowish, the feet are light-yellow,
and the Irides are hazel.

urobilin (u-ro-bil'in), n. [< Gr. tri'pov, urine,
+ L. bilis, bile, + -n2.] A coloring matter
found usually in small quantities in normal

urine, but often present in large amount in

this fluid in cases of fever. It is derived from
the bile-pigments.
urobilinurfa (u-ro-bil-i-nu'ri-a), n. [< urobilin

+ Gr. ovpov, urine.] A condition in which a

large percentage of nrobilin, formed from the

bile-pigments, is present in the urine.

urocardiac (u-ro-kar'di-ak), a. [< Gr.
ovpa, tail,

+ Kapaia, the heart: see cardiac.] Noting cer-

tain calcifications of the posterior
or prepyloric

part of the cardiac division of the stomach of

some crustaceans, as the crawfish: correlated

with uropyloric. See cut under Astacidx. HUJC-

ley, Anat. Invert., p. 319. urocardiac process, a

strong calcified process which extends backward and
downward from the cardiac plate of the stomach of the

crawfish, and which articulate* with the prepyloric ossicle.

Urocardiac tooth, a strong bifid process which ex-

tends downward from the lower end of the prepyloric os-

sicle of the crawfish's stomach.

Urocerata (u-ro-ser'a-ta), n. pi. [NL. (La-

treille), < Gr. ovpa, tail, -f nfpaf, horn.] A di-

vision of securiferous terebrant Hymenoptcra,
contrasted with Tenthredinidee, and correspond-
ing to the modern family I'roceridie (or Siri-

cidee). See Uroceridee.

Uroceridae (n-ro-ser'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Leach,
1817), < Urocerus + -idte.] A family of phyto-
phagous by niennpt croiis insects ; the horntails,

auger-flies, or Siricidse, named from the genus
Crocerus. They are distinguished from the saw-flies

(Tenthredimdfe\ which they most nearly resemble, by the
fact that the female abdomen is furnished at the tip with
a borer, and not with a pair of saws. The males may be

distinguished by the single apical fore-tibia! spur (tin

Tenthredinid* having two-spurred front tlbls-). The
family is not rich in genera and species, but Is of wide

distribution, and contains many striking form*. Four
genera and 12 specie* occur in Europe, and the same
number of genera and 40 species in North America. The
pigeon-tremex, Tremex columba, Is an example. Alo Uro-

cerata, Urocerata, and Uroceridet. The family is called

Siricidte In Europe, Vroeerida being held by American

hymenopterists.

UrocerUS (u-ros'e-rus), n. [NL. (Geoffrey,

1764), < Gr. 'avpa, tail, + *tpaf, horn.] A genus
of horntails, typical of the family Vroccridse,

and distinguished by the exserted ovipositor,
short neck, and fore wings with two marginal
and three submarginal cells. They are some-
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times called tailed wasps. Sirex (Linnseus, 1767)
is a synonym.
urochbrd (u'ro-kord), H. [< Gr. ovpa, tail, +
xapoi'i, a chord.] 1. The caudal chord of an

ascidian or tunicate, likened to the notochord,
chorda dorsalis, or dorsal chord of a vertebrate

;

the central axis of the appendage of certain

adult tunicates, as an appendicularian, and the

corresponding structure of embryonic or larval

tunicates in general. It Is considered to represent
the primordial spinal column of a vertebrate, and to In-

dicate the affinity of the Tunicata with the Vertebrata.

See Chordata, Urochorda, Vertebrata, and cut under Ap-
petulKularia. Also urocord.

2. Any member of the Urochorda. Sell, Comp.
Anat., p. 313.

Urochorda (u-ro-kor'da), n. pi. [NL. : see uro-

chord.] The tunicates or ascidians regarded
as a branch of Chordata, correlated with Hemi-

chorda, Cephalochorda, and Craniata: same as

Ascidia, 1 : so called from the possession, per-

manently or transiently, of a urochord. The
Urochorda have been divided into Larvalia and Saccata,
the latter including the true ascidians, salps,and doliolids,
the former the Appendiculariidte. The same divisions

are also named Perennichordata and Caducichordata.
See cuts under Ascidia, Appendicularia, Doliolidse, Salpa,
and Tunicata.

urochordal (u-ro-kor'dal), a. [< urochord + -al.]

Provided with a urochord
;
urochordate

;
of or

pertaining to the urochord or the Urochorda.

Compare notoclwrdal, parachordal.
urochordate (u-ro-k6r'dat), a. [< urochord +
-ate1 .] Having a urochord, as an ascidian

;
be-

longing to the Urochorda.

Urochrqa (u-rpk'ro-a),
. [NL. (Gould, 1856),

< Gr. oitpa, tail, +' xp6a, color.] A genus of

humming-birds, with one species, U. bougueri
of Ecuador, having a straight bill much longer
than the head, and wings reaching almost to the
end of the nearly square tail, whose feathers
are pointed. It is a large hummer, 6J inches long, the
bill 1J inches, the wing 2}, the tail 2. The upper parts are

grass-green, bronzed on the rump ; the throat and breast
are dark metallic-blue and the flanks shining-green ;

the
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longicaudata, of the Khasia Hills and other hills

of India. It Is 45 Inches long, the wing and tail each
about 2 inches, and of dark-olive and rusty-brown colora-

tion, varied in some parts with whitish streaks.

Urocissa (u-ro-sis'a),
w. [NL. (Cabanis, 1850),

< Gr. ovpa, tail, +0000, the magpie.] A genus
of Asiatic Corvidx, with very long and much-
graduated tail, like a magpie's, the central
feathers long-exserted, the wings short, the
head crestless and without wattles, and the bill

stout. Four species range from the Himalayan region
into Burma, Siam, and China : U. occipttalii, U. magmros-
tris, 17. erythrorhyncha (the red-billed jay and black-
headed roller of Latham, with a coralline beak), and U.
flaviroistris (yellow-billed); a fifth, U. ccerulea, inhabits
Formosa. They are large handsome jays, 20 to 24 inches

long, of which the tail is a foot or more. Blue is the lead-

ing color. See cut in preceding column.

Urocyon (u-ros'i-on), n. [NL. (S.F. Baird, 1857),
< Gr. ovpa, tail, + KVUV, dog, = E. hound.] A ge-
nus of canine quadrupeds, of which the com-
mon gray fox of the United States, Urocyon vir-

ginianus, is the type, closely related in most
respects to Canis and Vulpes. The name is derived
from a peculiarity of the hairs of the tail ; but more Im-

portant characters subsist in certain cranial bones, par-

Urolestes

Whitetail (Urochroa boitgueri).

wings are purplish ; the middle tail-feathers are dark-

green, but the others are white, edged with blackish, and
hence of conspicuous coloration (whence the name).

urochrome (u'ro-krom), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,
+ xpZ>na, color.] A yellow pigment of the
urine.

urochs (u'roks), n. Same as aurochs.

Urocichla(u-ro-sik'la),. [NL. (Sharpe, 1881),
< Gr. ovpa, tail, + Hix^r/, a thrush.] A genus of
wrens or wren-like birds, with one species, U.

Red-billed Tree-jay
(Urocissa erythrorhyncha).

Gray Fox (Urocyon -virginianus).

ticularly the shape of the angle of the lower jaw-bone. The
genus includes the coast-fox of California, U. littoralis.

See also cut under Canidie.

urocyst (u'ro-sist), . [< NL. urocystis, < Gr.

oi'pov, urine, + KVOTII;, bladder: see cyst.] The
permanently pervious part of the cavity of the
allantois of a mammal, for the reception and
detention of urine; the urinary bladder; the

cystic vesicle.

urocystic (u-ro-sis'tik), a. [< urocyst + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the urinary bladder ; cystic;
vesical.

urocystis (u-ro-sis'tis), .
; pi. urocystes (-tez).

[NL.: see urocyst.] 1. Same as urocyst. 2.

[cap.] A genus of ustilagineous fungi, contain-

ing several very destructive species, as U. Ce-

pulee, the smut of onions, U. pompholygodes on
Banunculaceee, etc. See onion-smut.

Urodela (u-ro-de'la), n. pi. [NL. (orig. F. pi.

urodeles, Dumeril), neut. pi. of *urodelus : see

urodele.] An order of Amphibia; the tailed

amphibians; the ichthyomorphie amphibians,
which retain the tail throughout life, as distin-

guished from the Anura, or tailless batrachians.
They have a naked skin, and may or may not retain gills as
well as tail, being thus either perennibranchiate or caduci-
branchiate. The salamanders, sirens, efts, newts, tritons,
etc., are urodele. Equivalent names are Caudata, Ichthy-
omorpha, Saurobatrachia. See cuts under axolotl, hell-

bender, Menobranchus, newt, Proteus, salamander, Sala-
mandra, and Spelerpes.

urodelan (u-ro-de'lan), a. and . [< urodele +
-an.] Same as urodele.

urodele (u'ro-del), a. and n. [< NL. 'urodelus,
< Gr. ovpa, tail,+ <!^/lof, manifest.] I. a. Tailed,
as an amphibian ;

not anurous, as a batrachian
;

retaining the tail throughout life, as a salaman-
der, newt, or eft

; belonging to the Urodela.
II. . Any member of the Urodela.

urodelian (u-ro-de'li-an), a. [< urodele + ^ian.]
Same as urodele.

urodelous (u-ro-de'lus), a. [< urodele + -ous.]
Same as urodele.

urodialysis (u"ro-dl-ari-sis), n. A partial sup-
pression of urine.

urqerythrin (u-ro-er'i-thrin), . [< Gr. ovpov,
urine, + E. eryflirin.] A red coloring matter,
seldom if ever found in normal urine, but pres-
ent in this fluid in fevers, especially rheumatic
fever.

Urogalba (u-ro-gal'ba), n. [NL. (Bonaparte,
1854), < Gr. ovpa, tail,"+ NL. Galb(ul)a.] The
paradise or swallow-tailed jaeamars, a genus of
birds of the family Galbulidse. They have the char-
acters of Oalbula proper, but the middle tail-feathers are
long-exserted. If. paradisea is the best-known species.
It is 114 inches long, purplish-black bronzed on the wings
and tail, with white throat and brown cap. It inhabits

tropical America. See cut in next column.

|
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Paradise Jacamar (Urogalba paradisea).

Urogallus (u-ro-gal'us), n. [NL. (Scopoli,
1777), < urns, bull, + gallus, a cock.] A genus
of grouse : a synonym of Tetrao, and now the

specific name of the capercaillie, Tetrao uro-

gallus. See cut under capercaillie.

urogaster (u-ro-gas'ter), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,
+ yaari/p, stomach.] The urinary intestine, or

urinary passages collectively, which are devel-

oped from the original cavity of the allantois in
connection with the primitive intestinal tract.
It is that part of the allantoic cavity which continues

pervious, with the passages connected with it (if there are

any) subsequently developed. Compare peptogaster.

urogastric (u-ro-gas'trik), a. [< urogaster +
-ic7\ 1. Of er pertaining to the urogaster.
2. Of or pertaining to the posterior pair of
divisions of the gastric lobe of the dorsal sur-
face of the carapace of a crab. Huxley.

urogenital (u-ro-jen'i-tal), a. and n. [< Gr. ov-

pov, urine, + L, 'genitalis, genital.] I. a. Of or

pertaining to the urinary and genital organs ;

urinogenital. Also urinogenital, urinogenitary,
genito-urinary. Urogenital canal, the urethra.

Urogenital sinus. See sinus.

II. n. A urogenital organ.
urogenOUS (u-roj'e-nns),a. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,
+ L. -genus, producing: see -gen.] Secreting
or producing urine

; uropoietic ; uriniparous.

uroglaucin (u-ro-gla'sin), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,
+ y/laiof, bluish-green.] A blue coloring mat-
ter occasionally found in alkaline urine in cases
of inflammation of the bladder.

urohyal (u-ro-hi'al), a. and n. [< Gr. ovpa, tail,
+ E. hy(oid) + -al.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

the urohyal.
II. n. In ornith., the tail-piece of the com-

posite hypid bone ; the median azygous back-

ward-projecting element of that bone, borne

upon the basihyal ;
the basibranchial element,

or base of the first branchial arch.

Urolestes (u-ro-les'tez), n. [NL. (Cabanis,
1850), < Gr. ovpa, tail, + 'Anarfa, a robber: see

Lestes.] A monotypic genus of African shrikes,

<.

of the family Laniidse, related to
the fiscal shrikes. All the feathers
of the head and neck are lanceolate, and
the tail is long and much graduated,
with the median rectrices long-exserted
and more than twice as long as the wing.
U. melanolemus of southern and east-
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em Africa is glossy black and white, and 19 Inches long, of

which thu tall is IS Inches; the wing is only r>J. The re-

semblance of this shrike to a magpie is striking

urolithiasis (u'ro-li-thi'a-sis), n. Same as

litliiitxix (a).

Urological (u-ro-loj'i-kal), n. [< urolog-y + -ic-

al.] Of or pertaining to urology.

urologist (ii-rol'o-jist), n. [< iiiiilni/-!/ + -M<.]

One who is versed in urology. Lancet, No. :(4:t:t,

p. 1:216.

urology (u-rol'o-ji), w. [< Gr. ovpov, urine, +
-/./;.', < /'}<"') speak: see -nlogy.] Same as

uromaricy (u'ro-man-si), H. Diagnosis and

prognosis of disease by inspection of the urine.

Uromastix (ii-ro-mas'tiks), . [NL. (Merrem),
< (Jr. ui'/ia, tail, + /inn-ril;, whip, scourge.] A
genus of agamoid lizards; the thorn-tailed

agamas, having the tail ringed with spinose
scales. Several species inhabit Europe, Asia,
and Africa. Also Maxtigurus.
uromelanin (u-ro-mel'a-nin), n. K Gr. ovpov,

A
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excreting urine; urinific; uriniparous; uroge-
nourt: noting urinary or uriniparous organs
or their function: as, the i/c<///</

in- system ; the

unijioiflii-
viscera. The epithet Is applicable not only

to tin- kidneys, but to associated structures, as the rein-

portal venous system, and also to the representative uri-

nary organs, often very different, of those animal* which
have no true kidneys, as the Wolfflan bodies of the lower

Invertebrates, and the water-vascular system of various

invertebrates.

uropsannnus(ii-rop-sam'us), n. Urinary gravel.

uropsile(u-rop'sil), n. [< I'ropsilus.]

urotoxic

urosomatic (u'ro-so-mat Mk), n. [< MI-./

(-XIIHIIII-) + -a-.} of or pertaining to the uro-

some: consisting of urosomites, as the seg-
ments of a lobster's tail.

UTOSOme (ii'ro-.som), n. [< Or. m'yxi, tail, +
auua, body.) In l>it>l.\ (a) The last morpho-
logical segment of the tail: t lie terminal soma-
tome of a vertebrate. Met* gi-phynirrrral. (ft)

The |iost-thoracic region of the body of ar-

thropods; the abdomen or postabdomeu as dis-

tinguished from the cephalothorax, and as com-o r
mal of the genus ProMMM. posed of a series of urosomites or uromeres.
18 (u-rop'si-lus), n. [NL. (A. Milne- rirosomite (ii-ro-so'mit), . [< Or. m>pa, tail, +
s, 1872), < Gr. ovpa, tail, + juMf, bare, g. ,,,>.

\
Our of the. somites, segments, or

] A genus of terrestrial shrew-moles, rings of the
'ainil.v Talpida and subfamily Mi/iyi/i- urosomitic

ntt. The fore feet are neither fossorial nor natatorial ; . ((
. i

( )f or
there are 2 incisors, 1 canine, 8 premolars, and 3 molars
In each upper half-Jaw, and 1 Incisor, 1 canine Spre- ""

uromelus
[NL.,<Gr.oi>pd,tail, + /ic, alimb.] In (era-

pare that under iruiMia
tol., a monster having the lower limbs united uropygial (u-ro-pij'i-al), a.
and terminating in a single foot; s^rmpus.

-W r .

'

'- +uromere (u'ro-mer), n. [< Gr. ovpd, tail,

r, part.] 'A caudal or posterior segment of

uromeric . .

Of the nature of or pertaining to a uromere.

urometer (u-rom'e-ter), n. Same as urinometer.

Uromyces (u-rom'i-sez), n. [NL. (Link, 1816),
< Gr. oi'ipd, a tail, + uviais, a mushroom.] A ge-
nus of uredineous fungi, having the teleuto-

spores separate, unicellular, pedunculate, and

produced in flat sori. About 180 species have
been described.

Uropeltidae (u-ro-pel'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Uro-

peltis + -idte.] 'A family of cylinder-snakes or

^ - -,. - A shrew-
like animal of the

Uropsilus
Edwards,
smooth.] A genus of terrestrial shrew-moles, rings of the urosome; a uromere.
of the family Talpidse and subfamily Afyoijuli- njogomitic (u'ro-so-mit'ik), a. [<

pertaining to a urosomite; uro-

motai^anT3"moTarsln'eachlower'^aif-V''V

I

'''riiety:M, Urospermum (u-ro-sper'mum), n. [NL. (Sco-
If. torieiprt of Tibet, combines the external form of a

poli, 1777), so called from the appendaged
shrew with cranial characters of a mole.

achenes; < Gr. ovpa, tail, + antp/ja, seed.] A
A suborder of pedi- genug of compogite plants, of the tribe Ciehoria-

ctse and subtribe Scorzonerese. It I* distinguished
the related genus Seononera by an Involucre of a
) row of bracts and by achenes with a dilated and
iw beak. The two species are natives of the Mediter-

ranean region ; one, U. j/teroido, also occurs, perhaps in-

troduced, In South Africa. They are annuals or biennials,

hairy or bristly, with radical or alternate deeply cut

leaves, and yellow flowers sometimes with a spiny In-

volucre. The Dower-heads become greatly enlarged in

fruit, terminating long swollen hollow branches; the
achenes are long and often Incurved, with a long hollow

appendage or stalk below In addition to the elongated
beak, which bears a soft plumose pappus. Bee theep'i-

I lllll|r VM. '/ll'l.-. N Vffffv^,
1 ..ll.|. t p -. JTW.

t

tail), + TVVT;, rump, buttocks.] In ornith., the UTOSteallth (u-ro-ste'a-hth), n. Gr. ovpov

rump ;
the terminal section of the body, repre- urine, -f- orfap, fat, tallow, + //ft*, stone.] A

sented by the caudal vertebrae, into which the fatty matter occasionally found in urinary con-

tail-feathers are inserted; also, the upper sur- cretions, but very rarely composing the entire

face of this part, or terminal section of the no- calculus. It Is saponlflable In caustic potash and1 solu-

anm with liniirs tint rtpfinoH See ont under We In alcohol and ether. It burns with a yellow flame,
Mom, Wltn limiti 60. ,

evolving an odor of shellac and tenioln, and when un-
oirrf1 and elteoaochon. mixed with other matters leaves no residue,

uropyloric (u'ro-pi-lor'ik), a. [< Gr. ovpa, tail, urostegal (u'ro-ste-gal), n. and n. [< urostege
+ NL. pylorus : see pyloric.] Of or pertaining + _;J j_ . o'f or pertaining to the urosteges ;

^ [< uropygium +
-a/.~]~ "In oriiitli.'ot or pertaining to the uropy-

gium or rump: as, uropygial feathers Uropy-
gial gland. See gland, and cut under elttodochmi.

the body: aurosomite; any abdominal segment uropygium(u-ro-pij'i-um),w.; p\.uropyg>a(-&).
of an arthropod. See urosome. A. S. Packard. [NL., < Gr. av/mxiyiov, another reading of o/upo-

iromeric (u-ro-mer'ik), a. [< uromere + -t'c.] irvyum, the rump of birds, < tppof, rump (otyxi,

to the posterior part of the pyloric division of

the stomach of certain crustaceans, as the craw-
being one of the urosteges.

II. M. A urostege or urostegite.

Excessive mictu-

tortricoid ophidians, typified by the genus Uro- ^
peltis, having no rudiments of hind limbs, and fish: as, a uropyloric ossicle: correlated with urostege (u'ro-stej), . [< fir. oi'pa, tail, +
the tail of variable character according to the urocardiac. Huxley.
genus; the roughtails. The family is also called urorrhagia (u-ro-ra'ji-S), n.

HliiHonhidte. There are 7 genera. rition; diabetes.

Uropeltis (u-ro-pel'tis), n. [NL. (Cuvier), < urorrhea, urorrhoBa (u-ro-re'a), n

Gr. oipd, tail, + irifar), a shield.] A genus of tary passage of urine ; enuresis.

serpents, giving name to the family Uropel- urosacral (u-ro-sa'kral), a. and n. K Gr. avpA,
I. a.

Involun-

tail, + NL. sacrum."see sacral."] Situ-

art;i/, a roof.'] In hcrpet., one of the large

special scales or scutes, generally alternating
or two-rowed, which cover the under side of

the tail of a snake, as the gastrosteges cover
the abdomen. The number and disposition of

the urosteges furnish zoological characters in

many cases. Compare gastrostege.
urophaein (u-ro-fa'e-in), n. A pigment-body ated between the sacrum and the coccyx ;

of or
njostegite (u'ro-ste-iit), n. [< urostege + -ite*.]

nnntninorl in tlionriiiA tr> thn nrpATicf> nf which bh to the sacrum and to the coccx :contained in the uriiie, to the presence of which
the characteristic odor of this fluid has been
attributed.

urophtbisis (u-ro-thi'sis), n. Diabetes melli-

tus. [Bare.]
uroplania (u-ro-pla'ni-a), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpov,

urine, + ff/lovdv, wander: seej>Jae<.] The oc-

currence or presence of urine anywhere in the

body where it does not belong. Compare ure-

mia, uridrosis.

uroplatoid (u-ro-pla'toid), a. [<NL. Uroplates
+ -oirf.] Of or pertaining to the Uroplatoidea.

Uroplatoidea (u*ro-pla-toi'de-a), n.pl. [NL.,
< I'roplates (the type genus) + -oidea.] A
superfamily of eriglossate lacertilians, repre-
sented by a family Uroplatida alone, having
biconcave vertebrse, clavicles not dilated proxi-

mally, and no postorbital or postfrontal squa-

pertainingboth to the sacrum and to the coccyx : One ot the urosteges, or urostegal scales.

as, the urosacral region. The term is specifically ap- njosteon (fi-ros'te-on), w. [NL., < Gr. ovpa, tail,
plied to the numerous equivocal vertebrae of the sacrarium 4.;" A rriBaian noitprior osHifica
of a bird, which are situated between the sacral vertebra: * oartov

, bone. J A medi ,n pos
tion of the sternum of some birds, as Dicnolo-

phus crintatus, arising from an independent os-

sific center. W. K. Parker.

,lro . uroBternite (u-ro-ster'nit), n. [< Gr. otyxS, tail,

+ E. sternite.] The sternite, or ventral median

proper and the free caudal or coccygeal vertebra;, and are

ankylosed with one another, with the last true sacral ver-

tebra, and to a greater or less extent with the ilia or

mosal arches. T. Gill, Smithsonian Report, Urosalpinx (u-rQ-sal'pingks),
n. [NL.

Igg5. Stimpson, 1865), < Gr. ovpa,

sacral region ; any vertebra between the last

true sacral and the first free caudal. See cuts

under sacrarium and sacrum.

urosacrum (u-ro-sa'krum), n.
; pi. urosacra

(-kra). [NL., <'Gr. ovpa, tail, + NL. sacrum,

q. v."} That posterior part of a bird's compound
sacrarium which is formed of urosacral or false

coccygeal bones ankylosed together and with
the sacrum proper. See cuts under sacrarium
and sacrum.

(W.

uropod (u'ro-pod), n. [< Gr. ovpa, tail, + irovc;

(7ro<5-) = B. Jvot.j Any abdominal limb of an

arthropod ;
an appendage of the urosome. A.

S. Packard.

Uropoda (u-rop'6-da), n. [NL. (Xiatreille,

1806): see uropod.] A genus of parasitic mites,
of the family Gamasidse, having an excremental
cord of varying length which attaches each in-

dividual to its nost. They are parasitic upon various ,.,.
beetles. U. americana is commonly found clustering upon UfOSCOplC (u-ro-8KOp IK), n.

the Colorado potato-beetle, Doryphora decemlineata. [< uroscop-y + -tc.] Same as

uropodal (u-rop'o-dal), a. [< uropod + -n/.]

tail, + oAfartyf, a trumpet.]
A genus of gastropods, of

the family Muricidie, having
a fusiform shell with radi-

ating undulations or folds.

U. rintrea, known as the drill or

borer, U very destructive to oys-

ters, whose shell it perforates, mak-

ing a small round hole by means
of its tongue. Seedrtttl,B.

urnioscopic.
Of the character o? a uropod ; pertaining to uroscopist (u'ro-sko-pist), n

uropods: as, uropodal appendages,
uropoesis, uropoiesis (u-ro-po-e sis, -poi-e'sis),
w. 1. The formation of urine; the excretion
of urine or of its constituents from the blood,
and its elimination from the body: noting the

function of the uropoietic organs and its result.

2. The act of voiding urine; micturition;
urination.

Drill or borer (Uriual-
fin* (tnrrra), en-

larged one half.

sclerite, of any somite of the urosome of an

arthropod. Compare urite. A. S. Packard.

urosthene (u'ros-then), n. [< Gr. oi'pa, tail, +
aflfvof, strength.] In rod'?., an animal whose

greatest strength is in the tail ;
an animal whose

organization is comparatively large and strong
in the caudal region of the body, as a cetacean
or a sirenian.

urosthenic (u-ros-then'ik), a. [< urosthene +
-i'c.] Strong in the tail, or caudal region of the

body: said of an animal whose organization pre-

ponderates in size and strength in the hinder

part of the body: opposed to prosthenic.

Urosticte (u-ro-stik'te), n. [NL. (Gould, 1853).]
A genus of humming-birds, with 2 Ecuadorian

species, E. bcujamini and E. ruficrissa, of small

size, 3i inches long, the bill } to J of an inch,
the tail emarginate, and the gorget luminous

green with or without a violet spot, the general

plumage green. They are known as white-tips.

urostylar (u-ro-sti'lar), a. [< urostyle -f- -at-s.]

Of the nature of or pertaining to a urostyle : as,

a urostylar bone or process.

urostyle (u'ro-stil), . [< Gr. ovpa, tail, + ori'-

/oc, column : see sfy/c
2
.] A prolongation back-

ward of the spinal column, especially of the last

vertebra, in certain fishes and amphibians: in

One who makes a specialty
of urinary examinations ;

one
who practises uromancy.

Actuarlus, the Urotcopitt of the

Byzantine court, described in the minutest detail the

visible changes of urine In health and in disease.

node's Handbook of tied. Science*, VII. 403.

_ UTOSCOpy (u'ro-sko-pi), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine,

uropoietic (u'ro-poi-et'ik), a. [< Gr. owpoi', urine, + -cmma, < onoireiv, view. ] Same as uriiioscopy. UTOtOZlc (u-ro-tok'sik). a.

-f -o/;/rwdf, doing, < iroiclv, make, do. Cf. cln/lo- urosis (u-ro'sis), n. A disease of the urinary + -rofutov, poison.] if or pertaining to poison-

poietir.] In aiiat. and physioL, secreting or organs.' ous substances eliminated in the urine.

some Amphibia forming the greater part of the

so-called sacrum, or a long bone in the axis of

the spinal column behind the sacrum proper,
and approximately coextensive with the length
of the ilia.



Urotrichus

Urotrichus (u-rot'ri-kus), . [NL. (Tomminck.
1838), < Gr. oi-pa, tail, + fl/w'f (rptx-), hair.] A
genus of fossoriiil shrew-moles, of the subfam-

ily Mi/oi/alin;i' and family Talpidss. They have 2

incisors, i canine, 4 premolars, and 3 molars in each up-
per half-jaw, and 1 incisor, 1 canine, 3 premolars, and 3

molars in each lower half-jaw. Urotrictms talpoides is a
small Japanese species. This germs formerly contained
the United States species U. gibbsi, now placed in Neii-

rotrichus.

uroxanthin (u-rok-san'thin), n. [< Gr. ovpov,

urine, + fowftif, yellow, + -in2 ,] Urine indican :

a derivative of indol, present in minute quan-
tities in normal urine.

uroxin (ii-rok'sin), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine, +
ofi'f, sharp, + -i2.] Same as alloxantin.

Uroxiphus (u-rok'si-fus), n. [NL., < Gr. ovpd,

tail, + f<0of, sword.] A genus of hemipterous
insects; the swordtails. The walnut sword-

tail, U. caryee, is an example.
urrhodin (u'ro-din), n. [< Gr. ovpov, urine, +
pooivoq, made of or from roses, < podov, the rose.]
A red coloring matter occasionally found in

alkaline urine in cases of inflammation of the
bladder.

urry (ur'i), n. [Prob. < Gael, uireaclt, equiv. to

uirlach, soil, dust, < nir, mold, earth : see we6
.]

A sort of blue or black clay lying near a bed
of coal. [Local.]
In the coal-mines they dig a blue or black clay, that lies

near the coal, commonly called urry, which is an unripe
coal, and is very proper for hot lands, especially pasture-
ground. Mortimer, Husbandry.

Ursa (er'sa), re. [NL., < L. ursa, a she-bear,
fern, of ursus, bear : see Ursus."] Aname of two
constellations, Ursa Major and Ursa Minor, the
Great and the Little Bear Ursa Major, the most
prominent constellation of the northern heavens, repre-
senting a bear with an enormous tail. There is a rival

figure for the same constellation a wagon. (See tcain.)
Both figures are mentioned by Homer. The name of the
bear is translated from some original Aryan language,
since the constellation in Sanskrit is called rikgha a word
which means in different genders a ' bear

' and a '
star.'

As the seven stars of the Great Bear are in many languages
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UTSid (er'sid), n. A bear as a member of the
Ursidfe.

Ursidae (i-r'si-de), n.pl. [NL., < Hwcx + -idse.~\

A family of plantigrade carnivorous mammals,
the bears, outwardly characterized by large
size, heavy, stout, and clumsy form, a pig-like
snout, rudimentary tail, and shaggy hair. The
family belongs to the order Ferte, suborder Fis-npedia,
and is the type of the arctoid series of the latter. (See Arc-

toidea.) The bears are less exclusively carnivorous than
most other representatives of the order, being frugivorous
as well, and almost omnivorous ; the dentition is corre-

spondingly modified, the grinders being more or less tu-

bercular, not sectorial. There are two true molars on
each side of the upper jaw, and three on each side of the
lower jaw, all tubercular, as is the last upper premolar ;

there are also special cranial characters. The family was
formerly of greater extent, including the racoon, badger,
glutton, and other plantigrade Carniwra; it is now lim-

ited to the genus Urtux and its immediate relatives, or the
bears proper, inhabiting chiefly the northern hemisphere.
There are about 6 genera, of which Melursus or Prochilus
is the most distinct from Ursus proper. See Ursus and
bear% (with cuts), and cuts under aswail, bruang. Planti-

grade, scapholunar, and spectacled.

ursiform (er'si-form), a. [< L. ursus, bear, +
forma, form.] Having the form or aspect of

a bear; related to the bears in structure; arc-

toid.

Ursinae (er-si'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Urstis + -inee.']

1. In mammal., the bears proper; the Ursidee in

a strict sense. 2. In entom., the bears: noting
all hairy or woolly lepidopterous larvte. See

bear-%, 6, and ursine, a., 2. Burmeister.

ursine (er'sin), a. and n. [= OP. ursin = It.

orsino, < L. ursinus, of, pertaining to, or resem-

bling a bear, < ursus = Gr. apurof, a bear (see

arctic)."] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a bear or

bears : as, an ursine genus ;
related to the bear

;

arctoid: as, the ursine series of Carnwora ; re-

sembling a bear or what relates to a bear : as,
an ursine walk. 2. In entom., thickly clothed
with long, bristle-like, erect hairs: applied es-

pecially to certain lepidopterous larvse Ur-
sine dasyure, howler, sloth. See the nouns. Ursine
otary, ursine seal, the northern sea-bear, an eared seal
of the North Pacific, Callorhinus nrsinus. See cut under
fur-teal.

II. n. A bear
; any member of the family Ur-

urtical

now included in Ursidie. It is now restricted to such

species as the brown bear of Europe, IT. arctos, and the

grizzly and black bears of North America, U. horrihili'* :iud

American Black Bea

U. americanus ; for the polar bear, spectacled bear, sun-
bear, and honey-bear (or sloth-bear) have been detached
under tile names of Thalassarctox, Tremarctox, Helarctox,
and Melursui (or Prochilus) respectively. See bear? (with
cuts), and cuts under xcapholunar and Plantigrada.
Urtica (er'ti-kii), n. [NL. (Malpighi, 1675;

Brunfels, 1530), < L. urtica, a nettle, so called
from the stinging hairs, < mere, burn: see us-

tion.~] A genus of apetalous plants, the nettles,

urson (er'son), n. [< F. ourson, a bear's cub, <

ours, bear, < L. ursus, a bear : see ursine.'] The
Canada porcupine, or tree-porcupine of eastern
North America, sometimes called bear-porcu-
pine, as by Harlan. The name was given or

applied by Buffon. See JErethizon and caw-

qiMtv, and second cut under porcupine.
Ursula (er'su-la), n. [< NL. Ursula, specific

name, < L. *ursula, dim. of ursa, a she-bear:
see Ursuline.] A North American butterfly,
Basilarchia or Limenitis astyanax (formerly L.

Ursula). It is purple-black with slight blue and red

The Constellations Ursa Major, Ursa Minor, and Draco.

called the Septentrions, it is probable the figure of the
bear, which by its tail would seem to have originated
among some people not familiar with bears, may have
been the result of a confusion of sound. Draco appears
to have had formerly a longer tail, twisting down in front
of Ursa Major. Ursa Minor, a constellation near the
north pole, the figure of which imitates that of Ursa Major
which its configuration resembles. It also has a rival
figure of a wagon, and is sometimes called the Cynosure
which seems to mean 'dog's tail.' At the time of the forma-
tion of these constellations the pole must have been near
a Draconis ; and during the greater part of history sailors
have steered by Ursa Minor as a whole. See cut above.

ursal (er'sal), n. [< L. ursus, bear, -f -n?.] An
ursine seal, or sea-bear. [Rare.]

urset, a. An obsolete variant of worse.
Uds blood, and hang him for urse than a rogue that

will slash and cut for an oman, if she be a whore.
Dekkcr and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

Ursula (Litnenitis astyanax), about two thirds natural size.

blotches, and hence is called red-spotted purple. Its larva
feeds on many plants, as willow, oak, blackberry, cherry,
and species of Vaccinium.

Ursuline (er'su-lin), a. and n. [< NL. Ursulinus,
< LL. Ursula (see def.), a woman's name, < L.

*ursula, dim. of ursa, a she-bear: see Ursa.~\ I.
a. Of or pertaining to the Roman Catholic or-
der or company of Ursulines.

II. . One of an order or company of Roman
Catholic women founded by St. Angela Merici
at Brescia in 1537, for the nursing of the sick and
the teaching ofyoung girls. The Ursulines took their
name from St. XJrsula, whose protection they invoked. At
first they neither took regular vows nor adopted conventual
rules, but in 1612 they were divided into the congregated
Ursulines, who still adhere to the original organization,
and the religious Ursulines, who take solemn vows, observe

inclosure, and follow the rule of St. Augustine. The order
was introduced into Canada in 1689, and into the present
territory of the United States in 1727.

TJrsus (er'sus), n. [NL., < L. ursus = Gr. ap/jrof
= Ir. art = Skt. riksha, a bear.] A genus of

plantigrade carnivorous mammals, the bears,
of the family Ursidee. It was formerly coextensive
with the family, and was even applied to some animals not

type of the order Urticacese and tribe Urticese.
It is characterized by opposite leaves furnished with sting-
ing hairs and free or united stipules ; by the fruit.a straight
achene; and by its unisexual flowers, the pistillate with
four unequal segments. There are about 30 species, widely
scattered over most temperate and subtemperate regions.
They are annuals or perennials, in a few species woody at
the base. They bear petioled toothed or lobed leaves, usu-

ally with from five to seven nerves. The small and incon-

spicuous greenish twin flowers are borne in small clusters
or panicles. For the species in general, see nettle^ ; for U.

ferox, see onga-onga. Nearly 400 former species are now
classed elsewhere, especially under Laportea, Urera, Pilea,
and Bcehmeria. England has 3 species, 2 of which, U.
dioica and U. wrens] occur occasionally in the United
States ; 6 others are natives of the United States, 5 in the
west and southwest, and 1, U. gracilis, a tall wand-like
nettle of fence-rows and springy places, ranging eastward
and northward from Colorado to the Atlantic.

TTrticaceae (er-ti-ka'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Dumor-
tier, 1829), < Urtica' + -acea.] An order of

apetalous plants, of the series Unisexuales, un-
like all the other orders of the series, except
the Euphorbiacese, in the frequently herba-
ceous habit and in the presence of a distinct
free perianth. It bears cymose staminate flowers,
the perianth free from the accompanying bract, with one
stamen opposite each lobe, or rarely fewer. The one-
celled ovary contains a single ovule, the style at first ter-

minal, but usually soon left at one side by the oblique
growth of the indehiscent fruit, which is commonly a
small achene or drupe, or by consolidation a syncarp.
The order includes about 1,500 species, belonging to 110

genera, widely dispersed through warm and temperate
regions, and classed in 8 tribes, of which the types are

Vlmus, Celtis, Cannabis, Morus, Artocarpus, Conocepha-
Ins, Urtiea, and Thelygonum. A great diversity in habit,
fruit, and milky juice occasioned a former dismember-
ment of the order into the separate orders Ulmacex, Cel-

tidese, Jtorese, Artocnrpeee, Urticace&, and Cannalrineee,
respectively the elm, hackberry, mulberry, breadfruit,
nettle, and hemp families, each coinciding nearly with
the similar tribe now recognized. Among these tribes the
Urticese and about 6 other genera are principally herba-
ceous ;

the others are trees or shrubs, sometimes, as in

species of Ficus and Ulmus, reaching a great size. Their
leaves are usually alternate, in outline entire, toothed,
lobed, or palmately parted, and with deciduous stipules
which often inclose the terminal bud. The inflorescence
is primarily centripetal, but ultimately centrifugal, of-

ten in few-flowered clusters, sometimes forming a dense
spike, raceme, or panicle, or with all the flowers closely
massed on a fleshy receptacle. The order yields a num-
ber of edible fruits as the fig, breadfruit* jackfruit, mul-
berry, and hackberry in which the edible part may be
either the ripened ovary, as the hackberry, or a fleshy
calyx, as the mulberry, or the fleshy receptacle, as the
fig, forming a syconium, or the thickened seed, as in spe-
cies of Artocarpus. The order also includes several im-

portant dyewoods, as fustic ; several ornamental as well
as timber trees planted for shade or for hedges, as the elm,
mulberry, and psage orange ; and many valuable fibers, as

hemp and ramie. Species of some genera produce a nar-
cotic resin, as hops and also hemp. (See hashish.) Several
of the most notable trees belong here, as the banian, the
bo-tree or sacred fig, the sycamore-fig, and the famed upas-
tree of Java. (See Fims md Antiaris.) In the tribes Mo-
rex and Artocarpese, and especially in the genus Ficus,
an acrid emetic or poisonous milky juice abounds, either
white or yellowish, in many furnishing india-rubber, in
others becoming resinous, and yielding a gum. In a few,
the cow-trees, it is innocuous, and is used as a beverage.
See also Pseudolmedia, Broussonetia, Streblus, ZelJcova,
Plancra, and Humulus.

urticaceous (er-ti-ka'shius), a. In l>ot., of or

pertaining to the Urticacese.

urtical (er'ti-kal), a. [< Urtica + -al.] 1. In
bot., of or belonging to the nettles; typified
by the genus Urtica : as, the urtical alliance.



urtical

Litullry. 2. Stinging; capable of

sc-rviiiK for indication, us the trichocysts of in-

l'll-l>n;ill-.. Sri- lriclllll'1/.-ll.

Urticaria (<! ti-ka'H-ii), . |= F. nrln-mrr. <

NL. iirlininii. iii'tllc-rash, < L. urtirn, a net I lr :

see I'rlifi.
\

\cttlc-nisli
; urcilo: hives. Thcdis

casein an eruption of whenls, occtm lug as an Idionym 'iMV
In some perjionn ufter ruling shell-M^li, certain fruiU, or
oilhT I'ooil, and almost jiluuvs dependent upon some gait-

trie der:inp-nienf. Tin- whe.als are indurated elevations of

the skin, of vaivniu' >!/-', whiti.sh on the top (the swelling
having loreed tiie Mood out of the capillaries of the skini,
and surrounded by a reddened zone. They give rise to in-

tense itchini:, especially when on the covered parts of the

holly Thev appear suddenly and pass away with equal
rapidity, one or more crops often coming and going In the
eotir.se of a single da\.

urticarial (cr-ti-ka'ri-al), a. [< urticaria + -al.]
I Vrt.-miino; to, <,( the nature of, or affected with
urticiirhi. Mxlical News, LII. 546.

urticarious (i'T-ti-ka'ri-ug), a, [< urticaria -f

-ous.] Same as urticarial. Medical News, LII.

780.

urticate (er'ti-kat), r. ; pret. and pp. urticated,

ppr. urticatiny. [< ML. urticatus, pp. of tirti-

care (> OF. ortier; ef. It. orlicheggiare), sting
like a nettle, < L. urtica, a nettle : see L'rtim. ]

I. traits. To sting like a nettle; nettle with

stinging hairs; produce urtication in or of.

II. intrang. To have or exercise the faculty
of urtioating; effect urtication

; sting. Urticat-
ing batteries, capsule, filament. See Ixitteri/, etc.

Urticating larva, a larva covered witli spiny hairs, which
have a stinging or nettling effect upon the akin of one
handling it. See stinging caterpillar (with nit), under
stinginy.

urtication (('r-ti-ka'uhon), n. [= F. urtication;
as urticate + -ion.} The action or result of

urticating or stinging; a stinging or nettling
operation or effect; specifically, the whipping
of a benumbed or paralytic limb with nettles,
in order to restore its feeling.
Urticeae (er-tis'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P. de Can-
dolle, 1805), < ifrticti + -ex.] A tribe of plants,
of the order Urticacese, typified by the genus
I'rlica, the nettles. It is characterized by usually
unisexual flowers with one to five anthers reversed in the

bud, indexed filaments, an erect orthotropous ovule, and
a straight embryo. It includes about 40 genera, classed
in 5 subtribes, of which Urera, Procris, Baehmeria, Parie-
taria, and Forskohlea are the types. For other genera,
see II- 1 i-i n". PUea, and Laportea. They are mostly her-

baceous plants, numerous both in the tropics and in tem-

perate regions, occasionally, as in Urera and iMportea,
becoming trees. They are remarkable, in the typical sub-

tribe, tho Ureresr, for their stinging hairs, and more or
less in all for the presence of abundant cystoliths or
masses of crystals embedded in the tissues, and usually
of a definite aspect, as radiating, fusiform, linear, etc.,

which is characteristic of each genus.

nrubitinga (S'rij-bi-ting'ga), n. [Braz.,< urubii.

a vulture, + Tupi tinga, white, bright, beauti-

ful.] The native name of some hawk or other

tyrd of prey of South America. It is adopted in

ornithology (a) as the specific name of an alleged species
otCathartes, related to the turkey-buzzard of North Amer-
ica, and (b) [cap. ] as the generic name of a number of black-
and-white hawks of the buteonlne division of the family
Faiconidx. U. zonura of Brazil, etc., Is the leading spe-
cies ; the anthracite hawk. U. anthracina. ranges from
Central America northward into the United States. The
genus was named as such by Lesson in 1836.

urubu (6"rij-bo), n. [Braz.] One of the Amer-
ican vultures; a bird of the genus Cathartes
or Catharista. The name is commonly applied, in

ornithology, to the black vulture, or zopilote, the iribu
of \ /am, Catharista urubu of Vieillot, Vultur iota or Ca-
tharte* iota of some writers, now usually known as Ca-
tharista atrata. This resembles the common turkey-

419
Unibu (Catflarijta atrata).
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buzzard of tin- I'nit.-d stte, but differs In the mode of
feathering of the neck, proportion)! of wings and tall,

shape of bill, etc. It Inhabits the warmi-r purls of \ni. i

lea, from latitude 10 s. to nearly 40' N.. and is common m
the southern I nited States as far north as the Carolina*.
It is very voracious, ami act* as an efficient scavenger In
the towns, where it becomes semi-domesticated. See also
cut under t'athartts.

urucuri (o-r^-ko'ri), n. A Brazilian palm, At-
talea excelsu. Its large oily niiU are burned for their
stnoiie In curing Para IndU-rubber. Urueuri-iba is the
name of Coco* coronata.

Uruguayan (<i'r<i-gwB-an), a. and . [< Uru-

guay (see def.) + -an.} I. a. Pertaining to

Uruguay, a republic of South America, situ-

ated south of Brazil.

II. n. An inhabitant of Uruguay.
urua (u'rus), n. [NL., < L. urus = Or. oi'pof,

wild ox, from the Teut. name represented by
OHG. ur = AS. ur = Icel. urr, also in comp.
OHG. urohso, etc.: see ure3 and aurochs.] 1.

A kind of wild bull described by Ca>sar; the

mountain-bull, which ran wild in Oaul at the

period of the Roman invasion,but has long been
extinct. This is the Bo urus, or B. jarimigenius, of nat-

uralists, and is also called reem, tur, ur, ure. and ttre-ox.

The urus had long spreading horns, unlike the European
bison (Bison bonamt) or aurochs, and more like ordinary
cattle, of which B. priiniyenirut is a presumed ancestral
form ; but by some misunderstanding the name unit has
also attached to the aurochs, a few Individuals of which
still linger wild, but under protection, in the forests of
Lithuania. It has been thought, erroneously, that the
"chillingham cattle," such as exist in confinement at Chll-

lingham in Northumberland, England, and Hamilton in

Lanarkshire, Scotland, are descendants of the animal de-
scribed by Csar. See cut under aurochs.

2. [</>.] A genus of Boridie, including the
aurochs and extinct bisons: therefore equiva-
lent to Bison as now employed. Bojanus, 1827;
Owen, 1843. 3. A kind of fossil ox from Esch-
scholtz Bay, Alaska. BucMand, 1831.

UTVa (er'va), . [NL. urva, from an E. Ind.

name.] 1. The crab-eating ichneumon of In-

dia, Herpestcs urra, of a black color, tho hairs
annulated with white, and with a white stripe
on the side of the head. 2. [cap.] A generic
name of such ichneumons, of which there are 3
Asiatic species, as U. cancricora. B. R. Hodgson.
UTVant (er'vant), a. [Appar. an error for cur-

vant.] In her., same as urred.

urved (ervd), a. [Appar. an error for curved.]
In her., turned or bowed upward. Berry.
US1

(us), pron. The objective case of ire.

U82t, n. An old spelling of use 1
.

U. S. An abbreviation of United States (of

America).
U. 8. A. An abbreviation (a) of United Shitcs

of America, and (6) of United States Army.
usable (u'za-bl), a. [Also uscable; < use +
-able.] Capable of being used.

A lame carriage-horse threw everything into sad uncer-

tainty. It might be weeks, it might be only a few days,
before the horse was uteable. Jant Auifen, Emma, xlii.

usableness (u'za-bl-nes), . The character of

being usable. Also spelled useableiiess.

usage (u'zaj), . [< ME. usage, < OF. (and F.)

usage = Pr. usatge = Sp. usaje = It. usaygio, <

ML. tisaticum, usage, < L. utius, use: see use.]

If. Use; enjoyment.
Kept her to his umif and his store.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2337.

2. The act of using.
Nor be thou rngeful, like a handled bee,
And lose thy life by uttnfje of thy sting.

Tennywm, The Ancient Sage.

3. Mode of using or treating; treatment.

Deliver what you are, and how you came
To this sad cave, and what your usage was?

lleaii. and Ft., Knight of Burning Pestle, iil. 4.

As I promis'd
On your arrival, you have met no usage
Deserves repentance lu your being here.

Ford, Perkin Warbeck, Iv. 3.

Base was his usage, vile his whole employ.
And all despised and fed the pliant boy.

Cfabbe, The Pariah Register (Works, I. B4).

4. Long-continued use or practice; customary
way of acting; habitual use; custom; practice:
as, the ancient image of Parliament. Technically,
in English law, usage has n different signification from
'i/xt'u, in not implying immemorial existence or general

prevalence. In earlier times custom was defined as a law
created or evidenced by immemorial usage. Some Amer-
ican writers use the terms as practically equivalent, ex-

cept in regarding usage as the facts by which the existence
of custom is proved ;

others treat wage as the habit of In-

dividuals or classes, such as those engaged in a particular
trade or business, and custom as the habit of communities
or localities.

Afterward, as is the right vtage,
The lord j s all to hir dede homage.

Generydei (E. E. T. S.), 1. 251.

Usage conflrm'd what Fancy had begun.
Prior, Henry and Emma.

use

i, no matter of what kind which circiuns
have established . . . > <

//. "f I'-vh.d , 1622.

The custom of making their nun <'n I i uaiices like the
1'iaaet of a Corporation, tin

'
'

. Manor, . . .

or the "Bye-laws" of a Parish Is but another Illustra-

tion of Ih old common htu of Kngland.
'<! I i

. s.x Int., p. Mivlll.

5. Established or customary mode of employ-
ing a particular word, phrase, or construction ;

current locution.

The more closely one looks Into u*agc, the firmer must
be one's conviction that its adjudication* have greatly
more of freedom and elasticity than tlnd countenance with
mere word-fanciers. f. Hall, Modern English, Pref.

&f. Manners; behavior; conduct. Spenser,f.O.,
IV. vii. 4.-).

He Is able with bis tongue and utnge to deceive and
abuse the wisest man that In.

l/arinan, Caveat for Cursetors, p. 61.

By usage, customarily ; regularly.

They helde hem payed of frultcs that they ete.
Which that the feldes gave hem by usage.

Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 4.

Law and usage of Parliament. See parliamentary
law, under parliamentary. The usages, certain forms
and rites In the celebration of the eticnniUt maintained
by some of the nonjurini; clergy In England and Scotlmid

namely, the mixed chalice, the Invocation and oblation
in the prayer of consecration, and distinct and separate
prayer for the departed. Those who supported the usages
were called utaycri, and their opponents non-uiagers. All

the usages were enjoined in the nonjurors' communion
office of 1718. The liturgical forms were authorized In the
Scottish communion office of 1764, and the mixed chalice
became an established custom. See nonjuror. Usages
Of war. See mirl.=8yn. 4. Habit, Manner, etc. Bee
custom.

usager (u'za-jer), n. [< F. usager, < mage,
usage: see usage.] 1. One who has the use of

anything in trust for another. Daniel. 2. One
of a party which maintained tho usages (see

phrase under usage) among the English non-

jurors and in the Scottish Episcopal Church,
usance (u'zans), n. [< ME. ugaunce, < OF.
usance, < ttttant, using: see uxant.] If. Using;
use ; employment.
By this discriminative uxance or sanctfflcation of things

sacred the name of God is honoured and sanctified.

Joseph Mede, Diatribe, p. 61).

But why do you call this benefit made of our money
usury and madness? It is but ucnnrc, and husbanding of
our stock. Tier. T. Adams, Works, I. 281.

2t. Usage; custom.
As was her uxauticr

To forthren every wight, and doon plesaunce
Of veray bounte and of courtesye.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 1476.

3t. Premium paid for the use of money loaned
;

interest.

He lends out money gratis and brings down
The rate of usance. Nhak., M. of V., I. 3. 48.

4. The time which is allowed by custom or usage
for the payment of bills of exchange drawn on
a distant country. The length of the usance varies
in different places from fourteen days to six months after
the date of the bill, and the bill may be drawn at usance,
half usance, double usance, etc. In recent years a four
months' usance has been established for India, China,
Japan, etc.

usantt (ii'zant), a. [< ME. usaunt, < OF. uxant,

ppr. of user, use: see use.] Using; accustomed.
A theef he was of corn and eek of mele,
And that a sly and usaunt (var. usyng] tor to stele.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 80.

usauncet, usauntt. Old spellings of usance,
uxant.

Usbeg, . See Uzbeg.
uschert, . An old spelling of usher.

Uscock (us'kok), n. [= G. pi. Vsknken, Serbo-
Croatian fugitives.] One of the dwellers in

Servia and Bosnia who about the beginning of
the sixteenth century settled in Dalmatia and
neighboring regions, on account of the Turkish
invasions.

use 1
(iis), M. [< ME. use, lice, us, < OF. us, nr =

Pr. MS = SD.
I^g.

It. MSO, < L. usus, use, expe-
rience, discipline, skill, habit, custom, < uti,

pp. usus, Oil. oeti, pp. ocsus, use, employ, exer-

cise, perform, enjoy, etc. ; cf. Skt. iita, pp. of

V ar, favor. Hence ult. use, v., usage, usual,

usurp, utttiry, utensil, utilize, utility; abuse,

peruse; disuse, misuse, etc.] 1. The act of

employing anything, or the state of being em-
ployed"; employment; application; conversion
to a purpose, especially a profitable purpose.
This word habbeth niuchel on r. Antrcn Ku^f, p. 16.

The fat of the beast that dleth of Itself . . . may be used
In any other use. Lev. vii. 24.

I know not what use to put her to.

Shot., C. of E., 111. 2. 97.

Sub. Why, thlsiscovetise!
Main. No, I assure you,

I shall employ it all in pious uses.

B. Jonsan, Alchemist, II. 1.



use

If this citizen had not ... proffered her her diet and

lodging under the name of my sister, I could not have told

what shift to have made, for the greatest part of my money
is revolted ; we'll make more use of him.

Dekker ami Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 2.

Constant Use ev'n Flint and Steel impairs.

Conyfeve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

2. That property of a thing (or character of a

person) which renders it sxiitable for a pur-

pose ; adaptability to the attainment of an end
;

usefulness; availability; utility; serviceable-

ness; service; convenience; help; profit: as,

a thing of no use.

God made two great lights, great for their use

To man. Milton, P. L., vii. 346.

We have no doubt that the ancient controversies were
of use, in so far as they served to exercise the faculties of

the disputants. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

It [a sitting] might as well last to Sunday morning, as

there is no use in making more than two bites at a cherry.

Punch, No. 2066, p. 64.

3. Need for employing; occasion to employ;
necessity; exigency; need.

Be not acknown on 't [handkerchief] ;
I have use for it.

Shak., Othello, iii. 3. 319.

Heaven has begun the work,
And blest us all ; let our endeavours follow,
To preserve this blessing to our timely uses.

Fletcher, Wile for a Month, v. 1.

4. Continued or repeated practice or employ-
ment; custom; wont; usage; habit.

Long use and experience hath found out many things
commodious for man's life.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), i.

How use doth breed a habit in a man !

Shak., T. G. of V., v. 4. 1.

Use makes a better soldier than the most urgent consid-
erations of duty familiarity with danger enabling him to

estimate the danger. Emerson, Courage.

5. Common occurrence
; ordinary experience.

[Bare.]
O Ceesar ! these things are beyond all use,
And I do fear them. Shak., J. G., ii. 2. 25.

6. Interest for money; usury. [Obsolete or

archaic.]
D. Pedro. You have lost the heart of Signior Benedick.
Beat. Indeed, my lord, he lent it me awhile ; and I gave

him use for it, a double heart for his single one.

Shale., Much Ado, ii. 1. 288.

Human life

Is but a loan to be repaid with use,
When He shall call his debtors to account.

Cowper, Task, iii.

7f. That part of a sermon devoted to a practi-
cal application of the doctrine expounded.

The parson has an edifying stomach, . . .

He hath begun three draughts of sack in doctrines,
And four in uses. B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iii. 1.

8. In liturgies, the distinctive ritual and litur-

gical forms and observances, collectively and
singly, of a particular church, diocese, group of

dioceses, or community: as, Sarum use; Aber-
deen use; Anglican use; Eoman use. The term
is most frequently applied to the varieties of ritual and
liturgical usage in England before the Reformation and to
monastic and Roman usage as differing from these, and
also to the different local varieties of the ancient Gallican
offices. In England the several uses were those of Sarum,
York, Hereford, Bangor, Lincoln, etc. These had a com-
mon family likeness, and differed considerably from Ro-
man use. The most important of them was Sarum or

Salisbury use, which was the form of service compiled
about 1085 from various diocesan uses, English and Nor-
man, by St. Osmund, bishop of Salisbury and chancellor
of England. The use of Sarnm prevailed throughout the

greater part of England, and in 1542 it was ordered to
be observed throughout the whole province of Canterbury.
The Book of Common Prayer, first issued in 1549, and
founded mainly on Salisbury use, established a uniform
liturgy for the whole Church of England, but, except by
implication of certain rubrics, left the exact mode of
ritual observance in many respects unprovided lor. See
liturgy, 3 (4). Sarum use. See def. 8. To have no
use for. (ft) To have no occasion or need for ; be unable
to convert to a profitable end ; not to want.

More figures in a picture than are necessary, our authors
call figures to be let, because the picture has no use for
them. Dryden.
(b) To have no liking for. [U. S.]

"I have no usefor him
"

don't like him.
Trans. Amer. Philol. Ait., XVII. 46.

To make use of, to put in use ; employ.
Make use of time. Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 129.

Use and wont, use and custom, the common or cus-
tomary practice.

use1
(uz), v.

; pret. and pp. used, ppr. using. [<
ME. usen, < OF. (and F.) user = Sp. Pg. usar =
It. usare = ML. nsare, use, employ, practise,
etc., freq. of L. uti, pp. usus, use: see use1

, n.]
I. trans. 1. To employ for the attainment of
some purpose or end; avail one's self of. () TO
make use of: as, to use a plow; to use a book.

Alwaies in your hands me eyther Corall or yellow Am-
ber, or a Chalcedonium, or a sweet Pommander, or some
like precious stone, to be worne in a ring vpon the little

finger of the left hand. Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 257.

6674
Lancelot Gobbo, use your legs. Shak.

,
M. of V., ii. 2. 5.

We need not use long circumstance of words.
Beau, and FL, Laws of Candy, i. 2.

I am not at my own dispose ;
I am u&iny his talents, and

all the gain must be his. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, i. 2.

Since the winds were pleased this waif to blow
Unto my door, a fool I were indeed
If I should fail to use her for my need.

William Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 266.

(b) To employ ; expend ; consume : as, to use flour for

food ; to use water for irrigation.

Instant occasion to use fifty talents.

Shak., T. of A., iii. 1. 19.

(c) To practise or employ, in a general way ; do, exercise,
etc.

He setteth out the cruelness of the emperor's soldiers,
which they used at Rome.

Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc.), p. 188.

They
Will not, nor cannot, use such vigilance.

Shak., Tempest, iii. 3. 16.

We have us'd all means
To find the cause of her disease, yet cannot

Beau, and Fl., Custom of the Country, v. 4.

Deeds and language such as men do use.

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, Prol.

In prosperity he gratefully admires the bounty of the

Almighty giver, and uieth, not abuseth plenty.
Habington, Castara, iii.

He was questioned about some speeches he had used in

the ship lately, in his return out of England.
Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 324.

(d) To practise customarily ; make a practice of.

To dampne a man without answere of word ;

And, for a lord, that is ful foul to use.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 402,

O what falsehood is used in England yea, in the whole
world ! Latimer, Misc. Selections.

As for Drunkenness, 'tis True, it may be us'd without
Scandal. Ettiereye, She Would if She Could, i. 1.

Prodigal! in their expence, vsing dicing, dauncing,
dronkennes. Lyly, Enphues, Anat. of Wit, p. 147.

Use hospitality one to another. 1 Pet. iv. 9.

2. To act or behave toward
;
treat : as, to use

one well or ill.

In government it is good to use men of one rank equally.
Bacon, Followers and Friends (ed. 1887).

Oh, brave lady, thou art worthy to have servants,
To be commandress of a family,
Thou knowest how to use and govern it I

Beau, and Fl., Honest Man's Fortune, iii. 3.

When Pompey liv'd,
He us'd you nobly ; now he is dead, use him so.

Fletcher (and another), False One, ii. 1.

'Sdeath! what a brute am I to use her thus !

Sheridan, The Rivals, iii. 2.

3. To accustom; habituate; render familiar

by practice ;
inure : common in the past parti-

ciple : as, soldiers used to hardships.
About eighteene veers agone, hauing pupils at Cam-

bridge studious of the Latiue tongue, I vsed them often to

write Epistles and Theames together, and dailie to trans-

late some peece of English into Latine.

Baret, Alvearie (1580), To the Reader.

It will next behoove us to consider the inconvenience we
fall into by using our selves to bee guided by these kind of
Testimonies. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.

If it be one of the baser consolations, it is also one of the
most disheartening concomitants of long life, that we get
used to everything. Lowell, Wordsworth.

4. To frequent ;
visit often or habitually.

And zif the Jlerchauntes meden als moche that Centre
as thei don Cathay, it wolde ben better than Cathay in a
schort while. Mandeville, Travels, p. 307.

It goes against my conscience to tarry so long in honest

company ; but my comfort is, I do not use it.

Shirley, Grateful Servant, ii. 1.

These many years, even from my youth, have I used the
seas ; in which time the Lord God hath delivered me from
a multitude of dangers.

K. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 351).

"I was better off once, sir," he did not fail to tell every-
body who used the room. Thackeray.

5f. To comport; behave; demean: used re-

flexively.
Now will I declare how the citizens use themselves one

to another. Sir T. More, Utopia, tr. by Robinson, ii. 6.

6t. To have sexual intercourse with. Chaucer.
To use up. (a) To consume entirely by using ; use the

whole of.

There is only a certain amount of energy in the present
constitution of the sun ; and, when that has been used up,
the sun cannot go on giving out any more heat.

W. K. Clifford, Lectures, I. 222.

(b) To exhaust, as one's means or strength ; wear out ; leave
no force or capacity in : as, the man is completely used up.
IColloq.]

Before we saw the Spanish Main, half were "
gastados,"

used up, as the Dons say, with the scurvy.
Kingsley, Westward Ho, i.

But what is coffee but a noxious berry,
Born to keep used-up Londoners awake?

C. S. Calverley, Beer.

II. intrans. 1. To be accustomed; practise
customarily; be in the habit: as, he used to go
there regularly.

use

Also there, faste by, be .ij. stones ; vpon one of them our

Siiuyoure Criste vsed to sytte and preche to his disciples.
Sir R. Guylfordf, Pylgrymage, p. 19.

Sir, if you come to rail, pray quit my house
;

I do not use to have such language given
Within my doors to me.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, iv. 2.

As thou west to do unto those that love thy name.
Ps. cxix. 132.

So when they came to the door they went in, not knock-

ing ; for folks use not to knock at the door of an inn.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, ii.

2. To be wont; be customary; customarily be,

do, or effect something specified.
Of Court, it seemes, men Courtesie doe call,

For that it there most useth to abound.

Spenser, F. Q., VI. i. 1.

Madam, your beauty uses to command,
And not to beg ! what is your suit to me ?

Beau, and Fl., King and No King, iii. 1.

How alter'd is each pleasant nook
;

And used the dumpy church to look
So dumpy in the spire ?

Locker, Bramble-rise.

3. To be accustomed to go; linger or stay
habitually; dwell. [Obsolete or provincial.]
This fellow useth to the fencing-school, this to the

dancing school. Dekker, Gull's Hornbook, p. 164.

I will give thee for thy food
No fish that useth in the mud.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, iii. 1.

Ders er ole gray rat wat uses T>out yer, en time alter
time he comes out w'en you all done gond ter bed, . . .

en me en him talks by de 'our.

J. C. Harris, Uncle Remus, xiv.

4f. To communicate
;
receive the eucharist.

And the to torches, eueri day in the ger, scullen hen light
and breunynge at the heye messe at selue auter, from the
leuacioun of cristis body sacrid, in til that the priest haue
mud. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 27.

When the preste hath don his masse,
Vsed, & his hondes wasche,
A-nofhur oryson he moste say.

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 91.

use2 (us), . [< ME. *ues, *oes, oyss, < OF. ues,

oes, noes, eus, os, oeps, obs = Pr. obs = OSp. hue-
vos = It. uopo, profit, advantage, use, need, < L.

opus, work, labor, need, AL. use, in legal sense :

see opus. The word use2 has been confused with
ttse1

,
with which it is now practically identical.]

In law, the benefit or profit (with power to direct

disposal) of property technically of lands and
tenements in the possession of another who
simply holds them for thebeneficiary; the equit-
able ownership of lands the legal title to which
is in another. He to whose use or benefit the trust is

intended enjoys the use of profits, and is called cestui que
use. Since the Statute of Uses, the gift or grant of real

property to the use of a person transfers to him directly
the legal title ; and the term trust is now commonly used
to denote the kind of estate formerly signified by use, so
far as the law now permits it to exist. (See trusts, 5.)

Uses apply only to lands of inheritance
;
no use can subsist

of leaseholds.

And use is a trust or confidence reposed in some other.
Sir E. Coke, Com. on Littleton, 272 b.

Use seems to be an older word than trust. Its first oc-

currence in statute law is in 7 Ric. II. c. 12, in the form
ceps. InLittleton "conndence"istheword employed. The
Statute of Uses seems to regard use, trust, and confidence
as synonymous. According to Bacon, it was its perma-
nency that distinguished the use from the trust.

Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 596.

Charitable uses. Charitable Uses Act See charitable.

Covenant to stand seized to uses. See covenant.
Domain of use. See domain. Executed use. See:re-
cuted. Executory uses, springing uses. Feoffee to
uses. See feoffee. Ferial use.Festal use. See ferial.
Future or contingent use, a use limited to a person

not ascertained, or depending on an uncertain event, but
without derogation of a use previously limited. In use.
(a) In employment, (b) In customary practice or observ-
ance.

When abjurations were in use in this land, the state and
law were satisfied if the abjuror came to the sea-side, and
waded into the sea when winds and tides resisted.

Donne, Letters, vii.

Pious uses, religious uses ; more specifically, that class
of religious uses which was not condemned by the law as

superstitious. Public use. See public. Religious uses,
uses or trusts for the propagation of religion, the support
of religious institutions, or the performance of religious
rites. Resulting use. See result, v. i. Secondary
use. Same as shifting use. Shifting use, a use or trust

properly created for the benefit of one person, but so as
to pass from him upon a specified contingency and vest

wholly or in part in another. Thus, if A enfeoffed B to
the use of C and his heirs, but if C should die or should
inherit another estate in the lifetime of A, then to D and
his heirs, the occurrence of the contingency would cause
the use (and therefore, under the Statute of Uses, the legal

title) to shift from C to D. Springing use, the creation
of an estate so as to arise (spring into effect) on a future
event, after an estate enjoyed by the grantor, by means
of a feoffment or conveyance under the Statute of Uses.

Statute of charitable uses. See statute. Statute
Of Uses, an English statute of 1536 (27 Hen. VIII., c. 10)
against uses and against devising lands by will (a prac-
tice which tended to defeat feudal dues), and intended to

give the legal estate or absolute ownership to those who
are entitled to the beneficial enjoyment of land. The prin-
cipal clause enacted that thereafter whoever should have



use

a line, confidence, or trust In any hereditament* should
l>e deemed and adjudged in lawful ttei/in, eutate, and pos-
session of the name estate that he had in use Unit is, 1 1ml

he, instead of the liouiinjil Kruntce or trustee, should l<e-

couic tin- full IcL'Jll owner. This principle II;I.H been adopt-
ed by provisions, known by the namo title. In the legiala-
tiunof moHtof the I uited siatc,. Superstitious uses,
ilch religions uses aw wen- condemned by Knglinh law

at or after the Information an maintaining superstition,
in which were included the providing of nuuwes for the

cli-:iil, etc. Ill the 1 nitc.l stales, generally, no restriction

is placed upon use* for the.-, purposes as such, all reli-

gious tenets not involving any contravention of the .1 im-

iii;tl l:iw hciuK on an equal footing; hut trusts for Mich pin -

puses :n e 1 1 i|iiiieil t iifni in t<> the Hame rules as trusts

for chantaMe or other secular uses. In respect to the exis-

tence of a competent corporate trustee and a defined or
aacertainable object. Use and occupation, the enjoy-
ment of possession or the holding of real property Iw-

lon^in- to another without a written lease, but under
cii ciiui .tiuicc^ implying a liability to make compensation
in the nature of rent. Uae plaintiff, a person benefi-

cially Interested In a claim, and for whose use or benefit

an action Is brought thereon in the name of another, as in

the name of an apparent owner, or in the name of the state.

useable, useableness. See usable, usablenexs.

usee (ii-/.o') ( n. [X jwe2 + -ee.] A person for

wlinxe use a suit is brought in the name of an-
other. [Rare.]

useful (us'ful), a. [< use 1 + -fnl.'] Being of

use, advantage, or profit; valuable for use;
suited or adapted to a purpose ; producing or

having power to produce good; beneficial;

profitable ; serviceable.

The Scot, because he hath always l>een an useful Con-
federate to France against England, hath (among other

Privileges) Right of Pre-emption or first choice of Wines
In Bourdeaux. llmrtll. Letters, II. 54.

Now blind, dlshcartcn'd, sham'd, dishonour'd, quell'd,
To what can I be utejul! Milton, S. A., 1. 564.

The useful arts are reproductions or new combinations,
by the wit of man, of the same natural benefactors.

Emerson. Nature.

Useful invention. See inwntton. = Syn. Advantageous,
serviceable, helpful, available, salutary.

usefully (us'ful-i), adv. In a useful manner;
profitably; beneficially; in such a manner as
to effect or advance some end.

usefulness (us'ful-nes), . The state or char-
acter of being useful ; conduciveness to some
end; utility; serviceableness; advantage,

useless (us les), a. [< use + -less.] Having no
use; being of no use; unserviceable; usable
to no good end

; answering no valuable pur-
pose; not advancing the end proposed; un-

profitable; ineffectual.

Where none admire, 'tis useless to excel.

Lord Lyttelton.

An idler is a watch that wants both hands,
As useless it it goes as when it stands.

Camper, Retirement, 1. 682.

= Syn. Useless, Fruitless, Ineffectual, Unavailing, boot-

less, profitless, unprofitable, valueless, worthless, futile,

abortive. Useless often Implies that the cause of failure

lies in the situation : as, it is useless to try to mend that

clock. Useless is the only one of these words that may
thus be applied by anticipation to what might he at-

tempted. Thatwhich Isfruitlexs, ineffectual, or utMrailin'j
actually fails, and from hindrances external to iUelf. Un-
availing Is more likely to be used than fruitless or ineffec-

tual where the failure is through some one's unwilling-
ness : as, umiwtiling prayers or petitions, ineffectual ef-

forts, fruitless labors. Fruitless is stronger andmore final

than rnefsctual or unavailing.

uselessly (us'les-li), adv. In a useless manner ;

without profit or advantage,
uselessness (us'les-nes), n. The state or char-

acter of being useless
; unserviceableness; 1111-

fitness for any valuable purpose or for the pur-

pose intended.

user 1
(u'zer), n. [< ME. user ; < use 1 + -er1 .]

One who or that which uses.

Yf ther be eny wyudowes, dorres, or holes of newe made
In to the yeld walle, wherthorough eny persone may se,

here, or have knowlech what ys done in the seid halle, that

it be so stopped by the doers or csers therof, uppon peyne
of xili. s. Ill], d. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 387.

Beauty's waste hath in the world an end,
And, kept unused, the user so destroys it.

Shak., Sonnets, Ix.

user2 (u'x.er), n. [< OP. user, inf. as noun : see

me, v.] In fair, the using or exercise, as of a

right; continued use or enjoyment; the acting
in a manner which implies a claim of right so

to do. See non-user Adverse user, such a use of

property as the owner himself would exercise, disregard-

ing the claims of others entirely, asking permission from
no one, and using the property under a claim of right.

Mitchell,!., 120Jud. Rep., p. 598. Right Of user. (o)The
right to use, as distinguished from ownership. (b) The pre-

sumptive right arising from continued user.

USh (ush), r. t. [A back-formation. < linker.] To
usher. [Obsolete or colloq.]

If he winna fee to me
Three valets or four.

To heir my tail up frae the dirt

And ush me throw the town.
The Vain Qudcmje, t. 3.

usher (ush'er). n. [< ME. usher, livelier, usshere,
iixeli<-r<; < OF. ussher, usxer, ussier, uixsier, F.
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Innxxier = OSp. urier, 8p. ujier = Sp. Pg. It.

oxlinriit = It. .-</, iil-o oslinrio, < I,, nsli-

iiinix. n iliiiirkci-pcr. < oxtin/n ( > ( )F. nix, luiixi. :i

dour, ' nl raiici-, < < i ;'ivi, a mouth: M-C n-iiniiii.

ox-,] 1. An otlicrr or M-rvnni who haH the care

of the door of a court, hull, chiimlii-r. or the

like; a doorkeeper: hence, one who meets peo-

ple at the door of a public hall, church, or thea-

ter, and escorts them to Beats; also, an officer

whose business it is to introduce strangers or
to walk before a person of rank. In the royal
household of (Ireat Britain there are four gentlemen ush-

ers of the privy chamber, together with gentlemen ushers

daily waiters, gentlemen ushers quarterly waiters, etc.

That dore can noon wither shette.

Ooirrr, Conf. Amant.. I.

The sable Night dis-lodged; and now began
Aurora's Vsher with his windy Fan
(lently to shake the Woods on every side.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, il., The Fathers.

P. jun. Art thou her grace's steward?
Bra. No, her unher, sir.

/'. jun. What, of the hall ? thou hut a sweeping face ;

Thy beard is like a broom.
B. Joiuan, Staple of News, ii.

2. An under-teacher, or assistant to a school-

master or principal teacher.

Further jrt was ogred that, yf Rye' Marlow which )

now Scholemaater will not tary here as hutther and teaclie

wrytlnge and hclpe to teache the petytes, then the sayd
Ocland to have the hole wages, and to fynd his huuher
him selfe and to teache gramer, wrytinge, and petytes ac-

conling to the erection of our sayd Schole.

Christopher Ocland, In Ellis's Lit Letters, p. 65.

I have been an unher at a boarding-school myaeU ; and

may I die by an anodyne necklace, but 1 had rather be an

under-tumkey In Newgate ! Qoldanith, Vicar, xx.

3. One of certain British geometrid moths.

Hybernia leucophearia is the spring usher.
Gentleman usher of the black rod. See black-rod.

Gentleman ushers of the privy chamber. See

privy. Usher of the green rod, an officer of the order
of the ThUtle, who attends on the sovereign and knights
assembled in chapter. There are also ushers doing simi-

lar duties in the order of St. Patrick, the order of the

Bath, etc.

usher (ush'er), r. t. [< usher, n.] To act as an
usher to ;

attend on in the manner of an usher;
introduce as forerunner or harbinger; forerun;

precede ;
announce : generally followed by >n,

forth, etc.

No sun shall ever usher forth mine honours.

Shot., Hen. VIII., iii. 2. 410.

And ushers in his talk with cunning sighs.
J. Beaumont, Psyche, II. 38.

When he comes home, poor snail, hell not dare to peep
forth of doors lest his horns unher him.

Webster and Dekker, Northward Ho, v. 1.

He ... carefully ushered resistance with a preamble of

infringed right. Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 7S.

usherancef (ush'er-ans), n. [< usher + -anee.~]

The act of usheringj or the state of being ush-

ered in; introduction. Shaftesb iiry, Character-

istics, iii.

usherdom (ush'er-dum), H. [< usher + -rfom.]

The functions or power of ushers ; ushership;
also, ushers collectively. Quarterly Km. [Rare.]
usherian (u-she'ri-an), a. [< uxlicr + -/.]
Pertaining to, or performed or directed by, an
usher. [Rare.]
Certain powers were . . . delegated to ... beings called

I'shers. The usherian rule had . . . always been compar-
atively light Ditraeli, Vivian Grey, I. Iv.

usherless (ush'er-les), a. [< tisher + -less.']

Destitute of an usher or ushers.
Where usherless, both day and night, the North,
South, East, and West windes enter and goe forth.

Si/leester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii, The Handy-Crafts.

ushership (ush'er-ship), . [< usher + -ship.]
The office of an usher.

usitate (u' zi-tat), a. [< L. tisitatiis, used, usual,

pp. of Mxitari, use often, freq. of uti, pp. tisus,

use : see use1
.] Used

;
usual

; customary.
He [Hooper] borrowed from Laskl, or from Zurich, the

new or revived title of superintendent, and with this he
decorated certain of his clergy, whom he set above the

rest despising, It would seem, the usitatc dignities of ru-

ral deans and archdeacons.
R. W. Diaon, Hist Church of Eng., xx.

usitative (u'zi-ta-tiv), a. [< usitate + -ive.]

Noting customary action: as, "the usitatirc

aorist?' Alford.
U. S. M. An abbreviation (a) of I'nittd States

iiHtil. and (ft) of United States marine.

U. S. N. AJI abbreviation of United States nart/.

Usnea (us'ne-a), n. [NL. (G. F. Hoffmann,
1794).] A small genus of gymnocarpous parme-
liaceous lichens, typical of the family I'sneei.

They are fruticulose or more commonly pendulous lichens,

having the thallus terete, usually straw-colored or grayish,

with subterminal peltate apothecla. They are found in

temperate or cool climates, growing on rocks, or more
commonly on trunks or limbs of trees, whence they are

called tree-mosses, resembling in their drooping growth
the southern tree-moss (Tillandsia). U. barbata is the

ustorious

Beard-moot (t'titta barbala).

heard-mosi, necklace-mou, or hanging-moss. Bee also

cut under apvthecium.
Usnegi (us-ne'e-i), n. pi. [NL., < Usnea + -ei.]

A family of gymnocarpous parmeliaceous li-

chens, typified liy the genus I'snra.

usquebaugh (us'kwe-ba), n. [8c. also uxque-
iiur, UM00M; formerly muiurlMth, < Gael. Ir.

uisge-hiiillin, whisky, lit. 'water of life,' < uisge,

water. + In-iiilm. life, allied to L. rite, Gr. /3iof,

life: see ritnl. .//</ 1. Cf. F. ean de vie, NL.
iiqua ritie, brandy, lit-

' water of life.' Cf. whis-

ky 1
, another form of the same word without the

second element.] Distilled spirit made by the

Celtic people of the British Islands, originally
from barley. In this sense the term is still used
in Scotland for malt whisky.

The Irishman for usquebath.
Harstim and Webster, The Malcontent T. I.

ID case of sickness, such l>ottles of wupifbauyh, black-

cherry brandy, . . . and strong-beer as made the old

coach crack again. Vanbi-ugh, Journey to London, L 1.

Insph in' hauld John Barleycorn,
What dangers thou canst make us scorn !

Wl' tippeny we fear nae eril ;

Wi' utqueliae, we'll face the devil.

Burnt, Tain o' Shanter.

U. S. S. An abbreviation (a) of United States

Senate, and (6) of United States ship.

usselvent, prnn. pi. [ME. usselfe, uxxelren; <

HX + self, selce, pi. of self.] Ourselves. Wy-
clif, Cor. xi.

We fllle accorded by us sclvcn two.

Chaucer, ProL to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 812.

USSUk, B. [Also oozook, urxuk; Eskimo.] The
bearded seal, Krignathus barbatus. See cut

under Krignathus.
Ustilagineae ( us'ti-la-iin'e-e), w. pi. [XL., <

Uxtilago (-gin-) + -ete.] An extensive order. of

zygomycetous fungi, the smuts, parasitic in

the tissues of living plants, especially flower-

ing plants, causing much damage, particularly
to the grasses. The mycelium Is widely spreading,

but
soon vanishes. The teleutospores are produced In the

interior of mycelfal branches, which often become gela-
tinized. The life-history begins with the production from
the resting-spore of a promycellnm which liears sporid-
like gametes. These gametes conjugate in pairs, and di-

rectly, or by means of sporids, produce a new mycelium,
which in turn bears the reating-spores In another host

Ustilaya, Urocystit, and TUIttia are the most important
genera. See Coniomycctes, smut, 3, Fungi.

ustilagineous (us'ti-la-jin'e-us), a. In hot., of

or pertaining to the I stUaginete.

ustilaginous (us-ti-laj'i-nus), a. [< Ustilago

(-gin-) + -tilts.] 1. Affected with ustilago;

smutty. 2. Belonging to the Uotilaginete.

Ustilago (us-ti-lii'go), . [NL., < LL. ustilago

(-gin-), a plant of the thistle kind; prob., like

urtiea, < urere, (^ us), burn : see ustiou. The
name is applied to smut as looking 'burnt' or

blackened by fire.] 1. A genus of parasitic

fungi, the type of the order Ustilaginete, cans-

ing, under the name of smut, some of the most
destructive of the fungus-diseases of plants.
The tclentospores are simple, produced In the Interior

of much-gelatinized swollen hypluc, and when mature

forming pulverulent frequently til smelling masses. See

>mu(, 3, maia-imut, chimney-imep, 3, bunt*, colly-brand,

collatings, coal-brand.

2. [I.e.] Smut. See iwt, 3.

Ustion (us'chon), n. [= F. ustion = Sp. u^tfoM

= Pg. ustfto == It. ustione, < L. uxtio(n-). a burn-

ing, < urere (j/ us), burn, sear. Cf . adusft, com-

bust, etc.] The act of burning, or the state of

being burned. Johnson.
Ustorious (us-to'ri-us), o. [< L. ustor, a burner

(of dead bodies), < urere, burn.] Having the

property of burning.
The power of a burning-glass Is by an usiorious quality

In the mirror or glass, arising from certain unknown sub-

stantial form. Watt*.



ustulate

UStulate (ns'tu-lat), a. [< L. iislnlatiix, pp. of

iiHliilnrr, scorch, dim. of urcrc, burn.] Colored,

or blackened, as if scorched or singed,
ustulation (us-tu-ht'shon), w. [< nstulatr +
-ion.'] 1. The act of burning or searing.

Sind"ln" nnd validation such as rapid afflictions do

cause. Sir W. Pell a, in Sprat's Hist. Royal Society, p. 297.

[In the following quotation the word is used in a secondary

sense, with special reference to 1 Cor. vii. 9.

It is not certain that they took the better part when
they chose ustulation before marriage, expressly against
the apostle. Jer. Taulor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 4.)

2f. In nietiil., the operation of expelling one sub-

stance from another by heat, as sulphur and
arsenic from ores in a muffle. Imp. Diet.

3. In pliar. : () The roasting or drying of

moist substances so as to prepare them for pul-

verizing, (ft) The burning of wine,

usual (ii'zho-al), a. and n. [< F. usuel= Sp. Pg.
usual = It. usiia/c,< L. usualis, for use, fit for use,
also of common use, customary, common, ordi-

nary, usual, < *, use, habit, custom : see use1
.]

I. a. In common use; such as occurs in ordi-

nary practice or in the general course of events
;

customary; habitual; common; frequent; or-

dinary.
Necessity

Taught us those arts not usual to our sex.

Fletcher (and another), Sea Voyage, v. 4.

Albeit it be not usual with me, chiefly in the absence of

a husband, to admit any entrance to strangers.
B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, ii. 1.

I was told that it was not usual to pay a kaphar in car-

avans. Pococke, Description of the East, II. 138.

As usual, in such manner as is usual or common ; as often

happens ;
after the customary fashion.

Want of money had, as usual, induced the King to con-

voke his Parliament. Macaulay, Lord Bacon.

Usual predication. See predication. = Syn. Customary,
etc. (see haliitual), general, wonted, prevalent, prevailing,
accustomed.

Il.t " That which is usual.

The staffe of seuen verses hath seuen proportions, where-
of one onely is the vsuall of our vulgar.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 72.

usually (u'zho-al-i), adr. According to what is

usual or customary; commonly; customarily;
ordinarily,
usualness (u'zho-al-nes), n. The state of being
usual; commonness; frequency; customariness.

USUCapient (u-zii-ka'pi-ent), n. One who has

acquired, or claims to have acquired, by usu-

caption.
The burden of debts must in like manner have fallen on

the usucapient or itsucapients in proportion to the shares

they had taken of the deceased's property.
Encyc. Brit., XX. 692.

usucapt (u'zu-kapt), r. To acquire by prescrip-
tion or usucaption.
Under the jus civile, on failure of agnates (and of the

gens where there was one), the succession was vacant and
fell to the fisc, unless perchance it was usucapted by a

stranger possessing pro herede. Encyc. Brit,, XX. 702.

USUCaptible (u-zu-kap'ti-bl), . [< L. usucap-
tus, pp. of usucaperc, acquire by prescription :

see usHcaption,] Capable of being acquired by
possession, prescription, or usucaption.
Any citizen occupying immovables or holding movables

as his own, provided they were usucaptible and he had not
taken them theftuously, acquired a quiritary right in two
years or one as the case might be, simply on the strength
of his possession. Encyc. Brit., XX. 690.

usucaption (u-zu-kap'shon), . [Cf. F. usuca-

pion, < L. usucapio(n-), an acquisition by pos-
session or prescription, < usucapere, pp. usu-

captus, prop, two words, usu capere, acquire by
prescription: usu, abl. of usus, use; capere, pp.
eaptus, take: see*e and caption.] Incivillaw,
the acquisition of the title or right to property
by the uninterrupted and undisputed posses-
sion of it for a certain term prescribed by law.
It is nearly equivalent or correlative to the common-law
prescription, but differs in that possession in good faith
was required to constitute nsucaption, but need not be in

good faith to constitute prescription.

As the title here depends on possession, which is a mere
fact, it is plainly reasonable that the law where the fact
occurs should be applied in questions of usucaption or pre-
scription, which is right growing out of a continued fact.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, ^ 71.

USUdurian (u'zu-du'ri-an), n. [Prob. irreg. <

L. nsus, use, + durus, hard, + -ian.~\ A pack-
ing-material prepared from unyulcanized rub-
ber combined with other materials. It is a non-
conductor, and when exposed to the action of steam it

becomes vulcanized, and is very durable. By the applica-
tion of naphtha to two pieces of this packing, they are
made to unite homogeneously under pressure, and a
mass of any size or thickness is thus readily built up.
E. If. Knight.
usufruct (u'zu-frukt), n. [= F. usufruit = Pr.

Hunfruff = Sp. Pg. usufructo = It. usufrutto,

usofrutto, (. L. ususfructus (abl. usufructn), also,
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and orig., two words, uxux fnictus, iimix ?t fruc-

tus, the use and enjoyment: usus, use; fructiis,

enjoyment, fruit: see line* and fruit.] In lan\
the right of enjoying all.the advantages deriva-

ble from the use of something which belongs
to another so far as is compatible with the sub-

stance of the thing not being destroyed or in-

jured. Qiiasi-nxufruct was admitted in the civil law in

the case ot certain perishable tilings. In these cases an

equivalent in kind and quantity was admitted to represent
the things destroyed or injured by use. (Amos.) Usufruct
is often used as implying that the right is held for life,

ns distinguished from more limited and from permanent
rights.

In the rich man's houses and pictures, his parks and
gardens, I have a temporary usufruct at least.

Lamb, Bachelor's Complaint.

usufruct (u'zu-frukt), v. t. [< usufruct, n.] To
hold in usufruct; subject to a right of enjoy-
ment of its advantages by one while owned by
another.

The cautio usufructuaria that property umifnuted
should revert unimpaired to the owner on the expiry of

the usufructuary's life interest. Encyc. Brit., XX. 709.

usufructuary (u-zu-fruk'tu-a-ri), . and n. [=
F. usufruitier = Sp. Pg. usufructuario = It. usu-

fruttuario, < LL. usufructuarius, one who has
the use and profit of, but not the title to (a

thing), < L. ususfructus, use and enjoyment:
see usufruct.] I. a. Of or relating to usufruct;
of the nature of a usufruct. Coleridge.

II. n.
; pi. usufructuaries (-riz). A person

who has the usufruct or use and enjoyment of

property for a time without having the title.

Ayliffe, Parergon.
I have been ever your man, and counted myself but an

usufructuary of myself, the property being yours.

Bacon, Letter, March 25, 1621.

usurarioust (u-zu-ra'ri-us), a. [< L. usurarius,
of usury: see usurary.] Usurious. Jer. Taylor,
Rule of Conscience, i. 5.

USuraryt (u'zu-ra-ri), a. [= F. usuraire = Pr.

usttrari = Sp. Pg. It. usurario, < L. usurarius,
of or pertaining to interest or usury, < usura,

usury: see usure, usury.'} Usurious. Bp. Hall,

Works, VII. 373.

usuret (u'zur), n. [< ME. usure, < OF. (and F.)
usure = i?p. Pg. It. itsura, < L. usura, use, em-

ployment, interest, < uti, pp. usus. use: see

use*.] Interest; usury. Chancer, Friar's Tale,
1.9.

What is mare., but venyme of patrymonye, and a law-
fulle thefe that tellyth ys entent?

Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 32.

usuret (u'zur), r. i. [< usure, n."] To practise

usury.
I turn no monies in the public bank,
Nor usure private. B. Joneon, Volpone, i. 1.

usurer (u'zu-rer), . [< ME. usurer, < OF.
(also F.) usuricr = Sp. usurero= Pg. usureiro

= It. usuriere, < ML. nsurarins, a usurer, < L.

usurarius, pertaining to use or interest, < usura,
use, interest : see usure, usury.'] If. One who
lent money and took interest for it.

The seconde buffet be-tokeneth the riche vserer that de-

liteth in his richesse and goth s[c]ornynge his pore nyghe-
bonrs that be nedy whan the! come to hym ought for to

borough. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 434.

Henry, duke of Guise, . . . was the greatest usurer in

France, because he had turned all his estate into obliga-
tions. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i. 87.

2. One who lends money at an exorbitant rate

of interest; a money-lender who exacts exces-
sive or inordinate interest. See usury.

usuringt (u'zu-ring), a. [< nsurc + -ing
2
.]

Practising usury ;
usurious.

I do not love the usuriny Jew so well.

Fletcher and Shirley, Night-Walker, iv. 6.

usurious (u-zu'ri-us), a. [< usury + -ous.] 1.

Practising usury: specifically, taking exorbi-

tant interest for the use of money.
Plead not : usurious nature will have all,

As well the int'rest as the principal.
Quarles, Emblems, iii. 15.

2. Pertaining to or of the nature of usury ;
ac-

quired by usury.
Enemies to interest, . . . holding any increase of money

to be indefensibly usurious. Blackstone, Com., II. 30.

USUriously (u-zu'ri-us-li), adr. In a usurious
manner.
usuriousness (u-zu'ri-us-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being usurious.

usuroust, ". Same as usurious. B. Jonson,
Every Man out of his Humour, v. 4.

usurp (u-zerp'), '. [< F. usurper = Sp. Pg. itsur-

par = It. usurpare, < L. usurparc, make use of,

use, assume, take possession of, usurp, perhaps
orig. usu rapere, seize to (one's own) use : usu,
abl. of usus, use; rapere, seize: see usel and

usurpingly

rap2
.] I. tranx. 1. To seize and hold posses-

sion of, as of some important or dignified place,

office, power, or property, by force or without,

right; seize, appropriate, or assume illegally or

wrongfully : as, to usurp a throne
;
to usurp the

prerogatives of the crown
;
to usurp power.

That hellish monster, damnd hypocrisie, . . .

Vsurps my place <fe titles soveraigntie.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 140.

Thou dost here usurp
The name thou owest not.

Shak., Tempest, i. 2. 453.

White is there usurped for her brow.
B. Jonson, Poetaster, iii. 1.

Trade's unfeeling train

Usurp the land, and dispossess the swain.

Goldsmith, Des. Vil., 1. 64.

2. To assume, in a wider sense; put on; some-
times, to counterfeit.

0, if in black my lady's brows be deck'd,
It mourns that painting and uxurpiny hair

Should ravish doters with a false aspect.
Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 259.

II. intrans. To be or act as a usurper; hence,
to commit illegal seizure; encroach: with on
or upon.
Ye Fequents . . . usurped upon them, and drive them

from thence. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 311.

This tendency in political journals to usurp upon the

practice of books, and to mould the style of writers.
De Quince;/, Style, i.

USUrpantt (u-zer'pant), a. [< L. usi<rpan(t-)s,

ppr. of usurpare, usurp : see usurp.] Inclined or

apt to usurp; guilty of usurping ; encroaching.
Sp. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 473.

usurpation (u-zer-pa'shon), w. [< F. usurpation
= Sp. usurpacion = Pg. iisurpaqao = It. iisurpa-

zione, <. L. usurpatio(n-), a using, an appropria-
tion, < usurpare, use, usurp: see usurp.] 1.

The act of usurping; the act of seizing or occu-

pying and enjoying the place, power, functions,
or property of another without right; especially,
the wrongful occupation of a throne: as, the

usurpation of supreme power.
The untrpation

Of thy unnatural uncle, English John.
Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 9.

The Parlament therefore without any usurjiatjon hath
had it alwaies in thir power to limit and confine theexor-
bitancie of Kings. Milton, Eikonoklnstes, xi.

2. In law : (a) Intrusion into an office or as-

sumption of a franchise, whether on account of

vacancy or by ousting the incumbent, without

any color of title. (6) Such intrusion or as-

sumption without lawful title, (c) The abso-
lute ouster and dispossession of the patron of a
church by presenting a clerk to a vacant bene-

fice, who is thereupon admitted and instituted
;

intrusion. 3f. Use; usage. [A Latinism.]
There can be no kind of certainty in any such observa-

tions of the articles, because the Greeks promiscuously of-

ten use them or omit them, without any reason of their

usurpation or omission.

Bp. Pearson, Exposition of the Creed, ii.

USUrpatory (u-zer'pa-to-ri), a. [< LL. usurpa-
torius, of or pertaining to a usurper, < usurpator,
a usurper. < L. usurpare, pp. usnrpatiis, usurp:
see usurp.] Characterized or marked by usur-

pation ; usurping.
USUrpatrix (u'zer-pa-triks), n. [= F. usurpa-
trice, < LL. usurpatrix, fern, of usurpator, a

usurper: see usurpatory.] A woman who
usurps. Cotgrave.

usurpature (u-zer'pa-tur), 11. [< L. usurpare,

pp. usurpattis, usiirp, + -lire.] The act of

usurping; usurpation. [Rare.]

Thus, lit and launched, up and up roared and soared
A rocket, till the key o' the vault was reached,
And wide heaven held, a breathless minute-space,
In brilliant usurpature.

Brou-ning, Ring and Book, II. 306.

usurpedly (u-zer'ped-li), adr. By an act or
acts of usurpation ; in a manner characterized

by usurpation. [Rare.]

They temerariously and usurpedly take on themselves
to be parcel of the body. Hnllam, Const. Hist, III.

Usurper (u-zer'per), n. [< usurp + -rr 1 .] One
who usurps; one who seizes power or property
without right: as, the -usurper of a throne, of

power, or of the rights of a patron.
Thou false ttnrper of Gods regal throne.

Tunes' Whistk (E. E. T. S.), p. 35.

Sole heir to the usurper Capet Shak., Hen.V., i. 2. 78.

usurping (u-zer'ping), p. a. Characterized by
usurpation .

The worst of tyrants an usurping crowd. Pope.

usurpingly (u-zer'ping~li), adr. In a usurping
manner; by usurpation; without just right or

claim. Shal:, K. John, i. 1. 13.



usurpress

USUrpresst (u-ziVprrs), . [X .<r/r + -e**.] utensil (u-ti-nVil. formerly ulso u'tcn-sil), .

A tVnmle usurper. //<><//, Vocull Forrest, p. 19.
- / , .. t v -

, 0,1 -ir / ii / l,*i_,ii A iUsury (ii'/luj-ri), ii. [Karly mod. K. also um /// ,

< MK. iisurii
, ii.tnri/i; < OF. -iixitrii; a, collateral

form of <)!'. K.MI/V. interest, usury: see iisitr<:\

1. Originally, any preiniiim puid, or stipulated
to be paid, for the use ol' money; interest. [Ob-
solete or archaic.)

Thou oughtcst therefore to have put my money to the

rxi-haimcrs, and then, at my coming, I should have re-

ceived mine own with umry. Mat. xxv. 27.

[Kurly mod. K. nil ii.ti/i ; MK. n/i-nxi/1; <()!'..

.till-, !'. iixli-ii.-ii/i 'with .v erroneously inserted in

imitation of < iF. n-l'l. n-iil. F. until, implement
(
,ee h IK Hi III! Ill), or HX, Use I Sp. nti-it.iillii = Pg.

iitriixiliit = It. utfiixili'td L. iili-iixili; usually in

pi. iitrnxilin. a tiling,' tit for use, u utensil, neut.

of uten.tili.-i, tit for use, useful, < uti, use: see

ute 1
. Cf. utile.] An instrument or implement :

as, utensils of war; now, more espeeiiilly. an in-

strument or vessel in common use in a kitchen,

2. An excessive or inordinate premium paid, or dairy, or the like, as
distinguished

from agri
st ipuliiteil to be paid, for the use of money bor-

rowed; uny such premium in excess of the rate

established or permitted by law, which varies

locally.

I Bend you herwith the pylyon (or the male, and \. (or

thi' liyer, whyche la utery, I tak God to rekord.

cultural iiupli'iiiriii.i and mechanical tools.

The Crucifixes and other I'lenMt were dUpos'd in order

(or beginning the procesaion.
Maundrelt, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 72.

I earnestly in treat you to get the utensil* tor observing
the Quantities of Rain which fall at York, which will be

an experiment exceedingly acceptable to every curious

person. W. Dcrham, in Ellis's Lit Letters, p. S16.

SjTO. Implement, Initmment, etc. See tool.

Potion Lettert, III. 1 in.

3. The practice of lending money at interest, or

of taking interest for money lent; specifically,
and now almost exclusively, the practice of Uteri,".

taking exorbitant or excessive interest; the uterine (u'te-mi), o. [= F. <m = bp. Pg.

taking of extortionate interest from the needy
or extravagant.
Their (the Jews'] only studies are Divinity and Physlck :

their occupations, brokage and luurj/.

Sandyi, Travallea (1652), p. 115.

The root of the condemnation of utury was simply an
error In political economy. Leclry, European Morals, 1. 94.

usus (u'sus), it. [L.] Use; specifically, in

Horn, law, the right to enjoy the use, fruits, and

products of a thing personally, without trans-

ferring them to others. It usually implied actual

possession that is, the right to detain the thi UK ; but
the legal possession was in the owner who held subject to

usus. More specifically, usus was the lower form of civil

marriage, in which the wife was regarded as coming Into

the possession or under the hand of the husband, as if a

daughter. Usus loquendi, usage In speaking; the es-

tablished usage of a certain language or class of speakers.

U. S. V. An abbreviation of United States Vol-

unteers.

usward (us'ward), adv. [< ux + -ward.] To-
ward us. [Bare.]

It. uterino, ? LL. utrrinus, born of the same
mother, lit. of the (same) womb, < L. iiti-rux,

womb: see uterus.] 1. Of or pertaining to

the uterus or womb: as, uterine complaints.
2. Born of the same mother, but by a different

father.

He [Francis Bacon) had a uterine brother, Anthony
Bacon, who was a very great statesman, and much beyond
his brother Francis (or the Politlquet.

Aubrey, Lives (Francis R,. on).

Uterine artery, a branch of the anterior division of the

internal iliac artery, very tortuous in its course along the

side of the uterus between the layers of the broad liga-

inent, giving off numerous branches, which ramify on the

anterior and posterior surfaces and In the substance of

the uterus. Uterine cake. See platenta, l(o). Ute-
rine gestation, plexus, sinus. See the nouns. Ute-
rine sac, in ascmlans, the shortened and widened ovi-

duct, containing the ovarian follicle and ovum. Its ovldu-

cal part is applied to the wnll of the ovlcyst, or Incubatory

pouch, while the other or inner half contains the ovum.
Uterine souffle. Same as placenta! laitffle (which see, un-

der pitueiital). Uterine tubes, tympanites, vellum.
See the nouns.

ut (St), n. "[See 'gamut.} In solmization, the
uterocopulatory (u'te-ro-kop'u-la-to-ri), a

syllable once generally used for the first tone
Vaginal or copulatory, as certain sexual pas

or key-note or the scale. It is now commonly
superseded, except in France, by do. See sol-

mization and do4 .

Uta (u'tft), 7i. [NL. (Baird and Girard, 1852),
< Utah, one of the Territories of the United

States.] A genus of very small American liz-

sages of hermaphrodite gastropods : correlated

with utcTodeferent.
uterodeferent (u'te-ro-def'er-ent), a. Oviducal
or deferent, as certain sexual passages of her-

maphrodite gastropods: correlated with utero-

copulatory.
ards of the family Iguanidte, nearly related both uterogest'ation (u'te-ro-ies-ta'shon), 11. [< L.
i 11 III tilt 1-/1/1/- l/f II nil t f\ ,W/'/'//H /)!'. Tli,.i .

i -, i , . auiracnl .. _"*j _!_/ \ _ L_ J.I T *">,.,.to Holbrookw and to Sceloponu. There are several

Uta tltgans.

species, as IS. elegans, U. stansbtiriana, U. ornata, etc.,

inhabiting western regions of the United States, as from
Utah southward.

Utamania (u-ta-ma'ni-ii), n. [NL. (Leach,
1816), also Utuinania.] A genus of Alcidse,

whose type is the razor-billed auk, Alca or Uta-

manitt torda, chiefly differing from Alca proper
in having the wings sufficiently developed for

flight. See cut under razorbill.

utast, Utist (u'tas, u'tis), 7i. [Also utass, ntast ;

< ME. uta,?, < OF. utes, utas, utus, utaves, oitieves,

oitauvex, octaves, F. octaves, the octave of a fes-

tival, pi. of octave, octave, = Sp. Pg. oetam = It.

ottava, an octave; < L. octavo* (dies): see octave.]

1. The octave of a festival, a legal term, or other

particular occasion that is, the space of eight-

days after it, or the last day of that space of

time : as, the uta# of Saint Hilary.

Quod Oawein, . . . "let vs sette the dayof spousalle;"
and than toke the! day to-geder the vtas after, and com
thus spekyuge in to the halle.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 449.

Utas of a feest, octaves. Palis/rave.

Hence 2. Bustle; stir; unrestrained jollity
or festivity, as during the octave of a festival.

By the mass, here will tie old Utit; it will be an excel-

lent stratagem. Shak. , 2 Hen. IV. . i i . i ".

Ute (ut), 71. [Native name.] A member of a
tribe of American Indians who belong to the

Shoshoue family, and dwell in Utah, Colorado,
and neighboring regions.

teruH, uterus, T gestaiio(n-), gestation.] Ges-

tation in the womb from conception to birth.

uteromania (u'te-ro-ma'ni-S), n. Nymphoma-
nia.

Uterus (u'te-rus), n.
; pi. uteri (-ri). [= F. uterus

= Sp. utefo = Pg. It. utero, < L. uterus, also

uter and uterurn, the womb, belly ; cf . Gr. vorlpa,

the womb: see hysteria.] 1. The womb; that

part of the female sexual passage to which a ripe
ovum is conveyed from the ovary, and in which
it is detained in gestation until the fetus is ma-
tured and expelled in parturition. It is a section of

an oviduct, orifrinally a Milllerian duct, enlarged, thick-

ened, united with its fellow of the opposite side, or other-

wise modified, to serve as u resting-place for the ovum
while this is developed to or toward maturity as an embryo
or a fetus, whence it U then discharged through a cloaca or

a vagina. The uterut is single in most Mmwdtlphui, and
double In Didelphia and Ornilhudelphia. When united,

Diagrammatic Section of Gravid Uterus of Human Female, showing
disposition of the fetus and fetal appendages.

M, uterus : f, its neck or cervix ; /, Fallopian tube ; <Jn, decidua

uterina ; tts, decidua strotina ; dr, decidua reflexa, that part of the

decidua uterina which is reflected over the ovum and consequently
envelops the chorion ; eft, chorion, or outermost fetal envelop proper
(originally the cell-wall of the ovum), lined by am, the amnkm, or in-

nermost fetal envelop, in the cavity of which the fetus floats in the

liquor aiiutii ; *, the already shrunken umbilical vesicle lyin*; be-

ween the amnion and the chorion : at, allantois, forming the navel-
, ,

.
mbilical cord, and the fetal part of the placenta; . I,

horionic villi, most of hii
string.

,

ta : M. os tinea-, or mouth of the womb.

. ,

ii h enter into the formation of the placet-
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hut incompletely, It < .HI-IM in, > .1 ni. i n '" <: nin, or two-

horned vtomh. In Mid* th< n >MM- ''
> uj i - iv M t that

terminal part of UK oviduct hfn- th. - - -- >- di mi.. <l t"

receive lu shell. Tin- HMH pregnanl human uterus is a

pear-sha|Mrd organ aix-ut :i inrhe^ lou^, uitti i i't< !. H;it

trued part above (the hody), and a II:UTK, i

part below (the cervix). Within Is a cavity which uusts
out Into the Kalloplan tube on each side above, and Ixl. ,w

o|M-n i nto t he vagina. The cavity narrows as It puses Into

'Ii . rvlx at the internal us, and continues downward as

the cervical canal, to terminate at the external us uteri or

os Illicit!. The uterus Is supported 1.) th- i ..I livani.nt,

a transverse fold of perltomu m hi. h i mi.i.n > s it n each

ulilc, and by accessory llgaiurnU. stn-h as tin' r. u i

'

uterine, snd recto-uterine ligaments. It consists of a se-

rous or peritonea! coat, a middle coat of smooth muscular

nbers, forming most of Its thickness, and an epithelial

lining. See also cut under peritoneum.

2. In invertebrates, as rermes, a special
tion of the oviduct, or sundry appenda^i
the oviduct, which subserve a uterine fun.--

tion. llegenbaur, C'omp. Auat. (trans.), p. l-'J.

See cuts under (/enuarium, Kh<ibil<ira>tti, ('cstoi-

(tea,u.wl.\iiiiiitt>nl"i. 3. In l''uf/i. See peridi-
nm Anteflectlon of the uterus. 8e anlefeetim
Anteverslon of the uterus. ee antererrioti. Artor-
Vlt88 Of the Uterus, pinnate folds of Hi,- i -i.n-, IMI M,

brane of the cervix uteri. Bind uterus, a uterus hav-

ing two IH .dies Instead of one: same as ulerut liieuinii.

Bllocular uterus. 8ee utenu bUocvlaru.-*o4y of the
uterus. Same as cvrpiu uteri (which see, under eorjmt).

Cervix uteri SeecwnVr. Corpus uteri. Seecvrput.
Delectus uteri, coini-lfU- COUKI niial absence of the

uterus. Double-mouthed uterus. Same as uiem (.i-

fora. Double uterus, uterus duplex. Same as utervi

Jidelphyi.Tun&ua of the uterus, fundua uteri. See

funjut. Qravld uterus, thi numb dnrinf pregnancy,
containing the product of conception. Heart-shaped
Uterus, uterus cordlformls, an Imperfect uterus lilcor-

ills, the fundus being slightly depressed In the middle, so as

to give the organ a heart-shaped appearance. Hernia
of the uterus, a very rare condition in which the womb
Is forced through the middle Hue of the abdi.minal wall

or through the Inguinal or femoral ring ; hysterocele.

Hour-glass contraction of the uterus, a circular con-

traction of the internal os, occurring in rare instances

immediately after childbirth, thus dividing the womb
into two cavities, In the upper of which the placenta may
be retained. Inertia of the Uterus, weak and ineffec-

tive contractions of the uterus during childbirth. In-
fantile Uterus, an undeveloped uterus. In utero. In

the womb. Inversion of the uterus, an accident that

sometimes, though rarely, occurs after delivery, in which
the flabby uterus turns inside out. Involution Of the

uterus, the process of restoration of the uterus to Its

original sire after childbirth. This occurs through falty

degeneration of the hypertrophled uterine muscle. Isth-

mus Of the Uterus, a slight circular depression on the

external surface of the womb, corresponding to the loca-

tion of the internal os Neck of the uterus. 3ame as

eerru; u(r (which see, under cernx). One-horned ute-
rus. Name as uterus umconiu. OB Uteri, the mouth
of the womb. Os uteri externum, the external os or

mouth of the womb, forming the opening Into the vagina.

OS Uteri internum, the internal os, at the junction of

the cervix with the coriius of the womb. Pregnant
Uterus. Same as itrarid utervn. Frocidentia Of the

uterus, an exaggerated condition of prolapse, in which
the organ passes through the vulvar orifice. Prolapse
Of the uterus, a descent of the womb from its proper

position, owing to relaxation of the parts normally sus-

taining it. Puerperal uterus, the uterus after child-

birth and before the completion of involution. Retrac-
tores uteri. See retractor. Retreflection of the
uterus. See refrn/ketton. Eetroversion of the ute-
rus. .See retroceninn. Rupture Of the Uterus, (a)

A U'ar in the wall of the womb, taking: place during labor

when there is an impediment to the descent of the child :

a rare and usually fatal accident. (6) Same as heruia oj
the uterut. Septate uterus. Same as u/ert< IMocv-

larii. Sublnvolutlon of the uterus, delayed or incom-

plete Involution of the uterus.- Two-chambered ute-
rus. Same as uterun bilomlarit. Two-horned uterus.
Same as uterut bitornu. Uterus blcornis, a two-honied

womb, resulting from incomplete union of richt snd left

oviducts. It is normal in various animals, abnormal in

woman. Uterus biforis, a septate uterns in which the

septum exists only at the external os, the cavity above

being single. Uterus bilocularis, a uterus the cavity
of which la divided Into two by a septum. It U distin-

guished from uterus bicornls by there being no traces of

a division on the surface of the organ. Uterus cordl-
formls. See fieart-ihaped uterut. Uterus didelphys,
or uterus dladelphys, a condition in which two separate
organs, distinct in all their parts, exist. Also double ute-

rut. Uterus masculinus. Ssme as prvgtatic reticle

(which see, under pruitatic]. Also called frtcuiw maieu-

linul, utricului hominit, utrirulu* urethrx, taflina mat-
i-iilinn, rinu*pro*taticust

i/iu pvcvlans, and vtiricula

prottatica. Uterus unicornis, a defective utenis re-

sulting from absence or arrested development of one M ul -

Icrian duct, in consequence of which but one lateral half

of the uterus has been formed.

Utetheisa (u-te-thi'sft), . [NL. (Httbner,

1816).] A ge-
nus of bom-

bycid moths,
of the fam-

ily Lithosi-

idte, contain-

ing a few

beautifully
colored spe-
cies Of mod- '"utttluisa Mlm.
erate size,

having the antenna; simple in both sexes. The

genus Is represented In all quarters of the globe, I', jnd.
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chella alone occurring in Europe, Asia, Africa, and Austra-

lia. U. (Deiopeia) liclla is a common North American

species of a crimson color with white and black spots,

whose larva feeds upon plants of the genera Myricu,
Lrxpt'deza ,

Crntaltr ritt . and Prunus.

Utgard (at.'giird), ii. [< led. ittgarthar, the outer

building, the abode of the giant Utyarllui Luki ;

< ut, out, + garthr, a yard: see garth* and iim-il.

Cf. Midgard.] In Sea ltd. mtjtli., the abode of the

giants; the realm of Utgard-Loki.
Utia (u'ti-jl), >i. [Also /<; W. Ind.] A West
Indian octodont rodent of the genus Capromys.

Utilet (u'til), a. [< F. utile = Sp. Pg. util = It.

iilili; < L. iitilix, serviceable, useful, < uti, use:

see use 1
.] Useful; profitable; beneficial.

The boke of Nurture for men, seruauntes, and chyldren,
with Staiis puer ad raensam, newly corrected, very vtyle
and necessary vnto all youth.

Habeas Book (E. E. T. S.), p. Ixxxvii.

utilisable, utilisation, etc. See utili:alle, etc.

utilitarian (u-til-i-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< util-

ity + -arian. Cf. F. utilitaire.] I. a. Consist-

ing in or pertaining to utility ; having regard
to utility rather than beauty and the like; spe-

cifically, making the greatest good of the great-
est number the prime consideration. See the

quotations.
It was lu the winter of 1822-23 that I formed the plan

of a little society, to he composed of young men agree-
ing in fundamental principles acknowledging Utility as
their standard in ethics and politics. . . . The fact would
hardly be worth mentioning, but for the circumstance that
the name I gave to the society I had planned was the
Utilitarian Society. It was the first time that any one
had taken the title of utilitarian, and the term made its

way into the language from this humble source. I did
not invent the word, but found it in one of Gait's novels,
"The Annals of the Parish." J. S. Mill.

The pursuit of such happiness is taught by the utilita-

rian philosophy, a phrase used by Bentham himself in

1802, and therefore not invented by Mr. J. S. Mill, as he

supposed, in 1823. Encyc. Brit., II. 676.

II. . One who holds the doctrine of utili-

tarianism.

I told my people that I thought they had more sense
than to secede from Christianity to become Utilitarians ;

for that it would be a confession of ignorance of the faith

they deserted, seeing that it was the main duty inculcated

by our religion to do all in morals and manners to which
the newfangled doctrine of utility pretended.

Gait, Annals of the Parish (1821), xxxv.

utilitarianism (u-til-i-ta'ri-an-izm), n. [< utili-

tarian + -ism.'] The doctrine that the greatest
happiness of the greatest number should be
the sole aim of all public action, together with
the hedonistic theory of ethics, upon which this
doctrine rests. Utilitarianism originated with the
marquis Cesare Boncsana Beccaria (1735-93), but its great
master was Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832). He held that
the sole possible rational motive is the expectation of

pleasure, as measured by the intensity, propinquity, and
duration of the pleasure, and the strength of the expec-
tation. Utilitarian ethics, however, does not insist that
such considerations need or ought to determine action in

special cases, but only that the rules of morals should
be founded upon them. These views greatly, and advan-
tageously, intlueuced ethical thought and legislation in

France, England, and the United States.

utilitarianize (u-til-i-ta'ri-an-iz), v. t.; pret.
and pp. utilitariaiiized, ppr. utilitarianizing.
[< utilitarian + -ize.] To act as a utilitarian

toward; cause to serve a utilitarian purpose.
[Rare.]

Matter-of-fact people, . . . who utttitarianize every-
thing. Mrs. C. Meredith, My Home in Tasmania.

Utility (u-til'i-ti), n.
; pi. utilities (-tiz). [< ME.

utilitee, tttyliie, < OF. utilite, F. utilite = Sp.
utilidad = Pg. utilidade =r It. utilitd, < L.
utilita(t-)s, usefulness, serviceableness, profit,
< utilis, useful : see utile.} 1. The character of

being useful; usefulness; profitableness; the
state of being serviceable or conducive to some
desirable or valuable end.

Rootes smale of noon utilitee
Cutte of for lettyng of fertilitee.

Palladium, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 79.

By utility is meant that property in any object whereby
it tends to produce benefit, advantage, pleasure, good, or
happiness. Jevons, Pol. Econ., p. 42.

An undertaking of enormous labour, and yet of only
very partial utility.

Fitzedward Hall, Modern English, p. 36.

2. Use; profit.

That money growyng of suche talagis be in the kepyng
of iiii. sad men and trewe, and that to be chosen, and out
of their kepyng for necessites and vtylites of the same
cite, and not odur wyse to be spent.

Arnold's Chron. (1502), p. C.

3. A useful thing.
What we produce, or desire to produce, is always as II

Say rightly terms it, an utility. Labour is not creative of
objects, but of utilities. J. S. Mill, Pol. Econ., I. iii. 1.

Particular utility!. See particular. Responsible
Utility. See responsible. =Syn. 1. Advantage, Benefit, etc.
See advantage and benefit.
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Utility-man (u-til'i-ti-man), n. In tlicat. linnj.,

an actor of the smallest parts in a play. A
supernumerary is called a iitilitii-ntan, or is said

to have gone into the "utility," when he has a

part with words given him.

Utilizable (u'ti-li-za-bl), a. [< utilize + -able.]

Capable of being utilized. Also spelled /</is-

n/,1,:

utilization (u"ti-li-za'shon), n. [< utilize +
-atifi.~\ The act of utilizing or turning to ac-

count, or the state of being utilized. Also

spelled utilisation.

A man of genius, but of genius that evaded utilization.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 63.

utilize (u'ti-liz), t'. t.; pret. and pp. utilized, ppr.
iitilizini/. [= F. utiliscr = Sp. Pg. utilizar = It.

utilizzare; as utile + -ize.] To turn to profitable
account or use ; make useful ; make use of : as,

to utilize a stream for driving machinery. Also

spelled utilise.

A variety of new compounds and combinations of words
[are contained in Barlow's "Columbiad"] ... as, toutil-

ise; to vagrate, &c. Edinburyh Rev., XV. 28.

In the Edinburgh Eeview for 1809 . . . exception is

taken to ... utilize. . . . Utilize, a word both useful
and readily intelligible, was very slow in becoming nat-
uralized. Fitzedward Hall, Modern English, p. 128.

Utilizer (u'ti-li-zer), n. [< utilize + -cr1 .] One
who or that which utilizes. Also spelled util-

iser.

ut infra (ut in'fra). [L. : ut, as; infra, below:
see infra-.] As below.
uti possidetis (u'ti pos-i-de'tis). [L. : uti =
ut, as; possidetis, 2d p,ers. sing. pres. ind. of

possidere, possess : see possess.'] 1. An inter-

dict of the civil law by which a person who was
in possession of an immovable was protected
against any disturbance of his possession. It
could also be used where there was a suit pending about
the title, in order to determine with whom the possession
should remain during the suit. Only the possessor animo
domini was protected, except in a few cases where the

protection of the interdict was extended to certain per-
sons who had the mere physical possession. The ques-
tion of good faith was as a rule unimportant, except
that if the possession had been acquired by force, or by
stealth, or as a mere precarium from the defendant, the in-

terdict could not be used against him, but the defendant
could not object that the possession had been acquired
in this way from a third person. This interdict and the

corresponding one for movables were called retinendee

possession (for retaining possession), as they were granted
(except in some cases, about which the commentators dif-

fer) only to pel-sons who had not lost their possession, but
had merely been disturbed in it.

2. In international law, the basis or principle
of a treaty which leaves belligerent parties in

possession of what they have acquired by their
arms during the war.

utist, >' See utas.

utlagaret, [< ML. utlagaria, outlawry: see

outlawry.] Outlawry.
And anon as the seide utlagare was certyfyed, my Lord

Tresorer graunted the seid vij. c. marc to my Lord of Norf-

folk, for the arrerag of hys sowde qeyl he was in Scotland.
Paston Letters, I. 41.

utlandt, i>. and a. Same as outland.

utlaryt, utlauryt, [< ML. "utlaria, utlagaria,

outlawry: see outlawry.] Outlawry. Camden,
Remains, Surnames.

utlegationt(ut-le-ga'shon), n. [FoT*utlagation,
< ML. utla(]atio(n-), < utlagare, outlaw: see out-

law, v.~\ The act of outlawing; outlawry. S.

Sutler, Hudibras, III. i. 205.

utmost (ut'most), a. and n. [< ME. utmest, ute-

mest, utemseste, outemeste, < AS. utemest, ytmest,
ytemest, < ut, out, -f double superl. suffix -m-est:
see out and -most. Cf. outmost, a doublet of ut-

most; cf. also uttermost.] I. a. superl. 1. Being
at the furthest point or extremity or bound;
furthest; extreme; last.

Take you off his utmost weed, and beholde the comeli-

nesse, beautie, and riches which lie hid within his inward
sense and sentence. HoMuyfs Voyaget, To the Reader.

Many wise men have miscarried in praising great de-

signes before the utmost event.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuus.
A white gull flew

Straight toward the utmost boundary of the East
S. W. Gilder, New Day, Prelude.

2. Of the greatest or highest degree, number,
quantity, or the like : as, the utmost assiduity ;

the utmost harmony; the utmost misery or hap-
piness.

I'll . . . undertake to bring him
Where he shall answer, by a lawful form,
In peace, to his utmost peril.

Shalt., Cor., iii. 1.326.

Many haue done their utmost best, sincerely and truly,
according to their conceit, opinion, and vnderstanding.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's True Travels, II. 10!*.

He showed the utmost aversion to business.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., Ii. 2.

utricle

II. n. The extreme limit or extent.

This night I'll know the utmost of my fate.

Webster, White Devil, v. 4.

Hints and glimpses, germs and crude essays at a system,
is the utmost they pretend to.

Lamb, Imperfect Sympathies.

To do one's utmost, to do all one can.

Bigoted and intolerant Protestant legislators did their

little utmost to oppress their Roman Catholic fellow-sub-

jects, even in Ireland.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 132.

Utopia (u-to'pi-a), . [= F. Utopie
,;

< NL. Uto-

pia (see def . ). lit.
'

Nowhere,' < Gr. oi, no, not, +
roVof, place, spot.] 1. An imaginary island, de-
scribed by Sir Thomas More in a work entitled

"Utopia,"' published in 1516, as enjoying the
utmost perfection in law, politics, etc. Hence

2. [I. c.] A place or state of ideal perfection.
Unionists charged Socialism with incoherent raving

about impossible Utopias, whilst doing nothing practical
to protect any single trade.

Nineteenth Cmtury, XXVI. 725.

3. Any imaginary region.
Some say it [the Phoenix] liveth in Aethiopia, others in

Arabia, some in Aegypt, others in India, and some I thinke
in Utopia, for such must that be which is described by
Lactantius that is, which neither was singed in the com-
bustion of Phaeton, or overwhelmed by the inundation of

Deucalion. Sir 7. Brmene, Vulg. En-., iii. 12.

4. In entom., a geuus of coleopterous insects.

Thomson, 1864.

Utopian (u-to'pi-an ), a. and n. [< Utopia + -an.]
1. a. 1. Of, pertaining to, or resembling Uto-

pia. 2. [I. c.] Founded upon or involving
imaginary or ideal perfection ;

chimerical.

Utopian parity is a kind ofgovernment to lie wished for,
rather than effected.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., To the Reader, p. 64.

3. [I. c.] Belonging to no locality: as, "titular
and Utopian bishops," Singham, Antiquities,
iv. 6.

II. n. 1. An inhabitant of Utopia.
Such subtile opinions as few but Utopians are likely to

fall into we in this climate do not greatly fear.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity.

2. [/. c.] One who forms or favors schemes sup-
posed to lead to a state of perfect happiness,
justice, virtue, etc.

;
an ardent but impractical

political or social reformer; an optimist.
Utopianism (u-to'pi-an-izm), . [< Utopian +
-ism.] The characteristic views or bent of mind
of a Utopian; ideas founded on or relating to

ideal social perfectibility ; optimism.
Utopianism : that is another of the devil's pet words. I

believe the quiet admission which we are all of us so ready
to make, that because things have long been wrong, it is

impossible they should ever be right, is one of the most
fatal sources of misery and crime.

Rusicin, Architecture and Painting, ii.

utopianizer (u-to'pi-an-I-zer), . [< Utopian +
-iz-er.] Same as Utopian, n., 2. Souihey, The
Doctor, ccxli. Also spelled utopianiser. [Bare.]
utopiast (u-to'pi-ast), n. [< Utopia + -ast.] A
Utopian. [Rare.]
But it is the weakness of Utopiasts of every class to place

themselves outside the pale of their own system.
Westminster Jtev., CXXVII. 130.

utopicalt (u-top'i-kal), a. [< Utopia (see Utopia)
+ -ic-al]

'

Utopian. Bp. Ball, Works, II. 368.

utopism (u'to-pizm), n. [< utopia 4- -ism.]

Utopianism. [Rare.]
It is utopism to believe that the state will have more

unity, more harmony, more patriotism, because you have
suppressed the family and property. Cyc. Pol. Set., III. 258.

utopist (u'to-pist), n. [< Utopia + -ist.] A
Utopian ;

an optimist.
Like the utoptetx of modern days, Plato has developed

an a priori theory of what the State should be.
G. H. Lewes, History of Philosophy (ed. 1880), I. 278.

Utraquism (u'tra-kwizm), . [< L. utraque,
neut. pi. of uttrque, both, one and the other,
also each, either (< uter, each, either (see whe-

tlierl), + -</, and), + -ism.] The doctrines of
the Utraquists or Calixtines, whose chief tenet
was that communicants should partake in both
kinds (that is, of the cup as well as of the bread)
in the Lord's Supper. See Calixtinel.

Utraquist (u'tra-kwist), n. [< Utraqu(ism) +
-ist.] One of the Calixtines, or conservative
Hussites. See Calixtinel.

Utrecht velvet. See velvet.

utricle (u'tri-kl), n. [< F. utricule, < L. utri-

culvs, a little leather bag or bottle, also (only
in Pliny) a hull or husk of grain, a bud or caly-
cle of a flower, the abdomen of bees, a little

uterus (confused with uterus, womb), dim. of

uter, a leather bag or bottle.] 1. A small sac,

cyst, bag, or reservoir of the body ;
an ordinary

histological cell. 2. The common sinus of the
inner ear; the larger of two sacs in the vesti-



utricle

bule of the membranous labyrinth of the ear

(the smaller one being! lie saec'ulc), lodged in tin

fovea limnielliptica, of oval and laterally com-
pressed sli:i|n', communicating with the open-
ings of t.lieineiiibraiMiusseiiiiiMreiilareHiials.anil

indirectly also with the Hiicciile. Also called
xiii'i'iilii.i riiiiiiHHiiix, xiirrnliis In nm-l/i/iln-ii *, mif-

riiliix xi'iiiiiiriiliti, iitrii'iilitK 1'nxtihnli. 3. In hut.,

-.1 si'ed-vessel i-iniMstiug of a very thin Ions.'

pericarp, inclosing a single seed; nnythin bot-

tle-liko or bladder-like body, us tint perigyni-
um of Caret. Hen cuts under tiarfoluitun and
I'lriifi/iiiiini, Also ttlricntn.^ in nil senses.
Internal or primordial utricle. See primordial.
Utricle of the urethra. Same aaproitatic reM(whlch
see, under pruHtatir). Kor other imim'8, gee uterus inoicu*

linu, uniltr tttertu.- Utricle Of the vestibule. See
(icf. >.

ntricular (u-trik'u-liir), . [= F. utriculaire =
Sp. I'g. itlrifiilar'; cf. L. utriculariun, a bagpi-
per, a ferryman, lit. pertaining to a bag, < L.

iiini-iilmt, a leather bag: see utricle.'} 1. Of or

pertaining to a utricle, in any sense ; resem-
bling a utricle; forming a utricle, or having
utricles. 2. Resembling a utricle or bag : spe-
cifically applied in chemistry to the condition
of certain substances, as sulphur, the vapor of

which, on coming in contact with cold bodies,
condenses in the form of globules, composed of
a soft external pellicle fined with liquid.
Utricularia (u-trik-u-la'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Linnte-
us, 1737), < L. utrictilun, a bag: see utricle.'} A
remarkable genus of plants, the bladderworts,
the type of the order Lentibulariete, once known
as Lriitihiilnriii (Rivinus, 1690). They are charac-
terized by having a two-parted calyx with entire segments.
The L;cmis comprises about 160 species, or nearly the entire

order, principally tropical, and American or Australian,
some of t IK-ID widely distributed over the world. Their
characteristic habit is that of elongated floating rootless

stems, clothed with close whorls of capillary and repeat-
edly forking green leaves, by some considered as branches,
in most cases elegantly dissected and fringe-like. These
become massed together at the apex into a small, bright-
green roundish ball or winter-bud. The flowers are soli-

tary or racuineil, two-lipped, strongly personate and
spurred, usually yellow, aiid bonie on mostly naked
scapes projecting from the water ; they resemble other-
wise those of the other personate orders, but have a glo-
bose free central placenta, like the Primulaceee. Moat
species produce great numbers of smiill, obliquely ovoid
bladders, formed of a thin, delicate membrane, open-
ing at the smaller end by a very elastic valvular llct, and
covered within by projecting quadrfnd processes, serving
as absorbent organs, and each composed of four divergent
arms mounted on a short pedicel. The bladders serve,
like various appendages in other insectivorous plants, for
the absorption of soft animal matter, funning traps for
minute water-insects, larvee, entomostracans, and tardl-

grades. Other species are terrestrial, growing upon moist
earth, and often bearing a rosette of linear or spatulate
leaves, or sometimes covered with bladders, as the aquatic
species. A few species are epiphytes, and produce blad-
ders on multitld rhizomes, as in I', montana of tropical
America. In this and several other species the plant also
forms numerous tubers, which serve as reservoirs of water,
and enable these, unlike nil other species, to grow In dry

Flowering Plant of Greater Bladderwort {Vtrifttlaria vKtfaru).

a, corolla ; t>, pistil, longitudinal section ; c, fruit ; J, part of the leaf
with a bladder.

places. There are 14 species in the United States, of which
U. mdgarii is the most widely distributed. U. clandetina,
a common coast species, bears numerous globose whitish

clistogamous flowers, besides the normal ones, which are

broadly personate and yellow. Two species, chiefly of the
Atlantic coast, (7. purpurea and IT. remtpinata. ore excep-
tional in their purple flowers. / ". ntlumbffolia of Brazil
is singular In its growing only in water lodged in thedilated
leaf- 1 >:isfs of a large Tiilandia, and propagating not only
by seeds, hut also by runners, which grow from one host

plant to the next

utriculate (u-trik'u-lat), a. [< NL. ulrirulatiix,

< L. utriculus, a little bag: see utricle.] Hav-
ing a utricle : formed into a utricle; utricular.

Utriculi, >i. Plural of utriculitx.
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Utriculiferous (u-trik-u-lif'e-riij.i/. l< I.- utri-

i-K/ii.1, ;i little ling. + fi-ri'i = V.. In nr> .
|

In hot..

bearing or i>ro<lnring utricles or bladder*.

utriculiform (u-trik'ii-li-rorm i. </. |< 1.. n.

lux, a littlo bag (see irn-/i-i. + fnruin, form:

see/orHi.] Iii Dot., having the form of a utri-

cle; utricular.

utriculoid (u-trik'u-loid), a. [< L. utrirulun, a
little bag, + Or. tiior, form.] Same as utrietili-

fnrni.
utriculose (u-trik'u-los), . [<. L. utriruinx, \\

little bag: see utricle.] In hot., same as ///r-

iiln i'.

Utriculus (u-trik'u-lus), n. ; pi. utriculi (-li).

[NL. : see utricle.} In mini., .mil., and hut.,

same as utricle.

The differences which are seen In it are partly due to
the way in which the two cavities of the vestibule, the
utrtcuinn and sacculus, are connected together, and to the
course taken by the semicircular canals which spring
from the former. Geyenbaur, romp. Anut. (trans-X p. 536.

Utriculus homlnlB. utriculus mascullnua. Same as
utcria ttuuculinu*. See prottatic vesicle, under protUttic.
Utriculus prostaticus. .Same at, ;/rofafi<-inu*(whlch

see, uudcrvrustaHc). Utriculus urethra, the prosUUc
vesicle. -Utriculus vestlbull. Same as utrielt, 2.

utriform (u'tri-form), a. [< L. liter, a leather

bottle, + forma, form.] Shaped like a leather
bottle.

They may In- leathern-bottle-shaped (utrtform).
Quart. Jour. Geol. Soe., XLV, 111. 606.

utter (ut'er), a. and n. [< ME. utter, uttur, nitre,
< AS. utera, utterra, ultra, ytra = OFries. Mere
= OHO. uzero, uzzero = Icel. ytri = Sw. yttre =
Dan. ydre, adj. ; cf. early ME. utter, < AS. utor,

or= OS. utar = OHG. u;ar,u;er,MHG. uzcr,
G. ausser, adv. and prep. ; compar. of AS. fit,

etc., out : see out, and cf. outer1
,
of which utter

is a doublet.] I. a. It. That is or lies on the
exterior or outside

;
outer.

romon
[yeoman] vasher be-fore the dore,

n i-ii n r chambur lies on the flore.

Babea Boot (E. E. T. 8-X P- 316.

To the Bridge's utter gate I came.
Spenirr, . Q., IV. x. U.

Then he brought me forth Into the utter court.
Ezek. xlvi. 21.

He compassed the inner Citty with three walls, & the
utter Citty with as many. I'ltrehai, Pilgrimage, p. .'it!.

2f. Situated at or beyond the limits of some-

thing; remote from some center ; outward; out-

side of any place or space.
Ther lakketh nothing to thyn utter eyen
That thou nart blind.

Chaucer, Second Nun's Tale, 1. 498.

Through utter and through middle darkness borne.

Milton, P. L., Iii. 16.

3. Complete; total; entire
; perfect ; absolute.

Thy foul disgrace
And utter ruin of the house of York.

Skat., 3 Hen. VI., I. 1. 254.

Gentlemen, ye be utter strangers to me; I know you not.

Bunyan, Pilgrim's Progress, p. lt>4.

A low despairing cry
Of fler misery :

" Let me die I

"

Whittier, The Witch's Daughter.

4. Peremptory; absolute; unconditional; un-

qualified; final.

I'll: f refusal. Clarendon.

Utter barrister. See outer bar, under outorl.

II. n. The extreme; the utmost.
I take my leave readie to countervail all your cour-

tesies to the utter of my power.
Aubrey, Lives, Walter Raleigh.

[Excessive pressure] produces an irregular indented sur-

face, which by workmen is said to be full of utter*.

O. Byrne, Artisan's Handbook, p. 336.

Utter (ut'er), i). t. [< ME. uttreti, outren (= LG.
iitern = MHG. uzern, inzern, Q. aussern = Sw.
yttra = Dan. ytre), put out utter, < AS. utor,

uttor, out, outside : see utter, a. Cf.out,v.] 1.

To put out or forth
; expel ; emit.

Who, having this Inward overthrow in himself, was the
more vexed that he could not utter the rage thereof upon
his outward enemies. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

He looked in vain for the sage Nicholas Vedder, with his
broad face, double chin, and fair long pipe, uttering clouds
of tobacco-smoke instead of idle speeches.

Irnng, Rip Tan Winkle.

2. To dispose of to the public or in the way of

trade; specifically, to put into circulation, as

money, notes, base com, etc. : now used only
in the latter specific sense.

With danger uttrrn we al our chaffare ;

Qret prees at market maketh dere ware.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale (ed. Tyrwhitt),
[1. 521.

Marchauntes do utter . . . wares and commodities.
Sir T. Elyot, The Oovernour, III. 30.

Such mortal drugs I have ; but Mantua's law
Is death to any he that utter* them.

., R. and J., v. 1. 67.

utterer

roinage of 1723 (which waa nevrr >.n. ,..' in Ire-

I. iinl). ui 1-lh i i

lit,, vli.

3. To give publii- e\|ire.-.-n>n in: di-i'lci.-e: pub-
lish : pronounce; speak: retlexively, to i;i\.

terance to, an one's thoughts; i-\|in--> one's self.

Hut might fur-that no moche of drede had,
That vnne thes rnyght outre wurde ne sajr.

nf Partrnav (K. K. T. M.\ 1. 2818.

These very words
I've heard him utter to his son-in-law.

fihat.. Hen. VIII., I. 2. 180.

Stay, sister, I would utter to you a bualneas,
Hut I am very loath.

Wtbtter, Devil's Law-Case, 111. 3.

In reasou's ear they all rejoice,
And vtter forth a glorious voice.

Adiluan, Ode, Spectator, No. 466.

4. In in a-, to deliver, or offer to deliver, as an
unlawful thing for an unlawful purpose. =8yn, 3.

tHter, Enunciate, Pronounce, Deliver, express, broach.
Utter ls the most general of the Italicized words; It ap-
plies to any audible voice : as, to utter a sigh, a shriek,
an exclamation. The rest apply to words. Enunciate ex-

presses careful utterance, meaning that each sound or
word hi made completely audible: as, enunciate your words
distinctly. Pnmtmnce applies to units of speech : as, he
cannot pronounce the letter "r" ; he jiromuneet his words
Indistinctly ; he pronounced an oration at the grave ; he

pronounced the sentence of death : the last two of these

imply a solemn and formal utterance. Deliver refers to

the whole speech, Including not only utterance, but what-
ever there may IK- of help front skilful management of the

voice, gesture, etc.: as, "a poor speech well delivered Is

generally more effective than a good speech twdly delir.

end." Deliver still has, however, sometimes Its old sense
of simply uttering or making known In any way.

Uttert (ut'er), adv. [< utter, a.] 1. Outside;
on the outside ; out.

Tin' portlr with his plkls tho put him rtlrre,

And warned him the wlckett while the wacche durid.
Itiehard the Redclett, lit 232.

2. Utterly.
So utter empty of those excellencies
That tame authority.

I!: mi. and Ft., King and No King, IT. 1.

It utter excludes his former excuse of an allegory.

Sandye, Travalles, p. 47.

Utterable (ut'*r-a-bl), a. [< utter + -able.]

Capable of being uttered, pronounced, or ex-

pressed.
He hath changed the Ineffable name Into a name utter-

able by man, and desirable by all the world.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1886), I. 63.

utterableness (ut'er-a-bl-nes), n. The charac-
ter of being utterable.

utterance 1
(ut'er-ans), n. [< utter + -anee.]

1. The act of uttering, (a) A putting forth ; disposal
by sale or otherwise ; circulation.

What of our comodities haue most ctterance there, and
what prices will be giuen for them.

Hakluyft Voyaget, I. SIX).

But the English have so 111 utterance for their warm
clothes In these hot countries. Sandys, Travalles, p. >.>.

(b) The act of sounding or expressing with the voice ; vocal

expression ; also, power of speaking ; speech.

Where so euer knowledge doth accompanie the witte,
there best utterance doth alwaies awaite vpon the tonge.

Afi'liniii, The Scholemaster, p. 29.

They . . . began to speak with other tongues, as the

Spirit gave them utterance. Acts li. 4.

Even as a man that in some trance hath seen
More than his wondering utterance can unfold.

Drayton, Idea, Ivil.

Her Charms are dumb, they want Utterance.

Steele, Grief A-la-Mode, ill. 1.

2. That which is uttered or conveyed by the
voice

;
a word or words : as, the utterances of the

pulpit.
I hear a sound of many languages.
The utterance of nations now no more.

Bryant, Earth.

Tlit-ir emotional utterances [those of the lower animals]
are rich and various, and, when we once get the right clue
to their interpretation, reveal a vast life of pleasure and
pain, want and satisfaction.

./. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 16.

Barrel-organ utterance, the involuntary repetition of
a word or phrase just uttered by the speaker or another ;

echolalla. See also recurring utterances. Recurring
utterances. Sec recurring Scanning utterance.
Same as gt/llalnc utterance. Staccato utterance. Same
latyllabic utterance. Syllabic utterance, a defect in

speech consisting In an Inability to enunciate as a whole
a word of more than one syllable, in consequence of which
each syllable must be sounded independently as A sepa-
rate word.

Utterance2t (ut'er-ans), n. [An expanded form,
due to confusion with utter, uttermost, of *ut-

trancf, uttraunce, earlier outranee: see entrance. ]

The last or utmost extremity ;
the bitter end ;

death.
Come fate Into the list,

And champion me to the utterance !

Shot., Macbeth, ill. 1. 72.

Utterer (ut'er-er), w. [< utter, r., + -crl.] One
who utters. Specifically (a) One who disposes of, by
sale or otherwise,

f/tterer* of fish, maintained chiefly by fishing.

Privy Council (Arlwr s Eng. Garner, I. 301).



utterer

(i) One who puts into circulation : as, an utterer of base
coin, (c) One who pronounces, speaks, discloses, or pub-
lishes.

Things are m;ide credible, either by the known condi-

tion and quality of the utterer, or by the manifest likeli-

hood of truth which they have in themselves.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, ii. 4.

utterestt (ut'er-est), a. superl. [< ME. uttereste

(= OFries. utersta = OHG. iizarosto, G. dus-

serst), superl. of AS. ut, etc., out: see out, and
cf. utter, and outerest, of which utterest is a

doublet.] Outermost; extremest; utmost.

The utteregte hark [of trees] is put ayenis destemperaunce
of the hevene. Chaucer, Boethius, iii. prose 11.

uttering (ut'er-ing), . [< ME. vttring (= G.

iiusseruiKj = Sw. Dan. yttring) ;
verbal n. of

utter, t'.] 1. Publishing; circulation.

I was minded for a while to have intermitted the utter-

ing of my writings.
Spenser, Works, App. ii., Letter to G. H.

2. Utterance.

Utterless (ut'er-les), a. [< utter + -less.'] That
cannot be uttered or expressed in words; un-

utterable; inexpressible. [Bare.]
He means to load

His tongue with the full weight of Utterless thought.
Keats.

utterly (ut'er-li), adv. [< ME. utterly, utrely,

utterli, utterlicke, utterlike (= MLG. uterlik =
MHG. uzerlich, G. dusserlich) ; < utter + -ly%.

Cf. onterly, of which utterly is a doublet.] In

an utter manner ;
to the full extent; fully; per-

fectly; totally; altogether.
Yet most ye knowe a thynge that is be hynd,
Touchyng the queue, whiche is to yow vukynd
And vtteriy ontrew in euery thyng.

Generi/des(E. E. T. S.), 1. 120.

Seudyth me utterly word, for I wolle not melle of it ellys
thus avysed. Paston Letters, I. 155.

Hay all the wrongs that you have done to me
Be utterly forgotten in my death.

Beau, and Fl., Maid's Tragedy, il. 1.

Uttermoret (ut'er-mor), . [< utter + -more.']

Outer; further; utter.

And cast yee out the vnprofltable seruauut, and send

yee hym in to vtterinore derknessis. Wyclif, Mat. xxv. 30.

uttermost (ut'er-most), a. and . [< ME. vt-

termest, uttermaste, uttirmest, < utter + double

superl. suffix -m-est: see utter and -most, and
cf. utmost.'] I. a. superl. Extreme; being in

the furthest, greatest, or highest degree; ut-

most.
The vttiremeste ende of all the kynne.

York Plays, p. 886.

It [Rome] should be extended to the uttermost confines
of the habitable world. Coryat, Crudities, I. 147.

His accounts lie all ready, correct in black-ou-white, to
the uttermost farthing. Carlyle, French Rev., III. ii. 8.

II. n. The extreme limit; the utmost; the

highest, greatest, or furthest
;
the utmost power

or extent.

In the powers and faculties of our souls God requireth
the uttermost which our unfeigned affection towards him
is able to yield. Huolrer, Eccles. Polity, v. 6.

He is able also to save them to the utlertnoxt that come
unto God by him. Heb. vii. 25.

utterness (ut'er-nes), n. The character of be-

ing utter or extreme ; extremity.
Uttrent, v. t. A Middle English variant of utter.

Chaucer.

U-tube (u'tub), M. A glass tube in the shape
of the letter U, employed in the laboratory
chiefly for washing or desiccating gases.
utum (u'tum), . [Cingalese name.] A small
brown owl, Eetupa ceylonensis.

utwitht, adv. and prep. A Middle English form
of outwith.

uva (u'va), w. [NL., < L. uva, a grape, also a
cluster of grapes, a bunch, also the soft palate,
the uvula.] In bot., a name given to such suc-
culent indehiscent fruits as have a central pla-
centa.

Uvaria (u-va'ri-a), . [NL. (Linneeus, 1737),
so called with ref. to the berries, < L. uva, a

grape.] A genus of plants, type of the tribe
Urariex in the order AnonaeeiB. They are charac-
terized by having flowers with valvate sepals, numerous
appendaged stamens, many carpels, and many ovules

;
the

receptacle and sometimes the stamens are truncate. The
genus includes about 44 species, natives of tropical Asia
and Africa. They are climbing or sarmentose shrubs, with
hairy stems and leaves, and bisexual flowers, usually op-
posite the leaves. The corolla is frequently brown, green-
ish, or purple, and often densely velvety. The flowers of
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several species of India are very fragrant and somewhat
showy, reaching in U. dulcis 2 inches and in U. purpurea
3 inches in diameter. The aromatic roots of U. Jfarum, a

large woody climber with shining leaves and scarlet fruit,

are used in India as a febrifuge, and by distillation yield a

fragrant greenish oil. Some produce an edible fruit, as U.

Zeylanica and U. macrophijlla of India. U. Ca/ra, with
laurel-like leaves, and fleshy berries resembling cherries,
occurs in Natal, and two other extra-limital species are
Australian. U. mrgata and U. laurifolia, two West In-

dian trees known as' lancewood, once classed here, are now
referred to the genus Oxandra ; and many other former
American species are now assigned to Oualteria. Com-
pare also Unona and Asimiiia.

Uvarieae (u-va-ri'e-e). n. pi. [NL. (Bentham
and Hooker, 1862)', < Uvaria + -ex.~\ A tribe

of polypetalous plants, of the order Anonacex,
characterized by flowers with flattened and

usually spreading petals all or the inner ones
imbricated and by densely crowded stamens
with connective so dilated at the apex as to

conceal the anther-cells. It includes 13 genera, all

tropical, of which Uvaria is the type. The only other

large genera, Gualteria and Duguetia, are American ; the
others are principally East Indian, with 4 monotypic gen-
era in Borneo.

uvarovite (6-var'o-vit), n. [Named after S. S.

Uvnrov, a Russian statesman and author (1785-
1855).] Chrome-garnet, an emerald-green va-

rietv of garnet containing chromium sesqui-
oxid. Also written uwarowite, ouvarovite.

UVate (u'vat), n. [< uva + -ate1 .] A conserve
made of grapes, tiimmonds.

uva-ursi (u'va-er"si), n. See bearberry, 1.

uvea (u've-aj, n. [NL., < L. uva, a grape, a
cluster of grapes: see uva.] 1. The vascular
tunic of the eye ;

the iris, ciliary body, and
choroid taken collectively. Also called tunica
uvea and uveal tract. 2. The dark choroid coat
of the eye. See cut under eye

1
.

uveal (u've-al), a. [< uvea + -al.~\ Of or re-

lating to thV'uvea. Uveal tract. Same as uvea, 1.

We may regard the iris as the anterior termination of
the ciliary body and choroid, the whole forming, in reality,
one tissue, the uveal tract. Wells, Diseases of Eye, p. 144.

UV60US (u've-us), a. [< L. uva, a grape, a
cluster of grapes (see uva), + -e-ous."] 1. Re-
sembling a grape or a bunch of grapes. Imp.
Diet. 2. In anat., same as uveal.

The uKeous coat or iris of the eye liuth a musculous
power, and can dilate and contract that round hole in it

called the pupil or sight of the eye.

Ray, Works of Creation, ii.

UVTOU, n. See uphroe.
uvula (u'vu-la), n. [NL., dim. of L. uva, the

uvula, a particular use of uva, a grape, a cluster
of grapes: see o.] 1. A small free conical

body, projecting downward and backward from
the middle of the pendulous margin of the soft

palate, composed of the uvular muscles covered

by mucous membrane. See cuts under tonsil

and mouth. 2. A prominent section of the
inferior vermiform process of the cerebellum,
in advance of the pyramid, between the two
lateral lobes known as the amygdalse or ton-

sils : so called from being likened to the uvula
of the palate. 3. A slight projection of mu-
cous membrane from the bladder into the cystic
orifice of the urethra

;
the uvula vesicse, luette

vesicale, or uvula of the bladder Azygos uvulae.
Same as musculus uvulee. Musculus uvulae, the muscle
that forms, with its fellow, the fleshy part of the uvula.
It arises from the posterior nasal spine. Also called uvu-
larii. Uvula-spoon, a surgical instrument like a spoon,
designed to be held just under the uvula, for the purpose
of conveying any substance into the cavity behind. Vesi-
cal uvula, the uvula vesicse. See def. 8.

uvular (u'yu-lar), a. [< uvula + -arS.] 1. Of
or pertaining to the uvula : as, uvular mucous
membrane; uvular movements. 2. Made with
the uvula : said of r when produced by vibra-
tion of the uvula instead of by that of the

tongue-tip, as commonly in parts of France
and Germany and elsewhere.

E must be regarded here as a partial assimilation of
the i to the following uvular r.

Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 285.

Uvular muscle. Same as musculus uvula. See uvula.

uvulares, n. Plural of uvularis.

Uvularia (u-vu-la'ri-ii), n. [NL. (Linnsaus,
1737); used earlier, by Brunfels, 1530, for the re-
lated Rusi-us Hypoglossum, and by Bock, 1552,
fora Campanula); so called from the pendulous
flower, < NL. uvula, the soft palate : see uvula."}
A genus of liliaceous plants, type of the tribe
Uvulariene. They are characterized by having a slightly

uzzle

branched stem, and terminal pendulous flowers with erect
and connivent or finally spreading segments. The 5 spe-
cies are all natives of the eastern and central United States,
2 of them southern, the others extending into Canada.
They are delicate

plants growing from
a thick or creeping
rootstock, with erect

stems, at first wrap-
ped below in a few
dry sheaths, above
bearing alternate
sessile or perfoliate
ovate and lanceolate
leaves. The solitary
or twin flowers hang
from recurving ped-
icels, and are fol-

lowed by triangular-
ovoid capsules. They
are known as bell-

wort, especially the

perfoliate species, U.

perfoliata and IT.

grandiflora, which
are widely distrib-

uted. The sessile-

leafed species, U. sex-

xilifolia, puberulu,
and Floridana, are
now by some sepa-

0%*? See rig!!
fl '"* '"%&%?"'
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under sessile, per. flow<:r 4 stajn(.n .
istil

.
frtlit .

fohate, and stoma,

Uvularieae (u*vu-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (End-
licher, 1842), < I'vularia + -ex.] A tribe of lili-

aceous plants, characterized by bulbless, leafy,
herbaceous or climbing stems with alternate
sessile or clasping leaves, extrorsely dehiscent

anthers, and usually a loculicidal capsule, it
includes 9 genera, of which Uvularia is the type. One
other genus, Disporum, long known as Prosartex, occurs
in America ; the others are natives of Asia or Australia,
or especially of South Africa, as Gloriosa.

UVUlaris (u-vu-la'ris), )i.;'pl. uvulares (-rez).

[NL., < L. uvula, uvula : see uvula.] The azy-
gous muscle of the uvula ; the azygos uvulse.

uvularly (u'vu-lar-li), adv. With thickness of
voice or utterance, as when the uvula is too

long. [Rare.]
Number Two laughed (very uvularly), and the skirmish-

ers followed suit. Dickens, Uncommercial Traveller, iii.

UVUlatome (u'vu-la-tom), n. [< "L.uvula, uvula,
+ Gr. -rofiof, < rkfiveiv, raftelv, cut.] An in-

strument for cutting off the lower part of the
uvula.

UWarowite, n. Same as uvarovite.

uxorial (uk-so'ri-al), a. [< L. uxor, a wife, +
-i-al.] 1 . Of or pertaining to a wife or married
woman

; peculiar to or befitting a wife.

Favorinus . . . calls this said stata forma the beauty of

wives, the uxorial beauty. Bulwei; My Novel, iv.

2. Same as uxorious.

Riccabocca . . . melted into absolute uxorial imbecil-

ity at the sight of that mute distress.

Bulwer, My Novel, vi.

[Rare in both uses.]
uxoricidal (uk-so'ri-sl-dal), a. [< uxoricide2 +
-a/.] Of or pertaining to uxoricide

; tending to

uxoricide. Cornhill Mag.
uxoricide1

(uk-so'ri-sid), . [< ii.uxor, a wife,
+ -cida, < ceedere, kill.] One who slays his wife.

uxoricide''2
(uk-po'ri-sid), n. [< L. uxor, a wife,

+ -cidium, <cden; slay.] The killing of a wife

by her husband.
uxorious (uk-so'ri-us), a. [< L. uxorius, of or

pertaining to a wife, < uxor, a wife.] Exces-

sively or foolishly fond of a wife
; doting on a

wife. ,

Toward his queen he was nothing uxorimu, nor scarce

indulgent. Bacon.

uxoriously (uk-so'ri-us-li), adv. In an uxorious
manner

;
with foolish or doting fondness for a

wife.
If thou art thus uxoriously inclin'd

To bear thy bondage with a willing mind,
Prepare thy neck. Dryden, tr. of Juvenal, vi. 292.

uxoriousness (uk-so'ri-us-nes), . The state
or character of being uxorious

;
connubial do-

tage ;
foolish fondness for a wife.

Uzbeg, Usbeg (uz'-, us'beg), n. [Tatar.] A
member of a Turkish race, of mixed origin,
resident in central Asia.

uzzard (uz'ard), . A dialectal form of izz

Ha/liu-ell.

uzzle (uz'l), . A dialectal form of ouzel.
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1. This character, the

twenty-second in our al-

i>li:ii't, is (see I') the older
form of the character U.
having been long used

equivalently with the lat-

ter, and only recently
strictly distinguished from
it as the representative of

a different sound. The words beginning respectively
with V and V, like those beginning with I and J, were,
till not many years ago, mingled together in diction-

aries. In our present practice, V represents always and
in all situations a fricative sound, corresponding as sonant
or volcei utterance to/as surd or breathed ; it is the rust-

ling made by forcing the intonated brnith OUT hftwi-fii

the surface of th.- lower lip and the edges of the upper
front teeth, laid closely upon it. A purely labial e (as/:
see F), made without aid from the teeth, Is found In some
languages. This sound is also almost the exclusive prop-
erty of the v-sign : the number of words, as Stephen,
nephew, in whit;h it is written otherwise is extremely
small, and in these words the ph is an etymological
"restoration" (the old and normal English forms being
Steven, neveie). It is a frequent element In our utterance,
making on an average over two and a third per cent, of it

(the /-sound only two per cent). As initial, it is almost

solely of Romanic (French-Latin) origin, altered In pro-
nunciation from tlie semi-vowel or w-sound, which be-

longed to the same sign in Roman use (see W\ At the
end of a word (where, however, it is never written without
a following e\ it is found in many words of Germanic ori-

gin, often alternating with its surd counterpart /, as in

wife, mvee, half, halve, etc.

2. As a Roman numeral, V stands for 5; with

a dash over it (V), 5,000. 3. [?. c.] An abbre-
viation of velocity (in physics); verb; verse; ver-

sus (in law) ;
vert (in heraldry) ;

vision (in medi-

cine); of verte, violino, race, and volta (in music);
of ventral (fin), etc. 4. The chemical symbol
of vanadium.
V2

(ve), n. [From the letter P.] A five-dollar

bill : so called from the character V which is

conspicuous upon it. [Colloq., U. 8.]
Vft (va). [< It. tit (= V. va), go, go on, also

vada (< L. vadere, go), used as impv. 2d pers.

sing, of andare = F. alter, go : see tcade .] In

music, go on; continue: as, va crescendo, go on
increasing the strength of tone ; va raltentando,
continue dragging the time,

vaagmar (vag'mar), n. [< Icel. vdg-meri, a
kind of flounder,

'

wave-mare,' < vdg, wave (see
wflir 1

), + meri. mure: see mare*.] The deal-

fish.

vaalite (vii'lit), n. [< I'aal. a river in South

Africa, + -ite2.] A kind of vermiculite occa-

sionally found associated with the diamond nt

the diggings in South Africa. It is probably
an altered form of a mica (biotite) belonging to

the original peridotite.
vacancet (va'kans), n. [< F. vacance = Sp. Pg.
vacancia = It. vacanzia, vacanza, < ML. racan-

tia, empty place, vacancy, vacation, < L. va-

can(t-)s, empty, vacant: see vacant.] Vaca-
tion. [Obsolete Scotch.]
The consistory had no vacance at this Vool, but had

little to do.

Spaidimj, Hist. Troubles in Scotland, i. 331. (Jainieton.)

vacancy (va'kan-si), n. ; pi. vacancies (-siz).

[As vacance (see -cy).] 1. The state of being
vacant, empty, or unoccupied.
The inquisitive, in my opinion, are such merely from a

vacancy in their own imaginations.
Steelf, Spectator, No. 282.

2. Specifically, emptiness of mind; idleness;
listlessuess.

All dispositions to Idleness or vacancy, even before they
grow habits, are dangerous.

Sir II. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 85.

At chesse they will play all the day long, a sport that

agreeth well with their sedentary vacancy.
Sandyt, Travailes, p. 50.

3. That which is vacant or unoccupied. Specifi-

cally (a) Empty space.

Alas, how is 't with yon,
That you do bend your eye on vacancy t

Shot., Hamlet, ill. 4. 117.

(6) An intermediate space; a gap; a chasm.

bthtMMMV
Twlxt the wall and me.

Browning, Mesmerism.

(c) An Interval of time not devoted to the ordinary duties
or business of life ; unoccupied, unemployed, or leisure

time; holiday time; vacation; relaxation.

No Interim, not a minute's vacancy.
Shot., T. N., v. 1. 98.

In his youth he had no Teachers, In his middle Age so
little vacancy from the Wars ami the cares of his King-
dome. Miliiin, Hist Eng., v.

ill) An unoccupied or unfilled post, position, or office: as,

a vacancy in the judicial bench.

We went to see the Conclave, where, during vacancy,
the Cardinals are shut up tUl they are agreed upon a new
election. Evelyn, Diary, Jan. 18, 1645.

vacant (va'kant), a. [Early mod. E. also va-

caunt; < ME.'Vacaunf, < OF. (and F.) vacant =
Sp. Pg. It. vacante, < L. vacan(t-)s, empty, va-

cant, ppr. of vacare, be empty, free, or unoc-

cupied: see vacate.] 1. Having no contents;

empty; unfilled; void; devoid; destitute: as,

a vacant space; a vacant room.

Being of those virtues vacant.

Shak., Hen. VIII., v. 1. 126.

A man could not perceive any vacant or wast place
under the Alpes, but all beset with vines.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 81.

2. Not occupied or filled with an incumbent or

tenant; unoccupied.
Special dignities, which vacant lie

For thy best use and wearing.
SAo*.,T. of A., v. 1. 145.

By ... 1 1'elham's] death, the highest post to which an

English subject can aspire was left meant.
itacavlay, William Pitt.

3. Not engaged or filled with business or care ;

unemployed ; unoccupied ;
free

; disengaged ;

idle: as, vacant hours.

Alexander, in tymes vacaunt from bataile, delyted in

that mailer huntinge. Sir T. Elyat, The (Jovernonr, 1. 18.

The loud laugh that spoke the vacant mind.
GiildtmUh. Ues. Vil., L 122.

Absence of occupation is not rest ;

A mind quite roeantis a mind distreas'd.

Covper, Retirement, 1. 624.

4. Characterized by or proceeding from idle-

ness or absence of mental occupation.
Every morning waked us to a repetition of toil; but the

evening repaid it with meant hilarity. GMmiitli, Vicar, v.

5. Free from thought; not given to thinking,

study, reflection, or the like; thoughtless.

You, who used to be so gay, so open, so vacant .'

Steele, Conscious Lovers, ii. 1.

6. Lacking, or appearing to lack, intelligence;

stupid; inane.

Rip stared in racant stupidity.
Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 59.

7. In law: (a) Not filled; unoccupied: as, a
vacant office. (6) Empty: as, a vacant house.
In the law of fire-insurance a house may be

unoccupied, and yet not be deemed vacant, (c)

Abandoned; having no heir: as, racant effects

or goods Vacant cylinder, lot, possession. See
the nouns. = Syn. 1-4. Vacant, Empty, Void, Devoid. Void
and devoid are now used in a physical sense only in poetic
or elevated diction ;

void Is often used of laws, legal in-

struments, and the like : as, the will or deed or law was

pronounced null and void. Devoid is now always followed

by of: as, devoid of reason ; a mind devoid of ideas. Vacant
and empty are primarily physical : as, an empty box ; a

vacant lot Empty Is much the more general : it applies
to that which contains nothing, whether previously tilled

or not: as, an empty bottle, drawer, nest, head. Vacant

applies to that which has been filled or occupied, or is In-

tended or is ready or needs to be filled or occupied : as, a
vacant throne, chair, space, ofitce, mind : an empty room
has no furniture In It ;

a Meant room is one that Is free

for occupation. Vacant is a word of some dignity, and is

therefore not used of the plainest things : we do not speak
of a vacant box or bottle.

vacantly (va'kant-li), adv. In a vacant man-
ner; idly.

vacate (va'kat), v.; pret. and pp. vacated, ppr.
ruriitinii. [< L. vacatus, pp. of vacare. be empty
or vacant. From the same L. verb are ult.

E. rurant. raeaous, vacuum, etc. Cf. rain.] I.

trans. 1. To make vacant; cause to be empty;
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quit the occupancy or possession of; leave

empty or unoccupied : as, James II. varated the
throne. 2. To annul; make void; make of no

authority or validity.
That after-Act, racatriny the autorifle of the precedent.

Kiktm Banian, p. 10.

If a man Insures his life, this killing himself vacate* the

bargain. Walpole, Letters, II ; :

-

3. To defeat the purpose of; make void of

meaning ; make useless.

He vacate* my revenge. Dryden, Don SebaitUn, II. 1.

U. i nini us. To quit; leave.

I to psy four dollars and twenty-five cents to-night, he
to rucatf at five to-morrow morning.

Thanau, Walden, p. 48.

vacation (va-ka'shon), n.
[

' ME. vacacion, va-

cacioun, < OF. riK'nrnm, vacation, F. vacation
= Pr. vaccatio = 8p. vacacion = Pg. vaca<;8<> =
It. vacazione, < L. vacatio(n-), leisure, < tacare,

pp. vacattis, be empty, free, or unoccupied: see

vacate.'] 1. The act of vacating. Specifically
(a) The act of leaving without an occupant: as, the raca-

tion of an office, (b) The act of making void, vacant, or of

HO validity : as, the vacation of a charter.

2. A space of time, or a condition, in which
there is an intermission of a stated employment
or procedure; a stated interval in a round of

duties
;
a holiday.

To raise Recruits, and draw new Forces down,
Thus, in the dead Vacation of the Town.

Congreve, Pyrrhus, Prol.

Specifically (a) In law, temporary cessation of judicial

proceedings ; the space of time between the end of one
term of court and tne beginning of the next ; the period
during which a court holds no sessions ; recess; non-term.
In England the vacations are Christmas vacation, com-
mencing on December 24th and ending January tith ; Eas-
ter vacation, commencing on Good Friday and ending on
Easter Tuesday; Whitsun vacation, commencing on the

Saturday before and ending on the Tuesday after Whit-

sunday ; and the long vacation, commencing on August
13th and ending on October 23d.

Why should not conscience have vacation
As well as other courts o' th' nation?

S. Butler, Hudibras. II. II. 317.

(b) The intermission of the regular studies of an educa-
tional institution of any kind, when the students have a
recess ; holidays : as, the summer vacation.

3. The act of becoming vacant
;
avoidance :

said especially of a see or other spiritual dig-

nity. 4f. Freedom from duty ; leisure time.

Whan he liadde leyser and vacacioun
From oother worldly occupacioun.

Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 683.

vacationist (va-ka'shon-ist), H. [< vacation +
-int.] One who is taking a vacation ; especial-
ly, one who is journeying for pleasure ; an ex-
cursionist. [Colloq.]
vacationless (va-ka'shon-les), a. [< vacation
+ -less.] Without a vacation; deprived of a
vacation.

vacatnr (va-ka'ter), n. [< ML.acaur,3d pers.
pres. ind. pass, of rm-nri . make void, trans, use
of L. vacare, be empty or void : see vacate.]
In linr, the act of annulling or setting aside.

vaccary (vak'a-ri), n.; pi. vaccaries (-riz). [<
ML. vaccaria, < L. vacca, a cow: see vaccine.

Cf . vachery, a doublet of vaccary.] A cow-house,
dairy, or cow-pasture. See vachery. [Prov.
Eng.]
At this time there were eleven raccariet (places of pas-

ture for cows) in Pendle Forest, and the herbage and agist-
meuts of each vaccary were valued to the lord at 10*., or
in all 110. yearly. Bainet, Hist. Lancashire, II. 25.

vaccigenous (vak-sij'e-nus), a. [Irreg. < vaccine
+ L. -gerere, carry.] Producing vaccine : ap-
plied to methods of cultivating vaccine virus,
or to farms and institutions where the virus is

produced in quantity.
vaccin (vak'siu), n. Same as ratcine.

vaccina (vak-si'na), n. [NL., < L. raccinus, of
or from cows: see vaccine.] Same as vaccinia.

l>itni/lison.

vaccinal (vak'si-nal), a. [< raccine + -al.] Of
or relating to vaccine; caused by vaccina-
tion. Afed. Xetcs, LII. 546. Vaccinal erythema.



vaccinal

a bright-red coloration of the skin occurring sometimes
in connection with vaccinia. -Vaccinal fever, vaccinia,

especially in its severer forms. Vaccinal scar. Same
as vaccine cicatrix (which see, under vaccine).

vaccinate (vak'si-nat), v. t.; pret. and pp. rae-

riitated, ppr. cacciHtitiiig. [< vaccine + -ateV.

Cf. P. racciner = Sp. vacunar = Pg. vaocinar

= It. rtii-ciii/ire, vaccinate.] 1. To inoculate

with the cowpox, by means of vaccine matter or

lymph taken directly or indirectly from the cow,
for the purpose of procuring immunity from

smallpox or of mitigating its attack. 2. In a

general sense, to inoculate with the modified

virus of any specific disease, in order to produce
that disease in a mild form or to prevent its at-

tack.

vaccination (vak-si-na'shon), n. [= F. Vacti-

vation = Sp. vacunacion = Pg. vaccinag&o = It.

vaccinasione; as vaccinate + -ion.~\ In med., in-

oculation with vaccine, or the virus of cowpox,
as a preventive of smallpox; in an extended

sense, inoculation with the virus of any specific
disease. The utility of vaccination with the virus of

cowpox was discovered by Edward Jenner, an English sur-

geon, in the latter part of the eighteenth century, the first

vaccination upon the human subject having been made in

1796. It consists in the introduction under the skin, or ap-

plication to an abraded surface, usually on the upper arm
or thigh, of a minute quantity of vaccine. This is followed,
in a typical case, in about two days, by slight redness and
swelling at the point of inoculation, and on the third or

fourth day by the appearance of a vesicle filled with clear

fluid, and umbilicated or depressed in the center. About
the end of the eighth day a ring of inflammation, called the

areola, begins to form around the base of the vesicle ; it is

usually hard, swollen, and painful. On the eleventh or
twelfth day the inflammation begins to subside; the ves-

icle turns yellow, and then dries up and forms a crust or

scab, which usually falls off about the end of the third

week, leaving a permanent scar. The appearance of the
areola is sometimes attended with rather severe constitu-
tional disturbance, such as fever, headache, loss of appe-
tite, swelling of the glands above the part, and a gen-
eral feeling of malaise. The appearance of this eruption,
more or less modified from rubbing of the clothes or from
scratching, is the only certain evidence that vaccination
has been successful, or has taken. See also vaccine and
vaccinia. Auto-vaccination, reinoculation of a person
with virus taken from himself. This not infrequently oc-

curs accidentally, the lymph from a ruptured vesicle being
carried on the finger-nails and introduced at some other

point.

vaccinationist (vak-si-na'shon-ist), n. [< vac-

cination + -isi.] One who favors the practice
of vaccination. Lancet, 1890, 1. 1084.

vaccination-scar (vak-si-na'shon-skar), n.

Same as vaccine cicatrix (which see, under vac-

cine),

vaccinator (vak'si-na-tor), n. [= F. vaccina-
teur = Sp. vacunador = Pg. vaccinador = It.

vaccinatore; as vaccinate + -or1 .] 1. One who
vaccinates. H. Spencer, Study of Sociol., p. 287.

2. A lancet or a scarificator employed in vac-
cination. See cut under lancet.

vaccine (vak'sin), a. and n. [< F. vaccin = Sp.
vactmo = It. vaccino, vaccine (as a noun, F. vac-
cine = Sp. vacuna = Pg. vaccina = It. vaccina, <

NL. vaccina), < L. vaccinus, of a cow, < vacca, a

cow; prob. akin to Skt. / vaf, cry, howl, low;
cf. voice. Hence vaccinate, etc.] I. a. 1. Of
or pertaining to cows

;
derived from cows : as,

the vaccine disease, or cowpox. 2. Of or relat-

ing to vaccinia or vaccination Vaccine agent,
in certain of the United States, a State officer whose duty
it is to procure and distribute a supply of pure vaccine
matter. Vaccine cicatrix, the scar remaining after a
successful vaccination. It is usually silvery-white, of an
irregularly circular outline, slightly depressed below the
level of the surrounding skin, and foveated, or having nu-
merous shallow pits on its surface. Vaccine lymph,
matter, virus. Same as II., i.

II. n. 1. The virus of cowpox or vaccinia,
used in the process of vaccination as a preven-
tive of smallpox. Two varieties of vaccine are in use :

namely, the bovine, that which is obtained directly from
the heifer, and the humanized, or that which is obtained
from vesicles on the human subject. The vaccinia follow-
ing inoculation with bovine virus is usually attended with
more pronounced local inflammation and constitutional
symptoms than is that produced by the humanized lymph.
Vaccine, as employed for vaccination, is prepared in the
shape of dried lymph on quills or small flat pieces of
bone or ivory, of fluid lymph in closed capillary glass
tubes, and of crusts. Also called vaccine lymph, matter,
or virus.

2. In a general sense, the modified virus of any
specific disease introduced into the body by in-

oculation, with a view to prevent or mitigate a
threatened attack of that disease or to confer
immunity against subsequent attacks.
Also vaccin.

vaccine-farm (yak'sin-farm), n. A place where
vaccine virus is cultivated by the systematic
inoculation of heifers.

vaccinella (vak-si-nel'a),M. Spurious vaccinia
;

an eruption which occasionally follows vaccina-
tion, but which is not true vaccinal eruption.
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vaccine-point (vak'Nin-point), H. A thin piece
of bone or ivory, or a quill, sharpened at one
end and coated'with dried vaccine lymph. The
inoculation may be made by abrading the skin with the

sharp point, thus avoiding the use of a lancet.

vaccinia (vak-sin'i-a), n. [NL., < L. vaceiims,
of or pertaining to a cow: see vaccine.] Aspe-
cific eruptive disease occurring in cattle, es-

pecially in milch cows. It is characterized by an

eruption, at first papular, then changing to vesicular, sit-

uated usually at the junction of the teats with the udder.
The vesicle is umbilicated, the margin being more ele-

vated than the center, and contains a clear yellowish fluid.

The skin surrounding it is somewhat inflamed, reddish
in color, and indurated. The vesicle increases in size up
to about the tenth day, when the contents become more
opaque, and a crust begins to form. This crust increases

in size for a few days, and then dries up and falls off at

about the end of the third week. During the height of

the disease there may be a little fever and loss of appetite,
and the yield of milk may be somewhat diminished ; but
in general the constitutional disturbance is slight. It is

by inoculation with lymph taken from the vesicles in this

disease as it occurs in the cow or in the human subject
that immunity against smallpox is conferred upon man.
See vaccination and vaccine. Also vaccina and cowpox.

Vacciniaceae (vak-sin-i-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1845), < Vaccinium + -acex.'} An
order of gamopetalous plants, of the cohort
Ericalcs. It is distinguished from the related order
Ericaceae by the fact that the inferior ovary forms a

fleshy fruit. It includes about 848 species, belonging to

27 genera (classed in two tribes, the Thibaudiese and Euvac-
ciniese), natives of moist mountain woods in temperate
and cold regions, also numerous in tropical Asia and
America, with 3 genera in islands of the Pacific. They
are erect or prostrate shrubs or trees, often epiphytes,
sometimes with tuberous or thickened stems, and fre-

quently climbing over trees. The leaves are alternate or

scattered, generally evergreen, and the flowers are usually
in bracted racemes. Four genera occur in the United

States, of which Vaccinium (the type), Gaylussacia, and
Oxycoccus are the most important, producing the blueber-

ries, huckleberries, and cranberries of the market ; the
other genus, Chiogenes, the snowberry, is transitional to

the EricacesK, or heath family. See cuts under cranberry,
huckleberry, and Vaccinium,

vacciniaceous (vak-sin-i-a'shius), a. Belong-
ing to or characteristic of the Vacciniaceie.

vaccinic (yak-sin'ik),
a. [< vaccine + -ic.] Of

or pertaining to vaccine.

Vacciniese (vak-si-m'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.

de Candolle, 1813), < Vaccininm + -eee."] A
tribe of plants, of the order Vacciniacex, also

known as Euvaeciniese, The flowers are usually
small, their substance delicate, and the filaments dis-

tinct. It includes 9 or 10 genera, of which Vaccinium is

the
type.

vaccinifer (vak-sin'i-fer), n. [< NL. vaccina,

vaccine,+ L./erre = E. bear1 .] 1. The source,
either a person or an animal, of the vaccine
virus. 2. An instrument used in vaccination.

Quain, Med. Diet., p. 1724.

vacciniola (vak-si-ni'o-la), n. [NL., dim. of

vaccinia, q. v.] A secondary eruption, resem-

bling that at the site of inoculation, sometimes
seen after vaccination.

vaccinist (vak'si-nist), n. [< vaccine + -4st.~]

1. One who performs vaccination. 2. One
who favors the practice of vaccination.

Vaccinium (vak-sin'i-um), n. [NL. (Linnreus,
1737), < L. vaccinium, blueberry, whortleberry.]
A genus of gamopetalous plants, type of the or-

der. VacciniacesE and of the tribe Ewvaecinieie. ;

the blueberries. It is distinguished from Gaylussacia,
the huckleberry genus, by the numerous ovules in each cell

of the ovary and by sometimes having only eight stamens,

Squaw-huckleberry (Vaccinium stamintum).
i, flowering branch ; z, branch with fruit ; 3, a flower.

and from Oxycoccus, the cranberry genus, by usually hav-
ing the anthers awned on the back. (See cut 7 under sta-

men, 4.) It includes about 110 species, inhabiting the

temperate and frigid regions of the northern hemisphere
and the mountains of the tropics. They are usually
branching shrubs, rarely trees, a few epiphytic. The
leaves are generally small, coriaceous, and evergreen, but
sometimes membranaceous and deciduous ; the flowers
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small, white, pink, or red, disposed in axillary or termi-
nal racemes or axillary fascicles, rarely solitary, usually
with bracts. Many of the species yield edible berries.

(See whortleberry and blueberry, and compare huckleberry,

cranberry, hurt-, and hurtberry.) The 3 weH-known cir-

cumpolar species, V. ilyrtillus, V. ulir/inomm, and V. Vi-

Ks-Idsea, are the only species in Europe, the most im-

portant being V. MyrtilluK, the whortleberry. V. ulirfi-

nosurn, the blueberry or bog-bilberry, a smaller shrub
with terete branches and usually four-parted flowers, is

common in northern Britain and in Canada. V. Vilis-

Idxa, the cowberry or mountain-cranberry, with ever-

green leaves and prostrate stems, yields an acid red berry,
edible when cooked, and sometimes substituted for the

cranberry ;
it ranges in America from New England to

Point Barrow, 71 19' north. There are 10 or more species
in Alaska, and 22 in the United States proper, classed in 4

distinct groups, of which the smaller are Vitis-ld&a, with
ovate or globular corolla, and Batodendron, with open
bell-shaped flowers, and berries little edible. (See farkle-
berry and squaw-huckleberry.) The blueberries, common
species of the eastern United States and northward,
forming the subgenus Cyanococcus, are replaced in the

Rocky Mountains and Pacific States by the bilberries,

species of Vaccinium proper, the typical section, which
are themselves few and rare westward, but range more
extensively in Canada. About 12 species occur in the
northwestern United States, 8 of these and 10 others in

the Southern States, 4 in the Rocky Mountain region, and
6 or more in Oregon or Nevada. Most species are low
bushes ; but V. arboreum, the farkleberry, sometimes
reaches 25 feet in height, and V. corymbosum, the widely
distributed blue huckleberry of the later summer market,
is often 10 feet in height. The American cranberry, Oxy-
coccus macrocarpus, was formerly, and by some authors is

still, referred to this genus.

vaccinization (vak"si-ni-za'shon), n. [< vaccine
+ -ize + -ation."] A very thorough method of

vaccination, in which repeated inoculations
are made until the vaceinal susceptibility is

completely destroyed.
vaccinosyphilis (vak*si-no-sif'i-lis), . [< vac-

cine + syphilis."] Syphilis transmitted by im-

pure humanized vaccine or by infected instru-

ments used in vaccination.

vachet, n. [ME., < OF. (and' F.) vache = Sp.
vaca = Pg. It. vacca, (. L. vacca, a cow: see vac-

cine.'] A cow; hence, a beast.

Therfore, thou vache, leve thyn old wrecchednesse.
Chaucer, Truth, 1. 22.

vacher (va-sha'), n. [< F. vacher, OF. vachier,

vaquier = Pr. vaquier = Sp. vaquero = Pg. va-

qiieiro = It. vaccaro, < ML. vaccarius, cowherd,
? L. vacca, a cow: see vache and vaccine, and
cf. vaccary, vachery.'} Same as vaquero. S.

De Vere, Americanisms, p. 108. [Bare.]
vachery (vash'er-i), .; pi. vacheries (-iz).

[< ME. vaclierye, < OF. (and F.) racherie, < ML.
vaccaria, a cow-house, fern, of 'vaccarius, per-
taining to a cow: see vaccary, vacher.'] A pen
or inclosure for cows

; also, a dairy. [Obsolete
or provincial.]

Vacherye, or dayre. Vacaria, Prompt. Parv., p. 507.

Vaccary, alias Vachary (vaccaria), is a house or ground to

keep Cows in, a Cow-pasture. ... A word of common use
in Lancashire. Blount, Glossographia (1670).

Vachery (the ch with its French sound) is the name of
several farms in different parts of England.

Latham. (Imp. Diet.)

vacillancy (vas'i-lan-si), n. [< vacillan(t) +
-cy. ] A state of vacill ating or wavering ;

vacil-

lation
; inconstancy ;

fluctuation. Dr. JET. More,
Divine Dialogues. [Rare.]
vacillant (vas'i-lant), a. [< L. racillan(t-)s, ppr.
of

vacillare,_
vacillate : see vacillate."] Vacillat-

ing; wavering; fluctuating; unsteady. [Bare.]
Imp. Diet.

vacillate (vas'i-lat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. vacil-

lated, ppr. vacillating. [< L. vacillatus, pp. of

vacillare (> It. vacillare = Pg. vacillar = Sp.
vacilar = F. vaciller), sway to and fro, vacil-

late; a dim. or freq. form, prob. akin to Skt.

V/OTW&, go tortuously, be crooked, vakra, bent:
see wag.~] 1. To waver; move one way and
the other; reel; stagger.
But whilst it [a spheroid] turns upon an axis which is

not permanent, ... it is always liable to shift and vacil-

late from one axis to another. Paley, Nat. Theol., xxii.

2. To fluctuate in mind or opinion ; waver; be
irresolute or inconstant.

A self-tormentor he continued still to be, vacillating be-
tween hope and fear. Southey, Bunyan, p. 30.

He could not rest,
Nor firmly fix the vacillating mind,
That, ever working, could no centre find.

Crabbe, Works, V. 10.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Waver, Oscillate, etc. (see fluctuate),

sway. 2. To hesitate.

vacillatingly (vas'i-la-ting-li), adv. In a vacil-

lating manner; unsteadily; fluctuatingly.
vacillation (vas-i-la'shon), n. [Formerly also

vacilation; < OF. (and F.) vacillation = Sp. vaci-

lacion = Pg. vacillacao = It. vacillazione, < L.

vacillatio(n-), a reeling, wavering, < vacillare,

pp. vacillatus, sway to and fro: see vacillate.']

1. The act of vacillating; a wavering; a mov-
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ing OIK- wav anil tl tlit-r: a reeling or stag- of licini; vMnoUttedj a system of

gci-ing. Kin-til-, tint.. MX. *l*.

Tln-y I
the bones nf Ih.- fci-t] un- put In action by .-very VaCUole (vak'n-ol ). 11. [< V. rnr.uiile. < Mi. '>,/-

i-iiiiliiiii, iliin. of I.. riii-HHin, mi i iiqity f.|i

see iv/rumi!.] 1. A minute i-<-ll

very
or rii,-illnlii:ii i.l tin- l.o'lj. '/'ill'//, Sat TbeoL, xi.

2. Vacillating conduct ; llnctnation of resolu-

tion; inconstancy; clmngealilenoss.
So ri'inailidi-l-H of doubt, no ,,irillnli,:ii.

I',,. II:, II, IViic, Maker, II. i t.

I(y your variety and rarilinii'in yu lost the acceptable
time of the first grace.

lluri'ii, rharuc in SI ai ( lianil, er against W. Talliot.

vacillatory (viis'i-la-to ri), . [< vacillate +
///. |

[in-lined to vacillate; wavering; vacil-

lating; uncertain; irresolute. [Kiii-e. |

Surh riicUlattnry accounts of affairs of state.

Itotjer North, Examen, p. 25.

vacoa (vak'o-il), . [Native name.] A general
iiamu in Mauritius for the screw-pines (Pan-
diiHii.i}. which there abound in numerous spe-
cies, forming trees 'JO or 30 feet high or more.
P. utilin, Introduced from Madagascar, growing, if per-
mitted, 30 feut or more high, is commonly planted for its

leaves, which are fabricated into sugar-sacks or vacoa

bags. See cut under Pandanut.

vacua, ii. An occasional plural of raciuim.

vacuate (vak'u-at), . t.
; pret. and pp. vacuateit,

ppr. racuatinij. [< L. vaeuatus, pp. of vacuarc,
make empty or void, < vacuus, empty: sec nn--

uoux.} To make empty or void; evacuate.

[Bare.]
Mistaken zeal, . . . like the Pharisee's Corban, under

the pretense of an extraordinary service to God, vacuateit

all duty to man.
Secular Prieut Kxposed (1703), p. 27. (Lathain.)

vacuation (vak-n-a'shon), . [< vacuate +
-ion.}

vanillin: M-I- im-iiuiii.} 1. A miniiti

cavity in the tissue of organisms. 2. In mini.,
a minute s|>acc, vacuity, or interstice of ti^-u>

in wliidi lymphatic vessels are supposed in

originate. 3. In -<'</., any minute vesicle or

vacuity in the tissue of a protozoan, as an ainu--

ba. Vacuolesaresornetlmes divided intopmnamnl, con-

tractile or jniltatituj, and yantric. The first are Minn
so numerous a* to give the organism a vesicular or bnbble-
Ifke appearance. The second kind exhibit regular con
traction anil dilatation, or pulsate, (Jastrtc vacuoles, or

food-vacuolea, occur in connection with the Ingestlon and
digestion of food ; these are formed by a globule of water
which has been taken in with n particle of food, and are
not permanent. See cuts under Actinoitjihtrriitm, Aocti-

luca. Parameciuin, tun-animalcule, and Cettoidea.

4. ID hot., a cavity of greater or less size within

the protoplasmic mass of active vegetable cells,
which is filled with water, or cell-sap as it is

called. Active protoplasm possesses the power of Im-

bibing water Into Its substance and, as a consequent-' ,
"t

liicri-aftlng in size. When the amount of water is so great
that the protoplasm may be said to be more than saturated

with It, the excess Is separated within the protoplasmic
mass in the form of rounded drops called taruiiet. In
closed cells these may become so large and abundant as

to be separated only by thin plates of protoplasm. As
such vacuoles become larger the plates are broken

through, and eventually there may be but one large vacu-
ole surrounded by a thin layer of protoplasm, which Hues
the interior of the cell-wall. Iletscy.

vacuolization (vak-u-ol-i-za'shon), n. [< racu-

ote + -izc + -ation.] 'In histoloyu, same as vacu-

olation. Amer. Jour. Psychol., II. 634.

The act' of emptying;*' evacuation, vacuolize (vak'u-o-liz), r. t.; pret. and pp. vacu-

1731. [Hare.] <>li:ctl, ppr. vaciioliziny. To supply or furnish
i i,/.- r,*i .. r/ .,...,, j. ,-., n r> with vacuoles. Thawing, Beer (trans.), p. 533.

[Rare.]
vacuous (vak'u-us), a. [= It. vacuo (ef. Sp.
rii<-io = Pg. vdzio, < L. vacivus), < L. i-acmia,

empty.] 1. Kmpty; unfilled; void; vacant.

Boundless the deep, because I Am, who fill

Infinitude: nor vacuous the space.
Milton, f. L, viL 189.

vacuist (vak'u-ist), w. [(vacuum + -int.} One
who holds the doctrine of the reality of empty
spaces in nature: opposed to plcnist.

And the win/into will have this advantage, that If Mr.
Hobbes shall say that It is as lawful for him to assume a

plenum as for others to assume a vacuum, notonly it may
be answered it is also as lawful for them to assume the

contrary, anil he but barely assuming, not proving, a ple-

num, his doctrine will still remain questionable.
""lie, Examen of Hobbes, ii.

, vacuities (-tiz). [<
= Sp. vn-

cuMild = Pg. vacuidade = It. vacuita, < L. va-

cuita(t-)s, emptiness, < vacuus, empty: see vacu-

ous.} 1. The state of being vacuous, empty,
or unfilled; emptiness; vacancy; the state of

being devoid or destitute of anything.
Men . . . are at first without understanding or knowledge

at all. Nevertheless from this vacuity they grow by de-

grees till they come at length to be even as the angels
themselves are. Honker, Eccles. Polity, i. 0.

Leave weak eyes to grow sand-blind,
Content with darkness and vacuity.

vacuity (va-ku'i-ti), n.
; pi. va

OF. (and t\) vacuite = Pr. vacuitat = Sp

These pulpits were tilled, or rather made vacuouit, by
men whose privileged education in the ancient centres

of Instruction Issued in twenty minutes' formal reading
of tepid exhortation or probably infirm deductions from

premises based on rotten scaffolding.
George Eliot, Felix Holt, XT.

2. Without intelligence or intelligent expres-
sion; (inexpressive; showing no intelligence:
as, a vacuous look.

Up the marble stairs came the most noble Farintosh,
with that nieiiiiiix leer which distinguishes his lordship.

Thackeray, Newcomea, xll.

vacuousness (vak'u-us-nes), . The state of

being vacuous, in either sense
; vacuity.

2. Space unfilled or unoccupied, or apparently
unoccupied ;

a vacant space ; also, a vacuum

Browning, Development, vacuum (vak'u-um), n.; pi. vacuums (-umz),
sometimes vacua (-a). [= P. vacuum = Sp. Pg.

id,

vacuum-pan
with tin- median!, a] form. (>cc m.-<- /., un-

. I be Ilio-l ]M-lfeet Vacuum IB. .1,1;, lie . I when
chemical nil-ail" an em|.!. -l.lli. la~l ti ...

11 in ill.- r. -led l,> tin- mercury air-

p.limp I lit Torricellian! :i. -1111111 tlrili-l!.

Hi, lucidity in a can fully ni:ti.iiiiil:it' .1 barometer-tube
n..iih pelted ill tin

contain* a small amount of the- v.ip..i of not. ui >

Torricellian.

Variium . . . signifies space without !><*ly.

Locke, Human rndi-mtanding. II. \ili. .

A KKtit/tn, orpac. in which then- i- absolutely nobody,
Is repugnant to reason.

Dencartet, I'm.. ..f I'liil.,- Hi. >>> \.itch), II. 1 16.

Ouertckian vacuum. Sec (juericlrian.

vacuum-brake (vak'u-um-brak), H. A form of

mi. .us brake used on railroails, i-mploj ing
a steam-jet directly, and the pressure of the

atmosphere indirectly, as a means of control-

ling the pressure. A steam-jet on the engine Is al-

lowed to escape through an ejector, In such a way as to

create a partial vacuum In a continu-
ous pipe extending under all the cars

of a train. Collapsing bellows under
each car are connected with the pipes,
and, when exhausted of the air con-
tained In them, close and draw the
brake-roda. Two forms are used, the
.smith brake and the Eames brake. See
continuifu* brake, under brake*.

vacuum-filter (vak'u-um -fil*-

ter), n. A form of filter in which
the air beneath the Altering
material is exhausted to hasten
the process.
vacuum-gage (vak'u-um-gaj),
n. A form of pressure-gage
for indicating the internal pres-
sure or the amount of vacuum
in a steam-condenser, a boiler

in which the steam has con-

densed, the receiver of an air-

pump, etc. A common form consists

of an Inverted graduated siphon of

glass, open at one end, and connected
at the other with the condenser or ves-

sel to be tested, and containing a quan- vacuum^age.
tlty of mercury. When not in use, the

mercury rises equally In Iwth legs of the siphon ; on con-

necting the instrument with a vacuum, the mercury rises

In the leg next the condenser or other vessel, and sinks In

the other leg, the difference between them Indicating the
amount of the vacuum. This form is also called barome-

ter-gage. E. H. Knight.

vacuum-pan (vak'u-um-pan), n. In the pro-
cesses of sugar-making, condensed-milk manu-
facture, etc., a large steam-jacketed vessel of

copper or iron, used in boiling and concentrat-

ing syrup, milk, etc. Two forms are used, one con-

sisting of two parts bolted together to form a spheroidal
vessel, and the other of a drum shape with a domed top.

The syrup or milk Is placed In the pan, the vessel Is closed

air-tight, and connections are made by means of pipes
with a condenser and air-pump. Steam Is admitted to

the jacket round the lower part of the pan, and to coils

of pipes within it The air-pump serves to draw off the

It. vacua, < L. vacuum, an empty space, a voi

The sides of the vacuity are set w- column,.
neut " of

"'*-. ,
emPtv

;
.

see
22S.3 f""^

Evelyti, Diary, Jan. 18, 1645. space ; space void of matter: opposed to plenum ;

The world, so far as It is a negation, is a negation of in-

finite vacuity in time and space.
Veitch, Introd. to Descartes's Method, p. clxii.

But yesterday I saw a dreary vacuity in this direction

in which now I see so much.
En^erson, Essays, 1st ser., p. 278.

3. Want of reality; inanity; nihility.

If they'll run behind the glass to catch at it, their expec-
tations will meet with vacuity and emptiness. Glanville.

4. Freedom from mental exertion; thought-
lessness; listlessness ; idleness.

A patient people, much given to slumber and vacuity,
and but little troubled with the disease of thinking.

Irving, Knickerbocker, ii. 1.

5. Lack of intelligence ; stupidity.
He was confounded, and continued looking with that

perplexed vacuity of eye which puzzled souls generally
stare with. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, ill. 1.

Vacuna (va-ku'njl), n. [< L. racuna, < vacare,
be at leisure : see vacant, vacate.} In Latin

mi/tli., the goddess of rural leisure, to whom
husbandmen sacrificed at the close of harvest.

She was especially a deity of the Sabines.

vacuolar (vak'ii-6-liir), a. [< vacuole + -rS.]
Of the nature of or pertaining to a vacuole ; re-

sembling a vacuole : as, vacuolar spaces. See
cut under liyilraiith. Amer. Nat.

, October, 1890,

p. 895.

vacuolate (vak'u-o-lat), a. [< vacuole + -ate1 .}

Same as tatMolattd. Micros. Set., XXX. 6.

vacuolated ( vak'u-o-la-ted), a. [< rncuolate +
-i

:

<l.} Provided with vacuoles; minutely vesic-

ular, as a protozoan.
vacuolation (\ak n-o-la'shon), H. [< rncuolate

+ -ion.] The formation of vacuoles; the state

in practical use, an inclosed space from which
the air (or other gas) has been very nearly re-

moved, as by an air-pump. The metaphysicians of

Elea, Parmenides and Mellssus, started the notion that a

vacuum was impossible, and this became a favorite doc-

trine with Aristotle. All the scholastics upheld the maxim
that "nature abhors a vacuum." This is the doctrine of

the plenlsts. Atomism, on the other hand, carried out in

a thoroughgoing manner, supposes empty space between
the atoms. That gases do not fill space homogeneously Is

now demonstrated by the phenomena of transfusion and

by the Impulsion of Crookes's radiometer ; while the other

observed facts about gases, taken In connection with these,

render some form of the kinetfcal theory of gases almost

certain. This supposes the molecules of gases to be at

great distances from one another as compared with their

spheres of sensible action. This, however, does not ex-

clude, but rather favors, Boscovich's theory of atoms

namely, that atoms are mere movable centers of poten-
tial energy endowed with inertia; and this theory makes
each atom extend throughout all space In a certain sense.

But this does not constitute a plenum, for a plenum is

the exclusive occupation of each part of space by a por-
tion of matter. It may be said that the spaces between
the atoms are filled by the luminiferous ether, which
seems to be the substance of electricity ; but the disper-
sion of light by refraction seems to show that the ether

itself has a molecular structure. A vacuum, in the sense of

a space devoid of ordinary ponderable matter, is produced
(more or less perfectly) when the air Is removed from an in-

closed space, such as the receiver of an air-pump, a part of

a barometric tube, etc. In the receiver of the ordinary air-

pump the vacuum can only be partial, since with each

stroke of the piston only a certain fraction of the air Is re-

moved (depending upon the relatlvesize of the cyllndei an. 1

the receiver), and hence, theoretically, an infinite number
of strokes would be necessary. Practically, the degree of

exhaustion obtained falls short of that demanded by the

<">, owing to the imperfections of the machine; thus. In

the common form, the exhaustion Is limited to the point
where the remaining air has not sufficient elasticity to

raise the valves. By the Sprengel or mercury air-pump a
much more perfect degree of exhaustion is attainable than

Vacuum -pan

a. copper pan ; A. iron steam-jacket: <-, copper steam -coil ; J. flantfe.1
<lome ; f, measuring vessel nsc<l in t haryin^ the pan : t'. pipe which
connects t with the jiiice-vat ; /, pipe which connects e witn the pan :

/'. cock which atlmits air into <; A, k, gage which indicate height
of iiquid in faml t; i, mercurial vacuum-gage ; e. man-hole by which

pan may be entered : r. thermometer, snowing interior temperature
of the pan ; /. proof-stick for sampling the contents of the pan: w.ralve
for admitting steam to the coil : n, valve for admitting steam to in-

terior of pan for cleaning: p. window of which there are two) by which
interior of pan may be inspected ; fl. saucer-shaped valve, closing or

opening the outlet a according as it is operated by the lever r; r, over-
flow vessel, to retain any fluid that may boil over.

vapor from the boiling contents, and to create a vacuum
within the pan. The advantages of thus boiling In a
vacuum are found In the lower temperature at which tail-

ing takes place, and, as a result, in the greater rapidity
of the process and purity of the product. Vacuum-pans
are sometimes placed in pairs, the steam from one pan
serving to heat the fluid in the second pan. 3nch an

arrangement Is called a doublf-e/ect system. Occasionally
three pans are used together, one large pan ^applying
steam for two smaller pans. This is called a Iriple-eftct

system. See guyar.



vacuum-pump

vacuum-pump (vak'u-um-pump), n. A pump
consisting of a chamber or barrel, a suction-

pipe with a valve to prevent return flow, a dis-

charge-pipe which has a valve that is closed

when the chamber is emptied, and a steam in-

duction-pipe providedwith a valvethat is opened
when the chamber is filled with water, and closed

when the chamber is filled with steam. The
chamber is placed at such a height above the water to be

raised that the exterior atmospheric pressure will cause

the water to rise through the suction-pipe, and fill the

partial vacuum caused by condensation of steam in the

chamber. Steam being admitted to the chamber forces out

the air, and fills the space. The induction-valve is then

closed. The loss of heat from the surface of the cylinder,
or the sudden injection of a water-spray, condenses the

steam. Water then rises, and fills the chamber. Steam
is then again admitted, forcing out the water through the

discharge-pipe. As soon as the water is discharged and
the chamber refilled with steam, the cycle of operations
recommences, and it is repeated continuously as long as

steam is supplied to the chamber. The opening and clos-

ing of the valves have been made automatic in this class

of pumps, but they are so wasteful of power that they are

very little used. See cuts under monte-jus and pulsoineter.
Also called steam vacuum-pump.
vacuum-tube (vak'u-um-tub), n. A sealed

glass tube employed 'to examine the effects of

a discharge of electricity through air or other

gas rarefied or exhausted to the required degree.

Vacuum-tube.

The most striking phenomenon is the magnificent colored

light with which the tube is filled and the stratification

of the light about the tube, the color of the light being
different at the positive and negative electrodes, and va-

rying with the gas through which the discharge is passed.
Thus, in common air it is purple or red at the positive
end blue or violet at the negative ; in hydrogen, it is

greenish-blue; in carbonic oxid, bright-green, turning to

yellow at the positive, and to blue at the negative. These
tubes were first made by Oeissler of Bonn, and hence
have been called Geissler's tubes. A Crookes's tube is a
form of vacuum-tube used by Mr. William Crookes in his

investigation of what he has called radiant matter (which
see, under radiant). The exhaustion of these tubes is car-

ried to about one millionth of an atmosphere.
vacuum-valve (vak'u-um-valv), n. A safety-
valve which opens inward, so connected with
a boiler that when there is a vacuum it will be
forced open by atmospheric pressure. Also
called air-valve. E. H. Knight.
vadet (vad), v. i. [Another form of fade (ssvat
offat): seefade1

.] 1. To become pale or weak,
as a color; hence, to pass away; vanish; depart.
Color evanidus, fugax. . . . Avading: a decaying, or a

dead colour. Nomenclator (1585). (Nares.)

Life doth vade, and young men must be old.

Greene, Palmer's Verses.

I know how soon their love vadeth.

Middleton, Family of Love, i. 1.

2. To fade
;
wither.

Mine is the heart which vades away as doth the flower or

grass. Peele, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.
Fair flower, untimely plucked, soon vaded.

Shak., Passionate Pilgrim, 1. 131.

vade-mecum (va'de-me'kum), n. [= F. Sp.
vade-mecum, < NL. vade-mecum, < L. vade me-

cum, 'go with me,' < vade, impv. of vadere (=
E. wade), go, + me, abl. of ego, I, + cum, with.]
A book or other thing that a person carries with
him as a constant companion; a pocket-com-
panion; a manual; a handbook.
One boracho or leathern bottle of Tours . . . Panurge

filled for himself, for he called that his vademecum.
Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 28.

vadimonyt (vad'i-mo-ni), n. [< L. vadimonium,
security, recognizance, < vas (vad-), bail, sure-

ty : see wed, wage.'] In old law, a bond or pledge
to appear before a judge on a fixed day ;

bail.

vadium (va'di-um), re. [NL., < L. vas (vad-),
bail, surety: see wed, wage.'] In Scots Jaw, a
wad; a pledge or surety Vadium mortuum, a

mortgage. Vadium vivurn, a living pledge.

Vsejovis, n. See Vejovis.

vafrityt, n. Craft. Bailey.
vafrous (va'frus), a. [< L. vafer (vafr-), cun-
ning, subtle, 4- -CMS.] Crafty; cunning.
He that deals with a Fox may be held very simple if he

expect not his vajrous tricks. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 42.

vag (vag), n. Turf for fuel. Halliwell. [Prov.
Eng.]
He may turn many an honest penny by the sale of vags,

i. e. dried peat. The Portfolio, No. 229, p. 11.

vagabond (vag'a-bond), a. and n. [Early mod.
E. also vagabun'de, vacabonde, vacabund, < ME.
vagabunde, < OF. vagabond, vacabond, F. vaga-
bond = Pr. vagabon = Sp. Pg. vagabundo = It.

vagabondo, vagabundo = G. vagabund = D. vage-
bond = Sw. Dan. vagabond, < LL. vagabundus,
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wandering, strolling about, < L. vagari, wan-
der, < vagus, wandering: see vague. Cf. va-

grant.] I. a. 1. Wandering; moving from

place to place without any settled habitation
;

nomadic.
Owre men suppose them to bee a vagabunde and wan-

deringe nacion lyke vnto the Scythians, withowte houses
or certeyne dwellinge places.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 97).

Let them pronounce the steep Tarpeian death,
Vagabond exile, ... I would not buy
Their mercy at the price of one fair word.

Shak., Cor., iii. 3. 89.

2. Floating about without any certain direc-

tion
;
driven to and fro.

Like to a vagabond flag upon the stream.

Shak., A. and C., i. 4. 45.

3. Of or pertaining to a vagabond or worthless
stroller: vagrant. 4. Not sedentary, as a spi-
der ; belonging to the Vagabundss.

II. . 1. One who is without a settled home ;

one who goes from place to place ;
a wanderer;

a vagrant: not necessarily in a bad sense.

Reduc'd, like Hannibal, to seek relief

From court to court, and wander up and down,
A vagabond in Afric. Addison, Cato, ii. 4.

He who goes from country to country, guided by the
blind impulse of curiosity, is only a vagabond.

Goldsmith, Citizen of the World, vii.

2. An idle, worthless stroller from place to

place without fixed habitation or visible means
of earning an honest livelihood

;
in laic, an idle,

worthless vagrant. See vagrant.
Weehaue had amongst vs Vagabonds, which call them-

selues Egyptians, the dregs of mankinde.
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 590.

3. An idle, worthless fellow; a scamp; a rascal.

[Colloq.] 4. One of the Fagabundee. 5. A
pyralid moth, Crambus vulgivagellus. See cut
under Crambidse Rogues and vagabonds. See
rogue.

vagabond (vag'a-bond), v. i. [< vagabond, n.]
To wander about in an idle mariner; play the

vagabond : sometimes with an indefinite it.

Vagabonding in those untrodden places, they were
guided by the everlasting justice, using themselves to be

punishers of their faults. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iv.

vagabondage (vag'a-bon-daj), . [< vagabond
+ -age.] The state, condition, or habits of

a vagabond; idle wandering, with or without
fraudulent intent : as, to live in vagabondage.

It reestablished the severest penalties on vagabondage,
even to death without benefit of clergy.

H. Spencer, Study of SocioL, p. 103.

vagabondise, v. i. See vagabondize.
vagabondish (vag'a-bon-dish), . [< vagabond
+ -is/i 1 .] Like a vagabond ; wandering.

vagabondism (vag'a-bon-dizm), . [< vaga-
bond + -ism.'] The"ways or habits of a vaga-
bond

; vagabondage.
As encouraging vagabondism and barbarism.

The Century, XXX. 813.

vagabondize (vag'a-bon-diz), v. i.
; pret. and

pp. vagabondized, ppr. vagabondizing. [< vaga-
bond + -ize.] To wander like a vagabond ; play
the vagabond : sometimes with an indefinite it.

Also spelled vagabondise.

Vagabondizing it all over Holland.
C. Jteade, Cloister and Hearth, liii. (Davits.)

vagabondryt (vag'a-bon-dri), n. [Early mod.
E. vagabundrye ; < vagabond + -ry.] Vagabon-
dage.
Idlenes and Vagabundrye is the mother and roote of all

theftes, robberyes, and all evill actes and other mischiefs.
Laws of Edw. VI. (1547), quoted in Ribton-Turner's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 89.

vagabone, n. aud v. A corruption of vagabond,
Vagabundse (vag-a-bun'de), n. pi. [NL., fern,

pi. of L. vagabundus, wandering : see vagabond.]
A division of true spiders, consisting of those

dipneumonous forms which are not sedentary.
They spin no web, and do not lie in wait for
their prey, but prowl in search of it.

vagal (va'gal), a. [< vag(us) + -al.] Of or

pertaining to the vagus, or par vagum ; pneu-
mogastric. See vagus.
vagancyt (va'gan-si), . [< vagan(t) + -cy.] 1.

Vagrancy; wandering.
Springlove. Here are the Keys of all my Charge, Sir.

My humble suit is that you will be pleas'd
To let me walk upon my known occasions this Sommer.
Lawyer. Fie ! Canst not yet leave off those Vagancies?

Srome, Jovial Crew, v.

2. Extravagance.
Our happiness may orbe itselfe into a thousand vagan-

ciesot glory and delight. Milton, Church-Government, i. 1.

vagans (va'ganz), n. In music, same as quintus.

vagantt (va'gant), a. [< ME. vagaunt, < OF.

(and F.) vagant = Sp. Pg. It. vagante, < L. pa-

vagina

gan(t-)s, wandering, ppr. of vagari, wander, <

vagus, wandering, vague : see vague, v. Hence

vagrant.] Wandering; vagrant.
Fro thi face I shal be hid, and I shal be vagaunt.

Wydif, Gen. iv. 14.

vagarian (va-ga'ri-an), n. [< vagary + -an.]
One given to' vagaries ;

a "crank." [Colloq. or

rare. ]

vagarious (va-ga'ri-us), a. [< raganj + -ous.]

Having vagaries; whimsical; capricious; irreg-
ular. DC Morgan, Budget of Paradoxes, p. 153.

vagarisb. (va-ga'rish), a. [< vagar-y + -ish1 .]

Wandering;' given to vagaries.
His eyes were oft vagarfeh.

Wolcot (Peter Pindar), p. 305. (Davies.)

vagarity (va-gar'i-ti), n. [< vagar-y + -ity.]
The character or state of being vagarious ;

ca-

priciousness; irregularity.
Instances of vagariiy are noticeable with each Prince of

Wales, many of whom seem to have ignored, or rather not

enjoyed, the title [Duke of Cornwall], although probably
they did the revenues. N. and Q., 7th ser., II. 89.

vagaryt (va-ga'ri), v. i. [Early mod. E. ragarie ;

appar. < L. vagari (> It. vagare = Sp. vagar =
Pg. vaguear = F. vaguer), wander, < vagux,

wandering: see vague, a., and vague, y.
Cf.

vagary, n. The L. (or perhaps the It.) inf. ap-

pears to have been adopted as a whole, and ac-

commodated to E. nouns in -ary ; but this can

hardly be explained except as an orig. univer-

sity use. There is no L. or ML. adj. "ragarius
or noun *vagaria.] To gad ; range.

Vaguer, to wander, vagarie, stray, gad, roame, raunge,
flit, remoue often from place to place. Cotgrave.

vagary (va-ga'ri), .; pi. vagaries (-riz). [Early
mod. E. also vagarie, vagare, corruptly fagary,
figary; appar. < vagary, v.] If. A wandering
or strolling.

The people called Phoenices gave themselves to long
vagaries, and continual viages by sea.

Barnaby Rich, tr. of Herodotus.

I laid the weight
Of mine Estate in Stewardship upon thee ;

Which kept thee in that year, after so many
Sommer vagaries thou hadst made before.

Brome, Jovial Crew, i.

2. A wandering of the thoughts ;
a wild freak ;

a whim; a whimsical purpose.
She 's gone ; and now, sir Hugh, let me tell you you have

not dealt well with me, to put this/a</ar.y into her foolish

fancy. Brome, Sparagus Garden, ii. 2.

They changed their minds,
Flew off, and into strange vagaries fell.

Milton, P. L., vi. 614.

vagas, n. Same as vakass.

vagationt (va-ga'shon), n. [< L. vagatio(n-), a

wandering, < vagari, pp. vagatus, wander: see

vagant.] A wandering ;
a roving about.

Whene the mynde es stablede sadely with-owttene
changynge and vagacyone in Godd.

Hampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 14.

Vagatores (vag-a-to'rez), n.pl. [NL., < L. va-

gari, pp. vagatus, wander: see vagant.] In or-

nith., a group of birds, constituting the fourth
order in Macgillivray's classification, and con-

sisting of the crows and their allies. The word
has no standing in science, as it designates an artificial

group recognized by no other authors of note.

vagi, ". Plural of vagus.

vagientt (va'ji-ent), a. [< L. vagien(t-)s, ppr.
of vagire, cry, squall, bleat.] Crying like a
child. Dr. H. More, Psychathanasia, III. iv. 42.

vagina (va-ji'na), n.
; pi. vaginae (-ne). [= F.

vagin, < NL. vagina, < L. vagina, a sheath,
covering, sheath of a scabbard, ear of grain,
etc., hull, husk, vagina.] 1. In hot., the sheath
formed by the basal part of certain leaves
where they embrace the stem

;
a sheath. 2. In

anat. and zool.
,
a sheath

;
a sheathing or cover-

ing part or organ; a case: specifically applied
to various structures, (a) The sexual passage of the
female from the vulva to the uterus. In all the higher
Mammalia it is the terminal section of a Mullerian duct
or oviduct united with its fellow ; in the lower it is dou-

ble, wholly or in part, there being two more or less com-
plete vaginae, right and left. In some oviparous animals,
as birds, the termination of the oviduct, beyond the uterine

Sart,

receives the name of vagina. See uterus, and cut un-
er peritoneum, (b) In entom., a sheath-like plate or part

inclosing an organ. In some cases also called value. Spe-
cifically (1) The long channeled labrumof the mosquito
and other blood-sucking flies, in which the lancet-like

mandibles and nmxilUe are concealed. (2) The jointed
sheath of the pronmscis of hemipterous insects, homol-

ogous with the labium of a typical insect. (3) The parts
supporting and covering the tongue of a bee, correspond-
ing to the mentum, maxillae, and palpi. (4) The tubu-
lar sheath of the sting of a bee or wasp, (c) In Proto-

zoa, the indurated lorica of some infusorians, as the vagi-
nicolous vorticellids. (d) In Vertnes, a terminal section
of the oviduct, differentiated into a special canal. See
cuts under Rhabdoc&la, Treirtatoda, and Cetttoidea.



vagina

3. In arell., the upper part nl' the pedestal of :i

terminus, from which I In- Imsi nr figure seems
to issue or arise ; a sheath m- inline.

[

K'are or

ohsotdc.
]

- Columns of the vagina. >:inn -.1

jue ruyaruin (which SIT, timlcr cl u ut an >. Rugae of the
vagina. sec ruya. Tensor laminae posteriorls va-
glnse rectl abdomlnls. Bai tmtor. Tensor vaginae
femorlB. Smtauar. Vagina cellulosa. same as qii.
neurinin ami perimurium. Vagina femorls, tli

lata of thf thiKli. rtee/oxriVi anB tensor. Vagina mas-
cullna, lh< prn.-iaiii- vi'Hii-li 1 ( the malt,- nrrtlmi. SIT
urethra. Also r:i|]r:l *inuH iwnlari*, uterus nuutculinug,
etc. Vagina ports, tin- shiMtli nt tin- junta] win, <>r

capsillr of Illisson, :l Hurt uf im-mliraur MlrnHintliru: tip'

bnaolMiof tbi- iH.rtai vi-in in t)i<- liver. Vagina tendi-
nls, Hi'' Hynovial sheath of a tendon ; a vaginal synovia!
membrane (which see, muter tynamal). Vestlbulum
VaglnSB. S:nne as i ( flibule, 2 (6X

vaginal (vaj'i-nal), a. [< NL. vaginalix, < L.
r/i/iiiiii. a sheath: see vagina.] 1. Pertaining
to a sheath; sheathing; resembling a sheath :

as, a rn,/i mil membrane. 2. Specifically, of
or pertaining to the vagina of the female: as,
riii/iinil mucous membrane; n. vaginal syringe.
Vaginal arteries, (a) A branch of the internal ilia.

artery, on cither side, passing to the vagina and base of
the bladder, corresponding to the inferior vesica] artery
in the male. (6) The branches of the hepatic artery
which supply the walls of the ducts and blood-vessels
and Ullsson's capsule In the liver, more commonly called
the vaginal branches of the hepatic artery. Vaginal
hernia, a hernia through the posterior or upper wall of
the vagina. Vaginal plexus, (a) The nerves supplied
to the vagina, coming from the pelvic plexus. (6) Radi-
cles of the portal vein in the capsule of Glfsson. (e) A
venous anastomosis in the wall of the vagina. Vaginal
process. See process, and cut 3 under temporal. Vagi-
nal synovial membrane. See synonal. Vaginal
tunic, (a) .See cj/r', 1. (6) The tunica vagiualis testls.

See tti ni<-it Vaginal veins. Same as vaginal plexus,
(ft) and (c).

Vaginalis(vaj-i-na'lis), n.. [NL. (Gmelin,1788),
< L. vagina, a sheath: see vagina.] Same as
Cliioitix. See cut under theathbill.

vaginalitis (vaj*i-na-li'tis), . [NL., < ruii'i-

nalis (see def.) + -i'tig.] Inflammation of the
tunica vaginalis testis.

vaginantt (vaj'i-nant), a. [< NL. "vaginan( t-)n,

ppr.
of "vaginare, sheath: see vaginate, v.]

Sheathing; vaginal : as, a vaginant leaf (a leaf

investing the stem by a tubular base).
Vaginata (vaj-i-nft'ta), n. pi. [NL., nont. pi. of

vaginattiK. sheathed: see vaginate.] A group
of actinozoans, comprising those which are
sheathed in a calcareous or corneous polypary ;

the sheathed polyps, as the sclerodermic and
sclerobasie corals". See Zoanttiaria.

vaginate (vaj'i-nat), a. and n. [< NL. vagina-
tus, sheathed, < L. vagina, a sheath : see va-

gina.] I. n. 1. Sheathed; invaginated; fur-

nished with or contained in a vagina; vagi-
nated. 2. Forming or formed into a sheath ;

vaginal, as a leaf.

II. n. A vaginate or sheathed polyp.
vaginate (vaj'i-nat), v. t. , pret. and pp. pagi-
nated, ppr. paginating. [< NL. "vaginatus, pp.
of "vaginare, sheath, < L. ragina, a sheath : see

vagina.] To sheathe; iuvaginate.

vagineryose (vaj-i-ner'vos), a. [< L. vagus,
wandering, 4- ncrvmt, nerve.] In hot., irregu-

larly nerved ; having the nerves placed with no

apparent order.

Vaginicola (vaj-i-nik'o-la), . [NL., < L. va-

gina, a sheath, + colere, inhabit.] The typical

genus of Vaginicolinte, having an erect sessile

lorica without an inner valve. The genus was
instituted by Lamarck, and contains many spe-
cies, chiefly of fresh water, as P. crystallina.

Vaginicolinae (vaj-i-nik-o-li'ne), n.pl. [NL., <

1'ntiiiiicolti + -inte.] A subfamily of rortictVi-

d&, containing those vorticellid peritrichous in-

fusorians which are sheathed in an erect or pro-
cumbent indurated lorica which they secrete.
There are numerous modern genera, as Vaginicitla, Thu-
ricola, Cothurnia. Pyxicola, rachytrocha. Stylocula, Platy-
cola, and Lagenophrys. Also VaginicoliHa.

vaginicoline (vaj-i-nik'o-lin),rt. [As t'ni/iiiii-ii-

la + -iwfl.] Living in a vagina, sheath, or

lorica, as an animalcule; belonging to the /'</-

giniciilime : vaginiferous.
vaginicolous(vaj-i-nik'o-lus), a. [As I'aginim-
In + -aiix.] Same as rui/iniriiline.

Vaginifera (yaj-i-nif'e-rii),
. /)/. [NL., neut.

pi. of nit/inifi'r: see nii/inifrmux.] In Perty's
system (18~>l>), a family of spastic infusorians,

represented by the genera I'aginirola and I'o-

tli iirniii : corresponding to the f'aginicnliiite.

vaginiferous (vaj-i-nif'e-rus), a. [< NL. ragi-
iiifn; < L. nnii mi. ;i slieath. + fcrre = E.nrar*.}
Producing or bearing a vagina, as an infuso-
rian ; of or pertaining to the 1'iujinifera: vagi-
nicoline.

vaginiglutaeus,vaginigluteu8(vaj*i-ni-glij-te'-
us), n. : pi. i''ii//iiiijlnt;i'i. rui/iiiii/liitti (-1). [NL.,

earn

< ragina + iiliitiriis, gliiti-nx, i|. v.] Same as
Ii MOT ''/<;<".' it iniii-i *

i liii-h see. under IrMOf).
I 't, nts. |ss7.

vaginigluteal (vaj'i-ni-glij-to'al), n. [<ra ;iini

i/I ii Ia n.i + -nl.] Of or pertaining to the vagini-

vague

vaginipennate (vaj'i-in-peu'at), . [< L. r-
iiniii. n sheath. + /iiiiimtu/i, winged: see )>in-
ii a ii

.

1 Sheath-winged orsharded, as a beetle;
coleopterous. Also raginojiennouji.

vaginismus (vaj-i-nis'mus), n. (XL., < rut/inn
+ -inin ii.i = E. -i>m.] A spasmodic narrowing
of the orifice of the vagina. Also called ml-
i isllllis.

vaginitis (vnj-i-ni'tis), n. [NL., < vagina +
-iiix.

I
liillainination of the vagina.

vaginodynia (vai'i-no-din'i-ft), w. fNL.. < L.

i-iii/iini, vagina, 4- Or. Minn/, pain.] Neuralgia
of the vagina.
vaginopennous (vaj'i-no-pen'us), a. [< L.

riii/iini, a sheath, + penna, a feather, + -<nu.]
Same as I-HIIIIU/Kmiate.

vaginotomy (vHJ-i-not'o-mi), n. [< L. vagina,
vagina, + Gr. -To/iia, < rl/imiv, rafieiv, cut.] Cut-

ting of the vagina.
vaginovesical(vaj'i-no-ves'i-kal), a. [< L. -

i/nia, vagina, + vesica, bladder.] Same asret-
i-in-iii/inn/.

vaginula (va-jin'u-1^),
n. ; pi. raginulje (-le).

[NL., dim. of L. ragina, a sheath: see ragina.]
1. In hot., a diminutive vagina or sheath; spe-
cifically, in mosses, the sheath round tha base
of the seta where it springs from the stem.
Also raginute. 2. In zoot., a little sheath; a
small vagina.
vaginulate (va-jin'u-lat), a. [< raginvla +
-atfl.] Having a vaginula; sheathed.

vaginule (vaj'i-nul), n. [< NL. vaginula.] In

hot., same as raginula.

vagissatet, v. i. To caper; frolic. Campbell.
(Worcester.)

vagitus ( va-ji'tus), . [L., < ragire, cry, squall.]
The cry of a new-born child.

vagOUS (va'gus), a. [< L. vagtw, wandering,
strolling: see vague.] If. Wandering; unset-
tled. Ayliffc. 2. In anat., wandering, as a

nerve. See ragus. [Rare.]
vagrance, n. Same as vagrancy. Johnson.

vagrancy (va'gran-si), w. [< vagran(t) + -cy.]
1. A state of wandering without a settled

home : not necessarily in a bad sense.

Therefore did he spend his days in continual labour, In

restless travel, in endless vagrancy, going about doing
good. Barrw, Sermons, mvi.

2. The life and condition of a vagrant ; in fair,

the name given to a very miscellaneous class

of offenses against public police and order.
See vagrant.

vagrant (va' grant), a. and . [Formerly
sometimes vagarant (appar. simulating vagary),
< ME. raaaunt, < OF. vagant, wandering: see ra-

gant. The r is intrusive, as in partridge, car-

tridge, and other words. There is nothing in

vagant to lead to a variation rtnjrant; but the
fact that there are no other E. words ending
in -agant, and that there are several familiar
words ending in -agrant, as fragrant, flagrant,
with many words in -grant, may have caused
the change.] I. a. 1. Wandering from place to

place ; roving, with uncertain direction or des-

tination; moving or going hither and thither;

having no certain course.

I'agrant through all the world, hopelesse of all,
lie seekes with what lands ruine hee may fall.

May, tr. of Lucan's Pharsalia, viii.

His house was known to all the vagrant train ;

He chid their wand'rings, bat relieved their pain.
Gtfdimith, Des. VII., 1. 149.

The soft murmur of the vafrrant Bee.

Wardncmrth. Vernal Ode, Iv.

2. Uncertain ; erratic.

The offspring of a vagrant and ignoble love.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., v.

3. Of or pertaining to one who wanders; un-
settled; vagabond.
Titus Oates . . . had ever since led an infamous and

fayrant life. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., ii.

Well please*! to pitch a vagrant tent among
The unfeneed regions of society.

Wordtirorth, Prelude, vii.

4. In mrd.. wandering: as, vagrant cells (wan-
dering white corpuscles of the blood).
H. n. 1. A wanderer; a rover; a rambler.

Historic without Geographic moueth, hut In moulng
wandreth as a vagrant, without certain habitation.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 50.

A vagrant and a servant in vile employment, in a strange
countrey. Barroir, Sermons, xlvfi.

2. All idle stroller: a va^ahoml: a loafer; a

tramp: MOW the onlinaiv mean
Vayraiitg and Out-laws shall otfi-ml thy View ;

For such muit be in> I
<

rn:ir. Henry nnd Emma.
The fugitive, with the brand of Cnln on him, wu a ra-

'jrant of neceMlty, lninl- !
'< > death like a wit

A;'.'-,; 'I'lirnrr, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 5.

In law the word vagrant has a much more extended
meaning than that aMlgned to it in ordinary language,
and In Its application the notion of wandering Is almont

lost, the object of the statutes being to subject to police
rotitrol various ill-defined classes of persons whose hab-
it" of life are Inconsistent with the good order of -.

In the English statutes vagrant! are divided Into thr<-<

grades : (a) idle and disorderly IX-THUIS, or lch as, hl!<

able to maintain themselves and families, neglect t..*i.i

so, unlicensed peddlen or chapmen, beggars, commiMi
prostitutes, etc. ; (b) rogues and vagabonds, notoriously
Idle and disorderly persona, fortune-tellers and other like

Impostors, public gamblers and shnipers, persons having
no visible means of living and unable to give a good ac-

count of themselves, etc.; (e) Incorrigible rogues- that

is, such as have been repeatedly convicted as rogues and
vagabonds, jail-breaker*, and person* escaping from legal
durance, etc. In the I'nited States the statutes arc diverse,
hut in their general features Include to a greater or less

extent beggars, drunken parent s who refuse or fall to sup-
port their children, paupers when dissolute and sick, pros-
titutes, public inaMiuuradera, tramps, truants, etc.

vagrantly (va'grant-li), adv. [< ragrant + -'.I/'-'. ]

In a vagrant, wandering, or unsettled manner.
vagrantness (va'grant-nes), n. The state of

t.i in % vagrant; vagrancy. [Rare.]
vagromt (va'grom), a. A perverted spelling and
pronunciation of vagrant, ascribed as a blunder
to Dogberry in "Much Ado about Nothing,"
and with allusion to this occasionally used by
modern writers.

This Is your charge : yon shall comprehend all vagrmn
men; you are to bid any man stand, in the prince'tt name.

Shot., Much Ado, III. .1. 26.

You took my vagrom essays In :

You found them shelter over sea.

Sew Princeton Ree., VI. in.

vagne (vag), a. and n. [< F. vagne = Sp. Pg.
It.vago, <L,.vag8, wandering, rambling, stroll-

ing, fig. uncertain, vague. From the same L.
source are E. vague, r., vagabond, ragant, va-

grant, vagary, extravagant, eitravaijate, strava-

gant, gtravaig, etc., also Sc. vaiy.] I. a. If.

Wandering; roving; vagrant.
Gray encouraged his men to set upon the vagur villain-.

good neither to live peaceably nor to fight.
SirJ. Ilayu-arrt.

2. Uncertain as to characters and specific desig-
nation, yet limited in scope and application;
restricted in logical breadth, without any cor-

responding fullness of logical depth; said to
be determinate, but without precise expression
of the determination. Thus, if anything is described
as most extraordinary without saying in what respect, the
description Is vague; If a word Is understood to have a
full import but what that Is is doubtful, ft is vaguf ; if an
emotion is strong but unaccompanied by a definite im-
agination of its object, it is rague; if a pictorial figure
represents that something exists but fails to show Its

shape, situation, etc., it Is rague. This meaning of the
word (which occurs seldom before the eighteenth century
without an explanatory accompaniment) seems to be de-
rived from the logical phrase indiridiium vagum, mean-
ing a single person or thing, designated as one in number,
but without Its proper name or any adequate description :

as, "a certain man."
A vague apprehension of I knew not what occupied

my mind. Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 193.

" Conscience !" said the Chancellor; "conscience is a
vague word, which signifies any thing or nothing."

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

3. Proceeding from no known authority; of un-
certain origin or derivation : as, a vague report.

I have read, in some old, marvellous tale,
Some legend strange and ragvf,

That a midnight host of spectres pale
Beleaguered the walls of 1'rague.

LongfeUou', The Beleaguered City.

4. Having unclear perception or thought; not

thinking clearly.
Random cares and truant joys,

That shield from mischief and preserve from stains

Vague minds, while men are growing out of boys.
Wordftrartk, River Ouddon, xxvi.

Vague individual, sense, term. Seethe nouns. =Syn.
2. Dim, obscure, indistinct, ambiguous.

II. n. 1. A wandering; a journey; a voyage.
HtillnreU. 2f. A vagary; a whim.
Here this fylthy synke of rebels, thus conspired, played

their vagei, and lyned with loose brydels In al kyndes of

myschefe. Peter Martyr (tr. In Eden's First Books on
[America, ed. Arlwr, p. 86).

3. An undefined expanse ; indefinite space.
The star-sown rague of space. lAxrell, After the Burial.

vaguet (vag), v, i. [Sc. also raig ; < F. vaguer,
wander, = Sp. Pg. ragiir. raijncar = It. vagare,
< L. vagari, wander. < iv/.. wandering: see

riigur, a. Cf. vagary, r.] To wander; rove;
roam ; play the vagrant.



vague
The strange and idill beggaris ... are sufferit to vaiy

and wander throughout the haill cuntrey.
Scotch Lau'S, 1600, quoted in Hihton-Turncr's Vagrants

[and Vagrancy, p. 350.

These small bodies, being hudled perforce one upon an-

other, leave a large void space, to mijne and range abroad.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 630.

vaguely (vilg'li), <tdc. In a vague, uncertain,

or unsettled manner ;
without definiteuess or

distinctness.

vagueness (vag'nes), n. The state of being

vague, indefinite, unsettled, or uncertain; am-

biguousness; indistinctness.

Common language has, in most cases, a certain degree
of looseness and ambiguity ; as common knowledge has

usually something of vagueness and indistinctness.

Whewcll, Philos. of Inductive Sciences, I. xlviii.

There is a degree of vagueness about the use of the

terms person and personality.
H. D. Smith, Christian Theology, p. 170.

vagus (va'gus), .
; pi. vagi (-ji). [NL. (so. ner-

, nerve), (.L.vagiis,wandering: see vague.] 1.

The tenth cranial nerve, or wandering nerve,
the longest and most widely distributed of the

nerves of the brain, extending through the neck
and thorax to the upper part of the abdomen, it

supplies the organs of voice and respiration with motorand

sensory fibers, and the pharynx, esophagus, stomach, and
heart with motor influence. Its superficial origin is from
the medulla, immediately in front of the restiform body
and below that of the glossopharyngeal. It passes out of

the cranial cavity through the jugular foramen,and accom-

panies the carotid artery in the neck to the thorax, where
the nerves of the two sides differ in their course, that of

the right side reaching the posterior surface of the eso-

phagus and stomach, while that of the left goes to the
anterior. It gives off very numerous branches, as the

meningeal, auricular, pharyngeal, laryngeal, pulmonary,
cardiac, gastric, etc., and forms intricate connections with
other nerves of the cerebrospinal system, and with nerves
of the sympathetic system. Also called pneumogastric,
par vaaum, and formerly second division of the eighth nerve

of Willis.

The vagus nerve, which connects the brain with the vis-

cera. H. Spencer, Education, p. 273.

2. In insects, the principal visceral or stomato-

gastric nerve, which originates in two parts in

the head, beneath the bases of the antenna?,

uniting in a ganglion below the cerebrum, and

passing backward along the upper surface of

the intestinal canal. In thethorax itdivides into two
parts, which give off numerous smaller nerves to all the
viscera. Trigonum vagi. Same as ala cinerea (which
see, under ala). Vagus ganglion. See ganglion.

Vahea (va'he-ii), w. [NL. (Lamarck, 1791), from
the name of the tree in Madagascar.] A ge-
nus of apocynaceous plants, comprising a few

(perhaps two) species formerly included in the

genus LandoJpliia. The name Vahea is also used by
some in place of Landolphia for several other specieswhich
are important rubber-plants, as V. (L.) Heudelotii of Sene-

gal, V. (L.)Jlorida of West Africa, remarkable for the beauty
of ita abundant fragrant white flowers, and V. (L.) Owari-
ensis of Angola, which bears an edible, sweet and acidu-

lous, pulpy fruit of the size of an orange.

vaich, v. i. See vake.

Vaidic, Vaidik (va'dik), a. [< Skt. vaidika, re-

lating to the Vedas.] Same as Ferftc.

The earliest religious utterances which have been pre-
served in Aryan literature are known as the Vaidik
hymns. J. T. Wheeler, Short Hist. India, p. 61.

vaigt, (' i. A Scotch spelling of vague.
vaik, c. i. See vake.

vail 1
,
n. and i>. See veil.

vail- (val), r. ?'. [< ME. vailen, vaylen ; by apher-
esis from avail : see avail1

."] To profit ;
benefit

;

avail : a poetical use.

To hym not vaileth his preening,
Al helpe he other with his teching.

Bom. of the Rose, 1. 5765.

Vails not to tell what steeds did spurn,
"Where the Seven Spears of Wedderburne
Their men in battle-order set.

Scott, L. of L. M., v. 4.

vail2 (val), H. [ByapheresisfromoiKitf1
, w.] If.

Profit; gain; produce.
My house is as 'twere the cave where the young outlaw

hoards the stolen vails of his occupation.
Marston, Jonson, and Chapman, Eastward Ho, ii. 1.

His commings in are like a Taylors, from the shreds of

bread, the chippings, and remnants of the broken crust :

excepting his vailes from the barrell, which poore folkes
buy for their hogs, but drinke themselues.
Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An old Colledge Butler.

2f. An unlooked-for or casual acquisition; a
windfall. Tooke. 3. Money given to servants
by a visitor; a tip: usually in the plural. Also
vale.

Why should he, like a Servant, seek Vails over and
above his Wages? Milton, Touching Hirelings.

"Avails" is good old English, and the vails of Sir Joshua
Reynolds's porter are famous.

Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., Int.

On the smallest provocation, or at the hope of the small-
est increase of wages, or still more of vales, the servant
threw up his place. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., iv.

6686

(val), r. [Also vale; by apherpsix from
obs.avale: see anile.'] I. trans. To let or cast

down; let fall; lower; doff, especially in token
of submission.

Then may'st thou think that Mars himself came down,
To vail thy plumes, and heave thee from thy pump.

Greene, Orlando l-'urioso.

None that beheld him but . . .

Did vail their crowns to his supremacy.
Shak., Pericles, ii. 3. 42.

Now vail your pride, you captive Christians,
And kneel for mercy to your conquering foe.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, v. 2.

II. intrans. 1. To yield; give place; express
respect or submission by yielding, uncovering,
or otherwise

;
bow.

Because we vailed not to the Turkish fleet,

Their creeping galleys had us in the chase.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, ii. 2.

Every one that does not know cries,
" What nobleman

is that?" all the gallants on the stage rise, vail to me,
kiss their hand, offer me their places.

Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, i. 3.

2. Todrop; move down; take a lower position;

slope downward.
The same ships in good order valed downe the Riuer of

Thames. Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 288.

With all speed I vailed down that night ten miles, to

take the tide in the morning.
Capt. Roger Bodenham (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. S3).

vai!3t (val), M. [< vmft, .] Submission; de-

scent; decline.

Even with the vail and darking of the sun,
To close the day up, Hector's life is done.

Shak., T. and C., v. 8. 7.

vailablet (va'la-bl), . [By apheresis from

available."] Profitable; advantageous. Smith,

Commonwealth, ii. 4. (Richardson.)
vailer 1

, vailing, etc. See veiler, etc.

vailer2t (va'ler), n. [< vaip + -er1 .] One who
vails

;
one who yields or gives place in submis-

sion or deference.

He is high in his owne imagination ; . . . when nee goes,
hee looks who looks ; if hee finds not good store of vailers

he comes home stiffe.

Sir T. Overbury, Characters, A Golden Asse.

vaimuret, Same as vantmiire.

vain (van), a. [< ME. vain, vayn, vein, veyn, <

OF. (and F.) vain = Pr. van, va = Cat. va = Sp.
vano = Pg. vSo = It. vano, < L. vanus, empty,
void, fig. idle, fruitless; of persons, idle, decep-
tive, ostentatious, vain

; perhaps orig. *vacnus,
and so akin to L. vacuus, empty : see vacuous, va-

cant. Some suggest a connection with E. wane,

want, wan- ;
but this is improbable. Hence

(from L. vanus) also E. vanish, vanity, vaunt,

evanish, evanesce, etc.] 1. Having no real

value or importance; worthless; unsubstan-

tial; empty; trivial; idle.

But, O vain boast !

Who can control his fate ?

Shak., Othello, v. 2. 264.

Vain matter is worse than vain words.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

She . . . had never proved
How vain a thing is mortal love.

M . Arnold, Switzerland, vi.
,
Isolation.

2. Producing no good result
;
destitute of force

or efficacy; fruitless; ineffectual; useless; fu-

tile; unavailing.
It should be but a vaine thing, and counted hut as lost

laboure. Levins, Manip. Vocab. (E. E. T. S.), Pref., p. 2.

Give us help from trouble
;
for rain is the help of man.

Ps. Ix. 11.

Let no man speak again
To alter this, for counsel is but vain.

Shak., Rich. II., iii. 2. 214.

3. Light-minded; foolish; silly.

As school-maids change their names
By vain though apt affection.

Shak., M. for M., i. 4. 48.

For it is a vain thing to expect, in so open a condition as
we live in here, that no cross Winds should blow upon us.

Stulinyfleet, Sermons, I. x.

4. Proud of petty things or of trifling attain-

ments or accomplishments ;
elated with a high

opinion of one's personal appearance, manners,
or the like

; courting the admiration or applause
of others; conceited; self-complacent; also,

proceeding from or marked by such pride or
conceit : as, to be vain of one's figure or one's

dress.
For to be conscious of what all admire,
And not be vain, advances virtue higher.

Dryden, Eleonora, 1. 101.

Mr. Holloway was a grave, conscientious clergyman,
not vain of telling anecdotes, very learned, particularly a

good orientalist. T. Warton, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 320.

I never heard or saw the introductory words " Without
vanity I may say," etc., but some vain thing immediately
followed. Franklin, Autobiog., p 3.

vair

5. Showy; ostentatious; pretentious.
Load some vain church with old theatric state.

Pope, Moral Essays, iv. 29.

For vaint. Same as in vain.

Yea, my gravity,
Wherein let no man hear me I take pride,
Could I with boot exchange for an idle plume,
Which the air beats for vain.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 4. 12.

In vain, to no purpose; without success or advantage;
ineffectually.

Butt all that euer he spak it was in vayn.
Generydes (E. E. T. S.), 1. 3062.

In vain they combated, in vain they writ.

Prior, Henry and Emma.

To take a name in vain. See name'. =Syn. 1. Unreal,

shadowy, dreamy, delusive, false, deceitful. 2. Bootless,
abortive. 4. See egotism.

vainfult (van'ful), a. [< raw + -/?.] Vain
;

empty. Tusser, Husbandry, Author's Epis-
tle, ii.

Vainglorious (van-gl6'ri-us), . [< vainglory
+ -ovs.] 1. Filled with vainglory; glorying
in excess of one's own achievements; extrava-

gantly elated
; boastful; vaunting.

Vaine-ylorinus man, when fluttering Wind does blow,
In his light winges is lifted up to skye.

Spenier, F. Q.,11. iii. 10.

The philosophers of his time, the flushing rain-glorious

Greeks, who pretended so much to magnify and even adore
the wisdom they professed. South, Sermons, III. vi.

2. Indicating or proceeding from vainglory;
founded on excessive vanity ;

boastful.

Arrogant and vainglorious expression. Sir M. Hale.

A vainglorious confidence prevailed, about this time,

among the Spanish cavaliers. Irving, Granada, p. 66.

He discourses, in rather a vainglorious way, of himself
as a poet. Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 249.

vaingloriously (van-glo'ri-us-li), adi\ With

vainglory or inflated arrogance ; boastfully.

vaingloriousness (van-glo'ri-us-nes), n. The
quality or state of being vainglorious.

vainglory (van-glo'ri), n. [< ME. vaine glorie,

veingloire, < OF. vaine gloire, F. vaine gloire, <

L. vana gloria, empty boasting: see vain and

glory.'] Extravagant pride or boastfulness ;

tendency to exalt one's self or one's own
per-

formances unduly; inflated and pretentious
vanity ;

vain pomp or show.

Vaine-glorie is for to have pompe and delft in his tem-

poral highnesse, and glorie him in his worldly estate.

Chaucer, Parson's Tale.

But for the fear of incurring the suspicion of vainglory,
he would have sung a psalm with as firm and cheerful a

voice as if he had been worshipping God in the congre-
gation. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

vainglory (van-glo'ri), v. i.
; pret. and pp. vain-

gloried, ppr. vaingloryiiig. [< vainglory, .] To
indulge in vain boasting. [Rare.]

It would be idle and frivolous to mention these points
for the sake of vain-glorying during the Jubilee year.

Westminster Rev., CXXVIII. 485.

vainly (van'li), adv. In a vain manner. Espe-
cially (a) Without effect ; to no purpose ; ineffectually ;

in vain.

In weak complaints you vainly waste your breath.

Dryden.

(b) In an inflated or conceited manner ; proudly ; arro-

gantly : as, to strut about vainly.

A stranger to superior strength,
Man vainly trusts his own.

Cou-per, Human Frailty.

(c) Idly ; foolishly ; unreasonably ; hence, erroneously ;

falsely.

Which vainly I supposed the Holy Land.

Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 5. 239.

We haue sufficient to content our selues, though not in

such abundance as is vainly reported in England.
Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 36.

vainness (vau'nes), n. 1. The state of being
vain; ineffectualness; fruitlessness : as, the

vainness of effort. 2. Empty pride; vanity.

Vainness, a meagre friend to gratefulness, brought him
... to despise Erona. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, ii.

Free from vainness and self-glorious pride.
Shak., Hen. V., v., Prol.

3f. Foolishness; folly.

O! how great vainnesse is it then to scorne
The weake !

Spenser, Visions of the World's Vanity, 1. 83.

I hate ingratitude more in a man
Than lying, vainness, babbling, drunkenness.

Shak., T. N., iii. 4. 389.

vair (var), n. [Formerly also were ; <WE.vair,
vayre, veir, feir, < OF. rair, F. rai'r = Pr. vair,

var, vaire, fur of the ermine, < ML. varius, also

ram, the ermine, < L. varius, spotted, varie-

gated: see various. Hence vairy, and the sec-

ond element of minirer.] 1. A kind of fur in

use in the middle ages. It is generally assumed to

have been the skin of a small animal, such as the gray
squirrel, of which the back is gray and the belly white.

Compare minirer.
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vaire (var), a. Same as ruin'.

vairy (var'i), <t. Same as ruin'-.

vaisellet, An old spelling of ressel.

Vaishnava (vish'na-v-a), H. [Skt.
Vislinu, Vislinu: see PfMMM.] Literally, a wor-

shiper of Vislinu. The Valshnavas form one of the

great divisions Into which the adherents of Brahmanisin
are divided, characterized by belief in the supremacy of

Vishnu over other gods. Thin division is again broken up
into many subordinate sects.

Vaisya (vis'yii). n. [< Skt. vaiei/a, < vif, settler,

clansman.] A member of the third caste among
the Hindus that is to say, of the main body of

the Aryan people, as distinguished on the one
hand from the priestly and noble classes, the

Brahmans and Kshatriyas, and on the other

hand from the subjugated aborigines, the Su-
dras and others, and from degraded outcasts.

In modern times they are divided into many
sub-castes.

vaivode, vaivodeship, . See voivode, etc.

vakass, . [Armenian.] In the Armenian

Church, a oucharistic vestment, semicircular in

shape and usually of metal, having a breast-

plate attached to it, on which are the names,
heads, or figures of the twelve apostles. It is

put on after the miter, stlcharlon, stole (urar), girdle, and

epimanikia, and before the chasuble (churchar). It is put
on over the head, afterward let down on the neck and

shoulders, and fastened with a gold chain. It is also

known as the cphod, and Is supposed to be an inheritance

from the Jewish ephod. Some authorities identify it

with the Western amice. Also vayat.

vake (vak), v. i. ; pret. and pp. vaked, ppr. rak-

ing. [Also raik, vaich; < OF. vaquer = Sp. Pg.
rdcar = It. vucare, < L. vacare, be empty or va-

cant: see vacant, vacate.'] To be vacant or un-

occupied; become vacant. [Scotch.]
vakeel, vakil (va-keT), . [< Hind, vakil, <

Ar. rakil, an advocate.] In the East Indies, an
ambassador or special commissioner residing
at a court; a native attorney or deputy.

Viziers, vakeel*, sirdars, zemindars, generals, captains,

potentates, and powers followed in succession, each with
his nuzzur and his salaam, whilst the master of the cere-

monies recited their titles in a loud, even-toned voice.

W. H. fttuwll, Diary in India, II. 247.

Valaisan (va-la'sau), a. [< Palais (see def.) +
-.] Of or pertaining to Valais, a canton in

the southern part of Switzerland.

valance, valence1 (varans, -ens), . [Early
mod. E. also vallancc, valcns ; < ME. valance, val-

ence, prob. < Faience, in France, still famous for

silks (cf. Valenciennes lace, so called from Valen-

ciennes, in France), < L. Valentia, lit.
'

strength',
< valen( t-)s, ppr. of i'a/ere,be strong: see valiant,
rn leu tia.] 1. A kind of damask used for furni-

ture-coverings, made of silk, or silk and wool.
Also Valentin, ralenciii.

One covering for a fleldc bedde of green and patent.

Unton Inventories (ed. Nichols), p. 4.

2. A short curtain used upon a bedstead, or

in some similar way, either around the frame

upon which the mattress rests (a base-raliince),

or around the head of the canopy (a tester-val-

ance).
A douhble valance aboiite the herce, both aboue and by-

neith, with his worde and his devise written therine.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.X i. 30.

Now is Allmnos marriage-bed new hung
With fresh rich i-urtaines 1 Now are my valence up,
Imbost with orierrt pearle.

Manton, What you Will, III. 1.

(The sense in the following passage Is uncertain.

<
> li-nhis ryding in his chevauche,

Fro Venus valance mighte his paleys se.

Chaucer, Complaint of Mars, I. 145.]

valance, valence 1 (vnl'ans, -ens), -. t. [< '/-

Knee, a.] To furnish or decorate with a valance:
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figuratively used in the quotation for 'to dceo-
r.-ili- with 11 beard.'

Thy face IB mluiic'd since I saw thee last

Shak., Hamlet, li. >. 442.

Valanchet (vii-lain-h').". [Also m/// </i; :i dial,

ajihi-l H- f"nn o I

'

ur, il, nii-lii .\ An avalanche.

111. "//</"/. \\ hi. 1 1 ..vi-rwhelins a whole village was at
lir-l Inn a little -ii,, ball.

If. Tunlnr, suni-y ..f cJi-nnan I'oetry, II. 466. (Varna.)

The Kr'i-at . i :...-.. -i ..f travelling here when the sun Is up
pi, ..-.-.-. I in. in what they call the mlanchet.

Smollett, France and Italy, xxxvlil.

Valdenses, Valdensian. Same as H"iW/ *,

\\ Illtll'IIXtlllt .

vale 1

(vsil), H. |< MK. ml,; nil, < UK. (and I-'.)

ral = I'r. nil. nilli = Cat. vail = Sp. Pg. It.

nille, < L. i-iillis, a vale; connections uncertain.

Hence lilt. vatl<</, unile, antlnm-li,-, i-inl'-*.] 1.

A tract of low ground between hills; a valley:
little used except in poetry. See valley.

An.l wbt-n thaire fasc war thus for-done,
To the mle of ebron come thai tone.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.\ p. 73.

Along the cool sequestered vale of life

Tlrry ki pi the noiseless tenor of their way.
Uray, Elegy.

I pity people who weren't born in a mle. I don't mean
a flat country, but a vale ; that Is, a flat country bounded
by hills. T. Hwjha, Tom Brown at Rughy, I. 1.

2. A little trough or canal : as, a pump-rote to

carry off the water from a ship's pump. =Syn. 1.

Dale. etc. See valley.

vale'-'t, . See vail3 .

vale :i
(va'le), interj. [< L. vale, impv. of valere,

be strong, be well: see valid, vuliatit.~} Fare-

well; adieu. Also used substantively.
I remember that once heretofore I wrote unto you a vale

or a farewell upon conjecture.
J. Bradford, Letters (Parker Soc., 1853), II. 185.

valediction (val-e-dik'shon), H. [< ML. "ro/e-

</i<-tin(ii-), < L. valedicere, pp. t-aledictux, say
farewell, < rale, farewell (impv. of ralerc, be

well, be strong: see vale3 ), + dicere, say: see

diction. Cf. benediction, maledictiun.] A fare-

well ; a bidding farewell.

When he went forth of his colledge ... he alwayes
took this solemn mledMiau of the fellowes.

Fuller, Worthies, Shropshire, III. 60.

Their last valediction, thrice uttered by the attendants,
was also very solemn. Sir T. Browne, t'rn-burial, Iv.

valedictorian (val'e-dik-to'ri-an), ii. [< vale-

dictory + -an.'] In American colleges and
some academies and high schools, the student
who pronounces the valedictory oration at the

annual commencement or graduating exercises

of his class : usually chosen as the scholar bear-

ing the highest rank in the graduating class, as
the best representative, for various reasons, of

the whole class, or as otherwise worthy of spe-
cial distinction.

valedictory (val-e-dik'to-ri), a. and . [< NL.
as if 'raledictorius, < L. valedictns, pp. of valc-

dicere, say farewell: see valediction.} I. a.

Bidding farewell; pertaining or relating to a

leave-taking or bidding adieu; farewell: as, a

valedictory speech.
II. . ; pi- ralcdictoric/i(-riz). A farewell ora-

tion or address (sometimes in Latin), spoken
at graduation in American colleges and other

institutions by one of the graduating class,

usually by the one who has the highest rank.

Compare valedictorian.

The valedictory, of course, came last, and I felt rather

awkward In rising to declaim my stilted Latin phrases
before an audicrrce which had been stirred by such vigor-

ous English. Jotiah Quincy, Figures of the 1'ast, p. 60.

valence 1
,

and r. See valance.

valence2 (va'lens), H. [< LL. valentia, strength,
< ralcn(t-)g, strong, ppr. ot valere, be strong:
see valiant, valid.] 1. In chem., the relative

saturating or combining capacity of an atom

compared with the standard hydrogen atom;
the quality or force which determines the num-
ber of atoms with which any single atom will

chemically unite. The original statementof the law
of valence was that each atom could combine with a certain

definite number of hydrogen atoms, or with an equivalent
number of atoms of any other element, and that this num-
ber was fixed and unalterable. This number expressed
the valence, which was a constant, an invariable property
of the element. For example, one atom of phosphorus
combines with three atoms of chlorin, forming phosphorus
trlchlorld. As the chlorin atom is univalent, phosphorus
appears to be trivalent. Hut in phosphorus pentachlorid
one atom of phosphorus combines with five of chlorin. and
therefore phosphorus in this case appears quinquivalent.
In view of facts like these it is held by some author itir-<

that the valence of an element is a varying quality de-

pnnling on the nature of the other combining atoms,
temperature, etc. By others ralence is assumed to be in*

variable, but the total valence is not always exhibited or

Valentinian

in force. Also called vat' "', and, ICM prop-
erly,

-

2. In liinl.: I'M Form vain.-: morphological
vnliii- in- i-<|iiivali-ncy. See mm/iliii-. </,) In

C'li'il., laMiiiniiiii- Viilui- or ei|iiiv:ilein-v ; cl.-issili-

i-atorv ifi-nde or rank of a xoiilngii-al ^roiip.

Valencia (va-len'slii-a). . [See i-nliniei.
J 1.

S:iin, ii-. i;i/<nice, 1. 2. A linen cloth n-i-ni-

bling piijiii'-,
nscil for waistcoats, i-tc.

valencianite i vn-l-iiVhi-an-it i, .
|

f

IIIKI (see del'. ) +' -He-.] In uinii nil., a varn-t>
of orllioehisi- 1'i-lil-par. very similar to the adu-
loria of the Alp-, found at the silver-mine of

Vali-nciana, M'-\ico.

Valencia raisins. Knisins prepared by dipping
the ripe bunches of grapes into a hot lye made
of wood-aHbes, oil, and salt, and then .lr\ m-
them in the sun. Itaisiim of the best i|iiality,

known as Malaga or Muscatel, an- drieil ],\ the

sun on the vine. Also called briefly 1'nlrnriun.

See raisin, 2.

Valenciennes (va-Ion-si-enz'), . [< rn'. -

i-iiiiex.'in France.] 1. A rich variety of lace made
at Valenciennes, France. See lart. 2. A pyro-
technic composition, usually employed as in-

cendiary False Valenciennes lace. See lore.

valency (va'len-si), H.: pi. niliin-iiK-(-si/). [As
ra/cwce'-8 (seeVy).] 1. Same us rnlruci't, 1.

2. A single unit of combining capacity. TlniK.

carbon is said to have four riilniri,.*.

Valenginian (val-en-jin'i-an), . [< I'lilniiiin

(see def.) + -ian.] In fleot., in the nomencla-
ture of the French and Belgian geologists, the

name of the lower division of the Neocomian :

so called from Valengin, near Neuchatel.

valentia 1 (va-len'shi-a), n. Same as Valencia,

valance, 1.

Valentia2 (va-len'shi-tt), n. [NL. (SUM, 1865).]
A genus of hemipterous insects.

valentine (val'en-tin), H. [< ME. 'valentine,

volontyn, < OF. valantin, in., ralantine, f., a

young man or woman betrothed, according to

a rural custom, on the first Sunday in Lent, the

promise being annulled if the young man failed

to give the young woman a present or an en-

tertainmeut'before Mid-Lent (Roquefort) ; per-

haps < "volant, a var. of galant, gallant (see

gallant), but popularly identified with the name
of St. Valentine (< ME. Falentt/ne,<OF. Valentin

= Sp. Valentin = Pg. Valentim = It. Valentino

= G. Sw. Dan. Valentin = D. Velten, Valrntijn,
< L. ValentiHtm, a man's name, < vaU-n(t-)s, ppr.
of valere, be strong: see valiant, valid), on whose

day the choice of valentines came to be made
(see def.).] 1. A sweetheart or choice made
on St. Valentine's day. This name is derived from
St. Valentine, to whom February 14th is sacred. It was a

very old notion, alluded to by Shakspere, that on this day
birds bi-gtn to mate: "For this was on seynt Valentines

day, Whan every brid cometh ther to chese his make."

Chaucer, Parliament of Fowls, 1. 310.

Thow it be ale other wyn
(Jodys blescyng have he and myn
My none [mine own] gentyl Volontyn
Oood T'omas the frere.

MS. Harl. 1735, f. 48. (HaUimU.)
To-morrow is St. Valentine's day.

All in the morning betime,
And I a maid at your window,
To be your Valentine.

Shot., Hamlet, IT. 5. 51.

Tell me
What man would satisfy thy present fancy
Had thy ambition leave to choose a Valentine.

B. Jonmn, Tale of a Tub, I. 4.

I am also this year my wife's Valentine, and it will cont

me A/.; but that I must have laid out if we had not been
Valentinr>. Pepu>, Diary, Feb. 14, 1686.

2. A letter or missive sent by one person to

another of the opposite sex on St. Valentine's

day ; a written or printed or painted missive of

an amatory or a satirical kind, generally sent

anonymously. The sentimental class are often highly
ornamental and expensive productions, usually bearing

pretty pictures on the subject of courtship or matrimony:
the comic class are generally coarse and vulgar produc-
tions, usually with caricatures of the human fonn depicted
on them, and are often meant to reflect on the personal ap-

pearance, habits, character, etc., of the recipient.

Valentinian (val-en-tin'i-an), a. and . [< LL.
fiilcntiniaiiiix. < L. Valentinux (see def., and cf.

ralentinr) + -i-<in.] I. a. Of or pertaining to

Valentinus or the Valentinians.

II. n. A follower of Valentinus, of the sec-

ond century, the founder of the most influential

and best-known of the Gnostic systems. Valen-
tiniis was said to have received his doctrines Irom a pupil
of the apostle Paul, and also by direct revelation. He as-

serted that from the First Great Cause successively ema-
nait il thirty eons, male and female, from the last of which.

Wisdom, proceeded a being who waa the creator of the

world. I'hrlst and the Holy Spirit were two eons later

created, and Jesus emanated from all the eons ; and the
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redemption wrought upon earth followed and repeated
a redemption wrought in the spiritual world. The Val-

entinians sought support for their system in an allegori-

cal method of exposition of Scripture, especially of Paul's

epistles and the prologue of John's gospel. See Gnostic,

eon, 2, demiurge.

Valentinianism (val-en-tin'i-an-izm), n. [<

Valentinian + -ism.'] The system of doctrines

maintained by the Valentinians.

valentinite (val'en-tin-it), . [After Basil

Fall n ti in; an alchemist of the 15th century,
who discovered the properties of antimony.]
Native oxid of antimony (Sb2O3 ), occurring in

orthorhombic crystals and massive, of a white

to brown or pink color and adamantine luster.

It has the same composition as senarmontite,
but differs in crystalline form. Also called an-

timony-bloom.
Valentin's corpuscles. Small roundish bod-
ies found in nerve-tissue ; amyloid bodies.

valeraldehyde (val-e-ral'de-hid), M. [< vale-

r(ian) + aldehyde.] "A mobile liquid having
an irritating odor (CiHg.CHO). It is produced
by the oxidation of amyl alcohol. Formerly
called valeral. An isomeric valeraldehyde with
a fruit-like odor is also known.
valerate (val'e-rat), . [< F. valerate; as va-

ler(ian) + -ate^-.] A salt of valerianic acid.

valerian1
(va-le'ri-an), n. [Early mod. E. va-

liryaii ; < ME. valerian, < OF. valerians, F. va-

leriane = Pr. Sp. Pg. It. valeriana = I), vale-

riaan = Dan. valeriana, < ML. valeriana, vale-

rian, prob. < L. Valerianus or Valerius, a per-
sonal name, < valere, be strong: see valiant.]
1. A plant of the genus Valeriana. The common,
officinal, or great wild valerian is V. oficinalis, native

through Europe and Asiatic Russia, cultivated for its

medicinal root and somewhat for ornament. It is a herba-
ceous plant with a perennial rootstock ; the stem is erect,
from 2 to 4 feet high, and furrowed ;

the leaves are opposite
and pinnate ; and the flowers are small, white or pinkish.

i, Flowering plant of Valerian ( Valeriana offtcinalis) ; 2, the in-

florescence ; a. flower with bract; b, section of ovary; c, fruit with

pappus.

in terminal corymbs. The root is an officinal drug haying
the property of a gentle stimulant, with an especial direc-

tion to the nerves, applied in hysteria, epilepsy, etc. Its

virtue resides chiefly in a volatile oil the oil of valerian.

It is of a pungent disagreeable odor, which is attractive

to cats, and also, it is said, to rats ; it is therefore used as
a bait. In England in the sixteenth century, valerian,
under the name of settvatt, was regarded as a panacea ;

but the species appears to have been V. Pyrenaica, a

plant there cultivated, and naturalized from Spain. V.

Phu from western Asia, called garden valerian, is also

cultivated, and affords a root of weaker property. V.

Dwicaridis is believed to be the true valerian or phu
(fav) of the ancient Greeks. There are three species of
valerian in North America, the most notable being V. edu-

lis, edible valerian, whose thickened roots, after prolonged
cooking in the ground, formerly formed a staple food of
the Digger Indians.

Herbes coude I telle eek many oon,
As egremoin, valerian, and lunarie.

Chaucer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 247.

2. The rootstocks of the officinal valerian, or
some preparation from them.

Valerian, calmer of hysteric squirms.
O. W. Holmes, Rip Van Winkle, M. D., i.

Cats' valerian, the common valerian. Garden vale-
rian. See def. 1. Greek valerian, primarily Polemo-
nium cseruleum

,
the Jacob's-ladder : called by the old her-

balists Valeriana Oreeca, havingbeen mistaken for the vale-
rian of the ancient Greeks. The name is extended to the ge-
nus, including the American P. reptans, sometimes named
creeping Oreek valerian by translation of the (inapt) spe-
cific name. It is a much lower plant than the Jacob's-
ladder, with weak stems, Mowers light-blue, nodding in
small corymbs, delicate, and pretty. Oil of valerian.
See def. 1. Red valerian, Centranthus niter, native in
the Mediterranean region, long cultivated forits handsome
oblong panicle of red flowers, which have given it the pro-
vincial name of scarlet lightning. Spur or spurred va-
lerian, the red valerian : thus named from its spurred
corolla-tube. See Centranthus. Valerian-pug, Eupithe-
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da mlerianata, a British geometrid moth whose larva feeds

on valerian. Wild valerian, the common valerian.

Valerian2 (va-le'ri-au), a. [< L. Valerius (see

def.).] Pertaining to any one of the name of

Valerius. Valerian law, the law proposed and carried

by Valerius Pulilicola when consul (r,08 B. c.?), granting to

every Roman citizen the right of appeal from the summary
jurisdiction of consuls.

Valeriana (va-le-ri-a'na), 11. [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700; earlier in L'obel, 1576): see mla-

rian 1
.] A genus of gamopetalous plants, type

of the order Valerianese, the source of valerian.
It is characterized by triandrous flowers with a spurless

corolla, and fruit crowned with the pappose limb of the

calyx. It contains about 150 species, chiefly perennial
herbs with entire, toothed, or dissected leaves, and white
or pink flowers, usuallyin terminal cymes. They inhabit

the temperate and arctic regions of both hemispheres,
and mountains further south, a few occurring in India
and in Brazil. For the species, see valerian^, also setwall,

nard, 4, and Celtic and Cretan spitcenard (under spikenard).
There are 8 species in the United States, mostly western,
with one, V. scandens, in southern Florida, and another, V.

pauciflora, peculiar to the middle of the eastern and cen-

tral region. V. sylvatica occurs from New York, and V.

edulis from Ohio, northward and westward. See cut under
valerian^.

Valerianaceae (va-le"ri-a-na'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(Lindley, 1836), <t Valeriana 4- -acese.] Same
as Valerianeee.

valerianaceous (va-le"ri-a-na'shius), a. Of, or

characteristic of, the plant-order Valerianeee.

valerianate (va-le'ri-an-at), n. [< valerian 1 +
-ate1 .] A salt of valeric acid.

Valerianese (va-le-ri-a'ne-e), n. pi. [NL. (A.
P. de Candolle (1815), < Valeriana + -ese.~\ An
order of gamopetalous plants, the valerian

family. It is distinguished from the threeother orders

of the cohort Asterales by its free anthers and exalbumi-
nous seeds. The flowers are either regular or irregular,

commonly with the stamens fewer than the corolla-lobes.

The ovary contains a perfect cell with one pendujous
ovule (unlike the erect ovule of the related Compositet\
and differs from all the related orders in the usual addi-

tion of two empty or rudimentary cells. There are about
275 species, belonging to 9 genera, of which Valeria>ia

(the type), Fedia, yardogtachys, Centranthus, and Valeria-

nella are the most important. They are natives of cold
north temperate regions of the Old World, more abundant
in America, especially in the west and the Andes. They are
annual or perennial herbs, occasionally somewhat shrub-

by, usually with a peculiar odor, sometimes a source of

perfumes, as in spikenard and some valerians. They bear

opposite leaves, often mostly radical, and flowers usually
sessile in dichotomous cymes, either white, red, or bluish,

or, in the genus Patrinia, yellow. Although the order is

closely related to the Composite, the inflorescence is sel-

dom at all capitate or involucellate. The fruit isanachene
crowned with the persistent border of the calyx. Many
of the species are highly esteemed in medicine for tonic,

anti-spasmodic, or stimulating properties.

Valerianella (va-le"ri-a-nel'a), n. [NL. (Tovir-

nefort, 1700), < Valeriana + Him. -ella.~] A ge-
nus of gamopetalous plants, of the order Va-

lerianesp, chiefly distinguished from Valeriana

by its toothed, lobed, awned, or horned, but
never pappous calyx. There are about 55 spe-

cies, annual herbs, dichotomously branched, with entire,

dentate, or pinnatifld leaves, and cymes of white, pale-
blue, or pink flowers. The genus is chiefly confined to
the Mediterranean region, extending into central Europe,
but occurs in North America, and a few species are widely
naturalized. Several species produce tender foliage, eaten
as lettuce. V. oKtoria, a species with pale-green leaves
and small slate-colored flowers, widely diffused in Europe,
North Africa, and Asia, formerly known as white pot-herb
and lamb'g-lettuce, and latterly as corn-salad, is now often
cultivated under glass as an early salad under the name
of fetticus. (See cut under dichotomy.) Twelve spe-
cies, formerly classed under the related monotypic genus
Fedia, are natives of the United States

; four species of

Oregon are peculiar in their spurred corollas. V. Woodtti-

ana, with roundish, and V. chenopodtfolia (Fedia Fagopy-
rum\ with somewhat triangular fruit, extend from the
south into New York.

valerianic (va-le-ri-an'ik), a. [< valerian 1 +
-ic.] Same as valeric.

valeric (val'e-rik), a. [< F. ralerique; as va-

ler(ian) + -ic.~] Derived from or related to
valerian Valeric acid, an acid having three mcta-
meric forms and the general formula C5HioO2- The com-
mon acid distilled from valerian-root is optically inactive,
a mobile liquid with caustic acid taste and the pungent
smell of old cheese. Its salts have been somewhat used
in medicine.

valeryl (val'e-ril), n. [< valer(ian) + -yl.'] The
hypothetical univalent radical CgHgO.
Valesian (va-le'shian), . [< LGr. OimM/oiot, <

Oid/.)?f, L. Valens, their founder.] One of an
ancient Arabian Christian sect accused of prac-
tising self-mutilation as a religious rite.

valet (val'et or val'a), n. [Formerly also val-

ett; < OF. valet, rallet, < vaslet, later also varlet,
with intrusive r (> E. varlet, q. v.), F. ralct, a

man-servant, valet de chambre, F. dial, vdlrl, ;i

farm-hand, = Pr. raslet, vaylet, vallet = Wall.

ralet, a bachelor, varlet, servant, < ML. vassa-

li-tl/is, dim. of vassalis, a vassal: see vassal.

Doublet of rarlet.] 1. A man-servant who at-

tends on a man's person. Also called ralet de
chambrc. Valets, or varlets, were originally the sons of

Valhalla

knights, and later sons of the nobility before they attained

the age of chivalry, who served as pages.

The King made him (W. de La Pole) his valect.

Fuller, Worthies, Yorkshire, III. 439.

On that very morning had . . . [the boots) come for the

first time under the valet's depurating hand.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 23.

2. In the manege, a kind of goad or stick armed
with a point of iron Valet de place (va la'de-plas'),

in French cities, and hence outside of France also, a man
who otters his personal services to the public, especially to

strangers, for hire, as in the capacity of guide, and for do-

ing errands and commissions.

I was yawning back to the hotel through the palace-

nai-deii, a valet-tie-place at my side, when I saw a young
lady seated under a tree.

Thackeray, 1 itz-Boodle's Confessions, Dorothea.

valet (val'et or val'a), v. t. [< valet, n.] To
attend on as valet

;
act the valet to.

He wore an old full-bottomed wig, the gift of some
dandy old Brown whom he had valeted in the middle of

last century. T. Huyhes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 2.

valetudinaria, n. Plural of valetudinarinm.

valetudinarian (val-e-tu-di-na'ri-an), a. and n.

[< valetudinary + -an.] I. a. Being in a poor
state of health; weak; infirm; invalid; deli-

cate
; seeking to recover health.

This kind of valetudinarian effeminacy, this habit of

coddling himself, appears in all parts of his conduct.

Macaulay, Sir W. Temple.

My feeble health and valetudinarian stomach.
Coleridge.

II. u. A person of a weak, infirm, or sickly

constitution; one who is seeking to recover

health; an invalid.

I would cry out to all the valetudinarians upon earth

Drink tar-water.

Dp. Berkeley, To T. Prior on Virtues of Tar-water, i. 11.

Also valetudinary.
valetudinarianism (val-f-tu-di-na'ri-an-izm),
M. [< raletuilinarian + -ism.'] A state of feeble

health ; infirmity.
valetudinariness (val-e-tu'di-na-ri-nes), n.

The state of being valetudinary.
valetlldinarious (val-e-tu-di-na'ri-us), a. [<
L. raletudinarius : see valetudinary.] Valetudi-

nary.
About the beginning of January he began to be very

valetudinarious, labouring under pains that seem'd Ischi-

atick. C. Mather, Mag. Chris., vi. 7.

valetudinarium (val-e-tu-di-na'ri-um), n.
; pi.

I'aletudinaria (-a). [L.,neut. ofvaletudinarius:
see valetudinary.] In Bom. antiq., an infirmary
or hospital . Services of this class were attached to camps
and other military centers. In ancient Greece from a very
early time regularly organized hospitals were connected
with the cult of ^sculapius.

The valetuainarium which appears to have existed in a
Roman camp. Encyc. Brit, XII. 301.

valetudinary (val-e-tu'di-na-ri), a. and n. [<
F. valetudinaire = Sp. Pg. It. raletudinario, <

L. valetndinarivs, sickly, in bad health, as a

noun, a sick or infirm person, < valetudo (-din-),

sickness, infirmity, a bad state of health, a par-
ticular use of valetiido, state of health, < valere,
be strong: see valid.] Same as valetudinarian.

I had much discourse with his lordship, whom I found
to be a person of extraordinary parts, but a valetudinarie.

Evelyn, Diary, Feb. 9, 1666.

valetudinoust (val-e-tu'di-nus), a. [< L. vale-

titdo (-din-), sickness, + -CMS.] Valetudinarian.

Fuller, Hist. Cambridge Univ., vii. 35.

valewt, M. An old spelling of value.

valgUS (val'gus), n.
; pi. ralgi (-ji). [L., bow-

legged.] 1. A bow-legged man. The term genu
valgum is incorrectly employed for knock-knee,
bow-legs being designated by genu varum. 2.
A form of clubfoot characterized by eversion of
the foot: more fully called talipes valgtix Hal-
lux yalgus, a deformity of the foot characterized by ad-
duction or outward displacement of the great toe, which
often lies across the other toes. It is a frequent cause of

painful bunion. Talipes valgus. Same as valyus, 2.

Valhalla (val-hal'a),. [Also Walhallti ; = F.

Vallialla, Walhalld = Sp. Valhala, < NL. Val-

linllii, < Icel. vall>6ll (gen. valliallar) (= G. Wal-

lialla,TVal!<aU, after Icel.), lit. 'hall of the slain,'

< valr, the slain, slaughter (= Dan. ral, in comp.
valplads, battle-field, = G. icalil-, wal- (in comp.
wahl-statt, wal-statt, battle-field) = AS. wsel,

slaughter, the slain, a corpse, also in comp. weel-

stow, battle-field), + Jioll (hall-) = E. I/all. Cf.

Valkyr.'] 1. In Scand. mytli., the Hall of the
Slain

;
the palace of immortality, inhabited by

the souls of heroes slain in battle, who spent
much of their time in drinking and feasting.
Hence 2. A name figuratively applied to any
edifice or place which is the final resting-place
of the heroes or great men of a nation or of

many such, and specifically to the Temple of

Fame built by Loxiis I. of Bavaria at Donau-



Valhalla

sliiuf, near Kiitisbnn, ;IIM! ennseiTiileil to re

IIOWIII'i) (Ici'lllilllS.

Tin- true Valhalla i,t M.-diMiTlly.
Loicfll, stinly Windows,

] Mi

valiance (viil'yans), u. [< OK. mill<nn-<, mi-
ll iit-i'. ['. niiUiin'i'-i IV. ml, >i*ii, nilriitiu = Sp.
mlinlin = I'tf. rnleiitid = It. riilcn:n, mini in.

< L. rnli'Hliii, strength, < riilf>i(t-).t. strong: gee
mliitiit. ( T. mlinn-i', mliin'i^, mlrncc^.~\ Val-
iant eliiinirler; ln-.-ivrry ; valor. [Obsolete or

rare.]
OIK- of more resolute valianc*

Treads not, I think, ii|K>n thu Undi-h ground.
Greene, George-a-Ureeue.

This knightly nt!i<in>:' . . . which fellows him rather
with Milton. The Century, XXVII. 820.

valiancy (val'yan-si), w. [As valiant (see -cy).]
Same ,-is i- nl i n n ri-.

\lin for their valiancif greatly renowmeil.

llalcluyt's Voyages, II. S3.

valiant (val'yant), a. and w. [< ME. riilinnl,

rith/inil, riilliant, vailauiit, < OF. (and F.) vail-

lant, valant = Sp. ralicnte = Pg. It. nilniti; < \,.

nili'n(t-)s, ppr. of ralere, be strong, be worth.
Cf. Lath, tvata, strength, Skt. bain, strength.
From the same \i. verb are nit. mliiinn', rulnin-r,

valence 1
, rulence?, valency, cnfeS, raledietioi/ . rul-

etudinary, valid, invalid, valor, value, aruil 1
.

OWntcrvail, nrerail, rnumli-sci', i-i/iiimlent, preva-
lent, etc.] I. a. If. Strong; vigorous in body;
sturdy ; also, strong or powerful in a more gen-
eral sense.

You shall have special regard that all sturdy vagabonds
and valiant beggars may be punished according to the
statute. Quoted in Sir T. Elyot's Governour, II. 7, note.

The scent thereof [garlic] is somewhat valiant.

Fuller, Worthies, Cornwall, I. 206.

2f. Of a certain worth or value. Compare
strong1 .

A rich country widow, four hundred a-year valiant, in

woods, In bullocks, in barns, and in rye-stacks.
MiMleton, Trick to Catch the Old One, 1. 1.

3. Brave; courageous; intrepid in danger;
puissant.
And lepe to horse many a railntint knyght and sqnyer

of pris, and serched and sought thourgh many contrees,
but all was for nought. Merlin (E. E. T. S.), Hi. 428.

Be thou i;tliii<ti for me, and fight the Lord's battles.

1 Sara, xvlii. 17.

He Is not valiant that dares die.
But he that boldly bears calamity.

Ma&ringer, Maid of Ilonour, iv. 3.

4. Performed with valor
; bravely conducted

;

heroic: as, a valiant action or achievement; a
valiant combat.

Thou hearest
The highest name for valiant acts.

MMon, S. A., 1. 1101.

Hence 6f. Brave; splendid.
A ualiant huff doublet stuffed with points.

Middleton, Black Book.

6. Of or pertaining to a bravo or valiant man
or valiant men.

The vesere, the aventaile, his vcsturis ryche,
With the volt/ant hlode was verrede alle over !

Morte Arthnre (E. E. T. S.), 1. 2573.

= Syn. 3 and 4. Gallant, Courageous, etc. (see brave), val-

orous, daring, dauntless, stout.

II. t " A valiant person.
Four battles, . . . wherein four valiant* of David slay

four giants. Heading to 2 Sam. xxi.

valiantiset, . [ME., also vaillauntise, < OF.
riiillniili.tr, < ruilliiiit, valiant: see valiant.']
Valor.

valiantly (val'yant-li), adv. In a valiant man-
ner; stoutly; courageously; bravely; heroi-

cally.
valiantness (val'yant-nes), n. The state or
character of being valiant; valor; bravery;
courage; intrepidity in danger.
Thy valiantness was mine, thou suck'dst it from me.

Shalt., Cor., ill. 2. 129.

valid (val'id), a. [Early mod. E. ralidc, < OF.
(and F.) ralide = Sp. viilido = Pg. It. ralido, <

L. raliduf/, strong, < valere, be strong : see val-

iant.] 1. Strong; powerful; efficient. [Obso-
lete or rare.]

Perhaps more valid arms,
Weapons more violent, when next we meet,
May serve to better us. Milton, P. L., vi. 488.

With . . . the hugely clustered architecture of the Vat-
ican rising from them, as from a terrace, they [the walls of

Rome] seem indeed the valid bulwark of an ecclesiastical

city. H. James, Jr., Trans. Sketches, p. 145.

2. Sufficiently supported by fact; well-ground-
ed; sound; just; good; capable of being justi-
fied or defended ; not weak or defective : as, a
ruliil reason; a ralid objection.

420

6689
I perceived, when the said Italian was to receive an ex-

tniordiiiury m ,-;it KIMM for the Spanish ambassador's use,
UK- wh'.li- f:ici- .,r attaint was presently changed, Inxommli
that iiritln-r my iv;i*nus, nor the uuil>:ii>sador'Bahove-men-
hi.li"! ton P>d -'TUT, fiiuld pn-\:lll.

Lord II. ' r i ni I'/,, rimni (i-d. Ifowells), p. ISfi.

When one's Proofs are aptly chosen,
Knur are at valid a* (our Down. I'rvir, Alma, I.

3. Good or sufficient in point of law ; effica-

cious; executed with the proper formalities;

incapable of being rightfully overthrown or set

aside; sustainable an<l efteetive in law, as

distinguished from that which exists or took

place in fact or appearance, but has not the

requisites to entitle it to be recognized and en-
forced by law : as, a valid deed ; a ralid cove-

nant; a ralid instrument of any kind; a valid

claim or title
; a ralid marriage ;

a ralid or-

dination. 4. In :ool. and hot., having suf-

ficient classificatory strength or force; scien-

tifically founded or well-grounded; securely
established: as, a ralid family, genus, or spe-
cies; a valid classification. 6. In logic, hav-

ing, as an argument, that degree of formal

strength and truth that it professes to have.
6. In rlii-m., having valence : chiefly used in

composition, as in uniralid for univalent, etc.
= Syn. 2. .Solid, weighty, sufficient,

validate (vul'i-dat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. ru/i-

ilulril, ppr. validating. [< ML. mliil/itns, pp.
of valiaare (> It. validare = Sp. Pg. ralidar
= F. valider), make strong, make valid, < L.

validus, strong, valid: see valid.] 1. To make
valid ; confirm

; give legal force to.

The right remaining
For Philip to succeed in course of years,
If years should validate the acknowledged claim
Of birthright. Southey.

2. To test the validity of.

The assembly occupied itself with the work of validat-

ing the votes. The Scotsman.

validation (val-i-da'shon), M. [< F. validation
= Sp. validation, < ML. 'ralidatio(n-), < vali-

dare, validate : see validate.] The act of giv-
ing validity ; a strengthening, inforcement,
or confirming; an establishing or ratifying.
Blount, Glossographia (1670).

validirostral (val'i-di-ros'tral), o. [< L. tali-

dus, strong, + rostrum, beak: see rostral.]

Having a stout beak or strong bill. See cut
under Naltator.

validity (va-lid'i-ti), H.; pi. validities (-tiz). [<
F. validite = 8rj.validad = Pg. ralidade = It. ra-

lidita, < LL. ralidita(t-)s, strength of body, ML.
also validness, < L. validus, strong: see valid,]
1. Strength or power in general.

Purpose Is but the slave to memory,
Of violent birth, but poor validity.

Shale., Hamlet, ill. 2. 199.

With his [the lunatic's] cure from disease and the re-

stored validity of this condition [of sensitive conscience],
responsibility returns. W. K. Clifford, Lectures, II. 119.

2. The state or character of being valid, spe-
cifically (a) Strength or force from being supported by
fact; justness; soundness; efficacy: as, the validity of an
argument or a proof ;

the validity of an objection.

The question raised Is that of the comparative validities

of beliefs reached through complex intellectual processes
and beliefs reached through simple intellectual processes.

B. Spencer, Prin. of Psycho!., ; 391.

It is proved that the objective mliiliiii of mathematics
presupposes that time and space are the forms of sense.

E. Caird, Phllos. of Kant, p. 242.

(K) Legal efficacy or force ; sufficiency in point of law.

The validity of these new charters must turn upon the

acceptance of them. D. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818.

(c) Scientific strength or force : as, the validity of a genus.

3f. Value.
Nought enters there,

Of what i-iili'litii and pitch soe'er,
But falls into abatement and low price.

Shot., T. N., L 1. 12.

Objective validity. See objective. Particular Ta-
lldity, validity for certain minds only. Subjective va-
lidity, truth to sensibility, as the truth of the proposi-
tion "sugar Is sweet" Universal validity, validity
for all minds.

validlv (val'id-li), adv. In a valid manner; so
as to be valid.

validness (val'id-nes), n. The character of be-

ing valid ; validity.
valise (va-leV), w. [Also rallise, earlier rallies,

Sc. also tcalise, wallees; < F. valise, OF. valise,
also varise, F. dial, railise (> MHG. velis, Q.

felleisen = D. ralies) = Sp. balija = It. raliflin

(Florio), ML. reflex valisia, a valise ; origin un-

known.] 1. A receptacle for travelers' use for

clothes and articles of toilet. The name Is gener-
ally given to a leather case of moderate size, opening wide
on a hinge or like a portfolio, as distinguished from a bag
on the one hand anil a portmanteau on the othtT.

My valie is empty ; and, to some ears, an empty valise

is louder and more discordant than a bagpipe.
r, Imag. Conv., l.ucian and Timothcus.

valley

2. Miltl.. H I'vliinlrii-iil iinrtiiiHiiti-au ofI.
about I>S inriirs lung. JiliK'l'll

nil till' Silililll' ot

each nfT horse nf an nrtilliTv-rMrri;iir'', :ind Con-

taining the Htnall'T iirtii-lcs of tin- driver's per-
sonal equipment.
valise-saddle (va-leVsad'l), w. A form of s:ui

die iit-eil I'm- eiirh ulT horse of ;iu !irtiller\-e:ir

riuge. It serves to carry the valise of the driver, and also

affords a seat for a rider, In cue of nerd. K. II. Knight.

Valkyr (val'kir), n. fAlsora/A-yr( (also imll:iir,

irtilkyria) ; < Icel. i-alkurja (= AS.
tcielcyrie

= O.
inill.-iiii. ;ifler leel.), lit.

' chooser of the slain,'
< ralr, the slain, + 'kyria, < k-ji'mn, choose, = E.

change.] In Xante myth., one of the company
of handmaidens of Odin, usually said to num-
ber nine, though the number varies. They serve
at the banquet* in Valhalla, but arc t~-st known as " the
choosers of the slain," being sent forth liy <Min t<> every
battle. They ride through the air and with tbelr spean
designate the heroes whu shall fall, whom tiny afterward
conduct to Valhalla. In the Norse versions of the Nlbe-
lungrii Lied, Brunhild, the daughter of Odin, appears a* a

valkyr, as also In Wagner's music-drama " Die WalkUre."
See swan-maiden.

valkyria (val kir'i-S), n. Same as rM..yi'.

valkyrian (val-kir'1-an), a. [Also tcallcyriaii ,

< talkyria + -an."] Of or relating to the valkyra.
Ourself have often tried

Valkyrian hymns. Tennyson, Princess, Iv.

valla, a. Plural of vallum.

vallancyt (val'an-si), n. [Cf. valance (f).] A
kind of peruke" worn in the seventeenth cen-

tury.
Critics in plume and white valiancy wig.

Dryden, Epll. at Openuig of New House (Theater Royal),

vallar (val'ar), a. and B. [< L. vallaris, < val-

lum, a mound, rampart, < nillux, a stake, pali-
sade : see imll\.\ X. a. Pertaining to a rampart
or palisade.- vallar crown, vallar garland, In her..
a bearing supposed to represent the Roman corona cas-

trensls, and represented as of gold with pointed uprights
as if Intended to represent the tops of stakes or pali-
sades.

II. n. A vallar crown.

Garlandes, vallares, and rauralles whiche (as toiichyng
honour) were farre aboue the other thynges.

1'ilnll, tr. of Apophthegms of Erasmus, p. 284.

vallary (val'a-ri), a. Same as vallar.

vallate (val'at), a. [< L. rallatus, pp. of val-

lare, surround with a rampart, < vallum, a ram-

part, wall.] 1. In anat., surrounded with a
walled depression : circumvallate. [Bare.]
2. In zool., cupped; cup-shaped. [Rare.]
The sponge Is goblet-shaped In general form, and not

simply vallate, like T. prolifera.
Miens. Science, N. S., XXXII. 3.

vallated (val'a-ted), n. [<vallate + -ed?.] Sur-
rounded with or as with a rampart. [Bare.]
The favorite hut not vallated domain of literature is

aesthetics in its true meaning. Science, XII. 3Of>.

vallationt ( va-la'shon), n. [< LL. rallatio(n-),
a rampart or intrenchment, < L. vallare, sur-
round with a rampart : see vallate.'] A rampart
or intrenchment. T. Warton, Hist. Kiddington,
p. 70.

vallatoryt (val'a-to-ri), a. [< vallate + -ory.]

Pertaining to a rampart or vallum.

Mention is made In Erekiel of "a measuring reed of six

cubits"; . . . and with such differences of reeds, rnlfn-

tory, sagittary, scriptory, and others, they might be fur-

nished in .Iiidca. Sir T. Browne, Misc., L I 47.

vallecula (va-lek'u-lft), n.
; pi. valleeiilir (-le).

[LL., also rallicula, dim. of rallis, ralies, vale:
see vale1

.] 1. In anat., a depression or furrow.
2. In hot.

,
a groove or furrow, as on the stems

of Equisetum or between the ribs of an umbel-
liferous fruit ; a stria.- vallecula cerebelli (valley
of the cerebellum), a depression on the under surface of
the cerebellum, in which lies the medulla ohlongata. See
cut under brain. Vallecula Sylvll, the depression at
the beginning of the fissure of Sylvius, tne bottom of which
is formed hy the anterior perforated space. See cut under
cerebral. Vallecula unguls, the recess, formed by a du-

plication of the skin, in which the root of a nail lies.

vallecular (va-lek'u-lar), o. [< valleeula +
-r3.] Of or pertaining to a vallecula or

groove. Also vallicular. Vallecular canal, in

but., in Equisetacetf, an intercellular canal lying within
the cortical parenchyma, opposite a groove on the sur-
face of the stem.

valleculate (va-lek'u-lat), a. [< ralleciila +
-ate 1

.] Having a vaflecula or vallecuhB. Also
ralliculate.

Valleil's points. Tender spots found by pres-
sure along the course of a nerve in certain
cases of neuralgia.
Vallet's pills. Pills of carbonate of iron.

valley (val'i), . [Early mod. E. also rallir; <

ME. ralrii, ralrue, ralaye, rale = MD. ralleye,

valey, D. vallei, < OF. valec, F. rallee (= It.



valley

nil/iitn). a valley, vale, < nil, a vale, < L. r

i-nlli'K. a vale: see rale1 . The Rom. forms
were prob. confused with ML. rttlhttti, f.. also

riilliitiiiii. n., a ditch, a place surrounded by a

ditch, < L. nillntiix, pp. of nil/an; surround with
n nimpart or intreuehment: see rallnte.] 1. A
depression, or a relatively low and somewhat
level area, more or less completely inclosed by
hills or mountains; the basin of a stream of

any size, or the area drained by it, and, in ac-

cordance with more general usage, the part of

that area which lies near the stream and is

not much raised above its level. The surface of

a mountainous region is made up of hills (or mountains)
and valleys ; but over those great expanses of country
where uniformity of level is the dominant feature the
term valley gives way to some other designation more
specific in its character: thus, in English, heath, prairie,

savanna, plain, desert; in Spanish-speaking countries.

campo, pampa, llano, pdramo; in the Russian empire,
steppe, tundra; in South Africa, veldt, etc. All the tracts

thus designated lie within the basins of certain rivers, and
thus technically form parts of the valleys of those rivers,

but convenience demands and justifies the special desig-
nation. So, on the other hand, in mountainous countries,

or even in those in which the surface is only moderately
broken, the valleys have their forms characterized by
terms suited to express the great variety of features which

they exhibit: thus, in English, dale, dell, dingle, cove,

comb, gully, ravine, gorge, defile, chasm, and many others ;

in French, combe, cluse, cirque, etc. ; in Spanish, cai'ailu

(changed to cation in the western United States), barranca,

(juebrada, etc. ; and so through all the various languages
and countries. The forms of valleys are so numerous, and
their existence dependent on such complicated and varied

conditions, that a satisfactory classification of them is not

possible. The simplest division of them, from the oro-

graphic point of view, is into longitudinal and transverse :

the former are parallel with the mountain-ranges to which
they belong ;

the latter, more or less nearly at right an-

gles to them. Of longitudinal valleys the "Great Valley
"

of the Appalachian range otters an excellent example, this

being parallel with the Blue Ridge, and having a devel-

opment of about 500 miles in length in Pennsylvania and
Virginia, and a very uniform width within those States
of rarely less than 12 or more than 20 miles. The val-

leys of the Rhone and the Rhine in their upper portions
which rivers start from near the same point, and flow

in exactly opposite directions, parallel with the crest of
the Alps furnish another good illustration of a longi-
tudinal valley ; while an equally satisfactory example
of a transverse one is seen in the course of the Rhone
from Martigny to the Lake of Geneva, where that river
follows a direction at right angles to that which it has in

the upper part of its course. Longitudinal valleys are
more distinctly orographic in character than are the
transverse that is, their origin is due primarily to the
same causes which have governed the position and direc-
tion of the ranges which make up the mountain-system to
which they belong. Transverse valleys, on the other hand,
though not necessarily independent of preexisting breaks
and faults, arc, in general, chiefly the result of erosive

agencies by which, indeed, the forms of almost all valleys
have been more or less profoundly modified. In some
chains, however, notably in the Himalayas, the tendency
of large streams flowing in longitudinal valleys to break
transversely through lofty and precipitousranges, and pass
out of what seems their natural and predestined course,
is an extraordinary orographic feature, and one which has
not received a satisfactory explanation.

For he chased a saisne that he hath ouertake in this
derke valey, and hath hym smetyn down.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 195.

Through these fore-named uallien glide Simois and di-

vine Scamander. Sandys, Travailes, p. 17.

2. Hence, any similar depression of any size.

3. Specifically, in arch., the internal angle
formed by the meeting of two inclined sides
of a roof. The rafter which supports the valley is called
the valley-rafter or valley-piece, and the Iward fixed upon
it for the metallic gutter to lie upon is termed the valley-
board. Cream of the valley. See cream i

. Synclinal
valley. See synclinal. Valley of the cerebellum.
Same as vattecida cerebetti (which see, under vallecula).= Syn. 1. Valley, Vale, Dale, Glen, Jlavine, Defile, Gorge,
Canon. These words differ a good deal, according to lo-

cality. Valley is the general word (see def.), but may rep-
resent a region much larger than any of the others : as.
the valleys of the Amazon and the Mississippi. Vale is a
poetic or elevated word for a small valley. Dale belongs
chiefly to the north of England, and is used of a small val-

ley, especially if cultivated or cultivable. The popular
notion of a glen is that it is secluded and shady. A ravine
is narrow and relatively long. A defile is a narrow passage-
way, especially among hills a pass so narrow that troops
can go through only by a narrow front, as by flies. A gorge
is presumably deep, with sides somewhat if not quite pre-
cipitous. Canon is a local word (see def.), without figur-
ative extension as yet.

valley-board (val'i-bord), n. See ralley, 3.

valleylet (val'i-let), n. [< valley + -let.] A lit-

tle valley. [Bare.]
The infinite ramification of stream and valley, stream-

let and valleylet.

Greemuood, Rain and Rivers (1866), p. 188. (Dames.)

valley-piece (val'i-pes), n. See valley, 3.

valley-rafter (val'i-raf'ter), n. See valley, 3.

By old writers valley-rafters were termed
xla-pers.

vallicula (va-lik'u-la), n.
; pi. valliculie (-le).

Same as vallecula,

vallicular (va-lik'u-lar). a. Same as vallecu-
lar.

valliculate (va-lik'u-lat). n. Same as ralln-ii-

late.

Vallisneria (val-is-ne'ri-a), . [NL. (Micheli,

1729), named after Antonio f'allisiifri (1661-

1730), an Italian naturalist.] 1. A genus of

monoeotyledonous plants, of the order Hi/ili-n-

cliarirtfee, type of the tribe VaUisncrieif. It is dis-

tinguished from the othertwogeneraof the tribe by its sim-

ple perianth, fewer stamens(one to three), and the absence
of a beak to the fruit. There is but one species, V. spira-

lis, the tape-grass or eel-grass, an aquatic plant common in

fresh water, especially slow-flowing rivers, throughout the

temperate and warmer regions of both hemispheres. It is

a submerged herb with a very short stem, sometimes stolo-

niferous; very long and narrowly linear leaves crowded

together at the base within a short sheath ; and dioecious

flowers on scapes, the male scapes very short, bearing
clusters of buds within a spathe. These buds break from
their short pedicels, and rise to the surface, where they
open, and shed their pollen among the fertile flowers,
which are raised to the surface on long filiform scapes.
These latter subsequently coil up spirally, drawing the
fertilized flowers underwater to mature their fruit, which
is berry-like, cylindrical, and elongated, and filled with
numerous oblong seeds. The plant is common in culti-

vation in aquariums, its rapid growth aiding to aerate the
water. In streams flowing into Chesapeake Bay, where it

grows in great masses, it is known as water-celery or wild

celery, and is said to be a favorite food of the canvasback
duck and of the terrapin, and to impart to them their

peculiar flavor. In Australia it is locally known as spring-

plant. The square or oblong cells of its delicate flat leaves

often exhibit to a remarkable degree the phenomenon of

cyclosis, or active movement of protoplasm, the current
of protoplasm carrying all the cell-contents, including the

chforophyl-grains and nucleus, in continual rotation
around the cell, close to the inside of its wall. It is

therefore much used for laboratory demonstration. See
cut under dioecious.

2. [/. c.~\ A plant of this genus.
Vallisneriaceae (val-is-ne-ri-a'se-e), >i. pi. [NL.
(Link, 1829), < Valliffiieria + -ace.~\ A former
name of the order Hydrocliaridese.
Vallisneriese (val"is-ne-ri'e-e), u. pi. [NL.
(Endlicher, 1836), < l-'alUsneria + -cse.~\ A tribe

of plants, of the order Hydrocliaridese, charac-
terized by very short, sometimes stolonifer-

ous stems, growing immersed in fresh water.

producing crowded sessile elongated leaves and

peduncled spathes. It consists of 3 monotypic
genera, T'allisneria being the type.
Vallota (va-16'ta), n. [NL. (Herbert, 1821),
said to have beeri named after Vallot, a French
botanist (beginning of 17th century).] A ge-
nus of plants, of the order Amaryllidacese and
tribe Amaryllete. It is characterized by a broadly fun-

nel-shaped perianth with short tube usually involucrate
with three bracts, furnished with a small callus between
contiguous lobes, and by numerous ovules in two vertical

rows in each cell, ripening into winged seeds. The only
species, V. purpurea, is a native of South Africa. It is a
bulbous plant with thong-like leaves and a stout scape
bearing an umbel of numerous large scarlet flowers, erect
and nearly or quite sessile. It is cultivated under the
name of Scarborough lily.

vallum (val'iim), n. ; pi. valla (-a). [L., a ram-

part: see ujalfl-.'] 1. A rampart; a palisaded
rampart; a line of intreuehment; specifically,

Vallum.

Part of the Roman Wall near Carrow, in the north of England.
a a, ramparts ; b b, ditches or fosses ; TV, wall.

the rampart with which the Romans inclosed
their camps. It consisted essentially of two parts, the

agger, or mound of earth, and the sudes, or palisades, that
were driven into the ground to secure and strengthen it.

2. Ill anat., the supercilium or eyebrow.
Valois head-dress. A style of dressing wo-
men's hair in fashion about 1850, the hair

being drawn back from the forehead, and form-

ing a roll on the crown of the head.
valonia (va-16'ni-a), n. [< It. vallonia, < Gr.

iiafavos, an acorn, an oak.] The commercial
name for the acorn-cups of the valonia-oak,
which are imported into Great Britain in large
quantities from Asia Minor and Greece for use
in tanning, dyeing, and making ink. They are of

large size, and yield from 25 to 40 per cent of tannin.
Leather tanned with this material has a rich bloom, and
is little permeable by water.

valonia-oak (va-16'ni-a-6k), . An oak, Quer-
<:MS jUgilojis, of Greece and the Levant, it is a
handsome tree, 30 or 40 feet high, nearly evergreen, with
large prickly cupped acorns. The cups form valonia, and
the immature acorns camata. The wood is useful, par-
ticularly for cabinet-making.

valor, valour (val'or), M. [Early mod. E. also
valure ; < ME. valour, < OF. valour, valur, later

valfur, strength, valor, value. F. vtileiir^ Sp. Pg.
ralor = It. ralore, < ML. valor, strength, valor,
LL. value, worth, < L. valere, be strong, be
worth: see valiant.'] I. Strength of mind in

7
on

valuable

resisting fear and braving danger: bravery; es-

pecially, courage and skill in fighting.
I knowe well I haue don right euell, not for than I shall

lete hem well wite that I am not hidde, yef in me be so

moche vatoure, though I sholde be deed or all to hewen.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), iii. 405.

Discretion, the best part of valour.
Beau, and Fl., King and no King, iv. 3.

Some men's valours are in the eyes of them that look on.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

2f. Value; worth.

For goode dede done thurgh praiere
Is sold and bought to deere iwys,
To herte that of gretc calmtr [var. <;oZwre,16th cent. edd.

]
is.

Rom. of the Hose, 1. 5236.

And a Coppe ys inestymable, Ifor they be full sett with

precious stunys of grett valour that may be.

Torhington, Diarie of Eng. Travel], p. 11.

Of small valure, lady fair, alas, my name it is !

Peele, Sir Clyomon and Sir Clamydes.

Valure wins applause
That dares but to maintain the weaker cause.

B. Jonson, The Barriers.

3. A man of courage ;
a brave man. [Rare.]

Leading young valours reckless as myself.
Bulwer, Richelieu, i. 1.

= Syn. L Courage, gallantly. See brave,

valorous (val'or-us), a. [< F. vulcureux = It.

valoroso, < ML. riiloroxux. valorous, < L. vnlnr.

strength, valor : see ralor.'] 1. Having or dis-

playing valor
; brave; courageous; valiant; in-

trepid : as, a valorous knight.
The knight, yet wrothfull for his late disgrace,
Fiercely advaunst his valorous right arme.

Spenser, F. Q., II. ii. 34.

The most valorous Hector. Shak., T. and C., iii. 3. 275.

2. Characteristic of or pertaining to valor.

Full well they know the valorous heat that runs
In every pulse-beat of their loyal sons.

0. W. Holmes, A Family Record.

3f. Having value
;
valuable.

Thy garments shall be made of Median silk.
Enchased with precious jewels of mine own,
More rich and valurous than Zenocrate's.

Marlowe, Tamburlaine, I., i. 2.

= Syn. 1. See brave.

valorously (val'pr-us-li), adv. In a valorous or
brave manner

; valiantly.
Hold to the track on which thou enteredst in thy early

;outh,
which thou pursuedst as consul so valorously and

ravely. Cicero to Atticus, tr. in Froude's Ceesar, xii.

Valparaiso oak. See live-oal:

Valsa (val'sa), n. [NL. (Fries).] A genus
of sphseriaceous fungi, having the perithecia
immersed in the cortex of the host, and eight-
spored or rarely four-spored asci, which are
sessile without paraphyses. V. Prunastri oc--
curs on the branches of the apricot.
Valsalvan (val-sal'van), a. [< Valsalva (see
def.) + -an.] Of or 'pertaining to the Italian
anatomist Valsalva (1666-1723) Valsalvan ex-
periment, the forcing of air into the middle ear by a for-

cible expiration while the mouth and nose are closed.

Valsalvan ligament, a fibrous hand miming from the

pinna of the ear to the temporal bone. Valsalvan
method, an attempt to obtain coagulation in an aneurism
by reducing the force of the circulation by blood-letting,
purgation, and a low diet. Valsalvan sinus. See sinua

of Valsalva, under sinus.

valuable (val'u-a-bl), . and . [Early mod. E.

also valiable; altered, to suit value (as if direct-

ly < value + -able), < OF. valable, of force or

value, valuable, < valoir, be of force or value :

see value.] I. a. 1. Capable of being valued ;

capable of having the value measured or esti-

mated.
Commodities are movesbles, valuable by money, the com-

mon measure.
Locke, Further Considerations concerning Raising the

[Value of Money.
I never value people as they value me, but as they are

valuable. Sydney Smith, To Countess Grey, Nov. 1, 1821.

2. Of great value or price; having financial
worth

; representing a large market value : as,
a valuable horse; valuable land; a valuable
house. 3. Of great moral worth, utility, or im-

portance; precious; worthy; estimable; deserv-

ing esteem: as, a valuable friend; a rtihitiblf

companion.
One example is more valiable, both to good and ill, than

xx. preceptes written in bookes.

Ascham, The Scholemaster, p. 66.

He ought to think no man valuable but for his public
spirit, justice, and integrity. Steele, Spectator, No. 340.

Alumn is esteemed a very valuable charm against the
evil eye. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, I. 328.

Valuable consideration. See amMeration. =Syn. 2
and 3. Valuable, Costly, Precious, useful, serviceable. That
is valuable which has value, however small, and whether
pecuniary or otherwise. That is costly which has cost or
would cost a large sum of money : figuratively, we may
sometimes call that costly which has cost work, sacrifice,
or the like, or inflicted loss : as, a costly mistake or victory ;

but such use is not common. That is precious which has a



valuable

tiiult intriiiHie value : heiie, id. I.TIM '/""'""'^ met-
al*'; a /''- ile.l a j. \vel : lliiiirativel), a

M to one very doir Cor hfa own MM, A c-^v/v

Mum- is ..Me tli:it ll;i-^ liecil made expensive by nil \ INK,

polHlillK. transput tat it H I f i, tin a yieat ilistatl'V, or till- like

i I h'- ^:n r.i|iliau'us of Nil) n. It i ui 1.; in I Cur. iii. 1^ tin- i
.

vised \ ) -i'li 1 1 -i 'i leets "; ; 'to "cnntltf stones.
"

A <vr/ .me that ran lie made iisefnl in some way,
ami Ih.Tffiili- MIII-.I li.it ! thrown away. 'I'hut which we
value for it- utinld lie failed ninrt til le.ss^rt?-
n*nt* tu 1

ilt'in; rather than rc^t/"W'-.

II. //. A lliing. rspi-rially a small tiling, of

vnlur; a choice article of personal property;
any piece of precious merchandise, usually of
Mii.-ill hulk: generally in the plural.

Ini'liiu'ii'.- (with my usual cynicism) t.. think that he did
stl al III,- Ill/Hill:/: ..

77iK.-t, iv/.i, lioiiiidahont I'apcrs, On a Medal of George
[the Fourth.

valuableness (val'u-a-bl-nes), H. The charac-
ter of being valuable

; piveiousuess; worth.
valuation (val-u-a'shon), n. [= Sp. niliiiii-inii;

MS nilnr T -tition.} 1. The act of valuing.
Specifically (a) Tlio act of estimating the value or worth ;

the act of setting a price; appniisement : as, a valuation
of lands for the purpose of taxation. (6) The act of duly
valuing ; estimation ; appreciation : as, the just niluatirm
"f civil and religious privileges.

2. Value set upon a thing; estimated worth;
value

; worth.

The mines lie vnlaboured, and of no valuation.

llakluyfi Voyagei, III. 466.

Ho slight a I' Shall., C) mlieliiie, Iv. 4. 49.

Home valuation, valuation or appraisement of imported
merchandise according to the market prices at the port
of import: in contradistinction to forevjn valuation, the
mrtli.iil commonly in use by appraising according to the
valuation of the foreign port or country of export. The

Srinciple
of home valuation was introduced in the United

tates by the act of Conni-ess of March ~2tl, 1833, which pro-
vided for a gradual reduction of duties, to be followed In

1842 by the principle of home valuation according to regu-
lations to be prescribed, which, however, were never in-

troduced.

valuational (val-u-a'shon-al), a. [< valuation
+ -/.] Of or pertaining to valuation. Cou-
i> ii/iKininj Rci:., LI. 285. [Rare.]

valuator (val'u-a-tpr), . [< value + -at-or.]
One who sets a value; an appraiser. Sinft,
Considerations upon Two Bills.

value (val'u), 11. [Early mod. E. also vateu: ; <

Ml!, milew, value, < OP. value (= It. valuta),

worth, value, < value, fern, of rain, pp. of valoir,
< L. valere, be strong, be worth: see valiant,

valor.] 1. Worth; the property or properties
of a thing iu virtue of which it is useful or es-

timable, or the degree in which such a charac-
ter is possessed; utility; importance; excel-

lence : applied to both persons and things.

Ye are all physicians of no value. Job xiii. 4.

Ye are of more value than many sparrows. Mat. x. 31.

We had our Water measured out to us, 2 Pints a Man
per day, till we came into our Channel. This was the first

time that I began to know the value of fresh Water.

Dampier, Voyages, II. iii. 5.

To loyal hearts the value of all gifts
Must vary as the giver's.

Tennyxon, Lancelot and Elaine.

Always we are daunted by the appearances, not seeing
that their whole cofaeliesat bottom in the state of mind.

Kmerson, War.

The only value of universal characters is that they help
us, by reasoning, to know tu w truths about individual

things. H'. Jmaei, Priii. of Psychol., I. 479.

2. Estimated or attributed worth; apprecia-
tion; valuation; esteem; regard.

Neither the pomp and grandeur of the World, nor the
smiles and flatteries of it, no, nor its frowns and severities,
could abate anything of that mighty esteem and value

which he [Paul] had for the Christian Religion.

StiUingJleet, Sermons, I. iv.

I am not vain enough to Itoast that I have deserved the
value of so illustrious a line.

Dryden, To the Duke of Ormond, Ded. of Fables.

Ceesar is well acquainted with your virtues,
And therefore sets this calue on your life.

Addition, rat.., II. 2.

I have a very great Vulut for Mr. Bevll, but have abso-

lutely put an End to his Pretensions.

Stcele, Conscious Lovers, iii. 1.

3. The amount of other commodities (com-
monly represented by money) for which a thing
can be exchanged in open market; the ratio in

which one thing exchanges against others; the
command which one commodity has over others
in traffic ; in a restricted (and the common pop-
ular) sense, the amount of money for which a

thing can be sold; price. In political economy value
iu distinguished from price, which is worth estimated in

money, while value is worth estimated in commodities in

gtnenl.
So the! departed to pore knyghtes and squeres that

neuer after are pore, in so moche that thel kepte not to

hi'in-self the valeic of a peny. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), II. 16V.

0691

They [tin- >w it/el-,) found thru- ^i . at -|i..\ 1. v that the
link.' left bi'lun.l. t.itli.

,
I. rj.

lit the price of a thing, theref.in, v I. mil
iindi i>tanil it.s ruin,' in int. nc) ; by the calur m . \

ralue of a thing, Its general jMtwerof j.ni ^lia-in^-, 1 1

man. I which Us possession gives over nurchaaeahli
m. iditles in general. ./. < .I////. r,,i i:,.,n . III. L i 2.

The word value, so far a It can l>. mn.itly used.

merely expresses th>- . m HIH-.I in.-.- .if il- [a . ..nun. Kilty's]

exchanging In a curtain ratio for some other substance.

Jevont, Pol. Econ., iv.

He could not nianav Imam <
; he knew value* well, but

lie had no keenness of Imagination for monetary results
In the shape of profit and lost.

Oeonjf HIM, Middlemureh, xxlv.

The sense proper to value In economic discussion may,
I think, be said to be universally agreed upon by econo-

mists, and I may, therefore, at once define It as expressing
the ratio in which commodities in open market ui. >\

changed against each other.
./. /;. fairnen, Pol. Econ., 1. 1. | 1.

4. Price equal to the intrinsic worth of a thing;
real equivalent.
His design was not to pay him the value of his pictures,

because they were above any price. Itryden.

Wom gold coin received at its bullion value.

Hep. of Sec. of Treasury, 1886, p. 328.

5. Import; precise signification : as, the value

of a word or phrase. 6. In >, the relative

length or duration of a tone signified by a note :

as, a half-note has the rulin- of two quarter-
notes, or four sixteenth-notes; to give a note
its full value. 7. In printing and the allied

arts, relation of one object, part, or atmospheric
plane of a picture to the others, with refer-

ence to light and shade, the idea of hue being
abstracted. Thus, a picture in which the valuet are
correct is one in which the distribution and Interdepen-
dence of the light and dark parts correspond to nature,
and particularly preserve the correct rendering of dif-

ferent distances from the observer ; while a detail in a

picture which is out of value Is one which is too light or
too dark in tone for the atmospheric plane which It should

occupy, or for the proper renderlug of its relations to other

objects in the same plane.

It strikes us that the figure of the young preacher stand-

ing erect in the lofty pulpit has less value and atmospheric
envelopment than It should possess in relation to the rest

of the composition. The Academy, No. 890, p. 305.

With all our knowledge of to-day, the mluet of this land-

scape could not be bettor expressed ; the composition is

most natural and original, and were it not for the lack of
truth in the valuei of the figures, and for the intense piety
of the sentiment, it might have been painted yesterday.

Scribner-i Mag., IV. 717.

8. In math., the special determination of a

quantity. Quantities in mathematics are identified by
their general definitions, as satisfying certain conditions,
and are variable, or otherwise indeterminate. A complete-
ly determinate quantity, or, more precisely, the quantity
of a completely determinate quantum, is a value. Value
is distinguished from magnitude in that the latter refers

only to a modulus, or numerical measure, neglecting in

some measure distinctions of kind, while two quantities
which are not equal have not the same value, though they
may have the same magnitude.
9. In biol., grade or rank in classification;
valence : as, a group having the value of a fam-

ily Annual value. See animal. Form value, in

biol., morphic valence ; that grade of structural simplicity
or complexity which any organism presents, or represents
as compared with another: as an ovum and an amoeba
have alike the form value of the simple ceil ; any sea-ur-

chin has the form value of echinodenns. Good value,
full value or worth in exchange : as, to get good value for

one's money.- Local, market, minimum, multiple,
par, principal value, see the qualifying words. Sur-
plus value. See the quotation.

The fundamental principle of the Marx school and of

the whole cognate socialism is the theory of gurplux
value, the doctrine, namely, that, after the labourer
has been paid the wage necessary for the subsistence of

himself and family, the surplus produce of his labour is

appropriated l>y the capitalist who exploits It.

Encuc. Brit., XXII. 211.

Surrender value. Seemmnder, 2. Terminal value.
.See terminal. Value In exchange, exchange value,
and exchangeable value, phrases often used to distin-

guish value Tn the economic sense (see def. 3) from its

more general meaning of 'utility.'

The things which have the greatest value In use have

frequently little or no value in exchange; and, on the con-

trary, those which have the greatest value in exchange
have frequently little or no value in use.

Adam Smith, Wealth of Nations, t. 4.

Value of money, see money. Value received, a

phrase used especially to indicate that a promissory note
has been made, or a hill of exchange has been accepted,
for a valuable consideration, and not by way of accom-
modation. =8yn. 1-4. Worth, Cott, etc. (see price), In-

come, Revenue, Profit, etc. See income.

value (val'u), r. t.
; pret. and pp. rained, ppr.

ruining. [< value, .] 1. To estimate the value
or worth of; specifically, to rate at a certain

price ; appraise : as, to value lands or goods.
This is the brief of money, plate, and Jewels
I am possess'd of ; 'tis exactly valued.

fifiat., A. and ('., v. 2. 13S.

valvate

I thank i....|. tin -i I."..] of Atllii lion hath bronchi in'

t -iit h a Habit ..f t' ill such

<yinplomn of Mortification, thai I can r<ilnr thi World
as it Is. //

There was in f,omlon a renowned chain of [H-aiU which
was valued at ten thousand |H.utid

llaca:it i. ih-t. I'.ng., vi.

2. Tu i-i>]i~iili-i with ivspci-t to value, vmrth,
nr importance; rate, whether lii^'li or low; n-

pril
The king must take it ill.

That he
'

o ulightly valu'd In his mennenger.
Shale., Lear, IL 1 1H.

So little knows
Any, but (iod alone, to value right
The good before him. Milton, P. L, i

After the Initial investigation comet the criticism ; Dnt
we have to Identify, then we have to value, our historical

Inventory. Stubbt. Medieval and Modern Hlit., p. 74.

3. Specifically, to rate high; liavi- in hiyli M-
fi'i-Mi; M't iiiiii-h hy; prize; appreciate; re-

gard; hold in ropci-t m estimation ; reflex-

ively, to pride (one's soli i.

Value the judicious, and let not mere acquest* in minni

parts of learning gain thy pre-exlstlmati.m.
ftf I' 111'':, II,, ,

( llM-l \l"l . (1 I

These gentlemen . . . value themselves upon Itelng
critics In rust, and will undertake to tell you the dltferent

ages of It by IU colour. Additon, Ancient Medals, I.

I ralunt tnyelf upon being a strict monogamist.
Ooldtmith, Vicar, II.

A man valuing himself as the organ of this or that

dogma is a dull companion enough. Kmermn, Clulm.

4. To reckon or estimate with respect to num-
ber or power; compute ; compare (with another

person or thing) with respect to price or excel-

lence.

It cannot be valued with the gold of Ophlr.
Job xxvill. 1.

The queen Is valued thirty thousand strong.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., T. . 14.

5. To take account of; take into account;

hence, to care for; consider as important.
If a man be in sickness or pain, the time will seem longer

without a clock, . . . for the mind doth value every mo-
ment ISacon, Colours of (lood and Evil, v.

I want 'em [maps], and I don't ''''" the price, but I

would have t he most exact.
John Tipper, in Ellts's Lit. Letters, p. 315.

6f. To raise to estimation
;
cause to have value,

either real or apparent.
Some value themselves to their country by jealousies to

the crown. Sir W. Temple.

7f. To give out or represent an wealthy, or

financially sound.

The scriveners and brokers do value unsound men to

serve their own turn. Bacon, Riches (ed. 1887).

8f. To be worth; be equal in worth to; be an

equivalent of.

The peace between the French and us not value*

The cost that did conclude it.

Shot., Hen. VIII., L 1. 8.

Valued policy. See policy^. =Syn. 3. /"roe, Kuteem,
etc. See appreciate.

valueless (val'u-les),. [</ + -/<.] Des
titute of value; having no worth; worthless.

Shak., K.John, iii. 1. 101.

valuelessness (val'u-les-nes), . The charac-
ter of being valueless; worthlessness.

valuer (val u-er), H. [< value + -<;!.] One
who values, in any sense.

Experienced valuers promptly sent.

JV;fl7Kf<J.,7thser.,X., Adv.

valuret, An old form of valor.

valuroust, a. An obsolete variant of valoroux.

valva (val'va), .; pi. ralvee (-ve). [NL., < L.

r{ra, the leaf of a door.] 1. In aiiat. and :ool.,

a valve or v-alvula. 2. In entotn., the maxilla
of a bee, which in repose folds against the

tongue. See cut under Hynininjitfra. Kirbij.
Valva blcuspis, the bicuspid' valve of the heart, now

called mitral valve Sec ralfe. Valva trlcuspls, the

tricuspid valve of the heart. See trieunjiid.

valval (val'val), a. [< valva + -al.~\ In but..

of or pertaining to a valve: specifically noting
that view or position of a diatom in which one
of the valves of the frustule is next the ob-

server, as opposed to zonal, in which the line of

union of the two valves is nearest. The position
is also spoken of as valre-ritw.

valvar (val'viir), . [< vulva + -r3
.] Valve-

like ; of or pertaining to a valve or valves ; val-

vular.

valvasor (val'va-sor), n. See vavasor.

valvate (val'vat), n. [< L. talrntiif, having
folding doors, < valva, the leaf of a door: see
r /rf.] 1. In anat. and soul. : (a) Like a valve
in form or function ; resembling or serving for a

valve; forming avalve; valvular: valviform : as,
a rnlniti fold of membrane, (ft) Having a valve:



valvate

provided with valves; valviferous; valvated: as,

valvate vessels; a valvate orifice. 2. In bot.,

united by the margins only, and opening as if

by doors or valves, as the

capsules of regularly de-

hiscent fruits, the anthers
of certain Ericaceae, and
the parts of a perianth
which in the bud meet
without overlapping: said

also of an estivation thus
characterized,

valve (valv), . [< F.

rulrc = Sp. Pg. It. vulva, <

L. valva, the leaf of a dou-
ble door, pi. valree, fold-

ing doors, NL. a valve.]
1. One of the leaves of a

folding door; in the plu-

ral, a folding door.

Swift thro' the valves the vis-

ionary fair

Repass'd.
Pope, Odyssey, iv. 1093.

Valves of a Brachiopod (Leptana).
A, both valves, seen edgewise,

showing hinge-area (I-', ventral
valvc)

. ^ d,,^, va |ve
.
interior.

valves ; d, pod of Barbar
utilgaris with valvate dehis-
cence.

IT, the valvate estivation
of the corolla of Amptlopsis
quinquefolia ; b, the flower
of the same, open; c, stamen
of Herberts vulgaris, with

Heavily closed, with a jarring the anther dehisdng with

sound, the valves of the barn-
doors.

Longfellow, Evangeline, i. 2.

2. Any device or appliance used to control the
flow of a liquid, vapor, or gas, or loose mate-
rial in bulk, through a pipe, passageway, out-

let, or inlet, in any form of containing vessel.
In this wide and general sense, the term Includes air-, gas-,

steam-, and water-cocks of any kind, water-gates, air-gates,
and keys to musical wind-instruments. Rotary valves are
valves in which the leaf, disk, plug, or other device used
to close the passage is made to revolve for opening or

closing (the common stop-cock being an illustration);

lifting-valves are those in which the ball, cone, or other

stopper is lifted or raised clear of the valve-seat by pres-
sure (usually that of the gas, steam, or liquid in the pipe)
from below, the poppet-, ball-, and safety-valves being ex-

amples; hinged valves constitute a large class used in

both air- and water-pipes, as the butterfly-valves, clack-

valves, and other forms in which the leaf or plate of the
valve is fastened on one side to the valve-seat or open-
ing. Springs are sometimes used to keep such valves
closed. Sliding valves are those in which the gate or leaf

slides aside to open the valve-way, the D-valve and some
forms of water- and gas-main valves being examples.
The long-hinged valves of a pipe-organ, and the round
stoppers operated by keys, as in the flute and other instru-

ments, are called key-valves. The names by which valves
are distinguished are often descriptive of the shape or mo-
tion of the valves, of their use, or of the method by which
they are operated, as globe-valve, screw-valve, blow-through
valve, relief-valve, throttle-valve. In a trade sense, valves

appear to be distinguished from cocks. A cock is a small

plug-valve operated by hand. Other valves moved by
screws or levers, or operated by power through some ma-
chinery, all self-acting appliances, and all large or compli-
cated gates, stoppers, or cocks, are called noire*. The
universal use of steam, gas, and water has led to the inven-
tion of a great variety of valves. In musical wind-instru-
ments of the trumpet class, the valve is a device for

changing the direction and length of the air-column so
as to alter the pitch of the tone. The two forms most in

use are the piston and the rotary valve the former be-

ing a perforated plunger working in a cylindrical case, and
the latter a four-way cock, both being operated by the

fingers of the player's right hand. The result of using a
valve is to add to the main tube of the instrument a sup-
plementary tube or crook of such length that the proper
tone of the whole is lowered by some definite interval.

The number of valves is commonly three, the first lower-

ing the fundamental tone a whole step (and all its har-
monics proportionally), the second lowering it a half-step,
and the third a step and a half. A fourth valve is some-
times added on large instruments, lowering the pitch two
steps and a half

;
and five and six valves have occasional-

ly been tried. Two or more valves are used simultane-

ously with combined effect. Valves are more or less de-
manded to compensate for the incompleteness of the scale
of all instruments of this family, and to provide for rapid
changes of tonality. They are also useful in particular
cases to remedy the inaccuracy for concerted music of cer-
tain of the regular harmonic series of tones. Their ex-
tended application has greatly developed the capacity of
all kinds of brass instruments for rapid and unrestricted
execution. But on the other hand valves and supplemen-
tary crooks cannot always give exactly accurate intona-
tion, and the angles which they more or less necessitate
in the air-column tend to injure the purity of the tones.
Various compensations for these drawbacks have been at-

tempted, with some success; but valve-instruments are
still seldom used in the orchestra, while they are numer-
ous in military bands. See piston, 2, and compare keyl,
4 (a). See cuts under back-pressure, ball-cock, conical,
organ, reed-organ, twin-valve, slide-valve, steam-engine,
safety-valve.

3. In anat. and zool., a membranous part, fold,
or thin layer which resembles a valve, or actu-

ally serves as a valve in connection with the
flow of blood, lymph, or other fluid; a valva
or valvula: as, the valve of Vieussens in the
brain ; the connivent valves of Kerkring in the
intestine

; valves of the heart, of the veins, etc.
See cuts under bulb, Crinoidea, heart, lymphatic,
and vein. 4. In bot., in flowering plants, one of
the segments into which a capsule dehisces, or
which opens like a lid in the dehiscence of cer-
tain anthers. In Diatomaceas each half of the
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silicified membrane or shell is called a valre.

See cuts under Marsilea. septicidal, and silicle.

5. In conch., one of the two or more separa-
ble pieces of which the shell may consist, or the

whole shell when it
Ais in one piece ;

each
shell, right and left,
of ordinary bivalves,
and each shell, dor-

sal and ventral, of

brachiopods. See bi-

valve, multivalve, uni-

valve, equivalve, in-

equivalve, and cuts
under Caprotinidee,
Chamidx, intearopal-

liate, and sinwpal-
liate. 6. In entom.,
a covering plate or sheath of any organ, gen-
erally one of a pair of plates which unite to

form a tube or vagina, as those covering the

external sexual organs, ovipositor, etc Acces-
sory, aortic, back-pressure, basal valve. See the

qualifying words. Auriculoventricular valves.valves
guarding either auriculoventricular orifice of the heart :

on the right side the tricuspid, on the left the mitral. See
cuts under heart. Bauhinian valve. Same as ileocsecal

valve. Bicuspid valve. Same as mitral valve. Blow-
through, brake-shoe, conical valve. See blow-through,
etc. Connivent valves. See valvulse cotmiventes, un-
der valvula. Coronary valve. See coronary. Cylin-
drical valve. See cylindric. Delivery-valve. See de-

livery. Eustachian valve. See Eustachian. Gridiron
valve. See gridiron. Hasner's valve, an imperfect
valve formed by the mucous membrane at the meatal end
of the nasal duct. Heister's valve, folds of mucous
membrane at the neck of the gall-bladder and in the cys-
tic duct, which present the appearance of a spiral valve.

See cut under slmnach. Hydraulic, hypopygial, ileo-

caecal, inferior valve. See the adjectives. Ileocolic
valve. Same as ileocsecal valve. Kingston's valve, a
conical valve forming the outlet of the blow-off pipe of a
marine engine. It opens through the side of a vessel by
turning a screw. Long valve, in a steam-engine, same
eslongslide (which see, under slide). Low-water valve,
a valve which opens automatically and allows steam to es-

cape when the water in an engine-boiler is reduced too low
for safety. Mitral valve.a valve formed by two triangu-
lar folds of the endocardium, or inner lining of the heart,
situated at the opening between the left ventricle and the

auricle, and serving to prevent regurgitation of blood
into the latter cavity. Also bicuspid valve. See cut under
heart. Oral valves. See oral. Oscillating valve, a
steam-valve which reciprocates on a pivot. It is frequently
used with oscillating steam-engines. Overpressure-
valve. See overpressure. Pocketed valve, a valve fit-

ting into a depression or pocket Pot-lid valve, (a) A
cap-formed valve which shuts down like a cover upon a

port or the end of a pipe. (6) The cover of the air-pump of
a steam-engine, E. H. Knight. Pulmonary valves. See

pulmonary, and cut under heart. Pulxnonic valves.
Same as pulmonary valves. Pyloric valve, (a) A small
tubercle situated at the anterior angle of the trigonum of
the bladder. (6) Any formation serving to obstruct or
close the pyloric oriflce of the stomach. A pylorus may
have a valvular construction, or a muscular sphincter
may surround the orifice. See pylorus, 2 (b). Regula-
tor-valve, a throttle-valve. Reverse valve, in boilers,
a valve opening inward to the pressure of the atmosphere
when there is a negative pressure in the boiler. -Ko-
tary valve. See rotary. Semilunar aortic valve,
semilunar pulmonary valve. See semilunar, and cut
under heart. Semilunar valve of the brain. Same
as valve of Vieussens. Sigmoid valve. See sigmoid.
Spiral valve. See spiral. Steam-thrown valve, in a
steam-engine or steam-pump, a valve moved by direct

steam-pressure, without the intervention of an eccentric,
crank, cam, or valve-stem. See cut under rock-drill.

Thebesian valve. See Thebesian. Tricuspid valve.
See tricuspid. Twin valve. See twin\. undershut
valve, a valve placed beneath the sole-plate of a pump or
other mechanism, as distinguished from one placed above
the plate, and closed by a force acting from below upward.
E. H. Knight. Valve of Amussa't. Same as Heister's

valve. Valve of Bauhin. Same as ileocsecal valve.

Valve of Hasner. See Homer's valve. Valve of Tari-
nus. Same mvalve of Vieussens. Valve of Thebesius.
See Thebesian valve. Valve Of Tulpius. Same as ileo-

csecal valve. Valve of Varolius. Same as Ueocfecal valve.

Valve Of Vieussens the delicate transparent roof of
the anterior part of the fourth ventricle, continuous ante-

riorly with the postoptici, posteriorly with the cerebellum ;

the superior medullary velum. Valves ofKerkring, the
valvula: conniventes of the intestine (which see, under
valvula). Valves Of the heart. See coronary, mitral,
semilunar (aortic, prdmonary), Thebesian, and tricuspid
valve ; also cut under heart. Valves Of the lymphatics.
See lymphatic, n. (with cut). Valves of the veins,
folds of the lining membrane of the veins, most numer-
ous in those of the lower extremities, which serve to

impede or prevent the backward flow of blood in those
vessels.

valve-bucket (valv'buk'et), . A bucket fitted

with a valve; specifically, a pump-bucket or
sucker.

Valve-chamber (valv'cham"ber), . The cham-
ber in which a pump-valve or a steam-valve

operates. See cuts under rock-drill, slide-valve,
and steam-hammer.
Valve-COCk (valv'kok), n. A form of cock or
faucet which is closed by the dropping of a
valve on its seat. E. H. Kniijlit.

valve-coupling (valv'kupling), n. A pipe-
coupling containing a valve.

vamose

valved (valvd), u. [< ralve + -(cfi.~\ Having
a valve or valves, in any sense ;

valvate
;
val-

vular.

valve-file (valv'fil), w. A machinists' file hay-
ing two acute and two obtuse angles, used in

finishing valves, splines, feathers, key-ways,
etc. E. H. Knight.
valve-gear (valv'ger), n. Mechanism employed
in operating a valve.

valveless (valv'les), a. [< valve + -less.] Hav-

ing no valve.

valvelet (valv'let), w. [<t-/re + -let.] A lit-

tle valve
;
a valvule.

valve-motion (valv'mo'shon), 11. Same as

value-gear.

valve-pallet (valv'pal"et), n. Same as pal-

left, 5.

valve-seat (valv'set). n. In mach., the surface

upon which a valve rests.

valve-stem (valv'stem), n. Arod like a piston-
rod by which a valve is moved. See cuts un-
der slide-valve, steam-engine, and passenger-en-
gine.
valve-tailed (valv'tald), a. Noting a Brazilian

bat, Diclidunis albun, the end of whose tail

occupies a valve-like formation of the inter-

femoral membrane.
valve-view (valv'vu), n. and a. I. . In bot.,

the valval aspect of a diatom. Also called side-

view. See valvnl.

II. a. Noting a position in which a valve-

view is presented ; valval.

valviferous (val-vif'e-rus). a. [< L. valva,

valve, + ferre = E. bear1
.] Bearing a valve

;

provided with a valve or valvular parts.
valviform (val'vi-form), a. [< L. valva, the leaf

of a door (see valve), + forma, form.] Forming
or acting as a valve; valvular; valvate. Also

valveeform.
valvula (val'vu-la), n.

; pi. valvulse (-le). [NL. :

see valvvle.] In fl)W<.,same as valve Valvula
Bauhini, the ileoctecal valve. Valvulse conniventes,
transverse folds of the mucous membrane and underlying
tissues found throughout a large extent of the small in-

testine. Their use is probably to retard somewhat the pas-

sage of the alimentary mass, and at the same time to of-

fer a greater surface for absorption. Valvula Heisteri,
folds of the mucous membrane, in the neck of the gall-
bladder and in the cystic duct, which present the appear-
ance of a spiral valve. See cut under stomach. Valvula
Vleussensii, the valve of Vieussens (which see, under

valve).

valvular (val'vu-lar), a. [< valvule + -or8.]
Of or pertaining to a valve or valvula; also,

having the character of a valve
;
valviform.

Valvular disease, disease of one or more of the valves
of the heart. Valvular Sinus. See sinus.

valvule (val'vul), n. [< F. valvule; < L. val-

vola, valvula, dim. of ralva, the leaf of a door,
etc. : see valve.'] 1. A little valve. Specifically

(a) In anat.: (1) The valvula or valve of Vieussens. (2)
One of the valvulee conniventes. (6) In bot., a name for-

merly given to the inner or flowering glumes of grasses.

(c) In entom., a corneous piece at the base of the haustel-

lum of sucking insects, corresponding to the labrnm in

the mandibulate mouth. Kirby and Spence. Interven-
tricular valvules. See interventricular.

valvulitis (val-vu-li'tis), n. [NL., < valvula

+ -itis.] Inflammation of the tissues form-

ing a valve, usually one of the valves of the

heart.

vambrace (vam'bras), w. [Also vantbrace, vant-

bras, vauntbrace; abbr. < F. avant-bras,< avant,

before, in front, + bras, arm : see t'aw2
, avant,

and brace1
.] The piece of armor which pro-

tects the forearm from the elbow-joint to the

wrist, whether covering the outer part of the
arm only and worn over the sleeve of mail

(compare garde-bras and brassart), or inclosing
the whole forearm in a cylinder of iron. See
cut under rcrebrace.

vambraced (vam'brast), a. [< rambrace +
-erf2 .] Incased in armor: said of an arm, espe-

cially when used in heraldry as a bearing. Also
umbraccd.
vamose (va-mos'), v. i. and t.

; pret. and pp. ra-

mosed, ppr. vamosing. [< Sp. vamos, 1st pers.

pi. pres. ind. (acting as 1st and 2d pi. impv.),
used with inf. ir, go; < L. vadimus, 1st pers. pi.

ind. of vadere, go, = E. wade : see wade.] To be

off; be gone; decamp from. [Slang.]

Paul had no such visions ; he did not see human lives

as pictures, as tableaux-vivants. He was sincerely sorry
that Hollis had vamosed in that way.

C. F. Woolson, Jupiter Lights, xxxi.

The inclination to adopt Spanish or Mexican terms, or

osing,
r., X.

,

terms derived from them, is shown also in vamosing, dis-

appearing or running away. -V. and Q., 6th ser., X. 428.

To vamose the ranch, to clear out ; decamp. [Slang,
U. S.j

My precious partners had vamosed the ranch.
The Century, XVII. 82.



vamp
Vamp 1

(vamp), II. [< M K. ntm/ir, I'lliim/u , run:

/mi/, I'll 111 /in.
-i (also irinii/i'-, iritiH/iiii/). earlier

I'llni/iill, l-lllliil/iil (ill |il. 1'iniiii/ir.). I'lllliit/K'. <

OF. nnil/iii. aphetic form <if iiriint-/iii-<l, F.

<iriuil-/iin/. tin- forepart of the foot, < anml.
before, + l>icil, foot : see run- and font.'] 1.

Tlmt. purt of the upper leatlier of :i boot or shoe
wliicli is in front of I lie seam at the ankle.. See
cut under limit.

As u cobbler suws a mm;* up.
n. />. Itlackttunrr, Lorna I>oone, xlvfii.

2. Any piece or patch intended to give an old

thing a new appearance; a piece added for ap-
pearance.' sake. See the verb. 3t. A protec-
tion formerly worn for the ankle and leg, and
perhaps for the foot also. It seems to have
been in most cases a sort of gaiter or spatter-
dash. 4. In inii.iii; an improvised accompani-
ment.

vamp 1 (vampi, r. [ME. rampayca ; < tamp1
, .]

1. trans. 1. To furnish witli a new vamp or up-
per leather, as a shoe or boot.

Item, ]. payreof blakc hosyn, minpayed with lether.

Pajtm Letter*, I. 476.

What a time did we endure
In two-penny commons, and In boots twice vamp'd!

Middleton, Maminger, and Itmtrley, Old Law, II. 1.

2. To repair; furbish up; give an appearance
of newness to,

I'le drill you bow to glue the lie, stab in the punto, if

you dare not fight, then how to ramp a rotten quarrel with-
out ado. Deklter and Ford, MIM'S Darling, ii.

A new play, or an old one new vamped, by Shadwtll,
called "The Koyall shcpherdesse

"
; but the silliest (or

words and design, and everything, that ever I saw In my
whole life. Pepy, Diary, IV. 101).

A pert oampiny chaise-undertaker, stepping nimbly
across the struct, demanded If monsieur would have his
chaise reflttod. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vii. -29.

3. In music, to improvise an accompaniment to.

[Colloq.]
As soon as I could get in to vamp the tunes on the banjo

a little, I went at It too.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 191.

To vamp up, to hatch up ; make up or put together out
el odds and ends, or out of nothing.

I sat myself down and vainped up a fine Haunting poeti-
cal panegyric. (toldmnith, Citizen of the World, xxx.

The "Half-Pay Officer,
"
a vamped-up farce, by Molloy.

Doran, Annuls of the Stage, I. \vii.

II. intratm. To improvise musical accom-
paniments. [Colloq.]

vamp2
t (vamp), r. i. [Origin obscure.] To trav-

el
; proceed ;

move forward.
How much of my life has been trifled away in beaten

tracks, where I vamped on with others, only to follow those
that went before us. Locke, To A. Collins, Oct. 29, 1703.

vampayt, . Same as vamp 1
, n., 3.

vamper 1
(vam'per), . [< vamp1 + -er 1

.] 1.

One who vamps ;
a cobbler; one who pieces an

old thing with something new. 2. One who im-

provises musical accompaniments. [Colloq.]
JV. anil Q., 7th ser., II. 180.

vamper- (vam'per), r. i. [Appar. a var. or cor-

ruption of rapor.~\ To make an ostentatious

appearance. Jamieson. [Local, Scotch.]
vamper-up (vam'per-up'), . A vamper.

But so also was Shakespeare a vamper-up ot old stories.

Edinburgh Ret., CXLV. 452.

vampire (vam'pir), n. and a. [Formerly also

vampyre; < F. vampire = Sp. Pg. rampiro = D.

vampier = Or. vampyr = Sw. Dan. vampyr (NL.
vampyrus), < Serv. vampir = Bulg. tampir, va-

pir, vepir, vnpir = Pol. toampir, also upior =
Little Buss, vampyr, vepyr, vopyr, opyr, upyr,
opir, uper = White Kuss. npir = Buss, vampiru,
also upirl, upyrl, oltyri (the Pol. wampir, Kuss.

vampirti, appar. < Serv.), a vampire; cf. North
Turk, uber, a witch.] I. n. 1. A kind of spectral

being or ghost still possessing a human body,
which, according to a superstition existing
among the Slavic and other races on the lower
Danube, leaves the grave during the night,
and maintains a semblance of life by suck-

ing the warm blood of living men and women
while they are asleep. Dead wizards, werwolves,
heretics, and other outcasts become vampires, as do also

the illegitimate offspring of parents themselves illegiti-

mate, and any one killed by a vampire. On the discovery
of a vampire's grave, the body, which, it is supposed, will

be found all fresh and ruddy, must be disinterred, thrust

through with a whitethorn stake, and burned in order to

render it harmless.

2. Hence, a person who preys on others; an
extortioner or blood-sucker. 3. Same as vam-

pire-bat. 4. Thfat., a small trap made of two

naps held together by a spring, used for sudden

appearances anil disappearances of one person,
-raise vampire, a leaf-nosed bat of South America, er-

roneously supposed to suck blood. See vampire-bat (b)
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(1), and cut under Vampiiri.- Spectacled vampire.
Same us spectacied atfm,<i' t /,< i uhirli s, r .-. uinlfr *rV;>-

uVrm).

II. n. Of or pertaining to a vampire; resem-

bling a vampire in character; Mood-sucking;
extortionate; vanipirie.
The strong but ili-int. r. ,\,:\ wish to co-operate In re-

storing this noble I niversity to its natural jrv i-mmi'iii <

by relieving It from the vampire oppression iiinl,-i wliirh

It has plni'il so long In almost lifeleiw axbwutloa.
Sir 11'. llaiiiilti,i>, Discussions, p. 44(1.

vampire-bat (yam'pir-bat), B. One of several
different species of bats, (a) One of various large
fruglvorous bats of Africa, Asia, and the Malay archipel-
ago, commonly called flyinn-foxe*, such as the species of

Pteroput, llarpyia, etc. The name appears to be due to

some superstition, or to a fancied resemblance of these
creatures to the spectral beings denominated vampires.
(b) One of various bats of South America, of the Insec-

tivorous division of the order Chirnptera, only a few of

which are noted for sucking l>l.,.l. (1) There are mi-

wing. But this species, like most others of the family,
Is perfectly harmless. (2) The bats which actually suck
blood belong to the genera Defmodiu and Diphyua, for
which a special group named llxmatophilina or Detmo-
dontet has been formed, and which are alto sometimes
separated u a family, Dttmodidee. These have a small
liitld follaceous appendage on the note ; the tall and Inter-

femoral membranu are little developed. Their peculiar
characteristics are two large projecting upper Incisors
and two lancet-shaped superior canine teeth, all sharp-

pointed,
and so arranged as to make a triple pnnrtmv

like that of the leech ; a tongue capable of considerable
extension, and furnished at Its extremity with a number of

papilla; arranged so as to form an organ of sucticii ; and
an intestine relatively shorter than in any other mammal.
Altogether their structure points them out as designed to

live on blood alone. They attack horses and cattle, and
sometimes even man in his sleep. Also vampire and cam-
pyre. See cuts under Desmodonten.

vampiric (vam-pir'ik), a. [< vampire + -ie.]

Having the character of a vampire; pertaining
to vampires or the belief in them: as, vampiric
habits, literature, or superstition.

vampirism (vam'pir-izm), n. [= F. ram-

jririsme ; as vampire + -wm.] 1. Belief in the
existence of vampires. See vampire, 1.

Vampiritm prevails all over Russia, Persia, Greece, Bo-

hemia, and Poland, but especially in the Danubian Princi-

palities. Pop. Set. Mo., XXII. 7M.

2. The action of a vampire-bat: the act or

practice of blood-sucking. 3. Figuratively,
the practice of extortion or preying on others.

Carlyle, French Bev., II. iii. 2.

vamplate (vam'plat), . [Formerly also vam-

plet; < F. avant-plat, 'fore-plate,' < urant, be-

fore, in front, + plat, plate: see plate.'] 1.

The plate of iron carried

upon the lance, the lance

passing through it. It
served as a protection for the
hand when the lance was
couched. It was originally a

roundel, but in the armor of
the just attained very large
dimensions. Also aoantplat,
taneeptate.

Amphialus was run through
the vantplaU, and under the
arm, so as, the staff appearing
behind him, It seemed to the be-

holders he had been in danger.
Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, iii.

2. In In i .. a bearing representing a gauntlet.
Berry. The name vamplate, applied to this bearing, is

a mistake arising at a time when medieval armor was not
understood.

vamplett (vam'plet), n. An old form of vam-

plate.

vampyt, Same as vamp1
, n., 3.

vampyret, " See vampire.
Vampyri (vam'pi-ri), n. pi. [NL., pi. of vam-

pyriut : see vampire.'] A group of typical phyl-
lostomiue bats (subfamily 1'liyllontomatime of

Vamplate of Lance of the
em) of the 141(1 century. (From
VioUet-le-I>uc's

" Diet, tlu

MobiHer fran^ais.")

vanadiferous

j.
and premolan 1 or I. lin.'i:]. i :>]! il \:>

bats an- not tin- tin,- til^M-Mu k< i*, l>ui tnclildcBiu&flffou
.

- unit fniKiv-ii v. ml
gent-ra. Bee vainj" >

' >-*modonU9.

Vampyridaet i vitni-pii-'i-ile), H.;I?. [NL. d.

p:irtc. K!7'. < I "'/////-< + -Ma?.] A family ul'

bats supposed to lie vampires; the )um/i///i.

VampyrU8(vum']>i-rus), H. [HI* (Leach): see

rinuiiirt.] The numc-givinc ),'eiin> of phylloH-
tomme bats of the group I'auipi/ri (where see

cut): inexactly synonymous with 1'lii/lliixtiiiiin.

vamuret, . Same us /!////..
Van 1 (vanj, H. [< OF. rn, F. TOM, a fun, <>F.

rainir. a bird's wing,< L. inmnu, a fan: neef<m. \

1. A fan or other contrivance for winnowing
grain.

fan. ... A Vninif, or winnowing Slue. Cotyraoe.

The other token of their Ignorance of the sea was that

they should not know an oar, but call It a corn-nan.

Brooine, Notes on the Odyssey, ii. IM.

2. [< iviwl, c.] Iii mining, a test of the value
of an ore, made l>y washing (vanning) a small

quantity, after powdering it, on the point of a
shovel. Vanning is to a Cornish miner what
washing in the horn spoon is to the Mexican.
See ran', r., 2.

"If you could only get that motion Into a machim-.
"

said a gentleman, u he watched the process of making a
can on a shovel, and saw the copper roll up to the highest
point, "It would beat the world for slime-dressing."

f. G. Copffin, Trans. Am. Inst. Mln. Eng., XII. 04.

3. A vane, as of a feather; hence, a wing.
ills run* no longer could his flight sustain.

lirydtii. tr. of Ovid's Metaiuorph., ill. 760.

Aibats at the wired windows of a dairy,

They beat their van.
Shelley, Witch of Atlas, xvi.

van 1 (van), F. t. ; pret. and pp. vanned, ppr. rn-
niny. [< F. ranner, < L. rannere, fan. winnow.
< riiiniiix, a fan: see van1

, n., and cf. fan, p.]

If. To winnow; fan.

Vanner. To vaimr or winnow. Cotgranr.

The winnowing, vanniiuj, and laying ... up of come.
Holland, tr. of Pliny, xvlll. 32.

2. In niiiiiiii/, to separate, as ore from vein-

stone, by washing it on the point of a shovel.

See van, n., 2, and runner.

van2 (van), n. [Abbr. of vanguard (due to as-

sociation of vanguard and rearguard, whence
run, supposed to be related to vanguard as rear
to rearguard).] 1. The foremost division of

an army on the march, or of a fleet when sail-

ing ; hence, by extension, the front of an army
when in line of battle : opposed to rear.

The foe he had surveyed,
Ranged, as to him they did appear,
With nan, main-battle, wings, and rear.

S. r.nil.f. Hudlbras, I. Ii. 104.

We too can boast of no ignoble spoils ;

But those my ship contains ; whence distant far,

1 fight conspicuous In the van of war.

Pope, Iliad, sill. .160.

2. The leaders of any movement in which many
are engaged; the foremost individuals of any
moving body ; the front of any advancing body ;

the front generally : literally or figuratively.

False Vampire C Phyllastama spectrum), one of the Yamfyri.

the family Phyllostomatidie) confined to the New
World. They have a well-developed nose-leaf, more or
less horseshoe-shaped In front and lanceolate behind, large
interfemoral memurane, long narrow snout, incisors | or

81r Roger, you shall have the nan and lead the way.
Beau, and Fl., Scornful Lady, v.

Come, firm Resolve, take thou the van.

Burnt, To Dr. lilacklock.

Doc. Meggar, too, leading the can, sends back over his

shoulder the Parthian arrow of a single oath.
If. *. Baker, New Timothy, p. 200.

van8 (van), n. [Abbr. of rararan, regarded per-
haps as 'carry-ran (cf. cariole, taken as carry-
all): see caravan.'} 1. Any large covered car-

riage ; specifically, a large covered wagon used
in moving furniture and household effects.

2. A kind of vehicle, sometimes covered and
sometimes open, used by tradesmen and others
for carrying light goods, etc. 3. A close car-

riage attached to a railway-train, for carrying
passengers' luggage, for the accommodation of

the guard, etc. [Great Britain.]
van3 (van), r. I. [< ran3 , n.] To carry or trans-

port in a van.

van-. A shortened form of aran*-.

vanadate (van'a-dat), . [< vanad(ir) + -ate1 .]
A salt of vanadlc acid.

vanadiate (va-na'di-at), n. [< vanadium +
ate 1

.'} Same as vanadate.

vanadic (va-nad'ik), o. [< vanadium + -if.] 1.

Belated to or containing vanadium. 2. Con-

taining vanadium with its maximum valence.
Vanadlc add, H

:
,Vi) 4 ,

a vanadium acid, analogous to

phosphoric acid, not Known in the free state, but forming
well-defined salts.

vanadiferous (van-a-dif'e-rus), a. [< NL. n<<i-

iliiini, q. v.. + L. ferre = E. bear1
.} In cneni.,

containing or yielding vanadium.



vanadinite

vanadinite (van'a-din-It), n. [< vanad(atc) +
-in-ite.~\ A mineral consisting of lead vanadate

with lead chlorid. It occurs in hexagonal crystals of

yellow, brown, or red color ; it is isomorphous with apa-

tite (calcium phosphate), pyromorphite (lead phosphate),
and mimetite (lead arseniate).

vanadiOUS (va-nii'di-us), a. [< vanadium +
-((.<.] Containing vanadium with a lower ap-

parent valence than it exhibits in vanadic com-

pounds.
vanadite (van'a-dit), . [< vanad(ous) + -He*.\

A salt of vanadous acid.

vanadium (va-ua'di-um),i. [See del] Chem-
ical symbol, V; atomic weight, 51.2. A metal

first discovered by Del Rio, in 1801, in a lead

ore from Mexico, and called by him erytlironi-

HI, because its salts became red when heated

with acids. This supposed new metal was not accepted

by chemists, and Del llio's name was dropped. Later,

in 1830, Sefstrom described a new metal from Taberg, in

Sweden, for which he proposed the name of vanadium

I10K4 Vanessa

Vandal (van'dal), H. and a. [= F. Vandale =
Sp. Viindato ="l'g. Vandalo = G. Vandale = D.

ll'diidcl = Sw. Dan. Vandal, < LL. Vaudali, also

1'iniliili. Jlndili, Vandals, VandaJus, adj., Van-

that he [Charles I.] owes, we verily believe, most of his

popularity with the present generation.
Macavlay, Milton.

Vandyke beard, a pointed beard. Vandyke brown.
, . , See brown.

dal; from the Tent, name seen in D. ll'eiideii = yandyke (van-dik'), r. t.; pret. and pp. van-

Icel. Vindir, the Wends : see ffewrf2.] I. n. 1.
^ked.-pyr.vandyking. [< Vandyke, .] To cut

the edge of, as a piece of dress, in points, after

the manner of a Vandyke collar.

% -: [< ME. vane, a var. of fane, <

AS. faiia, a flag, banner: see /</('.] If. -\

flag'

One of a Germanic race who first appeared in

middle and southern Germany, and in the firsl

half of the fifth century ravaged Gaul, Spain. Vane (van),
northern Africa, etc., and in 455 Rome itself,

with enormous damage to accumulated trea-

sures of art and literature. Hence 2. [/. c.]

One who wilfully or ignorantly destroys or dis-

figures any work of art, literature, or the like
;

one who is hostile to or wantonly attacks any-

thing that is beautiful or venerable.

II. a. [/. c.] Of or pertaining to a vandal or

vandalism.

Bestrewn with vandal initials cut in the soft material.

Athenxum, No. 3067, p. 182.

+ -JC.](from Vaaadu, one of the goddesses of the Scandina- yandalic (vau-dal'ik), n. [< Vandal +
vian mythology ; and immediately after it was shown by jJ"_T-

/
.

^ to ahawiBterilrtio of the Van
Wohler that Del Rio's ore was, in fact, a vanadate of lead. 1 Pertaining ti

But the name vanadium has been maintained, and that dais. Hence 2. [I. c.] ferocious; rude; bar-

cry littli .,

dinary temperature ;
it is easily dissolved In nitric acid,

but is not at all acted on by hydrochloric acid, and is af-

fected by strong sulphuric acid only when heated^
Vana-

dium belongs to the
members of this groi

Vanadium is an element whose combinations seem to be

quite widely distributed, although occurring only in small

quantity. The most abundant vanadium mineral is vana-

dinite, which is a vanadate of lead with chlorid of lead,

and has been found in numerous widely separated local-

Warburton, Doctrine of Grace, iii. 2.

Barbarians of the Vandalic race.

Kingsley, Hypatia, xxxi.

u^lsTItfcSii^ regions cfoT Vandalism (van'dal-izm), . [= F. randaUsme;
he elements of the nitrogen group. < Vandal + -jsw.] 1. The conduct of Vandals.

Hence 2. [/. c.] "Wilful or ignorant destruc-

tion of artistic or literary treasures; hostility
to or irreverence or contempt for what is beau-

tiful or venerable.
ities. Vanadium resembles titanium In that it has been Vandese(van'de-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley, 1833),^* r.*,,.i *~ ,..:.,.. ..i..,, nr*A ;,L .,,,,, i L,' i..,,-l. ^ Tf la t\r\- * _ *.

, -, n v * j i_

< Vanda + -<;.] A tribe of orchids, charac-

terized by a single posterior opercular anther,

its cells almost always confluent at maturity,
and closely incumbent above a horizontal ros-

tellum, to which the waxy pollen-masses are

affixed by a small thick or scale-like gland,
which is often prolonged into a distinct cau-

licle or stalk. It includes about 140 genera, classed

in 8 tribes, the types of which are the genera Eulopldum,
Ci/mbidium, Cyrtopvdiitm, Stanhopea, Maxillaria, Onci-

dium, Sarcanthus, and Notylia. These genera alone In-

clude over 630 tropical species, and are all, except per-

haps the first and last, highly prized in cultivation. The
Knti/Keee (or Padochtteee) are aberrant in their erect ros-

tellum, and are thus transitional to the tribe Neoltieee.

The two globose or oblong pollen-masses, each sometimes

bisected, are very readily removed by insect or artificial

aid, and insure cross-fertilization. The genera are nearly
all epiphytic. They often produce pseudo-bulbs, but not

tubers; their stems are erect, or reduced to a creeping
rootstock adhering to trees or stones ; their inflorescence

is usually lateral, very rarely, as in Cyrtopodium, a ter-

detected in various clays and igneous rocks. It is ob-

tained in some quantity from the cupriferous Triasslc beds
of the vicinity of Mottram, Cheshire, England, in the form
of the so-called inottramite, a hydrous vanadate of copper
and lead. Vanadium bronze, a fine yellow pigment
employed in the place of gold bronze. It is an acid deriva-

tive of vanadium.

vanadous (vau'a-dus), a. [< ranad(ium) +
-aus.] Of or pertaining to vanadium: as, ran-

itdous oxid: specifically noting compounds in

which vanadium has a lower valence than in

the vanadic compounds.
van-COUliert (van'ko"ri-er), K. [Early

mod. E.

also vant-courier; abbr. of avant-couricr.'] An
avant-courier ;

one sent before; a precursor; a

forerunner. Bailey, 1731.

I'll send then my vant-courier presently ;
in the mean

time march after the captain, scoundrels !

DeUer and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

VanCOUVeria (van-ko-ve'ri-a), H. [NL. (De-
caisne, 1834), named after Captain Vancouver,
an English navigator, who visited the western
coast of America 1792-4.] A genus of poly-

petalous plants, of the order Berberidacese and
tribe Berberese. It is characterized by twelve to fif-

teen sepals, six shorter nectary-like petals and as many
stamens, and a capsule opening into two valves. The
original species, V. hexandra, is a perennial herb grow-
ing from a creeping rootstock, native of shady woodlands
near the Pacific coast from Santa Cruz to Vancouver Isl-

and. It bears dissected radical leaves, and a panicled
raceme of white flowers on a leafless scape. It has been
called American barrenwort, from its close resemblance
to the European Epimedium alpinum, which has the re-

pute of possessing sterilizing powers. (See barrenwort.)
A second North American species has been recently dis-

covered.

Vanda (van'dii), n. [NL. (R. Brown, 1820), said

or pennon.
2. A weathercock ;

a device which is

moved by the wind
in such a manner as
to show the wind's di-

rection; a weather-
vane.

O stormy peple ! vnsaii

and euer vntrewe !

Ay vndiscreet and
chaunging as a vane.

Chaucer, Clerk's Tale,
[1. 940.

A vane blown with all

winds. ShaJc., Much Ado,
liii. 1. 66.

3. A device used on

shipboard to answer
the purpose of a
weathercock : gen-
erally called dog- Vane _,;ron , the HAK , nicu
Vane. It is usually along Beaune, France. 1441. (From Viol-

slender cone of bunting, let-le-Duc's "Diet. del'Arch.")

which is hoisted at the
masthead and blows in the wind, pointing away from the

quarter from which the wind comes.

4. A device similar to a weather-vane, attached

to an axis, and having a surface exposed to a

moving current, as in an anemometer or a wa-
ter-meter. 5. In ornith., the web of a feather

on either side of the shaft ; the pogonium ;
the

vexillum. Also used of an arrow. Seefeatlicr,
and cuts under aftershaft and penciling.
The aiTows having the broader vanes will fall shorter

than those having the narrower ones.
M. and W. Thompson, Archery, p. 33.

6. One of the plates or blades of a windmill, a

screw propeller, and the like. See cuts under
screw propeller (under screw), and smoke-jack.
7. In surveying-instruments : (a) A horizontal

piece of wood or metal slipping on a leveling-
staff . It is raised or lowered to any point of the staff to

indicate the plane of apparent level at which it is cut by
the axis of the telescope. See leveling-sta/. Also called

target, (b) The sight of a quadrant or similar

instrument for the measurement of angles,

marking the direction from the eye to the ob-

ject.minal raceme. The flowers are commonly large and hand- Jecl '

i?,,,;-!,-.]
some, many of the most valuable among orchids belong- Vaned (vand), a. [< rane + -ed^.J Furnished

ing here, :is Aerides, MUtonia, Saccolabimn, Odontoglos- with a vane or vanes.
mm, Phalaenopsis, Zygopetalum, Lycaste, Catasetum, and vaneless (van'les), . Having no vane : as, a
Peristma. See cut under Plutlfmopsis. :"windmill
Vandellia(van-del'i-a)

- rm ' T ;

1767), named after the Italian

wrote in 1788 on Portuguese and

plants.] A genus of gamopetalpus plants, of

the order Seroplntlririnae and tribe Gra-tiolete,

type of the subtribe VandcUieee. It is distin-

guished from the related genus Ilysanthes by its four

perfect stamens. There are about 30 species, natives of

warm parts of the Old World, 2 species, V. Crustacea and
V. di/usa, occurring in tropical America. They are usu-

ally 'much-branched annuals, with opposite leaves, and
small flowers which are solitary in the axils, or form a

terminal raceme or umbel. See bitter-blain.

A dialectal variant of teii-

"'h' Vanellus (va-nel'us), w. [NL. (Brisson, 1760),

Brazilian
after F- ra""ea

.

u
> lapwing 8O called_with

ref . to

tribe Sarcantliex. It is characterized by unbranched .,',.. j ; i,/\ ,,-j
loose racemes of rather large flowers with very flat and VandyKe (\ an-dlk ), n. and rt.

spreading fleshy sepals and petals, all usually nearly alike

and contracted below ; a lip with a saccate base ; broad

pollen-stalks; and an unappendaged column. There are
about 20 species, natives of India and the Malayan archi-

pelago, with one, V. Hindsii, in tropical Australia. They
bear spreading, flat, two-ranked leaves, commonly fleshy
or coriaceous, and often notched at the apex in one spe-

cies, V. teres, cylindrical, and resembling a goose-quill.
The handsome short-pedicelled flowers are borne on a
lateral peduncle. Many species are in cultivation under
glass, and from their size, fragrance, beautiful colors, and
ornamental markings, are among the most highly prized
of orchids, a single plant of a rare species having brought
*2,000. They are grown on suspended blocks of wood or

cork, and produce several, sometimes forty, flowers on a

plant at once. V. teres, the cylinder-leafed vanda, a na-
tive of Sylhet, in India, bears blood-red white-bordered
flowers 4 inches broad. V. cserulea, with equally large
bright-blue flowers, grows on the oak and banian in In-
dia ; this and V. cserulescent, with numerous smaller pale-
blue flowers, are unusual in color among orchids. V. in-

signis and V. mavis are favorites in cultivation for their

fragrance; V. tricolor, for its viulet, white, and yellow
flowers ; V. yigantea, for its thick massive leaves. V.

furva, sometimes called the cowslip-scented trrchid, bears

brownish, rose, and copper-colored flowers ; and several

species are cinnamon-colored.

2. [/. c.] A plant of this genus.

f .._._, _ Van-

dyke "collar, so called from Vandyke (Anthony
Van Dyck, 1599-1641), a Flemish painter.] I.

n. 1. One of a series of relatively large points

forming an edge or border, as of lace, ribbon,

cloth, etc.

An immense straw bonnet, tied down with satin ribbons,

exhibiting two bows, the edges of which were cut in van-

dykes. J. iloore, The Post-Captain, xiv.

In a cairn which had previously been disturbed was a

drinking cup ornamented with mndykes.
Athetueum, No. 3288, p. 590.

2. A Vandyke cape or collar. See II. 3. A
painting by Vandyke. 4. A small cape resem-

bling a very broad collar, worn by women and

girls in the first quarter of the nineteenth cen-

tury.
II. a. Pertaining to the style of dress rep-

resented in portraits by Vandyke ; especially,
ornamented with relatively large points form-

ing a border: noting abroad collar or cape, as

of linen.

It is to such considerations as these, together with his

Vaniliilcr dress, his hnnilnnne face, and his peaked beard,

the sound made by its wings ;
< ML. vaiiellug,

vanncUus, dim. of L. vatinus, a fan: see row 1
.]

A genus of plover-like grallatorial birds, of the

family Cltaradriidfe, having four toes, a long
recurved occipital crest, lustrous plumage, and
no spur on the wing; the true lapwings. It in-

cludes the well-known pewit or lapwing of Europe, V.

cristatui, and a few similar species. See cuts under lap-

wing, plover (egg), and Pressirostres.

Vanessa (va-nes'a), n. [NL. (Fabricius, 1808),

said to be intended for "Phanessa, < Gr. 4>aiT?f,

a mystic divinity in the Orphic system.] 1. A
notable genus of butterflies, used variously by

Red Admiral (Vanessa reversed : female.

different authors, but now generally restricted

to a few forms, of which the cosmopolitan V.

atnlaiita is the tvpe. Of the few known in England,
)*. ntalanta is the red admiral : V. in is the peacock; I'

ini/ii'/iii is tin- Caniberwell beauty (see cut niuU-v lieaiitt/]:



Vanessa
r. potfManB and r. urt>,;f ale tin- larger and smaller
tonouMhvUti '!'! ntna butterfly is sometime* jilai eil

in this KI-IIU^. Set; also cut iiixl' i jMi'iil''<l lady.

2. [/.''. |
A Imtlerfh nl' tliis "jcnii.s.

Vanessinae (vaii-e-si'ne), . i>l. [XL., < I'n-

iir.<xa + -iiiic.] A siii>i'ainily <f
Nvmpkalida,

liallleil from the gellllM I'ani-x.tll. It illclllilc.,

:ilso tlic ncncra <'i/iillnii iiml tli'ii/ita. All the

species :nv s< iinet lines mlled iiHi/lfiriiii/x.

vanessoid (va-ncs'oiil), <>. ami . I. . i,v-

milling or related to n biitierllv of the genus
I'ani'xxa ; belonging to tin- I'n in 'f.in.'i .

II. n. A butterfly of this group.
van-foss i rau'fM),. [< '' '"'"'. f'.i*e,< avant,
In-fore, 4- fnnst; dilch, trench: sec /(.'-'.] In

furl., a ditch on the outside of the counterscarp.
vang (vang), 11. [< I), riiui/, a catch, a curb (<

i'inii/1 n. catch i. = K.finii/: see /</.] A guy
extending from the end of a gaff to the ship's
rail on each side, and serving to steady the gaff.

Vanga (vang'gji), . [NL. (Vieillot, 1816), < L.

I'liin/ii. ;\ mattock.] 1. A genus of shrike-like
birds of Madagascar. The name was applied by Les-
son In 1831 to the African shrikes often called Malaemotut,
and by Swainson In 1837 to certain shrike-like birds of
Australia. It has lately been adopted by O. K. dray In Us
original acceptation. As originally or very early used by
Button, and as generically retained by Cuvler, It applied
especially to Laiiiu* curvirntttrut (Gmelin) of .Madagascar.
2. [/. <.] A -hrike of the genus f 'tint/a ; the
hook-billed shrike, V. curviroHtrix, or the rufous
shrike, V. rufti both of Madagascar.
vanga-shrike (vang'gS-shrik), . A vanga.
vangee (van'je), u. [Origin not ascertained.]
A contrivance for working the pumps of a ship
by means of a barrel and crank-brakes.

vanglo, vangloe (vang'glo), n. [W. Ind.]
Si-same or til. [West Indies.]
vanguard (van'giird), n. [Formerly vantgard;
by apheresis from arantgarde, < F. avant-garde,
< avant, before, + j/arde, guard : see guard.] A
detachment of an army whose duty it is to guard
against surprise from the front and to clear the

way ; the van. Compare nw2.

The Earls of Hereford and Norfolk, with the Earl of

Lincoln, led his [Edward I.'s] Van-fjuard at the famous
Battle of Fonkirk. Baiter, Chronicles, p. 97.

Of All The Beasts . . .

I see (as rice-Roy of their brutish Band)
The Elephant the Vant-yard doth command.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. (i.

In the vaiit-guard he sat bravely mounted.
Beau, and Ft., Love's Cure, I. 1.

This Is the nnn.iiinrd of the hordes of Attila, the con-
cession made In the regular army to legend and fancy.

Harper i May., LX XVIII. 844.

vanguardt, v. t. [< vanguard, n.] To stand
as a guard before.

Carthage Is strong, with many a mlghtle tower,
With broad deepe ditch, vant-guarding stately wall.

T. C. C. J., Remedy of Love, 1. 88. (ffarei.)

vanilla (va-nil'il), . [= F. vanille, < NL. va-

nilla, < Sp. rainilla, formerly raynilla, the pod or
bean of the vanilla-plant, hence also the plant
itself (also applied to heliotrope), lit. 'little

pod,'dim. of vaina, scabbard, sheath, pod, < L.

vagina, sheath : see vagina.'] 1. A plant of the

genus Vanilla (see def. 3), especially one of sev-

eral species yielding the vanilla of commerce.

MM
ma the fruit ,if >'./../,.. -I perliaps of some

"i<
-lti'1--, then kno\\ n a.- i-iinillii r/ii.-'i.or little vanilla,

i- u-icil Ilk.- that ..I tine \aiiill:i. Tin- v:.'.:!! i ],lant Is a

climber easily pi'ipa-.Mt'-il i.> ratting*, IM ^inninu to bear
when three years old, ami continuing tliii-iy or forty years.
Hie flowers need to lie ni 1 1 in the

plant's natural habitat, wln-n- iri till/ ii i^n i- effected by
in-. etH. The fruit Is a long fleshy |l, known as nmilltt-

Ijenn, from its form, not from Its seeds, which are minute
2. The vanilla-bean or it economic extract.
The valuable property of the bean, which resides in a
volatile oil (see mnillin\ Is developed by a slow process
of curing involving fermentation. The extract has u

peculiar agreeitlile odor IIIK) aromatic taste. It has the
mediclnsl property of an aromatic stimulant, with some
effect ii]M.n the nervous system. Its chief use, however.
Is In the preparation of liquors, in perfumery, and as a

flavoring of chocolate, confectionery, creams, etc.

3. leap.] [NL. (Plumier, 1703).] A genus of

orchids, of the tribe y'eottiete, type of the snli-

tribe f'anillefP. It Is characterized by having tall climb-

ing anil branching leafy steins, and large flowers with a

broad concave stalked 1I|. at the base rolled about the

column, to which the stalk Is adnate. There are about 20

species, widely scattered through the tropics. They are
robust climbers, sending out adventitious roots, by which
they cling to trees, and hem-inn thick fleshy or coriaceous
leaves. The flowers are usually large, often abundant,
and of delicious fragrance, chiefly white and red, in

several economic species green. The dark-brown pods
are 6 to 9 Inches long, and are filled with a dark oily
odorous pulp. (See def. 1 and vanilloe*.) The Jamaican
species are there known as areeniatlte and purjMip. V.

plitnifulia occurs also in Florida along the everglades,
where Its green (towers reach about 2 inches In diameter.
V. lutfKcfiut and V. Phalxnopnn are cultivated under glass
for their flowers, which are large and handsome, ycllou-
Ish, white, or orange. Frosted vanilla (F. rant!/'
gicrre), vanilla-beans upon the surface of which vanillin

appears hi frost-like crystals : the best quality. A. It'.

Harrison Wild vanilla, a composite plant, Trilisa (Li-

atris) odorati&rima, found from North Carolina to Florida
and Louisiana. It Is a rather tall erect plant with numerous
small rose-purple heads in a cymose panicle. The leaves
have a persistent vanilla-like fragrance, and are consid-

erably used to improve the odor of tobacco. The root-

leaves are much larger than the others, and gain for the

plant the name also of deer't-tomjue or hovnd't-tonyue.

vanilla-bean (va-nil'S-ben), . The fruit of

the plant vanilla. See vanilla, I and 2.

vanilla-grass (va-nil'S-gras), n. A grass of

the genus Hicrorhloe, chiefly //. borealig; holy-

grass. The large-leafed vanilla-grass is //.

of California. See Hierochloe.

vanity
VII mil.' fei 1 thill livhl|Shcllc)'s| sul ' llt\

he caught many 14 (/' '... / tim ! earth and -k\ u!.i !,

uo poet In-fore bin li.ul n<

J. C. Htuiirp. Aspects of 1'oetry, p. i

4. To rise or be given oft. iis breath; exhale.

[Rare.]
A gentler Judgment vaninh'il from bin lips

filial:, K. andJ., III. X. 10.

6. In math., to become /.ero. Vanishing circle.
See cirefr. -Vanishing fraction, In aln. Hee/racti'-n.

Vanishing line, In l#r*]>., the line which represent
line at Intlnity in which any given plane cuts all paiall. I

planes. VanlBhlng Plane, in reltrt pernp., the pi. iii'

which represents the plane at infinity, and thus contain*

Flowering Branch of Manilla flanifotia.

a, the fruit.

V. iiliiiinntiii is by far the largest source ; but other species,
as ('. aromatica and V. granilijifira, are also grown for use.

Vanillais most largely produced in Mexico,the product be-

ing obtained to a great extent from the wild plant ; but the

plant is also found, either wild or in cultivation, In various

parts of Central and South America, and is more or less

grown in man) warm countries, notably in Mauritius and
the Seychelles, .lava, mid Tahiti. On the isthmus of Pana-

vanilla-plant (va-nil'a-plant), n. 1. See va-

nilla, 1 and 3. 2. Same as iri'M ranilln (which
see, under vanilbi).
vanillic (va-nil'ik), a. [<iW( ) + -<.] Be-
lated to or derived from vanilla.- Vanillic acid,
a monobasic crystalline acid obtained by the oxidation of

its aldehyde vanillin.

vanillin (va-nil'in), H. [< raitilla + -/'*.] The
neutral odoriferous principle (C'8HgOs ) of va-
nilla. It forms crystalline needles having a hot, biting
taste, soluble hi hot water and In alcohol. It is now pre-

pared artificially from conifertn and from oil of cloves, and
used as a flavoring extract.

vanillism (va-nil'izm), >i. [< ranilla + -ism.]
An affection observed among workers in va-

nilla, characterized by an itching papular erup-
tion of the skin, irritation of the nasal mucous
membrane, headache, vertigo, pains in the mus-
cles, and great prostration. It Is supposed to be
due to a poisonous action of the vanilla or of the oil of

cashew with which the pods arc coated.

vanilloes (va-nil'oz), n. An inferior kind of

vanilla obtained from ranilla 1'omptma.
vaniloquencet (va-nil'o-kwens), . [< L. rn-

iiiloiiuentiti, <.*raniloqnen(t-'J8, vaniloquent: see

vaiiiloquent.] Idle talk; vain babbling. Mount,

Glossographia (1670).

vaniloquentt (va-nil'o-kweiit), a. [< L. *ra-

Hilotjuen(t-)K, vaniloquent, < vantix, empty, +
/oi/Mf (<-), ppr. of /w/iii, speak, talk.] Talking
idly or vainly. Bailey, 1727.

vanish (van'ish), r. i. [< ME. ranisxhen, ran-

ischcn, raitcsehen, ranscken, < OF. ranigs- (stem
of certain parts of "vanif = It. ranire, pres.

ranisco), (. L. vanescere, disappear, be in vain.
< van us, empty, vain: see rain.] 1. To disap-

pear quickly; pass from a visible to an invisi-

ble state ; become imperceptible.
The heavens shall txiniiA away like smoke. Isa. II. It.

Of the vaniithrd dream
No image was there left to him.

H'tttiant Morris, Earthly Paradise, I. 9U.

2. To pass out of view
; pass beyond the limit

of vision ; disappear gradually ;
fade away.

Now when she [the queen) could no longer detain the

Empire from her son, not enduring to survive her glory,
she oanisht out of sight. Sattily*, Travailes, p. 118.

3. To pass away; be annihilated or lost; be no
more.

Pick'd from the worm-holes of long-tnnuA'rf days.
SAof., Hen. V., U. 4. 80.

Before Atrides' rage so sinks the foe,
\\hok1 squadrons ranuA, and proud heads lie low.

Pot*, Iliad, xi. 208.

all vanishing points and vanishing lines Vanishing
point, In

pertp..
the

point which represents the point at

infinity in which an Imaginary line passing through the

eye of the observer parallel to any straight line of an ob-

ject
to be drawn cuts that line produced and all parallel

lines; hence, colloquially and in confusion with sense 6,

the point or condition of disappearance of anything.

The margin of profit has been reduced to ram
tioiiit. Quarterly lire .. t'XI.V. ?j.

Vanishing stress. See tmi.
vanish (van'ish), H. [< iviiii.v/i, i-.j In jtlm-
iiiln'K. a sound with which another principal
sound vanishes or ends, as tin < -sou ml of ti'

i the
i in ei as pronounced in n-il), or the ti-sound of
ii (the in ou as pronounced in mmh.
vanlsher (viin'ish-er), n. [< iviiiix/i + -!'.] On.
who disappears or vanishes. H'liittii r.

vanishingly (van'ish-ing-li), ilr. In a vanish-

ing manner: so as to vanish; imperceptibly:
as, a certain probability is eaninhinaly small.

vanishment (van'ish-meut), n. [< nmixli +
-mint.] A vanishing.
Vanist (va'nist), . [< Fniic (see def.) + -int.]

One of the New England Antinomians, about
1637 : so called from Sir Henry Vane, governor
of Massachusetts Bay Colony in 163(i.

vanitied (van'i-tid), a. [< vanity + -etl?.] Af-
fected with vanity. [Rare.]

I am exasperated against your foolish, your low-eam-
tifd Lovelace.

Itifliiirilmni, Clarissa llarlowe, IV. si;. (Uamet.)

vanity (van'i-ti), w. ; pi. vanities (-tiz). [Early
mod. E. vaniiyi; ranitie; < ME. vanitte, ranite,
< OF. vanitf, vanitet, F. vanM = Pr. ranitat,
rii in tut Sp. ranidad = Pg. raidade = It. r-
nita, < L. va*ita(t-)g, emptiness, vanity, < ranuti,

empty, vain: see ram. ] 1. The character or
state of being vain . (a) Wortblessness ; futility ; fal-

sity; unsubstantlnlness; unrealness; Illusion; deception:
emptiness ; folly ; want of substance to satisfy desire ; hol-

lowness.

Nothing, Hod wot, but nanitet In sweven Is.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 102.

V<mii>i of vanitien, saith the preacher, all is vanity.
Eccles. L >.

All was rntit/y, feeding the wind, and folly.
Sir T. Brotene, Urn-burial, v.

('/) The desire of Indiscriminate admiration ; inflation of
mind upon slight ground ; empty pride, inspired by an
overweening conceit of one's personal attainments or

adornments, and making Its possessor anxious for the
notice and applause of others.

To he fair,
And nothing virtuous, only flts the eye
Of gaudy youth and swelling vanity.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, I. 3.

They were falne to let him goe on till all men saw his

vanity. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 171.

Vanity is the cordial drop which makes the bitter cup
of life go down.

./. Adams, in Josiah Quincy's Figures of the Past, p. 78.

(e) Ostentation ; ambitious display ; pompons vaunting ;

pride ; vainglory.

They . . . through their owne vanitye . . . doe there-

upon nuild and enlarge many forged hlstoryes of theyr
owne antiqnitye. Speiuer, State of Ireland

When the superior acts out of a
principle of vanity, the

dependant will be sure to allow It him.
Steele, Taller. No. 202.

2. That which is vain ; anything empty, vision-

ary, or unsubstantial, (a) Empty pleasure; Idle
show ; unsubstantial enjoyment ; petty object of pride.

The pomps and rantri/ of this wicked world.
Book of Common Prayer, Catechism.

They are gilded and adulterate vanities.
Fletcher (and another^), Prophetess, v. :i.

Think not, when woman's transient breath Is fled.

That all her ranitien at once are dead.

Pope, R. of theL., L Si

(6) Fruitless desire or endeavor : effort which produces no
result

It is a ranitu to waste our days In the blind pursuit of

knowledge. Sir T. Brmcne, Religio Medici, 11. 8.

There, far In the apse, Is seen the sad Madonna standing
in her folded robe, lifting her hands In ranifvof blessing.

Hiittin, Stones of Venice, II. III. { 39.

(c) An empty or vain conceit ; a trifle.

I must
Bestow uiH>n the eyes of this young couple
some riinii'i of mine art. >'/.nl-

, Tempest, iv. 1. 41.



vanity
In Holy-Oke's edition of Rider's Latin Dictionary, ed.

1633, the word phaeton is not given. May we conclude

from this that the phaeton was a vanity started in Puritan

times ? N. and Q., 6th ser., X. 476.

(d) In the Bible, a heathen deity, as having no proper ex-

istence.

Are there any among the vanities of the Gentiles that

can cause rain? Jer. xiv. 22.

3f. One of the personified vices in the old mo-
ralities and puppet-shows.
You . . . take vanity the puppet's part.

Shak., Lear, ii. 2. 39.

Vanity Fair, the world as a scene of vanity or of osten-

tatious folly ; hence, the world of fashion : so called from
the fair described in Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progress" as

established by Beelzebub, Apollyon, and Legion for the

sale of all sorts of vanities. The name was adopted by

Thackeray as the title of a satirical novel. = Syn. 1. (&)

Pride, Egotism, Vanity, etc. See egotism.

vanmuret, Same as vant-mure.

vanner (van'er), . [< al + -er1 .] In min-

ing, a machine for dressing ore
;
an ore-separa-

tor; avanning-machine. The name is given to vari-

ous contrivances patented and attempted to be brought
into use for dressing ore, in which the peculiar motions
of the shovel in the miner's hands in the operation of

"making a van" are, or are supposed to be, more or less

successfully imitated. " Berdan's machine
"
is one of these

contrivances, and has been used to some extent in Cali-

fornia and elsewhere. The most satisfactory machine of

this kind is the so-called "Frue vanner," which is now
widely known and somewhat extensively used. In this

machine various well-tried methods are combined with a

satisfactory result; but it cannot be said to be as close

an imitation of the "vanning motion" as Berdan's is.

It is, in facti a combination of the principle of giving
side-blows, adopted in Rittinger's

" side-blow percussion-
table," with that of feeding the ore on an endless travel-

ing belt, slightly inclined in position, on which the ore is

subjected to the action of a stream of water.
" It has the

defect of being able to treat a binary ore only, or at least

to furnish only two products." (Cation.)

vanner-hawk (van'er-hak), n. The hover-

hawk, windhover, or kestrel, Tinnunculus alau-

darius. Also called windfanner.
vannet (van'et), n. [< OF. (and F.) vannet, a

scallop-shell, dim. of van, a fan: see pan1
.] In

her.
,
a bearing representing a scallop without

the little pointed plates which form the hinge.

vanning-machine (van'ing-ma-shen"), n. An
apparatus for concentrating or cleaning ore,
in which the motion of the shovel in vanning
is attempted to be imitated

;
a vanner.

vanquish (vang'kwish), v. t. [< ME. venquishen,
venkisen, vencusen, < OF. veinquis-, stem of cer-

tain parts of venquir, veinquir (> ME. venken,

fenken), also veincre, vaincre, F. vaincre = Pr.

veneer, tenser = Sp. Pg. veneer = It. vincere, < L.

vincere, conquer, vanquish. From the same L.
verb are ult. E. victor, victory, coni'ict, convince,

evict, evince, vincible, invincible, eta.] 1. To con-

quer ;
overcome

; especially, to subdue in bat-

tle, as an enemy.
For thus sayth Tullius, that ther is a maner garneson

that no man may vanquish ne discomflte, and that is a
Lord to be beloved of his citizeins, and of his peple.

Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

Then [while he hung on the cross] was he vanquishing
death by his death, and opening for us a gate to life and
immortality. Bp. A-tterbury, Sermons, II. xviii.

2. To defeat in any contest, as in argument;
get the better of.

He [Garrick] struggled with Quin for mastery van-

quished him, became his friend, and hung up over his

grave a glowing testimony to his talent and his virtues.

Doran, Annals of the Stage, I. 403.

3. To confute; show to be erroneous or un-

founded; overturn.

This bold assertion has beeu fully vanquished in a late

reply to the bishop of Meaugft treatise. Bp. Atterbury.

4. To overpower ; prostrate ;
be too much for.

Sorrow and grief have vanquished all my powers.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., ii. 1. 183.

Love of himself ne'er vanguish'd me,
But through your Eyes the Conquest made.

Congreve, Song to Amynta.

5f. To overpower the peculiar virtue or prop-
erties of

; destroy or render inert
;
neutralize.

If the dry of flre be vanquished by the moist of water,
air will result

; if the hot of air be vanquished by the cold
of earth, water will result ; and if the moist of water be
vanquished by the dry of fire, earth will result.

H. E. Roseoe.

= Syn. Overcome, Subdue, etc. (see conquer), surmount,
overthrow

; rout, crush.

vanquish (vang'kwish), n. [Appar. < vanquish,
v.] A disease of sheep in which they pine away.
Also vinquish. [Prov. Eng.]
vanquishable (vang'kwish-a-bl), a. [< o-
quish + -able.] Capable of being vanquished;
conquerable ;

subduable.

That great giant was only vanquishable by th Knights
of the Wells.

Gayton, Notes on Don Quixote, p. 87. (Latham.)
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vanquisher (vang'kwish-er), n. [< vanquish +
-cj' 1 .] A conqueror; a victor.

He would pawn his fortunes
To hopeless restitution, so he might
Be call'd your vanquisher. Shak., Cor., iii. 1. 17.

vanquishment (vang'kwish-ment), . [< van-

qnisli + -went.] The act of vanquishing, or the

state of being vanquished. Up. Sail, Balm of

Gilead.

vansire (van'sir), . [Also vondsira; = F. van-

sire; from a native name.] A large, stout ich-

neumon of southern and western Africa, Her-

pestes ijalcra, the marsh ichneumon.
Van Swieten's solution. See solution.

vantt, P. An old spelling of vaunt1
.

vant-. A shortened form of avunt-.

vantage (van'taj), n. [Early mod. E. also vaun-

tage ; < ME. vantage, vauntage; by apheresis
from wantage, advantage : see advantage.] If.

Advantage; gain; profit.

By-syde hys vantage that may be-falle,

Of skynnes and other thynges with-alle.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 320.

Paulus, . . . with more prosperous iorneys then great

vantage, had from his youth trauayled a greate parte of the

world. It. Eden, tr. of Paolo Giovio (First Books on Amer-
[ica, ed. Arber, p. 309).

2. Advantage ;
the state in which one has bet-

ter means of action or defense than another;
vantage-ground.

Petrius . . . cowde well fle and returne at a vauntage,
and well fight with his enmyes.

Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), iii. 634.

A base spirit has this vantage of a brave one : it keeps
always at a stay ; nothing brings it down, not beating.

Beau, and Ft., King and No King, iii. 2.

I pawned my limbs to bullets, those merciless brokers,
that will take the vantage of a minute.

Middleton, Father Hubbard's Tales.

3f. Opportunity; convenience.

Be assured, madam, [you will hear from him] . . .

With his next vantage. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 3. 24.

4f. Surplus ;
excess

;
addition.

Yes, a dozen, and as many to the vanlaye as would store

the world. Shak., Othello, iv. 3. 86.

5. In lawn-tennis, same as advantage, 6 Coign
of vantage. See coign.

vantaget (van'taj), v. t. [< vantage, n. Cf. ad-

vantage, i'.] To profit; aid.

Needlesse feare did never vantage none.

Spenser, F. Q., I. iv. 49.

vantage-ground (van'taj -ground), n. Supe-
riority of position or place ;

the place or con-
dition which gives one an advantage over ano-

ther; favorable position.
No pleasure is comparable to the standing upon the van-

tage ground of truth (a hill not to be commanded, and
where the air is always clear and serene), and to see the

errors, and wanderings, and mists, and tempests in the
vale below. Bacon, Truth (ed. 1887).

vantage-loaf (van'taj-lof), n. The thirteenth

loaf in a baker's dozen. Brewer.

vantage-point (van'taj-point), n. A favorable

position ; vantage-ground.
An additional vantage-point for coercing the country.

Motley, Hist. Netherlands, II. 266.

vantage-post (van'taj -post), n. A vantage-
point.
Father Salvierderra had already entered the chapel

before . . . Allessandro stirred from his vantage-post of

observation. Mrs. H. Jackson, Ramona, v.

vantbracet, vantbrast, . See vambraee.

vant-couriert (vant'ko"ri-er), n. Same as van-
courier.

vant-guardt, n. and v. See vanguard.
Van Thol tulip. See tulip*.

vantmuret (vant'mur ), n . [Also vauntmitre, van-

mure, vamure, vaimure; by apheresis from F.

avant-mur, < avant, front, before, + mur, wall:

see mure1
.']

In medieval fort., the walk or gang-
way on the top of a wall behind the parapet.
[Bare.]

So many ladders to the earth they threw,
That well they seem'd a mount thereof to make,
Or else some vamure fit to save the town,
Instead of that the Christians late beat down.

Fairfax, tr. of Tasso's Godfrey of Boulogne, xl. 64.

Oiambelat Bey tooke charge, who with great ruine rent
in sunder a most great and thicke wall, and so opened
the same that he threw downe more then halfe thereof,

breaking also one part of the vaimure, made before to vp-
holde the assault. Hakluyt's Voyages, II. 124.

vantourt, n. A Middle English form ofvattnter.

vanward1 (van'ward), n. [< ME. vanwarde,
vantwarde, short for *avantward, as vanguard
for avant-guard.] The advance-guard of an

army when on the march. Compare rearward^.

Elde the hore was in the vaunt-warde,
And bar the baner by-fore Deth by right he hitclaymede.

Piers Plowman (C), xxiii. 95.

vapor
And her vantwarde was to-broke.

Bob. of Gloucester, p. 362.

The [they] herded hym att an onsett place, and hatlie

dystrussyd hym, ami hathe slayne the moste parte oft hys
vanwarde. J'aston Letters, III. 162.

vanward2 (van'ward), a. [< van'* + -ward.]

Of, pertaining to, or situated in the van or

frout. [Rare.]

April . . . sometimes cares little for racing across both
frontiers of May the rearward frontier, and the vanward
frontier. De Quincey, Autobiog., p. 53.

van-winged (van'wingd), a. Having wings
that fan the air like vanes : specifically noting
the hobby, Falco subbuteo, called van-winged
hawk. [Local, Eng.]
vapt (vap), n. [< L. vappa, wine that has lost

its flavor, < vap- in vapidus, that has lost its

flavor, vapid: see vapid.] Wine which has
become vapid or dead; vapid, flat, or insipid

liquor.
Wine . . . when it did come was almost vinegar or

vappe. Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iii. 11.

vapid (vap'id), a. [< L. vapidus, that has ex-

haled its vapor, hence, flat, insipid ;
akin to va-

por, steam, vapor: see vapor.] 1. That has
lost its life and spirit; insipid; dead; flat.

A vapid and viscous constitution of blood. Arbuthnot.

This fermenting sourness will presently turn vapid, and

people will cast it out.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Oliver Cromwell and Walter Noble.

2. Dull; spiritless; destitute of animation;
insipid.
A cheap, bloodless reformation, a guiltless liberty, ap-

pear flat and vapid to their taste. Burke, Rev. in France.

I sing of News, and all those vapid sheets
The rattling hawker vends through gaping streets.

Crabbe, Works, I. 171.

vapidity (va-pid'i-ti), n. [< 'vapid + -ity.] The

quality or state of being vapid, dull, or insipid ;

vapidness.
The violent ferment which had been stirred in the nation

by the affairs of Wilkes and the Middlesex election was
followed, as Burke said, by as remarkable a deadness and

vapidity. J. Morley, Burke (1879), p. 60.

She talked more and more, with a rambling, earnest

vapidity, about her circumstances.
H. James, Jr., A Passionate Pilgrim, p. 56.

vapidly (vap'id-li), adv. In a vapid manner;
without animation

; insipidly.

vapidness (vap'id-nes), n. 1. The state of be-

ing vapid; deadness; flatness; insipidity: as,

the vapidness of ale or cider that has become
stale. 2. Dullness ;

want of life or spirit.

It is impossible to save it [the class meeting] from de-

generating into routine generally, and vapidness and cant
in many cases. E. f. Kirk, Lectures on Revivals, xi.

vapor, vapour (va'por), n. [< ME. vapour, <

OF. vapour, F. vapeiir = Sp. Pg. vapor It.

rapore,< L. vapor, Olj.vapos, exhalation, steam,
vapor, in particular awarm exhalation, warmth,
heat, hence ardor; akin to vapidus, that has ex-

haled its flavor, vapid, vappa, wine that has
exhaled its flavor ; prob. orig. "cvapor, akin to

Gr. wiTrvof (*KFairv6f), smoke (L.
*
cvapor being

related to Gr. Kairv6<;, smoke, as L. sopor (*sva-

por), sleep, is to Gr. iiirvof (= L. sonmus), sleep),

KOTTVCLV, breathe forth, Lith. kwapas, breath,

fragrance, evaporation, ku'epti, breathe, smell,

kwepalas, perfume, Kuss. kopotu, fine soot.]
1. An exhalation of moisture; any visible dif-

fused substance, as fog, mist, steam, or smoke,
floating in the atmosphere and impairing its

transparency.
It may nat be ... that where greet fyr hath longe tyme

endured, that ther ne dwelleth som vapour of warmnesse.
Chaucer, Melibeus.

From the damp earth impervious vapours rise,

Increase the darkness, and involve the skies.

Pope, tr. of Statius's Thebaid, i. 486.

A bitter day, that early sank
Behind a purple-frosty bank

Of vapour, leaving night forlorn.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cvii.

2. In pltysics, the gaseous form which a solid

or liquid substance assumes when sufficiently
heated. Vapor is essentially gas, and, since all known
ases have now been proved to be liqueiiable, no phys-
cal difference can be said really to exist between an or-

dinary gas, such as oxygen, and a vapor, such as steam.
In common language, however, a difference is usually

recognized : a gas is a substance which at ordinary tem-

peratures and pressures exists in the gaseous state, while
a vapor is the gaseous form of a substance which nor-

mally exists in a solid or liquid form. An important dis-

tinction exists between a saturated vapor (one which is

on the point of condensation) and a non-saturated vapor
(one which can be compressed or cooled to a certain ex-

tent without condensation). The latter obeys Boyle's and

Gay-Lussac's laws of gases ; in the former, however, in-

creased compression produces condensation, but does not

change the pressure of the vapor, which is a function of

the temperature alone. Superheated steam is a non-satu-

I
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vapor
ruled v:ipor. Ai|iu < viipor i always present an a minor
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/.!./<(, Radiation, { 12.

3f. Killuenec ; influence.

Man, liryd, lirst, lUwli. IH rl>.', and grene tre,

They felc. ill tymes, with vapuur etcrue,
(iod lovi'tli, and t<. l..vr wol noglll wenie.

Chaucer, Trollus, ill. 11.

4f. Wind; flatuhmce.
Km- that that ciiuttoth Kajilnu . . . or stretching is when

the wpiritH are a little heavy, by any vapour or the like.

Bacint, Nat. Hist., f 290.

5. lii mi'il., a class of remedies, officinal in the
Hritisli phannaropooia, which are to be applied
by inhalation : such us rupor crcaxoti, a raix-

tiirc of 1'J minims of creosote in 8 fluidounceg
of boiling water, the vapor of which is to bo
inhaled. 6. Something unsubstantial, fleet-

ing, or transitory ; vain imagination ;
fantastic

notion.

Gentlemen, these are very strange vapours, and very
Idle vapours. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Kalr, II. 1.

7f. pi. A hectoring or bullying style of lan-

guage or conduct, adopted by ranters and swag-
gerers with the purpose of bringing about a
real or mock quarrel.

They are at it (quarrelling) still, sir; this they call va-

pours. B. Jonson, Bartholomew Fair, Iv. :;.

8. pi. A disease of nervous debility in which

strange images seem to float hazily before the

eyes, or appear as if real; hence, hypochon-
driacal affections; depression of spirit; de-

jection: spleen; "the blues": a term much
affected in the eighteenth century, but now
rarely used.

Some call it the fever on the spirits, some a nervous

fever, some the vapours, and some the hysterics.

Fieldiny. Amelia, ill. 7.

Caused hy u dearth of scandal, should the vapours
Distress our fair ones let them read the pagers.

Oarrick, Prol. to Sheridan's School for Scandal.

But really these thick walls are enough to inspire the

vapours if one never had them liefore.

.!//-- HiifH'i/, Cecilia, vL _'.

Aqueous vapor. See aqueous.

vapor, vapour (va'pqr), . [< ME. vapouren, <

OF. *vaporer = Sp. fg. vaporar = It. vuporarc,
< L. vaporurc, iutr. steam, reek, tr. steam,
smoke, heat, warm, < vapor, exhalation, steam,

vapor: see vapor, w.] I. intrans. It. To pass off

iu the form of vapor; dissolve, as into vapor or
thin air; be exhaled; evaporate.

Sette it to a litil tier so that it vapoure not.

Book of (fuinte Essence (ed. Furnlvall), p. 8.

2. To give out vapor, steam, or gas; emit va-

pors or exhalations
;
exhale

;
steam.

Swift-running waters vapour not so much as standing
waters. Bacon, Nat. MM., 787.

In the rear of the place stood a cooking-stove, upon
which usually nzzed and vapored a fragrant mess of some-

thing which looked like sausages, and smelled like onions.

Harper's May., LXXIX., Literary Notes.

3. To boast or vaunt; bully; hector; brag;
swagger; bounce.

Pierce. He 's Burst's protection.
Fly. Fights and vapours for him.

B. Jonson, New Inn, Hi. 1.

He vapours like a tinker, and struts like a juggler.
Ford, Lover's Melancholy, iv. 2.

II. fro s. 1. To cause to pass into the state

of vapor; cause to dissolve or disappear in or

as in vapor, gas, thin air, or other unsubstan-
tial thing.

Vapour it (quicksilver! away in a styllatorie of glasse :

And thus shal yowe fynde the golde in the bottome of the
vessell In maner pure without uuickesyluer.

K. Eden, tr. of Vannuccio Biringuccio (First Books on

[America, ed. Arber, p. 366).

He now is dead, and all his glorie gone,
And all his greatnes vapoured to nought.

Spenser, Ruins of Time, 1. 219.

He'd laugh to see one throw his heart away,
Another, sighing, vapour forth his soul. B. Jonson.

2. To afflict or infect with vapors ; dispirit ;

depress.
He [Dr. Broxholme] always was nervous and vapoured.

Walpole, Letters, II. 120.

Her have I seen, pale, vapour'd through the day,
With crowded parties at the midnight play.

CralM, Works, II. 144.

She has lost all her sprlghtliness, and vapours me but
to look at her. !Uiis Burney, Camilla, v. 6. (Danes.)

3. To bully; hector.

0007
His designe waft, if hi- rould not i . hi!, tin-in, yet at least

wit ll quips and snapping' :.'^ "r Hi. 'in out.

Milli'it, \|i..l..^) Inr Snir.'lyuimiu-.

vaporability (vu'por-a-iiH'i-ti), . |< ,//,/-
iili/r + -Hi/.] The property or state of bein;;

vaporable.
vaporable (vii'por-a-lil), n. [= Sp. vaporable =

It. nipiinthili : as rnpnr + -/ift/c.j Capable of

being vapori/.i-d or converted into vapor.
The goodnes of tho mine may IK- the cause ... as

eythcr It U not of vaitiiralile nature or to In- of nmaulc
qilantltle.

/.'. l-Alrlt, tr. of Vullliueeio ItirillKUceio (First Hooks on
[America, ed. Arber, p. 3.07).

vaporarium (va-po-ra'ri-um), .; pi. rui>orari-

unix, vaporaria (-umz, -U). [NL., < l<. rapm'u-
i in in, a steam-pipe in a hot bath, < rnpor, steam,
vapor: see vapor."} A Kussian bath.

vaporatet (va'por-ut). r. i. f< \4. r<i/iiir(itii, pi).
ot r<i/Mirtire, emit vapor: see vapor, t'.] To
emit vapor; evaporate.
vaporationt (va-po-ra'shon), . [= 8p. vapo-
racion = Pg. rapora^So = It. vajwrasioiie, < L.

raporatio(n-),(. nipnniri-, emit vapor: see vapor,
raporate.] The act or process of converting
into vapor, or of passing off in vapor ; evapora-
tion.

vapor-bath (va'por-bath), . 1. The applica-
tion of the vapor of water to tho body in a close

apartment.
The physical organization of the Bengalee is feeble even

to effeminacy. He lives in a constant vapour bath. II is

pursuits are sedentary, ... his movements languid.
Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. The apartment or bath for such application;
an apparatus for bathing the body in vapor.

vapory-burner (va'por-ber'ner), n. A device
or apparatus for burning a hydrocarbon in the
form of vapor: used for lamps, for heating-
and cooking-stoves, etc. In a usual form the hydro-
carbon la caused to pass through a metallic part which is

so heated by the flame as to vaporize the liquid u It passes
through. K. U. Knight.

vapor-douche (va'por-d8sh), n. A topical va-

por-bath which consists in the direction of a

jet of aqueous vapor on some part of the body.
vapored, vapoured (va'pord), a. [< rapor +
-f'f-.] 1. Full of vapors; dim or hazy, as if

with vapors.
But I ... kisse the ground wheras the corse doth rest,

With vapour'd eyes, from whence such streames availe

As l"yramus did on Thisbee's brest bewail.

Surrey, Death of Wyatt.

2. Affected with the vapors; dejected; sple-
netic.

I was become so vapoured and timorous at home that I

was ready to faint away if I did but go a few stones out
from our own house. Whiston, Memoirs ( 1 7 1:1

1, p. 18.

vapor-engine (va'por-en'jin),
. A generic

term for motors driven by elastic fluids, as hot

air, steam, vapors of ammonia, alcohol, etc.

vaporer, vapourer (va'por-er), n. [< vapor +
-er 1 .] 1. One who vapors, swaggers, or bul-

lies; one who makes a blustering display of

his prowess; a braggart; a blusterer.

A ruffian, a riotous spendthrift, and a notable vapourer.
Camden, Elizabeth, an. 157U.

My Lord Barkeley hath all along been a fortunate,

though a passionate and but weak man as to policy, . . .

and one that is the greatest vapourer in the world.

Pepys, Diary, II. 331.

2. A vaporer-moth.
vaporer-moth (va'por-er-m6th), . A common
brown moth, Or</yia antiqua, the female of

which cannot fly ; hence, any member of this

group; a tussock. See tussock-moth, and cut
under Orgyia.
vaporiferous (va-po-rif'e-rus), a. [< L. vapo-
rifer, emitting vapor, < vapor, vapor, + ferre =
E. ienr1

.] Conveying or producing vapor,

vaporific (va-po-rif'ik), n. [^ L. vapor, vapor,
+ -ficus, (.facere, make: see -Jic,] That con-
verts or is capable of converting into steam or

other vapor; exhaling in a volatile form, as
fluids.

The statement by Dr. Thomson refers to the completion,
or last stage, of the discovery, namely, the vaporific com-
bination of heat. ISiifi-le, Civilization, II. vl., note.

vaporiform (va'por-i-form), a. [< L. vapor, va-

por, + forma, form.] Existing in the form of

vapor.
Steam Is water in its vaporiform state.

Ure, Diet., III. 888.

vaporimeter (va-po-rim'e-ter), >. [< L. ;-,
vapor, + Gr. utrpov, measure.] An instru-

ment for measuring the pressure of a vapor,
especially one by which the amount of alcohol

in a wine or liquor is determined from the

height of the column of mercury which its va-

por will support.

vaporole
Tills last distillate Is diluted with water to a i

ond. strength,ud th* alcohol determined . . . byOelsn-
ler's vapuntniter. '

vaporing, vapouring ( vn'por-ing). .
|
Verbal

u. of rti/inr, r.
]

The net of lir:im;iiig or l>lu>ter-

ing; ostentatious or windy talk.

Here, take thy satin plncnsldon. uitli thy . uiious half

hundred of pins In 't, thou niadent such a vapuuriiiy about

yesterday. Vanbruyk, The Mistake, Ir. 1.

All these valorous capouriwjt had a considerable effect.

Ining, Knickerbocker, p. 356.

The warnings were not less numerous ; the vaporing* of

village bullies, tile extravagance* of excited secessionist

politicians, even the drolling of practical joker*, were
I. u! Mull) reported to him by zealous or nervous friend*.

The Century, \\\\

vaporing (vii'pcjr-ing). /'. ii. Vaunting; swag-
gering; blustering; given to brag or bluster:
;is. i-ii/iiii-nii/ talk: a tn/iiirilii/ ili-l.

vaporingly, vapouringly (ri'pjjr-lngJi), </i.

In a vaporing or blustering manner ;
boastfully.

The Corporal . . . gave > slight nourish with his stick
but not vapouringly. Sterne, Tristram Shandy, fx. 3.

vapor-inhaler (va'p<;r-in-ha'16r), n. An ap-
paratus for administering meitieiiml or

I hctic vapors.
vaporisable, vaporisation, etc. Kee taptrti
"/</'

, etc.

vaporish, vapourish (va'por-ish),fl. [< vapor
+ -tsA 1

.] 1. Abounding in vapors; vaporous
in a physical sense : as, a caporinh cave.

It proceeded from the nature of the capwiruli place.
Sandy*.

2. Affected by vapors; hypochondriac; de-

jected ; splenetic ; whimsical ; hysterical.
A man had bettr he plagued with all the curses of Egypt

than with a vapourish wife. Fielding, Amelia, III. 7.

Nor to be fretful, vapourish, or give way
To spleen and anger, as the wealthy may.

Crabbe, Works, VII. 63.

vaporishness, vapourishness (va'por-ish-
nes), . The state or character of being va-

porish or melancholy; hypochondria; spleen ;

the vapors.
You will not wonder that the vapourishness which has

laid hold of niy heart should rise to my pen.
ItichardsiiH, Clarissa Harlowe, II. xcvif.

vaporizable (va'por-i-za-bl), a. [< vaporize +
-able.'] Capable of beiug'vaporized or converted
into vapor. Also spelled raporisable.

vaporization (va'por-i-za'shon), . [= F. va-

porisation = Sp. vaporization ; as vajwrize +
-ation.] The act or process of vaporizing; the
artificial formation of vapor, or the state of be-

ing converted into vapor ;
treatment with va-

por. Also spelled vaporisation.
AH matter, even the most solid, he [Zollner] says, must

slowly suffer volatilization if its temperature is above the
absolute null point. This he illustrates by the capvrua-
tion of ice and the smell of metiils and minerals.

0. 5. //"/;, German Culture, p. 131.

Vaporize (va'por-iz), r.; pret. and pp. vaporized,
ppr. vaporizing. [= P. vaporiner = Sp. vapori-
zar; as rapor + -ire.] I. trans. 1. To convert
into vapor by the application of heat or by ar-

tificial means; cause to evaporate ;
sublimate.

The energy of our rivers and streams comes from the
sun, too for its heat vapuriia the water of the ocean, and
makes the winds which carry it over the land, where it falls

as rain, and, flowing to the ocean again, runs our mills and
factories. Jour. FranUin Inst., CXiX. 89.

The World lay still, suffused with a jewel light, as of

vaporized sapphire. Harper's Mag., LXXVI. 757.

2. To affect with the vapors ; render splenetic
or hypochondriacal.
As vaporixed ladles . . . run from spa to spa.

Macaulay, in Trevelyan, I. 358.

II. intrans. To pass off in vapor: as, sul-

phur or mercury vaporizes under certain con-
ditions.

Iodine, allowed to vaporize at the temperature of boiling
sulphur In presence of a large excess of air, showed no
sign of dissociation. Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XLI. 323.

Also spelled vaporise.

vaporizer (va'por-i-zfer), w. [< vaporize + -erl.]
One who or that which vaporizes or converts
into vapor ; a form of atomizer. Also spelled
vaporiser.
Take a vaporiser, and let the same be kept well at wurk

with Mentholised Water night and day.
Lancet, No. 3463, p. 25 of adv'ts.

vaporizing-stove (va'por-i-zing-stov), H. A
form of heater for supplying steam to the air

of a greenhouse. It consists, usually, of a pan
for water placed over a lamp.
vapor-lamp (va'por-lamp), n. A yappr-burner,
or a lamp constructed on the principle of the

vapor-burner.
vaporole (va'po-rol), H. [< rtipiir + -of>.] A
small thin glass capsule, containing a definite



vaporole

amount of a volatile drag, covered with a thin

layer of cotton-wool and inclosed in a silk bag:
used for vaporization, the glass being crushed
in the fingers.

vaporose (va'por-6s), a. [< LL. rajiorosus, full

of vapor: see vaporous."] Vaporous.
vaporosity (va-po-ros'i-ti), n. [< vaporose +
-iti/.l The state or character of being vaporose
or vaporous ; vaporousness ; blustering.

He is here, with'his fixed-idea and volcanic vaporosity.

Carlyle, Diamond Necklace, v.

vaporous (va'por-us), (i. [Formerly also va-

j>roits; = F. va'porci/x = Sp. Pg. It. vaporoso, <

LL. vaporosus, full of steam or vapor, < L. ra-

por, steam, vapor: seerry>&r.] 1. In the form
or having the nature of vapor.
The statements in Genesis respecting the expanse sup-

pose a previous condition of the earth in which it was

encompassed with a cloudy, vaporous mantle, stretching

continuously upward from the ocean.

Damson, Nature and the Bible, p. 52.

2. Full of vapors or exhalations.

The vav&roits night approaches.
Shak., M. for M., iv. 1. 58.

Over the waters in the vaporous West
The sun goes down as in a sphere of gold.

Browning, Paracelsus.

3. Promotive of exhalation or the flow of ef-

fluvia, vapor, gases, or the like
; hence, windy ;

flatulent.

If the mother eat much beans, ... or such vaporous
food, . . it endangereth the child to become lunatic.

Bacon, Nat. Hist., 977.

4. Unsubstantial
; vainly imaginative ;

whim-
sical

; extravagant ; soaring.
Let him but read the fables of Ixion, and it will hold him

from being vaporous or imaginative.
Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

A boy-dreamer [Shelley], . . . whose chief thoughts and

hopes were centred in a vaporous millennium of equality
and freedom. E. Dowden, Shelley, I. 245.

vaporously (va'por-us-li), adv. 1. In a vapor-
ous manner; with vapors. 2. Boastiugly; os-

tentatiously.

Talking largely and vaporously of old-time experiences
on the river.

S. L. Clemens, Life on the Mississippi, p. 495.

vaporousness (ya'por-us-nes),
n. The state or

character of being vaporous ;
mistiness.

The warmth and vaporousness of the air.

T. Birch, Hist. Roy. Soc., III. 416.

vappr-pan (va'por-pan), n. A pan for evapo-
rating water.

A vapor-pan is placed at each side of the fire-box for

moistening the air. Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXII. 398.

vapor-plane (va'por-plan), . In meteor., the
level of condensation; the altitude at which
an ascending current of moist air is cooled
to the dew-point and begins to condense. In
summer the base of cumulus clouds shows the
level of the vapor-plane.
vaporspout (va'por-spout), . A waterspout.
[Rare.]

If it were necessary to change the name, which, as in

many other things, was given before the thing was under-

stood, it would be more appropriate to call them vapor-
spouts, since they are evidently composed of condensed
vapor. Ferrel, Treatise on the Winds, p. 419.

vapor-tension (va'por-ten"shou), n. Vapor-
pressure ;

the elastic pressure of vapor, espe-
cially that of the aqueous vapor in the atmo-

sphere : usually measured, like the pressure of
the atmosphere, in inches of mercury.
The author has most wisely abandoned the use of that

most misleading of terms, vapour-tension, and substitutes
therefor simply pressure. Nature, XXX. 51.

vapory, vapoury (va'por-i), a. [< vapor +
-y

1
.] 1. Vaporous; producing vapors; com-

posed of or characterized by vapors: as, a va-

pory redness in the sky.
The waxen taper which I burn by night,
With the dull vap'ry dimness, mocks my sight.

Drayton, Rosamond to Hen. II.

Yet one smile more, departing, distant sun !

One mellow smile through the soft vapory air.

Bryant, November.

2. Affected with the vapors ; hypochondriacal ;

splenetic ; peevish : as, vapory humors.
vapour, vapoured, etc. See vapor, etc.

vapulation (vap-u-la'shon), . [< L. vapulare,
be flogged or whipped, + -ation.] The act of

beating or whipping ;
a flogging. [Rare.]

The coaches were numbered, although I can only find
one notice of it : "So that, rather than to stand a Vapula-
tion, one of them took Notice of his Number

;

" and the
coachmen were noted for their incivility.

Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 171.

vapulatory (vap'u-la-to-ri), a. [< vapulate +
-ory.~\ Of or pertaining to vapulatiou. [Rare.]
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I am not, of course, arguing in favor of a return to those

vapulatory methods ; but the birch, like many other things
that have passed out of the region of the practical, may
have another term of usefulness as a symbol after it has
ceased to be a reality. Lowell, Harvard Anniversary.

vaqueria (vak-e-re'a), . [Sp., < vaquero, a cow-
herd: see vaquero, and
cf. vaccary, vachery."] A
farm for grazing cattle

;
a

stock-farm.

vaquero (va-ka'ro), n.

[Sp., = F. vaclier, a cow-
herd : see vacher.'] A
herdsman.
The American cowboys of a

certain range, after a brisk

fight, drove out the Mexican

vaqueros from among them.
T. Roosei>elt, The Century,

[XXXVI. 836.

var. An abbreviation (.)
of variety (frequent in

botany and zoology) ; (o)
of variant (so used in this

work).
vara (va'ra), n. [< Chilian

vara, a measure of length,
lit. 'a pole,' < Sp. Pg. va-

ra, rod, pole, cross-beam,
yardstick: see wire1 .] A
Spanish-American linear

measure. In Texas the vara is regarded as equal to

33.^ English inches
;
in California, by common consent, it

is taken to be exactly 33 English inches. In Mexico it is

32.9927 inches.

Choice water-lots at Long Wharf [San Francisco], and
fifty-earn building sites on Montgomery Street.

J. W. Palmer, The New and the Old, p. 201.

varan (var'an), n. [Also wan, ouran, uaran;
= F. varan (Algerian ouran) (NL. Varamis), <

Ar. waran, warel (Devic), warn, warl (Newman),
a lizard.] A varanoid lizard

;
a monitor.

Varangian (va-ran'ji-an), n. [< ML. *Varan-

t/us, Varingus' (E. Waring), MGr.

A Vaquero.

variability

for spreading nets, also a forked stick, < VIITHX.

bent, crooked: see varns."] A wand or staff of

authority.
His hand a vare of justice did uphold ;

His neck was loaded with a chain of gold.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 595.

vare2 (var), i. [Prob. a form of rair.'] A weasel.

varec (var'ek), . [< F. varech, OF. wereeq,
werech = Pr. varec (ML. warescum, wreclcum), in

one view < Icel. vagrek. lit. 'wave rack,' goods
or objects thrown up by the sea, < vdgr, a wave,
+ rek, drift, motion (see waw^ and rack3 ) ;

but

prob. < AS. wrsee, ME. wrak = D. wrak, etc.,

wreck, wrack: see wreck, wracl;.~] An impure
sodium carbonate made in Brittany : it corre-

sponds to the English I'elp. Brands and Cox.

vare-headed (var'hed"ed), . Having a head
like that of a weasel; weasel-headed: as, the
vare-headed, widgeon, the pochard, Fuligulafe-
rina. See under weasel-coot. [Local, British.]
vareuse (va-rez'), . [F.] A kind of loose

jacket.
Cottonade pantaloons, stuffed into a pair of dirty boots,

and a vareuse of the same stuff, made up his dress. His

vareuse, unbuttoned, showed his breast brown and hairy.
G. W. Cable, Stories of Louisiana, Francoise, i.

vare-widgeon (var'wij
//

on), . The weasel-

duck; the female or young male of the smew,
Mergellus albellns. Monta/jn. [North Devon,
Eng.]
vargueno (var-ga'no), n. [Named from the

village of Vargas, near Toledo in Spain.] A
cabinet of peculiar form, consisting of a box-

shaped body without architectural ornaments,
opening by means of a front hinged at the bot-
tom edge, and the whole mounted on columns

Icel. Vseringi, a Varangian, lit. 'a confederate,'
< varar, pi. of *var, oath,_troth, plight, = AS.

icier, covenant, oath, < u'xr, true, = L. verus,
true: see warlock^, very.] One of the Norse
warriors who ravaged the coasts of the Baltic

about the ninth century, and who (according
to common account) overran part of Russia
and formed an important element in the early
Russian people Varangian Guard, a body-guard
of the Byzantine emperorsabout the eleventh century,
formed upon a nucleus of Varangians.
varanian (va-ra'ni-an), a. and n. [< Varamis
+ -WTO.] I. a. Belonging or related to the Va-

runidte; resembling a varan.

II. n. One of the monitor-lizards.

Varanidae (va-ran'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Va-
ranus + -idse.~\ A family of eriglossate lacer-

tilians, representing alone the superfamily Va-

ranoidea, having confluent nasal bones, and
the tongue insheathed at the base and deeply
bifid anteriorly. The species inhabit Africa (except-
ing Madagascar), the Oriental region, and Australia. Also
called Monitoridee. See cuts under Hydrosaurus and
acrodont.

varanoid (var'a-noid), a. and x. I. a. Resem-
bling a varan or monitor; of or pertaining to

the Vuranoiden.

II. n. A varan or monitor.
Varanoidae (var-a-no'i-de), n. pi. A super-
family of lizards, in which the monitors, living
and extinct, and the extinct mosasaurians, are

together contrasted with the heloderms (as He-

lodermatoidea), both being assigned to the old

group Platynota.
Varanoidea (var-a-noi'de-a), n. pi. [NL.
(Gill. 1885), < Varantts + -oiaea."] A super-

family of eriglossate lacertilians, the monitors
or varanoids, represented by the single living

family Varanidx. See cuts under Hydrosaurus
and acrodont.

Varanus (var'a-nus), n. [NL. (Merrem), < Ar.

waran, lizard:'see varan."] The typical genus
of Varanidx: synonymous with Monitor. Some
of the fossil monitors re'ached a length of 30 feet, as V.

(ilegalmca) priscus from the Pleistocene of Queensland.
See cut under acrodont.

vardet (var'det), n. An obsolete or dialectal

form of verdict. Halliwell. [Prov. Eug.]
Vardingalet (var'ding-gal), n. An old spelling
of farthingale.

Or, if they [stiff pickadils] would not bend, whipping
your rebellious vardini/ales with my [Cupid's] bow string,
and made them run up into your waists (they have lain so

flat) for fear of my indignation.
B. Jonson, Challenge at Tilt.

Spanish Vargueno, I7th century. (From
" L'Art pour Tous.")

or a stand at a height convenient for writing
on the opened cover used as a desk. The decora-
tion is of geometrical character, and makes especial use of

thin ironwork in pierced patterns, sometimes gilded and
mounted on pieces of red cloth, leather, or the like, which
form a background.
vari1

(var'i), n. [= F. vari (Buffon), the ring-
tailed lemur; prob. from a native name.] The
macaco, or ruffed lemur, Lemur varius.

vari2, . Plural of varus.

variability (va"ri-a-bil'i-ti), w. [= F. varia-

Irilite = Pg. variabilidade = It. tariaoiUta ; as
variable + -ity."] 1. The quality or state of

being variable ; variableness.

A very few nebulse have been suspected of variability,
but in almost every instance the supposed change has
been traced to errors of observation, impurity of the at-

mosphere, or other causes.

Appleton's Ann. Cyc., 1886, p. 5.

2. In l)iol., ability to vary; capability of varia-

tion
; susceptibility to modification under condi-

tions of environment, whether inherited or ac-

quired ;
that plasticity or modifiability of any

organism in virtue of which an animal or a plant
may change in form, structure, function, size,

color, or other character, lose some character or

acquire another, and thus deviate from its pa-
rent-form ; also, the kind or rate of variation in

a given instance; the fact or act of varying. See

variation, 8, variety, 6. Variability or mutability of

some kind and to some extent is inherent in all organisms,
and is transmissible like any other natural attribute or

(var), n. [< Sp. Pg. vara, a rod, pole,

yardstick, < L. van/, wooden horse or trestle

form, and which causes it to retain that form instead of

acquiring a different form) ; yet variability has somewhat
explicit reference to the tendency of organisms to become
unlike their parents under external influences, and so to

adapt themselves to their surroundings. Hence variabil-



variability

ity. though intrinsic, i- ralh it into play by tli.' extrinsic
' litions under liirh organisms vary, anil In this way
I

' '(interactive of heledit}, ii! I In- I C!lll'-|li'> 1 1 i tire'

(See (it'n * ,11 i i.l H h'l-tii.n, :;.) The old notion of gpi
1 iTr;i! ions, and a.s ainotiK the '

constalil.s ol nalm <
.

'

subject to \arhtion within very narrow limits which are
themselves flxed ill eveiv ease, timls nn \,]

in in niodeni
liiolouieal conceptions. (See *7W'C/'X, :~|.)

Tin- actual extent
of variation which results from variability lias I.een real-

ized in all it only u'lthin the past Iliiii .

I 1 ii i in- \\ liieh uli-i i \ aliens in evei v I >i itnch of natural his-

tory have dciuonsti at-d the universality of tin- fact, anil

shown the avrr.i^e tali or device of \ a! iahility to be much
Ki eater than had heiore been suspected. The cases of do-
mestic animals and plants, Hist -\sleniaticallystudied l>>

lurwin with special reference to variability, proved to
'ic iiiin-li less i \n ptional than they had been assumi-d
t" >>i

: ami tin results of extending the same researches to
the variability of organisms in a state of nature may be
-ai.l in have entirely remodeled biology. See Darwinism
.IMll I'l'itlltillll, 2(0), (It).

We s,-e indefinite variability in the endless slight pe-
. Illiai Itii-s which distinguish the indi\ idlla! - of the Bailie

species, and which cannot bu accounted for by Inherl-
from either parent or from some more remote an-

cestor. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 23.

3. Iii astrnn., tlie fact that a star or nebula
changes its brightness in a more or less peri-
odic manner.- Generative variability. In bit*., In-

herited variability ; Inherent tendency to vary away from
ancestral characters, and thus not to revert or exhibit
atavism. See the quotation.

It Is only in those cases in which the modification has
been comparatively recent and extraordinarily great that
we ought to find the generative variability, as It may be
called, still present in a high degree. For in this case
the variability will seldom as yet have been flxed by the
continued selection of the Individuals varying in the re-

quired manner and degree, and by the continued rejection
of those tending to revert to a former or less-modified
condition. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 154.

variable (va'ri-a-bl), a. and n. [< F. variabli
= Hp. variable = Pg. rariavrl = It. variabile, <

LL, variabilis, changeable, < L. variare, change :

see vari/.} I. n. 1. Apt to change ; changing or

altering in a physical sense
;
liable to change ;

changeable.
Certcyne carpettes, coouerlettes, table clothes and hang-

inges made of gussamoine sllke fynelye wrought after u
stratinge diulse with plesante and variable colours.
Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 129).

Species are more or less variable under the influence of
external conditions, and the varieties so formed may or may
not be true species. Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 134.

2. In hot. and :oiil., embracing many individuals
and groups (varieties, subspecies, forms, states)
which depart somewhat from the strict type:
said of a species or, in a similar sense, of some
particular character. 3. Liable to vary or

change, in a moral sense; mutable; fickle; in-

constant : as, variable moods.
O, swear not by the moon, the inconstant moon,
That monthly changes in her circled orb,
Lest that thy love prove likewise variable.

Shak., R. and .)., II. 2. 111.

Lydington was sent to Leith, where he died, and WHS
suspected to be poisoned ;

a Man of the greatest Under-
standing in the Scottish Nation, and of an excellent Wit.
but very variable ; for which George Buchanan called him
the c l.am.-el i, u i. Baker, Chronicles, p. 3411.

4. Capable of being varied, altered, or changed ;

liable to change; alterable; in gram., capable
of inflection.

I am sure he [.Milton] would have stared if told that the
"number of accents" in a pentameter verse was variable.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 297.

5. In math., (juantitatively indeterminate, and
considered with reference to the various deter-
minations of quantity that are possible in the
case. See II.

A quantity is said to he unrestrictedly variable in a re

gion when U can assume all numerical values in this re-

gion. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 70.

6. In nstron., changing in brightness. Vari-
able CUt-Off, in engines, valve-gear so arranged as to cut
off the steam or other elastic fluid from its cylinder at

any determined point in the stroke of the piston, thus
allowing the remaining effort to be accomplished by ex-

pansion of that supplied at the first part of the stroke.
See cut-of. Variable gear, in *.. n form of geared
wheels designed to impartaltcrnatingchanges in thespeed
of any machine, as a slow ad-
vance and quick return in re-

ciprocating movements. Such
gears are made in the form of sec-
tors of different radius, which are

brought into action alternately
as the gears revolve. Another
form of variable-speed mecha-
nism employs geared wheels of
dilfeient diameters, with abroad
drum for a belt, the drum being
dhided into different sections,
and each section connected by
a separate shaft or sleeve with
one of the gears. By shifting the
belt to different sections of the
drum, variations in the speed
are obtained. In other forms of
variable speed nierhanism, cones
and disks are used in frictional

contact, the vacations being ob- Variable Graa.

(ili'.i'.i

tallied by eliaiiL-inu the point of emit art of the two cones
or disks ; the romiiion case-pulley is also a i,.i in of variable-

Speed mechanism. >, e
/. ,'/!,,/. Variable motion, in

""</'_, motion whirb i- piodnecd by the action M a tore,

which \aii.-in inien.-it >. Variable screw. Seexn-wi.
Variable species, In tint., any species whose variations

are notably nmncion* or marked, or whose rate of varia-
hiliu is decidedly above the average. (See def. 2.) All

species are variable, and Incessantly varying; but some
show less fixity of characters than others, or arc just now
nnderfOinC much modification, or happen In be ammi.-
tlios, of which we possess many specimens Illuitratim;
marked departures from the assumed t\p> -form, as sub-

species, varieties, etc. ; and such are the variable rpeciet
oi t be naturalists' every-day language, so called by way of

emphasis, not of sti lit detinition. See, for example, ifraw
'"/TV. -Variable-speed pulleys, an arrangement of

pulleys and gears to produce changing speeds ; variable-

-I I wheels. Variable-speed wheels, wheels com-
bined to transmit variable motion ; variable-speed pul-
leys. Variable Star, In antron., a star which under-
goes, a periodical increase and diminution of Its luster.

Syn. 1 and 3. Wavering, unstable, vacillating, fluctu-

ating, tilfnl.

II. '(. 1. That which is variable; that which

varies, or is subject or liable to vary or change.
There are many variable! among the conditions which

conspire for the product ion of a good photograph.
./. A. i

2. In iiialli., a quantity which is indeterminate,
and is considered with reference to its different

possible values; originally, a quantity capable
of values continuously connected in one dimen-
sion, so that it could be conceived as running
through them all in the course of time. This
meaning still remains: but we now speak of the position
of a point as variable in two or three dimensions, and we
also speak of the arguments of functions in the calculus
of finite differences, where there is no approach to con-

tinuity, as variables. The difference between an hide
terminate constant and a variable Is frequently a mere
difference of designation ; but constants, though Indeter-

minate, are not usually considered with reference to the
different values which they may take. Mathematically
there Is very little (and no precise) difference between a
variable and an unknown.
3. A shifting wind, as opposed to a trade-wind ;

hence, the variables, the intermediate region or
belt between the northeast and the southeast
trade-winds. The region varies In width from about
l.">o to 600 miles, and is characterized by calms, shifting
breezes, and sometimes violent squalls, the laws of which
are not so readily understood as are those of the trade-
winds. The name Is also generally given to those parts
of the ocean where variable winds may be expected.

We find uniform trade-winds on each side the equator,
almost uniting near it, and without a space of continuous
"rains" a limited interval only of variables and calms
being found, during about ten months of the year.

Fitz Roy, Weather Book, p. 125.

Complex variable. See complex.- Dependent vari-
able, any variable not the independent one. Indepen-
dent variable, in the calculus, the variable with ref-

erence to which the differentiations are performed ; the
variable to which the differentiations refer ; also, the vari-

able which is considered first, or as the parameter for the
others. In any problem which may be proposed, it is a
mere matter of convenience what variable shall be taken
as the independent one ; but after the equation is con-
structed the matter is in many cases determinate. In
partial differential equations, equations of surfaces, etc.,
there are two or more independent variables,

variableness (va'ri-a-bl-nes), H. The state or
character of being variable, (a) In a physical sense,
susceptibility of change ; liableness or aptness to alter or
to be altered ; changeableness; variability : as, the varia
blfitegg of the weather, (b) In a moral sense, mutability :

inconstancy: unsteadiness; fickleness; levity: as, the m-
riablenegs of human emotions.

The Father of lights, with whom is no variableness, mi
tber shadow of turning [with whom can be no variation,
neither shadow that is cast by turning, R. V.) .las. I. 17.

variably (va'ri-a-bli), orfr. In a variable man-
ner; changeably; inconstantly; unsteadily.
Variance (va'ri-ans), . [< ME. variance, vari-

aunce, < OF. 'varianec = It. varian;a, < L. vari-

antia, a difference, diversity, < variun(t-)g, va-
riant: see rariaut.} 1. The state of being or
this act of becoming variant; alteration; varia-
tion ; change ; difference.

Withoute chaunge or variauticc.
Horn. j the Riae, 1. 5438.

2. In lair, a discrepancy: () Between plead-
ings and proof, as where" a complaint mentions
a wrong date, or the facts prove to be different
from what was alleged, (b) Between the form
of the writ or process by which the action was
commenced and the form of the declaration or

complaint. Formerly, when variances were deemed
more important than now, variance was often defined as a
fatal discrepancy or disagreement, etc.; but in civil cases
such variances between pleading and proof as do not ac-

tually mislead the adverse party are now disregarded as
immaterial, and many others are amendable. I'nder what
Is known in the Ignited States as the Code Practice, vari-
ance is used to designate a discrepancy in some particu-
lars only, and is amendable if it has not misled, while a
failure of proof as to the entire scope and meaning of an
allegation is not regarded as a mere variance, but fatal.

3. Difference that produces disagreement or

controversy: dispute; dissension: discord.

variation

A sort of |Hir souls met, (iod's fools, good master,
Have bad Mime little rariaiirt amongst ourselves.

Fletcher, Beggars' Bnsb, II. 1.

Even among the zealous patrons of a council of state.
tin- mo-t ineeoneilable variance Isdl- ruing
the mode In which it ought to be constituted.

Hattuun, Federalist, No. 88.

4t. Varialilfii4-~~; itieoti>t:iin'y.

she Is Fortune vercly,

Ip whom no man shulde aflye,
Vor In hlryeftli have fiaunce,
Hhe Is so tulle of mriaunee.

Ham. <tf flu R<m, 1. 5481.

At variance, (a) In a state of difference or disagreement.

-lie runs, but hopes she does not run unseen,
W bile a kind glance at her pursuer file*.

How much at variance are her feet and eyes !

I'<:pe, Spring, 1. 00,

In proportion as men are habituated to maintain tbelr
own claims while respecting the claims of others ... ls

produced a mental attitude at variance with that which
accompanies subjection. II. Spencer, Prin.of Soclol.,|42.

(Ii) In a state of controversy or dissension ; In a state of

opposition or enmity.
I am come to set a man at variance agslnst his father.

Mat x. x'..

The Spaniards set York and Stanley at variance ; they
poyson York, and sel upon his Goods.

Maker, Chronicles, p. 373.

= 8vn, 1 and 3. Ititagreement, etc. See ditcrmce,

variant (va'ri-ant), a. and M. [< ME. rariauni.

varyaimt, < Of. variant, F. variant = 8p. Pg.
It. niriaiite, < L. raria(t-)s, ppr. of variare,

change, vary: see vary.'} I. a. 1. Different;
diverse; having a different form or character:

as, a variant form or spelling of a word.
He [Hooper) adopted them [Forty-two Articles) so far

as he liken, In his own visitation Articles, anticipating
their publication by two years; and this diocesan variant

edition, so to call It. is of value as giving the mind of the
father of Nonconformity, or at least the most eminent
puritan contemporary, on several Important points.

K. W. Diion, Hist. Church of Kng., xz., note.

2. Variable; varying; changing; inconstant.

So variartnt of dlversitee
That men in everfche myghte se
Bothe gret anoy and ek swetnesse.

lt<m. o/the Rote, 1. 1917.

While above in the variant breezes
Numberless noisy weathercocks rattled and sang of muta-

tion. Long.fettou>, Evangellne, I. L

3t. Unsettled; restless.

He Is beer and ther
;

He Is so variaunt, he ablt nowher.
Chaucer, Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 104.

U. n. Something that is substantially the

same, though in a different form; in <////., a
variant form or spelling of the same original
word ; in lit., a different reading or spelling.
These stories [French Folk-lore) are ... interesting

variantt of those common to the rest of Europe.
X. A. Ret., CXXVII. 619.

It may be objected that some of these [local circum-
stancesl are the characteristics of t rariant rather than
of a "version." S. and Q., 7th ser., XI. 70.

variate (va'ri-at), v. ; pret. and pp. rariated,

ppr. rariating. [< L. variatus, pp. of rariare,

change, vary: see vary.} I. trans. To make
different; vary; diversify.
What was the cause of their multiplied, variated com-

plotments against her'.'

Dean Kiivj, Sennou on the Fifth of November. 1608, p. S3.

[(Latham.)

II. iutrang. To alter; vary; change.
That which we touch with times doth rnriale,
Now hot, now cold, and sometimes temperate.

Sylvester, tr. of l>u Bartas's Weeks. L 2.

This artificial change is hut a fixation of nature's incon-

stancy, helping Its variatiny infirmities.
Jer. Taylor ('.'), Artif. Handsomeness, p. 43. (Latham.)

variate (va'ri-at), a. [< ME. rariate, < L. tari-

ntiiK, pp.: see the verb.] Varied; variegated;
diverse.

Olyve Is pulde of coloure variate.

I'alladiiu, Husbondrle (E. E. T. S.), p. 2O.

Variated 1
(va'ri-a-ted), a. [< L. tviriflfu*,pp. of

rariare, vary: see rariate.} Varied; diversified;
variate.

variated2
,

. Same as rarrinted.

Smooth, variated, unangnlar bodies.

Burk,; Sublime and Beautiful. (Kichardmm.)

variation (va-ri-a'shon). n. [Earlv mod. E.
also ritriari/an, < ME. rariacioun, < OF. (and F.)
rariatbm =

8p. variation = Pg. rariaftfo = It.

variaiione, < L. rariatio(n-), a difference, vari-

ation, < variare. pp. rariatun, change, van-: see

''''''.'/] 1. The act or process of varying; par-
tial change in form, position, state', or quali-
ties; alteration; mutation; diversity; vari-

ance; modification: as. variations of color; the
slow variation of language.

After much roriofion of opinions, the prisoner at the
bar WHS acquit of treason.

HirJ. Haincard, Life and Reign of Ed. VI., p. 324.



variation

It is well known tlmt in some instances of insidious

shock, and in the earlier stages of purulent infection, the

pulse will sometimes beat without abnormal variation.

J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 120.

2. The extent to which a thing varies ;
the de-

gree, interval, or amount of departure from a

former condition, position, or relation ;
amount

or rate of change: as, a variation of two de-

grees ;
a rariation of twopence in the pound.

The variations due to fatigue, fluctuation of the atten-

tion, and the like, were largely balanced.
W. II. Barn/Mm, Araer. Jour. Psychol., II. 591.

3f. Difference.

There is great variation between him that is raised to

the sovereignty by the favour of his peera and him that
comes to it by the suffrage of the people.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

4f. Variance ;
dissension

;
discord.

Thus the christen realmes were in variacyon, and the
churches in great difference.

Derners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., cccxliv.

5. In yram., change of form of words, as in

declension, conjugation, etc.; inflection.

The regular declensions and variations of nouns and
verbs should be earJy and thoroughly learnt.

Watts, Improvement of the Mind, I. vii. 1.

6. In astron.
, any deviation from the mean or-

bit or mean motion of a heavenly body, occa-
sioned by another disturbing body. When these
deviations are compensated in comparatively short periods
of time they are called periodic variations, but when the

compensation requires an immense period of time for its

consummation the variation is called a secular variation.

7. In physics and nav., the deviation of a mag-
netic needle from the true north, denoted by the

angle which the vertical plane passing through
the poles of the needle freely suspended, and
undisturbed by local attraction, makes with the

geographical meridian of the place : generally
and more properly called declination. The varia-

tion of the compass does not remain constantly the same in

the same place, but undergoes certain diurnal, secular, and
accidental changes. Of these the diurnal changes amount
to only a email fraction of a degree ; the secular change,
however, may amount to 20 or 30 or more, and goes
through a long cycle requiring for its completion some
three or four centuries. Thus, in the year 1576, in Lon-

don, the variation was 11 15' east; in 1652 the needle

pointed due north, after which time it traveled about 24J
to the westward (the maximum being in 1815) ; the varia-

tion is now considerably less, and is continually decreas-

ing. It is very different, however, in different parts of the

globe. In the eastern part of the United States the varia-

tion is now westerly, and has been increasing since the last

decade of the eighteenth century ; but the annual change
is now less than it was fifty years ago. In the western
United States the variation is easterly, and has been in

general diminishing ;
for a region in the extreme south-

west* however, the needle is now stationary. The acciden-
tal variations are such as accompany magnetic storms, and
are most frequent and violent at periods of about eleven
and a half years, corresponding to the sun-spot period.
See declination, agonic, isogonic^.

The divergence of the position of the magnetic needle
from the true north-and-sputh line is called its declina-

tion, or, by nautical men, its variation.

Huxley, Physiography, p. 10.

8. In biol., the act, process, or result of devia-
tion from a given type of form or structure in
a plastic vegetable or animal organization, by
means of natural selection

; or the sum of the

phenomena resulting from the influence of con-
ditions of environment, as opposed to those
which would have been exhibited had the law
of heredity alone been operative. See varia-

bility, 2, and variety, 6. Variation In the biological
sense is the accomplishment of that which variability per-
mits, environment requires, and selection directs; it cov-
ers the whole range of deviation from a given type, stock,
or parent-form. Individual variation may be teratological,
resulting in malformations or monstrosities, which are

quite aside from the normal course of evolution, and prob-
ably never in perpetuity, though some freaks of nature,
not decidedly pathological or morbid, are sometimes trans-

mitted, as polydactylism in man, and the like. Another
series of variations, less decidedly at variance with an ordi-

nary development, and if not useless at least not hurtful to
the organism, result in numberless sports, especially of
cultivated plants and domesticated animals, which tend to

perpetuation or may be perpetuated artificially. (See selec-

tion, 3 (artificial and methodical), sport, n.,8, and strain^, 1.)
The usual course of variation on a grand scale is believed
to be by the natural selection of useful characters to be
preserved and increased, with such decrease or extinction
of their opposites as tends to their further improvement.
The first decided steps in this direction are seen in the
(mainly geographical or climatic) varieties, races, subspe-
cies, and conspecies of ordinary descriptive zoology and
botany ; a

step
further brings us to the species ; and most

biologists hold that such increments of differences by insen-
sible degrees have in fact resulted in the genus, the family,
and all other distinctions which can be predicated among
animals and plants. Variation is used in a more abstract
sense, as nearly synonymous with variability: as, a theory
of variation ; and in a more concrete sense, like variety :

as, this specimen is a variation of that one.

Some authors use the term variation in a technical
sense, as implying a modification directly due to the
physical conditions of life ; and variations in this sense
are supposed not to be inherited.

Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 25.

6700
No two plants are indistinguishable, and no two animals

are without differences. Variation is coextensive with

Heredity. H. Spencer, Prin. of Biol., 85.

9. In music, a tune or theme repeated with

changes, elaborations, or embellishments, es-

pecially when made one of a series of move-
ments aiming to develop the capacities of a

given subject. The impulse to compose sets of va-

riations of a melody was one of the early fruits of the de-

sire for extended works in which an artistic unity should
be manifest. In the beginning of this century this impulse
was doubtless indulged to excess, ingenuity of mechani-
cal invention and the desire for executive display being
unduly prominent. But essentially the idea of the repe-
tition of a given theme with decoration and transforma-
tion is involved in the whole theory of thematic develop-
ment. The particular devices used to produce variations
such as melodic figuration, alteration of harmonic struc-

ture, change of mode or tonality, change of rhythm, etc.

are too many to be enumerated. Variations were for-

merly called doubles.

10. In the calculus, an infinitesimal increment
of a function, due to changes in the values of

the constants, and affecting it, therefore, in

different amounts for different values of the
variables. 11. In alg. : (a) The following of

a + sign after a sign, or vice versa, in a row
of

sights. (b) A linear arrangement of some
of a given set of objects or of all. Thus, there are

fifteen variations of the letters A, B, C, as follows : A, B,

C, AB, BA, BC, CB, CA, AC, ABC, BCA, CAB, CBA, BAC,
ACB. Analogous variation, in biol.

,
a variation oc-

curring in a species or variety which resembles a nor-

mal character in another and distinct species or variety ;

a parallel variation. Darwin, Var. of Animals and Plants.

Correlated variation, in biol., a variation in any part
of one organism which is correlated with and consequent
upon the variation of another part of the same organism.
The idea is that the whole organization of any individual
is so bound together during its growth and development
that when slight variations in any one part occur, and are
accumulated through natural selection, other parts be-

come modified. Daririn, Orig. of Species, p. 146. Func-
tion of limited variation. See function. Method of
concomitant variations. See method. Method or

calculus of variations, a branch of the differential cal-

culus established by the Bernoullis, Euler, and Lagrange,
the object of which is to solve certain problems, called

problems of isoperimetry, in which one curve, surface, etc.,
is compared with another in regard to certain conditions.
For example, the earliest problem of the calculus of varia-

tions was that of the brachistochrone Given two points
A and B, to find the curve along which a particle will fall

in least time from A to B. A variation is denoted by a
lower-case Greek delta. Movements of variation, in

physial., movements exhibited by mobile organs in plants,

generally occurring in response to an external stimula-

tion, as in the sensitive plant. Parallel variation, in

biol., same as analogous variation. Darwin, Var. of Ani-
mals and Plants. Right of variation, in canon law,
the right of a lay patron during an established period
to suggest, for confirmation by the proper ecclesiastical

authority, the diversion of a benefice already presented to

a different candidate. A right of variation by which the
ecclesiastic having the appointing power is obliged to ap-
point the second candidate presented is called privative ;

and the right of presentation by which he may appoint at

his own discretion either of the candidates presented is

called cumidative. McClintock and Strong. Variation
of parameters, a change in an equation by which some
of its constants are made functions of the variables. The
application of this device to the solution of differential

equations is called the method of the variation ofparame-
ters. Valuation Of the elements, a method for the so-

lution of a dynamical problem which differs only slightly
from another whose solution is known. Variation of
the moon, an inequality in the moon's rate of motion,
occasioned by the attraction of the sun, and depending as
to i ! s degree on the moon's position in her orbit, consisting
in an acceleration in longitude from the quadratures to the

syzygies, and a retardation from the syzygies to the quad-
ratures. It was discovered by Tycho Brahe (1546-1601).

Variation-permanence. See Newton's rule, underrufei.
Variations Of State, in engraving, the results of all

changes made on a plate by cutting, retouching, erasing
inscriptions and substituting others, altering publisher's
address, methods of printing, etc., according to which, in

important engravings, the impressions are classified.

variational (va-ri-a'shon-al), a. [< variation
+ -a?.] Of or pertaining to variation, espe-
cially in its biological senses : as, a variational

fact or doctrine
;
variational characters: in the

latter instance, synonymous with varietal. En-

eye. Brit., XXIV. 77.

variation-chart (va-ri-a'shon-chart), . A
chart on which lines, called isogonic lines, are
drawn passing through places having the same
magnetic variation. See cut under isoaonic.

variation-compass (va-ri-a'shon-kum*'pas), n.

A declination-compass.
variator (va'ri-a-tor), . A joint used in under-

ground electrical mains to allow for the expan-
sion or contraction of the metal with changes
of temperature.
varicated (var'i-ka-ted), a. [< NL. varix (varic-),
a varix, + -ate^ + -ed2 .] In concli., having
varices; marked by varicose formations.

varication (var-i-ka'shon), n. [< NL. rtiris

(varic-) + -ation.] In "concli., formation of a
varix

; a set or system of varices.

Varicella (var-i-sel'a), . [= F. varicelle, < NL.
varicella, < vari(ola) + dim. -c-ella.] A specific

variedly

contagious disease, usually of childhood, char-

acterized by an eruption of vesicles of moder-
ate size, filled with a clear, slightly yellowish
fluid ; chicken-pox ; swine-pox. There is usually
but little if any fever or other constitutional disturbance.

Rarely one or more of the vesicles will leave a slight pit
in the skin resembling a smallpox-scar. The disease Is

very mild, and is seldom or never fatal. Varicella gan-
grenosa, a rare form of chicken-pox in which the eruption
terminates in gangrenous ulceration.

varicellar (var-i-sel'iir), a. [< varicella + -fir3 .]

Of or relating to varicella Varicellar fever, (a)
The initial fever of chicken-pox. (It) Modified smallpox ;

varioloid. [Rare and erroneous.)

varicellate (var-i-sel'at), a. [< varicella +
-ate 1

.']
In conch., having small varices.

varicelloid (var-i-sel'pid),
a. [< varicella +

-oid.] Resembling varicella Varicelloid small-
pox, modified smallpox ; varioloid.

varices, . Plural of rarix.

variciform (var'i-si-i'orm), a. [< L. varix, a di-

lated vein, + forma, form: see form.] Resem-
bling a varix

;
varicose ; knotty.

varicoblepharon (viir"i-ko-blef 'a-ron), .

[NL., < L. varix (varie-), a dilated vein, + Gr.

fftfyapov, eyelid.] A varicose tumor of the eye-
lid.

varicocele (var'i-ko-sel), H. [= F. varicocele,
< L. varix, a dilated vein, + Gr. Kf/"A>/, a tumor.]
A tumor in the scrotum, composed of the vari-

cosed veins of the spermatic cord. The term was
employed by the older medical writers to designate also a
varicose condition of the scrotal veins.

varicoid (var'i-koid), a. [< L. varix, a dilated

vein, + -oid.] Same as variciform.

varicolored, varicoloured (va'ri-kul-ord), a.

(X L. varius, various, + color, color, -r -erf2.]
Diversified in color

; variegated; motley.

Vary-colour'd shells. Tennyson, Arabian Nights.

The right wing of Schleiermacher's varicolored follow-

ing. The American, VII. 278.

varicolorous (va-ri-kul'or-us), . [< L. varius,

various, + color, colorj + -oits.] Variously
colored

; variegated in color.

varicorn (va'ri-korn), a. and n. [< L. varius,

various, + cornu = E. Jtorn.~] I. a. Having
diversiform or variously shaped antenne ;

of or

pertaining to the Varicornes.

II. 11. A varicorn beetle.

Varicornes (va-ri-kor'nez), n.pl. [NL., <

L. varius, various, -t- cornu = E. horn.] In
some systems, a legion of Coleoptera, including
the elavicorus, lamellicorns, and serricorns.

[Rare.]
varicose (var'i-kos), a. (X L. varicosus, full of

dilated veins, < varix (varic-), a dilated vein:
see varix.] 1. Of or relating to varix

;
affected

with varix.

I observed that nearly all of them [bearers] had large
varicose veins in their legs, owing to the severity of their

avocation. W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 91.

The skin covering the morbid growth was rough, and
showed large blue varicose veins ramifying over the sur-

face. J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 79.

2. Designed for the cure or relief of varicose

veins: applied to elastic fabrics made into

stockings, bandages, etc., used for this pur-
pose. 3. In zool., prominent and tortuous, as

formations upon a shell; resembling or hav-

ing yarices ;
varicated. varicose aneurism, an

aneurismal sac having communication with both an artery
and a vein. See aneurismal varix, under aneurismal.

Varicose angloma, dilatation of the minute veins or
venous radicles. Varicose lymphatics, dilated lym-
phatic vessels. Varicose ulcer, an ulcer of the leg
caused by the presence of varicose veins. Varicose
veins, a condition in which the superficial veins, usually
of the lower extremity, are dilated, the valves giving
them a beaded appearance.
varicosed (var'i-kost), a. [< varicose + -erf2.]

In a condition of varix : noting veins.

varicosity (var-i-kos'i-ti), .; pi. varicosities

(-tiz). [< varicose + -ity.] A varix.

variCOUS (var'i-kus), a. [< L. varicosus, vari-

cose : see varicose.'] Same as varicose.

varicula (va-rik'u-la), n.
; pi. variculae (-le).

[NL., < L. varicula, dim. of varix (varic-), a di-

lated vein: see varix.] A varix of the con-

junctiva.
varied (va'rid), p. a. 1. Altered; partially

changed; changed.
These, as they change, Almighty Father, these
Are but the varied God. Thomson, Hymn.

2. Characterized by variety ; consisting of va-
rious kinds or sorts: as, a varied assortment
of goods. 3. Differing from one another; di-

verse; various: as, commerce with its varied

interests. 4. Variegated in color: as, the va-

ried thrush Varied pickerel, shrike, thrush. See
the nouns.

variedly (va'rid-li), adv. Diversely.



Variegatae

Variegatae ( va ri-c-^i'tc.), ./>'. [XL. (

IHfiL'), foil. pi. of 1,1,. riinn/iiliis : -,co i-in-ni/iilt. \

An important group "^ "octuid nioths. belong-
ing to tin' division t

t>iinilrijiil:i; and incliidin;;

eight of (InencV's families. I lie most important
lieing till' I'luxiitlir. liny Iliivr the tly Blllllll (ir "f

moderate sixe, tlie proboscis lonk' or iiiilcnitc, p.ilpi well

ti-vrlnpcil, the fort- \VJNL'* HK-tallir .i with A silky In -ti i,

or with 'In- iimtT lior.lrr niiKiiliir or denticulate, and the
hintl wind's ol one color, ocntsiiinally pale or yellow with
a 'lark Ixinirr. Sri- cut inulci I'luiria.

variegate (va'ri-e-gat), v. t.; pret. and pp. va-

riii/ii/id, ppr. rarii'iiiitiinj. [= Sp, Pg. variega-
</<>, < 1,1,. i-iirii-i/iilim, pp. of rarirf/are, make of

various sorts or colors, < I,, mriiix, various (see
rarioax), + ii/ji-n-, make, do.] To diversify by
means of different tints or lines; murk with
different colors in irregular patches; spot,
streak, dapple, etc. : as. to variegate a floor with
marble of different colors.

Each particular thing is variegated, or wean a mottled
coat. Bacon, Fable of Pan.

variegated (vii'ri-e-ga-ted), p. a. Varied in col-

or; irregularly marked with different colors.

Variegated copper, same as barnitt. Variegated
monkey, the done, Xrtnnmtithecu* nenuewt. Variegat-
ed pebbleware. Hee peMeicare. - Variegated sand-
stone. Same as iVew Red Samlntoite (which sec, un-
der tandtfone). Variegated Sheldrake, Tailnrna varie-

ffata.- Variegated sole, s nfes.- Variegated spi-
der-monkey, Atrle* ramffahm. Variegated tanager,
thrush, etc. .See the nouns.

variegation (va'ri-e-ga'shon), n. [= Pg. va-

nci/iii-iiii : as nn-iii/uli' + -inn.] 1. Varied col-

oration
;
the conjunction of various colors or

color-marks; party-coloration. 2. In hot. : (a)
The conjunction of two or more colors in the

petals, leaves, and other parts of plants. (6) A
condition of plants in which the leaves become
partially white or of a very light color, from

suppression or modification of the chlorophyl.
Plants showing this unnatural condition may be otherwise

quite healthy, and are often prized on account of their

peculiar appearance. The cause is not well known. It

sometimes occurs in a single branch of a tree, and may
be thence propagated by grafting. As a permanent and
often congenital peculiarity It is to be distinguished from
ehlorontt (which compare).

variegator (va'n-e-ga-tor), n. [< variegate +
-or 1

.} One who or that which variegates.
varier (va'ri-er), .

JX vary + -er-.] One who
varies ; one who deviates.

Pious variers from the church. Tennyson, Sea Dreams.

varietal (va-ri'e-tal), a. [< vnriet-y + -al.] In

biol., having the character of a zoological or
botanical variety; subspecific, or of the char-
acter of a subspecies; racial, with reference
to geographical variation; of or pertaining to

varieties ; variational : as, varietal characters
;

varietal differences or distinctions. See varia-

bility, 2, variation, 8, and variety, 6.

varietally (va-ri'e-tal-i), adv. In biol., in a
varietal manner or relation

;
as a variety; to a

varietal extent only; sulispecifically. J. W.

Dawson, Nature and the Bible, p. 174.

variety (va-ri'e-ti), n. ; pi. varieties (-tiz). [Ear-
ly mod. E. also varietie, varicte; < OF. varietc,
P. variiti = Sp. variedad = Pg. varicdade = It.

varittd, < L. varieta(t-)s, difference, diversity,
< varius, different, various: see various.] 1.

The state or character of being varied or va-

rious; intermixture of different things, or of

things different in form, or a succession of dif-

ferent things; diversity; multifariousness;
absence of monotony or uniformity; dissimili-

tude.

Their Oathes (especially of their Emperors) are of

many cuts, and varietie of fashion.

Parctias, Pilgrimage, p. 295.

Variety I ask not ; give me One
To live perpetually upon.

COM*")/. The Mistress, Resolved to be Beloved, I.

Variety 's the very spice of life,

That gives it all its flavor.

Cowper, Task, ii. 008.

2. Exhibition of different characteristics by
one individual; many-sidedness; versatility.

Age cannot wither her, nor custom stale

Her infinite variety ; other women cloy
The appetites they feed. Shale.. A.andC.,ii.2.241.

3f. Variation; deviation; change.
Hee also declared certeyne thynges as concerninge the

oariete of the northe pole.
Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 90X

Immouable, no way obnoxious to varietie or change.
Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 95.

4. A collection of different things; a varied
assortment.
Two Crucifixes of inestimable worth, beset with won-

derful variety of precious stones, as Carbuncles, Rubies,
Diamonds. Coryat, Crudities, I. 45.
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5. Something differing from others of the

same general kind; one of ninny things which
agree in I heir general features; a sort ; a kind:
;is. ni i -i, In .1 of rock, of wood, of land, of soil; to

prefer one /./</// ,,f cloth to another. 6. In

/mi/., with special reference to classification :

(a) A subspecies; a subdivision of a species;
an individual animal or plant which differs, or
col lectively those individuals which differ, from
the rest of its or their species, in certain r< g-
ni/.able particulars which are transmissible,
and constant to a degree, yet which are not

specifically distinctive, since they intergrade
with the characters of other members of the
same species; a race, especially a climatic or

geographical race which arises without man's
interference. See species, 5. As the biological con-

ception of species excludes the notion of special creation,
or of any original fixation of specific distinctions, so the
same conception regards varieties as simply nascent spe-
cies which may or may not be established ; if established,
varieties have become specie* In the process, as soon as
the steps of that process axe obliterated. A variety has
In itself the making of a species, and all species are

supposed to have thus been made. The distinction

being always in degree only, and never in kind, the actual

recognition of both varieties and species for the pur-
poses of classification, nomenclature, and description is

largely a matter of tact and experience, tteetrinomialitin.

(b) A race, as of cultivated plants or domestic

animals; a stock; a strain; a sport; a breed:
a general terra, covering all the modifications
which may be impressed upon animals and
plants by artificial selection. See the more dis-

tinctive words, especially race, n., 5 (6). Varie-
ties of this grade seldom reach the permanence of those
attributed to natural selection, and tend to revert if

left to themselves, though the actual differences may be
greater than those marking natural varieties. (See Dyo-
dus.) In like manner the term variety is applied to itior-

ganic substances of the same kind which are susceptible
of claasincation, to note differences in color, structure,

crystallization, and the like, all the varieties being refer-

able to some one species which is assumed as the typically
perfect standard : as, varieties of quartz or of diamond.
>.-.- M,

AX,,.., /,,. Climatic variety,:! n;inn:.i v.-ni.-u ,,i

any species produced by climatic influences, or specially af-

fected by such influences, or regarded with particular ref-

erence to climate. As climate itself is largely a matter
of geography, a climatic variety is almost necessarily a

geographical variety, and the terms are interchangeable.
See below. Geographical variety, a natural variety
of any species whose range of distribution Is coincident
with a given geographical region, and whose varietal pe-
culiarities have been caused by, or are dependent for their

perpetuity upon, local influences, especially climate ; a
climatic variety ; a local race. Animals and plants which
have a wide geographical distribution are almost always
found to run into geographical races, which may be so

strongly marked that there is great difference of opinion
among naturalists respecting their full specific or only
varietal valuation. The principal exceptions are in those
formswhose individuals may be wide-ranging,through un-
usual powers of locomotion, as those birds which perform
extensive annnal migrations, and are therefore not con-

tinually subjected to modifying local Influences. Geo-

graphical variation, under any given degree of climatic

difference, is strongly favored by insulation, or anything
which tends to a sort of natural in-and-in breeding of com-
paratively few individuals, as is well Illustrated in the
fauna and flora of islands, where geographical varieties
tend to develop speedily into species distinct from those
of neighboring islands. Mountain-ranges and desert areas

always develop a fauna and flora of a fades peculiar to
themselves. The main climatic factors In the evolution
of geographical varieties are relative temperature and
relative humidity. Variety hybrid, a mongrel resulting
from crossing individuals of opposite sexes of different
varieties of the same species. They are much more nu-
merous than hybrids between different species, and are

usually very easy to bring about with proper selection of
the stocks from which to breed. They are also usually fer-

tile, which as a rule is not the case with the progeny of

thoroughly distinct species.

variety-planer (va-ri'e-ti-pla'ner), n. See
molding-machine, 1.

variety-shpw (va-ri'e-ti-sho), n . An entertain-
ment consisting of dances, songs, negro-min-

strelsy, gymnastics, or specialties of any kind,
sometimes including farces or short sketches
written to exhibit the accomplishments of the

company.
variety-theater (va-rj'e-ti-the'a-ter),

* A
theater devoted to variety-shows.
variform (va'ri-fonn), a. [= It. variformt, <

L. varius, various, + forma, form.] Varied
in form; having different shapes; diversi-
form.
variformed (va'ri-f6rmd), a. [< variform +
-ed2 .] Same as variform.

varify (va'ri-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. ratified,

ppr. varifyinff. [< L. varius, various, -I- -ficarc,

< facere, make, do (see -fy).] To diversify;

variegate ; color variously. [Rare.]
May Is seen,

Suiting the Lawns in all her pomp and pride
Of liuely Colours, louely varijied.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, 11., The Magnificence.

variola (va-ri'o-la), i. [= F. variole = Sp. n-

ruela, < ML. variola, also variolas, smallpox, < L.

varioloid

1-iirin-. various. spotted : si-. MffOMI
]

1. Small-

pox; a specific contagions disease cluiractcr-

i/.eil 1 >y an erupt ion of papules, In-coming \

nlar and then pustular, and attended l>y high
fever, racking pains in the head and spine, and
severe constitutional disturbance. TI>, crnpiin
In Its vesicular stage Is umhlllcatod, and It Is apt to leave
a number i'f mim-li-li ik-preued tears, the pita r pock-
marks. See nnalliK'X

2. [<<'/>.} [NL. (Swainson, IHili)).] A ..!, u~ ..'

fishes Variola confluens, discrete, baamorrha-
glca. Same as confluent, ilixrrcte, hfinnrrhatjie rmalti*'j
Bee tmaUptac. Variola inserta, n !-m:ill|>"\ i>i<"hn<<i

by Inoculation. Variola ovlna, nheep-pox.
variolar (yf-rl'^-ljr), ". [< rnrmin + -nr :t

.]

Same ;i-. i-iirinlimn.

Variolaria (va"ri-o-la'ri-ii), w. [NL., so called

because the shields of these plants resemble
the eruptive spots of smallpox ; < MI., rurinln,

smallpox: see variola.] An old pseudogenus
of lichens, the species of which are variously
disposed.
variolarine (va'ri-o-la'rin),n. [< I'nrinliiriii +
-mi '.] In lint., of or pertaining to the genus
I'nii'ilaria; pustulate.

variolarioid(va'ri-o-la'ri-oid),a. [< Variohin.t
+ -oirf.] In hot,, resembling or pertaining to

the genus f'ariolaria.

variolate (va'ri-6-lat), a. [< ML,, rarioln +
-ate 1

.] 1. In entom., resembling a scar of small-

pox: noting impressions or fovete when they
have a central prominence. 2. In hot., thick-

ly marked with pustules or pits, as in small-

pox.
variolated (va'ri-o-la-ted), a. [< variolate +

'
''-'.] Inoculated with the virus of smallpox.

variolation (va'ri-o-la'shon), n. [< variola +
-ation.] Inoculation with tne virus of smallpox.
See inoculation, 2. Also tariolteation Bovine
variolation. Inoculation of a cow with the virus of small

pox, for the purpose of obtaining vaccine virus from the

eruption resulting.

vanole (va'ri-61), . [< F. variolc,< ML. variola,

smallpox: see variola.] 1. In ;ool., a shallow

pit, or slightly pitted marking, like the pitting
of a smallpox-pustule; afoveole. 2. Inlitkol.,
a spheruhte of the rock called variolite.

The sphernlitea or nzrtofar [of the variollte-dlabase from
the Durance) are grouped or drawn out in hands parallel
to the surface, being In some place* almost microscopic,
in others & centim. in diameter.

Cole and Gregory, quart. Jour. Oeol. Hoc., X I. VI. 312.

variolic (va-ri-ol'ik), a. [= F. rariolique; as
variola + -if.] Variolous.

variolite (va'ri-o-lit), . [< variola + -ite"*.] A
rock in which there is a more or less distinctly
concretionary arrangement, giving rise to pus-
tular or pea-like forms which are disseminated

through a finely crystalline ground-mass, and
which, from their resemblance as seen on wea-
thered surfaces to smallpox-pustules, have for

hundreds of years made this rock an object of

curiosity. In India variolite has been held in high re-

spect as a preventive of or cure for smallpox, being worn as

an amulet suspended from theneck, or used in ot her similar

ways. The name by which It has been known there Is ga-
wiaicw. From the time of Aldrovandi till now, variolite

has occupied the attention of geologists and lithologists.
The best-known locality, by far, of this curious rock is

the region of the river Durance, near the border of France
and Italy. A rock very similar in character to the vario-

lite of the Durance Is found in the district of olonetz
in Russia. Variolite is now most generally regarded as
a product of contact-metamorphism. The varioles or

spherulito of this rock seem rather variable in composi-
tion, but chiefly made up of a triclinlc feldspar. The Du*
ranee variolite is defined by Its latest investigators (Mewra.
Cole and Uregory) as being

" a devitrifled spbernlitic tachy-
lyte, typically coarse in structure."

variolitic (va'ri-o-lit'ik), a. [< variolite +
-ic.] In lithol., pertaining to, resembling, or

containing variolite.

variolitism (va'ri-o-lit-izm), n. [< variolitf +
-ism.] A less correct form of varioliti:ation.

Loswinson-Lcssing seems inclined Ui abandon variolite

as the name of a rock-species In favor of sphernlitlc augitc-
porphyrite, retaining it, however, in the form of vanolit-

utm for that of a process.
Quart. Jour. Gent. Soc., XLVI. 330.

variolitization (va'ri-6-lit-i-za'shon), n. [<
variolite + -i:e + -ation.] In lithol., conversion
into variolite; change in a rock of such a char-
acter as to give rise to the peculiar structure
denominated variolitic. Quart. Jour. (leol. Soc.,
XLVI. 330.

variollzation (va-ri-ol-i-za'shon), H. [< rariola

+ -ire + -ation.] Same as variolation.

varioloid (va'ri-o-loid), a. and . [= Sp. va-

rioloide; < ML. variola, smallpox, + Or. tioof,

form.] I. a. 1. Resembling variola or small-

pox. 2. Resembling measles ; having the ap-
pearance of measles, as the skin of diseased

pigs.



varioloid

II. ii. Modified smallpox ;
a mild form of

smallpox which may abort at the vesicular

stage, occurring usually in those who are par-

tially protected by vaccination. The disease is

seldom fatal, yet it is true smallpox, may be followed by
pitting, and is capable of communicating by contagion the
most virulent form of the disease.

variolous (va-ri'o-lus), a. [= F. varMeux, <

ML. variolosus, pitted with smallpox, < variola,

smallpox: see variola.'] 1. Of or pertaining to

or designating smallpox; variolar; variolic.

2. In entom., having somewhat scattered and

irregular varioles.

Also variolar.

variolo-vaccine (va-ii'o-lo-vak'sin), . Lymph
or crusts obtained"from a heifer with variolo-

vaccinia.

variolo-vaccinia (va-ri"o-16-vak-sin'i-a), n.

Vaccinia resulting from inoculation with small-

pox-virus.
variometer (va-ri-om'e-ter), H. [< L. varius,

various,+ Gr. uerpot', measure. ] An instrument
used in comparing the intensity of magnetic
forces, especially the magnetic force of the
earth at different points for example, as va-
ried by local causes. One form consists of four sta-

tionary magnets in whose field is suspended a delicate

magnetic needle ; the change in the position of this nee-
dle as the instrument is placed at different points gives a
means of comparing the corresponding external forces.

variorum (va-ri-6'rum), a. [In the phrase va-
riorum edition, a half-translation of L. editio

cum notis variorum, edition with notes of vari-

ous persons ; variorum, gen. pi. of varius, vari-

ous: see various.'] Noting an edition of some
work in which the notes of different commen-
tators are inserted: as, a variorum edition of

Shakspere.
various (va'ri-us), a. [< L. varius, diverse,
various, party-colored, variegated, also chang-
ing, changeable, fickle, etc. Hence ult. variety,

vary, variant, variegate, etc.] 1. Differing from
one another; different; diverse; manifold: as,
men of various occupations.

So many and so various laws are given.
Milton, P. L., xii. 282.

How various, how tormenting,
Are my Miseries ! Congreve, Semele, i. 1.

2. Divers; several.

Dukes of the most modern Austria . . . have all of them
at various times borne rule over the whole or part of the
older Austria of Lombardy. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 5.

3. Changeable; uncertain; inconstant; vari-

able; unfixed.

My comfort is that their [men's] judgment is too weak
to endanger you, since by this it confesses that it mistakes

you, in thinking you irresolved or various.

Donne, Letters, xc.

The servile suitors watch her various face,
She smiles preferment, or she frowns disgrace.

Sheridan, The Rivals, Epil.

4. Exhibiting different characters; variform;
diversiform; multiform.

A man so various that he seemed to be
Not one, but all mankind's epitome.

Dri/den, Abs. and Achit., i. 545.

5. Having a diversity of features
;
not uniform

or monotonous
;
diversified.

My grandfather was of a various life, beginning flrst at

court, where, after he had spent most part of his means,
he became a soldier, and made his fortune with his sword
at the siege of St. (Juintens in France and other wars.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury, Life (ed. Howells), p. 24.

A happy rural seat of various view.

Milton, S. L., iv. 247.

A various host they came whose ranks display
Each mode in which the warrior meets the fight.

Scott, Vision of Don Roderick, The Vision, st. 57.

It is a common belief that Mr. Webster was a various
reader ; and I think it is true.

R. Choate, Addresses, p. 235.

variously (va'ri-us-li), adv. In various or dif-

ferent ways; diversely; multifariously.
variousness (va'ri-us-nes), . The character
or state of being various; variety; multifari-
ousness.

variscite (var'i-sit), . [< L. Variscia, Voigt-
land (now part of Saxony), + -jfe2.] A hydrous
phosphate of aluminium, occurring in crystal-
line or reniform crusts of a bright-green color.

varix (va'riks), .
; pi. varices (var'i-sez). [=

F. varies = Sp. variz, varice = Pg. varix =
It. varice, < L. varix (varic-), a dilated vein, <

earns, bent, stretched: see varus.~] 1. Ab-
normal dilatation or tortuosity of a vein or
other vessel of the body; also, a vein, artery,
or lymphatic thus dilated or tortuous

;
a vari-

cose vessel. 2. [NL.] In conch,, a mark or
scar on the surface of a shell denoting a for-
mer position of the lip of the aperture, which
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has passed on with the periodical growth of

the shell. Varices are conspicuous in some
univalves. See cuts under mu-rex and tritoti.

Aneurismal varix. See aneurimial. - Lymphatic
varix, dilatation of the lymphatic vessels.

varlet (var'let), n. [< ME. varlet, verlet, < OF.
varlct, also vaslet, i-allet, vaillet, valet, F. valet,
a groom, younker, squire, stripling, youth, ser-

vant, for*0a*Ktef,<ML. *vassaletus, dim. of vas-

sallus, a servant, vassal : see vassal. Doublet
of valet.] 1. Originally, a very young man of
noble or knightly birth, serving an apprentice-
ship in knightly exercises and accomplishments
while awaiting elevation to the rank of knight;
hence (because such youths served as pages
or personal servants to the knights who had

charge of them), a body-servant or attendant.

(See valet.) The name was also given to the

city bailiffs or Serjeants.
One of these laws [of Richard II.] enacts "that no var-

lets called yeomen
" should wear liveries : the other,

" that
no livery should be given under colour of a Gild or frater-

nity, or of any other association, whether of gentry or ser-

vants, or of commonalty.
"

English GHds(E. E. T. S.), p. cxlviii.

Call here my varlet ; I'll unarm again.
Shak., T. and C., i. 1. 1.

Why, you were best get one o' the oarlets of the city, a

Serjeant. B. Jomon, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 7.

Three varlets that the king had hir'd

Did likely him betray.
Robin Hood Rescuing Witt Stutly (Child's Ballads, V. 283).

2. Hence, one in a subordinate or menial posi-
tion; a low fellow; a scoundrel; a rascal; a

rogue : a term of contempt or reproach.
Was not this a seditious varlet, to tell them this to their

beards? Latimer, 3d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Ana. My name is Ananias.
Sub. Out, the varlet

That cozened the apostles !

B. Jonson, Alchemist, ii. 1.

Well. I am glad you are not the dull, insensible varlet

you pretended to be. Sheridan, The Rivals, iv. 2.

St. The coat-card now called the knave or jack
(in French, valet).

varletesst (var'let-es), n. [< varlet + -ens.] A
female varlet ; a waiting-woman. Ricliardson,
Clarissa Harlowe, I. xxxi.

varletry (var'let-ri), .. [< varlet + -ry : see

-ery.] The rabble; the crowd; the mob.
The shouting varletry

Of censuring Rome. Shaft., A. and C., v. 2. 56.

varmin, varmint (var'min, var'mint), n. Dia-
lectal variants of vermin. Also varment.

Among the topmost leaves ... a dark looking savage
was nestled, partly concealed by the trunk of the tree, and
partly exposed, as though looking down ... to ascertain
the effect produced by his treacherous aim. . . . "This
must be looked to !

"
said the scout, ..." Uncas, . . .

we have need of all our we'pons to bring the cunning
vannent from his roost."

J. F. Cooper, Last of Mohicans, viii.

The low public-house . . . was the rendezvous of the

press-gang, . . . who were one and all regarded in the
light of mean kidnappers and spies varmint, as the com-
mon people esteemed them.

Mrs. Gaslcell, Sylvia's Lovers, i.

varnish (var'msh), H. [< ME. vernysh, ver-

nisch, vernysche = D. vernis = MHG. firms, G.

jirniss = Sw. fernissa = Dan. fen/is, < OF. (and
F.) vernis, varnish (cf. vernis, adj., polished),
= Pr. vernitz = Sp. berniz, barniz = Pg. verniz
= It. vernice (> NGr. fiepviia), (ML. vermcimn,
fernisiwn), varnish: see varnish, .] 1. A so-

lution of resinous matter, forming a clear lim-

pid fluid capable of hardening without losing
its transparency: used by painters, gilders,

cabinet-makers, and others for coating over the
surface of their work in order to give it a shin-

ing, transparent, and hard surface, capable of

resisting in a greater or less degree the influ-

ences of air and moisture. Theresinous substances
most commonly employed for varnishes are amber, anime,
copal, mastic, rosin, sandarac, and shellac, which may be
colored with arnotto, asphalt, gamboge, saffron, turmeric,
or dragon's-blood. The solvents are (a) fixed or volatile
oils or mixtures of them (as linseed-oil or spirits of tur-

pentine), and (6) concentrated alcohol or methylated spir-
its

;
hence the varnishes are divided into two classes, oil-

varnishes and spirit-varnishes.

Varnish, that makes ceilings net only shine, but last.

Bacon, Vain Glory (ed. 1887).

To Greatorex's, and there he showed me his varnish,
which he hath invented, which appears every whit as

good, upon a stick which he hath done, as the Indian.

Pepys, Diary, I. 424.

2. That which resembles varnish, either nat-

urally or artificially ;
a glossy or lustrous ap-

pearance.
So doe I more the sacred Tongue esteem
(Though plaine and rurall it do rather seem,
Then schoold Athenian

;
and Diuinitie,

For onely varnish, haue but Verity).
Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

varnish-tree

The varnixh of the holly and ivy. Macanlay.

3. An artificial covering to give a fair appear-
ance to any act or conduct; outside show;
gloss; palliation; "whitewash."

We'll put on those shall praise your excellence,
And set a double varnish on the fame
The Frenchman gave you. Shak., Hamlet, iv. 7. 133.

Count Orloff, whose gigantic figure was all in a blaze
with jewels, and in whose demeanour the untamed fero-

city of the Scythian might be discerned through a thin
varnish of French politeness. Macaulay, Mine. D'Arblay.

4. In cermn., the glaze of pottery or porcelain.
Amalgam, amber, antiseptic, asphalt varnish.

See the qualifying words. Black varnish, a natural
varnish or lacquer, the product of several trees (see var-
nish tree), chiefly the Burmese or Martaban varnish, con-

sisting of the sap of Melanorrhcea usitata. This is a thick,
viscid, grayish, terebinthinous substance, soon turning
black on exposure, and drying very slowly. Nearly every
vessel in Burma, whether for holding liquids or solids, is

lacquered with this substance, as well as furniture, idols,

temples, etc. French varnish, a varnish made by dis-

solving white shellac in alcohol. Sometimes a little gum
sandarac is added. Lac varnish. Same as lacquer.
Lac water-varnish. See la&. Lithographic var-
nish. See lithographic. Piny varnish. Same as piny
resin. See pinyi and Valeria. Printers' varnish. See
printer. Sealing-wax varnish. See gealiivj-wax.
Shellac varnish. See shellac. Varnish colors. See
color. Varnish sumac. See sumac.

varnish (var'nish), v. [Early mod. E. also ver-

nisli; < ME. vernysslien, vernischen = D. vernis-

sen = G. firnissen = Sw. fernissa = Dan. fer-

nisse,<. OF. (and F.) vernisser, varnish, sleek.

glaze over with varnish, = Sp. barnizar = Pg.
(en)vernizar = It. verniciare, also vernlcare (cf .

NGr. [lepvuad&iv, varnish) ;
from the noun, but

perhaps in part from the orig. verb, OF. vernir

(verwiss-), varnish, perhaps < ML. as if *vitrinire,

lit.
'

glaze,' < ML. vitrinns ( > Pr. veirin), of glass,

glassy, < vitrum, glass : see vitrine. The Rom.
forms of the noun are somewhat irregular; the

Sp. Pg. It. are prob. due in part to the OF.]
1. trans. 1. To lay varnish on for the purpose
of decorating or protecting the surface. See

varnish, n., I.

Wel hath this millere vernysshed his heed ;

Ful pale he was fordronken, and nat reed.

Chaucer, Reeve's Tale, 1. 229.

The iron parts are varnished, either with a fat varnish
or the residuum of some turpentine varnish.

Workshop Receipts, 1st ser., p. 234.

2. To cover with something that gives a fair

external appearance; give an improved ap-
pearance to.

A wither'd hermit, five-score winters worn,
Might shake off fifty, looking in her eye :

Beauty doth varnish age, as if new-born,
And gives the crutch the cradle's infancy.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 244.

Close ambition, varnish'd o'er with zeal.

Milton, P. L., ii. 485.

3. To give an attractive external appearance to

by rhetoric ; give a fair coloring to
; gloss over ;

palliate : as, to varnish errors or deformity.
The Church of Rome hath hitherto practised and doth

profess the same adoration to the sign of the cross and
neither less nor other than is due unto Christ himself,
howsoever they varnish and qualify their sentence.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, v. 86.

Cato's voice was ne'er employ'd
To clear the guilty, and to varnish crimes.

Addison, Cato, ii. -2.

Varnished glaze. See glaze.

II. intrans. To apply varnish, in a general
sense.

varnisher (var'nish-er), n. [< varnish + -*!.]
1. One who varnishes, or whose occupation is

to varnish. 2. One who disguises or palliates ;

one who gives a fair external appearance (to) ;

one who glosses over.

Thou varnisher of fools, and cheat of all the wise.

Pope, Imit. of Earl of Rochester, On Silence.

varnishing-day (var'nish-ing-da), n. A day
before the opening of a picture exhibition on
which exhibitors have the privilege of re-

touching or varnishing their pictures after they
have been placed on the walls.

varnish-polish (var'nish-pol"ish), n. Seepol-
<*P.
varnish-tree (var'nish-tre), . Any one of sev-

eral trees of which the sap or some secretion
serves as a lacquer orvarnish. The most important
of these is the Japan varnish- or lacquer-tree (see lacquer-
tree); also of high importance is the black, Burmese, or
iiartaban varnish-tree, Melanorrhosa usitata, the theetsee
of the Burmese, a tree of 50 or 60 feet, yielding on incision
a sap of an extremely blistering property which forms a

lacquer of very extensive local use (see black varnish, un-
der varnish). In India the marking-nut, or Sylhet varnish-

tree, Semecarpus Anacardium, with one or two allied

species, yields in its fruit an excellent black varnish, as

does Holitjarna lonyifolia in its bark. These all belong to
the Anacardiacete. See Hymemea and Alevrites. False
varnish-tree, the tree-of-heaven, Ailantus i/landulosa.
Moreton Bay varnish-tree. See Pcntaa >. New
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varnish-wattle (viir'nish-wot'l), . See imtti, .

varrey, . See furry.
varriated (var'i-a-tt'-d), . [Al>o mrintfii; <

ram/ + -"iV 1 + -ril-.] I" /;.. stepped orliat-

tlemenieil with the merlons or solid projee-

= Sp. I'K. rnriiir = It. runint. . tr.

'hani;c, niter, make different, inlr. change. In-

different, vary, ( variu.-; ditli -rent, various: see

,-//...<.] I. 'irinin. 1. Tochange; alter: as, to

rnry the conditions of an exjieriment.
It hath dluerae times also happened that the appella-

tion of some of these people haue come to be varied and

lions pointed liliuitlv, and I In- en-nellesor open- changed.

i. IKs also pointed in the same u;,v, but re- '"**". Ke.L of l.ec.ye.1 Intelligence <L IK*), P- 17.

2. To diversify; modify: relieve from unifor-

mity or monotony.
versed: I'l'iPiu the resemblance of the shades
produced to vair. Also rurinlnl, iirdf.

varronian (va-ro'ni-aii), . [< L. VarniHianitu,
< l'tirrn(M-), Varro (HOC def. ).] Pertaining to

any 01 f t he name of Vairo. especially to the

Etonian scholar Marcus Terentius VaiTo (116 to

a I t 'J7 H. C.).
The " Varrmuan plays" were the twenty which have

i-ome down t" ii. alone with one wliich has been lost.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. M.

varry, varrey (var'i), .; pi. tarries, varreyx
(-iz). [See vairy, coir.] In her., one of the

separate compartments of the fur vair: a rare

bearing.
varsal (var'sal), a. A reduction of uiiiramal

for universal." [Colloq.]
I believe there is not such another in the nirnnl worM.

~ut.it h il it i- Conversation, II.

Kvery earxnl soul in the library were gone to bed.
Scott.

varsity (viir'si-ti), M.; pi. varsities (-tiz). A

HIM '
i

' I 11 mark how love can wry wit.

Skat., L. L. L., Iv. 8. 100.

Ood hath here
Vnrifl his bounty so with new delight*.

Milton, P. L., V. 431.

3. To change to something else; transmute.

Gods, that never change their state,

Vary oft their love and hate.

WaUrr, To Phyllis.

We are to vary the customs according to the time and
the country where the scene of action lies.

Dryden, Parallel of Poetry and Painting.

4. To make of different kinds
;
make diverse

or different one from another. 5t. To express
variously; diversify in terms or forms of ex-

pression.
The man hath no wit that cannot, from the rising of tin-

lark to the lodging of the lamb, vary deserved praise on

my paltry. Shale., Hen. V., 1IL 7. 35.

6. Ill music, to embellish or alter (a melody or, -r. -
, -

. . ,

edm-lion ot
H;ivir.v,ty

for nmrerstty : used jn
theme) witnout reany changing its identity.- -English universities, and affected to some ex-

tent in American colleges.
'E [Parson] coom'd to the parish wl' lots o' Vanity debt.

Tennyson, Northern Fanner, New Style.

Varsovienne (viir-so-vi-en'), n. [F., fern, of

f'amovien, of or pertaining to Warsaw, < Var-
sovie (G. Warsehau, Pol. Warszaica), Warsaw.]
1. A dance which apparently originated in

France about 1853, in imitation of the Polish

mazurka, polka, and redowa. 2. Music for

such a dance, or in its rhythm, which is triple
and rather slow, with strong accent on the

first beat of every second measure.

vartabed, vartabet (var'ta-bed, -bet), . [Ar-
menian.] lu the Armenian Cli., one of an or-

der of clergy, superior to the ordinary priests,

whose special function is teaching. The title

means 'doctor' or 'teacher.'

Armenia has always been honourably distinguished for

the interest the church has taken in education. A dis-

tinct order of the hierarchy has Indeed been set apart for

that purpose; its members are known by the name of Var-
tabeas. They rank between a Bishop and a Priest.

J. M. Xeale, Eastern Church, L 69.

Varuna (var'ij-nii), n. [< Skt. rartina, a deity

(see def.); cf. Of. oiyravof, heaven, Uranus: see

Uranus.'] In Hind, myth., a deity represented
in the Vedic hymns as of very great and mani-
fold powers the guardian' of immortality,
cherisher of truth, the seizer and punisher of

ill-doers, the forgiver of sins, protector of the

good, and the like. Latterly he became the god of

waters. He is represented later as a white-skinned man,
four-armed, riding on a water-monster, generally with a

noose in one of his hands and a club In another, with
which he seizes and punishes the wicked.

varus 1
(va'rus), .

; pi. vari (-ri). [NL., < L. vd-

riw, bent, stretched, or grown inward, awry.

variety, 6 Varying hare. See Aarei, i.

varyt(ya'ri),. [<eary,r.] Alteration; change;

variation, 9.

II. intrant. 1. To alter or be altered in any
manner; suffer a partial change; appear in

different or various forms ; be modified
;
be

changeable.
Fortune's mood

l'aiv again. Shot., Pericles, Hi., Prol.

Who can believe what raries every day.
Nor ever was nor will be at a stay?

Dryden, Hind and Panther, ii. 36.

2. To differ or be different; be unlike or di-

verse: as, the laws of different countries can/.

Zlf alle It so be, that Men of Orece lien C'ristene, /.it they
ivfitn from oure Feithe. Mandeville, Travels, p. 18.

She that variet from me in belief

(lives great presumption that she loves me not.

Marlowe, Jew of Malta, 111. 4.

1 have not been curious as to the spelling of the Names
of Places, Plants, Fruits, Animals, cVc., which in many of

the remoter parts are given at the pleasure of Travellers,
and fin-it according to their different Humours.

Dumpier, Voyages, I., Pref.

3. To become unlike one's self
; undergo varia-

tion, as in purpose or opinion.
He would vary, and try both ways In turn. Racon.

4. To deviate ; depart ;
swerve.

Varying from the right rule of reason. lAXte.

5. To alter or change in succession; follow

alternately; alternate.

While fear and anger, with alternate grace.
Pant in her breast, and vary In her face.

Addism, Cato, ill. 7.

6. To disagree ; be at variance.

In Judgement of her substance thus they vary,
And thus they vary in judgement of her seat ;

For some her chair up to the brain do carry,
Some thrust It down into the stomach's heat.

SirJ. Dairies, Immortal, of Soul.

7t. To turn out otherwise.

Anhonged be swich oon, were he my brother !

And BO he shal, lor It ne may noght vart-en.

Chaucer, Trollus, ii. 1621.

8. In math, analysis, to be subject to continual

increase or decrease: as, a quantity conceived
to vary, or have different values in the same

equation. One quantity la said,-to vary directly as an-

other when if the one is increased or diminished the other
increases or diminishes in some definite proportion.

Quantities ran/ inversely when if one is increased or dimin-

ished the other is proportionally diminished or Increased.

9. In Mo/., to be varied or subject to variation,

vascular

-.pfthcforearin.iiii.pllyth. r:,.li,l ()TI

n iiniihiial i ..... in<- ia tin- livi-i. -- Vaia afferentia. M..

Isoi :. l)in|p|iat|p' itland .
'

Into whirl, :i l\u,|,h;pii' c,i !.MI.:I| i p-piM'l dlvlili h before
:> Klui.i. Vasa ambulacralla cava, hollow

inpl.iilHCral vesnels; certain dlvertlcnla or ccal in

gallons of the IVillan vehicles and ambulacral ring In > In

iimicmia. VMabreylA. (o)Tliegaiii. i.i.n,c IIP - >.t ih

iplcnlcartrjf: flve to (even small branches dlMrltpnti 'I i"

the fiinilns and greater cmratore of the stomach, (fc) Trll>.

uUries to the splenic vein, corresponding to the arterial

van brerU.- Vasa centralla, the c.-ntral v*U(uiery
and vein) of the optic n< m>._ Vasa cbyllfen. Sameas
txua laelta.- Vasa efferentia. (a) 'I he efferent tubalen

<pf the Kstls: from t< h> tip ti> itncts which i.

the seminal fluid from the vends of the rete teatls, and
transmit it totheepididyinin, forming hi tin tr runno- 1 m>-

volnted conical maaaes, the con) vaaculoal, which Upgether
constitute the globus major. (6) The efferent lymphatic
vi-aarla: usually small ones, that aoon unite Into a larger
line. Vasa Graaflana. Same as MM e/erentia
Vasa Inferentia. Same aa MUB afemMa.-Vun In-

testlnae tenuls, from twelve to fifteen slender branchea
of the superior iiiescnteric artery, distributed to the Je-

junum and Hi-inn. Vasa lactea, tin- uicteals; the small

i -liylifi-rnus vensels of the Intestine.- Vasa lymphatlca,
lymphatic veawla. See cuts under l-fm-ilailif. Vasa rec-

ta, the straight tubules of the tolls : from twenty to thirty
short ducts formed by the union of the seminiferous tu-

bules, and discharging into the vessels of the rete tcstls. -
Vasa vasorum, xni:ill lpl<pod-vesels suppl) ini; tin- walls

of other larger vessels. Vasa vorticosa, the veins of

the outer part of the chorold coat of the eye, which con-

verge from all directions to form four or five
principal

trunks Vas deferens, the excretory duct of the tents,
or its equivalent In man it is a continuation of the epi-

didy mis, beginning at the lower part of the glohns minor,
and ascending with the spermatic cord through the intiui

mil ring to the base of the bladder, where It becomes en-

larged and sacculated, and finally unites with the duct of

the veslcula semlnalls to form the ejaculatory duct. It Is

about two feet in length, being greatly convoluted, and an

eighth of an inch In diameter. The duct which receives

this name In various animals differs greatly In anatomical
character. See cuts under Trtmatoda, Adacidtr, and ger-
marium. V&8 deferens mulieiis, a Fallopian tube.

Vas prominens, the spirally running vessel in the ac-

cessory spiral ligament of the cochlea. Va spirale, s

small blood-vessel of the cochlea, situated opposite the

outer rod of Cortl, on the under surface o
membrane.

pposi
the

knock-kneed.] 1. A deformity characterized

by inversion of the foot. See talipes varus.

2. A knock-kneed man. The phrase genu varum is

employed by medical writers as synonymous with 6010

leg*, knock~kne? being expressed by yenu valgimi.

3. [cap.] [NL. (Stal, 1865).] A genus of he-

mipterous insects Talipes varus. See talipet.

varus- (va'rus), n. [NL., < L. v&rus, a pimple,

blotch.] Acne. Varus comedo, a pimple resulting
from retention of the secretion within the sebaceous duct ;

comedo; blackhead ; face-worm.

varveled, varvelled (var'veld), a. [< varvel-s

+ -e<P.] In her., having the rings called var-

vels attached: said of the leg of a hawk when
ftg b natural or artificial selection; exhibit

used as a bearing. Compare belled, and see cut
variatlon . g<,e variability, 2, rariation, 8, and

tinder a lu cuissc. Also terrrled.

varvels (viir'velz), . pi. [Also rervels; < OF.

mrrUea, F. verreUcsi, varvels for a hawk, prob.
same as vervelle*, vortevelles, the hinges of a gate, their ^
< ML. i-n-tiMlii. a hinge, dim. of LL. vertlbii- With every gale and mry of their masters.

Intn, a joint, ML. also a pair of tongs; cf. It. Shale., I/ear, II. 2. K.

hrrtorello, a fish-net, also It. dial, bertavel, berta-
Vary.col0red (va'ri-kul'ord), a. An erroneous

ri-llt; liertarel, a fish-net, bird-net, = Or . verveil, Sp\\{ng of varicolored.
"

rtn-nil. rer:enl, rrrn-ujc, F. verveiu (ML. vervili- VM (vag)
.

j vasa (va'ga). [< L fas< a ves.

HIH), a fish-net, hoop-net ; < L. vertcre, turn : see
sel . gee mse^ ce(MW,f.] in anat. and zoiil., a vas-

versel, vertebra.] In falconry, rings, usually of cuium or ve8sei t ag a tube, duct, or conduit con-
silver, placed on the legs of a hunting-hawk, on

veyin
,, blood lymph, or other fluid.- Vasa aber-

which the owner's name is engraved. See cut raitia. (o) Long slender arteries which occasionally
under t'l In en is.it . connect the brachial or the axillary artery with one of the

Vasa (va'sa), n. In ornith., same as t'aza.

vasal (va'sal), a. Pertaining to a vas or ves-

sel ; especially, pertaining to the blood-vessels.

vasalium (va-sa'li-um), H.; pi. raxalia (-6).

[NL. : seera*.] Vascular tissue proper ;
endV

thelium; ccelarium; the epithelium-like layer
of cells or vascular carpet which lines the

closed cavities of the body, such as the serous
surfaces of the thorax, abdomen, and pericar-

dium, and the interior of the heart, arteries,

veins, and other vessels.

vascula, . Plural of rasculum.

vascular (vas'ku-liir), a. [= F. rasrulairc =
Sp. Pg. rascnlar= It. ranculare, ranculare, < NL.
"ranciilarig, < L. raaculum, a small vessel: see

rascHluai.] 1. In anat. and zoiil. : (a) Of or

pertaining to vessels which convey fluids; of

or pertaining to the conveyance or circulation

of fluids, especially blood, lymph, and chyle;
circulatory: as, the vascular system ;

ztascular
function or action. Some vascular systems are spr
citled as Uood-nueular, lymph-vatcular, and -faler-vatcv-

lar. See also chylaqueou*.

Remotely dependent, however, as the genesis of motion
is on digestive, cascular, respiratory, and other struc-

tures, and immediately dependent as it Is on contractile

structures, Its most important dependence remains to lie

named: . . . the Initiator or primary generator of motion
Is the Nervous System. H. Spencer, Prln. of Fiychol. , i 2.

The machinery of circulation Is two sets of vessels

the luematlc, or taKtilar system proper, consisting of the

heart, arteries, veins, and capillaries for the blood-circu-

lation ; and the lymphatic, consisting of lymph-hearts
and vessels, for the flow of lymph. . . . Those tissues

whose capillaries are large enough for the passage of all

the constituents of the blood are said to he ratnilar ;

those which only feed by sucking up certain constituents

of the blood, and have no demonstrable capillaries,
arc

called non-vascular. Couet, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 196.

(6) Containing vessels for the circulation of flu-

ids; especially, well provided with small blood-
vessels: as, muscle and bone are very rascular

tissues ; cartilage and cuticle are non-r<Jti/V/r ,

a foscular tumor. 2. In hot.: (a) Consisting of,

relating to, or furnished with vessels or ducts :

applied to the tissues of plants that are com-
posed of or furnished with elongated cells or

vessels for the circulation of sap. (6) Of or per-

taining to the higher or phanerogamous plants,
these uniformly containing more or less clearly
defined vessels or ducts Vascular arches. See
t-uerral archet, under risceral. Vascular cake, the pla-
centa. [Rare. 1 Vascular centers, the centers In the

medulla and spinal cord which are supposed to control

dilatation and contraction of the blood-vessels. Vas-
cular cryptogams, cryptogams In which the tissues

consist more or less of true vascular tissue. These are

coextensive with the Pteridttphyta, or so-called higher

cryptogams. Vascular ganglions or glands. See

qland. -Vascular glomemlns. See r-lmnmdvt.

Vascular plants, plants in which the structure is made



vascular

up in part of vascular tissue or vessels. They compose
the Kpermiiphiita, or ordinary flowering plants, and the

Pttridnphyta, or vascular cryptogams (see above) : some-

times technically called Vascidares (which see). Vascu-
lar Stimulant, a remedy which accelerates the flow of

Wood through the vessels. Vascular system. See def .

1 and system. Vascular tissue, (a) Any tissue perme-
ated with blood-vessels, or other vessels large enough to

convey blood-disks or lymph-corpuscles. (6) .See vasalium.

(c) In hot., tissue composed of vessels or ducts ; the flbrovas-

cular system. Vascular tonic, a remedy which causes

contraction of the finer blood-vessels. Vascular tumor.
In) An aneurism. (6) A tumor composed chiefly of an ag-

glomeration of dilated terminal blood-vessels, (c) A tumor
which contains an abnormally large number of blood-ves-

sels, bleeding profusely on the slightest injury, (dt) Bleed-

ing internal hemorrhoids. Water-vascular system.
See water-vascular.

Vasculares (vas-ku-la'rez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

Li. vascularis, vascular: see vascular."] In De
Candolle's system of classification (1818), a
name given to that division of the vegetable
kingdom more usually called Phanerogamia or

Phsenogamia, including also the Pteridophyta,
or ferns and their allies, and so named from the

presence of vascular tissue, which is wanting in

all lower cryptogams. Compare Cellulares.

vascularity (vas-ku-lar'i-ti), n. [< vascular +
-ity.~\ The character or condition of being vas-

cular.

vascularization (vas'ku-lar-i-za'shon), . [<
vascularize + -ation.] The process of becom-

ing vascular, as by the formation of new blood-

vessels.

vascularize (vas'ku-lar-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp.

vascularized, ppr. v'asiiularizing. [< vascular +
-ize.~\ To render vascular. Micros. Science,
XXXI. 168.

vascularly (vas'ku-lar-li), adv. . So as to be vas-

cular; by means of vessels ; as regards the vas-

cular system.
The conclusion is drawn that "multiple buds, one

springing from another and being vascularly connected

therewith, ought to be considered as normal ramifica-

tions." Nature, XLII. 216.

vasculiform (vas'ku-li-form), a. [< L. vas-

culum, a small vessel, + forma, form.] In

bot., having the form of a vessel like a flower-

pot.
vasculomotor (vas'ku-lo-mo'tor), a. [< L. vas-

culum, a small vessel, +' motor,"mover.] Same
as vasomotor.

vasculose (vas'ku-los), a. and n. [= F. vascu-

leux = Sp. vasculoso = It. vascoloso, < NL. *vas-

culosus, < L. vasculum, a small vessel : see vascu-

lum.] I. a. Same as vascular.

II. n. In chem., the substance constituting
the principal part of the vessels of plants.
vasculum (vas'ku-lum), n.; pi. vascula (-la).

[NL., < L. vasculum, a small vessel, the seed-

capsule of certain plants, LL. also a small bee-

hive, dim. of L.vas, a vessel: see vase, vessel.] 1.

A botanist's case or box for carrying specimens
as he collects them. It is usually made of tin, and is

about 18 inches long, oval-cylindrical in cross-section, be-

ing 6 inches wide and 4 inches deep, with a simple cover

opening for nearly the whole length.

2. In bot., same as asuidiwm, 2. 3. In anat. :

(a) A small vessel; a vas. (6) The penis.
vase (vas or vaz), n. [Formerly also vause, ear-

lier as L., in the pi. vasa, used with added E. pi.,

vasa's; = D. vaas = Gr. rase = Dan. vase = Sw.

vas, < F. vase, OF. vase, vaze = Sp. Pg. vaso =
It. vase, vaso, < L. vas, also vasum (rarely vasus),

pi. vasa, neut., a vessel, also an implement or

utensil, pi. equipments, baggage; cf. Skt. vasa-

na, a receptacle, box, basket, jar, vasas, a gar-
ment, < y

7 vas
, put on, clothe (cover) : see vest

and toeari. Hence ult. vessel, extravasate. Ac-
cording to the F. pron. (vaz), and to the time
when the word vase appears to have been taken
into E. (between 1660 and 1700), the reg. E.

pron. would be vaz, with a tendency to make it

conform to the apparent analogy of base, case,
etc. that is, to pronounce it vas. At the same
time, the recency of the word, andits association
with art, have tended to encourage the attempts
to pronounce it as F., namely vaz, in the 18th

century absurdly rendered also as vaz, the word
being found accordingly in the spelling vause.
In the latter part of the 18th century the word
was pronounced vas by Sheridan, Scott, Ken-
rick, Perry, Buchanan, vaz by Walker (who
says he has "uniformly heard it pronounced"
so), Smith, Johnston, and vaz by Elphinston,
the last pronunciation, vaz, being used, accord-

ing to Walker, "sometimes by people of refine-
ment

;
but this, being too refined for the general

ear, is now but seldom heard" (though Ellis

says (in 1874) that it is the most familiar to him) .

The pron. vaz, now affected by many, is a more
successful attempt to imitate the present F.
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pronunciation. In the 18th century the sound
a in foreign words, except before >, was almost

always rendered a by English speakers (cf. *IHI,

often written spate, pron. spa, G. ja, written

yaw (ya), etc.).] 1. Ahollow vessel, generally
high in proportion to its horizontal diameter,
and decorative in character and purpose. The
term is sometimes restricted to such vessels when made
without covers and without handles, or with two equal

and symmetrical
handles; but in

the widest sense,
as in speaking of
Greek and other
ancient vases,ves-

sels of any form
whatever are in-

cluded. As a
branch of art de-

velopment, by far

the most impor-
tant production
of vases was that
of the ancient
Greeks during

p~
.^SESBSiSi^KSES:

the creative period of

their art history, for

many centuries pre-
vious to 200 B. c. The
greater part of the
Greek vases are in fine

pottery, unglazed, and
decorated with mono-
chrome and outline de-

signs in simple pig-
ments. They are nota-
ble not only for the

great beauty and ap-
propriateness of much
of the decoration,
but for the supreme
oloronnp nnnttjiInpH Vase. Greek Apodal Dmos, with
elegance, uimttameu

j(s 5land of |ate black .
fiKure(1 style .

among Other peoples, of Found at Orvieto. Total height, in

a large proportion of stand, 22% inches, in Museum of

the forms. These Greek Fine Arts, Boston,

vases were in actual use
in antiquity, not only as ornaments, but as utensils for

the various purposes in every-day life. See Greek art

(under Greek) and vase-painting, and the cuts under the
names of the different forms of vases, as amphora, crater,

hydria, oxybaphon, prochoos, stamnos.

Here were large Iron Vasa's upon Pedestals, the first I

had seen of the Kind, painted over of a Copper colour.

Lister, Journey to Paris, p. 188.

His [Host's] widow also sold [in 1712] . . . "the fine

Marble Figures and Bustos, curious inlaid Marble Tables,
Brass and Leaden Figures, and very rich Vauses."

J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 49.

And, as he flll'd the reeking vase,
Let fly a rouser in her face.

Sicift, Strephon and Chloe, p. 10.

There heroes' wits are kept in pond'rous vases,
And beaux' in snuff-boxes and tweezer-cases.

Pope, R. of the L., v. 254.

A pure, transparent, pale, yet radiant face,
Like to a lighted alabaster vase.

Byron, Don Juan, viii. 96.

Hence 2. An object designed usually for

ornament, but sometimes for other specific

purposes, having somewhat the form and ap-
pearance of the vessel in the primary sense.
Such vases are often made of marble, or of metal, in an

antique or pseudo-antique form, and are used to hold

flowers, to decorate gate-posts, monuments, and the like,

or are placed on a socle or pedestal, or in a range on an
architectural parapet, facade, or frontispiece. Compare
cut under affix.

Timhs says the Lincoln's Inn Fields house has a hand-
some stone front, and had formerly vases upon the open
balustrade. N. and Q., 7th ser., V. 343.

3. The body of the Corinthian and Composite
capital: sometimes called tambour or drum.

The Portland Vase. ! rum photograph of the replica by Wedgwood.

vase-painting

Acoustic vase. See acoustic. Alhambra vase, a large
vase at the Alhambra near Granada, which is a uniqtir

specimen of pottery, and the finest specimen known of

the ware of Malaga. Bacchic vase. See Bacchic.

Barberlnl vase. Same as Portland vase.. Borghese
vase, a large Greco-Roman vase of white marble with
bas-reliefs representing the thiasus of Bacchus, preserved
in the Louvre Museum. CanoplC vases. See Canopie.

Dionysiac vase. Same as Bacchic vase. Encaustic
vase. See encaustic. Etruscan vases, a former mis-
taken name for Greek decorated pottery, due to the dis-

covery in Etrurian tombs, in the seventeenth century and
later, of the first examples of these vases to attract at-

tention in modern times. Mandarin vases. See man-
darin. Peg-top vase. See peg-top. Pilgrim's vase.
See pilgrim. Portland vase, a remarkable example of

Greco-Roman cameo-glass with reliefs in opaque white

glass upon a ground of dark blue, of somewhat doubtful

subject, but interpreted as having reference to the myth
of Peleus and Thetis. This vase, which is 9} inches

high, is preserved in the British Museum. Also called

Barberini vase. See cut in preceding column. Pro-
fumiera vase, a vase for perfumes, arranged with open-
ings in the cover through which the fragrance can issue.

Temple vase. See temptei. Triple vase, a group
of three vases, united by bands of the same material,
or by being in contact at the lips or otherwise. Such
vases are often sharply pointed, so that one could not
stand alone. Tripod vase. See tripod. Unguen-
tary vase. See unowntory. VaM a jacinthe, an or-

namental vase to which are attached upon its sides or
cover receptacles for bulbs of a flowering plant, as the

hyacinth, the spikes of the flowers seeming to form part
of the design of the vase. Vase of a theater, in anc.

arch., same as acoustic vase. Vase of Mitnridates, of

Ptolemy, or of St. Denis, a vase of agate with carved
ornament of Bacchic character, preserved in the trea-

sury of the Abbey of St. Denis, to which it was presented
by Carloman. It was brought from Italy by Charle-

magne, and according to tradition belonged to Ptolemy
XI., the father of Cleopatra, and to Mithridates, king of

Pontus.

vase-clock (vas'klok), n. A timepiece having
the general form of a vase. In the eighteenth cen-

tury some clocks were made which told the time by means
of two rings, set one upon another and revolving at dif-

ferent rates of speed, the one for the hours, the other for

the minutes. .Such rings were combined with the body of

a vase, so as to form part of its decoration.

vaseful (vas'ful), n. [< rase + -ful.~\ The quan-
tity that a vase will contain.

This [prostration] was followed by a cup of holy water
and a present to the Sakkas, or carriers, who for the con-
sideration distributed a large earthen vaseful in my name
to poor pilgrims. R. F. Burton, El-Medinah, p. 391.

vaseline (vas'e-lin), n. [So named by the pro-
prietor of the article

; irreg. < G. was(ser), wa-

ter, + Or. lA(atov), oil, + -iwe2.] Same as petro-
latum. It is a semi-fluid, viscid, nearly colorless, bland,
and neutral material, and is used in medicine and surgery
as a vehicle.

vase-painting (vas'pan"ting), n. The decora-
tion of vases with pigments of any kind, espe-
cially the decoration of the pottery of the an-
cient Greeks, which, unless exceptionally, was
executed in monochrome tints and outlines in

unvitrifiable pigments. It is the most important of
the minor arts of ancient Greece. From the variety and
domesticity of the subjects treated, Greek vase-painting is

of the greatest importance for the light shed by it upon
every phase of ancient life ; and from the art side it is

equally valuable, not only from the fine decorative and
creative quality which it frequently shows, but from the
information which it supplies regarding the great art of
Greek painting, which has perished. The work bears some-
thing the relation to the great art that is borne by the comic
and other illustrated prints to the painting of the present
day. Historically, after the very ancient kindred styles of

Asia Minor, the -Egean Islands, and the mainland of Greece
(as at Mycenfe and Sparta), in which the rude ornament is

geometric, or based on plants and animals, usually marine,
with occasional admission of human figures, Greek vase-

painting may he subdivided into four styles. (1) The
Dipylon or early Attic style, so called because the first ex-

amples recognized were found near the Dipylon gate in

Athens. The ornament is largely geometric, with bands
of slim and grotesque men and animals, the design be-

coming freer with the advance of time. (2) The Corin-
thian style, in which the characteristic feature is the super-
position of bands of animals and monsters, with rosettes

and elaborate flowered and fringed borders, the whole fol-

lowing very closely the Assyrian and Phrygian embroider-

ies, which were abundantly imported into Greece at this

early time. (See cut under Corinthian.) The earliest dis-

tinctively Cypriote vases blend the characteristics of the

Dipylon and Corinthian styles. (3) The Mai'k-jigurcd style,

which, though archaic and often rude, has become thor-

oughly Hellenic.
The ornament is in

general black on a

ground of the nat-
ural color of the

pottery, which is

mostoften dull red,
sometimes yellow
or gray. Some de-

tails of dress, etc.,

are put in purplish
red ; the flesh of fe-

male figures is com-
monly painted in
white

; occasionally
bright red, dull

green, and yellow
are introduced. (4)
The rcd-fiyured or
final style, which
was developed

Example of Black-figured Style of Greek-

Vase-pamling. Hercules seizing the tripod
of Apollo; from an archaic hydria.
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early hi the liuli century 11. <., and continued until vane-

painting wan practically ahandoued, ahoiit l!oo ]!. OL I'

embraces tlif pi'iiml nt liansitiiiii fium the archaic, t<i

which lielonjj some of the llrst masters annum' vawc-painl-
ers, unit is by fur the mo^t inipot'taut for study. In tin

style a temlcne} touard jtohchromy appears oceRHi" n ilh.

lilit was nut riMi*i.sl<-ntl> Hoik.'d mil, except in the small

bllt adillilillllc das* of Altic funeral lrr>1lli. Ill M'lnr

claimrale |n -rrs i.f the (i)iir(li and third centuries. chi< !l>

Attic, (tildini! is spariiiKly Introduced. The stile implies
the

|
iri -(mi i.i li-ni i 4 and of ornamental designs of every

kinil, very commonly in hands or zones running around
the rue, in uhn-h ih>' ilc-i'.-n appears in the !i:ttiu:i! 11 <l

of the clay, details hcini; itnlicatcil in simpl
and the jriound hcinvr covered uith snlnl i<l"s-y black.
Kor examples of the rcd-lltfured dec-oration, see cuts under
(rl"t'l If llllil /'"- i'lnn .

Vasidae (vas'i-do), //. /</. [Nlj.. < Vaxum +
-iilii

1

.} A family of gastropods, named from
tin 1

ejoniis in/mm: same as Turhiiielliiltr.

vasifactive ( vas-i-i'ak'tiv), a. [< lj. van, vessel,
-t- /'(irlii.i, pp. of fin-ire, make (see fact), + -in .

\

('aiisino; a new formation of blood-vessels; an-

gioplastic. Micros. Set., N. 8., XXX. 313.

vasiform (vas'i-fdrm), a. [< L. vas, vessel, +
furma, form.] Having the form of a duct or
other vessel ; of the nature of a vas or vascu-
lum; tiibnlar.-vasiform elements, in plants, the

elements, sucli as vessels, ducts, etc., which make up
the vascular tissue. Vasiform tissue, tissue made up
wholly or in part of vessels or ducts.

Vasinae, Vasina (va-si'ne, -n8), n. pi. [NL.,
< I'lifiiini + -itiic, -ina.'} A subfamily of gas-
tropods: same as Ci/iiotlontinie.

vasoconstrictive (vas'o-kon-strik'tiv), a.

[< L. run, vessel, + K. i-iiiixtni-iii'i
1

.
]

Same as
riisiii-niixtrii-iiii-. II'. .Innies, Prill, of Psychol.,
I. 97.

vasoconstrictor (vas'o-kon-strik'tor), a. and n.

[< L. van, vessel, + E.' constrictor.]" I. a. Serv-

ing to constrict vessels when stimulated, as cer-

tain nerves: opposed to rasodilator. Both are
included under rasomotor.

II. n. That which causes contraction of the
blood-vessels : applied to nerves and to certain

drugs.
vasodentinal (vas-o-den'ti-nal), a. [< vaso-

dentine + -al.] Pertaining to or having the
character of vasodentine.
vasodentine (vas-o-den'tin), . [< L. ran, a

vessel, + (len(t-)s', = E. tooth, + -ine?.] A
vascular form of dentine in which blood circu-

lates; dentine whose capillaries are large

enough for the passage of red blood-disks.

Compare osteodentine and vitriodentine.

vasodilator (vas'o-di-la'tor), a. and n. [< Ii.

t>o, vessel,+ E. dilator.] I. ti. Serving to dilate

or relax blood-vessels when stimulated, as a
nerve. See vasomotor.

II. . That which causes dilatation of the

blood-vessels: applied to nerves and certain

drugs.
vasoformative (vas-o-for'ma-tiv), a. [< L. vas,

vessel, + E. formative.] Forming or building
up vessels, usually blood-vessels ;

vasifactive.

vasoganglion (vas-6-gang'gli-on), .
; pi. vaso-

ganglia (-&). [< L. vox, vessel, + E. gan-
U/ion.] A network or knot of vessels ;

a vas-

cular rete.

vaso-inhibitory (vas"6-in-hib'i-to-ri), a. [< L.

vas, vessel, + E. inhibitory.'} Relating to the
nerve-force causing dilatation of the blood-ves-
sels. See inhibitory.
vasomotion (vas-o-ino'shon), H. [< L. ro, ves-

sel, + E. motion.] Increase or diminution of

the caliber of a vessel, usually a blood-vessel.

vasomotor (vas-o-mp'tor), a. [< L. vas, vessel,
+ E. motor.] Serving to regulate the tension
of blood-vessels, as nerves

; yasomotorial, whe-
ther vasoconstrictor or vasodilator. Compare
inhibition, 3. Also vasculoinotor. Vasomotor
center. Same as ivtscidar center. See vascular. Vaso-
motor coryza, a name given, in accordance with a theo-

retical pathology, to autumnal catarrh, or hay-fever. X. V.

Med. JIIIIT., sept. :t,i8s7. Vasomotor nerves, the nerves

supplied to the muscular coat of the blood-vessels. Vaso-
motor spasm, spasm of the middle cuat of the blood-
vessels.

vasomotorial (vas'o-mo-to'ri-al), a. [< vaso-

motori/ + -ill.] Pertaining to the vasomotor
function: vasomotor.

vasomotoric (vas*o-mo-tor'ik), a. [< vasonto-

tnr + -iV.j Same as vaaoinotorial.

vasomotory (vas-o-mo'to-ri), a. [< vasomotor
+ -i/

1
.] Same as vasomotorial. Lancet, 1891,

I. 370.

vasoperitoneal (vas-o-per''i-to-ne'al), a. [< L.

vas, vessel, + E. peritmifiil. ] In echinoderms,
noting the shut sac which results from the cut-

ting off from the archenteron of a ceecal diver-

ticulum to which the anterior part of that cavity

gives rise. The vesicle subsequently opens on the ex.

terior by a pore, through a diverticulmn from itself, and
421
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divides later into two sections an ambulacra! sac, which
l;n- the luii'i'ljliiiii for the whole ambulacra! Mst* n. ol

Is, and a peritonea! sac, which KIVCS rise to the
j

n-
toneum (whence the namci.

vasosensory (vas ..--en'xi-ri). n. [< I,, vat

si'l. 4- K. HI ii.-nii
-ij. \ Supplying sensation to tin-

vessels: applied to sensory nerves correspond-
ing to the vasomolor nerve-.

vasquine ivas-ken'), . Same as /)..</"""'

8rtt, At.l.ut. I!. |.-( |.

vassal (vas'al), n. ami '(. [Formerly also vas-

*<ill, rarely i-iix.*itili ; < ME. ranal, < OF. twwfl/,
F. rmi/ = Pr. msxiil. r.swiu = Cat. t'<wa/= 8p.

= Pg. It. riisxnllii = D. vagxaal = G. 8w.
= I)un. nimil, < ML. vassatlux, extended

from vassus, vasus, a servant, < Bret, fftcaz, a

servant, vassal, man, male, = VV. gtcas = Corn.

gwas, a youth, servant; cf. Ir. fan, growing,
growth, and K. wax 1

. Hence tilt, nn-h /. ml* i.

rti.-ixiiliii/i; riiraniir.] I. n. 1. A feudatory ten-

ant; one holding lands by the obligation to

render military service or its equivalent to his

superior, especially in contradistinction to rear

vassal and vavasor; a vassal of the first order
that is, one holding directly from the king.

Compare great vassal, below.

The two earls . . . complained of the misrepresenta-
tions of their enemies and the oppression of then ITUMII/X,

and alleged that the cause of their flight was notdread of

those enemies, but fear of Uod and the king.

StiMt, Const. Hist., | 363.

A Vassal or Vasseur was the holder or grantee of a feud
under a prince or sovereign lord.

W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to oVurry's Anc. Irish, p. ccizvL

2. A subject; a dependent ;
a retainer; a ser-

vant
;
one who attends on or does the will of

another.

Passions ought to be her [the mind's] va**aU, not her
masters. ftakiyh.

I am his fortune's wutal. Skat., A. and C., v. 2. 29.

I desire not to live longer than I may be thought to be
what I am, and shall ever be your faithful and obedient
r./-.w. Baker, Chronicles, p. 184.

3. A bondman ; a slave.

Let such vile vauals, borne to base vocation,
Drudge in the world, arrd for their living droyle,
Which hare no wit to live withouten toyle.

Spemer, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 156.

Not txuso&r to be beat, nor pretty babes
To be darrdled no, but living wills.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

Men's thoughts and opinions are in a great degree vas-
sal* of him who invents a new phrase or rcapplie* an old

epithet. I. 'nr.il, Among my Books, 2d ser.
, p. 82ti.

4. A low wretch.

Obdurate vassals fell exploits effecting.
Shak., Lucrece, 1. 429.

Great vassal, under the feudal system, one who held
lands directly from the sovereign without intermediary.
Rear vassal, under the feudal system, a vassal of the

second degree that is, one who held land from a great
vassal.

II. o. Servile
;
subservient.

Silver golde in price doth follow.
Because from him, as Cynthia from Apollo,
She takes her light, * other mettals all

Are but his rawuVr starres.

Tims' Whittle (E. E. T. S.), p. 41.

Thy proud heart's slave and vatwal wretch to be.

Shak., Sonnets, cxli.

vassal (vas'al), v. t.; pret. and pp. vassaled, ras-

salled, ppr. vassaling, vassalling. [< vassal, n.]
1. To subject to vassalage; enslave; treat as a
vassal.
How am I vaxtal'd then?

Beau, and Fl., Four Plays In One.

2. To command
;
rise over or above

;
dominate.

Some proud hill, whose stately eminence
Vassals the fruit full vale's circumference.

W. Browne, Britannia's Pastorals, i. 4.

vassalage (vas'al-Sj), . [Formerly also vas-

aiillagc, vaxsellage; < 5IE. vassalage, vasseltige, <

OF. vasselage, vasalagc, vasselaige, the service of
a vassal, prowess, valor, also vassalage, F. vas-

selage = Pr. vaxsalatge, vasselatge = Sp. rasal-

lajc = Pg. vassallagem = It. eassallaggio, vassal-

age; as vassal + -age.] 1. The state of be-

ing a vassal or feudatory; hence, the obliga-
tions of that state; the service required of a
vassal.

I protest I shall be proud to do yon most obsequious
vassalage. Marston, What you Will, ii. 1.

2. Servitude; dependence; subjection; slavery.

Do you think that all they who live under a Kingly
Government were so strangely in love with Slavery as,

when they might be free, to chuse Vaoalage!
Milton, Ans. to Salmaslus, vil.

But, slave to love, I must not disobey ;

His service is the hardest vassalaye.

Farquhar, Love and a Bottle, iii. 1.

3. A territory held in vassalage ;
a fee or fief.

vast

And, which makes the more for IMInrmtnc, i.hc French
Kim; was again fj> uittcd to tho
chilli h anil th>' ri-iw n I >n|j.l c.indi-

; .1 vassalaye. l>f >< i,
'

i

Thecountship ! ranalages,
Milwan, Latin Christianity, Ix. 8.

4. Vassals or subject- collectively. |Kan.|
Like vassalage at unawares encountering
I lie eye of majesty. Shak., T. and C., III. 2. 40.

5f. Preeminence, as of one having vassals;

hence, valor; prowess; courage.
Al forgeten Is his vastrlagt.

Chaucer, Knight's T.le, L tltt.

Nor for thare plesand parsonage,
Not for (hare t tenth nor vatsnlaffr.

Latulrr, Dewtieof h >.._,- .1 I. T. S.), L 284.

Catoun seyth. Is none so gret encreae
i if worldly trcnowre as for to lyre In pease
Which among vertues hath the vattefafff.

ieal I'vtmt, eti:. (ctl. KurnlvallX p. Z7.

To do one vassalage, to fulfil for one the duties of a
vassal ; render one the service of a vassal, lleywood,
Hierarchy of Angels, p. 477.

vassalatet (vas'af-at), r. t. [< rnssal + -<it< -. )

To reduce to a slat.- of vassalage or depen-
dence; subordinate. Up. Gauden, Tears of the

Church, p. 496. (Dari,--. }

vassalationt (vas-a-la'shon), n. [< rastsalate +
-inn.] Tho state of beiiig vassal or subject;
vassalage.
And this vassallation Is a penalty set by the true Judge

of all things upon our attempt to design of oar own heads
the forms of good and evil.

Montayru, Devoute Essays, xv. 2.

vassalesst (vas'al-es), n. [< vassal + -ess.] A
female vassal or dependent.

And be the vassal! of his mstalette.

Spenser, Daphnalda, 1. 181.

vassalry (vas'al-ri), n. [< vassal + -(e)ry.] The
whole body of"vassals; vassals collectively.
vast (vast), a. and n. [Early mod. E. vante; <

OF. vaste, F. rastc = Sp. Pg. It. rasto, < L. co*-

<MS, empty, unoccupied, desert, waste, desolate;
hence, with ref. to extent as implied in empti-
ness, immense, enormous, huge, vast; akin to

AS. tcente, waste: see waste 1
. Hence vastatf,

devastate, etc.] I. a. It. Wide and vacant or

unoccupied; waste; desolate; lonely.
(if antres out and deserts idle . . .

It was my hint to speak. Shak.
, Othello, I. ::. 140.

2. Being of great extent or size; very spacious
or large; enormous; massive; immense.

More devils than cast hell can hold.

Shalt., M. N. D.,v. 1.9.

Time with his vast Scythe mows down all Things, and
Death sweeps away those Mowings. Ilmcell, Letters, ii. 44.

The mighty Rain
Holds the vast empire of the sky alone.

Bryant, Kain-Dreain.

Black, thick, and vast arose that cloud.

Whtttier, The Exiles.

Swells in the north fast Katahdln.
WhiUirr, Mogg Megone, II.

3. Very great in quantity, number, or amount.
The King's Plate that is gathered In this Kingdom

[Mexico], together with what belongs to the Merchants,
amounts to a vast Summ. Dampier, Voyages, II. 11. 125.

A vast number of chapels dressed out in all their finery
of altar-pieces, embroidery, gilding, and marble.

Gray, Letters, I. 18.

An army of phantoms raft and wan
Beleaguer the human soul.

Longfellow, The Beleaguered City.

4. Very great as to degree, intensity, difficulty
of accomplishment, importance, etc.; mighty:
used also in exaggerated colloquial speech, be-

ing much affected in the eighteenth century.
Tis a vatt honour that is done me, gentlemen.

Vanbmyh, -Ks.iji, v. L

Lady Stafford arrd Mrs. Pitt were in nut beauty.
Walpole, Letters, II. 1M.

The affairs of the general government, foreign and do-

mestic, are vast and various arrd complicated.
D. Webster, Speech, Boston, June 6, 1828.

= Syn. 2. Spacious. S and 4. Colossal, gigantic, prodi-
gious, tremendous, stupendous.

II. ". 1. A boundless waste or space; im-

mensity.
They have seemed to be together, though absent, shook

hands, as over a vast, and embraced, as it were from the
ends of opposed winds. Shak., W. T., L 1. 83.

The vast of heaven. Milton, P. L., vL 203.

Swifter than thought the wheels instinctive fly,

Flame thro' the vast of air, and reach the sky.

Pope, Iliad, vil!. 544.

2. A great deal; a large quantity or number.

[Local, Eng.]
It were a vast o' people went past th' entry end.

Mrs. Oaskell, Sylvia's Lovers, vii.

3. The darkness of night, in which the pros-

pect is not bounded in by distinct objects : only
in the following passage.



vast

The dead vast and middle of the night,
Shalt., Hamlet, i. 2. 108.

vastatet (vas'tat), a. [< L. rastatus, pp. of tan-

tare, make empty or desert, ruin, desolate, < vas-

tus, empty, unoccupied, waste: see vast, a.]

Devastated ;
laid waste.

The vastate ruins of ancient monuments.

vastation (vas-ta'shon), .
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vat (vat),
tina.

vat.
[< vat,

. t.\ pret. and pp. ratted, ppr. vat- vaticide 1
(vat'i-sid), n. [< L. vates, a seer,

at, n.] To put in a vat
;
treat in a prophet, + -eida, < cxdere, kill.] One who kills

a prophet.

The mur-

[< L. vastatio(n-), .

a laying waste or ravaging, < vastare, pp. van- Vateria ( va-te'ri-a), . [NL. (Linnseus, 1737)
A la.-rfT.o- wH ste : named afte'r Abraliam rater, a German botanist

(18th century).] A genus of polypetalous plants,
of the order Dipterocarpeee, characterized by
flowers with about fifteen stamens, and calyx-
lobes reflexed, but not enlarged in fruit. The 28

species, with one exception, are natives of tropical Asia,

especiallyCeylon. Theyare resin-bearing trees, with entire

coriaceous veiny leaves, and white or pale-yellow flowers

on short lateral peduncles, or forming terminal panicles.

V. Seychellarum of the Seychelles, a tall tree reaching 100

The vatting of the unhaired skins is more important in vatlcide2 (vat'i-sid), n. [< L. votes, a seer,
the manufacture of morocco than any other kind of

leather. Workshop Receipts, 2d ser., p. 376.

Rum vatted [on the docks], coloured, and reduced to

standard strength. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 486.

rat-blue (vat'blo), n. Same as indigo blue

(which see, under indigo).

tatus, lay waste : seewzstote.] A laying waste ;

waste; devastation. Rev. T.J&MU, Works,L86.
vastatort, n. [< L. vastator, a ravager, < vastare,

lay waste : see vastate.'] One who devastates or

lays waste. Bp. Gauden, Tears of the Church,

p. 86. (Dailies.)

vasti, n. Plural of vastus.

vastidityt (vas-tid'i-ti), . [Irreg. < vast + -i<ll

+ -ity.~\ Wasteness'; desolation; vastness; im-

mensity. [Rare.]
Perpetual durance, a restraint,

Though all the world's vastidity you had,
To a determined scope. Shak.

,
M. for SI., iii. 1. 69.

vastitude (vas'ti-tud), n. [< L. vastitudo, ruin,

destruction, < vastus, desert, waste : see vast.]

If. Destruction; vastation. 2. Vastness; im-

mense extent. [Rare.]

vastity (vas'ti-ti), n. [< L. vastita(t-)s, a waste,

desert, vast size, < vastns, waste, vast : see vast.]

1. Wasteness; desolation.

prophet, + -cidium, < csedere, kill.]

der of a prophet.
raticinal (va-tis'i-nal), a. [< vaticine + -?.]

Relating to or containing predictions ; prophet-
ic; vatic. T. Warton, Hist. Eng. Poetry, I. 77.

vaticinate (va-tis'i-nat), v.; pret. and pp. vatici-

nated, ppr. vaticinating. [< L. vaticinatus, pp.
of vaticinari, foretell, predict, < vatcs, a seer,

prophet: see vatic.] I. intrans. To prophesy;
foretell

; practise prediction.
The most admired of all prophane Prophets, whose pre-

dictions have been so much scann'd and cryed up, . . . did

vaticinate here. Hawett, Vocall Forrest (ed. 1645), p. 32.

II. trans. To prophesy ;
utter prophetically

or as a prophet; foretell.

Instinct, intuition, . . . embosom and express whatso-
ever the Spirit vaticinates.

their"stkmens;which"re"achflfty ine~ach flower: 'The'latter
* * Alcott, TableTalk, p. 133.

is a large handsome tree of Ceylon, its twigs reddened with vaticination (va-tis-i-na'shon), n. [< L. Da-
dense hairs; its green resin is valued by the Cingalese for

ticinatio(n-), < vaticinari, foretell: see vatici-
ceremonial uses. V. Indtca, the pmne of the Tamul

jaces, WP apt of nronlipsvine-- nrpdiction
known as

piny^varnish-, copal-, or tallow-tree, a native of ne.\

For this so clear vaticination they have no less than

twenty-six answers. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), II. 333.

. ,

feet high, is exceptional in its calyx, which is not reflexed

in fruit. V. fndica and V. acummata are exceptional in

Ceylon and Malabar, is the chief source of the white dam-
mar of the bazars of southern India, which issues from
notches cut in its bark as a white, pellucid, fragrant, acid,

and bitter resin, later becoming brittle and yellow or

greenish ;
it is known as Malabar copal, gum aniine, etc. vatlCinator (va-tis i-na-tor), n. [JNL., < L. va-

'

ticinator, a soothsayer, < vaticinare, foretell:

Nothing but emptinesse and vastitie.

Nashe, Pierce Penilesse, p. 16.

2. Vastness; immensity.
The huge vastity of the world.

Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 951.

Th' vnbounded Sea, and vastitie of Shore.

(see piny), and is there used as a varnish for carriages
and pictures, is cut into ornaments under the name of am-

ber, is made into ointments, and is used for incense, burn-

ing with a clear white light with pleasant fragrance and
little smoke. The tree bears oblong petioled leaves, and
erect white flowers nearly an inch broad arranged in a

single row on the spreading branches of large terminal . .

panicles, followed by small oblong three-valved fleshy VatlCinatresS (va-tis i-na-tres), .

,Cu oca, uiu ,* u. om,. 'raits, valued in the manufacture of candles (see piny tal- tor + -ess.'] A prophetess.
Beywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 4. low, under piny); the seeds are eaten to allay nausea ; the

gray heart-wood is employed in making canoes and masts.

vastly (vast'li), adi: If. Like a waste
;
deso- Vater's ampulla. See ampulla of Vater, under

lately.
Like a late-sack'd island, vastly stood
Bare and unpeopled in this fearful flood.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 1740.

2. Verygreatly; to a vast extent or degree: also
Caters diverticulum. Same

Vater's fold. A fold in the mucous membrane
of the small intestine, just above the ampulla
or opening of the pancreatic duct and biliary
ducts

;
the plica transversalis of the duodenum.

ampulla.

see vaticinate.] One who vaticinates or pre-
dicts

;
a prophet.

Pythagoras, who travelled far to visit the memphitical
vaKcinators. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, ii. 18.

[< vaticina-

Their voyage was six days journeying. On the seventh
whereof was shown unto them the house of the vaticina-

tress. Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, iii. 17.

as Vater's am- A prediction; a vaticina-

in exaggerated colloquial use (see vast, a., 4).

In the swamps and sunken grounds grow trees as vastly

big as I believe the world affords.

Beverley, Virginia, ii. ^ 3.

I will be so honest as to own that the obliging things

you say to me please me vastly.

vastness (vast'nes)
of being vast

; greatness
The unity reigning through a work upon which so many

generations labored [the Bible] gives it a vastness
'

comparison, so that the greatest work of individ

erary genius shows by the side of it like sor

human hands beside the Peak of Teneriffe.

J. R. Seeley, Nat, Religion, p. 168.

prophet: see vatic.']

tion.

Then was fulfilled the vaticine or prophesie of old Mer-
lin. Oiraldus Cambrensis, Conquest of Ireland, ii. 34

[(Holiushed's Chron., I.).

rat-net (vat'net), n. A net placed over a vat
or tub, to strain a liquid as it is poured through.

vatting charges at the docks.omanv - ,, i^- . vang carges
beyond P,,

ftt (*f a^ 5>
ld Celtic form appearing m

Gr^ Vauciferia (va-ke'ri-a),
ual lit- oarW (Strabo), priest, Olr./^ift, prophet), + Y

rtX~1803V r, lfid aftfCOrnjmrlSOIl SO Miai* tile {gicuiceL WUIA. ui IUUIVJUUMI IIL- /> \ /j x / So
erary genius shows by the side of it like some building of -ic.] Of, pertaining to, or proceeding from a

prophet or seer
; prophetic ;

oracular
; inspired.

Mrs. Browning.
Immen- vaticalt (vat'i-kal), a. [< vatic + -al] Same

as vatic.

vasturet (vas'tur), n. [< vast + -ure.~\

sity; vastness.

What can one drop of poyson harrae the sea,
Whose hugie vastnres can digest the ill ? _f

Edward III. (quarto, 1696), D 1 b. (Nares.) yatican (vat'i_kan), n. [= P. Vatican = Sp. Pg.
vastus (vas'tus), n.

; pi. rasti (-ti). [NL. (so. ft. ya ticano, < L'. Vaticanus, so. mons or collis,

musculus) : see vast.'] One of the great muscles the Vatican hill in Rome (see def.).] The pal-
upon the front of the thigh, the vastus exter- ace of the Popes, a mass of buildings of vast ,
nus and internns, a portion of the latter being extent, built upon the Vatican hill, immediate- vaudeville (vod'vil), n. [< F. vaudeville, < OF.
also termed the crurseus. The two together are also

-

Vatical predictions.
Bp. Hall, Christ's Procession to the Temple.

v . - , n. [NL. (A. P. de Can-

dolle, 1803), named after Prof. Jean Pierre Eti-

enne Vaucher, of Geneva, author of works on
the Conferva, etc.] A genus of multinucleate
fresh-water algee, belonging to the order Sipho-
nese. The plant consists, when in a non-fruiting state, of

a single elongated cell of a pale-green color, branching in

various ways, and increasing by apical growth. Non-sex-
ual reproduction is of two kinds, by means of motionless

resting-spores and motile zoospores, while the sexual re-

production is by means of obgonia and antheridia, both

oogonia and antheridia being lateral and sessile. There
are above a dozen species in the United States. See S-
phonese.

known as the crurseus, in which case they are distin-

guished as extracrwrseus and intracrur&us. The vasti,

together with the rectus femoris, constitute the extensor
muscle of the leg, called triceps (or quadriceps) extensor

cruris, and triceps femoralis. See cut under musclel.

vasty (vas'ti), a. [< vast + -)/
1
.] Vast; bound-

less; being of great extent; very spacious;
immense. [Rare.]

I can call spirits from the vasty deep.
Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 1. 62.

Vasum (va'zum), n. [NL. (Bolten, 1798).] A
genus of gastropods : same as Cynodonta. See
cut under Turbinelliclee.

vat (vat), n. [< ME. vat, vet, a var. of fat, fet,
< AS. feet, a vat, vessel, cask: see /ai2 .] 1.

A large tub, vessel, or cistern, especially one
for holding liquors in an immature state, as
chemical preparations for dyeing or for tan-

ning leather.

vaudeville, vauldeville, a vaudeville, roundelay,
country saying, so called from vau-de-vire, val-

de-vire, the valley of the river Vire, in Norman-

dy: see valel, de'2 .'] 1. The name given by
Oliver Basselin, a French poet of the fifteenth

century, to his convivial songs composed in the

valley of the Vire, which became very popular
throughout France.

Vauderillf, a countrey ballade, or song ;
a Eoundelay or

Virelay : so tearmed of Vaudevire, a Norman towne wher-
in Olivier Bassel, the first inueter of them, liued ; also a

vulgar proverb, a countrey or common saying. Cotgrave.

Hence 2. In modern French poetry, a light,
Vatican December tn, 1869, ana declared Deiiei mine in- ..._-_,, frpn iipTitlv pmhodvirio- a satire con
fallibility of the Pope when speaking ex cathedra to be a gay song, Irequently emDOQying a ire, cc

sisting of several couplets with a refrain or bur-

den, sung to a familiar air, and often introduced

into theatrical pieces ;
a song popular with the

common people, and sung about the streets; a

ly to the north of the basilica of St. Peter at

Rome. Since the close of the papal schism (about 1418)
the Vatican has been the principal residence of the Popes,
and since the conversion of Rome into the capital of Italy

(1870) officially their only residence. As such, and as

the storehouse of priceless literary and artistic collec-

tions, it is one of the chief treasuries of Rome and of the
world. Hence, the Vatican is used as equivalent to the

papal power or government : as in the phrase the thunders

of the Vatican, the anathemas or denunciations of the

Pope. The Vaticanis also in familiar use as a designation
for the museums of sculpture and painting which are there

aggregated. Vatican Codex. See codex,,2. Vatican
Council, the Twentieth Ecumenical Council according to

the reckoning of the Church of Rome, which met in the
Vatican December 8th, 1869, and declared belief in the in-

fallibility of the Pope when speaking ex cathedra to be a

dogma of the church. It was closed October 20th, 1870, ow-

ing to the occupation of Rome by the civil power of Italy.
See infallibility, and Old Catholic (under catholic). Vati-
can Fragments, parts of a compendium of law taken
from the writings of jurisconsults and from several im-

J U113UUIIBU1U3 (UHI UVUI OGolal lu- X 4 *^
A 1" T, J. 1 .3

perial constitutions. They were discovered by the libra- ballad; a topical song. Hence 3. A light kind
rian of the Vatican, and first published in Rome in 1823.

" *

Let him produce his vats and tubs, in opposition to Vaticanism (vat'i-kan-izm), n. [< Vatican +
heaps of arms and standard*.

Ef ^ ..] The theological and ecclesiastical sys-
tern based on the doctrine of absolute papal
supremacy; ultramontanism.

Vaticanism . . . had disinterred and brought into ac-

of dramatic entertainment, combining panto-
mime with dialogue and songs, which obtained

great popularity about the middle of the eigh-
teenth century. At present any short, light piece, usu-

ally comic, with songs and dances intermingled with the

dialogue, is called a vaudeville.

vaudevillist (vod'vil-ist), n. [< vaudeville +
, ,- .. .... -ist.J A composer or singer of vaudevilles.

low Place on the back of a calcining-furnace, Vaticanist (vat'i-kan-ist), n. [< Vatican + _Tlie Academy, March 22, 1890, p._208._

2. A liquid measure in the Netherlands, corre-

sponding to the hectoliter about 22 imperial
gallons. 3. In metal.: (a) A vessel used in
the wet treatment of ores, (b) A square hol-

tion the extravagant claims of Papal authority.

Gladstone, Harper's Weekly, March 20, 1876. Supp., p. 248.

rl_J_* 'I'ln il *iV tV IJlUCViliS l> I V Oil) 1 ~ l\.t 11 - 1QU 1 1. /(. l\ T

in which tin ore is laid for the purpose of be- _istj A deV ted adherent of the Pope ; an Vaudois1 (vo-dwo'), . and a. [F., < Valid (see
ing dried. -Dripping-vat, a tank or receiver under a ultramontane; especially, an adherent of the def.).] I.M.I. The dialect spoken in the can-
boiler or hanging frame to receive the drip or overflow. v , . '., V '

;nfo iiii,;i;tv 1 'J
- Fermenting-vat. See ferment. Holy-water vatt.
Same as holy-water font (which see, under /on(l).

Vatican Council and believer in the infallibility
of the Pope.

ton of Vaud in Switzerland. 2. An inhabitant

or the inhabitants of the canton of Vaud.



Vaudois

II. a. IVrtaining to the canton of Vuud r to

its inhabitants.

VaudoiS- (\<>-<\n'). n. and . [F.: see H'ol-

ili-iisi-x.] I. n. ttnii/. iiinl
/>/. A member or the

members of the religious body ^nienillv know M

as Waldenses. See ll'iilili-iixinn.

II. n. I'ertaining to the Viiudois or Wal-
flenses.

vaudoo, vaudou, vaudoux. See rooiloo.

vault 1

(vail), n. [With inserted / (as also in

fault), in imitation of the orig. form; early mod.
E. vaiit, nniti; nnrti; also rout, < M Iv nnrli.

rnutr, roirti; nurl, < < >F. i-oiitr, i-olti; Inter /,//,
.

F. vou/e (= Pr. roltn. rouln, rota = It. volta), a

vault, arch, vaulted roof, < volt, rout, bowed,
arched, < L. mlutnn

( > "rolfitux, > *i-oltiix), pp.
of rolrrn; turn around, roll : see rolre, volute.]
1. An arched roof ; a concave roof or roof-like

covering; the canopy of heaven.

O, you are men of stones :

Had I your tongues and eyes, I'd use them so
That heaven's nmii should crack.

Shall., Lear, v. 8. 2SB.

A very lofty vault . . . Is made over hU(Antenor's) mon-
ument. Coryat, Crudities, I. 154.

Nor bird would sing, nor Iamb would bleat,
Nor any cloud would cross the vault.

Tennyson, Mariana in the South.

2. In arch., a continuous arch, or an arched

roof, so constructed that the stones, bricks, or
other materials of which it is composed mutual-

ly sustain themselves in their places upon their

abutments, and that their joints radiate from
some central point or lino (or points or lines).
Vaults are of various kinds, cylindrical, elliptical, single,

double, cross, diagonal, pointed, etc. When a vault of
which the curve is an arc of a circle Is of greater height
than half Its spun, it is said to be surmounted, and when
of less height, surbased. A rampant vault is a vault which
springs from planes not parallel to the horizon. One vault

placed above or inclosing another constitutes a double
vault. A conical vault is formed as It were upon part of
the surface of a cone, and a spherical vault upon part of the
surface of a sphere. A vault is simple when it is formed
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Ki-r\c<l lithi'triiilly and Internally, but the general prn-
poftkmi of the tin ilii in- i Mjiih , th. i l.ii n. to t>e of greater

vaulting-tile

The said rllif of Alexandria Is an old thing decayed or
ruinated, . . . bring all fvt"/' </ \ n<ti-[ii4-;tt)i fi.r inonisinn
of freih water. I -i

4. Ill !">>.. arched like the roof of the month, as
the upper li|> of many ringent flower*. S. In

./.. notiilily arched or convex, as a shell, or
i lie l>'-ak ol a hird: fornicated,

vaulter I viil'ter). . [< rnult- + -ir 1
.] One

who or that which vaults: alcapcr: a tumlilei ;

a dancer.

The most celebrated Muter, Mr. .sim|ni,n thr famous
Tauter. ifnot.-d In Athlmi* S,cinl Lift- In Helen of

llfueen Anne, I. Iff,.

Green little raiiltrr In the sunny gnu*.
Ifiyh Hunt, To the Grasshopper and the Cricket.

vaulting 1
(viil'tint?), >i. [Verbal n. of IV/M//I,

P.] In arch., vaulted work; vaults collectively.

Double Vault. Section of dome of St. Peter1

!, Rome.

I, barrel-vault: 2. intersecting vault; 3, domed vault: 4. stilted

vault.

upon the surface of some regular solid, around one axis,
and compound when compounded of two or more simple
vaults or parts of such vaults. (Compare Koman and
medieval architecture, under Koman and medieval.) A
tfroined vault is a compound vault formed by the Inter-

section of two or more vaults crossing each other. See
'

'

, groined, and cuts under aisle, crypt, and naoe.

The Citie standeth vpon great arches or vawtet, like
vnto Churches. Hakluut's Voyages, II. '284.

3. An arched apartment or compartment; also,

a chamber or compartment, even if not arched
or vaulted; especially, a subterranean cham-
ber used for certain specific purposes, (a) A
place of interment.

Ther is a Vourt undre the Chlrche, where that Orlstene
men duellen also ; and thef han many gode Vynes.

Matuiemlle, Travels, p. 124.

The deep, damp mult, the darkness, and the worm.
Young, Night Thoughts, iv. 11.

(6) A place nf confinement ; a prison.

There are certaine vauts or dungeons, which goe downe
verie decpe vnder those I'yrainides.

HoMuyti Voyages, II. 281.

(e) A place for storing articles; a cellar: as, wine-mtulfx;
the name Is hence frequently given, in the plural, to a

place where beer and wine are sold, whether subterranean
or not.

When our faults have wept
With drunken spilth of wine.

Shot., T. of A., II. 2.169.

They have i;i//li* or cellars under most of their houses.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 59.

(d) A privy.

4. In mint., a part forming a dome-like roof to

a cavity Annular vault. See annular. Back of
a vault. Soc back of an arch, under ''.'. i

. Counter-
vault, an inverted vault : a vault of which the crown is

constructed downward, to resist pressure from below.
Double vault, in arch., a superposition of two complete
vaults, built one over the other with such an Interval be-

tween as may be necessary to conform to the requirements
ofproportion of the interior and the exterior : a device em-

Rloyed
in the construction of a dome or domical roof when

', is desired that the appearance of a dome should be pre-

exterlor altitude than would be harmonious for the Inte-
rior Groined vault, as distinguished from barrel- or
cradle-pault, a vault formed by two or more intersecting
vaulu, every two of which form a groin at the Intersec-
tion. If the crowns of the Intersecting vaulta are on the
same level, all the groins will meet in a common point,
which is called the apex or summit, and In ribbed vault-

ing Is usually decorated with a boss. See cuts under crypt
audf/rotn. Lierne vault. see/iVm/-. Palatal or pala-
tine vault, the roof of the mouth. See cut under jtalate.

Rampant vault. Seedef. 2. Rear vault See rear*.

Reins ofa vault. See rein*. Vault of the cranium,
the calvarla or skullcap ; that part of a skull above the

orbits, auditory canals, and superior curved line of the
occipital bone.

vault 1
(valt), v. t. [< ME. vouten, < OF. router;

from the noun.] 1. To form with a vault or
arched roof ; give the shape or character of an
arch or a vault to; arch : as, to run It a passage
to a court.

Some few stony biidges I saw also pretily vaulted with
an arch or two. Coryat, Crudities, I. 88.

2. To cover with or as with an arch or vault.

Fiery darts In flaming volleys flew,
And flying vaulted either host with fire.

Milton, P. L., vl. 214.

vault2 (valt), . f< F. rolte, < It. volta, a turn,

leap, vault, < L. valuta (> 'valuta, >
*
volta), fern,

of volutun, pp. of volvere, turn: see voice. Cf.

vault 1
.] A leap or spring. Especially (a) A leap

made by means of a pole, or by resting the hand or hands
on something. (t>) The leap of a horse ; a curvet.

vault2 (valt), f. [Early mod. E. also vaute; <

vaulfi, .] I. intrans. 1. To leap; bound;
spring, especially by having something to rest

the hands on, as in mounting a horse or clear-

ing a fence.

Vniiltinn ambition, which o'erleaps Itself.

Shak., Macbeth, i. 7. 27.

Leaning on his lance, he vaulted on a tree.

Dryden, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., viil. 184.

Vault* every warrior to his steed.

Scott, Cadyow Castle.

2. To exhibit equestrian or other feats of tum-

bling or leaping.
For he could play, and daunce, and eaute, and spring.

Spfiaer, Mother Hub. Tale, 1. 683.

3. In the maiifge, to curvet. =8yn. Leap, Jump,
etc. SeeuWpi.

II. Iran,*. To leap over; especially, to leap
over by aid of the hands or a pole : as, to vault

a fence.

vaultaget (val'taj), M. [< vault1 + -ftge.] Vault-
ed work; an arched cellar; a vaulted room.

Womby wultages of France. Shot., Hen. V., ii. 4. 124.

D. ffoic. What Is this multaffe for, Is fashlon'd here?
Oresh. Stowage for merchanta ware, and strangers goods.

Heyvood, If you Know not me (Works, 1874, I. 290).

vaulted (val'ted), a. [< raulft + -erf2.] 1.

Arched; concave: as, a r/iiillnl roof.

Vauted all within, like to the Skye
In which the Oods due dwell eternally.

Spenter, f. Q., III. iv. 43.

A present deity, they shout around :

A present deity, the vaulted roofs rebound.

Uryden, Alexander's Feast, 1. 36.

2. Covered with an arch or vault.

Undre thelse Stages hen Stables wel y vowted for the

Emperours Hors ; and alle the Pileres ben of Marbelle.
Mandeville. Travels, p. 17.

First a loggia, then a plain vaulted building.
R. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 85.

3. Provided with vaults or underground pas-
sages.

as applied in a double curvedVaulting. Perspective of Vaulting as applied in a ti

apsidal aisle. Church oINotre Dame, Pan

Cylindrical or semi-cylindrical vaulting. See cy-
lintirlr. Fan-tracery vaulting. See fan-tracery.
Groined vaulting. See raulti.

vaulting'-' (val'ting), . [Verbal n. of vault'*,

.] The art or practice of a vaulter.

\'iiiilti'mi on the High Rope, and Tumbling on the SUge.
Quoted In Aihtmt's Social Life in Reign of (,neen

(Anne, I. 261.

stilt-miildX'/ Is dying out.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, III. 151

vaulting-capital (val'ting-kap'i-tal), n. In
mrdin'ol arch,, the capital of a shaft, usually
an engaged shaft, which receives a rib of a
vault. See vaulting-shaft.

vaulting-horse (v&l'ting-hors), H. A wooden
horse in a gymnasium for practice in vaulting.

vaulting-houset (val'ting-hous), w. A brothel.

.\fiixxinger. Unnatural Combat, iv. 2. [Low.]
vaulting-pillar (val'ting-pil'Sr), . Same as
rtinltiny-waft.

vaulting-shaft (val'ting-shaft), n. In arfli., a
shaft, almost invariably engaged, rising from a
floor or from the capi-
ta) of a pier below, to
receive the spring of
a rib of a roof-vault;
also, a shorter shaft

engaged in the wall
and rising from a cor-

bel, from the top of
which shaft the rib of
the vault springs. The
second form is lacking in

architectural logic and pro-
priety, which demand that
if the rib Is not frankly ac-

knowledged to spring from
the wall, and be supported
by it, its support should be
carried visibly down to the

ground.

vaulting-tile (val'-

ting-til), n. A special
type of brick or tile,

shaped according to *

the work in hand :md
made hollow in various forms, often perforated
in compartments: used in vaulting, etc., to



vaulting-tile

lessen the weight of the upper parts of large
masses of masonrv.

vault-light (valt'lit), . A cover of a vault

set with glass so that it can serve for the ad-

mission of light.
vault-shell (valt'shel), it. The masonry or

"skin" of a vault; especially, the filling of a

ribbed vault that is, the comparatively thin

structure which forms a compartment between

adjacent ribs. ('. H. Moore, Gothic Architec-

ture, p. 52.

vaulture (val'tur), . [< vault* + -ure.~] Arch-
like shape; vaulted work. [Rare.]

The strength and firmness of their vaulture and pillars.

Say, Works of Creation, iii. (Latham.)

vault-work (valt'werk), n. Vaulting.

This Temple was borne vp with Vaidt-worke, with great

lights and secret passages, the space of an hundred steps.

1'urchas, Pilgrimage, p. 684.

vaultyt (val'ti), a. [Also vauty; < vault1 + -y
l

.~]

Vaulted; arched; concave.

The vanity top of heaven. Shak., K. John, v. 2. 52.

One makes the haughty vauty welkin ring
In praise of custards and a bag-pudding.

John Taylor, Works. (Xares.)

vauncet, v. t. [ME. vauncen, by apheresis for

avauncen, E. advance.'] To advance.

Voide vices ;
vertues shall vaunce vs all.

Boote of Precedence (E. E. T. 8., extra ser.), i. 66.

vaunt 1 (vant or vant), v. [Formerly also vant;
< ME. vaunten, vanten, also erroneously avaun-

ten, avanten, < OF. vanter, < ML. vanitare, boast,
be vainglorious, < L. vanita(t-)s, vanity, vain-

glory, < vamts, empty: see vain, vanity.'] I.

intrans. 1. To make a vain display of one's own
worth, attainments, or powers ;

talk with vain

ostentation; boast; brag.

Panting in wordes true valour oft doth seeme,
Yet by his actions we him coward deem.

Times' Whittle (E. E. T. S.), p. SO.

Some misbegotten thing, that, having pluckt the gay
feathers of her obsolet bravery to hide her own deformed
barenesse, now vaunts and glories in her stolne plumes.

MUton, Church-Government^ i. 3.

2. To glory; exult; triumph.
The foe vaunts in the field. Shak., Rich. III., v. 3. 288.

II. trans. 1. To magnify or glorify with vani-

ty ;
boast of

; brag of.

Charity vaunteth not itself. 1 Cor. xiii. 4.

My vanquisher, spoil'd of his vaunted spoil.

MUton, P. L., iii. 251.

Though at the expense of their vaunted purity of blood.

Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., i. 17.

2. To display or put forward boastfully ;
ex-

hibit vaingloriously.
What shape, what shield, what armes, what steed, what

stedd,
And what so else his person most may vaunt.

Spenser, F. Q., III. ii. 17.

vaunt1 (vant or vant), w. [< vaunt1
, .] A vain

display of what one is, or has, or has done
;
os-

tentation from vanity ; a boast
;
a brag.

Such high vaunts of his nobility.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 50.

vaunt2t (vant), n. [< F. arant, before : see van2.']

The first part ;
the beginning.

The vaunt and firstlings of those broils.

Shak., T. and C., Prol., 1. 27.

vauntbracet, See vambrace.

vauntcouriert, n. [See van-courier.1 An old
form of van-courier. Shak., Lear, iii. 2. 5.

vaunter (van'ter or van'ter), n. [< ME. vaun-

tour, vantour, < OF. "vanteor, vanteur, boaster,
< vanter, boast : see vaunt1

."]
One who vaunts;

a boaster; a braggart ;
a man given to vain os-

tentation.

Wele I wote, a vaimtour am I none, for certeynly I love
better silence. Political Poems, etc. (ed. Furnivall), p. 77.

Alas, you know I am no vaunter, I
;

My scars can witness, dumb although they are,
That my report is just and full of truth.

Shak., Tit. And., v. 3. 113.

vauntery (van'- or van'ter-i), n. [< vaunft +
-en/.] The act of vaunting; bravado. Also
vantery. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 249.

[Rare.]
For she had led

The infatuate Moor, in dangerous vauntery,
To these aspiring forms.

Southey, Roderick, the Last of the Goths, xxii.

vauntful (vant'ful or vant'ful), a. [< iwn/M
+ -ful.'] Boastful

; vainly ostentatious. Spen-
ser, Muiopotmos, 1. 52.

vauntguardt, . Same as vanguard. Merlin
(E. E. T. S.), n. 151.
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vaunting (viin'ting or van'ting), n. [Verbal 2. The flesh of the calf used for food.

n. of rauntl, #.] Ostentatious setting forth of

what one is or has
; boasting ; bragging.

You say you are a better soldier ;

Let it appear so ; make your vaunting true.

Shak., J. C.,iv. 3. 52.

vauntingly (van'- or van'ting-li), ndv. In a

vaunting manner ; boastfully ;
with vain osten-

tation. Sliak., Rich. II., iv. 1. 36.

vauntmuret, n. See vantmure.

vauntwardt, A Middle English form of ran-

jiwrfl.

vauqueline (vok'lin), n. [< F. vauqueline, so

called after L. N. Vauquelin (1763-1829), a
French chemist.] 1. A name originally given
by Pelletier and Caventon to strychnine. 2. A
name given by Pallas to a crystalline substance
obtained from the bark of the olive-tree.

vauquelinite (vok'lra-it), n. [< Vauquelin (see

vauqwline) + -Me2 .] Native chromate of lead
and copper, a mineral which occurs in small

green or brown crystals on quartz accompany-
ing crocoite. Also called lajcmannite.

vautt, n . and v. An obsolete form of vault2 .

Spenser.

vautert, n. An obsolete form of vaulter.

vautyt, a. A variant of vaultij.

vavasor, vavasour (vav'a-sor, -sor), n. [Also
vavassor, valvasor; ME. vavasour, < OF. vavas-

soitr, F. vavasseur, < ML. vassus vassorum, vas-

sal of vassals : vassus, vassal
; vassorum, gen.

pi. of vassus, vassal.] In feudal law, a princi-

pal vassal not holding immediately of the sov-

ereign, but of a great lord, and having other
vassals holding of him

;
a vassal of the second

degree or rank. In the class of vavasors were compre-
hended chutdaim (castellans), who owned castles or for-

tified houses, and possessed rights of territorial justice.
In England the title was rarely used, though Camden de-

fines it as next to baron, while Chaucer applies it to his

Frankeleyn. [Obsolete or archaic.]

A Frankeleyn was in his compaignye ; . . .

Was nowher such a worthy vavasour.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 360.

Lord, liegeman, valvassor, and suzerain,
Ere he could choose, surrounded him.

Browning, Bordello.

vavasory (vav'a-so-ri), i. [ME. 'vavasorie(^),
< vavasor: see vavasor."] 1. The tenure of the
fee held by a vavasor. 2. Lands held by a
vavasor.

vawardt, n. and a. [< ME. vaward, a reduction
of vantwarde, vauntwarde, etc.: see vanward 1

.]

I. . Same as vanward1
.

My Lord, most humbly on my knee I beg
The leading of the vaward.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 3. 130.

II. a. Being in the van or the front; fore-

most; front.

My sons command the vaward post,
With Brian TunstaU, stainless knight.

Scott, Marmion, vi. 24.

Vayu (va'yo), n. [< Skt. vayu, < -/fa, blow, =
Goth, waian, blow: see winS?, vent1 .'] In Hind,

myth., the wind or wind-god.
Vaza (va'za), n. [NL. (5. R. Gray, 1855, after
les vazas of Lesson, 1831), also Vasa."] A genus
of parrots, also called Coracopsis. There are sev-

eral species, of Madagascar, Reunion, the Seychelles, and
Mozambique, one of which was originally called Psittacus
vaza by Shaw. Others are V. obscura (Coracopsis madasca-
riensis), V. niyra, V. comorensis, and V. barkleyi.

vaza-parrot (va'za-par"ot), n. A parrot of the

genus Coracopsis (or Vaza).
V-bob (ve'bob), n. Inmach., a V-shaped form
of bell-crank used to change the direction of

motion, as the horizontal motion of a cross-

head to the vertical motion of a pump-rod. E.
H. Knight. See 6068.

V. 0. An abbreviation of Victoria cross.

V-croze (ve'kroz), n. A coopers' croze used to

cut angular heading-grooves.
V. d. An abbreviation, in book-catalogues, of

various dates.

Veadar (ve'a-dar), n. [Heb.] The thirteenth
or intercalary month which is added to the Jew-
ish year about every third year, after Adar (the
last month of the sacred or ecclesiastical year).
veal (vel), w. [< ME. veel, veil, < OF. veel. vedels,

veau, F. veau = Pr. vedel, vedelh = It. vitello (cf.

Pg. vitella, f.), a calf, < L. vitellus, a little calf,
< vituhis, a calf, = Gr. ira?.6f, a calf, = Skt.

vatsa, a calf, perhaps lit. a 'yearling,' < vatsa =
Gr. CTOI;, year, allied to L. vetus, aged, vetulus, a
little old man: see veteran. Cf. vellum, ult.

from the same source as veal."] If. A calf.

Intruding into other King's territories (especially these
fruitful ones of ours), to eat up our fat beefs, veals, muttons,
and capons. Eng. Stratagem (Arber's Eng. Garner, 1. 604).

Bet than olde boef is the tendre veel.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 176.

Bob veal, (a) The flesh of a calf taken before birth from
a slaughtered cow ; also, the flesh of a new-born calf. (f>)

Same as deaconed teal. Deaconed veal. See deacon.

Veal cutlet. See cutlet.

veal-skin (vel'skiu), . A cutaneous disease

distinguished by smooth white tubercles of a

glistening character, found on the ears, neck,

face, and sometimes covering the whole body.
vealy (ve'li), a. [< veal + -y

l
.~]

Like veal;

young; immature; having the qualities of a
calf: as, a vealy youth; vealy opinions. [Col-

loq.]

Their vealy faces mezzotinted with soot.

Lowell, Fireside Travels, p. 248.

Veatchia (ve'chi-a), n. [NL. (Asa Gray, 1884),
named after Dr. John A. Veutch, who discov-
ered theCerros Island trees.] A genus of trees,
of the order Anacardiaceee and tribe Spondieee.
It is distinguished from the related genus Rhus (the
sumac) by its valvate sepals, accrescent petals, and thin-
walled fruit. The only species, V. discolor (V. Cedrosen-

t), one of the most singular of American trees, a native
of Lower California, is known as elephant-tree, from the
thick heavy trunk and branches (often 2 feet thick and
not more than the same height, sending out ponderous
bent and tortuous horizontal branches often 20 feet long,
and ending suddenly in short twigs loaded with bright-

pink or yellowish-gray flowers). The trees usually grow
close together, often forming low and impenetrable mats.
On the mainland the species becomes erect and sometimes
25 feet high, and is locally known as copal-quicn. Its bark
is there used in tanning leather. The outer bark is a

peculiar brown skin, peeling annually, and increasing
the resemblance to the elephant. The flowers appear
after the fall of the minute leaves, and where the trees

are grouped in masses form a blaze of color visible for

several miles.

veckt (vek), H. [ME. vecke, vekke; origin ob-

scure.] An old woman.
A rympled vekke, ferre ronne in age.

Rom. of the Rose, \. 4495.

vectiont (vek'shon), n. [< L. vectio(n-), a carry-

ing, conveyance, < vehere, pp. vectus, bear, con-

vey: see vehicle.] The act of carrying, or the
state of being carried; vectitation; "a carry-

ing or portage," Blount (1670).
vectis (vek'tis), n. [L., a pole, bar, bolt, spike.]
1. In Rom. antiq., abolt. 2. [NL.] In obstet.,

a curved fenestrated instrument similar to one
of the blades of the obstetrical forceps, used
in certain cases to aid delivery. Commonly
called lever.

vectitation (vek-ti-ta'shpn), n. [< L. *vecti-

tare, pp. vectitatus, bear or carry about, freq.
of vehere, pp. vectus, convey: see veetion.]
A carrying, or the state of being carried.

[Rare.]
Their enervated lords are lolling in their chariots (a

species of vectitation seldom used amongst the ancients

except by old men). Martinus Scriblerus.

vector (vek'tor), n. and a. [= F. vecteur, < L.

vector, one who carries or conveys, < vehere, pp.
vectus, carry, convey : eeeveetion.] I. n. 1. (a)
In quaternions, a quantity which, being added
to any point of space, gives as the sum that

point which is at a certain distance in a certain

direction from the first. Vectors are said to be equal
when their directions and magnitudes are the same. Unit
vectors in quaternions are considered as equivalent to

quadrantal versors having their axes in the directions of
vectors ; the word vector has accordingly sometimes, but

incorrectly, been used in the sense of a quadrantal versor.

Every quaternion can be resolved in one way, and one way
only, into a sum of a scalar and a vector ; and this vector
is called the vector of the quaternion, and is denoted by
writing V before the sign of the quaternion. Thus, Vq de-

notes the vector of the quaternion q. Hence (6) A
directive quantity; a quantity determined by
two numbers giving its direction and a third

giving its magnitude. 2. Same as radius vec-

tor. See radius. Addition of vectors. See addi-
tion. Origin. Of a vector. See origin.

II. it. Of the nature of or concerned with
vectors Vector analysis, the algebra of vectors.

Vector equation, an equation between vectors. Vec-
tor function. See function. Vector potential, a vec-

tor quantity so distributed throughout space that the re-

sult of operating upon it by the Hamiltonian operator
represents some natural quantity.

vectorial (yek-to'ri-al),
. -f< vector + -ial."]

Of or pertaining to a vector or vectors Vecto-
rial coordinates. See coordinate.

vecturet (vek'tftt), n. [= F. voiture = It. vet-

tura, a carriage'! < L. vectura, a carrying, trans-

portation, < vclitre, pp. vectus, carry: see vec-

tion."] A carrying; carriage; conveyance by
carrying. Bacon, Seditions and Troubles (ed.

1887).
Veda (va'dii), n. [= F. veda = G. Veda, < Skt.

veda, lit. knowledge, understanding, esp. sacred

knowledge, the Hindu scripture, < T/ vid, know,



Veda
= K. wit: see ici'i 1

.] Tin 1 sum-d M-npture of

the uiK-i'-nl Iliiidus, written in MM older form
or dialect of Sanskrit, n is divid.-d into mantra, or
sacred utterance (ellielly nieli-ieali, /:fnhiiiiiiin, or inspired

exposition, and xiilrn, or wicrltlcial rule*. It is also dividrd
int.. four bodies of writings: Ili;i-\'t'<tit or bynins. S'linn

I 'i'ilii or imants, Yiijiir-Valii or sacred foi mnlas, and Allan -

f<i-\',',/ii, a enllrrlii.il nl' ]:I|-T and mine silpi i s( il h .11

hymns raid i \\ il h ils luahuianas and siitras. it is of un-

known and w-rv 11111 i-rlain chronology, tile oldest of the

bymns beiui; iMistiihly from near JIXKI it. r. Sometimes ab
In . \ iated t'l-il.

Vedalia (v,;-da'li-ii). M. [XL. I. Mulsaut, 1851).]
1. A genus of ' 'iii'fiin-tliil;r. containing aliout li

> p. . i eM if lady lii rd licet Ics of predaceous habits,
natives of snlit ropieal regions. V. cardinalu, an
Australian form, uas impmii -I li> Ibe I nil

pii ! 111. iii ni \ i ii'uh 111 . from Australia and New Zealand
Into ( 'alifornla in the winter of 1888-H to destroy the fluted

sealr </'</'/'' fiiin-fi /:} which result It accomplished In

less t ban nine months, through its rapacity and remarkable
fecundity.

2. [/. c.] Any member of this genus: as, the
cardinal uedalia (the species above mentioned).
Vedanga f va -diing'gii), n. [Skt. vedanga,<. veda,
Veda, + niit/a, limb.J In lit., a limb of the Veda.
This name is given to certain Sanskrit works auxiliary
to the Vedas, and aiding to the understanding of them
and their application to specific purposes. The Vcdangas
are elaborate treatises on (1) pronunciation, (2) meter, (8)

grammar. (4) explanation of difficult tenns, (fi) astrono-

my, (6) ceremonial. They are composed in the sutra or

aphoristic style.

Vedanta (vii-diin'tii), n. [< Skt. Veda, know-
ledge, + until, end : see Veda.] A system of

philosophy among the Hindus, founded on the
Vedas. It is chiefly concerned in the Investigation of

the Suprc spirit and the relation in which the universe,
and especially tile human soul, stands to it.

Vedantic (va-diin'tik), o. [< I'edantu + -ic.]

Ivi'lating to the Vedanta.
Vedantin (va-dan'tin), . [< Vedanta + -in.]

Same as Pedantic.

Vedantist (va-diin'tist), . [< Vedanta + -int.]

One versed iii the doctrines of the Vedanta.
vedette (vo-def), . [Msovidette; <F. vedette,

< It. vedetia, < vedere, see, < L. videre, see : see

vision.] A sentinel on horseback stationed at

some outpost or on an elevation to watch an

enemy and give notice of danger.
Vedic (va'dik), a. [= F. vediqite; < Veda + -ic.]

Of or relating to a Veda or tne Vedas: as, the

Vedic hymns.
veelet, An obsolete dialectal form otfeeft.
veer (ver), e, [Early mod. E. also vere; < F.

virer = Pr. rirar, (. ML. rirare, turn, sheer off,

< L. virim, armlets, bracelets. Cf . ferrule^.] I.

intrans. 1. To turn; specifically, to alter the

course of a ship, by turning her head round

away from the wind
;
wear.

Also, as long as Heav'ns swift Orb shall veer,

A sacred Trophee shall be shining heer.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, ii., The Columnes.

And, as he leads, the following navy twer*.

Dryden, JCneid, v. 10*8.

Fickle and false, they veer with every gale.

Crabbe, Works, I. 174.

2. To shift or change direction: as, the wind
veers to the north ; specifically, in meteor., with

respect to the wind, to shift in the same direc-

tion as the course of the sun as, in the north-

ern hemisphere, from east by way of south to

west.
As when a ship, by skilful steersman wrought
. . . where the wind
Veers oft, as oft so steers, and shifts her sail.

Milton, P. L., ix. 615.

3. To turn round ; vary ; be otherwise minded :

said of persons, feelings, intentions, etc. See
also veering.

Buckingham . . . soon . . . peered round from anger to

fondness, and gave Wycherley a commission in his own re-

giment. Macmtlay, Comic Dramatists of the Kestoratlon.

II. trait*. 1. To turn; shift.

Vere the nialne shete and beare up with the land.

Spenser, . Q., xil. 1.

2. Xaut., to change the course of by turning
the stern to windward

; lay on a different tack

by turning the vessel's head away from the

wind; wear: as, to i-eer ship To veer and haul,
to pull tight and slacken alternately. To veer away, to

let out; slacken and let run : as. to veer airay the cable.

To veer out, to sutfer to run or to let out to a greater

length : as, to veer out a rope.

veerablet (ver'a-bl), a. [< veer + -able.]

Changeable; shifting: said of winds. Aompto*.
veering (ver'ing), . [Verbal n. of veer, v.]
The act of turning or changing: as, the m riinj

of the wind; especially, a fickle or capricious

change.
It is a double misfortune to a nation which Is thus given

tochaniie, wbi'ii tbey bave a sovereign at the head of tbem
that is prone tn fall in with all the turns and iwri;/of the

people. Ai1<ti*on, Freeholder.

f,7l>.H

veering (vt'-r'ing). /<. -. Timiini;:

shifting.
'I'b. ! n weathercocks, that were nwlmmliiK

in tin ini.onii-.-ici, lit,. x"l'l' n li-li. in a gnus vase.

LoiiyfrUt'ir, Hyperion, II. 10.

A Htibtlr, sudden (lame,
. tug passion faun'd,

About thee breaks and dances.

n, Madeline.

veeringly (ycr'ing-li),
<ulr. In n veering man-

in r : (Tiangitigly ; sliit'tingly.

veery (vcr'i), n'.; pi. rnries (-iz). Wilson's or

the tawny thrush of North America, Tunl*
ii-lt'ln) fuscesceHa, one of the five song-

Veeiy (Turjia (HflocicMti) fttxtKnu).

thrushes common in the eastern parts of the

United States. It is 7^ inches long, 12 in extent, above
uniform tawny-brown, below whitish, the throat buff with
a few small spots. It is migratory, nesU on the ground or

very near it, and lays four or five greenlsh-blue eggs with-

out spots. It Is of shy and retiring habits, frequenting
thick woods and swamps, and is an exquisite songster.

The place flows with birds: . . . olive-backs, teeriet,

and
]
oveubirds. S. Judd, Margaret, II. 1.

Vega 1
(va'gS), n. [< Sp. rega = Cat. reaa = Pg.

ttiga, an open plain, a tract of flat land; origin

uncertain.] A tract of ground, low, flat, and
moist. This wont is confined chiefly to Spain
and Cuba; in the latter it often denotes a 'to-

bacco-field.'

The best properties known as vegas, or tobacco farms,
are comprised in a narrow area in the south-west part of

the Island [of Cubal.
5. Hazard, Cuba with Pen and Pencil (London, 1873),

[p. 329.

Sometimes the water of entire rivers or vast artilicial

reservoirs ... is used in feeding a dense network of canals

distributed over plains many square miles in extent. Such

plains in Valencia and Mmvia are known by the Spanish
name of hnertu (gardens), in Andalusia by the Arabic name
of vei/as, which has the same meaning.

Encyc. Brit., XXII. 299.

Vega2
(ve'gS), . [= F. vega, < Ar. HW/r. fall-

ing, i. e. the falling bird, with ref. to Altair, the

flying eagle, situated not far from Vega.] A
star of the first magnitude in the northern con-

stellation Lvra; a Lvrw.

Vegetabilia'(vej'e-ta-bil'i-a), .;>/. [ML., pi. of

L. veactabUis, vegetable : see vegetable.] Plants
as a grand division of nature. Compare Primalia.

vegetability (vej'e-ta-bil'i-ti), n. [= F. veijc-

tabOHi = isp. regetabiltdad = It. vegetabilita ;

as vegetable + -ity.] Vegetable quality, char-

acter, or nature.

Boetlus, . . . not ascribing Its [the coral's) concretion

unto the air, but the . . . lapidiBcal juyce of the sea,

which, entering the parts of that plant, overcomes IU

vegetabUitj/, and converts it into a lapideons substance.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., II. 5.

vegetable (vej'e-ta-bl), a. and n. [< OF. vege-

table, living, fit to live, vegetable, as a noun, a

vegetable, F. regulable, vegetable, = Sp. vege-
table = Pg. veijetavel = It . vegetabile, apt to vege-

tate, < LL. vegetabilis, enlivening, animating, <

L. vegetarc, quicken, animate: see vegetate.] I.

a. 1. Having life such as a plant has.

Vegetable IF.), vegetable, fit or able to Hue; hailing, or

likelie to haue, such life, or increase in groweth, as plants,
AC. l'..'m' ,

2. Of or pertaining to plants ; characteristic of

plants; also, having the characteristics of a

plant or of plants; resembling a plant or what

belongs to plants; occupied or concerned with

plants.
And all amid them stood the Tree of Life,

High eminent, blooming ambrosial fruit

Of vegetable gold. .Villon, P. L., iv. 220.

Vegetable acids, such acids as are obtained from plants,
as malic, citric, gallic, and tartaric acids. Vegetable
aethiops, a remedy formerly used in the treatment of

scrofulous diseases, "prepared by incinerating Fucus vegitii-

losit, or sea-wrack. Vegetable alkali, (n) Potash. (6)

An alkaloid. Vegetable anatomy, that branch of bot-

any which treats of the form, disposition. and structure of

vegetaline

the organs of planU. -Vegetable antimony, Die thor-

ouuli"<' ' Vegetable bezo-
ar. sauce u Vegetable brimstone. See

\ ii/i-ii/nulr. Vegetable bristles, the fibers

mti. Vegetable butters. s.,/m.ri Vegeta-
ble calomel, PodophyUu ibe May-apple or

niandiaki- Vegetable casein, tamenltyunta. Veg-
etable COllC, intestinal pain rallM'i by Hi. II-. nl ijn >-n

fruit. Vegetable earth, tout mttgttabU mold Vtg-
etableegg, the egg plant; also, the iimrinalad.-Iin

mammota. Vegetable fibers. .se,/,.Vri. Vege-
table fibrin. >', fibrin. Vegetable flannel, a tci.i i,

from pine-needle wool(which s*,Dodarj)tw-iMM>
Vegetable fountain, see i-kyt^nne. -Vegetable

gelatin, see iielaim. Vegetable glue. See glut.

vegetable horsehair, a tlber extracted from the lrave

of the European palm, Chanumpt AtmtiUf: used like

horsehair for stnlttng ; also the Spanlih raou, Tillandila

umtoidet, similarly used. Vegetable ivory. See ieory-
nu(.- Vegetable telly, a gelatinous substance found In

pUnts: |i-
. in,. Vegetable kingdom, tbat dm-i if

natural objects which embraoe* vegetables or plant*; the

npnum ngetabile; Vtgetabilia
- Vegetable lamb, the

Agnui Seythieut or Tatarian Iamb. See ai/nta.

Eye* with mute tenderneM her distant dam,
Or teem* to bleat, a vmetaNe lamb.

Kramut Darmn, lore* of Plant*. (Dyer.)

Vegetable leather, marrow, mercury. See the noun*.

vegetable mold, mob) or ><il < omanilng a considera-

ble proportion of vegetable constituents ; mold consisting

wholly or chiefly of humus. Vegetable naphtha. Same
u wood-naphtha. Vegetable oyster. Same as ot/iter-

plant, 2. Vegetable parchment Same as parclunriit

paper (which see, under paper). Vegetable physiol-
ogy, that branch of liotany which treats of the vital ac-

tions of plants, or of the office* which their various organ*
perform. Vegetable serpent, .-ame ai malre-eucvm-
ber. See cucumber. Vegetable sheep. Same a* iheep-

plant. See Ramilia. Vegetable Bilk, a flue and glOMy
tlber, kindred to silk cotton, borne on the seeds of Chun-
ria tpecuita In Brazil. The name Is applicable to various

similar substance*. Compare silk-cotton, under eottonl.

Vegetable sponge. See iponge-yourd. Vegetable sul-

pbur. Same asfj/copode. Vegetable tallow, tissue,
war, etc. See the nou us. Vegetable towel, the sponge-
gourd.- Vegetable turpeth. See turpeth, 1.

II. . 1. Aplant. Seep/anf
1

. 2. Inamore
limited sense, a herbaceous plant used wholly
or in part for culinary purposes, or for feeding
cattle, sheep, or other animals, us cabbage,
cauliflower, turnips, potatoes, spinach, peas,
and beans. The whole plant may be so used, or Its tops
or leaves, or Its roots, tubers, etc., or Its fruit or seed.

Sowthistle, dandelion, and lettuce are their favourite

vegetables, especially the last.

Ctii'-prr, Account of bis Hares, May 28, 1784.

Chattel vegetable. See chattel. Leather vegetable,
a shrubby West Indian plant. Euphorbia punitea: so
named from its coriaceous leaves. The flower-cluster has

long scarlet bracts. =8yn. Vegetable, I'lant, Herb. Tree,

Shrub, linfh, rmlerihrub, Vine. Vegetable and plant In

scientific use alike denote any member whatever of the

vegetable kingdom. In popular use a vegetable Is a cull-

nary herb, ana a plant is comparatively small, either an

herb, or a shrub or tree when quite young, particularly a

cultivated herb. An hrrli Is a plant without a woody stem,
hence dying to the root, or throughout, each year. A tree,

Is a plant having a woody aerial stem, typically single be-

low and branching above, the whole with a height of not
less than four or live times the human stature. A thrub Is

a woody plant, typically lower than a tree and branching
near or below the ground. A bush is a shrub of medium
size, forming a clump of stems, or at least of a branching
habit. An undershrub is a very small shrub. A rine Is an

herb, shrub, or even tree, with a long and slender stem
which is not self-supporting. See the several words,

vegetablize (vej'e-ta-bliz), r. t.
; pret. and pp.

vegetabli:ed, ppr. vegetablizing. [< vegetable +
-i:e.] To render vegetable in character or ap-
pearance.

Silk is to be re'jetablizfd ... by an immersion In a bath
of cellulose dissolved In ammoniacal copper oxide.

<i Si ill Dyeing and Calico Printing, p. SO.

vegetal (vej'e-tal), a. and n. [< OF. vegetal, F.

regetal = Sp. Pg. vegetal = It. regelate, < L. vege-

<*, living, lively: see vegetate.] I. a. 1. Of,

pertaining, or relating to a plant or plants;

having the characteristics or nature of a vege-
table; vegetable.
On the whole it appears to me to be the most convenient

to adhere to the old plan of calling such of those low forms
as are more animal in habit Protozoa, and such a* are
more vegetal Protophyta.

llujclry, Critique* and Addresses, p. 281.

2. Of or pertaining to the series of vital phe-
nomena common to plants and animals name-

ly.digestion and nutritive assimilation, growth,
absorption, secretion, excretion, circulation,

respiration, and generation, as contradistin-

guished from sensation and volition, which are

peculiar to animals.
The flrst are called the rryetal functions, the second the

animal functions ; and the powers or forces on which they
depend have been termed respectively the vegetal life and
the animal life.

Brandt and Cat, Diet Sci., Lit, and Art, III. HO.

U. n. A plant ;
a vegetable.

I saw vegetal! too, as well as minerals, put into one glass
there. B. Jonson, Mercury Vindicated.

vegetaline (vcj'e-tal-in), n. [< rnjrtal + -iiH 2.]

A material consisting of woody fiber treated

with sulphuric acid, dried and converted into a



vegetaline

fine powder, then mixed with resin soap, and
treated with aluminium sulphate to remove the

soda of the soap, again dried, and pressed into

cakes. The substance may be made transparent by the

addition of castor-oil or glycerin before pressing, and can

be colored as desired. It is used as a substitute for ivory,

coral, caoutchouc, etc. E. H. Knight.

vegetality (vej-e-tal'i-ti), 9i.. [< vegetal + -tty.]

1. Vegetable character or quality; yegetabil-

ity. 2. The aggregate of physiological func-

tions, nutritive, developmental, and reproduc-
tive, which are common to both animals and

vegetables, but which constitute the sole vital

processes of the latter. See vegetal, a., 2.

vegetarian (vej-e-ta'ri-an), a. and n. [< vege-

t(ablc) + -arian.] I. a" 1. Of, pertaining to,

or characteristic of those who on principle ab-

stain from animal food. 2. Consisting entire-

ly of vegetables.
The polyprotodont type [of dentition] prevails in the

American genera ; the diprotodont obtains in the majority
of the Australasian marsupials, and is associated usually
with vegetarian or promiscuous diet.

Owen, Anat. Vert., 220, B.

II. M. 1. One who maintains that vegeta-
bles and farinaceous substances constitute the

only proper food for man. 2. One who ab-

stains from animal food, and lives exclusively
on vegetables, together with, usually, eggs,

milk, etc. Strict vegetarians eat vegetable and
farinaceous food only, and will not eat butter,

eggs, or even milk.

vegetarianism (vej-e-ta'ri-an-izm), 9i. [< vege-
tarian + -ism.] The theory and practice of

living solely on vegetables. Thedoctrines and prac-
tice ofvegetarianism are as old as the time of Pythagoras,
and have for ages been strictly observed by many of the

Hindus, as well as by Buddhists and others.

vegetate (vej'e-tat), v. ; pret. and pp. vegetated,

ppr. vegetating. [< LL. vegetatus, pp. of vege-
tare ( > It. vegetare= Sp. Pg. vegetar= F. vegeter,

grow), enliven, < vegetus, lively, < vegere, move,
excite, quicken, intr. be active or lively; akin
to vigere, flourish. The E. sense is imported
from the related vegetable.] I. intrans. 1. To

grow in the manner of plants ;
fulfil vegetable

functions.

A weed that has to twenty summers ran
Shoots up in stalk, and vegetates to man.

Farquhar, Beaux' Stratagem, Prol.

See dying vegetables life sustain,
See life dissolving vegetate again.

Pope, Essay on Man, iii. 16.

Hence 2. To live an idle, unthinking, use-

less life ; have a mere inactive physical exis-

tence
;
live on without material or intellectual

achievement.

The vast empire of China, though teeming with popula-
tion and imbibing and concentrating the wealth of na-

tions, has vegetated through a succession of drowsy ages.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 423.

II. trans. To cause to vegetate or grow.
[Bare.]

Drtiina is tax'd abroad of a solecisme in her govern-
ment, that she should suffer to run into one Grove that

sap which should go to vegetate the whole Forrest.

llmcell, Vocall Forrest (ed. 1045), p. 29.

vegetation (vej-e-ta'shon), n. [< OF. vegeta-

tion, F. vegetation = Sp. vegetation = Pg. vegcta-

fSo = It. vegctazione,<, LL. vegetatio(n-), a quick-
ening, < vegetare, quicken: see vegetate.] 1.

The act or process of vegetating; the process
of growing exhibited by plauts. 2. Plants

collectively: as, luxuriant vegetation.

Deep to the root
Of vegetation parch'd, the cleaving fields

And slippery lawn an arid hue disclose.

Thomson, Summer, 1. 440.

3. In pathol, an excrescence or growth on any
surface of the body.-Vegetation of salts, or sa-
line vegetation, a crystalline concretion formed by salts,
after solution in water, when set in the air for evapora-
tion. These concretions appear round the surface of the

liquor, affixed to the sides of the vessel, and often assume
branching forms so as to resemble plants.

vegetative (vej'e-ta-tiv), . and n. [Early mod.
E. vegetatife; < OF! vegetatif, F. vegetatif= Sp.
Pg. It. vegetativo, vegetative, < LL. vegetatus,

?p.
of vegetare, quicken: see vegetate.] I. a.

. Growing, or having the power of physical
growth, as plants; of or pertaining to physical
growth or nutrition, especially in plants.
The powar or efficacie of growinge ... is called veqe-

tatife. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, iii. 24.

We must look at the curious and complex laws govern-
ing the faculty with which trees can be grafted on each
other as incidental on unknown differences in their vege-
tative systems. Darwin, Origin of Species, p. 245.

2. In animal physiol., noting those functions
or organs of the body which, being performed
or acting unconsciously or involuntarily, are
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likened to the processes of vegetable growth,
as digestion, circulation, secretion, and excre-

tion, which are particularly concerned in the

nutrition or in the growth, waste, and repair
of the organism: opposed to the specially ani-

mal functions, as locomotion, cerebration, etc.

3. Hence, characterized by such physical

processes only ; lacking intellectual activity ;

stagnant ; uuprogressive.
The indolent man descends from the dignity of his na-

ture, and makes that being which was rational merely

vegetative. Steele, Spectator, No. 100.

From the inertness, or what we may term the vegetative

character, of his ordinary mood, Clifford would perhaps
have been content to spend one day after another, inter-

minably, ... in just the kind of life described in the

preceding pages. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, xi.

4. Having the power to produce or support
growth in plants: as, the vegetative properties
of soil Vegetative reproduction, a form of repro-
duction in plants by means of cells which are not special-

ly modified for the purpose, but which form a part of

the body of the individual. Propagation by cuttings, by
means of buds, soredia, gemmae, bulbils, etc., are familiar

examples. See reproduction, 3 (a).

Il.t " A vegetable.
Shall I make myself more miserable than the vegetatives

and brutes? Baxter, Dying Thoughts.

vegetatively (vej'e-ta-tiv-li), adv. In a vege-
tative manner.

vegetativeness (vej'e-ta-tiv-nes), . The
character of being vegetative, in any sense.

vegete (vej'et), a. [= Pg. It. vegeto, < L. vege-

tns, vigorous, brisk: see vegetable, vegetate.]

Vigorous ;
active. [Bare.]

He [Lucius Cornelius) had lived a healthful and vegete

age till his last sickness. Jer. Taylor, Holy Dying, iv. 1.

But would my picture be complete if I forgot that am-

ple and vegete countenance of Mr. R of W. ?

LoweU, Study Windows, p. 380.

vegetivet (vej'e-tiv), a. and n. [< vegete +
-Hie.] I. a. Vegetative.

Force vegetiue and sensatiue in Man
There is. Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 13.

II. n. A vegetable.
Make us better than those vegetives
Whose souls die with them.

Middleton, Massinger, and Rowley, Old Law, i. 1.

vegeto-alkali (vej'e-to-al'ka-li), n. An alka-

loid.

vegeto-animal (vej"e-t6-an'i-mal), a. and n. I.

a. Partaking of the nature of both vegetable
and animal matter. Vegeto-animal matter, a

name formerly applied to vegetable gluten and albumen.

II. n. An organism of equivocal character
between a plant and an animal ; a protist.

vegetOUSt (vej'e-tus), a. [< L. vegetus, vigor-
ous : see vegete.] Same as vegete.

If she be fair, young, and vegetoux, no sweetmeats ever

drew more flies. B. Jonson, Epiccene, ii. 1.

vehemence (ve'he-mens), 91. [< OF. vehemence,
F. vehemence = Sp. Pg. vehemcncia = It. ree-

menza, veemen:ia, < L. vehementia, eagerness,
strength, < vchemen(t-)s, eager: see vehement.]
The character or state of being vehement ;

the

energy exhibited by one who or that which is

vehement. Specifically () Violent ardor; fervor;

impetuosity ; fire : as, the vehemence of love or affection ;

the vehemence of anger or other passion.

Nay, I prithee now with most petitionaiy vehemence,
tell me who it is. Shale., As you Like it, iii. 2. 200.

(b) Force or impetuosity accompanying energetic action

of any kind ; impetuous force ; impetuosity ; boisterous-

ness ; violence ; fury : as, the vehemence of wind ;
to speak

with vehemence.

A universal hubbub wild

vehmgericht

2. Acting with great force or energy; ener-

getic; violent; furious; very forcible.

Swell not into vehement actions which embroil and con-

found the earth. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., i. 19.

Gold will endure a vehement fire for a long time.
JV. Orew.

= Syn. Impetuous, fiery, burning, hot, fervid, forcible,

,~***.m~*j ,. r ~-~. --), adv. In a vehe-
ment manner; with great force or violence;

urgently ; forcibly ; ardently ; passionately.

cu/c = Sp. vehieulo = Pg. vehieulo = It. veicolo,

vciculo = G. vehikcl (def. 2.), < L. vehieulum, a

carriage, conveyance, < vehere, carry, = AS.

wegan. move: see weigh
1

,
and cf.

//, wagon,
from the same ult. root.] 1. Any carriage mov-
ing on land, either on wheels or on runners; a

conveyance. 2. That which is used as an in-

strument of conveyance, transmission, or com-
munication.
We consider poetry ... as a delightful vehicle for con-

veying the noblest sentiments.

Goldsmith, Cultivation of Taste.

Shakespeare's language is no longer the mere vehicle of

thought, it has become part of it, its very flesh and blood.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 184.

Specifically (a) In phar., a substance, usually fluid, pos-

sessing little or no medicinal action, used as a medium
for the administration of active remedies; an excipient.

(!/) In painting, any liquid, whether water, as in water-col-
or painting, or oil, as in oil-color painting, which is used
to render colors, varnishes, etc., manageable and fit for

use. (c) One of two enduements, the one more spiritual
than the other, with which the soul is clothed, according
to the Platonists. One corresponds to vital power, the
other to spirit.

The vehicles of the genii and souls deceased are much-
what of the very nature of the aire.

Dr. H. More, Immortal, of Soul, III. iii. 12.

Great or greater vehicle, and little or lesser vehicle
(translations of Sanskrit mahayana and hlnaydna), names
applied to two phases or styles of exposition of Buddhist
doctrine a more modern and an older, a more expanded
and pretentious and a simpler and to the treatises in

which these are respectively recorded.

vehicle (ve'hi-kl), v. t.; pret. and pp. vehicled,

ppr. vehicling. [< vehicle, n.] To convey in or

apply or impart by means of a vehicle.

Guard us through polemic life

From poison vehicled in praise.
M. Green, The Grotto.

vehicular (ve-hik'u-lar), a. [< LL. vchicularis,

< L. vehieulum, & vehicle : see vehicle.] Of, per-

taining to, or relating to a vehicle or vehicles;

also, serving as a vehicle: as, vehicular traffic.

It is on such occasions that the Insides and Outsides, to

use the appropriate vehicular phrases, have reason to rue
the exchange of the slow and safe motion of the ancient

Fly-coaches, which, compared with the chariots of Mr.

Palmer, so ill deserve the name.
Scott, Heart of Mid-Lothian, i.

Vehicular state, the state of a ghost or disembodied

spirit.

vehiculate (ve-hik'u-lat), r. t. and i.
; pret. and

pp. vehiculateil, ppr. vehiculating. [< L. vehieu-

lum, vehicle, + -te2.] To convey by means of

a vehicle; ride or drive in a vehicle. [Bare.]

ing in gigs or c

With loudest vehemence. Milton, P. L., ii. 954.

= Syn. Force, might, intensity, passion.

vehemency (ve'he-men-si), n. [As vehemence

(see -cy).] Same as vehemence.

The vehemency of this passion 's such,

Many have died by joying overmuch.
Times' Whistle (E. E. T. .), p. 94.

vehement (ve'he-ment), a. [< OF. vehement,
F. vehement = Sp. Pg. vehemente = It. veemente,
< L. vehemen(t-)s, sometimes contr. veemen(t-)s,

vemen(t-)s, very eager, impetuous, ardent, furi-

ous, appar. < vehere, carry (or *veha, vea, via,

way?), + men(t-)s, mind: see vehicle and men-
tal1 .] 1. Proceeding from or characterized

by strength, violence, or impetuosity of feeling
or emotion

; very ardent
; very eager or urgent ;

fervent; passionate.
Note, if your lady strain his entertainment
With any strong or vehement importunity.

Shalt., Othello, iii. 3. 251.

I fell into some vehement argumentations with him in

defence of Christ. Coryat, Crudities, I. 71.

Carlyle, Oliver Cromwell, II. 191.

buuii (ve-hik-ii-la'shon), n. [< vehicu-

late -t- -ion.] Movement of or in vehicles.

[Bare.]
The New Eoad with its lively traffic and vehicvlation

seven or eight good yards below our level.

Carlyle, Reminiscences (ed. 1881), II. 168.

Vehiculatory (ve-hik'u-la-to-ri), a. [< vehicu-

late + -or-y.] Pertaining or relating to a

vehicle; vehicular. [Bare.]

Logical swim-bladders, transcendental life-preservers,
and other precautionary and vehindatory gear for setting
out. Carlyle, Life of Sterling, i. 8.

vehme (fa'me), n. [= F. vehme, < G. vehme,

fehme, prop, feme, MHG. veme, punishment. In

E. rather an abbr. of vehmgericht.] Same as

rehmgericht.

vehmgericht (fam'ge-richt*), n.
; pi. vehmge-

richte (-rich"ta). [< G. vehmgericht, betterfehm-
gericht, < fehme, fchm, a criminal tribunal so

called (see def.), + gericht. judgment, tribunal,

law: see vehme and right.] One of the medi-

eval tribunals which flourished in Germany,
chiefly in Westphalia, in the fourteenth and
fifteenth centuries. They were apparently descended

from the cantonal courts, and at first afforded some pro-

tection, as the regular machinery of justice had been de-

moralized. Later they misused their power, and practi-

cally disappeared with the increasing strength of the

regular governments. The president of the court was

called freiyraf, the justices freitchofen, and the place
of meeting freistuhl. The sessions were open, at which
civil matters were adjudicated, or secret, to which were
summoned persons accused of murder, robbery, heresy,

witchcraft, etc. Those convicted of serious crimes, or



vehmgericht
those who refused tu appear before the triliutiat, w>>n- put
to death. Also freiyenchte, Westphalian yerichtf, etc.

VehmiC (lYi'mik), ". [< rrhuir + -('<.] Of or

pertaining to the vehme or vehingeirc-.ht. Also

felt HI i<-.

veil (vfii).H. [Formerly alsi) '""'' ''".</''' < Ml'--

nilr, n
1,/t-. rui/li; J'ni/li; < OF. n-ilt; K. rnili , n

veil, also ;i sail. = I'r. n I = Sp. II. relo = Pg.
I'l-i, ;i veil, I'flii. a sail, = led. fit, < L. rihnii,

a sail, cloth, eoverinj;, < rchere, carry, bear

along: son vehicle. Hence nil. r.. reveal, f n -

In/inn, etc.] 1. A cloth or other fabric or ma-
terial intended lc> conceal Bomething from the

eye; a curtain.

The veil of the temple was rent In twain.
Mat. xxvll. 61.

2. A piece of stuff, usually very light and more
or less transparent, as lawn or lace, intended
to conceal, wholly or in part, the features from
close observation, while not materially ob-

structing the vision of the wearer; hence, such
a piece of stuff forming a head-dress or part
of a head-dress, especially for women. In the

early middle ages the veil was commonly circular or semi*
circular in shape, and was worn in many ways. At a later
time it was attached to the high and heavy head-dresses,

Veils.

I, from statue, in the Abbey ofSt Denis, of Isabeau of Ba vari.i , Queen
of France, wife of Charles VI. : the statue probably dates from 1425.

a, as worn in France at the eml of the i ith and beginning of the I4tn

century. (From Viollet-le-Duc's " Diet, du Mobilier francais.")

such as the tttcnfflon and the hennin, and was a mere orna-
mental appendage, not admitting of being drawn over the
(ace. The veil, when small, is indistinguishable from the
kerchief. In modern use the veil is a piece of gauze,
grenadine, lace, crape, or similar fabric used to cover the

face, either for concealment or as a screen against sun-

light, dust, insects, etc. In this capacity it usually forms
no necessary part of the head-dress, but is attached to

the bonnet or nat.

Wering a eayle [var. fayle] Instide of wymple.
Jtoin. of the Itote, 1. 3864.

Bonnet nor ivil henceforth no creature wear !

Nor sun nor wind will ever strive to kiss you.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1081.

Your vfil, forsooth ! what, do you dread being gazed at?
or are you afraid of your complexion ?

Sheridan, The Duenna, i. :;

3. Hence, anything that prevents observation ;

a covering, mask, or disguise; also, a pretense.
I will . . . pluck the borrowed veil of modesty from

the so seeming Mistress Page.
Shak., M. W. of W., ill. 2. 42.

His most objectionable enterprises, even, were covered
with a veil of religion. I'mcult, Ferd. and Isa,, ii. 24.

4. A scarf tied to or hanging from a pastoral
staff. See orarium 1

, 3, sudnrium (a), vexilluiu,
and banderole, 1 (6). 5. In anat. and roof., a
velum. 6. In bot. : (a) In Hymenomycetes, same
as velum, 2 (a). (6) In Discomycetes, a mem-
branous or fibrous coating stretching over the
mouth of the cup. (c) In mosses, same as ca-

lyptra, 1 (a). 7. In i>hi>nntion, an obscuration
of the clearness of the tones, either from a
natural conformation of the larynx or from
some accidental condition, as fatigue or a cold.
The natural veil in some gifted and highly trained sing-
ers is often a beauty, while a Duskiness due to imperfect
use or accidental interference is a decided blemish. A
voice in which a veil Is present Is called veiled, or vote

velata or voix lambrie. Demi-veil, a short veil worn by
women, which superseded about 1355 the long veil pre-

viously worn. Egyptian veil, in modern costume for

women, a veil worn around the head and neck and tied

under the chin. Eucharlstic veils, sacramental
veils, the veils or cloths of linen, silk, etc., used to cover
the eucharlstic vessels and the elements or species during
the celebration of mass or holy communion. Those ordi-

narily used In the Western Church are the pall, the chalice-

veil, which covers both chalice and paten before, after,

and during part of celebration, and, in the Anglican
Church, the post-communion veil. To these may be added
the corporal (partly used to cover the bread), the humeral

veil, and formerly the offertory veil. In the Creek church
there are separate veils for the paten and chalice, and a

third veil, of thinner material, the air or aer, covering
both. Humeral, Lenten, offertory veil. See the

qualifying words. - Marginal veil, see velum, 2 (a).
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To take the veil, to ussuinc the veil according In the
custom of a woman ulirn "he ln-ruincs ' nun: li'-iu <, t

retire to a nunnery, on tirttt entering the nunnery the

applicant takes the white veil . if after InT novitiate he
desire* to become a nun, in certain < MMM-IIU she take*
the black veil, when sin- pronounces the irrevocable vows.

Veil of the palate, see palate.

Veil (val), r. t. [Karly mod. E. also mil. mylr;
< MIC. riilm, i-ii/ll/ a. < ( )!'. rn/i i\ i;nli i\ K. .<////

= Sp. Pg. velar = It. nlun, < L. nlun: cover,

wrap, envelop, veil. < rilnin, a veil: see '<//. .]

1. To cover with a veil, as the face, or face and

head; cover the face of with a veil.

Take thou no mete (be welle wcr olf Itlo
\ nto grace be seyd, and ther-to eeytte (hi hode.
Booke o/ Precedence (E. E. T. 8., ex(ra ser.), i. 68.

Her face was aril a, yet to my fancied sight
Love, sweetness, goodness, In her person shlnetl.

Miltuii, Sonnets, ivlll.

2. To invest; enshroud; envelop; hide.

I ceil bright Julia underneath that name.
/(. Joason, Poetaster, I. 1.

No fog-cloud veiled the deep. Whittier, The Exiles.

She bow'd as If to ceil a noble tear.

Tennyson, Princess, 111.

3. Figuratively, to conceal
;
mask

; disguise.
To keep your great pretences veil'd till when
They needs must show themselves.

Shak., Cor., I. 2. 20.

Half to show, half ceil the deep Intent.

/'".<". Dunclad, iv. 4.

Veiled calamary, a cephalopod of the genus Histioteu-

thu, with six arms webbed together, the other arms loose,
and the coloration gorgeous. Veiled plate, in pholoy., a

negative or other plate of which the parts that bhould be
clear are obscured by a slight fog. Veiled voice. See

veil, n., 1.

veiler (va'ler), n. [Formerly also roller ; < veil

+ -er1 .] One who or that which veils.

Bwell'd wlndes
And fearefull thunder, vailer of earth's pride.

Tounieur, Trans. Metamorphosis, st. 3.

veiling (va'ling), n. [Formerly also vailing;
verbal u. of teil, .] 1. The act of concealing
with a veil. 2. A veil; a thin covering. 3.

Material for making veils : as, uun's-weiling ;

silk veiling.
veilless (var-
ies), a. [< veil

+ -less.] Des-
titute of a veil.

Tennyson, Ger-
aint.

veilleuse (va-

lyez'), . [F.,
a night-light,
a float-light, <

vcille, watch,
vigil: see vigil.]
In decorative

art, a shad-
ed night-lamp.
The shade or
screen in such

lamps was fre-

quently the
medium for

richdeeoration.

vein (van), n.

[< ME. reive,

veyne, vayne, <

OF. (and F.)
trine = 8p. It. rcna = Pg. win, < L. vena, a

blood-vessel, vein, artery, also a watercourse,
a vein of metal, a vein or streak of wood or

stone, a row of trees, strength, a person's nat-
ural bent, etc.; prob. orig. a pipe or channel
for conveying a fluid, < rchere, carry, convey :

see vehicle, and cf. veil, from the same source.]
1. In mint., one of a set of blood-vessels con-

veying blood from the periphery to the physi-
ological center of the circulation ; one of a set

of membranous canals or tubes distributed in

nearly all the tissues and organs of the body,
for the purpose of carrying blood from these

parts to the heart. The walls of the veins are thin-

ner, as a rule, and more flaccid, than those of the arteries ;

they are composed of three layers or coats the outer or
fibrous ; the middle, made up chiefly of sparse muscular
fibers; and the inner or serous. The Inner or lining
membrane, especially in the veins of the lower extremi-

ties, presents numerous crescentlc folds, usually in man
occurring in pairs, known as the valves of the veins, which
serve to prevent a backward flow of the blood. The nu-
trition of the walls is provided for by the vasa vasorum.
The nerves supplying the walls of the veins are few In

number. There are two systems of veins the systemic,
or those carrying venous blood from the (Issues of the body
to the right auricle of the heart ; and the pulmonary, or
those carrying the oxygenated blood from the lungs to

the left auricle of the heart. The portal system is a sub-
division of the systemic, in which blood coming from the

digestive organs is conducted to the liver by the portal
vein, circulates throughout this organ, is again collected
in the hepatic veins, and Is thence carried to the right

vein

auricle of the heart. The \ein- ..f the-
|
H ,ri:il ->>tcni have

no valves. The blood in the systemic veins is dark-ceil in

i"l"i. :iml flows iii n roMtiriui'ii* Ktrciun. The umbilical
veins of the fetus, like the pulmonary veins, convey oxy-

Veilleu&e of gilded bronze, i6th century.
(From

- L'Art pour Tous.">

Veins.

a. vein laid open. showing the vale> unu*l la pain 1 , action,

ibowing action of the r.lvo: c, external .lew of .eln, *o.in Uw
moniUfonn appearance caused by the valves when distended.

genated or arterial blood. As a general rule, the corre-

sponding veins and arteries run tide by side, and are
called by the same names. In fishes and other low ver-

tebrates which breathe by gills, the veins from these or-

nans correspond In function, but not morphologically,
with pulmonary veins. There Is a renlportal system (

veins In some animals, as Amphibia and reptiles, by which
the kidneys receive blood from reins as well as by renal
arteries. See phrases below, and vena. See also cuts un-
der circulation, heart, liver, tuny, median*, and thorax.

[He] hurlet thurghe the hawbergh, hurt hyni full sore ;

The gret nayne of his gorge gird vne ysondur,
That the frelke, with the frusshe, fell of his hone.

IHrtruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.X I. 582*.

2. Loosely, any blood-vessel. Many of the veins

being superficial or subcutaneous, liable tu ordinary ob-

servation, and when swollen or congested very conspicu-
ous, the name Is popularized, and extended to the arte-

ries, while artery remains chlefiy a technical term.

Klesch and vrinri nou tleo a-twlnne.
Wherfore I rede of routhe.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. 8.), p. 181.

Let me have
A dram of poison, such soon-speeding gear
As will disperse Itself through nil the veint.

Shak., It. and J., v. 1. 61.

3. In eiitotn., one of the ribs or horny tubes
which fonn the framework of the wings of an
insect, and between which the thin membrane
of the wings is spread and supported; a nervure.
Veins result from certain thickenings of the upper and un-
der surfaces of (he sac which primarily composes the wing,
these thickenings being exactly coapted, and often hol-

lowed or channeled for the reception of air-tubes which
enables the wings to subserve to some extent the functions
of lungs. The primary veins give out velnlets or nervules.
The venation of the wings differs much in different insects,
but is sufficiently constant in each case to afford valuable

classificatory characters. See cuts under Chrytopa, Cirro-

phaniu, nervure, and venation.

4. In hot., a fibrovascular bundle at or near
the surface of a leaf, sepal, petal, etc. : same as

nerve, 7. See nervation. 6. In mining, an oc-

currence of ore. usually disseminated through
a. gangue or veinstone, and having a more or
less regular development in length, width, and
depth. A fasure-vcin, or trite vein. Is a vein in which the
ore and veinstone occupy a preexisting fissure or crack
in the rocks, which has been formed by some deep-seated
cause or crust-movement, and may therefore be presumed
to extend downward Indefinitely, and for the same reason
is likely to have considerable development In length. True
veins usually have well-defined walls, on which there is

more or less flucan or gouge, and which are often striated

or polished, giving rise to what miners call tliclcrnridei.

True veins often have the ore and veinstone arranged in

parallel plates or layers, called combs. Experience shows
that true veins are more to be depended on for perma-
nence in depth than other more irregular deposits, al-

though the latter are often highly productive for a time.
A vein and a lode are, in common usage, essentially the
same thing, the former being rather the scientific, the
latter the miner's, name for It. The term depoiit, when
used by itself, means an Irregular occurrence of ore, such
as a fiat-mass, stock, contact deposit, carbona, and the like ;

but when to deporita the term ore or metali\frroiu is pre-
fixed (ore-depotUf, metalliferous deposits), the designation
becomes the most general one possible, including every
form of occurrence of the metalliferous ores, and hav-

ing the same meaning as (he French oites mrtall\fires. and
(he German Erzlayemtntten. A beu of rock forming a
member of a stratified formation, with which it was syn-

chronously deposited, cannot properly be called a vein or

lode, even if it has metalliferous matter generally dis-

seminated through It In quantity sufficient to be worth
working, as is the case with the cupriferous slate (Kupfer-
schie/er) of Mansfeld in Prussia, or when It is concentrated
In pipes or pipe-like masses, occurring here and there In

the stratum, as in the silver-lead mines of Eureka in Ne-
vada. (See ore-deposit . ) Further (o) for forms of ore de-

posits
which are not true veins, but which are designated

by the name erin, see gash-vein, tetfreyated vein (also fey-

relation), pipe-vein ; (b) tor forms qualified, according to

general usage, by the name deposit (which also see), and
which are still further removed from the class of true veins
than those previously noted, see contact deposit (under
contact), blanket-deposit ; (c) tor other still more Irregular
formsof ore-deposit, which have special names, and which,
while not themselves properly designated as veins, are fre-

quently more or less closely connected with true veins,

occurring In close proximity, and forming a kind of appen-
dage, to them, see/a/l . 10,/n/r 1

. 16, carbona, impregnation,
4; and (d) for Herman mining terms applied

to various

irregular forms of ore-deposit, not true veins, which terms
are often used by scientific writers in English in describing



vein

mining regions or in discussing the general mode of occur-

rence of the metalliferous ores, see stock!, 32, stnckuvrk,

fahlband. See also lode!, 3, leader, 5 (a); also rake-vein, a

term applied in Derbyshire, England, to true veins to dis-

tinguish them from the flats and pipe-veins with which

they are closely connected.

6. A cavity, fissure, or cleft, as in the earth or

other substance.

To do me business in the veins o' the earth.

Slutk.
, Tempest, i. 2. 255.

7. A streak, stripe, or marking, of different

color or shade, as in natural marble or wood
cut so as to show the grain, or glass in which
different colors have been melted irregularly.
The term is applied either to a long and nearly regular
stripe, or to a much broken and contorted one, returning
upon itself. Also called veining.

8. A streak; a part of anything marked off

from the rest by some distinctive character;
hence, a distinct property or characteristic
considered as running through or being inter-

mingled with others
;
a continued strain.

.1 saw in divers places very fat and fruitful! veines of

ground, as goodly meadows. Coryat, Crudities, 1. 50.

He can open a vein at true and noble thinking. Swift.

There was likewise, at times, a vein of something like

poetry in him ; it was the moss or wall-flower of his mind
in its small dilapidation. Hawthorne, Seven Gables, iv.

9. Manner of speech or action
; particular style,

character, disposition, or cast of mind.
I knowe not if my iudgement shall haue so delicate a

veine, and my pen so good a grace, in giuing counsel as
in reprehending.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 182.

This is Ercles' vein, a tyrant's vein.

Shak., M. N. D., i. 2. 42.

I have heard before of your lordship's merry vein in

Jesting against our sex. Beau, and Fl., Woman-Hater, ii. 1.

10. Particular mood, temper, humor, or dispo-
sition for the time being.

I am not in the giving vein to-day.
Khak., Eich. III., iv. 2. 119.

I continued, for I was in the talking vein.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, 1.

Accessory portal veins. See portal!. Alar artery
and veto. See alar. Alveolar vein. See alveolar.

Anal veins, veins about the anus and lower end of the
rectum ;

the hemorrhoidal veins, whose congestion or var-

ication constitutes piles. AnastomotiC vein, a cere-
bral vein, derived from the outer surface of the parietal
lobe, which passes along the posterior fork of the-Syl-
vian fissure, and then backward to join the superior pet-
rosal sinus. Also calledj/rea* anastomolic vein. Angu-
lar vein. See angular. Anterior auricular veins.
See auricular. Anterior cardiac veins, two or three
small veins which run upward on the front of the right
ventricle, and empty into the auricle immediately above
the auriculoventriciilar groove. Anterior facial vein.
Same as facial vein. Anterior internal maxillary
vein. Same as deep facial vein. Anterior ulnar vein,
a small superficial vein of the anterior ulnar aspect of the
forearm, uniting with the posterior ulnar vein to form
the common ulnar vein. See cut under median!. An-
terior vertebral vein, a vein receiving blood from the
plexus over the cervical artery, and discharging into the
lower end of the vertebral vein. Ascending lumbar
vein. See lumbar veins, below. Auricular veins, veins
collecting blood from the external ear and its vicinity. See
anterior and posterior auricular veins, under auricular.

Axillary, azygous, basilar vein. See the adjectives.
Basilic veins. See basilic, and cut under median!.

Basispinal veins, the venae basis vertebrarum (which
see, under vena). See also vena spinales (under vena).
Bedded vein. See blanket-deposit. Brachial, bron-
chial,buccalvem. See the adjectives. Capsularvein,
the suprarenal vein. Cardinal veins, thevenous trunks
which in the embryo run forward, one on each side, be-
neath the axial skeleton, to meet the primitive jugular
veins, and turn with them into the heart through the duc-
tus Cuvieri. They are permanent in fishes, but in man
and higher vertebrates form the azygous veins. Central
artery and vein of retina. See central. Cephalic
vein. See cephalic, and cut under median!. Cerebral
veins, the veins of the cerebrum, divided into the super-
ficial, those ramifying upon its surface and the deep, those
within the ventricles. Choroid vein. See choroid.

Ciliary veins, tributaries of the ophthalmic vein, corre-
sponding in general with the arteries of the same name.

Colic veins, venia comitesof the colic arteries, dis-

charging into the mesenteric veins. Common iliac
vein, a vein formed on each side by the confluence of the
external and internal iliac veins, and uniting to form
the inferior vena cava near the junction of the fourth
and fifth lumbar vertebra?. Common temporal vein.
Same as temporal vein. Common ulnar vein, a short
inconstant trunk formed by the union of the anterior
and posterior nlnar veins, and uniting with the median
basilic to form the basilic vein. Companion veins
vena; comites of arteries ; veins, usually a pair, which run
in the course of arteries and lie close to the latter : when
paired along the course of any artery, they are usually con-
nected with each other at short intervals by cross veins.
Contracted vein, in hydraul. See contracted. Coro-
nary vein. See coronary, and great cardiac vein, below.
Coronary vein of the stomach, a vein of considerable
size accompanying the coronary artery, and discharging
into the portal vein. Costal, cross, crural vein See
the adjectives. Deep cervical vein, a vein of large size
beginning in the suboceipital region and descending the
neck, between the complexus and semispinalis muscles,
to the lower part, where it turns forward to join the ver-
tebral vein. Deep circumflex iliac vein, the vena
comes of the artery of the same name. Deep facial
vein, a vein of considerable size coming from the ptery-
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goicl plexus to open into the facial vein below the malar
bone. Deep median vein, a short, wide tributary of

the median near its bifurcation, communicating with the

deep veins. Dental veins, companion veins, superior
and inferior, of the arteries of the same name, discharg-

ing into the pterygoid plexus. Diploic veins. See di-

ploic. Dorsal vein of the penis, a large vein, formed
by the union of branches from the glans, lying in the me-
dian dorsal groove of the penis, and receiving tributaries

from the corpus spongiosum, corpora cavernosa, and skin,
and terminating in the prostatic plexus. Dorsispinal
veins. See dursispinol, and vena spinales (under vena).
Dural veins, numerous small veins anastomosing free-

ly between the inner and outer layers of the dura mater
of the brain, communicating also with the diploic veins.

Emissary vein. See emissary. 'Emvlsent vein. Same
as renal vein. Epigastric vein. See epigastric. Eso-
phageal veins, several veins carrying blood from the

esophagus to the azygous veins. Ethmoidal veins, trib-

utaries of the ophthalmic vein, corresponding to the eth-

moidal arteries. External iliac vein, the continuation
of the femoral vein above Poupart'a ligament, accompany-
ing the external iliac artery, and uniting with the internal
iliac to form the common iliac vein. Externomedian
vein. See externomedian. Facial, femoral, free vein.
See the adjectives. Falciform vein, the inferior longi-
tudinal sinus of the falx cerebri. See sinus. Frontal
Vein, a vein receiving the blood from the forehead, unit-

ing with the supra-orbital at the inner end of the eyebrow
to form the angular vein. Gastro-epiploic vein, the

companion vein of the gastro-epiploic artery, discharging
into the splenic vein. Gluteal vein. See gluteal.
Great anastomotic vein. See anastomotic vein, above.
Great cardiac vein, the coronary vein. It begins at

the apex of the heart, passes up along the anterior ven-
tricular groove to the base, winds around to the left, and
terminates in the coronary sinus. Great jugular vein.
Same as internal jugular vein. See jugular. Hepatic
veins. See hepatic. Hypogastric vein, the internal
iliac vein. See iliac!. Iliac vein. See iliac!. Ilio-
lumbar vein, a vein, corresponding to the iliolumbar

artery, opening into the common iliac vein. Inferior
longitudinal vein, the inferior longitudinal sinus. See
longitudinal sinus, under sinus. Inferior palatine
veto, a tributary of the facial, receiving blood from the
plexus surrounding the tonsil and from the soft palate.
Inferior palpebral veins. See palpebral rein. In-

ferior phrenic veins, companion veins of the arteries
of the same name, opening on the right into the vena cava,
on the left often into the suprarenal vein. Inferior thy-
roid veins, veins of large size formed by branches from
the thyroid body, descending on the front of the trachea,
where they form a plexus, and emptying into the innom-
inate veins. Infra-orbital vein, the companion vein
of the infra-orbital artery, discharging into the pterygoid
plexus. Innominate vein. Same as innominatai (b).

Insulate, intercostal, interlobular, Internal vein.
See the adjectives. Internal mammary veins, a pair
of companion veins of each artery of the same name, dis-

charging by a single trunk on each side into the innom-
inate vein. Internal maxillary vein, a short vessel,
often double, which passes back from the pterygoid plex-
us to join the temporal. It receives tributaries which are

mostly companion veins of the branches of the artery of
the same name. Internomedian vein. See interno-
inedian. Jugular veins. See jwgitlar. Juguloce-
phalic vein. See jugtdocephalic. Lacryxnal vein, a
tributary of the ophthalmic vein, corresponding to the

lacrymal artery. Left cardiac vein. Same as great car-
diac vein. Lingual, longitudinal, marginal vein. See
the adjectives. Lumbar veins, veins corresponding to
the several lumbar arteries, discharging into the inferior
vena cava. They are connected with one another, on
each side of the body, in front of the transverse processes,
by branches which thus form a continuous longitudinal
vessel called the ascending lumbar vein. Median ba-
silic vein. See basilic, and cut under median!. Median
cephalic vein. See median! (with cut). Median vein.
See median! (with cut). Medullispinal veins, the prop-
er veins of the spinal cord. See vense spinales (under vena).

Meningorachidian veins, spinal veins in the interior
of the spinal column, between the vertebra; and the sheath
of the spinal cord. See verne spinales (under vena). Men-
tal veins, veins of the chin, tributaries of the facial.

Mesenteric vein. See mesenteric. Middle cardiac
vein, the vein which, beginning at the apex of the heart,
passes up along the posterior interventricular groove to

empty into the coronary sinus. Middle cerebral vein,
one of the inferior superficial cerebral veins, of large
size, from the under surface of the frontal and temporo-
spheuoidal lobes, discharging into the cavernous sinus.

Middle sacral veins, two companion veins of the
middle sacral artery, discharging by a single trunk into the
left common iliac vein. Middle temporal vein. See
temporal?. Nasal veins, small branches from the sides
and bridge of the nose, tributary to the angular vein.

Oblique vein of the heart. See oblique. Obturator,
occipital, ophthalmic, orbital, ovarian, palatine,
palpebral, pancreatic vein. See the qualifying words.
Parietal emissary vein. See parietal. Parotid, par-
umbilical, pericardia!, peroneal, petrosal, pharyn-
geal, phrenic, plantar, popliteal, portal, postcostal
vein. See the adjectives. posterior auricular vein.
See auricular. Posterior cardiac veins, three or four
veins that ascend on the posterior surface of the left ven-

tricle, to open into the coronary sinus. Posterior ulnar
vein, a superficial vein of the forearm, arising from the
dorsal plexus of the hand, and passing up the posterior ul-
nar aspect of the forearm to unite with the anterior ulnar
or median basilic. See cut under median!. Posterior
vertebral vein. Same as deep cervical vein. Pubic,
pudic, pulmonary, pyloric vein. See the adjectives.

Radial vein, (a) A superficial vein of the forearm,
arising from the plexus on the back of the hand, and as-

cending along the outer part of the forearm to form the
cephalic vein by union with the median cephalic. See cut
under median!, (b) In entom. See marginal vein. Radi-
ant vein. See radiant. Ranine vein, one of the lingual
veins conspicuously seen beneath the tongue, on either side
of the frenum, emptying into the internal jugular or facial
vein. Renal veins. See renal. Right coronary vein,
a small vein that collects blood from the posterior parts of
the right auricular and ventricular walls, and passes in the

veinous

right auriculoventricular groove to empty into the coro-

nary sinus. Sacral, saphenous, scapular veins. See
the adjectives. Satellite vein. See satellite-vein.

Sciatic vein, the vena comes of the sciatic artery. Seg-
regated vein, an ore-deposit having some of the char-
acteristics of a true vein, but differing from it in not

exhibiting evidences of the existence of a fissure prior to
the deposition of the ore. Segregated veins usually run

parallel with the lamination of the rocks in which they are

inclosed, and do not have well-defined walls and selvages.
Sinuses of veins. See sinus. Small coronary vein.

Same as right coronary vein. Smallest cardiac veins,
minute veinlets of variable number coming from the sub-
stance of the heart, and emptying into the right and left

auricles. Also called venie cordis minima. Spermatic
plexus of veins. See Dermatic. Sphenopalatine,
spinal, splenic, spurious, stellate, stylomastoid,
subclavian, subcostal, submargiual, submaxillary,
submental vein. See the adjectives. Superior inter-
costal vein, a short vessel which receives the veins from
two or three intercostal spaces below the ttrst, that of the

right side joining the large azygous, that of the left empty-
ing into the left innominate vein. Superior labial vein,
a vein forming a close plexus in the substance of the upper
lip, and emptying into the facial opposite the nostril.

Superior palatine vein. See palatine vein. Superior
palpebral veins. See palpebral vein. Supra-orbital,
suprarenal, suprascapular vein. See the adjectives.

Sylvlan vein, a vein running along the bottom of the

Sylvian fissure. Systemic veins, the veins of the gen-
eral circulation, as distinguished from those of the portal
or pulmonic system. Temporal, temporomaxillary,
Thebesian veins. Seethe adjectives. Thyroid vein.
(a) Middle, a vein from the lateral lobe of the thyroid body,
emptying into the internal jugular, (b) Superior, a vein
from the upper part of the thyroid body, emptying into the
internal jugular, or frequently into the facial vein. To
bar a vein. See bar!. Transverse cervical vein, the

companion vein of the transverse cervical artery, tributary
to the posterior external jugular vein. Also called trans-

versalis colli vein. Transverse facial vein, one of two
veins from the surface of the masseter muscle, tributary
to the temporal. Transverse vein, the left innominate
vein, which in man traverses the root of the neck nearly
horizontally, and is thus quite different in its course from
the vein of the same name on the right side, than which
it is also much longer. True vein. See def. 5. Umbili-
cal, vaginal, varicose veins. See the adjectives. Vein
ofthe corpus Striatum, the vein which passes forward in
the groove between the corpus striatum and the optic thai-
ami to unite with the choroid vein. Vein of Trolars.
Same as anastomotic vein. Veins OfBreschet, the diploic
veins Veins of Galen. See vense Golem, under vena.

Vertebral vein, a vein formed by the union of branches
from the back part of the scalp and the deep muscles of
the nape, behind the foramen magnum, and descending
with the vertebral artery in the vertebrarterial canal to

empty into the innominate vein, Vesical veins. See

vein (van), v. t. [< vein, .] To fill or furnish
with veins; cover with veins

;
streak or varie-

gate with or as with veins.

Through delicate embrodered Meadows, often veined
with gentle gliding Brooks. Drayton, Polyolbion, Pref.

Not tho' all the gold
That veins the world were pack'd to make your crown.

Tennyson, Princess, iv.

veinage (va'naj), j. [< vein + -age.'] Veining;
veins collectively; markings in the form of

veins. B. D. Blackmore, Alice Lorraine, xlviii.

veinalt (va'nal), a. [< vein + -al. Cf. venal'2.]
Same as venous. Boyle. (Imp. Diet.)

Vein-bloodt (van'blud), n. [< T&E.veyne-blood;
< vein + blood.] Bleeding of the veins.

Npther veune-blood, ne ventusinge,
Ne drinke of heroes may ben his helpinge.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1889.

veined (vand), a. [<vein + -ed2.] 1. Pull of

veins; veiny. 2. Characterized by or exhibit-

ing venation, as insects' wings; in bot., hav-

ing veins, as a leaf
;
traversed by fibrovascular

strands or bundles. 3. Marked as if with

veins; streaked; variegated, as marble. 4.

Running in the blood; ingrained. [Bare.]

In thy prayers reckon up
The sum in gross of all thy veined follies.

Ford, Love's Sacrifice, v. 1.

veining (va'ning), n. [Verbal n. of vein, v.']

1. The formation or disposition of veins; ve-

nation; a venous network. 2. Streaking, (a) A
streak or stripe of color, as in a piece of marble. Com-
pare vein, n., 7. (b) The variegated surface produced by a
number of such streaks or stripes.

3. In weaving, a stripe in the cloth formed by
a vacancy in the warp. 4. A kind of needle-
work in which the veins of a piece of muslin
are wrought to a pattern.

veinless (van'les), a. [< vein + -less.'] Having
no veins

;
not venous ;

not veined, in any sense.

Veinlet (van'let), n. [< vein + -let.'] 1. A
small vein

;
a venous radicle uniting with an-

other to form a vein
;
avenule. 2. Inentom.,

one of the secondary or lesser veins of the

wings: same as nervule. See vein, n., 3. 3. In

lot., a small vein; one of the ultimate or small-

er ramifications of a vein or rib; a nerville.

Internomedian veinlet. See internomedian.

vein-like (van'lik), a. Resembling a vein.

veinous (va'nus), a. [< vein + -ous. Cf. ve-

nous.'] 1. Same as venous or veiny. [Rare.]



veinous

He ... covered In- forehead with his l:uvc brown
tteimiux hamU. IHckin*, i:i-,it l.xp> rliitl.ms, xxxix.

2. In lint, and ~i>til., veined; provided with vein.-

or nervi-s.

Veinstone (van'ston), . 1. The earthy or non-

raetalliferous part of a lode. vein. or ore-deposit.
Seii i/iniii/ie. 2. A concretion formed within a

vein; a phleliolite. Also n nuii.i i-nlritlmt.

Vein-Stuff (van's! uf), w. Same as Imli-nluff.

Veinule (vil'nul), H. [< F. n-inulr, < L. n iniln,

dim. of rriirt, vein: see IV/'M.] A minute vein.

Veiny (va'ni), n. [< rrin + -i/
1
.] Full of

veins
; veined, in any sense.

II, n. i the n /nil \Inrble shines;
Hence Labour draws his tools.

Tltiniimiu, Bummer, 1. 135.

Vejovis (ve-jo'vis), H. [NL. (Koch. 1836), also

\'u'joris.(. li.l't'jnrix, iii'jnrix, Vi'ilinrix, an Etrus-
can divinity regarded as opposed to Jupiter, <

-, not, + ,/orix, .Jupiter, Jove: see Jove.'] A
notable genus of scorpions, having ten eyes a ml
a pentagonal sternum, with some authors giving
name to a family Vejovidte.
vekil (ve-kel'), . Same as tcakil.

vekket, . Same as veck.

vela, H. Plural of velum.

velamen (ve-la'men), .; pi. velamina (-mi-ntt).

[NL., < L. velamen, a covering, veil, < velare,

cover, veil : see veil, r.] Same as velainentum.
Velamen natlvum, the Integument or skin. Velamen
vulva, the pudenda! apron ; an enormous hypertrophy
of the labia minora, which sometimes hang down In long
flaps on the thighs. It is commonly called llottfututaprvit,
from the fact that It is often seen in women of this race.

velamentous (vel-a-men'tus), a. [< Mfaatmfm
+ -ous.] 1. In the form of a thin membranous
sheet; veil-like. 2. Resembling or serving as

a sail : as, the velamentous arms of the nautilus.

velamentum (vel-a-men'tum), H.; pi. velamenta

(-ta). [NL., < L. velamentum, a cover, covering,
< velare, cover, veil: see veil, v.] In anat. and
zodl., a membrane or membranous envelop; a

covering, as a veil or velum Velamenta bom-
bycina, vlllous membranes. Velamenta cerebralia or

cerebri, the meninges of the brain. Velamenta infan-

tis, the enveloping membranes of the fetus. Velamen-
tum abdomlnale, the peritoneum. Velamentum lin-

guae, the glosso-epiglottic folds or ligament : three folds

of mucous membrane passing from the root of the tongue
to the epiglottis.

velar (ve'lar), a. [< ~L. velaris, <. velum, veil :

see veil.] Of or pertaining to a veil or velum ;

forming or formed into a velum
; specifically,

inphilol., noting certain sounds, as those rep-
resented by the letters gw, kw, qu, produced by
the aid of the veil of the palate, or soft palate.

They (the Semitic alphabets] have no symbols for cer-

tain classes of sounds, such as the velar gutturals, which
are found in other languages.

Itaac Taylor, The Alphabet, I. 100.

velarium (ve-la'ri-um), .
; pi. velaria (-a). [L.,

< velum, veil: see veil.] 1. An awning which
was often drawn over the roofless Roman thea-

ters and amphitheaters to protect the specta-
tors from rain or the sun. Also velum. 2.

[NL.] In zodl., the marginal membrane of cer-

tain hydrozoans ;
the velum. See velum, 4.

velary (ve'lar-i), a. [< L. velum, a sail,' + -aryV.']

Pertaining to a ship's sail.

velate (ve'lat), a. [< L. relatus, pp. of velare.

cover, veil: see veil, v.] Veiled; specifically,
in zool. and bot., having a velum.

Velates (ve-la'tez), . [NL. (Montfort, 1810),

irreg. < L. 'velatus, pp. of

velare, cover, veil: see

veil.] A genus of fossil

gastropods, of the fam-

ily XerU'ulee, which lived

during the Eocene age,
as V. perversus.
velation (ve-la'shon), ii.

[< LL. velatio(n-), a veil-

ing, < L. velare, pp. vela-

tun, veil: see veil, v.] 1.

A veiling; the act of covering or the state of

being covered with or as with a veil; hence,

concealment; mystery; secrecy: the opposite
of revelation. 2. Formation of a veluui.

velatura (vel-a-t8'ra), H. [It., < velare, cover,

veil : see reil, v.] In the fine arts, the art or

process of glazing a picture by rubbing on a
thin covering of color with the hand. It was
a device much practised by early Italian

painters.
veldt (velt), n. [Also veld; < D. relit, field,

ground, land: see field."] In South Africa, an
nnforested or thinly forested tract of land or

region ; grass country. The higher tracts of this

character, entirely destitute of timber, are sometimes
called the liiii/t etlJt ; areas thinly covered with under-

growth, scrub, or bush are known as bush-veldt.

Ba
i lie pastoral lands or celdi. whii Ii , u.-u.l !,;. tl> :n. >1

tb iter slopes and In the east, arc iliiiiiiuiii-li' i, accord-

iiiK to the nature of the grass or se'lv'- ubirb tin \ pro-

duce, as "sweet
'

or /.'/('" I'.nt., V. 4-J.

Velet. II. All "Id spelling of rul.

Velella (ve-lcl'ii), . [NL. (Lamarck; Oken,
IHI.">), dim. of
L. ri-liiiii, veil:

see reil.'] l.The
typical t;eiui- of

/ i Ii l/iil,-i . The

Vellozieae

velivolant 've-liv'o-lani). . [< L. <

'

>.,'. living with sails, < n-liini. sail, -f M
llv: si-e mliiiit.] Passing under sail. Jtniley,
lt:!l. [Kan-.l

veil 1 (veil, ii. [A dial, form of fill, skin: see
:

. etc.] 1. A skin: memtiranc. 2. The

A Velella (Mrllu mutirat.

lee-man, an i

I \\ 1 1 i 1 1 1
>

r i ^ I

transparent, of a
beautiful bin,

or. floating on the surface of the sea, with a vertical crest

like a sail (whence the name). Another U V. mutiea.

2. [/.<.] A member of this genus.
Velellidae (ve-iel'i-do), . /il. [NL., < (W<v/,,

+ -iilie.] A family of discoidal oceanic bydro-
zoans, represented by the genera Velella and

I'ln'iiHn, lielonging to the order I'liutaifilmra

and suborder IHscovlete. The stem is converted int.,

a disk with a system of canallcular cavities, above which
rests a pneumatocyst or float of dense tough texture.

From the disk hang the hydrifonn persons (see penan, 8),

usually a gastrozooid surrounded by smaller persons
which give rise to generative medusiforms, and by mar-

ginal dactylozoolds. The meduslforms mature before their

liberation from the stock ; when free, these formed the

pseudogenus Chrimmnitra. The Veltltidx are nearly re-

lated to the well-known Portuguese man-of-war.

Velia (ve'li-a), n. [NL. (Latreille, 1807), per-

haps < Velta,& Greek colony in southern Italy.]
A genus of semi-aquatic water-bugs, typical of

the family Veliidte. It Is represented by a few specie*

only, in South America, Mexico, and Europe. V. rtruZort/in

of Europe Is the largest and best-known species. It Is

found In England, Germany, France, Spain,and Italy, upon
clear rivers and creeks, from early spring until cold wea-
ther In autumn.

velic (ve'lik), a. [< L. velum, a sail, + -ic.] Of
or pertaining to a ship's sail Velic point. Same
as center of tff&rt (which see, under ceiUgri).

veliferous (ve-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. velifer, sail-

bearing, < velum, a veil, sail (see veil), + fcrre
= E. bear 1

.'] 1. Bearing or carrying sails: as,

"veliferous chariots," Evelyn, Navigation and

Commerce, $ 25. [Rare.] 2. In soiil., having
a velum

;
velate ; veligerons ;

velamentous.
veliform (vel'i-fdrm), n. [< L. velum, veil, +
forma, form.] Forming a velum

; resembling
or serving as a veil or velum ; velamentous.

veliger (vel'i-jer), n. [< LL. veliger, sail-bear-

ing : see veligerons.] One who or that which
bears a velum; in ifollusca, specifically, the

yeligerous stage of the embryo, or the embryo
in that stage, when it has a ciliated swimming-
membrane or velum (see velum, 3, and ty/iem-

bryo). The veliger develops directly from the mere
tro'chospherewith its circlet of cilia, and continues through
the period of persistence of the ciliated formation, which
assumes various shapes in the different groups of mol
lusks.

veligerOUS ( ve-lij'e-rus), a. [< LL. veliger, sail-

bearing, < L. 'relum, sail, veil, + gcrere, bear.]
In sool., bearing a velum; veliferous: specifi-

ferversus.

Veliferous Embryos uf Chiton : a. developing from the trochrophere,
with a simple circlet of cilia, into *. f

, successive veliger stages.

cally noting an embryonic stage of mollusks.
See velum, 3. and cut under veliger. Huxley,
Anat. Invert., p. 416.

Veliidse (ve-li'i-de), n. pi. [NL. (Amyot and
Serville, 18i3, in form ('elides), < Velia '+ -irfa?.]

A family of heteropterous insects,of the section

Aurocorisa, closely related to the Hydrobatidse
or water-striders. The body is usually stout, oval,
and broadest across the prothorax. The rostrum is three

jointed, and the legs are not very long. They live mainly
upon the surface of the water, always near the banks,
but also move with great freedom on land. About 12 spe
cies, of 6 genera, occur in the United States.

velitationt (vel-i-ta'shon), n. [< L. rclitn-

tio(n-), a bickering, a dispute, < vrlitari, skir-

mish, < rriV.'i (ri'lit-). a light-armed soldier; cf.

velcx, swift, unimpeded: see velocity."] A dis-

pute or contest; a slight skirmish, mount.
1670.

velite (ve'lit), n. [< L. relites, pi. of relex, a
kind of light-armed soldier.] A light-armed
Roman soldier. Soldiers of this class were first formed
into a corps at the siege of Capua, 211 n. <\, and disap-

pi':ti<'il :ilntiit a century later.

rennet of the call'.
|
I'rov. Kng.]

veil- (vel), r. t. [< K//I, .] To cut off the
turf or sward of land. [I'rov. Kng.]
Velia (vel'a). n. [NL. (Linnii'U*, 1753), < L.

///", given as the Gallic name of the plant
called ' i>-i iniiiii or irio: see Erygimum.'] A ge-
nus of plants, of the ordi-r (rinii'i;i and tril"-

HriMxiri-n'. It Is characterlied by a abort, turgid, gib-
bous slllque with a Inoad toiiKue-like licak, and on
or two seeds In each cell. The 3 species are all natives of

Spain ; they are much liranchwl and diminutive shrubs
with erect, rigid, woody, and sometimes spiny stems.

They bear entire leaves, and rather large yellow flowers
somewhat splcately disposed, the lower flowers bracteate.

They are known as Spanith creu and as muroctrt.

vellarin (vel'n-rin), u. A Riibstftiu-e extracted
from /li/ilrni''iti//<; or pennywort.

velleityt (ve-le'i-ti), . [= F. vMeM = 8p.
teleiilait = Pg. velleitlade = It. relleita, < ML.
rrllrila(l-)x, irreg. < L. n-llr, will, wish: see
in// 1

.] Volition in the weakest form; an indo-
lent or inactive wish or inclination toward a

thing, which leads to no energetic effort to ob-
tain it: chiefly a scholastic term.

Though even in nature there may bemany good Inclina-

tions to many Instances of the liivlne commandment*,
yet It can go no further than this vrlleity, this desiring to
do good, but is not able.

Jtr. Taylor, Works (ed. 18S&X II. 12.

VeUeily the term used to signify the lowest degree of

ill-Kin-, and that which Is next to none at all, when there
is so little uneasiness in the absence of any thing that it

carries a man no farther than some faint wishes for U.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xx. <',.

vellenaget, . A obsolete irregular form of vil-

leinage. Spenser, F. Q., II. xi. 1.

vellett, w. An obsolete form of velvet.

velli, . Plural of vellus.

vellicate (vel'i-kat), v. [< L. vellicatus, pp. of

vellicare, pluck, twitch, < vellere, pluck, tear

out.] I. trans. To twitch ; cause to twitch

convulsively, as the muscles and nerves of

animals.
Convulsions arising from something ctlticaltng a nerve.

Artntttinrt

II. in fraii*. 1. To move spasmodically: twitch,
as a nerve. 2f. To carp or detract. Blount.

vellication (vel-i-ka'shpn), . K L. vellica-

tio(n-), a plucking, twitching, < rellieare, pluck,
twitch: see vellicate.} 1. The act of twitching
or of causing to twitch. 2. A twitching or
convulsive motion of a muscular fiber. Com-
pare subsultus.

There must be a particular sort of motion and vettica-

tton Imprest upon my nerves, . . . else the sensation of heat
will not be produced. \\ nil-, Improvement of Mind, xlx.

vellicative (vel'i-ka-tiv), .
[<

vellieate +
-ire.] Having the power of velhcating, pluck-
ing, or twitching.
vellon (ve-lyon')i "

(< Sp. vellon = Pg. 6i/-

HSo, liilliilit, "a copper coin of Castile : see billon,

bullion?.] A Spanish money of account. The
term is also used like the English word sterling.
The rai/<? ae rrllon is worth about 4 cents.

velloped (vel'opt), a. [Appar. a corruption of

jellopefl,idt.ot(ieu'ta]>)>etl.] In Atr., having pen-
dent gills or wattles like those of a cock : a term
used only when the gills are borne of a different

tincture from the rest of the bearing.
Vellozia (ve-16'zi-aj, . [NL. (Vandelli, 1788),
named after a Brazilian scientist Vello;o, who
collected the plants.] A genus of monocoty-
ledonous plants, of the order Amaryllidacetf.

type of the tribe Vclloziete, and distinguished
from Barbaeenia, the other genus of that tribe,

by a perianth-tube not prolonged above the

ovary. There are from 30 to 40 species, natives of tropi-
cal and southern Africa, Madagascar, and Brazil. They
are erect perennials, with a fibrous and usunlly dlchoto-
mous stem densely clothed with the projecting or Imbri-

cating bases of fallen leaves, and commonly arborescent.

The rigid linear leaves are crowded at the ends of the
branches ; they are short and strict, or elongated anil <>fti -n

pungent-pointed. The flowers are commonly handsome,
white, sulphur-yellow, violet, or blue, and are solitary or
two or three together within a cluster of leaves ; the perl
anth Is bell-shaped or funnelform, with equal ovate-ob-

Inng or long-stalked distinct segments. The fruit Is a

globose-oblong or three-angled capsule, sometimes rough-
ened or echinate. The plant is known as tn'flilii. tin-

flowers resembling lilies. The heavy branching trunk.
from 2 to 10 feet high, U often as thick as a man's body :

Its leaves, tufted at UK' tup. suggest those of the yucca.
They impart the characteristic aspect to some of the
mountainous districts of Brazil.

Vellozieae < vel-o-/i'e-e), ./>/. [NL. (Don. 1830).
< Velln:in + -eie.] A tribe of monorotyledo-



Velloziese

nous plants, of the order Amari/llidacea: It is

characterized by a woody and usually branching stem, and

by one-flowered peduncles, solitary or few together within

a fascicle of leaves, usually with a persistent perianth, and

with six to eighteen stamens. It includes about 58 spe-

cies, classed in the 2 genera Vettoaa and Barbacenia, the

latter entirely South American and the same in habit as

Vellozia.

vellum (vel'um), . [Formerly also vellam, vel-

ume, early mod. E. relym; < ME. relim, relym, ve-

lyme, < OF. relin, F. teliii, < ML. 'vitulinum, also

vitulitiium, also pcllis ritulina (cf. It. vitellina),

calfskin, vellum, neut. (or fern.) of vitulinus, of

a calf, < L. vitulus, a calf : see veal. Vellum thus

6714

when a less space is passed through in each successive

portion of time. When the motion of a body is uniform
its velocity is measured by the space described by it in a

unit of time, as one second. If the motion of the body is

not uniform its velocity is measured by the space which
it would describe uniformly in a given time if the mo

velvet

body. In the embryo, before the cerebral and olfactory
lobes extend forward, it is the front of the anterior cere-

bral vesicle, and therefore the anterior termination of the

cerebrospinal axis. Also called tenna, and lamina tenni-

nalis. Velum triaiigulare. Same as velum interposi-
tum.

ing, printing, or painting by long exposure in

a bath of lime and by repeated rubbings with ___________ __
a burnisher ; also, the skin of goats or kids sim-

projectile ^Jgj*
ilarly prepared

tion became and continued uniform from that instant of velumen (ve-lu'men), n. [NL., < L. velumen,
time - a fleece; at.vettvt, a fleece.] 1. lubot., the vel-

vety coating formed over some leaves by short

soft hairs. 2. In zoiil., velvet; a velvety or

velntinous surface or covering,
relure (vel'ur), . [< OF. velours (with un-

orig. r), velom, relou, velouz, F. velours, velvet,
< ML. villosm, velvet, lit. 'shaggy' (sc. paunus,
cloth), < L. villosus, snaggy : see villous. Of. vel-

vet, from the same ult. source.] 1. A textile

fabric having a thick soft nap; velvet or vel-

of a projectile as it issues from a firearm, more properly veteen.

muzzle-velocity. Remaining velocity, the velocity of a

The cool and heavy water of the polar basin, coming
out in under currents, would flow equatorially with equal

(almost mill-tail) velocity.

M, F. Maury, Vhys. Geography of the Sea, 437.

3. In music, decided rapidity of tempo or pace, velure (vel'ur),

particularly in a bravura passage Absolute,
aggregate, angular velocity. See the adjectives.

By common consentthe nameof parchment hasin mod-
ern times given place to that of vellum, a term properly,

applicable only to calf-skin, but now generally used to ness, etc. See quickness.
describe a metiiseval skin-book of

_any
kind. velonia (ve-16'ni-a), n.

lution. Terminal velocity. See terminal. Velocity
diagram, function, potential. See diagram, etc.

Virtual velocity. See virtual. = Syn. 1. Celerity, Sicift-

Encyc. Diet., XVIII. 144.

Abortive or uterine vellum, a vellum made from the

v . ,_ Same as valonia.

; velouettet, Obsolete forms of vel-

Cliaitcer.

An old hat
Lin'd with velure.

Fletcher (and another), Noble Gentleman, v.

The bragging velure-canioneil hobby-horses prance up
and down, as if some o' the tillers had ridden 'em.

Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, ii. 1.

2. A pad of silk or plush used by hatters for

smoothing and giving a luster to the surface of

hats. Also called looer, lure.

[< velure, n.] In Jiat-mak-very thin skins of still-born or unborn animals -Vellum - ,
lft

,x rA , ,,rfm .r . / OF relottrv VOlUTO (vel'ur), V. t.

paper. See paper. VeUum point. See points Vel- VC10UTS (ve-lor ), n. [Aisc nr.MUr.va irt, smooth off or dress with a vplurp as the
lum post a post paper having a smooth finished surface velvet : see velure.] Same as velure : the more *w</, to smoot ire, as
r
u

. C*T7!_ r; IL_ ... > _ ....11. wii.,~, *. *_ .
. i. _ j - _ , 7ia.vt or n, silk hat.

in imitation of the surface of vellum. Vellum wove
paper, a wove writing-paper with a smooth surface in

imitation of the surface of vellum.

vellum-form (vel'um-forin), . In paper-manuf.,
a form of fine brass wirework used to give a

delicate even surface to vellum paper,
vellus (vel'us), n. [NL., < L. vellus, a fleece;

cf. velvet, villous.] In bot., the stipe of certain

fungi.

vellutet, n. Same as velvet.

veloce (ve-16'che), adv. [It., quick; < ~L.veloi,

swift: see velocity.] In music, with great rapid-

common form in trade use. Jute velours, a sort
naP of a silk nat '

of velvet made of jute, used in upholstery. The hat is velured in a revolving machine by the applica-

Veloutine(vel-Q-ten'), H. [F., < veloute, velvet,
tion of haircloth and velvet velures. bncyc.Ent.,X.l.rt<i.

+ -ineS.] A French corded fabric of merino Velutina (vel-u-ti'na), n. [NL. (De Blainville,

and fancy wool. \?85, or earlier), < ML. velutum, velvet.] The

veltfare, veltiver, . Dialectal forms of field- typical genus of Velutinidx.

fare velutine (ve-lu'tin), a. [< ML. velutum, velvet,

A veltfare or a snipe. S*ifl. JV?M Sam6 a8 lutino -

[NL., < L.velum (ve'lum), .
; pi. vela (-la).

velum, a veil, sail: see veil.]

rium, 1.

1. , Gray, 1840), < Velutina + -idee".] A family of
'

ttemoglossate gastropods, typified by the genus
Velutina, inhabiting northern seas, having a

ity; presto. The word is generally appended to a par- I have crossed the town and entered the primitive frao;ile ear-shaped, and mostly external shell,
ticular passage that is to be performed in bravura style, theatre, installed in the court-yard of a house covered ,

o
'j: ra diilar tooth sauarish and multi-

without"regard to the fixed tempo of the piece. with a velum, the galleries of the first floor constituting
the 1 .quari

- the boxes. Harpers Mag., LXXVIIL 758. cuspid, and the marginal teeth narrow.
velociinan (vf-los'i-man),

locity or speed. The name is applied to a large num-
ber of instruments, ranging from a

ship's log to an electro-

ballistic apparatus, and including the speed-gage and

speed-recorder for machinery.
2. Specifically, au instrument for measuring
the initial velocity of a projectile.

velocipede (ve-los'i-ped), n. [=F. velocipede;
< L. velox (veloc-), swift, + pes (ped-), foot.]
A light vehicle or carriage, with two wheels or

three, impelled by the rider. One of the older forms
of this carriage consisted of two wheels of nearly equal
size, placed one before the other, and connected by a beam
on which the driver's seat was fixed. The rider, sitting
astride the machine, propelled it by the alternate thrust

which incloses thewhole of the sporophore, it is called a An inferior sort of velvet, the web of which is

velum universale, or volva. It is ultimately ruptured at of cotton and the pile of silk. It is stiff, and
the apex by the expansion of the cap. (J>) In Isoiites, keeps its color badly.
the outgrown membranous margin of the fovea. velvet (vel'vet), . and a. [Also vellet (also vel-

Also called involucrum. 3. In Mollusca, the lute, < It.); < ME. velvet, velwet, felvet, velouet,

velouette, < OF. velvet (Roquefort), velvet (cf.

vellueaii, velvet, velu, shaggy, veloute, velveted,

velvety, veluette, mouse-ear), = Sp. Pg. velhido,

Velocipede of 1819. Velocipede of 1860.

of each foot on the ground. This form dates from the ear-

ly part of the nineteenth century. Later, treadles operat-
ing cranks on the axle of the front wheel came into use,
and many modified and improved kinds have become pop-
ular under the name of bicycle. (See Also tricycle.) Light
boats driven by a paddle-wheel or wheels operated by
cranks and treadles, and known as water-velocipedes, have
also been brought into use. See also cuts under bicycle
and tricycle.

velocipedean (ve-los-i-pe'de-an), n. [< veloci-

pede + -an.] A velocipedist.

velocipedist (ve-los'i-pe-dist), n. [< velocipede
+ -ist.] One who uses a velocipede.

velocity (ve-los'i-ti), n.
; pi. velocities (-tiz). [<

OF. velocite, F. velocite = Sp. veloeidad = Pg.
velocidade = It. velocitd, < L. velocita(t-)s, swift-

ness, speed, < velox (veloc-), swift, akin to vo-

lare,&y: see volant.] 1. Quickness of motion
;

speed in movement ; swiftness ; rapidity ; celer-

ity : used only (or chiefly) of inanimate objects.
See def. 2. 2. In physics, rate of motion; the
rate at which a body changes its position in

space ;
the rate of change of position of a point

per unit of time. The velocity of a body is uniform
when it passes through equal spaces in equal times, and
it is variable when the spaces passed through in equal
times are unequal. The velocity of a body is accelerated
when it passes constantly through a greater space in

equal successive portions of time, as is the case with fall-

ing bodies under the action of gravity, and it is retarded

highly characteristic ciliated formation of the

embryo, which serves as an organ of locomo-
tion in that stage when the embryo is called a

veliger. It is usually soon lost, but in some
cases is permanently retained in a modified
form. See cuts under velitjer. 4. In Hydro-
zoa, a kind of flap or circular free edge which

projects inward around the margin of the disk

of many hydrozoaus, as those which are bell-

shaped or conical, and which from its presence
are called craspedote; a velarium. The velum
is present in all well-developed hydromedusaus, but sel-

dom in scyphomedusans, in which latter it is known as

the pseudovelum. See cuts under Diphyidse and medusi-

form.
5. In Infusoria, a delicate veil-like membrane
bordering the mouth in such forms as Cyclidium
and Pleuronema. 6. In sponges, one of the

transverse diaphragms or partitions which con-
strict the lumen of an incurrent or excurrent
canal. 7. In Eotifera, the trochal disk. See
cuts under trochal, Rotifer, and Botifera. 8.

In entom., a membrane attached to the inner
side of the cubital spur in certain bees. Kirby
and Spencc. 9. In anat., a veil, or a part lik-

ened to a veil inferior or posterior medullary
velum (velum medidlare posterius), a thin white lamella
of a semilunar form, continuous by its superior border
with the central white substance of the vermis inferior

of the cerebellum, and having its concave border free or

shag, velvet, = Olt. veluto, It. velluto, velvet, <

ML. "villutus, found only in forms reflecting the

Rom., namely, vellutux, velutum, velluetum, vel-

luettum, etc., velvet, lit. (HkeCTHosHS, velvet, >

O.vetotts,F. velours, > E.velitre) 'shaggy'cloth,
< L. villus, shaggy hair, wool, nap of cloth, a tuft

of hair, akin to vellus, a fleece; cf. Gr. clpiov,

wool, E. wool: see wool.] I. w. 1. A closely
woven silk stuff having a very thick and short

pile on one side, which is formed by carrying

part of the warp-thread over a needle, and cut-

ting the loops afterward. Inferior kinds are made
with a cotton back (see velveret), and are commonly called

cotton-backed velvet*. Cotton velvets are also made. (See

cottoni, and also velveteen.) These imitations and inferior

qualities are so common that real velvet is commonly
called lilk velvet or Lyons velvet to distinguish it from them.

By hir beddes heed she made a mewe,
And covered it with velouettes blewe.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 636.

Her shirt was o' the grass-green silk,

Her mantle o' the velvet fyne.
Thomas the Rhymer (Child's Ballads, I. 109).

Velvet (from It. velluto, "shaggy") had a silk weft
woven so as to form a raised pile, the ends of which were
cut or shaved off to one even level : hence it is also called

in Italy raso. Encyc. Brit., XXIII. 210.

continuous with the epithelial covering of the hind part 2. The covering of a growing antler, consisting
of the roof of the fourth ventricle. Sometimes called meta- of the modified periosteum peculiar to antlers,
tela. Superior or anterior medullary velum (ve-
lum ineduUare anterius). Same as valve of Vieussens. See
Mice. Velum interposition, the prolongation of the

pia
mater over the third ventricle and optic thalami, its

highly vascular margins, projecting into the lateral ven-

tricles, forming the choroid plexuses of those cavities.

Also called tela choroidea superior and velum, triangulare.
Velum pendulum, velum palati, velum palati-

num, the veil or curtain of the palate ; the soft or pen-
dulous palate, especially its posterior part, in many ani-

mals prolonged into a pendent teat-like process, the uvula.

(See cut under tonsil.) In cetaceans the velum forms a

muscular canal which prolongs the posterior nares to the

larynx, which it embraces, an an-angement bearing rela- 3 Monev gained through gambling: as, to
tion to the spouting of a whale. Velum tenninale, V,;,S* Ctlint is tn o-arnhip with inonev
the terminal lamina of the brain ;

the anterior boundary Play on v
,

elvet (""" V '

,

of the general ventricular cavity of the brain, or front previously won). [Olang.J Embossed-velvet
wall of the third ventricle, from the pituitary to the pineal work, a kind of needlework done by outlining the raised

with cuticle and fur. It bears the same relation to

the nutrition of the antler that periosteum does to that of

bone. Its sloughing or exuviation follows the constric-

tion and final obliteration of its vessels a process which
is accomplished or favored by the growth of the bur about
the base of the antler, which cuts off or obstructs the cir-

culation of blood. The antler subsequently receives no

nourishment, and is itself shortly afterward exuviated or

cast as a foreign body.
Good antlers "in the velvet" will sell readily for four

dollars a pound in any part of Siberia.

The Century, XXXVII. 646.



velvet

pattern of rmlKissi -il velvet with nohl thread or Hiinihu
brilliant maiciiai. Genoese or Genoa velvet. IN
'/- ,,&'. Raised Velvet, velvet in which them; in a pat-
tern iii relief. Al*> culled r,i,i>,,**,,l ivlrri. Stamped
velvet, see iiamii. -Tapestry velvet or patent velvet
carpet, see tuiwttnj. Tartan velvet. See tni-i,n,\.

Terry velvet. s.,-/,rr,/. To stand on velvet, to have
made one's bets no that on* ran i ii it Ii i*e. [Racing slang.]
Uncut Velvet, velvet in which the III.IJIH an not cut:
winie us terry. Utrecht velvet, a plush used in velvet

upholstery. m !<! of niih.iii
.
in in inferior i|ii:ili t ies, of

hull- unil cotton. Velvet upon velvet, velvet of which
:i |ii I of the pile in higher or deeper than the rest, the
raiscil part forming A pattern. Compare j'il,' "j>"ii pile,
IIII'I.T fnl, I.

II. <l. 1. .Mailf iif velvel .

This morning wu liroiight home- my new velvet cloak
ttlHt is, Illlrll With VclVI't. il gooll cloth tile olltsille the
first that 1 ever hail In my life. l'fi>>/*, IHary, Oct. 29, 1663.

2. Soft and smooth to the touch; resembling
velvet in this respei-t.

Ili ,, , -slip's velvet head. Milliin, Comus, 1. 898.

3. Very soft and smooth to the taste : as, old
i-rli-ft Bourbon Velvet ant.a solitary ant, of the fam-
ily Mntili,i:r ; a spider-ant : so called frum the soft hairy
covering. Also sometime! gnu-sMl. Velvet Chiton, a

polyplacophorous niollusk, Cr>ipttxhit<>,t gteileri, fonml
from Alaska to California. Velvet COrk. See cor*l.

Velvet dock, see rfoeti, 2. Velvet duck, velvet
COOt. Same as vt-lt'i-t neuter.

Man, that was a tine velvet duck you sent me as hand-
some a fellow as ever I set eyes on.

W. Black, In Kar Lochaber, xxi.

Velvet fiddler, a kind of crab, Portunut vuber. Velvet
osier, runner, see the nouns. velvet scoter, a kind
of blaek duck with a large white speculum on the wing, of
the subfamily t'uliguliiur, family Aiuitiiltr ; the (Kdemia

6715
it refer, | () the mayor of n city); hence, one in

the service of tin- king.
S|Kiken like a man, and true txiuet iadret,

Ami we will enter, or strike by the way.
Beymod, 1 Kdw. I V i u oiks, cd. I'earson, 174. I. 17).

Velvetleaf ivel'vet-lcf), ;,. 1. A downy-li -:ili 'il

tnipii-iil vine. t'i.<*<nn/n-/<>* 1'iiriirii. I'lirnisliing a
metlicinnl root. See /nn-iirii. 2. SIT /.iv<-

li-ni. 3. In the United States, tin- Indian mal-
low, .llnitilon .Iriri-iiit.T, mi annual plant with

downy heart-shaped leaves. Sometime* i-alled

.liiiirii-ini jnii . See /'/<-. East Indian velvetleaf.
See TuurnefuHia.
velvet-loom (vi I'M t-l(iiii),n. A loom for mak-
ing |iile-falrics. K. II. Knight.
velvet-moSS (vel'vet-mos), '//. A lichen, I'm-

Velvet Scoter (Mtlattttta vetvettHa}. male.

.fuaca. a bird of Europe, the American variety of which is

sometimes called (Kdemia or Melanetta velvetina, white-

winged scoter, etc. See scoter. Velvet sponge, tama-
rind. See the nouns.

velvet (vel'vet), v.
[< velvet, .] I. intrans.

To produce velvet-painting.
Verditure ... Is the palest green that is, but good to

velvet upon black in any drapery. Peacham, Drawing.

II. trans. To cover witli velvet
;
cause to re-

semble velvet. [Rare.]
velvetbreast (vel'vet-brest), n. The American
merganser or sheldrake, Mcryutt americaiius.

[Connecticut.]
velvet-bur (vel'vet-ber). . See Priva.

velvet-cloth (vel'vet-kldth), n. A plain smooth
cloth with a gloss, used in embroidery. Diet,

of Needlework.
velvet-ear (vel'vet-er), n. A shell of the fam-
ily Velutiiiidse.

velveteen (vel-ve-ten'), M. [(velvet + -ecu.] 1.
A kind of fustian made of twilled cotton, with
a pile of the same material. 2. A kind of vel-
vet made of silk and cotton mixed throughput
the fabric. This material has been greatly im-

proved, and almost equals silk velvet in beauty.
Ribbed velveteen, a strong material of the nature of

fustian, having ribs or ridges of velvety pile alternating
with depressed lines which are smooth and without pile.

velvet-flower (vel'vet-flou'er), ii. The love-

lies-bleeding, Amarantus caudatus : so named
from its soft velvety flower-spikes. In one old
work applied to the French marigold, Taijetcs
/KI tula.

velvet-grass (vel'vet-gras), n. See Holenx.

velvetguardst (vel'vet-gardz). H. pi. Velvet

trimmings; hence, persons having their gar-
ments trimmed with velvet. See guard, ., 5

(c), and guard, v. t., 3.

To velvet-guards and Sunday citizens.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., ill. 1. 261.

These velvet-guards, and black-laced sleeves. Prynne.

velveting (vel'vet-ing), H. [< rrlret + -imj
1
.}

1. The fine nap or shag of velvet. 2. J>1.

Velvet goods collectively; also, a piece of vel-
vet goods: as, a stock of nln tini/x.

velvet-jackett (vel'vet-jak'et), n. Part of the
distinctive dross of a steward in a noble family ;

hence, the man wearing it (in the quotation

nun inn, nseil in dyeing, found in the
Dovre K.jeld .Mountains of Norway.

velvet-painting (vel'vet-pan'ting), . The art
or practice of coloring or painting on velvet.

velvet-paper (vd'vet -pu'per), . Same as

velvet-peet (vel'vet-pe), w. [< velvet +
*pee,

"pea, iny--jackct : see
/ n-jurkct. ] A velvet

jacket.
Though now your blockhead IMS covered with a Spanish

block, and your lashed shoulders with a velvet-pee.
Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, II. 1.

velvet-pile (vel'vot-pil), n. 1. The pile of vel-
vet ; also, a pile or nap like that of velvet. 2.
A material other than velvet, so called from its

having a long soft nap, as a carpet.
velvet-satin (vel'vet-sat'in), n. A silk mate-
rial of which the ground is satin with the pat-
tern in velvet-pile.
velvetseed (vel'vet-sed), n. A small rubiaceous
tree, Guettarda elliptica, of the West Indies and
Florida. [West Indies.]
velvet-work (vel'vet-werk), w. Embroidery
upon velvet.

velvety (vel'vet-i), a. [< velvet + -y
1
.] 1.

Resembling velvet
; having a nap like that of

velvet
; also, soft and smooth to the eye or to

the touch, somewhat like velvet: as, velvety
texture among minerals.
Textures are principally of three kinds : (1) Lustrous,

as of water and glass. (2) Bloomy, or velvety, as of a rose-
leaf or peach. (S) Linear, produced by filaments or threads,
as in feathers, fur, hair, and woven or reticulated tissues.

Rutkin, Lectures on Art, j 185.

2. Having a peculiar soft or smooth taste.
The mm is velvety, sugary, with a pleasant, soothing ef-

fect. Harper's Mag., LXXVI1. 216.

3. Having a contact like that of velvet; touch-

ing softly: as, a relrety touch on the piano.
vena (ve'na), ii.; pi. vense (-ne). [NL., < L.

rcna, a blood-vessel, a vein : see t'eiw.] In a nut.,
a vein. See vetn.-Fona of the vena cava. See
/>!. Vena azygos, an azygous vein. Bee atyyout.
Vena cava, either of the two main trunks of the sys-

temic venous system, discharging into the right car-
diac auricle, (a) The inferior or ascending vena cam re-

turns the blood from the lower limbs and abdomen, begin-
ning at the junction of the two common iliac veins In front
of the fourth lumbar vertebra, and thence ascending on the
right side of the aorta to and through the tendon of the

diaphragm to empty into the lower part of the right car-
diac auriele. It receives the lumbar, spermatic, renal,
tapsular, hepatic, and inferior phrenic veins, (b) The su-

perior or descending vena cava returns the blood from the
head and neck, the upper limbs, and the whole of the tho-

rax. It is formed by the junction of the right and left in-

nominate veins, behind the junction of the first costal car-

tilage of the right side with the sternum, and descends
nearly vertically to empty into the right auricle of the
heart. It receives the pericardia! and mediastinal veins
and the large azygous vein. In vertebrates at large the
two venie cava! are distinguished as postcaral and preraral
twin*. See cuts under circulation, diaphragm, embryo,
heart, lung, pancreas, and thorax. Vena COmes (pi. ventr

cmnite*), a companion vein : a satellite-vein: a vein, often
one of a pair, which closely accompanies an artery In its

course. The larger arteries have usually one, the small-
er arteries two. Vena contract*, In hydraul. See con-
tracted vein, under contracted. Vense basis vertebra-
rum, the basispinal veins ; the veins of the body of each of
the vertebra;. See veiue spinales, below. Vense comites,
See vena comes, above. Vense cordis minima the
smallest cardiac veins (which see, under vein). Vense
externaa, in Tuberacea, peculiar white veins observed
on a section of the sporophore, produced by the dense
tissue containing air, which fills the asciferous chambers.
De Ban./. Vense Oalenl, the veins of (Jalen

;
the veins of

the cerebral ventricles, and especially one of the main
trunks by which these veins empty into a venous sinus.

Vense internae, in Tuberacete, dark-colored veins seen on
a section of the sporophore, indicating the walls of the as-

ciferous chambers, which are composed of tissue contain-

ing no air. De Bary. Vense lymphatiCffl. Sameaswn*
internee. Vense spinales, the spinal veins; the many
veins and venous plexuses in and on the spinal column,
draining blood from the vertebral bones and spinal cord
and its membranes. In man these veins are arranged and
named in four sets the basispinal, dorsispinal, medrdli-

spinal, and meninfforachidian. All these veins are valve-

less, and form extensive and intricate anastomoses with
one another. Venae vorticosae, ciliary veins: same as
vasa vorticosa. See mu. Vena lienalis, the splenic vein.

Vena porta, vena portse, the portal vein. Ste portal',

venatically
and cut* under circular, /'/<*. and patf*
Vena salvatella, tin- \.in of the litti. iin K .i, .mj.tjini;
int. i tip iilnar.

venada < vi'-mi'dii). . [*!' r> ""''". u dfiT, < I..

i ' until,-, limiting, tin- i-liusi', giui Mtfe,
iiinl ct. I'liuxini.} A sniiill ili-i-r of Chili, I'mlmi
liiiiiiili.-; the pudu.
Venal 1 (vr-'nal), . [< OK. r. /, K. n'mil =
S]i. IV. Hunt = It. n-iialr, < I-. n-iinlis. of or

| i-tiiiniiitfto selling, purchasable, < fi-mi.i. ;il>u

iv/iwiH.Hale, = Or. wiwf.prici-; i-f. unf, pnreUM.= Skt. rannii, prii-i', wages, wealth; perhaps <

v7 MU, ilwi-ll, c\i>t: see was. From L. venus
an- ult. K. vend1

, etc.] 1. Ready to sell u<-'-<

MI vices or influence for money or other valu-
able conoidi'i-ation. and entirely from Minliil

motives; )>ought or to be bought basely or

meanly for personal gain; mercenary; hire-

ling: used of persons: as, a vcnat politician.
I'rnal and licentious scribblers, with just sufficient tal-

ents to clothe the thought* of a pandar in the style of a
In lliniin, were now the favourite writers of the Soverel|rn
and the public. Macaulau, Milton.

2. Characterized by or springing from venality;
also, made a matter of sordid bargaining and
selling: used of things.
Beasts are brought into the temple, and the temple

Itself Is exposed to sale, and the holy rites, as well as the
beuts of sacrifice, are made venal.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836X I. 103.

All my professions . . . might be ascribed to veiuil In-

sincerity. OMmiUi, To Mrs. Lawder.

= Syn. Venal, Mercenary, Hireling. These words repre-
sent a person or thing as ready to be dishonorably em-
ployed for pay. Each Is strongest in one sense. Venal Is

strongest In expressing the idea of complete sale to a pur-
chasercharacter, honor, principle, and even individuality
being surrendered for value received, the venal man doing
whatever his purchaser directs, a venal press advocating
whatever it Is told to advocate. Mercenary la strongest
in expressing rapacity, or greed for gain, and activity.
Hireling Is strongest in expressing servility and conse-

quent contempt, hire having become an ignoble word for

pay : as, a hireling soldiery ; a hireling defamer. A venal
man sells his political or other support ; a mereeiutry man
sells his work, being chiefly anxious to get as much pay
as possible ; a hireling will do mean or base work as long
as he Is sure of his pay. Venal means a being ready to sell

one's principles, whether he makes out to sell them or not ;

mercenary and hireling suggest more of actual employ-
ment.

venal2 (ve'nal), a. [= Sp. Pg. reiH/C, < NL.
renalis, < L. rena, vein: see rein. Cf. veinal.]
Of or pertaining to the veins; venous: as, venal
blood or circulation. [Obsolescent.]

venality (ve-nal'i-ti), n. < OF. renalite, F.
rfnalite = Sp. venalidad = Pg. renalidailf = It.

venalita, < LL. venalita(t-)a, capability of being
bought, < L. venalu, purchasable : see remit 1

.]

The state or character of being venal, or sordid-

ly influenced by money or financial considera-

tions; prostitution of talents, offices, or ser-

vices for money or reward
;
mercenariness.

He preserved his independence in an age of venality.

GoldtmM, Citizen of the World, xllll.

Infamous Venality, grown bold,
Writes on his bosom to be let or sold.

Covper, Table-Talk, 1. 416.

venallt, . Beewmul.
venally (ve'nal-i), udr. In a venal manner;
mercenarily.
Venantest (ve-nan'tez), n. pi. [NL., pi. of

veitan(t-)s, ppr. of venari, hunt, chase: see
venation 1

.] The
hunting-spiders, a group of

spiders so called because, instead of weaving
webs in which to lie in wait, they run or leap
about to chase and catch their prey. See Jtfy-

r/nlidee, Lycosidx, and cuts under bird-spider,

Mygalc, tarantula, and icolf-sjiider.

venary't, An obsolete form of rettery.

venary^ (ven'a-ri), a. [Irreg. < L. tenari. hunt,
chase: see trnationl. Cf. miery 1

.] Of or per-
taining to hunting. HoweU.
venasquite (ve-nas'kit), n. [< Venasque (see
def.) + -i(c2.] In mineral., a variety of ottrelite,
found at Venasque in the Spanish Pyrenees.
venatic (ve-nat'ik), a. [< L. renaticwt, of or per-
taining to hunting, < venatus, hunting, the chase,
< tenari, hunt, chase : see venation?.] 1. Of or

pertaining to hunting; used in hunting.
Newton's guess that the diamond was Inflammable, and

many instances which must itccur to the reader, are of the
true artsnian kind : he did it by a sort of venatie sense.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser, p. 202.

2. Given to hunting; fond of the chase,
venaticat (ve-nafi-kg), n. Same as rinatico.

venatical (ve-nat'i-kal), a. [< venatic + -/.]
Same as renatic.

There be three for Venary or Venatical Pleasure In Eng-
land : viz ., A Forest, a Chase, and a Park.

llmrtll, Letters, Iv. 16.

venatically (ve-nat'i-kal-i), arfr. In a venatic

manner; in the chase.



Venation of a Hymenopterous Insect('/f-
olus tnercatus\ a parasitic bee. (Cross
shows natural size.)

venation

venation^ (ve-na'shon), . [< L. rtiiatio(ii-),

hunting, a hunt, < rennri, hunt. Of. venison, a
doublet of renatioti 1

; cf. also rettery
1
.] 1. The

art or practice of hunting; pursuit of game.
Sir T. Browne. 2. The state of being hunted.

Imp. Did.
venation2

(ve-tia'shpn), n. [< NL. reiKitio(ii-),

< Li. reiui, a vein: see ve>ial%, tern.'} 1. In hot.,

the manner in which veins or nerves are dis-

tributed in the blade of a leaf or other expanded
organ. See ner-

vation. 2. In
entom.: (ti) The
mode or sys-
tem of dis-

tribution of

the veins of

the wings, (fc)

These veins or
nervures. col-

lectively con-
sidered as to

their arrange-
ment. See vein,

3, and cut un-
der nervure.

venational (ve-

na'shon-al), a. [< venation2 + -al.~\ l-a entom.,
of or pertaining to venation: as, venational char-

acters of insects' wings; venational differences

or description.
venatorial (ven-a-to'ri-al), a. [< L. venator, a

hunter ((.venari, hunt: see venation*-), + -i-al.]

Relating to the chase; pertaining to hunting;
venatic. [Bare.]
Oh ! that some sylvan deity, patron of the chase, would

now inspire Brown with venatorial craft.

Fortnightly Kev., N. S., XLIII. 94.

vencuset, *' A Middle English form of vanquish.
vend1 (vend), v. t. [< F. vendre = Sp. Pg. ven-

der = It. vendere, < L. vendere (pret. vendidi,

pp. venditus), sell, cry up for sale, praise, contr.

of venundare, veitumdare, also, as orig., two
words, venum dare, sell, < venum, sale, price, +
dare, give: see venal1 and date1 .] To transfer

to another person for a pecuniary equivalent ;

sell : as, to vend goods.
Amongst other comodities, they vended much tobaco

for linen cloath, stuffs, <Sc., which was a good henettte to

ye people. Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 234.

The Greeks . . . tell you that Zebedee, being a Fisher-

man, was wont to bring Fish from Joppa hither, and to

vend it at this place.
Maundrell, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 98.

The other nut-sellers in the streets vend the almond-
nuts. . . . The materials are the same as those of the gin-
gerbread. ... A split almond is placed in the centre of
each of these nuts.

Mayhew, London Labour and London Poor, I. 213.

vend1
! (vend), . [< vend1

, v.~] Sale; market.

She . . . has a great vend for them (and for other curi-

osities which she imports).
Richardson, Clarissa Harlowe, IV. 165. (navies.)

Vend2
(vend), n. Same as Wend2 .

vendablet (ven'da-bl), a. [ME., < OF. venda-
ble (= Pg. vendav'el), < vendre, sell: see vend1

.

Cf. vendible.'] Same as vendible.

For love is over al vendable. Rom. of the Hose, 1. 5804.

vendace (ven'das), u. [A.\so vendis ; < OF. ven-

dese, vendoise, vandoise, F. vandoise, F. dial.

vaudoise, ventoine, dace; origin unknown.] A
variety of the whitefish, Coregonus willughltyi
or C. vandesius. It is noted for its restricted distribu-

tion, being found in Great Britain only in Lochmaben, in

Dumfriesshire, and in two or three of the English lakes,
and on the Continent in some of the rivers and lakes of
Sweden. The body is deep and compressed, the back
brown, the sides tinged with yellow, the belly silvery, the
tail broadly forked, and the pectoral and ventral fins yel-
low. The average length is from 6 to 7 inches. The flsh

is esteemed a great delicacy, and is taken with the sweep-
net about August.

vendaget, . A Middle English form of vintage.
Vendean (ven-de'an), . and n. [< F. Vendeen ;
as Vendee (see del'.) + -an.~\ I. . Of or per-
taining to Vended, a department of western
France, or the Vendeans.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Vende'e
;

specifically, a partisan of the royalist insurrec-
tion against the republic and the Revolution
which was begun in western France in 1793,
and whose chief seat was in Vendee.
vendee (ven-de'),. [< vend1 + -eel.] The per-
son to whom a thing is sold : opposed to ven-
dor.

If a vicar sows his glebe, or if he sells his corn, and the
vendee cuts it, he must pay the tithes to the parson.

Ayliffe, Parergon.

Vende'miaire (von-da-mi-ar'), n. [F., < L. vin-

demia, grape-gathering, vintage, wine : see vin-
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dfiiiiiil.
|

The first month of the French revo-

lutionary calendar, beginning (in 1793) Septem-
ber 22d, and ending October 21st.

vender ( vcn'der), M. [Also vendor; < OF. *ven-

dnur, ri'iidenr.V. tendeur = Sp. Pg. vcndcdor =
It. venditore, < L. venditor, seller, < vendere, sell :

see vend 1
. Cf. venditor.] One who vends or

sells; a seller: as, a news-vender.
vendetta (ven-det'a), n. [< It. vendetta, a feud,
< L. vindicta, vengeance, revenge, < vindicarc,

claim, arrogate, defend one's self: see riiuli-

cate, venge.] A condition of private war in

which the nearest of kin execute vengeance on
the slayer of a relative; a blood-feud. In Corsica
the vendetta is regarded as a duty incumbent on the fam-

ily of the murdered man, and, failing to reach the real

murderer, they take vengeance on his relatives. The jirar-

tice exists, although to a more limited extent, in Sicily,

Sardinia, Calabria, Afghanistan, etc., and in certain rude
and remote districts of the United States.

The various forms of private vengeance which have be-

come common in this country are in many respects allied

to Italian vendetta as it existed and may to some extent
still exist in Corsica and Calabria, and with modifications
in .Naples, where, as has been said, "it is reduced to rule
and recognized by public opinion."

IT. A. Ren., CXXXIX. 73.

vendibility (ven-di-bil'i-ti), H. [< vendible +
-it-y; cf. L. rendibiliter, salably.] The state of

being vendible or salable.

The vendibility of commodities.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, iv. I.

vendible ( ven'di-bl), a. and n. [< OF. vendible =
Sp. vendible = Pg. vendivel = It. vendibile, < L.

vendibilis, that may be sold, salable, < vendere,
sell: see vend1 .] t. a. Capable of being or fit

to be vended or sold; to be disposed of for

money; salable; marketable.
Foxe skins, white, blacke, and russet, will lie vendible

here. Hakluyt'a Voyages, I. 309.

Silence is only commendable
In a neat's tongue dried and a maid not vendible.

Shalt., M. ofV.,i. 1. 112.

II. n. Something to be sold or offered for

sale : as, butter, fowls, cheese, and other ven-

dibles.

vendibleness (ven'di-bl-nes), n. Vendibility.
vendibly (ven'di-bli), adv. In a vendible or
salable manner.

vendicatet, v. See vindicate.

vendis (ven'dis), )(. See vendace.

venditatet (ven'di-tat), v. t. [< L. venditatux,

pp. of venditare, offer again and again for sale,

freq. of vendere, sell: see vend 1
.] To set out,

as for sale; hence, to display ostentatiously;
make a show of.

This they doe in the subtiltie of their wit, ... as if

they would venditat them for the very wonders of natures
worke. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxvii. 12.

venditationt (ven-di-ta'shqn), H. [< L. vendi-

tatio(n-), an offering for sale, a boasting, (.ven-

ditare, try to sell, freq. of vendere, sell, cry up
for sale, boast: see vend1

.] An ostentatious

display.
Some [plagiarists], by a cunning protestation against all

reading, and false venditation of their own naturals, think
to divert the sagacity of their readers from themselves.

B. Jonson, Discoveries.

The venditation of our owne worth or parts or merits

argues a miserable indigence in them all.

Bp. Hall, Occasional Meditations, 30.

vendition (ven-dish'pn), n. [< L. venditio(n-),
a sale, < vendere, pp. venditus, sell: see vend1 ."]

The act of selling; sale. [Rare.]

By way of vendition, or sale, he gives them up.
Langley, Sermons (1644), p. 20. (Latham.)

vendor (ven'dor), n. Same as vender, but more
common in legal use. In the law of conveyancing
the word is commonly used in reference to the prelimi-
nary or executory contract of sale, usually made in writing
before the execution of a deed to transfer the title, and
designates him who agrees to sell, and who after he has
actually conveyed is commonly called the grantor. So if

A contracts, not as agent but on his own account, to sell

and convey property belonging to B, and procures B to

convey accordingly, A is the vendor and B the grantor.
Our earliest printers were the vendors and the binders

of their own books. I. D'Israeli, Amen, of Lit., II. 425.

In sales of lands the party selling is almost always
spoken of as " the vendor

"
; but in sales of goods he is

quite as frequently spoken of as "the seller."

Mozley and Whiteky.
Vendor and Purchaser Act, a British statute of 1874
(37 and 38 Viet., c. 78) which enacts that forty years (in-
stead of sixty) be the period of commencement of title to
land sold, unless otherwise stipulated, and further affects
the relations of vendor and purchaser of lands. Ven-
dor's liens. See lierit.

vendue (ven-du'), n. [< OF. vendue, a sale, <

eendu, pp. of vendre, sell : see vend1
.] A public

auction.
I went ashore, and, having purchased a laced waistcoat,

with some other cloaths, at a vendue. made a swaggering
figure. Smollett, Roderick Random, xxxvi. (Varies.)

veneer-moth

We'd better take maysures for shettin' up shop,
An 1

put off our stock by a vendoo or swop.
Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., v.

vendue-masterf (ven-du'mas"ter), w. An auc-
tioneer, ll'liartoii.

venet, A Middle English form of rein.

veneer (ve-ner'), v. t. [Formerly also fineer ;

corrupted (prob. in factory use) from "funi/tr,
< Gr.fiiniiren,fournircn = D. fornieren,'fnrniren
(cf. D&n.finere, < E. ?), inlay, veneer, furnish,
< OF. fornir, F. fournir = Vr. fornir, fonnir,
fromir = Sp. Pg. fornir = It. fornire, furnish :

see furnish 1
.] 1. To overlay or face, as an in-

ferior wood, with wood of a finer or more beau-
tiful kind, so as to give the whole the appear-
ance of being made of the more valuable mate-
rial; cover with veneers: as, to veneer a ward-
robe or other article of furniture.

The Italians call it [marquetry] pietre commesse, a sort
of inlaying with stones, analogous to the fineering of cabi-
nets in wood. SmoUftt, Travels, xxviii.

The bottom and sides of the frame seem to be fineered,
and inlaid, probably with ivory, tortoise-shell, and mother-
of-pearl. Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 130.

2. To cover with a thin coating of substance
similar to the body, in other materials than

wood, as in ceramics.

It [Oiron (or Henri Deux) ware] is strictly a veneered pot-
tery. . . . The object was formed in clay, and then covered
with a thin skin of the same material.

Art Jour., VIIL155.

Hence 3. To impart a more agreeable appear-
ance to, as to something vicious, worthless, or

forbidding; disguise with a superficial attrac-

tion,; gild.
A rogue in grain,

Veneer'd with sanctimonious theory.
Tennyson-, Princess, Prol.

Thoughtfulness for others, generosity, modesty, and
self-respect are the qualities which make a real gentle-
man or lady, as distinguished from the veneered article
which commonly goes by that name.

Huxley, Critiques and Addresses, p. 8.

veneer (ve-ner'), . [< veneer, v.] 1. A thin

piece of wood of a choice kind laid upon an-
other of a more common sort, so as to give a

superior and more valuable appearance to the
article so treated, as a piece of furniture, choice
and beautiful kinds of hard woods, as mahogany or rose-

wood, are used for veneers, the wood to which they are at-

tached by gluing being usually deal or pine. Ivory, mother-
of-pearl, and other ornamental substances are sometimes
used as veneers for small articles, as cabinets or caskets.

2. A thin coating covering the body of any-
thing, especially for decorative purposes: used
when the material of the outer coating is simi-
lar to that of the body, as in ceramics or in pa-
per-manufacturing. [Rare.] 3. Show; su-

perficial ornament
;
meretricious disguise.

It is still often possible to hush up scandals, to play fast
and loose with inconvenient facts, to smooth over funda-
mental differences with a veneer of external uniformity.

H. N. Oxenham, Short Studies, p. 143.

The knowing world's people from Lenox said, when they
returned from their visit, that they doubted whether the
Shaker neatness were more than a summer veneer, and
were quite sure that in winter the houses were no tidier
than other houses. Harper's Mag., LXXX. 479.

4. In entom., a veneer-moth Veneer-bending
machine, a machine used in putting on veneers, to ap-
ply a uniform pressure to every part of a curved or uneven
surface. It operates by hydraulic pressure transmitted
through caoutchouc or other flexible material. E. 11.

Knight. Veneer-planing machine, a shaving-tool for

smoothing veneered and similar surfaces. E. II. Knight.
Veneer-polishing machine, a machine for rubbing

and polishing veneered or other wooden surfaces. Ve-
neer-straightening machine, a machine for flattening
out veneers which have been cut in the form of a scroll
from a circular log bolt. Such machines employ a flexible

pressure with adjustable tension, and are designed with a
view to avoid splitting the material.

veneer-cutter (ve-ner'kut"er), n. A machine
for cutting veneers from the log or block of

wood; a veneer-cut'ting machine. Two systems
are used in these machines : in one the log of wood is

rotated before a long, thin knife fixed in the machine, the
revolution shaving off a thin veneer of the entire length
of the log, the log being gradually advanced to the knife
until completely cut up ; in the other system the knife-
blade moves as a slicer over the block of wood or ivory.
Still another method is to use a fixed knife, and to draw a

square block of wood over the edge of the knife. Both
circular and reciprocating saws are also used to make
wood veneers. See veneer-saw,

veneering (ve-ner'ing), . [Verbal n. of veneer,
v.] 1. The art or process of laying on veneers.

2. Same as veneer, in senses 1-3.

veneering-hammer (ve-ner'ing-ham"er), . A
hand-tool with a thin and wide peen or face,
used to press out the glue from under a veneer
in securing it to an object.

veneer-mill (ve-ner'mil), . A sawmill de-

signed especially for cutting veneers.
veneer-moth (ve-ner'moth), . Any one of
several pyralid moths of the family CrambUtt:



veiicor-moth

an old Knglish collectors' name, given from the

eoloi'iitinii, \\hi-li suggests veneering. ('/,,/'/.

Hiirtiti'ltii.* i* (In- yalileli vi'ln-rr; <'. jiinrttti*, til-' p--all V-

necr ; jim! ('. in-iriin->'llu, tb6 OOnnnOD TTOMT. Sir cut un-
der Cramliidte.

veneer-preSS (veiicr'pres), . A special form
of press HSril In hulil Vi'lli-crs ill |iositioll wllilr

being glued to sv ..... Ixx'ork or furniture*. \:m..u-

rompliratcil forms of MITI-U lamps arhl H-I ''u pns^ - :n<

Used, Homo lieilltf tit In 1 \vilh ^!raiii-pipi's to ki cp I In- will'-

Soft lllltil tin- M ni-rl ha- :nl:i]ili-d itself In the ilTcglll.ir
surface to wllit-h it in to IN- :itl:n-|ii--l

Veneer-Saw (ve-ner'sa ), . A circular B8W for

cutting veneers from tin 1 solid wood, ivory, etc.

It tins :i Iliin edge, .'ind is thicker toward the
center. !'.. II. Kniiflil.

veneer-scraper (vo-nei-'skra'per), . A tool
with an adjustable blade for dressing veneers.
/;. //. Kniiiht.

veneflcal (ve-uef'i-kal), <>. [< L. reneficus, poi-
sonous (see i-'-ni lii'i ), + -/.]
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venenosityt (ven-e-nos'i-ti). . [= K.

ini.-ili = Sp. riiniinsiiliiil = I';;, n iii'niiniilii'lf =
It. n in ini.iiiii : < i- 1 HI mini + -iti/. I The property
or slate- nl' being x'enenosc or poisonou.-.
venenous (x-cn'c n\i->. n. |< <>!'. >(< /-j-. F.
n in in ii j' = I'r. ri-i/fiiiis = Sp. !';,' '' n n< inixn,

< LI,. ITIH-IUI.--IIX. I'liisolioll-. < L. a 'in mini, poi-
son: see rrnHin. (.'f. n m mw ami riiinininin.

doublets of rfnriiniiH.] I'oisonoiis; toxic.
VenenouB anthelmlntlc, a remedy for intestinal worms.
which ac-U by destroying the jianutite, and not by simply
expelling it: a vermicide as distinguished from a vermi-

fuge.

venerabilityt (ven'e-ra-bil'j-ti), n. [< vein ru-

ble -f -iti/ (see -bilityj.] The state or character
of being venerable.

'llii' i-M-.-llrnee and venerabUity of their prototypes.
Ilr. 11. More, Antidote against Idolatry, vili.

venerable (ven'e-ra-bl), a. [< OF. renerable,

All with spindles, timbrels, rattles, or other veneflcal
instruments, making a confused notte.

B. Joiuon, Masque of Queens.

veneflcet (ven'e-fis), n. [< L. veneficiuw, a poi-
soning, < venejifus, poisoning, < venenum, poi-
son, + -ficuH. < facere, make.] Sorcery, or the
art of poisoning. Ktiiley, 1727.

veneficial (ven-e-lish'al), a. [< L. veiiefciiim,
a poisoning (sec rnufirr). + -al.] 1. Acting by
poison; sorcerous. [Bare.]
As for the magical virtues In this plant |the mistletoe),

ami conn i\ nl i-ttinicy unto venejicial intentions, it seemeth
a pagan relick derived from the ancient drulds.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., II. 6.

2. Addicted to sorcery or poisoning.
veneficiOUS (ven-e-tish'us), a. [< L. n iirjiriiini,

a poisoning (see venefice), + -ous.] Same as

veneficial.

To sit cross-legged . . . was an old venejinoui practice ;

ami . I uno la made in this jx>sture to hinder the delivery of
Alrimcna. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., v. 23.

veneflciously (ven-e-fish'us-li), adv. By poison
or witchcraft.

'I lie intent hereof [breaking an egg-shell) was to pre-
vent witchcraft; for, lest witches should draw or prick
their names therein, and venejicitiuxly mischief their per-
sons, they broke the shell, as Dclecampius hath observed.

Sir T. Brou-ne, Vulg. Err., v. 23.

veneisunt, . An old spelling of venison.

venemoust, a. An obsolete spelling of venom-
ous.

venenate (ven'e-nat), v. t. [< L. vcncnatus,
pp. of vcnenare, poison, < reneiium, poison: see

venom.] To poison ; charge or infect with

poison. [Kare.]
Poisoned jaws and venenated stings.

Middleton, Solomon Paraphrased, xvi.

These iniasms . . . are not so cnergic as to venenate the
entire mass of blood. Harvey. (Johtaon.)

venenate (ven'e-nat), a. [< L. venenattts, pp. :

seetheverb.] Infected with poison; poisoned.
By giving this in fevers after calcination, whereby the

venenate parts are carried off. Woodward, On Fossils.

venenation (ven-e-mVslign), n. [< venenate +
-ion.] 1. The act of poisoning. 2. Poison or
venom.
This txntnation shoots from the eye : and this way a

basilisk may impoison. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err.

venenet (ve-nen'), a, [Irreg. (as adj.) < L. ve-

nenum, poison: see venom.] Poisonous; ven-
omous.

Dry air opens the surface of the earth to disincarcerate
venene bodies, or to evacate them.

Harvey, On the Plague.

veneniflllOUS (ven-e-nif'l^-us), a. [< L. vene-

iii/in, poison, + Jtuere, flow: see fluent.] Inbot.
and zool., flowing with poisonous juice or ven-
om : as, the renenifluous fang of a rattlesnake.
See cuts under ('ratalus and riper.
Venenosa (ven-o-no'sji), ./>/. [NL., neut. pi.
of LL. veiiritii.itiH, full of poison: see venenose.]
One of three sections into which serpents
(Ophit/in) have been divided, according as t hex-

are venomous or otherwise, the other sections

being Innornti and Sitxi>eeta. The definition of the

group as having grooved fangs in the upper jaw, followed
by smaller solid, hooked teeth, would make I'enenoxa

nearly equivalent to the Prattroglypha; but if applieil to

poisonous snakes at large it would be equivalent to Pro-

terofflifpha and Sulenofilypha together. It is disused now,
except as a convenient descriptive term, like Thanato-
phidia. Also called .V'

venenoset (ven'e-nos), a. [< L. venenosus, poi-
sonous: see i-i'iiriioiix.] Full of venom; poison-
ous, as a serpent; belonging to the Venemmi :

nocuous; thanatophidian.

F. venerable = Sp. renerable = Pg.
It. r< in niliili , < L. i-i'iiiriihilia, worthy of ven-
eration or reverence, < rim run, venerate, re-

xere; see venerate.] 1. Worthy of veneration
or reverence; deserving honor and ivs| ..... t,

particularly with a suggestion of age or ili^-

nity: as, a venerable magistrate; a ceurralili-

scholar. In the Anglican Church, specifically

applied to archdeacons.
Venerable Nestor, hatch 'd in silver.

Shalt., T. and O., I. 8. 06.

See how the venerable infant lies

In early {toinp.

Dri/den, Britannia Redivlva, I. 110.

The world that gray-bearded and wrinkled profligate,

decrepit without being venerable.

Haicthorne, Seven Gables, xil.

2. Hallowed by religious, historic, or other

lofty associations ;
to be regarded with rever-

ence : as, the renerable precincts of a temple.
The place is venerable by her presence.

Shirley, Maid's Revenge, I. 2.

We went about to survey the general! decays of that
ancient and cruerable church.

Evelyn, Diary, Aug. 27, 1660.

All along the shores of the venerable stream (the Ganges]
lay great fleets of vessels laden with rich merchandise.

ii, Warren Hastings.

Malpighi . . . demonstrates that all such tumours,
when' any inserts are fniiinl. an' raised np by some vene-
nose liquor, whkh, together with their eggs, such insects
shed upon the leaves. liuii. Works of Creation.

venerableness (ven'e-ra-bl-nes), n. The state
or character of being venerable.

The innocence of infancy, the wnrrablrne** and impo-
tence of old age. Smith, Sermons, XI. iv.

venerably (ven'e-ra-bli), adv. In a venerable

manner; so as to excite reverence.

At the moment I was walking down this aisle I met a

clean shaven old canonico, with red legs and red-tasseled

hat, and with a book under his arm, and a meditative look,
whom I here thank for being so venerably picturesque.

llmivlh, Venetian Ule, xxi.

Veneracea (ven-e-ra'se-a),.7</. [NL.,< Venus

( fener-), 5, + -acea.] 'lii conch. : (a) A family
of bivalves: same as Ftneridte. (b) A super-
family or suborder of siphonate or sinupalhate
bivalve mollusks, represented by the f'eneridx

and related families.

Veneraceae (ven-e-ra'se-e), n. pi. [NLi., < Ve-

nus ( 1'ener-), 5, + -aceie.] Same as f'enerirl&.

veneracean (ven-e-ra'se-an), a. and . I. a.

Of or pertaining to the Veneraeea.

II. n. Any member of the Veneraeea.

veneraceous (ven-e-ra'shius), a. Same as ven-

eracean.

venerant (ven'e-rant), a. [< L. reneran(t-)x.

ppr. of venerari,^venerate : see venerate.] Rev-
erent. [Bare.]
When we pronounce the name of Giotto, our itenerant

thoughts are at Assist and Padua.
liuMn, Modern Painters, III. i., 1, note.

venerate (ven'e-rat), r. t. ; pret. and pp. vener-

ulnl, ppr. venerating. [< L. veneratus, pp. of

venerari (> It. venerare = Sp. Pg. venerar = F.

vcnerer), worship, venerate, revere; from the
same source as Venus, love: see Venus.] To
regard with respect and reverence; treat as

hallowed; revere; reverence.

While beings form'd in coarser mould will hate
The helping hand they ought to venerate.

Crabbe, Works, V. 214.

The Venetian merchants, compelled to seek safety In

Alexandria, visited the church in which the bones of St.

Mark were preserved and venerated.

C. E. Sorton, Church building in Middle Ages, p. 47.

= Syn. Wonhip, Reverence, etc. See adore.

veneration (ven-e-ra'shon), M. [< OF. vencra-

tiiin. F. reiteration = Spi veneracion = Pg. vene-

r<ii;<iii
= It. rruertizimie, < L. renerdtio(n-), ven-

eration, reverence, < venerari, venerate, revere:
see ri-in-rtitr.~\ 1. The feeling of one who ven-

erates; a high degree of respect and rever-

venerer

; a n exalted feeling or sentiment excited

by the ditfiiily, wi.-dom. and goodness of a per-
son, or by Ihi" sacredtiess of liis diameter, and.
with regard to a place, by the sacred or historic

a-Nncialions that hallow it.

Places consecrated to a in--; than ordinary veneration,

by being reputed to have some particular actions done In
tin in relating to the Death and l!< -mr. -t-tion oi i hrist.

ilauntireU, Aleppo to Jerusalem, p. 09.

Veiuratinn is the name given to the state of mind com-
prehending both religious regard and a sentiment drawn
out by the more commanding and august of our fellow-

beings. A. Uain, Emotions and Will, p. 92.

2. The outward expression of reverent feeling;
worship.

"They fell down and worshipped him," after the man-
ner of the Kasterlings when they do miff-atom to their

kings. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 18116), I. 46.

3. In pliren., the organ of adoration, reverence,
or respect for what is great and good. See ent
under ;</"<%//. =8yn. 1. Jteverenet, Veneration,
Awe, etc. See reverence.

venerative (ven'e-ra-tiv), o. [< venerate +
-ire.] Feeling veneration; reverent. [Kare.]

I for one, when a venerative youth, have felt a thrill of

joy at being kindly nodded to . . . by some dlslliucuiahed

personage. AU the Year Itound, V11I. 61.

venerator (ven'e-ra-tor), n. [= F. vtnerateur
= Sp. Pg. venerinlur = It. rrwratore, < L. vene-

rator, one who venerates, < rrnrniri, venerate :

see venerate.] One who venerates or rever-
ences.

Not a scorner of your sex,
But venerator. Tennyton, Princess, Iv.

venereal (ve-ne're-al), a. [As venere-out + -a I.]

1. Of or pe'rtaining to yenery, or sexual inter-

course: as, venereal desire.

No, madam, these are no venereal signs.
Shalr., Tit. And., U. 8. 37.

Then, swollen with pride, into the snare I fell

Of fair fallacious looks, venereal trains,
Soften'd with pleasure and voluptuous life.

Mill'.ii. S. A., 1. .VlX

2. Arising from or connected with sexual in-

tercourse: as, venereal disease; venereal virus
or poison. 3. Adapted to the cure of venereal
diseases: as, venereal medicines. 4. Fitted to
excite venereal desire ; aphrodisiac. 6t. Of or

pertaining to copper, which was formerly called

by chemists Venus.

Blue vitriol, how venereal . . . soever, rubbed upon the
whetted blade of a knife, will not impart its latent colour.

Boyle.

Venereal carnosity. same as venereal tcarti. Vene-
real disease, a collective term for gonorrhea, chancroid,
and syphilis. Venereal sore or ulcer, chancre or chan-
croid: more often the latter. Venereal warts, acumi-
nate condylomata, or warts situated on the mucous sur-

faces of the genitals. They were formerly supposed to be
caused by a venereal poison, but are not now generally
so regarded.

venereant (ve-ne're-an), a. [< ME. venerien, <

OF. venerien '= F. v'eiiMen; as venere-oux + -an.]
1. Inclined to the service of Venus, or to sexual
desire and intercourse.

For ccrtes I am al Fenerien
In feelynge, and myn herte Is Marcien.

Chaueer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, I. 809.

2. Amorous; wanton.
Others fall In love with light Wives I do not mean

I'fn- r'-ini Lightness, but in reference to Portion.

Hmrrll, Letters, I. vl. 60.

venereate (ve-ne're-at), v. t.; pret. and pp.
vencreated, ppr. venereatiiiff. [C vcnerr-oug +
-ate 1

.] To render amorous or lascivious.

To rrnerente the unbridled spirits.

Feltham, Resolves. I. 26.

venereous (ve-ne're-us), . [= Sp. venereo =
Pg. It. renereo, < li. venereus, venerimi, of or

pertaining to Venus or sexual intercourse, <

Vtnus ( Vencr-), Venus, sexual intercourse: see

Venus.] 1. Lascivious; libidinous; lustful;
wanton.

Lust is the Are that doth maintains the life

Of the venereinit man (but sets at strife

The soule & body).
Time* Whittle (E. K. T. 8.X p. 119.

The male ... Is lesser than the female, and very vene-
reinif. Derham, Physico Theot, iv. 15, note s.

2. Giving vigor for or inclination to sexual

intercourse; aphrodisiac: as, reHereotts dnigs.
No marvell if he brought us home nothing but a meer

tankard drollery, a renereout parjetory for a stewes.

Milton, Apology for Smectymnuns.

Venerer (ven'er-er), n. [< teneryl + -erl.]
One who watches game; a gamekeeper; a
hunter.

Our Veneren, Prickers, and Tenderers.

Browning, Flight of the Duchess, x.



Veneridae

Veneridse (ve-ner'i-de), n. ]>l. [< J'enuH ( Fe-

wer-) + -idee.] A family of siphonate or sinu-

palliate bivalve mollusks,
whose typical genus is Ve-

il us : used with various re-

strictions. It is now gener-
ally restricted to forms with si-

phons or siphonal orifices dis-

tinct and fringed, linguifunn
foot, the outer pair of branchia;
short and appendiculate, an

equivalve shell whose hinge has

generally three cardinal teeth,
and a slightly sinuate pnllial
line. The species are mostly of
moderate size, and include the

I'emts faphia, one of the
ytlttritm.

fenerupis txotica.

quahog, or hard clam of the
United States, Venus mercena-

ria, and numerous other species found in temperate and
tropical seas, many of whose shells are highly ornate. See
also cuts under Cytherea, Venerupis, dimyarian, and qua-
hog. Also called Veneracea, Venusidse, and Conchacea.

veneriet, An obsolete spelling of venery
1

,

venery2 .

venerite (ven'e-rit), . [< L. Venus (Vener-),
Venus, ML. copper, + -ite'^.] 1. A copper ore
from Pennsylvania, consisting of an earthy
ehloritic mineral impregnated with copper.
2. Same as venulite.

veneroust (ven'e-rus), a. [< Venus (Vener-),

Venus, + -ous. Cf. venereous.] Same as venere-

ous.
Consum'd with loathed lust,

Which thy venerom mind hath basely nurs'd !

Lust's Dominion, v. 3.

A remedy for venerous passions.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. S63.

Venerupis (ven-f-ro'pis), n. [NL. (Lamarck.
1818), later Venerupes (Swainson, 1840), < Venus

(Vener-), 5, + L. rupes,
a rock.] 1. A genus of

boring bivalve mollusks
6f the family Veneridse,
as V. perforans or V. irits

and V. exotica. 2. [7. c.
;

pi. venerupes (-pez).] A
member of this genus;
a Venus of the rock.

venerupite (ven-e-ro'-

plt)", H. [< Venerupis +
-ite'2.] A fossil Venus
of the rock.

venery1
(ven'e-ri), H. [Early mod. E. also ven-

erie; < ME. venerye, venorye, < OF. venerie, F.
vtlnerie (ML. venaria, beasts of the chase, game),
hunting, a hunting-train, a kennel, < vener, < L.

venari, hunt, chase : see venation1.] 1. The act
or exercise of hunting ;

the sports of the chase
;

hunting.
An outrydere that loved venerye.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 106.

Well make this hunting of the witch as famous
As any other blast of venery.

B. Jonson, Sad Shepherd, ii. 2.

The right of pursuing and taking all beasts of chase or
venary . . . was . . . held to belong to the king.

Blackxtone, Com., II. xxvii.

2f. Beasts of the chase
; game.

Bukkes and beris and other bestes wilde,
Of alle fair venamie that falles to metes.

William of Falerne (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 1685.

3t. A kennel for hunting-dogs.
The venery, where the beagles and hounds were kept.

Urquhart, tr. of Rabelais, i. 65. (Dairies.)

venery2 (ven'e-ri), n. [Early mod. E. venerie, <
L. Veneriu (sc. res), sexual intercourse, fern, of

Feneriiis, of Venus,< Venus ( Vener-), Venus, sex-
ual intercourse : see venereous, Venus.] Grati-
fication of the sexual desire.

Having discoursd of sensual! gluttonie,
It followes now I speake of venerie;
For these companions as inseperable
Are linckt together with shines ougly cable.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.), p. 75.

They are luxurious, incontinent, and prone to Venerie.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 201.

venesect (ve-ne-sekf), v. [< L. vena, vein, +
secure, cut: see vein andsect] I. trans. To
cut or open a vein of; phlebotomize.

II. intrant. To practise venesection : as, it
was common to venesect for many diseases.
Venesection (ve-ne-sek'shon), n. [< L. vena,
vein, +sectio(n-), a cutting:' see section.'] Blood-
letting from a vein

; phlebotomy. The operation
may be performed on any of the superficial veins ; but
either the median cephalic or the basilic in the bend of
the elbow is usually selected for this purpose. (See cut
under nMdtonl.) A band is tied around the arm just above
the elbow, so as to cause a turgescence of the veins below,
and then the vein selected is opened with a sharp lancet.
When the desired amount of blood has been taken away,
the band is removed, and further bleeding arrested by the
application of a small compress and bandage.

6718
In a Quinsey he f Aretreus] used Venesection, and allow'd

the Blood to ttow till the Patient was ready to faint away.
Med. Diet. (1745), quoted in Harper's Mag., LXXX. 440.

It is now well understood that spoliative venesection
would be the sure forerunner of disaster to the patient.

J. 3f. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 88.

Venesection bandage, a simple figure-of-eight ban-

dage applied about the elbow after venesection at this

point.

Venetian (ve-ne'shan), n. and . [Early mod.
E. also Veiiiliaii, as a noun (def. '2) venytyoiix ;

< OF. Venitian, F. Venitien = It. Veneziano, <

ML. *
Vcnetianus, < Venetia, Venice, L. Venctiti,

the country of the Veneti, in the territory
later held by Venice.] I. n. Of or pertaining
to the city, province, or former republic of

Ve?iice, in northern Italy, on the edge of the
Adriatic.

The land of the old Veneti bore the Venetian name ages
before the city of Venice was in being.

E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 4.

A composition neither Byzantine nor Romanesque, un-

exampled hitherto, only to be called Venetian.
C. E. Norton, Church-building in Middle Ages, p. 53.

Venetian architecture, Venetian Gothic, the style of
medieval architecture elaborated in Venice between the
twelfth and the early part
of the sixteenth century.
It combines in many re-

spects the qualities of the
arts of Byzantium, of the
Italian mainland, and of

transalpine Europe, but
blends all these into a new
style of high decorative

quality and originality.
The principal characteris-
tics of this style are as fol-

lows: each story is usu-

ally graced with its own
arcaded range of columns
or pilasters, forming an

open balcony or loggia,
and separated from the
other stories by conspicu-
ous friezes or belts, often
in the form of graceful
balustrades ; the arched
windows are ornamented
with small shafts at the
sides, and their spandrels
are often fllled with rich

carving ; ornamental para-
pets are common ; and the
window-heads frequently
show plain or pierced cusps
of bold yet delicate outline
and curves of great refinement. The most splendid ex-

ample of the style is the famous Ducal Palace. Like all

Italian Pointed architecture the so-called ItalianGothic
the merits of the style lie chiefly in external design;

the Italians never sought to master the admirable theory
of arched and vaulted construction securing stability by
balance of opposed pressures, which was elaborated by
northern medieval architects, and raises their architec-
ture to the highest place in the history of the art. Vene-
tian architecture is noteworthy for its lavish use of color
derived from inlaid marbles, porphyries, and other stones
of rich hue, as well as of gilding and brilliant mosaic and
painted decoration. It bears witness in many subtile de-
tails to the close intercourse of the Venetians with the Ori-
ent. Venetian ball. See bam. Venetian bar, needle-
work in imitation of heavy lace by buttonhole-stitches
around a thread, producing a series of bars or bands across
an open space. Diet. of Needlework. Venetian blind,
a blind made of slats of wood so connected as to overlap
one another when closed, and to show a series of open
spaces for the admission of light and air when opened.
The term is applied especially to a hanging blind of
which the slats are held together by strips of webbing or
other flexible material. The pulling of a cord lifts the
whole blind, the slats coming in contact with one an-
other as they rise until all are packed closely together
above the window. The pulling of another cord when
the blind is down turns the slats to open or close them.
In the British islands outside slatted shutters are also
so called. Venetian carpet. See carpet. Venetian
chalk. Same as French chalk (which see, under chalk).
Venetian embroidery, embroidery upon linen and simi-
lar materials, done by cutting away a great deal of the
background so as to produce an open design like coarse
lace, the edges of the stuff forming the pattern being
stitched, and bars or brides sometimes used to steady
and support the smaller leaves, etc. Venetian enamel,
an enamel used for clock- and watch-dials. Venetian
glass. See glass (with cut). Venetian lace. See rose-

point, under points. Venetian long-stitch embroi-
dery, a simple kind of worsted-work dune upon open can-
vas. Diet, of Needlework. Venetian mosaic, Seemo-
aici, 1. Venetian pearl, the trade-name for solid arti-

ficial pearls. See imitation pearl, under pearl. Venetian
red. See redi. Venetian sallet, a form of sallet in
which the neck and cheeks are protected by a long broad
side-piece forged in one with the skull-piece, similar to the
Greek helm with cheek-pieces and without crest. Vene-
tian school, in painting, the school of Italian painting
which arose to prominence in Venice in the fifteenth cen-
tury, with the Bellinis and Carpaccio, and was preeminent
through a great part of the sixteenth century, when its

chief masters were Titian, Paul Veronese, Giorgione, Tin-

toretto, Palma Vecchio, and Lorenzo Lotto. It was above
all a school of colorists ; in the magnificence of its use of

pigments and in technical perfection it has never been sur-

passed ; and in every artistic quality its chief masters will

always rank with the first painters of the world. Vene-
tian sumac. See sumac. Venetian swell in organ-
building, a swell, or set of blinds, made after the pattern
of Venetian blinds. See swell. Venetian turpentine.

Venetian Architecture.

An angle of the Ducal Palace.

vengeance
See turpentine and larch. Venetian window. See win-
dow.

II. n. 1. A native of Venice. 2f. [1. c.] pi.
A particular fashion of hose or breeches reach-

ing below the knee, originally brought from
Venice : same as galligaskins, 1.

Item for a ell half of brod taffaty to make him a dublet
and venytyons. 12 Sh. Wardship o/ Rich. Fermor (1586).

3. A Venetian blind. [Colloq.]
There is not a single pane of glass in the town, badly

closing Venetians being the only means of shutting up the
windows. E. Sartorius, In the Soudan, p. 102.

4. jil. A heavy kind of tape or braid made for
Venetian blinds, to hold the slats in place. 5.

Same as domino, 2.

I then put oft" my sword, and put on my Venetian or dom-
ino, and entered the bal masque. The Century, \ I.I I 283.

Venetianed (ve-ne'sliand), n. [< Venetian +
'

Furnished with Venetian blinds: as, a
window.

The bookcase stood immediately in front of a double
venetianed door.

R. Hodgson, Proc. Soc. Psych. Research, III. 256.

veneur (ve-ner'), . [< OF. veneor, F. vcneur

(= Pr. venaire), < L. venator, a hunter, < rcmtri,
hunt: see venation*.] A person charged with
the care of the chase, especially with the hounds
used in the chase. There were mounted ve-

neurs, and those of inferior class on foot.
Grand veneur, an officer of the French court charged
with the arrangements for the king's hunting : in later

times, a great dignity of the royal household.

venewt, veneyt, Same as venue1
.

Venezuelan (ven-e-zwe'lan). a. and n. [< Ven-
ezuela (see def.) + -an.]" I. a. Of or pertain-
ing to Venezuela, a republic of South America,
on the northern coast.

Guzman Blanco could not procure an audience with
Lord Salisbury to protest against .British seizures of Ven-
ezuelan territory at the north of the Orinoco.

Amer. Economist, III. 169.

Venezuelan ipecacuanha, a climbing plant of Vene-
zuela, Philibertia (Sarcostemma) glauca.

II. n. An inhabitant of Venezuela,

venget (venj), v. t. [< ME. vengen, < OF. (and
F.) venger = Sp. venyar, < L. vindicare, avenge,
vindicate: see vindicate. Cf. avenge, revenge,
vengeance.] 1. To avenge; take vengeance in

behalf of (a person).
Right as they han venffed hem on me, right so shal I

venge me upon hem. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

I am coming on
To venge me as I may. Shak.

,
Hen. V., i. 2. 292.

2. To revenge ;
take vengeance because of (an

offense).
Would none but I might venge my cousin's death !

Shak., R. and J.. iii. 5. 87.

vengeable,- (ven'ja-bl), a. [Early mod. E. also

vengible; < OF. *
vengeable (= Sp. vengdble); as

venge + -able.] 1. Capable of being or deserv-

ing to be revenged.
I sought

Upon myselfe that vengeable despight
To punish. Spenser, F. Q., II. iv. 30.

2. Characterized by revengefulness; entertain-

ing or displaying a desire for revenge ; venge-
ful.

In mallyce be not vengeable,
As S. Mathewe doth speake.

Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 92.

Alexander . . . dyd put to venaeable deth hisderefrende
Clitus. Sir T. Elyot, The Governour, il. 6.

3. Terrible; dreadful; awful; extraordinary:
a hyperbolical use.

Paulus . . . was a vendible fellow in linking matters to-

gether. Holland, tr. of Camden, p. 78. (Daviei.)

vengeablyt (ven'ja-bli), adv. Revengefully;
in revenge.

Charitably, lovingly, not of malice, not vengeably, not
covetously. Latimer, 4th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1594.

vengeance (ven'jans), n. [< ME. vengeance,
rengeaunce, venjaunce, vein/cans, vengance, ven-

gaunce, < OF. vengeance, renjance, F. vengeance
(= Sp. venganza = It. i<etigian~a), < venger,

avenge: see venge.] 1. Punishment inflicted

in return for an injury or an offense. Vengeance
generally implies indignation on the part of the punisher,
and more or less justice in the nature of the punishment ;

it may also be inflicted for wrong done to others, as well
as to the punisher, in which respects it is usually distin-

guished from revenge.

Veniaitnce, veniaunce forgiue be it neuere.
Vim Plowman (B), xvii. 288.

Vengeance is mine
;
I will repay, saith the Lord.

Rom. \ ii. 19.

2f. Harm, mischief, or evil generally: for-

merly often used as an imprecation, especially
in the phrase wltat a (lite) vengeance!

Whiles the eye of man did woo me,
That could do no vengeance to me.

Shak., As you Like it, iv. 3. 48.



vengeance
What the vengeance I

Could he not (peak 'cm (air?

Shak., Cor, IN. 1. 2(12.

llnl irhnt a ffiu.ieaiin nuikcx thi-t tlyV
.S'. llutlrr, Iliidlbru, I. Ill 213.

With a vengeance, vrhrini'iilly, violently; also, ex-

tremely. |t'<j|l...|. |

The tlnhy fume
That drove him [Attmotlrusl, though fiiiimoiu '<!, hum tin-

spouse
Of Tcihit's son, nml iritlt a oi-mieanre Bent
Kr Media |iHt M Illtypt. Millnii. l>. I... Iv. 1711.

Manly. However, try her : put it to her.

Vernuh. Ay, ay, I'll try her; put it In her home, irilh a
I .///"//,,,. Wychrrlfti, 1'hiin Dealer, v. 1.

= Syn. 1. l;>'tri>nili<in, th'tirliiition, rlr <.< ,.r. ,,

vengeancet (ven'jaiisi, mir.
( Klliptical use of

n iii/i'inii-/', n.
\ Extremely; very.

He's vent/eanci
1

proud, and lovea not the common peo-
ple. Shalt.. Cat., il. 2.8.

I am vengeance cold, I tell thee.
Beau, and PL, Coxcomb, II. 2.

vengeancelyt (ven'jans-li), adv. [< venijeance
+ -l'/'^-] With a vengeance; extremely; ex-

cessively.
I could poison him In a pot of perry ;

lie loves that vengeancely.
Fletcher (and anuther'l\ Prophetess, I. 3.

vengeful (venj'ful), . [< rent/e + -fill.] Vin-

dictive; retributive; revengeful.
I pray

His vengeful sword may fall upon thy head.
Fletcher (and another). Love's Cure, v. 3.

vengefully (venj'ful-i), adv. In a vengeful
manner; vindictively.

vengefulness (venj'fiil-nes), . Vimlictiveness;
revengefulness.
The two victims of his madness or of his vengefulness

were removed to the London Hospital.
Daily Telegraph, June 22, 1888. (Encyc. Diet.)

vengementt (venj'ment), H. [< vetige + -went.]
Avengement ;

retribution.

lie shew'd his head ther left,
And wretched life forlorne for venyement of his theft

Spenser, F. Q., VI. Hi. 18.

vengert ( ven'jer), H. [< P. vengeur = Sp. venga-
dnr, < LL. vindicator, avenger, < L. vindicarc,

avenge: see venae. Cf. ('indicator. ] An avenger.
Ood is a vengere of synne. Coventry Mysteries, p. 78.

His bleeding heart is in the vengers hand.

Spenier, V. Q., I. ill. 20.

vengeresst (ven'jer-es), >i. [< ME. vengeresse,
< OP. vengeresse, fern, of vengeur, an avenger:
see renger.] A female avenger.
This kynge alain was seke of the woundes of the spere

vengeresse, . . . for he was wounded thourgh bothe thyghes
with that spere. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.X li. 2:.

The thre goddesses, furiis and vengeressis of felonies.

Chaucer, Boethius, lit. meter 12.

veniablet (ve'ni-a-bl), . [< ME. veniable, <

LL. veniabilis, pardonable, < L. venia, pardon :

see venial.] Venial
; pardonable.

In things of this nature silence commendeth history ;

'tis the veniable part of things lost.

Sir T. Broume, Vulg. Err., vil. 19.

veniablyt (ve'ni-a-bli), adv. Pardonably ; ex-

cusably.
venial (ve'ni-al), flf. and n. [< ME. rental, < OF.
rental, F. veniel = Sp. Pg. venial = It. veniale, <

LL. venialis, pardonable, < L. venia, indulgence,
remission, pardon.] I. a. 1. That may be for-

given; pardonable; not very sinful or wrong:
as, a venial sin or transgression. See sin1 , 1.

There contricioun doth but dryueth it doun in-to a venial

synne. Piers Plotttnan (B), xiv. 92.

In our own country, a woman forfeits her place in so-

ciety by what In a man is too commonly considered as
an honourable distinction, and at worst as a venial error.

Macaulay, Machiavelli.

2. Excusable
;
that may be allowed or permit-

ted to pass without severe censure.

They are things indifferent, whether kept or broken ;

Mere venial slips, that grow not near the conscience.

Fletcher, Wildgoose Chase, II. 1.

This is a mistake, though a very venial one ; the apoph-
thegm is attributed ... to Agaslcles, not to Agesilaus.

Sir T. Blyot, The Governour, il 9, note.

3f. Permissible: harmless; unobjectionable.
Permitting him the while

Venial discourse unblamed.
Miltnn, P. L, ix. 5.

= Syn. 1 ami 2. IVwVif, Excusable, Pardonable. Excus-
able and pardnnable are applied to things small and great,
but pardnnable primarily applies to greater offenses, as

pardoning is a more serious act than excusing. Excus-
able may be applied where the offense is only In seem-
ing. Venial applies to things actually done ; the others

may apply to infirmities and the like. Venial, by theologi-
cal use, is often opposed, more or less clearly, to mortal.

Il.t . A venial sin or offense.

It ... gently blanches over the breaches of Qod's Law
with the name of venial* and favourable titles of diminu-
tion. Bp. Hall, Dissuasive from Popery.
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veniality (ve-ni-al'i-ti), M. [= Sp. venh
= IV. i-i-itiiiliitii'li : :is rniiiil + -ily.] The
i-rlv ul' lii-ing venial.

They palliate wlckednesfl, with the fair pretence of wm-
alitij. lip. Hull, Sn moil at Westminster, April

venially (ve'ni-al-i), rtrfr. In a venial manner;
pardonably.

venialness (vc'ni-al-ncs). H. The state of be-

iiif; excusable, or pardonable.
Venice crown. In her., a bearing representing
thecornucir peaked cap of the Doge of Venii-e,
decorated with a rim of gold like a coronet, sur-

rounding the brow of the wearer.
Venice glass, mallow, point, soap, sumac,
turpentine, white, ete. See ,/in.^, etc.

Venice treacle. See tinrim:

Veni Creator (ve'ni kre-a'tor). [So called from
tin- first words, "Veni Creator Spiritus," 'Come,
Creator Spirit.' L. : veni, 2d pers. sing. impv. of

venire, come ; creator, creator.] A hymn to the

Holy Ghost, used in the Roman Catholic Church
in the daily office on Whitsunday and during
the octave, also at coronations, synods, ordi-

nation of priests, consecration of bishops, crea-
tion of popes, and translation of relics. In Sarum
use It also formed part of the priest's preparation before
masN. In the Anglican Prayer-hook two free versions of
it are given ("Come, Holy Ghost, our souls inspire." and
"Come, Holy Ghost, eternal God"), to be used at the or-

dination of priests and consecration of bishops, and It U
also used at synods, etc. Its authorship is commonly at-

tributed to Charlemagne, but it is certainly older, and
may be referred with more probability to St. Gregory the
Great. Also, more fully, Veni Creator Spiritus.

venimt, venimet, Old spellings of venom.

venimoust, . An obsolete form of renomovs.

veniplez (ve'ni-pleks), M. [NL., < L. vena,
vein, + plexus, a network: see plexus.] A ve-
nous plexus, or plexiform arrangement of veins

forming an anastomotic network. Coues.

veniplexed (ve'ni-plekst), a. [< rent/ilex + -ed2.]
Formed into a venous plexus or network. Coueg.

venire facias (ve-ni're fa'si-as). [So called
from these word's in the writ, lit. 'cause to
come.' L.: venire, come; facias, 2d pers. sing,

pres. subj. (as impv.) offacere, make, do, cause.]
In law, a writ or precept directed to the sheriff,

requiring him to cause a jury or a number of

jurors to come or appear in court, for the trial

of causes. Also, in common legal parlance, ve-

nire venire facias de novo, or venire de novo, in

late, a new writ for summoning a jury anew; the process
used at common law when, by reason of some irregularity
or defect apparent on the record, a party was entitled to a
new trial as matter of right. The motion for a new trial

in modern practice may be made on the same grounds,
and also on other grounds, Including some that rest In

judicial discretion.

venire-man (ve-m're-man), . A man sum-
moned under a venire facias for jury service.

venison (ven'zn or ven'i-zn), n. [Formerly
also ven'son; < ME. venison, venysoun, i-eneson,

veneisitn, < OF. "reneisun, venaison, venoison,
F. venaison, venison, the flesh of the deer and
boar, the principal objects of the chase, < L.

venatio(n-), hunting, also the product of the

chase, game, < venttri, hunt: see venation^, of
which venison is thus a doublet. For the form
and the dissyllabic pronunciation, cf. menison,
menson, ult. < L. manatio(n-).] If. A beast or
beasts of the chase, as deer and other large
game.

A theef of venysoun, that hath forlaft

His likerousnesse and al his olde craft,
Can kepe a forest best of any man.

Chaucer, Physician's Tale, I. 88.

"Come, kill [me] a ten'gon," said bold Robin Hood,
"Come, kill me a good fat deer."

Robin Hood and the Bishop of Uereford (Child's Ballads,
[V. 294).

2. The flesh of such game used as food ; specifi-

cally, the flesh of animals -of the deer tribe :

now the common use of the word.
Shall we go and kill us n-niton >

Shak
,
As you Like it, 11. 1. 21.

A fair vfit'mn pastye brought she out presentlye.
King and Miller of Mansfield (Child's Ballads, VIII. 38).

Thanks, my Lord, for your venison, for finer or fatter

Never rang'd In a forest or smok'd in a platter.

Goldsmith, Haunch of Venison.

Fallow venison, the flesh of the fallow deer. Red veni-

son, the flesh of the red deer.

I'enison both red and fallow.

Fuller, PIsgah Sight, I. r. | 2.

Venite (ve-ni'te), n. [So called from the first

words, "Venite exultemus," 'O come, let us

sing unto the Lord.' L. renite, 2d pers. pi. impv.
of venire, come.] 1. In liturgies, the 95th Psalm.
In the Roman and other Western arrangements of the

daily office this psalm is said at matins, accompanied by
the invitatory and followed, after a hymn, by the ap-

rluted psalms of the hour. In the Anglican Prayer-book
is also said daily at matins or morning prayer before the

venom-duct

psalms of the Psalter, except on the nineteenth day of the
month, whrlt it bcifitiit tin- jw.iti.in for tin- day in thi-

Psalter, and at Kat<T. l.m it i- i.|,u...| hy a special
anthem. Alwi, iiuiri- fully, I'rnitr nul'
2. A musical setting, usually in cliant form, of
the above i-aiilicle.

venivel. venivela (ven'i-vel, vi-n-i -ve'ijj), .

[
K. llnl.] The velvctleaf, or spurious pan-ira

bravii, f
V.V.WIMI/K lux 1'iiri-irii.

Venjet. >'. An old spelling of n i/gr.

vennel (von'el), M. [Formerly also venal! ; <

I'. 1-1 in Hi . a small street.] An alley, or narrow
street. [Scotch.]
Some mlns remain In the rennrl of the Malion Dieu or

hoHpltliiMi, fniinilfd hy William of Brechln In 1456.

Kneye. Brit., IV. 242.

venom (ven'um), n. and a. [Early mod. E. also
a nniiie, tenim, vmrime, vcnym; < ME. rrnim,
venym, venyme, fenim, < OF. renim, niiin, also

ri'iiii. !'. i-iiiiii = Pr. rere, veri = Sp. Pg- ''' /""
= It. veleno, renenti, < L. nm -1111111, poison.] I. n.

1. Poison in general: now an archaic use.

/.If Venym or I'oywmn be hronghte In pretence of the

Dyamand, anon It liegynnethe to wexe moyit and for to
swete. Mandecille, Travels, p. 159.

Full from the fount of Joy's delicious springs
.Some bitter o'er the flowers IU bubbling venom flings.

Byron, Chllde Harold, I. 82.

2. The poisonous fluid secreted by some animals
in a state of health, as a means of offense and
defense, and introduced into the bodies of their

victims by biting, as in the case of many ser-

pents, or stinging, as in the case of scorpions,
etc. In vertebrates venom la usually a modified saliva

secreted by glands morphologically Identical with ordi-

nary salivary glands; and the normal saliva of various
animals acuuires at times, or under some circumstances,
an extremely venomous quality, as In the rabies of various
beasts. Venom Is normal to few vertebrates, notably all

thanatophldian serpents, and one or two lizards, as the
Gila monster. Venom-glands are connected with the

spines of the head or fins of a few fluhes. Venom of ex-

treme virulence Is Injected with the bite of a few spiders
(see Latrodectus, and cut under spider), and the punctures
made by the claws or telson of centipeds and scorpions
are envenomed. An acrid or Irritating fluid, classable as

venom, Is Injected with the sting of many Insects (see
cases cited under xK/i:/i), and in one case at least may be
fatal to large animals (see tsetse).

Of alle fretynge venymes the vilest is the scorpion ;

May no medecyne amende the place ther he styngeth.
Piers Plotrman (C% xxl. 168.

Or hurtful worm with canker'd venom bites.

Milton, Arcades, 1. 53.

3. Something that blights, cankers, or embit-

ters; injurious influence; hence, spite; mal-
ice

; malignity ; virulency.
What with Venus, and other oppressloun
Of houses, Mars his Venim is adoiin,
That Ypermlstra dar nut handle a knyf.

Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2593.

The venom of such looks, we fairly hope.
Have lost their quality. Shak., Hen. V., v. 2. 18.

4f. Coloring material
; dye.

They cowde nat medic the bryhte fleeses of the centre
of Seryens with the venym of Tyrle.

Chaucer, Boethlns, II. meter 5.

Il.f . Envenomed; venomous; poisonous.
In our lande growith pepper in forestls full of snakes

and other venym beestes.
/.' Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. xxxiv.).

Thou art ...
Mark'd by the destinies to be avoided,
As oemnn toads, or lizard's dreadful stings.

Shalr., S Hen. VI., II. 2. las.

My venom eyes
Strike Innocency dead at such a distance.

Beau, and Fl., Coxcomb, v. 2.

venom (ven'um), v. [Early mod. E. venome,
venime; < ME. venymen, renynen, by apheresis
from envenimen, < OF. envenimer, poison (see
envenom); in part directly from the noun venom.'}
I. trans. To envenom; infect with poison.

The vemnncd vengeance ride upon our swords.

Shak., T. and C., v. S. 47.

Here boldly spread thy hands, no venum'd weed
Dares blister them.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, III. 1.

Since I must
Through Brothers' periurie dye, let me venome.
Their [Joules with curses !

Tourneur, Revenger's Tragedy, IIL 4.

Its bite [that of Conus avlicu*] produces a venomed
wound accompanied by acute pain.

.!. Adams, quoted in Stand. Nat Hist, I. 336.

Il.t intrant. To become as if infected with
venom.
Take out the temporal sting, that It shall not venom and

fester. Jer. Taylor, Ductur Diibitantiuin. (Latham.)

venom-albumin (ven'um-al-bu'min), . The
albumin of snake-poison,
venom-duct (ven'um-dukt), . The duct which
conveys venom from the sac or gland where it



venom-duct

is secreted to the tooth or fang whence it is dis-

charged.
venomer (ven'um-er), . [< venom + -er1 .] A
poisoner. [Rare.]

People of noble family would have found a sensitive

goblet of this sort [Murano glass] as sovereign against the

arts of venomers as an exclusive diet of boiled eggs.
llinretti, Venetian Life, xii.

venom-fang (ven'um-faug), . One of the

long, sharp, conical teeth of the upper jaw of a
venomous serpent, by means of which a poison-
ous fluid is injected into a punctured wound.
Such a fang is firmly attached to the maxillary bone, and

may be thrown forward or laid flat by a peculiar mecha-
nism by which the bones of the upper jaw change their

relative position. Such a tooth is either grooved (as in

Proterotjlupha) or so folded upon itself as to form a tube

(as in Soienoylypha) for the conveyance of venom, being
also connected'with the duct of the receptacle which con-

tains the fluid. The mechanism of the bones is such that

opening the mouth widely causes erection of the venom-
fang, while the forcible closure of the mouth upon the

object bitten causes the injection of the venom into the
wound by muscular pressure upon the venom-sac. Ven-
om-fangs are a single pair or several pairs. Also called

poison-tooth. See cuts under Crotalus and viper.

venom-gland (ven'um-gland), n. Any gland
which secretes venom, mostly a modified sali-

vary gland.
venom-globulin (ven'um-glob"u-lin), H. The
globulin of snake-poison. Water venom-globu-
lin. See water.

venom-mouthed (ven'um-moutht), a. Having
a venomous or envenomed mouth or bite

; speak-
ing as if venomously ; slanderous; scandalous.

This butcher's cur is venom-mouth'd, and I

Have not the power to muzzle him.

Shak., Hen. VIII., i. 1. 120.

venomosalivary (ven'o-mo-sal'i-va-ri), a.

[Irreg. < venom + salivary.] Venomous, as

saliva
;
of or pertaining to venomous saliva.

I find that it is even easy to see the venomosalivary duct
[of the mosquito] from the outside, shining through the
skin at the base of the head and neck in the undissected

specimen. Amer. Nat., XXII. 886.

venomous (ven'um-us), a. [Early mod. E. also

venimous, venemous; < ME. venimous, renymoux,
< OF. *tenimox, venimeiu, venemouse, F. veni-

meux, also (after L.) veneneux = Pr. verenos,

verinos, also venenos= Sp. Pg. venenoso= It. vele-

noso, venenoso, < LL. venenonns, poisonous, ven-

omous, < L. venenum, poison, venom : see venom.
Cf. venenous, venenose.~\ 1. Full of venom;
noxious or hurtful by means or reason of ven-

om; veuenose; poisonous: as, a venomous rep-
tile or insect

;
a venomous bite.

It is alle deserte and fulle of Dragouns and grete Ser-

pentes,and fulle of dyverse venymowe Bestes alle abouten.
Mandeville, Travels, p. 41.

The biting of a Pike is venomous, and hard to be cured.
/. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 132.

2. Hence, noxious ; virulent
; extremely hurt-

ful or injurious ; poisonous in any way.
I ne telle of laxatyves no store,

For they ben venimous, I wot it wel ;

I hem defye, I love hem nevere a del.

Chaucer, Nun's Priest's Tale, 1. 338.

i Thy tears are salter than a younger man's,
And venomous to thine eyes. Shak., COT., iv. 1. 23.

Venemous thorns, that are so sharp and keen,
Bear flowers, we see, full fresh and fair of hue.

Wyatt, That Pleasure is mixed with every Pain.

3. Very spiteful or hateful; virulent; malig-
nant; intended or intending to do harm: as,
venomous eyes or looks; a venomous attack;
venomousenemies Venomous serpents or snakes.
See Ophidia, Kocua, Proteroglypha, serpent, snake, Soleno-

glypha, Venenosa, thanatophidia, and the family names
cited under serpent. Venomous spiders. See katipo,
Lalrodectus, inalmignatte, and cut under spider. =Syn. 3.

Malignant, spiteful.

venomously (ven'um-us-li), adv. With venom
or poison ;

in a venomous manner
; malignant-

ly; spitefully. Shak., Lear, iv. 3. 48.

venomousness (ven'um-us-nes), n. The state
or character of being venomous, in any sense ;

poisonousness; malignity; spitefulness.
venom-peptone (ven'um-pep'ton), . The pep-
tone of snake-poison.
venom-sac (ven'um-sak), n. The structure on
each side of the head of a venomous serpent,
near the articulation of the lower jaw, which
secretes and contains the poisonous fluid, and
from which the fluid is conveyed by a duct to
the venom-fang.
venosal (ve-no'sal), a. Of the nature of a vein ;

venous.
Its office [that of the lung] is to cool the heart, by send-

ing ayre unto it by the Venosal Artery.
Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 19.

venose (ve'nos), . [= Sp. Pg. It. venoso, < L.
venosus, full of veins, < vena, vein: see vein.
Cf. venous.] 1. In bot., having numerous veins
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or branching network; veiny: as, a venose or

reticulated leaf. 2. In zoiil. and (mat., same
as venoiiK.

venose-costate (ve'nos-kos"tat), a. In hot.,

between ribbed and veined
; having raised veins

approaching ribs.

venosity (ve-nos'i-ti), . [< venose + -ity.] 1.

Venose state, quality, or character. 2. A con-
dition in which the arterial blood is imper-
fectly oxygenated, and partakes of some of

the characteristics of venous blood.

A rapid increase in the venosity of the blood.

Science, VII. 533.

3. A disturbance of equilibrium between the
two circulatory systems, the veins being unduly
filled at the expense of the arteries; general
venous congestion.
venous (ve'nus), a. [< L. venosus, full of veins,

(.vena, vein: see vein. Cf. venose, veinous.] 1.

Of or pertaining to veins; full of veins; con-
tained in veins; veined; venose: as, the venous

system; venous blood or circulation; a venous

plexus, sinus, or radicle. 2. In entom., having
veins or nervures; venose or veined, as an in-

sect's wing Venous blood, the blood containedin the
veins and right side of the heart. It is of a dark-red color,
and contains carbonic acid and other waste and nutritive

products, which vary in kind and amount iu different re-

gions of the body. The venous blood is driven from the

right auricle into the right ventricle of the heart, thence

through the pulmonary artery into the lungs, where it is

oxygenated and purified, and returned through the pul-
monary veins to the left auricle of the heart. In the fetus
venous blood passes from the hypogastric arteries along
the umbilical arteries, and so on to the placenta, where
it is arterializcd and returned by the umbilical vein or
veins ; and there is a direct communication between the

right and left auricles of the heart Venous calculus.
Same as veinstone, 2. Venous canal (ductus venosus), a
fetal vein passing from the point of bifurcation of the
umbilical vein to the inferior vena cava. It becomes ob-
literated soon after birth, and then remains as a fibrous
cord. Venous circulation, the flow of blood through
the veins. See circulation of the Mood, under circulation.

Venous congestion or hyperemia, engorgement of
the veins of a part, due to obstruction of the venous cir-

culation. Venous hyperemia is more strictly the engorge-
ment of the subcutaneous veins, or superficial venous con-

gestion. Venous duct. See ductus venosus, under due-
ius. Venous hemorrhage, bleeding from a vein. It is

distinguished from arterial hemorrhage by the darker color
of the blood and by the fact that it occurs in a steady
stream, and not in forcible jets, as when an artery is open-
ed. Venous hum. See Aumi. Venous plexus. See

plexus. Venous pulse, a pulsation occurring in a vein,
especially that which exists normally in the jugular veins.

Venous radicles, the finest beginnings of the venous
system, continuous with the capillaries. Sometimes erro-

neously written venous radicals. Venous sinus, (a) One
of the various large veins formed in the substance of the
dura mater. See the distinctive names under sinus, (b)
A natural dilatation of a vein, or a cavity into which two or
more veins empty in common. In different cases such a
sinus may correspond to the auricle of a heart, to a cavity
communicating with a heart, as a caval vein, or to a cav-

ity inclosing a heart, as the so-called pericardium of some
invertebrates.

venously (ve'nus-li), adv. In a venous manner
;

as respects the veins or venous circulation.

The membranes of the brain were venously congested.
Lancet, 1890, I. 751.

vent1 (vent), n. [Early mod. E. rente; an al-

tered form of fent, < ME. fente, < OF. feiite, a

slit, cleft, chink: see fent. The alteration of

fent to veitt was not due to the dial, change
shown in vat for fat, vixen for fixen, etc., but to
confusion with F. vent, wind (see vent2 ), as
if orig. 'an air-hole.' A similar confusion ap-
pears in the history of vetift and venfi, which
have been more or less mixed with each other
and with vent1

.'} 1. A small aperture leading
out of or into some inclosed space ; any small
hole or opening made for passage.

Through little vents and crannies of the place
The wind wars with his torch. Shak., Lucrece, 1. 310.

Now he flings atout his burning heat,
As in a furnace an ambitious fire

Whose vent is stopt. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 2.

Great Builder of mankind, why hast thou sent
Such swelling floods, and made so small a vent?

Quarles, Emblems, iii. 8.

Between the jaw and ear the jav'lin went ;

The soul, exhaling, issu'd at the vent.

Pope, Iliad, xvi. 738.

2. Specifically () The small opening into the
barrel of f>, gun, by which the priming comes
in contact with the charge, or by which fire is

communicated to the charge ;
a touch-hole. (6)

The opening in the top of a barrel to allow air

to pass in as the liquid is drawn out ; also, the

vent-peg with which the opening is stopped.
If you are sent down in haste to draw any drink, and

find it will not run, do not be at the trouble of opening a

vent, but blow strongly into the fosset.

Strict, Directions to Servants (Butler).

(c) A hollow gimlet used to make an opening
in a cork or barrel, in order to draw out a small

vent

quantity of liquid for sampling; a liquid-vent or
vent-faucet, (d) In molding, one of the chan-
nels or passages by which the gases escape from
the mold, (e) The flue or funnel of a chimney.
(/) A crenelle or loophole in an embattled
wall. Oxford Glosxary. (<j) In steam-boilers,
the sectional area of the passage for gases,
divided by the length of the same passage in

feet. WebntiT. (h) In musical instruments of the
wood wind group, a finger-hole, (i) The end of
the intestine, especially in animals below mam-
mals, in which the posterior orifice of the ali-

mentary canal discharges the products of the

urogenital organs as well as the refuse of di-

gestion, as the anus of a bird or reptile ; also,
the anal pore of a fish, which, when distinct
from the termination of the intestine, dis-

charges only the milt or roe. See cut under
TereoratuUate. 3. A slit or opening in a gar-
ment.

Item, j. jakket of red felwet, the ventis bounde with red
lether. Paston Letters, I. 476.

The coller and the vente. Assembly of Ladies, Ixxvi.

4. An escape from confinement, as for some-
thing pent up; an outlet.

My tears, like ruffling winds lock'd up in caves,
Do bustle for a vent. Ford, Lover's Melancholy, v. 1.

This is mischief without remedy, a stifling and obstruct-

ing evil that hath no vent, no outlet, no passage through.
Milton, Eikonoklastes, xxvii.

5. Utterance; expression; voice.

Free vent of words love's fire doth assuage.
Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 334.

Madam, you seem to stifle your Resentment : You had
better give it Vent. Congreve, Way of the World, v. 13.

The poor little Jackdaw,
When the monks he saw,
Feebly gave vent to the ghost of a caw.

Barham, Ingoldsby Legends, I. 212.

6f. A discharge ;
an emission.

Here on her breast
There is a vent of blood.

Shak., A. and C., v. 2. 352.

To give vent to. to suffer to escape or break out ; keep
no longer pent up: as, to give vent to anger. To serve
the vent. Seesercei. To take vent, to become known ;

get abroad.

Whereby the particular design took vent beforehand.
Sir B. Wotton.

vent 1
(vent), v. t. [< venft, w.] 1. To let out

at a vent; make an opening or outlet for; give
passage to

;
emit

;
let pass.

How earnest thou to be the siege of this moon-calf? can
he vent Trinculos? Shale., Tempest, ii. 2. 111.

He vented a sigh e'en now, I thought he would have
blown up the church.

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, iii. 1.

2. To furnish with a vent
;
make a vent in.

The gun is then vented. Ure, Diet, IV. 82.

It is usually necessary to vent the punch by a small hole.
Jour. Franklin Inst., CXXII. 331.

3. To give utterance, expression, or publicity
to

; especially, to report ; publish ; promulgate ;

hence, to circulate.
In his brain

... he hath strange places cramm'd
With observation, the which he vents
In mangled forms.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 7. 41.

Let rash report run on ; the breath that vents it

Will, like a bubble, break itself at last.

Ford, "Tis Pity, iv. 1.

After many speeches to and fro, at last she was so full
as she could not contain, but vented her revelations.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 294.

And when mens discontents grow ripe there seldom
wants a plausible occasion to vent them.

StillingJUet, Sermons, II. iv.

As children of weak age
Lend life to the dumb stones
Whereon to vent their rage.

M. Arnold, Empedocles on Etna, 1.

4. Reflexiyely,
to free one's self

; relieve one's
self by giving vent to something.
Adams frequently vented himself in ejaculations during

their journey. Fielding, Joseph Andrews, ii. 10.

vent2t (vent), n. [< OF. rent, wind, air, breath,
scent, smell, vapor, puff, = Sp. viento = Pg. It.

vento, < L. ventus, wind, = E. wind: see wind2
,

and cf. vent2
, v., and vent1 , .] 1. Scent; the

odor left on the ground by which the track of

game is followed in the chase.

When my hound doth straine upon good vent.

Turberrille.

Let me have war, say I ; it exceeds peace as far as day
does night ; it 's spritely, waking, audible, and full of wnl.

Shak., Cor., iv. 5. 238.

Vent is a technical term in hunting to express the scent-

ing of the game by the hounds employed in the chase.

Kdinbunjh Her., CXXXVI. 176.

2. In hunting, the act of taking breath or air.
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Thr utter . . . you may now see above water at vent, ventaylettt, .
I MK., dim. of rmlnil.

]
Same

'

'HIM.and the dogs clone with li

/. Wnlli'il. C'ii|il|ilrte Allt'h T, p. ,'.:i.

Vent- (vent), r. |< F. i-i-iilir, blow. ]in)T (as the

wind), < nut, tin- wind: see i-inl-. n.. a mi of,

r. /(/', i .

| I.f trim.-'. To seen I. as a lion ml; smell;

sniitl' up; wind.

I have seen the hinnidrn pawr by KIU h u bait uithin i

yard of him :unl u.vrr *<! him. . . . 'A ln-n br Miirllrth

orwnMAaoythlnc we wi> br htthtUsortluU in tin- imi.

l;r:u ing liis nostril* up into tin- iii. I

A swtut fresh (iTiliux thought thiit h. 'liil I-I-H/.

/ii-ii.i/i. Hi Mooncalf.

To vent up, to lift HO as to t'ivi HI

Hut. the bruvr Ma>d would not dlHarmuil bee,
Hul onrly i-i'/it<-<l lift hrr amliiirrr,
And so did let her gmidly visage to apperc.

.s> ;,T, If. O,., III. I. 42.

II. iiilniiix. 1. To open or expand the nos-

trils to the air; sniff; snuff; .snort.

After the manner of a drnnkarde, that venteth tor the
best wine, (juemra, letters (tr. by llellowes, 1077), p. 344.

Sec how he n-nli-tti into tho wynd.
Spentcr, Shep. ('al.

, February.

2. In hunting, to take breath or air.

Now have at him [an otter] with Kllbuck, for he rente

again. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 59.

When t he otter vent* or comes to the surface to breathe.

Knq/c. ISrit., XII. 386.

3. To draw, as a chimney, or a house, room,
etc., by means of a chimney.

Forbyc the ghaist, the Green Room dfsna vent wecl in a

high wind. Seatl, Antiquary, xl.

vent :i (vent), ii. [< OF. ventc, V. vcntf, sale,

place of sale, market, = Sp. ento, a sale, a mar-

ket, also an inn (liacer venta, put up at an inn),
= Pg. venda = It. vendita, a sale, < ML. veii-

ililn. a sale, < L. veiulere, pp. t'cnditim, sell : see
ivW. Cf. ITII/*.] 1. The act of selling ;

sale.

[Rare.]
An order was taken that from henceforth no printer shall

print or put to vent any English book but such as shall

first be examined by Mr. Secretary Petre, Mr. Secretary
Smith, and Mr. Cecil, or the one of them, and allowed by
the same. . . . 13th August, 1549.

JUS. Privy Council Book, quoted in R. W. Dlxon's Hist.

[Church of Eng., xvi., note.

The vent of ten millions of pounds of this commodity,
now locked up by the operation of an injudicious tax, and
rotting In the warehouses of the company, would have

prevented all this distress. Burke, Amer. Taxation.

2. Opportunity to sell; market.

We be vucertaine what vent or sale you shall flnde in

Persia. Haklnyt Voyage*, 1. 342.

Pepper . . . grows here very well, and might be had in

great plenty, If It had any vent.

R. Knox (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 336).

There Is In a manner no tent for any commodity except
wool. Sir if. Temple. Miscellanies, p. 11.

vent3t (vent), v. t. [< ven&, H. Cf. vendi, v.]

To vend ; sell.

Whereas other English Marchants in one small Towne
of Germania rent 60 or 80 thowsand clothes yearlle.

G. Fletcher, quoted In Ellis's UL Letters, p. 83.

Familiar with the prices
Of oil and corn, with when and where to vent them.

Massinger, Great Duke of Florence, 11. 2.

vent4t (vent), w. [< Sp. venta, an inn, prop, a

market or place of sale: see re<3.] An inn.

Our house
Is but a vent of need, that now and then
Receives a guest, between the greater towns,
As they come late.

Fletcher (and another). Love's Pilgrimage, i. 1.

venta (ven'ta), . [Sp. venta, an inn: see vent*.]
Same as vent*. Scott.

ventage (ven'taj), . [< vetifl + -age.'] A
small nole; specifically, in musical instruments
of the wood wind group, a vent or finger-hole.

Govern these wntaan with your fingers and thumb.
Shak., Hamlet, iii. 2. 372.

I would have their bodies
Burnt in a coal pit with the ventnyr stopped.

Webster. Duchess of Main, 11. 5.

ventailt, ventaillet (ven'tal), n. [ME. ven-

inili', ri'iittn/li; < OF. ventaille, the breathing part
of a helmet, < cent, wind, air, breath: seevenft.

Cf. aventaile.] Same as aventaile.

Galashin helde his felowe at the grounde, and with that

oi.ii hande hilde hym by the ventaile, and his swerde in

the tother hande redy to smyten of his heed.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8,), ill. 571.

Eftsoones they gan their wrothfull hands to hold,
And VenlaUet reare each other to behold.

Spemer, F. Q., V. viii. 12.

ventannat (ven-tan'ii), . [< Sp. wtanu.
window, window-shutter, nostril, orig. opening
for wind (ef. trimltnr. lit.

'

wind-eye '). < L. roi-

tus, wind: see rent 1
.] A window. [Rare.]

What lifter pass'd
Was far from the rentanna where I sate.

Dryden, Conquest of Granada, 1. 1.

,.',

Id MI, v mii'i-il.it'ii nl Inwseneta. Item, vj. pcces of

lna>lr. '', 1. 4.S7.

Vent-bit (vent 'bit), ii. A bit for boring or for

enlarging the vent of a gun.

Vent-bushing (vent 'linsh 'ing), . A eylindrieal

jiieee
nt melal. gem-riilly of eopper, whieh i-

inserted through tho wail* of u rannon over or

in rear of the seat of tl harge. ,.\ hob' driven

through its axis forniM tbr vmt thronirli win. h tin- charge
Is ignited. The vviit-hiiimiiig preveutsthi: .1. li iiction of

thi' mrtul (mpi'cially iu bronze cannon) In the vicinity of

the vent from the heat and erosion of the escaping gases.
Also called rent-piece.

Vent-COCk I vent'kok), M. A ile\-iee for admit-

ting air to a vessel when liquid is to bo drawn
out, or for allowing gases to escape. It usually
has the form of a valve or faucet, and Is designed to be
screwed or driven into the cask, i-tc. E. II. A

vent-cover (vent'kuv'6r), . A piece of leather

placed over tho vent of a cannon to keep Un-

box dry. It Is secured In place by straps and buckles,
and has In the middle a copper spike which enters the
vent of the piece. K. II. Kniyht.

vented (von'ted), a. [< vent* + -cd.~] In or-

nith., having the crissum or vent-feathers a-

speeitied by a qualifying word: as, red-n /<'/.

yellow-renfaW.
venter 1 (ven'ttr), n. [< venti + -erl.] One
who vents or gives vent (to); one who utters,

reports, or publishes.
What do these superfluities slgiilfle but that the venter

of them doth little skill the use of speech?
Barrow, Sermons, I. xv.

venter2 (ven'ter), . [In def. 1 < OP. ventrc,

!'. rrntrc =It. ventre ; in defs. 2 and 3 directly
< L. venter, the belly, womb.] 1. The womb;
and hence, in legal language, mother: as, A
has a son B by one venter, and a daughter C
by another venter; children by different ven-

ters. 2. In anat. and zool., the belly ;
the ab-

domen. Hence (a) The whole ventral aspect or sur-

face of the body, opposite the back : opposed to dorntm.

(M) One of the three large, as if bellying, cavities of the

body containing viscera: as, the venter ot the head, of the

thorax, and of the abdomen : collectively called tin
1 three

venters, (r) Smne swelling or protuberant part ; specif-

ically, the fleshy belly of a muscle. See biventer, digas-
tric, n. (d) The belly or concavity of a bone, as opposed
to Its iortum or convexity. (Little used, except in two
of the phrases below.]

3. In ornith., the lower belly or abdomen, con-
sidered as to its surface.

Abdomen . . . has been unnecessarily divided into epi-

gastrium or pit of the stomach, and venter or lower belly ;

hut these terms are rarely used.

Cmm, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 961.

4. Inentom.: (a) The lower part of the abdo-
men. (6) The under surface : as, the venter of

the caterpillar. 5. In hot., the enlarged basal

part of an archegonium, in which the oophore
is formed In ventre sa mere. See m ventre.

Venter of the Ilium, the iliac fossa. Venter of the
scapula, the scapular fossa. Venter propendens, an-

teversion of the uterus. Venter renum, the pelvis of

the kidney.

vent-faucet (vent'fa'set), H. A hollow gimlet
or boring-instrument used to make a vent-
hole iu a cask or other wooden vessel, and to

give vent to the liquid. Sometimes a corkscrew and
brush are combined with it, and it may be used to open
ordinary bottles. Also vent-peg. E. It. Knight.

vent-feather (yent'feTH*6r), . In ornith., one
of tho under tail-coverts ; a crissal feather lying
under the tail, behind the anus. See crixsum,
tcctrices.

vent-field (vent'feld), n. In ordnance, a raised

plate or tablet through which the vent is bored.
When the modern percussion-lock is used, the
vent-field serves to support it.

Vent-gage (vent'gaj), n. A wire of prescribed
size for measuring the diameter of a vent.

vent-gimlet (vent'gim'let), . In ordnance,
an implement or tool, similar to a priming-wire,
made of steel wire, and tempered. It has a

gimlet-point, and is used for boring out ordi-

nary obstructions in the vent of a gun.
vent-hole (vent'hol), n. 1. A vent. 2. A
buttonhole at the wrist of a shirt. [Prov. Eng.]
venticular (veu-tik'u-lar), a. Consisting of

small holes or vents. [Erroneous.]
Distinguished from genuine examples by the so-called

"venticular perforations of the mezall,"or breathing holes.

Athenmim, Oct. 14, 1882, p. 502.

ventiduct (ven'ti-dukt), . [< L. ventus, wind,
+ ductus, channel : see duct."] In arch., a pas-

sage for wind or air; a subterraneous passage
or pipe for ventilating apartments. Gvilt.

At the foot of the bill there are divers vents, oat of

which exceeding cold winds doe continually Issue, such
as by venteducti from the vast caves above Padua they let

ventilation

Into tbrlr rooms at their pleasure, to i|ii!it!r tin Ir at of

the SIIIIIIIKT. .svi </!/, Travalle*, i

Ventil (vi'ii'til). n. [< 1.. i'1-nliiln.-; ii !"

(ventitare, ventilate): iee i-mtiiuti ,\ In musi-
e:il wiinl instruments, a \alve. either (i> sii'-h

a-, is i|e,ei-ilieil iimier rnlri, or (lit s|ieeitii-all\ ,

in iifi/iin-liiiililiiii/. a shutter in a iii'l trunk,

whereby Hie wind may I.e admitted to or .-ul

off from two or more stops at onee. ] some or-

gans the use of many < limin of tin- tntnnm-nts may
i..- iim- ..... ii.'il' 'I by a tingle motion of a stop-knob or

.

ventilable (ven'ti-la-lil), . [< r<-ntii-<it<
-

-nlil'.) t'apalile of di-ing vent ilat ed.

The sleeping room Is rarely ventilablr, and still more

liirrly Mutilated. I'hilailelphirt Time*. Feb. 88, 1886.

ventilabrum (ven-ti-lii'linim), . |l... a win

nowing-faii. < ri-iiti/iin . winnow : see 1-1 nlilate.]

Krrli-K., same as flulii Ilinn, 1.

ventilate (ren'tt-Ut), <. '.; pret. and pp. ven-

liliilnl, i^ir.r<-iililiiliii;i. [< ].. i-i nlilii/iix, pp.of
Mfltflar0() II. riiililnri = Sp. Pg. rinliliir = F.

n a liter), toss in the air, esp. toss grain in the

air in order to cleanse il from ehaff, fun, win

now, < n-utiiliiK, a breeze, dim. of rcntu*, wind:
see veil ft.'] 1. To winnow; fan.

Again I tell you. It Is required of us, not merely that

we place the grain In a garner, but that we ventilate and
sift It: that we separate the full from the empty, the

faulty fi "in the sound.
ir, Imag. Couv., Arlatoteles and Cnllisthenes.

2. To admit air to; expose to the free passage
of air or wind; supply with fresh air; purify

by expulsion of foul air: as, to rentiUttt a room.

In close, low, and dirty alleys the air Ispenn'd up, and
obstructed from being ventilated by the winds. Harvey.

3. To purify by supplies of fresh air
; provide

air for in respiration by means of lungs or gills ;

aerate; oxygenate: as, the lungs ventilate the

blood. 4. To expose to common consideration
or criticism; submit to free examination and
discussion

;
make public.

I ventylatc, I blowe tydynges or a mater abrode. . . .

He Is nat worthy to be a counsaylour that ventiilateth the
maters abrode. Paltgrave, p. 765.

On Saturday (yesterday sennight) Sir Richard Weston's
case concerning certain lands and manors he sues for,

which his ancestors sold, was ventilated In the Star Cham-
ber. Court and Time* o) Charlet 1., IL 98.

My object Iu this lecture 1s not to ventilate dogmas, to

impress any principle, moral or political, or to Justify any
foregone conclusion.

Stubbt, Medieval and Modern Hist, p. 167.

Ventilated bucket, see (motet.

ventilating-brick (von'ti-la-ting-brik), n. A
large brick perforated so as with others to form
a passage or channel which can serve for pur-
poses of heating, ventilation, etc.

ventilating-heater (ven'ti-la-tiug-he'ter), n.

A stove or heater so arranged that its draft
draws in outside air, which is heated and dis-

charged into the interior of a building.

ventilating-millstone (ven
'

ti-la-ting-mil'-
ston), . A millstone connected with a suc-

tion or air-blast which passes a current of air

through its grooves.
ventilating-saw (ven'ti-la-ting-sa), 11. A saw
the web of which is perforated, so that the cir-

culation of air may prevent excessive heating
of the blade. The perforation also facilitates

tho discharge of sawdust.
ventilation (ven-ti-la'shon), n. [< F. ventila-

tion = Sp. rentilacion = Pg. rentila^Sn = It. ren-

tila:ioe, < L. vcntilatio(n-), an airing, < venti-

lare, air, ventilate: see ventilate.] It. The act
of fanning or blowing.
The soil, . . . worn with too frequent culture, must lie

fallow for a while, till It has recruited Its exhausted salts,

and again enriched Itself by the ventilation* of the air.

Addifon, Freeholder, No. 40.

2. The act or process of replacing foul or vi-

tiated air, in any confined space, with pure air ;

the theory, method, or practice of supplying
buildings, ships, mines, chimneys, air-shafts,

etc., with pure air.

Insuring for the labouring man better ventilation.

F. W. Robertton.

3. Aeration of the blood or the body by means
of respiratory organs; admission of air in

respiration.
Procure the blood a free course, ventilation, and tran-

spiration. Harvey.

4. The act of bringing to notice and discus-

sion; public exposition;
free discussion: as,

the ventilation of abuses or grievances.
The ventilation of these points diffused them to the

knowledge of the world. I'.j,. Hall, Old Religion, li.

5f. Utterance; expression; vent.
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To his ... Secretary, Dr. Mason, whom he [Bucking-

ham] laid in Pallet near him, for natural Ventilation of his

thoughts, he would . . . break out into hitter and pas-
sionate Eruptions. Sir H. Wotton, Reliquifc, p. 227.

Plenum method of ventilation. See plenum.

ventilative (ven'ti-la-tiv), o. [< ventilate +
-ire.'] Of or pertaining to ventilation; adapted
to secure ventilation

; ventilating: as, veiitila-

tive appliances.
ventilator (ven'ti-la-tor), n. [< F. ventilateur

= Sp. Pg. ventilador = It. ventilatore, < L. ven-

tilator, a winnower, < uciitilttrc, winnow, venti-

late: see ventilate.] One who or that which
ventilates, (o) Any device for replacing foul by pure
air. (&) One who or that which brings some matter to

public notice, as a speaker or a newspaper.

ventilator-deflector (ven'ti-la-tor-de-flek"tor),
. A plate so placed in a railroad-car as to de-

flect the air into or out of the car, under the im-

pulse of the motion of the train.

ventilator-hood (ven'ti-la-tpr-hud), . A shield

above a ventilator on the outside of a railroad-

car, to protect it from sparks, cinders, or rain :

sometimes serving also as a deflector.

venting-holet (ven'ting-hol), . A vent-hole.

Certaine out-casts, tunnels, or venting-hnles.

Holland, tr. of Pliny, xxxi. 3.

ventless (vent'les), a. [< vent1 + -less."] Hav-

ing no vent or outlet.

Like to a restlesse, ventlesse flame of fire,

That faine would flnde the way streight to aspire.

Davies, Microcosmos, p. 61.

ventose 1
* (ven'tos), . [= F. venteujc = Sp. Pg.

It. ventoso, < L. ventosus, full of wind, windy, <

ventus, wind: see vent'*.] Windy; flatulent.

Bailey, 1731.

ventose 1
t (ven'tos), n. [< OF. ventose, ventouse,

< ML. ventosa, a cupping-glass, fern, of L. ven-

tosus, full of wind : see ventose1
, a.] A cupping-

glass.
Hollow concavities, . . . like to ventones or cupping

glasses. Holland, tr. of Pliny, ix. 29.

Ventose2 (von-toz'), n. [F., < L. ventosus: see

ventose1
, a.] The sixth month of the year, ac-

cording to the French revolutionary calendar,

beginning (in 1794) February 19th, and ending
March 20th.

ventosityt (ven-tos'i-ti), ii. [< F. ventosite =
Pr. ventositat = Spi ventosidad = Pg. ventosi-

dade = It. veiitosita, < LL. vcntositft(t-)s, windi-

ness, < L. ventosus, windy: see vent1 .] 1. Win-
diness; flatulence.

If there be any danger of ventosity, . . . then you shall

use decoctions.

Clalmead, tr. of Ferrand's Love and Melancholy.

2. Empty pride; vainglory; inflated vanity.
The quality of knowledge . . . hath in it some nature

of venom or malignity, and some effects of that venom,
which is ventoiiity or swelling.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

ventouset, v. [ME. ventouseii, ventuscn, < OF.

ventouscr, cup, < ventouse, ventose, a cupping-
glass: see ventose1

, n.] To cup.
Nother veyne-blood, ne ventusinye,

Ne drinke of herbes may ben his hclpinge.
Cfumcer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1889.

ventoyt, n. [< OF. ventau, a fan, < vent, wind,
air: see vent'*.] A fan.

One of you open the casements, t'other take a ventoy
and gently cool my face.

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, ii. 2.

vent-peg (vent'peg), n. 1. A plug, as of wood,
for stopping the vent of a barrel.

Pulling out the vent-peg of the table-beer, and trying to

peep down into the barrel through the hole.

Dickens, Chimes, iv.

2. Same as vent-faucet.

vent-piece (vent'pes), . 1. In ordnance, same
as vent-bushing. 2. In a breech-loading gun,
the block which closes the rear of the base.

vent-pin (vent'pin), . Same as vent-peg, 1.

vent-pipe (vent'pip), . An escape-pipe, as
for air or steam.

vent-plug (vent'plug), n. 1. Same as vent-peg,
1. 2. Anything used to stop the vent of a gun
while it is being sponged, the object being to
insure the complete extinction of any sparks
that remain from the last cartridge fired. The
vent-plug is pressed into place by the thumb of one of
the artillerists, while another pushes home the sponge.
vent-punch (vent'punch), n. An instrument
for removing obstructions from the vent of a
gun.
ventrad (ven'trad), adv. [< L. venter, the belly,+ -ad3.] In zool. and anat., to or toward the

belly or ventral surface or aspect of the body :

noting direction or relative situation : opposed
to dorsad or neurad, and equivalent to hcmad or
sternad : as, the heart is situated ventrad of the
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spinal column; the coeliac axis branches ven-

trad of the aorta.

ventral (ven'tral), a. and . [< F. ventral =
Sp. Pg. ventral = It. ventrale, < L. ventralis, of

or pertaining to the belly or stomach, < venter,

belly, stomach: see ven to'2 .] I. a. 1. In anat.

and zoijl. : (a) Of or pertaining to the venter,
in any sense; forming a venter; contained in

a venter; having a venter; hollowed out like a

venter; bellying; abdominal; uterine: as, ven-

tral walls or cavities; ventral viscera; the ven-

tral surface of the ilium or scapula ;
ventral fins.

(6) Placed ventrad in the body ;
situated on the

side or aspect of the body opposite the dorsal

or back aspect ;
anterior or inferior; hemal.

2. In hot., belonging to the anterior surface of

anything: as, a ventral suture, which is the line

running down the front of a carpel on the side

next the axis: the opposite of dorsal Ventral
Chord, in entmn., the ventral nervous chord with its gan-

glia. Ventral fin, in ichth., a ventral. See II., 1. Ven-
tral folds, in Tunicata, upstanding margins of the sides

of the ventral groove. Ventral groove, in Tunicata, the

hypobranchial groove, lying in the ventral median line

of the branchial chamber; the endostyle. Ventral her-

nia, a hernia traversing the abdominal wall at any point
other than the groin or umbilicus. Ventral laminae,
in embryol. See lamina. Ventral medulla, the ven-

tral ganglionic chain of the sympathetic system. Oegen-
baur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 150. Ventral oars. See
oari. Ventral ossifications, bones developed in the
walls of the belly of some mammals (as marsupials) and
many reptiles. See cuts under Ichthyoxanria and Plesioxau-

mts. Ventral segment, in acoustics, same as loopi, 3.

II. n. 1. In ichth., a ventral fin; one of the

posterior or pelvic pair of fins, corresponding
to the hind limbs of higher vertebrates, and dis-

tinguished from the pectorals : so called irre-

spective of their actual position: as, ventrals

thoracic or jugular. Abbreviated V. or t>. 2.

In entom., one of the segments of the abdomen
as seen from beneath, especially in Coleoptera.

They are distinguished as first, second, etc.,

counting backward. See write, uromere.

ventralis (ven-tra'lis), .; pi. ventrales (-lez).

[NL. : see ventral.] In ichth., & ventral fin.

ventrally (ven'tral-i), adv. In a ventral situa-

tion or direction
;
on or toward the belly; with

respect to the venter.

ventralmost (ven'tral-most), a. Nearest to

the ventral aspect of the body.
ventralward, ventralwards (ven'tral-ward,
-wardz), adv. [< ventral + -ward, -ivards.]

Same as ventrad.

The first fold . . . sends off in the course of the third

day a branch or bud-like process from its anterior edge.
This branch, starting from near the dorsal beginning of

the fold, runs eentrahcardt and forwards.
Foster and Balfowr, Embryol., p. 164.

ventric (ven'trik), a. [< L. venter, belly, + -ic.]

Of or pertaining to the stomach. [Rare.]
"
Magister artis . . . venter," says Persius, theartof ac-

curate timekeeping is ventric.

Mortimer Collins, Thoughts in my Garden, I. 41.

ventricle (ven'tri-kl), n. [< F. vcntricule = Sp.
ventriculo = Pg. ventriculo = It. ventricolo, < L.

ventriculus, belly, stomach, ventricle (sc. cordis,
of the heart), dim. of venter, stomach: see ven-

ter.] If. The belly ;
the stomach.

My ventricle digests what is in it. Sir M. Hale.

2. The womb
;
the productive organ, literally

or figuratively.

Begot in the vent-rifle of memory.
Shak., L. L. L., iv. 2. 70.

3. In anat. and goal., some small cavity of the

body; a hollow part or organ; a ventriculus:

variously applied Chyliflc ventricle. See chylific.
Cornua of the ventricles of the brain. See cornu.

Hypoarian ventricle. See hypoarian. Olfactory
ventricle, a cavity in the olfactory lobe of the brain, con-
tinuous with the lateral ventricle. It exists normally in
the fetus, but is only occasionally found in the adult.

Pineal ventricle. See pineal. Sylvian ventricle. See

Sylvian'2. Ventricle ofArantius, that partof the fourth
ventricle of the brain which extends down into the spinal
cord and forms the upper part of the central canal. Ven-
tricle of the cerebellum, the fourth ventricle of the
brain

;
the metepicoelia. Ventricle of the corpus cal-

losum, a furrow between the upper surface of the great
transverse commissure of the brain and the gyrus forni-

catus, or lip of each hemisphere, which rests upon the

corpus callosum. Ventricle of the larynx, a fossa on
either side, between the false and true vocal cords of that

side, which leads up by a narrow opening into the laryn-
geal pouch, or sacculus laryngis. Ventricles of the
brain, a series of connecting cavities, containing fluid,
within the brain, continuous with the central cavity of
the spinal cord. They are the remains of the original
neural canal, formed by a folding over of the epiblast.
The lateral ventricles are found one in each hemisphere ;

they communicate with each other and with the third ven-
tricle through the foramen of Monro. The third ventri-
cle lies between the optic thalami. It communicates
with the fourth ventricle through the aqueduct of Sylvius.
The fourth ventricle lies between the cerebellum and
the pons and medulla. The so-called fifth ventricle, or

ventriculus

pseudocode, has no connection with the other cerebral

ventricles, being of a different nature and simply a small
interval between the right and left layers of the septum
lucidum. The cerebral ventricles or creliai have lately
been systematically named in a morphological vocabulary
which is irrespective of the peculiarities of the human
brain, and based on the encephalomeres of vertebrates.

See aula, 2, coelia, diacatlia. encephaloccele, epiccelia, tnego-

coslia, metacoelia, metepicoelia, procoslia, rMnocozlia, and
cuts under encephalun, Kana, and Petromyzontidffi. Ven-
tricles Of the heart, the two chambers in the heart
which receive the blood from the auricles and propel it

into the arteries. The right ventricle forces the venous
blood coming from the right auricle into the pulmonary
artery, and thence through the lungs. The left ventricle

receives the arterial blood from the left auricle and pro-

pels it through the aorta and the rest of the systemic ar-

terial system. See cuts under heart, luny, Polypfacophora,
and Lamellibranchiata.

ventricornu (ven-tri-kor'nu), .; pi. ventricor-

nua (-nu-a). [NL., < L. venter, belly, + cornu,

horn.] The ventral or anterior horn or curved
extension of gray matter in the substance of

the spinal cord. See second cut under spinal.
ventricornual (ven-tri-kor'nu-al), a. [< ventri-

cornu + -al.] Of or pertaining to the ventri-

cornu. Suck's Handbook of Med. Sciences, VIII.

528.

ventricose (ven'tri-kos), a. [< L. venter (ventr-),

belly, + -ic + -ose.] 1. Having a large abdo-

men; corpulent. 2. In bot., swelling out in

the middle
; swelling unequally, or inflated on

one side; distended; inflated; bellied: as, a
ventricose corolla or perianth. 3. In conch.,
ventricous. See ventricous, 1 (6).

ventrlcous (ven'tri-kus), a. [< L. venter

(ventr-), belly, + -ic + -ous.~] 1. In zool. and
anat.: (a) Bellying; resembling a belly; swelled

up or out; distended; ventricose. (fc) In conch.,

having the whorls or the valves of the shell

swollen or strongly convex. See cuts under

Dolimn, Turbo, bivalve, and Pectinidse. 2. In

bot., same as ventricose.

ventricular (ven-trik'u-lar), o. [= F. ventri-

culaire = Sp. ventricular = It. ventricolare, <

NL. "ventricularis, < L. ventriculus, ventricle:

see ventricle.] 1. Of or pertaining to a ventri-

cle, in any sense; ventriculous: as, a ventricu-

lar cavity of the brain or heart; ventricular

walls, lining, orifice
;
ventricular systole or dias-

tole. 2. Bellied or bellying; distended; ven-
tricous. [Rare.] -Ventricular aqueduct. Same as

aquseductm Si/lrii (which see, under aqiueductui). Ven-
tricular bands of the larynx, the false vocal cords.

Ventricular septum, (a) Same as septum lucidum
(which see, under septum), (b) The muscular wall sepa-
rating the two ventricles of the heart. Ventricular
space, the system of central communicating cavities, con-

taining fluid, in the cerebrospinal axis. It comprises the

lateral, third, and fourth ventricles of the brain and the
channels connecting them, and the primitive central canal
of the spinal cord the neurocode usually obliterated
in the spinal cord, where, however, a part of it may per-
sist as the rhomboccelia.

ventriculi, n. Plural of ventriculus.

ventriculite (ven-trik'u-lit), n. [< NL. ven-

triculites, < L. ventriculus, ventricle : see ven-

tricle.] A fossil sponge of the family rentricu-

litidee; a so-called "petrified mushroom." They
are of various shapes fungiform, cup-like,

tubular, or funnel-shaped and abound in the

Cretaceous.
Ventriculites (ven-trik-u-li'tez), n. [NL.
(Mantell): see ventriculite.] A genus of fos-

sil silicious sponges, typical of the family Ven-
triculitidie.

ventriculitic (ven-trik-u-lit'ik), a. [< ventric-

ulite + -ic.] Pertaining to or containing ven-
triculites.

Ventriculitidae (ven-trik-u-lit'i-de), n. pi.

[NL., < Ventriculites + -idse.] A family of

fossil hexactinellidan sponges, typified by the

genus Ventriculites.

ventriculobulbous (ven-trik"u-16-bul'bus), a.

[< L. ventriculus, ventricle, + bulbus, bulb.] In

ichth., pertaining to the cardiac ventricle and
the aortic bulb, as the orifice between them,
ventriculose (ven-trik'u-los), a. [< LL. ren-

triculosus, of the belly, < L. ventriculus, belly.]
In bot., minutely ventricose.

ventriculous (ven-trik'u-lus), a. Same as ven-

tricular.

ventriculus (ven-trik'u-lus), n.
', pi. ventriculi

(-11). [L. : see ventricle.] In anat. and :ool.,

a ventricle, in any sense
;
a loculus. Specifically

(o) The true stomach or proper digestive cavity of some
animals, as birds and insects. See prmentriculus. (b) In

sponges, the general interior space or body-cavity, as in

Ascetta. See cut under spoiuje. Ventriculus DUlbO-
sus, the muscular gizzard of a bird ; the gigerium. Ven-
triculus callosus, the gizzard. Ventriculus com-
munis, the common cavity of the brain ;

the aula.

Ventriculus coiiarii. Same as recessux infrapinealift.
Ventriculus dexter, the right ventricle of the heart

Ventriculus Galeni, the ventricle of the larynx. Ven-
triculus glandUlOSUS. Same a&proventriculus, 1. Ven-



ventriculus

triculus lateralla, the lateral ventricle of the c.m-hrain ;

the hitiventrietilns in pro. <eli;i. Ventrtculus Morga-
gnll, the ventricle of tin- larynx. Ventriculus olfacto-
rtus, the olfactory ventricle; the rhinoeiclhi. - Ventrt-
culUB optlcus, tin- optic ventricle; the inesc<rli:i.

Ventriculus quartus, the fourth venhiele, or ventricle
of the ecreliellnm

;
the nnt;tio]i:i i m- l< |.li-.e]i:u. Ven-

triculua quintus, the tlfth ventriele of the brain: the

cavity of tile, septum Itleiitllln ; the pwelliloeit'liil. Ven-
triculus sinister, the left ventricle of the heiirt.

Ventriculus auccenturlatus, the duodenum. Ven-
tliCUlUB tertlUS, the thlnl ventricle of the hraili; the
dineielia. Ventriculus trlcornls, the three-horneil ven-

triele; the lateral ventriele i>t the een hrnai. Also called
t-i'nlrii-iilitjt Inlrrtlli* ;unt, nn.ir [impel ly, jmxurlia.

ventricumbent (ven-ti-i-knm'iient), . [< L.
i-i-iili-r (rentr-), belly, + *riiil>i'ii( !-), ppr. of

"cHHiliin, lie down: sec eiiinbfnt.'] Lyingupon
tin' belly; prone: opposed to dorfnrniiiln nl.

II ililir ami <;ni/i; Anat. Tech., p. 3(i. [Rare.]
ventriduct (ven'tri-dukt), r. t. [< L. renter

(1'inlr-), belly, 4- ilm-tii.i, pp. of dueere, lead,

conduct.] To bring or carry (the head of an
animal) to or toward the belly: opposed to
dursiiliii-l. II ililt-r mill tlni/e. [Rare.]

ventrilocution (ven'tri-lo-ku'shgn), n, [< L.
renter (rentr-), belly, + locutio(n-), < Int/iii.

speak. Of. ventriloquy.} Ventriloquism.
ventriloque (ven'tn-lok), a. [< F. ventriloque,
a ventriloquist: see ventriloquoiu.] Ventrilo-

quial. Hood, Irish Schoolmaster.

ventriloquial (ven-tri-16'kwi-al), <i. [< renirii-

<>qu-y 4- -/.] Of or pertaining to, or usin^;,

ventriloquism.
The symphony began, antl was soon afterwards followed

hy a faint kind of ventriloquial chirping. . . . "rtingout!"
shouted one gentleman. . . . "I can't," replied Mis* Amelia.

Dickens, Sketches, Characters, viii.

Ventriloquial monkey, a South American squirrel-
monkey ofthe genus Cauilhrix.

_

ventriloQuially (veu-tri-16'kwi-al-i), adr. In
a ventriloquial manner. Mi ilic/il \i-iry, LII. 278.

ventriloquism (ven-tril'o-kwizm), n. [< ven-

triliH/u-i/ + -imn.~\ The act, art, or practice of

speaking or uttering sounds in such a manner
that tho voice appears to come, not from the

person speaking, but from a distance, as from
the opposite side of the room or from the
cellar. Ventriloquism differs from ordinary speaking
mainly in the mode of respiration. A very full inspira-
tion is taken, which is breathed out slowly and gradually,
the sound of the voice heing dexterously modified and
diminished by the muscles of the larynx and the palate.
At the same time the lips of the performer are scarcely
moved, and the deception is still further facilitated by
the attention of the auditors being directed to the pre-
tended source of the voice. Ventriloquism was known to
the ancient Greeks aa welt as to the Romans.

What is called ventriloquim, . . . and Is not uncom-
monly ascribed to a mysterious power of producing voice
somewhere else than in the larynx, depends entirely upon
the accuracy with which the performer can almtilate sounds
of a particular character, and upon the skill with which
he can suggest a belief in the existence of the causes of
these sounds. Thus, If the ventriloquist desire to create
the belief that a voice issues from the bowels of the earth,
he imitates, with great accuracy, the tones of such a
half-stifled voice, and suggests the existence of some one
uttering it by directing his answers and gestures towards
the ground. The gestures and tones are such as would be

produced by a given cause ; and, no other cause being ap-
parent, the mind of the bystander insensibly judges the

suggested cause to exist. Huxley.

ventriloquist (ven-tril'o-kwist), n. [As ven-

tri/iiqu-y + -int.'] One who practises or is skilled

in ventriloquism; one who speaks in such a
manner that his voice appears to come from
some distant place or other quarter.

I regard truth as a divine ventriloquigt : I care not from
whose mouth the sounds are supposed to proceed, if only
the words are audible and intelligible.

Coleridge. Biog. Lit, Ix.

ventriloquistic (veu-tril-o-kwis'tik), n. [< mi-
tritiM/Hixt + -/<.] Of or pertaining to ventrilo-

quism or ventriloquists; ventriloquial. H. O.

Forbes, Eastern Archipelago, p. 72.

ventriloquize (ven-trU'o-kwiz), r. i. ; pret. and

pp. rciitriloqui;ed, ppr. rcntrihtquizinij. [< im-

triloqu-y + -i:e."\ To practise ventriloquism ;

speak like a ventriloquist. Also spelled ven-

triloquise.

ventriloquous (ven-tril'o-kwus), a. [= F. rcn-

trilni/iK.< LL. ventriloquits, one who apparently
speaks from his belly, < L. venter (ventr-), belly,
+ loqui, speak.] Same as ventriloquial. The

Century, XXXVI. 719.

ventriloquy (veii-tril'o-kwi), . [= F. rentri-

Iniinie, < LL. ventriloqiius, one who apparently
speaks from the belly, < L. venter (ventr-), belly,
T loqui, speak.] Same as ventriloquism.
ventrimesal (ven-tri-mes'al), a. [< venlrimen-

(.011) + -at.] Of or pertaining to the ventri-

meson ;
situated at or upon the veutrimesou.

Also rentromcKiil.

ventrimeson (ve-n-tri-mes'on), n. [NL. (Wilder
and Gage, 1882), < L. venter (ventr-), belly, +

6723
NL. iiiisiiii, i|. v.

]
The ventral border of tlir

nil-son, opposite tin- dorsimeson. S,-i- mi-nun.

ventripotent (ven-tri]. n tent i. -I. [< L. nntir
(I'l-nfr-]. l>cll\ , + fnt!i in t- i.'. ppr. of j>u,**t.

In-

able, hiive power.) Of great gastromiin :

pacity. [liare and humorous.]
The i. nil ,!.!. ,ii n, nut io|I >mnaa|, thegreat eater, work.

er, eurner, mid w.-i*ter. the 111:111 ot mm h unit witty 1,-iiiKh

ter. the 111:111 of tin- L-I .it h.n t and alaH ! of the don 1. 11 11]

honesty, is a ItKUle nut y-t eh':iili, M I hrfm.- the wnilil .

he still awaits a sober and yet genial portrait.
It. L. .S7.'i-i'ii*ii(i, liotwip on a Novel of liumas's.

ventripyramid (ven-tri-pir'ii-inid), . [< L.
I'mli-r (rentr-), belly, + pi/ramis, jiyruiniil. |

S;i me ;is jitji
il unit. \ .

ventrocystorrhaphy (ven n,, >,i> tor'a-ii), .

f< L. /./,/., iiiiilr-), belly, + Or. nitons, blad-
'let- + ixupij, seam, < fmitTtiv, sew.]
An operation for the opening of an intra-ab-

doiiiiiiitl cyst and providing for the free dis-

charge of its contents, by inwioiisly attaching
its wall to that of the abdomen, thus practical-

ly converting it into a surface-tumor.

ventrodorsally (ven-tro-dor'sai-i), nrfr. In a
dorsal din. lion; from belly to back

;
dorsad.

ventrofixation (ven'tro-nk-Ka'shon), . In

*nrii., the at tachment by operation of any of the

viscera, especially the uterus (for correction of

displacement ), to the abdominal wall.

ventro-inguinal (ven-tro-ing'gwi-nal), n.

Common to the belly and groin ; pertaining to
tin- abdominal cavity and the inguinal canal :

as, the spermatic cord becomes vetitro-ini/uinul

during tne descent of the testis. Ventro-lngul-
nal hernia, direct inguinal hernia.

ventrolateral (ven-tro-lat'e-ral), a. Of or

pertaining to the ventral and lateral sides of
the body: as, the ventrolateral muscles.

ventrolaterally (ven-tro-lat'e-ral-i), adr. In
a ventrolateral position or direction; to, at, or
on the side of the belly. Hujcley and Martin,
Elementary Biology, p. 95.

ventromesal ( veu-tro-mes'al), . Same as cen-

trimesal.

ventrpsity (ven-tros'i-ti), n. [< LL. ventromix,

tentriosvs, having a farge belly, + -ity.] Cor-

pulence.
ventrotomy (veu-trot'o-mi), . [< L. venter

(rentr-), belly,+ Gr. -ny//'n,< TIMVUV, raiuiv, cut.]
In .-Hi rii.. abtfominal section ; laparotomy.
ventsearcher (vent'ser'cher), n. A small wire

having a curved or hooked point, designed to

detect cavities in the vent of a gun.
vent-stopper (vent'stop'er), H. In ordnance,
a plug or cap used to close a vent-hole. E. H.
Kiiii/nt.

vent-tube ( vent'tub), H. In bacteriology, a ven-

tilating tube of some culture-tubes; a slender

straight or curved tube attached to the upper
part of the main tube, and containing the plug
of raw cotton. Dolley, Bacteria Investigation,
p. 62.

venture (ven'tur), w. [< ME. venture, rentur ;

by apheresis from aventure, adventure: see ad-

venture.] 1. An undertaking of chance or dan-

ger; the risking of something upon an event
which cannot be foreseen with certainty ;

the

staking of something; a hazard.

I shall yow telle of a rentur certeyn,
And that a strange, if ft please yow to here.

Otntryde* (E. E. T. S.), 1. 152-J.

To desperate venture* and assured destruction.

Sluik., Rich. HI., v. :!. 319.

2. Specifically, a scheme for making gain by
way of trade

;
a commercial speculation.

I, In this venture, double gains pursue,
And laid out all my stock to purchase you.

3. The thing put to hazard; a stake; a risk;

particularly, something sent to sea in trade.

My venture* are not in one bottom trusted.

Skat., M. of V., i. 1. 42.

May every merchant here see safe his venture .'

Fletcher, Beggars' Bush, v. 2.

Certainly Aristophanes had no Venture at Sea, or else

must think the Trident signified but very little.

./. CiUier, Short View (ed. 1008), p. 89.

4. Chance; hap; contingency; luck; an event
that is not or cannot be foreseen.

Yef thow haddest do alle the gode dedes of the worlde,
and thyn ende were euell, thow were in a venture all for

to lese. Meriin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 98.

Venture hath place in love.

Earl of Oiford (Arbor's Eng. Garner, I. 599).

At a venture, at hazard ; without seeing the end or

mark, or without foreseeing the issue ; at random.

80 fourth she went and left all other thing,
At a venture your welefare for to see.

Generydet(K. E. T. S.X 1. 1238.

vent-wire

\ i Main man >! '" venture. 1 Kl. x<

= 8yn. 1. ;;.'.-.,.!,. Sec ruti.

Venture (ven'tun, <-.; pi-el, ami pp. 1-1 n turnl,

ppr. n iitni-iiiii.
|

liv apliiTi-Ms ft nnntim,
mlri ntiii-i . r.\ I. nilriinx. 1. To dare; have

courage 01- presumption, as to do. undertake.
nr

-.,;,
.

To whom alone 1 vrntiirr to e.iniphiin.

2. To run a hazard or risk; try tlie chance:
make a venture; expose one's life, fortune, etc.

There U also a Kope stretched crow the Street brat
hliih, and no man may pass this place till he Is rxamin'd,
unless he will venture to he soundly bang'd by the Wati-h.

Uampier, Voyages, II. I. 77.

Shot. Break their talk. Mistress Quickly ; my klniiuan
shall >i>ak for himself.

Slen. I'll make a shaft or a IK.U on 't: 'slid, 'tis but ven-

turiny. Skat., M. W. of W., 111. 4. .

I.et him venture
In some deeay'd crare of his own

Beau, anil ft.. Captain I :.

You have greatly ventured; but all must do so who
would greatly win. /. / .

To venture at, to venture on or upon, to dare to en-

gage in ; attempt without any certainty of success.

II. i ma.-:. 1. To expose to hazard; risk;
stake.

We all arc soldiers, and all venture lives.

Beau, and f7.. King and No King, L 1.

If every hair of my head were a man, In this quarrel I

would venture them all.

Quoted in Macaulay'l Hist. Kng ,
v.

2. To run the hazard of; expose one's self to.

I should venture purgatory for t.

Shot., Othello, Iv. 3. 77.

No, no, I'll walk late no more ; I ought less to tenturr it

than other people, and so I was told.

Swift, Journal to Stella, June 30, 1711.

3. To put or send on a venture or commercial

speculation.
The catle were y best goods, for y* other, being ventured

ware, were neither at y best (some of them) nor at y best

l>:
:

- Bradford, Plymouth Plantation, p. 2U1.

4. To confide in; rely on; trust. [Rare.]
A man would be well enough pleased to buy silks of one

whom he would not renlurt to feel his pulse.
, I i/i/ 1* in, Spectator, No. 21.

venturer (ven'tur-er), . [< venture + -er1
.]

1. One who ventures or adventures; one who
risks life, property, etc. ; one who causes risk ;

one who puts to hazard.

A merchant venturer of dalntle meate.

tiashe, Pierce Penllesse, p. 4.

The i->-niui->'i-.< with the sword were sixty thousand in

number, . . . because Mustafa had dispersed a rumour
. . . that Kamagusta was much more wealthy and rich
then the citie of Nicosia was

Halduyl't Voyage*, II. I. 129.

2t. A prostitute ; a strumpet. Webster Mer-
chant Venturers!. Same aa Merchant Adveuturm. See
adventurer.

venturesome (ven'tur-sum), . [< venture +
-sunie. C'f. adventurcsonif.] Inclined to ven-
ture; venturous; bold; daring; adventurous;
intrepid ; hazardous.

That bold and venturesome act of his.

fitrii*. Eccles. Mem., Henry VIII., an. 1M.
But for the chance preservation of the word In Latin,

ft might seem venturesome to make Spanish explain I'm*
brlan. Amer. Jour. Pkitol., VI. 244.

venturesomely (ven'tur-sum-li), orfr. In a ven-
turesome or bold or daring manner.
venturesomeness (ven'tur-sum-nes), . The
property of being venturesome. Jeffrey.
venturine (ven'tur-in), n. Same as aventurin.

venturous (veu'tur-us), a. [By apheresis from
aventuroiiK, adventurous.] Daring ; bold ; hardy;
fearless; intrepid; adventurous.

I have a venturou* fairy that shall seek the squirrel's
hoard, and fetch thee new nuts. Shalt., M. X. !>., Iv. 1. 39.

Pray you, demand him why he Is no venlurmit.
To press thus to my chamber, being forbidden.

B. Jmaon, Catiline, II. 1.

venturously (ven'tur-ug-li), adr. In a ventur-
ous manner; daringly ; fearlessly; boldly; in-

trepidly.

Captain Standish and Isaac Alderton went mi/uroiufy,
who were welcomed of him after their manner.
Mourt'i Journal, quoted in N. Morton's Xew England's

[Memorial, App., p. 355.

venturousness (ven'tnr-us-nes), . The qual-

ity of being venturous; boldness; hardiness;
fearlessness; intrepidity. Roylf.

Ventusingt, " Cupping. See ri-iit'i-

vent-wire (vent'wir), n. In founding, a long
steel wire used to make vent-holes in green and

dry sand-molds, to provide an escape for the

gases evolved in the process of casting. It is

made with a bow at one end, and a sharp point
at the other. E. H. Ettiijnt.



venue

venue1
* (ven'u), n. [Also venew, veney, venny,

venie; < ME. *muic, venyw, < OF. venue, a com-

ing, = Sp, venida, arrival, attack in fencing, =
It. veiuitfi, arrival, < I,, venire, come: see come.

Ct'. CMttC2.] 1. A coming.
Eche of these vyve at her venyw
Broujt zyx thousand as bar retenyw.

Arthur (ed. 1'urnivall), 1. 307.

2. In old fencing, a hit
; attack; bout; a match

or bout in cudgel-play ; especially, a contest of

regulated length, or of a fixed number of thrusts

or blows; hence (because the bout was often

ended when one thrust was successful), a thrust
;

a lunge.
Three venet/s for a dish of stewed prunes.

Shot., M. W. of W., i. 1. 296.

A quick venue of wit. Shak., L. L. L., v. 1. 62.

And on his head he laies him on such load
With two quick vennies of his knotty Goad.

Sylvester, tr. of Du liartas's Weeks, ii., The Captaines.

y have given it me,
And yet I feel life for another veney.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, v. 1.

I've breath enough . . .

To give your perfumed worship three venues.

Middletrm, Hatsiuger, and Rowley, Old Law, iii. 2.

venue2
(ven'u), . [A particular use of venue1

(<

OF. venue, arrival, resort), appar. confused with
OF. visne (cf. ML. visnetitm, vicinitus), neighbor-
hood, venue, < L. vicinia, neighborhood, vicin-

age, vicimts, neighboring: see vicine, vicinity.']

In law: (a) The place or neighborhood of a
crime or cause of action

;
in modern times, the

county or corresponding division within which
in consequence the jury must be gathered and
the cause tried. (b) The statement, usually at

the top or in the margin, of an indictment or dec-
laration of complaint, indicating the county for
trial, (c) A similar statement in an affidavit

indicating the place where it was taken and the
oath was administered Change of venue, change
of place of trial. Local venue, a venue in a case where
the facts show that the action must be local, as an ac-

tion to recover real property. To lay the venue. See

layl. Transitory venue, a venue that is changeable or

optional because the cause of action is not local.

venula (ven'u-la), .
; pi. vemtlse (-le). [L. : see

venule.] A small vein; a veinlet or veinule.

venule (ven'ul), n. [< L. venula, dim. of vena,
a vein: see vein.'] A small vein; a veinlet;
in entom., same as nervule.

venulite (ven'u-Ht), n. [Irreg. < NL. Venus, a

genus of bivalves, + -lite: see -lite.] A fossil

shell of the genus Venus, or some similar shell.

Properly venerite.

venulose (ven'u-los), a. [< venule + -ose.] In

bot., having veinlets, as a leaf.

venulous (ven'u-lus), . [< venule + -ous.]
Full of veinlets; minutely venous.
Venus (ve'nus), n. [= F. Venus = Sp. Venus=
Pg. Venus = lt. Venere, <L. Venus (-eris), Venus,
orig. the goddess of beauty and love, esp. of
sensual love, also applied to sexual intercourse,
venery; orig. a personification of venus, love,
desire (but appar. used in Latin literature only
as an application of the proper name) ; akin to

venerari, worship, revere, venerate (see vener-

ate), from a root seen in Skt. van, win. = Goth.

winnan, suffer, = Icel. vinna= OHG. AS. winnan,
strive for: see win.] 1. In Bom. myth., the god-
dess ofbeauty and love, more especially sensual
love. Venus was of little importance as a Roman god-
dess until, at a comparatively late period, she was iden-
tified with th e Greek Aphrodite. She is represented as the
highest ideal of female beauty, and was naturally a favorite

subject with poets and artists, some of her statues being
among the noblest remains of classical sculpture. The
following are some of the more important of the innu-
merable surviving antique statues of this goddess. The
Venus of Aries, a fine Greek statue found in 1651 in the
ancient theater at Aries, and now in the Louvre Museum.
The figure is undraped to below the waist. The hands and
forearms are modern restorations. The statue probably
belonged to the Victrix type (for this and other types,
see the phrases). The Venus of Capua, a very note-
worthy antique in the Museum of Naples, discovered in
the amphitheater at Capua. The figure is undraped to
the hips, and is of the Victrix type. It bears a strong re-
semblance to the Venus of Melos, but is distinctly inferior
to that masterpiece. The head is encircled by astephane.
The Venus of Medici, one of the best-known works of an-
cient sculpture, treasured in the Uffizi Gallery at Flor-
ence. The figure is of Parian marble, wholly undraped
the face turned to one side, one of the arms extended
with the hand held before the body, and the other arm bent
before the breast. It is shown by the dolphin on the base
to belong to the type of the Venus Anadyomene. While
the pose is not identical with that of the Venus of Cnidus
it is generally held to be a free rendering of that con-
ception. The figure is somewhat under natural size, being
about 4 feet 8 inches in height, but is commonly taken as
the exemplar of perfect proportions in a woman. It was
found in the Villa of Hadrian, at Tivoli, about 1680. The
Venus of Melos (by corruption from the native Greek pro-
nunciation, Venus of Mtto), one of the most splendid sur-
viving works of ancient art, discovered by a farmer in the
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island of Melos in 1820, and now the chief treasure of the
Louvre Museum. The statue dates from about the middle
of the fourth century B. c. It is undraped to the hips;

i. The Venus of Medici, in the Uffizi Gallery, Florence.
2. The Venus of Melos, in the Louvre Museum.

the arms are broken off ;
the figure and face are at once

graceful and beautiful, and highly imposing. The typeis
that of the Victrix. The Venus of the Capitol, in the Cap!-
toline Museum at Rome, undraped, and in attitude and
motive very similar to the Venus of Medici, though the

Capitoline statue displays a more personal element, and
comes closer to the living model. Of the modern statues

representing Venus, there may be mentioned the Venus

Borghese', a celebrated statue by Canova, in the Villa

Borghese at Rome. The statue represents the Princess
Pauline (Bonaparte) Borghese in the character of Venus
Genetrix. The figure is shown reclining, extending the

apple in one hand, the head being a close portrait. See

Aphrodite.
2. The most brilliant of the planets, being fre-

quently visible to the naked eye by daylight.
It is the second from the sun and next within the earth's

orbit, performing its sidereal revolution in 224.7008 days ;

its distance from the sun is 0.723332 that of the earth.

The synodical revolution is made in 584 days. Its orbit
is the most nearly circular of those of the major planets,
the greatest equation of the center being only 47' X". The
inclination of the orbit to the ecliptic is 3 23'.5 ; and the
earth passes through the ascending node on December 7th.

The mass of Venus (which is not very closely ascertained)
is about TILSIT that of. the sun, or \J that of the earth. Its

diameter is a little smaller than that of our planet, which
subtetids an angle of 2 x 8".827 at the sun's center, while
Venus at the same distance has a semidiameter of 8".68

by the mean of the best night measures, or 8".40 accord-

ing to the observations at its transit over the sun. Tak-

ing the mean of these (which are affected in opposite ways
by irradiation), or 8'

/

.54, we find the diameter of Venus
about$ that of the earth. Its volume is about ^,, its den-

sity about I, and gravity at its surface about the same
quantities for the earth. It receives 1.9 as much light and
heat from the sun as we, and the tidal action of the lat-

ter is about 5.3 times as great as upon the earth. The
period of rotation of Venus is set down in many books as

23 hours and 50 minutes ; but recent observations have
led some astronomers to the confident conclusion that
the true period falls short but a little of 225 days, so that

day and night last for many years. The old figure was
deduced chiefly from the observation that a spot ap-
peared nearly in the same place night after night, so that
it seemed as if Venus had made one complete revolu-
tion ; whereas it now appears that there is in one day no
sensible motion. The vast tidal action may account for
the near approach of the periods of rotation and revolu-
tion. Venus has an atmosphere nearly twice as dense as
our own, and we may safely infer that all its water is in

the form of dry steam ; for the dense atmosphere must
cause a greater proportion of the heat to be retained.

Probably nearly all the carbon is in the form of carbonic

anhydrid or carbonates, leaving little or no free oxygen.
Geological erosion can hardly be great. The mountains
of Venus are shown to be high by the form of the termi-
nator. Still, Venus reflects a great amount of light (its
albedo being 0.9 that of Jupiter, which is perhaps self-

lumiimus), and much of this appears to come from gen-
eral specular reflection, as from polished level surfaces,

possibly melted metals. The night side of Venus, which
must be intensely cold, shows a faint coppery-red light,
which is somewhat fitful in its appearances, and is prob-
ably of the nature of an intense aurora. No satellite of

Venus has ever been seen. Numerous observations of one
were reported in the eighteenth century ; but all these
have been fairly shown to be fixed stars, except one, which
was probably an asteroid. The symbol for Venus is ? ,

supposed to represent the goddess's mirror.

3f. Sexual intercourse
; venery. Bacon. 4f.

In old cliem., copper. 5. In her., green: the
name given to that color when blazoning is

done by means of the planets. See blazon, n.,

2. 6. In conch.: (a) The typical genus of bi-

valve shells of the family Veneridse : so called

by Linneeus with allusion to the shape of the

Venus's-shoe

lunule of the closed valves. See cuts under
Veneridse. qualiog, and (limyarian. (b) [I. c.] A
shell of the genus Venus; any venerid.

The Vcnuscs and Cockles.
A. Adams, Man. Nat. Hist., p. 147.

Celestial Venus. See Venus Urania. Corona Vene-
ris, or crown of Venus, a syphilitic eruption of reddish

papules, occurring chiefly on the forehead and temples.

Crystals of Venus. See crystal. Fresh-water ve-

nuses, the CarUculidse. Mark of Venus, in palmistry.
Seemarti. Mount Of Venus, in palmistry. gee?nounti,
5 (jr). Ring of Venus.in palmistry. See ringi. Venus
accroupie (crouching), in art, a type in which the god-
dess is represented as undraped, and crouching close down
to the ground, as if in the bath. The most admired ex-

ample is in the Museo Pio Clementine in the Vatican.

Venus Anadyomene (marine Venus, or Venus of the

Sea), Venus represented as born or rising from the foam
of the sea. In art the type has marine attributes, as the

dolphin, and is represented nndraped. The Venus of

Medici is an example.-Venus Callipyge or Kallipygos,
a type wrongly attributed to Venus, the subject represent-
ed being essentially mortal. One of the best-known stat-

ues of this type is in the Museum at Naples. Venus
Genetrix, in art, etc., Venus as the goddess of fecundity.
The type presents the goddess undraped, partially draped,
or clad in a diaphanous Ionic tunic, with one hand raising
the drapery toward her face from the shoulder according to

the conventional Greek gesture of marriage, and with the
other extending an apple. Venus of Cnidus, the un-

draped type of Venus created by Praxiteles, and dedicated
in the temple in Cnidus, paralleled with the draped type of

the same master, that of Cos, According to tradition, the
beautiful Phryne was the model for this statue. The most
instructive copies accessible are one in the Vatican (as

exhibited, partly masked by painted drapery of tin), and
one in the Glyptothek at Munich. The Venus of Medici
is generally held to be a free copy of this type. See cut
under Aphrodite. Venus of the rock, in cone*., a bor-

ing bivalve mollusk of the genus Venerupis. See cut un-
der Venerupis. Venus omnibus, the Greek Aphrodite
Pandemos, Venus as the patroness of unlawful love.

Venus's basin or bath, a name given to common teazel,
the leaves of which collect water. Venus's basket, Ve-
nus's flower-basket. Venus's ear. See earl, and cuts
under abalone and sea-ear. Venus's fan, a kind of fan-

coral or sea-fan ; a large, flat, flabellate alcyonarian polyp
of the family Gorgoniidx, as lihipidoyorgia jtabellum.
See cuts under Alcyonaria, coral, and Rhipidogorgia.
Venus's flower-basket, a beautiful glass-sponge of the

genus Euplcctella, as E. aspergillum or a similar species.
See cut under Euplectella, Venus's fly-trap. See Dio-

nfea. Venus's girdle, Cestum venerts, a tteniate cte-

nophoran. See Cestum and Tseniata. Venus's golden
apple, a rutaceous shrub or small tree, Atalantia mo-

nophylla, of India. It bears a golden-yellow fruit of the
size of a nutmeg, resembling a lime. Venus's hair, a

delicate little fern, Adiantum Capillus-Veneris : so called

from the blackish, shining capillary branches of the rachis.

It has ovate-lanceolate bipinnate fronds, or the upper part
simply pinnate, with pinnules and upper pinnse wedge-
shaped or rhomboid, long-stalked, the upper margin round-

ed, and more or less incised or crenate. It is cosmopolitan
in distribution. Venus's hair-stones, Venus's pen-
cils, fanciful names applied to rock-crystals inclosing
slender hair-like or needle-like crystals of hornblende,
asbestos, oxid of iron, rutile, oxid of manganese, etc.

Venus's looking-glass, a plant of the genus Specularia,

primarily S. Speculum. Venus's pencils. See Venus's
hair-stones. Venus's-shell. (a) One of many different
bivalve mollusks which suggest the vulva, of the family
Veneridte, as Cytherea dione, and various others. Numer-
ous genera of such lamellibranchs are named from the
same appearance. See cuts under Cytherea, Venerupis,
and Venus, (b) One of various Cyprseidee or cowries, (c)
Venus's-comb ;

a murex. (d)Venus's-slipper. (l)Ahetero-
pod, the glass-nautilus. See cut under Carinaria. (2) A
pteropod of the family Cymbuliidse. See cut under Cymbu-
lum. Venus's sumac. See sumac, and cut under smoke-
tree. Venus Urania, or Celestial Venus, Venus as the

goddess of divine love, or of love in its abstract and spirit-
ual phase. She is a goddess of noble and majestic type,
akin to that of Venus Victrix, and approaching the concep-
tion of Juno. Venus Victrix, Venus victorious, or in the
character of a goddess of victory. This type appears as-

sociated with the war-god Mars, and is illustrated notably
on Roman imperial coins. The goddess is represented
with arms and other attributes of war. Venus with the
Apple. See Venus Genetrix.Wa.Tty Venus, a bivalve

mollusk, Venus verrucosa. The valves have concentric

ridges opening backward, and toward the sides or ends
becoming coarser and forming knots or tubercles (whence
the name). These are diversified by fine ribs or furrows

radiating from the beaks. The mollusk is common along
the European coasts, and chiefly affects rocky bottoms
about low-water mark, but is also found on sand-banks.
It is extensively used as food, and has been made the ob-

ject of a special culture in France.

Venusidse (ve-nu'si-de), n. pi. [NL., irreg. <

Venus + -idse.] Same as Veneridse.

Venus's-comb (ve'nus -ez-kom), n. 1. The
plant Scandix Pecten. Also called lady's-comb,

shepherffs-needle, and needle chervil. 2. The
thorny woodcock, Murex tribulus or M. tenui-

spina, a beautiful and delicate shell with long
slender spines, found in the Indian Ocean. See
cut under murex.
Venus's-navelwort (ve'nus-ez-na"vel-wert), .

See navelu'ort.

Venus's-needlet (ve'nus-ez-ne'dl), . Same as

Venus's-comb, 1.

Venus'S-pride (ve'nus-ez-prld), n. The bluet,
Houstonia exrulea, otherwise called innocence,

Qitaker ladies, Quaker bonnets, etc.

Venus's-shoe (ve'nus-ez-sho), n. Same as Ve-

nus's-slipper, 2.



Venus' s-slipper

Venus's-slipper (viVmis-ez-slip"6r), H. l. SIM-

t'cHHn'i<-li<-ll (it) (under (Vim*) iiinl iMf
2. Any i)liuit of the genus <'ii/ i/mlui/ii.

67-j:.

crystallizes in short white transparent prisms, win
i in wal.'i and alcnhiil, and lurni" cr> utallizable naltB

with the alkalis, whi.-li an- i all.-d err

verbally

not. trated; pile, piled. Strong, weak verb.

l.tjr.
r

-.-, MI.-

,

.

1 1 i'<l ctvadie, cetailillir, or tabadiltic aeid.

in. ..v.^..,,.

It liu Mime- verbal (ver'bal), </. mid ". [< r . n-rliiil =: Sp.
. ..... ___________________________

VenUStt (ve-iiiisf), n. |< 1.. i-i'itn.-'tiiK, eliimn- veratrine (ve-ru'trin), H. [< \\ ni tr(u in)

ing, agreeable. < l'fini.i. the goddess of l<

ami beauty: M6 l/'iius.] Beautiful: amiable.

As thii infancy of Rome was tenuit, so was Its inanhn.nl

nobly HtriMiuoiiB.

iriiiri-/i.iK', Cum. "ii I'ortescue, p. 187. (Latham.)

vert, l< Ml-;. '", nri; vere, < OF. rer, < L.

ver, spring, <ir- >"i>. <,!' spring. ('!'. IVI'IKI/.
]
The

spring.
Avcrll, whan clothed IB tin- im-di-

Will w gri-iii-. of lusty Veer the prime.
Chaucer, Trollus, I. 157.

VeraciOUS (vi'-ni'shus), <i. [< I... n r.i ( << rue-), . .

speaking tnily. truthful, < vents, true, real: veratroii

seeivn/ |
1. "Truthful j habitually disposed to + -aid + *ies.] An alkaloid, supposed t

speak truth; observant of truth. iil.-ntieal \v ith rubijervine, obtained from r era-

toe Spirit Is most perfectly and absolutely veracioui. JfUm
rindi

Harrow, Sermons, II. xxxlv. (Latham.) Veratrum (ve-rii'trum), n. [NL. (Tournefort,

1700; earlier by I A>bel, Iii76j,< I,.rrralnim, helle-

bore.] A genus of liliaceous plants, type ")' tin-

tribe 1'i-riilrrn: It is characterized by stems clad with

IIIIIII.T. MI.-! broad plicate leaves contracted Into a ah. iitliini:

liasi'. There are 9 species, four of which are natives of

Europe and Siberia, the othen of North America. They

An alkaloid, or a mixture
derived from several species of I <///.mi ami

fi-inn i-i'vailill:i. It Is an exceedingly poisonous sub-

ii -i -il rhi.-ily iii mi ilii'ini', in the form of ointment,
as an a|>plii-af iun fur tin- relief of neuralgia.

- Oleate Of

veratrine. See oleate.

veratrize (ve-ra'tii/), /. t.: pret. and pp. ten-
in <il. ppr. i-ii-iitri:ni</. [< veratr(ine) + -i '.\

To give veratrine to in sufficient dose to pro-
duce its physiological (-fleets; puison with ve-

ratrine: u procedure employed sometimes in
'

sioli'gieal experiments upon animals.

itroidineivei- a n-ni'din), . [< I""'/

2. Oharai-trri/.ed bytruth; true; not false: as,

a veracious account or narrative.

The M.M n" ardent soul that enters on this world with

heroic purpose, with veracious Insight, . . . will llnd [It) a

very mad one. Carlyle, Sterling, T.

voraciously (ve-ra'shus-li), ado. In a veracious

manner ; truthfully.

veracity (ve-ras'i-ti), w. (X OF. veracitie, F.

veracitc = Sp. ver'acidad = Pg. vrraridnde = It.

veracita, < ML. ver<tfit(t-)s, truthfulness, < L.

verax (rerae-), truthful: see veracious.'] 1. The
fact or character of being veracious or true.

Specifically (o) Habitual regard to or observance of

truth ; truthfulness ; truth : as, a man of veracity.

Let veracity he thy virtue, in words, manners, and ac-

tions. Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor., ill. 20.

Another form of virtue which usually increases with

civilisation is veracity, a term which must be regarded
as including something more than the simple avoidance

of direct falsehood. Leclnj, Europ. Morals, I. 143.

(b) Consistency with truth; agreement with actual fact:

as, the veracity of the senses.

In narratives, where historical veracity has no place, I

cannot discover why there should not be exhibited the

most perfect idea of virtue. Johnson, Rambler, No. 4.

That enthusiasm for truth, that fanaticism of veracity,

which is a greater possession than much learning ; a no-

bler gift than the power of increasing knowledge.
Huxley, Universities.

2. That which is true; that in which truth in-

heres; also, abstract truth Principle ofveraci-

ty, (a) The proposition that man has a natural inclination

or propensity toward speaking the truth. (6) The propo-
sition that God's veracity requires us to accept without

doubt a given wide- spread belief. This was urged by the

English Platonists and others, (c) The proposition that

innate beliefs must be accepted on account of the veracity

of consciousness. Veracity of consciousness, the con-

formity of natural beliefs to the truth.

veranda (ve-ran'dii), M. [Also verandah, former-

ly also varanda, vorandii, feranda, feerandah ;

cf. F. veranda = Sw. Dan. veranda (< E.); <

Hind, varanda, Beng. Mrdnda, Malay baranda,

late Skt. varanda, a veranda, portico; supposed

,

arr tail, erect, robust perennials, growing from a thic

rootstockwlth somewhat fleshy fascicled root-fibers. The
flowers are purplish, green, or white, very abundant, in a

terminal punirlr, ami fl
lowed liy erect or reflcxed

capsules separated into three

i-:ir|ji-ls. The species are
known in general as white

heUebnre, especially V. album
and V. nitjrum of Europe,
and y. virideot North Amer-
ica, species respectively with
whitish, blackish, and green
Bowers ; their rootstocks are

powerfully emetic and ca-

thartic, and are collected In

quantities for medicinal use

V. album In Germany, and
K. viride In North Carolina.

Both are very acrid, occasion-

ing excessive irritation of

the digestive tract. V. album
has also been known as liny-

wart, and, from Its effect as

an errhlne, as siuezewort; it

is chiefly subalpfne, and oc-

curs from Europe t.i Japan ;

its roots furnish the alka-

loids veratrlne, Jervine, rubi-

jervlne, and others, also ce-

vadlc acid. A poisonous
gray powder prepared from
it is used to destroy cater-

pillars ; the fresh leaves are,

however, freely eaten by
slugs and snails. K. viride,

the principal American spe-
cies, known also as Indian

voice, and locally as itchirecd,

muiba lie,and earth-gall, wide-

ly distributed In and near mountain regions from Georgia
into Canada and from Oregon to Sitka, is a coarse herb

from 3 to 7 feet high, with numerous conspicuously riblwd

and plaited ample leaves, which are ovate, pointed, and

clasping. The whole plant is a nearly uniform deep green.

including the conspicuous Bowers, which form a pyramidal

Flowering PUnt of American
White Hellebore, or Indian Poke
Wtratrum virije).

a, male dower; 6, perfect flower;

f, capsule.

by some to be derived from Pers. bardmadali, a inflorescence sometimes over a foot long. Its thick, fleshy

rootstock is sharp and hitter In taste, was used as an emetic

by the Indians, and is also now in local use as a cardiac,

and in fevers as a sedative.

picuous and peculiar flow

olium of North Carolina,

(the Indiana pokeweed), green and white in V. Californi-

dark-brown with the outside hoary in V. interme-

porch, terrace, balcony (< barainadan, ascend,

< bar, up, + dmadan, come, arrive), but perhaps
from the similar OPg. and OSp. terms (which

gp |cuou8 and peculiar flowers : iney are green in v. pam- ^ tradition, a literal translation. Ver,

are found too early to be derived from the Hind, folium of North Carolina, greenish-purple in t'. It oodi. c(,m j, nicety or criticism about words.

. Many other species have con-

ers: they are green in V. parri-''
word) namelvOPe. varanda (1498), OSp. varan-r(lob5t a balcony railing

(

(Yule).'-

P
railes to jj, d^brow,, --^T^Tine ^en=o

leane the brest on" (Percival ; so Miusheu), <
plains, they are fringed and spotted.

vara, a rod, < L. vara, a rod, stick: see txii-e1 .] verayf A Middle English form of veri/. .............. ~ ,, - ....

An open portico, or a light gallery attached verb (verb) . [< F. verbe = Sp. Pg. It. verbo, Something expressed orally; a verbal remark

sisting of

words, < L. ri-/ii<i. a v.i, r'l. verb: see i-ri-fc.
) I.

ii. 1. Of, pertaining to, ur consisting in words.

rli i-ro the orator complained of Socrates and his school

tlmt he was the first that separat. .1 |.liil..-"|ihy and rln-t-

uric, whereupon rhi-torii- became ail empty and verbal

art. Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II.

It Is obvious enough that, unlcu the lower animals have
some substitute for trrbal symbols, as yet undiscovered

by us, they are Incapable of general ideas and of any
mental processes involving then.

J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 10.

The future progress of our speech. It may be hoped,
will bring back to us many a verbal Kip Van Winkle.

O. P. ilanh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., ill.

2. Relating to or concerned with words only.

If slight and rerbal difference* In copies be a good ar-

gument against the gennlneneaa of a writing, we hare no
genuine writing of any ancient author at this day.

Abp. Sharp, Work*. II. III.

Of those scholars who have disdained to confine them-
selves to verbal criticism few have been sucoeaaful.

Macaulay, Athenian Orators.

A verbal dispute. Whatelv.

3. F'.xpressed in spoken words; spoken; not

written
;
oral : as, a verbal contract; verbal tes-

timony.
Made she no verbal question? Shale., Lear, IT. 3. 26.

4. Minutely exact in words; attending to words

only; insistent about word*.
I am much sorry, Sir,

You put me to forget a lady's manner*,

By being so verbal. Shak., Cymbellne, II. 3. 111.

He '

grown too verbal ; this learning 'a a great witch.

Uiddletm, Chute Maid, L I.

Neglect the rules each verbal critic lays.

Pope, Eaaay on Criticism, 1. 261.

5. Literal; having word answering to word;
word for word : as, a verbal translation.

All the neighbour caves, aa seeming troubled,
Make verbal repetition of her moans.

Shot., Venus and Adonis, I. 831.

6. Of or pertaining
to a verb; derived from a

verb and sharing in its senses and construc-

tions: as, a verbal noun.

A person Is the special difference of a rerbal number.
B. Jonton, English Urammar, I. 16.

In Us attributive use, finally, the participle throws off

its verbal power and approximates an adjective, aa In Ver-

nante sllva caremus. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 817.

Verbal amnesia, the loss of all knowledge of the rela-

tion between words and things ; complete aphasia. Ver-
bal contract. See contract. Verbal definition, a defi-

nition intended to state the precise meaning of a word or

phrase according to usage, but not to state the essential

characters of a form according to the nature of things.

Verbal degradation. See degradation, 1 (a). Verbal
Inspiration. See intpiration, 3. Verbal note, in diplo-

macy, an unsigned memorandum or note when an affair

has continued for a long time without any reply. It Is de-

signed to show that the matter is not urgent, but that at

the same time it has not been overlooked. Eneyc. Diet.

Verbal noun. See II. =8yn. 1-8. Verbal, Oral, Literal.

Verbal Is much used for oral : as, a verbal message ; and
sometimes for literal : as, a verbal translation. It is an old

and proper rule of rhetoric (Campbell, bk.
-.',

rli. II., 1 1,

canon 1) that, when of two words or phrases one is sus-

ceptible of two significations and the other of only one,

the latter, for the sake of avoiding obscurity, should be

preferred ; by this rule we should say an oral message.
oral tradition, a literal translation. Verbal nicety or critl-

im Is nicety or criticism about words.

II. ii. In gram., a noun derived from a verb

and sharing in its senses and constructions; a

verbal noun,
verbalism (ver'bal-izm), n. [< verbal + -ism.]

< L. verbidH, a word, language, a verb, = E.

That so it might appear, that the assistance of the

Spirit, promised to the church, was not a vain thing, or a

mere verb. South, Sermons, IX. v.

to the exterior of a building, with a roof sup- x ^ ^ >
_ ( ^^^ _ ._

ported on pillars, and a balustrade or railing, wor<i n v .] If. A word
;
a vocable,

and sometimes partly inclosed in front with lat-

ticework. By a popular but erroneous usage,
often called piazza in the United States.

+ alb(iim) + -iiic-.] An alkaloid obtained from
I'rnilriini iillnim.

veratrate (ve-ra'trat), . [< veratr(ic) +
-(/rv- 1

.] In atom., a salt of veratric acid.

Veratreae (ve-ra'tre-e), H.pl. [NL. (Salisbury,

1812). < I 'tratntm + -.] A tribe of liliaceous,

or expression.
verbalist (ver'bal-ist), n. [<verbal + -ist."] One
who deals in words merely; one skilled in words

;

a literal adherent to or a minute critic of words ;

a literalist; a verbarian.

sentence. Predication Is the essential function of a verb,

and this function Is all that makes a verb: that distinc-

tions of tense and mode and person should be Involved In

sometimes bulbous, plants, characterized by a a verb-form, as is the case in the languages of our family

tall leafy stem, or with most of the leaves radi-

cal, and by panicled or racemed and chiefly

polygamous flowers with confluent and finally

orbicular-peltate anther-cells. The 83 species are

classed in 6 genera, of which Schanoeaulon, Amianthium,
litelanthimn, and Zi/gadenus are confined to America ; the

others, StfiiaiUhium and Veratrum (the type), occur also

in the north of the Old World. They bear purple, green-

ish, or white flowers, followed by septlcidal capsules,

veratric (ve-ra'trik), (i. [< Feratr(um) + 4e. \

Of or pertaining to veratrine or the genus IV-

rnfniiH.-Veratric acid, c
s)H,o04 . the acid with which verb Inflected after the

veratrine exists combined in Schcenoeaulon ojflcmale. It addition of -ed or -d in

and in some other languages. Is unessential, and those

distinctions may be and are sometimes wanting. Infini-

tives and participles are not verbs, but only verbal nouns
and adjectives, sharing in the constructions that belong
to a verb. In languages like ours, the most Important verbalize (ver'bal-lz), r.

; prfit. and pp.
classification of verbs Is into transitive and intransitive ; j:e(f ppr _ verbalizing. [= F. cerbaliser ;

and even that Is not definite, nor founded on any essen-

tial distinction. Abbreviated r. Auxiliary, contract,

deponent verb. See the adjectives. Irregular verb,
a verb not regular: in English including not only cases

liki xi'n'i sang, sung (usually called throng verbs), but such

IMltad li-il; mit,put; uvrk.u-rou.jht. Liquid, personal,
reflexive verb. See the adjectives. Regular verb, n

act of verbalizing, or

the state of being verbalized. Also spelled
verbalisation.

The verbalisation. If I may so express It, of a noun Is

now a difficult matter, and we shrink from the employ-
ment even of well-authorized old nominal verbs.

Q. P. Monk, Lects. on Eng. Lang., xiv.

rerbal-

ppr. rerbali:ing. [= F. verbaliser ; as ver-

bal -f -i:e.] I. rrnii. To convert into a verb.

(1. P. Marsh, Lects. on Eng. Lang., viii.

II. intrans. To use many words ; be verbose
or diffuse.

Also spelled rerbatixe.

the most usual model :ln F.nlsl^i.y verbally (ver'bal-i), adv. In a verbal manner,

preterit and past participle : as, (o) In words spoken ; by words uttered ; orally.



verbally

Verbally to deny it. South.

(&) Word for word : as, to translate verbally, (c) Like a

verb
;
as or in the manner of a. verb.

The verbally used [.Scythian] forms are rather tint one

step removed from nouns used predicatively, with subjec-
tive or possessive pronominal elements appended.

Whitney, Life and (Jrowth of Lang., p. 233.

verbarian (vor-bii'ri-an), .

bitm, word, + -/(.]" I. .

and . [< L. m--
A -word-coiner; a

verbalist.

In "The Doctor" Southey gives himself free scope as

averbarian, much after the way of Rabelais, Thomas Nash,
Taylor the Water-poet, or Feltham.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 21, note 2.

II. a. Of or pertaining to words ; verbal.

verbarium (ver-ba'ri-um), it. [NL., < L. ver-

bmn, word: see verb.] A game played with
the letters of the alphabet, (a) A game in which
the player strives to make out a word when all the let-

ters that compose it are given to him indiscriminately.

(6) A game in which the player tries to form from the

letters that compose a long word as many other words as

possible.

Verbasceae (ver-bas'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (G. Don,
1835), < Verbascum -f- -ese.] A tribe of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Scrophutarinese
and series Pseudosolaium. It is characterized by
flowers in terminal spikes or racemes, having a wheel-

shaped or rarely concave corolla with five broad lobes, of

which the two upper are exterior. It includes the 3 gen-
era Staurophragma, Celsia, and Verbascum.

Verbascum (ver-bas'kum), . [NL. (Tourne-
fort, 1700; earlier in Brunfels, 1530), < L. ver-

bascum. mullen.] A genus of plants, type of

the tribe Verbasccse in the order Scrophulari-
nese. It is distinguished from the other genera of its

tribe by its five perfect stamens. About 140 species have
been described, many of them hybrids or varieties : only
100, or a few more, are now admitted. They are natives
of Europe, North Africa, and western and central Asia.

They are herbs, usually biennial, more or less clad in floc-

cose wool, commonly tall and erect, rarely low and branch-

ing or spiny. The soft alternate leaves vary from entire
to pinnatifid. The flowers are yellow, purplish, red, or

rarely white, solitary or clustered in the axils of bracts,
and disposed in terminal spikes or racemes, less often in

panicles. The fruit is a two-valved capsule, globular, egg-
shaped, or flattened. The stem-leaves are sessile and often

decurrent, the radical leaves (frequently very large), coarse
and conspicuous. The leaves of V. Thapsus, the common
mullen, are mucilaginous and somewhat bitter, are used
as emollient applications to tumors, and are the source of
several popular remedies. (See mullen, with cut.) Four
species are naturalized in the United States; 6 are na-
tives of Great Britain, and about 50 others of continental

Europe. V. Lychnitis and V. pulvendentum, the white
mullens of England and other parts of Europe, produce
stiff branching panicles of yellow flowers with white-
bearded filaments

; they are covered with a white pow-
dery down which readily rubs off. About a dozen yellow-
flowered species are thought worthy of cultivation for
ornament, among which V. Cham is remarkable for its

tall stem. 111 feet high, with large green leaves, and enor-
mous branching panicles of yellow flowers with purplish
filaments. V. phonniceum, from southern Europe, is pecu-
liar in its large spike of showy violet flowers.

verbatim (ver-ba'tim), ado. [< ML. verbatim,
word for word, < L. verbum, word: see verb.']
1 . Word for word

;
in exactly the same words :

sometimes extended into the phrase verbatim,
literatim, etpuncttitim, word for word, letter for

letter, and point for point, as in the most exact

transcription, in bibliography, etc.

Antonius, in a letter which is recited verbatim in one
of Cicero's

Philippics,
called him [Decimus Brutus] "vene-

flca," witch as if he had enchanted Csesar.

Bacon, Friendship (ed. 188V).

And this I have set downe almost verbatim from the re-

port of the aforesaid Ambrose Earle of Warwicke that
now is, who was present at that action, and had his horse
also wounded under him with two or three arrowes.

Sir J. Smyth, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 56.

2f. By word of mouth
; orally ; verbally.

Think not, although in writing I preferr'd
The manner of thy vile outrageous crimes,
That therefore I have forged, or am not able
Verbatim to rehearse the method of my pen.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., iii. 1. 13.

Verbena (ver-be'nii), it. [NL. (Tournefort,
1700; earlier in Brunfels, 1530), < L. verbena,
usu. in pl.verbense, foliage, leaves, branches used
in sacred rites, also plants used as cooling
remedies: see vervain.] 1. A genus of plants,
type of the order Verbenacese and tribe Verbe-
nese. It is characterized by flowers sessile in an elongated
or flattened spike, and by a dry fruit with four one-seeded
nutlets or cells included within an unchanged tubular
calyx. There are about 80 species, mostly American.
One, V. officinal, is widely dispersed over warm and tem-
perate parts of the Old World

; another, V. Bonariensa,
is naturalized in Africa and Asia

; one only, V. supina, is

peculiar to the Old World, and occurs in the Mediterra-
nean region from the Canary Islands to western Asia;
another, V. macrostachya, is confined to Australia. They
are diffuse decumbent or erect summer-flowering herbs
(shrubby in a few South American species), commonly vil-
lous with unbranched hairs. Their leaves are usually
opposite, and incised or dissected

; their flowers are ses-
sile, and solitary in the axils of the najrow bracts of a ter-
minal spike. The spikes are compact and thick, or loug

Verbena Aubletia
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and slender, sometimes corymbed or panicled. About
14 species are natives of the United States, mostly weedy
and small-flowered ; 5 of these occur within the north-
eastern States, of which the principal are V. haittata, the

blue, and V. urticafolia. the white vervain, tall plants
with long panicled or clustered spikes. For V. ojfccina-

lis, the chief introduced

species, see vervain, herb

of the cross (under kerb),

Itiifeon'n-yraKS, simpler'K-
joy, and cut under lacini-

ate. Four southwestern
species produce large

showy pink or purplish
flower-clusters, which
elongate into spikes in

fruit; among these V.

bipinnatijida ( V. mon-
tatia) and V. Aubletia sire

sometimes cultivated.

The latter is a creeping
and spreading perennial
with incised leaves, pa-
rent of many garden hy-
brids

;
it occurs in open

places from Florida to Il-

linois. Arkansas, and Mex-
ico, in nature with rose-

colored, purple, or lilac

flowers. The numerous
cultivated verbenas, very
popular in the United
States from their brilliant

and continuous bloom
and from their growth in

masses, are largely de-

rived from the South
American species V. chamsedrtfolia, V. phloyifulia, V. ten-

maii.es, and V. crinoides. in nature respectively scarlet,
rose-colored, white, and lilac-purple. In cultivation they
include all colors except yellow and pure blue ; many are

striped ; and the best have a distinct eye, or bright central

spot. Several species are also very fragrant, especially V.
teucrioides. V. venosa is more often cultivated in England.
2. [I. c.] A plant of this genus Lemon-scented
verbena. Same as lemon-verbena.

Verbenaceae (ver-be-na'se-e), n.pl. [NL. (Jus-
sieu, 1806), < Verbena + -acese.] An order of

gamopetalous plants, of the series Sicarpellata
and cohort Lamiales. It is characterized by an infe-

rior radicle, usually opposite leaves, and irregular bisexu-
al flowers, and is particularly distinguished from the near-

ly related order Labiatse by an entire ovary and a fruit with
either two or four nutlets. It includes about 740 species,
belonging to 05 genera, classed in 8 tribes, of which the
types are Phryina, Stilbe, Cloanthes, Verbena, Vitex, Ca-

ryopteris, Symphorema, and Avicennia. They are either

herbs, shrubs, or trees. Their leaves are usually opposite
or whorled, entire, toothed, or incised, and without stip-
ules. The inflorescence is a spike, raceme, panicle, or

cyme, either simple or compound. The corolla is usually
small, commonly with a distinct tube which is often in-

curved, five or frequently four imbricate flat-spreading
lobes, and four didynamous stamens ; some genera pro-
duce only two stamens or a two-lipped corolla with one or
more lobes enlarged or erect. The ovary contains at first

one, soon two, and at length commonly four cells, each
cell usually with one ovule

;
in fruit it becomes more or

less drupaceous, with a juicy, fleshy, or dry exocarp, and
an indurated endocarp, which is indehiscent, or breaks
into two or four nutlets, or rarely more. They are rare in
the north temperate zone, common in the tropics and in

temperate parts of South America. They are herbaceous
in colder regions, becoming shrubby in the tropics, or
even very large trees, as the teak. The fruit is sometimes
edible, as in species of Lantana and Premna, but is more
often acrid. Their properties are sometimes aromatic.

Many are of medicinal repute, as species of Catticarpa,
Congea, and Clerodendron. (Compare Stachytarpheta and
Vitex.) Many genera are cultivated for ornament, as Ver-

bena, Lantana, and Clerodendron, or for the colored fruit,
as Catticarpa. Only 4 genera are native within the United
States Lippia, Calltearpa, Phryma, and Verbena.

verbenaceous (ver-be-na'shius), a. Pertaining
to or having the characters of the Verbenacese.

verbena-oil (ver-be'na-oil), n. Same as Indian
Meligaa-oil (which see, under mclissa-oil).
verbenatet (ver'be-nat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
rerbenated, ppr. rerbenating. [< L. vcrbenatus,
crowned with a garland of sacred boughs, <

rerbenx, sacred boughs: see Verbena.] To^trew
or sanctify with sacred boughs, according to a
custom of the ancients.

verbene (ver'ben), n. [< NL. Verbena, q. v.]
A plant of the order Verbenacese. Lindley.
Verbeneae (ver-be'ne-e), M. pi. [NL. (Reich-
enbach, 1828), < Verbena + -ex.] A tribe of

plants, of the order Verbenacese. It is character-
ized by acentripetal and usually unbranched inflorescence,
a two- or four-celled ovary, and ovules usually erect from
the base. It includes 19 genera, of which Verbena is the

type.

verberatet (ver'ber-at), v. t. [< L. verberatus,

pp. of verberare (> It. verberarc = Pg. Sp. ver-

berar), lash, scourge, whip, beat, < vcrber, a

whip, rod. Cf. reverberate.] To beat; strike.

Bub. I have a great desire to be taught some of your
. . . brave words. . . .

Gory. You shall be verberated, and reverberated.

Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. ft.

Bosom-quarrels that verberate and wound his soul.

Abp. Sanerqft, Modern Policies, 1.

verberation (ver-be-ra'shon), n. [= F. verbera-
tion = Sp. verberacion = Pg. verberafSo, < L.

verbosity

verberatio(n-), a beating, chastisement, < verbe-

rare, lash, whip, beat: see verberate.~] 1. The
act of beating or striking; a percussion.
Riding or walking against great winds is a great exer-

cise, the effects of which are redness and inflammation ; all

the effects of a soft press or verberation.

Arbuthnot, On Air.

Distinguishing nerberatimt, which was accompanied with

pain, from pulsation, which was attended with none.

Jllackstone, Com., III. viil.

2. The impulse of a body which causes sound.
Verbesina (ver-be-si'nji), n. [NL. (Linnsuus,
1737), altered from Verbena on account of a re-

semblance in the leaves of the original species.]
A genus of composite plants, of the tribe Heli-

tiutlioiflpit. type of the subtribe Verbesinese. Itis
characterized by small or middle-sized corymbose flower-
heads (sometimes large, solitary, and long-peduncled)
with the rays fertile or rarely lacking, and by achenes
laterally compressed, distinctly two-winged, sometimes
ciliate, and usually awned by a pappus of two rigid or slen-
der bristles. There are about 55 species, natives of warm
parts of America, occurring from the Argentine Republic
to Mexico.and with 9 species in the southern United States,
one yellow-flowered species, V. occidental, and perhaps
also the white-flowered V. Virginica, extending mirth
into Pennsylvania, A few species are naturalized in the
Old World. They are herbs or sometimes shrubby, a few
becoming small trees of about 20 feet in height, and are
known as crown-beard. Their leaves are usually toothed
and opposite, and the petioles decurrent. The flower-
heads are usually yellow; after blossoming, they are apt
to become ovoid or globose by the elevation of a conical

receptacle. V. encelioides of Texas, Arizona, and Mex-
ico, now widely dispersed through warm regions, is culti-
vated for its yellow flowers, sometimes under the name
of Ximemsia.

verbiage (ver'bi-aj), . [< F. verbiage, wordi-

ness, < L. verbum, word: see verb.'] The use
of many words without necessity; superabun-
dance of words

;
wordiness

; verbosity.
He evinced a constitutional determination to verbiage

unsurpassed, . . . and only those who knew him could pos-
sibly appreciate'his affluence of rigmarole.

J. T. Fields, Underbrush, p. 98.

=Syn. Verbosity, etc. See pleonasm.
verbicide 1

(ver'bi-sid), n. [< L. verbum, a word,
+ -cidiunt, a killing, < ceedere, kill.] The kill-

ing of a word, in a figurative sense
; perversion

of a word from its proper meaning, as in pun-
ning. [Rare and humorous.]
Homicide and verbicide that is, violent treatment of a

word with fatal results to its legitimate meaning, which
is its life are alike forbidden.

0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, i.

verbicide2 (v6r'bi-sld), n. [< L. rerbiim, a
word, + -cida, a killer, < csedere, kill.] One
who kills a word or words. [Rare and humor-
ous.]
These clownish verbicides have carried their antics to

the point of disgust.
M. C. Tyler, The Independent (New York), May 2, 18B7.

verbiculture (ver'bi-kul-tur), n. [< L. verbum, a
word, + ctiltura, cultivation : see culture."] The
cultivation or production of words. [Rare.]
Our fathers . . . brought forth fruits which would not

have shamed the most deliberate verbiculture.

F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 289.

verification (ver'bi-fi-ka'shon), n. [< LL.
verbijicatio(n-), a talking, < L. verbum, a word,
+ facere, do, make.] The act or process of

verbifying. Trans. Amer. PJiilol. Ass., XV. 32,

App. [Rare.]
verbify (ver'bi-fl), v. t.; pret. and pp. verbified,

ppr. verbifying. [< verb + -i-fy."} To make into
a verb

;
use as a verb

;
verbalize.

Nouns become verbified by the appending of inflectional

affixes, generally suffixes, and are inflected like verbs.
Tram. Amer. Philol. Ass., XV. 27, App.

verbigeration (ver'bi-je-ra'shpn), n. [< LL.
n-rbigere, talk, chat, dispute, < L. verbum, a
word. + gerere, bear about, cany.] In pathol.,
the continual utterance of certain words or

phrases, repeated at short intervals, without
any reference to their meaning.
verbose (ver-bos'), a. [= F. verbeux = Sp. Pg.
It. verboso, < L. verbosus, full of words, prolix,
wordy, < verbum, word : see verb.] Abounding
in words

; using or containing more words than
are necessary ; prolix ; tedious by multiplicity
of words

; wordy : as, a verbose speaker ;
a ver-

bose argument.
They ought to be brief, and not too verbose in their way

of speaking. Ayliffe, Parergon.
= Syn. Wordy, diffuse. See pleonasm.

verbosely (ver-bos'li), adv. In a verbose man-
ner

; wordily ; prolixly.
I hate long arguments verbosely spun.

Cowper, Epistle to J. Hill.

verboseness(ver-bos'nes), . Verbosity,
verbosity (ver-bos'i-ti), w. [< F. ri-rbosii<' = Sp.
verbosidad = Pg. verbosidade = It. verbosity, <



verbosity

LL. verlHinila(t-)x. wordiness, < L.

wordy: see verhoai
.~\

The state or character of

being verbose; employment of a oprakbnn-
dance of words; the use of more words th:m arc

necessary; wordiness; prolixity: said either

of a .speaker or writer, or of wlnit is said or

written.
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forest and to keep the asM/.-s. us well as to

view, receive, mill enroll attachments and pre-
sentments of all manner .if

He draweth "Ut the thread of hi* n-riu^,i,i liner than tin-

staple nf his nrKiinient. .VA*-., I.. L. L., v. i. 1-.

= Syn. V' rbiai.ie, etc. See plfoiutsin.

verdt (verd), H. [Also (in clef. 2) vert; < OF.
/i i-il, nrt, F. n-rl = Sp. Pg. It. rrrtle, green,
greenness, verdure, < L. riride, green, green-
ness, verdure, pi. ririiliu. green plants, herbs, or

trees, neut. of riridix (~> It. Sp. Pg. verde = OF.
nnl, vert), green, < rirere, be green, bo fresh or

vigorous, bloom. From the L. viridix are also
ult. K. ivr/ 1

(in part identical with verd), ver-

ildul, rinlirii-, renliiri', n nliu/n, ririil, furlliin-

i/nlc, etc., and the first element of verdigrix,
rrrditcr, n-rjiiiee, etc.] 1. Green; green color;

greenness.
Then Is there an old klndeof Kithine called Vlsh layes,

defined (as I haue ralde) of this worde Verd whlche be-

tokeneth Greene, and l.;i\e which hetokeneth a Hong, as
if you would Bay grcene .Songes.

Qtueoiyitf, Notes on Eng. Verse, { 14 (Steele Glas. etc.
,

[ed. Arber).

2. The green trees and underwood of a forest:

same as vert.

verdancy (ver'dan-si), i. (X verdan(t) + -cy.]
1. The state or quality of being verdant; green-
ness. Hence 2. Rawness; inexperience : lia-

bility to be deceived: as, the verdancy of youth.
verdant (ver'dant), a. [< OF. verdant (I), F.

verdoyant, becoming green, < L. viridan(t-)x,

ppr. of viridare, grow green, make green, < viri-

dis, green, < virere, be jpeen: see verd.] 1.

Green ; fresh
;
covered with growing plants or

grass: as, verdant fields; a verdant lawn.

The verdant gras my couch did goodly dlght.
Speiuer, F. Q., I. U. 13.

2. Green in knowledge ; simple by reason of

inexperience; inexperienced; unsophisticated;
raw; green.
verd-antique (verd-an-tek/), n. [< OF. verd an-

tique, F.vert antique, 'ancient green,
'= It. verde

antico: see vert and antique.] An ornamen-
tal stone which has long been used and highly
prized, having been well known to the ancient
Romans. It consists of serpentine, forming a kind of

hn-ccia, mingled or interveined with a much lighter ma-
terial, usually calcite, but sometimes magnesite or steatite,
and sometimes a lighter-colored serpentine, the whole
fm mil i;; when polished, an extremely beautiful material
for constructive purposes or for interior decoration. Ser-

pentines of various kinds and of dilferent shades of color
were obtained from Italian quarries, and also from those
of Greece and Egypt, and were called by various names,
according tothe region from which they came : thus, verde
di Prato, verde di Genova, verde di Pegli, etc. The verde di

Prato, quarried near Florence, has been extensively used in

various important buildings in that city, as in the cathedral
and the campanile of Giotto, as well as in the church of

Sta, Maria Novella. Serpentine of the verd-antique type
has also been quarried and used in various other regions,
as in Cornwall ; in the counties of Galway, Donegal, and
Sllgo In Ireland ; in Banffshire, Scotland ; and in Vermont
and Connecticut in the United States. The objections to

its use in outdoor construction are that, as a general rule,

it does not stand the weather well, and that it is not

easily obtained in large blocks sufficiently free from flaws

to justify their use. Also called ophicalcite.

The hills of Antioch are part of them of a crumbling
stone, like verd antique.

Pococke, Description of the F.ast, II. i. 193.

verdantly (ver'dant-li), adv. In a verdant
manner, (a) Freshly ; flourishingly. (6) After the man-
ner of a person green or simple through Inexperience.
[Colloq.J

verdantness (ver'dant-nes), n. The character
or state of being verdant, in any sense.

verdea (ver-da'ii), . [< It. rcrdca (F. verdee),
name of a variety of grape and of wine made
from it, < verde, green: see verd, vert 1

.'] 1. A
white grape from which wine is made in Italy.

2. A wine made from this grape, or in part
from it, produced in the neighborhood of Ar-

cetri, near Florence.

verde antico. Same as verd-auti i/
m .

verde di Corsica. See gabbro.
verd6e (ver-da'). a. In her., same as rerdoy.
verdert (ver'der), n. Same as verdure, 3.

verderer, verderor (ver'der-er, -or), n. [For-
merly also verdonr (the second -er being super-
fluous, as in poulterer, fruiterer, etc.), < OF. ver-

dier, < ML. riridtiriug, one in charge of the trees

and underwood of the forest, < LL. viride. green-
ness, pi. green plants: see iwrfl, vert.] In l-'.n/i.

forest law, a judicial officer in the royal forests,
whose peculiar charge was to take care of the
vert that is, the trees and underwood of the

'I hey |

Hi. freeholder*) were the men who served on Ju-
ries, who chose the coroner and the terderer.

WiiWw, fOIISt. Hist., i 4MI.

verdict (ver'dikt), ;i. [Formerly also rerdil ; <

Ml 1

:, iri'ilil, i-irdili; rirdnit, ruiriiit, < OF. n nlil.

verdict, < ML. rt-n dictum. a verdict, lit. 'a true

saying or report'; orig. two words, Mn </'"/.
n a

, truly; il it-tutu, neut. otdictus, pp. otilm /. .

say: see diction.'] 1. In /, the answer of a

jury given to the court concerning any matter
of fact in any cause, civil or criminal, comm i 1 1 e< I

to their trial and examination, in criminal cause*
the usual verdict Is "guilty

"
or "not guilty

"
; in Scotland

it may be " not proven." In civil causes it is a verdict lor

the plaintiff or for the defendant, according to the fact.

These are called ijmrrttl cerdicts. In some civil causes,
when there is a doubt aa to how the law ought to be

applied to the facts, a tpecial verdict is given finding and
stating specific facts, and leaving the court to draw the

proper conclusion. See jury.
He tolde me that he selde to the jurores whfche have

sealed her verdite: "Serls, I wot well this verdite after my
inakyng Is not elfectuel in lawe, and therefore may happe
it shall be makfd newe at London." Patton Letter*, I. M.

My soul, . . . thy doubt-depending cause
Can ne'er expect one verdict 'twlxt two laws.

yuarle*, Emblems, iv. Eplg. 1.

2. Decision; judgment; opinion pronounced:
as, the verdict of the public.

Bad him seye his verdit as him leste.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. toC. T., 1. 787.

Nor caring how slightly they put off the verdit of holy
Text unsalv'd. Milton, Prelatical Episcopacy.
We will review the deeds of our fathers, and pass that

just verdict on them we expect from posterity on our own.
KiniTxiM, Hist. Discourse at Concord.

Open verdict, a verdict upon an inquest which finds that
a crime has been committed, but does not specify the
criminal, or which finds that a sudden or violent death
has occurred, but does not find the cause proved. Par-
tial verdict See partial. Privy verdict. See privy.

Sealed verdict, a verdict reduced to writing and
sealed up for delivery to the court : a method sometimes
allowed, to avoid detaining the jury, after they have
readied an agreement, until the next session of the court.

Special verdict, a verdict in which the jury find the
facts and state them aa proved, but leave the conclusion
to be drawn from the facto to be determined by the court

according as the law applicable thereto may require.
- Syn. 1. Decree, Judgment, etc. See decision.

verdigris (ver'di-gres), n. [Formerly alsorcr-

digrease (prob. often associated with E. yreaxe,
as also with amliergnx) ; < ME. verdegrese, verde-

grece, rerdegrees, rerdgrexe, verte grefe, rerte

grez, < OF. rerd de gris,
'"
verdigrease, a Spanish

greene" (Cotgrave), also vert ae grit, F. rert-de-

gris (the ME. form verte grece glossed by ML.
riride Grecum, lit. 'Greek green'): OF. rerd,
vert (< ML. viride), green; de, of; Gris, Greeks,
pi. of Gri, < L. Gnecus, Greek: see Greek
and Grew'*. For the name 'Greek green,' cf.

MHG. grtienspan, spangrucn, G. griinxpan, 8w.

spanxkgrona, si>unsKgront, Dan. spaniikgrdnt, D.

spaanscli-groen, verdigris, < ML. viride Hixpaiium
(also viride Hispauicvm), 'Spanish green.' The
F. rert de grif has been erroneously explained
as '

green of gray
'

(grig, gray : see grise*) ;
the

form verte grr: as possibly for vert aigret, green
produced by acid (vinegar: see eager 1 and rine-

gar) ; also as '

green grit
'

(grez, grit : see grift) ;

or as substituted for another term for verdi-

gris, namely OF.rcrrferis,< ML. viride serin, verdi-

gris, lit.
'

green of copper' (serin, gen. of ien, cop-
per or bronze). Cf. OF. verdet, verdigris, dim. of

dant in dyeing wool black, in calico-printing,
and in gilding, in several processes in the chem-
ical arts, and in medicines Verdigris, like all the

compounds into which copper enters, is poisonous ; and
it 1s very apt to fonn on the surface of copper utensils,

owing to the action of vegetable juices. It is, chemically,
a crystalline salt known as the basic acetate of copper. It

ranges in hue from green to greenish-blue, according to
the proportions of acetic acid and copper contained. As
a pigment it is fairly permanent, but has little body, and
is generally used only as a glazing color.

Bole armoniak, verdfrrreex, boras.

Chaucer, 1'rol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, 1. 237.

Distilled verdigris, a neutral acetate of copper, obtained

by dissolving common verdigris in hot acetic acid, and
allowing the salt U> crystallize out of the cooled solution.

It forms dark-green crystals.

verdigris (ver'di-gres), r. t. [< verdigris, n.~\

To cause to be coated with verdigris ;
cover or

coat, with verdigris. Hawthorne.

verdigris-green (v^r'di-gres-gren), n. A bright,
very oluish green.
verdin (ver'din), n. [< F. verdin, yellowham-
mer (= Sp. verdino, bright-green), < verd, rert,

green: see verd.] The gold tit, or yellow-

veretillifonn

headed titmouse, Auripartut Jlarirepn, inhabit-

ing parts of Ari/.una, California, and south-

Hard. It is 4J inches long, of a grayish color
with liri^'ht-yell.iw head. See lit- and lilmiiiiii-.

verdingalet, verdingalt, " Same as fnrtliiii-

'l/l/l .

verditt, verditet, ". Obsolete forms of ver-

tin'i.

verditer (ver'di-ter), w. [< OF. verd de terre,

earth-green: verd, green; de, of; terre, earth.]
A name applied to two pigments, one green,
the other blue, prepared by decomposing cop-
per nitrate with chalk or quicklime. See green*
and lit in .

verdituret, An erroneous form of rerditer.

l'i iii-lniiii.

verdjuicet, An old spelling <

verdoy (ver'doi), . [< OK. nrdni/i-r, become

green, put out leaves, < verd, green : seerwd.]
In l*rr., charged with leaves, branches, or other

vegetable forms: especially noting a border.

Also verdee.

verdun (ver-dun'), n. [< Verdun, a town in

France.] A long straight sword with a narrow
blade, used in the sixteenth century: a vari-

ety of the rapier of that period, carried rather
in civil life than in war. The blade was S feet 8 inches
or more In length. This weapon was considered a* espe-

cially suitable for the duel.

verdure ( ver'dur), H. [< ME. verdure, < OF. ver-

dure, F. verdure (= 8p. Pg. It. verdura), < verd,

vert, < L. viridis, green: see verd.] 1. Green-

ness; specifically, the fresh green of vegeta-
tion; also, green vegetation itself: as, the eer-

dure of spring.
Alle his vesture uerayly watj clene trrdvre,

Bothe the barres of his belt & other blythe stones.
That were richely rayled in his aray clene.
Sir Oavayne and the Green Knight (E. E. T. S.), L 161.

Innepee she lepte the fenestre vppon,
All. me beheld she uerdures flouresshfng.

Ram. <>/ rartenay (E. E. T. H.), 1. Xj)23-

Plants of eternal terditrt only grew
Upon that virgin soil.

..' i:.<iiii,iiitit. Psyche, ii. 190.

Bleak winter flies, new verdure clothes the plain.

Courper, tr. of Milton's Latin Elegies, v.

Hence 2. Freshness in general.
Whatsoever I should write now, of any passages of these

days, would lose the rerdure before the letter came to you.
/)..,. Letters, llx.

3. In decorative art, tapestry of which foliage
or leafage on a large scale, scenery with trees,
or the like, is the chief subject. Also tapis de
verdure.

A counterpaynt of verder. . . . lije gret kerpcttes for
tables if ... of fyne arres and the other of verder.

Dame Aynei Ilunrjerfurd'f Inventory, temp. Henry VIII.

KArchKologla, XXXVIII. 364).

verdure (ver'dur), r. t.
; pret. and pp. verdured,

ppr. verduring.
"

[< verdure, n.] To cover with
or as with verdure: as, ''verdured bank," 1'ar-

nell.

One small circular Island, profusely verdured, reposed
upon the bosom of the stream. Pot, Tales, I. S63.

verdureless (ver'dur-les), a. [< verdure +
-lexx.] Destitute of verdure

;
barren,

verdurous (vor'dur-us), a. [< verdure + -ous.~\

Covered with verdure ; clothed with the fresh
color of vegetation; verdant: as, verdurous

pastures.
Yet higher than their tops

The verdurous wall of Paradise up sprung.
Mtltun, P. L, Iv. 148.

Through verdurous glooms and winding mossy ways.
Keats, Ode to a Nightingale.

verecundt (ver'e-kund), a. [= Pg. verecundo
= It. rerecondo, < L. verecundus, modest, bash-

ful, < vereri, reverence, respect: see revere1
.]

Bashful; modest.
verecundiOUSt (ver-e-kun'di-us), a. [< L. vere-

cundia, modesty, bashfulness, < rcrecundug,
modest: see verecuiid.] Modest ; bashful ; vere-
cund. S'ir H. Jl'otton, Reliquig?, p. 156.

verecundityt (ver-e-kun'di-ti). [< rerecund
+ -ity.] The state or quality of being vere-

cund; bashfulness; modesty.
veretilleous (ver-e-til'ius), a. [< LL. veretil-

liini, dim. of L. vc'retrum, the penis: see Vert-

ti/lnm.] Rod-like; virgate; of or pertaining
to the I'ereliUidse : as, a veretilleous pennatuloia
polyp.
Veretillidae (ver-e-til'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,< Vere-
tilliini + -idee.] A family of pennatuloid alcy-
onarian polyps, whose type genus is VeretiUum.

veretilliform (ver-e-til'i-form), a. [< LL. vere-

tillum (see veretilleous) + L. forma, form.]
Rod-like; veretilleous: specifically noting or-

dinary holothurians having a long, soft, sub-



veretilliform

cylindrical body covered throughout with ten-

taculiform suckers. See cut under trepang.

Veretillum (ver-e-til'um), n. [NL. (Cuvier),
< LL. reretilliim, dim. of L. veretrum, the pe-
nis.] The typical genus of Veretillidse, having
the upper portion of the colony short and club-

shaped, with the polypites clustered around
the circumference. V. eynomorium is an ex-

ample.
vergaloo, vergalieu (ver'ga-16, -lu), . Same
as rirgoitlcuse.

verge1
'

(verj), n. [Formerly also virge ; < P.

verge = Sp. Pg. It. rergn, a rod, wand, mace,
ring, hoop, rood of land, < L. virga, a slender

branch, a twig, rod. From the L. rirga are

also ult. E. verger
1

, virgate
1

, virgate
2

, etc.] 1.

A rod, or something in the form of a rod or

staff, carried as an emblem of authority or

ensign of office
;
the mace of a bishop, dean,

or other functionary.
He has his whistle of command, seat of authority, and

virge to interpret, tipt with silver, sir.

B. Jonson, Tale of a Tub, v. 3.

The silver verge, with decent pride,
Stuck underneath his cushion side.

Swift, To the Earl of Oxford, 1713.

2. A stick or wand with which persons are

admitted tenants, by holding it in the hand,
and swearing fealty to the lord. On this ac-

count such tenants are called tenants by the

verge. 3. In arch.: (of) The shaft of a col-

umn
;
a small ornamental shaft, (ft) The edge

of the tiling projecting over the gable of a roof,
that on the horizontal part being called eaves.

Encye. Brit., II. 475. 4. The spindle of the
balance-wheel of a watch, especially that of

the old vertical movement. 5f. An accent-
mark.
The names ... are pronounced with th[e] accent, as

yowe may know by the verge sette ouer the heddes of the

vowels, as in the name of the Ilande Matlninb, where the
accente is in the last vowell.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 166).

6. A quantity of land, from 15 to 30 acres; a

yard-land; a virgate. Wharton. 7. The ex-
treme side or edge of anything; the brink;
edge; border; margin.

Nature in you stands on the very verge
Of her confine. Shalt., Lear, ii. 4. 149.

I'll . . . ding his spirit to the verge of Hell, that dares

divulge a lady's prejudice.
Marston, Antonio and Mellida, Ind., p. 11.

Item, ij. galon pottes of silver wrethyn, the verges gilt,
enameled in the lyddeswith iij. floures. Item, ij. flagons
of silver, with gilt verges, etc. Paston Letters, II. 468.

The monopoly of the most lucrative trades and the

possession of imperial revenues had brought you to the

verge of beggary and ruin. Burke, Amer. Taxation.

8. The horizon.

Fresh as the first beam glittering on a sail

That brings our friends up from the underworld,
Sad as the last which reddens over one
That sinks with all we love below the verge.

Tennyson, Princess, iv. (song).

9. A boundary; a limit; hence, anything that
incloses or bounds, as a ring or circlet.

The inclusive verge
Of golden metal that must round my brow.

Shalt., Rich. III., iv. 1. 59.

10. The space within a boundary or limit;
hence, room

; scope ; place ; opportunity.
Come, come, be friends, and keep these women-matters
Smock-secrets to ourselves in our own verge.

E. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, iv. 2.

There 's nothing in the verge of my command
That should not serve your lordship.

Shirley, Hyde Park, iii. 1.

I have a soul that, like an ample shield,
Can take in all, and verge enough for more.

Dryden, Don Sebastian, i. 1.

1 1 . In Eng. law, the compass of the jurisdiction
of the Court of Marshalsea, or palace-court.
It was an area of about twelve miles in circumference,
embracing the royal palace, in which special provisions
were made for peace and order.

12. In a stocking-frame, a small piece of iron

placed in front of the needle-bar to regulate
the position of the needles. 13. In mutt, and
zool., the penis, especially that of various in-
vertebrates. 14. In liort., the grass edging
of a bed or border

; a slip of grass dividing the
walks from the borders in a garden. 15. The
main beam of the trebuchet, a missile engine
used in medieval warfare Tenant by the verge
See def. 2. =Syn, 7. See rtmi.

Verge1
(verj), v. t.

; pret. and pp. verged, ppr.
verging. [< verge1 , n.~\ To border.

The land is most rich, trending all along on both sides
in an equall plaine, neither rocky nor mountainous, but
verged with a greene border of grasse.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 111.
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verge2 (verj), v. i.
; pret. and pp. verged, ppr.

verging. [< L. vert/ere, bend, turn, incline,
allied to valgits, bent, wry, Skt. vrijnna, crooked,
y' varj, turn, turn aside; cf. urge and wrick.

From the same L. verb are ult. E. converge, di-

verge, with their derivatives convergent, direr-

gent, etc.] 1. To bend; slope: as, a hill that

verges to the north. Imp. Diet. 2. To tend;
incline; approach; border.

I find myself verging to that period of life which is to

be labour and sorrow. Sitrijt.

verge-board (verj'bord), <. Same as 'barge-
board.

vergee (ver'je), n. [< F. terre verges, measured
land.] A unit of superficies in the islands of

Guernsey and Jersey, equal to 40 of the perches
there used, or four ninths of an English acre.

verge-escapement (verj'es-kap"ment), n. See

escapement, 2.

verge-file (verj'fil), n. A watchmakers' fine

file with one safe side. It was used in working
on the verge of the old vertical escapement.
JS. S. Kniglit.

vergency (ver'jen-si), . [< vergen(t) + -ey."}

1. The act of verging, tending, or inclining;

approach. 2. In optics, the reciprocal of the
focal distance of a lens, a measure of the diver-

gence or convergence of a pencil of rays.

vergent (ver'jent), a. [< L. vergcn(t-)s, ppr. of

vergere, bend, turn: see verge'^."] Literally,

drawing to a close; specifically [cop.], in geol.,

naming one of the divisions of the Paleozoic
strata of Pennsylvania, according to the nomen-
clature of H. D. Rogers. As defined by him, the Ver-

gent series consisted of the Vergent flags, the equivalent
of the Portage flags of the New York Survey, and the Ver-

gent shales, the equivalent of the Chemung group of New
York. These rocks are not thus divided at the present
time, and the name Vergent, as well as most of the others

belonging to this fanciful nomenclature, has become en-

tirely obsolete.

verger 1
(ver'jer), 91. [< ME. vergere, < OF. ver-

gier, verger, < ML. virgarius, one who bears a

rod, < L. virga, a rod: see verge
1

."] One who
carries a verge, or staff of office. Especially (a)
An officer who bears the verge, or staff of office, before a

bishop, dean, canon, or other dignitary or ecclesiastic. An
officer of a similar title precedes the vice-chancellor on
special occasions in the English universities. (6) One
who has charge of the details of any company or proces-
sion.

Mynstrells 14 ; whereof one is verger, that directeth
them all in festivall daies to their stations, to blowings,
pipings, to such officers as must be warned to prepare
tor the King and his household att meate and supper.

Harl. MSS., No. 610, quoted in Collier's Eng. Dram.
[Poetry, I. 31.

(c) An official who takes care of the interior of a church,
exhibits it to visitors, and assigns seats to worshipers.

I was loitering about the old gray cloisters of West-
minster Abbey, ... and applied to one of the vergers for
admission to the library. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 158.

verger'2t (ver'jer), n. [< ME. verger, vergere, <

OF. verger, F. verger, an orchard, < L. virida-

rinm, a plantation of trees, < viride, green, pi.

viridia, green plants, herbs, and trees: see

verd,verfl.'] An inclosure; specifically, an or-

chard.
This verger heere left in thy warde.

Mom. of the Rose, 1. 3831.

And for that the launde was so grete, Merlin lete rere a

veryier, where-ynne was all maner of fruyt and alle maner
of flowres, that yaf . . . grete swetnesse of flavour.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 310.

vergerism (ver'jer-izm), 91. [< rerger 1 + -(').]
The office, characteristics, etc.. of a verger.
There is always some discordant civility or jarring ver-

gerism about them [English cathedrals].
Ruskin, Elements of Drawing, ii.

vergership (ver'jer -ship), n. [< verger1 +
-sltip.] The position, charge, or office of a

verger. Sieift, Works.
vergescuet (ver-jes-ku'), n. [< OF. merge escu,
F. merge ecu, a virgin (i. e. clear) shield: see vir-

gin and ecu.} A plain shield that is, one hav-

ing no device upon it to indicate the name or

family of the bearer.

vergette (ver-jef), n. [< OF. vergette (F.ver-
gette = Pr. Sp. vergiteta), a small twig, a small
rod or wand, dim. of verge, a twig, rod : see

verge1
."]

In her., same as pallet
3

,
3.

vergett6 (ver-zhe-ta'), a. [F., < vergette, a
small rod : see vergette.} In her., same aspaly1

:

used when there are many vertical divisions or

pallets.

Vergilian, a. See Virgilian.

vergouleuse (ver'go-lus), n. Same as virgou-
leuse.

veridical (ve-rid'i-kal), a. [< verulic(ous) +
-al.~\ 1. Truth-telling; veracious; truthful.

This so veridical history. Urquhart, tr. of .Rabelais, It. 28.

verify
For our own part, we say, Would that every Johnson

had his veridical Boswell, or leash of Bosv.'ells !

Carlyle, Voltaire.

2. True
; being what it purports to be.

The difficulty in dealing with all these hallucinations
... is to determine whether they are veridical, or truth-

telling whether, that is, they do in fact correspond to
some action which is going on in some other place or on
some other plane of being.

F. W. U. Myers, Phantasms of the Living, Int., p. Ixiii.

veridically (ve-rid'i-kal-i), adv. Truthfully;
veraciously ; really.
veridicous (ve-rid'i-kus), a. [= F. veridique =
Sp. verid-ico = Pg. It. veridico, < L. veridicus,

truth-telling, < vents, true (see very), + dicere,

say, tell.] Veridical.

Our Thalia is too veridicous to permit this distortion of
facts. Peacock, Melincourt, xix.

verifiability (ver"i-fi-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< verifiable+ -Uy (see -l)Uitij).~\ "The property or state of

being verifiable.

verifiable (ver'i-fi-a-bl), a. [< verify + -aUc.']

Capable of being verified; capable of being
proved or confirmed by incontestable evidence

;

confirmable.

Classification, which should be based on verifiable data.

Hlixley, Encyc. Brit., II. 49.

verification (ver"i-fi-ka'shon), 91. [< OF. veri-

fication, F. verification = Sp. verification = Pg.
verificrtqao = It. verificazwne, < ML. *verifica-

tio(n-), < verificare, make true, verify: see ver-

tfy-] 1. The act of verifying, or proving to be
true

;
the act of confirming or establishing the

authenticity of any powers granted, or of any
transaction, by legal or competent evidence

;

the state of being verified; authentication; con-
firmation.

Exceptional phenomena solicit our belief in vain until
such time as we chance to conceive them as of kinds already
admitted to exist. What science means by verification is

no more than this. W. James, Prin. of Psycho!., II. 301.

2. In law : (a) A short affidavit appended to a

pleading or petition to the effect that the state-
ments in it are true. (6) At common law, the
formal statement at the end of a plea, "and this
he is ready to verify."

verificative (ver'i-fi-ka-tiv), a. [< ML. verifi-

catus, pp. of verificare, verify, + -ive."] Serv-

ing to verify ; verifying.
verifier (ver'i-fi-er)^ n. [< verify + -er1

."] 1.
One who or that which verifies, or proves or
makes appear to be true. 2. A device for es-

timating the richness of gas. It consists of a gas-
burner so arranged that the amount of gas consumed by a
flame of standard length in a given time can be measured
and compared as to volume with a gas of known value. It
is used for testing gas independently of the photometric
value of the gas, and as a verifier of this.

Verify (ver'i-fi), v. t.; pret. and pp. verified, ppr.
verifying. [< OF. verifier, F. verifier = Sp. Pg.
verificar = It. verificare, < ML. verificare, make
true, < L. vents, true, + facere, do : see -fy.~\

1. To prove to be true; confirm; establish the

proof of.

This is verified by a number of examples. Bacon.

What this learned gentleman supposes in speculation I
have known actually verified in practice.

Addison, Spectator, No. 367.

2. To give the appearance of truth to. [Rare.]
Zopirus . . . fayned himselfe in extreame disgrace of

his King: for verifying of which, he caused his own nose
and eares to be cut off. Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

3. To fulfil, as a promise ;
confirm the truth of,

as a prediction.
And now, O God of Israel, let thy word, I pray thee, be

verified, which thou spakest unto thy servant David my
father. 1 Ki. viii. 26.

4. To confirm the truthfulness of
; prove to

have spoken truth.

So shalt thou best fulfil, best verify
The prophets old. Milton, P. E., iii. 177.

5. To confirm or establish the authenticity of,
as a title or power, by examination or compe-
tent evidence.

To verify our title with our lives.

Shak., K. John, ii. 1. 277.

6. To ascertain to be correct, or to correct if

found erroneous : as, to verify a statement, quo-
tation, reference, account, or reckoning of any
kind

;
to verify the items of a bill, or the total

amount. 7f. To maintain; affirm.

They have verified unjust things.
Shak., Much Ado, v. 1. 222.

8f. To second or strengthen by aid ; back ; sup-
port the credit of.

For I have ever verified my friends,
Of whom he's chief. Shak., Cor., v. 2. 17.

9. In law : (a) To make an affidavit regarding
(a pleading or petition), and appended to it,
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that the statements in it are true. ('<) T" -up-

?ort
liy proof or by argument. =syn. 1, 3, ami 4.

o authenticate, rahtUntllta, rMir,ii..iniie, utifnt.

veriioquentt (ve-ni'o-kwent), a. [< I.. !;.<, veritas (vei-'i :

true, + /</ //I'H.V, ppr. nf /I/MI, speak. |

Speaking truth; truthful; truth-tolling; \< IM

eions.

verily i ver'i-li), rtr/r. [< M' 1

'- ''"'''. wW, r<

'//, ri-i-fiilil. rrrn iln-lli- : < 1 1 ril + -/;/-. ]
1. I

Vermetidae

3. In ijildiiii/. a liquid eompnseil ,if aruotto,

gamboge, vermilion, driigon's-lilood. -alt .1!'

tartar, an. I sail ron. lioilcd in water and applied
to .1 -.lirl'liec that is to lie gilded, to ^i\e 1

to the gold. I-:. II. Kiiiijlil. 4. A crim.-on-red

garnet inclining slightly to orange: a jewelers'
name.

used tor the same purpose in Norway and in
yermeiledt, .1. [Also re i mili-d ; < ..-/-../ +

-(-<(-.] (iilded.

When two augurs cannot meet each other with
in-ir craft U cerilaUy In danm-i

// .\. iljc-itlMin, Short Studies, p. 878.

, _. - |F. nnliiv i also lniri-iiH

1-ii-itn.t], < I, .ni-itiis, t nit h: sec M n'ty.] A name
given to a register of shipping in France on the

The name h

Austria.

trut'ii: in very truth or deed: 'i.eyond doubt or verity (ver'i-ti). .; ]il.
nnti,-* (-ti/.). [Karly ".,',,''.

question; certainly. mod. K. also i-inlii-. nri/ln-; < MK. ct-rit>;< Or.
Hi-Hi-, I-', iii-iti- = Sp. i-inliid = Pg. verdade =
It. veritA, < L. verita(t-)s, truth, truthfulness, <

verus, true: see very.] 1. The quality of bcini;

true or real; true or real nature or principle ;
vermelett, . [< OK vermetllet, somewhat red,

reality; truth; fact.

Tlii lime i* tn us mnbutjnffe
Fro that tymi- Hlat we ni:iy it r. rriVi [rli-.

llilmMli, Virgin, elr. (I'.. I). T. S.), p. 23.

But the centurion . . . sclde, ferity this man was Goddls
sune. Wycltf, Mark xv. 3.

I ,,i/
: i*,, in.' snrh matter It was as want of a fat Dloces

that kept our Britain Hisli'ip- .-.o poon> in the piiniifhr
inn. -. Milt<ni, kofonnatlon in l.nu- , i.

2. Really; truly; in sincere earnestness; with
conviction and confidence : as, he verily believes
the woman's story.

It wan verily thought that, had it not been for fourgreat
ilisfavmin isof that voyage, the enterprizc had succeeded.

Bacon.

verimentt, rfr. [ME., also verrayment, vera-

ntent, < OF. veraiemeut, F. rriiinn-ut, truly, <

verm, vrai, true: see very.} Truly; verily.
I wol telle temynunt
Of mirthe and of solas.

Chaucer, Sir Thopas, 1. 2.

verimentt, [Also verarnent; an erroneous

use, as a noun, of verimi-nt, a dr.'] Truth; ver-

ity.
Tell unto you
What la veriment and true.

Greene, Friar Bacon, p. 164. (Daviet.)

In verament and sincerity, I never crouded through this

confluent llerrlng-faire.

Xathe, Lenten Stutfe (Harl. Misc., VI. 163). (Daeiet.)

verisimilar (ver-i-sim'i-lar), a. [After similar

(cf. Sp. rerixintil = Pg. verisimil = It. verinimile),

< L. verisimilis, prop, reri aimilis, having the

appearance of truth

(neut. of verus
} true) ,

similar.] Having the appearance of truth

able; likely.
Various anecdotes of him [Dante] are related by Boc-

caccio, Sacchetti, and others, . . . none of them veriiimi-

lar. Lowell, Among my Books, 2d scr., p. 1.

verisimilarly (ver-i-sim'i-liir-li), rfc. In a veri-

similar mariner; probably.
Wordsworth [was] talked of ... land] represented

verisiinilarli/ enough as a man full of Knglish prejudices.

Carli/le, in Fronde (First Forty Years), II. xiv.

verisimilitude (ver'i-si-mil'i-tud), H. [= Sp.
rerisimilitiul= Pg. verisimilitude = It. vcrisimili-

lui/iite, < L. veriximilitmlo, prop, reri similitudo,
likeness to truth: reri, gen. of verum, truth;

similitudo, likeness: see similitude, and cf. reri-

xiinilar.] 1. The quality or state of being veri-

similar; the appearance of truth; probability;
likelihood : as, the verisimilitude of a story.

The story is as authentic as many histories, and the
reader need only give such an amount of credence to it as

he may judge that its verisimilitude warrants.

Thackeray, Philip, iii.

reues painted and veriniled with gold.
l-h ,lrCumminet, D d 8.

It Is all of square marble, and all the front vermiled
iih unlili-. Ibid. (Nam.)

Vermil-

Kfclre frende. now telle me what ye be, and of youre fel-

owes telle me the ivn'/c, Ifor longe me thinketh It towlte.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), II. 372.

So he gan do in trouth and verite,
At for to see hyin gret plte it was.
His mornyng, his wallyng, his hiking bas.

Horn, a/ Partenay (E. E. T. .\ I 6K.

dim. of r-riiinl. red: see vermeil.]
ion.

O bright Reglna. who made the so fain?
Who made thy colour eermelet and white?

Court o/ Lott, 1. 14*.

vermeologist (ver-me-ol'o-jist), ii. [< vermtf-

iilni/-!/ + -ixt.\ One who is versed in verme-

ology; a helminthologist.

tenet ;
a truth ; a reality ; a fact.

Mark what I say, which you shall find

By every syllable a faithful rrritii.

descripti

zoology which treats of the Vermen; helmin-

thology.

That which seems faintly possible. It is so refined, is

often faint and dim because it is deeply seated in the
mind among the eternal veritiei. Kinertun, Nature, vill.

3f. Honesty; faith; trustworthiness.

Justice, eerily, temperance. Shak., Macbeth, Iv. 3. 02.

And fair Marg'ret, and rare Marg'ret,
And Marg'ret o' veritie.

Clerk Saunden (Child's Ballads, II. 52).

Of a verity, In very truth or deed ; certainly.

Of a verity his position denoted no excess of ease or en-

joyment. Lever, Davenport Dunn, H.

Shak., M. for M , iv. 3. 131. VermeS (ver'me/.), n.pl. [XL., pi. of I
a worm, = E. worm.] 1. Worms: formerly in-

cluding animals resembling the common earth-

worm, but having no exact elassilieatory Kelise,

and hence no standing in zoology. 2f. The
sixth and last division of animals in the l.iu-

8ystemaNaturSB"(17G6), defined as con-

sisting of those animals which have tentacles,

cold white blood, and an inauriculate unilocu-

lar heart, and comprising all animals which
l.iiiMicus did not dispose under the five other
classes Mammalia, Aves, Amphibia, I'isces, and
Insecta (or vertebrates and insects). This cla

An acid liquor" expressed from crab-apples, -.""f,?
1 eignt primary aivwons 01 the

unripe grapes, etc., used for culinary and other animal kingdom ; a sutkingdom or phylum, one
of the leading types of animal life, comprising
all those animals which have a body-cavity

These devices were adopted to heighten the veritimili-

tvde of the scene. Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 119. Vermale's Operation.

purposes
3lt Moyses this reaoun rad,

"Ete xoure lambe with soure veryemu."
Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 203.

Haying a crabbed face of her own, shell eat the less

verjuice with her mutton.
Middleton, Women Beware Women, ill. 3.

Many leave roses and gather thistles, loathe honey and
love verjuice. Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 550.

I pray . . . get a good ship and forty hogsheads nf

meal, ... a hogshead of wine vinegar, and another of cer-

juice, both In good casks and Iron-bound.

Winthrop, Hist. New England, I. 454.

2. Sourness or acidity of temper, manner, or

expression ;
tartness.

Verjuice (ver'jOs), v. t. ; pret. and pp. verjtticcd,

ppr. verjuiciny. [< verjuice, n.] To make sour

or acid.

His sermons with satire are plenteous!)- verjuiced.
LotteU, Fable for Critics.

See operation.
Obsolete forms of2. That which is verisimilar; that which has vermaylet, venneilet,

the appearance of a verity or fact. vermeil.

Shadows of fact,_ de., not
^veritiesLamb, Old Be

verisimilityt (ver'i-si-miri-ti), n. [< L. *ceri
(EarIy editions have the spelling vermeil*. The French

similita(t-)s, equiv. to wri timiUfuaO, likeness has vermeiUe.]

to truth: see n-rixiiiiilititde.] Verisimilitude, vermeil (ver'mil), n.

i ,

[Early mod. E. also rer-

The spirit of man cannot be satisfied but with truth or mil, vermeil (the mod. spelhngbeing a rever-

t least eerisimUitij. Dryden, Essay on Dram. Poesy, gion to the F. spelling); < ME. rermeile, ver-

matjle, < OF. vermeil (= It- vermifilio), brightverisimilous ( ver-i-sim'i-lus), a. [< L. verisimi-

lis: see verisimilar.] Probable; verisimilar.

A fresh and more appalling, because more self-assertive

and verisimilou*, Invasion of the commonplace.
Geo. MacDonald, Thomas Wingfold, Curate, xli.

veritable (ver'i-ta-bl), a. [< OF. veritable, F.

n'-ri table = It. vehtevole, true, < L. verita( t-)s,

truth: see verity.'] 1. Agreeable to truth or

fact; true; real; actual; genuine.
Notwithstanding that their writings [those of the seven-

ty-two Biblical interpreters) be veritable, also it is in some
matter obscure, and in other some diminished.

Ouevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 381.

The Inward work and worth
Of any mind what other mind may judge
Save God, who only knows the thing He made,
The writable service He exacts ?

Browning, Ring and Book, II. --'Is.

2. Truthful ;
veracious.

In verities he was very veritable. Golden Book, xlv.

veritably (ver'i-ta-bli), mlr. In a veritable or

true manner; verily; truly; genuinely.

red, vermilion, < L. vermiculiis, a little worm,
LL. (in Vulgate) used for the kermes-insect,
from which the color crimson or carmine was
obtained, dim. of L. vermis, a worm, = E. worm:
see vermicle, vermicale, and worm, and cf. crim-

son and carmine, which are ult. connected with
worm. Hence vermilion.'] 1. A bright red;
vermilion ; the color of vermilion. Also used

adjectively, and frequently as the first element
of a compound. [Now only poetical.]

How oft that day did sad Brunchildis see

The greene shield dyde in dolorous vermeil-'

(Afetazoa), no backbone (Invertebrata), nor-

mally an intestinal canal (which Ccelentera

have not), not a radiate structure (which Echi-

nodermata have), legs if any not jointed (they
are always jointed in Arthropoda), and body
vermiform if there are no legs. In this acceptation
y.-riiii-t form a most comprehensive group, of great diver-

sity of form, but agreeing in certain fundamental struc-

tural characters, being generally soft vermiform animals,
oftenest segmented and bilaterally symmetrical, without
limbs or with unjofnted limbs. Vennet thus defined are

approximately equivalent (a) In Lamarck's system (1801-

1812), to a class of animals divided into the four orders Mal-

let, Hiyiduli, Uifpiduli, and Epizoarije (the last including
li-nnriin crustaceans); (!>) In the Curlerian classification

(1817), to the whole of Cuvler's first class of Articvlata (the
annelids of Lamarck, or red-blooded worms with nnjointed
legs) plus his second and third classes of liadiata (Auoda
and Knl"ziii\ plus some of his fourth class of Jtadiata

(some I'ulypi), plus his first order (Kotijera) of hi* fifth

class of lladiata (e) In Huxley's classification (1869X
to the classes Polyzoa, Scoleeida, Annelida, Chxtognatha,
and therefore to his two subklngdoms, Anmiluida and
Annvlon, without the Kchintnlermata of the former, and
without the Crwttaeea, Araehnida, Myriapoda, and Intecta

of the latter; or, in other tenua, to his Annuloida minus
Ecfunodennata and pins the whole of the anarthropodous
Annulom. Verme*** here defined have been divided Into

seven classes: (1) Platyelwintha, with three orders, re-

spectively the turbellarfan, trematoid, and cestoid worms ;

(2) yematelmintha, with two orders, the nematoid and
acanthocephalous worms most of these two classes, ex-

cepting the Turltellaria, being entozoic or ectozotc para,
sites, as tapeworms, threadworms, etc.; (3) Cturtotrnattia,
based on the single exceptional form Sagitta ; (4) Grphy-
rea (being Cuvier's second order of Echinodennata); (5)

.{nn.H'lii or ordinary segmented woims. with four orders

Himdinea (leeches), Olitjochxta (earthworms, etc, X Poly-
chseta (lobworms, sea-mice, etc.). and Cephalfibranchia
(tublcolous worms, etc.) ; () Kotifera, the wheel-animal-

cules; (7) J'olyzixt (by most naturalists now dissociated

from Vermet). The tendency at present Is to break up
nd discard the name.

A i> n/i. i/.tiiii-tiir. il lip.

Daisies, wrmril-riinni'd and white.

Kfiitf, Endymion, I.

2. Silver gilt.

The iconostase or screen is a high wall of burnished ver-

meil, with five superposed rows of figures framed In richly

ornamented cases of embossed metal.

Harper i Mag., LXXIX. 334.

the unmanageable group and

The total abandoning of the indefinite and Indefensible

group of Vermet. Kneye. Brit., XXIV. 812.

4. [I. c.] Plural of vermis.

Vermetacea (ver-me-ta'se-S), n. pi. [NLi., <

1'rriiirtii.i + -acea.] 'Same as Vermetids.
Spen*r, F. g., II. x. 24. yermetida (ver-met'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Ver-
Jtttom Comus, 1. 752. metllx + .,,/jp.] A family of taenioglossate gas-

tropods, whose typical genus is rermttus; the
worm-shells. The animal has a reduced foot, a single
elongated gill, short tentacles, and the eyes at the exter-
nal sides of the tentacles. The opercnlum is corneous
and circular. The young shells are regularly conk and
spiral, like those of Turrittlla ; but as they grow the whorls

separate, and often become crooked or contorted.
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Vermetus (ver-me'tus), n. [NL. (Adanson), vermiculate (ver-mik'u-lat), r.
; pret. and pp.

The typical vcrticiilat>-<l, ppr. rermiculatiitg. [< L. rcrniicii-< L. rcrmis. a worm: sec irww.]
genus of Vermetidfe, having the
later whorls of the shell separated
and crooked or tortuous. The shell

strikingly resembles the case or tube of

some of the tubicolous worms, as the ser-

pulas, and is affixed to shells, corals, and
other substances. V. lumbricalix is a

characteristic example.
vermian (ver'mi-au), a. [< L. ver-

min, a worm, + -.] Worm-like
;

of the nature of a worm ;
related

to worms
;
of or pertaining to Ver-

mcs, in any sense: as, the supposed
rcrmiim ancestors of vertebrates.

In this point also we can make out an af-

finity with Vermian larva? (Actinotrocha).

Gegenbaur, Conip. Anat. (trans.), p. 307.

Vermicella (ver-mi-sel'a), .

[NL. (Giinther, 1858): cf. vermi-

celli.] A genus of colubriform serpents. V.

annulata- is the black and white ringed snake.

vermicelli (ver-mi-sel'i or ver-mi-chel'li), n.

[It., rolled paste, pi. of vermicello, a little

worm, < ML. *vermiceltux, dim. of L. vermis, a

worm: see worm."] An Italian paste prepared
of flour, cheese, yolks of eggs, sugar, and saf-

fron, manufactured in the form of long slender

threads, and so named on account of its worm-
like appearance. Vermicelli is the same substance as

macaroni, the only difference being that the latter is made
larger, and is hollow while vermicelli is solid. Both are

prepared in the greatest perfection at Naples, where they
form a principal item in the food of the population, and
are a favorite dish among all classes. Vermicelli is used
in soups, broths, etc. See also spaghetti.

vermiceous (ver-mish'ius), a. [< L. vermis,

worm, + -ceous.~] Worm-like: wormy; per-
taining to worms. Also verminous. [Bare.]
vermieidal (ver'mi-si-dal), a. [< vermicide +
-al.~\ Destroying worms; having the quality or
effect of a vermicide ; anthelmintic.

vermicide (ver'mi-sid), t. [< L. vermis, worm,
+ -cifla, < csedcre, kill.] A worm-killer; that
which destroys worms : applied to those an-
thelmintic drugs which act by killing, and not

simply expelling, parasitic worms, such as en-
tozoans.

Some [anthelmintics] act obnoxiously on intestinal

worms destroying or injuring them. . . . These are . . .

the vermicides of some authors.

Pereira, Mat. Med. and Therap., p. 230.

vermicious (ver-mish'us), a. See vermiceous.

vermicle (ver'mi-kl), . Same as vermicule.

[Rare.]
We see many vermicles towards the outside of many of

the oak-apples, which I guess were not what the primitive
insects laid up in the germ from which the oak-apple had
its rise. Derham, Physico-Theol., viii. 6, note.

vermicular (ver-mik'u-lar), a. [= F. vermi-
culaire = Sp. Pg. rermicular = It. vermicolare,
< ML. vermicularis, < L. rermiculns, a worm:
see vermicide.] 1. Like a worm in form or

movement; vermiform; tortuous or sinuous;
also, writhing or wriggling.
In the jar containing the leeches had been introduced,

by accident, one of the venomous vermicular sangsues
which are now and then found in the neighbouring ponds.

Poe, Tale of the Ragged Mountains.

2. Like the track or trace of a worm
; appear-

ing as if worm-eaten ; vermiculate: as, vermic-
ular erosions. 3. Marked with fine, close-set,

wavy or tortuous lines of color; vermiculated.
4. In bot., shaped like a worm; thick, and

almost cylindrical, but bent in different places,
as some roots Vermicular appendix or process.
Same as vermiform appendix (which see, under appendix).
Vermicular or vermiculated work, (a) A sort of

ornamental work consisting of winding frets or knots
in mosaic pavements, resembling the tracks of worms.

Vermicular Masonry. Palace of the Louvre, Paris.

ft) A form of rusticated masonry which is so wrought as
to appear thickly indented with worm-tracks. See rustic
work, under rustic.

latus, pp. of rermiciihiri, be full of worms, be

worm-eaten, < rermiculna, a little worm: see ver-

micule.'] I. inlrans. To become full of worms;
be eaten by worms.

Speak, doth his body there vermiculate,
Crumble to dust, and feel the laws of fate?

Elegy upon Dr. Donne.

II. trans. To ornament with winding and

waving lines, as if caused by the movement of

worms.
Set up [certain pillars] originally with the bark on, the

worms worked underneath it in secret, at a novel sort of

decoration, until the bark came off and exposed the stems
most beautifully vermiculated.

C. D. Warner, Their Pilgrimage, p. 157.

Finely vermiculated with dusky waves.

Cones, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 838.

Vermiculated mosaic, an ancient Roman mosaic of the
most delicate and elaborate character

;
the Roman opus

vermiculatum. The name has reference to the arrange-
ment of the small tesserae in curved and waving lines as

required by the shading of the design. Vermiculated
work. See vermicular work, under vermicular.

vermiculate (ver-mik'u-lat), a. [< L. vermicu-

latus, pp. of vcrmiculari, be full of worms, be
worm-eaten: see vermiculate, v.~] 1. In zool. :

(a) Forming a vermieulation
; fine, close-set,

and wavy or tortuous, as color-marks
;
vermicu-

lar: as, vermiculate color-markings. (6) In en-

tomology: (1) Marked with tortuous impres-
sions, as if worm-eaten, as the elytra of certain

beetles; vermiculated. (2) Having thick-set
tufts of

parallel hairs. 2. Full of worms; in-

fested with worms; worm-eaten.
It is the property of good and sound knowledge to pu

trify and dissolve into a number of subtle, idle, unwhole-
some, and . . . vermiculate questions*

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, i.

vermiculation (ver-mik-u-la'shpn), n. [=Sp.
vermiculacion, < L. vermiculatio(n-), a being
worm-eaten, < vermiculari, be worm-eaten: see

vermiculatc, r.] 1. The action or movement of
a worm; hence, a continuous or progressive
motion along the bowels, which is strikingly
like the action of successive joints of a worm
in crawling; peristaltic action.

My heart moves naturally by the motion of palpitation ;

my mood by motion of circulation, excretion, perspira-
tion ; my guts by the motion of vermieulation.

Sir M. Hale, Orig. of Mankind, p. 81.

2. Formation of worm-like figures or tracery;
vermicular ornamentation, whether of form or

of color; a set or system of vermiculate lines.

See cuts under rustic and vermicular.

The dusky vermiculatum of the under parts [of a shrike].

Coues, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 337.

3. The act or art of producing vermiculated
ornament. 4. Worminess; the state of being
wormy or worm-eaten, literally or figuratively.
This huge olive, which nourished so long, . . . fell, as

they say, of vermiculation, being all worm-eaten within.

Howett, Vocall Forrest, p. 70.

vermicule (ver'mi-kul), n. [< L. rermicuhm,
dim. of vermin, a worm: see worm. Cf. vermicle,

vermeil.'] A little worm or grub ; a small worm-
"

like body or object. Also, rarely, vermicle.

vermicuii (ver-mik'u-15), >i. Plural of vcrmicu-
IK.I.

vermiculite (ver-mik'u-llt), . [< L. vermicellis,
a worm, + -ite2.] In mineral., one of a group
of hydrous silicates having a micaceous struc-

ture, and in most cases derived from the com-
mon micas by alteration. When heated nearly to
redness they exfoliate largely, and some kinds project
out with a vermicular motion, as if they were a mass of

small worms (whence the name).
vermiculose (ver-mik'u-los), a. [< LL. vermi-

culosiis, full of worms, wormy, < L. vermiculns, a
little worm: see vermicule.'] 1. Full of worms;
wormy; worm-eaten. 2. Worm-like

;
vermi-

form; vermicular.
venniculous (ver-mik'u-lus), a. Same as ver-

miculone.

Vermiculus (ver-mik'u-lus), n.; pi. vermicuii

(-11). [< L. vcrmiculus, a little worm: see ver-

micule.] 1. A little worm or grub. 2f. Spe-
cifically, the kermes- or cochineal-insect ; also,
its product, known as worm-dye. See vermil-

ion, 1. Also vermiculum.

vermiform (ver'mi-form), a. [< NL. vermifor-
mis, < L. vcrmis, worm. + forma, form.] Worm-
like in form ; shaped like a worm ; vermicular,
(a) Long and slender ; of small caliber in proportion to

length ; cylindrical : as, the vermiform body of a weasel ;

the vermiform tongue of the ant-eater. See cuts under
ant-bear and tamandua.

This [a nbrinous clot in the heart], when drawn from its

position, revealed a kind of vermiform prolongation that
extended along the tube of the artery.

J. M. Carnochan, Operative Surgery, p. 167.

vermilion

(6) Related to a worm in structure
;
allied or belonging to

the Vermen ; vermian ; helminthic; annuloidorannulose.

(c) Specifically, in entom. : (1) Noting any maggot or mag-
got-like larva, as those of most lljimenoptera and Diptera.

(2) Noting certain worm-like polyphagous larva?, with

only rudimentary antenna?, and apodous or with very short

legs like tubercles, as those of most weevils and longi-
corns. Vermiform appendix. See appendix. Vermi-
form echinoderms, the gephyreans or spoonworms. See

Vermiijrada. Vermiform embryos, in IHcyemida. em-
bryos produced by a nematogenous dicyema. See Dicyeina
(with cut) and Xematu'jcna. Vermiform holotuurians,
the Si/naptidie. See cuts under echinopsedium and Synap-
tidee. Vermiform process, (a) Same as vermiform ap-
pendix, (b) The vermis of the cerebellum.

Vermiformla (ver-mi-for'mi-a), . pi. [NL.,
neut. pi. of vermiformis : see vermiform.,] In
Lankester's classification of molluscoids, the
first section of the third class ofPodaxonia, con-

taining only the genus Phoronis.

vermifugal (ver-mif'u-gal), a. [< vermifuge +
-al.] Having the character, quality, or effect of
a vermifuge ; tending to expel parasitic worms ;

anthelmintic; vermieidal.

vermifuge (ver'mi-fuj), ii. [< F. rennifui/e =
Sp. vermifiiyo = Pg. It. rcrmifugo, expelling
worms, < L. vermis, worm, + fugare, put to

flight, expel, < fuyire, flee.] A remedy em-
ployed to effect the dislodgment and expulsion
of intestinal worms.

To rescue from oblivion the merit of his vermifuge medi-
cines. Edinburgh Rev., XL. 48.

vermiglia (ver-mil'ia), it. [< It. rermiglia, a
sort of precious stone, < vermiglio, bright-red:
see vermeil.] A scorpeenoid fish, the rock-cod,
Sebastichthys chlorostictus. [Monterey, Cali-

fornia.]

Vermigrada (ver-mig'ra-da), n. pi. [NL.
(Forbes), neut. pi. of vermigradus: see vermi-

grade.~] The so-called vermiform echinoderms
;

the gephyreans or spoonworms and their allies,

formerly regarded as an order of Echinoder-
mata. See cut under Sipunculus.

vermigrade (ver'mi-grad), a. [< NL. vermi-

gradus, < L. vermis, a worm, + gradi, step.]

Moving like a worm; wriggling along: noting
the Vermigrada.
vermilt, An obsolete form of vermeil.

Vermileo (ver-mil'e-6), w. [NL. (Macquart,
1834), < It. vermiglio = F. vermeil : see vermeil.']
A genus of snipe-flies, of the family Leptidee :

synonymous with Leptis.

vermilingual (ver-mi-ling'gwal), a. Same as

vcrmilinguial.

Vermilingues (ver-mi-ling'gwez), n. pi. Same
as Vermilinguia, 2.

Vermilinguia (ver-mi-ling'gwi-ii), n.pl. [NL.,
< L. vermis, a worm, + lingua, tongue.] 1. In

Illiger's classification (1811). a family of eden-
tates composed of the ant-eaters, aardvarks,
and pangolins, as distinguished from the arma-
dillos (C'ingulata), both these being families of

his ninth order, Effodientia: now restricted to

the American ant-eaters, as a subordinal group.
See cuts under ant-bear and tamandua. 2. In

lierpet., a superfamily of lizards, including only
the chameleons

;
the Deitdrosaura or Kliiptoglos-

sa. Also Vermilingues. See cut under chameleon.

vermilinguial ( ver-mi-ling'gwi-al), a. [As Fer-

milinguia + -o/.] 1. Having a vermiform

tongue, as an ant-eater or a chameleon; be-

longing to the Vermilinguia. See cut under
tamandua. 2. In ornitJi., same as sagittilin-

gual. See cut under sagittilingnal.
vermilion (ver-mil'von), . and a. [Formerly
also vermillion, virmtlion; OF. vermilion, a bright
red, also the kermes-insect, also a little word,
F. vermilion, vermilion (= Sp. bermellon = Pg.
vermelhSo = It. vermiglionc, vermilion), < ver-

meil, bright-red: see vermeil.'} I. . If. The
kermes- or cochineal-insect

; also, the product
of cochineal; worm-dye. 2. The red sulphid of

mercury, or the mineral cinnabar, occurring in

nature of a red-brown to a carmine-red color;
also, a pigment formerly made by grinding
selected pieces of native cinnabar, but now
made artificially. The pigment is produced in two
ways, (ff) In the wet way mercury, sulphur, potash, and
water are mixed together in proper proportions, put into

horizontal iron cylinders containing agitators, and stirred

constantly for about an hour. The mass first turns black,
then brick-red, and finally acquires the desired vermilion-
red color. The potash is simply a carrier, and does not
enter into the composition of the finished product, (b)

In the dry way mercury and sulphur are mixed and
heated in a kind of retort, the vermilion red subliming
over. By slight variations in the process the color may be
made pale or deep in shade, and may even be made at will

to incline toward scarlet, crimson, or orange. As a pig-
ment it is permanent, becoming dark rather than light on

exposure. It possesses great body, and is a very brilliant

and vivid red, toning toward orange. It is used exten-

sively in painting and decorating, for making red sealing-



vermilion

wax, and fur other purposes. The name artificial ver-

iniliotl is alo :<p|)li'''l In ;i \ . nuilii.ti n-i I ni:ule liy ple.'ipi

tatillKtlle -nil] III r'.l.. I <i>.|u oil orange Illlnenil. It is

quite eqllill in color. In illi.inrv, lin.l lin.ly t tll:lt ni:'le

from quicksilver; but it is not very permanent umi' t-

thc (Hurt ;irlhin of tin- hill], Hull -- plnlrrlt-,1 liy a Coat
of varnish.

3. A color such as that of the almvc pigment :

a beaiitil'nl lirilliaiit n-.l color.

The iirmeH, that nu^t ><> Ink-lit iliil shn,
Into a pure Ci-nnitiini, now an- ilyle.

., F. Q., I. v. a.

4. A cotton cloth dyed with vermilion.

They buy Cotton Wnoll in London, that . umes tlrst from

Cyprus and .Smyrna, and at home \vrkc the same, and per-
tit into Fustians, I't-riitiliniix, Dymitics, and other such
Slnttes, and tin 'ii relume il I.. London.

1.. llt'bcrtjt, Treasure of Tnitlkkc, quote.! in A. llarlow's

I .-living, p. 26.

5. Same as rerun il, 4.

Several Gold Rings set with 'I'urky and VcrmiUiont.
Quoted in Anhtun'n Social Life in Kcigl) of Queen

[Anne, I. 1X1.

Antimony vermilion. Sec antiuiouii. Orange ver-
milion. Seuorawyei.

II. n. Of the color of vermilion
;
of the bril-

liant pure-red color common in the bloom of
the single scarlet geranium: as, H. rrrmiliouAye.

The land of tears irav.- forth a blast of wind,
And fulminated a vermilion light,
Which overmastered in me every sense,

And as a man whum sleep hath seized I fell.

Lonyffllvit', tr. of Dante's Inferno, iii. 134.

Vermilion border, the red part of the human lips, where
the skin passes over into mucous membrane. Vermilion
flycatcher, a small tyrant-l)ird of the genii* Pyrftctpka-
litx, as I*. ruhinfttK, about 6 inches long, the male of which
is dark-brown with all the under parts and a full globular
crest vermilion-red or crimson. A bird of this kind in-

habits Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, and the

regions southward ; and several others are found in the
warmer parts of America. See cut under Pyrocephalu*.
Vermilion lacquer. Same as coral lacquer (which see,
under coral).

vermilion (ver-mil'yon), v. t. [< vermilion, n.]
To color with or as with vermilion

; dye red ;

cover or suffuse with a bright red.

A sprightly red vermilinni all her face.

Granville, A Receipt for Vapours.

vermilyt (ver'mi-li), H. [Irreg. extended from

vermil, vermeil.] Same as vermilion, tipenner,
F. Q., III. viii. 6.

vermin (ver'min), it. [Formerly also vermine

(also dial, varmiii, varmint, varment); < ME.
vermine, rrrmune, < OF. (and F.) vermine = Pr.

vermena = It. vermine, vermin, noxious insects,

etc., as if < L.*wrm4lMM or *verminu$,<. vermis,
a worm: see worm.'] 1. Any noxious or trou-

blesome animal: mostly used in a collective

sense.
Your woful moder wende stedfastly
That cruel houndes or som foul verinyne
Hadde eten yow. Chaucer, Clerk's Tale, 1. 1039.

(a) A worm ; a reptile.

No heart have you, or such
As fancies, like the vermin in a nut,
Have fretted all to dust and bitterness.

Tennyson, Princess, vi.

(6) A noxious or disgusting insect, especially a parasite ;

particularly, a louse, a bedbug, or a flea. <<> A mammul
or bird injurious to game, and mischievous or troublesome
in game-preserves : chiefly au English usage. Such quad-
rupeds as badgers, otteis, weasels, polecats, rats, and mice,
and such birds as hawks and owls, are all called wrmin.

Inhuman devill ! think some fatall hower
Will bring huge troupes of vermine to devoure

Thy graine & thee.

Times' Whistle (E. E. T. S.X p. 99.

They [of Java Major] feede on Cats, Rats, and other
vermine. Purchan, Pilgrimage, p. MO.

Like a vermin or a wolf, when their time comes they
die and perish, and in the mean time do no good.

Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, i. 1.

It is not so much to me and my fraternity as those base
vermin the Otters. /. Walton, Complete Angler, p. 21.

Hence 2. A contemptible or obnoxious per-
son; a low or vile fellow; also, such persons
collectively.

You are my prisoners, base vermine.
S. Butler, Hudibras, II. iii. 1072.

Sir, this vermin of court reporters, when they are forced
into day upon one point, are sure to burrow in another.

Burke, Anier, Taxation.

vermint (ver'min), v. t. [< rcrmin, n,] To rid

or clear of vermin.
Get warrener bound
To vermine thy ground.
Tuner, Husbandry, January's Abstract.

verminate (ver'mi-nat), v. i. ; pret. and pp. ver-

;i'Hefrf,ppr. rrrniiniitini/. [< 1,. rerminare, have
worms, have crawling pains (cf . ccrmina, gripes,

belly-ache), < vermin, worm: see rrrmin.] To
breed vermin; become infested with worms,
lice, or other parasites.
vermination (ver-mi-na'shon), H. [< L. vermi-

natio(n-), worms (as a disease), also crawling
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pains, ',. rii-mniiin, liau- worms, have crawl-

ing pains: see ri rniiiiiili .
]

The gencratiun "r

hi. i . I in e; of worms i >r other parasites; parasitic
int'fslatinii. as liy int.-M inal worms; liolminthi-

;i>is: plilhiriasis: the lousy disease.

verminert (ver'im-ncr;. . A terrier.

The beagles, the lurchers, and lastly, the tvrmi.e .

as we should call them, the terriers.

Aiiuiri'ilh. ljln.-a-.lill.- \\ it. lies, ill. 1.

vermin-killer (vcr'min-kil'er), H. Oue who or
tlial which kills vermin.

verminlyt (vcr'min-li), . [< ririinn +
-I;!

1
.]

Like or characteristic of vermin.

They have nothing in them but a verminly nimbleneu
and subtlety, being bred out of the putrefactions of men's
brains. Up. (iauden, Hierasplstes (1(453), p. 37. (Latham.)

verminous (ver'mi-mis). <i. [= F. //,/,,/./

= Sp. Pg. It. rrrmiiinsii, < \,. n rin i no/run, full of
worms. < ri-rniin, worm: sec nrmiii.] 1. Tend-
ing to verminato, or breed vermin; affected
with verminatiou

; infested with parasitic ver-
min : ;is. ririiiiiin ii,i carrion.

Vermtnout and polluted rags dropt over-worn from tin

toy ling shoulders of Time. Milton, Prelatlcal Episcopacy.
iir bow long he had held verminout occupation of bis

blanket and skewer. Dtelcenn, Tom Tiddler's Ground, i.

2. Due to the presence of vermin
;
caused by

vermin : as, verminous ulcers. See phtliiriasitt.

3. Of the nature of or consisting of vermin ;

like vermin.
Do you place me in the rank of r-enninoug fellows,
To destroy things for wages?

Miililleton and Rowley, Changeling, ill. 4.

That soft class of devotees who feel

Reverence for life so deeply that they spare
The mrminoui brood.

Wordtworth, The Borderers, Ii.

I'mninorm and murderous muckworm of the Parisian

Commune. Swinburne, Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLH. 178.

Verminous craslst, a diseased condition supposed to he
due to the presence of intestinal worms. Verminous
fever, a fever due to the presence of intestinal worms.

verminously (ver'mi-nus-li), adv. In a vermi-
nous manner, or to a verminous degree ; so as to

breed worms ; as if infested by worms : as, ver-

minously unclean.

vermiparous (ver-mip'a-rus), a. [< L. vermin,

worm, + parere, bear, -V -oux.] Producing or

breeding worms.
A generation of eggs, or some venniparoittt separation.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 20.

vermis (ver'mis), M. ; pi. vermeg (-mez). [L., a
worm: see worm.] In anat., the median lobe
or division of the cerebellum ; the vermiform

process of the cerebellum, divided into jtrercr-
ii# and jioxtvermix.

Vermivora (ver-miv'o-rS), M. [NL. (Swainson,
1827), < L. vermis, a worm, + vorare, devour.]
A genus of birds, the American worm-eating
warblers : now divided into several other gen-
era, including Hvlmintheruft (Ift'linuiu or ftclti-

nseft) and Helniinthopluioti (or Hclntinthophiltt).
(See u'arbler, ttcainp-icarbler, and cut under Helmintho-

phaya.) The name was applied by Lesson in 1831 to a dif-

ferent genus (of the family Tyrannidx), and had been used

by Meyer in 1822 in another sense.

vermivorous (ver-miv'o-rus), a. [< L. tennis,

worm, + nirare, devour, + -OH*.] Worm-eat-

ing; feeding on worms; devouring grubs; eru-

civorous; campophagous.
Vermonter (ver-mon'ter), n. [< Vermont (see

def.) + -er1 .] A native or an inhabitant of

Vermont, one of the New England States of

the United States of America.
In 1776 the Vermonters sought admission to the provin-

cial Congress. Encyc, Brit., XXIV. 168.

vermuth, vermouth (ver'm6th), H. [= F. vcr-

mottt, werinoiith, < G. icermuth, wormwood, =
AS. wermoti, wormwood : see icormicood.] A
sort of mild cordial consisting of white wine
flavored with wormwood and otner ingredients.
It is prepared chietly in France and Italy, that of Turin

being the most esteemed, and its special use is to stimu-
late the appetite by its bitterness.

vernacle 1
(ver'na-kl), n. [< L. rernactiltis, na-

tive, vernacular: see vernacular.] A vernacu-
lar word, term, or expression. [Rare.]

Vernades or vernacular terms.
Buck's Handbook of Med. Scienca, VIII. 518.

vernacle-t (ver'na-kl), . A Middle English
form of rrrnirlc.

vernacular (v<>r-nak'u-lar), a. and . [< L.

verniiculm, native, domestic, indigenous, of or

pertaining to home-born slaves. < verna, a

native, a home-born slave (one born in his

master's house), lit. 'dweller,' < v/ r. = Skt.

\/ vox, dwell : see MVI.S.] I. a. 1. Native; in-

digenous; belonging to the country of one's

birth ; belonging to the speech thatone naturally
acquires: as, English is our vernacular language.

vernal

The word is always, or almost always, used of

t lie native language . ir ordinary id i mil of a place.

Thin [Welsh] Is on.-of th.- fomt.-.-n rrrnarwlar tau\ in-

di-|n'iid.-nt ronu'iK-sof Cur ]>-, an. I hh. hath dutTB 1)1*-

1,-,-t.. //.-.'.(/. I

'

The tongues which now are called learned w.-tr ind.-. .1

vernacular when lirut the Scriptures u.-ir u 1 111,11 in th. n.

Ktxlyn, Tru.- 1C. I:

An ancient father of hU valley on. b.. H tlioi-inghly
vernacular In his talk. /),V"""/ style, ii

2. Hence, specifically, charwiteristii- of a lo-

cality: as, r< riiiii-iilur architecture Vernacular
disease, a disease which prevails in a particular count!)
or district

;
an epidemic, or more accurately an end.-nu. ,

.ii-. ,-. .

II. n. One's mother-tongue; the native idiom
of a place; by extension, the language of a

lenticular calling.
He made a version of Aristotle'i Ethics Into the vernac-

ular. Premtt, Ferd. *nd Is ,
i -.'.

The English Church ... had obtain..! tin- I'.lble In

Kngllsh. and the use of the chief forms of prayer In the
vernacular. Mutton, Medieval and Modern Hist., p. 281.

On the bar we found friends that we had made in Pan-

ama, who had preceded us a few days, long enough to

speak the vernacular of mining, and to pride themselvni
on being "old miners," The Century, XLH. 128.

vernacularism (ver-nak'u-liir-izm), n. [< nr-
nacular + -i#m.] 1. A vernacular word or ex-

pression. Quarterly Her. 2. The use of the

vernacular: the opposite of clantiicalim,

vernacularity (ver-nak-u-lar'i-ti), n. ; pi. ver-

imcularitieg (-tiz). [< reriiacnlin- + -ily.] A
vernacularism; an idiom.

Rustic Annandale, . . . with Its homely honesties, rough
vernaculariticji.

Carlyle, Reminiscences (Edward Irving), p. 264.

vernacularization (ver-nak'u-lar-i-za'shon),
B. [< rernaculari:e + -ation.] 1*he act or pro-
cess of making vernacular; the state of being
made vernacular.

Thousands of words and uses of words, on their first

appearance or revival as candidates for vtrnacularua-

lion, must have met with repugnance, expressed or unex-

pressed. F. Hall, Mod. Eng., p. 106.

vernacularize ( ver-nak'u-lar-iz), v. t. ; pret. and

pp. vernacularized, ppr. rernacularizinq. [(ver-
nacular + -ize.] To make vernacular; ver-

naculate.

vernacularly (ver-nak'u-lar-li), adv. In ac-

cordance with the vernacular manner; in the
vernacular.
vernaculate (ver-nak'u-lat), r. t.

; pret. and

pp. vemaculated, ppr. vernacutating. [< L. ver-

naculus, native, + -(2.] To express in a
vernacular idiom ; give a local name to. [Rare.]

Very large Antwerp [red raspberry] "patches," as they
are pernaculntrd by the average fruit-grower.

New York Semi-weekly Tribune, July 15, 1887.

vernaculoust (ver-nak'u-lus), a. [= Sp. rer-

ndculo = Pg. It. vernafulo, < L. vernaculug, na-

tive, domestic, of or pertaining to home-born
slaves: see vernacular.] 1. Vernacular.

Their vernaculout and mother tongues.
Sir T. Browne, Tracts, Tili.

2. Of or belonging to slaves or the rabble;

hence, scurrilous; insolent; scoffing. [A Lat-
inism.]
The pet ul:. n. -y of every rernaculout orator.

B. Jonton, Volpoue, Bad.

vernaget (ver'naj), n. [< ME. vernage, < OF.
ventage, < It. vernaccia, "a kind of strong wine
like malmesie or mukadine or bastard wine"
(Florio, 1598) (ML. rernachia), lit .

' winter wine,'
< vernaceio, a severe winter, < rerno, winter, =
It. Pg. inverno = Sp. invierno = F. hirer, winter.
< L. niberHus, pertaining to winter: see /II'/XT-

nate.] A kind of white wine.
He drynketh ypocras, clarree, and vernage,
Of spices hoot*-, to encressen his corage.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 568.

Sche broujthe hero Vernage and Crete.
Babeet Book (E. E. T. S.), p. Ill, Indes.

vernal (ver'nal), a. [< F. vernal = Pr. Sp. Pg.
rernal = It. vernale, < LL. vernalis, of the spring,
vernal, < L. ret', spring: see ver.] 1. Of or

pertaining to the spring; belonging to the

spring; appearing in spring: as, vernal bloom.

In those vernal seasons of the year, when the air is

calm and pleasant, it were an injury and snllenness against
Nature not to go out and see her riches.

Milton, Education.

The vernal breeze that drives the fogs before It, ... It

augmented to a tempest, will . . . desolate the garden.
(ioldmiilh. National Concord.

And beg an alms of spring-time, ne'er denied
Indoors by rental Chaucer.

Lotrtll, Under the Willows.

2. Of or belonging to youth, the springtime of

life.



vernal

The vernal fancies and sensations of your time of life.

Choate, Addresses, p. 184.

3. In but., appearing in spring: as

flowers. 4. Done or accomplished in spring :

as, the vernal migration or molt of birds Ver-
nal equinox See equinox, and equinoctial points (under
equinoctial). Vernal fever, malarial fever. Vernal
grass, a grass, Anthoxa-nthitm (tdoratum, native in the

northern Old World, introduced in North America. It is

a slender plant a foot or two high, with a loose cylindri-
cal spike. From the presence of coumaiin it exhales an

agreeable odor, especially at (lowering time, and though
not specially nutritious is prized as an admixture in hay
for the sake of its flavor. Often called sweet vernal grass,

spring grass, sometimes sweet-scented grass. Vernal
signs, the signs in which the sun appears in spring.
Vernal whitlow-grass. See whitlow-grass.

vernally (ver'nal-i), adi\ In a vernal manner.
vernant (ver'nant), a. [< L. vernan(t-)s, ppr. of

vernare, flouris!', bloom: see vernate.] Flour-

ishing as in spring; vernal.

Else had the spring
Perpetual smiled on earth with vernant flowers.

Miltmi, P. L., x. 679.

veraate (ver'nat), v. i.
; pret. and pp. vernated,

ppr. rernating. [< L. vcrnatus, pp. of vernare,
flourish, bloom, < reruns, of the spring: see ver-

nal.'] To be vernant; flourish.

vernation (ver-na'shon), w. [< L. vernatio(n-),
found only in the particular sense the slough-
ing or shedding of the skin of snakes, the slough
itself, lit.

'

renewing of youth,' < vernare, be like

spring, bloom, flourish, renew itself, of a snake,
to shed its skin, slough: see vernate.] In lot.,

the disposition of the nascent leaves within the

bud, not with reference to their insertion, but
with regard to their folding, coiling, etc., taken

singly or together. It is also called prefoliation. and
the word corresponds to the terms estivation and prepara-
tion, which indicate the manner in which the parts of the
flower are arranged in the flower-bud. For the particular
forms of vernation, see the terms plicate, conduplicate, in-

flexed, convolute, involute, recolute, and circinate.

vernicle (ver'ni-kl), . [< ME. vernicle, ver-

nacle, vernakylle,<. ML. veronicula, dim. of veron-
ica: see veronica.] A handkerchief impressed
with the face of Christ : same as veronica, 1.

A vernicle hadde he sowed on his cappe.
Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 685.

The vernicle, as worn by pilgrims, was a copy of the
handkerchief of St. Veronica, which was miraculously im-

pressed with the features of our Lord.
Piers Plowman (ed. Skeat), II. 101, notes.

vernier (ver'ni-er), n. [< F. vernier, named
after Pierre rentier (1580-1637), who invented
the instrument in 1631.] A small movable scale,

running parallel with the fixed scale of a sex-

tant. theodolite, barometer, or other graduated
instrument, and used for measuring a fractional

part of one of the equal divisions on the grad-
uated fixed scale or arc. It consists, in its simplest
form, of a small sliding scale, the divisions of which dif-

fer from those of the primary scale. A space is taken
equal to an exact number of parts of the primary scale.
and is divided into a number of equal parts either greater
by 1 or less by 1 than the number that it covers on the

primary scale. Fig. 1 represents the vernier of the com-
mon barometer for measuring to the hundredth of an inch.

Fig. i.

The scale is divided into inches and tenths of inches;
the small movable scale is the vernier, which consists of
a length of eleven parts of the main scale divided into ten
equal parts each part being therefore equal to eleven
tenths of a division on the main scale, and the difference
between a scale-division and a vernier-division being one
hundredth of an inch. To use the vernier, the zero or top
line of it is set to coincide with the top of the barometric
column, which in the figure stands between SO.l and 30.2
inches. If the zero of the vernier were set to coincide
with 30.1 inches on the scale, the first division would be
one hundredth of an inch below 30 on the scale, division
2 two hundredths below 29.9, and so on, division 10 co-
inciding with 29 inches. Hence, as the vernier is raised
itsdivisions coincide successively with scale-divisions, and
the numbers on the vernier correspond to the hundredths
it has been raised. In the figure the coincidence is at the
seventh vernier-division that is, the vernier stands seven
hundredths of an inch above 30.1, and the height of the
mercury is therefore 30.17 inches. Fig. 2 represents part
of the limb of a sextant with a vernier. Also called no-
nius. See also cuts under caliper, square, and transit.
Vernier-scale sight. See sight* .
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vernile (ver'nil), a. [< L. rcriiilin. servile, <

verna, a home-born slave: see vernacular.]

Suiting a slave
; servile; slavish. [Rare.]

Vernile scurrility. De Quincey. (Imp. ffict.)

vernility (ver-nil'i-ti). n. [< L. veniilita(t-)g,

servility; < vemilis, servile: see senile.] The
character or state of being vernile; servility.
Bluunt, 1670. [Rare.]

vernisht, >'. An obsolete form of varinx/i.

vernix (ver'niks), n. [NL., varnish: see var-

nisli.] In med., used in the phrase vernix caseo-

sa, a fatty matter covering the skin of the fetus.

Vernonia (ver-no'ni-a), . [NL. (Sehreber,
1791), named after William Vernon, an English
botanist, who collected plants in Maryland near
the end of the 17th century.] A genus of com-

posite plants, type of the tribe Vernoniacese and
subtribe Euvernonieee. It is characterized by a poly-

morphous inflorescence, usually with a naked receptacle,
ten-ribbed achenes, and a pappus of two or three series,

the inner slender, copious, and elongated, the outer much
shorter, often more chaffy, sometimes absent. There are
about 500 species. They are chiefly tropical, abundant in

America, numerous in Africa, and frequent in Asia. A few
occur beyond the tropics, in North and South America and
South Africa. One Asiatic speeies, V. cinerea, is very com-
mon also in Australia, and is naturalized in the West Indies.

None occurs in Europe. They are shrubs or herbs, usually
with straight, crisped, woolly or tangled hairs, rarely stel-

late or scurfy. The leaves are alternate, entire or toothed,
feather-veined, petioled or sessile, but not decurrent ; in

V. opposititfolia and V. eupatortfolia of Brazil they are oppo-
site. The fruit consists of smooth or hirsute achenes, com-
monly glandular between the ribs. The flowers are purple,
red, bluish, or rarely white

; they form 16111111131 flower-

heads, which are usually cymose and panicled, or corym-
bose, sometimes solitary or glomerate. The large section

Lepidoploa includes over 200 American species, chiefly
with many-flowered subspherical corymbed heads ; to this

belong the 10 or more species of the United States, which
are known as ironu-eed, perhaps from the hardness of their

stems, and are peculiar in their usually crimson flow-

era, brown or rusty-colored pappus, and resinous dotted
achenes. They are polymorphous, and disposed to hybrid-
ize. V. Noveboracensis, also known as flattop, extends
north to New England ; V. altiisima, to Pennsylvania ;

and V. fasciculata, to Ohio and the Dakotas ; the others
are chiefly southwestern. V. arborescens is the fleabane
of Jamaica. A decoction of V. cinerea is used in India as
a febrifuge. The small black seeds of V. anthelmintica, a
common annual of India, yield by pressure a solid green
oil known as khatzum- or Irinlca-M, esteemed of value in
the arts.

Vernoniaceae (ver-no-ni-a'se-e), n. pi. [NL.
(C. H. F. Lessing, 1829), < Vernonia + -accee.]
A tribe of composite plants, characterized by
flower-heads with all the flowers similar and
tubular, and usually by setose or chaffy pappus
and alternate leaves. From the Eupatonacese, the
other similar tribe of uniformly tubular-flowered Com-
positse, it is further distinguished by its sagittate anthers
and its subulate style-branches, which are usually much
elongated, stigmatose along the inner side, and minutely
hispid externally. It includes 41 genera, classed in 5

groups or series one of these series, the subtribe Lych-
nophorex, peculiar in its densely glomerate small flower-

heads, the others composing the subtribe Euvertwnietr
,

with the flower-heads separate, and usually panicled or

solitary. They are herbs or shrubs, rarely trees. Theii
leaves are alternate (except in 3 species), not opposite,
as commonly in the Eupatoriacese, and are entire 01

toothed, not dissected, as often in other composite tribes.

Their flowers are purple, violet, or white, never yellow,
frequent as that color is in the order. One genus, Stokesia,
is blue-flowered. Two genera, Elephantopus and Vernonia
(the type), extend into the middle United States. The
tribe abounds in monotypic genera, chiefly Brazilian, with
two confined to the West Indies, one to Australia, and
three or four to tropical Africa.

vernoniaceous (ver-no-ni-a'shins), a. In lot.,

of the tribe Vernoniacese; characterized like

Vernonia.

Verona brown. See brown.
Veronese (ver-o-nes' or -nez'), a. and n. [<
Verona (see def.) + -ese. Cf. L. reronensis.] I.

a. In geog., of or pertaining to Verona, a city
and province of northern Italy Veronese green.
See greeni.

II. . A native or an inhabitant of Verona.
veronica (vc-ron'i-ka), w. [In ME. veronike and
verony, < OF. veronique, F. veronique = Sp. ve-

ronica = Pg. It. veronica; < ML. veronica, a nap-
kin supposed to be impressed with the face of
Christ (popularly connected with L. vera, true,
+ LGr. e'tKuv, image : see very, icon), < Veronica,
the traditional name of the woman who wiped
the Saviour's face, ult. identical with Berenice,
Bernice, the traditional name of the woman
cured of the issue of blood, L. Berenice, also

Beronice, and contr. Bernice, < Gr. RepeviKy, the
name of the daughter of King Agrippa and of
other women, Macedonian form of Gr. Qepev'uai,
lit. 'bearer of victory,' < tfteptw, = E. bear1

,
+

V'IKJJ, victory (see Nike). Hence ult. vernicle.']
1. A napkin or piece of cloth impressed with
the face of Christ : from the legend that a wo-
man named Veronica wiped the face of Christ
with her handkerchief when he was on his wav

verricule

to Calvary, and that the likeness of the face was
miraculously impressed upon the cloth. Also
i-ii-iiicle. 2. [cap.] [NL. (Riviuus, 1690; ear-

lier, about 1554, by Mattioli).] A genus of gamo-
petalous plants, of the order Sfrophularinese and
tribe Diyitnlese, type of the subtribe Veronicex.
It is characterized by opposite lower leaves, a wheel-

shaped corolla with a very short tube and spreading lobes,
and by two stamens with their anther-cells confluent at

the apex. About 220 species have been described, perhaps
to be reduced to 180. They are widely scattered through
temperate and cold regions, and are usually low herbs,
their stem-leaves almost always plainly opposite, but the
floral leaves always alternate, and commonly diminished.
into bracts. V. Viryitiica is exceptional in its whorled
leaves. The flowers are blue, often penciled with violet.

and varying to purple, pink, or white, but never yellow ;

they form terminal or axillary racemes, or are solitary and
sessile in the axils. The fruit is a loculicidal or four-valved

capsule, often obtuse or notched, rarely acute. The spe-
cies are known as speedwell, especially V. Cham&drys, also
called forget-me-not (see speedwell). A few are of medici-
nal repute, especially V. Viryinica, known as black-root

The Upper Part of the Stem with the Flowers of Culver's-root

(ferotnca yirginica'i.

a, flower ; *, fruit ; c, part of stem with the whorled leaves.

and Culeer's-root or Culver's-physic, a tall perennial with
wand-like stem from 2 to 6 feet high, and a white spike
from 6 to 10 inches long, occurring in Canada, the eastern
and central United States, Japan, and Siberia. The leaves
of V . ojficinalis have been used as a medicinal tea ; the so-

called Mont Cenis tea is from V. AUionii. Twelve species
are natives of England, 60 of Europe, 6 of Alaska, and 11 of
the United States proper, only two of which are confined
to North America : V. Cusickii, a large-flowered alpine
plant of Oregon and California, and r. Americana, known
as brooklime, a petiolate aquatic with purple-striped pale-
blue flowers, distributed from Virginia and New Mexico
to Alaska. The similar V. Beccalntnpa of the Old World
is the original brooklime. Five other species are now nat-
uralized in the United States ; of these, V. peregrina and
V. serpyll\folia are almost cosmopolitan. (See necfcu-eed,
and Paul's betony (under betony).) For T. hedereefolia, see

henbit; and for V. ojficinalis, see speedwell (with cut) and
Jluellen. Many foreign species (at least fifty) are valued
for cultivation in gardens, as V. longifolia, or for rockeries,
as V. repens, a creeper forming a mat of pale-blue flowers.

Many are of variegated colors, as V. saxatilis. an alpine
plant with blue violet-striped flowers, narrowly ringed
with crimson around the white center. Numerous spe-
cies occur in high southern latitudes, 14 in Australia, and
24 in New Zealand, one of which, V. elliptica, extends to

Cape Horn, and sometimes becomes a small tree 20 feet

high. The genus reaches its greatest development in New
Zealand, where it is present in remarkable beauty and
abundance. Nearly all the species are shrubby, usually
from 2 to 6 feet high, and are cultivated under glass, espe-
cially V. salicifolia and V. speciosa, with wine-colored flow-

ers, the largest-leafed species, as also K. formoga of Tas-
mania, V. buxtfolia, with purple-veined white flowers, is

sometimes known as New Zealand box; and V. per.foliata,
of southern Australia, as digger's-speedwell. V. tetragona
of New Zealand, from its hard imbricated decussate con-
nate leaves, has been mistaken for a conifer.

verrayt, verraylichet. Middle English forms
of very, verily.

Verret.M- [ME.,<OF. (andF.)mre, <'L.mtrum,
glass: see vitreous. The same word is con-
tained in sandiver and ult. in varnish.] Glass.

Forthy, who that hath an hede of verre
Fro caste of stones war hym in the werre.

Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 867.

verr6, verrey (ve-ra' ), a. In her., same as vaire.

verrelt, n. An obsolete form of ferrule^.
verriculate (ve-rik'u-lat), a. [< verricule +
-ate 1

.] In entom., covered with verricules.

verricule (ver'i-kul), . [< L. verrienlum, a

drag-net, < rerrere, sweep.] In entom., a thick-
set tuft of upright parallel hairs.



verruca

Verruca (ve-rd'ka). .; }>].n-rrurir(-ne). [NI<..
< L. vrrrurit, a. wart, a steep place, a height.]
1. In jiiilhul., a wart. 2. In Intl., a wiirt or

sessile inland pniduccd iipun various purls "I

plants, especially upon a tliallns. 3. IB :<,/..

a small, flattish, warl-likc prominence ; a ver
rnciform tubercle. 4. [r>ip.\ A genus of cir-

ripeds, typical of tlie family I m-in-iil.T.

verrucano (vcr-o-ka"no), . [< it. ;<//<,
a hard stone used in crushing-mills, < rrrriirn,

< L. rrri-iii-ii, a wart.] The name given by Al-

pine. geologists to 11 conglomerate of more or

less imperfectly rounded fragments of white
or pale-red cpiart/., varying in size from that
of a grain of sand up to that of an egg, held

together by a cement of reddish, greenish, or
violet-colored silicioiis or talcose material. It

occurs In immtTous localities both north anil south of
the Alps, :iinl in northern Italy, sometimes in masses of

Kiv:it tnfckncss, which often take on a gnelnsofd or Bchis-

tose structure. In certain localities the verrucano over-
lies a slaty rock which contains plants of Carboniferous

age : hence some geologists have considered it as belong-
ing to that formation, while others have regarded it as the

equivalent of the Uothlicgende, the lower division of the
Permian.

Verrucaria (ver-ij-ka'ri-S), n. [NL.(Persoon),
< L. verrucaria, a plant that drives away warts,
< verruca, a wart.] A genus of angiocarpous
lichens, typical of the tribe FimVOOHooi '.

Verrucariacei (ver-ij-ka-ri-a'se-i), n. pi. fNL.,
< Verrucaria + -ace/.] A tribe of angiocar-
pous lichens, having globular apothecia which
open only by a pore at the summit, and a

proper exciple covering a similarly shaped hy-
meninm, which is in turn included in a more
or less distinguishable envelop. Also Vcrru-

oarimi,

verrucariaceous (ver-ij-ka-ri-a'shius), a. In
bot., of or pertaining to the genus Vernuxtria
or the tribe Verrucariacei.

verrucariine (ver-Q-ka'ri-in), a. [< Verrucaria
+ -twel.] In hot., resembling the genus Verru-
caria or the tribe Verrucariacei, ornaving their

characters.

verrucarioid (ver-ij-ka'ri-oid), a. [< Verrucaria
+ -oid.'] In hot., same as vcrrucariine.

Verrucidae (ve-ro'si-de), n. ]>l. [NL.,< Vrrruea,

4, + -trfat.] A family of sessile thoracic Cirri-

nedia, characterized by the absence of a pe-
duncle and the lack of symmetry of the shell,

the scuta and terga being deprived of depressor
muscles, movable on one side only, on the other
united with the rostrum and carina. Verruca
is the only genus, with few recent species, but
others are found fossil down to the Chalk for-

mation.
verruciform (ve-ro'si-form), n. [< L. verruca,
a wart, + forma, form.] Warty; resembling
a wart in appearance. Also verrucseform.
verrucose (ver'o-kos), a. [< L. verrucosus: see

verrucaus."] Same as verrucoux.

verrucous (ver'ij-kus), a. [= F. verruqueux, <

L. verrucosux, full of warts, < verruca, a wart :

see verruca.] Warty; studded with verruciform
elevations or tubercles.

verruculose (ve-ro'ku-16s), . [< L. verrucula,
a little eminence, a little wart (dim. of verruca,
a wart), + -o*e.] Minutely verrucose ; covered
with small warts or wart-like elevations.

verrugas (ve-r6"giis), a. [< Sp. verrugas, pi. of
n rriiijii, < L. verruca, a wart.] A specific dis-

ease, often fatal, occurring in Peru; framboo-
sia. A prominent characteristic is the appear-
ance of warty growths on the skin. See also

verrulet, . An obsolete form ot ferrule"*.

verry (yer'i),
a. In her., same as vaire.

versability (ver-sa-bil'i-ti), . [< versable +
-ity.] The state or quality of being versable :

aptness to be turned round.

Now the use of the Auxiliaries is at once to set the
soul a-going by herself upon the materials, as they are

brought her, and, by the versability of this great engine.
round which they are twisted, to open new tracts of in-

quiry, and make every idea engender millions.

Sterne, Tristram Shindy, v. 41.

versable (ver'sa-bl), a. [< L. versabilit, mov-
able, changeable, < versarc, turn or whirl about :

see versimt.'] Capable of being turned. Bloitut,

1670.

versablenesa (ver'sa-bl-nes), n. The character
or state of being versable

; versability.
versalt (ver'sal), a. [Abbr. of universal. Cf.

rarsal.'] Universal; whole.

She looks as pale as any clout in the venal world.

Shak., R, and J., ii. 4. 21.

Some, for brevity,
Have east the venal world's nativity.

S. Butler, Hudlbras, II. lit. 930.
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Versant (ver'sant), ii. and n. [< V. rrrxant. <

I.. fn-*iiii,t-).i. ppr. of ri-wi/-<. turn or whirl
about: see MTV**, '.) I. n. 1. Familiar; con-
versant ; versed.

I, with great pains and difficulty, got the whole book of
tin I'linticli'h translated Into each of thesi- languages, by
pii- -t- , stn nn-il the most rvrmnt in the language of each
nation. /truer. Source of the Nile, L 404.

The Itifthop of London Is ... thoroughly versant ill

i ci ]<->, i. tir:,l l:i.

S'/'t/if't *tuith, Kirat Letter to Archdeacon singleton.

|(/Meier)

2. In lirr., carrying the wings erect and open.
It Is generally twU to be the same as elevated and pur
want, but seems to refer especially to a display of Hi.-

under surface of the wings.

II. n. All that part Of country which slopes
or inclines in one direction ; the general lie or

slope of surface
; aspect.

versatile (vt r'Hit-til), <i. [< F. versatile = Sp.
n rmitil Pg. f'rrnatil = It. rirx/ilik; < L. ver-

.inlilix, revolving, movable, versatile, < versare,
turn : see verse*, v.} 1. Capable of bring
moved or turned round : as, a rcrsatilc spindle.
At y Royall Society ' W"> Petty propos'd divers things

for the improvement of shipping : a versatile keele that
should be on hinges. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 20, 1861 .

Ue had a versatile timber house built in Mr. Hart's gar-
den (opposite to St. James's parke) to try the experiment.
He would i u i n.' It to the sun, and sit towards it.

Aubrey, Llres (James Harrington).

YrTMtile and sharp-piercing, like a screw.
W. llarte, Eulogies.

2. Changeable; variable; unsteady; incon-
stant.

Those vermtile representations In the neck of a dove.
UlanviUc.

3. Turning with ease from one thing to another;
readily applying one's self to a new task, or to

various subjects ; many-sided : as, a versatile

writer
;
a versatile actor.

An adventurer of versatile parts, sharper, coiner, false

witness, sham bail, dancing-master, buffoon, poet, come-
dian. Maeaulay, Hist. Eng., vli.

Conspicuous among the youths of high promise . . . was
the quick and versatile Montague.

Maeaiday, Hist. Eng., xx.

The cerxatile mind, ever ready to turn Its attention in a
new and unexplored quarter.

J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 87.

4. In hot., swinging or turning freely on a sup-
port : especially noting an anther fixed by the
middle on the apex of the filament, and swing-
ing freely to and fro. See cuts under anther
and lily. 5. In ornith., specifically, reversible:

noting any toe of a bird which may be turned
either forward or backward.

It U advantageous to a bird of prey to be able to spread
the toes as widely as possible, that the talons may seize
the prey like a set of grappling irons ; and accordingly the
toes are widely divergent from each other, the outer one
in the owls and a few hawks being quite vertatile.

Couei, Key to N. A. Birds, p. 130.

6. In entom., moving freely up and down or

laterally: as, versatile antennw Versatile de-
mentia, a form of dementia in which the patient is talk-

ative and restless, often with a tendency to destroy, with-
out reason, any objects within his reach. Versatile
head, in entom., a head that can be freely moved in every
direction.

versatilely (ver'sa-til-li), atlt: In a versatile

manner.
versatileness (ver'sa-til-nes), . The state or

quality of being versatile
; versatility.

versatility (ver-sa-til'i-ti), ti. [< F. rersati-

lite = Sp. versatilidad = Pg. rersatilidade = It.

rersatilita; as versatile + -ity.~\ 1. The state or

character of being changeable or fickle ; varia-

bleness.

The evils of inconstancy and versatility, ten thousand
times worse than those of obstinacy and the blindest preju-
dice. Burke, Rev. in France.

2. The faculty of easily turning one's mind to

new tasks or subjects; facility in taking up
various pursuits or lines of thought or action ;

versatileness: as, the versatility of genius.
I do not mean the force alone,

The grace and venatUity of the man.
Tennyton, Lancelot and Elaine.

3. Specifically, in ornith., capability of turning
either backward or forward, as a toe; the ver-
satile movement of such a digit.
versation (ver-sa'shon), n. A turning or wind-

ing. Blount, 1670.

Verschoorist (ver'skb'r-ist), n. [< Verschoor

(see def.) + -isi.] One of a minor sect in the
Netherlands in the seventeenth century, fol-

lowers of one Verschoor. They are also called

Ili'lirtiiylx, because of their application to the

study of Hebrew.
vers de soci6t6 (vers de so-se-a-ta'). [F.]
Same as *</< ty ferae (which see, under society).

verse

Verse 1
1 (vers), r. t. [', OF. /).>. K. ivrr =

Sp. IV. i-ifxnr = It. rrrmin; < L. n i-.-'iif . III..

riirmin-, turn, \\ind, twist, or whirl about, turn
over in tin- mind, u.i'ditate; in middle voirr

win', move about, dwell, live, be occupied or

engaged or concerned
;
Ireo. of rt-rt, ,-/. tOfttn,

pp. (</>"-. I'urtiix, tiiin, turn about, overturn,

change, alter, Iran-form, translate; in middle

voice, be occupied or engaged, be in a plan
or condition, = AS. >(//'//. K. irm-lh. be; see

/rr//il.] To turn; revolve, as in meditation.

Who, vening In his mind tbls tlioiiulit, can keep his
. I,. . k dry'/ /tec. T. Adanu, Works, I. :t44.

Verse- (vers), H. [< MK. ft /.<, partly, and in lin-

early form/<?r wnolly, < AS. iim, partly < <iK.

(and F.) vers = Sp. Pg. It. MTW - I > <

'

Sw. Dan.

vers, < L. versus (pi. n rxiw >, also rnr.iu.i, a furrow,
aline, row, in particular a Ii if writing, and in

poetry a verse, lit. a turning, turn (hence a turn

at the end of a furrow, etc.), < vertrre, pp. nr-

sus, turn: see verse*. Hence verse"2 , r.. n /

versify, etc.] 1. In ]>ros.: (a) A succession of

feet (colon or period) written or printed in one
line

;
a line : as, a poem of three hundred verses ;

hence, a type of metrical composition, as rep-
resented by a metrical line; a meter. Averse
may be catalectic, dimeter, trimeter, iambic,

dactylic, rimed, un rimed, alliterative, etc.

He made of ryme ten vert or twelve.

Chaucer, Death of Blanche, L 16.1.

They . . . thought thcmselucs no small fooles, when
they could make their verses goe all in ryme as did the
schooles of Salerne. futtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle. p. 9.

It does not follow that, because a man is bunged for

his faith, he is able to write good vertet.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 206.

(6) A typo of metrical composition, represented
by a group of lines

;
a kind of stanza: as, Spen-

cerian verse; hence, a stanza : as, the first verse

of a (rimed) hymn.
Now, good Cesarlo, but that piece of song . . .

Come, but one verse. Shale., T. N., II. 4. 7.

A young lady proceeded to entertain the company with
a ballad In four WTW*. Dictent, Oliver Twist, xxvL

A stanza often called a verse in the common speech of

the present day may l>e a group of two, three, or any
number of linea. S. Lanier, Scl. of Eng. Verse, p. S.

(r) A specimen of metrical composition; apiece
of poetry; a poem. [Rare.]

This terse be thine, my friend. Pope, Epistle to Jervas.

(d) Metrical composition in general ; versifica-

tion
; hence, poetical composition ; poetry, es-

pecially as involving metrical form: opposed
to irrose.

To write, to th' honour of my Maker dread,
Verte that a Vlrgine without blush may read.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartas's Weeks, i. 2.

Who says In verse what others say In prose.
Pope, Imlt. of Horace, II. I. 202.

Poets, like painters, their machinery claim,
And verxe bestows the varnish and the frame.

0. W. Holmet, Poetry.

2. (n) A succession of words written in one
line; hence, a sentence, or part of a sentence,
written, or fitted to be written, as one line;
a stich or stichos. It was a custom in ancient times
to write prosaic as well as metrical books in lines of

average length. {See colometry, stichometry.) This cus-

tom was continued especially in writing the poetical books
of the Bible, which, though not metrical in form, are

composed in balanced clauses, and In liturgical forms
taken from or similar to these. Hence (6) In li-

turgies, a sentence, or part of a sentence, usu-

ally from the Scriptures, especially from the
Book of Psalms, said alternately by an officiant

or leader and the choir or people : specifically,
the sentence, clause, or phrase said by the offi-

ciant or leader, as distinguished from the re-

sponse of the choir or congregation ; a versicle.
In the hour-offices a verse is especially a sentence follow-

ing the rcsponsory after a lesson. In the gradual the
second sentence Is called a perse, and also that following
the alleluia. Also versus.

(C) In church music, a

passage or movement for a single voice or for

soloists, as contrasted with chorus; also, a so-

loist who sings such a passage, (rf) A short

division of a chapter in any book of Scripture,

usually forming one sentence, or part of a long
sentence or period. The present division of rerses In

the Old Testament is Inherited, with modifications, from
the masorettc division of verses (pesuqim), and has been
used in Latin and other versions since 162*. The present
division of verses In the New Testament was made by
Robert Stephanus, on a horseback journey from Paris to

Lyons, in an edition published in l.V'i. In English ver-

sions the verses were first marked in the Geneva Bible
of 1580. (e) A similar division in any book.
Adonic. Alcaic, Alcmanian verse. See the adjectives.
Blank verse, unrlmed verse: particularly, that form

of unritnrd heroic verse which is commonly employed In

English dramatic and epic poetry. It was introduced by



verse

the Earl of Surrey (d. 1647), in his translation of the second
and fourth books of the .-Eneid. It was first employed in

the drama in Sackville and Norton's tragedy of " Ferrex
and Porrex," which was printed in 1565 ;

but it was not till

Marlowe adopted it in his play of (; Tamburlaine the Great"
that it became the form regularly employed in the metri-
cal drama, which it has since with only occasional inter-

vals remained. After Milton's use of it in " Paradise Lost
"

it was widely extended to many other classes of compo-
sition. Elegiac verse. See elegiac, i . Fesoennine
verses. See Fescamine. Heroic, Hipponactean, long,
Saturnian, serpentine, society, etc., verse. See the

qualifying words. To cap verses. See capl. Verse
Lyont. See the quotation.

Another of their pretie inueutions was to make a verse
of such wordes as by their nature and manner of construc-
tion and situation might be turned backward word by
word, and make another perflt verse, but of quite con-

trary sence, as the gibing monks that wrote of Pope Alex-
ander these two verses.

Laus tua non tua fraus, virtus non copia reruni,
Scandere te faciunt hoc decus eximium.

Which if ye will turne backward they make two other
good verses, but of contrary sence

; thus,
Eximium decus hoc faciunt te scandere, reruni

Copia, non virtus, fraus tua non tua laus.
And they called it Verxe Lyon.

Pidtenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 11.

verse2 (vers), v. [< verse2
, K.] I. trans. Tore-

late or express in verse
;
turn into verse or rime.

Playing on pipes of corn, and versing love.

Shale., M. N. D., ii. 1. 67.

He fringed its sober grey with poet-bays,
And verged the Psalms of David to the air

Of Yankee-Doodle, for Thanksgiving-days.

II. in trans. To make verses.
Halleck.

It is not riming and versing that maketh a Poet, no
more then a long gowne maketh an Aduocate.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 29.

vers6 (ver-sa'), [F., pp. of verser, turn : see
verse1.} In her., reversed or turned in a direc-
tion unusual to the bearing in question. Also
reuvcrse.

verse-anthem (vers'an"them), . In Eng.
church music, an anthem for soloists as con-
trasted with a full anthem, which is for a cho-
rus. The term is also applied to an anthem
that begins with a passage for solo voices.

verse-colored (vers'kul"ord), a. Same as ver-

sicolor.

versed (verst), a. [< verse^ + -ed2
,
after F. verse.

Cf. versant, conversant.] 1. Conversant or ac-

quainted; practised; skilled: with in.

They were . . . very well versed in the politer parts of

learning, and had travelled into the moat refined nations
of Europe. Addison, Ancient Medals, i.

He is admirably well versed in screws, springs, and
hinges, and deeply read in knives, combs, or scissors, but-

tons, or buckles. SUele, Tatler, No. 142.

He seemed to he a man more than ordinarily verged in
the use of astronomical instruments.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 255.

Versed in all the arts which win the confidence and af-

fection of youth. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

2. Turned; turned over Versed sine, supple-
mental versed sine. See sinea.

verselet (vers'let), re. [< verse* + -Jet.} A little

verse : used in contempt.
Moreover, he wrote weak little verselets, like very-much-

diluted Wordsworth, abounding in passages quotable for
Academy pictures of bread-and-butter children.

E. Yates, Broken to Harness, xxi.

verse-maker (vers'ma"ker), re. One who writes
verses

;
a rimer. Boswell.

verse-making (vers'ma/'king), n. The act or

process of making verses ; riming.
He had considerable readiness, too, in verge-making.

Atheweum, No. 3245, p. 17.

verseman (vers'man), n. ; pi. versemen (-men).
[< verse2 + man.'] A writer of verses: used
humorously or in contempt.
The God of us Verse-men (you know, Child), the sun.

Prior, Better Answer to Cloe Jealous.

I'll join St. Blaise (a verseman fit,

More fit than I, once did it).
F. Locker, The Jester's Moral.

verse-monger (vers'mung"ger), n. A maker
of verses; a rimer; a poetaster.

verse-mongering (vers
'

mung "
ger -

ing), n.

Verse-writing; especially, the making of poor
verses.

The contemporary verse-mongering south of the Tweed.
Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 126.

verser1
! (ver'ser), n. [Appar. < verse* + -eri.]

One who tricks or cheats at cards
;
a sharper.

And so was faine to Hue among the wicked, sometimes
a stander for the padder [the stander was the sentinel to
the padder or footpad], sometimes a verser for the cony-
cacher [the coney or rabbit was the dupe, the coney-
catcher the sharper who enticed the coney to be fleeced
by the verser or card-sharper].

Sibton-Turner, Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 583.

verser2 (ver'ser), re. [< verse* + -ej-1.] A maker
of verses

; a versifier
;
a poet or a poetaster.

6734

Though she have a better verser got
(Or Poet in the court-account) than I.

II. Jonson, The Forest, xii.

He [Ben Jonson] thought not Bartas a Poet, but a Verser,
because he wrote not Fiction.

Drummond, (.'onv. of Ben Jonson (Works, ed. 1711, p. 224),

verse-service (vers'ser"vis), n. In Eng. church

mimic, a choral service for solo voices. Com-
pare verse-anthem.

verset (ver'set), n. [< F. verset, dim. of vers,
verse: see verse^.] If. A verse, as of Scrip-
ture; a versicle.

They beare an equal! part with Priest in many places,
and have their cues and versets as well as he.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

2. In music, a short piece of organ-music suit-
able for use as an interlude or short prelude in

a church service.

verse-tale (vers'tal), n. A tale written or told
in verse.

Many of the verse tales are bright and spirited, and even
pathos and melancholy are tempered by a certain quiet
sometimes satirical humour.

The Academy, Oct. 12, 1889, p. 232.

versicle (ver'si-kl), n. [< L. versiculus, a little

verse, dim. of versus, a verse: see verse.] A
little verse

; specifically, in liturgies, one of a
succession of short verses said or sung alter-

nately by the officiant and choir or people;
especially, the verse said by the officiant or
leader as distinguished from the response (I*)
of the choir or congregation. See verse, 2 (b).
The name of the versicles is sometimes given distinctively
to the versicles and responses (precis) after the creed at

morning and evening prayer in the Anglican Church. The
liturgical sign of the versicle, used in prayer-books, is )|".

Doe it for thy name, Doe it for thy goodnesse, for thy
ceuenant, thy law, thy glory, &c., in seuerall versicles.

Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 198.

The Gloria Patri was composed by the Nicene Council,
the latter versicle by St. Jerome.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 255.

versicolor, versicolour (ver'si-kul-or), . [<
L. versicolor, versicolorus, that changes its color,
< versare, change (seei'er**

1
), + color: see col-

or.] 1. Having several different colors; party-
colored; variegated in color.

Chains, girdles, rings, versicolour ribands.

Burton, Anat. of Mel., p. 478.

2. Changeable in color, as the chameleon
;

glancing different hues or tints in different

lights; iridescent; sheeny. Also versicolorate.
Also verse-colored, versicolored, versieolorous.

versicolorate (ver-si-kul'or-at), a. [< versicolor
+ -afel.] In entom., same as versicolor, 2.

versicolored (ver'si-kul-ord), a. [< versicolor
+ -ed2.} Same as versicolor: as, versicolored

plumage; "a versicolored cloak," Landor.
versieolorous (ver-si-kul'or-us), a. [< versi-

color + -OM*.] Same as versicolor.

versicular (ver-sik'u-lar), a. [< L. versiculus,
dim. of versus, verse (see versicle).] Pertaining
to verses; designating distinct divisions of a

writing: as, a versicular division.

versification (ver"si-n-ka'shon), n. [< F. ver-

sification = Sp. versificacion = Pg. versificaqao= It. versificazione, < L. versificatio(n-) , < versi-

ficare, versify: see versify.] The act, art, or

practice of composing poetic verse
;
the con-

struction or measure of verse or poetry ;
met-

rical composition.
Donne alone . . . had your talent

;
but was not happy

enough to arrive at your versification.

Lryden, Essay on Satire.

Bad versification alone will certainly degrade and ren-
der disgustful the sublimest sentiments.

Qoldsmith, Poetry Distinguished from Other Writing.
The theory that versification is not an indispensable

requisite of a poem seems to have become nearly obsolete
in our time. Encyc. Brit., XIX. 259.

versificator (ver'si-fi-ka-tor), n. [< F. versifica-
teur = Sp. Pg. versificador = It. versificatore, <
L. versificator, < versificare, versify: see versify.']A versifier. [Rare.]

I must farther add that Statins, the best
versificator

next to Virgil, knew not how to design after him, though
he had the model in his eye. Dryden, Essay on Satire.

Alliteration and epithets, which with mechanical versi-

ficators are a mere artifice, . . charm by their conso-
nance when they rise out of the emotions of the true
poet. /. D'lsraeli, Amen, of Lit, II. 128.

versificatrix (ver'si-fi-ka-triks), n. [< L. as if

"versificatrix, fern, of versificator: see versifica-
tor.] A woman who makes verses. [Rare.]
In 1784 Beattie, writing of Hannah More, says that John-

son "told me. with great solemnity, that she was 'the
most powerful versificatrix' in the English language."

Athen&um, No. 3244, p. 894.

versifier (ver'si-fi-er), w. [< versify + -er1 .] 1.
One who versifies; one who makes verses; a

poet.

version

Ther is a versifiour seith that the ydel man excuseth
hym iu wynter bycause of the giete coold and in somer
by enchesoun of the heete. Chaucer, Tale of Melibeus.

There haue beetle many most excellent Poets that neuer
versified, and now swarme many versifiers that neede neuer
aunswere to the name of Poets.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie (ed. Arber), p. 28.

2. One who expresses in verse the ideas of an-

other; one who turns prose into verse; a maker
of a metrical paraphrase : as, a versifier of the
Psalms.
versiform (ver'si-form), a. [< LL. versiformis,
changeable, < L. versus, in lit. sense 'turning,'
+ forma, form.] Varied or varying in form.

versify (ver'si-fi), v .
; pret. and pp. versified, ppr.

versifying. [< F. versifier = Sp. Pg. versificar= It. versificare^ L. versificare, put into verse,
versify, < versus, verse, + facere, make, do (see
-/;/)] I. trans. 1. To turn into verse; make
a metrical paraphrase of: as, to versify the
Psalms.
The 30th Psalm was the first which Luther versified:

then the 12th, 46th, llth, 53rd, C7th. 124th, and 128th,
which last Huss had done before, and it was only mod-
ernised by Luther. Burney, Hist. Music, III. 35, note.

Our fair one . . . bade us versify
The legend. Whittier, Bridal of Pennacook.

2. To relate or describe in verse . treat as the

subject of verse.

I versify the truth. Daniel, Civil Wars, i.

A lady loses her muff, her fan, or her lap-dog, and. so
the silly poet runs home to versify the disaster.

Goldsmith, Vicar, xvii.

II. intrans. To make verses.

I receyved your letter, sente me laste weeke ; whereby
I perceive you otherwhiles continue your old exercise of

Versifying in Englishe. Spenser, To Gabriel Harvey.
In terrifying he was attempting an art which he had

never learned, and for which he had no aptitude.
'Southey, Bunyan, p. 40.

versing (ver'sing), n. [Verbal n. of verse2
, v.~\

The act of writing verse.

version (ver'shon), n. [< F. version = Sp. ver-
sion = Pg. versao = It. versione, < ML. versio(n-),
a turning, translation, < L. vertere, pp. versus,
turn, translate: see verse1 .] If. A turning
round or about

; change of direction.

The first was called the strophe, from the version or
circular motion of the singers in that stanza from the right
hand to the left. Conyreve, On the Pindaric Ode.

What kind of comet, for magnitude, colour, version of
the beams, placing in the region of heaven, or lasting,
produceth what kind of effects.

Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things (ed. 1887).

2. A change or transformation ; conversion.

The version of air into water. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 27.

3. The act of translating, or rendering from one
language into another. [Rare.] 4. A trans-

lation; that which is rendered from another

language. A list of versions of the Bible will
be found under the word Bible.

I received the Manuscript you sent me, and, being a
little curious to compare it with the Original, I find the
Version to be very exact and faithful.

Howell, Letters, I. vi. 27.

Better a dinner of herbs and a pure conscience than
the stalled ox and infamy is my version.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, Iv.

5. A statement, account, or description of in-

cidents or proceedings from some particular
point of view: as, the other party's version of
the affair. 6. A school exercise consisting of
a translation from one language, generally one's

own, into another. 7. In obstet., a manipula-
tion whereby a malposition of the child is recti-

fied, during delivery,by bringing the head or the
feet into the line of the axis of the parturient ca-
nal ; turning. According as the feet or the head may be
brought down, the operation is called podalic or cephalic
version. Pelvic version is that which converts a mal-
presentation into a breech-presentation. Version is called
external when it is effected by external manipulation
only, internal when it is performed by the hand within
the parturient canal, and bimamtal or bipolar when one
hand acting directly upon the child in the uterus is aided
by the other placed upon the abdominal wall.

8. In mathematical physics, the measure of the
direction and magnitude of the rotation about a

neighboring point produced by any vector func-
tion distributed through space. Thus, if the vec-
tor function is the velocity of a fluid at the different

points of space, its curl or version is the rotation of that
fluid at any point where its motion is rotational. The ad-

vantage of the word version over rotation is that it is ap-
plicable to cases where there is no motion : as, for example,
to a stress. Italic version of the Bible. See Italic.

Revised version (sometimes called the revision of the
authorized version, or the new revision, or the revision sim-

ply), a revision of the authorized or King James version
of the Bible, executed by two companies of scholars,
one working on the Old Testament, the other on the New
Testament, 1870-84. The work was originated by the
Convocation of the Province of Canterbury, England, in
1870 ; subsequently the cooperation of American scholars
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Versional (verShon-al). ii. [< ri'i-xiiiH + -a/.]
Of or pertaining ID u version or translation.

All the HUggcstlomi fdi- emendations (of the Bible),
whether textllltl nr f. fxit'lfll.

The Independent (New York), March 23, 1871.

versionist (ver'slmn-ist), . [< version + -ixt.\
One \vlni makos a, version; a translator; also,
one who favors a certain version or translation.
<;i-iil. Mil;/.

verso (ver'so), H. [< L. verso, abl. of versus,
turned, pp. of vertcre, turn : see rcrse1 .] The
reverse, back, or other side of gome object.
Specifically (a) Of a coin or medal, the reverse : opposed
to obverite. (b) Of a manuscript or print, the second or any
succeeding left-hand page; a page of even number: op-
posed to redo, or one of uneven number : as, verso of title,
the back of the title-page of a hook.

versor (ver'sor), H. [ML., < L. rertfre, pp. ver-

XMX, turn: seewrsel.] A particular kind of qua-
ternion

; an operator which, applied to a vector

lying in a plane related in a certain way to the

versor, turns the vector through an angle with-
out altering its modulus, tensor, or length.
Every quaternion is a product, in one way only, of a ten-
sor and a versor, and that versor is called the versor of
the quaternion, and is represented by a capital I written
IN II.JT the symbol of the quaternion.

versorium (ver-so'ri-um), u. A magnetic nee-
dle delicately mounted so as to move freely in

a horizontal plane: so called by Gilbert. Kn-

cyc. Brit., XV. 220.

verst (verst), n. [Also sometimes irergt (after
G.); = P. verstc, < Kuss. versta, a verst, also a
verst-post, equality, age; perhaps orig. 'turn,'
hence a distance, a space, for *vertta, < Russ.
vcrtietl (Slav. -y/ vert), turn, = L. vcrtere, turn:
see verse 1

.} A Russian measure of length, con-

taining 3,500 English feet, or very nearly two
thirds of an English mile, and somewhat more
than a kilometer.

versual (ver'su-al), a. [< L. versus, a verse, +
-/.] Of the character of a verse; pertaining
to verses or short paragraphs, generally of one
sentence or clause: as, the versual divisions
of the Bible : correlated with capital, sectional,

pausal, parenthetical, punctual, M-ral, etc. W.

Smith's Bible IHct.

versus (ver'sus), prep. [< L. versus, toward,
against, pp. of vertcre, turn: see verse 1

.]

Against : used
chiefly

in legal phraseology: as,
John Doe versus Richard Roe. Abbreviated

., vs.

versute (ver-suf), . [< L. versutux, adroit,

versatile, < vcrtere, pp. versus, turn: see rerse 1
,

and cf. rerxant.] Crafty; wily.

A person ... of versute and vertiginous policy.
Up. Gatuien, Tears of the Church, p. 132. (Davits.)

vert1
(vert), n. [< F. vert, green, < OF. verd, <

L. viride, green, green color: see verd.} 1.

In Eng. forest law, everything within a forest

bearing a green leaf which may serve as a cover
for deer, but especially great and thick coverts

;

also, a power to cut green trees or wood.

Cum furca, fossa, sock, . . . vert, veth, venison.

Chartrr, Q. jtnnf, 1707. (Jamieson. )

The Holy Clerk shall have a grant of vert and venison
. in my woods of Warneliffe. Scott, Ivanhoe, xl.

I was interested in the preservation of the venison and
the pert more than the hunters or wood-choppers.

Thoreau, Walden, p. 269.

2. In licr., the tincture green. It

is represented by diagonal lines

from the dexter chief to the
sinister base. Abbreviated v.

Nether vert, underwoods. Over
vert or overt vert, trees serving for

browse, shelter, and defense ; the great
forest as distinguished from under-
woods. Special vert, in vl<l Kii'J. Vert.

forext law, trees and plants capable of

serving as covert for deer, and bearing fruit on whicli

they feed : so called because its destruction was a more
serious offense than the destruction of other vert,

vert- (vert), 11. [Taken for convert and pervert,
with the distinguishing prefix omitted.] One
who leaves one church for another; a convert
or pervert, according as the action is viewed by
members of the church joined or members of
the church abandoned: said especially of per-

vertebral

i, Walden, p. 268.

Cervical Vertebra of Horse.
right side view,

i. rudimentary spinous pro-

<>ns who go from the Church of Knglaii'l to

the I'hnrcli of Rome. (Colloi|., Kng. ]

vert- i vert), /. i. [< n-rt-. n.\ To become a
vert' 1

: leave tin- Omreli of Kngland for the
L'oman ........ mini. .n. or vice versa. [I'olloq.,

Kng. |

vertant (ver'tant ), (i. [< L. vertere, turn, turn

about, + -tint."] In Her., bent in a curved form ;

tle\ed or bowed.
VCrte ( ver'te). r. [L.: " i-ti . 'J'l pers. sing. impv.
of n I'li-n , turn : see n 1:11 '.

|
In mii.tii-. same as

i-iilli, Verte sublto. Same as volti mliilo. Abbrevi-
ated v. i.

vertebra (ver'te-brti), n.; pi. >-<//////,v (-bre).
in K. for'in n rli-ln f, q. v. ; = F. ver-

= Sp. rn lil,ni = !'g. It. rtrtflini, < L.

vertebra, a joint, a bone of the spine, < n ri> 1-1 .

turn, turn about: see verse 1
.] 1. In Verte-

lu-iitii, any bone of the spine; any segment of
the backbone. See luii-khinn ami .i/iim-. S],eeni

eally (a) Broadly, any axial metamere of a vertebrate,
whether osseous, cartilaginous, or merely flbrous, Includ-

ing the segments of the skull as well as those of the trunk.

(b) Narrowly, one of the usually separate and distinct
bones or cartilages of which the spinal column consists,
in most cases composed of a centrum or body, with or
without ankylosed ribs, and with a neural arch and vari-

ous other processes. The centrum Is the most solid and
the axial part of the bone, witli which a pair of neura-

pnphyses are sutured (see cuts under cervical and nevru-

crntral), these apophyses forming the pedicels and lamina.'

of human anatomy, united in a neural
spine or spinous

process. Each ncurapophysis bears a ulapophysis, the
transverse process of human anatomy, and a

prezyga-
pophysls and a postxygapophysig, called In man til? supe-
rior and inferior oblique or articular prvcmet, by means of
whicli the successive arches are jointed ; together with,
in many cases, additional processes connected with these

(the anapophyses, metapophyses, and parapophyses), the
trace of one of which in the lumbar vertebra of man is

known as the mammillarif
tubercle. (See cuts under nl-

lat, endoskcletoH, dorsal, hypo-
jwv/i^xit.amUum&ar.) Certain
other formations on the neu-

rupopbyses provide In some
eases for the additional In-

terlocking of these arches.

(See zyijafpheiu, zygantrum.)
The above-named processes
are eitherautogenous or endo-
genous, or else exogenous, In
different cases and in differ-

ent animals ; they are all that

ordinary vertebne present ;

and all of them may abort,

especially ill the caudal re-

glon, or be disguised, as by of
"><=.

ankylosis, in the sacral region.

(See cuts under rptpleura,
Mcrariwn, and sacrum.) The
centrum of certain vertebra)
of some animals bears a single median inferior process.
(Bee hyvapophysin.) Vertebral centra do not always cor-

respond exactly to neural arches, owing to intercalation
of additional bodies (perhaps corresponding to ordinary
intervertebral disks), so that a given arch, like most ribs,

may articulate with two centra. (See intercrnlrum, em-
bolmneroun, racttitomous.) Bodies of free vertebra artic-

ulate with one another by their faces, usually with the
intervention of a pulpy flbrocartilage. According to the

shapes of these faces, they are described as uinjihicaelian,

pnM'ti'tiun, opisthocoHian (see these words), and hetcrocae-

lian, and also called biconcave, ctmcavo-concex, convextt-

concatf, and saddle-shaped. Arches of vertebra are often

connected, as in many fishes, with dermal bones. (See
uiti /-In in'it, iHtenicvral.) Ordinary vertebrae are conve-

niently grouped, according to the region they occupy, as cer-

vical, doral or thoracic,lutnbar, sacral, and cauJafur coccy-
gcal, respectively indicated In vertebral formula; by the
letters C, l>. L, S, I'll. In man and most mammals this

grouping is well marked by the developed or undeveloped
condition of the ribs in the three former regions, and by
extensive ankyloses in the two latter, as well as hy the size,

shape, and other characters of the individual bones ; but
such distinctions fall of application to some vertebrates.
Cetaceans and slrenians have no sacrum to separate lum-
bar from caudal vertebra; : some cetaceans have consoli-
dated cervicals (see cut under anJrylorin) ; birds have ex-

tensively ankylosed dorsals and a remarkably complex sa-

crum (see cuts under xacrarium and itacrum) ; snakes have
vertebra gently graded in character from head to tail

;
in

fishes the vertebra: are ordlnarily*grouped as abdominal,
which extend from the head as far as the cavity of the
belly extends, and caudal, all the rest of the bones, in-

cluding some special elements (see heterocercal, homocer-
col, epural, hjrvurol). Such regional variations in the char-
acters of vertebra also give rise to the terms ctrvicodor-

9al, doritotumbar, lumbonacral, urosatrat, etc. Certain ver-
tebra? have individual names, as atlas, axis, odontoid; see
also phrases given below. The number of vertebra varies

widely : it is greatest in some reptiles (over 200). Seven
cervicals is the rule in mammals, with rare exceptions
(see rfnfAl); but there is no constancy, as regards num-
ber, in any of the other regions of the spinal column. See
skeleton and the cuts there cited, also cuts under atla*.

axis, chevron-bone, and xenarthral.

2. In echinoderms, any one of the numerous
axial ossicles of the arms of starfishes. See
vertebral, a., 5 Cranial vertebra, any one of the seg-
ments of the skull which has been theoretically assumed
to be homologous with a vertebra proper, as by Goethe,
Carus, Oken, Owen, and others. Three or four such ver-

tebra) have been recognized in the composition of the

skull, named as follows, from behind forward : (1) the

occipital or epencephalic, nearly or quite coincident with
the compound occipital bone, of which the basioccipital

U the centrum, I

111! (lie

parietal* u ft pi

all are the neurapophrKs,
ll"MI:il -pine (KB CUtS UII-

i); (2) the pnriftal, maen-
inalnly by tlie lia-n-pln-noi'l

!|.i.ph\ -
t*, mi'! the

iiit also

articular proceoes: s. convex
anterior face ofcentrum or body

ertebra ; 8. its concave

rit>s, or cli.iix.physesaml pleura

iln 111'!, : ile -killl 'if ttir i :u t>. .

/;. it. i ,,'/,
:
,,/,,, r.if !>,-: ''/, :>nd fympMii ;(8)the>) n

tal, prottfnc*~]iltttli> . 'iil-'t tiiiiinl) hy
the presphenoid as centrum, the nil.it"-|,hi :

rapophyses, and the frontal or frontals as a MI..

hind neural spine (see cuts under er" 'liiur,

and tnihfwill); (4) the mixr/. rhtm-itcryhalic
Inueu mainly U|HHI the vnmer. ethnmiil. and nasil
llema! arches of each of these tin Meal tcrti-bne are

sought In the facial, hyoldean, and branchial arches.
Three of these suppoaed vertebra are <gniz-
able In most skulfa u cranial segmentH : but these seg-
ments are exclusive of the capsules of the special sense*,
and are not regarded as vertebral, in<. n,, n . artilsgl-
nous l>asls Is not metamt-rfcally egmenteii. See tuUl,
parachordal, and cuts und< i

< A "rlnt^tkulli,
and lanuphenuid. Dorsocervlcal vertebra, secrfor-

iocervical. Epencephalic vertebra ' verte

frro.- False vertebra, an ankylused vetd 1'ia as "f the
sacrum and coecyx .it man : an antUiuated phrase In hu-
man anatomy.- Frontal vertebra, see rmmal verte-

bra. Laminae of a vertebra ,, ,,"i Hesen-
cepnalic, nasal, occipital, olfactory, ophthalmic,
otic, parietal, prosencephallc, rlilnencephallc ver-
tebra. See cranuilrrrtrbra. Odontoid vertebra. Same
as <uui, :i (a). SplnoiiB process of a vertebra. Bee
smitout. Toothed vertebra. Same as anil, S (a).

True vertebra, tree vertelira : an antiquated phrase
in human anatomy. Vertebra dentata. Same as OTM',
3 (oX- Vertebra prominens, the [imminent vertebra;
that vertebra whose splnous process U molt prominent.
In roan this Is the seventh cervical ; but the most promi-
nent vertebra is usually one of the dorsals.

vertebral (ver'te-bral), o. and . [= F. verte-

bral = 8p. PK. vertebral = It. rertebrale, < NL.
vertebralis, < I,, vertebra, a joint, vertebra: see

vertebra.] I. a. 1. Of the nature of a verte-
bra

;
characteristic of or peculiar to vertebrae :

as, vertebral elements or processes; vertebral

segmentation. 2. Pertaining or relating to a
vertebra or to vertebras ; spinal: as, vertebral

arteries, nerves, muscles
;
a vertebral theory or

formula. 3. Composed of vertebrae; axial, as
the backbone of any vertebrate; spinal; ra-

chidian: as, the vertebral column. 4. Having
vertebrw ;

backboned ; vertebrate : as, a rer-

tebral animal. [Bare.] 5. \nEchinodermata,
axial : noting the median ossicles of the ray of

any starfish, a series of which forms a solid in-

ternal axis of any ray or arm, each ossicle con-

sisting of two lateral halves united by a longi-
tudinal suture, and articulated by tenon-and-
mortise joints upon their terminal surfaces.
See Opliiuridie. and cuts under Asteriitlte and
Astruphijton.
Each of these ossicles (which are sometimes termed

vertebral) Is surrounded by four plates one median and
antambulacral, two lateral, and one median and snper-
ambulacraL Huxley, Anat Invert., p. 482.

6. In i nli nn.. situated on or noting the median
line of the upper surface. Anterior vertebral
vein. See rein. Vertebral aponeurosls, a fascia sepa-
rating the muscles belonging to the shoulder and arm from
those which support the head and spine, stretched from
the spinous processes of the vertebra* to. the angles of the
ribs, beneath the serratus postlcus superior, and continuous
with the fascia nuchw. Alsocalled rrrlebralfascia. Ver-
tebral artery, a branch of the subclavian which passes
through the vertebrarterial canal to enter the foramen
magnum and form with its fellow the basllar artery. It

gives off in man posterior meningeal, anterior and poste-
rior spinal, and inferior cerehellar arteries. Vertebral
arthropathy, a form of spinal or tabetic arthropatby ac-

companied by changes in shape of the vertebra. Verte-
bral border of the scapula, in human anat., that border
of the scapula which lies nearest the spinal column. It is

morphologically the proximal end of the bone. See scapu-
la and thoulder-bladf. Vertebral canal. Sec canalt.
Vertebral carles, a tuberculous disease of one or more
of the bodies of the vertebras ; Pott's disease of the spine :

the cause of angular curvature of the spine. Vertebral
chain, vertebral column. 8ameaspm<i/r<><wmn(whlch
see, under spinal). Vertebral fascia. Same as vertebral

aponeurosis. Vertebral foramen. See/ornmm and ver-
tebrarterial. Vertebral formula, the abbreviated ex-

pression of the number of vertebra? in each of the recog-
nized regions of the spinal column. The formula normal to
man is c. 7, D. 12, L. 5, s. s, cd. 4 = 33. Vertebral mus-
cles, axial (epaxlal, paraxial,or hypaxlal)muscles which lie

along the trunk in relation with vertebrae or vertebral seg-
ments. In the lower vertebrates, whose axial muacnlaturr
is segmented into numerous myocommata (the flakes of
the flesh of fish, for example), such muscles are coincident,
to some extent, with vertebra. In the higher, most of the
vertebral muscles extend undivided along several verte-

bra?, though their segmentation may be traced in their

deeper layers or fascicles, as In the so-called fourth and
fifth layers of the muscles of the back of man. Those
hypaxial muscles which lie under (In man. In front of) the
vertebra? are grouped as prcrfrtebral, as the Fcaleni of the
neck and psoas of the loins. Vertebral ossicle. Same
as ambulacral ossicle (which see, under amliulacral). See
also vrrttbra, 2, and vertebral, a., 5. Vertebral plexus.
See plem*. Vertebral ribs, in man, the two lowest ribs
on each side, connected with the vertebra only ; the float-

ing ribs : distinguished from vertebrochondral and from
tertebrostcrnal ribs. Vertebral vein. See n.

II. n. 1. A vertebrate. [Rare.] 2. A ver-
tebral artery.



vertebralis

vertebralis (yi-r-te-bra'lis), n.
; pi. vertebrates

(-lez). [NL. : see vertebral,] The vertebral

artery of any animal.

vertebrally (v6r'tf-bral-i), adv. 1. By, with,
or as regards vertebra? : as, segmented rerte-

bi-alli/: n-rtebrtilly articulated ribs. 2. Atorin
a vertebra, anil not between two vertebra) : cor-

related with interverti'bra Uij: as, vertebrally ad-

justed neural arches.

vertebrarium (vei'-te-bra'ri-um), n. ; pi. vcrtc-

braria (-a). [NL., <'L. vertebra, a joint, verte-
bra: seetwwfrro,] The vertebras collectively;
the whole spinal column.
vertebrarterial (ver'te-brar-te'ri-al), a. Per-

taining to a vertebra and an artery : specifically

noting a foramen in the side of a cervical ver-
tebra transmitting the vertebral artery. A ver-
tebrarterial foramen is formed by the partial confluence
of a rudimentary cervical rib, or pleurapophysis, with the
transverse process proper, or diapophysis, of a cervical ver-
tebra ; the series of such foramina constitutes the verte-
brarterial canal. This structure is one of the distinguish-
ing characters of a cervical vertebra in man and many
other animals. Also verte-bro-arterial. See cut under cer-

vical.

Vertebrata (ver-te-bra'ta), . pi. [NL., neut.

pi. of L. vertebratus, jointed, articulated : see

vertebrate.'] A phylum or prime division of the

6736
nal class Pisces was dismembered into four classes : Ley-
tocardia or I'harynnobranchii or Cirrostomi, the lancelets
or acranial vertebrates alone ; Marsipabranchii or Cyclos-
tomi, the mouorliine vertebrates, or lampreys and hags;
Selachii or Kamobmtuktt, the sharks and rays ;

and Pis-
ecu proper, or ordinary lishes. (8ee/!Ai.) None of the divi-
sions of Amphibia, Jteptilia, or Mammalia are usually ac-
corded the rank of classes; so that the phylum Vertebrata,
is now usually taken to consist of the eight classes above
noted. After the discovery by Kowalevsky, in 1866, of
the possession of a notochord by the embryos of ascidians
and by some adults of that group (see urochord, and cut
under Appendicidaria), the Tvnicata, under the name of

Urochorda, were added to the Vertebrata, and the larger
group thus composed was called Chordala by Balfour.
Later the worm-like organisms of the genus Balatioylossua
were admitted to the same association, and it has been
supposed that some others (as Cephalodincux and llhabdo-

pleura) may require to be considered in the same connec-
tion, with such extension of the scope of Vertebrata, or
rather the merging of that group in a higher one compris-
ing all the chordate animals which agree in possessing
a (temporary or permanent) notochord, a dorsal neural
axis, and pharyngeal slits, the arrangement of Ckordata
becomes (1) Hemichorda, the acorn-worms; (2) Urn-
chorda, the tunicates; (3) Cephalochorda, the lancelets or
acranial vertebrates ; and (4) Vertebrata proper, or ordi-

nary skulled vertebrates.

vertebrate (ver'te-brat), a. and n. [= F.
vertebre = Sp. Pg. vertebrado = It. vcrtebruto, <

L. vertebratus, jointed, articulated, vertebrated,
< vertebra, joint, vertebra: see vertebra.'] I. a.

animal kingdom, containing all those animals 1. Having vertebra)
; characterized by the pos-T,!I. i,.,..,, v..i,i .t. J..-1-..4.. .n..

segsion of a gpjpai column; backboned; in a
wider sense, having a notochord, or chorda dor-

salis; chordate; specifically, of or pertaining to
the Vertebrata. Also vertebrated, and (rarely)
vertebral. 2. Same as vertebral: as, a verte-

bratc theory of:the skull. [Rare.] 3. In bot.,
contracted at intervals, like the vertebral col-
umn of animals, there being an articulation at
each contraction, as in some leaves.

II. n. A vertebrated animal; any member
of the Vertebrata, or, more broadly, of the Chor-
data: as, ascidians are supposed to be verte-

brates.

rertebrate (ver'te-brat), v. t.; pret. and pp.
vertebrated, ppr. vertebrating. [< vertebrate, a.]
To make a vertebrate of

; give a backbone to
;

hence, figuratively, to give firmness or resolu-
tion to. [Rare.]

which have a backbone or its equivalent; the

vertebrates, formerly contrasted with all other
animals (Invcrtebrata), now ranked as one of
seven or eight phyla which are severally con-
trasted with one another. This division was formal-

ly recognized in 1788 by Batsch, who united the four Liune-
an classes then current (Mammalia, Aves, Amphibia, and
Pisces) under the German name Knochenthiere; and next in
1797 by Lamarck, who called the same group in French ani-
maux a vertebres, and contrasted it with his animaux sans
verttbres, whence the New Latin terms Vertebrata and In-
vertebrata. But this identical classification, with Greek
names, is actually as old as Aristotle, whose "Evaino. (Ens-
ma), or 'blooded' animals, were the vertebrates, divided,
moreover, into four classes exactly corresponding to the
modern mammals, birds, reptiles with amphibians, and
nshes, and contrasted with his "AKaijia (Ansema), or
'

bloodless
'

animals, these being all invertebrates. Verte-
brates are the most highly organized metazoans, with per-
manent distinction of sex, and consequent gamic reproduc-
tion without exception. Their essential structural charac-
ter is the presence of an axou from head to tail, dividing the

'

i.

L j / /*- i - * JN r ,
trunk into an upper neural canal or tube containing the Vertebrated (ver te-bra-ted), a. [< vertebrate
main nervous cord, and an under hemal cavity or cavities + -tfrf2.] 1. Same as vertebrate, 1. 2. Joint-

; the arms of starfishes, by means of ver-ed, as
tebrae. See vertebra, 2, vertebral, a., 5, and am-
bulacral ossicles (under ambulacra!).

containing the principal viscera of digestion, respiration,
circulation, and reproduction, together with a sympathetic
nervous system. Except in the lowest class of vertebrates
(Acrania), the head has a skull and brain (Craniota).
The alimentary canal is completely shut off from the body- Vertebration (ver-te-bra'shon), n. [< vertebrate
cavity, and open to the exterior at both ends. Special 4- ;on n The formation of"vprtpbrw division
organs of respiration are confined to this canal, and form
in the higher vertebrates lungs and in the lower gills, the mto segments resembling those of the verte-
latter structures being developed in connection with cer- bral column.
tain visceral clefts (see Ki, 5) and arches which are pres- vertebret (ver'te-ber), n. See vertcber.
ent in embryos of all vertebrates, but which for the most Vpr+phrn artprial (vi?>r''tp brn Hr tfi'ri all n
part disappear in those above amphibians. Organsofcir-

vCrte Dro-arceriai (ver te-Dro-ar-te ri-al), a.

culation are present in two main systems the blood-vas- t>ame as vertebrarterial.

cular, consisting of a heart or its equivalent, arteries, vertebrochondral (ver^te-bro-kon 'dral), a.
veins and capillaries, and the lymph-vascular, consist- Connected, as a rib, with Vertebne at one end
ing of lymphatic bodies and

vessels,
These two systems lmH at t,,

.
'
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communicate with each other, and the lymphatic with and at the other with costal cartilages of other
both the mucous and the serous cavities of the body the nbs; vertebrocostal, but not vertebrosternal.

Vertebrochondral ribs, the uppermost three of the
false ribs of each side of man, which are connected in front

their costal cartilages.

blood-vascular system is otherwise closed. The" main
nervous system is primitively tubular ; except in Acrania,
it becomes differentiated into a brain and spinal cord, with one another by

p?rrft
h

he^dt^
the sympathetic system. Organs of the special senses
are present, with sporadic exceptions, especially of the
eye. The organs of reproduction in both sexes are con-
nected with the alimentary canal, except in a few fishes
and in all mammals above marsupials. Ova are matured
either within or without the body of the female. The em-

as costovertebral : as, the vertebrocostal articula-
tion of the head of a rib with the body or cen-
trum of a vertebra. Compare costotransverse.

2. Same as vertebrochondral: as, man has
three pairs of vertebrocostal ribs.

bryo or fetus develops from a four-layered germ, whose VertebTO-iliaC (ver"te-bro-iri-ak), a. Common
epiblast is the origin of the cuticle and main nervous axis, to vertebrae and to the ilium

; specifically, ilio-whose hypoblast lines the alimentary canal, and whose i,,mhll ,. a.!^ tn t>,A . ,/l'oti
mesoblast, splitting into somatopleural and splanchno-
pleural layers, forms a body cavity and most of the sub-

lumbar : applied to the connection or relation
of the ilium to lumbar vertebrae.

stance of the body. All vertebrates have an endoskele- Vertebrosa (ver-te-brd'sa), n. pi. Same as Ver-
ton and an exoskeleton, the former constituting the main tebrata.

^fTe^brat^me^eei^^mi^y^l^^^a^^n Vertcbrosacral (ver*te-bro-sa'kral), . Of or

physiological considerations, into (i) oviparous, ovovi- pertaining to sacral and antecedent vertebrae
;

viparous, and viviparous; (2) cold-blooded and warm- lumbosacral; sacrolumbar Vertebrosacral an-
blooded, or Ilxmatocrya and Hamatotherma ; (3) those gie,in Aumon anat., the lumbosacral eminence

;
the prom-with nucleated and those with non-nucleated blood-cells, ontory of the sacrum

orPyrenamataamlApt/renannata. (b) Upon mixed physi- vertebrosternal (ver"te-bro ster'nan n Fv
ological and anatomical grounds, into (1) those with

verl
fDrosiernai (ver le-Dio- er nal,), a. H.X-

gills and those without them, or Branchiata and Abranchi- tending, as a rib, trom the backbone to the
ata; (2) those without amnion and allantois in the em- breast-bone; connecting a vertebra or vertebras *

-

bryo, and those with these embryonic organs, respective-
ly the Anammonata or Anallantoidea, and the Amnionata

with a sterneber or sternebers__ Vertebroster-.....

These are (1) fishes and amphibians together; (2) rep^ (-tek-sez, -ti-sez). [= F. vertex (in zool.) = Sp.
tiles proper and birds together; (3) mammals alone.
1 nese three brigades have become best known under Hux-
ley's names (1) Ichthyopnda, (2) Sauropnida, (3) Mam-
malia. They are also called (1) Lyrifira, (2) Quadratifera,
(3) Malletfera. The classes into which vertebrates were

Pg. It. vertice, < L. vertex, vortex (-tic-), a whirl,
whirlpool, eddy, vortex, the top or crown of
the head, the head, the pole of the heavens,

,.. the highest point, peak, summit, lit. 'turn' or

ton?- wtly
fl

li

h
icled7it

i'-
t bri*ad>?S were originally 'turning-point,' < vertere, vortere, turn, turn

2; SST; ^S^&'m&S^d
w^n :

^out:
lee vessel, and ct vertebra, etc.' The

by separation of the second of these divisions into the L- vertex and vortex are diff. forms of the same
classes Amphibia and Reptilia proper. Finally, the origi- word, though ancient grammarians attempted

verticality

to distinguish them; from the form vortex is

E. rortcx, q. v.] 1. The highest or principal
point; apex; top; crown; summit. Specifically

(a) In anat. and zoril., the crown or top of the head ; of

man, the dome, vault, or arch of the head or skull, between
the forehead and hindhead. See calvariuin, xincipict, and
cuts under birdi, brain, cranium, and vkitlll. (b) The sum-
mit or top of a hill, or the like. Derham. (c) The point
of the heavens directly overhead ; the zenith.

2. In nut tli., a point of a figure most distant
from the center; any convex angle of a polygon.

Principal vertex of a conic section, the point
where the transverse axis meets the curve. -Vertex Of
an angle, the point in which the two lines meet to form
the angle. Vertex presentation, vertex delivery.
See presentation!, 6.

vertical (ver'ti-kal), a. and . [< F. vertical =
Sp. Pg. vertical = It. rerticale, < ML. *r<'rHcnli,
< L. vertex (-tic-), the highest point, vertex:
see vertex. Cf. vortical.'] I. a. 1. Of or re-

lating to the vertex
;
situated at the vertex,

apex, or highest point ; placed in the zenith, or

point in the heavens directly overhead ; figura-
tively, occupying the highest place.

I behold him [Essex] in his high-noon, when he ...
was vertical in the esteem of the soldiery.

Fuller, Worthies, Herefordshire, II. 77.

If zeal ... be short, sudden, and transient, ... it is

to be suspected for passion and frowardness, rather than
the vertical point of love. Jer. Taylor, Holy Living, iv. 3.

'Tis raging noon
; and, vertical, the sun

Darts on the head direct his forceful rays.
Thomson, Summer, 1. 432.

2. Specifically, being in a position or direction

perpendicular to the plane of the horizon
; up-

right; plumb. A vertical line or plane is one in which,
if produced, the vertex or zenith lies. The word is applied
to a number of tools and machines, to indicate the posi-
tion in which they are placed or used: as, the vertical
mill ; a vertical planer.
3. In mcd., of or relating to the vertex, or crown
of the head. 4. In zool. and anat.: (a) Per-

taining to or' placed on the vertex, or crown of
the head; sincipital; coronal: as, vertical stem-
mata of an insect; vertical eyes of a fish; the
vertical crest of some birds is horizontal when
not erected. (6) Placed or directed upward or

downward; upright or downright; being at

right angles with an (actual or assumed) hori-
zon. Vertical in this sense is either (1) intrinsic, with
reference to an actual or assumed horizontal plane of the
body itself, as to the dorsal or ventral surface of most ani-

mals, or (2) extrinsic, with reference to the earth's hori-
zon

;
in the latter case it is the same as def. 2. Median

vertical plane, in any vertebrate, the meson. - Ver-
tical angles, in geom., the opposite angles made by two
lines which intersect one another. Thus, if the straight
lines AB and CD intersect one another in the point B, the
opposite angles AEC and DEB are vertical angles, as are
also AED and CEB. Vertical anthers, anthers attached
by the base and as erect as the filaments. Vertical axis
Of a crystal, that axis which stands erect when the crys-
tal is placed in its proper position : in the orthometric
systems it is at right angles to the basal plane. Vertical
Circle, (a) Same as azimuth circle (which see, under azi-

muth), (b) See circle. Vertical composition, musi-
cal composition in which the chief attention is put on
the harmonic structure of the successive chords, as con-
trasted with horizontal composition, in which it is put
on the melodic structure of the several voice-parts.
Vertical dial, drill, engine. See the nouns. Ver-
tical escapement, an old escapement in watches, in
which the plane of revolution of the scape-wheel was ver-
tical. Vertical fins, in ichth., the median unpaired fins,
extended in the plane of the meson. They are the dorsal,
anal, and caudal, as distinguished from the lateral and
paired pectorals and ventrals. In most fishes, in ordinary
attitudes, these fins are actually perpendicular to the hori-

zon; in the flatfishes they are usually horizontal. Ver-
tical fire. See jfre, 13. Vertical fissure, in anat., same
as precentral sulcus (which see, under precenlral). Ver-
tical force at any point of the earth's surface, in

magnetism^ the vertical component of the total magnetic
attraction of the earth. Vertical index, in craniom.,
the ratio of the greatest height of the skull to its great-
est length. See craniometry. Vertical leaves, in bot.,
leaves with the blade in a perpendicular plane, so that
neither of the surfaces can be called upper or under, as
in the eucalypts of Australia, the compass-plants, etc.

Vertical line, any line perpendicular or at right angles
to the plane of the horizon. In conies, a vertical line is

a straight line drawn on the vertical plane which passes
through the vertex of the cone. Vertical margin, in

entom., the posterior boundary of the vertex, wnere it

adjoins the occiput, forming with it either a sharp or a
rounded edge. Vertical orbit, in entom., that part of
the orbit or border of the compound eye which adjoins
the vertex. Vertical plane, (a) A plane perpendicular
to the plane of the horizon. (6) In conic sections, a plane
passing through the vertex of a cone and through its axis,

(c) In persp., a plane perpendicular to the geometrical
plane, passing through the eye, and cutting the perspec-
tive plane at right angles. Vertical section. See or-

thograph. Vertical Slur, in mtirical notation, a name
sometimes loosely given to the curved or wavy sign for
the arpeggio rendering of a chord. Vertical steam-
boiler, steam-engine, triangle, etc. See the nouns.
Vertical sulcus, in anat, same as precentral mdcm
(which see, under precentral).

II. n. A vertical circle, plane, or line.
Prime vertical, in astron. See prime. Seismic ver-
tical. See seismic.

verticality (ver-ti-kal'i-ti), n. [= F. rerticiilite;
as vertical + -ily.'] The state of being verti-



verticality

cal; vcrlicalnoss. Kir T. Hi'mmr. Vulg. KIT.,

vi. X
vertically t ver'H-kal-i ),<lr. Inn vertical iniiii-

ncr, position, or direction; in a line or plain'

passing through tin- zenith; also, upward to-

ward or downward from tin- /enith.

r.llllcl-llirs, wlil-ll till')' alight, rK-i'lhch i \\g-ri'rlirtlllil.

moth* rxp;mil tin-in hon/untnlly.
II. II. l.t'iiv*. I'rolm. of l.lfc ninl Mind, 1st ser., II. 144.

Tlir ihkcsMl softly ami n-iiiriiliii tliroiiKh Hi, motion-
less air, and all the senses were full of languor and repose.

I/,,,,-,-//*, Yi-m-tbM Mfe, III.

Verticalness (ver'ti-kal-ucs). n. The State of

licinj; vertical ; verticality.
verticel (ver'ti-scl), n. Same as verticil.

vertices, . Latin plural of ri-rtex.

verticil (vcr'ti-sil), . [Also verticel; = V.
rrrticitli' = Sp. Pg. It. rrrtii-illn, < L. rerticillun.

t lie whirl of a spindle, dim. of vertex, a whirl:
see n-rli-j-.] 1. In hot., a whorl: applied to or-

gans, as loaves or flowers, that are disposed in

a circle or ring around an axis. 2. In :<">l., a

whorl, or circular set of parts radiating from
an axis: as, a verticil of hairs, tentacles, or

processes.
verticillaster (vor'ti-si-las'ter), n. [NL., < L.

verticilliis, the whirl of a spindle (see verticil),
4- dim. -aster.] In hot., a form of inflorescence
in which the flowers aro arranged in a seem-

ing whorl, consisting in fact of a pair of op-
posite axillary, usually sessile, cymes or clus-

ters, as in many of the Labiatx.
verticillastrate (ver'ti-si-las'trat), n. [< verti-

fillaitler + -ate*.'] In hot., bearing or arranged
in verticillasters.

verticillate (ver-ti-sil'at), n. [= F. verttettU =
Sp. n rticiliiili> = I'fj. r<'rticillado= \i. rerticillato,
< NL. "verticillatus, < L. vertieillus, a whirl: see

'rrlicil.] Whorled ; disposed in a verticil, as
leaves or flowers; having organs so disposed.
Verticillate antenna, In entom.

, antennae whose joints
are whorled with verticils of hairs. Verticillate leaves,
in '</

. same as stellate leaves (which see, under stellate.).

verticillated (ver'ti-si-la-ted), . [< terti-

I'illnti' + -erf2.] Same as verticillate.

verticillately (ver'ti-si-lat-li), adv. In a verti-

cillate manner.

verticillate-pilose (ver-ti-sil'at-pi'los), a. Pi-
lose or hairy in whorls, as the antenna? of some
insects.

verticillation (ver'ti-si-la'shon), n.
[<

verti-

fil/utc + -/OH.] The formation of a verticil; the

presence or existence of verticils; a set of ver-

ticils, or one of them; annulation.

In the Diadematidffi the spines are hollow, long, and
set with rings or verticillations. Stand. Xat. Ilitt., 1. 107.

verticillus (ver-ti-sil'us), M.
; pi. verticilli (-1).

[NL. : see verticil.] A verticil,

verticityt (ver-tis'i-ti), n. [< F. verticitc =
Sp. verticidad = Pg. vcrticidade ; as vertex (rer-

tic-) + -ity.]
A tendency to turn ; specifically,

the directive force of magnetism.
We believe the verticitij of the needle, without a certifi-

cate from the days of old. Glanvitte.

Whether then they be globules, or no ; or whether they
have a vertifity about their own centers.

Locke, Human Understanding, IV. II. 12.

Pole of verticlty. See jxrf2.

verticlet (ver'ti-kl), n. [< L. verticttla, verticu-

IIIIH, a joint, dim. (cf. vertex, a whirl), < ver-

tcre, turn about: see verse*-, and cf. vertebra.]
An axis ; a hinge. Wuterhouae.

Verticordia (ver-ti-k6r'di-&), H. [NL., < L.

I'erticonlia, a name of Venus, < vertere, turn, +
cor (cord-), heart.] 1. [De Candolle, 1826, so
named because closely akin to the myrtle, sacred
to Venus.] A genus of plants, of the order Mi/r-
lin-rie and tribe ('haiiiielniirii-ip. It is characterized

by nve or ten calyx-lobes deeply divided into subulate

plumose or hair-like segments, and by ten stamens alter-

nate with as many staminodes. The 40 species are all

Australian. They are smooth heath-like shrubs with small
entire opposite leaves. The white, pink, or yellow flowers
are solitary in the upper axils, sometimes forming broad
leafy corymbs, or terminal spikes. Some of the species
are cultivated under glass, under the name of juniper-
myrtle.

2. [S. Wood, 1844.] In eoncli., the typical ge-
nus of Vertii-ordiMic.

Verticordiidae ( ver"ti-k6r-di'i-de), n.pl. [< I 'cr-

ticordia + -ids?.] A family of dimyarian bi-

valve mollusks, typified by the genus Verti-

rnrdia. The animal has the mantle-margins mostly con-

nected, the siphuns sessile, and surrounded by a circular

fringe and one pair of small branchiae. The shell is cor-

difonn, nacreous inside, and the ligament Is lodged in a
subinternal groove, and has an ossicle.

vertiginate (ver-tij'i-nat), a. [< LL. vertigi-

tiatus, pp. of vertiftiiHirt; whirl around, < L. ver-

tigo (-gin-), a whirling: see vertigo.] Turned
round ; giddy. Coleridae. [Rare.]
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Vertiginidse (ver-ti-jiu'i-de). n. /./. [NL., <

lii-hi/ii (-I/in-) + -iila'.] A family of piihno-
nate u'a-ti-opods. typitieil liy III.- j;enii, I'/rlign.

generally united \\itli l'n/>nl or llrln -iil;i .

Vertiginous (ver-tij'i-uusi, . [= F. n-rlnji-
in a. i- = Np. Pg. It. vertiijinoso, < L. n riiijn(-iiin-),
:i wliirlingin the head: sec n rlnjn.] \, Turn-
ing round; whirling; rotary: as. a n rii</i>itni*

motion.

The love of money is a vertvjiaout pool, sucking all Into
It to destroy It. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. Ix3.'>), I. 300.

2. Affected with vertigo; giddy; di/,/y. -In-.

Tni/li>r, Repentance, iii. $ 3. 3. Apt to turn or

change; unstable.
" He that robs a church shall be like a wheel," of a ner-

* and unstable estate.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 124.

4. Apt to make one giddy ; inducing giddiness :

as, a ri-rlii/iiKiim height.

The vertiyininu disease Is not so strong with them that
are on the ground as with them that stand on the top of
a steepl, Baitrr, Self- Denial, Epistle Monitor}.

vertiginously (ver-tij'i-uus-li), </r. In a ver-

tiginous manner; with a whirling or giddiness.
vertiginousness (ver-tij'i-nus-nes), . The
state or character of being vertiginous ; giddi-
ness; a whirling, or sense of whirling; dizziness.

Vertigo (ver-ti go, now usually ver'ti-go), H.

[= F. vertige = Sp. vertigo = Pg. vertigem =
It. vertigine, < L. vertigo' (-gin-), a turning or

whirling round, dizziness, giddiness, < vertere,

turn, turn about: see terse*. Cf. tiego.] 1.

Dizziness; giddiness; a condition in which the
individual or the objects around him appear
to be whirling about. It Is called mbjeetive vertigo
when the patient seems to himself to be turning, and
objective vertiyo when it Is the surrounding objects that

appear to move.

Our drink shall be prepared gold and amber,
Which we will take until my roof whirl round
With the vertigo. K. Jonton, Volpone, 111. 6.

That old eertiyii iu his head
Will never leave him till he's dead.

Sv\/l, Death of Dr. Swift.

2. [</>.] [NL.] In conch., a genus of pul-
monates, typical of the family fertiginitUf.
Auditory or* aural vertigo, Menicre's disease : an af-

fection in which the prominent symptoms are vertigo,
deafness, and ringing in the ears : supposed to be a disease
of the labyrinth of the ear. Essential vertigo, vertigo
for which no cause can be discovered. Ocular vertigo.
See ocular.- Paralysing vertigo, a disease observed In
the vicinity of Geneva, Switzerland, manifesting itself in

diurnal paroxysms of ptosls, vertigo, paresis of various

parts, and severe rachialgia, lasting seldom more than two
minutes. It occurs mostly in summer, and affects mainly
males who work on farms. Also called Gerlier'i diteate.

vertu't, >> An old spelling of virtue.

vertu2 ,
H. See virtu.

vertuet, vertulest. Old spellings of virtue, vir-

tueless.

vertumnalt, . [Irreg. < L. ver, spring, with
term, as in autumnal.] Venial.

Her [mystical city of peace] breath is sweeter than the
new-blown rose; millions of souls He sucking their life

from it ; and the smell of her garments Is like the smell
of Lebanon. Her smiles are more reviving than the tx>r-

tumnal sunshine. Ren. T. Adam*, Works, II. TO.

Vertumnus (ver-tum'nus). . [L., the god of
the changing year, he who turns or changes
himself, < vertere, turn, change, + -itmntu, a
formative (= Or. -6ftfvof) of the ppr. mid. of
verbs. Cf. nluamim.] 1. An ancient Roman
deity who presided over gardens and orchards.
and was worshiped as the god of spring or of the.

seasons in general. 2. [NL.] In zotil.,* ge-
neric name variously applied to certain worms,
beetles, and amphipods.
vertuoust, " An old spelling of virtiioux.

veru (ver'6), H. [L.] A spit.-veru montanum,
an oblong rounded projection on the floor of the prostatir
section of the urethra: same as crista urf(Arjr(wnlchsee,
under cruta).

verucoust, a. A bad spelling of verrucotu.

Verulamian (ver-ij-la'mi-an), a. [< rerulam
(ML. 1'eniliiniiuni. Vcriildmium). an ancient Brit-
ish city near the site of St. Albans.] Of or per-
taining to St. Albans, or Francis Bacon (1561-

1626), Baron Verulam, Viscount St. Albans.

A temper well fitted for the reception of the Veruln-
mian doctrine. Macatday, Hist. En?., ill.

veruled (ver'ijld), a. [< verule-y + -erf2.] In

//</.. ringed: noting a hunting-horn or similar

bearing when the rings around it are of a dif-

ferent tincture from the rest. Also virole,
viroled.

verules (ver'ijlz), . [PI. of verule, var. of virule,

fende.] In her., a bearing consisting of sev-

eral small rings one within another concen-

trically. Also called vires.

very

Vervain ( ver' van i, .
| Formerly also n rrnnn .

.
n mil : < ( IF. ri in nil- Sp. I

'-

It. n rln mi, vervain, < L. n rl /'. a gn -en iHiiigli.

etc.. one of a da-s of plani^ nsi,| as cooling
relni'dies. hence later \ i-fliellil, verv:i

hrnii.] One of several weedy plants of the ge-
nus (" -rlirna, primarily l'.ntlirin<ilix, widely di>

per-ed in warm and temperate regions iu both

hemispheres. It is a plant a foot or two high, with

spreading wiry branches, and ver)- small flowers In slender
racemes. It had sacred associations with the Druids, as
sii'l. ,-d among the Romans; It has been worn as an amulet,
b> Id to be serviceable to witches and against them, used
In love- philters, and credited with virtue against a variety
of diseases. In Christian times it became associated with
the cross, whence much of IU repute. It Is also called

Jiino't-teari. kaly-hrrb, lierb-qf-vrate- or kerb <tf the crow,
and piffton'i^riut. (See ptgtm't-gnM.) The plant has
a bitterish and astringent fasti-, and perhaps some slight
febrifugal and othcrOitur, Imt Is replaced by better rem-
edies. In America several other verbenas receive the

name, as V. htutata, the blue vervain, a talllsh slender

plant with small blue flowers, V. ftritia, the hoary ver-

vain, a hairy plant with larger purple flowers, and K. ur-

tica.Mia, the white or nettle leafed vervain, with small
white flowers.

With reverence place
The en in on the altar.

B. Jontmt, Sejsnus, v. 4.

And flu m, light vervain too, thou must go after,

Provoking easy souls to mirth and laughter.
Fletcher. Faithful Shepherdess, II.

Bastard or false vervain. HejeStaekytarphcta.- Stink-
ing vervain. See tMnJt.

vervain-mallow (ver'van-mal'6), n. A spe-
cies of mallow, Malta Alcea.

verve (verv), . [< F. verve, rapture, anima-

tion, spirit, caprice, whim.] Enthusiasm, es-

pecially in what pertains to art and literature :

spirit; energy.
If he be above Virgil, and Is resolved to follow hia own

prrre (as the French call it), the proverb will fall heavily
upon him, Who teaches himself has a fool for bis master.

Itryiien. Ded. of the .tjicid.

verveinet, . An obsolete form of retrain.

verveled (ver'veld), a. In her., same as var-

reled.

vervelle (ver-vel'), . [F. : see varveU.] In me-
dieval armor, a small staple or loop, especially
one of those attached to the steel head-piece,
through which the lace was passed for attach-

ing the camail.

vervels (ver'velz), H. pi. Same as rarrelg.

vervet (ver'vet), H. A South African monkey,
Cercopitliecux i>y</crytlirus, or r. lalandi. it Is one
of the so-called green monkeys, closely allied to the grlvet.
Vervets are among the monkeys carried abont by organ-
grindera.

Very (ver'i), a. [< ME. very, verri, rerray, ver-

rai, veray, verry, rerrey, vt-rrei, verri; < OF. verrai.

rerai, vrai, rray, F. rri = Pr. rerai, true, < LL.
as if 'verticils, for L. vcrax (rerdc-), truthful,

true, < vents (> It. Pg. vero = OF. rer, veir,

voir), true, = Olr. fir = OS. war = OFries. er
= MD. traer, D. tcaar = MLG. tear = OHG.
MHG. u-dr (also OHG. adri, MHG. irsere), G.

walir, true, = Goth, icers, in tm-wer*, doubtful ;

cf. OBulg. viera = RUHS. viera, faith, belief:

prob. ult. connected with L. velle, will, choose.
E. will : see will1 , icale?. From the L. rcrus are
also ult. E. verily (the adv. of very), veracious,

veracity (the abstract noun of veracioujt, and of

very as representing L. verax), verity, aver, and
the first element in verify, verisimilar, verdict,

etc.] True; real; actual; veritable: now used

chiefly
in an intensive sense, or to emphasize

the identity of a thing mentioned with that
which was m mind : as, to destroy his very life :

that is the very thing that was lost : in the latter

use, often with same: as, the very same fault.

That was the eerray Croys assayed ; for the! fonnden .'t

Crosses, on of oure Lord and 2 of the '2 Thcves.

Mandcvilte, Travels, p. 7s.

This is rerry gold of the myn.
Book o/Qninte. Kttenee (ed. Kurnlvall). p. S.

The very Greekcs and Latlnes themselnes tooke pleasure
In Riming verses, and vsed It ss a rare and gallant thing.

Pvttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesle, p. M.

Whether thou be my very son Esau or not.

Qen. zxvli. 21.

When all else left my cause,
My very adversary took my part.

Beau, and Ft., Honest Man's Fortune, I. 1.

One Lord Jesus Christ, . . . eery flod of eery Ood.
Xicene Creed, Book of Common Prayer.

We have as eery a knave In our company [By-ends] as
dwelleth In all these parts. Btinyan, Pilgrim's Progress.

Bliss was it In that dawn to be alive.
But to be young was wry Heaven !

Wordncorth, Prelude, zl.

[ Very Is occasionally used in the comparative degree, and
more frequently In the superlative.

Thou hast the ven'ent shrew of nil.

Skalr.. T. of the 8., v. 2. 84.



very
Is there a verier child than I am now?

Donne, Devotions (Works, III. 605).]

In very deed. See deed and indeed.

very (ver'i), adv. [< rrry, a. The older adv.

form of rrry is verily, now somewhat archaic.]
1. Truly; actually. [Obsolete or archaic.]

These sothely [benj the mesures of the auter in a cubit

most vfrrr. Wyclif, Ezek. xliii. 13.

2. In a high degree; to a great extent; ex-

tremely ; exceedingly. Very does not qualify a verb

directly, and hence also, properly and usually, not a past
participle : thus, very much frightened, because it fright-
ened him very much; and so in other cases. This rule,

however, is not seldom violated, especially in England :

thus, very Ceased, instead of very much pleased.

We can call him no great Author, yet he writes very
much, and with the infamy of the Court is maintain'd in

his libels. Bp. Earle, Micro-cosmographie, An Aturney.

Ye lied, ye lied, my very bonny may.
The Broom of Cowdeiiknows (Child's Ballads, IV. 49).

Your meat sail be of the very very best.

Johnie of Cocklesmuir (Child's Ballads, VI. 17).

Verzenay (ver-ze-na/), n. [< Verzenay (see
def .).] Wine produced in the ancient province
of Champagne, near Verzenay, a locality south-

east of Rheims. (a) A white still wine. Compare Sil-

lery. (6) One of several brands of champagne, excellent

drinking-wine, but not considered of the highest class.

Vesalian (ve-sa'li-an), a. [< Vesalius (see def . )

+ -an.'} Associated with the anatomist Vesa-
lius (1514-64): as, the Vesalian foramen (fora-
men Vesalii) of the sphenoid bone (a small
venous opening).
vesania (ve-sa'ni-a), n. [NL., < L. vesania,

veesania, madness, < vesanus, veesanus, not of

sound mind, < ve-, not, + sanns, sound, sane : see

sane1
."]

Disease of the mind; insanity.

veset, " [< ME. vese, a rush of wind
;
cf . vesen,

fesen, drive away : see feeze."] A blast of wind
;

a storm; commotion.
Therout came a rage, and such a vese

That it made al the gates for to rese.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, 1. 1127.

vesi (va'si), n. [Polynesian.] A leguminous
tree, Afzelia bijuga, found in tropical Asia, the

Seychelles, the Malayan islands, and Polynesia.
It is an erect tree 50 feet in height, with something of the

aspect of the European beech. In the Fiji Islands this

and the tamanu are the best timber-trees, its wood seem-

ing almost indestructible, and being there used for canoes,
pillows, kava-bowls, etc. The tree waa held sacred by
the natives.

vesica (ve-si'ka), n.
; pi. vesicss (-se). [L., the

bladder, 'a blister, a bag, purse, etc.] 1. In

anat., a bladder; a cyst; a sac; especially, the

urinary bladder, or urocyst, the permanently
pervious part of the allantoic sac. 2. In bot.,

same as vesicle Trigonum vesicae. See trigonum.
Vesica fellea, the gall-bladder or cholecyst ; the he-

patic cyst. Vesica piscis (a fish's bladder), a symbol of

Christ, a figure of a pointed oval form, made properly by
the intersection of two equal circles each of which passes
through the center of the other. The actual figure of a
fish found on the sarcophagi of the early Christians was re-

placed later by this figure, which was a common emblem
in the middle ages, with reference to the Greek i\dvs (~
fish), a word containing the initial letters of 'iTjaous Xpt<r-

ro5, WeoO Yibs, SUITIJP (Jesus Christ, Son of God, the Saviour).
It is met with sculptured, painted on glass, in ecclesiasti-

cal seals, etc. The aureola in representations of the mem-
bers of the Trinity, of the Virgin, etc., is generally of this
form. See cuts under aureola and glory. Vesica prOS-
tatica. Same as prostatic vesicle (see prostatic). Vesica
urinae, vesica urinaria, the urinary bladder.

vesical (ves'i-kal), a. [= F. vesical; as vesica
+ -a/.] Of or pertaining to a vesica

; cystic ;

especially, pertaining to the urinary bladder:

as, vesical arteries, veins, or nerves; vesical

distention. Vesical arteries, branches of the ante-
rior division of the internal iliac artery distributed to the
bladder. The inferior is distributed to the lower part of
the bladder, to the prostate, and to the vesiculse semi-

nales, and is also called vesicoprostatic artery. The middle,
a small branch of the superior, is distributed to the base
of the bladder and the vesiculee seminal es. The superior,
that part of the hypogastric artery of the fetus which is

not obliterated, supplies the fundus and body of the blad-
der. Vesical calculus, stone in the bladder. Vesical
ligaments, the ligaments of the bladder, the anterior and
lateral true ligaments. Vesical plexus, sacculus, tri-
angle. See the nouns. Vesical synovial membrane.
Same as bursal synovial membrane. See synovial. Vesical
trigone. Same as trigonum vesicse. See trigonum. Ves-
ical uvula, the uvula vesicas, or uvula of the bladder, a
prominence situated at the inferior angle of the trigonum.

Vesical veins the veins collecting the blood that has
passed through the capillaries of the bladder. They are
more numerous than the corresponding arteries.

vesicant (ves'i-kant). a. and . [= F. vesicant ;

as vesica + -ant"] I. . Producing a bleb or

blister; blistering; epispastic; vesicatory.
II. . A vesicating agent ;

an epispastic or
vesicatory, as cantharides ; a blister.

Vesicaria (ves-i-ka'ri-a), n. [NL. (Rivinus,
1691), from the bladdery pod; < L. vesicaria, a
plant reputed to be efficacious in diseases of the
bladder, < vesicu, bladder: see vesica.] A ge-
nus of cruciferous plants, of the tribe Alyssinese.
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It is characterized by a much-branched stem, stellate pu-
bescence, and flowers which are usually yellow, and are
followed by a globose many-seeded silicic with a slender

style. There are about 32 species, mostly natives of the
United States, with some in southern Europe, Syria, and
Persia ; a few occur in the mountains of Central America.
They are herbs with entire sinuate or pinnatitid leaves,
hoary with short forking or branching hairs. The flowers
are large and golden-yellow in the American species ; the
others differ in habit, in their larger broadly winged seeds,
and in their yellowish flowers, which become commonly
whitish or purplish in fading. They are known as blad-

der-pod, especially V. Shortii, in America. V. utriculata of

the south of Europe produces conspicuous fruit-pouches
of the size of a large pea ; V. vestita of Persia is peculiar in

its large persistent sepals. The American species are par-

ticularly abundant in Texas
;
four occur in Colorado and

Wyoming; one, V. arctica, becomes, at latitude 81 44', in
Grinnell Land, one of the most persistent of arctic plants,
and forms a dome-like tuft about 4 inches high, sending
down very long deep roots.

vesicate (ves'i-kat), v. t.; pret. and pp. vesicated,

ppr. vesicating. [< vesica + -ate2.'] To raise

vesicles, blisters, or little bladders on
;
inflame

and separate the cuticle of
;
blister.

Celsus proposes that in all these internal wounds the
external parts be vesicated, to make more powerful revul-
sion from within. Wiseman, Surgery.

Vesicating collodion, collodion containing cantharides
in solution, used as an external application to produce
a blister. Vesicating plaster. See plaster.

vesication (ves-i-ka'shon), n. [= F. vesica-

tion; as vesicate + -ion."] The formation of
blisters

;
a blister.

vesicatory (ves'i-ka-to-ri), a. and n. [= F.

vesicatoire; as vesicate + -ory.~] I. a. Vesi-

cant; epispastic: as, a vesicatory beetle.

II. ; pi. vesicatories (-riz). An irritating
substance applied to the skin for the purpose
of causing a blister.

vesicle (ves'i-kl), n. [= F. vesicule, < L. vesicu-

la, a little blister, a vesicle, dim. of vesica, blad-

der, blister: see vesica.'] 1. Any small blad-
der-like structure, cavity, cell, or the like, in a

body ;
a membranous or vesicular vessel or cav-

ity; a little sac or cyst. Also vesicule. (a) in
anat. and zoiil., a small bladder or sac : a generic term of
wide application to various hollow structures, otherwise
of very different character and requiring specification by
a qualifying word. Many such formations are embryonic
and so transitory, and have other distinctive names when
matured. (b) In pathol., a circumscribed elevation of the
epidermis containing serous fluid. (/) In hot., a small
bladder, or bladder-like air-cavity. Also vesica.

2. A minute hollow sphere or bubble of water
or other liquid Acoustic vesicle. Same as auditory
vesicle. Allantoic or allantoid vesicle. Same as allan-

tois. Auditory vesicle. See auditory, and cut under
Synaptidee. Blastodermic vesicle. See blastodermic.

Cerebral vesicles, anterior, middle, and posterior, the
three membranous vesicular expansions of which the brain

primitively consists, corresponding to the fore-brain, mid-
brain, and hind-brain, the various thickenings and foldings
of the walls of the vesicles giving rise to the substance of
the brain, and the modified communicating cavities of the
vesicles becoming the ventricles of the brain. These vesi-

cles appear (unlettered) in the cut under embryo. The three

commonly become five by subdivision of two of them, cor-

responding to the five main encephalic segments which
are recognized in most vertebrates, arid may be specified by
the name of the segment to which they respectively give
rise, as the prosencephalic, etc., vesicle(see cut under viscer-

al). Certain other vesicular protrusions of the embryonic
eucephalon provide for the formation of BO much of the

organs of the special senses of smell and sight as is derived
from the brain, one being the rhinencephalic vesicle, the
other the ocular, ophthalmic, or optic vesicle ; both of these
are paired. See cuts under amnion and cerebral (cut 4).

Embryonal vesicle, in hot. See embryonal. Germinal
vesicle. See germinal. Graafian vesicle, a cavity in

the ovary which contains an ovum ; the capsule or calyx of
an ovum, which, when the ovum is ripe, is ruptured to dis-

charge the ovum into the peritoneal cavity, or the Fallopian
tube or oviduct. Also called Graafian follicle. Malig-
nant vesicle, anthrax. Marginal, ocular, optic ves-
icle. See the adjectives. Ophthalmic vesicle. Same
as ocular vesicle. Ovarian, polar, Polian, prostatic,
etc., vesicle. See the adjectives. Purkinjean vesicle,
or vesicle of PurMnje, the germinal vesicle. Rhinen-
cephalic vesicle, the vesicular protrusion of a part of
the prosencephalon of the embryo to form the rhinen-

cephalon. Its hollow is primitively continuous with that
of a lateral cerebral ventricle, and may persist as a rhino-

ccelia, but it is usually obliterated. Seminal vesicles,
two membranous receptacles for the semen, situated one
on each side of the base of the bladder, between it and the
rectum. In man each consists of a tube of about the size

of a quill, of from 4 to 6 inches in length when unrolled,
somewhat coiled, and repeatedly doubled upon itself, end-

ing opposite the base of the prostate by uniting with a vas
deferens to form an ejaculatory duct. Seminal vesicles
exist in the males of many animals, being in general hol-
low offsets from or diverticula of the deferent duct of the
testis or its equivalent, but also existing under many dif-

ferent modifications, especially in invertebrates. The
more comprehensive name of such formations is sperma-
tocyst. The corresponding structure in the female of some
invertebrates, for the reception and detention of the male
secretion, is a spermatotheca. See cuts under Dendroccela,
Nematoidea, Proteolepas, and Rhabdoc&la. Serous ves-
icle, the false amnion (which see, under amnion). Um-
bilical vesicle, the yolk-cavity of any vertebrate, when
it has formed a sac or cyst hanging from the umbilicus, its

cavity being continuous with the intestinal cavity of the
embryo. It is the seat of the earliest blood-circulation,
and the organ of nutrition for the whole period of fetal

Vesiculata

life in anallantoic animals; but in those animals which
develop an allantois and amnion, and especially a placen-
ta, its function is temporary, being soon superseded by
that of the allantois. See cuts under embryo and uterus.

Vasoperitoneal vesicle. See vamperitoneal.

vesicocele (ves'i-ko-sel), n. [< L. vesica, the

bladder, + Gr. tdfai, tumor.] Cystocele ;
hernia

of the bladder.

vesicoprostatic (yes"i-ko-pros-tat'ik),
a. Per-

taining to the urinary bladder and to the pros-
tate gland Vesicoprostatic artery. Same as infe-
rior vesical artery. See veifical arteries, under vetncal.

Vesicopubic (ves"i ko-pii'bik), . Pertaining to

the urinary bladder and to the pubes : as, a vesi-

copubic ligament.
vesicotomy (ves-i-kot'6-tni), n. [< L. vesicti,

the bladder, + Gr. -TOfila, < reuveiv, ra/ulv, cut.]
The operation of incising a bladder, usually the

urinary bladder.
vesico-umbilical (ves'

/
i-k6-um-biri-kal), a.

Pertaining to the urinary bladder and to the

umbilicus.-Vesico-umbUical ligament,theurachus.

Vesico-Uterine (ves"i-ko-u'ter-in), a. Pertain-

ing to the urinary bladder and to the uterus.
Vesico-uterine ligaments, two semilnnar folds which
pass from the posterior surface of the bladder to the neck
of the uterus. Vesico-uterine pouch. See pouch.

vesicovaginal (ves"i-k6-vaj'i-nal), a. Pertain-

ing to the bladder and to the vagina: as, the

vesicovaginal septum. Also vaginovesical.
Vesicovaginal fistula, an abnormal communication be-

tween the bladder and the vagina, generally resulting
from sloughing of the parts consequent upon prolonged
pressure of the head of the child in difficult labor. See
Simon's and Sims's operations, under operation. Vesico-
vaginal plexus. See plexus.

vesicula (ve-sik'u-la), n.
; pi. vesiculse (-le). [L.]

A vesicle. Vesiculse seminales, the seminal vesicles

(which see, under vesicle). Vesicula fellea, the gall-
bladder. Vesicula prostatlca. the prostatic vesicle

(which see, under prostatic). Vesicula serosa. Same as

false amnion (wbich see, under aihniori).

vesicular (ve-sik'u-lar), a. [= F. vdsiculaire

= Sp. Pg. vesicular, <. L. vesicula, vesicle : see

vesicle.] 1. In anat. and zodl. : (<t) Of or per-

taining to a vesicle
;
of the form or nature of a

vesicle; cystic; bladdery. (b) Having a vesi-

cle; vesiculate; full of or consisting of vesicles,

especially when they are small and numerous;
areolar; cellular: as, the vesicular tissue of the

lungs; a vesicular polyp. 2. In bot., pertain-
ing to or consisting of vesicles ; appearing as if

composed of small bladders ; bladdery.
The terms Parenchymatous, Areolar, Utricular, and Ve-

sicular, when applied to vegetable tissues, may be consid-
ered as synonymous. Balftntr.

3. In gtol., the epithet applied to rocks having
a cellular structure, the cavities being rather

large and well rounded, but not very abundant.
A vesicular structure is intermediate in character between
those denominated cellular and slaffffy ; but these dis-

tinctions are not usually very distinctly marked or very
carefully maintained. Normal vesicular murmur.
See murmur. Posterior vesicular column, Clarke's
column. See column, and cut of spinal cord (under spinal).
Vesicular ascidian polypst, the Vesiculariidse.

Vesicular column of the spinal cord, the gauglionic
column, composed of a series of nerve-cells. Vesicular
columns of Clarke. See columns of Clarice, under col-

umn. Vesicular cylinder, Clarke's column. See col-

umn, and cut of spinal cord (under spinal). Vesicular
eczema. See eczema. Vesicular emphysema. See

emphysema. Vesicular erysipelas, erysipelas associ-

ated with the formation of vesicles. Vesicular fever,
pemphigus. Vesicular flies. See I'esiculosa. Vesicu-
lar glands, in bot., glands containing a volatile oil, placed
just beneath the epidermis of the leaf, as in St.-John s-wort
and myrtle, or of the bark, as in the orange. Vesicular
quality, the quality of sound in vesicular respiratory
murmur. Vesicular rale. See rale. Vesicular reso-
nance. See resonance. Vesicular respiratory mur-
mur. See respiratory. Vesicular stomatitis. Same
as aphthous stomatitis (which see, under stomatitis). Ve-
sicular synovialmembrane. See synorial. Vesicular
theory, the theory (now abandoned) that the minute drops
of mist, cloud, and fog are hollow vesicles or bubbles.
Vesicular wormst, the cystic worms, or cysticerci and
hydatids. They were formerly regarded as adult organ-
isms, several genera of different families of which were
named.

Vesicularia (ves'i-ku-la'ri-S), . [NL. (J. V.

Thompson): see vesicular.]
"

The typical genus
of Vesiculariidse. V. uva is an example.
Vesiculariidse (ves-i-ku-la-ri'i-de), n.pl. [NL.,
< Vesicularia + -idie.~] A family of ctenosto-

matous gymnoleematous polyzoans, whose typ-
ical genus is Vesicularia, having the cells, of

delicate structure and tubular form, clustered

on slender flexible stems.

vesicillarly (ve-sik'u-lar-li), adv. In a vesicu-

lar manner; as respects vesicles.

Vesiculata, Vesiculatse (vf-sik-u-la'ts, -te), .

l>l. [NL., neut. or fern. pi. of 'vesieuiattts : see

i'rxicii!iiti-.] 1. The campanularian polyps, or

calyptoblastic hydromedusans. See Calypto-
blastea and Campamtlarix. 2. A division of

radiolarians.



vesiculate

(vc-sik'fl- 11'').". [< NL.'lVM, /,//>.
< I,. I'rxini/ii. a little bladderor blister: sec IT.VI-

</,.] llavintca vesicle in- vesicles: formed into
en- forming ve-iciilar tis-ue; vesicular.

6739

( ve-slk'n-hit >,/'. /.: pn-t. ami
|>]..
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|i|>r.
i'i-xii'

become vesicular.
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|>]..

. [< n-aii-nlilli .
11 .
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To

< ri-xi<-ii-VCSiculation (ve-sik-u-la'shon), H. [< vt

lull + -ion.] Tlie formation of vesicles; vesi-

cation; a number of vesicles or blebs, as of
the skin in some diseases; also, a vesicular 01-

bladdery condition ; inflation.

vesicule (ves'i-kul). . [< !'. i-i
:

.ii<-ulc : see rest-

i-li'.
]

Sa me as rrx/V/e-.

vesiculi, ". I'lural "I

Vesiculiferi (ve-sik-u-lif'e-ri), n. ///. [NL., pi.
i>( "nxii-iilifir: sec r> i<-iil<iii< and -l'i-i'.] Same
as PkjtKMnycetes.
vesiculiferous ( ve-sik-u-life-rus), a. [< L. ve-

xiriiln, a vesicle, '+ ferre ="E. bear1
.] Produ-

cing or bearing vesicles; vesiculate; physopho-
rous.

vesiculiform (ve-sik'u-li-fdrm), a. [< L. vesi-

i-nln, a vesicle, -f- forma, form.] Like a vesicle
;

vesicular; bladdery.
vesiculobronchial (ve-sik'u-lo-brong'ki-al), 11.

Combining vesicular and bronchial qualities:
applied to a respiratory sound. Vesiculobron-
chial respiratory murmur. See respiratory.

vesiculpcavernous (vc-sik"u-16-kav'er-nus), a.

Partaking of both vesicular and cavernous

qualities: applied to a respirator}' sound.
Vesiculocavernous respiration. See respiration.

Vesiculosa, Vesiculosae (ve-sik-u-16'sa, -se),
a. i>l. [NL. (Latreille), neut. or fern. pi. of L.
nxii'iiliixitx. full of bladders or blisters: see

vesiculous.] In entom.,& family of dipterous in-

sects, the vesicular flies, having a bladdery ab-
domen

;
the Cyrtitlir or Aeroceridx.

vesiculose (ve-sik'u-los), a. [< L. veiticulosus,

full of bladders: see vesiculous.] Pull of vesi-

cles; vesiculate; vesicular.

vesiculotubular (ve-sik'u-lo-tu'bu-lar), a.

Combining vesicular and tubular qualities: ap-
plied to a respiratory sound Vesiculotubular
respiration, a respiratory sound In which the normal
vesicular murmur is heard, but with an added tubular
or blowing quality.

vesiculotympanitic ( ve-sik'u-lo-tim-pa-nit '-

ik), a. Partaking of both vesicular and tym-
panitie qualities: applied to a percussion note.
- Vesiculotympanitic resonance. See resonance.

vesiculous (ve-sik'u-lus), . [= P. vesicuteux,
< L. vesiculosux, fufl of bladders or blisters, <

vesicula, a little bladder or blister: see vesicle.]
Same as vesiculose.

vesiculus (ve-sik'u-lus), n. ; pi. vesiculi (-\i).

Same as vesicle. Encyc. Brit., ~X.ll. 551. [Rare.]

Vespa (ves'pii), n. [NL. (Linnwus, 1758), < L.

vr-ttpa, a wasp, = E. wasp, q. v.] A Linnean
genus of aculeate hymenopterous insects, for-

merly of great extent, now restricted to cer-

tain social wasps and hornets of the modern
family Vespidx, as the common wasp, V. vulya-
m, and the common hornet, V. crabro. See cuts
under hornet and wasp. It at flrst corresponded
to Latreille's family Diptoptera, but Is now restricted to
forms having the abdomen sessile, broad and truncate
at the base, metathorax very short and truncate, and the
basal nervure of the fore wings joining the subcostal
at some distance before the stigma. They are short-bod-
ied wasps with folded wings, and are commonly known
in the United States as yellmc-jackets or hornets. Their
nests consist of a series of combs arranged one below an

other, and enveloped in a papery covering. In tropical
regions these negts reach an immense size, those of a Cey-
lonese species often measuring 6 feet in length. Twenty
species occur in the United States and 14 in Europe. V.

maculata of North America is the so-called ichitt-fafed
hornet, and Is isotypical with the European V. crabro.
The latter has been Introduced into the United States, and
occurs in New York and New England.

vesper (ves'per), H. [< ME. vesper, the even-

ing star, < OF. vespre, evening, the evening
star, vespres, even-song, vespers, F. vepre , even-

ing, vfpres, vespers, = Sp. vetipero, the evening
star, = Pg. vespero, the evening star, = It. ves-

pero, evening, the evening star, vespers, respro,

vespers, < L. vesper, evening, even, eventide,
the evening star, poet, the west, the inhabitants
of the west, also, and more frequently, fern.

vespera, the evening, eventide, = Gr. i-cnrepof,

evening, the evening star, Hesper, of the even-

ing, iairtpa, evening, = OBulg. vecherii = Serv.
Bohem. rectier = Pol. iciecsor = Russ. t'irl rii.

evening, = Lith. rakanix = Lett, vakars, even-

ing; akin to Skt. vasati, night, and to E. .>/.

Cf. Hesper.] 1. The evening star, a name given
to the planet Venus when she is east of the sun
and appeal's after sunset; hence, the evening.

Black vesper's pageants. Shak., A. and C., iv. 14. 8.

2. pi. [< LL. ri'sjii ni. ML. I-IH/II,-;I,< rot/Mm.
evening.] Ill the lioman Catholic anil flreek

churches, and in religious houses and as a
devotional office ill the Anglican Chun-li. the
sixth or next to the last o I' the canon ica! 1

The ulHHTvaiire of tills limn I- m. -111111111 '.I in tin- lliii.l eeii

tury by St. Cyprian. The chief feature* .>f the Western ves-

pers, besides the psalms ami varying hymn, are the Mag-
nificat and the collect for the day. The chief features of
the Greek vespers (o,pi.-o<) are the pHalins, the ancient
hymn "Joyful Light," tlm prnkelnifiiipii, and the Sum-
ni'uittis. The nlil Kiiglinh name for vespers Is teen-song.
Hi' Anglican |>ul>li>

. - i,in- prayer, also called men-Sony,
is mainly a cnmhimition :in<l condensation of the .Hanim
vespers ami complin, the part of the nflice from the flrst

Lord's Prayer to the Magnificat Inclusive representing
vespers. [Occasionally used In the singular.)

They [the priests) concluded that dayes ceremonies with
their Vespers. Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

The far hell of reaper, . . .

Seeming to weep the dying day's decay.
Byron, Don Juan, 111. 106.

Sicilian Vespers. See SieiUan. Vesper mouse. See
vesper.inause.

vesperal (ves'per-al), a. and n. [< LL. vespera-
lis, of the evening, < L. vesper, vespera, evening:
see vesper.'] I. a. Relating to tne evening or
to vespers. [Rare.]

II. . That part of the antiphonarium which
con tains the chants for vespers. Lee's Glossary.

vesper-bell (ves'per-bel), n. The bell that
summons to vespers.

Hark the little wiper-bell,
Which biddeth me to prayer!

Coleridge, Ancient Mariner, vll.

vesper-bird (ves'per-berd), n. The common
bay-winged bunting of the United States, Poa-
cetes (/ramineus: so called from its song, often
heard as the shades of night fall. See Poacetes,
and cut under yrassfinclt. J. Burroughs,
Vesperimus (ves-per'i-mus), . [NL. (Coues,
1874), < L. tesper, the evening, hence the west,
+ mus, mouse.] The leading genus of Ameri-
can vesper-mice, having as type the common
white-footed deer-mouse of North America,

vessel

vespertilionine ives-|iei--tiri-o-nin), </. and .

(< I ) 4- -////i.] 1. a. Besembling
a bat of the restricted ^'enns I IS/H rli/io; ol or

pertaining to the siilifamily I
-'/

/ II/IOHIIIH .

Vei>ertillonlne alliance, "TIC '< i., *, -M,-, ,,r ,

< liimptcran bats, having the tail inclosed in the inter-

femoral membrane and a dlastema l.'tur, , L the mi<l<l]>

upper Inclsfirs, containing the families /;/..'.<

Jfycterida, and resperlitianidr. The tribe Is contrasted
with the emoalliinurine alliaiux.

H. M. A bat of the subfamily I <>V" rtilioii<n;i

or of the vesper! ilionine alliance.

vespertinal (ves'per tin-al), . [< PMBI
+ -n/.] Same as rnt/iirtiin . l.mrrll. Fireside

Travels, p. 7:i.

vespertine (ves']ier-tin),. [= 8p. Pg. Ii

jiiriiii'i. '. ],. nx/iti'tinu*, of or belonging to tin

evening. < n-n/m: evening: see reaper.] 1. of
or pertaining to the evening; happening or lie-

ing in the evening. Hir T. Ih rlnrl. 2. In >m/..

opening in the evening, as a flower. 3. [<"!' ]

In
peal., noting one of Prof. H. D. Rogers's <li-

visionsof the Paleozoic series in Pennsylvania.
It corresponds to No. X. of the numbered series of the Penn-
sylvania Survey, and Includes the Focono sandstnne and
Conglomerate, forming the base of the Carlioniferous, and
lying immediately beneath the Mauch chunk Red shale
(the

" Umbral
"
of Rogers's nomenclature). See l'<>r,.i,.,

sandstone, under sandstone.

4. In zo<il., crepuscular; flying or otherwise

specially active in the twilight of evening, an
an insert, a bat, or a bird : as, the vespertine or

evening grosbeak, ffesperi/ihona respertina.
6. In astro>i., descending from the meridian to
the horizon at the time of sunset.

Vesperugo (ves-pe-r8'go), w. [NL. (Keyser-
ling and Itlasins)'.' < L. rcxjterugo, a bat, < ves-

per, evening: see ves]tcr, and cf. respertUio.]
The most extensive genus of bats of the fam-
ily Vespertilionidie and subfamily f'expertilio-

ninee, typified by the European V. serotinu*.
They have the Incisors J or ), the premoUrs |, f , or ), and
a well-developed post-calcaneal lobule of the interfem. mil
membrane. They lire divided into several subgenera, as

Vesperus, Sctttoztjus, Ithogefssa, and l.a*ionycteris. The ge-
nus is remarkable for Its wide distribution In both hemi-
spheres, extending from near the arctic circle to the Strait
of Magellan.

usually called He/tjieronii/s leucopug. The name
was originally proposed as a subgenus, but Hesperomns
has lately (Ism) been shown to be untenable In any sense,
and by the rules of nomenclature the species above men- Vespiary (ves pl-a-n), ft. ; pi. vespiaries (-m).
tlonea must be called V. amerieama (after Kerr, 1792). [Prop, "respary (the form vespiary being irreg.
See cut under deer-mouse.

vesper-mouse (ves'per-mous), M.; pi. resper-
mice (-mis). A mouse of the genus Hesperoniyx
or Vesperimus, or a related form; in the plural,
native American mice and mnrine rodents col-

lectively; the Siymodontes, as distinguished
from the ^furcs, indigenous to the Old World.
See the technical words. S. f\ Baird, 1857.

vesper-sparrow (ves'per-spar'6), w. The ves-

per-bird. Coues.

Vespertilio (ves-per-til'i-6), w. [NL., < L. ves-

pertilio(n-),ai bat, so called from its flying about
in the evening, prob. for *vespcrtinio(n-), < ves-

pertinus, of the evening: see vespertine.] A
Linnean genus of mammals, the fourth and
last genus of the Linnean order Primates, con-

taining 6 species, and coextensive with the mod-
ern order Chiroptera. Most of the longer-known bats
have been placed in Vespertilio. By successive elimina-
tions, the genus has been restricted to about 40 small spe-
cies, of both hemispheres, as the pipistrelle of Europe, V.

pipixtrellHS, and the little brown batof the United states,
V. subulatus, and is regarded as the type of a family Ves-

pertilionidtp. The genus now includes only the smallest
and most delicately formed bats, like those just named,
having ample wings, the tall Inclosed in the intrfemoral
membrane, no leafy appendage to the nose, no special de-

velopment of the ears, six grinding teeth in each half of
each jaw, and four upper and six lower Incisors. See imi-
and Vettpertilionidff.

Vespertilionid.se (ves-per-til-i-on'i-de), n. pi.

[NL.,< Vespertilio(n-) + -id.~\ Afamily of chi-

ropterous mammals, of which the genus Ves-

pertilio is the type, belonging to the naked-
nosed section (Gymnorhina) of insectivorous
or microchiropterous bats. It Is distinguished, like
other Qirmnarhina, from the Histiophora, or leaf-nosed

section, by the absence of any nasal appendage, and from
the true blood-sucking bats by the character of the den-
tition and digestive organs, and from other Gymnorhina
by having the tail inclosed in an ample Interfemontl mem-
brane, and special characters of the teeth and skull. The
nearest relationships are with the molossold bats (Xolos-
ridee and NoetHimiidir). The family contains numerous
genera, as Vfspertilin, Synotus, Plecotus, Atalapha, An-
trozoas, NycKctju*, /^asiuru*, etc., and about 150 species
(or more than one third of the whole order Chiroptera) of
small bats of most parts of the world. Some of these are
also very rich in individuals, and among the best-known
representatives of the whole order. The family Is pri-

marily divided into two subfamilies, VrspertUioninx and
See cut under .

VespertilioninJB (ves-per-til'i-6-m'ne), w. pi.

[NL., < l'i'x/>ii-lilu>(ii-) + -ia.] The leading
subfamily of Ti'xiii rtilionidee, containing about
nine tenths of the family, and represented by
l'rx]n>rtilio and about 6 other genera.

conformed to
apiary),

< L. respa, a wasp: see

wasp.] A hornets' nest; the habitation of
social wasps ; also, the colony or aggregate of

wasps in such a nest. See Vespa, and cut un-
der wasp, and compare apiary tmt\ formirary.
Vespidae (ves'pi-de), n. pi. [NL. (Stephens,
1829), < respa + -idle.] A family of diplopter-
ous aculeate hymenopterous insects, typified
by the genus Vespa; the social wasps and hor-
nets. They are characterized by their two-spurred mid-
dle tibue and simple tarsal claws. Every species exists
in the three forms of male, female or queen, and worker.
The males and workers die In the fall, and the impreg-
nated queen alone hibernates. She forms a new colony in
the spring, giving birth at flrst only to workers, anil later
to males and females. The nests are made of

paper, and
the young are fed by the workers with nectar anu animal
and vegetable juices. The principal genera besides Vespa
are Poliftrt and I'olybia. See Vetpa, and cuts under warp,
hornet, and Polistes.

vespiform (ves'pi-f6rm), . [< L. vespa, wasp,
+ forma, form.] Wasp-like ; resembling a wasp
or hornet to some extent or in some respects:
noting certain moths. See hornet-niotlt.

vespillot ( ves-pil'o), M. [L., also tespvlla, also,

according to Festus, vesj>a, one of the bearers
who carried out the bodies of dead poor at

night, < vesper, evening: see vesper.] Among
the Romans, one who carried out the dead in

the evening for burial. .Sir T. Browne, Religio
Medici, i. $ 38.

vespine(ves'pin), a. [< L. respa, wasp, + -iwe*.]

Pertaining to wasps; wasp-like. Pop. Kri. Mo.,
IV. 176.

vessel (ves'el), n. [Early mod. E. also rennell ;

< ME. vessel, vesselte, fessel, < OF. vessel, veissel,

missel, F. vaisseau = Sp. casitto = Pg. raxilha =
It. vascello, a vessel, < L. vascelltim (in an in-

scription), a small vase or urn, dim. of vas, a

vase, urn : see vase. In def . 6 the word is orig.
collective, ME. vessel, vessel!, < OF. 'vexstlle,

rnifaiilr, F. raixsrllr. vessels or plate collec-

tively; < rexxi I. niixxfl, a vessel: see above.J 1.

A utensil for holding liquors and other things,
as a cask, a barrel, a bottle, a kettle, a pot, a

cup, or a dish.

The Arm and the Hond (that be pntte in oure Lordes
syde. whan he sppered to him. aftre his Resnrrexionn
. . .) is xit lyggynue in a VesseUe with onten the Tom be.

Mandemtte, Travels, p. 172.

Thou shalt dash them in pieces like a potter's renel.

Ps.U. .

The empty vessel makes the greatest sound.

Shak., Hen. V., iv. 4. "S.



vessel

Specifically, in metal., the converter in which Bessemer
steel is made. See steel*.

As far as my observation goes, metallurgical writers al-

most invariably use the word converter, while in the steel

works the word vessel is almost always used.

H. M. Howe, Metal, of Steel, p. 339.

2. A ship; a craft of anyHad: usually a larger
craft than a boat, but in law often construed to

mean any floating structure.

Let 's to the seaside, ho !

As well to see the vessel that 's come in

As to throw out our eyes for brave Othello.

Shale., Othello, ii. 1. 37.

He sent it with a small vessel

That there was quickly Kami to sea.

John Thomson and the Turk (Child's Ballads, III. 853).

3. In anut. and zoiiL, any duct or canal in

which a fluid, as blood or lymph, is secreted,
contained, or conveyed, as an artery, vein,

capillary, lymphatic, or spermatic ; especially,
a blood-vessel. A part or organ pervaded or
well provided with vessels is said to be vascular.

4. In bot., same as duct that is, a row of

cells which have lost their intervening parti-

tions, and consequently form a long continuous
canal. The walls of the vessel or duct may be variously
marked by pits, or by spiral, annular, or reticulated thick-

enings.
5. Figuratively, something conceived asformed
to receive or contain

; hence, especially in Scrip-
tural phraseology, a person into whom any-
thing is conceived as poured or infused, or to

whom something has been imparted ; a recipi-
ent.

He is a chosen vessel unto me, to hear my name before
the Gentiles, and kings, and the children of Israel.

Acts ix. 15.

What if God, willing to shew his wrath, and to make
his power known, endured with much long-suffering the
vessels of wrath fitted to destruction ? Rom. ix. 22.

6f. Vessels collectively; plate.
The vessel of the temple he with him ladde.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 158.

'Goth, bringeth forth the vessealx," quod he.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 204.

Of gold ther is a borde, <fc tretela ther bi,
Of sillier other vesselle gilte fulle richeli.

Hob. of Brunne, p. 152.

Acoustic, ambulacra!, annular, ascending, blind,
capillary, cardiac, coronary, dorsal, gluteal, inter-
costal vessel. See the adjectives. Lacteal vessels,
lymphatics which absorb chyle from the intestinal canal.
See lacteal, n. Laticiferous, lymphatic, Malpighian,
merchant vessel. See the adjectives. Milk vessel.
See milk-vessel. Obliterated vessel. See obliterate.

Scalariform, spiral, umbilical, etc., vessel. See the

adjectives. Squeezed-in vessel. See squeeze. The
weaker vessel, a phrase applied, now often jocularly, to
a woman, in allusion to 1 Pet. iii. 7 : "Giving honour unto
the wife as unto the weaker vessel."

I must comfort the weaker vessel, as doublet and hose
ought to show itself courageous to petticoat.

Shak., As you Like it, ii. 4. .

VCSSelt (ves'el), v. t. [< ME. resselen ; < vessel,

.] To put into a vessel.

Aloes tweyne unces epatike ;

Let vessel it, and set it uppe in smyke.
Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 200.

Take that earth and . . . vessel it, and in that . . . set
the seed. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 529.

vesselful (ves'el-ful), n. [< vessel + -fill.] As
much as a vessel will hold,

vesselingt, . [ME. vesselUnge; < vessel + -in;/
1
.]

Vessels collectively.
Whenne thai beth colde in pitched vesscllinge
And cleyed close hem up.

Palladius, Husbondrie (E. E. T. S.), p. 118.

vesselmentt, n. [< ME. vessel-merit, vesselement,
< OF. vaissellement, vessels, plate, furniture, <

vaisselle, vessels, plate : see vessel.'] Plate
;
fur-

niture. Hall/well.

Curteynes or outlier vestyment,
Or any outher vesselement.

MS. Hart. 1701, f. 62.

Deuised he the vesselment, the vestures clene,
Wyth sly3t of his ciences, his souerayn to loue.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1288.

vesses (ves'ez), [Also vessets; prob. con-
nected with ME. fasel, a fringe, AS./s, thread,
fiber.] A sort of worsted. HalUwell.

vessignon (ves'i-nyon), n. [< F. vessianon, a

wind-gall (on a horse), < L. vesica, a bladder,
a blister : see vesica.'] A kind of soft swelling
on a horse's leg; a wind-gall.
vest (vest), n. [< F. veste, a vest, jacket, = Sp.
Pg. veste= It. veste, vesta, < L. vestis, a garment,
gown, robe, vestment, clothing, vesture, =
Goth, wasti, clothes; cf. (Jr. eoOf/f, dress, cloth-

ing; < ifves = Gr. hv'wai (V Fee), clothe, = Skt.

J vas, put on (clothes), = Goth, wasjan = AS.
toerian, put on (clothes), wear: see wear1

. From
the L. vestis are also tilt. E. vest, v., vestment,
vestni, vesture, divest, invest, travesty, etc.] 1.
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An article of clothing covering the person : an
outer garment; a vestment. [Archaic.]

Over his lucid arms
A military vest of purple flow'd.

Hilton, P. L., xi. 241.

The rivets of the vest

Which girds in steel his ample breast.

Whittier, Mogg Megone, iii.

2. Figuratively, garment; dress; array; ves-
ture.

Xot seldom, clad itt radiant vest,

Deceitfully goes forth the morn.
Wordsworth, Near the Spring of the Hermitage.

Wherever he be flown, whatever vest

The being hath put on which lately here
So many-friended was. Lowell, Agassiz, vi. 2.

3. A body-garment for men's wear, at different

times of distinct types, (a) Originally, a garment
like a cassock, said by Pepys to have been adopted by
( 'harles II. as the fashion for his court, and ridiculed by
Louis XIV. of France, who put his servants into such vests.

You are not to learn,
At these Years, how absolutely necessary a rich Vest
And a Perruque are to a Man that aims at their [ladies']

Favours. Ktherege, She Would if she Could, iii. 3.

The vest is gathered up before them [figures on medals)
like an apron, which you must suppose filled with fruits

as well as the cornu-copia;. Addison, Ancient Medals, ii.

Under his doublet Charles appeared in a vest, "being n

long cassock," as Pepys explains, ''close to the body, of
Mack cloth and pinked with white silk under it."

Encyc. Brit., VI. 473.

(6) A body-garment of later times; especially, the waist-
coat in the ordinary modern sense that is, a short gar-
ment without sleeves, buttoning down the front, and hav-

ing the back concealed by the coat.

Numerous pegs with coats and t

pants"and "vests" as
he was in the habit of calling waistcoats and pantaloons or
trousers hanging up as if the owner had melted out of
them. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

If tailors would only print upon waistcoats, I would
give double price for a vest, bearing this inscription.

R. D. Blacktnore, Lorna Doone, Ixvi.

4. An outer garment, or part of such a garment,
for women. Especially (a) A sort of jacket with or
without sleeves, and known by many different names ac-

cording to changing fashion : as, Breton vest, Oriental vest,
etc. (b) A trimming or facing of the front of the bodice,
sometimes with a different material, and following more
or less closely the form of a man's vest : a fashion often

reappearing. Over the vest of this form a coat is gener-
ally worn.

5. An undergarment knitted or woven on the

stocking-loom. Vest and tindervest are more
common in England; undershirt in the United
States.

vest (vest), *. [< OF. restir, F. vetir = Sp. Pg.
vestir = It. vestire, < L. vestire, clothe, dress, <

vestis, a garment, clothing: see vest, n. Cf.

wear1
, '.] I. trans. 1. To clothe with or as

with a garment, vest, or vestment; robe; dress;
cover, surround, or encompass closely.

Vested all in white, pure as her mind.
Milton, Sonnets, xviii.

2. To invest or clothe, as with authority ; put
in possession (of); endow; put more or less

formally in occupation (of): followed by with.

To settle men's consciences, 'tis necessary that they
know the person who by right is vested with power over
them. Locate.

Had I been vested icith the Monarch's Pow'r,
Thou must have sigh'd, unlucky Youth, in vain.

Prior, To Mr. Howard.

3. To place or put in possession or at the dis-

posal of
; give or confer formally or legally an

immediate fixed right of present or future pos-
session, occupancy, or enjoyment of ; commit
to: followed by in.

So, instead of getting licenses in mortmain to enable
him to vest his lands in the Gild of the Holy Cross, he
made a deed of feoffment, vesting them in persons therein
named. English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 252.

I will not trust executive power, vested in the hands of
a single magistrate, to keep the vigils of liberty.

D. Webster, Speech, Senate, May 7, 1834.

4. To lay out, as money or capital ;
invest: as,

to vest money in land. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

II. intraus. 1. To put on clothing or vest-
ments.
Even in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries it was

the common custom for priests, at least in England, to
vest in the sanctuary. Cath. Diet., p. 838.

2. To come or descend; devolve; take effect,
as a title or right : with in.

The supreme power could not be said to vest in them ex-

clusively. Brougham.
It is already the usage to speak of a trust as a thing that

vests, and as a thing that may be divested.

Bentham, Introd. to Morals and Legislation, xvi. 27, note.

To vest in interest, to pass or devolve as matter of right
or title irrespective of any immediate right of possession.
To vest in possession, to pass in possession or imme-

diate right of possession. See vented.

Vesta (ves'ta), n. [L., = Gr. 'Eo-rz, the god-
dess of the hearth, y' vns, Skt. -\/ 7i, burn :

The Giustiniani Statue of Vesta
(Hestia). Torlonia Museum,

Rome.

vested

see nation, .liirnrn, Knstcr.] 1. One of the chief
divinities of the ancient Romans, equivalent
to the Greek Hestia,
one of the twelve great
Olympians, the virgin
goddess of the hearth,

presiding over both the

private family altar and
the central altar of the

city, the tribe, or the
race. She was worshiped
along with the Penates at

every meal, when the family
assembled round the altar or

hearth, which was in the cen-
ter of the house. ^Eneas was
said to have carried the sa-

cred flre(whichwas her sym-
bol) from Troy, and brought
it to Italy, and it was pre-
served at Rome by the state
in the sanctuary of the god-
dess, which stood in the Fo-
rum. To guard this fire from
becoming extinguished, it

was watched and tended by
six stainless virgins, called
eestals. The Roman temples
of Vesta were circular, pre-
serving the form of the prim-
itive huts of the Latin race,
because it was in such a hut
that the sacred fire was first

tended by the young girls
while their parents and bro-
thers were absent in the
chase or pasture-ground. See
also cuts under hut-urn and
monopteron.
2. The fourth planetoid, discovered by Olbers.
at Bremen, in 1807. 3. [I. c.] A wax match
which may be ignited by friction.

The door of a small closet here attracted the young
man's attention ; and, striking a vesta, he opened it and
entered. R. L. Stevenson, The Dynamiter, p. 178.

vestal (ves'tal), a. and n. [= F. vestale, n., =
Sp. Pg. vestal= It. vestale, < L. Vestalis, of Vesta,
as a noun (sc. virgo) a vestal virgin, < Vesta,
Vesta: see Festa.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to

Vesta, the classical goddess of the sacred fire

and of the household and the state.

When thou shouldst come,
Then my cot with light should shine
Purer than the vestal fire.

Drayton, Shepherd's Sirena.

2. Pertaining to or characteristic of a vestal

virgin or a nun.
Vestal modesty. Shale., R. and J., iii. 3. 38.

My vestal habit me contenting more
Than all the robes adorning me before.

Drayton, Matilda to King John.

II. ii. 1. Among the ancient Romans, a vir-

gin consecrated to Vesta and to the service of

watching the sacred fire, which was kept per-
petually burning upon her altar. The vestals were
at first four in number, afterward six. They entered the
service of the goddess at from six to ten years of age,
their term of service lasting thirty years. They were then

permitted to retire and to marry, hut few did so, for, as

vestals, they were treated with great honor, and had im-

portant public privileges. Their persons were inviola-

ble, any offense against them being punished with death,
and they were treated in all their relations with the high-
est distinction and reverence. A vestal who broke her
vow of chastity was immured alive in an underground
vault amid public mourning. There were very few such
instances ; in one of them, under Domitian, the chief of

the vestals was put to death under a false charge trumped
up by the emperor.
Hence 2. A virgin; a woman of spotless

chastity; sometimes, a virgin who devotes her
life entirely to the service of religion ;

a nun :

a religieuse.
Shall 's go hear the vestals sing?

Shak., Pericles, iv. 5. 7.

She would a dedicated vestal prove,
And give her virgin vows to heaven and love.

Crabte, Works, VII. 94.

3. In entom. : (a) The geometrid moth Sterrlni-

sacraria : popularly so called in England. (6)
A gossamer-winged butterfly ; any member of

the Vestales.

Vestalest (ves-ta'lez), n. pi. [NL. : see vestal.']

A group of butterflies ; the vestals, virgins, or

gossamer-winged butterflies.

vestamentt, Same as vestment.

His vestamentt sit as if they grew upon him.
Massitiger, Fatal Dowry, iv. 1.

vested (ves'ted),^). r. 1. Clothed; especially,

wearing, orhaving assumed, state robes or some
ceremonial costume : as, a vested choir.

A troop of yellow-vested white-haired Jews,
Bound for their own land, where redemption dawns.

Browning, Paracelsus, iv.

2. In her., clothed; draped: used especially
when the clothing is of a different tincture from
the rest of the bearing. This blazon is more



vested

usual when only a part of the body is repre-
sented. Also WOtMO, 3. Not in a Mat.- ot

contingency or suspension: fixed. In law: (a)

Already acquired ; existing, In ciinti'in|jl;ition of law, in a
certain person as owner : an, a law is not to )>< MI u< <t

so as t<i bnp:iir frx'iv/ rights without compensation, s,-,.

Hi/ht. (6) Notlni! tin- i|indlty of a present absolute right
or interest, as distinguished from that u liii-h Is .lefeasi hi.-.

Thus, a If^'iicy is said to be vented when given in tmeh
tcr m^ th.it Ilir legatee )i:ts it present i ik'tit to its future

payment which JH not defeasible, lind he can then 1"! c

extinguinh it by release, (c) Noting (lie quality of a |iies-
rn! e-tati even though defeilsihle, us distinguished fluui

that the very existence of which IH contingent. Thu*. :i

devise of land is said to In- <, .,', >/ \* hen UK? circumstances
are such that the Icicatue is existing und known, and would
In- imiiiciliaicK mi it In! to posM'ssion win- the precedent
estate to terminate, although the time may not have come
when he is entitled to receive it, and although it is possl-
ble that before that time conies another person may come
into being who will take in preference to him. Meanwhile
it is saM to tie (( -.(> il in in/' i . I, but not wittetl in poiweg-
siuit. Vested remainder. See remainder, 3.

vester (ves'ter), n. One who invests money or
other property ; an investor. [Rare.]
But (n another of their papers . . . they declare that

their vtttern aim at nothing short of a community in land
and in goods. Southty, To W. S. Landor, Aug. 22, 183).

vestiarian (ves-ti-a'ri-an), o. [< vestiary +
.] Same as vestinri/.

vestiary (ves'ti-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. vestinin .

a., = Sp. vestuariu = Pg. restiurio, vestuario,

n., = It. vestiario, n. and n., < L. vestiarius, of
or pertaining to clothes, neut. vestiarium, a

wardrobe, ML. a robing-room, vestry, < vestis,

clothing : see nest. Ct. vestry.] I. a. Of or per-
taining to costume or dress, lip. Hall, Select

Thoughts, 93.

II. .; pi. vestiaries (-riz). 1. A room or

place for the keeping of vestments, garments,
or clothes

;
a wardrobe, fuller. [Rare.] 2.

Garb; clothing.
If I throw my cloak over a fugitive slave to steal him,

it is so short and straight, so threadbare and clunky, that
he would be recognized by the idlest observer who had
seen him seven years ago in the market-place : but if thou
hadst enveloped him in thy versicolored and cloudlike

cestiary, puffed and effuse, rustling and rolling, nobody
could guess well what animal was under it, much less
what man. Landor, Imag. Conv., Diogenes and Plato.

3f. A vestibule; a place of entrance ; a court.

The! u ml in ... In the hows of a manner man In Ba-

hurym, that had a pit in his ivrttar?/.

Wydijf, 2 Kl. (Sam.) xvil. 18.

vostibula, n. Plural of vestibulum.

vestibular (ves-tib'u-lar), . [< vestibule +
-or3.] Of, pertaining to, or resembling a ves-

tibule, in any sense Vestibular artery, a branch
of the Internal auditory artery distributed, in the form of
a minute capillary network, in the substance of the mem-
branous labyrinth. Vestibular membrane. Same as
membrane of Reissner (which see, under membrane).-
Vestibular nerve, the branch of the auditory nerve dis

tributed to the vestibule. Vestibular passage. Same
as scala oestibuli (which see, under scala). Vestibular
saccule or sacculus. See sateulr. Vestibular seta,
the bristle that projects from the vestibule of the Vorti-

cellidse : originally called in French soie de Lachmann.
W. S. Kent.

vestibulate (ves-tib'u-lat), . [< vestibule +
-ate1 .] In anat. and :o<il., having a vestibule, in

any sense
;
formed into a vestibule ;

vestibular.

vestibule (ves'ti-bul), n. [<F. vestibule = Sp.
eestibulo = Pg. It. vestibulo, < L. vestibulum, a

forecourt, entrance-court, au entrance; vari-

ously explained: (a) 'a place separated from
the '(mam) abode,' < ve-, apart, + etabuhtm,
abode (see stable^); (b) 'abode,' < / ves, Skt.

\/ vas, dwell (see wag); (c) possibly 'the place
where the outer clothing is put on or off as one

goes out or comes in,' i. e. the place correspond-
ing to that assigned to the modern hat-rack (cf.

vestry), < vest's, garment, clothing.] 1. A pas-

sage, hall, or antechamber next the outer door
of a house, from which doors open into the va-

rious inner rooms; a porch; a lobby; a hall; a

narthex. See cuts tinder upistliotlomus, porch.
and pronaos.

In the Intention of the early builders of the church, the

vestibule, or atrium, was regarded as that portion of the
sacred building which was

appropriated
to those who had

not been received into the full standing of members of the
Church of Christ.

C. E. Swrton, Travel and Study in Italy, p. 186.

2. In anat.: (a) A part of the labyrinth of the

ear, the common or central cavity, between the
semicircular canals and the cochlea, communi-
cating permanently with the former, and tempo-
rarily or permanently with the latter, from the

proper membranous cavity of which it is gen-
erally shut off subsequently, opening into the

tympanum or middle ear by the fenestra ovalis,

which, however, is closed in life by a membrane.
See cuts under cwr 1 and tri)M>rnl. (b) A trian-

gular spare between the nyniphn? or laliia mi-
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nora of the human female and some anthropoid
apes, containing the orifice of tin- urethra, or

meat us urinariiis. Mori- fully called n*tilmlr

uf Hit rnli'/i ami n:^ I i /nil n in 1'iii/iii;!-.
i' A part

of the left ventricular cavity of the heart, :el-

joining 'he root of the aorta. 3. In :niil.: ()
A depression uf the body-wall of sundry infu-

sorians. MS I'lirmm mini ami \i>rt<hi<'ti. leailiii":

to the oral and .ilso t<> the anal aper-
ture, and thus connected, by means of an e-o-

phageal canal, with the endosarc. See I'orti-

ri'llii, \iM-tilm-a, and cut under J'III-IIIHITIHIU. (b)
In polyzoans, an outer chamber of a cell of the

polyzoary, which opens on the surface, and into

which, in some forms, the pharynx and aim*
both open. Aortic vestibule. See aortic. Com-
mon sinus of the vestibule, same as utricle, 2. Mem-
branous vestibule, the membranous sac contained
within the osseous vestibule, In some animals, as In man,
divided into a larger section, the utricle or utriculus, and
a lexer, the saccule or sacculus. Osseous vestibule,
the bony cavity In the petrosal bone, in nearly all v.-i-

tobrates inclosed by the prootic, eplotlc, and opurthotic
bones, and inclosing the membranous vestibule. Pyra-
mid of the vestibule. Met- pi/ramitl.

- Utricle of the
vestibule. See utricle. Vestibule of the larynx, that

part of the laryngcal cavity which lies above the false

vocal cords. Vestibule Of the mouth, the cavity of the
mouth outside of the teeth, technically called trftibiiluw

""*. Vestibule of the pharynx, the fauces; the pas-

sage from the mouth to the pharynx, hounded laterally by
the pillars of the fauces. Vestibule Of the vulva. See
def. a (ft).

- Vestibule train, see tettibuie, p. t. = Syn. 1.

See definitions of porch, portico, hall, lobby, pottage.

vestibule (ves ti-bul), v. t.; pret. and pp. res-

tibulca, ppr. vestibuling. [< vestibule, .] To
provide with a vestibule Vestibuled train, a
train of parlor-cars each of which is provided with a
" vestibule

"
at each end that Is, a part of the platform

is so Inclosed at the sides that when the cars are con-
nected together a continuous passage from car to car Iff

formed. (U. 8.)

vestibuium(ve8-tib'u-lum),n.; p\.vcntibiilu(-\&).

[NL.: see vestibule.] In anai. and :ool., a ves-

tibule Aquseductus vestibull. See aquaductut.
Pyramis vestlbull. See pyrainu. Scala vestibull.
See tcala. Utriculus vestibuli. Same as tttride, 2.

Vestibulum oris, the vestibule of the mouth (which see,
under rettOndt). V)
bule

, 2 (b).

/estibulum vaginae. Same as otM-

vestigatet (ves'ti-gat), c. t. [< L. eestigatut,

pp. of ccsligare, track, trace out, < vestigium, a

footprint, track: see vestige. Cf. investigate.]
To investigate.

vestige (ves'tij), . [< F. vestige = Sp. Pg.
It. testiiiio, < L. vestigium, footstep, footprint,

track, the sole of the foot, a trace, mark.]
1. A footprint; a footstep; a track; a trace;

hence, a mark, impression, or appearance of

something which is no longer present or in ex-

istenoe; a sensible evidence or visible sign of

something absent, lost, or perished : remains of

something passed away.
Scarce any trace remaining, vatiije gray,
Or nodding column on the desert shore,
To point where Corinth, or where Athens stood.

Thornton, Liberty, 11.

I could discover no rs*tiyer of common houses in Den-
dera more than In any other of the great towns In Egypt.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, I. 1OB.

What cettiget of liberty or property have they left?

Burke, Rev. in France.

2. In linil.. any vestigial organ or tissue, having
little or no utility, but corresponding to a use-

ful part existing in some lower animal. See

vestigial and rudiment, 3.=syn. Seefrowi.

vestigia, " Plural of vestigium.

vestigial (ves-tij'i-al), . [< L. vestigium, foot-

print (see vestige), + -/.] Of, pertaining to,

or of the nature of a vestige ;
like a mere trace

of what has been; also, rudimentary. In biol-

ogy vcMgial has a specific application to those organs or
structures which are commonly called rudimentary, and
are rudimentary in fact, but which Are properly regard-
ed, not as beginnings or incipient states, but as remains
of parts or structures which have been better developed
in an earlier stage of existence of the same organism, or
In lower preceding organisms, and have aborted or atro-

phied, or Decome otherwise reduced or rudimental in the
evolution of the individual or of the species. Thus, the

parorarla, the canals of Oartner, the male womb, the nra-

chus, and the round ligament of the liver are vestigial
structures with reference to the Wolfflan bodies and al-

lantolsof the fetus: the t Minus of the adult is vestigial
with reference to that structure In the infant : the ver-

miform appendix of the colon is vestigial with reference

to the very large caecum of a ruminant ; the stunted cora-

cold process of the scapula of a mammal is a vestigial

structure with reference to the large articulated coniciil

bone of a bird. Vestigial structures of any kind, or the
remains of what has been, are to be carefully .list in

gulshed from rudimentary structures, or the beginning
of what is to be (as fully explained under rudimentary).

They are very significant biological facts, of which much
use has been made by Darwin and other modern evolution

istfi in tracing lines of descent with modification and deter-

mining probable ancestry. Vestigial fold, a projection
of the pericardium over the root of tne left lung, caused by
a cord which is the remains of the nearly obliterated due-
tils ruvlerl. or sinus of Cuvier. of the fetus. Vestigial

vestry

muscle, a muscle, like t lion- of the external ear, which Is of

use In the lower animal*, but poorly developed and scarce

ly functional in man. =8yn. Abortive, et<-. See rwttnwn-

vestigiary (ves-tii'i-ii-ri), . [< L. ei'ttligium,

foot print, + -'/n/.J Vestigial.

vestigium (reMlJ'i-um), .; pi. vestigia (-).
[
]j. : s>-e r i .,'(</<. I

Iii mint., a vestige ;
a \

gial structure of any kind; a trace, as the pit

which murks the closed foramen ovale between
the right and left auricles of the heart. Vesti-
gium foraminls ovalis, the forea or fossa ovalis. Ves-
tigia renun, traces of things. See the quotation.

It Is not tn be doubted that those motions which gle
rise to sensation leave In the brain changes of Its sub-
-t:mce which answer to what Holler called "Msttoia

i "/'," and to what that great thinker, David Hartley,
teilneil "VlbnitillllCUlM."

Hurley. Address before the British Association at Bel

[fast, 1874.

vestimentt, ". An obsolete variant of vestment.

vesting (ves't ing), n. [< vest + -(/'.] Cloth

especially made for men's waistcoats: most
( ommonly in the plural.
vestiture (ves'ti-tur;, w. [< L. vestirt, pp. w-
Htn.1, dress, clothe (gee vest), + -tire. Cf.

ture, investiture.] If. The manufacture or prep-
aration of cloth. K. 1'arlce. 2t. Investiture.

3. In roof., the hairs, scales, etc., covering a

surface: as, the vestiture of the thorax of an in-

sect.

vestlet (vest'let), n. [< vest + -let.] A tubic-
olous sea-anemone of the genus Cerianthus, as
' '. linfinlix. It Is not Died to any support, and remarka-

bly resembles a ceph-
alobranchlate worm,
having a long, smooth,
Blender body or stalk

tapering to a free base,
and surmounted by a

large double wreath of

tentacles. The stem is

a tube secreted by the

polyp and Investing It

1 whence the name). It

is 6 or 8 Inches long,
and the wreath ex-

pands an Inch or more.
See Cerianthiix, and
compare cut under Ed-

itlet (CertafttMut twrtalis), one
third natural sire.

vestment (vesf-
ment), M. [For-
merly also vesti-

innit, testament; <

ME. vestement, <

OF. vestement, F.
ve'tement = 8p. ves-

timento, m., vesti-

menta, t., = Pg. vestimenta = It. rextimrnto, m.,

vestimenta, t., < li.testimentum, clothing, cover-

ing, < vestire, clothe: see vest, v.] 1. A cover-

ing or garment ;
some part of clothing or dress ;

an article of clothing; especially, some part of

outer clothing; specifically, a ceremonial or

official robe or garment.
Hir testiment* which that they were.

Chaucer, Knight's Tale, I. ama
The Judges In then- vestment* of state attended to give

advice- on points of law. Macaulay, Warren Hastings.

2. Eccles. . (a) One of the garments worn, in ad-

dition to the cassock and ordinary dress, by the

clergy and their assistants, choristers, etc., dur-

ing divine service and the administration of the

sacraments; especially, one of the garments so
worn by the celebrant, deacon, and subdeacon

during the celebration of the eucharist ; spe-
cifically, the chasuble, or the chasuble with the
other eucharistic garments and ornaments, es-

pecially the amice, stole, and maniple. Krom
monumental and other evidence it appears that the type
of the principal ecclesiastical vestments has always l>een

nearly the same ; that this agreed on the whole with the

general style of dress among Greeks, Romans, and orien-

tals; and that In certain respects it agreed with official

rather than common civil dress and with .Syrian rather
than Greek or Koman costume.

, /,
;. One of the cloths

or coverings of the altar.

vestral (ves'tral), a. [< vestr-y + -/.] Of or

pertaining to a vestry.

vestriftr (ves'tri-fi), r. t. ; pret. and pp. restri-

Jinl, ppr. restrifying. [< restry + -ft/.] To
make a vestry of, or make like a vestry ; turn
into a vestry. [Rare.]
In the debate In the House of Commons on the Redis-

tribution of Seats Bill, Dec. 4, 1884, Mr. Chaplin said It

would "tend to vestrify the House of Commons."
X. and <j., nth sci.. XI. .

vestry (ves'tri). w.; pi. vestries (-triz). [< ME.
restrye, < OF. *vext<tirie (f), restiaire, F. reiti-

aire, < L. vcstiarium, a wardrobe : see restiary.
For the terminal form. cf. sejrtry.] 1. A room,
or sometimes a separate building, attached to

a church, where tne vestments of the clergy,



vestry

and sometimes the sacred vessels and other

treasures of the church, are kept. Such an apart-
ment is also called sacristy or vestry-room. It is now,
in Anglican churches, generally under the same roof with

the church, uml is usually placed at one side of the chan-

cel.

A vestrii or sanctuary, on the Gospel side of the altar.

J. Fergusson, Hist. Arch., I. 426.

2. In non-liturgical churches, a room or build-

ing attached to a church, and used for the Sab-

bath-school, the weekly prayer-meetings, reli-

gious services, etc.; a chapel. 3. In Eng.
eccles. law, and in Amer, colonial law: (a) A
meeting of the inhabitants or ratepayers of a

parish for the despatch of the official business

of the parish. (l>) A meeting or a board con-

sisting of representatives of the ratepa_yers
at

large, all of whom are entitled to vote in their

election. It is not essential to the validity of the meet-

ing that it be held in the vestry, or even in connection with

the church-building. The general charge of the church

property is intrusted to the vestry, together with certain

administrative duties respecting the parish, such as the

care of the poor, and sometimes the paving and lighting
of the streets, etc.

The farmers whom he met at vestry.
T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, i. 3.

4. In the Prot. Epis. Ch. in the United States

of America, a committee (chosen annually by
the members of the congregation) who, in con-

junction with the churchwardens, manage its

temporal affairs. The time and manner of electing
the vestrymen, and their rights and duties, are different in

different dioceses, being determined by diocesan regula-
tions. The vestry has a general charge of the temporali-
ties of the church, and, in the case of a vacancy in the pas-

torate, is the official representative of the parish ;
but it

exercises no ecclesiastical control over the rector, either

lu his administration of the spiritual affairs of the church
or in the conduct of its services. It nominates the rec-

tor of the parish, subject to the approval of the bishop.
Common vestry, an assembly of the ratepayers at large.

Select vestry, a board consisting of representatives of

the ratepayers : sometimes called select vestry only when
renewed by filling its own vacancies, and general vestry
when filled by election by the ratepayers at large.

vestry-board (ves'tri-bord), . Same as ves-

try, 3, 4.

vestry-clerk (ves'tri-klerk), n. An officer

chosen by the vestry, who keeps the parish ac-

counts and books.

vestrydom (ves'tri-dum), n. [< vestry + -dom.']
The system of the government of parishes by
vestries.

Relieved from the incubus of <_ tnnipotent vestrydom.
Daily Telegraph, Jan. 8, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

vestryman (ves
'
tri - man), n.

\ pi. vestrymen
(-men). A member of a vestry.

vestry-room (ves'tri-rom), . Same as vestry, 1.

vestu (ves'tu), a. [F. , pp. of vestir, clothe: see

vest, v.~] In her., same as revestu.

vestural (ves'tur-al), a. [< vesture + -a.]

Pertaining or relating to vesture or dress.

The vestural Tissue ... of woollen or other cloth
which Man's Soul wears as its outmost wrappage and
over-all. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, i. 1.

vesture (ves'tur), . [< ME. vesture, < OP. ves-

ture, vesteure, < ML. *vestitura, < L. vestire,
clothe: see vest.~\ 1. Garments in general;
especially, the dress or costume worn at one
time by any person.

I am a maid, and as by my nature
And by my semblant and by vesture

Myn handes ben nat shapen for a knyf.
Chaucer, Good Women, 1. 2691.

As a vesture shalt thou fold them up, and they shall be

changed. Heb. i. 12.

Madam, with your pardon,
I kiss your vesture. B. Jonson, Alchemist, iv. 1.

2. That which invests or covers; covering gen-
erally ; envelop; integument.
The napless vesture of humility. Shale., COT., ii. 1. 260.

3. In old late: (a) All, except trees, that grows
on or forms the covering of land : as, the ves-

ture of an acre.

The profits and advantages of the vesture and herbage
of the garden called the Halgarth.

Quoted in Child's Ballads, V. 126.

But the best ground is knowneby the vesture it beareth,
as by the greatnesse of trees, or abundance of weeds.

Capt. John Smith, Works, I. 115.

(b) Investiture; seizin; possession. =Syn. 1 and
2. See raiment.

vesture (ves'tur), v. t.
; pret. and pp. vestured,

ppr. vesturing. [< vesture, n.~\ To put vesture
or clothing on; clothe

; robe
;
vest.

Wyllynge furthermore that he shuld bee honourably re-

ceaued and vestured with silke.

R. Eden, tr. of Paolo Oiovio (First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 309).

We never tired of the graceful women walking through
the streets vestured in garments of barbaric tint

Lathrop, Spanish Vistas, p. 67.
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vesturer (ves'tur-er), n. [< vesture + -er1 .]

1. Eccles., a subordinate officer who has charge
of the ecclesiastical vestments. 2. A sub-
treasurer of a collegiate church or cathedral.

Lee,

Vesuvian (ve-sii'vi-an), a. and n. [= F. Vesu-

vien, < L. Vesuvius (see def .).] I. a. Of or per-

taining to Mount Vesuvius, a volcano near Na-

ples ; resembling Vesuvius ;
volcanic.

II. . [1. c.] 1. In mineral., same as vesuvi-

anite. 2. A kind of match, used for lighting

cigars, etc.
;
a fusee. Also Vesuvius.

Lord Steepleton Kildarc, in the act of lighting a cheroot,
dropped the Vesuvian incontinently, and stood staring at

Isaacs, . . . while the match sputtered and smouldered
and died away in the grass by the door.

F. M. Crawford, Mr. Isaacs, xi.

vesuvianite (ve-su'vi-an-it), n. [< Vesuvian +
-te2 .] A mineral occurring in tetragonal crys-
tals of a brown to green color, rarely yellow
or blue. It is a silicate of aluminium, calcium, and
iron, and was first found on Mount Vesuvius (whence the

name). Also called idocrase and egeran. Xanthite, cyprine,
and wiluite are varieties.

vesuviate (ve-su'vi-at), v. i. ; pret. and pp. ve-

suviated, ppr'. vesuviating. To burst forth as a
volcanic eruption. [Rare.]

It vesuviates. This sudden heat in the atmosphere has
something to do with the eruption of the mountain which
killed Pliny the elder.

Mortimer Collins, Thoughts in my Garden, I. 166.

vesuvin, vesuvlne (ve-su'vin), n. Bismuth
brown. It is used as a stain in histological
examinations. See brown.

Vesuvius (ve-su'vi-us), . Same as vesuvian, 2.

Vesuvius-salt (ve-su'vi-us-salt), n. Same as

aphthitalite.
vet (vet), n. A colloquial contraction of veter-

inary (surgeon).
Great pains are taken with the shoeing, which is under

the direct charge of the accomplished vet employed by
that department. The Atlantic, LXVI. 114.

VOta (vo'ta), n. A condition characterized by
nausf a, throbbing headache, and vertigo, often

exp^ ienced by unacclimatized persons in the

pu^ ,s or elevated table-lauds of Peru and Bo-
livia. Also called puna.
vetanda (ve-tan'da), n.pl. [Neut. pi. gerundive
of vetare, forbid: see veto."] Things to be for-

bidden or prohibited.
In general design as well as in details this work [Win-

stanley's Eddystone Light] must be placed among the ve-

tanda of maritime engineering. Encyc. Brit., XIV. 615.

vetch (vech), re. [Also fitch, fetch (?) (see fitch
1
);

< ME. veche, alsofeche, ficche, < OF. veche, vesse,
later vesce, F. vesce = Sp. veza = It. vezza, veccia
= OHGr. wiccka, MHG. G. wicke = D. wikke =
Sw. vicker = Dan. vikke, < L. vicia, vetch, = Gr.

fiiKtov, vetch; akin tovincia,vinca,pervinca (see

periwinMel),<. vincire (-\/vic), bind; cf. 6in<J= L.

vitis, a vine, vimen, a pliant twig, < vi, bind : see

vitis, vine, withy. ~\
A plant of the genus Vicia;

the tare. The species are mostly climbing herbs of mod-
erate height ; many of them are useful as wild or cultivated

forage-plants. The common vetch, the species most large-
ly cultivated, is V.
sativa. (See tare-.)
V. peregrina and
V. cordata are an-

nuals grown in

Italy ; and V. (Er-
vum) Ervilia of

theMediterranean
region, known as
black bitter-vetch,
is grown as a for-

age-plant on cal-

careous soils. V.

tetrasperma, the
lentil tare, is said

to be better than
the common vetch
for sandy ground,
and V. hirsuta, the
tare-vetch, and V.
calcarata approach
it in value. The
wood-vetch, V. syl-

vatica, the bush-

vetch, V. sepium,
and the tufted

vetch, V. Cracca,
are perennials use-

ful in pastures.
The common bean
of Europe is of
the vetch genus, V.

Faba. (See&eanl.)
The name is extended to some kindred plants of other

genera. Bastard hatchet-vetch, Binerrula Pelecinus,
a diffuse leguminous herb, the only species of its genus,
having linear pods, which are extremely flattened con-

trary to the valves, thus bearing two false keels which
are sinuate-dentate. Bastard vetch, a plant of the for-

mer genus Phaca, now included in Astragalus. Bitter
vetch. See Utter-vetch. Bladder-vetch. Same as bos-

tard vetch : the name referring to the inflated pods.
Bush vetch. See def. Chickling vetch, an annual

The Upper Part of the Stem with Flowers ami
Leaves of Vetch (yicia sativa).

a. Sower.

veterinary

herb, Lathyrus sativus, extensively grown in southern

Europe as a forage-plant and for its seeds, which are used
like those of the chick-pea. Its cultivation has some-
times been prohibited, as its continuous use is said to in-

duce paralysis of the legs in man and animals. Grass
vetch. See grans-vetch. Hairy vetch. Name as tare-

vetch. Hatchet vetch. See hatchet-vetch. Horse or

horseshoe vetch, Ilippacrepw eomom; so named from its

curved pods,which were credited with drawing the shoes

of horses that tread upon it : hence also called unshoe-the-

horse. See Hippocretris. Kidney vetch. See IMney-
vctch. Licorice-vetch, a milk-vetch, Astragalus glycy-

phyllus, having a sweet root. Milk vetch. SeemM-
vetch. Sensitive joint-vetch, a plant of the genus
jEschynomene. The pod is jointed, and the leaves in

some species are sensitive. Tare-vetch, the hairy vetch

or tare, Vina hirmita. Tufted vetch, Vicia Cracca, a

species found in the northern Old World and eastern

North America, climbing 2 or 3 feet high, and bearing
clusters of blue flowers, turning purple. See def. WOOd-
vetch. See def.

vetchling (vech'ling), n. [< vetch + -ling
1

.']

In bot., a name given loosely to plants of the

genus Latliyrus. The meadow-vetchling is L.

pratensis, a plant difficult to eradicate, but use-
ful for forage.

yetchy (vech'i), . [< vetch + -y
l

.~] Consist-

ing of vetches or of pea-straw; abounding with
vetches.

A vetchy bed. Spenser, Shep. Cal., September.

veteran (vet'e-ran), a. and n. [= F. veteran,

ii., = Sp. Pg. "It.,'veterano, a. and n., < L. vete-

ranus, old, aged, that has been long in use (in
rural language, of cattle, slaves, vines, etc.),

esp., of soldiers, old, experienced, < veins (ve-

ter-), also veter, old, aged, that has existed a

long time, lit. 'advanced in
years,'

akin to ve-

terina, f., veterinum (usually in pi.), a beast of

burden, prob. orig.
' a beast a year old' or more,

and to vitulus, a calf, lit. 'a yearling' (>ult. E.

veal), < *vetus ("veter-), a year, = Gr. erof (ere-),

orig.
*
Ftrof -(Ferea-), a year; cf. Skt. vatsa, a

year. From the same L. source are ult. invet-

erate, veterinary, and (< L. vitulus) E. veal, vel-

lum.'] I. a. 1. Grown old in service. 2. Hence
(a) Practised and skilful, (b) Entitled to

consideration and allowance on account of long
service, (c) In milit. matters, practised and ac-

customed to war, as distinguished from raw,

newly enlisted, etc. A veteran soldier is one who has
been through one or more campaigns, and has gained the
steadiness and confidence which make him a trustworthy
soldier.

The ceteran warrior, with nearly a century of years upon
his head, had all the fire and animation of youth at the

prospect of a foray. Irving, Granada, p. 108.

3. Long-continued; of, pertaining to, or char-

acteristic of a veteran or veterans.

Great and veteran service to the state. Longfellow.

II. n. One long practised, and therefore

skilled and trustworthy, or entitled to consider-

ation on account of past services; especially

(milit.), a veteran soldier. See L, 2 (c).

Superfluous lags the vet'ran on the stage.

Johnson, Vanity of Human Wishes, 1. 308.

The long-trained veteran scarcely wincing hears
The infallible strategy of volunteers

Making through Nature's walls its easy breach.

Lowell, Agassiz, iii. 3.

veteran (vet'e-ran), v. i. [< veteran, .] Same
as veteranize. [Colloq., U. 8.]
veteranize (vet'e-ran-iz), v.; pret. and pp. vet-

eranized, ppr. veteranizing. [< veteran + -4ze^\

I. trans. To make veteran.

During the civil war in the U. S. the proportion was at

first a little over three pieces for one thousand infantry,
but as the latter became more veteranized this was reduced.

Johnson's Cyc. (revised ed.), I. 266.

II. intrans. To reenlist for service as a sol-

dier: often abbreviated to veteran. [Colloq.,
U. S.]
veterinarian (vet"e-ri-na'ri-an), n. [< veteri-

nary + -aw.] One who practises the art of treat-

ing disease and injuries "in domestic animals,

surgically or medically.
The second assertion, that an horse hath no gall, is very

general, not only swallowed by the people and common
farriers, but also received by good veterinarians, and some
who have laudably discoursed upon horses.

Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., iii. 2.

To the veterinarian a knowledge of the comparative anat-

omy of the domestic animals is essential to the study of

their diseases. Encyc. Brit., VI. 225.

veterinary (vet'e-ri-na-ri), . and . [= F.

veterinaire = Sp. T?g. It. veterinario, < L. veteri-

narius, of or belonging to beasts of burden,
hence a cattle-doctor, < veterina (so. bcstia.),

veterinum (sc. animal or jamentum ?), beast of

burden: see veteran.] I. a. Of or pertaining
to domestic animals ; specifically, pertaining to

the surgical or medical treatment of domestic

animals, especially of horses and cattle : as, a



veterinary

., o- i; ''' tirniiirii medicine; a vet-
imini i/ college or school.

II. n. ; 1>1.
<> /i riiiiini.i (-ri/.). A veterinarian.

vetiver (vet'i-vei-). . [= F. n'tii-n-. /.'///(./

(XI,. ri'liri-rin), < E. hid. nln-ni/r (l.iti

name given to the roots of the plant. J The
cn-,ciis-grass, .tii/li-ii/ii>i/iiii tii/Htirrii.'iii.* (.1. iniiri-

i-iilii.--), of India, the li'bnuis roots of which are
made into tallies isee /iil/i/->. The rootstock and

veuglairet, .

I
OF.. < Flem. tw<7*e/r, fowling-

],icce. < ,-,,,/ln /, n l,ird : see /otcll.] A small
camion, loaded |,y a movable chamber fitted
i'll" ill'- on h, used in Kuropc ill the six! cent h

century: sain.' us t'mrlir, L'. Also c//.r.
veuve (vcv), . [F.] Anv l.inl of the genus
/'iV/urt, in a broad sense, or of the mibfuinily
inl/iin,T ; a whidah-hird. See I'ulnn.

VOW (vu), n. [Also view and veire (Halliwell).]

In India :ii] infusion is used as a cooling medicine.
'

[* rov - ^"K-J
veto (ve'to), w. [= F. retu. < L. ivf, I forbid vex (ve s), . [< F. vexer = 8p. Pg. vcxar, < L.

(s let'.). 1st pers. pres. iml. act. of vetare,
vexare, shake, jolt, hence distress, orig. shake

forbid, prohibit, oppose, hinder.] 1. In aeon- "' carrying, freq. otvehere, carry: see vehicle.]
st it nt ional government, the right vested in one * ** ! To make angry by little provoca-
branch of it to negative the determinations of tlons

j
excite slight anger or displeasure in;

another branch; specifically, the right, under troul>le by petty or light annoyances ; irritate;
constitutional restrictions, of the executive, as *es8e

> fret; plague; annoy; harass.
a king, a president, or a governor, to reject a Tney that vex and unquiet themselves with cares and
bill passed by the legislature; also, the act of Btodjr- sir T- Mm> Utopia, Ded. to Peter Giles, p. n.

exercising this right. This power is often traced to
the privilege enjoyed by the Roman tribunes of annul-
ling or suspending any measures of the senate, decree
of a magistrate, etc., the word veto (I forbid) having been
at least occasionally used by the tribune In such a cue.
This power of the tribunes was properly called inter-

The attempt on the part of Louis XVI. of

Such an Injury would vex n very saint.

Shalt., T. of the 8., UL 2. 28.

O, I shall bunt if I cut not my lace, I'm so ivzf .'

DeUrr and Wtlatrr, Northward Ho, 1L 1.

There ! you stumble on the stair, and are vexed at your
own awkwardness. (J. W. Ciirrw, Prue and I, p. 10.

2. To make sorrowful; grieve; afflict : distress.

As all offences use to seduce by pleasing, to all punish-
ments endeavour by vexing to reform transgressions.

Uoolar, Eccles. Polity, T. 72.

Yet sold they not his Coat; With this, said il.. >.

As Jacob vexed us, We'll vex Him again.
J. Beaumont, I'syche, I. 135.

cemio. The attempt on the part of Louis XVI. of France
to exercise the veto assured to him by the Constitution
of 1791 was one of the causes of the revolutionary move-
ments of 1792, which at once dethroned the king and
overturned the Constitution. In Great Britain the power
of the crown is confined to a veto, a right of rejecting
and not resolving, and even this right has become prac-
tically obsolete, the last occasion of Its exercise being
in the reixn of William III. The Constitution of the
United States provides that "every Bill which shall have _ _,
passed the House of Representatives and the Senate, * To agitate ; disturb; overturn or throw into
shall, before It become a Law. be presented to the Presl- commotion; hence, to dispute ; contest; cause

ilutVno^^
but unsettled) question.

He was met even now
As mad as the vex'd sea. Shall., Lear, Iv. 4. 2.

How are endless fields vexed with ploughshares !

Channing, Perfect Life, p. 157.

Not ctxiiuj a question (settled forever without our votes).
R. D. Blademare, Loroa Uoone, xll.

No thought of storm the morning vcxet yet
William Morrii, Earthly Paradise, I. 291.

,

, Objecti
House in which it shall have originated, who shall enter
the Objections at large on their Journal, and proceed to
reconsider it. If after such Reconsideration two-thirds
of that House shall agree to pass the Bill, it shall be sent,
together with the Objections, to the other House, by
which It shall likewise be reconsidered, and if approved by
two-thirds of that House, It shall become a Law. ... If

any Bill shall not be returned by the President within ten
Days (Sundays excepted) after it shall have been present-
ed to him, the Same shall be a Law, in like Manner as if he
had signed it, unless the Congress by their Adjournment
prevent its Return, in which Case it shall not be a law."
(Article I. Sec. 7.) Most of the State Constitutions have a
similar provision.

A man who might be afraid to defeat a law by his single
veto might not scruple to return it for re-consideration.

A. Hamilton, Federalist, No. 73.

Afterwards the veto message of President Jackson put
an end to legislation upon local routes.

T. U. Benton, Thirty Years, I. 26.

= Svn. 1. Annoy, Hague, etc. (see tease\ provoke, gall,
chafe. 3. To disquiet.

Il.t intrant. To fret; be teased or irritated;
feel annoyed, angry, or distressed.

I do command thee be my slave forever,
And vex while I laugh at thee.

Fletcher (and another). False One, Iv. 2.

Prithee, sweet Mistress Dorothy, vex not ; how much is

it [a debtlt DeUcer and Webster, Northward Ho, IL 1.
Veto. By this expression (Lat. veto,

'
I forbid ') is under*

stood in public law the constitutional right of the com-
petent authority, or in republics of the whole people in V6X (veks), . [< rex, '.] A trouble

;
a vexation,

their primary assembly, to protest against a legislativeor [Scotch.]
administrative act, and to prevent wholly, or for the time
being, the validation or execution of the same.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 206.

My mother gar'd me learn the Single Carritch, whllk
was a great vex. Scott, Old Mortality, xxxviL

A sair vex to niony a ... body.
Oeo. MacDonald, Warlock o' Glenwarlock, xllli.

2. Any right or power of authoritatively forbid-

ding or effectively negativing, or the exercise
of such right or power ; prohibition; interdict, vexation (vek-sa'shou), n. [< F. vexation =
On George's intercourse with Amelia he put an Instant

8P' ''<*< = ? wxacSo = It. ressazione, <

veto. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xviil. ". vexatt<i(n-), agitation, annoyance, < vexare,
The rector had beforehand put a veto on any Dissenting agitate, vex : see w*.] 1. The act of vexing,

chairman. George Kliot, Felix Holt, xxiv. annoying, troubling, grieving, or distressing ;

Absolute veto, a veto without restrictions.- Liberum specifically, a harassing under forms of law ; a
veto, in the former kingdom of Poland, the privilege troubling, annoying, or vexing by legal pro-
enjoyed by a single member of the diet of invalidating cess, as DV a malicious suit
any measure. Pocket veto. See

pocket. Suspensory
veto, a veto to which certain conditions are attached. Albeit the party grieved thereby may have some rea-

Veto Act, an act passed by the General Assembly of the * n to complain of an untrue charge, yet may he not well
Church of Scotland in 1834, decreeing that no one should ca" '* "' unjust vexation. Bacon.
1 admitted a minister of any vacant church if a majority No noise, no pulling, no vexation wakes thee,
of the male heads of families in full communion with the Thy lethargy Is such B Jottton, Catiline, III 2
church should dissent from his appointment. The Court _,, , , . , . .

of session, and subsequently the House of Lords (in 1839X
* ^ he state of being vexed, irritated, grieved,

declared tills act of the assembly to be illegal ; and the or distressed ;
irritation : sorrow ; grief ; annoy-

dissenslons that consequently arose within the church
culminated in the disruption of 1843.

veto (ve'to), v. t. [< veto, n.] To forbidauthor-

itatively; specifically, to negative by exercis-

ing the constitutional right of veto: as, to veto
a bill.

vetoer (ve'to-er), w. One who vetoes. New
York n'rckh/' Tribune, Oct. 24, 1888, p. 1.

vetoist (ve'to-ist), . [< veto + -isf,] One who
exercises the right of veto; a vetoer.
Vetterlin gun. See #'.
Vetterlin repeating rifle. See rifle?.
vettura (vet-to'ra), n. [It., = F. voiture, < L.

ance.
All thy Vfxatioia

Were but my trials of thy love.

Shot., Tempest, Iv. 1. .'.

There 's nothing of so Infinite vexation
As man's own thoughts.

Webtter, White Devil, v. 2.

One who falls in some simple mechanical action feels
vexation at his own Inability a vexatinn arising quite
apart from any importance of the end missed.

//. Spencer, Prin. of Psychol., I 517.

3. A cause of irritation, annoyance, distress,

sorrow, or grief ;
affliction.

Your children were vexation to your youth.
Shot , Rich. III., Iv. 4. 306.

= Syn. 2. Anger, Vexation, Indignation, etc. (see angcrl),
Chagrin, etc. (see mortification); trouble, exasperation,
chagrin, petulance.

. , a carrving, carriage : see vecture.] An
Italian four-wheeled carriage,
vetturino (vet-to-re'no), H. ; pi. retturiiii (-ni).

[It.,< rcttura, a carriage: see vettura.] In Italy,
one who lends for hire a vottura or carriage, or vexatious (vek-sa'shus), a. [< vexati(on) +
who drives such a vehicle. -OMS.] 1. Causing vexation, annoyance, trou-

vetust (ve-tust/), . [< L. retustuit, aged, old, ble, or the like; teasing; annoying; trouble-
( IT/H.V. old: see re<wi.] Old; ancient, some: as, a vexatious neighbor; a rexatimm
[Ban.] circumstance.

vexingness
Did they convert a legal claim into a vexaUma extor-

ti"" liurlre, Rev. In France.

Continual vemiima wars. ,Si.urA.

2. Full of trouble or disquiet .

He leads a mali'iiu life who In his nobleat actions Is so
gored with scruples that lie dares not make n l<-p with-
out the authority of another. .v, r K. Mjoy.
An administration all new and all vexatunu was intr<<

duced. 'it,. Addresses, p. 54.

Vexatious suit, in lair, a suit begun without probable
cause, or, by reason <if ,,tl,i i in-ndim; proceedings, super-
fluous and serving only t*> *-x or annoy. =8yn. 1. Irritat-

ing, provoking.

vexatiously (vek-sa'shus-li), atlr. In a vexa-
tious nianiM-i-: so as to give annoyance.
vexatiousness ( * ek-^a'shus-nes), H. The
or character of being vexatious.

vexedly(vek'sed-li), adv. With vexation; with
a sense of annoyance or vexation. 7fir/ir/.*</..

Clarissa Harlowe, I. Ixix.

vexedness(vek's. .l-n. >>, . Vexation ; annoy-
ance. Riehardnon, SirCharlesQrandison, 111. \i-.

vexer (vek'ser), n. [< vex + -eri.] One who
vexes; one who irritates or troubles.

vexil (vek'sil), H. [< L. rexillum, q. v.] In <>>.,

same as vexillum.

vexilla, . Plural of vexillum.

vexillar (vek'si-lar), a. [= F. rn-fUltiin- = Pg.
ruillario, < L. rij-illnriii.i, a standard-bearer,
also one of the senior class of veterans, < / >

ilium, a standard: see vexillum.] 1. Pertain-

ing to an ensign or standard. 2. In lml., same
as rexillary, 2. 3. In ornitli., of or pertaining
to the vane, web. or vexillum of a feather.

VOXillary (vck'si-la-ri), n. and n. [< L. vexil-

larius, a standard-bearer: see vexillar.'] I. a. 1.

Same as vexillar, 1. 2. In hot., of or pertain-
ing to the vexillum or standard Vexlllary acti-
vation, a mode of estivation in which the exterior |>etal
as In the case of the vexillum. Is largest, and Incloses and
folds over the other petals.

II. n. One who carries a vexillum; a stan-
dard-bearer.

Letters like to those the vexUlary
Hath left crag carven o'er the streaming Uelt.

Tennyton, Oareth and Lynette.

vexillate (vek'si-lat), a. [< vexill(um) + -fei.]
Having vexilla or pogonia; webbed or pogoni-
ate, as a feather.

vexillation (vek-si-la'shon), N. [< L. vexilla-

tio(n-), a body of soldiers under one standard,
a battalion, < vexillum, a standard: see vrxil-

lum.~\ A company of troops under one vexil-
lum or ensign.

vexillator (vek'si-la-tor), w. [ML., < L. vexil-

lum, a standard: see' rexillum.] A standard-
bearer. See the quotations.
In manner of representation there was no essential dif-

ference between the performance of a morality and that of
a miracle

; the pageants used for one were used for the
other ; vexillaton proclaimed the Intended performance,
and the performers went from place to place, In both
cases. A. W. Ward, Eng. Dram. Lit., I. 58.

The prologue to this curious drama ["Corpus Christl")
is delivered by three persons, who speak alternately, and
are called vextOaton. Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 229.

vexillum (vek-sil'um), i. ; pi. rexilla (-ft). [L.,
a military ensign, a standard, banner, flag, also
a company, < vehere, carry: see vex, vehicle.]
1. In Rom. antiq. : (a) Strictly, the standard
of a maniple; hence, any military standard,
whatever it character, except the eagle of the
legion. (6) The troops collected under a vex-
illum

; a company ; a troop ; any body of sol-

diers serving under an ensign separate from
that of the legion ; hence, under the empire, the

body of veteran soldiers connected with a le-

gion who, having served sixteen vears in the

legion, were detached under a vexiflum of their

own, with special privileges, for their remain-
ing four years of service. These vexilla aver-

aged from 500 to 600 in strength. 2. Krcles.:

(a) A processional banner ; also, a processional
cross, (b) A kind of flag or pennon attached

by a cord to the upper part of a bishop's pastoral
staff. It Is folded round the staff, to prevent the metal
of which the staff Is made, or with which It is mounted,
from being tarnished by the moisture of the hand. Also
urnrium, tudarium, veil.

3. In her., same as banderole, 1 (ft). 4. In

hot., the standard, or large posterior petal, of
a papilionaceous flower. It is external, and
wrapped around the others in the bud. Also
vexil. See cut under ptipilionaceoun. 5. In

ornith., a pogonium, web, or vane of a feather:

also, both webs together with the rachis upon
which they are borne. Also called standard.

vexingly (vek'sing-li), urfr. In a vexing man-
ner; so as to vex, tease, or irritate.

vexingness (vek'sing-nes), n. The character
or state of being vexing.



veyn

veynt, ". An obsolete form of vain.

vezir (ve-zer'), n. Same as vizir.

V-gage (ve'gaj), n. See gage'*.

V-gear (ve'ger), n. A duplex arrangement of

skew-gearing, in which each tooth has the form
of the letter V. E. H. Knight.
V-hook (ve'huk), n. In steam-engines, a gab
at the end of an eccentric-rod, with long jaws
sharjed like the letter V.

vi, vi-apple (ve, ve'ap"!), n. [Tahitian vi (Vi-
tian it'/) + E. opj>/c.] The Tahiti apple, Spon-
ilias dulcix.

V. i. An abbreviation of verb intransitive.

via1 (vTa or ve'a), n. [< L. via (> It. Sp. Pg.
ria), a way, road',' passage, channel, also a jour-

ney, voyage, in rustic speech vea, prop. orig.
*veha = Skt. ralta = Goth, wigs = AS. weg = E.

wag : see way1
. From L. via are also ult. E.

viaticum, voyage, convey, convoy, envoy, invoice,

devious, deviate, pervious, impervious, obvious,

previous, obviate, bivious, trivial, trivium, quad-
rivium, the first element in viaduct, etc.] 1.
A highway ;

a road ; a way or passage. The word
is often used adverbially in the ablative case, with the
meaning 'by way' (of being understood with the following
noun) : as, to send a letter via London (that is, by way of

Ix)ndon) ;
to go to Washington via Philadelphia.

2. In anat. and med., a natural passage of the

body Per vlas naturales, through the natural pas-
sages; in obstet., a phrase expressing the delivery of the
fetus in the natural way. Primse Vise, the first or prin-
cipal passages that is, the alimentary canal; the bowels.
Via Lactea, in astron., the Milky Way, or Galaxy. See

Galaxy. Via media, the middle way ; the mean between
two extremes. The phrase has often been applied to a view
of the position of the Anglican Church, which regards it as

half-way between Romanism and Protestantism.

via2 (ve'a), interj. [It. via, come, come on,
away, enough, etc., an exclamation of encour-

agement, impatience, etc., an elliptical use of

w,way : see via1
.] Away! off! formerly a word

of encouragement from commanders to their

men, riders to their horses, etc., and also an
expression of impatience, defiance, etc.

"Fi'a/" says the fiend; "away!" says the fiend;
(i for

the heavens, rouse up a brave mind," says the fiend,
" and

run." Shak., M. of V., ii. 2. 11.

Via for fate ! fortune, lo, this is all ;

At grief's rebound I'll mount, although I fall !

Middleton, Blurt, Master Constable, ii. 1.

viability (vi-a-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. viabilM; as
noble + -ity.] l.'The state of being viable;
capability of living; specifically, capability in
the fetus of continued existence after removal
from the womb. The necessary condition of viability
is that the vital organs shall he sufficiently well formed to
be able to perform their functions, a state reached when
the fetus has attained the age of about seven months.
2. In nat. hist., the ability to live in certain
conditions of environment, climatic, geographi-
cal, etc. : as, the viability of fish in the water;
the viability of an imported plant or animal in a

country.
viable (vl'a-bl), a. [< F. viable, < ML. *vitabi-

lis, capable of life, < L. vita (> F. vie), life: see

vital.'] Capable of living; likely to live
; spe-

cifically, capable of continued existence out-
side of the womb: notingafetus. See viability, I.

Thanks to the couveuse and gavage, the time when the
foetus becomes viable may now be placed in the seventh
month. Medical News, LIL 651.

viaduct (vi'a-dukt), n. [= F. viaduc= Sp. Pg.
viadueto, < ML. viaductus, a viaduct, < L. via,

road, way, + ductus, a leading: see via1 and
duct, and cf. aqueduct (L. aquss ductus), with
which viaduct seems to have been confused in

6744

form.] An extensive bridge, consisting strictly
of a series of arches of masonry, erected for the

purpose of conducting a road or a railway over
a valley or a district of low level, or over exist-

ing channels of communication, where an em-
bankment would be impracticable or inexpe-
dient

;
more widely, any elevated roadway for

which artificial constructions of timber, iron,
bricks, or stonework are established. Compare
aqueduct.

viaget, " An obsolete form of voyuijc.
vial (vi'al), n. [Formerly also viall, viol, moll,
altered terminally to accord with the L. spell-

ing and with phial; < ME. viole, fiole, fyole, <

OF. viole, an irreg. variant of fiole, phiole (F.

fiole), prop. *fiale = It. fiala, < L. phifi/a, ML.
fiala, < Gr. ^ia^rj, a shallow cup or bowl, esp. a

Viaduct. Ancient Roman Aqueduct called the Pont du Card, ties
Nimes, France ; adapted as a viaduct for the modern highway.

drinking-bowl or a bowl for libations, a patera,
a cinerary urn. Cf. pkial, a later form, after
the L. spelling.] A vessel or bottle

; especial-
ly, a small glass bottle used for holding liquids,
and particularly liquid medicines. Also phial.

The gobelotes of golde grauen aboute,
&fyoles fretted with flores & fleez of golde,
Vpon that avter watz al aliche dresset.

Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), ii. 1476.

Upon my secure hour thy uncle stole,
With juice of cursed hebenoii in a vial,
And in the porches of my ears did pour
The leperous distilment. Shak., Hamlet, i. 5. 62.

I never valued this ampulla, or vial, at less than eight
crowns. B. Jonson, Volpone, ii. 1.

To give me a proof of his art, he took a glass of fair

water, and, by the infusion of three drops out of one of
his phials, converted it into a most beautiful pale Bur-
gundy. Addison, Tatler, No. 131.

Anaclastic Vial. See araactarKc. Leyden Vial Same
nsLeydenjar(which see, underjura). To pour out vials
Of wrath, to take vengeance ; inflict judgment (Eev. xvi.

1); hence, colloquially, to become very angry; storm; rage.

Wai, Miss S. doos hev cuttins-up and pourinx-out o' vials,
But then she hez her widder's thirds, an' all on us hez

trials. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., i.

vial (vi'al), v. t.
; pret. and pp. vialed, vialled,

ppr. moling, vialling. [< vial, n.] 1. To put
or keep in a vial, or as in a vial.

She with precious viall'd liquours heals.

Milton, Comus, 1. 847.

2. To store up for punishment or vengeance :

with reference to Rev. xvi. 1.

Full on my fenceless head its phial'd wrath
My fate exhaust. Shenstone, Love and Honour.

Also phial.
vialful (vi'al-ful), . [< vial + -/?.] As much
as a vial will hold.

viameter (vi-am'e-ter), u. [< L. via, way, +
Gr. fifrpav, measure.] An instrument for mea-
suring the distance traveled by a carriage by
registering the revolutions made by a wheel
connected with it

;
an odometer. Imp. Diet.

viand (vi'and), n. [< ME. "viande, vyaundt, <

OF. viaitde, F. viande, < ML. vivendu, also, after

Rom., vivanda, (things) to be lived upon, neut.

pi. gerundive of vivere, live : see vivid.] Food
;

victuals : used chiefly in the plural.
As grete Wormes that men fynden there in Wodes, men

maken Vyaunde Rialle, for the Kyng and for other grete
Lordes. Mandeville, Travels, p. 193.

Upon his board, once frugal, press'd a load
Of viands rich, the appetite to goad.

Crabbe, Works, V. 98.

Viandert (vi'an-der), n. [< ME. viaundour, <

OF. "viandouf, < viande, viands : see viand.] 1.
One who provides viands; a host.
One that, to purchase the name of a sumptuous franke-

len or a good viander, would bid diuerse ghests to a costlie
and daintie dinner.

Stanihumt, Descrip. of Ireland, iv. (Holinshed's
[Chron., I.).

2. A feeder or eater. Cranmer.

viandryt (vi'and-ri), n. [< viand + -ry (see
-erg).] Food; victuals; provisions; viands. J.

Udall, On Luke xxiv.

vi-apple, n. See vi.

yiaryt (vi'a-ri), a. [< L. viarius, of or pertain-
ing to roacfs or ways, < via, road, way : see via 1 .]

Of, pertaining to, or happening in roads or

ways.
In beasts, in birds, in dreams, and all Diary omens.

Feltham, Resolves, i. 96.

viatecture (v!'a-tek-tur), n. [< L. via, road,
way, + -tecture as in architecture.] The art of

constructing roads, bridges, railways, canals,
etc. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

viatic (vi-at'ik), a. [< L. viaticus, of or per-
taining to a journey, < via, way, road : see via1.]

in traveling; baggage, especially military bag-
gage; impedimenta. [Rare.]

vibrant

His ICicero's] language, so admirable iu everything
else, was unfit for it ; his back would have been bent,
bowed down, and broken under the weight of armor and
viaticals which Titus earned with him easily and far.

Landur, Imag.Conv., Asinius 1'ollio and Licinius Calvus, ii.

viaticum (vl-at'i-kum), n. [= F. viatique = Sp.
vidtico = Pg. It. viatico, < L. viaticum, provision
or money for a journey, money made by a sol-

dier in the wars, prize-money, LL. also money
to pay the expenses of one studying abroad,
also the eucharist given to a dying person ;

neut. of viaticus, pertaining to a journey: see
viatic. Cf. voyage, a doublet of viaticum.] 1.
Provision for a journey.

A poor viaticum; very good gold, sir
;

But holy men affect a better treasure.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, i. 2.

The smallness of their viaticum and accommodation for
their voyage. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 76.

2. In Horn, antiq., an allowance for the ex-

penses of the journey, made to officers who
were sent into the provinces to exercise any
office or perform any service. Under the republic
it had the form of transportation and supplies furnished
by state contractors

;
under the empire it was a fixed

payment of money.
3. The eucharist : in old usage generally, in
modern usage exclusively, employed to desig-
nate it as given to a person in danger of death.
According to Roman Catholic, Greek, etc., ecclesiastical

law, such persons are allowed to receive the communion,
even if they are not fasting, and they may do so again
and again in the same illness if circumstances render it

expedient. The viaticum is given by the parish priest, or

by another priest deputed by him.

She received the heavenly viaticum but the Sunday be-

fore, after a most solemn recollection.

Evelyn, Diary, Sept. 9, 1678.

Shall extreme unction, or other ghostly viaticum (tu
Louis, not to France), be administered ?

Carlyle, French Rev., I. i. 8.

4. A portable altar: so called because often
taken to the bedside of the dying.
viator (vi-a'tor), n.

; pi. viatores (vi-a-to'rez).
[L. viator, a traveler, < viare, go, journey, < via,

way: see way1
.] 1. A traveler; a wayfaring

person. 2. In Bom. antiq., a servant who at-
tended upon and executed the commands of
certain Roman magistrates; a summoner or

apparitor.
viatorially (vl-a-to'ri-al-i), adv. [< viator +
-ial + -ly*.] As regards traveling. [Rare.]

They are too far apart, viatorially speaking.
Daily Telegraph, Sept. 29, 1886. (Encyc. Diet.)

Viatoriant (vi-a-to'ri-an), a. Belonging to the

way or to traveling. Blount.
vibex (vi'beks), n.

; pi. vibices (vi-bl'sez). [NL.,
< L. vibex (vibic-), the mark of a blow, a wale.]
1. In pathol., a large purple spot appearing
under the skin in certain malignant fevers.

They are also called molopes. 2. A hemor-
rhage beneath or into the skin, having the form
of a line or long stripe.

VJbracula, n. Plural of vibraculum.
vibracular (vi-brak'u-lar), a. [< vibracul(nm)
+ -ars .] Of the nature of or pertaining to the
vibracula of a polyzoan.
vibracularium (vi-brak-u-la'ri-um), .

; pi. vi-

bracularia (-a). [NL., < i-ibracul(um) + -arium
after amcularimu, q. v.] In Polyzoa, same as
ribraculum. Gegenbaur Comp. Anat. (trans.),

p. 132.

vibraculum (vi-brak'u-lum), . ; pi. ribracii/a

(-la). [NL., < L. vi-'

ware, shake, agitate:
see vibrate.'] One of
the long filamentous
or flagelliform ap-

pendages of the cells

or ectocysts of many
polyzoans, usually ar-

ticulated with short
dilated processes of

the ectocyst, and exe-

cuting constant lash-

ing movements by the
contraction ofmuscles
contained in their di-

lated bases; a flabel-

larium. These lashing
organs are highly charac-

teristic, like the snapping
or beak-like organs with which some polyzoans are also

provided. See avicularium.

Vibrant (vi'brant), a. [< F. vibrant = Sp. Pg.
It. vibrante, < L. vibran(t-)s. ppr. of vibrare,
vibrate: see vibrate.] 1. Vibrating; agitated;
specifically, vibrating so as to produce sound :

as, a vibrant string.
Each man has his private barometer of hope, the mer-

cury in which is more or less sensitive, and the opinion vi-

brant with its rise or fall. Lou-ell, Fireside Travels, p. 119.

7', four Vihracula of the Polyzo
ariuni of a Polyzoan (Srrupoctl-
lariaferox) ; a. articulation of the
base of one of them. (Magnified.)



vibrant

So stirring and vibrant with coinmerci
The Centura,

2. Of Bounds, resonant: sonorous: i-haracter-

ized by a perceptible vibration: someti i,

tremulous.

daily the old man sang to the vibrant sound of his fiildlr

Longfettow, Evangellne, i. 4.

llur ryes MITI- brilliant, her glance was tender, . . .

her voice was vibrant with fet-liiiK

C. D. Wariifi; Kon niLilHiiit Journey, p. H.

Vibrate (vi' brat ), c.; pret. and p]>. filirnti-il, ppr.

rilmttimj. [< I-. rihrulitx. pp. of i-ihriirr (> It.

i-ilii-in-i- '= Sp. I'g. rilirnr = F. ribrcr), set in

tremulous motion, move to and fro, brandish,
shake; d'. Skt. / '''/' tremble.] I. intniim.

1. To swing; osi-illate; move one way and the

other; phiy to ami fro, as the pendulum.
The government would vibrate between the two factions

(for such will parties have tit-come) at each successive elec-

tion. Calhoun, Works, 1. 42.

2. To move in any kind of stationary motion
under forces of restitution, commonly with a

rapid motion. 3. To produce a vibratory or

resonant effect; thrill; quiver: as, a whisper
vibrate* on the ear.

Music, when soft voices die,
Vibrate.ii In the memory. Shelley, To .

Stephen had the fibre of nobleness In him that vibrated

to her appeal. Oeorye KIM, Mill on the Floss, vi. II.

4. To fluctuate or waver, as between two opin-

Viburnum

e ami speculation. eont inuoiiH, regular, lind of little Hinplit ucli- ; u '2. [I. i:; pi. i-ilnin.-m- i-iliriomx i vjli'n-..

''".'/, xxvi. sis.
quivering or shivering motion; treimi!<iusnes: n-o'ne/.i.) A member of this genus; uvibrion;

u mot ilc bacterium. 3t. ('.<.! Anmnimi
like or mistaken for u bacterium, and misplaced

I ihrio: an old name of

tn-mor: U, tin- I'lhrntioii of asp.-n-leavoH on
their compressed petioles in the breeze; the

i-iliriitinii of the ear-drum under sound-wax :

the riliriitinn of a tly's wings in Might. The word
Is also somewhat specifically applied to , iliiiry .1. :i.-n

or the motion of microscopic bodies, as cilia, tlagella, vi.

bractlla, vibrios, spermatic filaments, and the like, vihri

tlon being the most obvious activity of sm-li objects, and
:i ll'll;il Iliriilis of loomiotioli, of i!IL'<"t]o!i of f I.

. li

Amplitude of a simple vibration, s, , n,,i/j;i,,:i,

Amplitude of vibration, tt maximum excursion or vibrio- H
dbpEoomnt of a vibrating body or pi.rti, !.- from a posl- *"J
tloiiof n-st. Free vibration, a vibration whose period Vlbriomdae < vib-n-on'i-de), H. pi. [NL.,<
.lip. n,U only u|in tin- nature and fonn of the vibrating rio(n-) + -!(/.] A family of microscopic- or

iKxty : used In contradistinction to /ore--./ lAratfM when
the period b more or leas modified by some outside latin

ence, a* the vibration* of a iiefghlwring body ^t slight!)

different pitch. Funipendulous vibration

peiidulout. Harmonic vibration. Sameu rimple har-

,,">,!', in'.tioi' i inrti ee uiii' i l'n-i^'io'i. Liiteral vi-

in tin- n'-niis I ihrio: an old name of soni'

nntc ni-niutoids, as those spceiej. of Ti/l' ,

which infest wheat :IIH| i-all-e ear-eoc-kles.

Vibrlon (vili'ri-on), .; pi. rtlirione* (vili-ri-o'

uez). [< V- ribrion,<. NL. rihrin(ii-): we \'il>

riii.] One of the mii-rosi-opii- motile lilument-

\\hii-li may be developed in or^ami- infusion-- :

See \'ihri, 1.

galliums, named from the genus I'Hirin. mid in-

cluding some minute nematoid worms \vhi<-h

were confounded with certain microbes. See

1'ilirin, :i. Alsocalled I'ibrionia mid I'llirimiiiin.

and rei'erre.l to the /,//.-.. m. as by Khn-nberg
ami by I Injarilin.

bration. See lateral. Period of vibration, tli* shoit

>ti time between Instants at which the displacement and . .
.

v,lo, Ity of the vibrating iMKly are the same both In amount VlbriOnine (vib'n-o-nin), n. [< MDrtM + -nit.}

and Indirection. Phase of vibrations. th<- time claused pertaining to or resembling vibrio-.

*rfee(-). [M...
< L. ribrigsa, usually in' pi. ribrismi; the hairs

in the nostrils.] 1. In miw<//.,oueof the long.

stiff bristles which grow upon the upper lip and
elsewhere upon the head of most mammals ; a

whisker, as of a cat. They are tactile organ*, or feel

.

at anauamed teroof time since the paxsage of the vlbnt- _j>iricia (\-i hria'ttl n nl
gh eiiiiilllirium divided by the complete

VlDriSSa (vi-i ).; P"

period of vibration, this quotient being multiplied byW.
body through
od of vibration

vibrational (vi-bra'shon-al), a.

II. tran*. 1. To cause to move or wave to vibratiuncle (vi-bra'ti-ung-kl), H

[< vibration +
-nl.] Of, pertaining to, or of the nature of vi-

bration .

The vibrational Impulse may be given as nearly as pos-
sible at the centre of the rnaM of air In the resonant box.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 442, note 1.

[< NJ.. *((-

,

en, and are sometimes called tactile hairi (pUi taetOet).

There Is a popular notion that the whiskers reach out
each side to enable the animal to Judge

and fro ; cause to swing or oscillate ; hence, to

throw with a vibratory motion
;
hurl.

That orator [Pericles] of whom (amongst so many that

riurated thunderbolts) It was said peculiarly that he thun-

dered and lightened. De Quincey, Style, Hi.

2. To affect with vibratory motion
;
cause to

quiver: as, vibrated breath. 3. To measure
or indicate by vibrating or oscillating: as, a

pendulum vibratinij seconds.

Vibratile (vi'bra-til), a. [= F. ribratile; as

vibrate + -He.] Capable of vibrating; suscep-
tible of being vibrated; vibratory: as, a vibra-

tile organ ; ribratile action or motion. vibratile
antenna, in eitioni., antenna? which are slender and con-

stantly quivering or vibrating as the insect moves, as in

the Icknemnonida and some other Ilymenoptera. Vibra-
tile cell, a ciliated cell. Vtbratlle epithelium, epi-

thelium composed of ciliated cells.- vibratile mem-
brane. See membrane.

Vibratility (vi-bra-til'i-ti), n. [< vibratile +
-ity.] The property or state of being vibratile;

disposition to vibration or oscillation.

vibration (vi-bra'shon), . [< F. vibration =
Sp. vibration = Pg.'vibrafSo = It. vibrttaone,
< L. vibratio(n-), a shaking or brandishing, <

vibrare, shake, vibrate: see vibrate.] 1. The
act of vibrating; a movement to and fro; oscil-

lation
; hence, fluctuation in general : as, a vi-

bration of opinion.
;
a

.

,
dim. of L. riHratio(n-), vibration:

see rilinition.] A small vibration. Also vibra-

Hiiiirulf. See the quotation under vestiyium.

The brain, not the spinal marrow or nerves, Is the seat

of the soul, as far as It presides over the voluntary mo-
lions For the efficacy of the motory ribniiimirt.t depends
chiefly on that part of them which is excited within the

brain. Hartley, Theory of the Human Mind, I. i 8.

Hartley supposes that the vibrations excited by a sen

sory or other Impression do not die away, but are repre-
sented by smaller vibrations, or vibrathtncles, the perma
nency and intensity of which are In relation with the fre-

quency of repetition of the primary vibrations.

Huxley, Animal Automatism.

vibratiunculation (vi-bra-ti-ung-ku-la'shon),
. [< NL. "ribratiuncula + -ation.] A little

thrill, throb, or throe; a slight shudder; a vi-

bratiuncle. Coves, Diemon of Darwin (1885),

p. 58. [Bare.]

vibratiye (vi'bra-tiv), a.
[<

vibrate -r- -ice.]

Vibrating; vibratory; causing vibration.

A vibratioe motion.

Vibrato (ve-bra/to), n. [It., pp.
vibrate :

Just far enough on ei
whether a hole or other close passage b Urge enough lor

It to pass through, and very probably this 1* true in many
case*. See cuts under minor, ocelot, panther, tenal, ti-jer,

and tirfCT'Cat.

2. In ornith., a rictal bristle; one of the spe-

cial set of long, slender, bristle-like or bristly

feathers, devoid of vexilla proper, which grow
in a series along each side of the rictus or gape
of the mouth of many birds, as flycatchers,

goatsuckers, and others. When very long, as In the

goatsucker, they are sometimes called vibrimr pectinattr,
and may have lateral filaments, as In the chuck-will's

widow. The use of the vlhrisftte Is supposed to lie to en-

tangle the legs and wings of Insect*, and thus diminish
or prevent their struggling when caught, as the hrlslles

are observed to be specially well developed in insectivorous

birds which take their prey on the wing. See cuts under

rlati/rhynchur, Jtycateher, yoatmcJcer. and tchippuanrill.

3. In human anat., one of the hairs which grow
in the nostrils. 4. In entom., one of the pro-

jecting lateral bristles on the upper border of

the peristomium or mouth-cavity of certain

IHptera.
Sewton. vibroscope (vi'bro-skop), n. [< L. vibrare.

of vibrare, vibrate, + Or. anfmelv, view.J An instrument
for observing, or for registering, vibrations.

see vibrate.] A pulsating effect in

ic produced by the rapid reiteration Viburnum (vi-ber num), i. [NL. (Toumei
lis on a tone, as if under the impulse 1700), < L: viburnum, the wayfanng-tree.]

A genus of gamopetalous plants, of the order

I'aprifoliafete and tribe Sunihiiccir. It i<

the related

Jefferson, To James Madison, Correspondence, I. 300.

Like the great cords of a harp, in loud and solemn vibra-

tion*. LongJeUow, Evangellne, ii. 4.

In Virginia there had been a great vibration of opinion.
Bancroft, Hist Const., II. 364.

2. In pltysica, an oscillating, reciprocating, or

any kind of stationary motion made by a body,
as a pendulum, musical cord, elastic plate, or

mass of air, when forced from the position,

figure, or volume of equilibrium, under the in-

fluence of forces of restitution. When the recipro-

vocal music produced bv the rapid reiteration VlDUmum vvi-uer num;, i. [NL. (Toumefort,

of emphasis
of great emotion . Strictly, the vibrato is distinct from
the tremolo. In that the latter involves a perceptible varia-

tion In pitch ; but in common usage the terms are made
synonymous.
vibrator (vi' bra-tor), M. [< NL. vibrator, < L. ri-

brare, vibrate : see ribratf.] 1 . In elect, or teleg. .

a reed the vibrations of which are made to open
and close the electric circuit and hence trans-

mit pulsatory currents
; also, a reed acted on

by pulsatory currents by means of an electro-

magnet, and hence made to respond to the vi-

brations of a corresponding reed sending these

currents from a distance. See harmonic trle-

l/raph, under telegraplt. 2. In the reed-organ,
one of the reeds by which the tone is produced.

3. In printing, an inking-roller that has a vi-

cating movement is comparatively slow, as that of a brat ing as well as a rotary movement, which

^TOm^to

tirWtl2*%Sff& a
i
d8 the distribution of ink on the inking-table

monly used, while the term vibration is generally con- of a cylinder-press.
fined to a motion with rapid reciprocations or revolutions, vibratory ( vi bra-to-n), a. [= r . ribratoire =

Sp. Pg. Mraferfe; M vibrate + -on/.] 1. Vi-

brating ; consisting in or belonging to vibration

or osculation ; vibrative.in their state of equilibrium. In the case of a vibrating

string or rod, the vibrations are distinguished a* traiu-

vene or longitudinal, according to the direction of the

oscillating movement relatively to the length of the sono-

rous body. The term vibration is also applied to the

motion (generally an elliptical revolution) which is pro-

duced among the particles of a fluid or ethereal medium
when their equilibrium is disturbed by any linpulse, by
which means waves or undulations are caused. In all

cases one complete vibration means the double movement

Vibrnti.rii motion of solids, which b really a molecular

disturbance, is absorbed by being transformed Into other

kinds of molecular motion, and go may finally he trans-

ferred to the ether. W. K. Clifford, Lecture*, I. 24.

2. Causing vibration.

The smoothness of the oil, and the vibratory power of

the salt, cause the sense we call sweetness.

Burke, Sublime and Beautiful.

[XL. (Cohn),< L. vibnirr.

genus
fiambuna, the el-

der, In its corym-
buM or thyrsoid
Inflorescence, but
is dbtinguffmed
by the absence of

any ninnately part-
ed leaves. There
are about 80 spe-
cies, natives of the
northern hemi-

sphere and of the

Andes, with a few
species elsewhere in

the southern hemi-

sphere and in Mad-
agascar. They are

shrubs or small

trees, usually with

opposite bmnchlets
and large naked
buds. The leaves

arepetloled and op-
posite, or rarely
whorled In threes;

they are entire, ser-

rate or dentate,

rarely lobed. The
white or pinkish

Flowering Branch of Arrow-woo.! <

num 4rntar*m1. a. (lower* : A. fniltv

',, . '. . Ifl Ilir 1 1 1 JH ll'll, .nnt u ii.ui w ia*aui- f "f -

genus of SeJwaWmjfflWW or bacteria, by some North American Indiana. In several specie*, forming the

authorities regarded as the same as Spirillum, section Opuit(also peculiar In Its scaly buds), the margi-

Thev have cylindrical, curved, or spirally wound rigid nal (lowers, of a broad flat inflorescence are enlarged and

of the particle or vibrating body to and fro about the posi-
tion of equilibrium, while the movement forward and Vibrio (vib'ri-d), H.

j

backward on one side only is a half-vibration. The laws vjbrate : see ribrate.\ 1. A genus or form-
of vibratory motion form the foundation of the theories

dfvlscd by modem science to account for the phenomena
of acoustics and optics. See ound<>, and undulatory the-

urn of fyht (under lighti, l\ also cute under nmtnl and *o-

Mtjtir.

The phenomena of polarisation demonstrated . . . that

the nibratioat of light take place at right angles to the

direction of the rays. Lommel, Light (trans.), p. 351.

3. In ;/..>,ime u*frt'<itiis. 4. InMf.JUft.,
movement to and fro, especially when quick.

corymbs of flowers are somewhat umbelled or panic-led,

and are axillary or terminal ; the flowers are usually wheel-

shaped, with five equal lobes, and a one- to three-cellt-.l

ovary becoming In fruit a dry
or fleshy ovoid or glohosr

drupe usually one-celled and containing a simile com-

pressed and deeply furrowed seed. The fruit b edibk-

but insipid In V. Lrntago, acid in V. Opvlui, astringent

In others, in which it is said, however, to be edible after

fermentation, and to have lieen made Into cakes by the

North American Indians. In several species, forming the

They have cylindrical, curved, or spirally
wound rigid

cells, provided at each end with a clltnin. They occur In

infusions, on teeth. In sea-water, etc. (See SmriUum, Sthi-

tom t/cetet. ) The genus b a very old one, having been char-

acterlziMlby o. F. Mullerln 1786 as elongate infusorians

without external organs," and has included at times vari-

ous minute animals which have nothing to do with it.

.See def. 3.

sterile. (See cuts under hrMlr-btah and neutral, and com-

jmrc guelder rote *na movbaU.) In the five other sections

the flowers are all alike, and the winter buds, unlike most

plants of temperate regions, are without scale*. In a few

Himalayan and Chlneae specie* (the section Solenotimu)
the flowers are tubular, elongated, and paulrled. and In *

few others funnelform. Three specln occur in Europe,



Viburnum
of which V. Tinus is the laurustinus, a winter-flowering
shrub of southern Europe, in Corsica forming large forests,

often cultivated for its ornamental evergreen leaves, white

blossoms, and dark-blue berries. V. Opulus, the cranberry-
tree or high cranberry, in England also known as white

dogwood, marsh- or water-elder, and gaiter-tree, is widely
diffused through the north of both continents ;

in Norway
it is used for the manufacture of small wooden articles,

of spirits, and of a yellow dye. For the other European
species, V, Lantana, see wayfaring-tree. 1'ourteen species
occur within the United States : 11 in the northeast

;
the

others, V. ellipticum near the Pacific, V. denidflorum and
V. obovatum near the South Atlantic coast ; V. acerifolium

extends north to Fort Yukon, V. pauciflarum to Sitka.

Two American species, V. Lentago and V. prunifulium, be-

come small trees. The bark of several species is used in

the United States as a domestic remedy, and the inner bark
of V. Lantana is esteemed a vesicant in England. A bever-

age known as Appalachian tea is sometimes made from the
leaves of V. cassinoides, an early-flowering, thick-leafed

species of American swamps. Several species are known
as arrow-wood, chiefly V. denlatum in the north, V. molle

in the south, V. ellipticum in California. The species
are somewhat widely known by the generic name, espe-

cially V. acerifolium, the maple-leafed viburnum, or dock-
mackie. The sweet viburnum is V. Lentago (for which
see sheepberry). V. nuduin is known as ivithe-rod, V. pruni-
folium as black haw or staff-bush, and V. lantanoides as hob-

ble-bush or American wayfaring-tree. The preceding are

among the most ornamental of native American shrubs, ad-
mired for their white flowers, usually compact habit, and
handsome foliage, also for their fruit, a bright blue-black
in V. prunifolium, V. pubescetis, and V. acerifolium, blue
in V. dentatmn and V. molle, and bright-red in V. Opulus;
that of V. Lantana is an orange-red turning dull-black.

Garden varieties produced by cultivation from V. Opulus
are the snowball, or guelder-rose, and the rose-elder. V.

rugosum of the Canaries, V. tomentosum (V. plicatum) of
northern China, and V. cotinifolium of Nepal, are also es-

teemed ornamental shrubs.

2. [/. c.] A plant of this genus.
vicar (vik'ar), . [Early mod. E. also vicker ;

< ME. vicar, viker, vicair, vicaire (also vicary,

q. v. ),< OF. (and F.) vicaire = Sp. Pg. It. vicario,
< L. vicarius, substituted, delegated, as a noun
a substitute, a deputy, vicegerent, vicar, proxy,
< *vix (vie-), found only in oblique cases (gen.
vicis, etc.) and pi. vices, change, interchange:
see vice4:] 1. A person deputed or authorized
to perform the functions of another; a substi-
tute in office: as, the Pope claims to be vicar
of Jesus Christ on earth.

He hath thee [the Virgin] maked vicaire and maistresse
Of al the world. Chaucer, A. B. C., 1. 140.

Consider also the presence of the king's majesty, God's
high vicar in earth.

Latimer, 6th Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1549.

Antichrist wee know is but the Devil's Vicar.

Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

2. In Eng. eceles. law, the priest of a parish the
tithes of which belong to a chapter or religious
house, or to a layman, and who receives only
the smaller tithes or a salary. The title is also
now given to incumbents who would formerly have been
known as perpetual curates (see curate).

Ye persons and victors that haue cure and charge,
Take hede to the same, and roue not at large.

Babees Book(K. E. T. S.), p. 354.

All Rectors and Viclcers of the same deanery (Bristol).

English Gilds (E. E. T. S.), p. 287.

The distinction therefore of a parson and vicar is this :

the parson has for the most part the whole right to all the
ecclesiastical dues in his parish ; but a vicar has generally
an appropriator over him, entitled to the best part of the

profits, to whom he is in effect perpetual curate, with a

standing salary. Blackstone, Com., I. xi.

3. In the Bom. Cath. Ch., an ecclesiastic as-

sisting a bishop and exercising jurisdiction in
his name. He cannot perform acts properly belonging
to the episcopate nor collate to benefices without special
authority. Cardinal vicar, an ecclesiastical dignitary
in Borne who, as delegate of the Pope, performs his func-
tions as local bishop of thediocese of Rome. Lay vicar,
clerk vicar, secular vicar. See lay*. Vicar apos-
tolic, in Mom. Cath. usage, formerly, a bishop, archbishop,
or other ecclesiastic to whom the Roman pontiff dele-

gated a portion of his jurisdiction ; now, a missionary or
titular bishop stationed either in a country where episco-
pal sees have not yet been established or in one where
the succession of Roman Catholic bishops has been inter-

rupted. Vicar choral, in the Ch. of Eng., an assistant
of the canons or prebendaries in such parts of public
worship as are performed in the chancel or choir, espe-
cially in connection with the music. They may be either

clergymen or laymen.

In all cathedrals of the old foundation in England,
in St. David's, and in twelve Irish cathedrals, the Vicars
Choral form a distinct corporation, the members of which
vary in number from twelve to three : these corporations
are distinct from the chapter as regards property, but in

subjection to it as to the performance of the services.

Grove, Diet. Music, IV. 260.

Vicar forane, in Rom. Cath. mage, an ecclesiastical dig-
nitary appointed by the bishop to exercise a limited juris-
diction in a particular town or district of his diocese. The
office is analogous to that of rural dean. Vicar-general,
in the Ch. of Eng., an ecclesiastical officer who assists a
bishop or archbishop in the discharge of his office. The
vicar-general of a bishop is his chancellor.

For He that is the Formere principal
Hath maked me [Nature] his vicaire-general
To forme and peynten erthely creaturis.

Chaucer, Physician's Tale, 1. 20.

6746

And I also find that the following Vicars General or
Chancellors to the Bishops of Norwich exercised this

power of Instituting without special powers in their pat-
ents so to do. Rev. T. 2Vmner(Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 331).

The very first act of the new supreme Head of the
Church of England was to appoint a layman as his Vicar-

general. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 829.

Vicar Of (Jesus) Christ, a title assumed by the Pope
with reference to his claim to stand in the place of Jesus
Christ and possess his authority in the church. Vicar
pensionary, in the Ch. of Eng., a clergyman appointed
at a fixed stipend to serve a church the tithes of which
belong to a collegiate foundation.

vicarage (vik'ar-aj), . [< vicar + -age.'] 1.

The benefice of a vicar.

Mr. Farebrother's . . . was the oldest church in Mid-
dlemarch

;
the living, however, was but a vicarage worth

barely four hundred a year.
George Eliot, Middlemareh, xvi.

2. The house or residence of a vicar. 3. The
office, position, duties, or functions of a vicar.

My vicarage is to speak of his [Christ's] compassion and
his tears. Donne, Sermons, xiii.

yicarage tithes. See UOuH, 2.

vicarate (vik'ar-at), n. [< vicar + -ate3 . Cf.

vicariate'^.] 1. 'The office or jurisdiction of

vicar; the territory presided over by a vicar;
a vicariate. 2. A number of convents united

together under the supervision of a custos or

vicar, but too few to constitute a province.
Encyc. Brit.

vicaress (vik'ar-es), n. [< vicar + -ess.~\ A
female vicar; the wife of a vicar.

Mother Austin was afterwards Vicaress several years.

Archieologia, XXVIII. 198.

vicarial (vi-ka'ri-al), . [< L. vicarius, substi-

tuted, vicarious (see vicar, vicarious), + -al.']

1. Vicarious; delegated; substituted.

All deriv'd and vicarial power.
Blackball, Sacred Classics, II., Pref., p. xxix.

It has occurred to me, when weary and vexed I have
myself gone to bed like a heathen, that another has asked

forgiveness for my day, and safety for my night. I don't

suppose such vicarial piety will avail much.
Charlotte Bronti, Shirley, vii.

2. Pertaining to a vicar.

The tithes of many things, as wood in particular, are in
some parishes rectorial, and in some vicarial, tithes.

Blackstone, Com., I. xi.

3. Holding the office of, or acting as, a vicar.

A resident pastor, either rectorial or vicarial, either an
incumbent or a substitute. V. Knox, Sermons, VI. xxvi.

vicarian (yl-ka'ri-an),
n. [< LL. vicarianus, of

or pertaining to a deputy, < L. vicarius, a dep-
uty: see vicar.] A substitute; a vicar.

Shall Balbus, the demure Athenian,
Dream of the death of next vicarian?

Marston, Scourge of Villainy, iii. 134.

vicariate1
(vi-ka'ri-at), a. [< L. vicarius, dele-

fated
(see vicar, vicarious), + -ate1 .] Having

elegated power ; pertaining to such authority
and privilege as a vicar has.

The vicariat authority of our see.

Barrow, Pope's Supremacy, vi. 10.

vicariate2 (vi-ka'ri-at), n. [< ML. vicariatus,
the office of a vicar, < L. vicarius, a vicar: see
vicar and -ate3.] The office or authority of a
vicar

;
office or power delegated by, or assumed

in place of, another; vicarship; specifically,
the jurisdiction of a vicar apostolic.
That pretended spiritual dignity, ... or, as it calleth

itself, the vicariate of Christ. Lord North. (Latham.)
The further pretensions of the Popes to the vicariate

of the Empire during interregna the Germans never ad-
mitted. Bryce, Holy Rom. Empire, xiii.

vicarii, n. Plural of vicarius.

vicarious (vl-ka'ri-us), a. [< L. vicarius, that

supplies the place of person or thing, substi-

tuted, delegated, vicarious: see vicar.] 1. Of
or belonging to a vicar or substitute

; deputed ;

delegated: as, vicarious power or authority.
2. Acting for or officially representing another :

as, a vicarious agent or officer. 3. Performed
or suffered for another.

The vicarious work of the Great Deliverer. /. Taylor.

All trouble and all piety are vicarious. They send mis-
sionaries, at the cost of others, into foreign lands, to teach
observances which they supersede at home.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Lucian and Timotheus.

4. In physiol., substitutive : noting the per-
formance by one organ of the functions nor-

mally belonging to another; compensatory.
Vicarious menstruation, a discharge of blood from the

nose, bowels, or other part of the body at the menstrual
period, normal menstruation being absent. Vicarious
sacrifice, in theol., the sacrifice of Christ on behalf and
in the place of the sinner, in such a way that God accepts
his suffering in lieu of the punishment which otherwise
must have been inflicted on guilty man. L. Abbott, Diet.
Eel. Knowledge. See atonement, 3.

vicariously (vi-ka'ri-us-li), adv. In a vicarious

manner; in the place of another; by substitu-
tion or delegation. Burke.

vice

But such punishment, inflicted not directly upon the
chief offender but vicariously upon his agents, can come
only after all the harm has been done.

W. Wilson, Cong. Gov., i.

vicariousness (vi-ka'ri-us-nes), . The quality
or state of being vicarious.

Dr. Creighton puts forward another favourite assertion
of the opponents of vaccination the vicariousness of zy-
motic mortality. Lancet, 1889, II. 175.

vicarius (vi-ka'ri-us), n.
; pi. vicarii (-i). [L. :

see vicar.] A substitute; a vicar.

A new bye-law empowering the President, in his un-
avoidable absence, to appoint a Fellow of the College who
has been a Censor to act as his vicarius was passed for the
first time. Lancet, 1890, I. 27$.

vicarship (vik'ar-ship), n. [< vicar + -sJiip.]
The office or ministry of a vicar. Swift.

vicaryH, . [< ME. vicary, vikary, vilcery, vicari,
< OF. vicaire, etc. : see vicar."] A vicar.

The vyltary of welles, that thyder had sought
On the tenth day, that many men dyd se,
Where .iiii. yere afore he stande nor go mought,
Released he was of part of his infyrmyte.

Joseph of Arimathie(E. E. T. S.), p. 45.

"
Sir preest," quod he, "artow a vicary,

Or art a person ? sey sooth, by my fey !

"

Chaucer, Prol. to Parson's Tale, 1. 22.

vicary2 (vik'a-ri), n. [< vicar + -y
s
.] A vicar-

age : the quotation refers to the once common
practice of the patron's pocketing the best part
of the vicar's income.

Pale Maurus paid huge simonies
For his half dozen gelded vicaries.

Marston, Scourge of Villainy, v. 65.

vice1
(vis), n. [< ME. vice, vyce, < OF. vice, F.

vice = Sp. Pg. vicio = It. vizio, < L. vitium, ML.
also vicium, a vice, fault; root uncertain.
Hence ult. vicious, vitiate.] 1. Fault; mis-
take

;
error : as, a vice of method.
He with a manly voys seith his message, . . .

Withouten vice of sillable or of lettre.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 93.

2. An imperfection ;
a defect ;

a blemish : as,
a vice of conformation

;
a vice of literary style.

Myda hadde under his longe heres,

Growynge upon his heed, two asses eres,
The which vice he hidde as he best myghte.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 99.

Euen so parsimonie and illiberalitie are greater vices in

a Prince than in a priuate person.
Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 34.

To be wanting therefore in those principal affections

which respect the good of the whole constitution must be
a vice and imperfection. Shaftesbury, Inquiry, II. i. 3.

Ferocity and insolence were not among the vices of the
national character. Macaulay, Machiavelli.

3. Any immoral or evil habit or practice ;
evil

conduct in which a person indulges ;
a partic-

ular form of wickedness or depravity ;
immoral-

ity; specifically, the indulgence of impure or

degrading appetites or passions: as, the CT'ce of

drunkenness
; hence, also, a fault or bad trick

in a lower animal, as a horse.

This Baron was right wise, and full of euell vyces.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), i. 51.

Lord, Lord, how subject we old men are to this vice of

lying ! Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iii. 2. 325.

When vices become so notorious that they are a reproach
and a by-word to Neighbour Nations.

StiUingfleet, Sermons, II. iv.

Vices so splendid and alluring as to resemble virtues.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

Him as had no wice, and was so free from temper that
a infant might ha' drove him.

Dickens, Master Humphrey's Clock, Conclusion.

Reared under an open shed, and early habituated to the

sight of men, to the sound and glitter of weapons, and to

all the accessories of human life, the colt grows up free

from vice or timidity. W. 0. Palgrave.

4. Depravity; corruption of morals or man-
ners : in a collective sense and without a plu-
ral : as, an age of vice.

Be dilligent for to detecte a seruaunt gyven to vyce.
Babees Book (E. E. T. S.), p. 84.

Vice is the foulest Prison, and in this

Not John, but Herod the close Pris'ner is.

J. Beaumont, Psyche, iii. 167.

Virtue is the Good and Vice the 111 of every one.

Shaftesbury, Inquiry, II. ii. 1.

When vice prevails, and impious men bear sway,
The post of honour is a private station.

Addison, Cato, iv. 4.

Civilisation has on the whole been more successful in

repressing crime than in repressing vice.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 157.

5. Depravity or corruption of the physical or-

ganization; some morbid state of the system :

as, he inherited a constitutional vice which re-

sulted in consumption. 6. Viciousness
; ug-

liness
;
misehievousness.

Half the vice of the ^logger's hitting is neutralized, for

he daren't lunge out freely for fear of exposing his sides.

T. Hughe*, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 5.



vice

7. ['"/'.] 'Hi' 1 stock buffoon in tin- olil Kii(,'lisli
. whn in' thr nl. 1. 1 Iniiiiiiiionii is genrrally empowered I

moralities, or moral ]ilays. sometimes having
,,;,.,,..,.,. .,,, .ancellor, and IsMn f

I lie mil if one specific vice, as fraud, /.<//,
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so styled vicr-chancrUiir. (ft) An officer of a university vice-king (vis-king'), . One who acts in tlic

place of a king : a viceroy.

s, sometimes of I'icv in general. See

liiiiinifi/, I.

Like In llie.ild IV.v, . . .

\\ h.i, with dagger of lath,

In hi* rage iiinl his wrath
i 'lies, all, ha! to the devil.

,s'/i,i*., T. N., iv. 2. 134.

Now issued In from the reareward madam Vice, or old

Iniiiuitie, with 11 lath dagger painted, according to the

fashion of old Vice In a comedy.
(hde'i Aliaanadce (1018), p. 12. (Xarei.)

When every great man had his Vice stand by him
la his long mat, shaking his woollen dagger.

/;. ./.,, Devil is an ABB, L 1.

= Syn. 3 and 4. //.i'/"/'y, eii . See crime.

vicea ,
and r. See vim:'1 .

Vice :i
(vis), . [< vice-, prefix, in the words

concerned.] A vice-chairman, vice-president,
or other substitute or deputy, the principal or

primary officer being indicated by the context.

The governor . . . was a more imposing personage than
his Vice, and was robed in character with his greater

I shall most sojourn In V.rmandy .

And thoil he my vicr-lciii'j In Knt'laii.1.

ii/xiii, llarol'l

:i.|ni.ni-h ativ.- ..til. .1

I ... tarried out the whole Act In St. Marie's, the long

speeches of the Proctors, the Vice-ClianceUor. the several!

Professors. Kvtlyn, Diary, July 10, 1664.

I have received your Letter, with the enclosed from the
IV.'. OftntMfeW ami II.M.I-, of >oin- fain. HI- I nivi-il>, VlCe-lCgatC (VliVleg at ;. H.

myself an unlit ..l.jirl In mich manner to be saluted by
such reverend persons.

Thomat Adamt, In Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 147.

<<) In the Rom. Cath. Ch., the cardinal at the head of the

department of the Roman chancery which drafts an. I \

pedites the bulls and briefs by which the mind of the Pope
is made known to Christendom, or to particular suitors.

Rom. Can,. i>i,-t.. p. 241.- AMMisor of the vice-chan-

cellor, see .,.. vicennial" ( vi-sen'i'al), . [Cf. F. rfc*n/m/ =
Sp. viceual = Pg. vicemial = It. vicemnale, < U..

iK'innalis, of twenty years, < L. vicennium, a pe-
riod of twenty years, < vicirx, twenty times (<

rigiiiH, twenty), + annul, year.] 1. Lastingor
continuing twenty years: as, a vicennial char-

About that time, Tamaaew, the viee-Kng, became prom
in.-at a a i.-l>.]. The Century, XXX N I li

_ .. A subordinate or

deputy" legate.

viceman, . See viseman.

vicenary (viu'e-na-ri), . [< L. viccnarius, of

or pertaining to the number twenty, <

rarely viijent, twenty each, distributive of n-

i/iii/i. twenty: see tumiij.] Belonging to or

consisting of twenty.

vice-chancellorship (vis-chan'sel-or-ship), .

[<tM(v-i'A//ri //() + -ttlii/i.] The office ordignity
of a vice-chancellor.

K. GibKn, In Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 235.

He (the German chancellor] Is thus, In effect, ultimately

responsible In every case even for the non-eiercise of
ter or license. 2. Happening once in twcnl>

years: as, a i-ii-rmiinl commemoration. Vloen-

pretensions. It. Tomes, Americans in Japan, p. 15'

The company. . . within a quarter of an hour were all vic6COm.68t (vi'se-ko'mez), n. ; pi. vicecomiten
seated in the great room of the lllue Lion Inn, Muggle-
ton Mr. Dumklns acting as chairman, and Mr. Lulley
officiating as vice. Dickent, Pickwick, vli.

vice4
(vi'se), prep. [< L. rii-i-, in t he place (of),

instead (of) (followed by a genitive), abl. of

*vix, gen. vicis, etc., change, alternation, akin

to Gr. eiKfiv, yield, AS. wican, etc., yield: see

tce.til:, ii/r/,i. irirkcr.] In the place of ;
instead

of: a Latin noun used in a position which

gives it, as transferred to English, the effect of

a preposition governing the following noun : yice-constable (vis-kun'sta-bl), n. A deputy
as, Lieutenant A is gazetted as captain, vice cons table.
Captain B promoted.
vice- (vis). [< vice*. Hence rice3 .

Each party holds during that summer a great conven-

tion composed of party delegates from all part* of the

Union, and nominates the candidates of Its choice for the

presidency and viec-preridency.
W. Wilton, The State, 1 10M.

This prefix

appears as vis-, formerly also vi-
t
in viscount.']

A prefix denoting, in the word compounded with

it, one who acts in place of another, or one who vice-consul (vis-kon'sul), n

is second in rank: as, vice-president, vice-chan-

cellor. It is sometimes used alone as a noun, the word
for which it stands being indicated by the conteit. Vice-

in some cases indicates a deputy appointed by the
princi-

pal ottlcer or authority, and receiving his power by delega-

tion, as in the case of a viceroy or vicegerent ; and in other

cases it indicates an alternative officer, alternate, or sub-

stitute appointed or elected by the same power as the pri-

mary officer, and receiving his power not by delegation, but

directly in the same manner as the primary officer, and

having no power to act in place of the primary officer ex-

cept In case of a vacancy or, it may be, absence or disabil-

ity, in which case he acts not under the direction of the VlCe-COnSUlShip (vis-kon SUl-shlp), .

primary officer, but independently as a substitute. This
is the nature of the office of vice-president or vice-chair-

man.

vice-admiral (vis-ad'mi-ral), n. A degree of the

rank of admiral. See admiral, 2.

The vice-admiral In the middle of the fleet, with a great

squadron uf gallics, struck sail directly.

Knollei, Hist Turks.

his'offlce. The vice-chanceUonhip Is only a convenience, jjjjj prescription in Scott lav, a prescription of twenty
W. WOton, State, 1428. yetn: ,/theTeMer prescriptions, pleadable against

, iv^wi^St (vi'se-ko'mez), n.; pi. vicecomites holograph bonds not attested by wltnesie*.

(-kom'i-tez). [ML.: see viteount.] A viscount vice-presidency (vis-prez i-den-si),w. |

or sheriff. presulen(t) + -cy.] The office or term of vice-

These Portgraves are also In divers Records called Vice- president.
cmnitex, Vicounties, or Sherlffes, as being under an Earlc ;

for that they then, as since, used that office as the Sher-

iffes of l...n.ion doe till this day.
Stow, Survey of London (ed. 1633), p. 530.

Even before his recognition as mayor, his signature,
when he signs a document, comes first on the roll after that

vice-president (vis-prez'i-<lent), n. An officer*
,n The Academy. March 14, , p.m who^.1 in^ tofill%&%

absence of the president. The Vice-Presldent of the

United States is chosen by the electors at the same time

with the President; on the resignation, removal, death,
or disability of the latter he succeeds to the office of Presl

dent. He is, unless he has succeeded to the Presidency
as above, the presiding officer of the Senate.

Vice-presidentship (vis-prez'i-dent-ship), n. [<

vice-president + -ship.] The office of vice-presi-

Sir Ralph Ashton was accordingly appointed Vice-Con-

gtable hac vice, to exercise all the powers of the Lord IJigh
Constable for the particular emergency.

J. Uairdner, Richard III., iv.

One who acts in

the place of a consul ; a subordinate officer to

whom special consular functions are delegated
in a district already under the general super-
vision of a consul, or to whom consular func-

tions are assigned in a district not of sufficient

importance to require the presence of a consul.

The Europeans have their vicc-contuli and factors here
to transact their business, and letters are brought regu-

dent; vice-presidency.
The vice-nrtridentihip being a sinecure, a second-rate

man agreeable to the wire-pullers is always smuggled in.

The chance of succession to the presldenUhip IB too dis-

tant to be thought of. Bayehot, Eng. Const, p. 76.

vice-principal (vis-prin' si-pal), . A deputy or

assistant principal : as, the rice-principal of an

academy.arly from Alexandria by land, to be sent by boats to Cairo. - . -

Pococlce, Description of the East, 1. 14. vice-queen (vis-kwen'), M. A woman who rules

s

coii,F-4- -ship.] The office or duties of a vice-

consul.

The vicc-eomndtliip was soon after filled.

S. II. Yatet, Fifty Years of London Life.

i-dean (vis-den',,
drals, a canon annually chosen to represent the

dean in his absence. 2. A subdean.

power.
To the great Vicegerency I grew,
Being a title as supreme as new.

Drayton, Legend of Thomas Cromwell, st. 64.

Vicegerency and deputation under God. South.

Pope poisoned pope, contending for Uod's mcenerency.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Archdeacon Hare and Landor.

Is yonder squalid peasant all

That this proud nursery could breed
For God's Vicegerency and stead ?

Kmerton, Monadnoc.

<ttffs^:'%&si^'&^
Vice-admiralty courts, tribunals established in Brit-

ish possessions beyond the seas, with Jurisdiction over

maritime causes, including those relating to prize.

vice-agent (vis-a'jent), M. One who acts for

another; especially, a subordinate agent; the

agent of an agent.
She cannot content the Lord with performance of his

discipline that hath at her side a vassal whom Satan hath

made his vice agent to cross whatsoever the faithful should

do. Tertuttian, quoted in Hooker's Eccles. Polity, v. 41.

vice-bitten (vis'bifn), a. Corrupted with vice
;

given over to evil courses.

A man vice-bitten.

Richardson, Sir Charles Grandison, VI. 181. (Davict.)

vice-chairman (vis-char'man), . An alternate

chairman. See vice-.

vice-chairmanship (vis -char 'man -ship), n.

[< vice-chairman + -ship.] The office or duties

of a vice-chairman.

vice-chamberlain (vis-cham'ber-lan), n. The

deputy of a chamberlain; in the royal house-

hold of England, the deputy of the lord cham-
berlain.

The chamberlains [at Worcester] are annually elected,

at the same time as the mayor and aldermen. . . . Their

business, which is performed by a deputy called a Vice-

chamberlain, is to receive the rents and keep all the ac-

counts of the corporation.
Municip. Corp. Report!, 1S35, p. 164.

vice-chancellor (vis-chan'sel-or), n. The dep-

uty or substitute of a chancellor. Specifically

(a) One of three judges in the chancery division of the

High Court of Justice in England, holding a separate vice-governor (vis-guv'er-nor) ,

vicegerent (vis-je'rent), a. and . [< OF. n'ce-

gerent, F. vicegerent, <. ML. ficegeren(l-)s, vicege-

rent; as vice- + gerent.] I. a. Having or ex-

ercising delegated power ; acting in the place
of another, as by substitution or deputation.

Under his great vicegerent reign abide

United, as one individual soul.

J/itton, P. L., v. 609.

II. n. An officer deputed by a superior or

by proper authority to exercise the powers of

as the substitute or deputy of a king or of a

queen ;
a viceroy's wife. Sue vice-king. [Bare.]

(It was] their [the Marquis and Marchioness of Lome's)
common wish that they should proceed to India as Viceroy
and Vicemwtn; . . . but there were political objections
to the step. T. H. S. iVott, Society In London, 1. 11.

1. In British cathe-
yice.rector (vis-rek'tor), n. [ML. ricerertor; as

'

rice- + rector.] A deputy or assistant rector.

Wesel was one of the professors at Erfurt between 1445

and 1456, and was ncr-rertnr in 1458.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 503.

viceregal (vis-re'gal), a. Of or relating to a

viceroy or viceroyalty: as, viceregal power.
In Manitoba there are separate Roman Catholic schools,

and these might lie protected under the same statute

[British North America Act] by the Viceregal veto.

Sir C. W. DiUce, Probs. of Greater Britain, L 2.

vice-regent (vis-re'jent), a. and . I. n. Of
or pertaining to, or occupying the position of, a

vice-regent.
The [German] Emperor's own will or that of the vice-re-

gent Chancellor Is the real centre and source of all policy ;

the heads of department are ministers of that will.

IT. rOom, The state, 1 1149.

H. . A deputy regent; one who acts in the

place of a ruler, governor, or sovereign.
The five Ephors (or Overseers, for such is the meaning of

the title) were originally mere deputies of the kings, ap-

pointed to assist them in the performance of their judicial

duties, to act as vice-rrgentt in the absence of their royal

principals : ... In short, to serve In all things as the as-

sistants of the kings. IT. Wilton, The State, 1 104.

court, whose decisions are subject to appeal to the lords

justices of appeal and to the House of Lords, of which the

lord chancellor is head. There is, besides, a vice-chan-

cellor of the Court of Chancery in Ireland ; the judge of

the local Court of Chancery of the Duchy of Lancaster is

the higher authority; one having a delegated viceroy (vis'roi), . [< OF. viceroy, F. viceroi
. _j ..... .._-_

=Pg. vicerei= It. vicere,< ML. vicerei, viceroy;
as pice- + roy.] 1. A vice-king; the governor
of a kingdom or colony, who rules in the name
of the king (or queen), as the deputy of the

sovereign : as, the viceroy of India or of Ireland.

This Cittie (Caer, Cairo] standeth in the land of Eglpt
and is vnder the gonernment of the great Turke. And
there Is a king oner the saide Cittie, who Is called the

king of the great Caer, and ye Wia Roy or Lleftenant to

the great Turke. B. Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 21.

We are so far from having a king that even the t>em>y
is generally absent four fifths of his time. S*\ft.

2. The archippus, a handsomely colored Amer-
ican butterfly, Basilarchia archipi>n*, formerly
known as Limenitis dijrippiifi. It is orange-red with

power; a deputy ; a vicar.

All Protestants hold that Christ in his Church hath left

no Vicegerent of his Power ; but himself without Deputy-
is the only Head therof, governing it from Heaven.

Milton, Free Commonwealth.

Distant nations looked on the Pope as the vicegerent of

the Almighty, the oracle of the All-wise.

llacaulay, Machiavelli.

The temporal sword came too often into collision with
the spiritual the divine vicegerent at Westminster with

the divine vicegerent at Rome. Stabbt, Const. Hist, { 461.

A deputy
rovernor . a lieutenant-governor.'

The vice-governor of the islands was invited on one oc-

caslon to dine on board the Marcnesa.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 322.



viceroy
black markings. Its larva feeds on willow, poplar, and

plum, and hibernates in leaf-rolls. It mimics in the adult
state (supposably for protection) the large cosmopolitan
A nosia plcxtppus. See cut under disippus. S. H. Scitdder.

viceroyal (vis-roi'al), . [< viceroy + -al, after

royiil.] Pertaining to a viceroy or to viceroy-
alty.
A viceroyal government was expressly created for it

I
Buenos Ayres, in 1777].
Mrs. Horace Mann, Life in the Argentine Repub., p. 1^2.

viceroyalty (vis-roi'al-ti), , [=F.viceroyi<i<ti
:

;

as viccnii/a/ + -ty.] The dignity, office, or ju-
risdiction of a viceroy. Acuuson.

Upon the question of the Viceroyalty there might be a

difference of opinion. Nineteenth Century, XTX. 38.

viceroyship ^yis'roi-ship),
H. [< viceroy +

eMp.J The dignity, office, or jurisdiction of a

viceroy; viceroyalty. Fuller.

vice-Sheriff (vls-sher'if), H. A deputy sheriff.

Sir William Martyn, who had been elected . . . knight
of the shire for Devon, petitioned the council against the
undue return made by the vice-sheriff, who had substituted
another name. Stubbs, Const. Hist., 423.

Vice-treasurer (vis-trezh'ur-er), . A deputy
or assistant treasurer.

vice-treasurership (vis-trezh'ur-er-ship), .

[< vice-treasurer + -/(//>.] The office or duties
of a vice-treasurer.

So many things are vacant and no acceptors : Treasury,
Navy vacant; Vice-Treasurership of Ireland, with several
other things that is amazing, goes begging.

Quoted in The Academy, March 7, 1891, p. 225.

vicetyt (vi'se-ti), . [< vice1 + -ty (after nicely,

etc.).] Fault; defect; imperfection.
Old Sherewood's vicety.

B. Jonson, Love's Welcome at Welbeck.

Vice versa (vl'se ver'sa). [L. : vice, abl. of
*mjc. change, alternation, alternate order (see
vice*) ;

versa, abl. fern, of versus, pp. of vertere,

turn, turn about : see verse 1
.] The order being

changed. The phrase has the complete force of a prop-
osition, being as much as to say that upon a transposition
of antecedents the consequents are also transposed.

This very important paper is an investigation of the
simple illusion which makes a light weight lifted after a

heavy one seem disproportionately light, and vice verm.
Amer. Jour. Psyckol., II. 650.

vice-warden (vls-war'dn), . A deputy war-
den.

Scawen, a Cornish writer and Vice-Warden of the Stan-
naries. Nineteenth Century, XXII. 690.

Vicia (vis'i-a), n. [NL. (Rivinus, 1691), < L.

vicia, a vetch: see vetch.] A genus of legumi-
nous plants, the vetches, of the suborder Papili-
onaceee, type of the tribe Ficicse. it is character-
ized by a stamen-tube oblique at the apex, an ovary with
many (rarely with two) ovules, and a style which is mostly
filiform and more or less beaked, usually with a terminal
dorsal tuft. About 200 species have been described, of
which probably not over 100 are well denned. They are

widely distributed through north temperate regions and
South America; one species, V. saliva, long cultivated,
is now naturalized within the southern hemisphere in
the Old World. They are chiefly tendril-climbers, rarely
spreading herbs, or somewhat erect. The flowers are
usually blue, violet, or yellowish. The fruit is a com-
pressed two-valved pod with globose seeds. The species
are known in general as vetch. V. sativa is cultivated in
the Old World as a fodder-crop, also under the names of

fitches, tares, and lints; 16 or more other species are also
useful for forage. (See (area.) Several species are valued
for their seeds, especially V. Faba (Faba vulgarii). the
horse-bean ol Old World cultivation (for which see Faba,
beani, Mazagan). V. gigantea (V. Sitchetuns), a tall, ro-
bust purple-flowered climber growing from San Fran-
cisco to Sitka, produces seeds which when young resem-
ble green peas in size and taste. Nine species are na-
tives of England, 72 of Europe, about 10 in the United
States, besides a few in Mexico ; 3 species (mentioned un-
der tare) are locally naturalized in the United States ; s

only are native to the Central States, of which V. Ameri-
cana (see pea-vine) extends west, V. Cracca north, and V.
CaroKnmna east ; the last, the Carolina vetch, is a delicate
plant with graceful secund racemes of small lavender flow-
ers ; V. Cracca, the tufted vetch, or cow-vetch, is also native
in the Old World, and is much admired for its densely
flowered racemes, which are first blue, and turn purple.
See cuts under Faba, mucronulate, plmmde, pod, and vetch.

Viciatet, >' t. An obsolete spelling of vitiate.
Sir T. More, Works, p. 636.

Vicieae (vi-si'e-e), n. pL [NL. (Bronn, 1822), <
Vicia + -<;.] A tribe of leguminous plants, of
the suborder Papilionacese; the vetch tribe, it
is characterized by a herbaceous stem, leaves abruptly
pinnate, continued into a simple or branching tendril or
bristle, and with their leaflets commonly minutely toothed
at the apex. Their stipules are usually foliaceous, obi inue
or half-sagittate; their flowers axillary and few, solitary
or racemed ; their seeds with a funiculus expanded above
the cotyledons thick and fleshy and not appearing above
the ground in germination. The 6 genera include most
of the plants known as pea and vetch the genera Cicer,
Lens, and Pismn belonging exclusively to the Old World
Vicia (the type), Lathyrus, and Alma also to the New.

vicinage (vis'i-naj), . [Formerly also voisinage
(the form vicinage being made to agree with
vicinity, etc.); < OF. voisinage, veiuiiiaye, F.

voisinayt. neighborhood. < reitsin, F. roixin. near.
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neighboring, < L. victims, near, neighboring: see

riciiie, and cf. vicinity.] 1. The place or places
adjoining or near; neighborhood; vicinity.
That soul that makes itself an object to sin, and invites

an enemy to view its possessions, and live in the vicinage,
loves the sin itself. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1S35), 1. 109.

The Protestant gentry of the vicinage.

Macaulay, llist. Eng., xii.

I live in a mcinaye beloved by nightingales, and where
they often keep me awake at night.

Mortimer Collins, Thoughts in my Garden, II. 104.

2. The condition of being a neighbor or of be-

ing neighborly.
Civil war had broken up all the usual ties of vicinage and

good neighbourhood. Scott.

Common because of vicinage. See common, 4.

vicinal (vis'i-nal), . [< F. vicinal = It. vicinale.

< L. vicinalis, neighboring, < vicinity, neighbor-
ing: see vicinv.'} Near; neighboring. [Rare.]
Vicinal planes, in mineral., planes whose position varies

very little from certain prominent fundamental planes:
for example, the planes of the cube in fluor-spar are some-
times replaced by the vicinal planes of atetrahexahedron,
which are very nearly coincident with thoseof the cube, and
hence are called vicinal. Vicinal surface. See surface.

vicinet (vis'in), a. [= OF. veisin, F. voisin =
Sp. vecino = Pg. vizinho = It. vicino, < L. viei-

nus, near, neighboring (as a noun vieinus, m.,
vicina, t., a neighbor), lit.

' of the (same) village,
quarter, or street,

' < vicus, a village, quarter of
a city, street : see wick.] Same as vicinal.

For duetie and conscience sake towards God, vnder
whose mercifull hand nauigantsaboue all other creatures
naturally bee most nigh and vicine.

Hakluyt's Voyages, I. 229.

Pride and envy are too uncivil for a peaceable city ; the
one cannot endure a vicine prosperity, nor the other a su-

perior eminency. Rev. T. Adams, Works, II. 321.

Vicinity (vi-sin'i-ti), n. [< OF. vicinM = It.

vicinitfi,<. L. vicinita(t-)s, < vieinus, near, neigh-
boring: see vicine.'] 1. The quality of being
near; nearness in place; propinquity; prox-
imity.
The abundance and vicinity of country seats. Swijt.

2. Neighborhood ; surrounding or adjoining
space, district, or country.
Gravity alone must have carried them downwards to the

vicinity of the sun.

Bentley, Sermon vii., A Confutation of Atheism.

Coinmunipaw . . . is one of the numerous little villages
in the vicinity of this most beautiful of cities [New York].

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 100.

3. Nearness in intercourse ; close relationship.
Their [the bishops'] vicinity and relation to our blessed

Lord. Jer. Taylor, Episcopacy Asserted, 40.

= Syn. Proximity, etc. See neiyUwrhood.

viciosity (vish-i-os'i-ti), H. [Early mod. E. vici-

ositee; < ii.vitiosita(t-)s, (. vitiosus, vicious: see

vicious.] Depravity; viciousness; vice; lack of

purity, as of language or style. Also spelled
viiioeity.

In which respect it may come to passe that what the
Grammarian setteth downe for a viclositee in speach may
become a vertue and no vice.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 129.

vicious (vish'us), . [Formerly also ritious; <
ME. vicious, < OF. vicious, vitious, vicieus, F.
ricieux = Pr. vicios = Sp. Pg. vicioso = It. vizi-

oso, < L. vitiosus, faulty, vicious, < ritiuni, fault,
vice: see vice1 .] 1. Characterized by vice or

imperfection; faulty; defective.
Some vicious mole of nature. Shak., Hamlet, i. 4. 24.

Their [the logicians'] form of induction ... is utterly
vicioits and incompetent.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, ii.

If a creature be self- neglectful, and insensible of danger,
or if he want such a degree of passion in any kind as is

useful to preserve, sustain, or defend himself, this must
certainly be esteem'd vitious, in regard of the design and
end of Nature. Shaftesbury, Inquiry, II. i. 3.

Mannerism is pardonable, and is sometimes even agree-
able, when the manner, though vicious, is natural.

Macaulay, Boswell's Johnson.

2. Addicted to vice
; habitually transgressing

moral law
; depraved; profligate ;

wicked.

Happy the Roman state, where it was lawful,
If our own sons were vicious, to choose one
Out of a virtuous stock, though of poor parents,
And make him noble. Fletcher, .Spanish Curate, i. 3.

Wycherley . . . appears to have led, during a long
course of years, that most wretched life, the life of a
vicious old boy about town.

Macaulay, Comic Dramatists of the Restoration.

"I know his haunts, but I don't know his friends, Pen-
dennis," the elder man said. "I don't think they are
vicious so much as low." Thackeray, Philip, v.

3. Contrary to moral principles or to rectitude ;

perverse; pernicious; evil; bad.
For which cause Richard lohnson caused the English,

by his vicious lining, to bee worse accounted of then the
Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 391.

Every ncimu action must be self-injurious and ill.

Shafttsbunj. Inquiry, II. ii., Conclusion.

Vicksburg group
When vicious passions and impulses are very strong, it

is idle to tell the sufferer that he would be more happy if

his nature were radically different from what it is.

Lccky, Europ. Morals, I. 63.

4. Impure ; foul
; vitiated : as, vicious humors.

5. Faulty; incorrect; not pure; corrupt: as.

a ricious style.
Whatsoeuer transgressed those lymits, they counted it

for vitious; and thereupon did set downe a manner of

regiment in all speech generally to be obserued, consist-

ing in sixe pointes.

Puttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 130.

It is a vicious use of speech to take out a substantive
kernel from its content and call that its object.

W. James, Prin. of Psychology, I. 276.

6. Not well broken or trained; given to ob-

jectionable tricks: said of an animal.
He was, in fact, noted for preferring vicioux animals,

given to all kinds of tricks, which kept the rider in con-
stant risk of his neck. Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 439.

7. Characterized by severity; virulent; malig-
nant; spiteful: as, a vicioux attack. [Colloq.]

Vicious circle. See circle. Vicious intromission.
See intromission, 3. Vicious syllogism, a fallacy or
sophism. ViCiOUS union, the knitting of the two frag-
ments of a broken bone in such a way as to cause deform-
ity of the limb or marked interference with its function.
= Syn. 2 and 3. Wicked, Depraved, etc. (see criminal).
unprincipled, licentious, profligate. 6. Refractory, ugly.

viciously (vish'us-li), adv. In a vicious man-
ner. Specifically (a) In a manner contrary to rectitude,
virtue, or purity : as, a viciously inclined person. (6)

Faultily ; incorrectly : as, a picture viciously painted,
(c) Spitefully ; malignantly : as, to attack one viciously.

viciousness (vish'us-nes), n. The quality or
state of being vicious, (a) The quality or state of

being imperfect ; faultiness ; imperfection ; defectiveness ;

as, the viciousness of a system or method, (b) Corruptness
of moral principles or practice ; habitual violation of the
mi .ml law or disregard of moral duties

; depravity in prin-
ciples or in manners.

When we in our viciousness grow hard.

Shak., A. and C., iii. 13. 111.

The best and most excellent of the old law-givers and
philosophers among the Greeks had an allay of vicious-
ness. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 25.

(c) Unruliness; trickiness
; bad training, as of a shying or

bolting horse.

A broken-down plough-horse, that had outlived almost
everything but his viciousness.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 430.

(d) Spitefulness ; malignancy.
vicissitude (vi-sis'i-tud), n. [= F. vicissitmli
= Sp. vicisitud = Pg. vicissitude, < L. vicissitu-

do, change, < vicissim, by turns, < *vix (vie-),

change: see vice*.] 1 . Regular change or suc-
cession of one thing to another; alternation.
God created them equal!, but by this it came to passe

that the vicissitude or intercourse of day and night was
vncertaine. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 260.

Grateful vicissitude, like day and night.
Milton, P. L., vi. 8.

2. A passing from one state or condition to
another

; irregular change ; revolution
;
muta-

tion : as, the vicissitudes of fortune.
But it is not good to look too long upon these turning

wheels of vicissitude, lest we become giddy.
Bacon, Vicissitudes of Things (ed. 1887).

His whole life rings the changes hot and cold, in and
out, off and on, to and fro : he is peremptory in nothing
but in vicissitudes. Kev. T. Adams, Works, I. 505.

As long as there are Men, there must be malignant Hu-
mours, there must be Vices, and vicissitudes of Things.

llovxll, Letters, I. vi. 45.

.Sometimes 'tis grateful to the rich to try
A short vicissitude, and fit of poverty.

Dryden, tr. of Horace's Odes, I. xiir. 23.

But vicissitudes so extraordinary as those which marked
the reign of Charles the Second can only be explained by
supposing an utter want of principle in the political world.

Macaulay. Hallam's Const. Hist.

The whirlpool of political vicissitude, which makes the
tenure of office generally so fragile.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 12.

vicissitudinary (vi-sis-i-tu'di-na-ri), a. [< L.
rieissitudo (-din-), vicissitude, + -ary,~] Sub-
ject to vicissitudes ; exhibiting or characterized

by a succession of changes ; vieissitudinous.

We say . . . the days of man [are] vicwsititdinary, as

though he had as many good days as ill.

Donne, Devotions, p. 318.

Vieissitudinous (vi-sis-i-tu'di-nus), . [< L.
cieisffitudo (-din-), vicissitude, + -ous.~\ Char-
acterized by or subject to a succession of

changes ; vicissitudinary.
ViClSSy duck. [< t'ieixsy, a local name (cf. Sp.
riei-cilin, a humming-bird), + E. rfcA'2.] The
widow-duck. Siiiimoitdx.

Vicksburg group. In yeol., a division of the

Tertiary, of importance in the Gulf States from
Florida west to Mississippi. The name Vicksbuiy
was given by Conrad, who referred this group to the

Oligocene, a reference which has been confirmed by Heil-

prin, who, however, prefers the name Orbtioidal, given
with reference to the great abundance of Orbituiilen Man-
telli. the most distinctive fossil of these beds.



vicontiel

vicontielt (vi-kon'ti-el). . [Also rim niilirl : <

OF. (AF.) 'rinintirl, < ricnutc, sheriff, viscount :

I0fl rim-mint.] In W /'-'</. ''"''. pertimiini.' '"

(lie sheriff or viscount. Vicontiel rents,
fiinil-lrnts p:ii'l by tin- slu-i ill to III'' killK. !'> :i ami I

\VllliHlii I \'.. r. Il'.i, Mirh l:i|-|us wrrr |il:uT<l itluliT til'
1 Iiinn

iL''-iii''nt f tluM'oin mission*' r* of tin- woods nut) forests.

Vicontiel writs, writs triable iii tin' county or sheriff

('(111! !

VJCOUntt, a. A for spelling of rinmimt.

vicountielt, Si < ri<-mitt,

victim (vik'lim). H. [< F. ridinn = Sp. rictinm

= Pg. riclinin It. riltiiini, < It. rirtiiiiii, :i beast
lor s.-icrilicc, prob. so culled us being adorned
with 11 tillct or band, < riiicin- (\/ rim; n'r), liiml,

bind around, wind: si-c rincnlinii. (T. riciii.

vetch.
|
m >ii. iVoni i ho nme root, also prob. riitn.

-.1 linnil. lillrt. usually derived (as rii-liimi is ;ilso

by some derived) from ricrc, pp. rictus, bend or
twist together, plait, weave, a root prob. ult.

connected with that above mentioned.] 1. A
living being sacrificed to a deity, or in the per-
formance of a religious rito

; usually, some beast
slain in sacrifice: but the sacrifice of human be-

ings has been practised by many peoples with
the object of appeasing the wrath or conciliat-

ing the favor of some deity, or in the ceremo-
nies connected with the making of vows and
covenants.

When the dull ox [shall know] why ... he ...
IB now a victim anil now Egypt's Uod.

Pope, Kssay on Man. 1. 64.

Swift waa the course ; no vulgar prize they play ;

No vulgar victim must reward the day
(Such as in races crown the speedy strife);
The prize contended waa great Hector's life.

Pope, Iliad, xxii. 208.

2. A person sacrificed; a person killed or ruined,
or greatly injured, or made to suffer in the

pursuit of an object, or for the gratification of
a passion or infatuation, or from disease or
disaster: as, many have fallen rictims to jeal-

ousy, to ambition ; a victim to rheumatism ; the
rictims of a railroad accident.

He had seen the lovely learned Lady Frances Bellamy,
and had fallen a victim to her beauty and blueism.

T. Hoot, Man of Many Friends, p. 4.

The planters [of Jamaica) had been ruined in conse-

quence of the abolition of the slave trade in 1834, and their
case was allowed to

present certain features of injustice
of which they were the victims.

S. Doieell, Taxes in England, IV. 225.

Across the extensive acreage allotted to the victim* of
the sad cholera years the Prince of Zanzibar has ruthlessly
cut his way to form a garden . . .

H. M. Stanley, Through the Dark Continent, I. 45.

3. One who is cheated or duped; a dupe; a

gull: as, the rietim of a confidence man.
He went off to the coach without further ceremony

and left his respected victim to settle the bill.

Uickent, Martin Chuzzlewit, xx.

Women are. indeed, the easy rictimt both of priestcraft
and self-delusion.

Mary. Fuller, Woman in 19th Century, p. 105.

victimatet (vik'tim-at), r. t. [< LL. rictimatwt,

pp. of vietimare (> F. victimer), sacrifice as a

victim, < L. victima, a victim: see ricfiiw.] To
sacrifice; immolate; victimize. Bullokar,

victimization (vik"tim-i-za'shon), n. [< rie-

tiuiizr + atioii.'] The act of victimizing, or

the state of being victimized. Also spelled
rictlmiydtion.

The general victimization of good people by bad. which
is the leading "motif

"
of the story.

Contemporary Rev., L. S66.

victimize (vik'tim-I/.), r. t. ; pret. and pp. vie-

tiniteril, ppr. rirtinti-in>/. [X rietim + -ire.] To
make a victim of; especially, to make the vic-

tim of a swindling transaction; dupe; cheat.

Also spelled rirtiiitixe. [Colloq.]
Mrs. Boldero's noble nephew, the present Strongitharm,

. . . was victimized by his own uncle, and a most painful
affair occurred between them at a game at "blind hookey."

Thackeray, Philip, xxl.

A fascinating married man, victimized by a crazy wife,
and ready to throw himself on the sympathies of woman-
hood in this affliction. H. B. Stoice, Oldtown, p. 512.

By submitting in turn to be victimized, a party of chil-

dren can secure, at a moderate cost to each, the zest of

the malevolent feeling ; and this I take to be the quin-
tessence of play. A. Bain, Pop. Scl. Mo., XIII. 311.

victimize! (vik'tim-i-z6r), H. [< victimize +
-'/'.] One who victimizes; a swindler. Also

spelled rictimisrr.

The Invalid had a great hatred and secret terror of her

rii-tiuiizer. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xix.

victor (vik'tor), n. and a. [= Sp. Pg. ricliir. n-
/) = It. rittti'rc, < L. cirtor. a conqueror, < rint-i-n .

pp. virtus, conquer. From the same L. verb are

also ult. rirtnri/, rii-tnriouit, etc., cmu-ii-l, i-rjct.

I'lnirhii-i. i'1-iiii'i; riin-ihle, inriiicililc. nniqitisJi,

etc.] I, M. 1. One who wins in a contest of

r,74fi

any kind: one who vanquishes another in any
struggle, especially in war: one \\ ho defeat- an

enemy in battle; a conqueror.
Ivilcles wa a famous man of warre,
And victor eke, in nine L'lrat fought' -n li- M-

. elf Illa-ii-il. \lliiTJ, p. B4.

If your father had been virtur t

'

>V,*.,i II.', i. IV.. iv. 1. 184.

In love, the r,'cti>fH from the vanqnUh'd fly;

They fly that wound, ami tln-j pni-ii.' i!i.,i ,h,

nailer. To a Friend, on tin- liinVivnt ta
[their Love*,

2. One who ruins or destroys; a destroyer.
[Rare or poetical.]

There, victor ut his health, of fortune, i

And fame, this lord of useless thousands ends.

1'ojie, Moral Essays, lit SIX
= Syn. 1. Victor, Cotvrufrar. A victor differs from a con-

'/urn* Inasmuch as the latter achieves a complete success
and conquers hli opponent perhaps after * series of vic-

tories, while the viator Is su called because of his success
In a tingle or a particular contest, which may be otherwise
barren of result to him. Victor Is also applied to one who
gains the day In a personal content or competition, as In n

race.

II. n. Victorious.

Despite thy victor sword and lire-new fortune,
Thy valour and thy heart, thou art a traitor.

Shot., Lear. v. 8. 132.

Where's now their tictor vaward wing,
Where Huntly, and where Home?

Scott, Mannlon, vi. :<:<.

Victor (vik'tor). r. i. [< rictnr, n.] To play the
victor; exult.

To rnnne through all the pamphlet* nml the toyes
Which I haue seene In hands of Victoring Boyes.
A . Holland (Davles, Scourge of Folly, p. 80). (Darnel. )

Victorer (vik'tor-er), H. [Early mod. E. vic-

toitrer; < victor + -cr*.] One who gains vic-

tories; a victor. [Rare.]
The Spaniardes as the mynisters of grace and libertie

browght vnto these newe gentyles I he vletorie of Chrystes
death, whereby they . . . are nowe made free from the

bondage of sathans tyrannie, by the myghty pourc of this

triumphante mctovrer.
li. Eden (First Books on America, ed. Arber, p. 60).

victoress (vik'tor-es), . [< victor + -egg.'] A
female who is victorious; a victress.

Victoria (vik-to'ri-S), M. [< L. victoria : see

victory.'] 1. The twelfth planetoid, discovered

by Hind in London in 1850. 2. [NL. (Liudley,
1838), named after Queen Victoria of England,
to whom the first flower which blossomed in

cultivation was presented in 1849.] A genus
of water-lilies, belonging to the order XymphtNi-
eex and tribe Xymphtecfp. It is characterized by an
inferior ovary, upon which all the parts of the flower are
inserted, and by sterile inner stamens. The only specie*,
V. nffia, Is known as the Victoria or royal miter-lily, in

Victorian

low In many rirclen, at flrst petalold and broad with small
itmrr n:inow with lonuri ruitlirt*. "

iH-ii I ditti rciilly formed ami slcrilf. The nunicrotii

carpels are sunk within a dilated torus, and produce 1-

huinlnoux i-ilibli- Hi-din rescinbllnR peas. The plant was
I : HIlTKl MOM.T..I

in I I., l^ict in N(n i'iiiln'1, !-!'', and in tin I nlUil Htjltes In

1853. Compared with other water-lilies, the tlown-
resemblethoseof Cojfo/ui,and tl

3. [(. r.J A form of low, light, four-wheeled

riage, having a calash top, with neats for two

Victoria Water-lily (fiffffria

(iulana (from the leaves) as irupe or irater-platter, inl

sometimes as water-maize, from the use of the roasted
seeds. The plant is an inhabitant of still waters from Para-

guay to Venezuela,growing chiefly in secondary tributaries

of the Amazon system. It produces a thick rootstock from
which radiate long-petioled circular leaves, each often 6
feet across (sometimes 12), with an unturned rim about 3

inches high. Each leaf resembles a shallow circular float-

ing tray, and is conspicuously marked with a network of

depressed veins, between which the surface is swollen into

slight quadrangular elevations resembling alligator-skin.
which gradually disappear with age. The leaves are deep-
green above, the under surface pink, and are set with

strong, sharp, conical spines, which also clothe the peti-
oles. peduncles, and ovary. The leaves are very strong :

a single one has borne the weight of two men. A plant
may produce as many as twelve leaves at once, filling a

tank 20 to 40 feet across. The solitary floating flower U
from 12 to 14 inches in diameter (sometimes 24\ expand-
ing at night white and fragrant, closing by day, and ex-

panding for the last time the second evening. In one
varletv it is rose-color at the second expansion, but with
the odor unpleasant, and partially expands a third time,
then still deeper red, afterward withdrawing beneath the
surface ; in a third variety there is a sharp and beauti-

ful contrast between outer white and central deep roue-

red petals. Some have considered these distinct species,
The flower consists of four sepals, numerous petals In

many rows, the outer lurger than the sepals, the inner

gradually passing into the numerous stamens which fol

persons, and an elevated driver's seat in front.

4. [/. c.] Abreedof domestic pigeons, nearly
the same as the hyacinth. victoria water-lily.
See def . _'.

Victoria blue, (n) A stain used in histologi-
cal examinations. (6) See blue.

Victoria crape. See crape.
Victoria cross. A decoration founded by Queen
Victoria in 1856. and awarded for acts of con-

spicuous bravery.
It Is a bronze cross

pattl, having a circu-

lar disk In the middle,
on which are the royal
crown and crest. Tnls
is suspended from a

ribbon, blue for the

navy and red for the

army, and a bar is at-

tached to the ribbon
for any such addition-
al act of gallantry as
would have won the
cross. Abbreviated
V. C.

Victoria crown-
pigeon. Same as

queen'x-pigcon. See
(tourn (with cut).
Victoria green.
See green^.

victorialt (vik-

to'ri-al),. KOF.
victoriul, < LL. rc-
toriatis, of or be-

longing to vic-

tory, < L. rictariii.

victory : see rt'r-

tory.] Of or pertaining to victory; victorious.

The howce of Mars victoriall.

MS. iMiud. 762 fol. 7 v, temp. Hen.V. (Kel. Antiq., I. 20B.)

Victoria lawn. A kind of muslin used for fit-

tings, and sometimes for women's dresses.

Victorian (vik-to'ri-an), a. and n. [< Victoria

(see def.) + -on.] 1. a. 1. Of or pertaining
to the reign of Victoria, Queen of Great Britain

and Ireland, which began in 1837: as, the Vic-

turian literature
;
the FictonVin crown (see first

cut under crown).
We can't do anything better than go back to Queen

Anne for our furniture. But in respect to women it's

quite different. We've got a Victorian type In that.

Mrt. OKphant, The Ladles Lindores, II. til.

In things specifically poetic he [Matthew Arnold]
touched his readers less than any other Victorian poet
of the first rank. AUurunm, April 21, 1888, p. 501.

The Victorian age has produced a plentiful crop of paro-
dists In prose and In Terse. Kncyc. Brit., XVIII. :ir.i.

Macaulay, the historian of the first Victorian period.
FortnighUii Rev., N. 8., XLI -4 '

2. Pertaining to Victoria in Australia.- Victo-
rian bird-cherry. See Pimelea. Victorian bottle-
tree. See Stsrculia. Victorian bower-spinach. See
Australian tpinach (under tfinach). Victorian cab-
bage-tree. See /.iri(iin. Victorian cheesewood.
See I'iltatporum. Victorian dogwood. See Pmtan-
'A' ro. - Victorian hedge-hyssop, hemp-bush. See
the nouns. Victorian laurel. <.. Pittotportm.V\c-
torian lilac. See Uardenbnyia. Victorian myall,
parsnip, etc. See the nouns Victorian swamp-oak.
See Viminaria. Victorian swampweed. See trom;i-
veed. Victorian whltewood. See /Wcwporutn. -Vic-
torian Whortleberry. See whortleberry.

II. n. One living in the reign of Queen Vic-

toria, especially an author.

In the use of the pentameter couplet especially there Is

more than ordinary skill something of the music that
the earlier poets of this century were able to extort from
its reluctant syllables with more success than falls to the
Victorian*. The Atlantic. LXVII. 404.



victoriatus

VictoriatUS (vik-to-ri-a'tus), >i. [L., <

ria, Victory, a figure of Victory crowning a

trophy,forming the
reverse type of the

coin.] A silver
coin of the Roman
republic, first

-^o sued in 228 B. c.,
and in value three
fourths of the de-
narius. Compare
guinarius.
[Said to be so called

0750

Victoriatus. British Museum.
(Size of the original.)

victorine (vik-to-ren'), .

from F. Victorine, a woman's name, a fern, form
of Victor, < L. victor, a conqueror: see victor."]
1. A fur tippet having long narrow ends, worn
by women. 2. A kind of peach.
victorious (vik-to'ri-us), a. [< F. victorieux =
Sp. Pg. victorioso = It. vittorioso, < L. victorio-

sus, full of victories (prop, applied, according to

etym., to one frequently successful), < victoria,

victory: see victory.] 1. Conquering; trium-

phant; having conquered in any conquest or
in battle

; having overcome an antagonist or

enemy.
The great Son return'd

Victorious with his saints. Milton, P. L., vii. 136.

The Baharnagash, though victorious, saw with some
concern that he could not avoid the king, whose courage
and capacity, both as a soldier and a general, left him
everything to fear for his success.

Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 208.

Victorious, wreath on head and spoils in hand.
Browning, Ring and Book, I. 120.

A body of victorious invaders may raise some, or the The Victory of Samothrace, in the Louvre Museum
whole, of its supplies from the conquered country.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Sociol., 517. victress (vik'tres), n. [< victor + -ess. Cf. vic-
2. Of or pertaining to victory; characterized trice.] A woman who conquers ;

a victrix.
or signalized by victory. 8he 8hall be^ BfcfraWj Ca,aar>8 Ca;8ar

Sudden these honours shall be snatch'd away, Shale., Rich. III., iv. 4. 336.
And cursed forever this victorious day. virt.rippt (vik'triql n T< OT? mptrirr Tt nit

Pope, R. of the L. iii. 104. *}
c

.'
irlcet (viK ns;, n. [<, * wctnce -. it. mt-

, , , . , tnce, < L. mctnx, fern.
3. Emblematic of conquest ; denoting victory.
Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths.

Shalt., Rich. III., 1.1. 6.

victoriously (vik-to'ri-us-li), adv. In a victo-
rious manner

;
with defeat of an enemy or an-

tagonist; triumphantly.
Grace will carry us ... victoriously through all diffi-

culties. Hammond,

. of victor, victor : see vic-

tor.] A victress.

He knew certes,
That you, victrice

Of all ladies,
Should have the prize

Of worthiness.
Udall (Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 58).

With boughs of palm a crowned victrice stand !

B. Jotison, Underwoods, cii.

victoriousness (vik-to'ri-us-nes), . The state victrix (vik'triks), n. [< L. victrix, fern, of
or character of being victorious. victor, victor: see victor.] A victress. Char-

victory (vik'to-ri), w.
; pi. victories (-riz). [< lotte Bronte, Villette, xxxii. [Rare.]

ME. victorie, < OF. victorie, victoire, F. victoire Victual (vit'l), n. [Early mod. E. also vittle,= Sp. Pg. victoria = It. vittoria, < L. victoria, earlier vytaylle (the spelling with c, victual, as

victory, < victor, a conqueror, < vincere, pp. vie- in F. victuaille, being a modern sophistication
tus, conquer: see victor.] 1. The defeat or imitating the L. original, the pronunciation re-

overcoming of an antagonist in a contest or an maining that of vittle) ; < ME. vitaille, vitayle,
enemy in battle

; triumph. vitaile, also vitailes, vytayll.es, < OF. vitaille,

We also ... [shall] assemble alle oure peple and ride vytaile, later (with inserted c) victuaille, vic-

vpon the saisnes, andyevehembataileinthename ofgod, tliailles, vytailles = Sp. vitualla = Pg. vitualha
thathegrauntevsthewctone. Merlin(K. E.T.S.), ii. 235. = It. vettoraglia, < LL. victualia, provisions,

Knowing that they led unconquered veterans against
rude militia, they have broken every rule of warfare, and
plucked victory out of extreme peril.

F. Harrison, Oliver Cromwell, ix.

The alloy
Of blood but makes the bliss of victory brighter

Ii. W. Gilder, The Celestial Passion, Cost.

2. The advantage or superiority gained in

any contest, as over passions, or over tempta-
tions, or in any moral or spiritual struggle.
Thanks be to God, which giveth us the victory through

our Lord Jesus Christ. 1 Cor. xv. 57.

Peace hath her victories
No less renown'd than War. MUton, Sonnets, xi.

3. A female deity of the Greeks and Romans,
the personification of success in battle or in

any active struggle. She is represented as a winged
woman, often bearing as attributes a palm-branch and lau-
rel crown, or a trumpet. The subject is a very frequentone in ancient art, from some of the noblest of antique
sculpture down to vase-paintings and figurines. Among the
most notable examples are the reliefs from the balustrade
of the temple of Wingless Victory at Athens, one of which
is the well-known figure entitled "Victory Loosing her
Sandal," and the magnificent statue called the "

Victory of
Samothrace," a Greek original of the fourth century B c
attributed to the school of Scopas, found in the island of

cut under Peloponnesian.

I observed some ancient reliefs at this village [Ertesyl
particularly three victories, holding three festoons under
three heads, on a marble coffin, with imperfect Greek in-
scriptions under them.

Pococlce, Description of the East, II. i. 170.

Cadmean, moral, Pyrrhic victory. See the adjectives.

meat; provisions: generally used in the plural,
and signifying (commonly) food for human
beings, prepared for eating.
But alleweyes Men fynden gode Innes, and alle that hem

nedethe of Vytaylle. Mandevitte, Travels, p. 34.

Tlier as bagges ben and fat vitaile,
Ther wol they gon. Chaucer, Former Age, 1. 38.

Physicions ben of opynyon that one ought to begyn the
meate of vitayle (uiandes liquides) to thende that by that
means to gyve direction to the remenant.

0. du Gutz, quoted in Babees Book (E. E. T. S.X p. 107,

[Index.

Look to those eating rogues that bawl for victuals,
And stop their throats a day or two.

Fletcher, Bonduca, i. 2.

Why then we will to the greenwood gang,
For we have no mtffes to dine.

Robin Hood and the Stranger (Child's Ballads, V. 405).

My pig likes a dinner as well as a breakfast. No meal-
time, and no sort of vict^tals, ever seems to come amiss to
my 1%. HauAhorne, Seven Gables, xix.

There came a fair-hair'd youth, that in his hand
Bare victual for the mowers.

Tennyson, Geraint and Enid.

2. Any sort of grain or corn. [Scotch.]
Broken victuals. See broken meat, under broken.

and pp. victualed, vic-

,, victualling. [With spell-
ing altered as in the noun

; < ME. vitailen, vi-

taillen, (vitaille, too&: see victual, n.] I. trans.
To supply or store with victuals or provisions
for subsistence

; provide with stores of food.

Thy loving voyage
Is but for two months victualVd.

Shalt., As you Like it, v. 4. 198.

vicugna

They resolucd to mctuall the ships for eigh eene moneths.
Ha/duyt's Voyages, I. 243.

II. intrans. To feed
;
obtain stores or provi-

sions; provision; obtain or eat victuals.

And, victualling again, with brave and man-like minds
To seaward cast their eyes, and pray for happy winds.

Drauton, Polyolbiou, ii. 427.

And soon we found Peggy and Sniiler [the horses] in

company, . . . and victualling where the gniss was good
R. D. Blacfanore, Lorna Doone, iii.

victualage (vit'l-aj), . [< victual + -age.]

Food; provisions; victuals. [Rare.]
I could not proceed to the scliool-room without passing

some uf their doors, and running the risk of being sur-

prised with my cargo of eictualaffe ; so I stood still at this

end, which, being windowless, was dark.
Charlotte Bronte, Jane Eyre, xvii.

victualer, victualler (vit'l-er), . [Formerly
also vitler; < ME. vittellcr, vitailler (see victual)
+ -er1 .] 1. One who furnishes victuals or pro-
visions.

That no maner vitteller pay eny thynge for the occupa-
cion of the kynges Borde, to eny maner offices, for ther
vytelle ther to be sold, that ys to seye w ithyn the seid cite.

English Gild* (E. E. T. S.), p. 408.

But pray, what connection have yon with the suttlers?
You are no victualler here, are you?

Sheridan (?), The Camp, i. 1.

2. One who keeps a house of entertainment
;

a tavern-keeper.
Fal. Marry, there is another indictment upon thee, for

suffering flesh to be eaten in thy house, contrary to the
law. . . .

Host. All victuallers do so
; what's a joint of mutton or

two in a whole Lent? Shak., 2 Hen. IV., ii. 4. 375.

He scornes to walke in Panics without his bootes,
And scores his diet on the vitlers post.

Letting of Humours Blood in the Head-Vaine (1600).

KHalliteell.-)

3. A ship employed to carry provisions for
other ships, or for supplying troops at a dis-
tance

;
a store-ship. Admiral Smyth. 4. A

corn-factor; one who deals in grain. Jamieson.

[Scotch.] Licensed victualler, in Great Britain, an
innkeeper or keeper of a public house who is licensed to
sell spirits, wine, beer, etc.

victualing, victualling (vit'l-ing), . [Verbal
n. of victual, v.] The furnishing of victuals or

provisions.
Our victualling arrangements have now been satisfac-

torily settled, and everybody has been put on an allowance
of water. Lady Brassey, Voyage of Sunbeam, I. xii.

Victualing-bill (vit'1-ing-bil), n. A custom-
house document warranting the shipment of
such bonded stores as the master of an out-
ward-bound merchantman may require for his
intended voyage.
victualing-house (vit'1-ing-hous), . A house
where provision is made for strangers to eat

;

an eating-house.

They chose that the region of Pocchorrosa to inhabyte
. . . that they myght bee baytinge places and vytailynye
houses for suche as shulde iorney towarde the southe.

Peter Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Books on America,
[ed. Arber, p. 148).

victualing-note (vit'1-ing-not), n. An order
given to a seaman in the British navy by
the paymaster, when he joins a ship, which is

handed to the ship's steward as his author-

ity for victualing the man. Simmonas.
victualing-office (yit'1-ing-of'is), n. An office

for supplying provisions and stores to the navy.
[Eng.]
We laugh at the ridiculous management of the Navy-

Board, pry into the Rogueries of the Victualling-Office, and
tell the Names of those Clerks who were ten years ago
bare-foot, and are now Twenty-Thousand-Pound Men.

C. Shadwell, Humours of the Navy. i. 1.

Victualing-Ship (vit'l-ing-ship), . A ship
which conveys provisions to the navy ;

a vic-
tualer.

Victualing-yard (vit'1-ing-yard), . A yard,
generally contiguous to a dockyard, containing
magazines where provisions and other like
stores for the navy are deposited, and where
war-vessels and transports are provisioned.
(Imp. Diet.) In the United States all navy-
yards are victualing-yards.
victualless (vit'1-les), a. [< victual + -less.]
Destitute of food. Carlyle, in Froude, First

Forty Years, II.

vicugna, vicuna (vi-ko'nya), n. [Also vigmiia
and vigtina; = F. vigogne, formerly vicuyne, < Sp.
vicuna, vicugna, < Peruv. vicuna, Mex. vicut/ne,
the vicugna.] A South American mammal of
the camel tribe, Auehenia vicugna or vicuna, re-

lated to the llama, guanaco, and alpaca. It is

found wild in elevated regions of Bolivia and Chili, and
is much hunted for its wool and flesh. It is one of the
smaller kinds, standing about 30 inches at the witlrers,
and of variegated coloration. It has as yet resisted all

attempts to reduce it to domestication. The short soft



vicugna
wool is very valuable, and wan formerly much used for

making line IJ.-MU-S ami <li li.-at.- inlu-irs. It is less used

Vie

|>oeketn when tin- dres* is ehiniced or removed
for Die ni^hl. (<i) A bag attached In th. I" il - urUlns.

Compare watch i*tckrt. (b) A vane or ln>wl, usually of ilri

oratlvf character, and sometimes having a cover.

Vide-rufft, n. An old eurd-iraine.

Faith, let It be Viile-rufe. and let's make honours.

llryu;l, \Vi.inaii Kill. .1 with Kindliest (Works, 1874, II.

Vicugna (Aiifltfnta vicuna).

now, what U known In the trade as vicugna (or viyvna) wool

being a mixture of wool and cotton.

vicugna-cloth (vi-k8'nyii-kl6th), n. Woolen
cloth made from the wool of the vicugna. It

is very soft, and is especially employed for

women's clothes.

vida-finch (vi'da-finch), n. Same as wliidnh-

bird. See Vidii/i.

vidame (ve-diim'), n. [F., < ML. rice-dominus,
as vice- + domintu.] In French feudal juris-

prudence, the lieutenant or deputy of a bishop
m temporal matters; also, a minor title of

French feudal nobility.

A Vidame waa originally the Judge of a Bishops Tem-
poral Jurisdiction, or such an Officer to him as the VI-

couut was to the Count or Earl, hut in process of time, of

an Officer, he became a Lord, by altering his Office into a

Fief, held of the Blshoprick he belonged to.

Blount, Olossographla (1670).

vide (vl'de). [L., inapv. 2d pers. sine, of vi-

dere, see: see
vision.]

See: a word indicating
reference to something stated elsewhere: as,

vide
ontej

'see before'; vide supra, 'see above'

(that is, in a previous place in the same book) ;

vide post, 'see after'; vide infra, 'see below'

(that is, in a subsequent place); quod vide,
which see (usually abbreviated q. v.).

vid6e (ve-da'), <* In her., same as raided.

videlicet (vi-del'i-set), adv. [L., for videre

licet, it is permitted to see: videre, see; licet,

it is permitted: see vision and license. Cf.

scilicet.'] To wit; that is; namely: abbrevi-
ated to vi:., which is usually read 'namely.'

Numberless are the Changes shell dance thro', before
shell answer this plain Question ; videlicet, Have you de-

liver'd my Master's Letter to your Lady?
Steele, Conscious Lovers, III. 1.

Videlicet Is used in law pleadings to point out In con-

nection with a clause immediately preceding a specifi-

cation which, if material, goes to sustain the pleading
generally, and, if immaterial, may be rejected as surplus-
age. ... It is the office of a videlicet to restrain or limit

the generality of the preceding words, and In some In-

stances to explain them. F. Whtarton.

Videstrelda (vid-es-trel'dii), i. [XL. (Lafres-
, 1H.")0), < l'id(tm) + kxtrclda.] A genus

nt I uliiiiin-. detached from I'iiliia for the wiro-
tniled veuves or whiduh-birdg,which have in the

male the four middle tuil-fealhers wire-shafted
with a racket at the end: later called Tetrte-

ii urn ( l;>-ic!ienbach, 1861). The type and only spe-
cies Is V. regia, of South Africa, through the Transvaal
to the Zambesi, and In the west to Daraaraland. This l<

the veuee de la cftte d'A/rique and veucr a quatre brint of

early French ornithologist*, the shaft-tailed bunting of

Latham (1783), the t'ufu rnjia of most writers. The male
is 12 Inches long, of which length the middle tail-feathers

form three fourths or more; the color Is Mack, varied

with white, gray, brown, and buff; the bill and feet are
coral-red. Hoe cut in preceding column.

vidette (vi-def), n. Same as vedette.

Vidian (vid'i-an), a. [< Vidius (see def.) + -.]
Relating or dedicated to the Italian anatomist
Guido Guidi, Latinized Vidius (16th century) :

specifically applied in anatomy to several parts.
Vidian artery, a branch of the Internal maxillary ar-

tery which traverses the Vidian canal to lie distributed to

the Kiistachlan tube and the tup of the larynx.- Vidian
canal, nerve, plexus. See the nouns. Vidian fora-
men. Same as Vidian canal.

vidimus (vid'i-mus), H. [So called from this

word indorsed on the papers: L. vidimus, 'we
have seen,' 1st pers. pi. perf. ind. of videre,
see: see mton.J 1. An examination or in-

spection: as, a vidimus of accounts or docu-
ments. 2. An abstract or syllabus of the con-

tents of a document, book, or the like.

vidonia (vi-do'ni-ii), n. [Cf. Pg. vidonho, a

vine-branch (cf. videira, a vine), < ride, a vine-

branch, = 8p. rid, a vine, = It. rite, a vine, <

L. rift*, a vine.] A dry wine from the Canary
Islands, formerly much in fashion in England.
Vidua (vid'u-H), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800), a Lat-
inized form', as if < L. vidua, a widow, tr. F.

veuve, the name of the widow-bird, itself a
translation of the E. irirfoic2 or widow-bird, con-
fused with widow 1

: see ichidah-bird.] An Af-

rican genus of I'loceidte, giving name to the

vidualt vni'ii-ai). n. |< I., rid* IT-
titinin^' to H widow, < ruliin. a widow :

.
|

( >f. pert ;iini nil. or re|atinj;totli'

of a widow, .lir. Tuglor, Holy Living, ii. :i.

viduate (vid'ii-an. . [< I.. r/<iv/'x. pp. of

riiliinri . willow : -.1-1- i-iiliiiitinii.] /.'<<//*., the

office or position of one of the order of willow-;
the order itself.

viduation (vid-u-a'shoii). .
|
< L. i-iiliiutH.*, j>p.

of riiliinr,; bereave, widow, < rulua, a willow,

tiduun. widowed: see ir/V/><w.] The state of

bring widowed: bereavement.
Viduina (vid-ii-i'iiei. . pi. [XI... < lulim +
-inn-.] A subfamily of I'lm-i nl;i; n:imed from

the genus I'iilnn ; the whidaiiH and related

forms: variously rcstri'-ted. (n) In a broad tenae,

lately adopted by aome monographer*, one of two sub-

Principal Whidah-bird
priHCipalis\ male.

King Whidah bird (,1'Otslrtlda rtfta'i, male.

videndum (vi-den'dum), n. ; pi.
ridenda (-da). [L., neut. gerun-
dive of videre, see: see ri<OH.] A
thing to be seen.

In my list, therefore, of videnda at Lyons,

this, tho' last, was not, you see, least.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, vli. 31.

vide-poche( veil' posh), . [F.] A
receptacle for the contents of the

Fiduinee; the veuves, widow-birds,
or whidah-birds. No type having been

originally indicated, the name is practically
conterminous with Viduintr In a narrow

sense, and has been variously restricted by
different writers, notably to r. prinelfmu
and V. (Videttretda) regut. The former of

these has In the male the four middle tail-

feathers immensely lengthened and wide throughout their

length (not wire-shafted). It was originally described (and

figured) by Edwards in 1780 at the long-tailed tparrow, by
Brisson in the same year as la veuve d'Angola, by Llnnicus

in 1768 as Emberiza vidua, K. arincipalu, and S. terena,

by Latham in 1783 as the long-tatted, variegated, and Domin-
ican bunting, and by Cuvier in 1817 as Vidua prindpali*.
The male is 10 inches long, of which length the ample mid-

dle tall-feathers make two thirds or more, the rest of the

tall being scarcely 2 inches, and the wing being only S ;

the color Is black and white, chiefly massed in large areas,

and varied with some buff and gray. The female lacks the

extraordinary development of the tail, being scarcely 6

inches long, and is also quite different in color from the

male. This bird is widely distributed in Africa. A sec-

ond species is V. hypocherina (or tplendent) of the Zanzi-

bar district. For V. regia, see VidettnUa; and for other

forms, see Viduinx.

viduage (vid'u-aj), n. [< L. ridua, a widow

(see MM},+ -aa.] The condition of a widow;
widowhood ;

widows collectively.

Paradise \

CitrfjnHra faradista), male.

families of Ploeeida, containing all those

with very short or spurious first primary
of slender falcate form, of whatever other

character: opposed to Ploceiiur alone. It

thus covers a very large series of about

40 genera of not only African, but also

Oriental, etc., birds, Including those

usually called SpermeMnte, as war-

bills, amadavats, blood-finches, senc-

gals, strawberry-finches,
sociable

weavers, etc. See PhileUma, Py-
renenUt, (fuelea, Spermelte*, Ama-
dina.Tieniopyyw, WWo,wlth
various cuts, (b) In a narrow

sense, confined to those African

forms In the males of which
the tall Is longer than the wings, sometimes extraordi-

narily lengthened into an arched train or of other special

figure ; the whidahs proper. Two of these remarkable
birds are described under Vidua and Videttrelda respec-

tively. A third is the widow of paradise, Vidua (or Ste-

ganura) paradinea. This was first described and figured

by Edwards In 1747 as the red-breatted long-tailed finch ;

by the early French ornithologists as grande veuve d'An-

gola and veuve d collier d'or; and Is the original u'hidah-

bird of Latham, 178S. In the male the four middle tail-

feathers are broad and flattened, and two of them taper to

mere filaments; the length is 11 inches, of which the

tail makes Si ; the wing is 3 Inches ; the color Is chiefly

black, varied with white, brown, and buff, and especially
marked with a collar of orange rufous. The female is

quite different In color, and inches long, of which the

tall is only 2}. This whldah Is widely distributed in

Africa, and is the one oftenest seen in cages. A fourth

is I'iilua (Linura) Jbcheri, of East Africa, 10 Inches long,

with all four of the middle tall-feathers wired through-
out The foregoing are all the species In which the

four middle tail-feathers are peculiar and the rest plain.

Bat In other whidahs all the rectrices share more or

legs elongation. Such belong to the three genera Chcra,

Colitapaaer (or Penthetria\ and Penthrtrioptw. Chera

procne of South Africa Is the epaulet-whidah, of which
the male Is glossy-black above and below, with scarlet

shoulders, and 19 Inches long, with a tall of 15 inches.

This Is the only member of its genus. The species of

Coliutpaaer are several, of which the best-known Is C.

ardent (with nearly twenty other New Latin names). The
male of this Is black above and below with a scarlet collar

across the fore neck ; It Inhabits South Africa. C.latieau-

ilut, C. hartlaubi, C. atbonotata, and C. eauet are the other

species of this genus. The three members of the genus
Penthetrioprit furnish the remaining type of whidahs. In

which the males are black, varied with bright-yellow, as

P. macrura of western and equatorial Africa, and P. ma-
crocerca of northeastern Africa.

Viduity (vi-du'j-ti), n. [< L. riduita(t-)s, widow-
hood, < ridua, a widow : see tctrfotr.] Widow-
hood. Rp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy,
i. $ 6.

viduous (vid'u-us), n.
[<

L. rirfuwx, widowed,
bereft: see iriWmr.] Widowed. [Rare.]
She gone, and her viduoux mansion, your heart, to let,

her successor the new occupant . . . finds her miniature.

Thaetrray, Newcomes, Ixvl.

vie 1
( vi), r. ; pret. and pp. vied. ppr. ryimj. [For-

merly also rye; < ME. rim : by aplieresis from
fin- if-, nit. < L. inritare, invite: see fury

2
, in-

vite.'] I. intriins. If. In the old games of gleek,
primero. etc., to wager on the value of one's
hand against an opponent.



vie

He cometh in only with jolly brags and great vaunts,

as if he were playing at post, and should win all by r'/'".'/.

Bp. Jewell, Controversy with M. Harding, iv.

To vie was to hazard, to put down a certain sum upon a

hand of cards.

Gifford, Note on B. Jouson's Every Man in his Humour,
[iv. 1.

2. To strive for superiority; endeavor to be

equal or superior (to); contend; rival: followed

by with, and said of persons or things.
Fortune did vie with nature, to bestow,
Whun I was born, her bounty equally.

Beau, and Fl., Laws of Candy, li. 1.

Albion in Verse mth antient Greece had mj'd,
And gain'd alone a Fame.

Congreve, Epistle to Lord Halifax.

Gold furze irith broom in blossom vie*.

M. A mold, Stanzas composed at Carnac.

II. trans. If. To offer as a stake, as in card-

playing; play as for a wager with.

She hung upon my neck, and kiss on kiss

She vied so fast Shak., T. of the S., ii. 1. 311.

Here's a trick vied and revied !

B. Jonson, Every Man in his Humour, iv. 1.

2. To put or bring into competition; bandy;
try to outdo in ; contend with respect to. [Ob-
solete or archaic.]

Nature wants stuff

To vie strange forms with fancy.
Shak., A. and C., v. 2. 98.

Now thine eyes
Vi tears with the hyna.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

The roguish eye of J 11 . . . almost invites a stranger
to vie a repartee with it. Lamb, Old Benchers.

vie1
(vl), n. [Formerly also vye ; (vie1 ,)}. Cf.

ent'i^.] A contest for superiority, especially a
close or keen contest; a contention in the way
of rivalry; hence, sometimes, a state where
it would be difficult to decide as to which
party had the advantage ; also, a challenge ;

a

wager.
At this particular of defaming, both the sexes seem to

be at a vie, and I think he were a very critical judge that
should determine between them.

Government of the Tongue.

vie2t, ". [ME., < OF. (and F.) vie = Sp. Pg.
vida = It. vita, < L. vita, life, < vivere, live: see

vital, vivid."] Life.

We biseche thee for alle that hereth this me
Off oure ladi seynt Marie,
That Ihesu schelde hem fram grame.

King Horn (E. E. T. S.), p. 99.

vielle (viel), n. [F. : akintoMoZ: see 0soZ.] 1.

One of the large early forms of the medieval
viol.

Afterwards the latter name [viole] was exclusively used,
and ultimately passed into the modern form Violin, while
the name Viele was given to a totally different instru-

ment, the Organistrnm or Symphonia, whence the French
ChifoniiS. This is the modern Viol, in which the music is

produced by the rotation of a wheel.
W. K. Sullivan, Introd. to O'Curry's Anc. Irish, p. dxxiv.

2. Same as liurdy-gurdy, !.

Vienna basin. In r/eol., the name given to an
orographically not very well defined area, hav-

ing Vienna near its southwestern extremity
and extending to the Bohemian mountains on
the northwest and the Carpathians on the north-

east, and underlain by a series of Tertiary rocks
remarkable for their extent, size, and compli-
cated development. This Tertiary belongs chiefly to
the Neogene of the Austrian geologists (see Neogene),
and is divided into several subgroups, beginning with the
Aquitanian, followed (in ascending order) by the Sarmatian
and Mediterranean subdivisions these all being of Mio-
cene age and then by the Congerian or Pliocene. The
Vienna basin opened out to the east into a broad Miocene
inland sea, slightly brackish, and is believed to have been
connected, in former times, with the Arabo-Caspian basin,
and perhaps even with the Arctic Ocean. It also communi-
cated with the basin of the upper Danube, and with an
area lying north of the Carpathians in both cases, how-
ever, by narrow channels. Some writers limit the name
Vienna basin to a smaller area lying pretty closely adja-
cent to the northern flanks of the eastern Alps, and partly
included within their spurs.

Vienna caustic. A mixture of caustic potash
and quicklime. See camtic.
Vienna draught. Compound infusion of senna ;

black-draught.
Vienna lake. A somewhat indefinite product,
but usually a dark-red lake with little strength
obtained from the liquors remaining from the

making of carmine. Also called Florence lake
and Paris lake.

Vienna opening, in cltess-playing. See open-
ing, 9.

Vienna paste. Same as Vienna caustic.

Vienna powder, work. See powder,
Viennese (vi-e-ues' or -nez'), a. and n. [= F.
Viennois ; < Vienna (F. Vienne = G. Wien) +
-ese.] I. n. Of or pertaining to Vienna, the

capital of the Austrian empire, situated on tho

Danube, or pertaining to its inhabitants.

II. ii. xi>i(/.a,nApl. An inhabitant or inhabi-
tants of Vienna.

vi et armis (vi et ar'mis). [L.: vi, abl. sing,
of ris, force, violence; et, and; armis, abl. of

anna, a weapon, defensive armor: see ri.s-1 and
rw2

.] In fate, with force and arms: words
made use of in indictments and actions of tres-

pass to show that the trespass or crime was
forcible or committed with a display of force

;

hence, with force or violence generally,
view (vii), n. [Early mod. E. also vewe ; < OF.
vene, F. vue, a view, sight, < veu, F. vu (= It.

rrihita, < ML. as if *vidittus), pp. of voir, < L. vi-

dcre, see : see vision.'] 1. The act of viewing,
seeing, or beholding; examination by the eye;
survey ; inspection ; look ; sight.
She made good view of me. Shak., T. N., ii. 2. 20.

She looked out at her father's window,
To take a view of the countrie.
Lord Jamie Douglas (Child's Ballads, IV. 142).

2. The act of perceiving by the mind
;
mental

survey; intellectual inspection or examination;
observation

;
consideration.

My last View shall be of the first Language of the

Earth, the antient Language of Paradise, the Language
wherein God Almighty himself pleased to pronounce and
publish the Tables of the Law. Houxtt, Letters, II. 60.

For though, in demonstration, the mind does at last

perceive the agreement or disagreement of the ideas it

considers, . . . there must be more than one transient
view to find it. Locke, Human Understanding, IV. ii. 4.

3. Power of seeing or perception, either

physical or mental
; range of vision

;
reach of

sight ;
extent of prospect.

These growing feathers plnck'd from Csesar's wing
Will make him fly an ordinary pitch,
Who else would soar above the view of men,
And keep us all in servile tearfulness.

Shale., J. C., i. 1. 79.

Stand in her view, make your addresses to her.

Fletcher (and another ?), Prophetess, Hi. 1.

The walls of Pluto's palace are in view.

Dryden, Km i,i, vi. 856.

Keeping the idea which is brought into it [the mind]
for some time actually in view ... is called contempla-
tion. Locke, Human Understanding, II. x. 1.

Who keeps one end in view makes all things serve.

Browning, In a Balcony.

4. That which is viewed, seen, or beheld;
something which is looked upon ; sight or spec-
tacle presented to the eye or to the mind

;
scene ;

prospect.
TIB distance lends enchantment to the view.

Campbell, Pleasures of Hope, i. T.

The country was wild and broken, with occasional su-

perb views over frozen arms of the (Julf, and the deep rich

valleys stretching inland.
B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 42.

5. A scene as represented by painting, draw-

ing, or photography ;
a picture or sketch, espe-

cially a landscape. 6. Manner or mode of look-

ing at things; manner of regarding subjects
on which various opinions may be held; judg-
ment; opinion; conception; notion; way of

thinking; theory.
There is a great difference of view as to the way In which

perfection shall he sought.
Marg. Fuller, Woman in the 19th Cent., p. 19.

One Hester Prynne, who appeared to have been rather
a noteworthy personage in the view of our ancestors.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 36.

They have all my views, and I believe they will carry
them out unless overruled by a higher Power.

Kane, Sec. Grinn. Exp., I. 258.

Persons who take what is called a high view of life and
of human nature are never weary of telling us that money-
getting is not man's noblest occupation.

Fortnightly Bev., N. 8., XLII. 193.

7. Something looked toward or forming the

subject of consideration; intention; design;
purpose; aim.
The allegory has another view.

Bacon, Physical Fables, Ii., Expl.

I write without any view to profit or praise.

Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 12.

8t. Appearance; show; aspect.
So, at his bloody view, her eyes are fled

Into the deep dark cabins of her head.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 1037.

New graces find,

Which, by the splendour of her view
Dazzled before, we ever knew.

Waller, The Night-Piece.

9. In law, an inspection by the jury of property
or a place the appearance or condition of which
is involved in the case, or useful to enable
the jury to understand the testimony, as of a

place where a crime has been committed.
10. Specifically, inspection of a dead body;

viewiness

an autopsy. lit. Tie footing of a beast.
Halliu-ell Bird's-eye view. See bird's-eye. Dissolv-
ing Views, a name given to pictures thrown on a screen
by a lantern in such manner that they appear to dissolve

every one into that following, without any interval of
blank between them. To cause the pictures to "dissolve,"
two lanterns are required, each of which projects its pic-
ture upon the same field on the screen, both being in the
same focus. One picture being projected, to cause it to dis-

appear gradually and the next to take its place, a sliding cap
or hood is mechanically withdrawn from the front of the
second lantern and placed before the first lantern. An-
other method is to turn on the gas of one lantern while
shutting off the gas of the other. The result is the same
by either method, the first picture disappearing as the
second appears, the two melting one into the other till one
is lost and the other becomes clear. By a recent improved
method only one lantern is used, and by appropriate mech-
anism a picture is substituted for that preceding it so

quickly that there is no appreciation of any interval be-
tween them. Field Of View. See field. In view Of, in

consideration of; having regard to. On View, open or
submitted to public inspection ; exhibited to the public :

as, pictures placed on view. Point Of view. Seepointi.
Side View. See si'del and side-view. To the View, so

as to be seen by everybody ; in public.

Mechanic slaves
With greasy aprons, rules, and hammers, shall

Uplift us to the view. Slink., A. and C., v. 2. 211.

View Of frank-pledge, in E'ng. law : (a) A court of rec-

ord, now fallen into almost total desuetude, held once in
the year within a particular hundred, township, or manor,
by the steward of the leet. Whartnn. (b) In Anglo-Saxon
law, the office of a sheriff in seeing all the frank-pledges
of a hundred, and that all youths above fourteen belonged
to some tithing : a function of the court-leet. Stimson.
= Syn. 4 and 6. View, Prospect, Scene, Landscape. View
is the most general of these words ; prospect most suggests
the idea that the beholder is at a place somewhat elevated,
so as to be able to see far ; scene most suggests the idea
of resemblance to a picture ; landscape most suggests the
idea of diversity in unity.

view (vu), v. [Early mod. E. also vewe ; < vien;

.] I. trans. 1. To see; look on; behold.
When most I wink, then do mine eyes best see,
For all the day I view things uninspected.

Shak., Sonnets, xliii.

The people view'd them wi' surprise,
As they danc'd on the green.

The Earl of Mar's Daughter (Child's Ballads, I. 177).

2. To examine with the eye ; look on with at-

tention, or for the purpose of examining ;
sur-

vey; explore; peruse.
Go up and view the country. Josh. vii. L'.

Lords, view these letters full of bad mischance.
France is revolted from the English quite.

Shak., 1 Hen. VI., i. 1. 89.

I had not the opportunity to view it.

Coryat, Crudities, I. 137.

For he viewed the fashions of that land ;

Their way of worship viewed he.

Young Beichan and Susie Pye (Child's Ballads, IV. 2).

3. To survey intellectually; examine with the
mental eye ; consider

; regard.
As Princes be more high and also mightier than the

rest, euen so are they more behelde & also more viewed
than others.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 10.

And though, oft looking backward, well she vewede
Her selfe freed from that foster insolent

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. 50.

When we view an object as a concrete whole we appre-
hend it. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 331.

= Syn. 1. To witness.- 2. To scan. 3. To contemplate.
II. intrans. To look; take a view. [Rare.]
Mr. Harley is sagacious to view into the remotest con-

sequences of things. The Examiner, No. 6.

viewer (vu'er), n. [< view + -cr 1
.] One who

views, surveys, or examines.
For if I will bee a Judge of your goodes. for the same

you will be a viewer of my life.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 225.

Specifically (a) An official appointed to inspect or super-
intend something ; an overseer ; in coal-mining, the gen-
eral manager, both above and below ground, of a coal-
mine. This word, not at all in use in the United States,
is almost obsolete in England, having become replaced by
the terms mining-engineer and agent. The terms used in

the United States are manager and superintendent.

The Colliery Viewer [Newcastle-upon-Tyne] superin-
tends the collieries. He has a salary of 60(. a year.

Hun-kip. Corp. Report, 1K15, p. 1648.

(b) One of a body of jurors who are appointed by a court
to view or inspect the property in controversy or the place
where a crime has been committed. In Scotland two
persons called showers point out the subjects to be viewed.

view-halloo (vu'ha-16'), . In fox-hunting, the
shout uttered by the huntsman on seeing the
fox break cover. Also view-liallo, new-hollo,

view-hollow, etc.

But pray, what is become of the lady all this while? why,
lady Freelove, you told me she was not here, and, i' faith,
I was just drawing off another way, if I had not heard the
vieic-hoUow. Colman, Jealous Wife, ii.

viewiness (vu'i-nes), . The character or state

of being viewy or speculative. [Colloq.]
We have opinions which were then considered to affix

to those who uttered them the stigma of vieuiness endorsed
to a great extent by a Conservative Lord Chancellor.

Nineteenth Century, XXII. 14.



viewless

viewless (vn'lcs). . l< '" + -//.] Not

capable of being viewed or seen: not perceived

by the eye; invisible.

T.I In; imprlMin'd i" the rifirle* winds.

Shale., M. for M., iii. I. fJl.

i I'er tlio slieep-track's maze
The rieifk** snow-mist weave. a gllst 'nlng ban.

.....stnncy to ail Ideal Object.

ViewleSSly(vu'l.'S-li), >i<lr. In a viewless nian-

viewly (vii'li), </. [< rim- + -///i.] 1-

totheview; sightly; handsome. [Prov. hng.J

viewpoint (viVpoint), . Point of view. [Col-

loq.j

The manner in whieli the details of a history are pre-

M-nted should be judged from the standpoint of the wri-

ter from the general viftrpoint of the time.

Edinburgh fiet., CXI.V. 499.

viewsome(vii'suiii), a. [<ir +-ome.] View

ly. I
Prov. Eng.]

view-telescope (vu'tel'e-skop), n. See tili-

viewy (vu'i), . [< vieto + -y
1
.] 1. Holding,

or prone to hold, peculiar views ; given to views

or schemes that are speculative rather than

practical ; holding the notions of a doctrinaire ;

visionary. [Colloq.]

Sheffield, on the other hand, without possessing any

real view of things more than Charles, was at this time

fonder. if hunting for views, and more In danger of taking

up false ones that Is, he was view, In a bad sense of the

u-.ii .1. J. H. yewman. Loss and Gam, 1. 3.

A man's identification with the movement was taken as

nroof that he was viewy and unfit for leadership.
The American, VI. 2i8

2. Showy. [Colloq.]

They [chests of drawers] would hold together lor a time,

. and that was all ; but the slaughterers cared only to

have them viewy and cheap.
Mai/hrw, London Labour and London Poor, III. 230.

vifda, vivda (vif'dii, viv'dii), n. [Perhaps <

Icel. veifat, pp. of veifa, wave, vibrate; of. w.

vej'tn,
!>an. rifte, fan, winnow: see waft.] In

Orkney and Shetland, beef or mutton hung and

dried without salt. Scott, Pirate, xxix.

vigesimal (vi-jes'i-mal), rt. [< L. vigesimus, vt-

fexiiiniH, twentieth, Cviginti, twenty: see twen-

ty.]
Twentieth.

vigesimation (vi-jes-i-ma'shon), H. [< Li. v

ticnimiin, twentieth, + -ation; formed in imita-

tion of decimation.'] The act of putting to death

every twentieth man. [Rare.]

vigia (vi-je'ft), . [< Sp. rigia, a lookout, <

vigiar, look out, < vigilia, a watching: see vigil]

A hydrographical warning on a chart, to de-

note' that the pinnacle of a rock, or a shoal.

may exist thereabout. Hamtrsly.

Vigil (vij'il), n. [Formerly also vigile; < ME.

rigil, vigile, vigilie, < OF. vigile, vigilie, P. vigile

Sp. Pg. It. vigilia, a watching, vigil, < L. viyi-

liit, a waking or watching/ vigil, waking, watch-

ful (cf. AS. wacol, watchful), < vigere, be lively :

see wwiA-el. Hence (from L. vigil) rigilant, etc.]

1. The act of keeping awake; abstinence or

forbearance from sleep at the natural or ordi-

nary hours of rest; the state of being awake

during the natural time for sleep; sleepless-

ness; wakefulness; watch: commonly in the

plural.

4t. A wake.
(if tin fetle and uleyes palestra!

A i my vujU. Chaucer, Trollos, v. 90S.

Coma vigl l Vigils or watchings of flow-

ers ii t'-im ;.p|,1i"l !) UnnatU. to tt><

Unit o( certain M..W.TH at regular hourl of the day. M

deep, >

Vigilance i vij'i-lans), n. [< F. i'ii/iliiin-i = Sp-

n./i/iuii-i/l = \\."n>iiln,i.ii. riiiilini.Ki,
'

I..

i,inii<i, wmteUnlneH, < '

watchful : -.( r,</</,i,,t.\ If.

Mr. Baxter items to have thought that the connexion

between the aoul and the body subsisted only during a

itate of vigilance. PrieMey, Diqul.ltlon..

2. The state or character of being vigilant;

watchfulness ladtoeoveringor guarding against

danger, or in providing for safety ;
< ire ninspec-

tion
;
caution.

To teach them ViffOaut by false Alarm..

Prior, Carmen Seculare (1700), it. 83.

His face Is unruffled, his speech is courteous, till rff<-

lance. is laid aleep. Macaulay. Machlareill.

3. Specifically, watchfulness during the hours

of night.

Ulysses yielded unseasonably |to sleep), and the strong

passion and love for his country that so fully possessed hU
soul should have given him . . . vigilance.

Broom*, Notes on the Odysaey, xiil. 142.

4. In mat., a form of insomnia. 5. A guard
or watch. [Bare and obsolete.]

In at this gate none pass

The vigilance here placed. Hilton, P. L., iv. Bbfl.

Order of Vigilance. See Order of the White Falcon,.un-

der falcon. -Vigilance committee, an unauthorized or.

ganlzatinn of citizens who, in the absence of regular courts,

or when such courts are inefficient, administer summary

justice In cases of heinous crime. (U. S.]

The first man hung by the San Francisco Vigilance

Committee was dead before he was swung up, and the

second was alive after he was cut down.
J. W. Palmer, The Sew and the Old, p. 73.

vigilancyt (vij'i-lan-si), . [As Hgilanec (see

-ci/).] Vigilance.

Trusting to the vigUancu of her sentinel.

Kev. T. Adamt, Works, III. 191.

Vigilant (vij'i-lant), . [< F. vigilant= Sp. Pg.

It. vigilante, < "L. vigilan(t-)s, ppr. of rigilare,

watch, wake, keep watch, < vigil, wakeful,

watchful: see vigil.] 1. Watchful, as one

who watches during the hours for sleep; ever

awake and on the alert; attentive to discover

and avoid danger, or to provide for safety;

circumspect; cautious; wary.

Be sober, be rii.tilant.

Takeyourpl.ee. and be X"

vigor

around, and reeinl.lhw II..- |.canut. V. luterja Is known

~;' .

\\. -' In. ......... !' i'- ;,
I- gfabra, ;. ( .-l]..-il...-n-d hir-ut,' tini-r of bracki.h

marshes fnim - ""I ...... '"' :1 '" Mi*"i'l'l

Vignette (vin-vcf or xin'yel), n.
[ h'oniK-rly

Co rtinu-tl; < F. rigii'll', -lim. at ";/"', vn,.-

\ar.l. vine, < I-. ''""', n vine: m-i- vtlU.] 1. A

'running ornament of \ in.--leaves, tendrils, an. I

gr:i|K-H. as in areliii.-el lire. 2. The flourish's

in Hie form of vine-leaves, bran.-li.-s, (to., nli

which capital letters in mamiscriplf
times xiirrouii'led. 3. In f,rinlmg,

tli.

(Cravc.l illustration (ird.'Cdraticui that pneeOM
a title-page or the iM-giiinint; <>f a chapter: so

called because many <!' the cuts first made for

books in France were inclosed with a border

of the general character of trailing vines. 4.

Hence, any image or picture; a cut or illustra-

tion.

Her Imagination was full of pictures. . . . divine

**. of mild spring or

Assist, in the January twilight, looked like a tiffnette out

of some brown old miasaL
//. Jamet, Jr., Tran*. Sketchea, p. MS.

In bright vignette*, and each complete,
<)f tower or diiomo, sunny-sweet.

There is nothing that wears out a flue face like

of thecard-table. Addition, Ouardian, No. 120.

(Jospel takes up the rod which Law lets fall ;

Mercy Is vigilant when Justice sleeps.

Brooming, King and Book, II. 244.

2. Indicating vigilance.

There 's Zanie's vigilant taper ; safe are we '.

Browning, In a Gondola.

= Syn. 1. Wakeful, etc. tee watchful.

vigilante (vij-i-lan'te), . [< Sp. vigilante, vigi-

lant: see vigilant, a.] A member of a vigi-

lance committee. [U. S.]

A little over a year ago one committee of vigilante* in

eastern Montana shot or hung nearly sixty [horse-thieves]

-not, however, with the best judgment In all cases.

T. RooieveU, The Century, XXXV. 505.

Vigilantly (vU'i-lant-li), adv. In a vigilant

manner; watchfully; circumspectly; alertly.

6. A photographic portrait showing only the

head, or the head and shoulders, and so printed

that the ground shades off insensibly around

the subject into an even color, which may be

that of the untreated paper, or a more or lens

.lark shade produced by a separate operation;

hence, any picture, not a portrait, treated in

the same way.
vignette (vin-yef), f. t.; pret. and pp. rfgM*
tl. ppr. ngxetting. [< vignette, .] in pnotog.,

to treat or produce, as a portrait, in the style of

a vignette.
vignetter (vin-yet'er), H. In photng.. any de-

vice for causing the edges of a printed part

of a negative to fade away evenly and gradu-

allv into the background. A form of vignetter may
be interposed between the camera and the subject, so that

the portrait will be vignetted directly on the negative.

See vignettiiu/-glaa and vignetting-paper.

vignetting-glass (vin-yet'ing-glas). . In

pkotog., a glass frame for the same use ana

raade'on the same principles as the vignetting-

paper. A usual form has an aperture of clear glass In the

middle, around which are carried thin layer* of tissue.

impcr, every layer projecting a little beyond that placed

upon It. Another form Is of deep-orange glnM, with a

crater of white glan, the gradation being effected by grind-

Ing away the edge of the encircling orange part. Also

called ngiietter.

vignetting-mask(vin-yet'ing-mBsk),
n. Same.

as rignetting-paiier.

vignetting-paper (vin-yct'ing-pa'per), . In

phntiMj., a mask used in printing vignette pic-

tures.' It is a sheet of thin paper with a piece of the de-

sired size left clear and semi-traneparcnt In the middle,

proceeding from which shading Is carried in an
opaque

color so as gradually to attain complete opacity, and thus

cause the strongly printed part
of the negative In th

middle to fade by even gradation around its edge to the

color of the unprlnled paper. Also called ngnettrr and

vignettiivj-wadc.

So they In heaven their odes and vigils tuned.

Milti'ii, P. K., i. 182.

At Mary's Tomb (sad. sacred Place '.)

The Virtues shall their I'igilt keep.

Prior, Ode Presented to the King, st 1.

3. Eeelea.: (a) Originally, in the early church,

the watch kept in a church or cemetery on the

night before a feast, the time being occupied
in prayer. The assembly on such occasions often lead-

ing to disorders, the custom of holding such vigils came

to be abandoned In the eleventh or twelfth century. A

trace of the old custom remains in the matins, lauds, and

mldnlgh* mass before Christmas day. Hence (n)

The day and night preceding a festival; the

eve or day before a festival; strictly, an eve

which is a fast. Special offices or the use of the col-

lect of the festival mark the vigil. If the day before

such a festival is Sunday, the fast is transferred to the

previous Saturday. Vigils arc observed in the Roman
Catholic, the Creik, the Anglican, and other churches.

He that shall live this day, and see old age.

Will yearly on the riytt feast his neighbours.
And say, "To-morrow Is St. CTUpian."

Shalr., lien. \ ., IV. S. 45.

4l!4

It it ful fair to been yclept madame,
And goon to myilief al blfore.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., L 377.

2 Devotional watching; hence, devotions, manner; WBWJIU.UHJ .^"^--r-* i
-

services, praise, prayer, or the like performed vigilyt, . A Middle English variant of n;,,!.

during the customary hours of sleep; nocturnal

devotions : commonly in the plural.

Vigintivirate (vi-jin-tiv'i-rat),
... [<L. riginti,

twenty, + fir, man, + -ate*.] A body of offi-

cers of government consisting of twenty men.

^igna'(vig'na), ... [NL. (Savi, 1822), named

after Domini'co Figna, professor of botany at

Pisa in 1628.] A genus of leguminous plants,

of the tribe Phaseolex and subtribe Kuptutsto-

lr,r. It is distinguished from the type genus (Phateo-

JIM> by the absence of a beak upon the keel-petals, or by

the failure of the beak, if developed, to form a perfect

spiral. There are about 45 species, natives of warm re

gions of both hemispheres. They are usually twining

or prostrate herbs, with pinnate leaves of three leaflet,

and yellowish or rarely purplish flowers in a short dust,

upon an axillary peduncle, followed by cylindrical pods

which become greatly elongated -sometimes, It Is said,a

yard long. For V. Catian-i, universally cultivated in the

tropics, and now also In southern parts of Europe and the

United States, see chowtee, and cow-pea (under j*a ); IU

typical form is low and somewhat erect; when tall and

climbing, it has been known as V. Sinenn*. V lancetlata

of Australia, also edible, produces, besides the ordinary

cylindrical pods, other, from buried flowers fruiting nn

260..

vignite (vig'nit), n. A magnetic iron ore.

vignoblet (ve-nyo'bl), n. [F., a vineyard, <

rigiif, vine : see rint.] A vineyard.

That excellent vianoole of Pontaq and Obrlen, from

whence comes the choicest of our Bordeaux wne*
Evelyn, Diary, July IS, 188.1

vigonia (vi-go'ni-ft), . Same as vicugna.

A herd of thirty -six, Including the kinds called llamas,

alpacas, and vicuna, or viyoniai, were sent from ^'lna-

ViKO plaster. See plaster.

Vigor Vigour (vig'or), ... [< OF.(and F.) rigufur

= Sp. Pg. rigor = It. vignre, < L. vigor, activ-

ity force, < rigere, nourish, thrive, be lively.

(T. rigil, inik-e. Hence rigor, r., inri ;/,>rate.]

1. Active strength or force of body; physical

force; a flourishing physical' condition ; also,

strength of mind; mental health and power; by
extension, force of healthy growth in plants.

The .Inewy rtgour of th. t-v

He who run. or dances beg.
The equal Vigour of two Leg.. Pnor, Alma. 11.

And strangely spoke
The faith, the vigour, bold to dwell

HM d..nbi that drive the coward back.

Tennytnn, In Memortam. XCT.



vigor

2. Strength or force in general ; powerful or

energetic action; energy; efficacy; potency.
And with a sudden myour it doth posset
And curd . . .

The thin and wholesome blood.

Sliak., Hamlet, i. 5. 68.

The vigour of the Parliament had begun to humble the

pride of the bishops. Milton, Second Defence.

= Syn. 1. Health, haleness, soundness, robustness, bloom,
thrfftiness. 2. Might, power.

vigort, vigourt (vig'or), v. t. [< LL. vigorare,
make strong/ L. vigor, vigor, strength: see vig-

or, n.] To invigorate.

vigorless (vig'or-les), a. [< vigor + -less.'] "With-

out vigor; feeble. Princeton Jicv., Sept., 1879,

p. 318.

vigoroso (vig-o-ro'so), a. [It., = E. vigorous.'}

In music, with energy.

vigorous (vig'or-us), a. [< F. vigonreux = Sp.

Pg. It. vigoroso, < ML. "vigorostis (in adv. vigo-

rose),< L. vigor, vigor: see vigor.'] 1. Possess-

ing vigor of body or mind
;
full of strength or

active force; strong; lusty; robust; power-
ful

; having strong vitality or power of growth,
as a plant; also, having or exerting force of

any kind.
Fara'd for hia valour young ;

At sea successful, vigorous, and strong. Waller.

A score of years after the energies of even vigorous men
are declining or spent, his [Josiah Quincy's) mind and
character made themselves felt as in their prime.

Lowell, Study Windows, p. 94.

Vigorous trees are great disinfectants.

D. 0. Mitchell, Bound Together, vi.

2. Exhibiting or resulting from vigor, energy,
or strength, either physical or mental

; power-
ful; forcible; energetic; strong.
His vigorous understanding and his stout English heart

were proof against all delusion and all temptation.
Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vii.

Vigorous activity is not the only condition of a strong
will. J. Sully, Outlines of Psychol., p. 646.

= Syn. 1. Hale, sound, sturdy, hearty, thrifty, flourishing.
1 and 2. Nervous, spirited.

vigorously (vig'or-us-li), adv. In a vigorous
manner; with vigor; forcibly; with active ex-

ertions.

These ronne vpon hym with axes, and billes, and swerdes

right vigerously. Merlin (E. E. T. S.X iii. 496.

Money to enable him to push on the war vigorously.
Slede, Tatler, No. 7.

vigorousness (vig'or-us-nes), n. The character
or state of being vigorous or possessed of active

strength; force; energy; strength. Jer. Tay-
lor, Holy Dying, i. 2.

Vigors's warbler or vireo. See warbler.

Vigo's powder. See powder.
vigour, H. and v. See vigor.

viguna, See vicugna.
vinara (vi-ha'ra), n. [Skt., lit. expatiation,
recreation.] In' Buddhist arch., a monastery.
See Buddhist architecture, under Buddhist.

Six successive kings had built as many viharas on this

spot [near Patna], when one of them surrounded the whole
with a high wall, which can still be traced, measuring 1600
ft. north and south, by 400 ft., and enclosing eight sepa-
rate courts. Externally to this enclosure were numerous
stupas or towerlike viharas, ten or twelve of which are

easily recognised. J. Fergusson, Hist. Indian Arch., p. 136.

vihuela (vi-hwa'la), n. [OSp. : see viol.] An
early and simple form of the Spanish guitar.

viking (vi'king), . [Not found in ME., but
first in mod. historical use; = G. viking, < Icel.

vikingr (= Sw.Dan. viking), a pirate, freebooter,

rover, lit. (as indicated by the AS. wicing, mod.
E. artificially wicking)

'

*wick-man,' i. e.
'

"bay-
man, *creeker,' one who frequented the bays,
fords, or creeks and issued thence for plunder ;

< Icel. viler = Sw. vik = Dan. vig, a bay, creek,
inlet, + -iiigr = E. -te</

3
: see wick3 and -ing

3
.

The word has often been confused with sea-king,
as if riking contained the word king.] A rover
or sea-robber belonging to one of the predatory
bands of Northmen who infested the European
seas during the eighth, ninth, and tenth centu-
ries and made various settlements in the Brit-
ish Islands, Prance, etc. Viking has been frequently
identified with sea-king, but the latter was a man con-
nected with a royal race, who took by right the title of

king when he assumed the command: of men, although
only of a ship's crew, whereas the former name is appli-
cable to any member of the rover bands.

She was a Prince's child,
I but a Vileing wild.

Longfellow, Skeleton in Armor.

vikingism (vi'king-izm), n. [< viking + -ism.]
The characteristics, plans, or acts of vikings.
The conquest of Palestine was to Robert of Normandy,

Raymond of Toulouse, Bohemond of Tareiitum, a sancti-
fied experiment of vikingvnn.

Stubbs, Medieval and Modem Hist., p. 222.

vilt, n. Same as vill.
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vilayet (vil-a-yef), w. [Turk, vilayet, < Ar.

wilaya, province, government, sovereignty.]
An administrative territory of the first class

;

a province of the Turkish empire. Each Turkish
vilayet is ruled by a vali, or governor-general. The divi-

sion into vilayets has replaced the old system of eyalets.

vildt, " [A corrupt form of vile. In some
cases the word appears to have been confused
with wild.] Same as rilr.

Bethylifene're sovilde. Times' tFAisfc(E.E.T.S.),p. 44.

What mid prisons
Make we our bodies to our immortal souls !

Mitldleton and Rowley, Spanish fiypsy, iii. 1.

My act, though mid, the world shall crown as just.
Dekker and Webster, Westward Ho, iv. 2.

vildlyt, adv. Same as vilely. Spenser, F. Q.,
I. iii. 43.

vile (vil), a. and n. [Early mod. E. also vyle
(also vild, q. v.) ;

< ME. vile, vil, < OF. (and P.)
vil, fern, vile = Sp. Pg. vil = It. vile, < L. rilis,

of small price or value, poor, paltry, base, vile.]

1. a. 1. Of small value
;
held in little esteem

;

low; base; mean; worthless; despicable.
And the tre was vil and old.

Holy Rood (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

Running, leaping, and quoiting be too vile for scholars,
ami so not flt by Aristotle's judgment.

Ascham, Toxophilus (ed. 1864), p. 34.

A poor man in vile raiment Jas. ii. 2.

I never knew man hold vile stuff so dear.

Shak., L. L. L., iv. 3. 276.

2. Morally base or impure; depraved; bad;
wicked; abject; villainous; shameful: fre-

quently used as an epithet of opprobrium, con-

tempt, disgust, or odium generally.
Wisdom and goodness to the vile seem vile.

Shak., Lear, iv. 2. 38.

What can his censure hurt me whom the world
Hath censured vile before me !

B. Jonson, Cynthia's Revels, iii. 2.

It were too vile to say, and scarce to be beleeued, what
we endured. Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, II. 2.

Rendering those who receive the allowance vile, and of
no estimation in the eyes of mankind.

Burke, Rev. in France.

In durance )* here must I wake and weep '.

Burns, Epistle from Esopus to Maria.

=Syn. 1. Contemptible, beggarly, pitiful, scurvy, shabby.
2. Oroveling, ignoble, foul, knavish.

II.t A vile thing.
Which soeuer of them I touche es a vyle.

Gossan, Schoole of Abuse (ed. Arber), p. 25.

vileti *> ' [Early mod. E. also vyle ; < rile, v.]
To make vile.

I vyle, I make vyle. Jauille, . . . Thou oughtest to be
a shamed to vyle thy selfe with thyn yvell tonge.

Palsgrave, p. 765.

vileheadt, n. [ME. rilehed; < vile + -head.] Vile-
ness.

Huanne the man thength . . . and knauth his poure-
hede, the i-ilhede, the brotelhede of his beringe [birth].

Ayenbile of Inwyt (E. E. T. S.), p. 130.

vileint, vileiniet. Obsolete spellings of villain,,

villainy.

vilely (vil'li), adv. [Formerly also vildly ; <

ME. villiche; < vile + -h/
2
.] In a vile manner;

basely; meanly; shamefully; abjectly; oppro-
briously ; odiously ; badly ; wretchedly ;

worth-

lessly; sorrily.
He speaks most vilely of you, like a foul-mouthed man

as he is. Shak., 1 Hen. IV., iii. 8. 122.

vileness (vil'nes), n. The state or character of

being vile, (a) Baseness ; despicableness ; meanness ;

contemptibleness ; worthlessness.

Considering the vileness of the clay, I have sometimes
wondered that no tribune of that age durst ever venture
to ask the potter, What dost thou make ?

Sieift, Nobles and Commons, v.

(&) Moral or intellectual deficiency; imperfection; de-

pravity ; degradation ; impurity ; wickedness ;
sinfillness ;

extreme badness.

We, sensible of our corruption and vtteness, may be fear-

ful and shy of coming near unto him.
Barrow, Sermons, I. yii.

vileynst, a. See villain.

viliacot ( vil-i-a'ko), re. [< It. vigliacco, cowardly
(= Sp. bellaco = Pg. relhaco, low, bad), prob. <
L. n'K*, vile : see vile.] A villain; a scoundrel;
a coward.
Now out, base viliaco!

B. Jonson, Every Man out of his Humour, v. 3.

vilicatet (vil'i-kat), v. t. [Apparently an error

for 'vilificate (see vilify).] To defame; vilify.

Baseness what it cannot attaine will vilicate and de-

prave. R. Junius, Cure uf Misprision.

Vilification (vil"i-fi-ka'shon), n. [< LL. as if

"vilificatlo(n-), < vilificare, pp. vilifimtiix, make
or esteem of little value : see vilify.'] The act
of vilifying or defaming. Dr. H. Mori:

villa

vilifier (vil'i-fl-er), . [< vilify + -f)' 1 .] One
who defames or traduces

;
a calumniator,

vilify (vil'i-fi), v. pret. and pp. vilified, ppr.

vilifying. [< LL. vilificare, (. L. vilis, vile, +
-Jicare, < facere, make: see -///.] I. trans. 1.

To make vile
;
debase

; degrade.
Their Maker's image . . . then
Forsook them, when themselves they vilified
To serve ungoverned appetite.

Milton, P. L., xi. 516.

The wealth and pride of individuals at every moment
makes the man of humble rank and fortune sensible of

his inferiority, and degrades and vilifies his condition.

Burke, Rev. in France.

2. To attempt to degrade by slander
;
defame

;

traduce; calumniate.
This Tomalin could not abide
To hear his sovereign vilified.

Drayton, Nymphidia.

3f. To treat as worthless, vile, or of no account.
You shall not finde our Saviour . . . so bent to contemn

and vilifte a poor suitor.

Hales, Remains, Sermon on Luke xviii. 1.

= Svn. 2. Asperse, Defame, Calumniate, etc. (see asperse),
revile, abuse.

II. intrans. To utter slander
;
be guilty of

defamation. Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 153.

vilifying (vil'i-fi-ing), n. [Verbal n. of vilify.

v.~] The act of defaming or traducing; defama-
tion; slander.

In the midst of all the storms and reproaches and vili-

fyings that the world heaps upon me.
Sir M. Hale, Preparation against Afflictions.

vilipend (vil'i-pend), v. [< F. rilipcnder =
It. vilipendere (cf. Sp. vilipendiar, < vilipendio,

n.) (
< L. vilipendere, hold of slight value, dep-

recate, deprive, < vilis, of small price, + pen-
dere, weigh, weigh out: see vile and pendent.']
I. trans. To express a disparaging or mean
opinion of; slander; vilify; treat slightingly or

contemptuously.
It is wicked to sell heavenly things at a great rate of

worldly ;
but it is most wretched to vilipend them.

Ret. T. Adams, Works, I. 6.

Though I would by no means vilipend the study of the
classicks. Lowell, Biglow Papers, 2d ser., i.

II. intrans. To express disparaging opinions
of a person ;

use vilification.

It is profane and foolish to deify public opinion, or in-

deed anything ; but it is not right, it is not safe to err on
the other side, to ignore and vilipend.

Dr. J. Brown, Spare Hours, 3d ser., p. 154.

vilipendencyt (vil-i-pen'den-si), n. [< L. villpen-

den(t-)s, ppr. of vilipendere see vilipend and -cy.]

Disesteem; slight; disparagement. Bp.Hacket.
vilityt (vil'i-ti), n. [< ME. vilte, vylte, < OF.
vilite, viliteii = It. viltfi, < L. rilita(t-)s, lowness
of price, cheapness, worthlessness, < vilis, cheap,
worthless, vile : see vile.] Vileness; baseness.
In all his myghtc purge he the tilte of syn in hyroe and

other. Hampote, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 12.

vill (vil), H. [Also til; < ME. *ville (only in legal
use or in comp. in local names?), < OF. ville,

vile, F. ville, a village, town, city, = Sp. villa,
a town, a country house. = Pg. villa, a village,

town, = It. villa, a country house, a farm, a

village, also (after the F. and Sp.) a town, city,
< L. villa, a country house, a country-seat, a

farm, villa; prob. a reduction of "vicla, dim.
of vicus, a village, etc., = Gr. okof, a house:
see iricfr2

,
and cf. vieine, vicinity, etc. Hence

ult. (< L. villa) E. villa (a doublet of vill), vil-

lage, villa tie, villain, villainy, etc. The word vill

exists, chiefly in the form -ville, as in French,
in many names of towns, taken from or imi-
tated from the French ville, being practically an

English formative applicable as freely as -Imrg,

-town, or -ton, in the United States, to the for-

mation of local names from any surname, topo-

graphical name, or other term, as JirmeiiKvillc,

Pottsville, Jacksonville, Yorkville, Brookvillc.

Sockville, Troutville, Greenville, Iilac/.ri//i.

Whiteville, etc.] A hamlet or village; also, a

manor; a parish; the outpart of a parish. (See
village, 2.) In old writings mention is made of

entire vilis, demi-vills, and hamlets.

Hence they were called villeins or villani inhabitants
of the vill or district. Brougham, Polit. Philos., I. 291.

For a long time the rectors of Whallcy and of Blaghorn
were for the most part married men, and the lords of vilis.

De Statu Blaghornshire, quoted in Barnes's Hist. Lan-

[cashire, II. 1.

The tenantry of thorpe and vill,

Or straggling burgh.
Wordsieorlh, Excursion, viii.

Constable of vilis. Sue constable, 2.

villa (vil'a), n. [= F. villa, < It. rilln, i\ coun-

try house, < L. villa, a country house, a farm :

see vill.] A country-seat; a rural or suburban
mansion; a country residence, properly one of



villa

BOIlir si/.c ami ]il'i'1i'HMon. though ! Ill' liailli'is

commonly misapplied, c'spiM-iiilly in ' in .-it liril

;iin. to a i'otla<; , ill' In HIM- of till' class nl' clirap
houses liiull mi specula! inn in tin' siilmrbs of a
cit y : in "hi /;,/. l/in\ a manor.
A ci'itiiini- i;> Mtii-iiiiiii called Bantiiu . . . lived at a

Villa that tie hail In the e..uuti-y.

Cnriiiil, Clllilitk'B, I. 170.

villadoni (vil'a-ilnm), n. [< rillit + -</<<.]
Villas riilli'i'tivi'ly ; hcm'i-, the persons living in

them. [Karo.]
1'Ulnilnin (if tin' suburb* votes for the liitfniiil divisions

of l/mdon, iind itgain in Ihr siiliurli;in Imroughs.
r'urtni'/litiil I!,',:, N. ., XL. 264.

Village (vil'a.ji. a. ami a. |< MK. nllinj, . < OF.
(anil I

1

'.) rilliii/r = Sp. i'i//ii/i- = Pg. vil

= II. rillinifiin. a village, liamli't,, < L. ril

belonging in a villa or farm-house, < rillii, a

ciiuntry house, a farm: see rill. Cf. villatic.']

1. a. 1. A small assemblage "' houses, less
than a town nr city, and larger than a ham-
let. In many of the United States the incorporated vil-

lage exists as the least populous kind of corporate muni-
cipality. Its boundaries are usually not identical with
those of any primary division of the county, but include
only the space occupied by houses adjoining or nearly ad-

joining.

The same dayc wo passyd Pauya, and lay y' nyght at
Selnt Jacobo, a vytlaye.

Sir R. Quylfardt, Pylgrymage, p. 5.

A walled town Is more worthier than a village.
Shak., As you Like it, III. 3. 60.

I resolved to go forward until I could discover some
house or milage. Swift, Gulliver's Travels, iv. 1.

2. In law, sometimes a manor; sometimes a
whole parish or subdivision of it; most com-
monly an outpart of a parish, consisting of a few
houses separate from the rest, Prairie-dog vil-
lage. See prairie-dog. =Syn. 1. Hamlet, etc. See town.

II. a. Of, pertaining to, or belonging to a vil-

lage; characteristic of a village; hence, rustic
;

countrified.
The early village cock

Hath twice done salutation to the morn.
Skak., Rich. III., v. 3. 209.

Some village Hampden, that, with dauntless breast,
The little tyrant of his fields withstood. Qray, Elegy.

Village cart. See cart. Village community. See
community. See also manor, villeinage. For the village

community in Russia, see mir. Village mark. See
inarArl, 14.

village-moot (vil'aj-mot), n. In early Eng.
hist., the assembly of the men of a village. See
moot1

.

Villager (vil'aj-er), n. [< village + -cr1.] An
inhabitant of a village.

Brutus had rather be a villager
Than to repute himself a son of Home
Under these hard conditions.

Sha*., J. C., 1. 2. 172.

villageryt (vil'aj-ri), . [< tillage + -(c)ry.~) A
group ot villages.

The maidens of the villagery. Shalt,, M. N. D., II. 1. 36.

villain (vil'an), n. and a. [Also archaically, in

legal and historical use, villein; formerly some-
times villan, early mod. E. vilayn, etc.; < ME.
vilain, vilein, vilei/n, also sometimes rilains, vil-

ans, vileyns, < OF. rilein, vilain, villain, villein,
nom. also vilains, vilains, F. vilain, a farm-ser-

vant, serf, peasant, clown, scoundrel, also adj.

base, mean, wicked, = Pr. vilan, vilti = Sp. vil-

liino = Pg. v'MHo = It. villano, (. ML. rillaiius, a

farm-servant, serf, clown, < L. villa, a farm:
see rill. The forms villain, villein, etc., are his-

torically one, and the attempt to differentiate
them in meaning is idle.] I. n. 1. A member
of the lowest class of unfree persons during the

prevalence of the feudal system ; a feudal serf.
In respect to their lords or ow'ners the villains had no
rights, except that the lord might not kill or maim them,
or ravish the females

; tiiey could acquire or hold no prop-
erty against their lord's will ; they were obliged to per-
form all the menial services he demanded : and the cot-

tages and plots of land they occupied were held merely at
his will. In respect, however, of other persons besides
their lord they htul the righto and privileges of freemen.
Villains were either regardant (wnich see) or in grou.
They were in view of the law annexed to the soil (adtrripK
or aducriptitii glebfe), belonging to a manor as fixtures,

passing with it when it was conveyed or Inherited, and
they could not be sold or transferred as persons separate
from the land. The latter belonged personally to their

lord, who could sell or transfer them at will.

Mlain > by my blood,
I am as free-born as your Venice duke !

Middleton, Blurt, Master-Constable, II. 1.

The viUriiix owe to the lord all sorts of dues and services.

Ei'r-oii.'il

labiiiir. iiinong others, on the lands which form
is domain ; they may not leave the M:inor without his

permission : no one of thrni e;ui succeed to the laud of
another without his assent : nnd the legal theory even is

that the movable property of the villein belongs to tin-

lord. Vet it may confidently be laid down that, in the
light of modern research, none ol these disadvantages
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prove an absolutely servile status, and that all may ) t

plllllie, I |t|,, to it

W.i,,.., 1 .ill} I aw incl i

The villain was* not a slave, but a freeman minus the

very Important rights of his lord.

K. A. freeman, Norman Conquest, V. S20.

Hence 2. An ignoble or base-born person
generally; a boor, peasant, or down.
Pour the blood of the villain In onctia*ln,andthcblood

of the gentleman in another, what difference Khali here
be proved? /:' I

May. Where is your mistress, villain f when went she
abroad ?

I'f' n. Abroad, sir ! why, as muni as she was up, sir.

DeUerand Webtter, Northward II.., i. :i.

3. A man of ignoble or base character; es-

pecially, one who is guilty or capable of gross
wickedness ; a scoundrel ; a knave ; a rascal

;

a rogue: often used humorously in affectionate
or jocose reproach.

One may smile, and smile, and be a villain.

Shalr., Hamlet, I. 5. 108.

This ring Is mine : he was a villain

That stole it from my hand ; he was a villain

That put it into yours.
Uekker and Webster, Northward Ho, L 3.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to, or consisting of,
villains or serfs.

The villein class, notwithstanding legal and canonical

hindrances, aspired to holy orders as one of the avenues
to liberty. Slubbs, Const. Hist., | 405.

2. Characteristic of or befitting a villain or

slave; servile; base; villainous.

For thon art the moste vilryn knyght that euer I mette
In my llf. Merlin (E. E. T. &), lit WO.

I lie happe haue he, that vylenis [read vyltinsl} knyght,
that ii-ketti eny tribute of eny trauellynge knvghti -.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.X p. 127.

Vileyns sinful dedes make a cherl.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 3O2.

Villain bonds and despot sway. Byron, Giaour.

Villein services, in feudal laic, base or menial services

performed in consideration of the tenure of land.

The records of villein services will be jealously scanned
In the present state of the controversy on the question of
the village community. Athenaum, No. 3141, p. 11.

Villein aocage. See tocage.

villaint (vil'an), v. t. [Early mod. E. also vil-

ayn; < villain, n.] To debase; degrade; vil-

lainize.

When they haue once vilayned the sacrament of matri-

monye. Sir T. More, Works, p. 344.

villainage (vil'an-aj), . [< villain + -age. Cf.

villeinage.] The condition of a villain or peas-
ant.

While the churl sank to the state of villainage, the slave
rose to it. E. A. Freeman, Norman Conquest, V. 322.

villainizet (vil'an-iz), r. t. [Also villanize; <

villain + -ize.] 'To debase; degrade; defame;
revile; calumniate.

Were virtue by descent, a noble name
Could never vtllanize his father's fame.

Dryden, Wife of Bath's Tale, 1. 405.

villainizert ( vil'an-I-zer), n. [Also villanizer; <

rillaiuize + -erl.J One who villaini/.es.

villainlyt, adv. [ME. vileynsly ; < villain + -ty
2
.]

Wretchedly; wickedly; villainously.
And there was oure Lord first scourged; for he was

scourged and vileynily entreted in many places.
ManderOle, Travels, p. 95.

villainous (vil'an-us), . [Also filiations, and

archaically villenous; (villain + -ous.~\ 1. Per-

taining to, befitting, or having the character of

a villain, in any sense; especially, very wicked
or depraved; extremely vile.

One that hath spoke most nllanov* speeches of the duke.

Shot., M. for M., v. L 265.

2. Proceeding from extreme wickedness or de-

pravity: as, a villainous action. 3. Of things,

very bad; dreadful; mean; vile; wretched.

This rillaiunis salt-petre should be digg'd
Out of the bowels of the harmless earth.

Shak., 1 Hen. IV., 1. 3. 00,

A many of these fears
Would put me Into some villainous disease,
Should they come thick upon me.

B. Jonton, Volpone, T. 1.

Villanmu, spiteful luck ! Ill hold my life some of these

saucy drawers betrayed htm.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, I. 2.

Villainous judgment, in <4d Eng. lav. a judgment which

deprived one ofnis lex libera, which discredited and dis-

abled him as a juror or witness, forfeited his goods and
chattels and lands for life, wasted the lands, razed the

houses, rooted up the trees, and committed his body to

prison. Wharton. = 8yn. Kxecrable, Abominable, etc. See

nefarious.

villainOUSt (vil'an-us), adr. [< villainous, a.]
In a vile manner or way; villainously.

With foreheads villainous low.

SAo*., Tempest, Iv. 1. 150.

villanette

villainously ( vil'an-us-li). mil'. Ill 11 villainous

inaniifr. in any M-HS*-. ,\!MI ' itliiiuiii*lij.

The streets arc i vUlniiuni*l>i narrow that there Is not
I'M. in |n all Paris to tuin a h, M.arrow.

si.mr, Tristram Shandy, til. 17.

villainousnessi vir i. Tin- Mate or
cliarai't.'i' of hi-in^ villainous; baseness; ex-
li'i'inr dcpriivit v

; vilcncss.

Villainy (vil'an'-i), .; j.l. nV/iHi>*(-iz). [Also
nlliiiiy; < Mft. "rilln, . iillinni. nl-

iiii,,.. nl,,,nr, i-ili i/ni/,'. nliiHi/r, rili.nyr, rylimy,

ryliii-i/, ri'lnny,< OK. rilmiiii'. Vila

nie, of a farm-servant, = Sp. , illmnn = 1'g- It-

nlltiiii'i. < ML. rilliniin, the conilition of alarm-
servant, villainy, < villimuit, a farm-servant,
villain: MT rilltiin. The proper ptymologii-al
spelling is rilliiny, the form rilltiiinj. with th-

correspiiiiding forms in ME. and OF. (with

diphthong ai or ci), Ix-ing erroneously con-
formed to the noun r/llnm. in wliieli the ilipli-

tliong has a historical basis.] If. The condi-
tion of a villain or serf; rusticity.

The entertainment we have had of him
Is far from villany or servitude.

Marlmre, Tamburlalne, I., III. 2.

2. The character of being villainous; the quali-
ties characteristic of a villain

;
extreme de-

pravity ;
atrocious wickedness.

Coned worth cowarddyse A couetyse bothe !

In yow Is vulany it vyse, that vertue dlsstnez.
Sir Gamtyne and (Ac Green KniyHt (E. E. T. &X 1. B75.

Fear not the frowne of grim authority,
Or stab of truth-abhorring fillani*.

Time*' WhMe (E. E. T. 8,), p. 2.

3f. Discourteous or abusive language ; oppro-
brious terms.

He nevere yet no vileinye ne smyde
In al his lyf unto no maner wight.

Chaucer, Oen. ProL to C. T., 1. 70.

Therfore he wolde not that the! sholde speke eny euell
of hym ne eilimye. Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), ill. 643.

4. A villainous act; a crime.

For, Ood It woot, men may we! often fynde
A lordes (one do shame and viieynye.

Chaucer, Wife of Bath's Tale, I. 296.

If I WIT flier without I had the mor sadder or wurchep-
full persones alraught me, and ther comyn a meny of

knavys, and prevaylled In ther entent, it shuld be to me
but a vylney. Potion Lettrrt, II. SOB.

Caesar's splendid villany achieved Its most signal tri-

umph. Macaulay, Machiavelll.

A private stage
For training Infant villaniet. Brooming, Straflord.

5f. Disgraceful conduct; conduct unbecoming
a gentleman.

If we hennes bye
Thus sodeynly, I holde it rilenye.

Chaueer, Trollns, T. 490.

Agravaln, brother, where be ye, now lete se what ye
do, (Tor I peyne me for these ladyea sake for curtesie, and
ye pej ne yow for theire cttonyes.

Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ill. 530.

=
8yn. 2. Baseness, turpitude, atrocity, Infamy. See ne-

AwipiM
Villakin (vil'il-kin), n. [< villa + -JWn.] 1. A
little villa.

I am every day building mllakini, and have given over
that of castles. Gay, To Swift, March 31, 1730. (Latham.)

2. A little village.

villant, M. An obsolete spelling of villain.

villanage, . See villeinage.

villancico (ve-lyan-the'ko), . [Sp., a rustic

song, < villano, of the country, rustic: see ci/-

liiin.] A kind of song, akin to the madrigal,
popular in Spain in the fifteenth century, con-

sisting of seven-lined stanzas. The melodies to

which such songs were sung were often taken as the themes
of contrapuntal music, and hence certain motets are still

called rillancKot.

villanella (vil-a-nel'a), n. [It. villanella, < vil-

lano, rustic: see villain.} An Italian rustic part-

song without accompaniment, the precursor of

the more refined and artistic canzonetta and

madrigal. It was not supposed to be amenable
to the strict rules of composition. Also rillotte.

villanelle (vil-a-nel'), . [F., < It. rillanella:

see villanella.}

"
A poem in a fixed form bor-

rowed from the French, and allied to the virelay.
It consists of nineteen lines on two rimes, arranged In six

stanzas, the first five of three lines, the last of four. The
first and third line of the first stanza are repeated alter-

nately as last lines from the second to the fifth stanza, and

they conclude the sixth stanza. Great skill is required to

Introduce them naturally. The typical example of the

villanelle Is one by Jean Passerat (1534-1002), beginning
"J'ai perdu ma tourtourelle."

Who ever heard true Orlef relate

Its heartfelt Woes In "six" and "eight"?
Or felt his manly Bosom swell

Within a French made ViUaneUet A. Dooton.

Villanette (vil-a-nef), N. [< 7/ + -H- + -<.]
A small villa or residence.



villanize

villanizet, '' ' See vi

villanizert, . See ri

villanous, villanously, etc. See rillninou/t,

etc.

Villarsia ( vi-liir'si-ii), H. [NL. (Ventenat, 1803),
named after the French botanist Dominique
nilarn (1745-1814).] A genus of garaopeta-
lotis plants, of the order (ffiitianacese and tribe

MeniiailtliCiF. It differs from Menyantkcs (the type) in

its usually four-valved capsule, and its entire or irregular-

ly sinuate leaves. There are about 12 species, natives of

South Africa anil Australia. They are herbs with long-
stalked radical leaves, numerous yellow or white flowers

in cymes which are loosely panicled, or crowded into cor-

ymbs, or condensed into an involucrate head. Several spe-

cies, as V. calthifolia and V. rcniforiniK, sometimes known
as lienealmia, are cultivated in aquariums under the name
of marsh-buttercups.

villatic ( vi-lat'ik), a. [< L. villa ticus, of or per-

taining to a villa or farm, < villa, a country
house, a farm : see vill, Village,"] Of or pertain-
ing to a farm.

Assailant on the perched roosts
And nests in order ranged
Of tame vUlatick fowl. Milton, S. A., 1. 1695.

villeggiatura (vi-lej-a-to'ra), n. [It., < villeg-

giare, stay at a country-seat, < rilla, a country-
seat : see villa."] The period spent at a country-
seat

;
retirement in the country.

Beginning with the warm days of early May, and con-

tinuing till the mUeggiatura interrupts it late in Septem-
ber, all Venice goes by a single impulse of dolce far niente.

Howdls, Venetian Life, iv.

Being just now in villeggiatura, I hear many wise re-

marks from my bucolic friends about the weather.
Mortimer Collins, Thoughts in my Garden, I. 5.

villein, . and a. See villain.

villeinage, villenage (vil'en-aj), n. [Also vil-

htiiage; < OF. villenage, vilenage, vilonage (= Sp.
villanaje, ML. rillenitgium), servile tenure, < vil-

lein, vilain, etc., a farm-servant, villain: see vil-

lain. Cf. villainage."] A tenure of lands and
tenements by base that is, menial services.
It was originally founded on the servile state of the occu-

piers of the soil, who were allowed to hold portions of land
at the will of their lord, on condition of performing base
or menial services. Where the service was base in its na-

ture, and undefined as to time and amount^ the tenant
being bound to do whatever was commanded, the tenure
received the name of pure villeinage ; but where the ser-

vice, although of a base nature, was certain and denned, it

was called privileged villeinage, and sometimes villein soc-

age. The tenants in villeinage were divided into two dis-

tinct classes. First, there were the villani proper, whose
holdings, the hides, half-hides, virgates, and bovates (see

hide^, holding), were correlative with the number of oxen
allotted to them or contributed by them to the manorial
plow-team of eight oxen. Below the villani proper were the
numerous smaller tenants of what may be termed the cot-

tier class, sometimes called in " Liber Niger
"
bordarii (prob-

ably from the Saxon bord, a cottage), and these cottagers,
possessing generally no oxen, and therefore taking no part
in the common plowing, still in some manors seem to have
ranked as a lower grade of villani, having small allot-
ments in the open fields, in some manors five-acre strips
apiece, in other manors more or less. Lastly, below the
villains and cottiers were, in some districts, remains, hard-
ly to be noticed in the later cartularies, of a class of serin,
or slaves, fast becoming merged in the cottier class above
them, or losing themselves among the household servants
or laborers upon the lord's demesne. (Seebohm.) (See
manor, yard-land, heriot.) It frequently happened that
lands held in villeinage descended in uninterrupted succes-
sion from father to son, until at length the occupiers or vil-

lains became entitled, by prescription or custom, to hold
their lands against the lord so long as they performed the
required services. And although the villains themselves
acquired freedom, or their land came into the possession
of freemen, the villein services were still the condition of
the tenure, according to the custom of the manor. These
customs were preserved and evidenced by the rolls of the
several courts-baron in which they were entered, or kept
on foot by the constant immemorial usage of the several
manors in which the lands lay. And as such tenants had
nothing to show for their estates but the entries in those
rolls, or copies of them authenticated by the steward, they
at last came to be called tenants by copy of court-roU, and
their tenure a copyhold.

The burden of villeiiage in England had not been heavy
even under the Norman rule, when the ceorl had under the
shadow of his master's contempt retained many of the
material benefits of his earlier freedom. But the English
ceorl had had slaves of his own, and the Norman lawyer
steadily depressed the ceorl himself to the same level. The
ceorl had his right in the common land of his township ;

his Latin name villanus had been a symbol of freedom ; but
his privileges were bound to the land, and when the Nor-
man lord took the land he took the villein with it Still
the villein retained his customary rights, his house and
land and rights of wood and hay ; his lord's demesne de-
pended for cultivation on his services, and he had in his
lord's sense of self-interest the sort of protection that was
shared by the horse and the ox. Law and custom too, pro-
tected him in practice more than in theory. So mlleiiagc
grew to be a base tenure, differing in degree rather than
in kind from socage, and privileged as well as burdened.

Stubbs, Const. Hist., 264.

Pure villeinage, in feudal law, a tenure of lands by un-
certain services at the will of the lord, so that the tenant
is bound to do whatever is commanded of him : opposed
to privileged villeinage.

vilienoust, . See villainous.

Villi, w. Plural of villus.
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villiform (vil'i-form), . [< L. rillux, shaggy
hair, + forma, form.] Villous in form; like

villi in appearance or to the touch; resembling
the plush or pile of velvet; having the char-
acter of a set of villi.

villiplacental (vil"i-pla-sen'tal), <t. [< NL.
riling + placenta: see placental.] Having a
tufted or villous placenta of the kind peculiar
to indeciduate mammals, as the hoofed quadru-
peds, sirenians, and cetaceans.

Villiplacentalia (vil-i-plas-en-ta'li-a), n.
fit.

[NL. : see villiplacental."] A series of indecid-

uate mammals having a tufted or villous pla-
centa. It consists of the I'ncjulata, Sirenia, and
Cetacea.

villitis (vi-li'tis), n. [NL., appar. < rilliix +
-itis.~] Inflammation of the coronary cushion
or secreting substance of the hoof-wall of the

horse, leading to the formation of imperfect
horn. Also called coronitis.

villoid (vil'oid), a. [< NL. villas + -old."] In

l>ot., pertaining to or resembling villi or fine

hairs; villiform.

villose (vil'os), a. Same as villous. Bailey.

villosity (vi-los'i-ti), n.
; pi. villosities (-tiz). [=

F. fillosite, < L." villosus, shaggy : see villous.'}

1. A number of villi together; a roughness or

shagginess resulting from villiform processes ;

a nap or pile, as of an organic membrane
;
fine

or short hispidity; pilosity.

The vUlosities may also be peopled with numerous ba-
cilli. Sanitarian, XVI. 629.

2. In liol., the state of being villous, or covered
with long, soft hairs

;
such hairs collectively.

villotte (vi-lof), n. Same as villanella.

Villous (vil'us), a. [= F. rilleux = It. villoso. <

L. rillosus, hairy, shaggy, < villas, shaggy hair:
see villus."] 1. Having villi; abounding in vil-

liform processes; covered with fine hairs or

woolly substance
; nappy ; shaggy ; finely hir-

sute or hispid : as
;
a rillous membrane. 2. In

bot., pubescent with long and soft hairs which
are not interwoven Villous cancer papilloma
Villus (vil'us), n.

; pi. villi (-1). [NL., < L. vil-

lus, shaggy hair, a tuft of hair.] 1. In anat.:

(a) One of numerous minute vascular pro-
jections from the mucous membrane of the in-

testine, of a conical,

cylindric, clubbed,
or filiform shape,
consisting essential-

ly of a lacteal vessel
as a central axis,
with an arteriole
and a veinlet, in-

closed in a layer of

epithelium, with the
basement membrane
and muscular tissue
of the mucous mem-
brane, and cellular
or reticular tissue.
The villi occur chiefly in

the small intestine, and
especially in the upper
part of that tube ; there
are estimated to be sever-
al millions in man ; they
collectively constitute the beginnings of the absorbent or
lacteal vessels of the intestine. See also cut under lym-
phatic, (lif One of the little vascular tufts or

processes of the shaggy chorion of an ovum or

embryo, in later stages of development entering
into the formation of the fetal part of the pla-
centa. See cut under uterus, (c) Some villi-

form part or process of various animals. See
cut under hydra-nth. 2. In bot.. one of the long,
straight, and soft hairs which sometimes cover
the fruit, flowers, and other parts of plants.
Arachnoidal villi, the Pacchionian bodies or glands.
-Intestinal villi. See def. 1.

Vilmorinia (vil-mo-rin'i-a), n. [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1825), named after P. V. L. de Vil-

morin (1746-1804), a noted French gardener.]
A genus of leguminous plants, of the tribe Gale-

gese and subtribe Eobiniefe. It is characterized by

Two Villi of the Smalt Intestine, mag-
nified about fifty diameters.

<r. lymphatic tissue of the villus;
l>, its columnar epithelium, three de-
tached cells of which are seen at />' :

r, the artery, and rf, the vein, with
their connecting capillary network
enveloping and hiding f, the lacteal

radicle, wnich occupies the center of
the villus and opens into a network
of lacteal vessels at its base.

odd-pinnate leaves, an elongated tubular calyx, oblong pet-
als, the wings shorter than the keel, and by a wingless
acuminate stalked pod. The only species, V. multijlora,
is an erect shrub, native in Hayti, with downy leaves of five

or six pairs of leaflets. It bears axillary racemes of hand-
some purple flowers, and is sometimes cultivated under
glass under the name of VHmorin'i pea-flower.

vim (vim), n. [< L. vim, ace. of vis, strength,
force, power, energy, in particular hostile force,

violence, = Gr. if (*Ftf), strength. The aec.
form seems to have been taken up in school or

college, from the frequent L. phrases per vim,
by force, vim facere, use force, etc.] Vigor;
energy; activity. [Colloq.]

Vinalia

The men I find at the head of the great enterprises of
this Coast [California] have great business power awide
practical reach, a boldness, a sagacity, a vim, that I do
not believe can be matched anywhere in the world.

S. Bowles, in Merriam, II. 7.

vimen (vi'men), . [NL., < L. rinit'ii (-in-), a
pliant twig, a withe, < fierc, twist together,
plait: see rine, inf/ie2.] In hot., a long and
flexible shoot of a plant.
viminal (vim'i-nal), <i. [< L. rimiiialis, of or

pertaining to twigs or osiers, < liiiicn (-in-), a

twig: see rimen.] Of or pertaining to twigs or

shoots; consisting of twigs; producing twigs.
Blovnt,
Viminaria (vim-i-na'ri-a), n. [NL. (Smith,
1804), so called from its rush-like twiggy
branches and petioles; < L. vimen, a twig: see

rinii'ti.] A genus of leguminous plants, of the

tribe 1'oilalyrir.a
1
. It is characterized by a slightly

five-toothed calyx, ample banner-petal, connate keel-pet-

als, an ovoid indehiscent pod, and commonly a solitary
seed with a small strophiole. It is peculiar in the absence
of leaves, which are represented only by filiform elongated
petioles (rarely bearing from one to three small leaflets),
and adding to the broom-like effect of the elongated slen-

der branches. The only species, V. denudata, is a native
of Australia, there known as mamp-oak and as swamp- or

rush-broom; its flowers are small, orange-yellow, borne in

terminal racemes.

vimineous (vi-min'e-us). a. [< L. mminens,
made of twigs or osiers, < rimen (-in-), a twig, a

withe : see rimen."] 1. Made of twigs or shoots.

[Rare.]
In a Hive's vimiiteous Dome

Ten thousand Bees enjoy their Home.
Prior, Alma, iii.

2. In bot., made up of or bearing long, flexible

twigs; viminal.

Vina (ve'na), n. [Also veena ; Skt. rind.'] A
Hindu musical instrument of the guitar family,

having seven strings stretched over a long fin-

ger-board of bamboo which rests on two gourds
and has about twenty frets, the position of

which may be varied at the pleasure of the per-
former. In playing the instrument, one gourd
is placed on the shoulder and one on the hip.

Also 6i.
vinaceous (vi-na'shius), a. [< L. rinaceits, per-

taining to wine or to the grape, < vinum, wine :

see wine."] 1. Belonging to wine or grapes.
2. Wine-colored

;
claret-colored

; red, like wine.

vinage (vi'naj), n. [< vine + -age.] The ad-

dition of spirit to wine to preserve it or enable
it to withstand transportation.
VinagO (vi-na'go), n. [NL. (Cuvier, 1800),
earlier in Willughby and Kay, equiv. to u-inix,

so called with ref. to the vinaceous color of the

neck; < L. vinttm, wine, grapes: see wine.] 1.

An extensive genus of Old World fruit-pigeons,

variously applied in some restricted senses:

exactly synonymous with Treron (which see).
2. [/. e.] Any pigeon of this genus; formerly,
some other pigeon.
vinaigrette (vin-a-gref), [< F. vinaigrette,
< vinaigre, vinegar: see vinegar. Cf. vinegar-

ette."] 1. A small bot-
tle or box used for car-

rying about the per-
son some drug having
a strong and pungent
odor, commonly aro-
matic vinegar. It is usu-

ally fitted with a double cov-

er, the inner one made of

openwork or pierced, the

drug being either in solid
form or held by a fragment
of sponge.
2. A vinegar sauce.

[Rare.] 3. A small
two-wheeled vehicle
to be drawn like a
Bath chair by a boy
or a man. Simmonds.

[Rare.]
vinaigrier (vi-na'gri-er), 11. [= F. vinaigrier,
< vinaigre, vinegar: see vinegar.] The whip-
scorpion, Thelyphoinis giganteits: sameas</n/-
pus,

6. See vinegerone.

vinaigTOUS (vi-na'grus), a. [< F. vinaigre, vin-

egar, + -oils.] Sour like vinegar; hence,

crabbed, peevish, or ill-tempered.
The fair Palace Dames publicly declare that this La-

fayette, detestable though he be, is their saviour for

once. Even the ancient mnaigrous Tantes admit it.

Carlyle, French Rev., I. vii. 9.

Vinalia (vi-na'li-a), w. pi. [L., pi. of viiiiilix.

of or pertaining to wine, < rinum, wine: see

vine.] In Rom. antiq., a double festival, cele-

brated on April 22d and on August 19th, at

which an offering of wine from the vintage of

the preceding autumn was made to Jupiter.

Vinaigrette of French work-
manship.



vinarian

vinarian (vi-nii'ri-iin), n. [< L. rinnriiin, of or

pci-tainin"; to wine, < riiiuiH. wine: see </.]
Having lu do with wine. Vinarian cup, u large
and oniiimrnliil drinkinif-cilp, especially of Italian origin.

VinarioUS (vi-na'ri ns>, u. Same us riiinriiin.

Mount, 11170.

vinasse (vi-nas'), M. [< P. vlnonne = Pr. timid
= Sp. i-iinii't'/i

~ It. riiitirriii. dreys of pressed
grapes, < L. rimn-fn. a onm-ddn.< i-//, uine:
see /(.) The potash obtained from the res

idue of the wine-press; also, the residuum in a
still after the process of distillation.

The spirit Is then distilled off, leaving it liquor, usually
nillc.l titi'l^i', whirh contains :ill tin' <iMu'l!i;i' ]i"t:i^!l

salts. ,s';;i Kncyc. ManuJ., I

Calcined Vinasse, the result of evatiorating to dryncss
and calcining the vinossL- remaining from the distillation

of fermented IMM-I i"i>l. I Kim It are obtained various

ji-ilash salts. It is technically called golin.

vinata (vi-nii'tii !. . [It.] An Italian vintage-
ODg.

vinatico (vi-nat'i-ko), . [< Pg. rinhatico,

wine-colored, < vinhu, wine: see wine.'] A lau-

rineoustree, I'hatltf (Persen ) Imlii-n, or its wood.
It Is a noble tree, native in Madeira, the Canaries, and
the Azures. The wood is hard and beautiful, like a coarse

mahogany, sought for fine furniture and turning.

Vinca (ving'kii), n. [NL. (Linmeus, 17:17), ear-

lier as I'arvinca (Tournefort, 1700), and !'//-

perviucii (Brunfels, 1530), < L. nm-ii, nwivi/ir/--

vinca, and rim-ii ficrrinrti, periwinkle: see peri-

winkle.] A genus of gamopetalous plants, of
the order. l/i'ir///miv,r. trilie I'lnim rim-. ;nid sub-
tribe Kii/iliinti I'ii'.-r. It Is characterized by solitary ax-

illary flowers, a stigma densely and plumosely tufted with

hairs, a disk consisting of two scales, biseriate ovules,
and a fruit of terete follicles. There are about 13 species,
of two sections: Lochnera, containing % tropical species
with numerous ovules and normal lanceolate anthers;
and Pentium, species chiefly of the Mediterranean region,
with usually six to eight ovules in each carpel, and with
peculiar short anther-cells borne on the margin of a broad
connective. They are erector procumbent herbs or under-

shrubs, with opposite leaves, and usually attractive flow-

ers of moderate size. The species are known as fteriinitkle

(see periicinJcte, and cuts under peduncle and opposite).
V. major is locally known in England as band-plant and
mt-fintjer, and V. ruxeii In Jamaica as old-maid.

Vincentian (vin-sen'shian), a. [<FlftMK< (St.
rinceiit de Paul) + -i-an."] Of or pertaining to

Saint Vincent de Paul (1576-1660): specifi-

cally applied to certain religious associations
of which he was the founder or patron. Vincen-
tian Congregation, an association of secular priests,
devoted hjnearing confession, relieving the poor, and di-

recting the education of the clergy.

vincetOXicum{vin-8e-tok'si-kum),H. [NL.,< L.

viiieere, conquer, + ioxicum, poison : see toxic.]
The officinal name of the swallow-wort or tame-

poison, Cynaiichum(Asclepias) Vincetoxicum,the
root of which was formerly esteemed as a coun-

ter-poison. Both root and leaves have emetic

properties.
vincibility (vin-si-bil'i-ti). n. [< vincible +
-ity (see -bility).] The state or character of

being vincible
; capability of being conquered.

The vincibility of such a love.

Jlicliardton, Sir Charles Orandlaon, VI. 49. (Davits.)

vincible (vin'si-bl), a. [< L. vincibilis, that can
be easily gained or overcome, < vinccre, con-

quer: see victor.] Capable of being vanquished,
conquered, or subdued; conquerable.
The man cannot ... be concluded a heretic unless his

opinion bo an open recession from plain demonstrative
Divine authority (which must needs be notorious, volun-

tary, vincible, and criminal).
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 378.

Nor is any prejudice deeper, or less vincible, than that
of profane minds against religion.

J. Howe, The Living Temple, Works, L 1.

vincibleness (vin'si-bl-nes), n. Vincibility.
vincturet (vingk'tur), . [< L. rinctura, a ban-

dage, a ligature,Y vincere, bind.] A binding.
Blount, 1670.

vincula, . Plural of /<//.
Vincularia (vin-ku-la'ri-a), H. [NL. (De-
t'rance), < L. rinculum, a band: see vinculum.']
The typical genus of I'iHculariidte, whose mem-
bers are found fossil from the Carboniferous
onward and living at the present time.

Vinculariidae (vin*ku-la-ri'i-<ie), .;>/. [NL.,
< I'incularia + -idee.] A family of cnilostoma-
tous gymnolrematous polyzoaus/ whose typical
genus is I'iiiculariti, having no epistomeor cir-

cular lophophore, and a movable lip of the
mouth of the cells. Also called 3Iicroporidee.
vincnlate (ving'kii-lat), v. t. ; pret. and pp. fi-
ciilnti'il, ppr. I'iiifiiliitiii//. (< I,, riiii'iiliitiig, pp.
of vinculare (> It. vincolare = Sp. Pg. rincular),
bind. < rinriiliiiH, a band: see r i n en I n in

.~\
To

tie; bind. [Rare.]
Rev. John Angell James of Birmingham the man

whom Dr. Cox described as "ani-.l rim-iilated between
two apostles." The Con<jrc<jationali*t, July 7, 1887.

r,7.-.7

vinculum I ving'ku-luiu). . : pi. vinrula (-la).

(Nl... < I.. I'ini-iiliiiii, eontr. riiirlinii, a band.
bond. rnpe. eord. fi-ttcr. tie, < run-in, bind.)
1. A liun>l nf union; a bond; a tie. !i. In

nil/., a character in the form of a stroke or

brace drawn over a quantity when it con-i>t-

of several terms, in order to connect them to-

gether as one quantity and show that they un-

to be multiplied or divided, etc., together:

thus, a + b X c, indicates that the sum of and
b is to be multiplied by c; whereas the expres-
sion without this character would indicate sim-

ply that b is to be multiplied by c, and the pro-
iluet added to a. 3. In

printing,
a brace. 4.

In mint., a tendinous or ligameutous band unit-

ing certain parts; a fremnn. The reason why we
cannot stretch out the middle or ring Anger very well with-
out the other lingers Is because of vincula which connect
the several extensor tendons of the lingers o Unit t)i<->

do not work separately. Divorce a vlnculo matrtmo-
nli, In fair, an entire release from the bond of matri-

mony, with freedom to marry again. Vincula acces-
sorla tendinum, small folds of synovia! membrane be-

tween the tk'xor tendons and bone* of the fingers. They
are of two sets the llgamenta brevia, passing between
the tendons near their insertions and the lower part of
the phalanx immediately above, and the llgamenta longa,
Joining the tendons at a higher level. Vinculum sub-
Havum, a small band of yellow elastic tissue In the llga-
inentum breve of the deep flexor tendons of the hand,
stretching from the tendon to the head of the second
phalanx. See vincula aeceuoria tendinum.

vin-de-fimes ( t'. pron. van'de-fem'), n. [Origin
obscure.] The juice of elderberries boiled with
cream of tartar and filtered : used by wine-mak-
ers to give a rose tint to white wine. ,s// /</*.
vindemial (vin-de'mi-al), a. [< LL. vindemiu-

lix, pertaining to the vintage, < L. vindemia, a

gathering of grapes, vintage, < rinum, wine, +
(leinere, take off, remove, < de, away, 4- emere,
take: see emjition. Cf. vintage.] Belonging to

a vintage or grape harvest. Blount, 1670.

vindemiato (vin-de'mi-at), t. i. ; pret. and pp.
riiuli nii/ili'il, ppr. riiidemiating. K L. vindemi-

atus, pp. of vindemiare, gather the vintage, <

vindemia, gathering grapes, vintage : see rinrtr-

mial.] To gather the vintage. [Rare.]
Now viiutemiatf, and take your bees towards the expira-

tion of this month.
Evelyn, Calendarium Hortense, August.

vindemiation (vin-<le-mi-a'shon), w. [< vindc-

miate + -ton.] The operation of gathering
grapes. Bailey, 1727.

Vindemiatrix (vin-de-mi-a'triks), . [NL.,
fern, of L. vindemiator, also provindemiator (tr.

Or. Tpvyirri/p or irporovyvr'/p), a star which rises

just before the vintage, lit. 'grape-gatherer,
vintager,' < rindemiare, gather grapes: see ri'n-

demiate.] A star of the constellation Virgo
(which see).

vindicability (vin*di-ka-bil'i-ti), . [<ctnrfif-
ble + -ity (see -bility).^ The quality of being
vindicable, or the capability of support or justi-
fication. Clarke.

vindicable (vin'di-ka-bl), a. [< L. as if "ri'ii-

dicabilis, < rindicare, vindicate: see vindicate.]
That maybe vindicated, justified, or supported :

justifiable. [Rare.]
vindicate (vin'di-kat), r. t. : pret. and pp. riwrfi-

cated, ppr. vindicating. [Formerly also i-endi-

cate; <L. vindicatus, pp. otvindicare, archaical-

ly also vindicerc (sometimes written vendicare),
assert a right to, lay claim to, claim, appro-
priate, defend; cf. rindex (vindic-), a claimant,
vindicator, < vin-, perhaps meaning 'desire,' the
base of vcnia, favor, permission, or else ;,
ace. of rt, force (as if vim dicare,

' assert au-

thority,' a phrase not found : see vim), + dicare,

proclaim, dicere, say: see diction. Hence ult.

(< L. vindicare) E. vcnge, avenge, revenge, etc.]
1. To assert a right to; lay claim to; claim.

[Rare.]
His body so perteyneth vnto hym that none other, with-

out his consent, maye mutiratt therin any propretie.
Sir T. Slyot, The Ooveniour, 11. 3.

Is thine alone the seed that strews the plain?
The birds of heaven shall vindifatt their grain.

Pope, Easay on Man, lii. 38.

2. To defend or support against an enemy;
maintain the cause or rights of; deliver from

wrong, oppression, or the like; clear from cen-

sure, or the like : as, to vindicate an official.

He deserves much more
That vindicates his country from a tyrant
Than he that saves a citizen. Matttnger.

Atheists may fancy what they please, butGod will Arise
and Maintain his own Cause, and Vindicate his Honour in

due time. Jeremy Cottier, Short View (ed. 1698), p. He.

U it should at any time so happen that these rights
should be invaded, there is no remedy but a reliance on
the courts to protect and vindicate them.
D. Webtter, Remarks In Convention to Revise Const.,1821.

(b) The act of supporting by ]

proving of anything Ui be true
of a title, claim, or right, (e)

vine

3. TII support or maintain as true or eorrert.

against denial, i-i-nsnre. .ir objection-; defend :

justify.

Laugh where we must, be landld where we can;
hut riiidicate the ways of Uod Ui man

l'pe, Eway on Man, I. 1.

We can only vindicate the fidelity of Hallust at the ex-

pense of his skill. Macaulait, History.

4t. To avenge: punish: retaliate.

The senate
And pt-ujili- of KOIIK , of their accustomed greatness,
\\ ill Hhurply and severely ciiuticatf,
Not only any fact, but any practice
Or purpose gainst the state. O. Jonton, Catiline, Ir. 4.

= 8yn. 1 and S. Aarrt, Defend, Maintain, etc. See avert.

vindicatet i vin'di-kat I, n. Vindieated.

He makes Vellelus highly vindicate from this Imputa-
tion. J. Hove, Works, t t

Vindication (vin-ili-ka'shon), . [< 1,. niiilii-ii-

tio(ii-), a claiming, a defense. < rimliriin: claim :

see vindicate.] The act of vindicating, or (In-

state of being vindicated. (a)Ajustincatlonagaiust
denial or censure, or against objections or accusations.

Tills U no vindication of her conduct.

llroome, Note* on the Odyssey. Iv. S7&.

It was now far too late in Clifford's life for the good
opinion of society to be worth the trouble and anguish of

a formal vindication. llavthorne, Seven fJables. tti.

by proof or legal process ; tin-

le or lust : as, the vindication

> Defense from wrong or op-
pression, by force or otherwise

;
maintenance of a cause

against an assailant or enemy : as, the vindicatwn of the

rights of man ; the vindication of liberties.

If one proud man Injure or oppress an humble man, It

is a thousand to one another undertakes his patronage,
defence, and vindicatiim. Sir M. Hale, Humility.

vindicative (vin'di-ka-tiv OP vin-dik'a-tiv), a.

[< V. vindicatif; < ML. *rindieatiriin, <! L. vin-

dicare, vindicate : see vindicate. Cf. rindictive.]
1. Tending to vindicate. 2f. Punitory.
Ood Is angry without either perturbation or sin. His

anger is in his nature, not by anthropopathy, but properly
being his corrective justice, or his vindicative justice.

Jiev. T. Adam*, Works, III. X!.

3t. Vindictive; revengeful.
He In heat of action

Is more vimlicative than jealous love.

ShaJi., 1. and ;., iv. S. 107.

Not to appear vindicative,
Or mindful of contempts, which I contemned,
As done of Impotence.

B. Junwn, Cynthia's Revels, v. S.

vindicativenesst (vin'di-ka- or viu-dik'a-tiv-

nes), w. Vindictiveness.

vindicator (vin'di-ka-tor), n. [< LL. vindicator,
an avenger, < L. vindicare, vindicate, avenge:
see vindicate.] One who vindicates; one who
justifies, maintains, or defends.

A zealous vindicator of Roman lilwtty.
Iiri/ilm. Orlg. and Prog, of Satire.

vindicatory (vin'di-ka-to-ri), n. [< vindicate
+ -ory.] 1. Tending to vindicate; justificatory.

2. Punitory; inflicting punishment ; aveng-
ing.
Human legislators have for the most part choaen to

make the sanction of their laws rather vindicatory than

remuneratory, or to consist rather in punishments than
in actual particular rewards. Blackttone, Com., Int., II.

vindicatress (vin'di-ka-tres), w. [< vindicator
+ -esa.] A female vindicator.

vindictive (vin-dik'tiv), a. [Shortened from

vindicative, after L. vindicta, vengeance, < ri-
dicare (vindicere), vindicate: see'vindicate.] 1.

Revengeful ; given to revenge ; indicating a re-

vengeful spirit.

I'indictive persons live the life of witches, who, as they
are mischievous, so end they unfortunate.

Bacon, Revenge (ed. 1887).

2. Punitive ; pertaining to or serving as pun-
ishment.
This doctrine of a death-bed repentance is inconsistent

. . . with all the vindictive and punitive parta of repen-
i.inr. Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 188.

Vindictive damages. Same as exemplary damage*
(which see, under damage). = Svn. 1. rindtctire is stronger
than spiteful or rctent/vl, and weaker than revengeful.

vindictively (vin-dik'tiv-li), adr. In a vindic-

tive manner; by way of revenge; revengefully.
Vindictiveness (vin-<lik'tiv-nes), n. The state

or character of being vindictive; revengeful
spirit; revengefulness.
Vine (vin), . [< HE. riiie. vyne, vinylie, vigne,
< OF. vine, vigne, F. vigne, a vine, = Sp. riiirt

= Pg. rinha, a vineyard, = It. vigna, a vine,

< L. vinea, a vine (a grape-vine), also a vine-

yard, in milit. use a kind of pentice or mantlet,
fern, otvineus, of or pertaining to wine, < riiinm,

wine: see triiif.] 1. A climbing plant with a

woody stem, the fruit of which is known as tin-

grape'; a grape-vine: often called specifically
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the cine. It is of the genus I'itis, and of numer- vine-culture (vm'kul'tur), n. Same as riticul

ous species and varieties, the primary species,

being the V. rinifera of the Old World. See

grape1 aud Vitis.

I have seen great trees covered with single vines, and
those vines almost hid with the grapes.

Beverley, Virginia, iv. 1} 15.

2. Any plant with a long slender stem that
trails on the ground, or climbs and supports
itself by winding round a fixed object, or by
seizing any fixed thing with its tendrils or

claspers: as, the hop-vine; the vines of melons.

The mock-cranberry's red-berried creeping vine.

The Century, XXVI. 643.

Alleghany vine, climbing fumitory, Adiumia cirrhosa.

Harvey's vine. See Sarcopetalum. India-rubber
Vine. See india-rubber. Isle-of-Wight Vine. See To-
mus. Mexican vine. Same as Madeira-vine. Milk
vine, (ft) See Periploca. (b) A plant of Jamaica, Forgte-

ronia Jkmbunda of the Apocynacese., yielding aa excellent
caoutchouc. Red-bead vine, Abrus precatoriw. See
Abrus. Scrub vine, an Australian plant of the genus
Cassytha, especially C. melantha. The species are leaf-

less parasites with filiform or wiry twining stems resem-

bling dodder. Though anomalous in habit, the genus is

classed in the Laurinete on account of the structure of the
flowers. Seven-year vine, a plant of the morning-glory
kind, Ipom&a tuberosa, widely diffused through the tropics.
Ithas a very large tuber, and climbs to the top of high trees ;

the flowers are 2 inches long, bright-yellow. Also Span-
ish arbor-vine. Sorrel vine. See sorrel- nine. Spanish
arbor-Vine. Same as seven-year vine. To dwell under
one's vine and flg-tree. See dwell. Vine bark-louse.
(a) Pitlvinaria vitis, a large coccid with large white egg-
sac, common on the vine in Europe, (b) Aspidiotus uvee,
a small, round, inconspicuous scale occurring on grape-
canes in the United States; also, A. vitis, a closely allied spe-
cies occurring in Europe. Vine cldaria. Same as vine
inch-worm. Vine COlaspiS, a leaf-beetle, Colaspis brun-

nea, which feeds upou the foliage of the vine, and passes
its larval state at the roots of the strawberry. Compare cut
under Colaspis. Vine fidia, a small brown leaf-beetle,
Fidia longipes (viticida of Walsh), whieh feeds on the
leaves of the vine, and is an especial pest in Missouri
and Kentucky. See Fidia. Vine flea-beetle, one of
the jumping leaf-beetles, Haltica chalybea, which infests
the vine. See flea-beetle. Vine gall-louse, the above-
ground form (gallicola) of the grape vine phylloxera.
Vine inch-worm, the larva of Cidaria diversilineata, a

geometrid moth. The larva is reddish in color, and 1
',

inches in length when full-grown ; it feeds upon the leaves
of the grape. Also called grape web-worm, vine cidaria,
and vine measuring-worm: See cut under Cidaria. Vine
leaf-folder. See Desmia. Vine leaf-gall, any gall
formed upon the leaves of the vine. Especially (a) The
trumpet grape-gall of Cecidomyia vitis-viticola, a small,
elongate, conical reddish gall, J of an inch long, (b) The
grape-vine filbert-gall of Cecidomyia vitis-coryloides, a
rounded mass of galls 1} or 2 inches in diameter, spring-
ing from a common center, and composed of from ten to

forty woolly greenish galls, the larger ones the size and
shape of a filbert, (c) The grape-vine tomato-gall of Laxi-

optera vitis, a mass of irregular succulent swellings on the
leaf-stalks of the vine, yellowish-green with rosy cheeks,
or sometimes entirely red. (d) The grape-vine apple-gall
of Cecidoinyia, vitis-pomum, a globular, fleshy, greenish
gall, nearly an inch in diameter, attached by a rough
base to the stem of the vine. () The leaf-gall of the
above-ground form of Phylloxera vastatrix. Vine leaf-
hopper. See leaf-hopper and Erythroneura. Vine leaf-
roller. Same as vine leaf-folder. Vine measuring-
worm. Same as vine inch-worm. Vine of Sodom, a

plant referred to in Deut. xxxii. 32, thought to have been
the colocynth, which may also have been the "wild gourd"
of 2 Ki. iv. 39. Vine procris, Proms americana. See
Procris (with cut). Vine root-borer, any insect which
bores into the roots of the vine, (a) The broad-necked
Prion-m laticollis, or the tile-horned P. imbricornis. See
Prionus, and cut under Phytophaga. (b) Sesia polisttformis,
a small hornet-moth whose larva bores in the roots of the
vine. Vine saw-fly, a saw-fly common in the United
States, Blennocampa pugmcea (formerly known as Selan-
dria vitis), whose larvae feed in company on the leaves of
the vine, like those of the vine procris -White vine, the
bryony, Bryonia dioica; also, the traveler's joy, Clematis
Vitalba. [Old or prov. Eng. ] Wild vine, (a) Same as
white vine; also, the black bryony, Tamvs communis. (b)
Vita Labrusca, the northern fox-grape of America. See
rait. Wonga-wonga vine. See Tecmna. Wood-vine,
the bryony. (See also cross-vine, cypress-vine, quarter-
vim:, silt-vine, silver-vine, squaw-vine, staff-vine, strainer-

vine, etc.)

vinea(vm'e-a), 11. [L. : see vine.~\ InBom.an-
tiq., a shed or gallery movable on wheels, serv-

ing to protect besiegers and to connect their
works.
vinealt (vin'e-al), a. [< L. vincalis, of or per-
taining to the vine, < vinea, vine: see vine.']

Relating to or consisting of vines: as, vineal

plantations. Sir 1. Browne.
vine-black (vin'blak), n. Same as blue-black, 2.

Vine-borer (vin'b6r
//

er), w. 1. One of the vine
root-borers. 2. The red-shouldered sinoxylon,
Sinoxi/lon basilare. 3. Ampeloglypter sesostris.
See vine-gall, 1.

vine-bower (vin'bou'er), n. A species of Cle-
matis or virgin's-bower, C. Viticella, of southern
Europe, a handsome cultivated vine.

Vine-clad (vin'klad), . Clad or covered with
vines.

All in an oriel on the summer side,
Vine-clad, of Arthur's palace toward the stream
They met. Tennyson, Lancelot and Elaine.

Vine-CUTCUlio (vm'koT-kiT'li-6), ti. 1. Ampeto-
t/li/jitrr Kcxoxtrix. See vine-gall. 2. Craponiim
imequalis, a small weevil which infests grapes.
Also vine-weevil.

vined (vlnd), . [< vine + -ed2 .] Having leaves
like those of the vine; ornamented with vine-
leaves.

Wreathed and Vined and Figured Columnes.
Sir H. Wotton, Reliquiae, p. 21.

vine-disease (vin'di-zez"), n. Disease of the

grape-vine, especially that due to the phyllox-
era. See grape-mildew, grape-rot, and cut un-
der Phylloxera.
vine-dresser (vln'dres"er), n. 1. One who
dresses, trims, prunes, and cultivates vines.

2. The larva of a sphingid moth, AmpelopJtaga
(Darapsa or Everyx) myron. It cuts off the leaves
of the vine in the United States, and also sometimes sev-

ers half-grown bunches of grapes.

vine-feeder (vm'fe'der), n. Any insect which
feeds upon the grape-vine. See the more dis-

tinctive names preceding and following this

entry, and phrases under vine.

vine-forester (vin'for'es-ter), . Same as for-
ester, 5.

vine-fretter (vin'fret"er), n. Any aphid or

plant-louse which feeds on the grape-vine.
vine-gall (vln'gal), n. 1. The wound-gall, an
elongated knot or swelling on the stem of the

vine, made by the larva of Ampeloglypter sesos-

tris, a curculio one eighth of an inch long, of a
reddish-brown color, with a stout head half as

long as its body. See cut under Ampeloglypter.
2. Any one of the vine leaf-galls. See vine

leaf-gall, under vine.

vinegar (vin'e-gar), n. [Early mod. E. also

vinegar; < ME. vinegre, < OF. vinaigre, I'ine-

gre, F. vinaigre (= Pr. Sp. Pg. vinagre = It.

vinagro), lit. 'eager (i. e. sour) wine,' < vin,

wine, + aigre, sour, acid : see wine and eager1 .']

1. Dilute and impure acetic acid, obtained by
the acetous fermentation. In wine-countries it is

obtained from the acetous fermentation of inferior wines,
but elsewhere it is procured from an infusion of malt
which has previously undergone the vinous fermentation,
or from apple cider. Common and distilled vinegars are
used in pharmacy for preparing many remedies, and ex-

ternally in medicine, in the form of lotions. The use of

vinegar as a condiment is universal. It is likewise the

antiseptic ingredient in pickles.

I'll spend more in mustard and vinegar in a year than
both you in beef. Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, i. 3.

2. Anything really or metaphorically sour;
sourness of temper. Also used attributively to

signify sour or crabbed.

And other of such vinegar aspect
That they'll not show their teeth in way of smile,
Though Nestor swear the jest be laughable.

Shak., M. of V., i. 1. 64.

3. In phar., a solution of a medicinal substance
in acetic acid, or vinegar; acetum Aromatic
vinegar. See aromatic. Beer vinegar. See beeri.

Beet-root vinegar. See beet-root. - Flowers of vine-
gar. See flower, fermentation, 2, and vinegar-plant.
Mother of vinegar. See mother-, 2, fermentation, 2, vine-

gar-plant. Pyroligneous vinegar, wood-vinegar.
Radical vinegar. Same as glacial acetic acid. See acetic

acid, under acetic. Raspberry vinegar. See raspber-
ry. Thieves' vinegar. See thief*. Toilet vinegar.
Same as aromatic vinegar. Vinegar Bible. See Bible.

Vinegar of lead, a liquor formed by digesting ceruse or

litharge with a sufficient quantity of vinegar to dissolve
it. Vinegar of opium. Same as black-drop. Vinegar
of the four thieves. See thieves' vinegar. Wqod-vine-
gar, an impure acetic acid obtained by the distillation of
wood. Also called pyroliyneous acid or vinegar.

Vinegar (vin'e-gar), v.t. [< vinegar, .] 1. To
make into vinegar, or make sour like vinegar.

Hoping that he hath vinegared his senses
As he was bid. B. Jonson. (Imp. Diet.)

2. To apply vinegar to; pour vinegar over;
also, to mix with

vinegar.
The landlady . . . pro-

ceeded to vinegar the
forehead, beat the hands,
titillate the nose, and un-
lace the stays of the spin-
ster aunt.

Dickens, Pickwick, x.

vinegar-cruet(vin'e-
gar-kro"et), n. A
glass bottle for hold-

ing vinegar ; espe-
cially, one of the bot-
tles of a caster.

vinegar-eel (vin'f-
gar-el),. A free-liv-

ing iiematoid worm of the family Angiiillulida,
as Anguilhila aeeti-glutinis (or Leptodera oxy-
phila), and other species found commonly in

Vinegar-eel (.Ltptodera oxyphila),
enlarged about 40 times.

vinery

vinegar, sour paste, etc. See Anyuillulidse, and
cut under \cntntoiileit.

vinegarette (vin"e-ga-ret'), n. [< vinegar +
-t'tlc, after vinaigrette.'] A vinaigrette.

And at parting I gave my dear Harry
A beautiful vinegarette .'

Thackeray, The Almack's Adieu.

vinegar-fly (viu'e-gar-fli), n. One of several

dipterous insects of the family Drosvphilidse,
which are attracted by fermentation, and de-

velop in pickles, jam, and preserved fruit.

They belong mainly to the genus DrosopMla.
vinegarish (vin'f-gar-ish), a. [< vinegar +
-i*/! 1

.] Like vinegar; hence, sour; sharp.
Her temper may be vinegarish.

The Mover, New York, 1844.

vinegar-maker (yiu'e-gar-ma"ker), M. The
whip-tailed scorpion : translating its West In-

dian name rinuii/rirr. See Tlielyphotnis, and cut
under Pedii/tilpi.

vinegar-plant (vin'e-gar-plant), n. The mi-

croscopic schizomycetous fungus, Micrococcim

(Mycoderma) aceti, which produces acetous fer-

mentation . It oxidizes the alcohol in alcoholic liquids,
and acetic acid or vinegar is the result. This micrococcus
takes two forms : the anaerobiotic form, which produces
a mucilaginous mass known as mother of vinegar, and the
aerobiotic form, called tliejlou-ers of vinegar. See fermen-
tation, 2.

Vinegar-tree (vin'e-gar-tre), n. The stag-horn
sumac, Illius lypliina, the acid fruit of which has
been used to add sourness to vinegar.

vinegary (vin'e-gar-i), a. Having the charac-
ter of vinegar; hence, sour; crabbed.

Altogether, the honeymoon which follows the opening
of a new administration has a vinegary flavor.

The American, III. 99.

vinegar-yard (vin'e-gar-yard), n. A yard where
vinegar is made and kept. -Simmoiids.

vinegert, n. An obsolete spelling of vinegar.

vinegerone (vin"e-ge-ro'ne), n. [A corrupt
form, < vinegar.] The whip-tailed scorpion,
Thelyphonus gigantens: so called on account of
the strong vinegar-like odor of an acid secre-
tion noticeable when the creature is alarmed.
Also called vinaigrier and vinegar-maker. See
cut under Pedipalpi. [West Indies and Florida.]

vine-grub (vln'grub), n. Any grub infesting
the vine.

vine-hopper (vin'hop
;!

'er), . See leaf-hopper
and Erymroneura.
vine-land (vin'land), . Land on which vines
are cultivated.

There are in Hungary upwards of 1,000,000 acres of vine-

land. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 610.

vine-leek (vin'lek), n. See leek.

vine-louse (vin'lous),w. 1. The grape-phyllox-
era. See PIn/lloxera. 2. SipJionophoraviticola,
a brown plant-louse found commonly on grape-
vines in the United States, preferably cluster-

ing on the young shoots and on the under sides
of young leaves, sometimes infesting the young
fruit-clusters.

vine-maple (vin'mii/pl), . See maple1
.

vine-mildew (vm'miFdu), . See grape-mil-
dew, Outturn, grape-rot.

vine-pest (vin'pest), H. Same as phylloxera, 2.

See cuts under oak-pest and Phylloxera.

vine-plume (vin'plom), . Ahandsome plume-
moth, OijH>1il>i!< pi'rixfelidactylus. Its larva fastens

together the young terminal leaves of grape-shoote, and
feeds upon the parenchyma and the young bunches of

blossom. The moth is yellowish-brown with a metallic
luster. See cut under plume-moth.

vine-puller (viu'pul"er), n. A machine for

pulling up vines, etc. It consists of a truck-frame
on which is mounted a double-pivoted lever with a chain
from which is suspended a pair of double-grip pincers.
E. U. Knight,

vinerif (vi'ner), n. [< OF. vingnier = Sp. viHero
= Pg. vinhero, one who takes care of a vineyard,
= It. vignajo, < ML. vcnearius, a vine-dresser, <

LL. vineanus, of or belonging to vines, < L. ri-

nea, a vino: see vine. Cf.riiitner.] 1. A trim-
mer of vines. 2. A member of the Vintners'

Company. Marvell.

vmer2
t, n. [ME., also rynere, < OF. "vinere, vi-

nerie, a place where wine is made or sold, < rin,

wine : see wine, and cf. vine, finery.] A vine-

yard.
And alle aboute theise Dyches and Vyneres is the grete

Gardyn, fulle of wylde Bestes. JIandeville, Travels, p. 210.

vine-rake (vin'rak), n. In agri., a horse-hoe
or -rake having a plow-beam and two curved
forks or narrow shares. It U used for cultivating
sweet potatoes and other vines, and for gathering the
vines together preparatory to digging. It is practically a
two-share horse-hoe. E. H. Knight.

vinery (vl'ner-i), .
; pi. rincries (-iz). [< rim-

+ -ery.] If. A vineyard. 2. A greenhouse



vinery
for I ho cult ivat ion (if grapes. 3. Vilic.s collgc-

tivcly.

overgrown with masses uf eiai-rn.

I'/.. I', ,,l:,n,, \\\l .

Vine-slug (vin'slug). ii. The larva of the vine

saw-lly (wliicli SIT, iiMilcr run i.

vine-tie (viu'ti), . A stout grass. .i;/vi/i\-
iiiit trims, of the Mediterranean region.

vinetta (vi-nct'a). . [It.] A diminutive of
riiinta.

vinette (vi-nef), M. Wine of barberries, used
in finishing sonic kinds of leather. Ilii/l, Im-

port Duties.

vinewt (vin'u), . [< rinnrcd.] Moldiucss.
ll<il/n<l.

Vinewedt (viii'ud), n. See linnccd.

vinewednesst (vin'ud-nes), . The state or

quality of being vinewed or moldy; mustiness;
moldiness. li/iili-i/.

vine-weevil (vin'\vc vl), n. Same as rine-cur-

rilli'i, '2.

vinewort (vin'wcrt), n. A plant of the order
l'itni'i;T. Liiidlcy.

vineyard (viu'yard), . [Formerly also vin-

yard; < ME. rym-rrrdr; < rim- + ijartf-; substi-
tuted for the earlier u iutyanl, q. v.] A planta-
tion of grape-vines ; literally, an inelosure or

yard for vines.

Wherein euery man had his Vineyard and Garden ac-

cording t<> hla degree, wherewith to maintain hla family
In time of siege. I*urcha, Pilgrimage, p. 56.

Vineyarding (vin'yiird-ing), u. [< riiiryanl +
"';/'.] The care or cultivation of a vineyard.
[Rare.]

Profits of vineyarding In California.
The Congregationalism May 19, 1870.

vineyardist (vin'yftrd-ist), n. [< vineyard +
-ixt.] One who cultivates grapes.

Vineyartlists began to ask themselves why they ahould
be satiatled with this Mis-ion grape.

Nineteenth Century, XXIV. 257.

vingt-et-un (vant'ii-uh'), . [F;, twenty-one:
rinyt. < L. viginti,' twenty; et, < L. et, and;
N, < L. unun, one.] A popular game at cards,

played by any number of persons with the full

pack. The cards are reckoned according to the number
of the pipa on them, coat-cards being considered as ten,
and the ace as either one or eleven, aa the holder may
elect. The object ia to get aa near aa possible to the num-
ber twenty-one without exceeding it. Also vingt-un.

vinic (vi'nik), a. [< Ii. vinum, wine (see wine),
+ -ic.] Of or pertaining to wine; found in

wine
;
extracted from wine.

viniculture (vin'i-kul-tur), n. [< L. vinum,
wine, + eultura, culture.] The cultivation of
the vine, with especial reference to wine-mak-
ing; viticulture.

viniculturist (vin-i-kul'tur-ist), . [< vinicul-

ture + -ist.] One who practises viniculture.

The harveatlng of the grape crop ia the period of anxiety
for the viniculturM. Sei. Ainer., N. S., LIX. 327.

vinifacteur (vin'i-fak-ter), it. [F., < L. viinim,

wine, + factor, a maker: see wine and factor.']

Any apparatus, or piece of apparatus, for mak-
ing wine.
viniferous (vi-nif'e-rus), a. [< L. vinifcr, wine-

bearing, < vinitni, wine, + fcrre = E. bear1 .]

Yielding or producing wine, as a country.
vinification (vin*i-fi-ka'shon), . [= Sp. viiii-

Jicacion, < ii.viinim, wine, + -ficatio(n-),<.faeerc,

make, do.] The conversion of a saccharine so-

lution into an alcoholic or vinous one by fer-

mentation. [Rare.]

Why do we add yeast to our wort : Thia practice is

unknown in the art of vinification.

Pasteur, Fermentation (trans.), p. 3.
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Chaucrr, I'rol. t., \\ id- ,.f Mulli's Tale, 1. 47.

vinometer m-iioinV-tcr), . [< \,. i-mum,
wine. + I Jr. in r/.r, measure.

|
A contrivance

for measuring the alcoholic strength of wine.

Vin Ordinaire (van or-de-nar'). [F.: I'in. \vine;

nriliiiniri, ordinary, common: see iriin ami iir-

<liunry.\ (,'ommon win.-: low-]. rice, I wine Midi
M is almost universally clrunk mixed with wa-
ter throughout the larger part of France, arid

to a less extent in other countries of southern

Europe. It Ii usually understood t be a red wine. In
l-'i :inr.- it is very rimm inn l> Hiipnlifd \\ it linut i-xtra charge
at table il'hote munis.

vino santo (ve'no san'to). [It.: rino, wine : ><///

(", holy: see irinc and nin('.] A sweet wine
of northern Italy.
vinose (vl'nos), . [< L. rinosax: see viiunu.]
Same as rinuni. limit if. [Kare.]
VinOSlty (vi-nos'i-ti). . [= F. riiiiimli' = Sp.
rnm.iiiltiil = !'(,' riiinsiilinli = It. rinositti, < lj.

viol

i
.

]
A ~ti.ieln>ii~<- tor wine.

rently a term applied in the quotation to one

e-j.. cial estalili-hmenl "I Hie sort.]

Intbla in-it-lil..iiili.-l HUK Hi.- great him*. < ullrd tin-

with vast wine-vault* bt-m- tth

ii'l'in, II. K1.

vinificator (vin'i-fi-ka-tor), n. [< L.

wine, + -firator, < fiirrrr, make, do.] A French

apparatus for collecting the alcoholic vapors
which escape from liquids during vinous fer-

mentation. It is a conical cap surrounded by a reser-

voir of cold water. The vapors from the tun are condensed
and run back down the aides of the cap into the ferment-
ing-tun. E. II. Knight.

vinipotet, [< !> rinum. wine, + potare, drink:
see potation.] A wine-bibber. Blount, 1670.

vinnyt (vin'i), <i. [See rint'irt'tl, tiiiewt'il.feniii/1.]

Moldy; musty. Malone.

vinolencet, Same as mnoleney. Bailey.

vinolencyt (vin'6-len-si), n. [As rin<>lcit(t) +
-cy.] Drunkenness; wine-bibbing. Bailey.
vinolentt (vin'6-leut), a. [< ME. vinolent, < OF.
rimilnit = Sp. Pg. It. rhnili'iilii, < L. riiuili-ntiis,

drunk, full of wine, < rinuni, wine: see wine.]
1. Full of wine.

Al vinolent as t>otel in the spence.
i'liiiii,;-r. Suiumouer's Tale, 1. 223.

2. Intoxicated.

riin>.iit<i(t-).*, the flavor of wine, < vino8ttx, full

of wine: see vinous.'] The state or property of

being vinous. Itlmnit, Hi70.

vinous ( vi'nus), a. [< F. vincux = Sp. Pg. It. ri-

iiiian, < I.. I-/I/KVIIA. full of wine, having the fla-

vor of wine, (.vinum, wine: see wine.] 1. Hav-
ing the qualities of wine: as, a vinoux flavor;

pertaining to wine or its manufacture. 2. In

-/., wine-colored; vinaceous. 3. Caused by
wine.

And softly thro' a rintnix mist

My college irlendBhlpa Klinuner.

Tennyson, Will Waterproof.

Vinous fermentation, the fermentation by which mnat
becomes wine, as distinguished from acetic /ermtntatvm.
Vinous hydromel, liquor, etc. See the nouns.

Vint (vint), v. t. K vintage, assumed to be
formed from a verb "vint + -aye.] To make
or prepare, as wine.

I wouldn't give a straw for the best wine that ever was
muted after It had lain here a couple of years.

Trollope, Barchester Towers, xxf.

vintage (vin'taj), H. [Altered, by association
with vintner, from ME. vindage, vendaye, < OF.
ventlanye, vindanye, F. tendangt, < L. vindemia,
a gathering of grapes, vintage : see vindemial.]
1. The gathering of the grapes; the season of

grape-gathering; the grape-harvest. Blount.

The vintage time ... Is in Septemlter.
Coryat, Crudities, I. 40.

2. The annual product of the grape-harvest,
with especial reference to the wine obtained.
The antlent mythology seems to us like a vintage ill

pressed and trod. /Joeon, Moral Fables, vi., Int.

A sound wine, Colonel, and I should think of a genuine
rintaye. O. W. Ilolmtt, Elsie Venner, vll.

The so-called vintage class, which are the finest wlues
of a good year kept separate and shipped aa the produce
of that particular year. Etteyc. Brit., XXIV. 808.

3. Wine in general. [Rare.]
Whom they with meats and vintaye of the beat
And milk and niinatrel melody entertaln'd.

Teiinyxun, Lancelot and Elaine.

Vintaget (vin'taj), v. t. [< vintage, n.] To crop
or gather, as grapes, at the vintage.

I humbly beseech his majesty that these royal boughs
of forfeiture may not be vinlayed or cropped by private
suitors. ISacon.

Vintager (vin'taj-er), H. [< vintaye + -erl.]
One concerned in the vintage, especially a per-
son gathering the grape-harvest.
Turn ye as a vintager to his basket.

Jer. vi. 9. (tr. of Septuaglnt version).

At this season of the year the vintagm are joyous and
negligent. I^andor, Imag. Conv., Tasso and Cornelia.

vintiner (vin'ti-ner), w. [< OF. viutfnier, vingtf-

nier, < rim/i. twenty, < L. viginti, twenty: see

ticenty.] The commander of a twenty. See
tin nti/, n., 3.

vintner (vint'ner), H. [< ME. vyntner, viiittncr,

rynti-iicrc, I'l/iiti/ni-r, corrupted from the earlier

riiirter, vinitcr, < OF. vinetier, rinoticr, F. rinrtii r

= Sp. vinatero = Pg. vinhateiro, < ML. ri>'t<i-

rius, vinitarius, a wine-dealer, < L. rinrtum, a

vineyard, < rinum, wine: see trine.] One who
deals in wine, spirits, etc., especially at whole-

sale, or on a large scale.

Men of experience deale
To their best promt ; & it were as good
That he should he a gainer as the brood
Of cut-throat vintnern.

Timor Whittle (E. E. T. 8.), p. 66,

The Yinliirrs drink Carouses of Joy that he |the Attor-

ney-General] is gone. UouxU, Letters, I. vi. 17.

Vintnery (vint'ner-i), H. [< vintner + -y
3

(et.

riiitri/).] The trade or occupation of a vintner.

i;,rli//i. French Rev.. II. v. 2.

vintry (vin'tri), /i.; pi. rintries (-trTz). [< ME.
viniterie, < OF. "cineterie, < vinetier, vintner:

ivi'numi, ii. |NI... < l<. riiiinn, wine:
see Wine.] In /<///., a solution of a medicinal
substance in wine; also, wine.

Viny (vi'ni), a. [< riiic + -v'.J 1. or or per-

taining to vines; producing vines; abounding
in viii-

Bale's piny cout. Thnnuun, Liberty, I.

The puturei fair

Hlgh-hung of tiny Neufchatel.

Ltnctll, Agiu.li, IT. -1.

2f. Vine-like; clasping or clinging like vines.

These unfortunate lovers . . . were then poueMed with
mutual sleep, yet not forgetting with riuii fmbraceuienU
to give any eye a perfect model of affection.

>iV /. Sidney, Arcadia, Iv.

Vinyl (vi'nil), . [< ],. riiiinn. wine.+ -yl ] The
compound univalent radical CIIoC'H, which ap-

pears characteristic of many etnylene deriva-
1 1 \ e>. Vinyl bromide. Same M ethylent bromide, a

potent cardiac poison.

Viol 1
(vi'ol), n. [Formerly also riuii. riuii. toy-

all, roijui ; = I), finol = G. viol (also riola, <

It.) = Sw. Dan. Jiol. < OF. rii,l>, null,- - I'r.

riitlii, riula = !Sp. I'g. It. rinla, a viol; prob. =
OHQ.>/to = AS. fitlirh; K. .Millr (wo fiddle),
< ML. fit ula, riilnla, a viol, appar. so called from
its liveliness (cf. ritnla jm-imii, 'the merry viol'),

being prpb. < L. vitulari, celebrate a festival,

keep holiday, prob. orig. sacrifice a calf, < vi-

tulus, a calf: see real. Cf. fiddle, prob. a doub-
let of riol. Hence violin '

, nn/iiiirello, etc. ] 1 . A
musical instrument with strings, essentially not

greatly different from the lute and the guitar,

except that the strings are sounded by means of

a bow drawn across them, not by plucking them
with the fingers. The viol Is the typical representative
of a very large, varied, and widely distributed class of In-

strument*, of which in modern music the violin Is the
chief member. The type includes the following charac-
teristics: a hollow resonance-box or body, made up of a
front or beUy (which is pierced with one or two Hound-hole*
of varying shape), a back (both front and back being flat

or only slightly arched), and rideg of various contour ac*

cording to the particular variety and the period; within
the body an Internal system of braces, including a xound-

pout, to withstand the strain of the strings and to give the
tone greater sonority ; a more or less elongated neek, often
with a special finger-board in front, and surmounted by a
head, part of which serves as a peg-box; several strings,

mostly of gut, fastened at the bottom either to the body
directly or to a tail-puce, stretched thence over

tfijlfi
and over the finger-board mid neck, and fastened at the

top to pegs by which their tension and tune can be ad-

justed : and a buu' for sounding the strings, consisting
of a stick or back of wood and a large number of horse-

hairs whose friction is augmented by the application of
rosin. The differences between different instruments of
the family in shape, size, number and tuning of strings,
and method of manipulation are very numerous and apps-
rently important ; but the essential similarity !>etween all

the varieties is greater than is commonly thought. The his-

toric genesis of the typical idea of the viol is disputed. By
some its origin is asserted to tic found in t he gradual devel-

opment, with the addition of sounding by means of a bow,
of the ancient lyre Into the monorhord and the vlt-lle, with
various incidental modifications in shape and adjustment.
By some its precursor is thought to be the Oriental rebab,
or some similar Instrument, transplanted into southern

Europe, and modified by contact with the traditions of
the lyre and monochord. By others great historic Impor-
tance is attached to the Celtic crowd of western Europe.
The problem Is greatly complicated by the confusing use
of terms in the middle agea, the same name being given to

quite diatinct inatrutnenta, and the aame instrument being
known by two or three different names. Apparently, also,
somewhat distinct lines of development went on simul-

taneously in Italy, in (iermany. and in western Europe.
Probably the medieval viol, which reached its most dis-

tinctive development in the fifteenth century, was the

joint result of several moreor less distinct tendencies. It

was characterized by a flat back, from five to seven string*
tuned in fourths and thirds, a broad, thin neck, and a close

amalgamation of the neck with the body. This viol waa
made in several sizes. The smallest (treble or descant HBf)
passed over later into the modern vioiin ; the next latter
(tenor). Into the rW*i da braeeio and viola d'amnre and the
modern viola ; the next (bass), into the viola da yamba and
the mi idi-iii vMoncello ; and the largest (double-baa). Into
the violent and the modern double-Bass viol.

What did he doe with her brest bone? . . .

He made him a riuii to play thereupon.
The Hitler and the King't nawjMcr (child's Ballads, II.

IKS).

The worst can sing or play his
part o' th' ViUlt,

And act his part too in a comedy.
Brtimf, Antipodes, L &.

2f. A large rope formerly used in purchasingan
anchor : same as iii>.i.nin/ir, 4. It was made to lead

through one or more blocks before It was brought to the

capstan, thus giving additional power Bass viol, either
one of the larger of the medieval viols (see dcf. IX or the
modem violoncello. Chest or consort of viols. See
r/>/i. Division viol. Same as viola da yatnba. Viol
d'amore. Sec ritJa d'amore, under natal.



vi la da Gamba. (From Hart. MS.)

viol

Above all for its sweetnesse and novelty, the viol d'amore
of 6 wyre-strings plaid on with a bow, being but an ordinary
violin, play'd on lyre way. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 20, 1679.

Viol'-t, >i. An obsolete form of rial.

viola' ( vG-6'liii or vi'o-lii), . [< It. riola, a viol :

see viol.] 1" Same as 'viol. 2. Specifically, in

modern usage, the large violin, properly the alto

violin, though generally called the tenor, in size

about one seventh larger than the violin, it is

provided with four strings tuned in fifths, thus : A, D, G,
and C (next below middle C), the two lower strings being
wound with silver wire. The viola was probably the first

member of the modern string quartet to be developed.
Its tone is not so brilliant or varied as that of the violin,

though susceptible of a peculiar pathetic quality under
the hand of a good player, while in concerted music it is

highly effective. Music for the viola is usually written in

the alto clef. Also called alto, tenor, bratsche, quint, and
tattle. Viola bastarda, a bass viol, or viola da gamba,
mounted with sympathetic strings like a viola d'amore; a

barytone. See barytone, n., 1 (b).

The original viola da gamba when so strung came to be
called the viola bastarda. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 244.

Viola da braccio, a tenor or "arm" viol: so called to

distinguish it from the bass viol, or viola da ga-mba. It had
properly six strings, tuned thus : G, D, A, F, C, and G (the
second below middle C), but the lowest string was omit-
ted in the eighteenth
century. It has been
superseded by the
modern viola. Also
viola da spalla. Vi-
ola da gamba. (a)
A bass or "leg" viol:

so called to distin-

guish it from the viola

da braccio. It had
properly six strings,
tuned thus : D, A, E,

C, G, and D (the sec-

ond below middle C).
It has been super-
seded by the modern
violoncello.

The division or solo
bass viol, usually
known by its Ital-

ian name of viola da
gamba.
Encyc. Brit., XXIV.

[243.

(5) In organ-building, a stop with metal pipes of narrow
scale and ears on the sides of the mouths, giving tones of
a penetrating, string-like quality. Viola d'amore, a
kind of bass viol, common in the seventeenth and eigh-
teenth centuries, having usually seven ordinarygut strings,
with from seven to fourteen (or even twenty-four) supple-
mentary strings of metal under the finger-board which
sound sympathetically. The gut strings were usually
tuned thus : D, A, Fj, D, A. FJ, D (next below middle C).
The sympathetic strings, if few, were tuned diatonically
in the scale of D, or, if many, chromatically. The tone of
the instrument was highly attractive, but the practical
difficulties entailed by the numerous sympathetic tones
were great, and prevented its use in the orchestra. Also
called violet, and sometimes English violet.

Instruments which show these innovations are the
quinton, the lyre, and the viola d'amore.

Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 243.

Viola da spalla. Same as viola da braccio. Viola, dl
bordone. Same as barytone, 1 (6). Viola di fagotto.
Same as viola bastarda. Viola, pomposa, a species of
viola da gamba, invented by J. S. Bach, having five strings,
tuned thus : E, A, D, G, C (the second below middle C).

Viola2
(vi'o-lii), .. [NL. (Bivinus, 1699, earlier

in Brunfels, 1530), < L. viola, violet: see violet.]
A genus of plants, type of the order Violarieie
and tribe Violeie, including the pansies and
violets. It is characterized by flowers with nearly
equal sepals, these and the lower petal both prolonged at
the base, the latter into a spur or sac, and by an ovoid or
globose three-valved capsule with roundish seeds. Over
250 species have been enumerated, perhaps to be reduced
to 150. They are herbs or undershrubs with alternate
leaves, persistent stipules, and axillary peduncles. The
north temperate species are typically, as in V. odorata,
delicate plants of moist shady banks, with rounded cre-
nate leaves on long angular stalks, solitary nodding violet-
colored flowers, five orange-yellow anthers forming a cen-
tral cone, and ovate capsules which open elastically into
three boat-like persistent horizontal valves. The stipules
are usually conspicuous, often large and leaf-like, in V.
tricolor, the pansy, deeply pinnatiftd and often larger than
the leaves. (See first cut under leaf.) The leaves are of
various forms, as cordate, arrow-shaped, lanceolate, ro-
tundate, pedate, etc. The peduncles often bear two flow-
ers, as in V. bi/lora, the twin-flowered violet, a saxicole spe-
cies with brilliant golden-yellow flowers, found from the
Alps to Cashmere and in the Eocky Mountains. The petals
are colored, most often in shades of bluish-purple, white,
or yellow, frequently penciled with dark-blue or purple
lines. In some species they are of several colors as in V
pedata, var. tricolor, the pansy-violet, or velvet violet, and in
V. tricolor, which in its wild state, the heart's-ease com-
bines purple, yellow, and blue. Many species are dimor-
phous in their flowers, producing through summer minute
apetalous ones which are more fertile and are self-ferti-
lized, a fact first observed by Linnams in the small moun-
tain species V. mirabilis. In some, as V, Chamissoniana
the common Hawaiian violet, the later flowers, though
minute, are well developed and petal-bearing. There are
22 species in Canada and over 30 in the United States, of
which 17, besides 2 or 3 introduced, occur in the North-
eastern States, and 16 in the Southern, where they di-
minish southward, only 4 extending into Texas. The na-
tive American species are distinguished into two groups
the stemless violets, chiefly eastern or central, as V. pal-
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mata, in which the long-stalked leaves are clustered at
the top of a thick fleshy rhizome, which also boars the
numerous distinct leafless scapes; and the leafy-stemmed
species, as V. canina and F. striata, with spreading or some-
what erect stems bearing numerous leaves, usually on
shorter pet ioles (see cut under violet). Several species pro-
duce long runners, as V. blanda, the sweet white violet ; V.

Canadensis, the largest, reaches sometimes '2 feet high ;

and V. pedata, the largest-flowered, has the flowers some-
times nearly 2 inches across. The 13 California!! species
are chiefly leafy-stemmed, showy, quite local, and peculiar
in their yellow flowers with purple veins and brown backs :

V. pedunculata, the common species, grows in clustered

colonies, with flowers often an inch and a half across
; V.

ocellata of the Mendocino forests is remarkable for its

purple spots. V. Langsdorffti is abundant on the Aleutian
Islands, and the genus extends north to Kotzebue Sound.
The British species are 6, of which V. odorata, also occur-

ring from central Europe to .Sweden, Siberia, and Cashmere,
is the sweet or English violet, often doubled, and called
tea-violet in cultivation

;
and F. canina is the dog- or hedge-

violet, without odor, but graceful in form, imparting
much of the beauty of spring to English mountain dis-

tricts. There are 56 species in Europe, over 20 in China,
of which V. Patrinii is the most common, and 11 in the
mountains of India. In the southern hemisphere, where
the species are usually shrubby, there are over 30 in the
mountains of South America, elsewhere few, 4 in Australia,
of which the chief is V. hederacea, 2 in New Zealand, and
2 in Cape Colony. Five peculiar species occur in the Ha-
waiian Islands, of which V. robusta produces a woody stem
sometimes 5 feet high, and V. helioscopia a large snow-
white waxy flower sometimes 2 inches across. A few some-
what shrubby species occur northward, as V. arborescens,
the tree-violet. V. scandens of Peru is a climbing and V.

arguta a twining shrub; V.decumbens of Cape Colony, a
much-branched procumbent shrub ; V. filicaulis of New
Zealand, a smooth, slender mountain-creeper. The pansy
and other species are of some medicinal use. For V. tri-

color, see pansy and heart'x-ease (its small form is known
in the United States as Johnny-jump-up and lady's-de-
liyht). For other species, see violet.

violable (vi'o-la-bl), a. [= P. violable = Sp.
violable = Pg. violavel = It. violabile, < L. vio-

labilis, that may be violated, < violare, violate :

see violate."] Capable of being violated, broken,
or injured. Bailey.

violably (v!'o-la-bli), ailr. In a violable man-
ner.

Violaceae (vi-o-la'se-e), n. pi. [NL. (Lindley,
1829), fern. pi. of L. violaceus, of a violet, of a
violet color: see violaceous."} Same as Viola-
riese.

violaceous (vi-o-la'shius), a. [< L. violaeens,
of a violet color, < viola, a violet: see violet."]

1. Of a violet color; purple or purplish; blue
with a tinge of red.

Bed, sometimes violaceous.

Buck's Handbook of Mcd. Sciences, V. 77.

2. Of, resembling, or pertaining to the Viola-
riesp (Violacea;).-Violaceous plantain-eater, Mu-
sophaya violacea, a turakoo of West Africa from the Cam-
eroons to Senegambia, 17J inches long, having the general
plumage violet-blue, washed with a greenish gloss on some

Violaceous Plantain-eater (Miisofha?a viota>

parts ;
the quills and crown crimson ; a bare scarlet patch

about the eye, below this a white stripe ; the bill orange-
red, fading to yellow on the frontal half ; the eyes brown ;

the feet black ; and the head not crested. The only other
species of the genus, M. rossx, is rather larger, crested,
without any white stripe, and has the bare circumorbital
area edged with violet-blue. It inhabits equatorial Africa.
M . violacea was so named by Isert in 1789, when the genus
was instituted, and is the touraco violet ou manque of Le-
vaillant, 1806

;
M. rossas was named by Gould in 1851.

violaceously (vi-o-!a'shius-li), adv. With a vio-
let color. Harper's Mag., LXXVII. 336.

violaniline (vi-o-lan'i-lin), n. [< L. viola, vio-

let, + E. aniline.] Same as nigrosine. Com-
pare induline.

Violarieae (vi"o-la-ri'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (A. P.
de Candolle, 1805)', < Violaria, for Viola, + -ex.']
An order of polypetalous plants, of the series

Thalamiflorie and cohort Parietales. It is char-
acterized by flowers usually with five petals, five sepals,
and as many perfect stamens

; by anthers nearly or quite
connate around the pistil, introrsely dehiscent, and com-
monly with an appendaged connective ; and by a one-
celled ovary, commonly with three placentae and a me-

violator

dium-sized embryo in fleshy albumen. There are over 270
species, belonging to 25 genera, classed in 4 tribes, of which
the types are Viola, Paypayrola, Alsodeia. and Sauvagexia,
the last being aberrant in the presence of staminodes.
With the exception of the genus Viola, they consist chief-

ly of tropical shrubs with deciduous stipules, sometimes
small trees, and mostly with but few species in each ge-
nus. They usually bear alternate simple entii e or toothed
leaves, and axillary flowers which are solitary, or form
racemose or panicled cymes, followed by capsules which
are commonly loculicidal. Their roots often have emetic
properties, and in South America many species, especially
of lonidium, are used as substitutes for ipecacuanha. The
order is largely American : two genera. Viola and lonidi-

um, occur within the United States. Also Violacese.

violascent (vi-o-las'ent), a. A variant of riolcs-

cent.

violastert (vl-o-las'ter), n. [ME. violastre, <

OP. violastre, P. violdtre, of a violet color, pur-
plish, < viole, violet: see violet.] See the quo-
tation.

There ben also Dyamandes in Ynde, that ben clept Via-
lastres (for here colour is liche Vyolet, or more browne than
the Violettes), that ben fulle harde and fulle precyous.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 160.

violate (vi'o-lat), r. t.
; pret. and pp. violated,

ppr. violating. [< L. violatus, pp. of violare (>
It. violare = Sp. Pg. molar = P. violer), treat
with violence, whether bodily or mental, < vis,

strength, power, force, violence : see vim, vio-

lent.'] 1. To treat roughly or injuriously ;
han-

dle so as to harm or hurt; do violence to; out-

rage.
An impious crew

Of men conspiring to uphold their state

By worse than hostile deeds
; violating the ends

For which our country is a name so dear.

Milton, S. A., 1. 893.

2. To break in upon ; interrupt; disturb.

.The dark forests which once clothed those shores had
been violated by the savage hand of cultivation.

Irving-, Knickerbocker, p. 183.

3. To desecrate; dishonor; treat with irrever-
ence

; profane, or meddle with profanely.
Experience, manhood, honour, ne'er before
Did violate so itself. Shak., A. and C., iii. 10. 24.

Oft have they violated
The temple, oft the law, with foul affronts.

Milton, P. E,, iii. 160.

4. To infringe ; transgress, as a contract, law,
promise, or the like, either by a positive act

contrary to the promise, etc., or by neglect or
non-fulfilment: as, to violate confidence.

Thou makest the vestal violate her oath.

Shak., Lucrece, 1. 883.

The condition was violated, and she again precipitated
to Pluto's regions. Bacon, Physical Fables, iii.

Those Danes who were settl'd among the East-Angles,
erected with new hopes, violated the peace which they had
sworn to Alfred. Milton, Hist. Eng., v.

5. To ravish
;
deflower by force

;
commit rape

on.
The Sabins violated Charms

Obscur'd the Glory of his rising Arms.
P-rior, Carmen Seculare.

Violation (vi-o-la'shon), n. [< P. violation = Sp.
violacion = Pg. violaqao = It. violazione, < L.

violatio(n-), an injury, a profanation, < violare,
violate: see violate."] 1. The act of violating,
treating with violence, or injuring; interrup-
tion, as of sleep or peace ; desecration

;
an act

of irreverence
; profanation or contemptuous

treatment of sacred or venerable things : as, the
violation of a church; infringement; transgres-
sion; non-observance : as, a violation of law.
We are knit together as a body in a most stricte &

sacred bond and covenant of the Lord, of the violation
wherof we make great consciences.

Quoted in Bradford's Plymouth Plantation, p. 33.

They (the Spartans) commenced the Peloponnesiau
war in violation of their engagements with Athens ; they
abandoned it in violation of their engagements with their
allies. Macaulay, Mitford's Hist. Greece.

2. Ravishment; rape.
If your pure maidens fall into the hand
Of hot and forcing violation.

Shak., Hen. V., iii. 3. 21.

violative (vi'o-la-tiv), a. [< violate + -ire.
)

Violating; tending to or causing violation.

Vinlative of a vested legal right.

Andrews, Manual of the Constitution, p. 211.

violator (vi'o-la-tor), n. [= P. violateur = Pr.

violair, violador = Sp. Pg. violador = It. riu/u-

tore, < L. violator, one who does violence, <

violare, violate : see violate."] 1. One who vio-

lates, injures, interrupts, or disturbs : as, a vio-

lator of repose. 2. One who infringes or trans-

gresses : as, a violator of law. 3. One who pro-
fanes or treats with irreverence : as, a violator
of sacred things. 4. A ravisher.

An hypocrite, a virgin-it'o/ator.

Shak., M. for M., v. 1. 41.

Me the sport of ribald Veterans, mine of ruffian violators.'

Tennyson, Hoiidicea.



viol-block

Viol-block (vi'nl-lilok). n. A single Mock or

siMtrh-bliick. Inr^'i' I'liotigh to reeve a Hiuull

hawser; ;my \>n-^<- snateh-lilock.

Violet, ' ' L< "I 1

'- fioli'i; < I', i-iotiirr, violate:
sec nuliitf.

]
To viohitc.

Violeae (vi-o'lc-c), . /,i. [M,. (A. !'. .le ('un-

ilollr, 1S-JI), < ViOUft + -nr.] A tribe of
j> hints,

of tin' order t'iii/nrii-;i; cliunictcrixc.l by nn ir-

rcf;iil:ir corollii with the lower |>et:il unlike the
others. It includes 8 genera. < wlii.li Inniilium and
Violll (the t\pe);ue l:u^t ;ilrl \*iil< ]> ili>tl iliuleil

;
(if tile

"Iller^, Ain'l, ;.!, :nul (\ H li inelllile :! elimli-

ing aihi \::i.*,fl,:t :; ^IIMI:> 11 <>t tr.ipir.il Amer-
ica; ~L others are American ami I I'olv ue>i,iri.

violence (vi'o-lcns), . [< Ml-;, rinienee, < OF.
nnli iii-i-. I-', niiliin-i' m Sp. l\r. ,-,/, ,/, = It.

violni.:ii,<. ]i. I'inli -niiit, vehemence, impetuosity,
iVrocity, < riiilriiiitu, vehement, forcible: see
i-inlriit.\ 1. The state or character of being
violent

;
force

; vehemence
; intensity.

To be imprisoned in the viewless winds,
And blown with rustical violence round about.

Shak., M. forM.,lii. 1. 125.

The violence of the lake la so great that It will carry
away both man and beast that coinmeth within IU

Coryat, Crudities, I. 89.

Dlsturb'd and torn
With violence of this conflict.

Milton, P. L., iv. 996.

2. Highly excited feeling or action; impetu-
osity; vehemence; eagerness.
Mark me with what violence she first loved the Moor,

but for bragging and telling her fantastical lies.

Shalt., Othello, li. 1. 224.

3. Injury done to anything which is entitled to

respect, reverence, or observance ; profanation ;

infringement; violation. See the phrases below.
4. Unjust or unwarranted exertion of pow-

er; unjust force
;
force employed against rights,

laws, liberty, 'or the like
; outrage ; injury ;

hurt; attack; assault.

To prevent the tyrant's violence.

Shak., 3 Hen. VI., Iv. 4. 29.

Fie, Master Morose, that you will use this violence to a
man of the church ! 11. Jonson, Eplccene, ill. _'.

5. Ravishment; rape. 6. In law: (a) Any
wrongful act of one person, whereby either he
or his instrument of wrong-doing is brought
into contact with the limbs or body of another

person. Robinson, (b) The overcoming or pre-

venting of resistance by exciting fear through
display of force, (c) The unlawful use of physi-
cal force. To do violence ont, to attack ; murder.

But, as it seems, did violence on herself.

Shale., R. and J., v. 3. 284.

To do Violence to or unto, to outrage ; force ; Injure.

He said unto them, Do violence to no man. Luke ill. 14.

They have done violence unto her tomb,
Not granting rest unU> her in the grave.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, v. 2.

= Syn. 1 and 2. Passion, fury, fierceness, wildness, rage,
boisterousness.

Violencet (vi'o-lens), r. t. [< violence, t1

.] 1.

To do violence to; assault; injure.
Mrs. Fill. It may beget some favour like excuse,

Though none like reason.
Wit. No, my tuneful mistress?

Then surely love hath none, nor beauty any ;

Nor nature, violenccd in both of these.

B. Jonson, Devil Is an Ass, il. 2.

2. To bring by violence; compel.
Like our late misnam'd high court of justice, to which

the loyal and the noble, I lie honest and the brave, were vio-

lenc'd by ambition and malice. Fellham, Resolves, ii. 64.

violency (vi'o-len-si), H. [As riolcnce (see -cy).~\

Same as violence. Jer. Taylor, Kule of Con-
science, III. ii. 3.

Violent (vi'6-lcnt), a. and n. [< ME. riolent,

ri/olcnt, < OF. vMnt, F. violent = Sp. Pg. It.

nnlnito, < L. violentus, vehement, forcible, < via,

strength, power, force: see ri'ni.] I. a. 1. Char-
acterized by strong and sudden physical force;

impetuous; furious.

Our fortunes lie a bleeding by your rash
And violent onset. Lust's Dominion, iv. 2.

Violent tires soon burn out themselves.

Shale., Rich. II., li. 1. 34.

2. Produced, effected, or continued by force;

accompanied by extraneous or unnatural force ;

unnatural.

No violent state can be perpetual. T. Burnet.

Truly I don't Care to discourage a young Man he has
a violent Death in his Face ; but I hope no Danger of

flanging. Conyreoe, Love for Love, ii. 7.

3. Acting or produced by unlawful, unjust
or improper force; characterized by force or

violence unlawfully exercised; rough; outra-

geous; not authorized.

Then laid they violent hands upon him ; next Himself im-

prisoned, and his goods asseized. Marlouv. i;dw. II., I. 2.

6763

We would gin- nine h to ii-e riijrnt thefts.

Shot., T. andf., v. 3. 21.

w hen with a riotriil hand you made me youn,
I curs'd the dner.

fl'ii-lifr (and another), Sea Voyage, II. 1.

4. Vehement mentally, or springing from Mich

vehemence; tierce; passionate; furious.

Let down your anger 1 In nut this oar sovereign?
The head <it nn rey and of law? who dares, then,
lint rebels scorning law, appear thus violent'

Fletcher. Loyal Subject, Iv. 7.

His Love, however violent It might appear, was still

founded In Reason. Addimn, Spectator, No. S45.

Indeed, my Dear, you'll tear another Fan, if you don't

mitigate those violent Airs.

Cooyme, Way of the World, III. 11.

5. In general, intense in any respect ; extreme:
S.H, a, violent contrast; especially, of pain, i"'"'

Discreet malstrls seyn that the feuere agu conionuly Is

causld of a uyolcnt reed coler adust, and nf blood adust,
and of blak coler adust

Boot o/ Quinte Knence (ed. Kurnlvall), p. 22.

It was the violcnteil Fit of Contagion that ever was for
the Time In this Island. Ilmcell, Letter*, I. Iv. 24.

The king's whole army, encamped along the sides of this

river, were taken with violent sickness after eating the
fish caught in It. Ilruce, Source of the Nile, II. 285.

Rouge, If too riolrnt, by a natural law of color causes
the planes of the cheeks to recede from the planes of the
other and whiter portions of the face, thus producing a

look of age and of gauntness. The Century, XXXV. 539.

6. Compelled ; compulsory ;
not voluntary.

All riolent marriages engender hatred betwixt the mar-
ried. Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 27.

Ease would recant
Vows made in pain, as violent and void.

Hilton, t. L., Iv. 97.

Violent motion). See motion. Violent power. See
powerl. Violent profits, in Scott laic, the penalty due
on a tenant's forcibly or unwarrantably retaining posses-
slon after he ought to have removed. = Syn. 1. Turbulent,
boisterous. 5. Poignant, exquisite.

II.t " One acting with violence.

Such violent* shall not take heaven, but hell, by force.

l>ecay o/ Chrittian Piety, p. 53. (Latham.)

violent! (vi'o-lent), r. [< violent, a.] I. tranx.

To urge with 'violence.

I find not the least appearance that his former adversa-
ries riolcntcd any thing against him under that queen.

Fuller, Worthies, HI. 510.

II. intranx. To act or work with violence; be
violent.

This grief is flue, full, perfect, that I taste,
And violenteth in a sense as strong
As that which causeth. Shalt., T. and C., Iv. 4. 4.

violently (yi'o-lent-li), adv. In a violent man-
ner; by violence; by force; forcibly; vehe-

mently; outrageously.
They must not deny that there is to be found in nature

another agent able to analyse compound bodies less vio-

lently, and both more genuinely and more universally,
than the fire. ;;...//.-, Works, I. i-i .

The king, at the head of the cavalry, fell so suddenly
and so violently upon them that he broke through the

van-guard commanded by Melca Christos, and put them to

flight before his foot could come up.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 383.

During the siege of Valenciennes by the allied armies
in June, 179S, the weather, which had been remarkably
hot and dry, became violently rainy after the cannonading
commenced. Sei. Amer., N. S., LXIII. 385.

Violert (vi'ql-er), ii. [< rial -r -erl.] One
skilled in playing on the viol; also, a violinist.

To the Krenche vialer for his quarters paye, 12K. 10.
Prince Henry's Book of Payment* (1609). (Xares.)

One . . . stabs a violer . . . because he was serenading
in the night-time with his addle.

Fountainhnll, Decisions of the Lords of Council and
[Session, I. 364. (Jamieton.)

violescent (vi-o-les'ent), a. [< L. rioUi, a violet,
a purple color (see violet^), + -emif.] Tend-
ing to a violet color.

violet1 (vi'o-let), H. and o. [Early mod. E.
also riolette; < ME. violet,-vyolet, tialct, ryalett,

violettf, < OF. violttte, t., violet, m., F. riolette =
Sp. Pg. violeta = It. violetta, dim. of L. viola (It.

Sp. Pg. viola, OF. viole), a violet, a dim. form,
akin to Qr. iov (*f/ov), a violet.] I. n. 1. A
plant of the genus Viola, or one of its flowers;
also, one of a few plants of other genera. See
Viola, compound names below, ana cut in next
column.

Daisies pied and violett blue. Shot., L. L. L., v. 2. 904.

2. A general class of colors, of which the violet-

flower is a highly chromatic example, in the

spectrum the violet extends from h to II, covering all the

upper part of the spectrum ordinarily visible. This color
can be produced by a slight admixture of red to blue ;

and colors somewhat more red than the upper part of the

spectrum are called violet But the sensation of violet is

produced by a pure blue whose chroma has been dimin-
ished while its luminosity has been increased. Thus, blue
and violet are the same color, though the sensations are
different. A mere increase of illumination may cause a
violet blue to appear violet, with a diminution of apparent
chroma. This color, called violet or blue according to the

violet

8t

t. Stemmed Violet (t'tala tritelar. via. arvt*tti) : St. item.
3, Stcmlcu Violet (fiata falma/a, var. tufttlltta ) : /. K*pe.

quality of the sensation It excites. Is one of the t hree funda-
mental colon of Young's theory. It Is nearly comple-
mentary to the color of brightness, so that deep shades
generally appear by contrast of a violet tinge ; and the
light of a rainy day, and still more of a sudden tempest,
has a violet appearance. Even the pure yellow of the

spectrum, so reduced as to be barely visible, looks violet
beside the same light In great Intensity.

3. Any one of the many different small blue or
violet butterflies of Lyeama, Polyomtnatiu, and
allied genera Acid violet, a coal-tar color used In

dyeing, oeing the sodium salt of dl-mcthyl-rosanlllne tri-

sulphonlc acid. It Is applicable to wool and silk. Ani-
line violet. Hame at mauve. Arrow-leafed violet,
Vitila mjittata of the eastern half of the I'nlted Stater,
much resembling the common blue violet, except In the
form of Its leaves. Bird's-foot Violet, a low steroless

species, Viola pedata, of the same region, having pedately
divided leaves, and flue large light-blue or whitish flowers,

yellow-eyed with the stamens. A variety is the pansy
violet. - Calathian violet, the marsh-gentian, (leniiaua
Pncumonanthc. According to (lerard, the true plant was
a Campanula. Britten and Holland.- Canada violet,
I'iola Canadentit, a species common northward and In
the mountains of eastern North America, having an
upright stem a foot or two high, and white petals pur-
plish beneath. Common or early blue violet, viola

palmata, especially in the variety cucullata, very common
In moist ground in North America. The leaves are more
or less palmately lotted, or In the variety only crenate.
The size and shape of the leaves are variable, as also the
color of the petals, which are deep- or pale-blue, or purple,
or sometimes white or variegated. Corn-violet. See
Specularia. Crystal violet See cryttal. Damask
violet. Same as itmft tMH Dog-tooth violet, a

plant of the genus Erythronium. The yellow dog-tooth
violet Is E. Americanum.- Dog-VlOlet, Viola eanina of
the northern Old World, and In the variety Muhlenberyii
of North America. It is a stemmed violet a few Inches
high, with light- violet petals and a short cylindrical spur.

English violet. See tireet violet.- Fringe or fringed
violet, Arthrtrpodium paniculatum and Thyicanotuji tube-

nmu, liliaceous plants of Australia with rather small panl-
cled blue flowers, those of the former with crisped inner
segments.-, Oreen violet. See lonidium. Hoffmann's
violet. Same as dahlia, 8. Hooded violet, a plant of
the tropical American genus Coryntmtj/lis (Calyytrion\
related to the violets. Horned violet (or pansy), I'iola

cornuta of the Pyrenees, having pale-blue or mauve-colored
sweet-scented spurred flowers, produced abundantly and
continuously, long cultivated in Europe, and forming an
excellent border- or bedding-plant. Lance-leafed vio-
let, the American Viola lanceolata, with small white flow-
ers Long-spurred violet, VMa rottrataol the eastern
and central t nited States, having a low stem and pale-
violet flowers with a slender spur. Manganese violet,
in ceratn., the purple color obtained by the use of manga-
nese. March violet, the sweet violet. Britten and Hol-
land. [Local, F.iig.]

- Marian's Violet. Same as mariet.
- Marsh-violet, (n) I'Mo palvtlrit, a species with small
blue flowers marked with purple: found northward in

both hemispheres. (&) Locally, MmeAboy-violet.~ Mars
violet, an artificially prepared oxld of iron, used as a pig-
ment by artists. It resembles Indian red, but is darker
in color. Also called mineral purple. Mercury's vio-
let. Same as Maiiani violet. Naphthalene violet.
Same as MsjMtaMttX Neapolitan Violet. See tmet
violet. New fast violet. Same as pallocyaninc. New
Holland violet. Same as tpurlrs* violet. Pale violet,
Viola, ttriata of central ana eastern North America, a
stemmed species having white petals lined with purple.
Pansy violet, a local name for the variety bicotur of the
bird's-foot violet, Viola pedata. The two upper petals are
of a deep-violet color and as if velvety. Also velvet violet.

Paris Violet Same as methyl-violet. Perkln's Ylo-
let. Same as inrfuin. Primrose-leafed violet, Viola

primultefolia of the eastern United States, with small
white flowers. Rosanlline violet a coal-tar color used
In dyeing, being the hydrochlorids of mono- and di-phenyl
rosaniline. They produce a dull but moderately fast violet
color on cotton, wool, and silk. Also called phenol violet,

rpirii violet, Parma violet, imperial violet, etc - Round-
leafed Violet, Viola rotund(folia of cold woods in eastern
North America, a species with small yellow flowers, the
leave* at first erect, roundish-ovate, an inch broad, in sum-
mer 3 or 4 Inches long, lying flat on the ground, shining
above. Sand Violet, Viola arenaria, a small tufted
stemless species with pale-blue flowers, found In the
northern Old World. Spurless violet, specifically, Viola
hederacea of Australasia, once classed as a distinct genus
Erpetion, a tufted or widely creeping plant with rather
small blue flowers. Spurred violet, a pretty South



violet

European species, Viola calcarata, allied to the horned
violet, and having lary;e purple (lowers, which in the Alps
sometimes form sheets of color. Stemless violets, that
class of violets in which the stem does not rise above the

ground, the flowers being borne on scapes. See cut above.
- Stemmed violets, that class of violets which have a

leafy stem and visually large stipules. See cut above.
Sweet violet, a favorite sweet-scented violet, Viola odo-

rata, native in Europe and Asiatic Russia : in America often
called Enylish violet. It is a stemless species with bluish-

purple or white flowers, cultivated in many varieties, sin-

gle and double, and produced in large quantities for the
market, yielding also a perfumers' oil. A continuously
blooming variety is much grown about Paris. The Nea-
politan is a well-known variety with double light-blue
flowers, now surpassed by the "Marie Louise." The flow-

ers of the "czar" are very large and sweet ; those of the

"queen-of-violets," white and very large; etc. Tongue-
violet. See Schweiyi/eria. Tooth-violet. Sameascora/-
wort, 1. Tree-violet, Vwla arboreseens, a shrubby spe-
cies with erect branching stems, growing from crevices
of rocks in the western Mediterranean region. Tri-
colored violet, the pansy, Viola tricolor. Trinity vio-
let, the spiderwort, Tradescantia Virffinica, from its blue
flowers and time of blooming. Britten and Holland. [Lo-
cal, Bug.] Twin-flowered violet. See Viola. Velvet
violet. See pansy violet, above. Violet family, the

plant-order Violariese. Violet-powder, starch reduced
to a very fine powder, and scented with orris-powder or
other perfume : used for nursery and other purposes. (See
also bag-violet, hedge-violet, horse-violet, methyl-violet, water-

violet, wood-violet.)

II. a. Having the color of violet, a deep blue

tinged with red Violet bee, a European carpenter-
bee, Xylocopa violacea. See cut under carpenter-bee.
Violet carmine, a brilliant bluish-purple pigment ob-
tained from the roots of the alkanet, Alkanna (Anehusa)
tinctoria. It is little used, as it changes color rapidly on
exposure. Violet land-crab, the West Indian crab Ge-
carcinus ruricola. Violet quartz, amethyst. Violet
sapphire, schorl, etc. See the nouns. Violet tana-
ger, Euphonia violacea, partly of the color said.

viplet
2

(vi'o-let), n. [< It. viola, a viol.] A
viola d'amore. Sometimes called English vio-
let.

Violet-blindness (vi'o-let-blmd'nes), n. A
form of color-blindness in which there is ina-

bility to distinguish violet.

violet-blue (vi'o-let-blo), n. See blue.

violet-cress (vi'o-let-kres), n. A Spanish cru-
ciferous plant, lonopsidium (Cochlearia) acaule.

violet-ear, violet-ears (vi'6-let-er, -erz), . A
humming-bird of the genus Petasophora. six spe-
cies are described, ranging from Mexico to Brazil and
Bolivia, as P. anaix and P. cyanotis. They are rather large
hummers, 4i to 5J inches long, with metallic-blue ear-
coverts (whence the name).

violet-shell (vi'o-let-shel), . A gastropod of
the family lanthinidse. See cut under lantliina.

violet-snail (vi'o-let-snal), n. Same as violet-

shell.

Violet-tip (vi'o-let-tip), n. A handsome Amer-
ican butterfly, Polygonia interrogationis, whose

carved scroll for a head. Four strings are used, tuned
thus : E, A, 1), and G (next below middle 0), of which the
lowest is wound with silver wire, while the others are of

gut. The first string is often called the chanterelle. In

Violet-tip (Polysmia inttrregatiimis), right wings reversed.
(Female, about natural size.)

wings are reddish with brown mottlings and
violet tips. Its larva feeds on hop, elm, and
nettle. S. H. Scudder.

violet-wood ( vi
'
o-let-wud), H. 1. Same as &</-

wood. 2. See myall. 3. The wood of a legu-
minous tree of Guiana, Copaifera bracteata.
Violin1

(vi-o-lin'), n. [= Sp. violin = Pg. mo-
lino = G. violine = Sw. Dan. violin, < It. violino,
dim. of viola, a viol: see violl. Cf. F. violon,
a violin.] 1. The modern form of the small-
er medieval viola da braccio. The violin group
of instruments is distinguished from the true viols es-
pecially by having the back slightly arched like the bel-
ly, and by the number and tuning of the strings. It is

probable that the change from the viol model was first
made in the tenor viol, or viola, and thence transferred
to the smaller size, or violino. The true violin, both largeand small, began to be made about the middle of the six-
teenth century, particularly in the North Italian towns of
Cremona and Brescia. The greatest refinement of shapeand construction was attained about 1700 by Stradivari
and has never since been surpassed. In its most approved
form, the violin is further distinguished from the viol by
a comparative thinness between belly and back, by sides
or ribs of a peculiar shape, by bouts (indentations in the
sides to facilitate the use of the bow) between double
corners, by a finely adjusted correlation of position be-
tween the bridge, the sound-post, and the /-shaped sound-
holes, by the complete independence of the neck from the
body, by a peg-box with transverse pegs, and by a daintily

Violin.

A, scroll ; , pees ; C, peg-box ; D, upper saddle ; K, finger-board ;

F, sound-holes; G, bridge ; H, tail-piece ; /, tail-piece ring; K, tail-

piece button ; M, neck ; N, neck-plate ; 0, back ; P, front or belly ;

R. R, bouts ; 5, waist. Inside the violin has six blocks (namely, neck-
block, end-pin block, and four corner-blocks), twelve hoop-linings, a
bass-bar, and a sound-post.

the construction of the instrument maple and pine, very
carefully selected, are the chief components. The minut-
est details of wood, model, jointing, varnish, etc., are im-
portant, so that a really fine instrument is an elaborate
work of art. The bow by which the violin is sounded has
also been gradually refined in shape, so as to present the
utmost strength, elasticity, and lightness (see 6oj2, 3

(a) ). In actual use the violin is held nearly horizontally
by the player's extended left arm, the lower part of the
body being supported on his left collar-bone. The first
position of his left hand is so close to the nut that the
pressure of the first finger on any one of the strings will
raise its pitch a half-step, that of the second finger will
raise it a whole step, etc. The second position, or half shift,
is one in which the first finger falls where the second did
in the first position. The third position, or whole shift, is one
in which the first finger falls where the second did in the
second position. (See position, 4(c), and*A#i!,2.) Eleven dif-
ferent positions are recognized, so that the compass of the
instrument, which in the first position extends only to two
octaves and a major third, reaches by means of other posi-
tions to nearly four octaves. Harmonics are producible
by lightly touching a string at one of its nodes, so that the
available compass is still longer. The tone of the violin
is more capable of expression than that of any other in-

strument: hence it holds the leading position in the
modern orchestra, the central section of which is made up
of the first and second violins, the violas, and the violon-

cellos, all of which are essentially violins in model. It is

also a favorite instrument for solos, both with and with-
out accompaniment. While the pitch of the tones used
is determined by the stopping of the strings with the left

hand, their force and quality that is, their expressiveness
depends on the method of bowing. To a certain extent,

two or even three strings may be sounded together, so as to

produce harmonic effects : such playing is called double-

stopping. Pizzicato tones are produced by plucking the
strings with the finger, after the manner of the guitar.
A peculiar veiled tone is obtained by attaching a weight
called a mute or sordino to the bridge so as to check its

vibrations. The violin is often colloquially called a fiddle.

Sharp violins proclaim
Their jealous pangs and desperation.

Dryden, Ode for St. Cecilia's Day, st. 5.

2. A player on the violin; a violinist: as, the
first violin of an orchestra Key-stop violin.
See key-stop. Keyed violin. See keyed. Nail-violin.
Same as nail-fiddle. Tenor violin. See viola. Three-
quarter violin. Same as violino piccolo. Violin clef,
in musical notation, a G clef on the second line of .

the staff; the treble clef. See figure. Violin dia- 3E
pason, in organ-building, a diapason of unusually SB
narrow scale and string-like tone. Violin-players' T
cramp or palsy, an occupation-neurosis of violin-play-
ers, similar to writers' cramp (which see, under writer).

violin2 (vTo-lm), . [< Viola? + -*a.] An
emetic substance contained in all parts of the
sweet-scented violet, Viola odorata. It has not
been obtained pure, and is perhaps identical
with emetin from ipecacuanha.
violina (ve-o-le'na), n. [< violin1

.'] In organ-
bviUKng, a stop having narrow metal pipes, and
thin, incisive, string-like quality. It is usually
of four-feet tone.
Violin-bow (vi-o-lin'bo), n. A bow for sound-
ing a violin.

violine (vi'6-lin), . [< L. viola, a violet color,+ -je2 .] A blue precipitate obtained by treat-

viper

ing aniline with sulphuric- acid and peroxid of
lead: same as maun:.
Violinette (vi"o-li-net'), , [< violin + -ette.J
Same either as violino piccolo or as Icifi.

violinist (vi-o-liu'ist), n. [= G. Sw. Dan. vio-

linist = Sp. Pg. It. violinistn; as violin + -int.

Cf. P. violoniste.'] A performer on the violin.

violino (ve-o-le'no), n. [It. : nee violin^.
"\
Same

as violin Violino piccolo, a small or miniature violin,

differing from the kit in being of the same proportions
as the violin

;
a three-quarter fiddle. Such violins were

once used for children's practice. They were usually tuned
a third higher than the violin.

violin-piano (v!-o-liii'pi-an"6), n. Same as lutr-

nwnichord.
violist (vi'ol-ist), n. [= D. violist; as viol +
-int.] 1. A performer on the viol.

He [Kenelm Digby] was a violinist, and the two former
violists. Life of A. Wood, Feb. 12, 1658-9.

2. A performer on the viola.

violoncellist (ve"o-lon-chel'ist or vi //o-lon-ser-

ist), if. [= It. violoncellista ; as violoncello +
-ist.] A performer on the violoncello. Often
abbreviated to cellist, 'cellist.

Violoncello (ve'o-lon-ehel'6 or vl"o-lon-sel'6),
n. [It., dim. of violone, q. v.] 1. The modern
form of the medieval viola da gamba. it is prop-
erly a bass violin rather than a small violone, as its name
suggests, since its form is that of the violin rather than
of the true viol. Its size is about double that of the
violin. It began to be popular for conceited music early
in the seventeenth century, and for solo use about a cen-

tury later. Its four strings are tuned thus : A, D, G, C
(the second below middle C), the third and fourth being
silver strings. In playing, the violoncello is rested verti-

cally by means of a wooden peg or standard on the floor
between the player's knees. The method of playing is

otherwise very similar to that of the violin, including the
same special effects. The tone is very sonorous and ex-

pressive, combining the advantages of the violin tone with
the breadth of a tenor compass. The bow used is similar
to that for the violin, but larger. In modern music the
violoncello stands next in importance, among the stringed
instruments, to the violin, both as a member of the or-
chestra and as a solo instrument. Commonly abbreviated
cello, 'cello.

2. In organ-building, a pedal stop of eight-feet
tone, having metal pipes of narrow scale and
a very string-like quality. -Violoncello piccolo,
a small or miniature violoncello, having the same propor-
tions and tuning. It was used especially for solos.

violone (ve-o-16'ne), n. [= P. violon (dim.), a
violin, < It. violone, aug. of viola, a viol : see

viol.'] \. The largest of the medieval viols
;
a

double-bass viol. It was originally a very large viola
da gamba, sometimes provided with six strings, but usu-
ally with only three or four. The three-stringed form
was tuned thus : G, D, A (the third below middle C), which
is the tuning of the modern three-stringed double-bass,
with which the violone is nearly identical.

2. In organ-building, a pedal stop of sixteen-
feet tone, resembling the violoncello.

violoust (vi'o-lus), a. [< viol(ent) + -os.] Vio-

lent; impetuous. [Kare.]
Gil. Where 's your son ?

Fra. He shall be hang'd in flots ;

The dogs shall eat him in Lent ; there 's cats' meat
And dogs' meat enough about him. . . .

Gil. You are so violous .'

Fletcher and Rowley, Maid in the Mill, iii. 1.

viparious(vi-pa'ri-us), a. [Irreg. < L. vita, life,
or vivus, alive, + parere, produce. Cf. viper
and viviparous.'] Life-producing or life-renew-

ing. [Bare.]
A cat the most viparious is limited to nine lives.

Bulwer, Caxtons, xii. 2.

viper (vi'per), n. [< OF. vipere, P. vipere (also
OF. wivre, F. givre) = Sp. vibora = Pg. vibora
= It. vipera, < L. vipera, a viper, adder, serpent,
contr. for *vivipara, fern, of an adj. found in
LL. as viviparus, bringing forth alive (applied
to some fish, as distinguished from oviparous
fish), < vivus, alive, + parere, bring forth. Cf.
virel and wiver, wivern, from the same source.
See wee-ver.] 1. A
venomous snake of
the family Viperi-
dee : originally and
especially applied
to the only serpent
of this kind occur-

ring in the greater
part of Europe, Vi-

pera communis or
Pelias berus. This
is the only poisonous reptile which is found in Great Brit-

ain, and there it is neither very common nor very dan-
gerous. There are several genera and many species of
vipers properly so called, all Old World, chiefly of warm
countries, all poisonous, and most of them veiy danger-
ous if not fatal ; they are known indifferently as vipers,
asps, or adders. See Viperidas, and cuts under adder,
Cerastes, and daboya.
2. Any venomous serpent except a rattle-
snake ;

a viperine ;
a cobriform and not crotali-

Head and Tail of Common Viper (Pe-
lias berus), with erect fangs.



viper

form srr|>'iit, as :i eol,r;i. ;I--|P. nr mlilcr; ulsn.

loosely, any serpent thai is venomous, or sup-
pose! I to In- >o : a l;i n^rroiis. repulsive, in* ugly
Miake. [n til' I nilril Stutr* tin- nrllin' is nilimii'llly
hut rlTunrini^h :ip|>li-'i| to YaTiotU -p-iiti il -n ik'

I'inlly to wnnr Mipi-nxil In [,r \vi s, lull ill f;trt iii

lliirllull.s : il:i. thr w;it.-i >

,-<t*, the
u'litri'-iiii.rriisin, Jiiii-.in.in?, ;

tin- lil<iwiiiu'-''<'/*T ali'i lihirk

(-/;';, lli-l>-i-iln i>tiififrtiini>!< ;md //. /'/'', i"'lli liiirmless,
tlli'll^'ll "t ronililllllilr ;l]ld rrjilll-l\' :isj,,vl Sri' rills llnillT

aitp, ctu-ii-'l<'-<'"ilhi, copperhead, i/cxv/xt/i, iunl pi! <

3. In In i'.. a serpent used as a bearing. Some
writ ITS !i\niil l In w in it <, r/H',,1 unit use riper instead, there
beillk' in* ilillrTVliri' in the Ivpntsrntations.
4. One who or that which is mischievous or

malignant.
Where is that wjw.' hring the villain forth.

.%*., Othello, v. 2. 286.

Thou painted viper!
Beast that thuu art !

Shelley, The Cencl, 1. 3.

Black viper. See def. 2. Blowing-viper. Same M
hognoK-nmkr. |l. s. | Horned viper, any serpent of the

> im OrortM. Indian viper, the KuHsellian snake. See
cut under datxiya. Pit Viper. See jtit-mper. Plumed
viper, a pu If-adder. See Cldtlui. Bed Viper. Same as

copperhead, 1. Viper's dance, St. Vltus's dance, llalli-

writ, (I'rov. Eng. ) Water-viper. See def. i Yellow
viper. See ;;<*<.

Vipera (vi'pe-ril), n. [NL. (Laurenti, 1768), <

L. rijicra, a viper: sec i-i/ier.] A genus of ser-

pents, giving iiiimc to the I'i/ieridx. Formerly it

was applied with little discrimination to a great number
of venomous viviparous species and others. It is now re-

stricted to a small genus of the family Viperider, of which
the common viper of Europe ( V. output, V. communu or I'e-

lion berun) i the type, having the urosteges two-rowed and
tin -nostril between two plates. Also called I'rlicu. See
Vijieridte, and cuts under adder and viper.

viperess (vi'per-es), . [< viper + -ess.] A fe-

male viper.
Would we fain'd, but hear Pontla confess,
My Sons I would have poyson'd : Vipertss.'

Stnpylton, tr. of Juvenal (ed. 1880), vi. 670.

viper-fish (vi'per-fish), . A fish of the family
Chauti<xl<tti<lie and genus Chauliodug, specifi-

cally ('. xliMiiii. This is a deep-sea fish of Mediter-
ranean and Atlantic waters, a foot long, greenish above,
blackish below, silvery on the sides, with about thirty

phosphorescent spots in a row from the chin to the ven-
tral lilis.

viper-gourd (vi'per-gord), . Same as snake-
<H>nrd. See gourd.

Viperidffi (vl-per'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Vipera +
-true.] The vipers; one of four families into
which the suborder I'ijierina or Solenoglypiia,
of the order (tyhidiu, is divided, distinguished
from the CrotaUtlx by the absence of a pit be-

tween the eye and the nostrils, and from the At-

ractaspididas and Causidas by the presence of a

postfrontal bone in connection with ungrooved
tangs. All the Viperidie are venomous, and nearly all

inhabit the Old World only. According to the latest view
of the family, it includes 7 genera : Vipera. of which Peliat
is a synonym ; Iiaboia (see dattoya.) ; Ceraxtet, the horned
vipers; /.V'/\(uiili which Kchidnais synonymous); Clotho,

Plumed Viper, or Puff-adder (Clotho arietansl.ane oMhe

the plumed vipers, or puff-adders, asC. arirtaiuiot Africa;
AVAi'x of Merrem, called TVwicoa by Gray; and Atherif
of Cope, also called Pacttmitalus. In the two latter the

urosteges are single-rowed ; in the rest, two-rowed. The
generic distinctions of the first five arc slight, chiefly
resting upon the formation of thr plates about the nos-
trils. See also cuts cited under viper, 1.

viperiform (vi'pc-ri-form), a. [< L. ripera, a

viper, + forma, form.] Having the form or
structure of a viper; allied or belonging to the

vipers : correlated with cobriform and crotali-

form.

Viperina (vi-pe-ri'nii), n. pi. [NL., < L. vipcra,
a viper, + -t/ia'2.] If. A general name of ven-
omous serpents : distinguished from Colitbriiiti.

Also called \HCHH, 'riiiinntopliiilia, I'l-nciiom.

2. More exactly, one of two suborders of O/ilii-

<lin, containing venomous serpents related to
the viper. It corresponds to the modern suborder

Soletioybiptut, as dist inguishcd from Pritttroylypha, though
of less exact definition tliiin t-itht-r of tln-st'. See cut un-
der rnllli .v/mdY. ;ind cuts eited under viper, 2.

viperine (vi'pc-rin), a. and u. [< L. vipfriniis,
01 or like a viper, < eipera, a viper, serpent:
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.
| I. (/. ICescinlilingor related In the

viper; (if or pcrtnining to tin- I'I/H-/IHH. cs-

peciiilh in tlie narrower sense: hroaillv di--

tingnislied from rnlulirinr, more strictly con-
irastcd \\i\\\i-i-iiliiiitn-. viperine snake, (a) Any
mi'iniii-r nf tin -Viiierina. (6) A nariuli-w mlnliriiie cr-

pent uf l;ni'i]H-, Trvpldonottu viprriita, <'lm<.l much like
tin true viper. .See cut under make.

II. n. \ member of tin- 1'iin rniii ; a viper.
KIK-,,,: I',,;!., XXII. IDS.

viperish (vi'per-isli), a. [< viper + -i*/i'.]

Like a viper; somewhat viperous ; malignant:
ii^'ly: a>. a ri/,i ri.ih old woman.

viperling(vi'p'T-lin<;). [<c/'/r + -Wi/.] A
young or small viper.

viperoid (vi'pe-roid), a. [< viper + -oid.] Vi-

jicrine in a broad sense; of or pertaining to the
I

i/ii
,

i

Viperoidea, Viperoides (vi-pe-roi'de-tt, -dez),
n. pi. [NL.: sc'e li/H niid.] name a~ li/nn
tin, 1.

viperous ( vi'per-us), a. [< viper + -</*.] Hav-
ing the qualities of a viper; viperish; venom-
ous

; malignant ; spiteful : chiefly said of men-
tal qualities, or used figuratively.

Which, though It repeopled the world, yet it It least be-

holding to her mperout offspring.
J'urctia*, Pilgrimage, p. 340.

Mr. Chubb out * suspicious and mperout glance at Fe-

lix, who felt that he had been a simpleton for his palm.
titarge Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

viperously (vi'per-us-li), adv. Iii a viperous
manner; like a viper.

Ilauing spoken as maliciouslie & viperow&ieKt he might
... of Wlkliffea life. HMnihed, Richard II., an. 1377.

viper's-bugloss (vi'p6rz-bu'glos), . See
I'.rliium.

viper's-grass ( vi'perz-gras), >i. See Scorzonera.

viper-Wine (vi'per-win), n. See the quotation.
When his [Sir Robert Cotton's] abilities decayed, he

drank sack in which snakes were dissolved, being com-
monly called riper- wiite, to restore nature.

Court and Timet of Charlet 1., II. 112, note.

viraginian (vir-a-jin'i-an), a. [< L. rinitio

(-gin-), a bold woman, + -MM.] Having the

qualities of a virago ; termagant.
The remembrance of his old conversation among the

mrayinutH trollops. Mil'"n, Apology for Smectymnuus.

viraginity (vir-a-jin'i-ti), H. [< L. virago (-gin-),
a bold woman, + -ity.] The qualities of a vi-

rago. [Rare.] Imp. Diet.

viraginous (vi-raj'i-nus), a. [< i,.virago (-</'-),
a bold woman, + -.] Same as viraginian.
A man is placed In the same uneasy situation as before

described [riding the stang], so that he may be supposed
to represent . . . his henpecked friend. . . . He is car-

ried through the whole hamlet, with a view of exposing or

shaming the rirayiiunts lady.
Brocket!, Gloss, of North Country Words, p. 206.

virago (vi- or vi-ra'gd), n. [< L. virago, a bold

woman, a man-like woman, an Amazon, < vir,
man: see virile.'] 1. A woman of extraordi-

nary stature, strength, and courage ; a woman
who has the robust body and masculine mind
of a man; a female warrior.

She . . . procedeth like a Virayo stoutly and cherefully
to the ftre, where the corps of her husbaude was burnte,
castinge her selfe into the same fyre.
R. Eden, tr. of Sebastian Muuster (First Books on Ann i

-

(lea, ed. Arber, p. 24).
" To arms, to arms !

"
the fierce virago cries,

And .-iit as lightning to the combat flies.

Pope, U, of the L, v. 37.

Hence 2. A bold, impudent, turbulent wo-

man; a termagant: now the usual meaning.
When I distress her so again, may I lose her forever !

and be linked instead to some antique viraijo, whose gnaw-
ing passions, and long hoarded spleen, shall make me curse

my folly. Sheridan, The Rivals, Ul. 2.

3. [c/>.] [NL. (A. Newton, 1871).] A genus
of Anatinte : so called because the female has a

peculiarity of the windpipe usually found only
in male ducks. The species is V. punctuta (or

eastanea) of Australia.

virago-sleevet (vi-ra'go-slev), n. A full sleeve
worn by women about the middle of the seven-
teenth century.
Virchow-Robin lymph-spaces. The spaces be-
tween the adveutitia and the inner coats of the
cerebral vessels.

vireH (ver), w. [< ME. vyrc, < OP. nrc = Pr. Sp.
Pg. vira, a crossbow-bolt; cf. dim. Sp. rirote,

It. rerrritti, r< rclta, a spear; prob. a contraction
of Sp. vilwra = Pg. riftorn, a viper, = OF. "rirn .

also irirrr (> E. icircr), F. givre, a serpent, viper,
also an arrow, < L. rijtcra, a viper: see i

//;//

and icirer. The supposed contraction may have
been due to association with OF. rinr, turn.]
1. A bolt for a crossbow, feathered spirally
so as to rotate in its flight. Also tin tint.

Vireo

lln bead of a rirr or VIT..II, a In-avy arm* which waJ
discharged from a latg*' rn>-- IM.W .

// -
.
I"'" Hi it. Ai.-l I i~-. XI .

2. Ill /(/ / .. -Mine as iliiinili I.

Vire-'* I ver). /. An obsolete spelling of mi.
Virelay i vir'c- la I, . [< F. rin-lni, < nrrr. turn,

change direct inn (see iwr), + lin, a Hiiig, lay:
see lay

3
.] Ail old French form of poem, in

short lines, running on two rimes; also, a -m-

cession of siaiiy.as on two rimes, and of inde-

terminate length, the rime of the last line of

each becoming the rime of the first couplet in

the next, thus: n. n, h, n. n, //. n. n. A; //, 6, e,

b, b, c, 6, 6, c; c, / . </. r, <. il. <, <: il ; etc-, in a
nine line lay the rime-order 1* u follows: a, a, t, a. a, 6,

a, a, b. The rirelai HOUMOU U written on two rime*
throughout; and the line* of the Ant couplet reappear
alternately at Irregular intervals throughout tin- poem,
. <>in 'hiding It In reverse order. No rime should lie re-

Ctcd.
(This form has been written In English but spar-

, y. Except by example, It U difficult to explain It.

Here Is the beginning of one :

Good-bye to the Town ! good-bye !

Hurrah ! for the sea and the sky !

In the street the flower-girls cry ;

In the street the water-carts ply ;

And a niit.-r, with feature* a-wrjr.

Plays fitfully, "Scot*, wha hae" -

And the throat of that fluter 1* dry ;

Good bye to the Town ! good-bye !

And over the roof-tops nigh
Come a waft like a dream of the May, etc.

The next paragraph closing with :

Hurrah! for the tea and the sky !

A. Dottmt, July.)

Of *w irh matere made he many layes,

Songes, complelutes, roundels, rirelayet.

Chaucer, Franklin's Tale. 1. 2-20,

Virelay. Round, Freeman's Song. Colyrate, 1611.

Virelay, a roundelay, Country-ballad, or Freeman* song.
Jliiitint, 107(1.

And then the band of flutes began to play,
To which a lady sung a rirelay.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 306.

virent (vi'rent), a. [< L. viren(t-)s, ppr. of

virere, be green, fresh, or vigorous. Cf. rt'nW,

rerd, verdant, etc.] Oreen; verdant; fresh.

In these, yet fre*h and virent, they carve out the figure*
of men and women. Sir T. Brincne, Vulg. Err., IL 6.

Vireo (vir'o-d), w. [NL., < L. rireo, a kind of

bird, a greenfinch.] 1. A genus of small

greenish oscine or singing passerine birds of

America, the type of the family I'ireonitlf, and

including most of the species of that family ;

the greenlets. See Virconids, and cuts under

greenlet and solitary. 2. [/. c.] A greenlet ;

any bird of the family t'ireonid*, especially of

the genus rireo. Arizona vireo, the gray vlreo.

Kaird, Brewer, and Kidyway, 1874. Bell's vlreo, >'.

belli, a very small greenlet of the 1'nited states from
Illinois westward, and south Into Mexico, discovered by
Audulion on the upper Missouri, and named by him In

1844 after John Bell, a New York taxidermist. Black-
capped or black-headed Vlreo, V. atritapUliu, a rare

and remarkable greenlet found from Texas to Mazatlan
and southward, first described by Dr. S. W. Woudhouse
in 1852 from specimens he procured on the San Pedro
river. It ha* tne cap jet-black, unlike any other vireo.

Black-whiskered vlreo, one of the mustached green-
lets, V. barlmtulut, of Florida and the West Indie*. Bee

whip-totn-keUy. Blue-headed vlreo, the solitary vireo,
whose cap is somewhat bluish. In contrast with the green-
ish of the other upper parts. Casein's vlreo, the west-
ern variety of the solitary vireo. Xanttu, ls.',o.- Gray
vlreo, V. vicinwr, an isolated species discovered in Ari-

zona by Coues in 1SB4. Button's vlreo, V. huHimi. a
relative of the white-eye, found in California and Mexico.

Casrin, 1861. Lead-colored vlreo, the plumbeous vlreo.

Baird, Brewer, and Ridytraij. 1*74. Least vlreo, V. pu-
rillii*. a very small greenlet discovered by Coues In 1804
in Arizona, and related to the gray and Bell's rireo*.

Mustached vlreo, one of several of the larger species
which have maxillary streaks, especially the black-whis-

kered, opwhlp-tom-kelly. Philadelphia vlreo, the bro-

therly-love greenlet, discovered by John Cassln near the

city of that name, and originally described by him in i
-

i

as Vireiatylria Philadelphia!. It belongs with the redeye
In the slender-billed section of the large vlreos, but In col-

oration U almost identical with the warbling Tireo. It

inhabit* eastern parts of North America, north to Hud-
son's Bay, and extends to <iuatemala in winter. It is

more abundant In the Mississippi watershed than where
originally found. Plumbeous vlreo, y. plumbna. of

the ftouthem Rocky Mountain region and southward, dis-

covered by Coues in Arizona in l.v 4. It reaemhles the

solitary greenlet, but la much duller in color ; the length
is 8 iii, In s Red-eyed vlreo, the redeye (which see,
with cut). Also called rtd^yed flycatcher (after Cat*bjr,
1771. Latham, Pennant, etc.). uml formerly olivr colored

facatcher (Fxlwards). Solitary vlreo. See tnlitary.

Vigors's vireot. Same as Vigor** icarblrr (which see,
under irorWrt-). Warblinjt vireo, 1'- :/i'/rr, of all teni-

perate eastern North America and southward. It is one of

the smaller species, about r, inches long and 8) in extent,
and very plainly colored; it inhabits high woodland, and
has an exquisitely melodious warMe. often heard from the
shade anil ornamental tree* of parks and cities. White-
eyed vlreo, y. Hnrebnraeriuin (formerly Mvmrapa note-

boracetufin, V. cantatrix, V. wnmrtu, etc.), a small tout-

bodied greenk-t nctalik- for the brightness of the olive

parts, the richness of the yellow iilx.ut the face and eye*
and along the sides, and especially the white iris. It I*

scarcely 6 Inches long and 8 in extent; It Inhabits the



Vireo

eastern United States, west regularly to the great plains
and sometimes beyond, breeds in all its United .States

range, and winters from the Southern States to the West
Indies and Guatemala. It abounds in shrubbery and tan-

gle, is vivacious and sprightly, has a medley of voluble

White-eyed Vireo (t'ireo ntrvtboracensis).

notes, and hangs its nest in a low bush. Scraps of news-
paper usually enter into this fabric, whence the white-eye
was nicknamed "the politician

"
by Wilson. This is one of

the longest- and best-known of its family, and was known
to the earlier ornithologists as the green flycatcher (Pen-
nant), hanging flycatcher (Latham), green wren (Bartram),
etc. White-eyed vireos, like Maryland yellowthroats and
summer yellowbirds, are among the most frequent foster-

parents of the cowbird. Also called white-eyed greenlet.

Yellow-green Vireo, V. fiavoviridis, a near relative of
the redeye and whip-tom-Kelly, but yellower, of Mexico
and over the United States border. Yellow-throated
Vireo. See yellow-throated.

Vireonidae (vir-e-on'i-de), . pi. [NL., < Fi-

reo(n-) + -><lse.~\ A family of small dentirostral
oscine passerine birds, related to the Luniidir
or shrikes; the vireos or greenlets. They have a
hooked bill, rictal bristles, ten primaries, scutellate tarsi,
and toes coherent at the base. They are all small birds, un-
der 7 inches long, of simple and mostly greenish coloration,
and are confined to America, where they are migratory in
the northern parts. The genera are Vireo, specially charac-
teristic of North America, containing some 30 species in
its several sections, with Laletes, Cyclarhis, HylophUus.
Vireolanitis, and Neochloe, and probably Ihdug and Phceni-
comanes. N. breripennis is a Mexican type ; L. oslnirni is

peculiar to Jamaica. The VireoiMic are remarkable in

possessing either ten, or apparently only nine, primaries
in closely related forms, owing to the variable develop-
ment of the spurious first primary, which is sometimes
quite rudimentary. The species of Vireo are insectivorous,
and inhabit woodland and shrubbery, have an earnest and
voluble, often highly melodious song, weave pensile nests,
and lay spotted eggs. See the phrase-names under Vina,
and cuts under Dvlus, Ilylophilus, redeye, solitary, Vireo,
and whip-tom-kelly.

Vireoninae (vir"e-6-m'ne), n. pi. [NL., < Vi-

reo(n-) + -inse.] The Vireoniase rated as a sub-

family of Laniidx.
vireonine (vir'e-o-nin), . Of or pertaining to
the Vireonidee; resembling or related to a vireo.

The usual Vireonine style of architecture ... a
closely-

matted cup swung pensile from a forked twig, nearly
hemispherical in contour, and rather large for the size of
the bird. Cows, Birds of Colorado Valley, I. 523.

Vireosylvia (vir'e-o-sil'vi-a), n. [NL. (Bona-
parte, 1838), < Vireo + Sylvia, q. v.] A genus
of vireos, or section of Vireo, including the

larger greenlets with comparatively slender
bill, as the common red-eyed vireo, the black-
whiskered vireo.the whip-tom-kelly, and others.
See cut under greenlet.
virescence (vl-res'ens), . [< virescen(t) + -ce.~\

1. Greenness; vifidescence. 2. In bot., the
abnormal assumption of a green color by or-

gans normally bright-colored, as when the pet-
als of a flower retain their characteristic form,
but become green. \

vlrescent (vl-res'ent), a. [< L. virescen( t-)s, ppr.
of virescere, grow"green, inceptive of virere, be
green: see virent.] Greenish; slightly green ;

turning or becoming green.
viretonf (vir'e-ton), n. [OF. vireton, dim. of vire,
a crossbow-bolt: see virel.'] Same as fire1

, 1.

Virga (ver'gii), .; pi. virgee (-je). [NL., < L.
virga, a rod.] The penis.
Virgal (ver'gal), a. [< L. virga, a rod, twig, +
-a!.] Made of twigs.
virgaloo, . Same as virgouleuse.
virgarius (ver-ga'ri-us), n.; pi. virgarii (-1).

[ML.,<L.<jraa,arod: see verge1 , virgate^.~\ The
holder of a virgate or yard-laud. See yard-land.
virgate 1

(ver'gat), a. [< L. virgatus, made of

twigs, striped, resembling a rod, < virga, a rod,
twig: see Wal.] Having the shape of a wand
or rod; slender, straight, and erect: as, a vir-

gate stem; a, virgate polyp.
virgate2

(vfer'gat), n. [< L. virga, a rod, in LL.
a measure of land (like E. rod, pole, or perch) :

see verge*. Cf. virgatel.~\ A measure of sur-
face (corresponding to the ML. terra virgata,

8764

measured land). Different areas have bet-n so

called, without much uniformity. Compare
quotation under holding, 3 (a).
The hall-virgate or bovate [corresponds] with the posses-

sion of a single ox. Seebohm, Eng. Vil. Community, p. 65.

virgated (ver'gii-ted), a. [< rirgaie
1 + -ed?.~\

Same as virgate
1

.

virget, Virgert. Old spellings of verge
1

, verger1
.

Virgilia (ver-jil'i-a), . [NL. (Lamarck, 1793),
so called in honor of Virgil (Publius Virgilinx
Maro), the Roman poet, with ref. to the botan-
ical interest of his "Georgics."] A genus of

leguminous trees of the tribe tinplmreae. it is

characterized by papilionaceous rose-purple flowers with
a broad banner-petal, falcate wings, and connate keel-

petals, and by a sessile ovary which becomes a coriaceous,
wingless, flattened two-valved pod. The only species,
T. Capensis, is an evergreen tree of Cape Colony, from 15
to 30 feet high, cultivated under the name Cape Virgilia ;

it bears pinnate leaves with small leaflets, and handsome
flowers in short terminal i-acemes. V. httea, the American
yellow-wood, is now referred to Cladrastis.

Virgilian (ver-jil'i-an), o. [Also Vergilian; <

li.yirgiliiis (prop. Vergilius) (see def.) + -an.']

1. Of or pertaining to Virgil (Publius Virgilius
Maro), the greatest Roman epic poet (70-19
B.C.): as, the Virgilian -poems. 2. Resembling
the style of Virgil.
The young candidate for academical honours was no

longer required to write Ovidian epistles or Virgilian pas-
torals. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., iii.

virgin (ver'jin), n. and a. [< ME. virgine, ver-

gine, (. OF. virgine, vernacularly vierge, F. vierge
= Sp. virgen = Pg. virgem = It. verging, < L.

virgo (virgin-), a maid, virgin, girl or woman
(in eccl. writers also of males), as adj. unwed-
ded, fresh, unused; root uncertain.] I. n. 1.
A woman who has had no carnal knowledge of
man

;
a maiden of inviolate chastity ; a pure

maid. Gen. xxiv. 16.

Sure there is a power
In that great name of virgin that binds fast
All rude uncivil bloods, all appetites
That break their confines.

Fletcher. Faithful Shepherdess, i. 1.

The decencies to which women are obliged made these
virgins stifle their resentment so far as not to break into

open violences. Steele, Spectator, Ho. 80.

2. A man who has preserved his chastity.
These are they which were not defiled with women ; for

they are virgins. Rev. xiv. 4.

Before the sepulcher of Christ there is masse said euerie

day, and none may say the masse there but a man that is

a pure virgin. E. Webbe, Travels (ed. Arber), p. 26.

The Saints are virgins;
They love the white rose of virginity ; . . .

I have been myself a virgin.

Tennyson, Harold, iii. 1.

3. One who professes perpetual virginity; espe-
cially, in the early church, one of a class or or-

der of women who were vowed to lifelong con-
tinence. 4f. The state of virginity.

St. Jerom affirms that to be continent in the state of
widowhood is harder than to keep our virgin pure.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1836), I. 90.

5. A parthenogenetic insect, as an aphid; a
female insect which lays eggs which hatch,
though there has been no fecundation for some
generations by the male. 6. Any female ani-
mal which has not had young, or has not copu-
lated. 7. [?ap.~\ The zodiacal sign or the con-
stellation Virgo. See Virgo.

When the bright Virgin gives the beauteous days.
Thomson, Autumn, 1. 23.

Dolors of the Virgin Mary. See dolor. English vir-
gins. See Institute of the Blessed Virgin Mary. Espou-
sals of the Blessed Virgin. See espousal. Feast of
the Presentation of the Virgin Mary. See presenla-
tfoni. Institute of the Blessed Virgin. See institute.

Little office of the Blessed Virgin. Sec office. Na-
tivity of the Blessed Virgin Mary. See nativity.
Order of the Presentation of the Virgin Mary. See
presentation^. Purification of St. Mary the Virgin.
See purification. Servants of the Holy Virgin. See
Servile. The Virgin, or the Blessed Virgin, the Vir-

gin Mary, the mother of Christ.

This image [that we have conceived] of a beautiful fig-
ure with a pleasant expression cannot but have the ten-

dency of afterwards leading us to think of the Virgin as

present when she is not actually present, or as pleased
with us when she is not actually pleased.

Ruskin, Lectures on Art, 50.

Virgin Mary's cowslip, honeysuckle, milkdrops,
popular names of the lungwort, Pulmonaria offldnalis.
It has spotted leaves, owing, according to a wide-spread
tradition, to drops of the Virgin Mary's milk. Britten and
Holland. [Prov. Eng.] Virgin Mary's nut, a tropical
nut or bean cast ashore on the western coasts of the British

Isles, and popularly considered an amulet against the evil

eye. Also called snake's-egn. Virgin Mary's thistle,
properly, the milk-thistle, Siltibwm (Carduux) Marianum ;

referred by Halliwell to the blessed thistle, Centaurea

(Cnicus) benedicta. Britten and Holland.

II. a. 1. Of or pertaining to a maid or vir-

gin ; being a virgin ; befitting a virgin ; chaste
;

pure; maidenly; indicating modesty.

virginal

Rosed over with the virgin crimson of modesty.
Shah., Hen. V., v. -1. 3-1:',.

The Day shall come that Men shall see the Kins of all

living Tilings, and a Virgin Lady of the World shall hold
him in her Lap. Howell, Letters, iv. 43.

The virgin captives, with disorder'd charms
(Won by his own, or by Patroclus's arms),
Rush'd from the tents with cries ; and, gath'ritig round,
Beat their white breasts, ;md fainted on the ground.

Pope, Iliad, xviii. 33.

2. Unsullied; undefiled: as, virgin snow; rir-

flin minds.
The virgin Lillie, and the Primrose trew.

Spenser, Prothalamion, 1. 32.

Pardon, goddess of the night,
Those that slew thy virgin knight.

Shak., Much Ado, v. 3. 13.

As Phoebus steals his subtil Ray
Through virgin Crystal. J. Beaumont, Psyche, ii. 110.

Sweet flower, I love, in forest bare,
To meet thee, when thy faint perfume
Alone is In the virgin air.

Bryant, Yellow Violet.

3. Untouched
;
not meddled with

;
unused ;

tin-

tried; fresh; new; unalloyed: as, virgin soil.

Tell him the valour that he shew'd against me
This day, the virgin valour, and true fire,
Deserves even from an enemy this courtesy.

Fletcher, Humorous Lieutenant, ii. 4.

Vierge escu, a virgin shield, or a white shield, without
any devices, such as was borne by the tyros in chivalry
who had not performed any memorable action.

Strutt, Sports and Pastimes, p. 14, note.

Convictions existed in him by divine right ; they were
virgin, unwrought, the brute metal of decision.

K. L. Stevenson, Treasure of Franchard.

It is impossible to produce, and at the same time to
obtain an account of, what may be called a virgin sensa-

tion, such as may be conceived to be the impression of an
infant mind, if indeed even this may be supposed to exist

pure from all accretions of transmitted association.
J. Sully, Sensation and Intuition, p. 38.

The Sierra Madres in Mexico are still virgin of sports-
men and skin-hunters. Harper's Mag., LXXVIII. 878.

4. In zoijl., parthenogenetic, as an insect; of
or pertaining to parthenogenesis: as, virgin

reproduction. See agamogenesin virgin birth
or generation, parthenogenesis. Virgin clay, in in-

dustrial arts, as glass-making and pottery, clay that has
never been molded or fired, as distinguished from the

ground substance of old ware, which is often mixed with
it Virgin honey. See honey. Virgin mercury, na-
tive mercury. See mercvn/. Virgin oil. See dive-ail.

Virgin parchment See parchment. Virgin scam-
mony. See scammony, 2. Virgin Steel, a deceptive
name given to articles made merely of good cast-iron.

Virgin stock. See fa*i, 26 (6).- Virgin swarm,
a swarm of bees from a swarm of the same season. Hal-
liwell.

virgin (ver'jin), v. i. [< virgin, .]. To play the

virgin; be or continue chaste: sometimes with
indefinite it.

My true lip
Hath virgin'd it e'er since. Shale., Cor., v. 3. 48.

Virginal1
(ver'jin-al), a. [< OF. virginal, vir-

geal, F. virginal = Sp. Pg. virginal = It. ver-

ginale, < L. virginalis, maidenly, < virgo (vir-

gin-), a maiden: see virgin.'] 1. Pertaining to
a virgin ; maidenly: as, virginal reserve.

With mildnesse mrgma.ll. Spenser, F. Q., II. ix. 20.

The virginal palms of your daughters.
Shalt., Cor., v. 2. 45.

"Bertha in the Lane" is treasured by the poet's ad-
mirers for its virginal pathos the sacred revelation of a

dying maiden's heart. Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 129.

2. In zool., virgin; parthenogeuetic : as, the

virginal reproduction of plant-lice.

Virginal
2

(ver'jin-al), n. [Early mod. E. vir-

ginall; said to be so called because "common-
ly played by young ladies or virgins" ; < virgin-
al1

, a.] A spinet, or small harpsichord (which

Virginal used by Queen Elizabeth, now in South Kensington
Museum, London.



virginal

sec), usually (|ii;iilr:!ii^ul:ir in shape ami wit In nit

lcf_'S, very popular in Kn^liiiMl in the Mstivntli

and seventeenth centuries. Thr word mimi-imsed
iti til''

jilunil,
:uid also in the phnwr " Itir </ rir'iinnl*

(see pair) , .*').

Haw you nliiyr.l \<-t Ml \.iin old !-,-. .us o' li

lltnaltt nWMPH, i I'. '-! M:,i,l. i. 1.

I'milnirt- took tin-in into it iliiilniM-ooiii, uhrif st I

a pair <>/' excellent mruiiutl*; f" sin |il:,v..t ii|>on them,
;iinl tin ii'-il whut sli>- Ii.nl Mi'Avnl them into this excellent

m>ng. illinium, PBfrim'i Frocrtt*, U.

I ohs.TYril I lint li;inil\ iilir li-lit, I or I,,.:|| in tlirri- that
h:i'l Hie goods of ii house in lull there was a pair of Kir-

iiiiuilt't in it. /;'.'". Diary, II. 442.

Hi: sent mi- to tho lioanliii!; m-liool : tin n: I learned to

dance iiinl sing, to ]ilny on the I KIM \ iol, riryiHalt, spinet,
anil K"ttar.

./. .lM,./i, Soclnl Mf in Reign of Queen Anne, I. 23.

virginal- (vi'T'jin-al), v. i.; prct. and pp. i'iri/i-

inilii/. riri/iiiulli il. |ipv. rii'ifiiiiiliiii/, riri/iinilling.

[< rii'i/inii/-, n.] To finger, as on a virginal;
|i

j

it or tap witli the fingers.

Still mrginalling
Upon bin palm. Shot., W. T., L 2. 115.

Virginale (vcr-ji-na'le), n. [ML., neut. of L.

virginalis, virginal: see rirginal^.'] A book of

prayers and hymns to the Virgin Mary,
virginally (vftr'jin-al-i), adv. In the manner
of a virgin.

Young ladle's dancing viryiiutlly liy themselves.
C. F. Wootson, Anne, p. 101.

virgin-born (ver'jiu-born). a. 1. Born of the

Virgin : an epithet applied to Jesus Christ by
Milton. 2. In zool., born from an unfecun-
dated female by a process of internal gemma-
tion, as a plant-louse.
virginheadt (ver'jin-hed), n. [< virgin + -head.]
Virginhood; virginity.

Vnlike it Is

Such blessed state the noble flowr should miss
Of Virgin-head.

Sylvester, tr. of Du Bartass Weeks, II., Eden.

virginhood (v6r'jin-hud), u. [< rirgin + -hood.]

Virginity; maidenhood.

Virginia (ver-jin'i-a), . [Short for Virginia to-

bacco, tobacco from the State of Virginia, ear-

lier a colony, and a general name for the region
of the New World between New England and
New York and the Spanish possessions: so

named in honor of Queen Elizabeth, called "the

Virgin queen," the name Virginia being sup-

posed to be derived from L. rirgo (virgin-), a vir-

gin, but being prop. < L. Virginia, a fern. name,
fern, of Virginian, prop. Vfrginiim, the name of

a Roman gens.] A favorite commercial brand
of tobacco, grown and manufactured in Vir-

ginia.
Rolls of the best \~irginia. Macatday, Hist. EUR., xxiii.

Virginia and Kentucky Resolutions. See
nviilntwu.

Virginia coupon cases. See casc^.

Virginia creeper. An American vine, Ampe-
lopsis (J'artlienorimnts) i/itinquefolia. Also known
as woodbine and American tin/, and as five-leafed try,

in

view of the nve leaflets of its palniatcly compound leaf,

distinguishing it from the poison-Ivy, which has three leaf-

lets. See cut under creeper.

Virginia fence. See snake fence, under fence.

Virginian (ver-jin'i-an), a. and n. [< Virginia

(see Virginia) + -an"] I. a. Of or pertaining
to Virginia, a colony, and after 1776 one of the

Southern States of the United States, lying
south of Maryland.
On their heads high sprig'd feathers, compast in Coro-

nets, like the Virginian Princes they presented.

Chapman, Masque of Middle Temple and Lincoln's Inn.

Virginian cedar, the red or pencil cedar. Jumprrut Vir-

giniana. See juniper. Virginian colln, partridge, nr

quail, the common hob-white of North America, Ortyxor
CMnuK mrgiiunmu. See cut under quail. Virginian
cowslip, see irmwWp. Virginian creeper. Same as

Virginia creeprr. Virginian date-plum, the common
persimmon, DiiHtpyras \ frginiana. Virginian deer, the

common deer of North America : the cariacou, Caruicux
riniiniiiiinn. See wAiMatt, and cut under Cariacus. Vir-

ginian goat's-rue, the hoary pea, Tfphrogia Virginiana.

Virginian hemp. See hfmp. Virginian Juniper.
Same as rin/in inm Yilnr. --Virginian mallow. Sec.Vi'rfn,

1. Virginian nightingale. Same as cardinal-bird.

Virginian pine. Seemnei. Virginian poke, the com-
mon pokcwecd. -Virginian rail, flalla* nryinianut. See
liallii*. Virginian raspberry, see ra*pbenni. Vir-
ginian redbird, tin- Virginian nightingale. See Cardi-
nalii. Virginian sarsaparilla, wild sarsaparilla. See

namtiixtrillri. Virginian silk, the common milkweed or
silken -i I. . I .;!, i

> /<j\- critii. The silk borne on its seed is

too smooth ami brittle for textile use. The bast of the
stem may perhaps be utilized for similar purposes as hemp.
Compare ivm/m'/? rilk, under silk. Virginian snake-
root. See r/rj/mia wwjtsroof, under gnakeroot. Vir-

ginian sumac, tobacco, trumpet-flower. See the

nouns. Virginian thorn. Same as Wanhingtim thorn

(which see, under thorn 1
). Virginian thyme. See Pyc-

iMiMemum. - Virginian wake-robin. See mikr-rabin.

II. n. A native or an inhabitant of Virginia.

67C..-.

Virginia nightingale. S;um ,i- ,/,//,//./,,/.

Virginia reel, silk, snakeroot, H''. SIT r<,r-<.

!!<.

Virginia's warbler. Sn- irnri.i.r,

Virginia titmouse. Siimc as i/i/in

inii-lilir at) iwtii<-li SIM', under innlilrr).

Virginia willow. Sir ///'.'.

virginity (ver-jin'i-ti), w. [< MK. rn-i/mi/i .
" i

i/niilr, ri ri/i/iti; < (IF. riri/iinlr, r< ri/uiili; !'. rir-

i/iintr = Sp. ririjiiiiiiml = I'K. I'ii'i/iniiliiili- =: It.

rerginitfi, < L. ririjini/ir !-)., niai<lcnlio<Hl. < riri/n

(rirgin-), maidrn: sec I'n-giii.'] The gta'

being a virgin ;
\ ir^inliuinl ; chastity; thestate

of having Tiad no carnal knowledge of man ;

the unmarried life; ci-liliacy.

Whanne saugh ye everc In any manere age
That hye (iod defended marlage
By expres word? I pray you telleth me;
Or where commuted he riryiniteef

Chaucer, Pro), to Wife of Bath's Tain, L 02.

In Christianity scarcely any other tingle circumstance
has contributed so much to the attraction of the faith u
the ascription of virginity to its female Ideal.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 111.

virgin-knot (ver'jin-not), n. Maidenly chas-

tity: in allusion to the girdle worn by Grcrk
and Roman marriageable virgins, which, upon
marriage, was unloosed.

If thuu dost break her vinjin-knot before
All sanctimonious ceremonies may
With full and holy rite be minister'.!.

Shak., Tempest, IT. 1. U.

[< virgin + -ty
1
.] Pure;

viridian

virginly (ver'jin-li), n.

unspotted; chaste.

To bee the enclosure and tabernacle of the vSryinly
chastltee. J. Udall, On Luke zxlv.

virginly (ver'jin-li), arfr. [< virgin + -ly'
2
.] In a

manner becoming a virgin; chastely; modestly.
A violet vision : there to stay - fair fate

Forever virginly inviolate.
The Atlantic, LXVII. 407.

virgin's-bower (ver'jinz-bou'er), n. A name
of several species of Clematifi, primarily the Eu-

ropean (*. T italba, the traveler's-joy, also call-

ed old-man 's-beard, and sometimes hedge-Fine,

maidrn's-honesty, mnokewood. The common Ameri-
can virgin's-lniwer' is C. Virginiana, like the last a finely

Flowering Branch of Virgin's-bower (Ctematit

a, the fruit.

climbing and festooning plant, but with the flowers less

white. The native vlrgln's-bower of Australia Is C. mi-

crophylla.

She had hops and virgin's bnirer trained up the side of

the house. S. Jtutd, Margaret, i. S.

Sweet or sweet-scented vlrgln's-bower, Clrmatu
Flammula, of southern Europe, having very fragrant flow-

ers. It is an acrid plant ; the leaves are sometimes used as

a rubefacient In rheumatism. Upright vlrgin's-bow-
er, Clematu recta (C. crecta), of southern Europe, a very
acrid plant acting as a diuretic and diaphoretic, some-
times applied internally, and externally for ulcers.

Virgin-worship (ver'jin-wer'ship), n. Adora-
tion of the Virgin Marv. See Mariolatry.

Virgo (ver'go), H. [N'L., < L. rirgo. maiden:
see virgin.] An ancient constellation and sign

of the zodiac. The figure represents a winged woman
In a rolie holding a spike of grain in her left hand. One of

the stars was called Vindemiatrix, or by the Oreeks Pro-

tngetrr th&t Is, precursor of the vintage. At the time
when the zodiac seems to have been formed, 2100 B.C.,

this star would first be seen at Babylon before sunrise
about August 20th, or, since there la some evidence it was
then brighter than it is now, perhaps a week earlier. This
would seem too late for the vintage, so that perhaps this

tradition is older than the zodiac, Virgo appears In the

Egyptian zodiacs without wings, yet there seems no room
to doubt that the figure was first meant for the winged
Assyrian Astarte, especially as the sixth month in Acca-
dian Is called the "Errand of Istar." The symbol of the
zodiacal sign is irp, where a resemblance to a wing may be
seen. The constellation contains the white flnt-magnl-
tilde star Spica. See cut in next column.

The ConuelUlion Virgo.

virgouleuse, virgoleuse, n. [< F. VirgovUc, a

village near Limoges, in France.] A kind of

pear. Also called trhilr iloymne, and by other
names.
Virgularia (ver-gu-la'ri-a), . [NL. (Lamarck,
1816), < L. nirgula, a little rod (see virgvle), +
-uriii.] The typical genus
of the family f iryulariidir,

having the pinna; very short,
as V. inirabilig.

Virgulariidse (ver'gu-la-ri'-

i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Virgu-
laria + -idee.] A family of

pennatulaceous alcyonarian
polyps, typified by the genus
Virgularia ; the sea-rods.

They are related to the sea-pens,
but are of long, slender, vlrgulate
form. The rachis Includes a slen-

der axial rod, and the polypiteit
are set In transverse rows or clus-

ters on each side of nearly the
whole length of the polypidoin.

virgulate (ver'^u-lat), a.

[< L. firgula, a little rod, +
-afcl.J Kod-shaped.
virgule (ver'giil), n. [< F.

rirgule, a comma, a little

rod, < L. virguln, a little rod,
dim. of virga, a rod : see

rergel.] 1. A little rod; a

tWlg. 2. A Comma. Hal-

tow, Lit. Hist, of Europe, i. 8.

1
twin (twice natural MZC).

/i - /i v showing three flusters

(ver-gu'll-an), H. Of polypltes alternating

("So named from the abun- "
c$f

oatf Ma ' ""

dance of Ezogyra virgula
which it contains; < virgula (see rirgule) +
-ian.] In geol.. one of the subdivisions of the

Jurassic, according to the nomenclature of the
French geologists. It Is the hlghent but one of four

substages recognized in the Kimmeridglan of centra]

France.

virgultum (ver-gul'tum), n. [NL.. < L. virgul-

tum, a bush, contr. < 'virgtiletum, < rirgula, a
little twig: see rirgule.] A small twig; a

sprout.
virial (vir'i-al), B. [After G. ririal (Clausius,

1870), < L. vii> (rir-), force: see rim. t-w*.] The
sum of the attractions between all the pairs of

particles of a system.each multiplied by the dis-

tance between the pair Theorem of the virial.
the proposition that when a system of particles is in station-

ary motion Its mean kinetic energy Is equal to its virial.

Virld (vir'id), a. [< L. riridis, green, < rirere.

be green. Cf. rerd, rert, rerdant, etc., from the

same source.] Green; verdant. Fairfax, tr.

of Tasso. xii. 94. (Xarrs.) [Rare.]
viridescence (vir-i-des'ens), n. [< riridrscen(t)

+ -cf.] The state or property of being virides-

cent or greenish,
viridescent (vir-i-des'ent), a. [< LL. riride*-

rrn(t-)n. ppr. of riridcnrrre, be green, < L. wri-

dift, green : see n'nVf. Cf. vireteent.] Slightly

green ; greenish.
Viridian (vi-rid'i-an ). . [< L. riridif, green.
4- -an.] Same as Veronese green (which iee,
under green 1

).



viridigenous

viridigenous (vir-i-dij'e-nus), a. [< L. viridis,

green, + -genus, producing: see -gcnous.] Pro-

ducing viridity; in zoijl., specifying certain

microscopic vegetable organisms which, when
swallowed as food by such mollusks as the

oyster and clam, impart a green tinge to the
flesh.

viridine (vir'i-din), n. [< viride (see def.) +
-e3

.] An alkaloid, supposed to be the same
as jervine, obtained from Veratrum viride.

viridite (vir'i-dit), n. [< L. viridis, green, +
-jte2.] In lithol., the name given by Vogelsang
to certain minute greenish-colored scaly, fila-

mentary, or granular bodies frequently seen in

microscopic sections of more or less altered

rocks, especially such as contain hornblende,
augite, and olivin. They are too small to have their
exact nature distinctly made out, but probably generally
belong to the chlorite or serpentine families.

viridity (vi-rid'i-ti), re. [< L. viridita(t-)s, green-
ness, verdure, < viridis, green: see virid, verd.]
1. Greenness; verdure; the state of having the
color of fresh vegetation.
This deification of their trees amongst other things, be-

sides their age and perennial viridity . . .

Evelyn, Sylva, iv. 13.

2. In zofil., specifically, the greenness acquired
by certain mollusks after feeding on viridige-
nous organisms; greening, as of the oyster.

viridness (vir'id-nes), n. Greenness
; viridity.

Virile (vir'ilor vi'ril), a. [< OF. (and F.) viril

= Sp. Pg. viril = It. virile, < L. virilis, of a man,
manly, < vir, a man, a hero, = Gr. r/pac, (for F//-

pu;), a hero (see hero), = Skt. vira, a hero, he-

roic, = Zend vira, a hero, = Lith. wyra, a man,
= Ir. fear = Goth, wair = OS. OHG. 'wer, a man
(see wer~L, wergild, werwolf, etc.) ;

root unknown .

From L. vir are also ult. E. virility, virago, vir-

tue, etc., and the second element in duumvir,
triumvir, decemvir, etc.] 1. Pertaining to a
man as opposed to a woman

; belonging to the
male sex

; hence, pertaining to procreation : as,
the virile power.

Little Rawdon . . . was grown almost too big for black
velvet now, and was of a size and age befitting him for the
assumption of the virile jacket and pantaloons.

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xliv.

2. Masculine; not feminine or puerile; hence,
masterful; strong; forceful.

Nor was his fabrique raised by soft and limber stud, but
sturdy and virile.

H. L 'Estrange, Reign of K. Charles (ed. 1655), p. 92.

Only the virile and heroic can fully satisfy her own na-

ture, and master it for good or evil.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 407.

The men [of Greece] were essentially virile, yet not
rude ; the women as essentially feminine, yet not weak.

Fortnightly Rev., N. S., XLI. 714.

Virile member (membrum virile), the penis. =Syn. Man-
ly, etc. See masculine.

virilescence (vir-i-les'ens), n. [< virilescen(t)
+ -ce.] The state of tlie aged female in which
she assumes some of the characteristics of the
male. (Dunglison.) It is no uncommon con-
dition of fowls which are sterile, or those which
have ceased to lay.
virilescent (vir-i-les'ent), a. [< L. virilis, vir-

ile, + -escent.] Assuming some characteristics
of the male, as a female : as when a hen past
laying acquires a plumage like that of the cock,
and tries to crow.

virilia (vl-ril'i-ii), .. pi. [L. , neut. pi. of virilis,
virile: see virile.~\ The male organs of genera-
tion.

virility (vi- or vi-ril'i-ti), n. [< F. virilite = Sp.
virilidad = Pg. virilidade = It. virilita, < L. viri-

lita(t-)s, manhood, < virilis, manly: see virile.]
1. Manhood; the state of one of the male sex
who has arrived at the maturity and strength
of a man, and acquired the power of procrea-
tion. 2. The power of procreation.
We may infer, therefore, that sexual power and high sex-

ual characters go hand in hand, and that in proportion to
the advance toward organic perfection virility increases.

Amer. Nat., Nov., 1890, p. 1030.

3. Character or conduct of man, or befitting
a man; masculine action or aspect; hence,
strength ; vigor.
Yet could they never observe and keep the virility of vis-

age and lyonlike look of his [Alexander's].
Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 1038.

A country gentlewoman pretty much famed for this vi-

rility of behaviour in party disputes.

Addison, Freeholder, No. 26.

The result some day to be reached will be normal lib-

erty, political vitality and vigor, civil virility.
W. Wilson, State, 1195.

viripotentt (vi-rip'o-tent), a. [< L. viripo-
ten(t-)s, tit for a husbaild, marriageable, < vir,
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man, husband, + potens, able, having power:
see potent.] Fit for a husband

; marriageable.
Which was the cause wherefore he would not suffer his

sonne to marrie hir, being not of ripe yeares nor viripotent
or mariable. Holiiixhed, Hen. II., an. 1177.

viritoott, H. An unexplained word found in the

following passage :

What eyleth yow? Som gay gerl, God it woot,
Hath brought yow thus upon the ciritoot.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, 1. 5S4.

[The word is variously spelled viritoot, vyritote, veritote,
verytrot, merytot. Compare it with the word viritrate.]

Viritratet, n. An opprobrious term, as yet not

satisfactorily explained, found in the following
passage :

This somonour clappeth at the wydowes gate :

"Com out," quod he, "thou olde virytrate."

Chaucer, Friar's Tale, 1. 284.

[The MSS. read virytrate, viritrate, veritrate, verye crate, viri-

tate, vcritate, very trate. Tyrwhitt has the reading thou olde

very trate, based upon two MSS., and regards trate as used
for 'trot,' a common term for an old woman. The expla-
nation is not satisfactory.]

virmiliont, . and a. An old spelling of ver-

milion.

virolait, . Same as virelay.
Virola-tallow (vir'o-la-tal"d), n. A concrete fat
from the seeds of Myristica ( Virola) sebifera.
virole (vi-rol'), . t< OF. virol, virole, also vi-

reulle, viroetile, F. virole, a ring, ferrule, < ML.
virola, a ring, bracelet, equiv. to L. viriola, a

bracelet, dim. of viria, a bracelet, armlet : see

ferrule
2

,
which is a doublet of virole.] A cir-

clet or little hoop of iron put round the end of
a cane, a knife-handle, and the like; a ferrule

;

hence, in her., a hoop or ring; one of the rings
surrounding a trumpet or horn. Some writers

apply it especially to the funnel-shaped open-
ing at the larger end.
viro!6 (vir-o-la'), a. In Tier., same as vcruled.

viroled (vi-i-old'), a. [< virole + -ed%.] Same
as veniled.

viront, n. [ME. viroun, also contr. vyrne, later

verne, early mod. E. fearne (Cotgrave), < OF.
viron, for environ, around, about, vironner, sur-
round : see environ.] A circuit. Halliwell.

Vyrne or sercle (cerkyll, P). Girus, ambitus, circulus.

Prompt. Parv., p. 510.

Vironryt, n. [< viron + -ry.] Environment.
Her streaming rayes have pierced the cloudie skies,
And made heau'ns traitors blush to see their shame ;

Cleared the world of her black vironries,
And with pale feare doth all their treason tame.

C. Tourneur, Transf. Metamorphosis, st. 85.

virose (vl'ros), a. [< L. virosus, poisonous,
foul, < virus : see virus. ] 1 . Full of virus

;
viru-

lent
; poisonous : as, the virose sting of some

spiders. 2. In bot., emitting a fetid odor.
virous (vi'rus), a. [< L. virosus, poisonous:
see virose.] Possessing poisonous properties ;

charged with virus.

Virtu (vir-to'), n. [Also vcrtu; = It. virtu, ver-

tu, virtue, excellence, a love of the fine arts :

see virtue.] A word used chiefly in the phrase
article of virtu, an object interesting for its

precious material, fine or curious workmanship,
antiquity, rarity, or the like, such as gems,
medals, enamels,etc.: usually an object of some
quality of art which appeals to fancy or to a
curious taste.

I had thoughts in my chamber to place it in view,
To be shown to my friends as a piece of virtu.

Goldsmith, Haunch of Venison.

His shop was a perfect infirmary for decayed articles

of virtu from all the houses for miles around. Cracked
china, lame tea-pots, broken shoe-buckles, rickety tongs,
and decrepit fire-irons, all stood in melancholy proximity,
awaiting Sam's happy hours of inspiration.

H. B. Stmee, Oldtown, p. 34.

virtual (ver'tu-al), a. [= F. virtual = Sp. Pg.
virtual = lt~. v'irtuale, < ML. virtualis (Duns
Scotus), < L. virtus, strength, virtue : see vir-

tue.] 1. Existing in effect, power, or virtue,
but not actually : opposed to real, actual, for-
mal, immediate, literal.

Shall this distinction be called real? I answer, it is

not properly real actual in the sense in which that is

commonly called real actual which is a difference be-
tween things and in act, for in one person there is no
difference of things on account of the divine simplicity.
And as it is not real actual, so it is not real potential, for

nothing is there in power which is not in act. But it can
be called . . . a virtual difference, because thatwhich has
such a distinction in itself has not thing and thing, but is

one thing having virtually or eminently, as it were, two
realities, for to either reality, as it is in that thing, be-
longs the property which is in such reality as though it

were a distinct thing : for so this reality distinguishes
and that does not distinguish, as though this were one
thing and that another.

Duns Scotus, Opus Oxonicnse (trans.), I. ii. 7.

[This passage is given as affording perhaps the earliest

example of the word in Latin.]

virtue

Love not the heavenly spirits, and how their love
Express they? by looks only? or do they mix
Irradiance, virtual or immediate touch?

Miltmi, P. L., viii. 617.

But America is virtually represented. What? does the
electrick force of virtual representation more easily pass
over the Atlantick than pervade Wales, which lies in your
immediate neighbourhood, or than Chester and Durham,
surrounded by abundance of representation that is actual
and palpable ? Burke, Conciliation with America.

Attributes a few chapters to the virtual compiler of the
whole. D. G. Mitchell, Wet Days, p. 73.

2. Pertaining to a real force or virtue
; poten-

tial.

Fomented by his virtual power. Milton, P. L., xi. 339.

We have no nitre of our own virtual enough to whiten
us. Sev. T. Adams, Works, I. :;98.

The resurrection of the just is attributed to his resur-
rection as the virtual and immediate cause thereof.

Sir M. Hale, Knowledge of Christ Crucified.

3. In mcch., as usually understood, possible
and infinitesimal: but this meaning seems to
have arisen from a misunderstanding of the
original phrase virtual velocity, first used by
John Bernoulli, January 26th, 1717, which was
not clearly defined as a velocity at all, but
rather as an infinitesimal displacement of the

point of application of a force resolved in the
direction of that force. The principle of virtual
velocities is that, if a body is in equilibrium, the sum of
all the forces each multiplied by the virtual velocity of
ite point of application is, for every possible infinitesimal
displacement of the body, equal to zero. The epithet
appears to have been derived from an older statement
that when, by means of any machine, two weights are
brought into equilibrium, the velocities are inversely as
the weights ;

so that virtual would here mean practical, as
In def. 1. Virtual coefficient. See coefficient. Virtual
cognition (notitia, virtualis), the implicit existence in the
mind of a concept as part of another, without special
attention to this secondary concept. The term is due
to Duns Scotus. Virtual difference. See difference.
Virtual displacement, an infinitesimal arbitrary dis-

placement, essentially the same as a virtual velocity.
Virtual focus, in optics, a point at which the lines of
a pencil of rays would meet if sufficiently produced, al-

though the rays themselves do not actually reach it. See
focus, l. Virtual head. See head. Virtual image, in

optics, an apparent image ; an image which has no real ex-
istence. See under lens, mirror. Virtual moment of a
force. See moment. Virtual monopoly. Seemonopo-
ly. Virtual quantity. Same as intensive quantity
(which see, under intensive). Virtual resistance. See
resistance, 3. Virtual velocity. See def. 3.

Virtuality (ver-tu-al'i-ti), n. [= It. virtuaKta;
as virtual + -ity.] 1. The state or quality of

being virtual or not actual. 2f. Potentiality;
potential existence.

In one grain of corn . . . there lieth dormant the vir-

tualtty of many other, and from thence sometimes proceed
above an hundred ears. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., vii. 2.

virtually (ver'tu-al-i), adv. In a virtual man-
ner; in principle, or in effect, if not in actuality.
They virtually deprived the church of every power and

privilege which, as a simple society, she had a claim to.

Warburton, Divine Legation, iv., Ded.

The Lords of Articles . . . were virtually nominated
by himself ; yet even the Lords of Articles proved refrac-

tory. Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Weight, mobility, inertia, cohesion are universally rec-

ognizedare virtually, if not scientifically, understood
to be essential attributes of matter.

//. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 507.

Though it was obvious that the war north of the Alps
was mrtually over, yet Prussia was still pouring troops
into Austrian territory.

E. Dicey, Victor Emmanuel, p. 292.

Virtuatet (ver'tu-at), v. t. [< virtue + -ate%.]
To make efficacious.

Potable gold should be endued with a capacity of being
assimilated to the innate heat and radical moisture, or
at least virtuated with a power of generating the said es-

sentials. Harvey.

Virtue (ver'tu), n. [Early mod. E. also vertue ;

< ME. verttt (pi. verities, vertus, vertuz, wertous,

vertuis), < OF. vertu, F. vertu = Sp. virtud =
Pg. virtude = It. vertit, virtu, < L. virtus (vir-

titt-), the qualities of a man, strength, courage,
bravery, capacity, worth, manliness, applied to

physical and intellectual excellence
;

also of
moral excellence, virtue, morality; <vir, man:
see virite.] If. Manly spirit; bravery; valor;
daring; courage.
And so much vertu was in Leodogan and his men that

thei made hem remove and forsake place.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), ii. 335.

Pindar many times prayseth highly victories of small
moment, matters rather of sport than vertue.

Sir P. Sidney, Apol. for Poetrie.

You are brave captains,
Most valiant men ; go up yourselves; use virtue;
See what will come on 't. Fleteher, Bonduca, v. 2.

2. Moral goodness; the practice of moral du-
ties and the conformity of life and conversa-
tion to the moral law; uprightness; rectitude;
morality : the opposite of vice.



virtue

In eneric degree ami suit .if men vertiu' is comiiietnlal.lr,

but not eglllly : not i.ll.-ly Ill-rail M' Ill.-lr- r-.t:ttr- :>l .- \ M.-L-all,

but for that also mrtue it selfe is in. I in cnn-y n-sp.-.-t ..!

cgul! value anil estiina! i..n.

r,iii,-iilin,ii, Artc of Eng. I'm si.-, p. ::i.

He daub'd his vice with show of virtue.

.V/lHJi-.. Hi. -ll III
,

iii. !: ill.

If Virtue be to Itself no small Itcward. and Vice in a great
measure its own Punishment, . have a soli.l ^n.ini.l to

go u|xin. Skaftfslxirii, M.nalisls, ii. j 3.

To do good for its own sake is virtw, to do it for some
ulterior end or object, not itself K"-l. i* >"' VI '' ' "/'" ; and
never tn a.t tint for the xake of an end, other than doing
well and light, is the mark of vice.

/'. //. llraillry, Ethical Studies, p. 56.

Hutchcsnn. who is the very founder in modern timesof
the doctrine of "amoral nense," and who has defended the
(liHinterrHted character..! ..,'//.- more powerfully than per-
haps any other moralist, resolved all virtue into benevo-
lence, or the pursuit of the happiness of others; but he
maintained that the excellence and obligation of benevo-
1. !.!>- are revealed to us by

" a moral sense."

Lecky, Europ. Morals, 1. I.

3. A particular moral excellence : as, the Vir-

tue of tcmpi'i-Miiro or of charity.
For, If our virtues

Did not go forth of us, 'twere all alike

As If we had them not. Shak., M. for M., i. 1. 84.

Being a Prince so full of Virtues, ... he [the Black
Prince] left no Place for any Vice.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 127.

The virtues of a private Christian are patience, obedi-

ence, submission, and the like ; but those of a magistrate,
or general, or a king, are prudence, counsel, active forti-

tude, coercive power, awful command, and the exercise
of magnanimity as well as justice.

Dryden, Orig. and Prog, of Satire.

Great faults, therefore, may grow out of great virtues la

excess. De Quincey, Style, 1.

4. Specifically, female purity ; chastity.

Angelo had never the purpose to corrupt her; only he
hath made an essay of her virtue.

Shak., M. for M., iii. 1. 184.

Hast. I believe the girl has virtue.

Mar. And if she has, 1 should be the last man in the
world that would attempt to corrupt it.

Goldsmith, She Stoops to Conquer, iv.

6. Any good quality, merit, or admirable fac-

ulty.
The times which followed the Restoration peculiarly re-

quire that unsparing impartiality which is his [ llallani's]

most distinguishing virtue.

Macaulay, Hallam's Const. Hist.

The virtue of books is to be readable, and of orators to

be interesting. Emerson, Eloquence.

6. An inherent power; a property capable of

producing certain effects
; strength ; force ; po-

tency; efficacy; influence, especially active in-

fluence, and often medicinal efficacy.
Zlf zou lyke to knowe the Vertues of the Dyamand (as

men may fynde in the LIpidarye, that many men knowen
noght), I schalle telle zou. Mandeville, Travels, p. 159.

This Salomon was wise and knew the vertues of stones
and trees, and so hce knew the course of the starres.

Sir T. Malory, Mortc d'Arthur, III. Ixxxvi.

I see there 's virtue in my heavenly words.

Marlou-e, Faustus, i. 3.

Jesus, Immediately knowing that virtue had gone out
of him, turned him about in the press, and said, Who
touched my clothes? Mark v. 30.

Your If is the only peace-maker ;
much rirftie In If.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 4. 108.

These I can cure, such secret virtue lies

In herbs applifcd by a virgin's hand.

Fletcher, Faithful Shepherdess, i. 1.

7. One of the orders of the celestial hierarchy.
The virtues are often represented in art as an-

gels in complete armor, bearing pennons and
battle-axes.

Hear, all ye angels, progeny of light,

Thrones, dominations, princedoms, virtues, powers!
Hear my decree. Milton, P. L., v. 601.

8f. A mighty work
;
a miracle.

Thanne Jhesus bigan to seye repreef to cltees in whlche
ful manye vertues of him weren doon. Wyclif, Mat. xl. 20.

By virtue of, in virtue of, by or through the power,
force, efficacy, or authority of.

Bv nertu of the anctorite that he hath of the chirche.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.), 1. 21.

The king then assumed the power in virtue of his pre-

rogative. D. Webster, Speech, March 10, 1818.

Cardinal virtues. See cardinal. Material virtuet.
See material. Moral virtue. See moral. TScclogical
virtues, the tlu-oe virtues faith, hope, and charity. The
seven chief or principal virtues. See seven. To
make a virtue of necessity, to do as if from Inclination

or sense of duty what has to be done by compulsion.

However, we were forced to make a virtue of necessity,
and humour him, for it was neither time nor place to be

angry with the Indians, all our lives lying in their hand.

Dampitr, Voyages, I. 13.

= Syn. 2. Murals, Ethics, etc. (see morality); probity, in-

tegrity, rectitude, worth.

Virtued(vi'r'tud). . [< virtue + -<<(-.] Endued
with power or virtue ;

efficacious.

Hut hath the rirlu'd steel a pow'r to move?
Or can the untonch''! needle point alike?

Quartet, Emblems, v. 4.
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virtuefy (vtVtu-fn, r. t.; pr-t. mid pp.

fml. ppr. nr/ini'i/iiii/. [< rirlur + -///.] To
give \ivtne to; impart the quality of virtu, to,

(
Kiivr.

|

It Is this which rirtutfit* emotion, even tin.ugh there
be nothing virtu. .us which is not voluntary.

Chalme,-*, constitution of Man, II. (Eneyc. Diet.)

Virtueless (v.Vtn-los), n. [< rirtui: + -tat.]
Destitute of virtue, potency, or efficacy ;

worth-
less.

And these digressive things
Are such as you may well endure, since (being derlv'd

from kings,
And kings not poor nor virtueless) you canno t Ii. .1.1 me bate,
Nor scorn my words, which oft, though true. In mean men

meet disgrace. Chapman, Iliad, xlv. 107.

Virtuelets she wlsh'd all herbs and charms,
Wherewith false men increase their patients' harms.

Fairfax.

On the right hand of one of the marines of Salvator, In

the Pltti palace, there Is a passage of sea reflecting the

sunrise, which Is thoroughly good, and very like Turner ;

the rest of the picture, as the one opposite to It, utterly
virtueless. Raskin, .Mod. Painters, II. v. 1.

virtue-prooft (ver'tu-pro'f), a. Irresistible in

virtue.
Ho veil

She needed, virtue-proof; no thought Infirm

Alter'd her cheek. Milton, P. L., T. 384.

virtUOBa (vir-ttf-6'sa), M.
; pi.

virtuose (-se).

[It. : see rirtuoso.] The feminine of virtuoso.

A fine concert, in which La Diamantlna, a famous vir-

tuoso, played on the violin divinely, and sung angelically.

(Jray, Letter,, I. 78.

virtuose (vir-t^-os'), a. [< It. virtuoso: see

rirtuoso.] Same as virtuosie.

Mme. Carreno is essentially a virtuose player, and It was
in pieces by Liszt that she astonished her audience.

The Academy, May 17, 1890, p. S46.

virtuosi, . Italian plural of virtuoso.

virtuosie (vir-tij-o'sik), a. [< virtuose + -ic.]

Exhibiting the artistic qualities and skill of a
virtuoso. [Kare.]
Of late we have had only fugitive pieces of the romantic,

and even virtuosie, schools.
The Academy, April 13, 1889, p. 261.

virtuosity (vir-tij-os'i-ti), n. [< rirtuoso +
-ity.] 1. Lovers of "the elegant arts collec-

tively; the virtuosi.

It was Zum Grunen Ganse, . . . where all the Virtu-

osity and nearly all the Intellect of the place assembled of

an even ing. Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, i. 3.

2. In the fine arts, exceptional skill; highly
cultivated dexterity; thorough control of tech-

llic. Virtuosity is really a condition to the highest ar-

tistic success, since it means a complete mastery of the

materials and processes at the artist's disposal ; but, Inas-

much as the ready use of materials and processes is often

in itself wonderful to the percipient, virtuosity Is often

erroneously cultivated and applauded for its own sake.

The let in is especially applied to music.

In this [inlaid work], as In the later work of most styles
of art. mechanical virtuosity ... was beginning to usurp
the place of originality and purity of design.

O. C. M. Birdirood, Indian Arts, II. 44.

This gave to both performers a legitimate opportunity
of displaying their virtuosity.

The Academy, June 15, 1889, p. 420.

Brilliancy of technique is now the property of nearly

every public performer, and instrumental music is being
threatened by that decadence which all art history proves
Is the constant companion of virtuosity.

The Century, XXXV. 2.

virtuoso (vir-tij-o'so), n. ; pi. virtuosos, virtuosi

(-so/., -si). [= F. virtuose, < It. virtuoso, a vir-

tuoso, lit. one who is excellent, i. e. excels in

taste: see virtuous.] If. An experimental phi-

losopher ; a student of things by direct obser-

vation, lioyle. 2. One who has an instructed

appreciation of artistic excellence; a person
skilled in or having a critical taste for any of the

elegant arts, as painting, sculpture, etc.; one

having special knowledge or skill in antiqui-

ties, curiosities, and the like.

The Italians call a man a virtuoso who loves the noble
arts and is a critic in them.

Dryden, On Dufresnoy's Art of Painting.

Our host . . . had been a Colonel in France ; . . . was
a true old blade, and had been a very curious virtuoso,m
we found by a handsome collection of books, medals, . . .

and other antiquities. Evelyn, Diary, March 23, 1646.

Nothing can be pleasanter than to see a circle of these

virtuosos about a cabinet of medals, descanting upon the

value, rarity, and authentlcalness of the several pieces
that lie before them. Addisan, Ancient Medals, I.

If this virtuoso excels in one thing more than another,

it is In canes. Steele, Taller, No. 142.

His house, indeed, would not much attract the admira-
tion of the lirttuim. He built it himself, and it is remark-

able only for its plainness. Fieldiny, Amelia, iii. 12.

3. One who is a master of the meclianirnl

p.-irt of a fine art, especially music, and who
makes display of his dexterity. See rii-rw-

virulencc

Th<- - * ll'.UH exc-

ciltjon in M.I- . and ii-mawikl.
/A "'.- I, 1**, p. 888.

virtuosoship ( \
:

-ip), . |< vtfti

+ -K/II/I. ]
DII- neciip.t!ii.n or piirMiitH of u vir-

tuosi. />'//.
Iliiril.

virtUOUSfviVtii-n-., a. |Karly nio.i. K. :il-'-

lilnii.-,; < Ml-:, rii-t 11,1,1.--. *. OF. n rlniiiis. n rlniiij-,

1'. n-i-tiu-ns = Sp. IV- It- rirtiiii.io. virt II..H-. ex-

cellent, cireotiw-, ellioiieilllls., < I.I,. |-,,-/,/.v//.v,

good, virtuOUS, < I... rn-tu.-; excellence, virtue:

see virtue.] It. Having or exhibiting n

j-treiiKth iinil courage; valorous; brave; gal-
lant.

N . iiertheles whan Merlin saugh the Salines so vertoute,

he ascrlde the kynge Ban : "Sir, what do ye now? ye myght
haue hem puttc oute of the place longe setb, ffor ye be
moo peple be that oon half than thl be."

JffrtiMB. E.T.8.), ill. 596.

Must all men that are rir/uu*
Think suddenly to match themselves with me?
I conquer'd him, and bravely ; did I not '.'

Iteau. and Fl., King and No King, I. 1.

2. Possessed of or exhibiting virtue; morally
good; acting in conformity with right; dis-

charging moral duties and obligations,
and ab-

staining from immoral practices: as, a virtuous

man.
A Man of excellent Parts of Body, and of no leas En-

dowments of Mind ; valiant and witty ; to which U we
might add vtrtuous, he had been compleat.

Baker, Chronicles, p. 107.

It Is the Interest of the world that virtuous men should
attain to greatness, because it gives them the power of do-

ing good. Dryden, Amboyna, Ded.

A virtuous mind cannot long esteem a base one.

Hamilton, To Miss Schuyler (Works, I. 187).

Indeed, as Aristotle says, our Idea of a virtuous man In-

cludes the characteristic that he takes pleasure In doing
virtuous actions. U. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 82.

3. Being in conformity to the moral or divine

law: as, a virtuous deed; a virtuous life.

If what we call virtue lie only virtuous because It Is use-

ful, it can only be virtuous when it Is useful.

Lecky, Europ. Morals, I. 45.

The beauty of a virtuous action may be explained as con-

sisting in its relation to the virtuous character In which it

has its source, or to the other acts of a virtuous life, or to

the general condition of a virtuous state of society.

Fouler, Shaftesbury and Hutcheson, p. (17.

If there Is any virtuous action performed at any time,

that In it which constitutes It virtuous Is the motive of

universal love which is its impelling force.

Bmiatheca Sacra, XLVII. 570.

4. Chaste; pure; modest.

Mistress Ford, ... the modest wife, the virtuous crea-

ture, that hath the jealous fool to her husband.

Shak., M. W. of W., iv. 2. 136.

Her beauty was beyond compare,
She was both virtuous and fair.

The Suffolk Miracle (Child's Ballads, I. 218).

6f. Efficacious by inherent qualities; having
singular or eminent properties or powers; po-
tent; effective.

Ther nas no man nowhere so vertuous ;

He was the beste bcggere in his hous.

Chaucer, Oen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 251.

This prlnytee is so vertuous that the vertu therof may
not al be declarld.

Book of Quinte Essence (ed. Furnlvall), p. 8.

Culling from every flower
The virtuous sweets. Shak., 2 Hen. IV., iv. 6. 76.

The ladles sought around
For virtuous herbs, which, gather d from the ground,
They nqueez'd the juice and cooling ointment made.

Dryden, Flower and Leaf, 1. 418.

Syn. 2 and 3. I'pright, exemplary, worthy, righteous.
See morality.

virtuously (ver'tu-us-li), adv. In a virtuous

manner ;
in conformity with the moral law or

with duty; chastely; honorably.
The gods are my witnesses I desire to do virtuously.

Sir P. Sidney.

I knew you lov'd her, virtuously you lov'd her.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, U. 2.

And 111 be your tnie servant,
Ever from this hour virtuously to love you,
Chastely and modestly to look upon you.

Fletcher, Rule a Wife, v. 5.

virtuousness (ver'tu-us-nes), n. [Early mod.
E. also rertuoutmes; (. virtuous + -nf.J The
state or character of being virtuous.

Polemon . . . from thensforthe becam a I'hl'er [philoso-

pher] of singular gravitee, of incomparable sobrenes, of

moste constante vertuousnes, and so coutynued all his lif

aftlr. Udall (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. <>).

The love of Britomart, . . . the vertuousnes of Belphtrbe.
Spenser, To Raleigh. Prefix to F. t).

virulence (vir'ij-lens), . f < K. n>/< << = Sp.

Pg. viruleiicin = It. rinili n-<i, < Ll,. ririilriitin,

an offensive odor, < L. ririilciitux, full of poison :

see virulent.] The quality of being virulent, or

charged with virus, (a) The quality or property of

being extremely acrimonious or poisonous : as, the rim.



virulence

lence of the cobra's venom. (6) Acrimony of temper ; ex-

treme bitterness or malignity ;
rancor.

Among all sets of authors there are none who draw upon
themselves more displeasure than those who deal in po-
litical matters which indeed is very often too justly in-

curred, considering that spirit of rancour and virulence

with which works of this nature generally abound.

Addition, Freeholder, No. 40.

The virvlence theologians will display towards those

who differ from them will depend chietly on the degree
in which the dogmatic side of their system is developed.

Lecky, Rationalism, II. 39.

= Syn. (a) Poisonousness, venom, deadliness. (b) As-

perit-i/, JIarshnesx. See acrimony.

virulencyt (vir'o-len-si), n. [< virulence (see

-cij), ] Same as virulence.

The virulency of their calumnies.
B. Jonxmi, Discoveries.

virulent (vir'o-lent), a. [< F. virulent = Sp.

Pg. It. virulento,"<. L. nrulentus, full of poison,
< virus, poison: see virus."] 1. Full of virus:

extremely poisonous or venomous.
A contagious disorder, rendered more virulent by un-

cleanness. Scott.

Her elfin blood in madness ran,
Her mouth foamed, and the grass, therewith besprent,
Withered at dew so sweet and virulent. Seats, Lamia, i.

2. Due to the action of a virus : as, a virulent in-

oculation. 3. Very bitter or spiteful; malig-
nant : as, a virulent invective

;
a virulent libel.

Bp. Fell, . . . in the Latin translation of Wood's " His-

tory of the University of Oxford," had converted eulogium
into the most virulent abuse.

/. D'lsraeli, Quarrels of Authors, p. 294.

He had a virulent feeling against the respectable shop-
keeping class, and . . . nothing was likely to be more con-

genial to him than the gutting of retailers' shops.
George Eliot, Felix Holt, xlvi.

Virulent bubo, a suppurating bubo accompanying chan-
croid. = 8yn. 3. Acrimonious, bitter. See acrimony.

virulentedt (vir'o-len-ted), a. [< virulent +
-erf2.] Filled with poison.

For, they say, certain spirits virulented from the inward
humour, darted on the object, convey a venom where they
point and fix. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 56.

virulently (vir'ij-lent-li), adv. In a virulent

manner; with malignant activity; with bitter

spite or severity.
viruliferous (vir-ij-lif'e-rus), a. [< L. rirttl(en-

tus), virulent, + J'erre = E. bear1
.] Containing

a specific virus.

virus (vi'rus), 11. [= F. virus = Sp. virus = Pg.
virus, < L. virus, a slime, poison, slimy liquid,

venom, an offensive odor, a sharp taste, = Gr.

I6f (for *Fia6f), poison, = Skt. visha, poison, =
Ir. fi, poison.] 1. The contagium of an infec-

tious disease
;
a poison produced in the body of

one suffering from a contagious disease, and

capable of exciting the same disease when in-

troduced into another person by inoculation.

Virun differs from venom in the latter being a secre-

tion natural to certain animals, whilst the former is always
the result of a morbid process a morbid poison.

Dunglison, Med. Diet.

Hence 2. Figuratively, that which causes a

degraded mental or moral state; moral or in-

tellectual poison : as. the virus of sensuality.
\Vhilstthe virus of depravity exists in one part of the

body politic, no other part can remain healthy.
H. Spencer, Social Statics, p. 250.

3. Figuratively, virulence
;
extreme acrimony

or bitterness
; malignity Attenuated virus, vi-

rus which has been reduced in potency by means of suc-

cessive inoculations in animals or by culture. Human-
ized virus, vaccine virus modified by passage through a
human being. Vaccine virus. Same as vaccine.

visH, " [ME. also vise, < OF. vis, F. vis, look,
face, < L. visits, a look, vision: see visage.] Vi-

sion; sight; appearance.
Thare-fore we may noghte hafe the vis of His lufe here

in fulfilling, llampole, Prose Treatises (E. E. T. S.), p. 34.

VJS
2
t,

An old spelling of vise1 .

Vis3 (vis), n. [L., pi. fires, strength, force, en-

ergy, might, hostile force, violence, = Gr. if

(orig. *F<f), sinew, force. From this source are
ult. E. vim, violate, violent, etc.] Force. The
term has been used in dynamics, but generally without
definite meanina. embodying vague ideas dating from the
seventeenth century. The principle of vis viva, the

principle that, when only positional forces are consid-
ered, any changes in the vis viva of a system depend only
on the initial and tinal situations of the particles. Vis
conservatrix. Same as vis mcdicatrix natvrjr.ifiB
formatiya, plastic force. Vis inertise. (a) In mech.,
same as inertia, 2. Hence (6) Moral indisposition to
commit one's self to an energetic line of action; mental
sluggishness. Vis medicatrix nature, in med., the re-
medial power of nature ; the natural tendency of a patient
to get well without medicine. Vis mortua, dead force;
a striving toward motion. Vis motiva, moving force;
the power of a moving body to produce mechanical effect.

Vis nervosa, nervous force; the peculiar power or

property of nerves of conveying either motor or sensory
impressions. Vis primitiva, a certain original power
which constitutes a body, and makes it something more
than a mere movable place. Vis vitse or vis vitalis,

6768
vital force. Vis Viva, in older writers, the mass into
the square of the velocity, or the measure of the mass
multiplied by the square of that of the velocity : but re-

cent writers frequently use the phrase to denote one half
of the above quantity. The term was invented by Leib-
nitz. Also called active or living force.

visage (viz'aj), . [< ME. visage, < OF. (and
F.) visage = Sp. visaje = Pg. visagem = Olt. ri-

saggio, < ML. as if *visaticum, < L. visus, a look,

vision, < videre, pp. visus, see : see vision, and cf .

vis1
.'] The face, countenance, or look of a per-

son or an animal : chiefly applied to human be-

ings; hence, in general, appearance; aspect.
Thei lyen alle in the Watre, saf the visage., for the gret

hete that there is. Mandevttlr., Travels, p. 183.

Of his visage children were aferd.

Chaucer, Gen. Prol. to C. T., 1. 628.

His visage was so marred, more than any man.
Isa. lii. 14.

As he draws back from the door, an all-comprehensive
benignity blazes from his visage.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

= Syn. Countenance, etc. See/acel.

visageMviz'aj), v. t. [< ME. visugen; < visage,

.] 1. To face; confront; brave.

Al hadde man seyn a thyng with both hise eyen,
Yit shul we wommen visage it hardily.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 1029.

2. To put a (certain) face upon ;
make (a thing)

appear in a (certain) fashion.

But, Sir, my Lord was with the Kynge, and he vesaged
so the mater that alle the Kynges howshold was and is

aferd ryght sore. Paston Letters, I. 150.

visaged (viz'Sjd), a. [X visage + -erf2 .] Hav-
ing a visage or countenance of a kind specified.

Arcite is gently visag'd.
Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, v. 3.

visardt, n. and v. An obsolete form of vizor.

vis-a-VIS (vez'a-ve'), adv. and a. [F. : vis, face,

visage (< L. visus, look); A, to; vis, visage, face.]
In a position facing one another; standing or

sitting face to face Vis-a-vis harpsichord. See

harpsichord.

vis-a-vis (vez'a-ve'), . [< vis-a-vis, adv."] 1.

One who or that which is opposite to, or face
to face with, another: used especially of one

person who faces another in certain dances.

Miss Blanche was indeed the vis-a-vis of Miss Laura,
. . . and talked to her when they met during the quad-
rille evolutions. Thackeray, Pendennis, xxvi.

2. A light carriage for two or four persons, who
are seated facing each other; in general, any
vehicle in which the seats are arranged so that
the occupants sit face to face ; specifically,
same as sociable, 1. 3. A kind of couch : same
as sociable, 3.

Could the stage be a large vis-u-vis,

Reserved for the polished and great,
Where each happy lover might see
The nymph he adores tfite-a-te'te.

H. Smith, Rejected Addresses, xi.

viscacha, vizcacha (vis-, viz-kach'a), n. [Also
biscacha, bizcaclta, vischaclia, visliaicha, etc.; =
F. viscaque, < Amer. Sp. viscacha, biscacha, prob.
of Peruv. origin.] A South American rodent

mammal, of the family CJiincJiillidee and genus
Lagostoinus, L. trichodactylus, inhabiting the

viscerimotor

visceral (vis'e-ral), a. [= F. risceral; as i-ix-

cera + -al."]

"
1. Of or pertaining to the vis-

cera; having the character of a viscus; form-

ing or containing viscera ;
interior or intestinal,

as a part or organ of the body; splanchnic:
as, visceral anatomy; a visceral cavity; visceral

disease; the visceral loop of the nerves of a

mollusk; the visceral as distinguished from the

reflected or parietal layer of a serous mem-
brane.

Love is of all other the inmost and most visceral affec-

tion; and therefore called by the apostle "liowels of

Love." Bp. Reynold*, The Passions, xi.

To begin with, every sensation of the skin and every
visceral sensation seems to derive from its topographic
seat a peculiar shade of feeling, which it would not have
in another place. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 155.

2. Belonging to or situated on that side of

the body of a vertebrate which contains the
viscera of the thorax; abdominal; ventral or

hemal, as distinguished from dorsal or neural.
Visceral anatomy. Same as *j>lanchnotorn;i. Vis-

ceral arches, certain folds or thickenings of the walls
of the embryo in the region of the neck, extending trans-

versely, and ultimately uniting in front in the middle line ;

Head of Embryo Chick at third (O, fourth (/?), fifth (), and
sixth (/") days of incubation, showing development of I, 3, 3, 4, 5, the
visceral arches ; C, D, , side views : / ', under view ; //, ///, second
and third cerebral vesicles; 1, vesicle of cerebral hemisphere; i*.

vesicle of third ventricle ; V, VII, I'll!, fifth, seventh, and eighth
cranial nerves ; a, eye ; b, ear ; rf, infundibuium ; e, pineal body ; f,

protovertebrae ; fr, olfactory organs ; h, notochord ; A, nasal process ;

/, maxillary process ; x, first visceral cleft or slit. The moutn, in ad-
vance of I, is best seen in fiff . F, bounded by If, I, and i.

Viscacha (Lagostomtis trichodactylus).

pampas, and playing there the same part in the
fauna that is taken in North America by the

prairie-dogs and other spermophiles. It is of

stout form, and about 2 feet long ; the colors are varied,

especially on the face, giving a harlequin visage. Its bur-

rows are so numerous as to constitute a danger to travel,

especially at night, the holes being so deep that a horse
is almost certain to fall if he steps in one. The skins are

valued for their fur. Alpine viscacha, Lairidium cu-

vieri. See Lagidium, and cut under rabbit-squirrel.

viscachera (vis-ka-cha'ra), n. [Amer. Sp., <

viscaclia, q. v.] A village or settlement of vis-

cachas, resembling a prairie-dog town.

Viscese (vis'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Bentham and
Hooker, 1880), < Viscum -4- -esp.~] A tribe of apet-
alous plants, of the order Loranthacese. It is char-

acterized by unisexual flowers with a simple perianth, the

calyx without any conspicuous margin. It includes 13

genera (or all in the order but two), of which Viscum, the

mistletoe, is the type ;
two of the others, Arceuthobium and

Phoradendron, include the American mistletoes.

viscera, . Plural of viscus.

Viscerad (vis'e-rad), adv. [< viscera + -ad3 ."]

Toward the viscera; hemad: ventrad.

branchial, hyoidean, mandibular, and maxillary arches,
the last three persistent and modified into hyoidean,
mandibular, and maxillary parts, the flrst persistent only
in branchiate vertebrates, where they become the gill-
arches. Only a small part of the flrst branchial arch per-
sists in higher vertebrates. In man it is found in the

greater cornu of the hyoid bone. See thyrohyoid, and
cuts under cerebral and frontonasal. Visceral aura,
premonitory symptoms of an epileptic attack, consisting
in sensations of various kinds referred to the abdominal
region. Visceral cavity, that cavity of the body which
contains the viscera; the subvertebral or splanchnic
cavity ; the body-cavity, formed by the splitting of the
mesoblast between the somatopleure and the splanchno-
pleure; the cceloma. Visceral clefts, pharyngeal slits

(see pharyngeal). See slit, n., 5. Visceral crisis, vio-

lent spasmodic pain in one of the abdominal organs, oc*

curring in locomotor ataxia. Visceral hump, visceral
dome, in mollusks, the heap of viscera which makes a

prominence of the dorsal region ; the cupola, Visceral
inversion. Same as transposition of the viscera. See
transposition. Visceral laminse. See lamina. Vis-
ceral loop, in mollusks, the loop, twist, or turn of the
viscera or of their nerves. See cut under Pnlmmiata.
Visceral nervous system, the subvertebral or sym-

pathetic system of nerves. Visceral pleura. See

pleurai. Visceral Skeleton, the skeleton of the vis-

ceral arches. Visceral slit. Same as visceral cleft.

Visceral tube, the visceral cavity, especially when
tubular, or, in an early state of the embryo, when it is

comparable to the neural tube that contains the spinal
cord.

visceralgia(vis-e-rarji-a), n. [< NL. viscera +
Gr. d/j-of, pain.] Neuralgia of one of the ab-
dominal viscera, especially the intestine

;
en-

teralgia.
viscerate (vis'e-rat), v. t.

; pret. and pp. visce-

rated, ppr. viscerating. [< fixerra + -ate'2 . Cf.

L. visceratio(n-), a public distribution of flesh

or meat.] To eviscerate or disembowel.

Viscericardiac(vis"e-ri-kiir'di-ak), a. [(visceri-
cardium + -<se.] Of or pertaining to the vis-

cericardium; visceripericardial.
Viscericardium (vis"e-ri-kiir'di-um), . ; pi. vis-

cericardia (-a). [NIJ.. < L. viscera, viscera, +
Gr. Kaptiia, heart.] The visceripericardial sac,
or peculiar pericardium of a cephalopod.
viscerimotor (vis'e-ri-mo'tor), a. [< L. viscera,

viscera, + LL. motor, mover.] Innervating vis-

cera, as a motor nerve
; conveying motor influ-

ence to any viscus. as either a cerebrospinal
or a sympathetic nerve. Also risceromotnr.



visceripericardial

visceripericardial (vis 'c-ri-per-i-kiir'cli-ali, .

[< L. ri.iri-i'ii, viscera. + }n ,-n-iii -ilium, pericar-
(I in in.

|
('oiiiiiioii to the pi rii'M nl i MIII ami other

viscera: as. the peculiar ci\r< rijii rininliitl sac
of I'ephalopocis. Also c/.vn

i-ii/i
i rinirilinl. /.'. /i'.

l.inil;* *l<-i'.

Visceromotor (vis'c-ro-nio
y
tor). a. Same as

Vincrrit-HHitiir nerves: seen to arise from Imth sympa-
tbetic and lunibo-sacral plexus for distribution to the

pelvic viscera.

Hurley ami Martin, Dlcnicntary Biology, p. 108.

visceropericardlalfvisv-ro-pcr-i-kjir'di-iii), ,/.

Same us rixi-ri-i/ii rinn-iliiil.

The eiscero-pericardial sac of the I >il>ninchsis very large
also, ami cxlenils into tin- dorsal region.

Km-,,,: llril.. XVI. 877.

visceropleural (vis'e-ro-plo'rai). . [< L. vi#-

1-,-,-n, viscera, + NL. i>l<-nrtt.\ Same us plcuro-
i-ixi-intl.

visceroskeletal (vis'o-ro-skel'e-tal), a.
[< L.

rixfi-ni, viscera, + NL. skeleton,] Pertaining
to the visceral skeleton, or, more generally, to

the framework of the body on the visceral side ;

hy |
in \ial or snhvertebral, as apart of the skele-

ton; sphinehnoskeletal.
viscid (vis'id), a. [< LL. rinfidim, clammy,
sticky, < L. rixriini, bird-lime, anything sticky:
sei rim-inn.] Sticky; having a sticky or gluti-
nous consistency; produced by or covered by a
tenacious coating or secretion. Blount, 1670.

viscidity (vi-sid'i-ti), i. [= F. risculitc; as
ri.ti-itl + -it i/.] l" The state orqtiality of being
viscid; Klutinousness; tenacity; stickiness.

.li-lin/liiiiil. Aliments, i. 2. A glutinous con-
cretion. [Rare.]

Catharticks of mercurials precipitate the viscidities by
their stypticity. Flayer. (Johnson.)

viscin (vis'in), . [< L. viscum, bird-lime, +
-/;i-.

|
A sticky substance, one of the compo-

nents of bird-lime, derived from mistletoe.

viscometer (vis-kom'e-ter), n. [< L. viscum,

bird-lime, + Gr. /itrpov, measure.] Same as
viscosinirtcr.

viscometry (vis-kom'e-tri), n. [As riscometer
+ -I/".] The measurement of the viscosity of

liquids.
viscosimeter (vis-ko-sim'o-ter), H. [Irreg. < LL.

rixmsux, viscous, 4- Gr. utrpov, measure.] An
apparatus for measuring the viscosity of vari-

ous liquids, as oils. Also viscometer.

viscosimetric (vis'lio-si-mefrik), . Of or per-
taining to a viscosimeter.

viscosimetrical (vis'ko-si-met'ri-kal), n. Same
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rfflricnl. Magnetic Viscosity, that pro|H-ty of :i IIKIK

n- ii< mi ilium "liirh MUM ofiuigat oi Bugnettatim to

lag behind the change of enYi-tlve L-II>'|.,I,,,.I n . for.', .

Viscount ( vi'kounl ). ii. [Konnerly rii-nnut ( the

.v being a later insertion in imitation of (lie F.);
< MK. rii'iiiinl,, rii-mili'. < OF. riniuli-, nscnuli,
F. ricniiiti; < ML. rin "init-), < L. fin

,

in place of (see rin-), 4- mnn-x, a companion:
see fount

4

*.] 1. Formerly, mi officer who act. . I

as deputy of a count or earl in the management
of the affairs of the county; the sheriff of a

county.
Vietiunt, alias Viscount (vice-comes) Cometh of the

1 1 Ii, . . . and signincth with us as much u sherlfle.

Retweene which two words 1 nnd no difference, but that
the one Cometh from our eomnierours the Normans, and
the other from our anncestors the Saxons. Ctntvll, 1637.

2. A degree or title of nobility next in rank be-
low that of earl, and immediately above that of

baron . It Is the most recently established English title,

having been first conferred by letters patent on John.
sixth Baron Beaumont, by Henry VI., In 1440. In Great
Britain the title Is frequently attached to an earldom as
a second title, and is by courtesy held by the eldest ton
Hnriiik' the lifetime of the father. The coronet of a vis-

count of England Is composed of a circle of gold, chased,
having on the edge twelve, fourteen, or sixteen pearls ;

the cap is of crimson velvet, turned up with ermine, and
closed at the top with a rich tauel of gold. See cut
under coronet.

A rinrount* Eldest Bonn is no Lord, nor no other of his

sunns, nor none of his daughterfsl ladyes.
Boolce of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser-X L 28.

viscountcy (vi'kount-si), H. [< viscount + -cy.]
The rank or dignity of a viscount.

The Barony of Dacre (not Dacres) and the Viscmtntcy of

Howard of Morpcth were conferred by Oliver Cromwell on
Charles Howard. A", and Q., 7th ser.

,
V. 446.

viscountess (vi'koun-tes), n. [< OF. vicom-

tesse; as rixcount + -ess.] 1. A peeress in

rank next after a countess and before a baro-

ness. The title is usually held by the wife of a viscount,
hut In Great Britain it may be inherited by a woman In

her own right.

2. A size of slate. See the quotation.
Vitconntettet (18 x 9). Encyc. Brit., XXII. 128.

visconntship (vi'kount-ship), n. [< viscount +
-ship.] The rank or dignity of a viscount.

viscounty (vi'koun-ti), .
; pi. viscounties (-tiz).

[< F. vicomtt, < ML. vicecomitatus, < vicccomes,
viscount: see viscount.] Siaae&aviscountitliip.

The house of lords, for so the baronage may be now
called, underwent under the Lancastrian kings none but

personal changes, and such formal modifications as the
institution of marquessates and micounties.

Stubtn, Const. Hist., i 368.

viscosity (vis-kos'i-ti), n.
; pi. viscosities (-tiz).

[< F. vlseositi = Sp. riscosidad = Pg. viscnfti-

ilmlc, = It. viscositfl, < LL. as if *risfosita(t-)s, <

viscosus, viscous: see visroM,*.] 1. The state or

property of being viscous; the quality of flow-

ing slowly, as pitch or castor-oil. Such liquids
are commonly sticky, but this is no part of the

viscosity.
Sub. And what 's your mercury?
Face. A very fugitive ; he will be gone, sir.

Sitb. How know you him ?

Face. By his viscosity,
His oleostty, and his suscitabillty.

R. Jonxnn, Alchemist, II. 1.

2. In physirn, internal friction, a resistance

to the motion of the molecules of a fluid body
among themselves : opposed to mobility. Thus,
the viscosity of such liquids as pitch and syrup is very
great as compared with that of a mobile liquid like alco-

hol. A slow continuous change of the shape of solids or
semisolids under the action of gravity or external force

is also, by extension of the name, called viscosity: as, the

viscosity of Ice. Viscosity is proportional to the relative

velocity of strata at a unit distance. The viscosity of

gases and vapors is due to the molecules shooting from
one stratum to another carrying their vis viva with them.
Tin viscosity of liquids arises from an entirely different

cause, namely, from the mutual attractions of the mole-

cules, and is diminished by the effect of the wandering
of the molecules. Consequently, the viscosity of gases
increases while that of liquids diminishes as the temper-
ature is raised.

Hence, if we attempt to cause one stratum ot gas to

pass over another in parallel planes, we experience a re-

sistance due to the interchange of molecules between (tie

IMirtionR of gas separated by the plane. This is in some
respects analogous to sliding friction between solid bod-

ies, and is called by German writers the " friction
"
(Bei-

tiunp). t>y Maxwell and others the "
w/xcrwiVi/

"
of the gas.

Sncyc. Brit., XVI. 019.

The afcofUy of liquids presents a certain analogy with
the malleability of solids.

W. A. Miller, Elera. of Chem., 4ft.

3. A glutinous or viscous body.

Thoracic viscera, with some of the abdominal viscera, thowtac line

of the diaphrainn whkh sepataM then, and outline of heart, aorta,
and

superior
caval vein, with reference to the surface of the thorax ;

i
-
10, Ant to tenth ribs ; A, M, r, T. indicate position ofaorti< .

pulmonary, ami tricnspid valves of the heart, respectively.

Drops of syrups, oil, and semin
Sir T. Brmcnc, Vulg. Err., il. 4.

Dynamical coefficient of viscosity, kinetic coeffi-

cient of viscosity, also dynamic viscosity. See eo-
'

VISCOUS (vis'kus), n. [= F. visqueux = Sp. Pg.
It. viscono, < LL. viscosus, sticky, < L. visctim,

viscus, bird-lime: see viscum.] 1. Glutinous;

clammy; sticky; adhesive; tenacious.

In some [men] it Is nature to be somewhat cinema and

Inwrapped, and not easy to turn.

Bacon, Advancement of Learning, II.

My honeysuckles . . . being enveloped in a viscous sub-

stance, and loaded with black aphides.
(lill',-ri White, Nat. Hist. Selborne, To D. Barrington, Ixlv.

2. In physics, having the property of viscosity.
See viscosity, 2.

When the very smallest stress, if continued long enough,
will cause a constantly increasing change of form, the

body must be regarded as a ritcou* fluid, however hard It

may be. Clerk Maxvett, Heat, p. 276.

Glacier ice, however hard and brittle It may appear, is

really a viscous substance, resembling treacle, or honey,
or tar, or lava. Tyndall, Forms of Water, p. 156.

Viscous fermentation. See fermentation, 2.

viscousness (vis'kus-nes), . The state of

being viscous ; viscosity.
Viscum (vis'kum), n. [< L. viscum, rarely r-
cs, mistletoe, bird-lime, = Or. ifrff (f'fof),

mistletoe.] 1. A genus of parasitic plants,

including the mistletoe, type of the tribe Vis-

fern in the order Loranthncete. it is characterized

by flowers usually clustered at the axils or summits of

branches, and by anthers which are broad and adnate,

opening ny many pores on the inner face. There are

about 30 species, widely dispersed throughout warm and

temperate regions of the Old World. They are shrubs
with opposite or dichotomous branches, parasitic on trees.

The leaves are conspicuous, opposite, flat, and thickish,

or are reduced to scales or minute teeth. The flowers are

small, usually three to live together, sessile, and sur-

rounded by two to three small bracts. Some of the species
are distributed over a very wide area, especially V. orien-

tate and V. album, the latter the well-known mistletoe.

2. [I.e.] Bird-lime.

viscus ( vis'kus), n.; p\. viscera (vis'e-rft). [NL.,
< L. viscus, pi. viscera, any internal organ of the

body.] Any one of the interior organs of the

body, contained in one of the four great cavi-

ties'of the head, thorax, abdomen, and pelvis,
as the brain, heart, lung, liver, stomach, intes-

tine, kidney, bladder, womb, etc.; especially.
an abdominal viscus, as the intestine : in ordi-

nary language generally in the plural, i

the bowels or entrails ; the vitals.

Mental statet occasion also changes in the calibre of

blood-vessels, or alteration In the heart-lwata, or pro-
cease* more subtle still, in glands and viieera.

W. Jamet, Prill, of Psjrchol., L A.

Thoracic viscera. See thoracic. Transposition of
the viscera. See tranipontton.

vise 1

,
vice- (vis), H. [< ME. >v/-<. ri/,,. ,-ix. <

OF. vis, viz, a screw, vise, winding stair, = It.

vite, a vine, vise, < L. vitis, vine, bryony, lit.

'that which winds,' < T/ ri, wind: see vith y ,

tciMiy.] If. A screw.
Ills desk with a rice turning In IL

Cnryat, Crudities, I. 164.

2f. The newel, or central shaft, of a winding
staircase.

I ris and walkt, sought pace and pace,
Till I a winding stalre found
And held the vice aye In my bond.

Th.- Isle of Indict, 1. 1312.

The Standard, which was of mason work, costly made
with Images and angels, costly gilt with gold and arure,
with other colours, and divers sorts of [coats of] arms cost-

ly set out, shall there continue and remain; and within
the Standard a rice with a chime.

Con/nation of ifwtn Anne, Wife of Henry VIII., In

[Arber's Eng. Garner, II. 49.

3. A gripping or holding tool or appliance, fixed

or portable, used to hold an object firmly in

position while work is performed upon it. The
vise is closely allied to the clamp; both have movable jaws
that may be brought together to hold any object placed
In position between the jaws. Vises are made In two parts,

<i. hand-vise : *, machinists' bench-vise ; f, parallel vise ; rf. parallel

vise, with small anvil tf in combination ; f, blacksmiths' vise : /. car-

penters' vise; f, pipe.vise; A, saw-filers' vise.

forming jaws either joined together by a spring or a hinge-

joint or arranged to move upon slides or guides. The
jaws are moved by screws, levers, toggles, or ratchet and

pawls, one jaw being usually fixed flrmly to the bench or

other support to which the vise Is attached. Some forms
are made adjustable at any angle ; others have parallel

motions, and are provided with swivels to adjust the jaws
to the shape of the objects to be held In them. Vises are

made of wood or metal, of many shapes, and supplied
with many convenient attachments. They receive various

names, descriptive of their use or method of construc-

tion, as bench-viM, raw-cur, svdden^rasp rite, parallel vite,

pipe-vise.

4. A tool for drawing rods of lead into the

grooved rods called cames used for setting glass,

especially in stained-glass windows. 6f. A
grip or grasp.



vise

An I hut (1st him once ;
an a' come but within my vice.

Shalt., -2 Hen. IV., ii. 1. 24.

6. The cock or tap of a vessel. HalliweU. [Prov.

Eng.]
vise 1

, vice2
(vis), v.t. [<<*e*,.] It. To screw;

force, as by a screw.
He swears . . .

As he had seen 't or been an instrument
To vice you to 't. Shak., W. T., i. 2. 416.

2. To press or squeeze with a vise, or as if with

a vise
;
hold as if in a vise. De Quincey.

Vise2t, " Same as vese.

vise (ve-za'), . [< F. vise, pp. of viser, view,
examine, inspect, < ML. *visare, freq. of L. vi-

dere, pp. visits, see : see vision.'] An indorsement
made upon a passport or the like by the prop-
erly constituted authority, whether ambassa-

dor, consul, or police, denoting that it has been
examined and found correct. Also visa.

Particular rules follow in regard to is<? of the com-
mander giving the notice, which is to be put on the ship's

register, and for which the captain of the vessel overhaul-
ed and visited shall give a receipt.

Woolsey, Introd. to Inter. Law, p. 468, App. iii.

The European door is closed, and remains closed until

the native authorities may think proper to affix to the pass-

port other visas and stamps, at sight of which frontier gen-
darmes will open the bars and set the captive free.

Harper's Mag., LXXIX. 188.

vis6 (ve-za'), v. t. [< vise, n."] To put a vise
1

on
;
examine and indorse, as a passport. Also

visa.

Before he and his baggage can pass the guarded door
that leads into the restaurant ... he must satisfy the

'

suave inspector that his passport is duly visaed.

Harper's Waff., LXXIX. 188.

vise-bench (vis'bench), n. In carp., etc., a
work-bench to which a vise is attached.

vise-cap (vis'kap), n. A cap of metal or leather

placed over the jaws of a vise to prevent in-

jury of the surface of the work by its teeth.

vise-clamp (vis'klamp), . 1. A supplemental
vise-jaw of such form as to holdwork of unusual

shape or material without injury. 2. A clamp
by which a vise can be temporarily secured to

a bench or other object.

viseman, viceman (vis'man), n.
; pi. visemen,

vicemen (-men). A man who works at a vise.

vise-press (vls'pres), n. A former name in

Great Britain for the screw-press.

visert, viseret, visernt, Old forms of vizor.

Vishnu (vish'no), n. [< Skt. Fislnm.'] In later

Hind, myth., the god who with the other two

great gods,Brahma and Siva,forms the trimurti,
or trinity ;

the Preserver, considered by his

worshipers to be the

supreme god of the Hin-
du pantheon. In the Ve-
das he appears only as a man-
ifestation of the sun. The
myths relating to Vishnu are

chiefly characterized by the
idea that whenever a great
disorder affected the world
Vishnu descended to set it

right. Such descents are
called avataras or avatars,
and consist in Vishnu's as-

sumingtheformof some won-
derful animal or superhuman
being, or as being born in

human form of human pa-
rents, and always endowed
with miraculous power.
These avatars are generally
given as ten, nine of which
are already past, the tenth,
the Kalki-avatdra, being yet
to come,

" when the practices
taught by the Vedas and the
institutes of the law shall
have ceased, and the close of
the Kali or present age shall
be nigh." Vishnu is sometimes represented as riding on
Garuda, a being half bird and half man ; as holding in one
of his four hands a conch-shell blown in battle, in another
a disk as emblem of supreme power, in the third a mace
as the emblem of punishment, and in the fourth a lotus
as a type of creative power.

visibility (viz-i-bil'i-ti), n. [< F. visibilite =
Sp. visibilidad = Pg'.

'

visibilidade =It. visibilita,
< LL. visibilita(t-)s, the property or condition of

being seen, < visibilis, visible : see visible. ] 1.
The state or property of being visible, or per-
ceivable by the eye ; perceptibility ;

the state
of being exposed to view

; conspicuousness.
Sir Richard Browne [during nineteen years' exile] . . .

kept up in his chapel the liturgy and offices of the Church
of England, to his no small honour, and in a time when it

was so low, and as many thought utterly lost, that in vari-
ous controversies, both with Papists and Sectaries, our
divines us'd to argue for the visibility of the Church from
his chapel and congregation. Evelyn, Diary, June 4, 1660.

2f. A thing which is visible.

The visibility [of the Holy Ghost] being on an effulgency
of visible light. Quoted in Walton's Complete Angler, p. 28.
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visible (viz'i-bl), a. and n. [< ME. visible, < OF.
(and F.) visible = Sp. visible = Pg. visivel = It.

visibile, < LL. visibilis, that may be seen, < L. vi-

ilere, pp. visus, see: see vision.] I. <i. 1. Per-
ceivable by the eye; capable of being seen;
open to sight.

Then the eighteth sone borne of ilelusin,
Thre eyes hauyng on in front visible;
Moche peple meruellyd and wonderd ther-in.

Jiom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 1269.

Were armies to be raised whenever a speck of war is

visible in our horizon, we never should have been without
them. Jefferson, Works, VIII. 69.

2. Apparent; open; conspicuous: as, a man
with no visible means of support.

Though his actions were not visible.

Shak., Cymheline, iii. 4. 152.

The factions at court were greater, or more viiible, than
before. Clarendon.

3. In entom., noting parts which are not con-
cealed by other parts, as the spiracles when
they are not concealed under the hard parts of

the integument: opposed to covered Visible

church, in theol., the church of Christ on the earth ;
the

whole body of professed believers in Christ. Visible

horizon, the line that bounds the sight. .See horizon.

Visible means, means or resources which are apparent
or ascertainable by others, so that the court or a creditor

can ascertain that the person is responsible or reach his

property. Visible spectrum. See spectrum , 3. Visi-
ble speech, a name applied by Prof. A. Melville Bell,
its inventor, to a system of alphabetical characters de-

signed to represent every possible articulate utterance of

the organs of speech. The system is based on a pene-
trating analysis of the possible actions of the speech-
organs, each organ and every mode of action having its

appropriate symbol. = Syn. Discernible, in sight, obvious,
manifest, clear, distinct evident, plain, patent, unmistak-
able.

II. n. That which is seen by the eye.
Visibles work upon a looking-glass, which is like the pu-

pil of the eye. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 263.

Go into thy room and enter into that spiritual commu-
nion which is beyond all visibles.

A. E. Ban; Friend Olivia, iii.

visibleness (viz'i-bl-nes), n. The state or prop-
erty of being visible ; visibility.

visibly (viz'i-bli), adv. In a visible manner;
perceptibly to the eye ; manifestly ; obviously ;

clearly.

visie, vizie (viz'i), n. [Also vizy; < F. visee, aim,
< viser, aim, sight at: see vise.] 1. A scrutiniz-

ing view or look.

Ye had best take a visie of him through the wicket be-

fore opening the gate. Scott.

2. The aim taken at an object, as when one is

about to shoot.

Logan took a vtey and fired, but his gun flashed in the

pan. Gait, Steam-Boat, p. 143. (Jamieson.)

3. The knob or sight on the muzzle of a gun
by which aim is taken. [Scotch in all uses.]

visiert, n. See vizir.

Visigoth (viz'i-goth), n. [< LL. *
Visigoilii,

Fiseaothsp., West Goths, < visi-, vise-, repr. Teut.

west, + Gothi, Gothse, Goths.] An individual
of the more westerly of the two great historical

divisions of the Goths. See Goth. The Visigoths
founded a monarchy which continued in southern France
until 507 and in Spain until 711. Also called West Goth.

Visigothic (viz-i-goth'ik), a. [< Visigoth +
-ic.] Of or pertaining to the Visigoths.
vision (vizh'pn), n. [< ME. vision, visioun,

visiun, < OF. vision, F. vision = Sp. vision = Pg.
visao = It. visione, < L. visio(n-), the act or
sense of seeing, vision, < videre, pp. visus, see,
= Gr. ISelv (*Fifctv), Skt. rf vid, know, = E. wit:

see wit1 . From the L. videre are also ult. E.

visible, visage, vis^, visit, visive, visual, advice,

advise, device, devise, pervise, revise, supervise,

provide, provision, revision, supervision, etc., evi-

dent, provident, evidence, providence, etc., pur-
vey, survey, etc., invidious, envy

1
, etc.] 1. The

act of seeing external objects ; sight.

Faith here is turned into vision there.

Hammond, Practical Catechism, i. 3.

2. The faculty that perceives the luminosity,
color, form, and relative size of objects; that
sense whose organ is the eye; by extension,
an analogous mental power. As noting one of

the five special senses of the body, vision is cor-

related with olfaction, audition, ijustation, and
faction. See sit/hti. 3. That which is seen;
an object of sight ; specifically, a supernatural
or prophetic appearance ; something seen in a

dream, ecstasy, trance, or the like; also, an

imaginary appearance ;
an apparition ; a phan-

tom.

There duelled the Holy Prophete Daniel ; and there he
saughe Visionnes of Hevene. MandevUle, Travels, p. 43.

Your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall
see visicms. Joel ii. 28.

visionary

Departing Year! 'twas on no earthly shore

My soul beheld thy vision .'

Coleridge, Ode to the Departing Year, iv.

Far in the North, like a vision of sorrow,
Rise the white snow-drifts to topple and fall.

R. T. Cooke, September.

4. Anything unreal or imaginary ;
a mere cre-

ation of fancy; a fanciful view.

Visions of dominion and glory rose before him.

Macaulay, Hist. Eng., vi.

Arc Of vision, in astron., the arc measuring the sun's dis-

tance below the horizon when a star or planet previously
concealed by his light becomes visible. Axis of vision.
See axis*. Beatific vision, in theol. See beatific. Bi-
nocular vision, vision effected by the cooperation of

both eyes in such a way that the two impressions made
upon the retinae are perceived as one ; stereoscopic vision.

It is by means chiefly of binocular vision that we are en-
abled tojudge of the relative positions of objects. Center
of vision. Same appoint of vision. Chromatic vision,
a condition of sight in which objects appear to have a
color they dp not possess, or to have an iridescent border ;

chromatopsia. Day-vision, a condition of sight in which
vision is weakened or lost at night ; night-blindness ;

hemeralopia. Dichromic vision, a form of color-blind-
ness in which there is perception of but two of the pri-

mary colors ; dichromism. In this condition the percep-
tion of red is usually wanting. Direct or central vi-

sion, the formation of the sight-image at the macula lu-

tea. Direct-vision spectroscope. See spectroscope.
Double vision, the perception of two images of one and
the same object; diplopia. Erect vision. See erect.

Field of vision. See field. Indirect or peripheral
vision, formation of the sight-image at some part of the
retina other than the macula lutea. Intuitive vision.
Same as beatific vision. Iridescent vision, a condition
of sight in which objects appear to be bordered with alter-

nating colors like those of the rainbow : a form of chroma-

topsia. Limit of distinct vision. See limit. Night-
vision, a condition of vision in which objects are perceived
more clearly at night ; day-blindness ; nyctalopia. Per-
sistence of vision. See persistence. Point of vision.
See point^. Reflected vision, reflex vision. See re-

flex. Refracted vision, vision performed by means of

rays refracted or deviated by passing through mediums of

different densities.

vision (vizh'on), v. t. [< vision, n.] 1. To see

as in a vision; perceive by the eye of the intel-

lect or imagination.
We in the morning eyed the pleasant fields

Vision'd before. Southey, Joan of Arc, viii.

Such guessing, visioning, dim perscrutation of the mo-
mentous future !

Carlyle, Past and Present, ii. 8. (Davies.)

2. To present in or as in a vision.

It [truth] may be visioned objectively by representatives
and symbols, when the prophet becomes a seer, . . .

sioned as out of the mind, . . . now as actual water vi-

sioned and flowing clear.

E. H. Sears, The Fourth Gospel, The Heart of Christ, pp.
[72, 80.

visional (vizh'on-al), a. [< vision + -al.] Of or

pertaining to a vision
;
seen in a vision

; hence,
not real. Waterland.

visionally (vizh'on-al-i), adv. In a visional
manner

;
in vision.

Visionally past, not eventually.
Trapp, On Rev. xi. 14, quoted in Biblical Museum, V.

visionariness (vizh'on-a-ri-nes), n. The char-
acter of being visionary.
Dulnessfrom absolute monotony, and visionariness from

the aerial texture of the speculations.
De Quincey, Style, iii.

visionary (vizh'qn-a-ri), a. and n. [= F. vi-

sionnaire = Sp. Pg. It. visionario ; as vision +
-ary.] I. a. 1. Apt to behold visions; of pow-
erful and foreseeing imagination ; imaginative ;

in a bad sense, apt to receive and act 011 mere
fancies or whims as if they were realities

;

given to indulging in day-dreams, reveries,
fanciful theories, or the like.

No more these scenes my meditation aid,
Or lull to rest the visionary maid.

Pope, Eloisa to Abelard, 1. 162.

The Sonnet glittered a gay myrtle-leaf
Amid the cypress with which Dante crowned
His visionary brow.

Wordsworth, Misc. Sonnets, ii. 1.

2. Of or pertaining to visions ;
of the nature of

a vision or a product of the imagination ;
ima-

ginary; in a bad sense, having no real basis;
not founded on fact or possibility; impracti-
cable

; impossible : as, a visionary scheme.

Some things like visionary flights appear ;

The spirit caught him up, the Lord knows where.

Dryden, Abs. and Achit., i. 656.

O Sleep, why dost thou leave me?
Why thy visionary Joys remove?

Congreve, Semele, ii. 2.

Men come into business at first with visionary princi-

ples. Jefferson, To Madison (Correspondence, II. 325).

That the project of peace should appear visionary to

great numbers of sensible men ... is very natural.

Emerson, War.

3. Appropriate to or characterized by the ap-
pearance of visions.



visionary
The virimuiry hour

When musing midnixht reigns.

Thtmifon, Sinnmi-i,

= 8jm. 1. Illuminative, romantic. 2. I'nreal, fancied,

nlral, illllsi'l.v, utn|,i;ni, > liimri iral.

II. .; pi.
nxitiiiiirii > (-ri/. . 1. Oncwh'

visions; om- who lives in the imagination.
To Hi- -'in

Her diiy-drem truth, ami truth a dirain.

Kokeliy, I. l.

Arbtojiham-s, ,o murh of a isrntli-r and *o liltle of a

vuiinmr'/. Lnniliif, I limit. Conv., l.ucian and Tiniothcus.

2. One who forms impract ica lile selivnn -; one

who is given to idle and fanciful projects.

Sunn- ci-li-liiati-d \iliti-iH of our country, who, with all

1 lirir unn.l M-MM- and ^niiii>, u,n- n'ninnanfH on the sub-

j.-i-t of cdin -atimi V. Knot, Uraminar SchooU.

Syn. lMv:ini<T. i-iilliiisiast.

visioned (vi/Ji'ond). n. [< vision + -ed%.] 1.

Having the power of seeing visions; hence, in-

spired. [Rare.]
uli

' not the msioned poet in his dreams . . .

So bright, o fair, so wild a shape
llat I. yet beheld. Shelley, Queen Mab, I.

2. Seen in a vision ; formed by the fancy, or in

a dream, trance, or the like
; produced by a vi-

sion; spectral.
My nrion'd sight might yet prove true.

Scott, L. of the L., Iv. 11.

The dream
of dark magician in his mrioned cave.

Shelley, Alastor.

She moves through fancy's rinoned space.
Lowell, Fact or Fancy?

visionist (vizh'on-ist), H. [< rision + -ist.] One
who sees, or believes that he sees, visions; a
believer in visions; visionary person.
We are so far from attaining any certain and real know-

ledge of incorporeal belngs(of an acquaintance with which
these riHwnixl* so much boast) that we are not able to

know anything of corporeal substances as abstract from
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I am persuaded that Uod has mtUtd you with thli pun-
ishment for my ungodliness.

J. Bradford, Works (Parker s,
.

i 1 1. S&4.

Vuitin'i tic Iniquity of the fathers upon the children.
Kx. xxi. 7.

Now will he rememl-er thi-ir Iniquity, and vitit their

,- II..-. >iii. 18.

II. intrnux. To practise going to see other-:

keep up friendly inten-our-e l,y ".nine; to the

houses of friends; make calls; stay with (an-

other) as a guest .

Whilst she was under her mother she was forced to be

genteel, to live In ceremony, . . . and always eiritiu'i -n

Sundays. Law, Serious Call, viii.

Visit (viz'it ). H. [< F. mi> = Sp. I'g. It. I-I'.M/" .

from the verb.] 1. The act of visiting or go-

ing to see a person, place, or thing; a teni|>o

rary residence in a locality or with some one
as a guest; a call on a person or at a place.

I'm come to take my last farewell,
And pay my last visit to thee.

Vaunij Hunting (Child's Ballads, III. 21:.).

I'd sooner be visited by the Plague ; for that only wou'd

keep a man from Vurili, and his Doors shut.

Wycherley, Plain Dealer, i. I.

VIM,
Like those of angels, short and far between.

/llair, The Grave, II. 689.

2. A formal or official call; a visitation.

Periodical viritt were made by vassals to their suzerains,
and by these to their higher suzerains - the kings.

H. Spencer, Prin. of Soclol., i 879.

Domiciliary visit, see domiciliary. Right of visit
Same as riijht qfrmtation. flee visitation, 5. Visit to the
Blessed Sacrament, in Ram. Cath. utaye, a dally visit

to a church in order to engage in silent prayer before the
sacrament : a practice common in religious houses,

visitable (viz'i-ta-bl), a. [X visit + -<ibl>'.]

Liable or subject to be visited or inspected ;

admitting of visitation or inspection.
The next morning we set out again, In order to see the

The msionist has dc,-pcr thoughts and more concealed

feelings than these rhap.,,1,,.1 i.hu.doms.

visionless (vizh'on-les), a. [< vision + -lesx.]

Destitute of vision; sightless; blind.

visit (viz'it), v. [< ME. visiten, < OF. (and F.)
vtsiter = Sp. Pg. eisitar = It. visitare, < L. visi-

tare, see, go to see, visit, punish, freq. of visere,

look at attentively, behold, < vidcre, pp. visus,

see: see vision.] I. trans. 1. To go or come to

see (a person or thing) in the way of friendship,

business, curiosity, ceremony, or duty : call

upon; proceed to in order to view or look on.

And by the waye we vymjted some holy places.
Sir It. Qwjlforde, Pylgrymage, p. 18.

At lyona 1 visityd the Reliques at the yle wher Sent
Anne lyes and longlous.

Torlrinyton, Diarle of Eng. Travell, p. 2.

I was sick, and ye visited me. Mat. xxv. 86.

We will visit you at supper-time.
SAo*., M. of V., il. 2. 215.

His wife was the rich china-woman that the courtiers

visited so often. B. Jonson, Epicccne, 1. 1.

2. To come or go to, in general ; appear in or

at ; enter.

Ainana is more familiar, and entreth the Cltie yea, by
help of art, in Conduits virittlh their priuate houses.

Purchat, Pilgrimage, p. 237.

For me. in showers, in sweeping showers, the spring
Visits the valley. Emerson, Musketaquid.

3. To go or come to see for the purpose of in-

spection, supervision, examination, correction

of abuses, or the like
;
examine ; inspect.

I may excite your princely cogitations to visit the ex-

cellent treasure of your own mind.

KacoH, Advancement of Learning, I.

Achmet would not sutfer the bales intended for the

king of Abyssinia to be opened or visited, but left them in

the hands of the ambassador.
Bruce, Source of the Nile, II. 506.

4. To afflict; overtake or come upon: said

especially of diseases or calamities.

Ere he by sickness had been visited.

Shalt., 1 Hen. IV., Iv. 1. 26.

Fare. The house, sir, has been visited.

Loot. What, with the plague?
B. Junton, Alchemist, v. 1.

Tis a house here
Where people of all sorts, that have been visited

With lunacies and follies, wait their cures.

Fletcher, Pilgrim, ill. 6.

5. In Scriptural phraseology: (a) To send a

judgment from heaven upon, whether for the

purpose of chastising or afflicting, or of com-

forting or consoling ; judge.
Oh visit me with thy salvation. Ps. cvl. 4.

Therefore hast tlion riVf--'/ and destroyed them.
Isa. xxvi. 14.

(6) To inflict punishment for (guilt) or upon
(a person).

All hospitals built since the reformation are visitable by
the king or lord chancellor. Aylife, Parergon.

visitant (viz'i-taut), a. and n. [< L. ri*itaii(t-)s,

ppr. of ri.iitare, see: see visit.] I. a. Acting
the part of a

He knew the rocks which Angels haunt

Upon the mountains visitant.

Wordtwtrth, Song at Feast of Brougham Castle.

II. . 1. One who visits; one who goes or

comes to see another; one who is a guest in

the house of a friend
;
a visitor.

You have private nritants, my noble lady,
That in sweet numbers court your goodly virtues.

Fletcher, Wife for a Month, i. 2.

He has a rich wrought waistcoat to entertain his vui-

tanti in. B. Janton, Cynthia's Revels, Ii. 1.

The Intellectual character of her extreme beauty. . . .

and her unbounded benevolence, gave more the Idea of

an angelic visitant than of a being belonging to this netliiT

world. Scott, L. of L. M. (ed. 1830), Int.

His heart,
Where Fear sat thus, a cherished nnfnnt.

M'ortlnriirth, Excursion, I.

2. In ornith., a migratory bird which comes to

and stays in a place or region during a part of

the year: opposed to resident: as, the snowy
owl is a winter visitant from the north in the.

United States. Rare or irregular visitants are

termed stragglers. See straggler, 2. 3. [cap.]
A member of a Roman Catholic order of nuns,
founded at Annecy in Savoy by Francis de Sales

and Mine, de Chantal in 1010. The order
spread

In

various countries, and has been efficient In the education
of young girls. The Visitants are also called Saleaant.

Order of the Visitation, Hunt of the Visitation, etc.

visitation (viz-i-ta'shon), . [< M K. visitaeioun.

< OF. (and F.) visitation = Sp. visitation = Pg.

risitafSo = It. visitazionc, < LL. visitatio(n-), a

sight, appearance, visitation, punishment, < L.

visitare, visit : see rist'f.] 1. The act of visiting,

or paying a visit; a visit.

Therfore I made my viritacimmt
To vigilies and to processiouns.
Chaucer, Prol. to Wife of Bath's Tale, I. 555.

The king of Sirilia means to pay Bohemia the mritarion

which he Justly owes him. Shak., W. T., i. 1. 7.

When a woman Isdeliuered of a child, the man lyeth In,

and keepeth his bed, with rifitation of fiossips, the space
of fortle dayes. Pvrchas, Pilgrimage, p. 42.

2. The object of a visit. [Rare.]
O flowers, . . .

My early eiritation, and my last.

Milton, P. L., ii. 275.

3. A formal or judicial visit paid periodically

by a superior, superintending officer, or other

competent authority, to a corporation, college,

church, or other house, for the purpose of ex-

amining into the manner in which the business

of the bodv is conducted, and its laws and reg-

visiting-book

Illation- ale ,li-,erveil and executed, or the like;

S|ieeilii-ally t<-,7'.--.). -in-h examination b

)ii-h<>|> of the churches in his diocese, wilh the

added purpose of administering confirmation.
Tin- rlitht <if vlnit&tion attaches In im ti<.|,litaM>. In lh>ir

pi. n In. i -, L, liili,ips in tin ii < I luceses, and to archdeacons
HI i italn ciiaa.

I In- magistrates shull In- more familiar and <>] n

t<> I'tlirr. :ind mule fiti|in-iit In rintatvna, and hhall. in

|. !,,!, I I,. -- ;in<l I,,-,

H,,.ll,r,.,,, Mint. Nt-w England, I

4. A special dispensation from heaven, -.mi.

limes of divine favor, more usually
of divine

ret ri I nit ion : divine ret rihiitivealll ict ion : hence.

a similar incident of less importance, whether

joyful or grievous.
We see that the most comfortable tuitaliina which < . I

hath sent men from above have taken especially the times
of prayer as their most natural opportunities.

Ho.,/ i -..llty, v. .

What will ye do In the day of rimttiHna. and In the deso-

lation which shall come from fin Isa. x. 3.

These were bright ntilatunu In a scholar's and a clerk's

life. Lamb, Oxford In the Vacation.

5. In tntirniili'iiiiil l<ur, the act of a naval '-urn

maniler who visits or boards a vessel belonging
to another state for the purpose of ascertaining
her character and olijei-t. it docs not Include the

claim or exercise of the right of search. The right of per-

forming this act is called the ripU <>/ mrit or / mritattm.

6. [cap.] A church festival in honor of the

visit of the Virgin Mary to her cousin Eliza-

beth (.Luke i. 39), celebrated on July M in the

Roman Catholic, Greek, and other churches.

7. In :oi>l., an extensive, irregular, or other-

wise notable migration into a place
or conn

try; an irruption, jncursion,
or invasion: as, a

visitation of lemmings, of the Bohemian wax-

wing southward, or of the sund-grouse from
Asia into France or England. 8. In her., an

investigation by a high heraldic officer, usually
one of the kings-at-anns, into the pedigrees, in-

termarriages, etc., of a family or the families

of a district, with a view of ascertaining whe-
ther the arms borne by any person or persons
living in that district are incorrect or unwar-

rantably assumed. The klng-at-amu was accompa-
nied on such occasions by secretaries, draftsmen, etc.

The latest visitation on record in England seems to have
been between the years 1686 and 1700 ; but before that time

they had ceased to be regularly held. - Nuns of the Visi-

tation, Order of the Visitation. ee drilanl. s. Visi-

tation of the sick, an omce of the Anglican < 'hurch, ap-

pointed to be used for the spiritual benefit of sick persons.
Provision Is made in the English Prayer-book for special
confession and absolution of the sick person, while the

American Prayer-book merely provides that the minister

shall examine whether he repent him truly of his sins.

visitatorial (viz*i-ta-to'ri-al), a. [< LL. titilit-

tnr, a visitor (< L. vinitare. see), + -'-'] Be-

longing or pertaining to a judicial visitor or

visitation: as, visitatorial power; hence, per-

taining to any authorized inspector or exami-
nation: as, a health officer's visibitirriitl work
or authority. Also risitoritil.

The enactment by which Elizabeth and her successor*

had lieen empowered to appoint commissioners with na-
tatorial authority over the Church was not only not re-

vived, but was declared, with the utmost strength of lan-

guage, to be completely abrogated.
Macatilay, Hist. Eng , vl.

visit-day (viz'it-da), M. A day on which call-

ers are received.
On itxil-tlnjtK she bears

To mount her nfty flights of ample stairs.

Paniell, Elegy to an Old Beauty.

visite (vi-zef), M. [F., visit : see rinit.] An out-

er garment worn by women in the first half of

the nineteenth century, thin, made of silk or

like material, and shaped to the person.
visitor (viz'i-ter), w. [< ri*it + -->. Cf. r/-

itor.] Same as risitor.

Ills cititer observed the look, and proceeded. Dictrn*

Visiting (viz'i-ting). ii. [Verbal n. of riwif, r.\

1. The act or practice of paying visits or mak-

ing calls. Also used adjectively.
The business of her life was to get her daughters mar-

ried : Its solace was mating and news.
Jane Avtten, Pride and Prejudice, i.

Our ancestors are very good kind of folks : but they are

the last people I should choose to have a mritiny acquain-
tance with. Sheridan, The Rivals, Iv. I.

2. Prompting ;
influence.

No compunctious run/in*/* of nature

Shake my fell purpose. SAo*.. Macbeth, I. 5. 4.

Visiting (viz'i-ting), ;>. a. [Ppr. of risit, r.]

That visits; often, of persons, authorized to

visit and inspect: as, a rixifiii;/ committee.

visiting-ant (vix.'i-tiiiK-ant \ H. The driver-ant.

Visiting-book fviVt-tfeg-trak), . \ book con-

taining a list of names of pcr-oiis who are to be

called upon or who have called.



visiting-book

The Bishop went and wrote his name down in the visit-

inij-book at (iaiint House that very day.
Thackeray, Vanity Fair, Iv.

visiting-card (viz'i-ting-k;ird), 11. A small

card, bearing one's name, and sometimes an

address, an official title, or the like, to be left

in making calls or paying visits, or, upon occa-

sion, to be sent as an act of courtesy or in ac-

knowledgment of an attention.

visiting-clay (viz'i-ting-da), n. A day on which
one is at home to visitors.

He keeps a Visiting Dai/; you and I'll wait on him.
C. Shadwell, Humours of the Navy, i. 1.

visitor (viz'i-tor), n. [Alsovisiter; < F.visitcur

= Sp. Pg. visitatlor = It. visitatorc, < LL. visi-

tator, a visitor, protector, < L. visitarc, visit:

see visit.'} 1. One who visits. Specifically (a)
One who comes or goes to see or stay with another, as in

civility or friendship.

She hated having visitors in the house while her health
was so indifferent.

Jane Austen, Pride and Prejudice, xxiii.

(6) A superior or person authorized to visit a corporation
or any institution, for the purpose of seeing that the laws
and regulations are observed, or that the duties and condi-

tions prescribed by the founder or by law are duly per-
formed or executed.

I heare saie the Visitors have taken this ordre, that

every man shall professe the stndie eyther of divinitie,

law, or physick ; and, in remembring thus well England
abrode, thei have in myn opinion forgotten Cambrig it

self. Ascham, in Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 16.

2. In zool., a visitant. =Syn. 1. (a) Visitor, Caller,
Guest. Caller regards a person as coming to see another
for a short interview of civility, formality, or friendship :

as, she devoted the afternoon to receiving callers. Visitor

regards the person as coming to see another, but mak-
ing a longer stay than acnZfer and enjoying more of social

intercourse. Guest regards the person as admitted to hos-

pitality, and hence generally as welcome. (frXJnspector,
examiner.

visitorial (viz-i-to'ri-al), a. [< visitor + -i-al.]

Same as visitatorial.

visitress (viz'it-res), . [< visitor + -ess.'] A fe-

male visitor. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, xxxiii.

visive (vi'siv), a. [< F. visif= Sp. Pg. It. visivo,

< L. videre, pp. visits, see : see vision.'] Of or

pertaining to the power of seeing; visual.

The object of the church's faith is, in order of nature,
before the church, . . . and therefore cannot be enlarged
by the church, any more than the act of the visive faculty
can add visibility to the object.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 309.

Vismia (vis'mi-a), n. [NL. (Vandelli, 1793),
named from one Visme, a botanist of Lisbon.]
A genus of plants, type of the tribe Vismiex in

the order Hyperieinex. It is characterized by a five-

celled ovary, with numerous ovules in each cell. There
are about 27 species, natives of tropical America, with
1 species in tropi-
cal Africa. They
are shrubs or

trees, hearing en-
tire leaves which
are commonly
large, closely
woolly or hoary,
and glandular-
dotted. The flow-
ers are yellow or

whitish, in termi-
nal and usually
abundant and
panicled cymes.
The five petals are
often downy ; the
stamens are in
five united clus-

ters opposite the

petals ;
the fruit

is a berry. Most
of the species
have a copious yellow juice, of energetic properties. V.

Bragiliensis, of Brazil, and V. Guianensis, widely dispersed
in Guiana and Brazil, are known as wax-tree, a name ex-

tended to the genus ; the latter also as gutta-gum tree ; it

is a small tree, the source of a drastic gum-resin analogous
to gamboge, known as

gutnini-qutta
or Atnerican gamboge,

also obtained from other species, as V. micrantha.

Vismieae (vis-ml'e-e), n. pi. [NL. (Choisy,
1821), < Vismia + -ex.] A tribe of polypetalous
plants, of the order Hypericiiieee. It is character-
ized by a fleshy indehiscent fruit with wingless seeds. It
includes 4 genera, of which Vismia is the type, chiefly trop-
ical American trees or shrubs ; the others are mostly shrubs
of tropical Africa.

visnet, [AF. visne, < OF. visnc, < L. vicinia,

neighborhood: see vicinage.] Neighborhood.
See venue1

,
2 (a).

Visnomyt ( viz'no-mi), n. [A corruption < pJiys-

innnomy.] Face; countenance; visage.
I think it safer to sit closer, and so to cloud the sun of

my visnomv that no eye discern it.

Chapman, Hay-Day, iii. 3.

Vison (vi'son), M. [NL. (Brisson); origin un-
known.] the name specifically given to the
American mink by Brisson in 1756, and subse-

quently so used by most authors. The name was
used absolutely by Buffon in 1765, and generically by J. E.

Vismia Guianettsis.
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Gray in 1S43. As a generic name it is equivalent to Lu-
treola, and includes semi-aquatic species of I'utorius, of
which the European and American minks are the best-
known. As a specific term it is applicable only to the

latter, Putorius (Lutreola) vison. See cut under mink.

vison-weasel (vi'son-we"zl), n. Same as i-i-

son.

Visor, visqred, etc. See vizor, etc.

visoryt (vi'so-ri), a. [< L. visor (a doubtful

word), a scout, lit.
'

seer,' < videre, pp. visus, see :

see vision.] Visual
; having the power of vision.

But even the optic nerves and the visory spirits are cor-

rupted. Reo. T. Adams, Works, II. 379.

viss (vis), n. [< Tamil visai, Telugu vise.] In

southern India and Burma, a weight equiva-
lent to about 3 pounds 5 ounces.

vista (vis'ta), n. [Formerly also, erroneously,
visto; (. It. vista, sight, view, < visto, pp. of vc-

dere, < L. videre, pp. visus, see : see vision.] 1 .

A view or prospect, especially through an av-

enue, as between rows of trees
; hence, the trees

or other things that form the avenue.

The tents are all ranged in a straight line : . . . and
is there not a horrid uniformity in their infinite vista of

canvas? Sheridan (?), The Camp, ii. 3.

Terminal figures,columns of marble or granite porticoes,
arches, are seen in the tngtas of the wood paths.

Hawthorne, Marble Faun, viii.

Hence 2. Figuratively, a vision; a view pre-
sented to the mind in prospect or in retrospect
by the imagination : as, a vista of pleasure to

come
;
dim vistas of the past.

There is something exceedingly delusive in thus looking
back through the long vista of departed years, and catch-

ing a glimpse of the fairy realms of antiquity.
Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 138.

Prima vista. See prima.

vistaed (vis'tad), . [< vista + -erf2.] Possess-

ing or forming a vista or vistas,

visto (vis'to), n. Same as vinta. [Erroneous.]
Then all beside each glade and visto

You'd see nymphs lying like Calisto.

Gay, To a Young Lady.

visual (viz'u-al), a. [< OF. visual, visuel, F.

visuel = Sp. Pg. visual = It. visuale, < LL. visit-

alis, of sight, < L. visas, sight, < videre, pp.
visus, see: see vis1 , visage.] 1. Of or pertain-
ing to sight; relating to vision; used in sight;

serving as the instrument of seeing; optic : as,
the visual nerve.

The air,

No where so clear, sharpen'd his visual ray.

Milton, f. L., iii. 620.

Visual perception sees a superficies, but it does not see
a superficies as distinguished from a solid.

Hodgson, Time and Space, f 12.

2. Visible; perceptible by the sight.

Among many remarkable particulars that attended his

first perceptions and judgments on visual objects, . . .

the first time the boy saw a black object, it gave him great
uneasiness. Burke, Sublime and Beautiful, 115.

3. Resulting from the eye ; produced by a look :

as, visual influences Primary visual centers, the
lateral corpus geniculatum ; the pulvinar and the anterior

corpus quadrigeminum, in cells of which the fibers of the

optic tract originate. Visual angle, the angle formed
by the intersection of two lines drawn from the extremi-
ties of an object to the first nodal point of the eye.
Visual axis. See ozfoi. Visual field, the extent of
external world which is visible in any position of an eye.
Visual line. Same as visual axis. Visual plane, the

plane including the visual lines of the two eyes. Visual
point, in persp., a point in the horizontal line in which
all the visual rays unite. Visual purple, a pigment
found in the retina : same as rhodopsin. Visual rays,
lines of light imagined to come from the object to the eye.
Visual wnite, the final product of the photochemical

changes undergone by visual purple when exposed to the
action of light. Visual yellow, an intermediate stage
of the passage of visual purple to visual white under the
action of light.

visualisation, visualise, etc. See visualisa-

tion, etc.

visuality (viz-u-al'i-ti), .
; pi. visitalitics (-tiz).

[< LL. visuaUta(t-)s, the faculty of sight, < visu-

alis, of the sight: see visual.] 1. The state

or property of being visual. 2. A sight; a

glimpse; a mental picture.
We have a pleasant visuality of an old summer after-

noon in the Queen's Court two hundred years ago.

Carlyle, Cromwell, i. 98.

visualization (viz"u-al-i-za'shon), . [< visu-

alise + -ation.] The act, process, or result of

visualizing; the state of being visualized, as
an optical image. Also spelled visualisation.

We have a problem of visualization the mind is called

upon to supply an optical image.
Proc. Amer. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 311.

visualize (viz'u-al-iz), v.; pret. and pp. visual-

ized, ppr. visualizing. [< visual + -ize.] I.

trans. To make visual or visible; make that
which is perceived by the mind only visible to

the eye ;
externalize to the eye.

vital

What is this Me? A Voice, a Motion, an Appearance
some embodied, visualized Idea in tliu Eternal Mind?

Carlyle, Sartor Kesartns, i. 8.

Whatever may be the fate of these attempts to visualise

the physics of the process, it will still remain true that
to account for the phenomena of radiation and absorp-
tion we must take into consideration the shape, size, and

complexity of the molecules by which the ether is dis-

turbed. Tyndall, Radiation, 15.

Most persons . . . are less able to visualise the features
of intimate friends than those of persons of whom they
have caught only a single glance.

F. Galton, Inquiries into Human Faculty, p. 108.

II. in traits. To call up a mental image or

picture with a distinctness approaching actual
vision.

I find that a few persons can, by what they often de-
scribe as a kind of touch-sight, visualise at the same
moment all round the image of a solid body.

F. Galton, Inquiries into Human Faculty, p. 98.

It is among uncivilised races that natural differences in
the visualising faculty are most conspicuous. Many of
them make carvings and rude illustrations, but only a few
have the gift of carrying a picture in their mind's eye,
judging by the completeness and firmness of their designs,
which show no trace of having been elaborated in that

step-hy-step manner which is characteristic of draughts-
men who are not natural artists.

F. Gallon, Inquiries into Human Faculty, p. 101.

Also spelled visualise.

visualize! ( viz'u-al-i-zer), . [< visualise + -cr1 .]

One who visualizes. Also spelled vinualiser.

Abnormally sensitive visualizers.

Proc. Amer. Soc. Psych. Research, I. 285.

visually (viz'u-al-i), adv. In a visual manner;
by sight; with reference to vision.

These spectral images have only a subjective existence,

though visually they have all the vividness of present-
ment which belongs to realities. Nature, XLI. 417.

Vitaceae(vi-ta'se-e),.j)J. [NL.(Lindley,1835),
< Vitis T -acete.] An order of polypetalous
plants, of the series Disciflorie and cohort Celas-

trales. It is also known as Ampelidese (Kunth, 1821), or

now as Ampelidaceve (R. T. Lowe, 1857), and as the vine

family in each case from its type, Vitis vinifera, the d/i-

ireAos of the Greeks. The order is characterized by a small

calyx with imbricated lobes, and valvate caducous petals
with the stamens opposite them. There arc about 435 spe-
cies, of which 44 species, principally of Asia and Africa,

forming the genus Leea, are erect tropical shrubs or small

trees, with pinnate leaves without tendrils. The others,
classed in 10 genera, and forming the tribe Ampelideee,
are shrubby tendril-bearing climbers or vines, with a copi-
ous watery juice, round, angled, or irregular stems thick-

ened at the nodes (rarely herbaceous or subterranean),
their wood abounding in large dotted ducts. They bear
alternate or petioled leaves, which are simple, lobed, or

digitately divided into three to five leaflets. The inflores-

cence is paniculately cymose or racemose, rarely spicate,
and is developed opposite the leaves ; the peduncles end
in simple or divided tendrils. The small flowers are com-
nionly greenish or inconspicuous. The fruit is a roundish

juicy berry, commonly one-celled by obliteration of the two
to five partitions, and containing two to five seeds. It is

often large, sweet, and edible in Vitis and Cissuz, or some-
times acrid, astringent, or intensely acid. Three genera ex-

tend into the United States, Vitis, Cissus, and Ampelopsis.
Ampelocissus, Parthenocissus, and Tetraxtigma also occur
in tropical America; the others are small genera of the
Old World. Their leaves are astringent, and sometimes
furnish domestic remedies, especially those of tropical spe-
cies of Cissus; another furnishes a blue dye ; but the prin-
cipal importance of the family is the production of grapes
and wine. Pterisanthes, a small aberrant genus, is one of
the most singular of plants in its inflorescence, bearing
its innumerable small flowers on a thin, flattened wing-
like or leaf-like receptacle forming the expanded end of
a slender tendril.

Vitailet, Vitaillet, " Obsolete spellings of

victual.

Vital (vi'tal), a. [< ME. vital, < OF. (and F.)
vital = Sp. Pg. vital = It. vitalc, < L. vitalis, of

or belonging to life, < vita, life, < vivere, pp.
victtis, live, = Skt. \/ jii', live; cf. Gr. fttnc,, life.

From the same root are ult. E. vic%, vivid, re-

vive, etc.] 1. Of or pertaining to life, either

animal or vegetable : as, vital energies.
A raven's note,

Whose dismal tune bereft my vital powers.
Shak., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 41.

As for living creatures, it is certain their vital spirits
are a substance compounded of an airy and flamy matter.

Bacon, Nat. Hist, 30.

2. Contributing to life
; necessary to life : as, vi-

tal air; vital blood. 3. Containing life ; living.

Spirits that live throughout,
Vital in every part. Milton, P. L., vi. 345.

His vital presence? his corporeal mould?
Wordntfarth, Laodamia,

She is very haughty.
For all her fragile air of gentleness ;

With something Mai in her, like those flowers
That on our desolate steppes outlast the year.

T. B. Aldrich, Pauline Pavlovna.

4. Being the seat of life
; being that on which

life depends ; hence, essential to existence
;
in-

dispensable.
He spoke, and rising hurl'd his forceful Dart,

Which, driv'n by Pallas, pierc'd a vital Part.

Pope, Iliad, v. 352.



vital

A coln|M-tence is ritnl to runt. nt.

YIIHIUJ, Mght Thoughts, \i. .'.<'..

A knowledge of tin- l:iw and :i devotion to it-, pi inr -ij,!,^
Mi- ritnl to a r. -pill.Hi\ ;uid lie :i( til.- very foiui'lation c.f

it strength. Mori/, Mine. Writings, p. 512.

5f. Capable of living; viable.

I -,
i h.i"' .1 'i

,
II I|.|,.M i .itr-, . . . liml others . . . iMinnnr-

the liirtli (if thu seventh month I., lie ,,i,il.

.SV '/'. Urinate, Vnln. HIT., iv. \-l.

Vital airl, mi "I'l name lr oxygen Kan, which In essential
i" animal I itc. Vital capacity of the lungs, see ,-/;
ritn. Vital Center. Same a renter <>/'ivy/.i;-l/iiii (which
n under rwpiroaon). Vital Christianity. SceCArw.

tiimiti/. i (o. vital congruity*, tin mode .if union of

body and soul according to the English Platonists. Vital
contractility, the power of contraction inherent In llv-

iiiK muscular tissue. Vital fluid, III*' name given liy
Sell lilt 7.c toa llllid in plants, found ill certain vessels called

liy liini ritnl. iv.vWx. It is also termed lutes. Vital force,
the animating force in animals and plants. Sec the first

quotation under ritiilitif, 1. Vital functions. .See/UHC-
''- Vital-germ theory of contagion, the theory that
contagions diseases are due tu the presence of perverted
bioplasts liich are deseended from others originally
healthy. Vital power, the ability to live, or continue
alive; vitality.

The movement of the bioplasm fa vital, occurs only
dining life, and i.s due to m'fa/jwtivr which rilal pmrrr
of this*, the highest form of bloplaftlil In nature, is in fact
the living I. /,-.,(/,, Illoplasm, p. 200.

Vital principle, that principle upon which, when united
with organized matter, the phenomena of life are supposed
to depend. See vitality. Vital sense, uuinestllesis.

Vital tripod. Sec tripod.

Totalisation, vitalise, ft 3. See ritalizution, etc.

Vitalism (vi'tal-i/m), a. [< rital + -imii.] In

hint., tli<! doctrine that ascribes all tlio func-
tions of an organism to a vital principle dis-
tinct from chemical and other physical forces.

vitalist (vi'tal-ist), . [= F. ritaliste; < rilal

+ -int.] A Leliever in the existence of vital
Idtcc ,-is distinguished from the other forces op-
crntive upon animal iiud vegetable organisms.

vitalistic (vi-ta-lis'tik), a. [< vitalixt + -ic.]
1. Pertoiobur to or involving the theory of
vitalism, llrlutlioltz, Popular Sci. Lectures
(trans.), p. 383. 2. Noting the vital-germ
theory of contagion (which see, under vital).

It was no easy tiling for him to justify the study of fer-
mentation on the lines suggested hy what was called the
ri'in/i-iie or germ theory. A'ohire, Mill. 482.

Vitality (vi-tal'i-ti), n. [< F. vitalite = So. ci-

talidaa = Pg. vitalidadc = It. ritalitA, < L. ri-

talitti(t-),*, vital force, life, < vitalig, vital: see

rilnl.] 1. The exhibiting of vital powers or

capacities; the principle of animation or of
life

; vital force. See life.

It may be convenient to use the terms "vitality" and
"
vital force

"
to denote the causes of certain great groups

of natural operations, as we employ the names of "electri-

city
"
and " electrical force

"
to denote others ; but it ceases

to be proper to do so if such a name implies the absurd
assumption that either "

electricity
"
or "

vitality
"

Is an
entity playing the part of an efficient cause of electrical or
vital phenomena. A mass of living protoplasm is simply
a molecular machine of great complexity, the total results
of the working of which, or its vital phenomena, depend
on the one hand upon its construction, and on the other
upon the energy supplied to it ; and to speak of vitality
as anything but the name of a series of operations is as if

one should talk of the "
horologlty

"
of a clock.

Huxley, Anat. Invert., p. 15.

Undoubtedly a man of genius can out of his own super-
abundant vitality compel life Into the most decrepit vo-

cabulary. Lowell, Study Windows, p. 240.

2. Manifestation of a capacity for enduring and
performing certain functions: as, an institution
devoid of vitality.

No incredulity or neglect can destroy the innate ritalihi

of truth. <;,U,.; Oeol. Sketches, li. SO.

There is nothing more curious than the vitality of a
class of words never employed in good society, and never
admitted into any dictionary. Science, V. 380.

vitalization (vi'tal-i-za'shon), n. [< vitalize

+ -atitiit.] The act or process of infusing the
vital principle. Also spelled vitalisation.

The essential function of the male element is not the
riinli~<iti,:,i of the germ.

W. K. Brooki, Law of Heredity, p. 248.

vitalize (vi'tal-iz), 0. t. ; pret. and pp. vitalized,

ppr. vitalizing. [< vital + -ire.] To give life

to; render living; give an organic or vital char-
acter to. Also spelled vitalise.

It appears that it [organic assimilation] is a force which
not only produces motion and cheiuloal change, hut also
viUdiifs the matter on which it acU.

Whewell, Hist. Scientific Ideas, iv. ::.

It is thought to go without the saying that the [Austrian]
monarch's negative will absolutely kill, his "let it be

"

abundantly vitaliif, all laws, whether constitutional or
other. IT. II ,/-. Mate. 59.

vitalize!" (vi'tiil-i-zer), .

[<
vitalize + -er 1 .]

One who or that which vitalizes. Also spelled
rilnU.ier.

Vitally (M'tal-li). ni(Y. 1. In a vital manner;
so as to give life.

0773
The organic structure of human I.,H!J, * uhei .l,y they

are titled to live and move, and lie ntiill;/ infoimed l,y the
Hoiil, is the workmanship of a most wise, powciful, and
IH nelicent Maker. >/. l./"/oe'/i )

2. Ina manner or degree e.-sc nt in 1 In con tinned
existence; essentially: as ntulli/ important.
His attainment ton know ledge of IHH! and thin insUuit

resistance of Sin ai e most intimately and vitally id il< [

Ncit lu r can advance In M>nd tin othct.
( '/;,,.;/. Perfect Life, p. 95.

3. In the vitals: us affecting vital parts; nor-
tally; fatally: as, the animal was ritiilly hit or
hurt.

Vitals (vi'tal/), n. ill. [PI. of ritnl; short for
ritnl /mrlx.] 1. The viscera necessary for vi-

tal processes; those interior parts or organs
which are essential to life, as the brain, heart,
lungs, and stomach: a vague general term.

A slight wound ;

Tlmu-h It piere'il his body, It hath mlys'd the ritalt.

I '/richer (and aiiotlu-r). Fair Maid of the Inn, II. 1.

2. The part of any complex whole that is essen-
tial to its life or existence, or to a sound state:

M| corruption of manners preys upon the ritnli

of a stale.

A mortal disease was nixui her ritaU before Cmsar had
crossed the Kulilr.ni

.Story, Speech, Salem, Sept. 18, 1818.

vitativeness (vi-tii'tiv-nes), n. In iiln-ni., the
love of life a faculty assigned to a protuber-
ance under the ear; also, the organ which issii)>-

posed to indicate the presence of this faculty.
vitellarian (vit-e-la'ri-an), . [< ritelliiriitiM +
-nn.] Of or pertaining to the vitellarium: as,
the vitellarian ducts. See cuts under I/ITI</
i- in ni, 'l'ii iniitiMln, and t'i:iloidea. Hus/<//.

vitellarium (vit-e-la'ri-um), n. ; pi. ttuOaria

(-ft). [NL., < Ii.rittllux, yolk: see ritellus.] A
special gland of the female generative appara-
tus of some worms, additional to the germarium,
in which gland an accessory vitelline substance
is formed. See yermarium, and cuts under Tre-

matoda and IthaMocusla.

Vitellary (vit'e-la-ri), w. and n. [< L. vitellus,

yolk : see ritcllux.*] I.f n. The place where the

yolk of an egg swims in the white.

The citfllary or place of the yolk is very high.
Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., Hi. 28.

II. a. Same as vitellittf.

The ritellurii sac of the embryo. Iluxiey.

Vitellicle (vi-tel'i-kl), n. [< NL. ritflliculu.i,

dim. of vitfllug, yolk: see ritellus.] A yolk-
sac ; tlie vitelline or vitellary vesicle

;
the bag

which hangs out of the belly of an embryo, in

the higher animals called the umbilical vesicle.

See cuts under embryo and uterus.

vitelligenoUB(vit-e-iij'e-nus), n. [< L. ritellux,

yolk, T -genits, producing: see -f/e>ious.] Pro-

ducing yolk or vitellus: specifying those cells

secreted by the ovarioles of certain insects,
which are supposed to supply nutriment to the
ova. Also vitellogenous. Ilujclea, Anat. Invert.,

p. 381.

Vitellin (vi-tel'in), w. [< ritell(im) + ->2.]
The chief proteid constituent of the yolk of

eggs. It Is a white granular body insoluble In water,
soluble In dilute salt solutions, and not precipitated hy
saturation with salt. It is associated with lecithin, and
probably combined with it in the yolk of the egg.

vitelline (v5-tel'in), a. and 11. [< vitellux +
-ine 1

.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the vitel-

lus, or yolk of an egg; forming a vitellus, as

protoplasm: said especially of the large mass
of food-yolk or deutoplasm of a meroblastic

egg, or of the vitellicle. 2. In entom. and hot.,
colored like the yolk of an egg; deep-yellow
with a tinge of red.

Also ritcllnry.
Vitelline duct. See dvetm mtelliiau. nnder dtirtiw, and
cut under embryo. Vitelline membrane. See mem.
brant. Vitelline sac, the vitellicle, or umbilical vesicle.

II. n. Yolk; the vitellus; the vitellary sub-
stance. Seel., 1. [Rare.]
vitellogene (vi-tel'o-jen), n. [< L. vitelltut,

yolk, T -genus, producing.] The vitellarium.

vitellogenous (vit-e-loj e-nus), n. Same as

PfMUtfWMMM,
vitellolutein (vi-tel-o-lu'te-in), n. [< L. ritel-

liix, yolk, + litteus, golden-yellow, + -in2.] A
yellow coloring matter found in the eggs of the

spider-crab, Main xi/iiimiiln.

vitellorubin (vi-tel-o-ro'bin), n. [< L. viteUus,

yolk, + rub(er), red, -t- -i'
2
.] A reddish-brown

coloring matter found in the eggs of Main
gmttnaao.
vitellus (vi-tel'us), . [NL., < L. vitellus, a

yolk, a transferred use of riMltin, a little calf,

dim. of ritulux. a calf: see real.] The yolk of

an egg; in the broadest sense, the protoplasm

Flowering Plant of fitrx .J

a, a flower.

vitiator

of an ovum; tli- : ive or formaliM' pm-
tuplii.siiiii- contents of an oviitn-cell. wliicn is

Iran-rornied into the lio.ly of the emlirvo, pins
that -iil^tuiiee. if .-my. wliich nonrinet the

etiiliryo during its germination and IE

qncnt growth. Hem,-, in meiohlasln- ma. two kind-
of vll. lintfiiiKhed. the germ->olk. or neiniln:i-
tlve \iti Ilils pioper. an. I tie fi M ,,l \,,)k til. i

ing and the lattei noiiiiiiii,^ tin- einiiijo. Segmenta-
tion of the vltelliiK. Vitellus for-

matlVUS, fntniatlle 01 line Milk. >ce I,,.,, ,

Vitellus nutritlvua, food yolk

VitCX (vi'leks), w. [NI,. (Kivinii-. KilHi,, < I,.

nlis. ablins, cast us.
|

A genus of plai;l>, of the
order I : rln nnrni . type of I he tribe I ilin-ir. It Is

characterizwl by mcdinin -i/' il tlnu i *. tin ( oi oi 1. 1 H it 1 1

aahorttiiheand very ol>lli|ii< llv c|, ft or two lipped limb
(1U forward lobe larger), by four usually ezaerl
and by a drupaceoiu fruit with a Mimic four-ci Ned null, t

There are about 76 ipeclex. wide!) .li-pcis. d throughout
want) reffloni, a few extend Ink- into teni|M*rate parts uf Alia
and sou tie in I.IIMI|,C. 'I hey are trees or Khrubsbfarl iiu' oj,

posite leaves, which ar( inmonly < om|oited of three U
seven digitate entire or toothed thin or coriaceous leatleU.
The (lowers are

white, blue, vio-

let, or yellowish,
and form cymes
which are loose
and widely fork-

Ing, or short,

dense, and some-
times almost
contracted Into
head. The ge-

nus Is somewhat
aromatic ; sev-
eral species are
tender shrubs
cultivated un-
der glass. V.

Affnus etiKtiix. a
deciduous shrub
from Sicily and
the Mediter-

ranean, Is culti-

vated In many
forms, as with va-

riegated leaves,

etc., under the
names chcutt-

tree, Abraham'*-

balm, hemp-tree,
innitk'f pepper-
tree, and espe-
cially 0ffwi*ctut\u (which see, under ayma). V. tri/vlia is

known In India as iriKd pepper. V. pubetcen* ( V. arborea)
of the East Indies is an evergreen reaching 60 feet In

height, known as tree-ntex. Many species produce a valu-
able wood, as y. Liynum-ritjr, the llgnum-\ltae of Queens*
land, and r. capitata, the bois lezard of Trinidad, Uutana.
and Brazil, or a durable building-timber, especially r. I:'

toralii, the New Zealand teak or purirl, which is consid-
ered indestructible In water. The last is a large tree
sometimes 5 feet in diameter, hearing spreading branches
of dull-red hairy flowers an inch long. (8ee puriri, and
\ew Zealand teak (under teak).) V. umbnua of the West
Indies Is one of the trees known as kfxuwKl or/(/(//**uow/.

vitialt (vish'i-al), a. [< L. vitium, a fault, vice,
+ -nf.] Faulty; corrupt; vicious.

There is nothing on It Itlie earth] that Is of It which Is

not become more filial than vital.

Ken. T. Attaint, Works, I. 337.

vitiate (vish'i-at). v. t.; pret. and pp. ritiated.

ppr. vitiatiny. [Formerly also vieiatc; < L. ri-

tiatiis, pp. of ritiare C>\i. rieiarr = Sp. Pg. ririar
= F. vicier), make faulty, injure, spoil, corrupt,
< ritiiim, a fault, imperfection: see riw-l.] 1.
To render vicious, faulty, or imperfect; injure
the quality or substance of

;
cause to be defec-

tive; impair; spoil ; corrupt : HK,&vitiatedttate.
This beauteous Maid [Venice) hath been often attempted

to be vitiated. Hinrrlt, Letters, I. L 3(1.

Wholesome meats to a vitiated stotnack differ little or
nothing from unwholesome. Milton, Areopagltlca, p. Hi.

2. To cause to fail of effect, either in whole or
in part; render invalid or of no effect ; destroy
the validity or binding force of, as of a legal
instrument or a transaction; divest of legal
value or authority ; invalidate : as, any undue
influence exerted on a jury vitiates their ver-

dict; fraud vitiatf a contract; a court is ri-

tiated by the presence of unqualified persons
sitting as members of it.

The least defect of self-possession vitiates. In my judg-
ment, the entire relation | friendship'.

Kmennn, Friendship.

= 8yn. 1. Pollute, Corrvpt, etc. (see laiii/i), debase, de-

prave.

vitiation (vish-i-a'shon), w. [< L. ritiatio(n-).

violation, corruption, < ritiare. corrupt, vitiate:

see vitiate.] The act of vitiating. Specifically
(a) Impairment ; corruption : as, vitiation of the blood.

The strong vitiation of the (ierman Idiom with English
words and expressions. Ainer. Jour. Pkilot., X. 316.

(6) A rendering invalid or illegal : as, the vitiation of a
contract or a court.

Vitiator (vish'i-a-tpr), . (< L. ritintnr. < riti-

ni'i. corrupt, vitiate: see rilintr.] One who or
that which vitiates.



vitiator

You cannot say in your profession Plus nun vitiat ; plus
is the worst vitiator and violator of the Muses.

lAindor, Imng. Conv., Southey and Porson, ii.

Viticeae (vi-tis'e-e), H. />l. [NL. (Schauer, 1848),
< Vilex (-if-) + '-ex.] A tribe of gamopetalous
plants, of the order Verbcnacese. It is character-

ized hy an ultimately centrifugal cymose inflorescence

composed of opposite dichotoinous cymes aggregated into

a trichotomous, thyrsoid, pyramidal, or corymbose pani-

cle, and by an ovary with the ovules laterally affixed,

commonly at first, imperfectly but soon perfectly four-

celled, drupaceous, and entire or four-lobed in fruit, usu-

ally pulpy or fleshy, the endocarp of four nutlets, or form-

ing a single four-celled nutlet. It includes 18 genera, of

which Vitex (the type), Seetoria, Premna, CaUicarpa, and
Clerodendron are the chief. Gemma of the Malay archi-

pelago is exceptional in its usually five-celled ovary, and
fruit with ten nutlets. The only member of the tribe with-

in the United States is CaUicarpa Americana, the French

mulberry.
viticide (vit'i-sid), . [< L. vitis, vine, + -eidn,

< credere, kill.] That which injures or destroys
the grape or vine ; a vine-pest, as the phyllox-
era.

viticolous (vi-tik'o-lus), a. [< L. vitis, the

vine, + colere, inhabit.] In bot. and goal., in-

habiting or produced upon the vine, as very
many parasitic and saprophytic fungi and vari-

ous insects.

viticula (vl-tik'u-la), .; pi. viticulee (-le).

[NL., dim. of L. CT&S, vine : see Fifes.] In bot.,

a trailing stem, as of a cucumber.
viticulose (vi-tik'u-16s), a. [< viticula + -ose.]

tn hot., producing long, trailing, vine-like twigs
or stems

;
sarmentaceous.

viticultural (vit-i-kul'tur-al), . [< viticulture

+ -al.~\ Of or pertaining to viticulture: as,
viticiiltiiral implements or treatises.

Of the Austrian-Hungarian empire Hungary, from a viti-

cultural point of view, forms by far the most important
part. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 610.

viticulturalist (vit-i-kul'tur-al-ist), w. [< viti-

niltiiral + -ist.] A viticulturist. Elect. Eev.

(Amer.), XIII. xviii. 4. [Rare.]
viticulture (vit'i-kul-tur), n. [< F. Viticulture,

< L. vitis, vine, + culiilra, culture.] The cul-

ture or cultivation of the vine.

viticultiirist (vit-i-kul'tur-ist), n. [< viticul-

ture + -ist.] One whose business is viticulture ;

a grape-grower.
To aid in these researches, relations have already been

opened with horticulturists and viticulluriste.

Nature, XLIII. 88.

Vitiflora (vit-i-flo'rii), . [NL. (Leach, 1816),
< L. vitis, vine, + flos (flor-), flower.] A genus
of chats: a strict synonym of Snxicola. Also
called (Enanthe.

Vitiflorinae (vit*i-flo-ri'ne),.^. [NL., < Viti-

flora + -inee.] A subfamily of birds : synony-
mous with Saxicolinee.

vitiligo (vit-i-li'gp),
. [NL., < L. vitiligo, tet-

ter.] A loss of pigment in one or more circum-
scribed parts of the skin, with increase of pig-
ment in the skin immediately about such

patches. Also called acquired leucodermia or

Vitiligoidea (vit"i-li-goi'de-a), n. [< L. vitiligo,

tetter, + -oidca.] A skin-disease characterized

by yellowish patches or tubercles, situated usu-

ally on the eyelids; xauthoma.

vitilitigate (vit-i-lit'i-gat), v. i. ; pret. and pp.
vitilitiffated, ppr. vitilitigating. [< L. vitilitigatus,

pp. of vitilitigare, quarrel disgracefully, calum-

niate, < vitium, a fault, vice (see rice1"), + liti-

gare, quarrel : see litigate.] To contend in law

litigiously, captiously, or vexatiously. Bailey,
1731.

vitilitigation (vit-i-lit-i-ga'shpn), n. [< viti-

litigate + -ion.] Vexatious or quarrelsome liti-

gation.
It is a most toylsome taske to run the wild goose chase

after a well-breath'd Opinionist ; they delight in vitUiti-

gation, N. Ward, Simple Cobler, p. 16.

I'll force you by right ratiocination
To leave your vitilitiffation.

S. Butter, Hudibras, I. iii. 1262.

vitiosity (vish-i-os'i-ti), n. ; pi. vitiosities (-tiz).

[< L. vitio.iita(t-)s, corruption, vice, < vitiosus,

corrupt, vicious: see vicious.] The state of

being vicious or vitiated; a corrupted state;

depravation; a vicious property.
My untamed affections and confirmed vitiosity makes

me daily do worse. Sir T. Browne, Eeligio Medici, i. 42.

Vitiosities whose newness and monstrosity of nature
admits no name. Sir T. Browne, Religio Medici.

vitipust, vitiouslyt, etc. Obsolete spellings of

vicious, etc.

Vitis (vi'tis), . [NL. (Malpighi, 1675; ear-
lier by Brunfels, 15:iO), < L. vitis, a vine, < viere

(\/ vi), twist, wind : see aitlie, withy. Hence (<
L vilis) ult. E. vise 1

.] A geuus of plants, in-
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eluding the grape, type of the order / 'itnrese or
A mpelidaceee. It is characterized by polygamodicecious
flowers, each with a cap of 5 coherent caducous petals.
From Cissus, its tropical representative, it is further dis-

tinguished l>y its conical or thickened (not subulate) style ;

and from the other genera, as Ampelopsin, the common
Virginia creeper or American ivy, by its pyriform seeds.
There are about 30 species, natives of the northern hemi-

sphere, chiefly within temperate regions. They are shrub-

by climbers with simple or lobed leaves (rarely digitate,
like Atnpelopsis), and long branching tendrils produced
opposite the leaves, and also from the flower-stalk. The
inflorescence is a thyrsus of inconspicuous flowers, often

very fragrant, usually greenish, and peculiar in the fall

of the unopened petals without expansion. The fruit, a

pulpy berry, is normally two-celled and with two to four

seeds, to which the pulp adheres in thy American, but
does not in the one or two European species. By Planchon

(1872) the genus is divided into two sections A'NV'(/.S-,

with a peculiar thin brown fibrous bark which soon sepa-
rates and hangs in shreddy plates; and Muscadinia, con-

sisting of V. rotund/folia (T. vulpina), the muscadine, and
V. Munsoniana, the bird-grape of Florida, peculiar in their

closely adherent punctate bark, nearly elliptical seeds,
somewhat cymose inflorescence, and unbranched tendrils.

The most important species, V. vinifera, is the vine of

southern and central Europe, known in America as the

European, hot-house, or California grape, native in Turkey,
Persia, and Tatary, probably also in Greece and in the

Himalayas, and now cultivated in the Old World from
nearly 55 north to about 40' south latitude, sometimes

up to the altitude of 3,000 feet. In England its fruit ripens
in the open air only in favorable seasons, although in the
eleventh and twelfth centuries an inferior wine was there
made from it. It grows in all soils, but best in those which
are light and gravelly. Some individuals in warm climates
have attained in centuries a trunk 3 feet in diameter. In
the United States the climate is not favorable to it, except
in California. It is the source of thousands of varieties,
obtained by propagation from seed. To continue the ori-

ginal variety in cultivation, propagation by layers, cut-

tings, grafting, or inoculation is practised. (See vine and
grape, also wine, raisin, and currant. ) The species are most
abundant in the United States, there estimated by Munson
at 23 ; they are especially numerous in Texas, which has
12 species, or 8 as recognized by Coulter. The eastern
United States is thought richer in useful species than any
other part of the world, 4 of the 8 Atlantic species having
given rise to valuable cultivated varieties. Of these V.

Labmsca, the common wild grape of the New England
coast, extends from
Canada through the
Atlantic States to Ten-

nessee, and from Japan
to the Himalayas ; it is

the source of the Con-
cord, Isabella, Cataw-
ba, lona, Diana, and
other grapes, and some
claim that an Asiatic

hybrid between it and
V. rotundtfolia was the

original of V. vinifera.
V. bicolor (formerly in-

cluded with V. eesti-

valis), the blue or win-
ter grape, occurs from
New York to Wiscon-
sin and southward ;

and V. SRStivalis, the
summer grape, from
Virginia to Texas.
From these come the
Delaware and the
most promising native
American red-wine

grapes, as the Cynthi-
ana and Norton's Vir-

ginia- V. riparia (V.

palmata), the river-

grape, is widely distrib-

uted through all the
Northern States and Canada to Colorado, and is the only
Rocky Mountain species ; in cultivation it is extensively
used in France to supply phylloxera-proof stock for fine

wine-producing varieties of V. vinifera. Many other valu-

able varieties have been formed from the American grapes
by hybridizing with one another or with V. vinifera ; these

hybrids are in general proof against the phylloxera, and
include by far the best American table-grapes. The fourth
North Atlantic species, V. cordifolia, the frost-, chicken-,
or possum-grape, ranges from New York to Iowa and
the Gulf of Mexico, and is the most common of the 3

species of Canada. It produces small blackish or am-
ber colored fruit, sometimes used, after it has been
touched by frost, for preserves. Among these species,
V. riparia is readily distinguished by its leaves with a
broad rounded basal sinus, and its growing tips envel-

oped with young undeveloped leaves, and V. cordifolia by
leaves with both sides smooth and shining. The other
three have the upper surface dark-green and more or less

rugose ; the lower in V. bicolor bluish with a bloom, in V.

eesticalis dusty-flocculent, with short broad stipules, and
in V. Labrusca densely white or rusty with close tomen-
tum, with long cordate stipules. Their berries are mostly
small in V. bicolor and V. sextivalis apt to be astringent
and white-dotted ; those of V. Labrusca and V. rotundi-

folia, the fox-grapes, have a musky or foxy taste or odor

(seefox-grape). Thelatter,themuscadine or bullace grape,
the source of the scuppernong (which see), is the largest-
fruited American species, and extends from Virginia to

Texas, and from Japan to the Himalayas. Many other
American species are quite local; 3 are confined to Flori-

da, 7 mainly to Texas, as V. candicans, the mustang or
cutthroat grape, and V. monticola, the sweet mountain
grape ;

several others are nearly restricted to the Missis-

sippi valley, as V. cinerea, the sweet winter grape, and V.

rubra, an ornamental species. V. Arizonica, the canon-

grape of Arizona, and V. Girdiana, of southern California,
are small-fruited species ; V. Califontica, the vaumee of

the Indians, bears large clusters of purple fruit of rather

pleasant flavor. ('. Carib<ea is the Jamaica grape or water-

Vitis l.abrttsca.

inflorescence ; *, apex of branch
with leaves and tendrils; c, leaf

vitreousness

withe of the West Indies, Mexico, and Central America.
The only other American species not found in the United
States is V. Blancoii of the Sierra Madre. A few species
are peculiar to Asia, 5 to Japan, China, and India, V.

Amurensis to Siberia. The numerous tropical and south

temperate species formerly ascribed to Vitis are now re-

ferred to Cissus, including 17 in Australia. Several in

mountains of India and Java produce edible fruit; 3 ex-

tend within the southern United States, 2 in Texas the
shrub V. bipinnata (now Cissns stans) and the ornamen-
t;il vine known as yerba del buey, F. (C.) incisa - and 1

in Florida, V. (C.) sicyoides, for which sec china-root and
bastard bryony (under bryony).

vitlert, " An obsolete spelling of victtuiler.

vitoe, n. [Tupi.] A South American nocturnal

monkey of the genus Xyetipitliecus, as X.felhiitt:,
the eia. See doitroucouli.

vitrea 1
,
n. Plural of vitreum.

vitrea2 (vit're-a), it. pi. [NL., neut. pi. of L.

ritreus, of glass : see vitreous.] A term used for

antique glass vessels or fragments of the same.
11. S. fuming, J. A. A., X. 19L>.

vitrella (vi-trel'a), 11.; pi. vitretlee (-e). [NL.,
< vitiTiiut + dim. -ella.] Same asretiiiiiphoru.
Ommatidium consists of two corneagen cells, four m-

trellse, and seven retinular cells. Amer. Nat., XXIV. 350.

vitreinitet, " An unexplained word which oc-

curs in the following lines:

She that helmed was in starke stoures,
And wan by force tonnes stronge and toures,
Shal on hir heed now were a vitremyte.

Chaucer, Monk's Tale, 1. 382.

[The early editions read autremite, the Six Texts and Tyr-
whitt read as here, and the Harleian MS. has uyntcrmyte.
Skeat conjectures that it means a 'glass head-dress,' as

contrasted with a helmet. Nothing as yet really satis-

factory has been proposed.]

Vitreodentinal (vit/'re-o-den'ti-nal), . [<
ritrcwlciitiiie + -at.] Of the character of vit-

reodentine; pertaining to vitreodentine.

vitreoclentine (vit"re-o-den'tin), n. [< L. ritrt--

us, of glass, + E. dentine.] A variety of den-
tine of particularly hard texture, as distin-

guished from osteodentine and raswleiitiiie.

Vitreo-electric (vit"re-d-e-lek'trik), . [< L. ri-

trcus, of glass, + E. tiectne.] Containing or ex-

hibiting positive electricity, or electricity simi-

lar to that which is excited by rubbing glass,

vitreosity(vit-re-os'i-ti), 11. [< ritreonx + -it;/.]

Vitreousness.
The pages bristle with "hard words," some of which

are new to science. Vitreosily has an uncanny sound.

Nature, XLI. 49.

Vitreous (vit're-us), a. and n. [Cf. F. vitreux

and Sp. vitrcu = Pg. It. vitreo; < L. ritreus, of

glass, < vitruiii, glass, orig. *vidti"um. a transpa-
rent substance, < videre, see: see vision. Cf.

vitrine, rerre, etc.] I. a. 1. Of, pertaining to,

or obtained from glass; resembling glass. 2.

Consisting of glass : as, a vitreous substance.
3. Resembling glass in some respects ; glassy :

thus, an object may be ritreous in its hard-

ness, in its gloss, in its structure, etc. Specifi-

cally, in anat. and zoiil., vitrifprm ; glassy; like glass

(a) in transparency, as a clear jelly may resemble glass ;

hyaloid: as, the vitreous body or humor of the eye ; (6) in

translucency, thinness, or smoothness ; hyaline : as, a vitre-

ous shell ; (c) in hardness and brittleness : as, the vitre-

ous tableta of the skull ; (>/> in mode of cleavage ; clean-

cut : as, a vitreous fracture ; (e) in chemical composition ;

silicious: as, a vitreous sponge. Vitreous body of the
eye, the pellucid gelatinous substance which fills about
four fifths of the ball of the eye, behind the crystalline
lens

;
the vitreous humor or lens. See cut under eyel.

Vitreous degeneration. Same as hyaline degeneration
(which see, under hyaline). Vitreous electricity, elec-

tricity produced by rubbing glass, as distinguished from
resinous electricity. See electricity. Vitreous humor of
the ear, the fluid filling the membranous labyrinth of

the ear: same as endolymph. Vitreous humor of the
eye, the vitreum. Vitreous lens, the vitreous body of

the eye : correlated with crystalline lens. Vitreous me-
SOChoruS, Megochorus vitreus, a hy-
menopterous hyperparasite which was
supposed to destroy the army-worm.

Vitreous mosaic, mosaic the tes-

serae of which are of glass, especially
in jewelry for personal adornment,
where it differs from enamel work in

that the pieces of glass are cut out
cold and inlaid like gems. Vitre-
ous Silver. See silver. Vitreous
sponge, a silicious sponge ;

a glass-

sponge: correlated with gelatinous,

ftbrous, and calcareous sponge. See cut under Euplectella.
Vitreous Structure, in lithol. Properly speaking in

a perfectly vitreous rock there is an entire absence of

structure, and of any appearance of individualization :

such glassy material has no influence on polarized light.

Inasmuch, however, as a perfectly vitreous condition is

very rare, devitrification having almost always been begun
at least, lithologists sometimes for convenience use the
term structure in designating a rock as vitreous, or speak
of a "vitreous structure." Vitreous table (or tablet)
of the skull. See table, n., 1 (c). Vitreous warts of
Descemet's membrane, minute roundish transparent
bodies frequently found near the border of Descemet's

membrane, on the posterior surface of the cornea.

II. n. The vitreous body of the eye.
vitreousness (vit're-us-nes), . The state or

quality of being vitreous; vitreosily.

Vitreous Mesocho



vitrescence

Vitrescence (vi-tres'cu-o. /i. [< ritri'wn(t) +
-IT.

I
Tin- state ill' lieciiining glassy, or of grow-

ing to resemlile. glass.
Vitrescent (vi-tres'ent), a. [< L. dlmm. glass,
+ -twoi)

1

.] Turuing iuto glass; feuding to be-
come glass.
vitrescible (vi-ti-cs'i-bl), n. [= F. ritrt-m-iiiii

,

as ritrrsc(fni) + -iblr.] Capable of becoming
glassy, or of beim; tiirnci! into class.

vitreum (vit're-um), .: 1>1.
I'ili'i'ii (-a). [NL.,

nrut. nl' I,, fili'ins, glnsy: see n'/ivwi.v.
|

The
corpus vitreum, vitreous bodv, or vitreous hu-
uior of the eye. See cut untfer <//' '.

vitric (vit'rik), a. [< L. ritrum, glass, + -/<-.)

( )f the nature of, or pertaining to, glass or any
vitreous material.

vitrics (vit'riks), M. [PI. of vitric: see -ics.]
1. Ulass anil glassy materials in general. 2.
The study or history of glass and glass-inauu-
facturt". Compare ceramics.

vitrifaction (vit-ri-fak'shon), H. [< L. rilniiii,

glass, 4- fuerre, pp. factiis, make, do: see fac-
tion.] 1. The art or operation of turning into

glass. 2. The act or process of becoming glass.
vitrifacture (vit-ri-fak'tur), H. [< L. vitruni.

glass, + Jactitm, a making: seo facture.] The
manufacture of glass.

vitrifiability (vit-ri-fi-a-bil'i-ti), . [< ritrifia-
Mi' + -it// (see -bility).]' The property of being
verifiable.

Verifiable (vit'ri-fi-a-bl), a. [<F.vitrifiable;
as vitrify + -able.] Capable of being vitrified

or converted into glass by heat and fusion: as,
flint and alkalis are verifiable. vitrlflable col-
ors. See color.

vitriflcable (vit-rif'i-ka-bl), a. [< vitrific(ate)
+ -able.] Same as viirifiabte. [Kare.]

vitrificate (vit'ri-fi-kat), v. t.; met. and pp.ri'C-

rijicated, ppr. vitrificatixg. [< \L. "ritrijicatus,

pp. of "ritrificarc, vitrify : see vitrify.'} To
vitrify. [Rare.]

Vitrification (vit'ri-fi-ka'shon), . [< F. n'ft-i-

ficatioit = Sp. vitrification = Pg. vitrificacfto =
It. ritrificazioite ; as vitrificate + -ion.] Con-
version into glass, or in general into a material

having a glassy or vitreous structure. 8ome min-
erals and most rocks, when fused, are converted Into a
more or leas perfect glass, or become vttrlfled. This Is

the case when the melted material cooU rapidly ; but if

cooled slowly more or less complete devitrification takes

place, and a llthoid structure is the result. See deeitrifi-
cation.

vitrified ( vit'ri-fid),j>. a. Converted into glass ;

hence, by extension, partially converted into

glass, as having the exterior converted into a

glaze, or having the substance hard and glassy
from exposure to heat: as, vitrified tiles. Vitri-
fied fort or wall, one of a type of early native defensive
structures found in Scotland, France, etc.

,
In which heavy

walls of silicious stone have been exposed to fire, with
the result that they have become to some extent vitrified.

There hag been much discussion as to whether this is an
accidental result of the burning of wooden superstruc-
tures or of later structures built against the walls, or

whether it is an effect sought purposely by the builders
with the view of making the walls more solid. See ritri-

Jlcalion.

vitriform (vit'ri-fdrm), a. [< L. ritrum, glass,
+ forma, form.] Having the form or appear-
ance of glass ; vitreous in appearance.

vitrify (vit'ri-fi), r. ; pret. and pp. vitrified, ppr.
ritrij'i/iii</. [< F. vitrifier = Sp. Pg. vitrificar =
lt.vitrificare,<. NL.*t>i<n/tea)'<?,< L. vitruni, glass,
+ -^ca/-c,</aoere,make,do(see-/y).] I. trans.

To convert into glass by the action of heat. See

glass.
II. in trans. To become glass; be converted

into glass.

Chymists make vessels of animal substances calcln'd,
which will not vitrify in the fire.

.\ri,,iil,n"t, Aliments, iv. 1.

Vitrina (vi-tri'na), n. [NL. (Drapiez, 1801),
< L. ritrum, glass: see vitreous.] 1. The typi-
cal genus of f'itrinidee, having a very thin, deli-

cate, and transparent shell; glass-snails, as / .

/idliicida, r. limpida, etc. 2. [I. c.] A glass-
snail of this genus.
vitrine (vit'riu), . [< F. ritrine,<.vitre, window-
glass, < L. ritrum, glass.] A show-case ; a case
or inclosure of glass for the display of delicate

articles, whether in a museum, a private house,
or a shop.
Many caskets and vases are in upright titrinfn standing

on the floor, while numerous larger works are in wall
.:tsi s. Atheiutittn, No. 3207, p. 4hO.

Vitrinidae (vi-trin'i-de). 11. pi. [NL., < Vitrina

+ -idle.] A family of monotrematous geophi-
lous pulmoniferous gastropods, typified by the

genus ntriini ; the glass-snails. They have the
shell heliciform, very thin, too small to contain the ani-

mal, and of a few rapidly enlarging whorls; the Jaw rib-
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vitrinoid (vit'i-i-noiil). a. [< I'itrina + -nid.\
Like a L'l.-is.--Miiiil: ri'seinlilingthe I i/rmiilie. or
related to tin in.

Helical i.. n In- i rilrini'iil shell.

/'. P. Carpenter, Lect on Mollusra (1861X p. 70.

Vitriol (vit'ri-ol). n. [Formerly also ritrinii ;

< MK. vitriol, "nlrinlf, < OF. (aii.l K.) nlnot =
Sp. Pg. It. ritriolo = I). rifrit = (!. Sw. I>an.

ritrinl, < Ml,, riti-iiili'ni. vitriol, neut. of ritri-

<lias, var. of LL. ritrrnlitx, of glass, glass, dim.
of L. vitreun, of glass: see ritreinut.] Sulphuric
acid, or one of many of its compound*, which in

certain states have a glassy appearance.
Cered pokets, sal peter, MrlaU.

Ckaueer, Prol. to Canon's Yeoman's Tale, L 256.

Blue vitriol, copper vitriol, hydrous copper sulphate.
hfii found In nature, It Is called ekalcanthite or cyano-

tite. Elixir of vitriol. si-ur/u-.V.-Orwn vitriol. Same
u copprrai; In mineral., the specie! nielanU'rlte. Lead
vitriol. s me u angietUt. - Nickel vitriol, hydrated
nickel sulphate ; In mineral., the specie* morenoslte.

Oil Of vitriol, concentrated sulphuric acid. Red Iron
vitriol, In mineral., same u (Krfryogrcn. Bed Vitriol,

(a) A sulphate of cobalt : III mineral., the species lilelwr-

it.'. Also called couall-mtriol. (It) Ferric sulphate: same as
colcotltar. Also called vitriol of Mart. Roman vitriol,

copper sulphate, or blue vitriol Salt Of vitriol, zinc sul-

phate. white or zinc Vitriol, hydrated tine sulphate;
in mineral., the species goslarltc.

vitriolate (vit'ri-o-lat), r. t.; pret. and pp. rit-

riolated, ppr. vitriolatiiig. [< vitriol + -ate%.]
To convert into a vitriol, as iron pyrites by the

absorption of oxygen, which reduces the iron

to an oxid, and the sulphur to sulphuric acid.

Thus, the sulphld of Iron when vitriolateu become! sul-

phate of Iron, or green vitriol. Also vitrioltie,

vitriolate (vit'ri-o-lat), a. [< vitriolatc,v.] Con-
verted into a vitriol or a sulphate.
vitriolation (vit'ri-o-la'shon), w. [< vitriolate

+ -ion.] The act or process of converting into

a vitriol or a sulphate. Also vttrioH:ation.

vitriolic (vit-ri-ol'ik), a. [= F. vitrioligue =
Sp. vitriolico = Pg. It. vitriolico; as vitriol +
-ic.] 1. Of or pertaining to vitriol ; having the

properties of vitriol, or obtained from vitriol.

We were fain to have recourse to the rum, a horrid, n'<-

riolic beverage, which burned our throats and stomachs
like melted lead. B. Taylor, Northern Travel, p. 106.

2. Biting ; caustic ; very severe or censorious.

Sensitive to his vitriolic criticism.

O. W. Hairnet, Account of the Composition of "The Last

[Leaf."

Vitriolic acid *
. an obsolete name for oil of vitriol, or sul-

phuric acid. Vitriolic ether, sulphuric ether,

vitrioline (vit'ri-o-lin), a. [< vitriol + -ine'.]

Of, pertaining to', or resembling vitriol
;

vit-

riolic.

A spring of a vilriolinc taste and odour.
h'lillff. Worthies, Yorkshire, III. 390.

The Air and Weather dissolving the Stones, the lUIn

falling upon them carries away with it the Vitrioline } nice

or .Salt dissolved. Ray, Eng. Words (ed. ir.nl ), p. 198.

vitriolizable (vit'ri-ol-i-za-bl), . [< vitrioli:e

+ -able.] Capable o( being converted into a
vitriol,

vitriolization (vit'ri-ol-i-za'shon), 11. [= F.

vitriolisation = Sp. vitriolizacioii ; as ritrioli:e

+ -<i<ioH.] Same as vitriolation.

vitriolize (vit'ri-ol-iz), v. t. ; pret. and pp. r<-

riolizcd, ppr. vitriolizing. [= Sp. vitriotizar; as

vitriol + -ire.] 1. Same as vitriolate. 2. To

poison or injure with vitriol.

The Jury did not believe that the child from the same
motive vitriolized himself.

Daily Xeic (London), March 15, 1886. (Eticye. Diet.)

vitlioloust (vit'ri-ol-us), a. [< vitriol + -oug.]

Containing vitriol ; vitriolic.

vitro-di-trina (vit'ro-di-tre'n8), n. [It.
: vitro,

glass; rf, of; trina, lace, galloon.] Lacework

glass, especially that In which the white threads
are crossed at an angle forming lozenge-shaped
compartments, every one of which, in some

specimens, contains a small air-bubble. Com-
pare reticulated tjlass, under gloss.

Vitrophyre (vit'ro-flr), . [< L. vitruni, glass,
+ (por)i>liyr(itcs)', porphyry.] The name given
by Vogelsang to a subdivision of the porphyritic
rocks in which the ground-mass consists ex-

clusively of a glassy magma. See gTMMpkyrw.
vitrophyric (vit-ro-fir'ik), a. [< vitropltyre +
-ic.] Consisting of, or having the characters of,

vitrophyre.
Among the pyroxenlc rocks the most noticeable varie-

ties are the labiadorite-andesites, the pyroxene andesltes

of which both "trachytoid" and "
vitrophyric

"
forms

occur. Philot. Hon., XXIX. 28S.

vituperation

Vitruvian i vi tni'vi :,n i. n. \'\.. 1,1,,,,,,,

ili'f.) + -nn.\ Of or pi-rtiiining to Man-n
Iruvius I'ollio. a Koiuuii Hivhitt-ct of the !

part of the first n-ntiiry n. r., tin- anlli.

an important treatise on architecture, which.
although its stateiiients can lie accepted <ml\
after careful criticism, preserves much t

valnalile re^ai-iliii); tlreek and Roman art.
Vitruvian scroll. an nehtUetanlonaMil n:im.

Vltruvlut, iniiislitliiK of * srrlei of convoluted scroll ui

Vine c/ ihe fruits of u >

spotted cowbanc. la) celery.
nl (3) tx.nkT. ThcbUek
mStnSSS >h viiw m

"'1* icc"""* ol

Vltni>ln Scroll.- From ftlfito fmaro. Voice.

fanciful and varied effect. It frRjoently occurs In Mem
of the Composite order.

vitry (vit'ri), H. A fine kind of canvas, for

making paulins and powder-cloths, r'urnnr.

Mil. Kneyc.-, I. 361.

vitta (vit'ii), .; pi. vitte(-e). [NL., < L. vitta,

a band, a fillet, < viere, bend or twist together,

plait.] 1. A headband, fillet, or garland: specifi-

cally, among the ancient Greeks and Komaus. a

band or fillet used as a dec-
oration of sacred persons
or things, as of priests,
victims, statues, and al-

tars. 2. One of the in-

t'nlir or lappets of a miter.

3. In oot., an oil-tube,

or receptacle for oil, found
in the fruits of most Cm-
belliferse. They are longi-
tudinal canals or tubes filled

with an aromatic or peculiar se-

cretion. Their usual position is

In the intervals Iwtween the

ridges of the fruit, where they
occur singly or In groups. Their

number, size, position, etc., are
of great systematic value. See
nil 1,,/u,

... . j
4. In ;ool., a band; a streak
or stripe, as of color or tex-

ture ; a fascia.

vitiate (vit'at i, a. [< L. ritiutiix, bound with
a fillet, < vitta, a fillet: see vitta.] Provided
with or having a vitta or vittas; in lot., also.

striped longitudinally.

vittlet, w. An obsolete spelling of victual.

vitular (vit'u-lar), a. [< L. ritulus, a calf: see

veal.] Of or pertaining to, or connected with,
calves Vitular or Titulary apoplexy, apoplexy oc-

curring in cows during parturition. vitular or Titulary
fever. .Same as vitular apoplexy.

vitulary (vit'u-la-ri), . Same as vitular.

vituline (vit'u-lih), a. [< L. vitulinus, of or

pertaining to a calf or veal, < vitulitx, a calf:

see real.] 1. Of or pertaining to a calf or
veal.

If a double allowance of vituline brains deserve such
honor (to be exhibited as a wonder u a double-headed

calf], there are few commentators on Shakespeare that
would have gone afoot.

Lowell, Among my Books, 1st ser., p. 1S7.

2. Like a calf in some respect : as. the ritiiliin-

seal, the common harbor-seal, f'lioca vitulina.

vituperable (vi-tu'pe-ra-bl), a. [< ME. ritiijier-

able, < OF. vituperable = Sp. vitujifrable = Pg.
vitupcravel = It. vitujterabile, < L. vitu)terabilix,

blamable, < vituperare, blame : see vitujirrale. \

Deserving of or liable to vituperation ; cen-

surable
; olameworthy. Carton.

vituperate (vi-tu'pe-rat), r. /.
; pret. and pp.

vituperated, ppr. vitinicrating. [< L. vitui>eratvx.

pp. of vitupcrare (> It. vituperare = Pg. Sp. n-

tuperar= F. vituperer), blame, censure, < ritium .

fault, defect, + pai'are, furnish, provide, con-

trive.] To address abusive language to ; timl

fault with abusively ; abuse verbally ;
rate :

objurgate.
The Incensed priests . . . continued to raise their voices,

vituperating each other in bad Latin.

Scott, Ivanhoe, ixxlll.

The Earl [Leicester] hated Norris more bitterly than be-

fore, and was perpetually rituperaliny him.

Notify, Hist Netherlands. II. 514.

Syn. To revile, vilify, berate, upbraid, rail at. The per-
son or creature vituperated is directly addressed.

vituperation (vi-tu-pe-ra'shon), H. [< OF. F.

i-itiiiieratiou = Sp. tMgMPOMM = Pg. vitn/-

rf(7o = It. ritn/icr(i-ioiii\ < L. rilni>frutio(ii-),

blame, censure. < rituperare, blame: see ri'/-



vituperation

perate.] The act of vituperating; censure with
abusive terms

;
abuse

; railing.
When a man becomes untractable anil inaccessible by

fierceness and pride, tlien vituperation comes upon him,
and privation of honour follows him.

Donne, Hist. Septuagint (1633), p. 15f>.

= Syn. Ob] luxation, scolding, reviling, upbraiding.

vituperative (vi-tu'pe-ra-tiv), a. [= It. vitupc-
rativo; as vituperate + -ive.] Serving to vitu-

perate ; containing or expressing abusive cen-

sure; abusive.

As these Cleopatra barges floated along with their soft

burden, torrents of vituperative epithet were poured upon
them by the rough children of Neptune.

W. Ware, Zenobia, I. 3.
= Syn. Opprobrious, scurrilous.

vituperatively (vl-tu'pe-ra-tiv-li), adv. In a
vituperative manner

;
w'itli vituperation ;

abu-
sively.

Vituperator (vi-tu'pe-ra-tor), n. 1= Sp. Pg.
vituperador = It. vituperatore, < L. vituperator,
a blamer, a censurer, < vituperare, blame: see

vituperate.] One who vituperates; one who
censures abusively ;

a reprehender ;
a reviler.

The election of Luttrell, one of the fiercest vttuperators
of the City democrats. Lecky, Eng. in 18th Cent., xiii.

Vituperioust (vi-tu-pe'ri-us), a. [Irreg. < vitii-

per(ate) + -i-ous.] Constituting or conveying
vituperation; disgraceful. [Bare.]
A vituperious and vile name.

Shelton, tr. of Don Quixote, iv. 0. (Lattiam.)

viure (ve'ur), n. [OF. viure.] In her., a very
slender band or ribbon which may cross the field
in any direction, and as to the width and char-
acter of which much liberty is allowed. Thus, a
viure nebuly in bend may be a ribbon curved like the line
nebuly, and having a general direction bendwise. Also
wiure and viurie.

viuva (vyo'va), n. A scorpsenoid fish, Sebasto-
des (Sebastosomus) ovalis, one of the rockfishes
of the coast of California, where it is found in

deep water, and is not common. The body is deep,
with almost oval profile ; the color is olivaceous tinged with
light red, especially on the under parts, and variously spot-
ted with black both on the body and on the fins ; the length
attained is a foot or more.

Viva (ve'va), interj. [It. (= F. rive), (long)
live, 3d prs. sing, iinpv. of vivere, < L. vivere,
live.] An Italian exclamation corresponding to
the French vive, 'long live.' Often used sub-
stantively: as, the vivas of the crowd.
Whereat the popular exultation drunk
With indrawn vivas the whole sunny air,
While through the murmuring windows rose and sunk

Mrs. Browning, Casa Guidi Windows, i.

vivace (ve-va'che), a. [It., = B. vivacious.]
In music, lively : noting passages to be rendered
with rapidity of pace and brilliancy of style.
The term is used either absolutely or to qual-
ify indications of pace, as allegro vivace.

vivacious (vl- or vi-va'shus), a. [== F. vivace
= Sp. Pg. vivaz-= It. vivace, < L. vivax (vlvac-),
lively, quick, eager, also tenacious of life, long-
lived, < vivere, live: see vivid.] 1. Having
vigorous powers of life

; long-lived ;
tenacious

of life.

Though we should allow them their perpetual calm and
equability of heat, they will never be able to prove that
therefore men would be so vivacious as they would have
us believe. Bentley.
'Tis in the Seventh *neid what, the Eighth?
Bight thanks, Abate though the Christian 'a dumb,
The Latinist 's vivacious in you yet !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 290.

2. Lively; active; sprightly in temper or con-
duct; proceeding from or characterized by
sprightliuess.

People of a more vivacious temper . . . [than] mere Hol-
landers. Howett, Forreine Travell (ed. Arber), p. 62.

Here, if the poet had not been vivacious.

Steele, Spectator, No. 43.

= Syn. 2. Animated, brisk, gay, merry, jocund, light-
hearted, sportive, frolicsome. See animation.

Vivaciously (vi- or vi-va'shus-li), adv. In a vi-
vacious manner; with vivacity, life, or spirit,
vivaciousness (vi- or vi-va'shus-nes), n. If. The
state of being long-lived ; longevity.
Such their . . . vivaciousness they outlive most men

Fuller, Worthies, Devonshire, I. 399.

2. The state or character of being vivacious;
vivacity; liveliness. Bailey, 1727.
vivacissimo (ve-va-chis'i-mo), a. [It., superl.
of vivace : see vivace.] In music, very lively :

noting passages to be rendered with great ra-

pidity and brilliancy.

Vivacity (vi- or vi-vas'i-ti), n. [< F. vivacite =
Sp. vivacidad = Pg. vivacidade = It. vivacitd, <
L. vivacita(t-)s, vital force, tenacity or vigor of

life, < vivax (vivac-), lively, tenacious of life:
see vivacious.] If. Vital force; vigor.
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Aire, . . . of all the Elements the most noble, and full-
est of meacitie and liuelyhood.

Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 156.

2f. Tenacity of life
; hence, length of life

;
lon-

gevity.
James Sands of Horborn ... in this county is most

remarkable for his vivacitti ; for he lived . . . 140 years.
Fuller, Worthies, Staffordshire, III. 140.

3. Liveliness of manner or character; spright-
liness of temper or behavior; animation; life;

briskness; cheerfulness; spirit.

Heat and vivacity in age is an excellent composition for
business. Bacon, Youth and Age.

It is remarkable that those who want any one sense
possess the others with greater force and vivacity.

Steele, Spectator, No. 4.

Memory even in early childhood never functions alone ;

... it is or appears to be essentially connected with the
vivacity of the perceptions and the exactitude of the judg-
ments. B. Perez, quoted in Mind, XII. 284.

4. That which is vivacious; a vivacious act or

saying. [Bare.]

"Jacques Damour," ... in spite of a few vivacities at

speech, is a play with which the censure, to escape which
is a principal object of the Theatre Libre, would not dream
of meddling. Atheneeum, No. 3198, p. 189.

= Syil. 3. Life, Liveliness, etc. See animation.

vivandiere (ve-von-di-ar'), . [F., fern, of vi-

vandier = Sp. vivandero = Pg. vivandeiro, < It.

vivandiere, a sutler, < vivanda, food: see viand.]A woman attached to French and other con-
tinental regiments, who sells provisions and
liquor. Vivandieres Btill exist in the French army, but
the uniform, which was generally a modified form of that
of the regiment, has been abandoned by order.

vivarium (vl-va'ri-um), n.; pi. vivariums, viva-
ria (-umz, -a). [< L. vivarium, an inclosure in
which game, fish, etc., are kept alive, < vivus,

living, alive, < vivere, live: see vivid.] A place
where animals of any kind are kept alive in
their natural state as far as possible ;

a vivary ;

a zoological park. A vivarium may be adapted to all
kinds of animals ; one for special purposes may be called
by a particular name. A place for fish, etc., is an aqua-
rium (of which the generic opposite is terrarium) ; for

birds, an aviary; for frogs, a ranarium ; for mollusks, a
snaUery, etc. A vivarium in popular language takes its

name from the animals kept in it, as piggery, hennery, etc.

There is also adjoining to it a vivarium for estriges, pea-
cocks, swanns, cranes, etc. Evelyn, Diary, Nov. 17, 1844.

vivary (vi'va-ri), n.
; pi. vivaries (-riz). [< L.

vivarium: see vivarium.] A vivarium. [Bare.]
The garden has every variety, hills, dales, rocks, grooves,

aviaries, vivaries, fountaines. Evelyn, Diary, Oct. 22, 1644.

That cage and vivary
Of fowls and beasts.

Donne, Progress of the Soul, iii.

vivat (vi'vat), n. [= F. vivat (as L.), also vive
= It. Sp. Pg. viva ; < L. vivat, 3d pers. sing. pres.
subj. of vivere, live : see vivid. Cf. viva, vive2.]
An exclamation of applause or joy ; a viva.

Twenty-seven millions travelling on such courses, with
gold jingling in every pocket, with vivats heaven high,
are incessantly advancing ... to the firm land's end.

Carlyle.

viva VOce (vi'va vo'se). [L., by or with the

living voice: viva, abl. sing. fern, of vivus, liv-

ing; voce, abl. sing, of vox, voice: see voice.]

By word of mouth; orally. It is sometimes
used attributively : as, a viva voce vote.

The king's attorney, on the contrary,
Urg'd on the examinations, proofs, confessions
Of divers witnesses ; which the duke desired
To have brought viva voce to his face.

Shak., Hen. VIII., ii. 1. 18.

Nothing can equal a viva-voee examination for trying a
candidate's knowledge in the contents of a long history or
philosophical treatise. The Nation, XLVIII. 306.

vivda, . See vifda.

viverrme

viyeret, . [ME., < OF. vivier, < L. vivarium, a
vivarium: see vivarium.] A vivarium.

And before the Mynstre of this Ydole is a Vyvere, in
maner of a gret Lake fulle of Watre : and there in Pil-

grymcs casten Gold and Sylver, Perles and preeyous
Stones, with outen nombre, in stede of Offrynges.

Mandeville, Travels, p. 174.

Viverra (vi-ver'a), n. [NL., < L. viverra, a fer-

ret.] A Linneaij genus of carnivorous quadru-
peds which contained C species (now placed in

different modern families), and which has by
successive restrictions been confined to the true
civets as the type of the family Viverridse. See
cuts under ciret-cat and tangalung.
Viverridae (vi-ver'i-de), n.pl. [NL., < Viverra
+ -idee,.] A family of carnivorous mammals,
of the asluroid or feline series of the fissiped
Ferte, typified by the genus Viverra. The family
has been made to cover a miscellaneous assortment of

animals, such as the coatis and bassarids of the New
World, some of the Mmtelidee, the kinkajou (Cerculeptes),
the Cryptoproctidee, etc. Excluding all these, the Viver-
ridse constitute a natural and very extensive and diversi-
fied family of small cat-like or weasel-like carnivorous
quadrupeds, digitigrade, or almost plantigrade, generally
with long, low body, short legs, long and sometimes pre-
hensile or curly tail, and long, sharp snout, and for the
most part provided with peculiar anal glands secreting
the substance called civet or a similar product. All the
Viverridse belong to the Old World, in the wanner parts of
which their genera, species, and individuals abound. Their
nearest relatives are the hyenas. In the seluroid series

(see jKluroidea) the Viverridae are distinguished by the
number of their teeth, which are thirty-four to forty, there
being on each side of the upper jaw two molars (excep-
tionally one), four premolars (exceptionally three), one ca-

nine, and three incisors
;
and on each side of the under jaw

two molars, four premolars (exceptionally three), one ca-

nine, and three incisors; the upper inolars and the back
lower molar are tuberculate. The Viverridse fall naturally
into two main divisions, based primarily upon certain cra-
nial characters, and distinguished outwardly by the arched
toes and sharp r.etractile claws of "the one section, as con-
trasted with the straight toes and blunt claws of the other :

these are respectively styled seluropod or cat-footed, and
cynopod or dog-footed. The former is the viverrine sec-
tion in strictness, the latter the herpestine section ; each
has several subfamilies, (a) To the viverrine section belong
the typical civets and genets, forming the subfamily Viver-
rinffi ; the prionodons, Prionodontinx ; the galidians, Ga-
lidiinse; the palm-cats or paradoxures, with curly tails,
Paradoxurinse ; the binturongs, Arctictidinse ; the hemi-
gales, Hemigalinte ; and the cynogales, Cynogalime. (See
cuts under civet-cat, Cynogale, Galidictis, genet, musang,
nandine, and tangalung.) (b) To the herpestine section

belong the numerous ichneumons, mongooses, etc., form-
ing the restricted Herpestime, of which upward of 12 gen-
era and many species are known ; the cynictis, Cynicti-
dinse; the Rhinogalinse ; and the suricates, Crossar'chinse.

(See cuts under Cynictis, ichneumon, and Suricata.) In all,
there are some 30 genera of Viverridse, of 11 subfamilies
of 2 sections. Besides furnishing the civet of commerce,
the Viverridse take the place of ordinary cats and weasels
in destroying smaller vermin, and some of them are of
the greatest service, owing to their destruction of venom-
ous reptiles, crocodiles' eggs, etc.

viverriform (vl-ver'i-form), a. [< L. viverra,
ferret, + forma, form.] Viverrine in form
and structure: noting the large series of Old
World quadrupeds of the families Viverridse and
Eupleridse.
Viverrinse (viv-e-ri'ne), . pi. [NL., < Viverra
+ -inx.] A division of Viverridse,. (a) Broadly,
one of two subfamilies of Viverridse, the other being Her-
pestime, distinguishing the civets, genets, etc., from the
ichneumons, etc.; the cat-footed Viverridse, as distin-

guished from the dog-footed series of the same, (b) Nar-
rowly, one of 11 subfamilies of Viverridse, including only
the civets and genets proper, of the genera Viverra, Viver-

Vive1
(viv), a. [< F. vif, fern, vive, lively,

quick, < L. vivus, alive, < vivere, live : see vivid.]
If. Lively; vivid; vivacious; forcible. Bacon,
War with Spain.
Not that I am able to express by words, or utter by elo-

quence, the vive image of my own inward thankfulness.
Wilson's James I. (flares.)

2. "Bright; clear; distinct. [Scotch.]
Vive2 (vev), inter). [F. (= It. viva), 3d pers.
sing. impv. of vivre, live: see viva, vivat.] Long
live: as, vive le roi, long live the king; vive la

bagatelle, success to trifles or sport.

Viyelyt (vrv'li), adv. [< vive1 + -fy2.] In a
vivid or lively manner.

Where statues and Joves acts were vively limn'd.

Marston, Sophonisba, iv. 1.

A thing vively presented on the stage.
B. Jonson, Magnetick Lady, ii. 1.

vivencyt (yi'ven-si), n. [< L. viven(t-)s, ppr.
of vivere, live,"+ -ey.] Manner of living.

Although not in a distinct and indisputable way of vi-

vency. Sir T. Browne, Vulg. Err., ii. 1.

Rasse (Vrverricula malaccensis).

ricula, and Genetta, having the body comparatively ro-
bust and cat-like, and the molars 2 above and 1 below on
each side. See also cuts under civet-cat, genet, and tanga-
lung.

viverrine (vi-ver'in), a. and n. [< NL. viverri-

nus, < L. viverra, a ferret: see viverra,.] I. a.
Of or pertaining to the Viverridse ; viverriform
in a proper sense; more particularly, belong-
ing to the Viverrinse, ; not herpestine Viverrine
cat, the wagati, Felis viverrina of India, a true cat. Vi-
verrine dasyure, a variety of Dasyurui! mangei of South
Australia and Tasmania.

II. ii. A member of the Viverridif, and espe-
cially of the Viverrinse.

Also i-ircrriii.



vivers

Vivers (viVviT/), )i. j>l. [< V. riw.,
< i-n-i'i-, live. < L. rii-i-n; live. ( '!'. riitnil.

| Food;
eataliles; victuals. (Scotch.]

I coiiM never uway with r:tw oatim-al, Hlockencd with
water, in nil my life. Call it ilraim ..... -k m- cmudie, ..r

JiiHt what ye list, my civem must thulr tin- ami Hatn.
, I'lriitc, %.

Vives (vivx.)i "
/'' (Also eoi-niptly.fti'i'S ; short-

filed from nrinv, < < >!'. nrii-i-x. also vivcit, a dis-
c;isi- of horses. < Sp. itrinix, mlirnx = I'g. inlilii

(cf. II. rii'nlc, Ml,, rinilir), a d is. a se of animals,
< Av. mlilliilni, < /, tin-, + illiilin, slic-wnlf.] A
disease of tiniiiiiils, particularly of horses, anil
more especially of young horses at grass, lo-

cated in the glands under the ear, win-re a tu-
mor is formed which sometimes ends in Sup-
puration.

yivt-a,
" (YrtaiiH 1 kirnels growing under the horssct*

cure." Toptell, 1607, p. 30. (UaUiiueU.)

Viviani's problem. See in-oWein.

Viylanite (viv'i-an-it), n. [Named after J. H.
I'ii-itiii, an English metallurgist.] In mineral.,
a hydrous phosphate of iron protoxid, occurring
crystallized, also cleavable, massive, fibrous,
and earthy, nearly colorless when altered, but
on exposure becoming Ijlue or green. The earthy
variety,

called blur iron earth or native Prussian blue, is

MMHBMI used as a pigment.
vivid (viv'id), . [< L. vividux, animated, spir-

ited, < virere, live, akin to vita, life, Gr. plot,
life, Skt. \/ jir, live: see vital and quick.] 1.

Exhibiting the appearance of life or freshness;
animated; bright; clear; lively; fresh; strong;
intense : as, the vivid colors of the rainbow

;
the

vivid green of flourishing vegetables.
The fullest and must vivid eolours.

Newton, Optlcks, I. II. 111.

Vivid was the light
Which flashed at this from out the other's eye.

Wordsirorth.

All yielding is attended with a less fit id consciousness
than resistance. ISennjc Eliot, Mill on the Floss, vl. IS.

A good style is the vivid expression of clear thinking.
Huxley, Pop. Sol. Mo., XXJX. 481.

2. Producing a distinct and strong impression
on the mind; presented to the mind with ex-

ceptional clearness and force
;
of a mental fac-

ulty, having a clear and vigorous action.

Where the genius is bright, and the imagination vivid,
the power of memory may lie too much neglected and lose
Its improvement. Watts, Improvement of the Mind, i. 17.

Pope, whose I'iriif genius almost persuaded wit to re-

nounce its proper nature and become poetic.

Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 169.

Somewhere in the list of our 'imaginations of absent

feelings there must be found the vividest of all. These
optical reproductions of real form are the vividest of all.

W. James, Prill, of 1'sychol., II. 200.

= Syn. 1. Lucid, striking, lustrous, luminous, vigorous.

vividity (vi-vid'i-ti), n. [< vivid + -ity.] 1.

The character or state of being vivid; vivid-

ness. [Rare.]
Strength of attention, clearness of discernment, ampli-

tude of comprehension, i-iriilitif ami rapidity of imagina-
tion. i:, i, i/ni in. Introd. to Morals and Legislation, vi. 14.

2f. Vitality.
The withdrawing of competent meat and drink from

the body . . . makes way for dryness, whence the kindly
heat (which, like other fire, might he a good servant.
must needs be an ill master), getting more than due and
wonted strength, . . . turns on that substantial viridity,

exsiccating and consuming it.

Kev. T. Adams, Works, I. 430.

vividly (viv'id-li), dr. In a vivid manner; so
as to be vivid, in any sense.

vividness (\ iv'id-nes), n. The property of be-

ing vivid, in any sense ; vividity.
All great steps in science require a peculiar distinctness

and vividness of thought in the discoverer. Whewell.

viyiflc ( vi-vif 'ik), a. [= P. riv(fique = Sp. riri-

Jico = Pg. It. vivifico, < LL. virificus, making
alive, quickening: see vivify.] Giving life; re-

viving; enlivening; vivifying. [Rare.]
Without whose [the sun's) salutary and vivilic beams all

motion . . . would speedily cease, and nothing be left

here below but darkness and death.

Ray, Works of Creation, I.

viviflcal (vi-vif'i-kal), a. [< vivific + -al.]
Same as vivific.

viviflcant (vi-vif'i-kant), a. [= OF. vivijiant =
Sp. Pg. vivificautc, ( LL. vivifican(t-)s, ppr. of

rii-iiintrc, make alive : see vivify.] Vivific ; vivi-

fying. Ifolliiiiil, tr. of Plutarch, p. 685.

viyiflcate (vi-vif'i-kat), t>. t. ; pret. and pp. vi-

rijii-iitril, ppr. rinjirnthiii. [< LL. riritii-ii'.iis,

pp. of vivifieare, make alive: see vivify.] 1.

To give life to
; animate; vivify. [Rare.]

With his understanding free to think of other things,
even as flod viviricatt* and actuates the wluile world, being
yet wholly frci- In contemplate himself.

Dr. 11. .Hun; rliilomiphic Cabbala, I-
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2. In "lit rlii-iii.. lo re-ior,' or reduce to the nat-
ural state or to the metallic state, as a snl>

stance from a solution or a metal from an
oxid; revive.

Viviflcation ( vi v i-li-ka'slion ). n. [< P. viriji'-n-
lion = Sp. fin linn-inn I'-;. <'"''./i<viy<JVi

= It.

Jii-/i:inin. < |J,. ririjiratin(n-), a making alive,
a qniekenin^, < ririfn-ni-r, pp. virifiratux, make
alive: see >"<///.] 1. The act of vivifying, or
the state of being vivified; the act of giving
life: revival. [Rare.]
The nature of vMficativn is best Inquired In creatures

bred of putn ! Baton, Nat Hint., ( DBS.

Sub. And when come* vitijlcatianf
Fact. After mortification.

/;. Jmtton, Alchemist, ii. 1.

It
|
the heart] is the member that hath first life In man,

and it Is the last that dies In man, mid to all the ..tli. i

members gives viviftaitivn. Hrv. T. Adams, Works, I. i'*.

2. In jiliyniol., the transformation of proteid
matter into living tissue, occurring as the final

stage of assimilation.

viviflcative (viv'i-fl-ka-tiv), a. [<vivifieate +
-tee.] Capable of vivifying. [Rare.]
That lower mmfcatirx principle of his soul did grow

. . . strong, and did . . . vigorously, and with ... ex-
ultant sympathy and joy. actuate his vehicle.

Dr. H. More, Philosophic Cabbala, II.

vivifier (viv'i-fi-er), . One who vivifies; a

quickener.
He [man) has need of a Vim/ter, because he Is ded.

>v. Augustine, On Nature and Once (tram.), xxv.

vivify (viv'i-fi), p.; pret. and pp. vivified, ppr.
vivifying. [< P. vivifier = Sp. Pg. vivificar =
It. vivificare,< LL. vivifieare, make alive, restore
to life, quicken (cf. vivificus, making alive), <

vivus, alive, + facere, make, <lo.] I. trans. To
make to be living; endue with life; animate;
enliven ; inspire as if with life. Harvey.

. . rather Irritated and mvifietl the
IX yuiucey, PhUos. of Rom. Hist.

vivisepultnre
liisinlnuU excepting luonoli. m. -, t... l.n.N, maii> rrj.til. -.

I it ij.:i!'.ln 1 n\ . 1 1. I'l.i't - an !n..tl>

ovipnriiiiH, in stiiiie caiu-s ov\ ivipurous, in a l> .v .

roils.

2. In lint.. gcriniiiiitiiiL' or stnoutinj,' fp
s. id or Inn! wliieh is still on tin- parent plant.
ThAtorra U also sometimes equivalent t..^./.,/

plied U> grasses, rashes, sedge*, it. . .... -i.

From an examination of the structure of riripariDi*
grasses.

Viviparous blenny. Zmireet vivinarv*{t"i<i:< -ilj Itlennt-

us mviparwt), a fish of the family Igttdlam. See Xi-orta.

Viviparous flSb, a li-h wlin h l.m,-- I. .itli alive, espe-
cially a viviparous perch. Num. i...r- .>H.. i ij-!,.-, i

INK iiidiilrient l.iimli. - ue <.( tin, i linracter, HI m-ail) if

not all of the /,i/ri*/ii/.r, in. In. ling the so-called viviparous
lilenny, certain scorpsenolils, cyprlnodonts, blind-fishes,
and most iliarks and rays. Viviparous knotweed, th.-

serpent-grass, I'ulyyonum *Mpttrvm.- Vlrlpixous lli-

ard, the Iirltlih Xootaca nripart. **, Zoatocm. Vlrlp-
arous perch. SeejwreAl, /ur/.jUA, and Ktmbiotoeid*.

Vlylparous shell, any member of the Vitiparia*.

Viviparously (vi-vip'a-rus-li), mlr. In a vivip-
arous manner; by viviparity.
Viviparousness (vi-vip'a-rus-nes), H. Same as

Winds of hostility
sense of security.

Her childish features were vivified and enlightened by
an expression of innocent Intelligence charming to be-
hold. The Century, XXXVIII. 213.

II. intrans. To impart life or animation.

The second Adam, sleeping in a vivifying death, onely
for the saluation of Mankind.-, should sanctiBe his Spouse
the Church by those Sacraments which were deriueu out
of his side. Heywood, Hierarchy of Angels, p. 874.

Viviparat (vi-vip'a-rfi)i n. pi. [NL., neut. pi.
of LL. vivii>arus, viviparous: see viviparous.]
Those vertebrates which are viviparous: an old

division, contrasted with Ovipara, and contain-

ing the mammals. De lilainvillf. The division is

worthless, as some mammals are oviparous, and many of
the lower vertebrates are viviparous, as arc also some in-

vertebratea. The name is a survival of the millttest from
the time of Aristotle, the later Vivipara or ZoMoka being
the ^woroKouKTa .'r avToic (mam ma!M of that author.

Viviparidae (viv-i-par'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < tt-

vipurs (the typical genus) + -<te.] A fami-

ly of tienioglossate gastropods,
tvpified by the genus Vieipariut.
They have a flat loot, moderate ros-

trum, elongate tentacles, with one of
which the male organ is adnate, eyes
on prominences at the outer bases of
the tentacles, radular teeth S, 1, :;, the
median broad, the lateral obliquely ob-

long, and the marginal with narrow
bases or unguifonn ; the shell spiral,
with a continuous peritreme, and a
more or leas concentric operculum. It
is a cosmopolitan group of fresh-water
shells. Representatives of four genera
occur in the t'nlted States, but of one only in Europe.
They have often been called Paludinida.

viviparity (viv-i-par'i-ti), . [< vivipar(ous) +
-ity.] The state, character, or condition of be-

ing viviparous; the act, process, or result of

bringing forth alive.

viviparoid (vi-vip'a-roid), a. and n. I. o. Of or

relating to the liciparidee.
II. . One of the Viviparidx.

viviparous (vi-vip'a-rus), a. [= P. riviparc =
Sp. riripuro = Pg. It. viviparo, < LL. viviparun,
that brings forth young alive, < L. vivug, alive,
+ parere, bring forth, produce.] 1. Bringing
forth alive; having young which maintain vas-
cular vital connection with the body of the pa-
rent until they are born in a comparatively
advanced stage of development; reproducing
by birth, not oy hatching from an egg which
is laid and afterward incubated: correlated
with oviparous and ovoviviparous. See these

words, and (</</ '. In strictness, all metazoic animals
and some protozoans are oviparous, since they produce
ova ; but the distinction subsists in the duration of the

period in which the product of conception remains in

the body of the parent. If the egg is (juickly extruded,
the animal is oviparous ; if it is separated from the mother,
tint hatches inside the Ixnly, owtvivipartnu ; If it comes
to term in n womb, viviparous. Among vertebrates, all

Vmparns (vi-vip'a-rus). . |NL. (Montfort,
1810), < LI., i-in/Hiri!*: see / 1; I/KI/..IO. |

The
typical genus of VMjmridie,
to which very different limits

have been ascribed, but al-

ways including such species
as V.vulgaris and V. contn-ins
of Europe. Several closely related

species Inhabit the United State*, M
V. ataryuHHU and V. conteetaida.

viviperception (viv'i-ptr-
sep shon), H. [< L. rifiw, liv-

s ctmtef-
tns, one of the Krt'r

farut*.

percep-
lion.) The' observation of

physiological functions or vi-

tal processes in their natural
action without dissection of
the living body : distinguished
from observation by means ,-,;. H,i i^^i':ii
of vivisection. J. J. 0. tl'Min- S'3Hi

*** *"*
"mi. [Rare.]

vivisect (viv-i-sekt';, r. [< L. vivux, living, +
sectus, pp. of secure, cut.] I. trans. To dissect
the living body of; practise vivisection upon ;

anatomize, as a living animal, .ttheinruui. No.

3200, p. 252. [Recent.]
II. iittranx. To practise vivisection; dissect

a living animal. [Recent.]
vivisection (viv-i-sek'shon), w. [< P. vivisection

=: Sp. vivisection, < L. vivus, living, + sectio(ti-),
a cutting: see section.] Dissection of a living
body; the practice of anatomizing alive, or of

experimenting upon living animals, for the

purpose of investigating some physiological
function or pathological process which cannot
well be otherwise determined, vivisection strict-

ly includes only cutting operations; but the term Is ex-
tended to any physiological experimentation upon living

animals, as compression of parts by ligatures, subjection
of the creature to special conditions of atmospheric pres-
sure, temperature, and food, exhibition of poisons or other
drugs, Inoculation of disease, etc. Vivisection in compe-
tent and humane hands, under proper slid reasonable re-

strictions, is fruitful of good results to the sciences of

physiology and pathology.

The Vivisection Act of 1876 . . . is Intended for the pro-
tection of vertebrate animals liable to be employed alive
in physiological experiments. Kiu-in: Brit., XV. 7.
Painless vivisection, calllsectlon.

vivisectional (viv-i-sek'shon-al), a. [< riri-

sectioit + -til.] Of or pertaining to vivisection.

The best way to enter the subject will he to take a
lower creature, like a frog, and study by the riri-etuuuil
method the functions of his different nerve-centres.

W. Jatnet, Prill, of Psychol., I. 111.

vivisectionist (viv-i-sek'shon-ist), . [< riri-

section + -ist.] A vivisector; also, one who fa-

vors or defends the practice of vivisection.

Physiology, it is said, can scarcely be called a science as

yet, and the contributions of rivitectionist* to the under-

standing and Amelioration of human suffering have been
almost nothing. Q. S. Hull, Oerman Culture, p. -.11.

vivisector (viv-i-sek'tor), w. [< L. ririm. living.
+ sector, a cutter: see sector.] One who prac-
tises vivisection.

A judge or jury might have opinions as to the compara-
tive value of the results obtained which would differ wide-

ly from those of the vivurrtor himself.
Bucfi Handbook o/ Med. Science*, VII. G

vivisectorium (viv'i-sek-to'ri-um), .; pi. riri-

sectoria (-). [NL. : see vivisect.] A place
where vivisections are made.

students have turned away sickened not onl> from tin

titifectarium but from the study of medicine.
I!. S. Halt, German Culture, p. ID.

vivisepulture (viv-i-sep'ul-tur), n. [< L. i-ii-ii.i,

living, + Mepnltuni, burial : see sepulture.] The
burial of a person alive. [Rare.]



vivisepulture

Pliny . . . speaks of the practice of vivisepulture as

continued to his own time.
Dean Liddell, Archsologia, XL. 243. (Davies.)

Vivo (ve'vo), fi. [It., < L. vivim, living: see rire.']

Same as vivace.

Viyr6 (ve-vra'), a. [Heraldic F., < OF. vitre, F.

f/irre, a serpent: see vijicr.] In her., gliding:

applied to a serpent used as a bearing,
vixen (vik'sn), . and a. [Formerly also vixon;
var. of firen, < ME. fixcii, < AS. "fyjeen, Jixen, a
she-fox: see./fje.] I. i. 1. A she-fox.

Fixen. This is the name of a she-fox, otherwise and
more anciently foxiu. It is in reproach applied to a wo-
man whose nature and condition is thereby compared to

the shee-fox.

Verstegan, Rest, of Decayed Intelligence (ed. 1628), p. 334.

They is Plumstead foxes, too
;
and a vixen was trapped

Just across the field yonder ... no later than yesterday
morning. Trollope, Last Chronicle of liarset, xxxiii.

The destruction of a vixen in April is a distinct blow to

sport in the following season.

Edinburgh Rev., CLXVI. 412.

Hence 2. A turbulent, quarrelsome woman;
a scold; a termagant: formerly used occasion-

ally of a man.
I think this be the curstest quean in the world ; you

see what she is, a little fair, but as proud as the devil, and
the veriest vixen that lives upon God's earth.

Peele, Old Wives Tale.

0, when she 's angry, she is keen and shrewd !

She was a vixen when she went to school ;

And, though she be but little, she is fierce.

Shak., M. N. D., iii. 2. 324.

Those fiery vixons, who (in pursuance of their base de-

signs, or gratification of their wild passions) really do
themselves embroil things, and raise miserable combus-
tions in the world. Barrmi', Sermons, I. xvii.

I hate a Vixon, that her Maid assails,
And scratches with her Bodkin, or her Nails.

Congreve, tr. of Ovid's Art of Love.

II. a. Vixenish.

Better [health] than he deserves, for disturbing us with
his vixen brawls, and breaking God's peace and the King's.

Scott, Antiquary, xxii.

vixenish (vik'sn-ish), a. [< vixen + -ish1 .] Of,

pertaining to, or resembling a vixen; cross;

ill-tempered; snarling.
The shrill biting talk of a vixenish wife.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

vixenly (vik'sn-li), a. [< vixen + -ly
1
.] Having

the qualities of a vixen
; ill-tempered.

A vixenly pope. Barrow, Pope's Supremacy.

Nevertheless, vixenly as she looks, many people are seek-

ing, at this very moment, to shelter themselves under the

wing of the federal eagle.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int, p. 4.

viz. An abbreviation of videlicet, usually read

'namely.' The z here, as in oz., represents a medieval

symbol of contraction (a symbol also represented by a

semicolon), originally a ligature for the Latin et, and (and
so equivalent to the symbol &), extended to represent the
termination -et and the enclitic conjunction -que,

and final-

ly used as a mere mark of abbreviation, equivalent in use
to the period as now so used, viz being equivalent to vi.,

and not originally requiring the period after it.

Vizagapatam work. See work.

vizamentt (vl'za-ment), n. [A varied form of

*visement, for avisement, advisement.] Advise-
ment. [An intentionally erroneous form.]
The council, look you, shall desire to hear the fear of

Got, and not to hear a riot ; take your vizaments in that.

Shak., M. W. of W., i. 1. 39.

vizardt, An obsolete form of vizor.

vizard-maskt, 1. A vizor; a mask.
That no Woman be Allow'd or presume to wear a Vizard

Mask in either of the Theatres.
J. Ashton, Social Life in Reign of Queen Anne, II. 11.

2. One who wears a mask or vizor.

There is Sir Charles Sedley looking on, smiling with or
at the actors of these scenes, among the audience, ... or

flirting with vizard-masks in the pit.

Doran, Annals of the Stage, 1. 172.

vizcacha, . See viseacha.

VJzie,
n. See visie.

vizir, vizier (vi-zer', often erroneously viz'ier),
n. [Also visier, vezir, wizier; = F. visir, vizir =
Sp. visir = Pg. vizir = It. visire = G. vezir = D.
vizier = Sw. Dan. visir, < Turk, vezir, < Ar. wa-
zir, a counselor, orig. a porter, bearer of the
burdens of state, < wazara, bear a burden, sus-
tain. Of. alguazil, ult. the same word with the
Ar. article.] The title of various high officials

in Mohammedan countries, especially of the
chief ministers of state.

Thus utter'd Coumourgi, the dauntless vizier;
The reply was the brandish of sabre and spear.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, xxii.

His subjects, headed by a set of hereditary ministers
called viziers, have risen to oppose certain reforms pro-
posed by Purrus Ham.

W. H. Russell, Diary in India, II. 185.

Grand vizir, the highest officer of state in certain Mo-
hammedan countries ; in the Turkish empire, the prime
minister and formerly also commander of the army.
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vizirate, vizierate (vi-zer'at), n. [< vizir,vizier,
+ -att's

.~]
The office, state, or authority of a

vizir.

vizirial, yizierial (vi-ze'ri-ai), a. [< vizir, vi-

zicr, + -m/.] Of, pertaining to, or issued by a
vizir.

I appealed . . . to firmans and vizirial letters, in which
force, as a means of proselytism, was strictly forbidden.

J. Baker, Turkey, p. 181.

vizirship, viziership (vi-zer'ship), n. [< vizir,

vizier, + fillip.'] The office or authority of a vi-

zir.

Over the whole realm of song arose the Oriental dynasty
under the prime vizierxhip of Byron.

W. Mathews, Getting on in the World, p. 105.

vizor, visor (vi/.'or), n. [Formerly also vigour,
and more correctly viser, also visar, and, with
excrescent -rf, visard, vizard; < ME. viser, visere,

vysere, < OF. visiere, F. risiere, a vizor, < vis,

face, countenance: see vis1 , visage.'] 1. For-

merly, a mask concealing the face; hence, in

general, any disguise or means of concealment.

Under the viser of envie
Lo thus was hid the trecherie.

Gower, Conf. Amant., ii.

Lately within this realm divers persons have disguised
and apparelled them, and covered their faces with visourg
and other things in such manner that they should not be
known. Laws of Henry VIII. (1511), quoted in Ribton-

[Turner's Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 70.

This lewd woman,
That wants no artificial looks or tears
To help the vizor she has now put on.

B. Jonson, Volpone, iv. 2.

2. In more modern usage, the movable front of

the helmet in general ; more accurately, the up-
per movable part. Where there are two it is also

called nasal. See cuts under armet and helmet.

Yet did a splinter of his lance

Through Alexander's visor glance.
Scott, Marmion, iii. 24.

And the knight
Had rigor up, and show'd a youthful face.

Tennyson, Geraint.

3f. The countenance; visage.
This loutish clown is such that you never saw so ill-

favoured a vizar. Sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, I.

4. The fore piece of a cap, projecting over and

protecting the eyes.

vizor, visor (yiz'or),
v. t. [< vizor, .] To

cover with a vizor, in any sense.

Hence with thy brew'd enchantments, foul deceiver !

Hast thou betray'd my credulous innocence
With visor'd falsehood and base forgery?

Milton, Comus, 1. 698.

vizorless, visorless (viz'or-les), a. [< vizor,

visor, + -less.~] Having no vizor.

Vlach (vlak), a. and n. Same as TTallachian.

vlack-vark (vlak'vark), n. [< D. vlek, former-

ly also vlak, vlack, spot (= E. fleck), + vark,
< varken, hog, pig: see farrow1 and pork, and
cf. aardvark7\ The wart-hog of South Africa,
Pliacochccrus setliiopictts, very similar to the spe-
cies figured under riiacocJicerus (which see).

vlaie, n. Same as vly.

Vlemingkx's solution. See solution.

vly (vli or fli), n. [Also vley, vlei, rarely vlaie,

erroneously fly ; in local use in New York and
New Jersey and in South Africa, in regions first

settled by the Dutch. No D. form vley appears
in the D. dictionaries; it is prob. a local con-

traction, in a slightly deflected use, of D. valey
(Sewel, 1766), now valid, orig. valleye (Kilian,

1598), a valley, vale, dale : see valley.'] A swamp
or morass ; a shallow pond ;

a depression with
water in it in the rainy season, but dry at other
times.

Up over the grassy edge of the basin which formed the

vly, and down the slope which led to the gate, the children
came bounding pell-mell. The Atlantic, LXIII. 581.

I have seen numbers of these tall nests in the shallow

pans of water or vleys, as they are locally called in

Bushraanland. Nature, XXXVII. 465.

To the same settlers [the Dutch] are due the geographi-
cal appellations of kill for stream, clove for gorge, and vly
or vlaie for swamp, so frequently met with in the Catskills.

A. Guyot, Amer. Jour. Sci., 3d ser., XIX. 432.

The large vlei, that was dry when he had previously
crossed it, but was now gemmed by little rain-pools, af-

fording baths for little groups of ducks, amid the green
herbage of its bed. Baines, Ex. in S. W. Africa, p. 293.

V-moth (ve'mdth), n. A European geometrid
moth. Halia vauaria: so called from a dark-
brown V-shaped mark on the fore wing : a Brit-

ish collectors' name.
VO (vo), n. [Suggested by volt'2 : see voltaic.']

In elect., a name proposed for the unit of self-

induction, equal to the thousandth of a secohm.
See secohm.

Voandzeia (v-6-and-ze'ia), M. [NL. (Thouars,
1806), from the name iii Madagascar.] A ge-

vocal

nus of leguminous plants, of the tribe Pltatieotex.

It is distinguished from the closely related genus Vigna
by a one-seeded roundish legume, which ripens beneath
the ground. The only species, r. subterranea, is a native

of the tropics, perhaps of Africa. It is a creeping herb
with long-stalked leaves of three pinnate leaflets, and
short axillary few-flowered peduncles recurved after

flowering. The flowers are of two kinds one bisexual,

small, and pale ; the other fertile and apetalous, lengthen-
ing, and pushing the young pod into the earth, in whk-h
it ripens like a peanut. It is cultivated from Bamnarra
and Guinea to Natal in Africa, and is now naturalised in

Brazil and Surinam. Both pods and seeds are edible;

they are known as the Bambarra yround-nut, earth-pea,

underground bean, or Madagascar peanut, and are ex-

ported into India under the name of Mozambique grain.
See ffobbe, the name in Surinam.

VOC. An abbreviation of vocative.

vocable (vo'ka-bl), n. [< F. vocable = Sp. vo-

cablo == Pg. vbcabulo = It. vocabolo = G. voca-

bel, < L. vocabulutn, an appellation, a designa-
tion, name, ML. a word, < vocare, call: see vo-

cation.'] A word; a term; a name; specifi-

cally, a word considered without regard to

meaning, but merely as composed of certain
sounds or letters.

We will next endeavour to understand that vocable or
term tyrannus (that is, a tyrant or an evil king) cast

upon Richard. Sir G. Buck, Hist. Rich. III., v. 569.

A word or two may be spared to the formidable-looking
vocable Conciossiacosache, which so excited Alneri's bile.

Booke of Precedence (E. E. T. S., extra ser.), ii. 68, note.

vocabulary (vo-kab'u-la-ri), n.
; pi. vocabula-

ries (-riz). [= F\ vocabulaire= Sp. Pg. vociihuld-

rio = It. vocabolario = G. vocabularium, < NL.
vocabitlarium, neut., ML. NL. vocabularies (sc.

liber), a list of words, a vocabulary, < L. vo-

cabulum, an appellation, name, ML. word : see

vocable.'] 1. A list or collection of the words
of a language, a dialect, a single work or author,
a nomenclature, or the like, arranged usually
in alphabetical order and briefly defined and ex-

plained ;
a glossary ;

a word-book ;
a dictionary

or lexicon: as, a vocabulary of Anglo-Indian
words; a vocabulary of technical terms; a vo-

cabulary of Virgil.
I should long ere this hare sent you a Transcript of the

Saxon Vocabvlarie you had once of mee.
W. Boswell (Ellis's Lit. Letters, p. 152).

A concise Vocabulary of the First Six Books of Homer's
Iliad. Amer. Jour. Phttol., X. 263.

2. The words of a language ;
the sum or stock

of words employed in a language, or by a par-
ticular person ; range of language.

His vocabulary seems to have been no larger than was

necessary for the transaction of business.

tlacaulay, Hist. Eng., xi.

P. From whence are those casual winds called flaws?

T. In the Cornish vocabulary that term signifies to cut.

Theoph. Botanista, On Cornwall, p. 5. (Nares, I. 313).

Ingenious men have tried to show that in the present
English vocabulary there are more Romance words than
Teutonic. E. A. Freeman, Amer. Lects., p. 163.

The orator treads in a beaten round ; . . . language is

ready-shaped to his purpose; he speaks out of a cut and

dry vocabulary. H. L. Stevenson, Virginibus Puerisque, iv.

=Syn. 1. Vocabulary, Dictionary, Glossary, Lexicon, No-
menclature. A vocabitlary, in the present use, is a list of

words occurring in a specific work or author, generally

arranged alphabetically, concisely defined, and appended
to the text ; whereas we generally apply the term diction-

ary to a word-book of all the words in a language or in

any department of art or science, without reference to any
particular work : thus, we speak of a vocabulary to Ccesar,

but of a dictionary of the Latin language, or of architec-

ture, chemistry, etc. An exception to this may be where
the words of an author are so fully treated, by derivation,

illustration, etc., as to seem to amount to more than a

vocabulary: as, a Homeric dictionary. A glossary is yet
more restricted than a vocabulary, being a list and expla-
nation of such terms in a work or author as are peculiar,
as by being technical, dialectal, or antiquated ; as, a glos-

sary to Chaucer, Bums, etc. ; a glossary of terms of art,

philosophy, etc. Lexicon was originally and is often still

confined to dictionaries of the Greek or Hebrew tongues,
but it is also freely applied to a dictionary of any dead or

merely foreign language ; as, a German-English lexicon.

A nomenclature is a complete list of the names or techni-

cal terms belonging to any one division or subdivision of
-

science. 2. Idiom, Diction, etc. See language.

vocabulist (vo-kab'u-list), n. [< F. rocabu-

liste; as Ij.vocabulitm, a word, + -ist.J 1. The
writer or compiler of a vocabulary; a lexicog-

rapher. 2f. A vocabulary ;
a lexicon.

The lernar can, . . . with the frenche rocabulyst, . .

understande any anthour that writeth in the sayd tong,

by his owne study. Palsgrave, p. 161.

vocal (vo'kal), a. and . [< F. vocal = Sp. Pg.
vocal = li.'vocale, < L. vocalis, sounding, sono-

rous, as a noun, vocalis, a vowel, < vox (voc-),

voice: see voice. Cf. vowel, a doublet of vocal.]

I. a. 1. Pertaining to the voice, to speech, or

to song; uttered or modulated by the voice:

oral.
Forth came the human pair,

And join'd their vocal worship to the qiiiiv.

.ViV(i,, P. L., ix. 198.



vocal

Some > eais hem -e, fur :ill
- know, wo may he able to

transmit the ii.-eit, iih the \.T\ inti

t
-,

anil aeeelit of the ^JH akei .

J. llaille (1871), quoted in l're><eott's i:ieet. Int MIL, p. 47.

A till pipe ilseetlds through III'' ceiling, and fonn-

ilinin uf fix-til [oiiiMiiini(
i

:t1i<iii with oihei parts of tin fill-

lie, . llait-tliiinu; seaiht Letter, Int., p 7.

'2. Having a voice ; onilovtril, or :is if enilnv, i-,l,

with :i voice
; possessed of iitleriim'e or;imlilili-

expression.
The stream, Hie oi,d, tlio ([ale,

Is WCttl with tile plaintive nail

Scott, L. of L. M., T. 2.

The roving bee proclaims aloud
Hi I' tli^lit In nii'nl wings.

n;,ril*iciirth <M. Id and silver lilies In a Vase.

The tide Hows iluu n, the wave again
la vocal In its u undo! walls.

Memorlam, zlx.

3. In II/HIIH tic*: (a) Voiced; uttered with voice

us distinct from breath; sonant: said of certain

alphabetic sounds or letters, as z or v or 6 as

distinguished from .1 or/ or p respectively. (6)

Having a vowel character or function; vowel.

The ruriil (vowel) mrrhani-iii Is the first that Is mani-

fested in the child. Alien. andKeurol. (trans.), VIII. 7.

4. Ill goiil., voiced; uttered by the mouth;
formed in the vocal organs : distinguished from
miiKirifu' : noting the cries of animals, as dis-

tinguished from the mechanical noises they
may make, as the stridulation of an insect.

Vocal auscultation, examination by the sound of the

voice as transmitted through the lungs and chest-wall.

Vocal cords. See cord '. Vocal fremltus, a vibration

felt on palpation of the wall of the chest when the sul>-

Ject speaks in an audible tone. Also called caicrjhrill.

pectoral /remitus, and pectoral thrill. Vocal glottis.
Same as Vi'iiui vocalin (which see, under rima). Vocal
music, music prepared for or produced by the human
voice alone or accompanied by instruments, in distinction

from instrumental mm-ic, which is prepared for or pro-
duced hy instruments alone.- Vocal process, the pro-

longed inner basal angle of the arytenoid cartilage, to

which the true vocal cord is attached. Vocal reson-
ance. See resonance. Vocal score. Seerei,9.-Vocal
spiracle, in entom., a thoracic spiracle or breathing-pore
having a peculiar interior apparatus supposed to produce
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son.,': as, I lie deceptive rni-illi^iitiinin of a veli-

triloquin.
Knowing what one discontented woman can do in the

way of nmtlization. It Is possible to imagine the elamor

multiplied hy hundreds. The Centura, UXVTJ
2. The formation and utterance of vowel sniuids.

Vocalization (vourli/ing) is the expression of an emo-

tion, mi unli-dini t sensation, not an idea.

Alifu nii'1 \"'r<J. (trans.), VIII. 7.

Also spelled riK-il/ixtltioil.

VOCalize (vu'kal-iz), I'. ; prei.and pp. '"< "

ppr. r<icali;inij. [< F. r<M-nlixrr = Sp. mi,

= It , M mi-ill + -i..'.] I. Irons.

1. To form into voice
;
make vocal.

It Is one thing to breath, or give impulse to breath

alone, and another thing to rocalize that breath, I. e.. in

IU passage through the larynx to give It the sound of hu-

mane voyce. ll'Jder, Elem. of Speech, p. 30.

2. To utter with voice and not merely with

breath; make sonant: as, f totalised is equiv-
alent to c. 3. To write with vowel point--:
insert the vowels in, as in the writing of the

Semitic languages.
The queation "Should Turkish poetry be vocalized t" la

answered in the affirmative by K. Dvorak. Arabic books,

especially Arabic poetry, are vocalized In the East aa well

as In the West. Turkish books to some extent and this

should be done throughout. 1). advocates the use of

Arabic vowel-signs, which would prove a great help to the

student Amer. Jour. PhOol., X. 232.

II. intrans. To use the voice; speak; sing;
limn.

The young lady who was still strolling along In front of

them, softly vocalizing. B. Jatnet, Jr., Daisy Miller, I. 45.

Also spelled vocalise.

vocally (vo'kal-i), adv. 1. In a vocal manner;
with voice. '2. In words ; verbally ; orally.

To express . . . desires vocally.
Sir M. Bale, Origin of Mankind.

3. In song; by means of singing: opposed to

itistrumentally. 4. In respect of vowels or vo-

calic sounds.
he lowest consideration.

vociferosity

Vochysia i vo-kis'i-a), .
|
M.. I.III--M-II. 1 .

from I lie nanie an:- in:: tlie (lalil'i- of (inialia.
]

A u'enus of plant neorder I .,.

b) lli'.UCIK i' petals,

a single fertile stamen, and a tin irj with two

IVi u, and 1

'

i iiiiimhiu. They are tall trees, or sometimes idirults, often

n-, and vi'ltli M i> hand-iiie h M

Ir.iVes. I he tl'ivs ,1 -all }

low, mid odololl*, ]i

paniel
The wood Is a valuable compuct tmi not ,tu

that of V. (iuianeniu Is known as ilnbaUi-vood mad to-

paiyt-uvod. The flowers are singularly Irrcgului

posterior sepal la much larger than the other four, ami

usually spurred, and the petals arc linear and apatulatt-,

the anterior being much the larger. The fruit Is a coria-

ceous and woody three-celled and thrce-valved capsule,

containing three erect winged or cottony seeds.

Vochysiacese (vo-ki- .
/

'. I.M.. (A.

St. Hilnire, IS'jd) < roebftlt + -acfff.] An
order of polypctalous plants,

of the series Tha-

liimiflors ana cohort 1'nli/i/iiliinr. It Is character-

ized by Irregular flowers, a three-celled ovary, and a

straight embryo, usually without albumen. It Includes
aboti 1 130 species, belonging to 7 genera, of which 1 1 <

ijualra with S3, and Trinonia w i

species are the chief; all occur mostly In Brazil and
(lulana. They are trees, often of immense size and lth

a copious resinous Juice, fetid In the genus Cattalhrur :

a few are shrubs, and one genus, Triaonia. la sarmentose
or twining. The flowers are bisexual, Irregular, variously

colored, often large, handsome, and odorous, and com-

monly racemose or panlclrd. They are remarkable In

some of the genera for producing but a single petal, or

but a single fertile stamen. The fruit Is usually an oblong
terete or three-angled capsule, with three coriaceous

valves, often with winged pilose or cottony seeds, and

large leaf-like corrugated cotyledons ; In Kritma, a genus
of trees of great size, the fruit la a very peculiar samara
with long coriaceous falcate reticulated winga developed
from calyx-segments.
VOCiferance (vo-sif'e-rans), n. [< rocifera(t)
+ -ce.] Vociferation ;"clamor; noise.

All now la wrangle, abuse, and vociferance.

Browning, Master Hugues of Saxe-Gotha.

VOCiferant (vo-sif'e-rant), n. and . [< L. vo-
- ~

(t-)s, ppr. ofvociferari, cry out : see vocif-

which the sound of the

produced in the glottis,
the iin.-. and mouth.

II. . In the Koni. Cath. Ch., a man who has
a right to vote in certain elections.

vocalic(vo-kal'ik),. [< vocal + -ic.] Relating

to, consisting of, or resembling vowel sounds;

containing many vowels.

The Gaelic language, being uncommonly vocalic, is well

adapted for sudden and extemporaneous poetry.
Scott, Waverley, xxii.

The vowels become more consonantal ;
the consonants

become more vocalic.

Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., Iv.

vocalisation, vocalise. See vocalization, vocal-

ize.

vocalism (vo'kal-izm), n. [< F. vocalisme; as

mail + -ism.]" 1. The exercise of the vocal

organs in speech or song; vocalization.

We should now be talking in monosyllables, and eking
out our scantiness of iweoii'mi by nods, shrugs, winks, ana
other resources of pantomime. F. Hall, Mod. F.ng., p. 19.

2. A vocalic sound.

To utter such thick-lipped vocalitim as Mosos.

Earle, Philology of Eng. Tongue, i. 126.

3. See noniiiialinm.

vocalist (vo'kal-ist), n. [< F. vocalists; as

mail + -ist.] A vocal musician ; a singer, as

opposed to an instrumental performer.
She was a good vocalist ; and, even in speech, her voice

commanded a great range of changes.
Ji. L. Steeemon, Prince Otto, II. 4.

vocality (vo-kal'i-ti), M. ; pi. localities (-tiz).

[= Sp. MttMfeiod, < L. vocalita(t-)s (tr. Or. ri^u-

via), open sound, euphony, < rocalis, sounding,
sonorous: see vocal] The quality of being
vocal, (a) The quality of being utterable or capable of

being expressed by the voice in speech or song.

I did hear Mrs. Manuel and one of the Italians, her gal-

lant sing well. But yet I confess I am not delighted so

much with It as to admire It ; for not underntanding the

words, I lose the benefit of the vocalitys of the musfck, and
it proves only instrumental. Pepy, Diary, III. 834.

L and R being in extreams, one of Roughness, the other
of Smoothness and frecness of Vocality. are not easlc. in

tract of Vocal speech, to be pronounced spiritally.

Holder, Elem. of Speech, p. 58.

(o) The quality of being a vowel ; vowel character : as, the

i-iii-'ility of a sound.

vocalization ( vo'kal-i-za'shon), n. [< F. vocali-

sation = Sp. riM'iili'.iK'iiHi : as i-nculi-i- + -iituni.
}

1. The act of vocalizing or uttering with the

voice, the state of being so uttered, or the man-
ner of such utterance, whether in speech or in

vvo-ka'shon), n. [< F. vocation = Sp.
rocacion = Pg. vocac.Ho = It. vocazione, < L.

vocatio(n-), a summons, a calling, < vocare, pp.

vocatus, call, < vox (voc-), voice : see voice.] 1.

A calling or designation to a particular activity,

office, or duty; a summons; a call; in theol., a

call, under God's guidance, to the Christian

life or some special state, service, or ministry.

Follow thou thy rotation, and serve the king when he
calleth thee. Latimer, 2d Sermon bef. Edw. VI., 1550.

Heaven Is his vocation, and therefore he counts earthly

employment* avocations.

Fuller, Holy and Profane SUte, IV. Ix. 10.

The golden chain of rotation, election, and justification.
Jer. Taylor.

Where there is the perception of an Ideal, we may expect
to find the sense of a rotation.

J. R. Seeley, Nat. Religion, p. 127.

2. Employment; occupation; avocation; call-

ing; business; trade: including professions as

well as mechanical occupations. See atoca-

tioii, 5.

Why, Hal, 'tis my rotation, Hal ; 'tis no sin for a man to

labour in his notation. Shale., 1 Hen. IV., I. 2. 116.

The respective or special duty of every man, in his pro-

fession, rotation, and place.
Baton, Advancement of Learning, ii.

If wit or wisdom be the head, if honesty be the heart,

industry is the right hand of every notation.

Barrow, Sermons, III. xlv.

= Syn- 2. Calling, Bvninea, etc. See occupation.

vocational (vo-ka'shon-al), a. [< vocation +
-al.] Pertaining or relating to a vocation or

occupation.
Sailors are a class apart, but only In a vocational sense.

Daily Telegraph, Jan. 2, 1888. (Encyc. Diet.)

vocationally (vo-ka'shon-al-i), atlr. As re-

spects a vocation, occupation, or trade.

But the seamanship of those days, the strategies, the

devices, the expedients, are no longer of the least value

vocatioiuilly. Athenman, No, S2S8, p. 687.

vocative (vok'a-tiv), a. and n. [< F. voi-atif~
". KMOffM = G. rocativ, < L. r<n-n-

call : see vocation.'] I. a. Relating to the act

of calling or addressing by name; eompella-
tive: applied to the grammatical case in which

a person or thing is addressed: as, the rocittirr

ease.

II. M. In i/mni., the case employed in tailing

to or addressing a person or thing: as, Ihmiiue,
' O Lord,' is the rocutirc of the Latin tloiuiinin.

what the matter Is.

lip. Gauden, Tears of the Church, p. 114. (Daviei.)

That placid flock, that pastor voci/erant.

Broirniny, Christmas Eve.

H. . One who is clamorous; one given to

vociferation.

Strange aa It may appear to earnest but misguided vo-

ciferanti, there has been no statutory change in the tenure
of the great majority of Inferior officers In the civil branch
of the executive department The Atlantic, LXV. 675.

vociferate (vo-sif
'

e-rat), r.
; pret. and pp. vo-

ciferated, ppr. vociferating. [< L. vociferatux,

pp. of vociferari (> It. rociferare = Sp. Pg. ro-

ciferar = F. vociferer), cry out, scream, < vox

(voc-), voice, + ftrre = E. 6erl.] I. iiitranx.

To cry out noisily; make an outcry.
So saying, he laah'd the shoulders of his steeds.

And, through the ranks vuc\feratiny, call'd

His Trojans on. Cotrper, Iliad, xv. 434.

= Syn. To shout, bellow, roar, bawl.

II. trans. To utter with a loud voice; as-

sert or proclaim clamorously; shout.

\'nfi/rral,'il logic kills me quite ;

A noisy man Is always in the right.

Cooper, Conversation, L 118.

Clamouring all the time against our unfairneaa, like

one who, while changing the cards, dlvorU the attention

of the table from his sleight of hand by vociferating

charges of foul play against other people.
Macauiay, Utilitarian theory of Government.

vociferation (vo-sif-e-ra'shon), n. [< F. vocife-

rations, pi., = Sp. rociferacivn = Pg. vocifcracflo
= It. vociferaziont,

< L. vociferatio(n-), clamor,

outcry, < vwifvrari. cry out: see vociferatr.]

The act of vociferating; noisy exclamation;
violent outcry; clamor.

Mis excuses were over-ruled by a great majority, and
with much coCTiArrotioa. Uoldmnilh, i ln>>-

Dlstlnguished by his violent vociferation, and repeated
imprecations upon the king and the conquerors.

Bruce, Source of the NDe, 11. 333.

VOCiferator (vo-sife-ra-tor), H. One who vo-

ciferates; a clamorous shonter.

He defied the voMenlm to do their worat

Daily Telegraph, Oct 47, 1887. (Encyc. Diet.)

vociferize (vo-sif'er-iz), r. Same as vociferate.

[Rare.]
Let the singing singers

With vocal voices, most vociferous

In sweet vociferation, out vor(ferue
Even sound Itself.

Corfu, Chrononhotonthologoa, 1. 1.

vociferosity (vo-sif-e-ros'i-ti), . [< ((/;/

+ -ity.] The 'character of being vociferous:

vociferation: i-lainoroiisnesK. [Kare.]



vociferosity
Shall we give poor Bufilere's testimonial in mess-room

dialect, in its native twanging vociSerosity ?

Carlyle, Mirabean.

vociferous (vo-sif'e-rus), a. [< vociferate) +
-OMJ*.] Making an outcry; clamorous; noisy:
as, a vociferous partizan.
Tlirice-three vocifrous heralds rose, to check the rout, and

get
Ear to their Jove-kept governors. Chapman, Iliad, ii. 83.

Mocks of vociferous geese cackled about the fields.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 101.

Every mouth in the Netherlands became vociferous to
denounce the hypocrisy by which a new act of condemna-
tion had been promulgated under the name of a pardon.

Motley, Dutch Republic, II. 299.

vociferously (vo-sif'e-rus-li), adv. In a vocif-
erous manner

; with" great noise in calling or

shouting.
vociferousness (vo-sif'e-rus-nes), n. The char-
acter of being vociferous

; clamorousness.
vocular (vok'u-lar), a. [< L. vocula, a small
or feeble voice (see vocule), + -ar3.] Vocal.
[Rare.]
He turned angrily round, and inquired what that young

cur was howling for, and why Mr. Bumble did not favor
him with something which would render the series of
vocular exclamations so designated an involuntary process.

Dickens, Oliver Twist, vii.

vocule (yok'ul), n. [< L. vocula, a small or
feeble voice, dim. of vox (voc-), voice : see voice.']
A faint or slight sound of the voice, as that made
"by separating the organs in pronouncing p, t,

or k. [Rare.]
vodka (vod'ka), ii. [Russ. vodka, brandy, dim.
of vofla, water.] A sort of whisky or brandy
generally drunk in Russia, properly distilled
from rye, but sometimes from potatoes.
The captain sham! with us his not very luxurious meal

of dried Caspian carp and almost equally dry sausage,
washed down by the never-failing glass of vodka, and then
we again stftrted on our forward journey.

O'Donovan, Merv, iii.

Vodki is the chief means of intoxication.
A. J. C. Hare, Russia, i.

vodu, . and re. Same as voodoo.
voe (vo), n. [Also vo, Sc. vae ; < leel. vdgr, also
written vogr, a creek, bay: common in local

names.] An inlet, bay, or creek. [Shetland.]
Voetian (vo-e'shian), n. [< Voetius (see def.)+ -a.] Afollow'erof Voetius of the Reformed
Church in the Netherlands in the seventeenth
century, who held, in opposition to Cocceius, to
the literal sense in interpreting both the Old
and the New Testament.
VOgie (vo'gi), a. [Also voky, vokie; origin ob-
scure.] Vain; proud; also, merry; cheery.
[Scotch.]

We took a spring, and danced a fling.
And wow but we were voyie !

Jacobite Relics, p. 81. (Jamieson.)

VOglite (vog'lit), n. [Named after J. F. Vogl,
a German mineralogist.] A hydrated carbon-
ate of uranium, calcium, and copper, of an emer-
ald-green color and pearly luster, occurring
near Joachimsthal in Bohemia.
Vogt's angle. In craniom., the angle formed
by the junction of the nasobasilar and alveolo-
nasal lines.

vogue (vog), n. [< F. vogue, fashion, vogue (=
Sp. bor/a, fashion, reputation, = Pg. It. voga,
a rowing), orig. sway, the swaying motion of
a ship, the stroke of an oar, < vaguer = Pr. Pg.
vogar = Sp. bogar = It. vogare, row or sail, pro-
ceed under sail, < OHG. wagon, MHG. war/en,
G. wogen, fluctuate, float, < waga, a waving,
akin to wag, MHG. wac, a wave (> F. vague),
G. wage, a wave: see waw 1

."} 1. The mode or
fashion prevalent at any particular time

; pop-
ular reception, repute, or estimation

; common
currency: now generally used in the phrase in

vogue: as, a particular style of dress was then
in vogue; a writer who was in vogue fifty years
ago ; such opinions are now in vogue.
The Lord Treasurer Weston is he who hath the greatest

Vogue now at Court, but many great ones have clashed
with him. Howett, Letters, I. v. 81.

Though Christianity were directly contrary to the Re-
ligions then in vogue in the world, yet they [men] knew of
no other way of promoting it but by patience, humility,
meekness, prayers for their persecutors, and tears when
they saw them obstinate. Stillingfleet, Sermons, I. iii.

The Wits of the Age, the great Beauties, and short-liv'd
People of Vogue, were always her Discourse and Imitation.

Steele, Tender Husband, i 1.

The vogue of operas holds up wonderfully, though we
have had them a year. Swift, Letter, March 22, 1708-9.

I demanded who were the present theatrical writers in
voyue. Ooldsmith, Vicar, xviii.

2. General drift of ideas; rumor; report.
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The vogue of our few honest folks here is that Duck is

absolutely to succeed Eusdeu in the laurel.

Shrift, To Gay, Nov. 19, 1730.

Some affirm the Earl of Suffolk . . . goes general of the
fleet; but most opinions give it to my Lord Denbigh. . .

Captain Fennington hath the vogue to go his vice-admiral.
Court and Times of Charles I., I. 181.

Voice (vois), 11. [Formerly also royec; < ME.
voice, woice, earlier vois, voys, voiz, voce, < OF.
vois, vois, rttiz, F. roix = Pr. vote, voute = Sp.
Pg. vo: = It. voce, < L. vox, a voice, utterance,
cry, call, a speech, saying, sentence, maxim,
word, Language, = Gr. EJTO<; (*FSKOS), a word
(see epos, epic), = Skt. vacJius, speech. From
the L. vox, or the verb vocare, call, are nit. E.

vocal, vowel, vocable, advocate, advowsoii, avoca-

tion, vouch, avouch, convoke, evoke, invoke, pro-
voke, revoke, equivocal, univocal, vocation, vo-

ciferate, etc.] 1. The sound uttered by the
mouths of living creatures

; especially, human
utterance in speaking, singing, crying, shout-

ing, etc.
;
the sound made by a person in speak-

ing, singing, crying, etc.; the character, qual-
ity, or expression of the sounds so uttered : as,
to hear a voice; to recognize a voice; a loud
voice; a low voice.

Thei gon before him with processioun, with Cros and
Holy Watre ; and thei svngen Veni Creator Spiritus with
an highe Voys, and gon towardes him.

Manaevule, Travels, p. 244.

Ther sat a faucon over hire hed fill hye,
That with a pitous voys so gan to cry.

Chaucer, Squire's Tale, 1. 404.

Her voice was ever soft,

Gentle, and low, an excellent thing in woman.
SAot.,Lear, v. 3. 273.

Voice as a scientific term may mean either the faculty of
uttering audible sounds, or the body of audible sounds
produced by the organs of respiration, especially the lar-

ynx of man and other animals : contradistinguished from
speech or articulate language. Voice is produced when
air is driven by the muscles of expiration from the lungs
through the trachea and strikes against the two vocal
cords (see corrfi), the vibrations of which produce sounds
varying in different animals according to the structure of
the organs and the power which the animal possesses
over them. Voice can, therefore, be found only in ani-
mals in which this system of respiration is developed, and
the lungs and larynx (or syrinx) actually exist. Fishes,
having no lungs, are dumb, as far as true vocal utterance
is concerned, though various noises may issue from their
throats (see croaker, grunt, and drum). In man the supe-
rior organization and mobility of the tongue and lips, as
well as the perfection of the larynx, enable him to modify
his vocal sounds to an almost infinite extent. In ordinary
speaking the tones of the voice have nearly all the same
pitch, and the variety of the sounds is due rather to the
action of the mouth-organs than to definite movements
of the glottis and vocal cords. In singing the successive
sounds correspond more or less closely to the ideal tones of
the musical scale. The male voice admits of division into
tenor and bass, and the female into soprano and contralto.
The lowest female tone is an octave or so higher than the
lowest tone of the male voice ; and the female's highest
tone is about an octave above that of the male. The com-
pass of both voices taken together is four octaves or more,
the chief differences residing in the pitch and also in the
timbre. In medicine, voice is the sound of utterance as
transmitted through the lungs and chest-wall in ausculta-
tion. In zoology, voice is ordinarily restricted to respira-
tory sounds or vocal utterance, as above explained, and as
distinguished from any mechanical noise, likestridulation,
etc. The more usual word for the voice of any animal is

cry; and the various cries, distinctive or characteristic of
certain animals, take many distinctive terms, according to
their vocal quality, as bark, bay, bellow, Meal, bray, cacltle,

call, caw, chatter, chirp, chirrup, duel!, coo, croak, crow, gab-
ble, gobble, growl, grunt, hiss, honk, hoot, howl, low, mew,
neigh, peep, pipe, purr, quack, roar, scream, screech, snarl,
snort, sony, squall, squawk, squeak, squeal, trumpet, twitter,
warble, waul, whine, whinny, whistle, whoop, yawp, yell,
yelp, and many others. The voices of some animals, as
certain monkeys and large carnivores and ruminants, may
be heard a mile or more. The voice reaches its highest
development, in animals other than human, in the dis-

tinctively musical class of birds, some of which, notably
parrots and certain corvine and sturnoid birds, can be
taught to talk intelligible speech.
2. The faculty of speaking ; speech ;

utter-
ance.

It [emancipation] shall bid the sad rejoice,
It shall give the dumb a voice,
It shall belt with joy the earth !

Whittier, Laus Deo !

3. A sound produced by an inanimate object
and regarded as representing the voice of an
intelligent being : as, the voice of the winds.
The floods have lifted up their voice. Ps. xciii. 3.

The twilight voice of distant bells.

Whittier, The Merrimack.
Rain was in the wind's mice as it swept

Along the hedges where the lone quail crept.
William iforris, Earthly Paradise, I. 393.

4. Anything analogous to human speech which

conveys impressions to any of the senses or to
the inind.

I, now the voice of the recorded law,
Pronounce a sentence on your brother's life.

Shak., M. for M., ii. 4. 61.

E'en from the tomb the voice of Nature cries.

dray, Elegy.

voice

5. Opinion or choice expressed; the right of

expressing an opinion ; vote; suffrage: as, you
have no voice in the matter.

Sic. How now, my masters ! have you chose this man ?

First Cit. He has our voices, sit. Shuk., Cor., ii. 3. 1B4.

Matters of moment were to be examined by a lury, hut
determined by the maior part of the Conncell, in which the
President had two voyces.

Quoted in Capt. John Smith's Works, I. 151.

They who seek nothing but thir own just Liberty have
always right to win it, and keep it, whenever they have
Power, be the Voices never so numerous that oppose it.

Milton, Free Commonwealth.

Let us call on God in the mice of the church. Bp. Fell.

My voice is still for war.
Gods ! can a Roman senate long debate
Which of the two to choose, slavery or death !

Addison, Cato, ii. 1.

He possibly thought that in the position I was holding
I might have some voice in whatever decision was arrived
at. nineteenth Century, XXVI. 861.

6. One who speaks ;
a speaker.

A potent voice of parliament,
A pillar steadfast in the storm.

Tennyson, In Memoriam, cxiii.

This no doubt is one mi the chief praises of Gray, as of
other poets, that he is trie voice of emotions common to
all mankind. Lowell, New Princeton Rev., I. 17.'i.

7. Wish or admonition made known in any
way; command; injunction.
Ye would not be obedient unto the mice of the Lord

your God. Deut. viii. 20.

He is dull of hearing who understands not the voice of

God, unless it be clamorous in an express and a loud com-
mandment. Jet. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. a

8f. That which is said
; report; rumor; hence,

reputation; fame.
The common voice, I see, is verified
Of thee. Shot., Hen. VIII., v. 3. 170.

I fear you wrong him ;

He has the voice to be an honest Roman.
B. Jonson, Sejanus, iv. 5.

Philenzo 's dead already ;
. . .

The voice is, he is poison'd.
Shirley, Bird in a Cage, v. 1.

The Lord of Andover is to have 20,000 in lieu of his

mastership of the Home, besides being to be made an earl
and a privy counsellor, as the voice goes.

Court and Times of Charles I., I. 19.

9f. A word
;
a term

; a vocable. Vdatt. 10.
In phonetics, sound uttered with resonance of
the vocal cords, and not with a mere emission
of breath; sonant utterance. 11. In g-rnm.,
that form of the verb or body of inflections
which shows the relation of the subject of the
affirmation or predication to the action ex-

pressed by the verb. In Latin there are two voices,
active and passive, having different endings throughout.
In Greek and Sanskrit the voices are active and middle,
certain forms, mostly middle, being used in a passive
sense. In English, again, there is no distinction of voices ;

every verb is active, and a passive meaning belongs only
to certain verb-phrases, made with help of an auxiliary :

thus, he is praised, we have been, loved. Equal voices, in
music. See equal. la my volcet, in my name.

Implore her, in my voice, that she make friends
To the strict deputy. Shale., M. for M., i. 2. 185.

Inner ypice. See inner part, under inner. In voice, in
a condition of vocal readiness for effective speaking or

singing. -Mean voice. See means. Middle voice, in

music. See middle part, under middle. Veiled voice.
See veil, n., 7. Voice Of the Silence, intelligible words
which some persons seem to themselves to hear in cer-
tain hypnotic states, as the clairaudient, and also in some
cerebral disorders; an auditory hallucination. With one
voice, unanimously.

The Greekish heads, which with one voice

Call Agamemnon head and general.
Shak., T. and C., i. 3. 221.

voice (vois), v. ; pret. and pp. voiced, ppr. voicing.
[< voice, .] I. trans. 1. To give utterance to;
assert; proclaim; declare; announce; rumor;
report.
Rather assume thy right in silence . . . than voice it

with claims and challenges. Bacon, Great Place (ed. 1887).

Here is much lamentation for the King of Denmark,
whose disaster is voiced by all to be exceeding great.

Court and Times of Charles I., I. 148.

We are, in fact, voicing a general and deepening discon-
tent with the present state of society among the working
classes. N. A. Rev., CXLIII. 229.

2. To fit for producing the proper sounds ; reg-
ulate the tone of: as, to voice the pipes of an
organ. See voicing. 3. To write the voice-

parts of. Hill, Diet. Mus. Terms. 4t. To nom-
inate; adjudge by acclamation; declare.

Your minds,
Pre-occupied with what you rather must do
Than what you should, made you against the grain
To voice him consul. Shak., Cor., ii. 3. 242.

Like the drunken priests
In Bacchus' sacrifices, without reason

Voicing the leader-on a demi-god.
Ford, Broken Heart, i. 2.



voice

Kmnonr will >>,;,-, me the cMiilcnipt <>r iniiMhiHid.

Shuuld I run "ii tlmx. Ford, KOktn Heart, ill. 2.

5. Ill fihtitifticK, to utter will] voice m lone or

soiKtiicy. as distinguished fnnii breath.

II. t iiili'inix. Tospetik; vote; give opinion.
I i i-im-nil'iT, ulsii, th:it this plitec (Acts xvi.

]
is pretend-

C'l fur tin- pc.ipli-'.-* |M. \\el- nf t*ii<-i/i;l in councils.

i/<rr. Tii/tl'tr, l;pi~rnp;icj A^Mited, | 11.

Voiced (voist), r/. [< /((/(( + -/-.] Furnished
witli :i voice : usually in composition : us, sweet
VOii-nl.

Tliat'sErylh:i:i,
Or Home angel onic'il like her.

,svr./. lh;ilu<n<, 'I'ii. s.pliy. (Latham.)

voiceful (vdis'i'i'il), ii. [< voice + -fill.'] Hav-
ing a voice; vocal; Bounding.

The- seniors tl)(!ii did bear
Tin ric<'fi<l tiri;i!i!s' sreptres, Bat within a sacred sphere,
On polish'd stones, uml gave by turns tlieir sentence.

Chapman, Iliad, xviii. 450.

The swelling of the vtncefnl sen.

Coleridyr, Fancy in Nubibus.

voicefulness ( vois'ful-nes), . The property or
state of being voicoful ; voeality.

In the wilds of these ialea one drinks In the spirit of
the sea, and its deep voiceftilnrM nils the air.

Portfolio, ti. 8., IX. 187.

voiceless (vois'les), . [< voice + -less.] 1. Hav-
ing no voice, utterance, or vote; mute; dumb.
The proctors of the clergy were voiceless assistants.

Coke. (Latham.)
Childless and ci-ownless, in her voiceless woe.

Byron, Cliilde Harold, iv. 79.

2. In plionetiw, not voiced or sonant; surd.

voicelessness (vpis'les-nes),
. The state of be-

ing voiceless
;
silence.

voice-part (vois'piirt), . See part, 5, nn&part-
irritiiii/.

voicer ( voi'ser), n. One who voices or regulates
the tone of organ-pipes.
voice-thrill (vois'thril), . Same as vocalfremi-
tus (which see, under vocal).

voicing (voi'sing),n. [Verbal n. of i'oifp,r.] The
act, process, or result of regulating the tone of

organ-pipes, so that they shall sound with the

proper power, pitch, and quality. Voicing It the
most delicate and important branch of organ-building,
since success in it depends ou attention to the minutest
details.

void (void), . and . [< ME. void, voyd, voide,
< OF. coitle, vuide, m. and f., also void, vuid, vuit,

m., empty, waste, vast, wide, hollow, also de-

prived, destitute, devoid ; as a noun, a void,
waste ; F. vide, empty, devoid ; according to the

usual derivation, < L. viduim, bereft of husband
or wife, bereft, deprived ;

but this derivation is

difficult phonetically and in view of the existing
F. veuf, in., veuve, f., widowed, deprived (as a

noun, a widower, widow), from the same L. vi-

ilinis. The F. vide for vuide, however, has been
influenced by association with the L. vidutis.

Another derivation, < LL. as if "vocitus for *ra-

citus, akin to vacare, be empty, vacmts, empty,
vaciVKS, vocivun (see vacuous, vacant), rests on

assumption. Of. avoid, devoid.] I. a. 1. Empty,
or not containing matter; vacant; not occu-

pied; unfilled: as, a void space or place.
And he that shall a-complysshe that sete must also

complysshe the ooyde place at the table that loseph made.
Merlin (E. E. T. 8.), i. 61.

The earth was without form, and mid [was waste and
void, R. V.], and darkness was upon the face of the deep.

Gen. i. i
I'll get me to a place more void, and there

Speak to great C'ecsar as he comes along.
Shak., J. C.. Ii. 4. 37.

In the void offices around
Rung not a hoof, nor bayed a hound.

Scott, Bokeby, ii. 17.

2. Having no holder or possessor; vacant;
unoccupied; without incumbent.
The Bishoprick of Winchester falling will, the king

sends presently to the Monks of the Cathedral Church to

elect his Brother Athelmar. Baker, Chronicles, p. 83.

A plantation should he begun at Agawam (being the best

place in the land for tillage and cattle), least an enemy,
finding it voirl, should possess and take it from us.

Winthrop, Hist. Mew England. 1. 118.

3f. Not taken up with business; leisure.

All the void time that is between the hours of work,
sleep, and meat, that they be suffered to bestow every
man as he liketh best himself.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 4.

I chain him in my study, that, at void hours,
1 may rnn over the story of his country. Massinger.

4. Being without; devoid; destitute; lacking;
without; free from: usually with of: as, void

of learning; void of common sense.

The moste parte of noble men and gentlemen within
this Uealme haue bene brought vp ignorantly and voidc of
good educacfijons.

Booke of Precedence (E, E. T. 8., extra ser \ i. 10.
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W miixt IN- r"iil ft-i.m that desperate solicitude.

ffm in Ki.i.lfnrd Letter- iT , . II. ..

He (hat is vuid of wisdom despiwth hi* neighlwur.
1'rov. ii. Ii

5. Not producing :iny effect ; ineffectual ; use-
less; vain; superfluous.

Voide leves puld to be.

Palladia*, MiiKlNimlrli- IK. K. T. S.X p. ISO.

\Vyth Uines A unfit morHcln fyll not thy trcnchoiir, my
friend, full. Babe** Book (E. K. T. .), p. 79.

Hy word . . . hall not return to me void, but ft shall

accomplish that which I please. Isa. Iv. 11.

The game [rucks of Sdlly] Is reckoned In the same
manner us at mississlpi, and the cant is voitl If the ball

does not enter any of the holes.

StruU, Sports and Pastimes, p. 386.

6. Specifically, in taw, without legal efficacy ;

incapable of being enforced by law; having no
legal or binding force; null; not effectual to
bind parties, or to convey or support a right :

UN, ii deed not. duly signed and scaled is raid ;

a promise without consideration is void, in
strictness the word is appropriate only of that which is

so utterly without effect that a person may act as if It did
not exist ; but a thing may he void aa to some persons
and not as to others. Void is, however, often used in place
of voidable. Voidable Is appropriate for that which a person
has the right to make of no effect by application to court
to have it adjudged ooid, or in some cases by notice or

declaration, as a conveyance in fraud of creditors which
is effectual between the parties, hut may l- avoided by a

creditor, or a contract of an infant, which may be effectual

until he has disaffirmed it. That which Is void is generally
held incapable of confirmation; that which is simply void-
able may he confirmed.

7t. Devoid of wealth ; poor.
Vif thow haddyst entred In the path of this lyf a vayde

wayferlnge man, than woldcst thow synge byforn the thcf.

Chaucer, Boethlns, II. prose 6.

TO make void, to render useless or of no effect.

For If they which are of the law be heirs, faith Is made
mid, and the promise made of none effect Rom. iv. 14.

It was thy device

By this alliance to mate, void my suit

Shot., 3 Hen. VI., HI. 8. 142.

Void for uncertainty, said of a legal Instrument the lan-

guage of which is so vague or ambiguous that it cannot
take effect Void space, in physio, a vacuum. =8yn.
1,2, and 4. Devoid, etc. See meant. 6. Invalid.

II. n. 1. An empty or unoccupied space; a
vacuum.

The Void of Ileav'n a glonmy Horror fills.

Congrevt, Birth of the Muse.

The illimitable Void. Thornton, Summer, 1. 34.

I do not like to see anything destroyed, any raid pro-
duced in society. Burke, Ker. in France.

What peaceful hours I once enjoyed !

How sweet their memory still I

But they have left an aching void
The world can never fill.

Coirper, Oh, for a closer walk with God !

2. An opening; a solution of continuity in an
inclosure of any kind

;
a space unfilled or not

built up, as contrasted with closed or occupied
areas.

The clerestory window (of Notre Dame, Parlsl ... al-

though larger than such openings had been in Roman*
esque design, . . . nevertheless Is simply an opening in

a wall, the area of the solid still being greater than that

of the mid. C. If. Moore, Gothic Architecture, p. 86.

3f. The last course or remove
;
the dessert.

There was a void of spice-plates and wine.

Coronation of A nne Buleyn (Arbor's Eng. Garner, II. 50).

void (void), c. [< ME. voiden, < OF. voider,

voidicr, vuidicr, viiider, F. vider = Pr. voiar,

voyar, vitfiar, voidar = Cat. ritydar, make void ;

from the adj. Cf. avoid.} I. trans. 1. To make
or leave vacant ; quit ;

vacate ; depart from
;

leave; hence, to clear; free; empty.
They voidede the cite of Ravenne by certeyn day as-

singued. Chaucer, Boethius, i. prose 4.

Now this feest is done, voyde ye the table.

Babert Book (E. E. T. 8.), p. 271.

Good Frederick, sec the rooms be voided straight.

Marlotce, Faustus, ill. 4.

If they will fight with us, bid them come down,
Or void the field. Shak., Hen. V., IT. 7. 62.

The princes would be private. Void the presence.
Mansion, The Fawne, ill.

2. To emit, throw, or send out; empty out;

specifically, to evacuate from the intestine or

bladder: as, to roid excrementitious matter.

The place of the Welles and of the Walles and of many
other thinges hen zit apertly sene; hut the richesse is

voydcd dene. MandevOle, Travels, p. 279.

Whan the water was all voided, the! sangh the two stones

that were vpon the two dragons.
Merlin (E. E. T. S.X i. 38.

YOD that did void your rheum upon my beard,
And foot me as you spurn a stranger cur
Over your threshold. Shak., M. of V., i 3. 118.

St. To lay aside; cease to use; divest one's

self of.

voider

He was glad of tin- -..n,,. . A <i i!..li: chere
Veidet his riser, aiii-ntnl Imn vlimi

Uatru. I. 7002.

ills locks, as bliu'ki- :i- pitchy niirlit.

\V< re In >u nit about and n-/./. ./ (mm I

r, K. '/.. VI wi !

4. To Invalidate; annul; nullify: n nd.-r of no

validity or effect.

It was become a practice ... to void the security that
was at any time given for money so borrowed. C(atvii''ii

5f. To avoid; shun.

I voudf eompanye, I fie gladnesM.
Chaucer, Aneli.la and Arclte, L 296.

This was the mcane to voyde theyre strove*

And alle olde gruchchynit, and her liarils to glade.
Political PoeiM, etc. (ed. Knrnlvall), p. tl.

6f. To dismiss; send away.
He leet Myden oat of his Chambre alle maner of men,

Lordes and other* : for he wolde speke with me In Ton
seille. Mandemllf, Travels, p. 137.

Bo when it liked hire to con to rcste,
And omjded weren they that vmjdni .iiiuhtc.

Chatuxr, Trullus, II. 911.

II. iiitrHiw. If. Togo; depart.
With gretc indygnacyon charged hym shortely without

dclayc to voutte out of his londe.

Joseph of Ari,,,athie (K. E. T. .), p. 32.

Hit vanlst verayly A voyded of iyxt
Alliterative Poems (ed. Morris), It- 1M7.

Let all that sweet Is void! In me no mirth may dwell.
*'. Urerillr (Arber's Eng. Garner, I. 298).

2. (at) To have an evacuation.

Here, for example, is "the memorable and prodigious
history of a girl who for many years neither ate nor slept
nor voided." Pop. Set. Mo., XXXVI. 644.

(6) To be emitted or evacuated. Wiseman,
Surgery. [Rare.] 3f. To become empty or
vacant.

Hit Is wel oure cntcnt whanne any snc<-he lieneflce voyd-
eth of oure ylfte yat ye make collacion t<> him y of.

Uenry V. (Ellls's Hist Letters, I. 71).

voidable (voi'da-bl), a. [< void + -able.] 1.

Capable of being voided or evacuated. 2. In
//', such that some person has a right to have
it annulled. See votd, v. t., 6.

Such administration Is not void, but voidable, by sen-

tence. Aijlife, Parcrgon.

Voidable contract. See contract.

voidance ( voi'dans), n. [< ME. voidauncc, < OF.
voidance, < voider, make void : see void, v.~\ 1.

The act of voiding or emptying.

Voydaunce (or voydyngeX Tacado, cvacnacio.

Prompt. Pan., p. 611.

2. The act of casting away or getting rid.

What pains they require in the voidance of fond conceits.

Barrow, Sermons, III. xviii.

3. The act of ejecting from a benefice
; ejec-

tion. 4. The state of being void; vacancy, as

of a benefice. 5t. Evasion; subterfuge.
And therefore I am resolved, when I come to my an-

swer, not to trick ray Innocency (as I writ to the Lords)

by cavillatlons or roidances, but to speak them the lan-

guage that my heart speaketh to me, in excusing, extenu-

ating, or ingenuously confessing.
Bacon, Letters, p. 137. (tottam.)

voided (voi'ded), a. [< void, n., + -e<P.] Hav-

ing a void or opening; pierced through; spe-

cifically, in her., pierced through
so as to show the field. When the
word is used alone It generally denotes
that only a narrow rim is left of the

bearing described as voided. See voided

per cross, below. Also coursie, viude.

All [spangles) are voitled: that is, hol-

low in the middle, with the circumfer-
ence not Hat but convex. . . . Our pres-
ent spangles, in the flat shape, are quite
modern.
5. K. Handbook of Textile Fabrics, p. 93.

Voided ofthe field. Sec castle, Voided per cross, in

her., having an opening of the shape of a plain cross cut

through It, so as to show the field. See cut under decke.

Voided per pale, in her., having an opening extend-

ing palewlse, so as to show the field.

voider (voi'der). . [Early mod. E. voyder, <

ME. voider; < OF. rnrfer, a voider, emptier, <

vuidier, etc., make void: see void, r.] 1. One
who or that which voids or annuls; one who va-

cates or empties. 2. Formerly, a tray or bas-

ket for carrying away utensils, dishes, etc., no

longer required ; especially, a tray or basket in

which broken meat was carried from the table.

See ye haue Voyders ready for to auoyd the Morsels that

they doe leaue on their Trenchours.
Babers Book (E. E. T. A p. 67.

The fool carries them away in a voider.

MiddUton, No Wit like a Woman's, ii. 3.

Enter . . . servingmen . . . with a Voyder and a wood-
den Knife to Uke away all.

lleytrood, Woman Killed with Kindness.

3. A clothes-basket. Hatlivrll. [Prov. Eng.]
4f. A means of avoiding; in the following

Azure a Saltier
Voided Argent.



,. E. T. 8.), 1. 389.

voider

quotation, a screen from the heat of the sun;
an arbor.

With voiders vnder vines for violent sonnes.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 339.

5. In tier., same nsflasque. 6.

In medieval armor, a contrivance

forcovering any part of the body
which the plate-armor left ex-

posed, as at the joints. Itwascom-
monly of chain-mail. The name was also

given to the rondels. Compare gusset.

voiding (voi'diug), . [Verbal
n. of void, v.] 1. The act of one Argent two voi.i

who or that which voids. 2.

That which is voided; a remnant; a fragment.
(111! bestow

Some poor remain, the voiding of thy table,
A morsel to support my famish'd soul.

Rowe, Jane Shore, v.

VOiding-knifet (voi'ding-nif), n. A knife or

scraper used for clearing off crumbs and other
remnants of food from the table into the voider.

voidly (void'li), adv. [< ME. voidly ; < void +
-ly'

2
.] In a void manner; emptily; vainly; idly.

At Vaxor the vayn pepull voidly honourit

Bachian, a bale fynde, as a blist god.
Destruction of Troy (E. E. T. S.), 1. 4384.

voidness (void'nes), H. The state or character
of being void, (a) Emptiness; vacuity; destitution.

(b) Nullity; inefficacy; want of binding force, (c) Want of

substantiality. (d\) Avoid; a vacuum.

The schoole of Pythagoras holdeth that there is a void-

nesse without the world. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 671.

VOigtite (voig'tit), n. [Named after J. K. W.
Voiyt (1752-1821), a German mining official.]
An altered and hydrated variety of the mica
biotite, allied to the vermiculites.

voint, v. Same as/oiw1
.

For to mine, or strike below the girdle, we counted it

base and too cowardly.
Sir J. Harington, Ajax, Prol. (Xares.)

VOir dire (vwor der). [OF. vair dire, to say the
truth: see verdict.] In law. See examination
on the voir dire, under examination.

voisinaget (voi'zi-naj), .. [< F. voisinage: see

vicinage.] Vicinage; neighborhood.
That indeed was spoken to all the presbyters that came

from Ephesus and the voisinage.
Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), II. 178.

voiture (voi'tur), . [F., = It. vettura, < L.

vectitra, transportation, conveyance: see vec-

tnre, vettura.] A carriage. Arbutlmot.

voivode, vaivode (voi'-, va' vod), -. [Also vay-
vode, and, after the G. or Pol. spelling with w,

waiwode, waywode, also waivodc; = F. vayvode =
G. vayvode, woiwode, wojcwode, < Russ. voevoda
= Serv. vojvoda = Bohem. vojevoda = Pol. woje-
n'oda = OBulg. vojevoda (5 Lith. vaivada =
Hung, vajvoda, vajda = NGr. /?oe/3<k$af), a com-
mander, general, etc.] The leader of an army ;

the title of certain rulers, particularly in Slavic

countries; later, often in various countries, as
in Poland, the head of an administrative divi-

sion, as a province ;
in Moldavia and Wallachia,

the former title of the princes; in Turkey, an
inferior administrative official.

The govemor here [at Antioch] has the title of waiwode,
and is under the pasha of Aleppo, but is appointed from
Constantinople.

Poeocke, Description of the East, II. i. 192.

Two chiefs, Ladislaus of Gara, palatine of the kingdom,
and Nicholas of Wilac, wawode of Transylvania, . . .both
aspired to the throne [of Hungary].

W. Coxe, House of Austria, xvif.

voivodeship, vaivodeship (voi'-, va'vod-ship),
n. [< voivode, vaivode, + -ship.] The office or

authority of a voivode.

John was to retain the title of king, together with Tran-

sylvania, and all that part of Hungary which was in his

possession ; and, on his death, his male issue was only to
inherit his paternal dominions, and to hold the waivode-
ship of Transylvania. W. Coxe, House of Austria, xxxiii.

vol (vol), n. [F. vol, flight, in her. lure,< voler, fly :

see volant.] In her., two wings expanded and
joined together where they would spring from
the body of the bird, so as to make one figure.
When the term is used alone the wings are understood to
be raised with their points upward. See ml abaisst, below.
Also called icings conjoined in base. Vol aljaisse, two
wings joined together as in the vol, but with the points
downward so that the joined part comes at the top of the
escutcheon. Also called wings conjoined in lure. (See
also demi-vol.)

VOla(vo'la), ". ; pl.TOfcp(-le). [L.] The hollow
of the hand or foot,- Superflclalis volse, the volar

artery, a branch of the radial in the ball of the thumb,
which often connects with the continuation of the ulnar
artery to complete the superficial palmar arch. See cut
under palmar.
volable (vol'a-bl), a. [Appar. intended to be
formed < L. volare, fly, + -able.] Nimble wit-
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ted : a word put by Shakspere into the mouth
of Armado.

A most acute Juvenal ;
volable and free of grace !

Shale., L. L. L., iii. 1. 67.

VolaciOUS (vo-la'shus), (i. [< L. volare, fly, +
-acioHK.] Apt or fit to fly. Encyc. Diet.

voladora (vol-a-do'ra), n. [< Sp. voladora, fern,

of ruludnr, flier.] In mining, one of the stones
which are attached to the cross-arms of the ar-

rastre, and are dragged round upon its floor,
for the purpose of finely pulverizing the ore.

See arrastre.

volae, ". Plural of vola.

volaget, a. [< ME. volage, < OF. (and F.) vo-

laf/e = Pr. volatge = It. volatico, < L. volaticus,

flying, winged, < volare, fly : see volant."] Giddy.
With herte wylde and thought volage.

Rom. of the Hose, 1. 1284.

Anon they wroughten al hire lust volage.

Chaucer, Manciple's Tale, 1. 135.

Volans (vo'lanz), w. [L., ppr. of volnre, fly: see

volant.] The constellation Piscis Volans.
volant (vo'lant), ft. and n. [< P. volant = Sp.

Pg. It. volante, < L. volan(t-)s, ppr. of volare (>
It. volare = Sp. Pg. volar = P. voler), fly. From
the same L. verb are also ult. E. volage, volatile,

volery, volet, volley, avolate, etc.] I. a. 1. Pass-

ing through the air; flying.
A star volant in the air. Holland, tr. of Plutarch, p. 525.

His volant Spirit will, he trusts, ascend
To bliss unbounded, glory without end.

Wordsworth, In Lombardy.

2. Able to fly ; capable of flight ; volitant : cor-

related with reritant, natant, gradient, etc.

3t. Freely passing from place to place; current.

The English silver was now current, and our gold fnl.mil

in the pope's court. Fuller. (Imp. Diet.)

4. Light and quick ; nimble
; rapid ;

active.

His volant touch,
Instinct through all proportions, low and high,
Fled and pursued transverse the resonant fugue.

Milton, P. L., xi. 561.

5. In her. : (a) Represented as flying: noting
a bird. (6) Represented as if in the air, not

supported by anything, or creep-
ing: noting insects or other fly-

ing creatures: as, a hive sur-

rounded by bees volant Volant
en arriere. See arrUsre. Volant
overture, in her.

, flying with the wings
spread out. Compare overt, 3, that epi-
thet being abandoned for overture for

the sake of euphony. Volant

Il.t . 1. A shuttlecock;
hence, one who fluctuates between two par-

ties; a trimmer.

The Dutch had acted the volant, and done enough on
the one side or the other to have kept the flre alive.

Roger North, Examen, p. 474. (Davies.)

2. A flounce, whether of a woman's skirt, or of

a cover or curtain, or the like, especially when
rich and decorative: as, a volant of point lace,

volante (vo-lan'te), w. [Sp., lit. 'flying': see

volant.] A two-wheeled vehicle peculiar to

Spanish-American countries, having a chaise-

body hung forward of the axle, and driven by
a postilion.
The black driver of a volante reins up the horse he be-

strides, and the animal himself swerves and stops.
0. W. Cable, Grandissimes, p. 440.

volant-piece (vo'lant-pes), n. A part of the
helmet which could be removed at will, it often
formed one piece of armor, with an additional gorgerin or

grande garde covering the throat from below the collar-

bone, and reaching to the top plate or skull of the hel-

met, protecting especially the left side. This was adjusted
at the moment of taking places for the tilt, and was
secured with screws or the like. Compare demi-men-
tonniere.

Volapiik (vo-la-piik'), n. [< Volapuk Yolnpuk,
lit.

'

world-speech,' < vol, world, reduced and
altered from E. world, + -a-, connecting vowel
of compounds, + piik, speech or language, re-

duced and altered from E. speak.] An artifi-

cial language for international use, invented
about 1879 by Johann Martin Schleyer, of Con-
stance, Baden. The vocabulary consists of English,
Latin, German, and other words cut down and variously
manipulated, and the inflections and formatives are regu-
lar, admitting no exceptions.

Volapuk is designed to serve as a means of communi-
cation between persons whose native languages are not
the same.

Charles E. Sprague, Hand-Book of Volapiik, p. v.

Music will be the universal language, the Volapuk of

spiritual being. 0. W. Holmes, Over the Teacups, p. 99.

Volapiikist (vo-la-puk'ist), H. [< Folapiik +
-int.] One who is versed in Volapuk; an ad-
vocate of the adoption of Volapuk as a uni-

versal language.

volatility

The Votapnkixts have thirteen newspapers in different

parts of the world, printed in the new idiom.
Pall Matt Gazette, Feb. 28, 1888. (Encyc. Diet.)

volar (yo'lar),
a. [< vola + -or8.] 1. Of or

pertaining to the palm, especially the ball of

the thumb; thenar: as, the volar artery (the

superficialis vote). 2. Palmar; not dorsal, as

a side or aspect of the hand : as, the volar sur-

face of the fingers.
In many Mammals the limbs themselves, owing to the

rich supply of nerves on their volar and plantar surfaces,
and to the power of movement possessed by their termi-

nal joints, have similar functions.

Gegenbaur, Comp. Anat. (trans.), p. 524.

VOlaryt (vol'a-ri), H. See voleri/.

VOlata (vo-lii/ta), it. In music, a run, roulade,
or division.

volatile (vol'a-til), a. and n. [< ME. voltilil.

n., < OF. (and F.) volatil = Sp. volatil = Pg.
volatil = It. volatile, < L. volatility, flying, winged
(LL. neut. volatile, a winged creature, a fowl),
< volare. fly: see volant.] I. a. If. Flying, or
able to fly ; having the power of flight ;

volant
;

volitant.

The caterpillar towards the end of summer waxeth vola-

tile, and turneth to a butterfly. Bacon, Nat. Hist., 728.

2. Having the quality of taking flight or pass-
ing off by spontaneous evaporation ; evaporat-
ing rapidly; becoming diffused more or less

freely in the atmosphere.
It is anything but agreeable to be haunted by a suspi-

cion that one's intellect is ... exhaling, without your
consciousness, like ether out of a phial ; so that, at every
glance, you flnd a smaller and less volatile residuum.

Hawthorne, Scarlet Letter, Int., p. 43.

There are no fixtures in nature. The universe is fluid

and volatile. Emerson, Circles.

3. Lively; brisk; gay; full of spirit; airy;
hence, fickle; apt to change: as, a volatile dis-

position.
You are as giddy and as volatile as ever.

Swift, To Gay, May 4, 1732.

What do you care about a handsome youth ?

They are so volatile, and tease their wives !

Browning, Ring and Book, II. 24.

4. Transient ;
not permanent ; not lasting.

Volatile and fugitive instances of repentance.
Jer. Taylor, Repentance, v. $ 6.

Volatile alkali, ammonia. Volatile flycatcher. Same
as volatile thrush. Volatile liniment, liniment of am-
monia. Volatile Oil, an odorous vegetable principle
having a strong pungent smell and taste, easily distilled
with boiling water. The volatile oils contain no true

fats, but are largely hydrocarbons. Also called essential oil.

-Volatile salts. See otti.-Volatile thrush. See
Seisura. = Syn. 3. Changeable, giddy, flighty, inconstant.
See volatility.

Il.t 1. A winged creature, as a bird or

butterfly.
Make we man to oure ymage and likenesse, and be he

sovereyn to the flschis of the see, and to the rotalils of

hevene, and to unresonable bestis of erthe.
MS. Bodl. Til. (Halliwell.)

The flight of volatOes. Sir T. Browne, Vnlg. Err., iii. 21.

2. Wild fowl collectively.
With him broghte he a jubbe of malvesye,
And eek another, ful of fyn vernage,
And rulatyl. as ay was his usage.

Chaucer, Merchant's Tale, 1. 73.

volatileness (vol'a-til-nes), n. Volatility.

Many mistakes which our immortal bard Shakespeare
had by oversight, or the volatileness of his genius, suffered
to creep into his works. Life of Quin (reprint 1887X p. 48.

vqlatilisable, volatilisation, etc. See vola-

tilizablc, etc.

volatility (vol-a-til'i-ti), n. [< F. volatilite =
Sp. volatilidad= Pg.volatilidade=It. volatiUta ;

as volatile + -ity.] 1. The character of being
volatile or of having the power of flight. [Rare.]
The volatility of the butterfly.

Sydney Smith, in Lady Holland, vi.

2. The state or property of being volatile ; dis-

position to exhale or evaporate ;
that property

of a substance which disposes it to become
more or less freely or rapidly diffused and
wasted in the atmosphere ; capability of evap-
orating, or being dissipated at ordinary atmo-

spheric temperatures : as,the volatility of ether,

alcohol, ammonia, or the essential oils.

By the spirit of a plant we understand that pure elabo-
rated oil which, by reason of its extreme volatility, exhales

spontaneously, and in which the odour or smell consists.

Arbuthnot.

3. The character of being volatile
; frivolous,

flighty, or giddy behavior; mutability of mind;
levity; flightiness; fickleness: as, thevolatiliti/
of youth.
A volatility of temperament in the young lady.

O. Meredith, The Egoist, vi.

= Syn. 3. Lightness, Fritolitij,etc. (see levity), instability,

giddiness.



volatilizable

volatilizable (voi'H-H D-Eg-bl), a, [<volatttia+ -///'.) I 'apaltle of lieini; volat ili/.ed. Also
spelled nililtilmillilr.

Volatilization (vol-a-til-i-zii'shon), n. [< F.

volatilisation = Sp. volatMmtion = ly. MI/-
li/ixiirt~tn It. inlnlili: .n:.i,i,,, : M OofatU

-iitiini.] The net or process i >f volatili/ing, etlie-

reali/.iii";. ordifl'nsiii";; the art or process ot ren-

dering volatile, limjlr. Also spelled i-n/iitili-

.111 1 inn.

Modern Sociology Juts out Into the sea of Time two op-
ponite promontories: the promontory of I'.'

the dispersion of the individual Into the ci
immunity, and

the promontory of Solidification, or the concentration of
the community into the individual.

/."-m/moii, Creative Week, p. 112.

The residue thus left by volattlizatinn of the alcohol was
neutralized with milk of lime. Scicnw, XIII. 881.

volatilize (vol'a-til-I/.), r.
; pret. and pp. rola-

tili~i'<l, ppr. volatilizing. |< !'. mlntiliser = Sp.
ri>liilili,:nr = I'g. rolatilisar = It. volatili::itrf ;

as mliitilf + -i:c.] I. I/V/H.S-. To cause to exhale
or evaporate; cause to pass off or be diffused in

vapor or invisible effluvia.

In temperature as well as brightness, the voltaic arc
exceeds all other artificial sources of heat; by its means
the most refractory substances are fused and mlatiliad.

G. B. frttcott, Elect. Invent., p. 401.

IJIUTSHM, on his part, lias volatilized the essence of New
F.ngland thought into wreaths of spiritual beauty.

Stedman, Poets of America, p. 98.

II. intranx. To become volatile; pass off or
lie diffused in the form of vapor.

It Imercury] also mlatiluei entirely by heat.
G. Gore, Electro-Metal., p. 368.

As the temperature increases we find . . . metals which
mliitiliu at a low temperature.

J. y. Lockyer, Pop. Scl. Mo., XXXVIII. 77.

Also spelled volatilise.

volation (vo-la'shqn), n. [< L. volare, pp. vo-

latus, fly: see votiint.] Flight, as of a bird;
the faculty or power of flight ; volitation : as,

"the muscles of volation," Coues.

volational (vo-la'shon-al), n. [< rotation +
-al.] Of or pertaining to volation, or the fac-

ulty of flight.

volator (vo-la'tpr), . [< NL. volator, < L. no-

Ian: fly: s'ee volant.] That which flies; spe-
cifically, a flying-fish.
vol-au-vent (vol'o-von'), n. [F., lit. 'flight in

the wind': vol, flight (see vof); au, in the, to
the

; vent, wind (see venfi).] A sort of raised

pie consisting of a delicate preparation of meat,
fowl, or fish inclosed in a case of rich light puff-

paste.
volborthite (vol'b&r-thit), . [So called after
Alexander von Folborth, a Russian physician
and scientist, by whom the species was de-
scribed in 1838.] A mineral occurring in small
tabular crystals of a green or yellow color and
pearly luster. It is a hydrous copper vana-
date.

volcanian (vol-ka'ni-an), a. [(.volcano + -fan.]
Of or pertaining to a volcano; characteristic
of or resembling a volcano

;
volcanic. [Bare.]

A deep volcanian yellow took the place
Of all her milder-mooned body's grace.

Keatt, Lamia, i.

volcanic (vol-kan'ik), a. [= F. volvanique =
Sp. volcdnico =s Pg. volcanieo = It. vulcanico;
as volcano + -ic.] Pertaining to or produced
by volcanoes or volcanic action: AS, volcanic

heat, volcanic rock, volcanic phenomena, etc.

Volcanic bombs, masses of lava, varying greatly in shape
and size, but usually roughly rounded and occasionally
hollow. Blocks of this kind, of immense size, have been
thrown out by some South American volcanoes. Vol-
canic focus, the supposed seat or center of activity In a
volcanic region or beneath a volcano. Volcanic glass,
vitreous lava : obsidian. Volcanic mud, the mixture
of ashes and water either discharged from the crater of
a volcano or formed on its flanks by the downward rush
of water : called lava d'acqua in Italy, and moya in Smith
America. It was by mud-lava that Herculaneum was over-

whelmed, and mud has been poured out on an Immense
scale by the volcanoes of Java and South America, Vol-
canlc rock, rock which has been formed by volcanic

agency ; lava.

volcanically (vol-kan'i-kal-i), adv. In the man-
ner of a volcano; eruptively; figuratively, in

a fiery or explosive manner.
The accumulation of offences Is ... too literally ex-

ploded, blasted asunder volcanically. Carlyle, Heroes, iv.

volcanicity (vol-ka-nis'i-ti), H. [< volcanic +
-it>/.~\ Same as rnlcmii.tm : rarely used. It is an
imitation of the French tonn roicnnicitf former-

ly in use, but later French writers prefer volca-

nismc.

The term volcanic action (volcanism or volcanicity) em-
braces all the phenomena connected with the expulsion
of heated materials from the interior of the earth to the
surface. (Jeiltu', Text-Book of Geol. (2d ed.X p. 178.
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VOlcanism (vol'ka ni/in). //.
[
< <;,lri,,i<> -r -I.MW.

|

Tin- )ilieiMiiiicna connected with vulcanites anil

volciinic iictivitv. An uscil by Iliu ...... I.It ;.
-, it includes also carlh<|iiakt-'A, lint -|.i int'^, an i

form of Keoloitlcal dynamic-, .lin-. ih eonm etc. I

Mi m "I i In laUrior of oarplane! against Its cru-t and
KIM facr" ill'iiiiMlt). Alto nuc<:

I'M UIIMW -.mi. light on tin- n

tin 1 'In. I . auHi-H nhirh have liccn OOI .irjiinf
"n that ci.inptjciit.-ii scries of geoloutc:ii dynamic* whlon
we Include under tin- i ...... prclicnivc tcrni nf "'
and of which the c.iilli-,iiak> and volcano :u tui nf the
most striking maiilfi>tiinii-.
J. U. H'Hilnrif, KarthiiunkeK, Voli'Hin.cn. and Muiintaln-

p. ee.

Volitantia

Lidli >, I'll venture for the vnU.
i ..f l>r. s!fi

"A vole I a tote!" tin- i-rinl,
" H fail I \

Miie is rnded, and my work i dmi'-.
'

Vole 1 (vol), i'. >.; |
tret, and pp. rulril, ppr. nilinn.

[< (/'. H. J In ciinl-jiltiyiiiij, to win all the tricks

played in one dial

VOle- (vol , .

[
Short for rn li-iimn-i:] Afllort-

tniled tield-inouse or iin-iiilow-moiise ; a eauipa-
irnol or arvicoline ; any member of the gi

'/In in a broad sense. All the Arneolinjtm
voles, though some of them, as the lemming and niuskret,

Volcanist (vorka-nist), H. [< rnlrann + -ixl.]
< >ne who is versed in or occupied with Hie sci-
entific study of the history and phenomena of
volcaii'M-s.

volcanity i vol-kan'i-ti). n. [< rulcan(ic) + -ity.]
Tin' >tiite (it IteinK volcanic or of volcanic ori-

gin. [Kare.]
Volcano (vol-ka'n6), II.; pi. ri>lrniini.. m/<v/,/..-

(-noz). [Formerly also vulcano; = V. rulriin ( >

Sp. volcan = Pg. rolcSo, vulcSo), < It. nolmim,
also ;-M/(vi(i, a buniing mountain, prop, first ap
plied to Mt. Etna, which was especially feigned
to be the seat of Hephaestus (Vulcan), < L. Vol-

caini.i, later 1'iilciiiinn, Vulcan, the god of fire,

also fig. fire: see Falcon.'] 1. A mountain or
other elevation having at or near its apex an
opening in the earth's crust from which heated
material.- are expelled either continuously or at

regular or irregular intervals. These materials are
molten rock (lava), ashes, cinders, large fragments of solid

rock, mud, water, steam, and various gases. Such openings
are ordinarily surrounded hy more or less conical accumu-
lations of the erupted materials, and it is to such cones
that the term volcano It usually applied. The opening
through which the lava rises is called the t*i*l or chim-
ney, and the cup-shaped enlargement of it, In Its upper
parts, the crater; there may be one such opening at the
summit or on the flanks of the cone, or there may be
a considerable number of them. In many volcanoes a
central cone has upon Its flanks a considerable number
of minor cones (parasitic cones, as they are sometimes
called). Etna has more than two hundred quite conspic-
uous cones within a radius of ten miles from the center
of the main crater. The size and elevation of volcanoes
vary greatly. The very high ones, like Cotopaxl and Popo-
catepetl and many others, are built up on high plaU-aus;
others, like the extinct or dormant volcanoes of the Merra
Nevada of California, are chiefly made up of other than
volcanic material, masked hy the flow of eruptive matter
down the slopes of a preexisting older mass. Volcanoes
and volcanic regions vary greatly In the degree of their ac-

tivity and in the length and frequency of their periods of

repose ; those volcanoes which during the historic period
have shown no signs of activity are said to lie extinct,
or dormant if a long interval has elapsed since the last

eruption. Nothing definite was known of the volcanic
forces pent up within the area covered by Vesuvius prior
to A. D. 79, when the great catastrophe took place by
which Pompeii was overwhelmed, and which was briefly
described by Pliny the Younger in his narrative of the
death of his uncle, Pliny the Elder. Volcanoes and vol-
canic areas are very irregularly distributed over the earth,
but are chiefly In the neighborhood of the ocean. The
Asiatic and the American shores of the Pacific not con-

tinuously, but in many places are dotted with volcanoes,
from Japan to the islands of the Indian Ocean, and from
Patagonia to Alaska. The most active volcanic center in
the world is the Island of Java and its vicinity. This Isl-

and, having about the area of England, contains forty-
nine great volcanic cones, some of which are 12,000 feet
in height. The eruption of Krakatoa, an island in the
Snnda Strait, which took place in the closing days of Au-
gust, 1883, was the most violent and destructive event of
the kind of which history has any record. Nearly forty
thousand persons were drowned along the coast adjacent
to the Strait of Sunda by waves set In motion hy the In-

rush of water to nil the cavity caused by the expulsion of
material from the crater.

2. A kind of firework. Keejugigl, 2__ Subma-
rine volcano. See mtmarine. Volcano-ship, a ves-
sel loaded with combustibles and missiles for explosion
against another ship or against a stationary structure.

The burning volcano-thip at the siege of Antwerp.
Mottey, Hist. Netherlands, II. 157.

volcanoism (vol-ka'no-izm), . [< volcano +
-in in.] Violent and destructive emptiveness.
[Rare.]

Not blaze out, ... as wasteful vofcanotnn, to scorch
and consume ! Carlyle, Past and Present, II. 10.

VOlcanological (vol-ka-no-loj'i-kal), n. [< rul-

canoloi/-!! + -ictil."] Relating to or in the man-
ner of

yolcanology; in a scientific manner, from
the point of view of the investigator of volcanic

phenomena. Also nili'inniloi/iml.

volcanology (vol-ka-nol'o-ji), n. [< volcano +
Gr. -?-o; in, \ J FIV, speak : see -ology.] The sci-

entific study of volcanic phenomena. Also vul-

canology.

His annual account of the progress in mlcanology and
seismology for 1885. Mh, ii.nnn, No. 3068, p. 210.

Vole 1 (vol). . [< F. roll', < nilrr. fly. < L. ro-

ll/ft: fly: see rolant.] In card-playing, a win-

niiiK of all the tricks played in one deal.

are usually called by other names. They are moitly ter-

restrial, tending to be iquatlc, abound In the sphagnouii
swamps and low moist ground of nearly all parts nf '!>

northern hemisphere, and are on the whole among the most
mischievous of mammals. The common vole, meadow-
mouse, or short-tailed fleld-mnuK of Europe la A.agralU.

Cointnon European Meadow-vole 1

The water-vole or water-rat Is a larger specie*, A. amphibi-
ii*, almost as aquatic us a muskrat. Home voles are widely
distributed, among them one common to the northerly
parts of both hemisphere*, the red-backed vole, Krotomyi
rutilui. The commonest representatives In the United
States are Anicola riparivt, A . atalena, and A . pinetorm*.
A very large species of Brltlxh America is A . xanthomatha.
The name vole is purely British, being seldom heard In the
lulled States, or used In l>ooks treating of the American
species, which art- called Aeltl-mice and meadow-mice. See
also cuts under Anuxla.Etotomyi.Synaptutnyt, and voter-
rat.

volentlyt (vo'leut-li), adv. Willingly. [Rare.]
Into the pit they run against their will that ran so to-

lentlu, so violently, to the brink of It
Kev. T. Adam*, Works, I. 237.

voleryt (vol'e-ri), .; pi. rolericn (-riz). [AN..
votary, vollary; < OF. voliere, a cage, coop, dove-

cote, F. voliere, an aviary, alsoOR roller, a large
cage or aviary; cf. roleric, "a place over the

stage which we called the heaven "
(Cotgrave),

i.e. 'place of flying'; <roter, fly, < L. volare, fly :

see volant.'] 1. A large bird-cage or inclosure
in which the birds have room to fly.

I thought thee then our Orpheus, that wouldst try.
Like him, to make the air one votary.

B. Jonton, Underwoods, xvi.

Sitting moping like three or four melancholy Birds in
a spacious \'nllnr>i. Etherrye, Man of Mode, v.

Having seene the roomes, we went to y rotary, ' has
a cupola in the middle of it, greate trees and bushes, ft

being full of birds, who drank at two fouutaines.

Bvelyn, Diary, March 1, 1644.

2. The birds confined in such an inclosure ; a

flight or flock of birds.

An old boy, at his first appearance, ... is sure to
draw on him the eyes and chirping of the whole town
vnlery, amongst which there will not be wanting some
birds of prey. Locke, Education, I 94.

volet (vol'a), w. [OF. volet, a cloth spread on
the ground to hold grain, a shutter, etc., < voter,

fly, \ L. volare, fly
: see volant.] 1. A veil, espe-

cially one worn DV women, and forming a part
of the outdoor dress in the middle ages. 2. In

painting, one of the wings or shutters of a pic-
ture formed as a triptych, as in Rubens's "De-
scent from the Cross" in Antwerp Cathedral,
the volets of which are painted on both sides.

Small triptych.* with folding-doors or volett In box-
wood. 5. K. Cat. Sfec. Exh. 1 *,-', No. 104?.

3. A door, or one leaf of a door, in ornamental
furniture and similar decorative objects.

volget, . [< L. rolffii". rnli/ii.i, the common peo-
ple: see vulgar.] The vulgar; the rabble.

One had as good be dumb as not speak with the volgt.

Fuller, ch. Hist, XI. viil. 32. (Darin.)

VOlitablet (vol'i-ta-bl), a. Q< L. rolittire, fly to

and fro: see volihtnt.] Capable of being vola-

tilized; volatilizable.

volitant (vol'i-tant), a. [< L. volitan(t-)t, ppr.
of rulittirc, fly to and fro, freq. of volare, tly:
-ee rolant.] Flying; having the power of flight :

volant: as, the bat is a volitant quadruped.
Volitantiat ( vol-i-tan'shi-8), n. pi. [NL.. neut.

pi. of volitaii(t-)y, flying: see rolitant.] In Illi-

ger's classification
"

of mammals (1811), the
eleventh order, containing flying quadrupeds
in two families, Dermofitera and Cliirofittra, or
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the so-enlled flying-lemurs and the l>ats thus
an artificial group, now abolished.

volitation (vol-i-ta'shou), 11. [< L. volitarc, pp.
riililitttiH, fly to and fro: see rolitant.] The act
of flying ;

the power of flight, or its habitual

exercise; flight; volation.

volitational (vol-i-ta'shon-al), a. [< volitation
+ -fil.] Of or pertaining to volitation or flight.

Volitatorest (voFi-ta-to'rez), n.pl. [NL., < L.
ntlitiirr, fly: see rolitant.] In ornith., in Mac-
gillivray's system, an order of birds, the skim-

mers, composed of such species as swallows,
bee-eaters, and goatsuckers : an artificial group.
VOlitatory (vol'i-ta-to-ri), a. [< L. volitarc, pp.
rolitatiiK, fly, + -ory.~] Same as volitorial.

volitient (vo-lish'eut), a. [Irreg. < voliti(on) +
-ent.] Having freedom of will

; exercising the

will; willing. [Rare.]
I [Lucifer] chose this ruin ; I elected it

Of my will, not of service. What I do
I do volitient, not obedient.

Mrs. Browning, Drama of Exile.

volition (vo-lish'on), n. [< F. volition = Sp.
volition = Pg. voliySo = It. volizione, < ML. vo-

litio(n-), will, volition, < L. vclle, ind. pres. volo,
will: see Witt1 .] 1. The act of willing; the ex-
ercise of the will. Volition does not consist in form-
ing a choice or preference, but in an act of the soul in
which the agent is generally held to have a peculiar sense
of reaction.

The actual exercise of that power [the will], by directing
any particular action or its forbearance, is ... volition.

Locke, Human Understanding, II. xxi. 5,

Will is indeed an ambiguous word, being sometimes put
for the faculty of willing, sometimes for the act of that fac-

ulty, besides other meanings. But volition always signi-
fies the act of willing, and nothing else. Willingness, I

think, is opposed to unwillingness or aversion. A man is

willing to do what he has no aversion to do, or what he
has some desire to do, though perhaps he has not the op-
portunity ; and I think this is never called volition.

Reid, Letter to Dr. J. Gregory (Works, ed. Hamilton, p. 79).

An artist's brain receives and stores images often with-
out distinct volition. T. Winthrop, Cecil Dreeme, xvii.

When a man's arm is raised in sequence to that state of
consciousness we call a volition, the volition is not the im-
mediate cause of the elevation of the arm.

Huxley, in Nineteenth Century, XXI. 495.

2. The power of willing ;
will.

In thatyoung bosom are often stirring passions as strong
as our own, ... a volition not less supreme. D'Israeli.

The play of the features, the vocal exclamations, the
gesticulations of the arms, Ac., come under the domain of
our volition. A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 302.

volitional (vo-lish'on-al), a. [< volition + -al.]
Of or pertaining to volition.

The volitional impulse. Bacon.

What is termed self-control, prudential restraint, moral
strength, consists in the intellectual permanency of the
volitional element of our feelings.

A. Bain, Emotions and Will, p. 21.

There is no more miserable human being than one in
whom nothing is habitual but indecision, and for whom
the lighting of every cigar, the drinking of every cup, the
time of rising and going to bed every day, and the begin-
ning of every bit of work, are subjects of express volitional
deliberation. W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 122.

Volitional insanity, a form of mental disease in which
the most striking phenomena are those relating to per-
verted or impaired will-power.

volitionally (vo-lish'pn-al-i), adv. In a voli-
tional manner; as respects volition

; by the act
of willing.

It was able to move its right leg volitionally in all di-

rections. Lancet, 1890, 1. 1415.

volitionary (vo-lish'on-a-ri), a. [< volition +
-ary.] Volitional.

Dr. Berry Haycraft gave an account of some experi-
ments which extend our knowledge of volitionary move-
ment and explain the production of the muscle and heart
sounds. Nature, XLI. 358.

volitionless (vo-lish'on-les), a. [< volition +
-less."] Without volition.

The volitionless will
J. Owen, Evenings with Skeptics, II. 415.

volitive (vol'i-tiv), a. [< volit(ion) + -ive.] 1.

Having the power to will; exercising volition.

It is, therefore, an unreasonable conceit to think that
God will continue an active, vital, intellective, volitive na-

ture, form, power, force, inclination, in a noble substance,
which shall use none of these for many hundred or thou-
sand years, and so continue them in vain.

Baxter, Dying Thoughts.
2. Originating in the will.

Wundt regards apperception as a particular process, in-
serted between perception and volitive excitement.

Alien, and Neural, (trans.), VI. 519.

3. In riiet., expressing a wish or permission:
as, a volitive proposition.
Volitores (vol-i-t6'rez),n.p?. [NL.,prop. *Vol-

atorcs, pi. of volator, a flier: see volator.] In
Owen's classification, those birds which move
solely or chiefly by flight, or are preeminent in

ability to fly. It i the fifth order of the system, em-
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bracing 11 families, ns the swifts, humming-birds, i;n;it-

suckiTK, kingfishers, hornbills, etc., intervening between
his Cantorcx or singers and Scansorcg or climbers. It is an
artificial group, practically equivalent to those Picaria'
which are not yoke- toed, or to Picarife with the old group
fScansores eliminated. [Not in use.]

volitorial (vol-i-to'ri-al), a. [< Volitores +
-iiil.] Of or pertaining to the Volitores.

Volkameria (vol-ka-me'ri-a), n. [NL., named
in honor of Volkamer, a German botanist.] 1.
A Linnean genus of verbenaceous shrubs, now
included in Clerodendron. Several species are cul-
tivated for beauty or fragrance in tropical gardens, as C.

(V.) aculeatltm, an American plant, and especially C. (V.)
fragrant from China. C. (V.)inerme of maritime India is

richly perfumed, and has a local reputation as a febrifuge.
2. [/.<.] Aplantoftheforniergenusro/fcameria.
Volkmanma (volk-man'i-a), n. [NL., < Volk-
nianii (see dof.).] A fossil plant found in the

coal-measures, and in regard to the nature of
which there has been much uncertainty, it has
recently been shown to be the fruit of Astfrophyllites of

Brongniart (Calamocladus of Schimper). The plant was
named by Steinberg, in 1820, in honor of G. A. Volkmaim,
author of "Silesia Subterranea"(1720), in which work some
of the fossil plants of that part of Germany were described.

vollenget, n. See valanche.

Volley (vol'i), . [Formerly also vollie, voley; <

OF. volee, F. volec = Sp. volada = It. volata, a

flight, < ML. as if *volata, < L. volarc, fly: see

volant.'] 1. The flight of a number of missile

weapons together; hence, the discharge simul-

taneously, or nearly so, of a number of missile

weapons.
A volley of our needless shot. Shak., K. John, v. 5. 5.

It may even be the case that in defensive positions,
where the extent of ground open to view is considerable,
long-range infantry fire regulated by volleys may be at-

tempted. Encyc. Brit., XXIV. 357.

2. Hence, a noisy or explosive burst or emis-
sion of many things at once.

A fine volley of words, gentlemen, and quickly shot off.

Shak.,T. G. of V.,ii. 4. 33.

What were those thousands of blaspheming Cavaliers
about him, whosemouthes let fly Oaths and Curses by the
voley? Milton, Eikonoklastcs.

We heard a volley of oaths and curses.

Addison, Tatler, No. 254.

3. In lawn-tennis and tennis, a return of the
ball by the racket before it touches the ground,
especially a swift return. At volley, on the vol-
ley IF. rt la volee], on the fly ; in passing ; at random.

What we spake on the voley begins to work.
Massinger, Picture, iii. 6.

P. jun. Call you this jeering ! I can play at this ;

'Tis like a ball at tennis.
Aim. It is indeed, sir,

When we do speak at volley all the ill

We can one of another. B. Jonson, Staple of News, iv.

volley (vol'i), v. [< volley, n.] I. trans. 1. To
discharge in a volley, or as if in a volley : often
with out. Compare volleyed.

Another [hound]
Against the welkin volleys md his voice.

Shak., Venus and Adonis, 1. 921.

2. In lawn-tennis and tennis, to return on the

fly : said of the ball
;
drive (the ball) with the

racket before it strikes the ground.
II. intrans. 1. To

fly together, as missiles;
hence, to issue or be discharged in large num-
ber or quantity.

The volleying rain and tossing breeze.
M. Arnold, Thyrsis.

Nothing good comes of brass, from whose embrasures
there voUies forth but impudence, insolence, defiance.

A. B. Alcott, Tablets, p. 72.

2. To sound together, or in continuous or re-

peated explosions, as firearms.

And there the volleying thunders pour,
Till waves grow smoother to the roar.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, ii.

Cannon in front of them
Volley'd and thunder'd.

Tennyson, Charge of the Light Brigade.

3. In lawn-tennis and tennis, to return the ball
before it touches the ground, especially by a
swift stroke : as, he volleys well.

volley-gun (vol'i-gun), n. A machine-gun or
mitrailleuse.

volowt (vol'6), v. t. [< ME. folewen, folwcn,
fulwen, fallen, < AS. fulwian, fullian, baptize:
B66/WH. The word is usually derived from
L. volo, I will, that being the first word of the

response used in the service.] To baptize:
applied contemptuously by the Reformers.

They brought them to confirmation straight from bap-
tism, so that now oft-times they be voloiced and bishopped
both in one day.
Tyndale, Ans. to Sir T. More, etc. (Parker Soc., 1850), p. 72.

VOlowert (vol'o-er), n. One who baptizes.
Volscian (vol'sian), a. and . [< L. Volsci, the
Volscians: see II., 1.] I. a. Pertaining to
the Volscians.

Voltairianism

II. . 1. A member of an aiieient Italic peo-
ple who dwelt southeast of Rome. 2. The lan-

guage of the Volscians, related to Umbrian.
volsella (vol-sel'a), 11. 1. Same as ritlsella.

2f. Same as acaiitliolxiliis.

volt 1
(volt), n. [< F. volte, a turn or wheel, <

It. volta, a turn, < L. volrere, pp. volutus, turn
about or round: see; raulft, volute.] 1. In the

iiiniifyc, a round or circular tread; a gait of two
treads made by a horse going sidewise round a

center, with the head turned outward. 2. In

fi-iifiiig, a sudden movement or leap to avoid a
thrust.

volta (volt), H. [= F. volte; < It. Volta, the
name of the discoverer of voltaism.] The prac-
tical unit of electromotive force. It is 10" abso-
lute units of E. M. F. on the centimeter-gram system, and
is a little less than the E. M. F. of a Daniell cell.

VOlta (vol'ta), n.; pi. volta (-te). [It., a turn:
see volft.] 1. An old dance. See lavolta. 2.
In music, turn or time : as, una volta, once ;

due
volte, twice

; prima volta, first time. Abbrevi-
ated v.

VOlta-electric (voFta-e-lek'trik), a. Pertain-

ing to voltaic electricity or galvanism : as, volta-

electric induction.

VOlta-electricity (vol'tS-e-lek-tris'i-ti), n.

Same as voltaic electricity, or galvanic electricity.
See electricity. See voltaic cu rrent,under voltaic.

VOlta-electrometer (vol'ta-e-lek-trom'e-ter),
M. An instrument for the exact measurement,
of electric currents ; a voltameter.
VOlta-electromotive ( vol

"
ta-e-lek-tro-mo

'
tiv) ,

a. Producing, or produced by, voltaic electro-
motion. Volta-electromotive force, electromotive
force produced in a manner analogous to that of the vol-

taic battery.

voltage 1
(vol'taj), n. [< volfl + -age.] In the

manege, the .act of making a horse work upon
volts.

He assays
Which way to manage an untrained horse,
When, how, to spur and reign, to stop and raise,

Close-sitting, voltage of a man-like force,
When in career to meet with gallant course.

Ford, Fame's Memorial.

voltage2 (vol'taj), u. [< volfi + -age.] Elec-
tromotive force reckoned in volts. The voltage
of a dynamo under any particular working conditions is

the number of volts of electromotive force in its circuit
under these conditions.

voltagraphy (vol-tag'ra-fi), n. [Irreg. < oZ-

ta(ic) + Gr. --ypa<j>ia, < ypdQnv, write.] The art
of copying in metals deposited by electrolytic
action any form or pattern which is made the

negative surface of a voltaic circuit; copying
by electrotypy.
voltaic (vol-ta'ik), a. [< Volta (see def.) + -ic.]
Of or pertaining to Alessandro Volta, an Italian

physicist (1745-1827), who shares with Galvani
the honor of having discovered the means of

producing an electric current at the expense of
chemical action upon one of two united plates
of dissimilar metals. Of the two, however, the higher
credit is due to Volta ; consequently, voltaic is more com-
monly used than galvanic. Poles of a voltaic pile.
See pole?. Voltaic arc. See orci, and electric light (un-
der electric). Voltaic arch. Same as voltaic ore. Vol-
taic battery, cell. See battery, 8 (6), and cell, 8 (with
cuts).

~Voltaic current, an electric current produced by
a voltaic battery : sometimes applied to electric currents

generally. Voltaic field, the space surrounding the elec-
trodes or plates in an electrolytic cell during the process
of electrolysis, Voltaic induction. See induction, 6.

Voltaic pencil, a pencil by which etchings are executed
by the action of a voltaic arc at its point. Voltaic pile,
a column formed by successive pairs of plates of two dis-

similar metals, as zinc and copper, alternating with moist-
ened flannel or pasteboard, in regular order of succession :

an early form of chemical battery devised by Volta. See
cuts under battery, 8.

Voltairean(vol-tar'e-an),a. Same as Voltairian.

Voltairian (vol-tar'i-an), a. and n. [< Voltaire

+ -tan.] I. a. Of or pertaining to Voltaire

(Francois Marie Arouet, who when about 25

years old took the name of Voltaire, said to

be an anagram of "Arouet, 1. j." (that is, F. le

jeune, the younger)), a famous French poet,
dramatist, and historian (1C94-1778); resem-

bling Voltaire.
"
Say they're levanting, Buchan," said Miller, who liked

his joke, and would not have objected to be called Vol-

tairian. George Eliot, Daniel Deronda, xlii.

II. . One who advocates the principles of
Voltaire.

Voltairianism (vol-tar'i-an-izm), n. [< Voltair-

ian + -I'NIH.] The Voltairian spirit; the doc-
trines or philosophy of Voltaire

; specifically,
the incredulity or skepticism, especially in re-

gard to revealed Christianity, often attributed
to Voltaire.

He interprets Voltairianism as "a school based on de-
structive irony." Athenmtm, No. 3273, p. 92.



Voltairism

Voltairism (vnl-tfir'i/m), . [< Vnltitirr (see
(Iff.) + -ixw.j Tlic principles or practice nf

Voltaire: skepticism; infidelity.

In I.iilher'n own country I'n.ti-stantixiii sunn dwindled
into a rather barren ulfair, . . . UwMMnMof It MopUaal
mill, iilii.n : \vhirll indeed h;i- jultgU-.l mint- ami IILMM-

down to Vultaireism. Carlyle, Heroes, [v.

voltalsm (voi'tji-i/iii), n. [< r<iitm* lef.) +
-ixiii.

]
That branch of elect rieal science which

discusses tlm production of an electric current,

by the chemical action liet \veen dissimilar met-
ais immerse. I in a liquid. It In named from the
Italian pliyniciat \'olt:i, wlnme rxpcriitn'iits contributed
greatly t<> ilir rstiii.li-.lMu. MI of this brunch of science.
See vwtaic.

vqltaite (vol'tji-it), . [< Foft(see voltaic) +
-ill-.] In miniml., a hydrous sulphate of iron,

occurring in isometric crystals of a green to
black color: first found at the solfatara near
Naples.
voltameter (vol-tam'e-ter), n. [Irreg. < n>l-

fri(iV) + (!r. nirpoi', measure.] An electrolytic
cell arranged for quantitative measurement of
the amount of decomposition produced by the

passage through it
of;

an electric current, and
hence used as an indirect means of measuring
the strength of the current.

voltametric (vol-ta-met'rik), a. Pertaining to
or involving the use of a voltameter: as, vol-

t<t in f trie measurement.
volt-ammeter (volfara'c-ter),)!. 1. A combina-
tion of a volt-meter and a transformer, for the
measurement of alternating currents. The sec-

ondary or thick-wire coll of the transformer Is included
in the circuit through which the current passes, while the

primary or thin-wire coll Is closed through the volt-meter.

2. An instrument which can be used for mea-
suring either volts or amperes.
volt-ampere (v61t'am-par*)> n. The rate of

working or activity in an electric circuit when
the electromotive force is one volt and the cur-
rent one ampere; a watt.

voltaplast (vol'ta-plast), K. [< volta(ic) + Gr.

jr/Kiorwf , verbal a3j. of irAdaoeir, mold.] A kind
of voltaic battery used in electrotyping.
Volta's pile. See battery, 8 (6).

Volta's pistol. See pistol.

voltatype (vol'ta-tip), . [< volta(ie) + Gr.

ri'Toi;, type: see type.] Same as electrotype.

volt-coulomb (volt'ko-lom"), n. Same asjoule.
volte, n. Plural of volta.

volti (vol'ti), v. [It., impv. of voltare, turn, < L.

rolrere, pp. valutas, turn: see volt1
, valve.} In

music, same as rrrte Voltl sublto. See verte <ro-

bitu.

voltigert (vol'ti-jer), n. [< F. voltigcur, a leap-
er: see voltigeur.] Same as voltiyeur.

The voltiffer of Ferrara was hut as an ape compared to
him He was singularly skilful in leaping nimbly from
one horse to another without putting foot to ground, and
these horses were culled desuitories.

Uryuhart, it. of Rabelais, I. 23.

voltigeur (vol-ti-zber'), [F.,< voltiger, < It. vol-

te(/giare,va.\M,<.volta,& turn, volt: see volt 1
.'] 1.

A leaper; avaulter. 2. Formerly, in France,
a member of a light-armed
picked company, placed on
the left of a battalion ;

un-
der the second empire, a
member of one of several

special infantry regiments.
voltite (vol'tit),H. uielect.,
an insulating material con-

sisting of a mixture of a

specially prepared gelatin
with resin-oil, oxidized lin-

seed-oil, resin,and paraffin.
volt-meter (volt'me'ter),

. An electrometer, or a

high-resistance galvanom-
eter, or a galvanometer
combined with a resis-

tance calibrated so that
its indications show the
number of volts E. M. F.

in the circuit between its

terminals. The cut shows
one form of volt-meter,
for the construction of
which see iniificri'-iiieter.

voltot, ". [It. : see vault1
.'}

A vault.

Entriug the church, admirable
is the bredth of the valto or roofe.

/.'.v/,,,,, IMary, Nov. 18, 1644.
volt-meK..

Voltolini's disease. A dis-

ease of childhood, characterized by cerebral

symptoms, and followed by permanent deaf-
ness.
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Vpltzia (volt'si-ii). . [XL., named after P. I,.

I'/ilt: i ITs.'.-lMm. a Kvein-h mining engineer. |

The ijenenc name (riven '>' Hruii(rniait (l*:>i
to a fossil plant which first appem-ed in the
I'ermian. and found also, in several localities,
in the various divisions of the Knro|x-an Ti ia-,

and iti rocks of the same age in India. rftria
belongs to tttv Cnuffmr, and Is placeil l.y -ih.uk :mi..n t

-

tin. Taxodinete. It is a tree of coimi.l. ial.1.- li.inlil. .,

ling Araucaria In general appearance, but havinu a
frilctincatlnn analogous to that of the Taxudinr/r. The
fossils called Cycliipterii Litbeana by Oelnltz are consid-
ered by Kldstim as being. In all probability, the bracU of
a cone of Voltzia. The (lluftnUint of Hchimper and the

aluptulrpidium of llcer were also (In 1804) placed by
M-ln-nk under Volttia.

voltzine (volt'sin), i. [< Voltz (see Voltzia)
+ -iii;-.] A rose-red, yellowish, or brownish
opaque or subtransluceut mineral, occurring
in implanted spherical globules with thin la-

mellar structure. It is an oxysulphid of /.inc.

voltzite (volt'sit), M. [< Fo/fc(see Voltzia) +
-i (<'-.] Same as voltziuc.

volubilate ( vol'u-bi-lat), . [< L. rolubili*, turn-

ing (see voluble) + -ate 1
.] In hot., twining;

voluble.

VOlubile (vol'ii-bil), a. [Formerly also rolubil;
< L. i-niiiliili.i, whirling, that is turned round : see

riilubli:} If. Same as voluble, I.

Tills leas tnlubU earth,
By shorter flight to the east, had left him there.

Milton, f. I., Ir. 594.

2. In bot., same as voluble, 4. Encye. /frit.,

IV. 95.

volubility (vol-u-biri-ti), . [< F. volubilitr.

< L. volubilita(t-)s, a rapid whirling motion,
fluency (of speech). < rolnbilit, whirling, volu-
ble: see voluble.} 1. The state or character of

being voluble in speech ; excessive fluency or
readiness in speaking; unchecked flow of talk.

A lacquey that runs on errands for him, and can whis-

per a light message to a loose wench with some round
volubility. B. Jonton, Cynthia's Rerels, L 1.

He [the emperor] first attacked Cardinal Peach, ami,
singularly enough, launched forth with uncommon tola

bUity into a discussion on ecclesiastical principles and
usages, without possessing the slightest notion, either
historical or theological, of the subject.

Hemom of Tallfyrand, in The Century, XLI. 701.

2. A rolling or revolving; aptness to roll ;
revo-

lution; hence, mutability.
Then celestial spheres should forget their wonted mo-

tions, and by irregular volubility turn themselves any way,
as It might happen. Hooker.

Volubility of human aflalrs. Sir R. L'Ettrange.

voluble (vol'u-bl), a. [< P. voluble = Sp. voluble

= Pg. tolttvet = It. rolubile, < L. volubilis, that
turns around, whirling, fluent (of speech), <

volrere, pp. valutas, turn round or about : see

rolre.] 1. Formed so as to roll with ease, or
to be easily turned or set in motion; apt to

roll; rolling; rotating; revolving.
The most excellent of all the figures Geometrical is the

round for his many perfections. First because he ia euen
and smooth, without any angle or interruption, most rol-

ublf and apt to turne, and to continue motion, which is

the author of life. I'uttenham, Arte of Eng. 1'oesie, p. 81.

V cares, like a ball, are voluble, and ran ;

Houres, like false Vowes, no sooner spoke than done.
Ueywood, Dialogues (Works, ed. Pearson, 1874, VI. 1 11 1

Would yon like to hear yesterday's sermon over and
over again eternally volublet Thackeray, Philip, xvIL

2. Characterized by a great flow of words or by
glibuess of utterance; speaking with plausible
fluency : as, a voluble politician.

Cassio, ... a knave very volatile.

Skalr., Othello, II. 1. 242.

A man's tongue is voluble, and pours
Words out of all sorts ev'ry way. Such as you speak you

hear. Chapman, Iliad, xx. 228.

If a man hath a voluble Tongue, we say, He hath the gift
of Prayer. StUeu. Table-Talk, p. 90.

[Formerly it might he used of readiness and ease in speak-
ing ithout the notion of excess.

It (speech) ought to be voluble rpon the tongue, and
tunable to the eare.

I'uttrnhuiii, Arte of Eng. Poesle (ed. Arber), p. 168.

He [Archbishop Abbot] was painful, stout, severe against
bad manners, of a grave and voluble eloquence.

Bp. Uadtet, Abp. Williams, i. 66. (Trench.)}

3f. Changeable; mutable.
He ... almost puts
Faith in a fever, and deifies alone
Voluble chance.

Fletcher (and another), Two Noble Kinsmen, I. _'.

4. In lint., of a twining habit; rising spirally
around a support, as the hop.
volubleness (vol'u-bl-nes), n. The character
of being voluble ; volubility.

volubly (vol'u-bli), adv. In a voluble or fluent

manner.
" O Gods," said he,

" how volubly doth talk

This eating gulf !

'
Chapman, Odyssey, xvlii. 41.

volume
Kails, ir* which, when set down on paper, are at

ih I. < i.il, jia for unanswerable argument* when !

oualy and votvbtu urged Iti Pmli;ini. nt :it tin- bar, or in

private conversation. Xaeaulay, II

Volucella <vi.i-o -!'), . |M.. (iieoffi-oy.

17f.li. < I.. fotUOfU, litt'eii for tli(?lit : see \',,iu-

ri-.v.
|
A notable genus ( ,f s\rpliid Hies. M.me

.I them mimicking l.nml.leliees in general np-

]iearaiH ...mil parasitic, in the larval.-tali .upon
thft larva* of these bees and in the m
wasps. Forty-five species are known in Ninth

America, and seven in Durupe.
Volucresfvol'u-kre/.), w. pi. [NL.. < L. filiirir

or i-iilucris, fitted for flight, winded, volitorial:

as a noun, a bird; <ro/re,fly: see rnlnut.
\

1. In

C. L. Bonaparte's classification of din I- <
:

the first tribe of the third order of /'rtwwrc*, em-

bracing thoso lower /V'-vr/ > which form Sun-
devall's scutelliplautar division of that order,

together with all the picarian birds, it la an arti-

ficial group, Insusceptible of definition, and corresponds
exactly with no recognized group or groups : on the whole
It agree* beat with Piearim as commonly accepted.

2. In C. J. Sundevall'N clasnification. tin

ond order of birds, agreeing in the main with
the I'iearue as commonly understood, but in-

cluding the parrots and pigeons. It U most
nearly a synonym of the old /''< of Linneus.

[Rare in both senses.]
volucrine (vol'u-krin),n. [< L. voluerin, a1>ird,

+ -1'nfi.] Pertaining to birds; bird-like.

The votuerinr clamor continued unabated, and win u I

came downstairs I was not surprised at the alght that
awaited me. The passage was filled with hird-oagm.

P. Jlabiumm, Under the Hun. p. 849.

volume (vol'um), . [< F. volume = 8p. r-
liimfH = Pg. It. volume, < L. volumen (volumiti-),
a roll (as of a manuscript), < volvere, pp. ro/ufux,
roll round or about: see voluble.} 1. A writ-

ten document (as of parchment, papyrus, or

strips of bark) rolled up in a convenient form
for keeping or use, such being anciently the

prevailing form of the book; a roll; a scroll.

Volume of the ancient type.

Pentateuch of the Samaritans, uted in their Synagogue at Shechcm.

The written sheets i

termed an wnbilirim,
the cornua, to which
author was tied. Th<

frequently anointed <

tlve against Insects.

In the volume (roll,

In history a great
tion.

rere usually wound around a stick,
the extremities of which were called
a label containing the name of the

; whole was placed in a wrapper, and
ritb oil of cedarwood as a prcserva-

R. V.) of the book It Is written.
Heb. i. 7.

volume is unrolled for our Instmc-
Burlre, Rev. In France.

Hence 2. A collection of written or printed
sheets bound together, whether containing a

single complete work, a part of a work, or more
than one separate work; a book; a tome: as,
a large volume; a work in six rulnim*.

He furnlsh'd me
From mine own library with rolvmft.

Shot., Tempest, I. !. 167.

They (men) cannot extinguish those lively character* of

the power, wisdom, and goodness of God which are every
where to be seen In the large volnmr of the Creation.

SWingJIeet, Sermons, I. III.

An odd volume of a set of books bear* not the value of

its proportion to the set. FranHin.



volume
Luther's works were published at Wittemberg in Latin

and German, in nineteen volumes, large folio, and at Jena
in twelve. Barney, Hist. Music, III. 39, note.

3. Something of a roll-like, rounded, or swell-

ing form ; a rounded mass
;
a coil ;

a convolu-

tion; a wreath; a fold: as, volumes of smoke.

Hid in the spiry Volumes of the Snake,
I lurk'd within the Covert of a Brake.

Dryden, State of Innocence, iv. 2.

Thames's fruitful tides

Slow through the vale in silver volumes play.

Fenton, Ode to John, Lord Gower, st. X

4. An amount or measure of tridimensional

space; solid contents; hence, an amount or

aggregated quantity of any kind.

An enormous logglowing and blazing, and sending forth

a vast volume of light and heat.

Irving, Sketch-Book, p. 246.

The judge's volume of muscle could hardly be the same
as the colonel's ;

there was undoubtedly less beef in him.

Hawthorne, Seven Gables, viii.

Railroad men have found out . . . that so small a mat-
ter apparently as the civility or neglect of conductors, or
the scarcity or abundance of towels on sleeping-cat's, will

sensibly influence the volume of travel.

D. A. Wells, Our Merchant Marine, p. 112.

Very probably these recent climatic changes, both ma-
rine and terrestrial, in the North Atlantic region, have
been due in large measure to variations in the volume of

the Gulf Stream. Amer. Jour. Set., 3d ser., XLI. 42.

5. In music, quantity, fullness, or roundness of
tone or sound. Atomic volume. See atomic. Spe-
cific steam-volume. See steam. Specific volume,
the quotient of the molecular weightof a compound body
by its specific gravity. In the case of a liquid the spe-
cific gravity is taken at the boiling-point. To speak
or tell volumes, to be full of meaning ; be very signifi-
cant.

The epithet, so often heard, and in such kindly tones, of

"poor Goldsmith
"
speaks volumes.

Irving, Oliver Goldsmith, xlv.

Volume-integral See integral. = Syn. 4. Bulk, Magni-
tude, etc. See s/zci.

volume (vol'um), v. i.; pret. and pp. rolumeil,

ppr. volumino. [< volume, n.] To swell; rise

in bulk or volume.
The mighty stream which volumes high

From their proud nostrils burns the very air.

Byron, Deformed Transformed, i. 1.

volumed (vol'umd), a. [< volume + -erf2 .] 1.

Having a rounded form; forming volumes or

rolling masses ; consisting of rounded masses.

With volumed smoke that slowly grew
To one white sky of sulphurous hue.

Byron, Siege of Corinth, vi.

2. Having volume or volumes (of a specified
amount or number).
volumenometer (vol'u-me-nom'e-ter), n. [Ir-

reg. < L. volumen, a volume, + Gr. fifrpov, mea-
sure.] An instrument for measuring the vol-

ume of a solid body by the quantity of a liquid
or of air which it displaces, and thence also for

determining its specific gravity.
volumenometry (vol"u-me-nom'e-tri), n. [As
volumenometer + -i/

s
.]

'

The art of determining
by displacement the volumes of solid bodies,
or the spaces occupied by them; stereometry.
volumeter (vol'u-me-ter), . [Irreg. < L. volu-

(men), a volume, + Gr. tiirpov, measure.] In
chem. and physics, broadly, any instrument for

measuring the volumes of gases, as a graduated
glass tube in which a gas may be collected over
water or mercury, the gas displacing the liquid
as it enters the vessel, and the volume displaced
being indicated by the graduations. Lunge's volu-
meter comprises a tube called a reduction tube, in which
a volume of one hundred cubic centimeters of air as mea-
sured under connected pressure of barometer and tem-

perature is confined. By an ingenious arrangement this

confined air is then made to bring to a similar condition
of pressure the gas to be measured in a measuring-tube,
which also forms part of the apparatus. Thus a connec-
tion of pressure and temperature need be made only once
for a series of volumetric measurements.

volumetric (vol-u-met'rik), a. [Irreg. < L. volu-

(men), volume,+ Gr. ueTpiKoe,<. ufrpov, measure.]
In chem. and pliysics, pertaining to or noting
measurements by volume, as of gases or liquids :

opposed to gravimetric.
It is possible in this way to determine quickly by a

volumetric process even so little as one-fourth per cent, of
alcohol in a mixture. Ure, Diet., IV. 39.

Mosso's volumetric measurements indicated that in hyp-
notic catalepsy there was slightly more blood in the left

arm. Mind, IX. 96.

Volumetric analysis. Same as titration.

volumetrical (vol-u-met'ri-kal), a. [< volu-

metric + -al.~\ Same as volumetric.

The amount of metallic iron and its condition of oxida-
tion in the ore were determined by Margueritte's volumet-
rical method. Campin, Mech. Engineering, p. 397.

VOlumetrically (vol-u-met'ri-kal-i), adv. [<
volumetrical + -fry

2
.] By volumetric analysis.
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VOluminal (vo-lu'mi-nal), a. [< L. volumen

(-')!-), volume, + -nl,~\ Pertaining to volume
or cubical contents : as, voluminal expansion.
VOluminosity (vo-lu-mi-nos'i-ti), . [< volumi-
nous + -ity.] The quality or state of being volu-
minous ; copiousness ; prolixity.
The later writings [of H. Muller-Stubing] have gone on

with bewildering voluminosity.
Amer. Jour. Philol., VIII. 117.

voluminous (vo-lu'mi-nus), n. [< F. voluminetix
= Sp. Pg. It. voluminoso, < LL. voluminosus, full

of windings, bendings, or folds, < L. volumen, a

roll, fold : see volume.'] If. Consisting of coils

or convolutions.

Woman to the waist, and fair,
But ended foul in many a scaly fold

Voluminous and vast. Milton, P. L., ii. 652.

2. Of great volume or bulk; large; swelling:

literally or figuratively.

Why, though I seem of a prodigious waist,
I am not so voluminous and vast
But there are lines wherewith I might be embraced.

B. Jonson, Underwoods, Ixxi.

It was essential that a gentleman's chin should be well

propped, that his collar should have a voluminous roll.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xvi.

We call the reverberations of a thunder-storm more
voluminous than the squeaking of a slate pencil.

W. James, Mind, XII. 1.

3. Having written much ; producing many or

bulky books ; also, copious ;
diffuse

; prolix : as,

a voluminous writer.

He did not bear contradiction without much passion,
and was too voluminous in discourse. Clarendon.

4. Being in many volumes; hence, copious
enough to make numerous volumes : used of the

published writings of an author: as, the volumi-

nous works of Sir Walter Scott.

voluminously (vo-lu'mi-nus-li), adv. In a vo-

luminous manner; in large quantity; copious-

ly; diffusely.
The doctor voluminously rejoined.

Swift, Battle of the Books.

voluminoiisness (vo-lu'mi-nus-nes), . It. The
state of being in coils or convolutions.

Solid bones crushed by the Infinite stress

Of the snake's adamantine voluminousness.

Shelley, A Vision of the Sea.

2. Copiousness; diffuseness.

His [Aquinas's] works mount to that volutninonsnens

they have very much by repetitions.
Dodwell, Letters of Advice, ii.

3. The state of being voluminous or bulky.
The reader will have noticed, in this enumeration of

facts, that voluminousness of the feeling seems to bear very
little relation to the size of the organ that yields it.

If. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 140.

Volumistt (vol'u-mist), n. [< volume + -?,s(.]

One who writes a volume ; an author. [Rare.]
Yee write them in your closets, and unwrite them in

your Courts, hot rolumists and cold Bishops.
Milton, On Def. of Humb. Remonst.

voluntarily (vol'un-ta-ri-li), adv. [< ME. vol-

untarily; < voluntary + -fy
2
.] In a voluntary

manner ;
of one's own motion ; without being

moved, influenced, or impelled by others; spon-
taneously; freely.

When that G affray had all thes thynges said,

Raymounde hertly glade reioyng that braide,
That Gaffray gan hire voluntarily.

Rom. of Partenay (E. E. T. S.), 1. 5055.

At last died, not by his enemies command, but volunta-

rily in his olde age. Purchas, Pilgrimage, p. 322.

And the faculty of voluntarily bringing back a wander-

ing attention over and over again is the very root of judg-
ment, character, and will.

W. James, Prin. of Psychol., I. 424.

voluntariness (vol'un-ta-ri-nes), n. The state

of being voluntary, or endowed with the power
of willing, choosing, or determining ;

the state

or character of being produced voluntarily.
The voluntariness of an action.

Hammond, Works, I. 234.

voluntarioust (vol-un-ta'ri-us), a. [< L. volun-

tarius, voluntary: see voluntary.'] Voluntary;
free.

Men of voluntarious wil withsitte that heuens gouerneth.
Testament of Lome, ii.

voluntariouslyt (vol-un-ta'ri-us-li), adv. Vol-

untarily; willingly.
Most pleasantly and voluntariously to bear the yoke of

his most comfortable commandments.
Strype, Eccles. Mem., Edw. VL, an. 1550.

voluntary (vol'un-ta-ri), a. and n. [< ME.
'roluntarie, < OF. (arid F.) volontaire = Sp. Pg.
It. voluntario, < L. voluntaries, willing, of free

will, < volunta(t-)s, will, choice, desire, < vo-

lmt(t-)s, volen(t-)s, ppr. of velle, will: see volition,

will.] I. a. 1. Proceeding from the will; done

voluntary

of or due to one's own accord or free choice:
unconstrained by external interference, force,

or influence ; not compelled, prompted, or sug-
gested by another; spontaneous; of one's or
its own accord; free.

The third sort of ignorance is the worst ; it is that which
is vincible and voluntary.

Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, IV. i. 6.

Voluntary works be called all manner of offering in the

church, except your offering days and your tithes.

Latimer, Misc. Sel.

The lottery of my destiny
Bars me the right of voluntary choosing.

Shak., M. of V., ii. 1. l(i.

The true Charity of Christians is a free and voluntary
thing, not what men are forced to do by the Laws.

Stttliwjfleet, Sermons, II. vil.

I have made myself the voluntary slave of all.

Goldsmith, Good-natured Man, v.

Very little time was allowed between the accusation,
condemnation, and death of a suspected witch ; and if a

voluntary confession was wanting, they never failed ex-

torting a forced one by tormenting the suspected person.
Gifford, Int. to Ford's Plays, p. xxiv.

2. Subject to or controlled by the will; regu-
lated by the will : as, the movement of a limb is

voluntary, the action of the heart involuntary.
We always explain the voluntary action of all men ex-

cept ourselves on the principle of causation by character
and circumstances. H. Sidgwick, Methods of Ethics, p. 48.

It follows from this that voluntary movements must be

secondary, not primary functions of our organism.
W. James, Prin. of Psychol., II. 487.

We see here that atrophy begins in the most voluntary
limb, the arm. Pop. Set. Mo., XXV. 174.

3. Done by design or intention; intentional;

purposed ;
not accidental.

Giving myself a voluntary wound.
Shak., J. C., ii. 1. 300.

If a man be lopping a tree, and his ax-head fall from the

helve, . . . and kills another passing by, here is indeed
manslaughter, but no voluntary murther.

Perkins. (Johnson.)

4. Endowed with the power of willing, or act-

ing of one's own free will or choice, or accord-

ing to one's judgment.
God did not work as a necessary, but a voluntary agent,

intending beforehand, and decreeing with himself, that
which did outwardly proceed from him.

Hooker, Eccles. Polity, I. iii. 2.

5. Of, pertaining, or relating to voluntary!
or the doctrines of the voluntaries : as, the

.lam,
the vol-

untary theory or controversy. 6. In law: (a)

Proceeding from the free and unconstrained
will of the person : as, a voluntary confession.

(6) Not supported by a substantial pecuniary
or valuable consideration. See voluntary con-

veyance, below Voluntary affidavit or oath, (a)
An affidavit or oath made in a case in which the law has
not sanctioned the administration of an oath or affir-

mation, (ft) An affidavit offered spontaneously or made
freely, without the compulsion of subpoena or other pro-
cess. Voluntary agent. See agent. Voluntary ap-
pearance, the spontaneous appearance of a defendant
for the purpose of resisting an action or other proceed-
ing without having been served with process, or without

requiring the plaintiff to rely upon service of process to

compel appearance. Voluntary association. See asso-

CT'oKoM. Voluntary bankruptcy. See bankruptcy.
Voluntary conveyance, a conveyance made without
valuable consideration ; a conveyance in the nature of

a gift. The importance of the distinction between this

and a conveyance for value is that the former may be
voidable by creditors in some cases where the latter may
not. Voluntary escape. See escape, 3. Voluntary
grantee, the grantee in a voluntary conveyance. Vol-
untaryjurisdiction, a jurisdiction exercised in matters

admitting of no opposition or question, and therefore

cognizable by any of the court judges, and in any place
and on any lawful day. Voluntary manslaughter.
See manslaughter, 2. Voluntary motion. See motion.

Voluntary muscle, voluntary muscular fiber,
striated red muscular fiber (except that of the heart),
as distinguished from smooth pale muscular fiber: so

called as being under the control of the will. See cut
under muscular. Voluntary partition, a partition ac-

complished by mutual agreement, as distinguished from
one had by the judgment of a court. Voluntary school,
in England, one of a class of elementary schools supported
by voluntary subscriptions, many of them in part main-
tained and regulated by religious bodies. The number of

those schools has been greatly reduced since 1870, when
education was made compulsory by the Education Act,
and board schools were established.

The landowning class . . . have. . . spent their wealth

largely ... in bettering in many ways the condition of

the labourers, in building cottages, and improving volun-

tary schools. Nineteenth Century, XXVI. 738.

Voluntary waste, waste which is the result of the vol-

untary act of the tenant of property, as where, without
the consent of the proprietor, he cuts down timber, or

pulls down a wall. = 8yn. Voluntary, Spontaneous, Will-

ing. Voluntary supposes volition, and therefore inten-

tion, and presumably reflection. Spontaneous views the

act as though there were immediate connection between
it and the cause, without intervention of the reason and
the will : spontaneous applause seems to start of itself.

Willing has in the authorized version of the Bible a

range of meaning up to desirous or anxious, as in Slat. i.

19, xxvi. 41, Luke x. 29, but now is strictly confined to the



voluntary
iirKnIlve sense of eoii.-eiil int.', or mil refusing or olijei-tlnit.
in regard to the with of another.

Some of the pleasantcst recollei-tlonii (if my rhiMh,l
are cullllecleil with the voluntary study of IIM nnctuht Bible
which lirloiii.'1-tl to my Knuulniolln r

Iliuclru, Critiques and Addi. >..
|i.

I

.s'/ii/i-Hx Joys, where nature ha lt pin),
The soul adopts, and owns their Hist h.irti sway.

ilHlihmiili. lies. \ il
,

I

He lent a trillion eta to tin- artful propositions of Storm.
1'rexoll, Kuril, and Isa., IL 1.

II. n.; pi. rnliiiiltirii's (-ri/). 1. One who
engages iu any affair of his own choice or free
will

; a volunteer.

Rash, inconsiderate, fiery voluntaries,
With ladles' faces and tierce dragons' spleens.

Shall., K. John, II. 1. 67.
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Hint account; in tin- I'niliMl Si;ii.-. i

-|..-,-ially

during tin- i-ivil war, n soldier of a boaj othcY
than the regular army, hut practically ^
liv the s,-iiiit> laws when in service, i,, <; r .-at Brit-
ain the government provides the various bodies of vol.

i

-, "i i Milieu soldiery, with competent Instructors,

Specifically 2. A'nVc.v., in Groat Britain, one
who maintains the doctrine of the mutual iii-

ilepi-mleiiee of the church and the state, :nnl
holds tliat the church should be supported by
the voluntary contributions of its members and
should be left entirely free to regulate its af-
fairs. 3. Any work or performance not im-
posed by another.
At school he [Wordsworth] wrote some task-verses on

ni'jrri -, imposed hy the master, and also some volunta-
ries of his own, equally undistinguished by any peculiar
merit. Lmcell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 206.

4. In i-lnin-li music, an organ prelude to a ser-

vice; sometimes, by extension, an interlude or
postlude ; also, an anthem or other piece of
choir-music, especially at the opening of a ser-
vice. These uses of the word seem to have originated
in Ihe fact that such musical exercises are not rubrically
prescribed.

The rich may indulge in superfluities. The Ionian muse
is somewhat too fond of playing mluntafif*.

Landor, Imag. Conv., Virgllius and Horatlus.

My dear HerrCapellmeister. they say you play the most
exquisite voluntaries ! Now do play us one.

Longfellow, Hyperion, Iv. t.

At voluntaryt, voluntarily ; by an effort of will.

C'yrces cuppes were too strong for all antidotes, and
womens flatteries too forceable to resist at voluntarie.

Greene, Never Too Late (Works, ed. Dyce, Int, p. ill.).

voluntaryt (vol'un-ta-ri), rtrfr. [< voluntary, .]

Voluntarily.
Gold, amber, yvorle, perles, owches, rings,
And all that els was pretious and deare.
The sea unto him voluntary brings.

Spenser, F. Q., III. iv. -28.

I serve here voluntary. Shot., T. and C., II. 1. 103.

voluntaryism (vol'un-ta-ri-izm), n. [< volun-

tary + -tsm.] Voluntary principle or action;
the system or principle of supporting anything
by voluntary contribution or assistance; es-

pecially, the principle of unrestricted personal
liberty in matters of religion this involving
on the one hand the obligation of church-mem-
bers to support and maintain religious ordi-

nances, and on the other the church's entire
freedom from state patronage, support, and
control.

Esther. . . was unable at present to give her mind to the
original functions of a bishop, or the comparative merits
of Endowments and Voluntaryism.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xli.

Tbe transatlantic friend of Vane, at the very nick of
time, was the central champion in England of absolute
voluntaryism, against the Independents and the famous
fifteen proposals for a State Church on their sort of
" Christian Fundamentals." IT. A. Rev., CXXVI. 541.

In education, voluntaryism has been most prominent
and most beneficent from early times.

Jour, of Education, XVIII. 148.

voluntaryist (vol'un-ta-ri-ist), w. [< voluntary+ -ist.~\ One who believes in or advocates vol-

untaryism, especially in religion. [Rare.]
We commend this tribute to the Church of England to

our friends on the other side of the water, as proof that
an American and a Voluntaryint can yet do full justice to
that ancient and historical church.

New York Evanyelitt, Oct. 19, 1876.

voluntatiye (vol'un-ta-tiv), a. [< L. volun-

ta(t-)s, will, + -tt'e.] Voluntary.
The simple solution seems to be that the conditioning

of a purpose destroys Its absolute voluntative power.
Amer. Jour. Philol., IV. 426.

voluntet, See folunty.
Volunteer (vol-un-ter'), M. and n. [< F.volun-
taire, now volontaire = Sp. Pg. It. volantario, <

L. voluntarius, voluntary : see voluntary.] I. n.

1. A person who enters into any service of his
own free will.

He has had Compassion upon Lovers, and generously
engag'd a PWiMtMr in this Action, for our Service.

Congreve, Way of the World, v. 14.

2. A person who enters military service of
his own free will, and not by constraint or com-
pulsion ; one who offers to serve, and generally
receives some consideration or privileges on

arms, and a part of their ammunition, besides allowing to
MI h orps certain Kraut* nranortioned to the number of
eltleient members, etc. A British volunteer can resign on
(tn init a fortnight's notice, except In a crisis of imminent
danger to the country. Iu the United States the army of
volunteers comprises, to all Intents and purposes (1)
the regular unpaid forces of state militia which, when
called Into the actual service of the United .States, receive

pay from the government, and are subject to the rules
and articles of war, and (2) that class of troops which may
from time to time be raised by Congress on occasions of
national emergency. Such troop* an properly United
states troops, and the method of officering them Is desig-
nated by Congress.

At the very outset of the campaign, the Inexperience of
Ihe Federal volunteer* was made evident, even more on
the inarch than on the battle-Aeld.

Comte de Paris, Civil War In America (trans.), I. 193.

Volunteer* often complain that they are not taken seri-

ously enough. . . . .Nor must they ever cease complain-
ing until they have been thoroughly organized for what-
ever their duties are to be, and until those duties are per-
fectly clear to themselves and the country at large.

Fortnightly Hen., X. 8., XJJ.Il. 616.

3. In late, one who claims the benefit of a con-
tract or conveyance although no consideration

proceeded from him nor from any one in whose
place he stands. 4. A tree which grows spon-
taneously : as, that pear-tree in my garden is a
fnliniteer. [Southern U. S.]
H. a. 1. Entering into military service by

free will and choice: as, a volunteer soldier.

2. Composed of volunteers: as, a volunteer

corps.
The volunlrer artillery, furnished by the several States,

was only organized Into batteries, having no officer above
the rank of captain.

Comte de Paris, Civil War In America (trans.), I. 276.

volunteer (vol-un-ter'), c. [< roluttteer, n.] I.
trans. To offer, contribute, or bestow volunta-

rily, or without constraint or compulsion.
The chief agents who had already volunteered their ser-

vices against him.

Oiford, Note on B. Jonson's Poetaster, 111. 1.

Bit by bit, the full and true
Particulars of the tale were volunteered
With all the breathless zeal of friendship.

Browning, Ring ami Book, I. 282.

II. intrant. To enter into any service of one's
free will, without constraint or compulsion : as,
to volunteer for a campaign,
volunteerlyt ( vol-un-ter'Ti ), adv . Voluntari ly ;

as a volunteer.

Votunteerly to ramble with Lord London Campbell,
Brave Hay did suffer for a'.

Battle of Sherif-lluir (Child's Ballads, VII. l&g).

voluntomotory (vol'un-to-mo'to-ri), a. [< vol-

tint(ary) + motory.'] Having or pertaining to
motor influence or effect which is voluntary, or

subject to the will : with Remak specifying the

somatopleural division of the body, including
the muscular system of ordinary language, as

distinguished from the splanchnopleural or in-

voluntomotory (which see).
The tolunto motory, corresponding to the body-wall or

somatoplenre. Encyc. Brit., VIII. 167.

VOluntyt, n. [< ME. volunte, also volente, voul-

ente, < OF. volente, volunte, F. volonte = Sp.
voluntad = It. volunta, will, < L. rnliint<i(t-)i<,

will, desire: see voluntary.'} Will; wish; will

and pleasure.
For that he

May not fulfllle his volunte.
Rom, of the Rote, 1. 5270.

For of free choice and hertely volente,
She bathe to God avowed, chastite.

Lydgate, MS. Ashmole 838, f. 16. (Halliirrll.)

After me made by thy will and uolente
To take this woman of the fayry,
This here diffamed serpent vnto *.

Rom, of Partrnay(E. E. T. S.X 1. 3473.
"
Sir," quod thei,

"
yef It be not thus, doth with vs youre

votente." llerlin (E. E. T. 8.), 1. 29.

And the seid Tuddenham and Heydon wold after tbeyr
toulente have It hald yn meen of the maner of Hetersete,
whyeh sufficient evldeusea that ye have speclfyeth no
thyng soo. Paston Letter*, I. 173.

VOluperet, "- [ME., also volupeer, voleper.'] A
cap or head-dress worn in the fourteenth cen-

tury by either sex.

The tapes of hir white voluper
Were of the same suyte of hir coler.

Chaucer, Miller's Tale, L 56.

voluptiet, See volupty.

voluptuary (vo-lup'tu-a-ri), a. and w. [= F.

i-nliipttiaire = It. roluttuario, < L. MfaplMPfM,
for earlier eoluptunus, of or pertaining to plea-
sure, <volupta(t-)s, enjoyment, delight: see r<>-

Voluspa

I. " 1- Pertaining or iiributing to

luxury :nnl -.-n-uii] pleasure ; promoting
Mini indulgence.
The arts which fionrlith In lime* while virtue Is hi

growth are military, and while viiiu. Is Iu state are lib-

eral, and while virtue in In <l< i linniioii an- voluptuary.
Bacon, Advancement of Leanilng, II.

The works of the voluptuary arts are properly attributed
to Vulcan, the Oo4 of Ore.

Bacon, Physical Fables, II., Kxpl

2. Given to sensual indulgence; voliipliinu-.:
an. nilH/itititry haliit>.

II. ".: pi. i-iilui'tiKiriix (-rir.). A man given
up to luxury or the gratification of the H)>t>et it<-

and other seiiMinil iinliil^enro; a

Does not the voluptuary understand, In all the liberties
of a loose and lewd < on vernation, thst he runs the rick of

body and soul ? Sir R. L'SHnrngt.
The parable was Intended against the voluptuaries of that

time, . . . men who, notwithstanding they professed
themselves Jews, lived like Heathens.

lip. AUerbwy, Sermons, I. ill.

We have the Voluptuary, when first pleasant feelings,
and secondly the pleassntness of pleasant feelings, sra
made the end to which all else Is means, and the abstrac-
tion of pleasure's sake Is pursued.

/'. //. Bradley, Ethical Studies, p. 263, note.

VOlnptuatet (vo-lup'tu-at), r. t. [< L. i-ii lii/i/:!.

(OHM) + -OtiC) To make luxurious or delight-
ful.

Tis watching and labour that niluptuates repose and
sleep. FetUum, Resolves, a 44.

VOluptUOSityt (vo-lup-tu-os'i-ti), H. [< riilii/,tn-

OH + -ity.~\ Voluptuousness.
In some children nature Is more prone to vice than to

vert ue, and In the tender wlttes be sparkes of tnfajrfMosi-
tie. Sir T. Elyot, The Oovernour, L 6.

voluptuous (vd-lup'tu-ns), a. [< ME. rolui>tn-

out, < OF. "voluptuous, F. roluptueux = 8p. Pg.
voluptuoso = It. volnttuoso, < L. roluptuomu, mil
of gratification, delightful, < voliipta(t-)ii, plea-
sure: see rolupty.] 1. Pertaining to, proceed-
ing from, or inclined to sensual gratification :

as, voluptuous tastes or habits. 2. Passed or

spent in luxury or sensuality.
Soften 'd with pleasure and voluptuous life.

Milton, 8. A., 1. 634.

3. Contributing to sensual pleasure ; exciting,
or tending to excite, sensual desires and indul-

gence ;
sensual.

He that Is temperate fleetb pleasures voluptuous.
Sir T. Elyot, The (lovernonr, ill. 20.

Voluptuous Idleness. Holland, tr. of Pliny, xlz. 4.

Ah, Vice ! how soft are thy voluptuous ways !

Byron, Chllde Harold, L 66.

Barbara Palmer, Duchess of Cleveland, was there, no
longer young, but still retaining some traces of that superb
and voluptuous loveliness which twenty years before over,
came the hearts of all men. Macaulay, Hist Eng., Iv.

The face voluptuous, yet pure ; funeste, but Innocent.
J. S. Fanu, Tenants of Mallory, I-

Low volupluou* music winding.
Tennyson, Vision of Sin, II.

4. Given to the enjoyments of luxury and plea-
sure; indulging in sensual gratifications.

Thou wilt bring me soon
. . . where I shall reign

At thy right hand voluptuous, as beseems
Thy daughter and thy darling, without end.

Milton, P. L., IL 869.

Jolly and voluptuous livers.

/.';/. Miernurti, Sermons, IV. Iv.

= Syn. Carnal, Sensuous, etc. See setutual.

voluptuously (vo-lup'tu-us-li), ode. In a vo-

luptuous manner; with" free indulgence in seu-
sual pleasures: luxuriously; sensually: as, to
live voluptuoualy.

Voluptuously surfeit out of action. Shot.. Cor., 1. 3. 27.

voluptuousness (vo-lup'tu-us-ues), N. The
state or character of being voluptuous, or ad-
dicted to the pursuit of pleasure and sensual

gratification ; luxuriousuess.

But there 's no bottom, none.
In ray voluptuousness; your wives, your daughters,
Your matrons, and your maids could not fill up
The cistern of my lust. Shot., Macbeth, IT. 3. 61.

The voluptuousness of holding a human being in his
1
1 he

slave owner's) absolute control.

Emerton, West Indian Emancipation.
To the north-east, In places, the backs snd sides of the

mountains have a green, pastoral voluptuousness, so smooth
and full are they with thick turf.

The Century, XXIV. 421.

voluptyt, n. [Early mod. E. also roluptie; <
OF. voluptf, F. volupti = Pr. voluptat = It. co-

luptii, roliillii, < L. roluj>ta(t-)s, enjoyment, de-

light.] Voluptuousness. Kir T. Elyot, The
Governour, iii. 20.

Voluspa (vol-us-pa'), n. [< Icel. foluspa, the

song of the sibyl, < rolu, gen. of votva, also volfa

(pi. rolur), a prophetess, sibyl, wise woman, +
,*/'<.'. prophesy, also pry, look, > Sc. spae: see



Voluspa

spae, audcf. spaeicife.] 1. The name (literally,
'the Prophecy of the Sibyl') of a poem of the

Elder Edda. 2. [/. c.] Erroneously, a Scandi-
navian prophetess or sibyl.
Here seated, the voluspa or sibyl was to listen to the

rhymical inquiries which should be made to her, and to

return an extemporaneous ans\ver. Scott, Pirate, xxi.

Voluta (vo-lu'ta), >i. [NL. (Linnajus, 1758), <

li. valuta, a spiral, volute: see volute.'] 1. The
typical genus of Volutidse,
used with various restric-

tions, now containing ovip-
arous volutes with a short

spire, large aperture, and
long first columellar fold, as
V. imperialis. See -volute, 2,

and Volutidse (with cuts).
2. In arch., same as volute.

Kfclyn, Architects and Ar-
chitecture.

Volutacea (vol-u-ta'sf-a),
n. pi. [NL., <' Voluta

'

+
-acea. A group of gastro-

pods; the volutes. See Vo-
liitidie.

vqlutationt (vol-u-ta'shon), n. [< L. voluta-

tio(n-), a rolling about, a wallowing, < volutare,

freq. of volvere, roll : see volute.'] 1. A wallow-

ing; a rolling, as of the body on the earth. 2.

Acompound circularmotion consisting of a rota-
tion of a body about an axis through its center
combinedwith a revolution about a distant axis.

In the sea, when the storm is over, there remains still

an inward working and volutation.

Bp. Reynolds, The Passions, xxi.

volute (vo-luf), n. and a. [< F. volwte= Sp. Pg.
It. volutd, < L. valuta, a spiral scroll, a volute, <

volvere, pp. volutus, turn round or about, roll,
= E. wallow^.] I. n. 1. In arch., a spiral
scroll forming an essential part of the Ionic,

Imperial Volute (

imperialii

6788

coiled in a helix somewhat in the form of a vo-
lute. It is commonly made in a conical form, so that
the spring can be compressed in the direction of the axis

about which it is coiled.

volute-wheel (vo-liit'hwel), M. 1. A water-
wheel with a volute-shaped casing about it to

guide the water to its vanes and buckets. 2.

A volute-shaped shell, that in revolving pre-
sents its open mouth to the air, which is thus

gathered into the tube and discharged through
the hollow axis. It is a common and effective

form of blower. E. H. Kniijht.
Volutidae (vo-lu'ti-de), n. pi. [NL., < Valuta +
-idle.'] A family of rachiglossate gastropods,
typified by the genus Vohtta;
the volutes. They have alarge un-
divided foot, widely separate tenta-

cles, eyes external to the tentacles,
and a single (or triple) row of radular

teeth, each median tooth generally
having a trifurcate or simple apex.
The operculum is generally absent;
when present, as in Volutolyria, it

is corneous and unguiculate, with

apical nucleus in the adult. The
animals are retractile in a shell gen-
erally of a more or less obconic

shape, with a plicated columella.

They are mostly ovoviviparous, but
in the genus Valuta eggs are laid in

a very large thin horny capsule. The
species are numerous, especially in

tropical seas, and many have shells of

remarkable beauty, highly esteemed

hy conchologists. See Valuta (with
cut) and volute, 2 (a) (with cut, and
other cuta there cited).

Volution (vo-lu'shon), . [<
roll:

Volutes. i. Greek Ionic : Temple of Artemis, Ephesus. 2. Com-
posite (Roman) : Baths of Caracalla, Rome.

Corinthian, and Composite capitals, of which it

is a characteristic ornament. The number of vo-
lutes in the Greek Ionic capital is four, two each on op-
posite faces. In the Corinthian and Composite orders

they are more numerous, in the former order being six-

teen in number. See helix, 2 (with cut), and cuts under
Acanthus, Corinthian, Ionic, and composite. Also voluta.

2. In conch.: (a) A member of the Voliitidse.

The volutes are chiefly tropical shells, especially of Indo-
Pacific waters, some of them of great rarity and beauty,

and highly prized by collectors,
as V. itnperialis, the imperial
volute, which shows beautiful

sculpture and tracery, and has
a circlet of spines like a diadem
crowning the very large body-
whorl (see cut under Voluta).
The peacock-tail volute, Voluta

(or Scaphella) junonia, of quite
another form, is white with or-

ange spots, and was long con-
sidered one of the rarest of

sheila, bringing a very high
price. Many of the volutes be-

ing well known, they take more
distinctive names. Such is the
West Indian music-shell, Vo-
luta musica, so called because
the markings resemble written
music. This species, unlike
most volutes, is operculate, and
is placed by some authors in
another genus, Volutolyria or
Musica. Some volutes are
known as bat-shells, as V. vegper-

tilio; others as yets or boat-shells and melon-shells (see cuts
under Cymbium and Melo) ; and some forms, as Cymbium,
are oviparous. See also cut under Volutida.

(fo) A
volution or whorl of a spiral shell Canal of a
volute, a channel inclosed by a list or fillet, in the face
of the circumvolutions of the Ionic capital. False vo-
lutes, the TurbineUida. P. P. Carpenter.

II. a. In 1>ot., rolled up in any direction.

volute-compass (vo-lut'kum'
l

'pas), n. A form
of compass used, in drafting, to trace a spiral by
means of the gradual mechanical expansion of
the legs.
VOluted (vo-lu'ted), a. [< volute + -ed%.] Hav-
ing a coil, whorl, or volute, as a shell,

volute-spring (vo-lut'spring), n. A spring con-

sisting of a flat bar or ribbon, usually of steel,

A Volutite
(Vol-varia bul-
UUtfl.

Cf. vulva.]

A Volute, the Music-shell

{Valuta or Volutolyria j

Voluta or Amoria
undulata. of Austra-
lia, one of the I'oluti.

dst, crawling with ex-
tended foot and ten-

L. volvere, pp. volutus, roll:

see volute.] 1. A rolling or winding ;
a twist;

especially, a spiral turn
;
a convolution.

The foaming base an angry whirlwind sweeps
Where curling billows rouse the fearful deeps. . . .

The swift volution and the enormous train

Let sages versed in nature's lore explain.
Falconer, Shipwreck, ii. 43.

2. In conch. : (a) A whorl; one turn of a spiral
shell. (6) A set of whorls ;

the spire of a shell
;

the spiral turning or twisting of a shell. See
cuts under spire

2
, n., and univalve. 3. In anat.,

a convolution or gyration ;
a gyrus :

as, the volutions of the brain.

Volutite (vol'u-tit), n. [< volute +
-ite%.] A fossil volute, or a similar

shell, as a species of Volvaria (which
see).
volutoid (vol'u-toid), a. and n. [<
volute + -oid.'} I. a. Resembling
a volute

;
of or relating to the Volu-

tidie.

II. n. A volute.

volva (vol'va), n.
; pi. volvee (-ve).

[NL., < L. volva, vulva, a wrapper,
covering, < volvere, roll : see volute.

In l>ot., a wrapper or external covering of some
sort

; specifically, in JJymenomycetes, same as
velum universale. Compare exoperidium. See
velum, 2, and cut under Fungi.
Volvaria (vol-va'ri-a), n. [NL. (Lamarck,
1801), < L. volva, a wrapper, cover: see volva,

vulva.'} A genus of tectibranchiate gastropods,
of the family Actseonidee, represented by extinct

Tertiary shells, as V. bulloides: formerly in-

cluding certain smooth shells of the family
Marginellidte. See cut under volatile.

volvate (vol'vat), a. [< volva + -ate^.] In bot.,

producing, furnished with, or characteristic of

a volva.

volvet (volv), v. t. [< L. volvere, turn, roll

round or about, roll. From the same L. verb
are ult. E. convolve, devolve, evolve, involve, re-

volve, etc., vohite, volt1
,
vault1

,
vault2

, etc.] To
turnover; revolve, especially in the mind; con-

sider; think over.
I valued, tourned, and redde many volumes and bokes,

conteyning famouse histories.

Eerners, tr. of Froissart's Chron., Pref.

I have been volving and revolving in my fancy some
time, but to no purpose, by what clean device or facete
contrivance I might . . . modulate them.

Sterne, Tristram Shandy, V. 109. (Dairies.)

VOlvelle (vol-vel'), . [F.] A small and gener-
ally circular movable plate affixed to an engrav-
ing containing a dial or lottery, and made to

carry the index-hand or pointer; any movable

engraving superimposed on another for the pur-
pose of showing variations. N. and Q., 6th

ser., XI. 217.

volvocinaceous (vol"vo-si-na'shius), a. [As
Volvocin-ese + -oceans.] Belonging to or char-

acterizing the Volvocinese.

A peculiar condition of the Volvocinaceous Alga? (Ste-

phanosphsera pluvialis, etc.).
H. C. Wood, Fresh-Water Algas, p. 235.

vomic

Volvocinese (vol-vo-siu'e-e). . pi. [NL.. <

XL. Volvox (-oc-) + -inese.] An order of fresh-

water algse, of the class Coenolriese, typified by
the genus Volvox.

volvocinian (vol-vo-sin'i-an), . [As Volvo-

cin-ese + -ian.] Kesembling a volvox, as an
iufusorian ; volvocinaceous.

I have cited the two volvocinian genera Pandorina and
Volvox as examples of the differentiation of homoplastids
into the lowest heteroplastids. Nature, XLI. 318.

Volvox (vol'voks), 11. [NL. (Linnaeus, 1758),
< L. volvere, roll, turn about: see volve.] 1. A
small genus of fresh-water alga?, of the order
Volvocinese and class Canobiese. It has a spherical
ccenobium of a pale-green color, which is constantly ro-

tating and changing place, looking like a hollow globe,

composed of numerous cellsfsometimes as many as twelve

thousand) arranged on the periphery at regular distances,
and connected by the matrical gelatin. It is furnished with
a red lateral spot, contractile vacuoles, and two long-ex-
serted cilia. Propagation is both sexual and non-sexual.
V. ylobator, the best-known species, is not uncommon in

clear pools, ponds, etc. It was long regarded as an infu-

sorial animalcule.

2. [I. c.] A member of the above genus: as,
the globate volvox.

volvulus (vol'vu-lus), w. [NL., < L. volvere.

turn, roll : see valve.] Occlusion of the intes-

tine, caused by a sharp bend or twist of the
tube.

volyer(vol'yer), n. The lurcher. [Prov. Eng.]
vomet, ''. [< ME. vomen, < OF. vomit; < L. vo-

mere, vomit: see vomit.] To vomit.

He shal hurtle the hond of Moab in his vomyng.
Wyclif, Jer. xlviii. 26.

vomet, [ME., < vome, v.] Vomit.
Alle forsothe boordis ben fulfild with the voine and

fllthis. Wyclif, Isa. xxviii. 8.

VOmela, vormela, . The Sarmatian polecat,
Putorius sarmaticus. See sarmatier.

VOmer (vo'mer), n. [NL., < L. vomer, a plow-
share.] 1. In zool. and anat., a bone of the
skull of most vertebrates ; a membrane-bone
or splint-bone developed in the median line of

the skull, beneath the basicranial axis, primi-
tively consisting of paired halves, which some-
times remain separate, one on each side of the
middle line. Its special shapes and connections are

extremely variable in the vertebrate series; in general, it

is situated below or in advance of the basisphenoid, below
or behind the mesethmoid, and between the maxillary,

palatine, or pterygoid bones of opposite sides, serving
thus as a septum between right and left nasal or naso-

palatine passages. In man the yomer is plowshare-
shaped, articulating with the sphenoid behind, the meseth-
moid above, the palatal plates of the maxillary and pala-
tal bones below, and the triangular median cartilage of the
nose in front ; it thus forms much of the nasal septum,
or partition between right and left nasal cavities, its pos-
terior free border definitely separating the posterior nares.

In birds its extremely variable shapes and connections
furnish valuable zoological characters. (See segithogna-
thous, and cuts under demognathous, dromseognathous.
saurognathous, and schizognathous.) The vomer is by Owen
regarded as the centrum of the fourth or rhinencephalic

-on

Section of Skull of Elephant, greatly reduced, showing Me, meseth-
moid ; Vo, vomer ; an, fn, anterior and posterior nares.

cranial vertebra a view now entertained by few, it being
generally regarded as a mere splint-bone. It is wanting
in many vertebrates. The so-called vomer of fishes and ba-
trachians is not homologically the bone of that name in

higher vertebrates, but is identified by some with the para-

sphenoid (which see, with cut); while others name the

ichthyic vomer the anteal bone. It often bears teeth. See
cuts under Chelonidee, craniofacial, Cydodus, Gallinsf,

Lepidosiren, Ophidia, paraspltenoid, Phyfeter, Pythonidar,
Rana, teleost, and Thiiiocoridse.

The bones in Fish and Amphibians usually denominated
voniers must part with their claims to that title and yield
it to the so-called parasphenoid.

Button, Proc. Zool. Soc. Lond., 1884, p. 570.

2. In ornitli., the pygostyle or rump-post ; the

large, peculiarly shaped terminal bone of the

tail of most birds, consisting of several anky-
losed vertebra?. See cut under pygostyle.
Wings of the vomer. See al wineris, under ala.

vomerine (vo'mer-in), . [< vomer + -iwe1 .]

Of or pertaining to the vomer.
vomic (vom'ik), a. [< L. vomicus, ulcerous, <

vomica, a sore, boil, abscess, < roiuere, vomit,



vomic

discharge: e<> c</n/.
]

Purulent ;

[Hare.]
VOmica (vom'i-kii), . ; pi. r<nni<:; (-sel. [NI-.,
I'ein. nl' I,, i-iiniiriin, nil-emus: ,<! i in/lie.] In
HI'

1

'/., a eav it V ill the 1 tine;, resulting I'rolll a putll-
nloi;ieal process, and containing pus.
vomicene (vom'i-.sen), . |< minim in i<.'

nninni + -riir.
\

III r/niii.. same us briirtiii'.

VOmic-nut (vom'ik-nut), . [Aii K. rendering
of NIv. /in.<- ci/H/iVi/: sc.. in/.)- ri///iiri/.] Samtt as
Cil//l(7-HH/.

vomit (vom'it), c. [< L. roinitiiK, pp. of vomere
(> It. rniiiire = I-', rmnir : SIM' COMIC), vomit, dis-

charge, = Or. f/ieiv = Skt. \/ mm, vomit. Cf.

r/n<7iV.J I. trunx. 1. To throw up or eject
from the Htomaeh ; discharge from the stomach
through the mouth : often followed by forth,
ll/J, or mil.

The morsel which thou hiut eaten shall thuo vomit up.
Pror. win 8.

2. To eject with violence from any hollow
place ;

belch forth
;
emit.

During the night the volcano . . . vomited up vast quan-
tities of tire and ainoke. Cook, Second Voyage, Hi. 5.

II. intrans. 1. To eject the contents of the
stomach by the mouth; puke; spew. 2. To
be emitted; come out with force or violence,
vomit (vom'it), it. [= Sp. vomito = Pg. It.

vomito, < Li. vomitus, a throwing up, vomiting,
vomit. < vomere, pp. vomitun, vomit: see rmnti,

.] 1. That winch is vomited; specifically,
matter ejected from the stomach in the act of

vomiting; an attack of vomiting.
So, BO, thou common dog, didst thou disgorge, . . .

And now thou wouldst eat thy dead votiut up.
Shale., 'I Hen. IV., 1. 3. 9.

2. That which excites the stomach to discharge
its contents; an emetic.

Whether a vomit may be safely given moat be Judged
by the circumstances. Arbuthnot.

Black vomit, a blackish substance, consisting chiefly of

disorganized blood, vomited in certain cases of yellow fe-

ver
; also, the disease yellow fever,

vomiting (vom'i-ting), H. [Verbal n. of vomit,
.] 1. The ejection of matter from the stom-
ach through the mouth. It is effected mainly by
a spasmodic contraction of the abdominal muscles and
diaphragm, occurring at the same time with dilatation of
the cardiac orittce, assisted also by contraction of the
muscular coats of the stomach itself.

2. That which is vomited
;
vomit.

Hold the chalice to beastly rii'in<;>.
Jer. Taylor, Rule of Conscience, IV. I. 2.

Fecal or stercoraceous vomiting, ej ectlon by the mouth
of fecal matter which has been regurgitated Into the stom-
ach from the intestine ; copremesis.

vomitingly (vom'i-ting-li), adv. As in vomit-

ing; like vomit.

Take occasion, pulling out your gloves, to have some
epigram, or satire, or sonnet fastened in one of them, that

may, as it were <-<nnit/ii
: rlij to you, offer itself to the gentle-

men. Delrlcer, Gull's Hornbook, p. 116.

vomition (vo-mish'on), n. [= It. vomtzione, <

L. vomitio(n-), a vomiting, < vomere, vomit:
see vomit.'] The act or power of vomiting.
[Rare.]
How many have saved their lives by spewing up their

debauch ! whereas, if the stomach had wanted the faculty
of twmtti'on, they had inevitably died.

Jv. < i em-, Cosmologla Sacra.

vomitive (vom'i-tiv), a. [< F. vomitif = Sp.
Pg. It. vomitive; as vomit + -ire.] Causing the

ejection of matter from the stomach
;
emetic.

It will become him also to know not only the Ingredi
ents but doses of certain cathartic or purging, emetic or
vomitive medicines, specific or choleric, melancholic or

phlegmatic constitutions, phlebotomy being only neces-

sary for those who abound in blood.
/,.';' Uerbert of Cherbury, Life (ed. Howells), p. 44.

vomit-nut (vom'it-nut), n. The seeds of the
nux \omicA tree, StrychnosNux-vomica; quaker-
buttous or poison-nut. See nux vomica. Also
vomic-nut.

vomito (vom'i-to), . [Sp. vomito = E. vomit.']
The yellow fever, in its worst form, in which it

is usually attended with the black vomit.

The low, marshy regions are to be avoided ... on ac-

count of the vomito the scourge of those regions.
L. Hamilton, Mexican Handbook, p. 18.

vomitory (vom'i-to-ri), a. and n. [= F. vomi-
ttiire = Sp. Pg. It. vomitorio, < L. vomitorius,

vomiting (neut. pi. vomitoria, the passages in an
amphitheater), <. romere, vomit, discharge : see

I'limit.] I. a. Procuring vomiting; causing
ejection from the stomach; emetic; vomitive.

II. . ; pi. vomitories (-riz). 1. An emetic.
2. In arch., an opening or passage, usually one
of a regularly disposed series, in an ancient
Roman theater or amphitheater, which gave di-
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vortex

beliefs and impotent tecret libations, burning!, etc., as
are everywhere the recourse of liiw nii.l |.II.TI|.- r..d|.

i nnir.i I here aeons U> >> h 1

>IHUI to

jilBllf> I In' li UN Mi>hl|i" .
anil till Iras does it >

contain nil) k'i u|i "i I" lief , myths, or pious observance*
that mukf it in any sense a separate rellgUm.

vooga-hole n "!'. a li"i . n. Same as vug.
voracious i vo-ra'slnis), <i. [= I ../...=Sp.
Pg. rurttj = It. rorace, < L. vorajc (rornr-), swul-

greedily, ravenous, < varan, swallow.

devour; cf. Or. \/ jlo/>
in %/, food, .</>""". fooil

(see broma), pippaautp, eat, skt. T/<I<H. swal-

low. Cf. vorant, <l<-vur.] 1. (ireeily ii

injr: enting food in large quantities ; marked
by voracity; ravenous: as, a voracious man.

I have seen of the king carrion crows. . . . They are

very voraeimu, and will despatch a carcass In a trice.

Danpitr, Voyages, an. 1078.

They are men of a toraeitnu appetite, but no taste.

Addum, Spectator, No. 452.

2. KapaciouB.
I would have removed this defect, and formed no

Amphitheater l Verona, shown* Vomitories.

The Urge archway is one of the main entrances to the arena ; the
smaller one to the right of the first is an opening of the Ant vaulted

passage beneath the seatsof the auditorium ; the square openings are
vomitories.

rect ingress or egress to the people in some part
of the auditorium.
vomiturition (vom'i-tu-rish'on), . [< L. as
if "vomiturire, desire to vomit, desiderative of

vomere, vomit : see vomit."] 1. Ineffectual at-

tempts to vomit; retching. 2. The vomiting
of but little matter, or vomiting with little ef-

fort.

vomitus (vom'i-tus), n. [L., prop. pp. of vo-

mere, vomit: see vomit."] Vomiting; vomited
matter Vomitus niger, black vomit ; yellow fever.

vondsiraf, . Same as vansirc. Flacourt, 1661.

Von Graefe's operation for cataract. See

operation.
Von Patera process. See process.
voodoo (vo-do'), n. and a. [Also voudou; < Cre-

ole F. vattdoux, a negro sorcerer, prob. orig.
a dial, form of F. Vaudois, a Waldensian (the
Waldenses, as heretics, being accused of sor-

cery): see Waldennes. Cf. hoodoo.'] I. n. 1.

A common name among Creoles and in many
of the southern United States for any prac-
ticer of malicious, defensive, amatory, healing,
or soothsaying enchantments, charms, witch-

crafts, or secret rites, especially when they are
tinctured with African superstitious and cus-

toms; especially, one who makes such practices
a business.

The unprotected little widow should have had a very
serious errand to bring her to the voudeu'i house.

0. W. Cable, Urandlsalmes, p. 90.

Every one has read of the noisy antics employed by the
medicine-men among the Indians, and by the fetich-doc-
tors and voodoo* among the negroes, for driving diseases
out of their patient*. Pop. Set. Mo., XXXIV. 803.

2. The same title transferred by voodoos to a

personal evil spirit supreme among evil powers.
But for the small leaven of more Intelligent whites, the

black people would soon be victims of vovdoo. Indeed, it

Is hard to find a rural community in the Mouth where that
dreadful bugbear Is not more or less believed in and feared.

Pop. Sd. Ho., XXVI. 44.

3. pi. The practicers of voodoo rites as a col-

lective body.
IT. a. Pertaining to or associated with the

superstitions and peculiar practices of the voo-
doos: as, a voodoo dance (a violent indecent
dance belonging to the secret nocturnal cere-

monies of the voodoos) ;
a voodoo doctor, or voo-

doo priest (the terms most commonly used in

Creole countries for any professional voodoo) ;

voodoo king or queen (the person who, by a cer-

tain vague election and tenure, holds for life a
local preeminence and some slight authority
over all voodoos of the surrounding country),
voodoo (v8-db"), v. t. [Also voudou; < voodoo,
n. Cf. hoodoo, v.] To affect by voodoo conju-
ration or charms.
What was the matter with her head, anyhow? She

must be mudoued. Hevj Princeton Kev., 1. 10&

The negroes [of Louisiana] took a dislike to the over-

seer, and sent to the city for a conjuror to come down and
voodoo him. The conjuror undertook to rid them of the
overseer for 930, but finally came down in his demand to
*-'..MI. The Century, XXXV. HZ.

voodooism (vo-dO'izm), n. [Also voudouism; <

i-iMidoo + -ism.] The voodoo superstitions and

practices. In the main these are only such fantastical

vorago (vo-ra'go), n. [L., a gulf, abyss. < t

rare, swallow, swallow up. Cf. E. sxalUnc^,

eitna or destructive animals, which only prey on the other

parU of the creation. OolamUh, Asem.

Confetti to roe, as the first proof of It (confidence), didst
Ihou never shrink back from so wratiaui and intractable
a monster as that accursed snake?

Landur, Iinag. Conv., Alexander and the Priest of

[Hainiii'tn.

3. Ready to swallow up: as, a voracious gulf
or whirlpool. = Byn. L Ravmout, etc. See rapacvnu.

voraciously (vo-ra'shus-li), inir. In a vora-
cious manner; with greedy appetite ;

ravenous-

ly; rapaciously.
voraciousness (vo-ra'shus-nes), n. The Bt*vte

or character of he'ing voracious ; greediness of

appetite; raveuousnesa ; voracity.
This necessarily puts the good man upon making great

ravages on all the dishes . . . near him, and distinguish-
ing himself by tvoracioutiira of appetite, as knowing that

his time Is short. Additm, Tatler, No. 255.

voracity (vo-ras'i-ti), n. [< F. voracitf = 8p.
noracidad = Pg. voracidade = It. voracita, < L.

roracita(t-)s, ravenousness, < vorux (vorac-), de-

vouring: see voracious.'] The character of be-

ing voracious; greediness of appetite; vora-
ciousness.
He ate food with what might almost be termed voracity.

Havthornr, Seven Gables, vll.

= 8vn. Avidity, ravenousueas. See rapacwu*.

voraginous (vo-raj'i-nus), a. [= Sp. Pg. It.

voraginoso, < L"L. voraginosus, full of chasms or

abysses, < L. vorago, a chasm, abyss : see vo-

rago.~] Of or pertaining to a gulf or whirlpool ;

hence, devouring; swallowing. [Rare.]
A cavern's jaws voraginoui and vast.

Mallet, Amyntor and Theodora. 1.

to-

up. f. E. sxalUnc^, a

gulf, abyss; cf. also gorge in similar sense.]
A gulf ;

an abyss. [Rare.]
From hence we passed by the place into w<* Cnrtlus

precipitated himself for the love of hU country, now with-
out any signo of a lake or vrti<r<:

Evelyn, Diary, Nor. 4, 1644.

vorant (vo'rant), a. [< L. vornn(t-)g, ppr. of

vorare, swallow: see voracious.] In her., de-

vouring or swallowing: noting a serpent or
other creature of prey. The epithet Is followed by
the name of the object which Is being swallowed : as, the
arms of Viscontl of Milan were a serpent vorant a child.

vormela, " See vomela.

-VOrous. [L. -com*, < vorare, devour: see vora-

cious, vorant.] The terminal element, meaning
'eating,' of various compound adjectives, as

carnivorous, herbivorous, insectivorous, omnivo-

rous, pitcivorous, etc,

vortei (vdr'teks), n.
; pi. vortices or vortexes

(vdr'ti-sez, vdr't*k-sez). [= Sp. vortice = Pg.
It. vortice, < L. vortex, var. vertex, a whirl, eddy,
whirlpool, vortex: see rrrtejr. another form of
the word.] 1. A whirl of fluid. An Intuitive geo-
metrical Idea of the motion is not easily attained. If the
motion of a fluid varies continuously both In time and In

space. It may be described as such that each spherical
particle Is at each instant receiving three compressions
or elongations at right angles to one another, and has,
besides, a motion of translation and a motion of rotation
about an axis through it When this motion of rotation
is present, the fluid is said to have a rotational motion :

but this must not be confounded with a rotation of the
whole mass. Thus, if all the parts of the fluid move
in one direction but with unequal velocities In different

parallel planes, though there be no rotation of the whole
mass, yet the motion is rotational : and If a spherical
particle were suddenly congealed, its inertia would make
It rotate. On the other band, one or more radial pad-
dles turning about the axis of a cylindrical vessel tilled

with a perfect fluid, though making the latter revolve
as a whole, could yet Impart no rotational motion, which
the fluid would evade by slipping round between thr

Daddies. The motion being perfectly continuous, the
ails of rotation of a particle must join the axis of rotation
of a neighboring particle, so that a curve, called a vortex-

lint, may be described whose tangent* are the axes of ro-

tation of the particles at their points of tangency ; and
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such a curve must evidently return into itself or reach vallaria in 1758. It occurs in stagnant water and in infu-
both extremities to the boundaries of the fluid. A vortex sions. See also cut under Infusoria

LiJK^S^^J^J?*^!?^^!!*!**!!! Vorticellidae (vor-ti-sel'i-de), . pi. [NL., <

be"
annular surface which is a locus of vortex-lines; and an
infinitesimal vortex is called a vortex-filament. If at any
part of a vortex-filament the angular velocity is greater
than at another part a little removed along the vortex-

line, then (considering a particle a little removed from
the central vortex-line) it is plain that of two opposite
parts of this particle having the same velocity in magni-
tude and direction and consequently on its axis of rota-

tion, that one which is in the more rapidly moving stra-
tum must be nearer the central vortex-line, so that the
annular boundary of the vortex must present a constric-
tion where the angular velocity is great ; and thus it can
be shown that the product of the mean angular velocity
in any cross-section perpendicular tothevortex-linesmul-
tiplied by the area of that section is constant at all parts
of the vortex. In a perfect fluid, which can sustain no
distorting stress even for an instant, the velocity of a
rotating particle cannot be retarded any more than if it

were a frictionless sphere ; and, in like manner, no such
velocity can be increased. Consequently, a vortex, un-

Vorticella + -idx.'] Vorticels or Tjell-animal-

cules, that family of peritriehous ciliate infu-
sorians which are sedentary or attached (the
animalcules of all the other families of 1'cri-

triclia being free-swimming). These animalcules
are campanulate, ovate, or subcylindrical, with eccentric
terminal mouth having a spiral fringe of adoral cilia, the
right limb of which descends into the mouth, while the
left wreathes about a movable ciliate disk; they rarely if

ever have trichocysts, but usually a long, slender vestibu-
lar seta. The family is one of the largest and most easily
recognizable among infusorians, the oral structures being
very characteristic. The little creatures inhabit both salt
and fresh water. Some are naked, constituting the Vor-
Mccllina ; others live in hard ( Vaginicolin.se) or soft (Ophry-
diina) loricse or investing sheaths. There are several gen-
era and numerous species. See Carchesium, and cuts un-
der Epistylis, Infusoria, and Vorticella.

.
, ,

-

like a wave, continues to be composed of the same iden- Vorticellldan (vor-ti-sel'i-dan), a. and n. I. a.
tical matter. When the motion is continuous throughout Of or pertaining to the Vorticellidse ; vorticel-
the fluid, two vortices exercise a singular action upon one li n(, j n hrnnH ecnen
another, each ring in turn contracting and passing through TT
the aperture of the other, which stretches, with other sin- " " A bell-animalcule

; any vorticel.

gular motions. Vorticellinae (vor'ti-se-li'ne), n. pi. [NL., <
2. Any whirling or gyratory motion

; also, a Vorticella + -.] In a strict sense, a subfam-
whirlpool. ily of Vorticellidee, containing only the naked
He soon found himself absorbed in the same vortex of Vorticels, solitary or social, and sessile or pedi-

worldly passions and interests from which he had been so cellate. This definition excludes the Vaginico-
auxious to escape. Prescott, Ferd. and Isa., ii. 5. Urue and Ophnjdiinss, which are not naked.
3. In the Cartesian philosophy, a collection of VOrticelline (v6r-ti-sel'in), a. Of or pertaining
material particles, forming a fluid or ether, en- to the VorticelUnse.

dowed with a rapid rotatory motion about an vortices, . Latin plural of vortex.

axis, and filling all space, by which Descartes vorticial (v6r-tish'al), a. An erroneous form
accounted for the motions of the universe. ' vortical.

This theory attracted much attention at one Cyclic and seemingly gyrating or vorticial movements.

time, but is now entirely discredited. 3. [cop.] Poe, Eureka.

[NL.] Inzool., the typical genus of Vorticidse, Vorticidae (vor-tis'i-de), n. pi. [NL., < Vortex

containing such species as V. viridis Electro- (-tie-) + -idee.'] A family of rhabdocoslous tur-
lytlc vortices, currents circulating round closed paths in

heart, the peculiar spiral concentration of the fibers at
the apex, produced by the twisting of the external fibers

bellarians, typified by the genus Vortex, con-
taining both fresh-water and marine forms,
some of which are parasitic on gastropods and
holothurians.

[< L. vortex (vorlic-),
1. Whirling; vorti-

cal.

. .. idiiytn
as they pass back to join those of the inner layer. Also VOrticOSO (vor'ti-kos), a.
called whorl of the heart. Vortex-ring, in physics, a vor- a whirl vm-tAv -4- /io 1
tical molecular filament or column returning into itself '

'**-J

so as to form a ring composed of a number of small rotat-

ing circles placed side by side, like beads on a string, as
the singular smoke-rings which are sometimes produced
when a cannon is Bred, or when a smoker skilfully emits
a puff of tobacco-smoke. Recent labors in the theoretical
investigation of the motion of vortices, more particularly

Only a very small percentage of the spots show any trace
of vorticose motion. C. A. Young, The Sun, p. 173.

2. In mini., specifying the veins of the exter-

, ,
nal layer of the chorpid coat of the eyeball, the

the theorems relating to vortex-filaments rotating round venre vorticosee, which are regularly arranged
?i??5*!L*_-i_5W~l???!LSLSt5$!?* fl"ld (vor

,

te*- jn drooping branches convergingto afew equi-
distant trunks which perforate the sclerotic

'

: vein.
Same as vorti-

the theory of energy. Vortices'lentlS, star-like figures
cose -

seen on the surface of the crystalline lens of the eye. They [storms] possess truly vortimlar motion.

vortex-filament (vor'teks-fi^'a-ment), n. In The ^Uantic, LXV1II. 68.

hydrodynamics, the portion of fluid included vertiginous (vor-tij'i-nus), a. [< L. "vortigino-
within a vortex-tube. sus, assumed var. of vertiginosus, < vertigo, a
VOltex-motion (v6r'teks-m6"shon), i. A rota- whirling: see vertiginous.] Having a motion
tional motion of a fluid in which there is circu-
lation about certain vortex-filaments, and no
circulation except about them.
vortex-tube (vor'teks-tub), n. An imaginary
tube within a fluid whose surface is the locus of

round a center or axis ; vortical.

The flx'd and rooted earth,
Tormented into billows, heaves and swells,
Or with vertiginous and hideous whirl
Sucks down its prey insatiable.

Cowper, Task, ii. 102.
vortex-lines through a small closed curve drawn votable (vo'ta-bl), a. [< vote + -able.-]

'

Capa-
arbitrarily.
vortex-wheel (vor'teks-hwel), . A turbine.
vortical (vor'ti-kal), a. and n. [< vortex (vortic-),

vortex, + -al.~\ 1. a. Causing a vortex, as an
infusorian.

ble of voting; having a right to vote. [Rare.]
When "the votable inhabitance convened in His Majes-

ties name September 24, 1754."
Toien Records of Wareham, Mass., quoted in New Prince-

[ton Rev., IV. 253.

II. n. Any eiliate infusorian which makes a votal (vp'tal),
o. [< L. votum, a vow, + -al.]

vortex.

vertically (vor'ti-kal-i), adv.

manner; whirlingly.

vorticel, vorticell(v6r'ti-sel),
cella.J An infusorian animal-
cule of the family Vorticelli-

dee; a bell-animalcule.

Vorticella (vor-ti-sel'a), n.

[NL. (O. F. Miiller, 1773 or

1786, but existent in form for
more than a century before),
dim. of L. vortex, a whirl :

see vortex. ] The typical ge-
nus of Vorticellidse, having a
retractile pedicel; the bell-

animalcules. Many species are
colonial inhabitants of both salt and
fresh water : they are very numerous,

In a vortical

[< NL. Vortl-

nebiilifcra,

Pertaining to a vow or promise ; consisting in
or involving a promise. [Rare.]
Debt is not deadly sin when a man hath no means, but

when he hath no meaning to pay. There must be votal

restitution, if there cannot be actual.
Rev. T. Adams, Works, I. 145.

votaress (vo'ta-res), . [< votar-y + -ess.~\ A
female votary.

His woeful queen we leave at Ephesus,
Unto Diana there a votaress.

Shale., Pericles, ProL, iv.

VOtarist (vo'ta-rist), n. [< votar-y + -ist.] A
votary.
The votarists of Saint Clare. Shak., M. for M., i. 4. 6.

Like a sad votarist in palmer's weed.

Milton, Comus, 1. 189.

votary (vo'ta-ri), a. and n. [< NL. 'votarius, <

~i. votum, a vow: see vote, vow.] I. a. Conse-iu.cr,uiDjT arc very numerous, highly ma nine'd
'

. >0TO, a VOW : 866 Voe, VOW. . a. onS6-

Si'k?. ?fnvTn
ant

?nlI?al
"

drd<:t f dlia crated by a vow or promise; also, consequent* n 'Pa nt " 1 - bo uon,he ,iisk *.
J

.

glasses or bells borne on fine elastic

stems, and continually waving about
in the most graceful manner,

" as if

they were ringing chimes for Un-
dines to dance." V. convallarm was
described by Leeuwenhoek in 1675
as an " animalcule of the first size,"
and called by Linnrcus Hydra con-

bornc upon the disk *,- OT1 vnw; . HpvntpH -'vntivo
t, peristome ; t. esoph-

' ve -

agus ; ./, contractile
vacuole : f, one of sev-
eral food-vacuoles ; ft,

nucleus; t, endosarc;
A, ectosarc ; /, infundi-
hulifonn beginning of
the muscular stem,
most of the length of
which is omitted.

Votary resolution is made equipollent to custom, even
in matter of blood.

Bacon, Custom and Education (ed. 1887). p. 397.

II. n.
; pi. votaries (-riz). One who is devot-

ed, consecrated, or engaged by a vow or prom-
ise

; hence, more generally, one who is devoted,

vote

given, or addicted to some particular service,

worship, study, or state of life.

Already Love's firm votary. Shale., T. G. of V., iii. 2. 58.

Votaries of business and of pleasure prove
Faithless alike in friendship and in love.

Cowper, Verses from Valediction.

He deemed that a faith which taught that Jupiter of
the Capitol was a thing of naught was a faith which it be-
came his votary to root out from all the lands that bowed
to Jove and to Jovius. E. A. Freeman, Venice, p. 139.

Music and painting and sculpture could also boast of

distinguished votaries under the Regency.
The Academy, Oct. 25, 1890, p. 360.

vote (vot), n. [< P. vote, a vote, = Sp. Pg. It.

roto, a vow, wish, vote, < L. votum, a promise,
wish, an engagement, < vovere, pp. votus, prom-
ise, dedicate, vow, wish : see vote.] If. An ar-
dent wish or desire

;
a prayer; a vow.

All the heavens consent
With harmony to tune their notes,
In answer to the public votes,

That for it up were sent.
B. Jnnson, Fortunate Isles.

fol. The end of my
Devotions is that one and the same hour
May make us fit for heaven.

Sev. I join with you
In my votes that way. Massinger, Guardian, v. 1.

Those interchangeable votes of priest and people, . . .

"0 Lord, arise, help us, and deliver us for thy Name's sake '.

O God, we have heard with our ears, &c."
Prideaux, Euchologia, p. 226.

2. A suffrage; the formal expression of a will,

preference, wish, or choice in regard to any
measure proposed, in which the person voting
has an interest in common with others, either
in electing a person to fill a certain situation
or office, or in passing laws, rules, regulations,
etc. This vote or choice may be expressed by holding
up the hand, by standing up, by the voice (viva voce), by
ballot, or otherwise.

Each party gaped, and looked alternately for their vote
almost to the end of their speeches.

Burke, American Taxation.

He . . . was already a forty-shilling freeholder, and was
conscious of a vote for the county.

George Eliot, Felix Holt, xi.

Hence 3. That by which will or preference
is expressed in elections; a ballot, a ticket,
etc. : as, a written vote.

The freeman, casting with unpurchased hand
The vote that shakes the turrets of the land.

0. W. Holmes, Poetry, A Metrical Essay.

4. That which is allowed, conveyed, or be-
stowed by the will of a majority ;

a thing con-
ferred by vote; a grant: as, the ministry re-
ceived a vote of confidence; the vote for the
civil service amounted to 824,000,000. 5. Ex-
pression of will by a majority ; decision by some
expression of the minds of a number; result of

voting: as, the vote was unanimous; the vote
was close. 6. Votes collectively: as, a move-
ment to capture the labor vote Casting vote
See casting-vote. Cumulative vote. See cumulative sys-
tem of voting, under cumulative. Limited vote, a form
of voting by which the elector is restricted to a less num-
ber of votes than there are vacancies, as in the case of a
three-cornered constituency (which see, under three-car-
neredl Straw vote. See strawl. The floating vote.
See floating. To split one's votes. See split.

vote (vot), E.
; pret. and pp. voted, ppr. votinq.

[< F. voter, vote, < vote, vote: see vote, .] I.
intrans. To give a vote

; formally to express or

signify the mind, will, or choice in electing per-
sons to office, or in passing laws, regulations,
and the like, or in deciding as to any measure
in which one has an interest in common with
others.

They wted then to do a deed
As kirkmen to devise.

Battle of Balrinnes (Child's Ballads, VII. 221).

For their want of intimate knowledge of affairs, I do not
think this ought to disqualify them [women] from voting
at any town-meeting which I ever attended.

Emerson, Woman.
Cumulative system of voting. See cumulative. To
vote straight, to vote the entire ticket, as of a political
party, without scratching. [Colloq. J

II. trans. 1. To enact or establish by vote,
as a resolution or an amendment. 2. To grant
by vote, as an appropriation.
Parliament voted them a hundred thousand pounds.

Swift.

3. To declare by general consent; character-
ize by expression of opinion : as, they voted the
trip a failure. [Colloq.]

It has come to be voted rather a vulgar thing to be mar-
ried by banns at all.

Daily Telegraph, March 20, 1888. (Encyc. Diet.)

To vote down, to defeat (a proposition), as in a legislative
body ; give public judgment against ; hence, to put an end
to.

Old truths voted down begin to resume their places.
Sir T. Browne, Christ. Mor.. ii. 5.
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It ia of no me to vote doom gravitation or morala.
KiitmniH, Fugitive Slave Law.

To vote in, to choosn hy tmlTraKr ; fleet, as to an appoint-
ment or oillc-.-, tiy fxprchhiun of will or preference: at, he
was voted in by a handsome inajorit>.

VOteless (vot'les), . [<. rote + -less.] Having
no vote; not entitled to a vote.

He was not rnli^liti'ii> il t-noiiKh to know that there waft

a way of nsiiiK voti-lfim miners and navvies at Nomination.-
;m.l Kli'cliomi. <;,;,r,ie Kliiit, Kclix Holt, xl.

voter (vo'ter), ii. [< i-iilf + -</'.] One who
votes or has a legal right to vote; an elec-

tor.

Of late yuan, . . . when it has been considered neces-

sary l>\ jx'lit iriiins ii. cnltiviite the foreign-born voten,
there has been a Ki'eat tendency to appoint naturalized
citizens as consuls. Schuyler, Amer. Diplomacy, p. 81.

Registration of voters, s registration.

vote-recorder (\<>t'n -kor'der), . Anelectri-
cal device which records the yea or nay of a
voter when the corresponding knob or button
is pressed.

voting-paper (vo'ting-pa'per), TO. A balloting-
paper; particularly, according to the British
Ballot Act of 1872, a paper used in voting by bal-
lot in the election of members of Parliament, of

municipal corporations, etc. Such papers are used
only in cases where the number of candidates exceeds the
number of vacancies ; they contain a list of the candidates,
and the voter is required to put a mark opposite the name
of each candidate he selects.

votistt (vo'tist), n. [< L. votum, vow, + -ist.]

One who makes a vow; a vower; a votarist.

Try
If a poor woman, nolut of revenge,
Would not perform it.

Chapman, Revenge of Bussy D'Ambois, fit 1.

votive (vo'tiv), a. [< F. votif= Sp. Pg. It. vo-

tivo, < L. votivug, of or pertaining to a vow, con-
formable to one's wish, < votum, vow: see vote,

vow.'] 1. Offered, contributed, or consecrated
in accordance with a vow: as, a votive pic-
ture.

Not gold, not blood, their altar dowers,
But votive tears and symbol flowers.

Shelley, Hellas.
We set to-day a votive stone,
That memory may their dead redeem,
When, like our sires, our sons are gone.

Emerson, Concord Monument.

Votive tablet* commemorative of cures and deliverance
were hung around.

C. K. Norton, Travel and Study In Italy, p. 232.

2. Observed, practised, or done in consequence
of a vow. [Rare.]

Votive abstinence some cold constitutions may endure.
i'':'>Hi"in. Resolves, 1. 85.

Diversions of this kind have a practical value, even
though they seem to be those of a knight tilting at away-
side tournament as he rides on his votive quest.

Stedman, Viet. Poets, p. 399.

Votive mass. See in*ii . Votive offering, a tablet, pic-
ture, or the like dedicated in fulfilment of the vow (Latin
ex voto) of a worshiper. Among the Greeks and Romans
such offerings were dedicated to deities or heroes, and
were affixed to the walls of temples, or set up in conse-
crated places, often in niches cut in the rock in a locality
reputea sacred. Among Roman Catholics they are usually
set up in chapels dedicated to the Virgin or to a saint.

votively (vo'tiv-li), adv. In a votive manner;
by vow.

votiveness (vo'tiv-nes), ;. The state or char-
acter of being votive.

votresst (vo'tres), w. Same as votaress.

vouch (vouch), v. [< ME. vouchen. vowchen, <

OF. voucher, vocher, < L. vocare, call, call upon,
summon: see vocation, voice. Cf. vouchsafe,
avouch.] I, trans. If. To call to witness.

And vouch the silent stars, and conscious moon.
Dryilen, tr. of Ovid's Metamorph., xllL 22.

2. To declare; assert; affirm; attest; avouch.
Praised therefore be his name, which voucheth us

worthy this honour.
J. Bradford, Letters CParker Soc., 1853X n. 176.

What can you vouch against him, Signior Lucio?
Shot., M. for M., T. 1. 326.

What we have done
None shall dare vouch, though it be truly known.

Shelley, Revolt of Islam, ix. 31.

3. To warrant; be surety for; answer for;
make good; confirm.

Go tell the lords o' the city I am here ;

Deliver them this paper ; having read it,

Bid them repair to the market-place, where I,
Even in theirs and in the commons' ears,
Will vouch the truth of it. Shot., Cor., v. 6. 6.

When I arrived at Scutari, they took my slave from me,
as I had not the original writing by me to vouch the prop-
erty of him. / v,-,i,-', .

, Description of the East, II. ii. 12a

4. To support ; back ; second
;

follow up.
[Hare.]

Bold words vouch'd with a deed so bold.
Mill. 11, P. L., v. 68.

5. In lair: () To prodm'i' vouchers for, in sup-
port of a chaise in aeeuiinl. (h) In nlil /;/. I, nr,
to call or Miinmon into court to warrant and
defend, or to make good n warranty of title.

Ho nwrhe* the tenant In tail, who cfuehn over the com-
mon \uiichee. lUacMaae, Com., II. xxl.

=
8yn. 2. To asseverate, aver, protest.

II. iiilnnix. To bt-ar witness; (jive testimony
or iittesi.-ition: more specifically, in <>lil /.'</.

lair, to call in some one to make good his al-

leged warranty of title ; be surety or guaranty.
Vouch will) me, heaven. Shale., Othello, L 3. 2*2.

The Salvo of Sir John Friendly's appearing at last, and
vouching for Lord Foplington, won't mend the matter.

Jeremy Comer, Short View (ed. 1098X P. 216.

A very clear account, upon my word ; and I dare swear
the lady will vouch for every article of it.

Sheridan, School for Scandal. IT. 3.

To vouch to warranty, In old Kay. lav, to call In a
third person as a substituted defendant, to defend the
title acquired from him. =8yiL Of wuchjur, warrant, as-

sure, guarantee.

vouch (vouch), n. [< vouch, v.] Approving
or supporting warrant; confirmation; attesta-
tion.

Why In this woolvlsh toge should I stand here,
To beg of Hob and Dick, that do appear.
Their needless vauchet t Shale., Cor. , a 3. 124.

vouchee (vou-che'), . [< vouch + -eel.] in
luir. the person who is vouched or summoned in

a writ of right.

All trouble on this score waa avoided by choostng as
vouchee some one who notoriously had no lands to make
recompense withal, and therefore was, as we now say, not
worth powder and shot. F. Pollock, Land Laws, p. 31.

voucher (vou'cher), n. [< rouch + -erl.] 1.

One who vouches, or gives attestation or con-
firmation ; one who is surety for another.

He knows his own strength so well that he never dares

praise anything In which he has not a French author for

his voucher. Additon, Taller, No. 106.

Some banks will not take the accounts of persons In-

troduced only by their own clerks, for fear they might be
confederates in some scheme of fraud or plunder. Other
and responsible vouchers are required.

Harper"! Mag., I.XXX. 468.

2. A book, paper, document, or stamp which
serves to prove the truth of accounts, or to

confirm and establish facts of any kind ; spe-
cifically, a receipt or other written evidence of
the payment of money.
The stamp is a mark, . . . and a public voucher, that a

piece of such denomination is of such a weight.
Locltc, Further Considerations concerning Raising the

[Value of Money.
He caused the accounts to he examined by the proper

officer, who, after comparing every article with Its voucher,
certified them to be right. FranUin, Autobiog., p. 260.

3. In old Eng. late : (a) The tenant in a writ of

right ; one who called in another to establish
his warranty of title. In common recoveries
there might be a single voucher or double
vouchers. [Also written voucher.] (ft) The call-

ing in of a person to vouch. Double voucher, an
Incident in the alienation of land by the fiction of com-
mon recovery, where the owner was allowed to convey to

a third person who, being sued, alleged that the former
warranted the title, and he, being called to vouch for it,

was allowed to allege that still another warranted it to

him, the object being to bar contingent interests, etc.

vouchment (vouch'ment), n. (XroueA +-ment.]
A declaration or affirmation ; a solemn asser-
tion.

Their vouchment hy their honour in that tryal Is not an
oath. Bp. Haclret, Abp. Williams, 1. 77. (Dariet.)

voucher (vou'chor), n. [< roach + -or1
.] See

voucher, 3 (o).

vouchsafe (vouch-saf), v. ; pret. and pp. vouch-

safed, ppr. vouchsafing. [< ME. vouchen safe,

saf, sauf, prop, two words, lit.
'

guarantee (as)

safe'; < vouch + safe.] I. trans. If. To guar-
antee as safe

;
secure ; assure.

That the quen be of-sent, fauf wol i/ouche.
William of Palernf (E. E. T. 8.), L 4152.

So Philip Is wild, on that wise we it take
As ge haf mad present, the kyng nmchet It taw.

Rob. of Rrunne, p. 260. (Richardmn)

2. To permit, grant, or bestow : sometimes with

implied condescension : as, not to vouchsafe an
answer.

I have assailed her with music, but she vouchsafe* no
notice. Shak., Cymbeline, II. 3. 46.

In your pardon, and the kiss vouchsafed me,
You dia but point me out a fore-right way
To lead to certain happiness.

Mamnger, Parliament of Love, 111. 3.

Sir. I must thank you for the Visit yon vnuchtafed me
In this simple Cell. Hmtrll, Letters, ii. 68.

3t. To receive or accept by way of condescen-
sion.

There she sate, vouchMjiny my cloak (then most gor-

geous) under her. sir P. Sidney, Arcadia, I.

Voulge of the end
of the mh century.
(From VioUet le.puc*.
"
Diet, do Mobilier

vow
i JWMI which (,.-t!.-r prt our prayers come In,
If ihoii rvuchn/e thi-m. Shalt., K. John. III. I. tat.

II. intrant. To permit; grant; condescend;
deign ; stoop.
Than he preyede devoutly to Ood, that he wolde touckt

of to suffre him gon up. UanJevOle, Travels, p. 14B.

Ood vouched Mu^thurgh thee with us to iconic.
Chaufrr, A. a C., I. 27.

Vvurhmfe, noble Lady, to accept this simple remem-
brance. Spenter, Tears of the Muses, Ded.

VOUChsafement(vouch-saf'ment), . [< niuch-

tiafe + -incut.] The act of vouchsafing, or
that which is vouchsafed; a gift or grant in

condescension. [Karp.]
Peculiar experiences being such

mueJuafementt to them, which Ood
communicated to none but his
chosen people.

SliOingfeet, Sermons, I. vlll.

voudou, voudonism. Seeroo-

vouge (\('<-/.\\>, ii. Same as

VOUgh, n. Same as vug.

voulge (viizh), H.
jf<

OF.
roulge, rouge, rooiige, F. r>/>'
( ML. ranga), a hunting-spear,
alance; origin unknown.] A
weapon consisting of a blade
fitted on a long handle or staff,
used by the foot-soldiers of the
fourteenth century and later.
It varied In form, resembling some-
times the fauchard. sometimes the
war-scythe, sometimes the halberd,
and was frequently like an ax the
blade of which, with but slight pro-
jection, has great length in the di-

rection of the staff, and is finished
at the end in a sharp point.

voundt, a. An unexplained
word, perhaps a mistake for

round, occurring in the follow-

ing passage :

Though It were of no round* stone,
Wrought with squyre and scan tllone.

Rom. iifthe Rote, 1. 7063.

VOUTt, v. t. [ME. vourer, < OF.
'vourer, vorer.< L. vorare, devour, eat; cf. vora-

cious, devour.} To devour.

The! whom the swerd deuowrede [var. vmrrrdc\
Wydif, 2 Kl. [2 Sam.) xvlll. 8.

vourert, A devourer.

Lo! a man deuonrere, ether glotonn [var. vourer or
glotonn). WycKf, Luke viL 34.

voussoir (v6-swor'), n. [F.; cf. voussure, the
curvature of a vault, prop. < 'vousser, < LL. as
if 'rolutiare, make round, < L. volutus, a rolling,
< rolvere, pp. volutus, roll : see volute.] In arch. ,

a stone in the shape of a truncated wedge,which
forms part of an arch. The under sides of the vous-
soirs form the Intrados or sofflt of the arch, and the upper
sides the extrados. The middle voussoir is often termed
the keyttonc. See archl, 2.

VOUSSOir (vo-swor'), r. t. [< voussoir, n.] To
form with voussoirs; construct by means of
voussoirs. Encyc. Brit., H. 387.

voutet, . An obsolete form of vault*.

VOUtret, VOUtUTt. . Obsolete forms of vulture.

VOW (vou), M. [< ME. row, < OF. vou, vo, reu,
F. rail = Sp. Pg. It. voto, a vow, < L. votum, a

promise, dedication, vow, < vovere, promise,
vow: see vote, n., of which vote is a doublet.]
1. A solemn promise; an engagement solemn-
ly entered into. Specifically (a)

A kind of promis-
sory oath made to Ood, or to some deity, to perform some
act or dedicate to the deity something of value, often In
the event of receiving something specially desired, such
as success in an enterprise, deliverance from danger, or re*

covery from sickness : as, a vow to build an altar.

Would I were even the saint they make their rmr to !

How easily I would grant I Fletcher, Pilgrim, L t.

Forc'd Consecrations out of another mans Estate are
no better than forc'd Vmn, hateful to God who loves a
chearful giver. Hilton, Touching Hirelings.

A rau> is a deliberate promise made to Cod In regard to

something possessing superior goodness. To be valid. It

must proceed from the free, deliberate will of one who, by
age and social position, is capable of contracting a solemn
obligation. It is to Ood alone that a row Is taken, and
. . . It is an actof religion, or of divine worship. To vow
to a saint means, in the minds of Catholics, to vow to
Ood In honour of a saint. Rom. Cath. Did.

(&) A promise to follow out some line of conduct, or to
consecrate or devote one's self wholly or In part for a
longer or shorter time to some act or service ; a pledge of

fidelity or constancy : as, a marriage vow.

Fooles therefore

They are which fortunes doe by vmrrt devise,
Sith each unto hlmselfe his life may fortnnlze.

Spenter, F. Q., VI. Ix. SO.

By all the noir* that ever men have broke,
In number more than ever women spoke.~

>., M. S. D., t 1. 17&.



vow
But, for performance of your vow

,
I entreat

Some gage from you.
Fletcher (and another), Fair Maid of the Inn, ii. 1.

2f. A solemn asseveration or declaration; a

positive assertion.

What instance gives Lord Warwick for his vow?
Shale., 2 Hen. VI., iii. 2. 159.

3f. A votive offering; an ex-voto.

Belonging to this church is a world of plate, some whole
statues of it, and lamps innumerable, besides the costly
vowes hung up, some of gold, and a cabinet of precious
stones. Evelyn, Diary, May 21, 1045.

Baptismal vows. See baptismal. -Monastic vows.
See monastic.

VOW (vou), v. [< ME. vowen, < OF. vouer, vowcr,
F. vouer = Sp. Pg. votar = It. votare, promise,
vow, vote, < ML. votare, promise, vow, < L. vo-

tum, promise, vow: see vow,n. Cf.vote,v.] I.

trans. 1. To promise solemnly; undertake, by
a solemn promise, as to God or a deity, to do,

perform, or give ;
devote.

And Jacob vowed a vow, sayingr If God will be with me,
and will keep me in this way that I go, and will give me
bread to eat, and raiment to put on, ... then shall the
Lord be my God : . . . and of all that thou shalt give me
I will surely give the tenth unto thee. Gen. xxviii. 20-22.

Mine own good maister Harvey, to whom I have, both
in respect of your worthinesse generally and otherwyse
upon some particular and special considerations, voued
this my labour. Spenser, To Gabriel! Harvey.

By Mahomet
The Turk there vows, on his blest Alcoran,
Marriage unto her.

Beau, and Fl., Knight of Malta, i. 1.

I vow and I swear, by the fan in my hand,
That my lord shall nae mair come near me.

The QypsU Laddie (Child's Ballads, IV. 117).

2. To threaten solemnly or upon oath.

Weeping, cursing, vowing vengeance.
Shak., T. and C., v. 5. 31.

3. To assert or maintain solemnly ; asseverate;
swear.

He heard him swear and vow to God
He came but to be duke of Lancaster.

Shak., I Hen. IV., iv. 3. 60.

Brisk. I v&iv it is a pleasureable Morning ;
the Waters

taste so finely after being fuddled last Night. Neighbour
Fribbler, here 's a Pint to you.

Frib. I'll pledge you, Mrs. Brisket ; I have drunk eight
already. Shadwell, Epsom Wells, i. 1.

Sir Peter vows he has not his equal in England ; and,
above all, he praises him as a man of sentiment.

Sheridan, School for Scandal, i. 1.

It was my first experience with camels, and I vowed that
it should be my last

; for, taking them altogether, they
are the most tiresome and troublesome animals I have
ever seen. The Century, XLI. 351.

II. intrans. To make vows or solemn prom-
ises; protest solemnly; asseverate; declare em-
phatically.

Better is it that thou shouldest not vow, than that thou
shouldest vow and not pay. Eccl. v. 5.

VOW-breach (vou'brech), . The breaking of
a vow.
He that vows . . . never to commit an error hath taken

a course that his little infirmities shall become crimes,
and certainly be imputed, by changing his unavoidable
infirmity into vow-breach.

Jer. Taylor, Works (ed. 1835), I. 692.

VOW-break (vou'brak), n. Same as vow-breach.
VOW-breaker (vou'bra'ker), n. One who breaks
his vow or vows.
And this is that holy bishop Paphnutius, whom these

euangelical vow-breakers pretend to be their proctor for
theire unlauful marriages.

M. Harding, quoted in Bp. Jewell's Works
[(Parker Soc.), III. 386.

vowel (vou'el), u. and a. [Formerly also vowell ;

< F. voyelle = Sp. Pg. vocal= It. vocale, a vowel,
< L. vocalis, a vowel, fern. (sc. littera, letter) of

vocalis, sounding, sonorous, < vox (voc-), voice,
sound: see voice, vocal.'] I. n. 1. One of the

openest.most resonant, and continuable sounds
uttered by the voice in the process of speaking ;

a sound in which the element of tone, though
modified and differentiated by positions of the

mouth-organs, is predominant; a tone-sound,
as distinguished from a fricative (in which a

rustling between closely approximated organs
is the predominant element), from a mute (in
which the explosion of a closure is character-
istic), and so on. Vowel and consonant are relative

terms, distinguishing respectively the opener and closer ut-
terances ; but there is no absolute division between them.
Certain sounds are so open as to be only vowels ; certain
others so close as to be only consonants ; but there are yet
others which have the value now of vowels and now of
consonants. Thus, I and n have frequently vowel-value in

English, as in apple, token; and r is in various languages a
much-used vowel. Also, the semivowels y and w are not
appreciably different from the i-vowel (of pique) and the
-vowel (of rule) respectively. A sound, namely, is a

vowel if it forms the central or open element of a syllable,
being a syllable either alone or in conjunction with the
closer sounds (consonants) that accompany it. (See sylla-
ble.) The openest of the vowels is a (as in far, father) ;

the
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closest are i and w (in pique, rule) ; and these three, with e

and o (as in they, tone), intermediate respectively between
a and i and a and u, are hardly wanting in any known
human language. But many others are found in various

languages, and their number is theoretically unlimited.

2. Tbd letter or character which represents
such a sound Neutral voweL See neutral.

II. o. Pertaining to a vowel; vocal Vowel
points. Seepointi.
Vowel (vou'el), v. t.

; pret. and pp. voweled, vow-
elled, ppr. voioeling, vowelling. [< vowel, n.~] To
provide or complete with vowels

;
insert vowels

in (a word or syllable).
With pauses, cadence, and well-mwelled words.

Drydeu, To Roscommon.
The vowelling of Greek and Latin proper names shews

that the vagueness of the vowels was not absolute.

Encyc. Brit., XI. 797.

vowelisht (vou'el-ish), a. [< vowel + -M1
.]

Of the nature of a vowel. B. Jonson, Eng.
Grammar, i. 3.

VOwelism (vou'el-izm), n. [< vowel + -ism.']
The use of vowels.
VOWelist (vou'el-ist), n. [< vowel + -ist.] One
who is addicted to vowelism.
As a repetitionary vowelist, Mr. is virtuous com-

pared with Milton. Athenseum, No. 3280, p. 334.

vpwelize (vou'el-Iz), v. t.
; pret. and pp. vowel-

ized, ppr. vowelizing. [< vowel + -ize.] To in-
sert vowel-signs in, as in Semitic words or
shorthand forms written primarily with conso-
nants only.
"Tom Brown's School-Days" will be immediately issued

in the easy reporting style [of shorthand], fully vowelized.
The American, VI. 314.

vowelless (vou'el-les), a. [< vowel + -less.]
Without a vowel or vowels.

Hebrew, with its vowel-less roots, which require vocali-
sation before they can attain any meaning.

Farrar, Language aud Languages, p. 395.

vowelly(vou'el-i),a. [< vowel+ -ly
1
.] Abound-

ing in vowels
; characterized by vowel-sounds.

The mellifluence and flexibility of the vowelly language
[Italian] were favorable to unrhymed verse.

I. IfIsraeli, Amen, of Lit, I. 349.

VOWer (vou'er), n. [< vow + -er1 .] One who
makes a vow.
These prycke eared prynces myghte truste those vowers,

as hawkes made totheyr handes, yet wolde I counsell the
christen prynces in no wyse to trust them.

Sp. Bale, Apology, fol. 142.

VOWCSS (vou'es), n. [< vow + -ess.] A woman
who has taken a vow; a nun. [Rare.]

In that church also lieth this ladie, buried ... in the
habit of a vowesse.

Harrison, Descrip. of Eng., ii. 3 (Holinshed's Chron., I.).

VOW-fellow (vou'fel"6), n. One who is bound
by the same vow. [Rare.]

Vow-fellows with this virtuous duke.

Shak., L. L. L., it 1. 38.

vowless (vou'les), a. [< vow + -less.] Without
a vow

;
not bound by a vow.

He hath done with their own vows, and now descends
to us, whom he confesses vowless.

Bp. Hall, Honour of Married Clergy, L 17.

VOWSOnt, " Same as advowson.
The seyd William was with the prior of Norwiche of

counseille in hese trewe defence ageyn the entent of the
seyd Walter in a sute that he made ageyn the seyd priour
of a voweson of the chyrche of Sprouston in the counte of
Norflolk. Paston Letters, I. 18.

vox (voks), n. [L. : see voice.] Voice; in mu-
sic, a voice or voice-part Vox angelica in organ-
building, a stop having two pipes to each digital, one of
which is tuned slightly sharp, so that by their dissonance
a wavy effect is produced. The pipes are of narrow scale,
and the tone is delicate. Also vox cxlestis, unda maris, etc.

VOX antecedens, the theme or antecedent of a canon
or fugue. Vox barbara, a barbarous or outlandish word
or phrase: commonly used, in zoology and botany, of those
terms which are ostensibly New Latin, but which are nei-
ther Latin nor Greek, nor of classic derivation and forma-
tion, or are hybrids between Latin and Greek. Some thou-
sands of such words are current, though rejected by some
purists ; and their use is far less objectionable than the
unending confusion in nomenclature which attends the
attempt to discard them. (See synonym, 2 (&).) Usually
abbreviated vox barb. Vox caelestis. Same as vox an-
gelica. Vox consequent, the answer or consequent of a
canon or fugue. Vox humana, in organ-building, a reed-

stop having short capped pipes, so constructed as to re-
inforce the higher harmonics of the fundamental tones,
aud thus to produce tones more or less resembling those
of the human voice. The imitation is not close, but un-
der suitable conditions the illusion of a distant singer or
choir is possible. The tremulant is usually combined with
the vox humana. A stop of the same name, but of much
less effectiveness, is often placed in reed-organs. Vox
quinta. Same as quintus.

voyage (voi'aj), n. [Early mod. E. also voiage;
< ME. voyage, voiage, veiage, veage, viage, vyage,
< OF. voiage, veiage, viage, F. voyage = Sp. viaje
= Pg. viagem = It. viaggio, travel, journey, voy-
age, < L. viaticum, provision for a journey, LL.
a journey, neut. of viatieus, pertaining to travel,

voyageur
< via, a way, road, journey, travel : see viaticum,
of which voyage is a doublet.] 1. Formerly,
a passage or journey by land or by sea; now
only a journey or passage by sea or water from
one place, port, or country to another, espe-
cially a passing or journey by water to a dis-

tant place or country : as, a voyage to India.

It is longe tyme passed that ther was no generalle Pas-

sage ne Vyage over the See ; and many Men desiren for to
here speke of the holy Lond, and han thereof gret Solace
and Comfort. Mandeville, Travels, p. 4.

Now to this lady lete vs turne ageyn,
Whiche to Surry hath take hir viage.

Generydes(E. E. T. S.), 1. 226.

When I was determined to enter into my fourth voyage,
I cast into the ship, in the stead of merchandise, a pretty
fardle of books.

Sir T. More, Utopia (tr. by Robinson), ii. 7.

Provyded also that no person or persons havinge chardge
of any Viage, in passinge from the Realme of Ireland or
from the Isle of Manne into this Realme of England, do
from the laste daye of June next comynge wittingly or

wyllingly transporte . . . any Vacabond Roge or Beggar.
Laws of 14 Eliz. (1672), quoted in Ribton-Turner's

[Vagrants and Vagrancy, p. 109.

The pasha was lately returned from his voyage towards
Mecca, it being his office always to set out with provisions
to meet the caravan in its return : they go about half way
to Mecca, setting out the same day that the caravan usu-

ally leaves Mecca.
Pococke, Description of the East, II. i. 101.

All being embarked, they bade farewell to the gazing
throng upon the beach, who continued shouting afterthem,
. . . wishing them a happy voyage.

Irving, Knickerbocker, p. 110.

2. pi. A book of voyages: used like travels.

3f. The practice of traveling.
Nations have interknowledge of one another by voyage

into foreign parts. Bacon.

4f. A way or course taken
;
an attempt or un-

dertaking; an enterprise; an expedition.
And ek Diane ! I the biseke

That this viage be iioght to the loth.

Chaucer, Troilus, iii. 732.

If you make your voyage upon her and give me directly
to understand you have prevailed, I am no further your
enemy. Shak., Cymbeline, i. 4. 170.

He ran away from me, . . . and pretended he would
go the Island voyage [that against Hispaniola] ; since, I

ne'er heard of him till within this fortnight.
Dekker and Webster, Northward Ho, it 2.

So great a dignitie in time past was not obteined to the
maisterstherof by rebellion, . . . butbyflghtingvaliaunt-
ly with the Moores in the voiage of Granado.

Guevara, Letters (tr. by Hellowes, 1577), p. 261.

Broken voyage. See broken. Continued or continu-
ous voyage. See continued. Dance voyage, an un-
successful fishing-voyage. [Local, New Eng.] Mixed
voyage. Beemixed. To do voyaget.to raakeajourney;
set out on an enterprise.

Pandare . . . caste, and knew in good plyte was the moone
To doom viage. Chaucer, Troilus, ii. 75.

= Syn. 1. Trip, Excursion, etc. {see journey), cruise, sail.

voyage (voi'aj), v.; pret. and pp. voyaged, ppr.
voyaging. [<; OF. voyager, travel, < voyage,
travel: see voyage.'] I. intrans. To take a

journey or voyage ; especially, to sail or pass by
water.

Beautiful bird ! thou voyayest to thine home.
Shelley, Alastor.

A mind for ever

Voyaging through strange seas of Thought alone.

Wordsworth, Prelude, iii.

II. trans. To travel; pass over; traverse.

Long were to tell

What I have done, what suffer'd; with what pain
Voyaged the unreal, vast, unbounded deep.

Milton, P. L., i. 471.

The Rhone of to-day must be something like the Rhine
of fifty years ago, though much less voyaged now than that
was then. The Century, XL. 636.

voyageable (vpi'aj-a-bl),
a. [< voyage + -able.]

Capable of being sailed or traveled over
;
navi-

gable.

voyager (voi'aj-er), n. [< voyage + -er1 .] One
who voyages ; one who sails or passes by sea or
water.
You go on to prefer my Captivity in this Fleet to that

of a Voyager at Sea. HoweU, Letters, ii. 39.

In a few short moments I retrace
(As in a map the voyager his course)
The windings of my way through many years.

Cowper, Task, vi. 17.

voyageur ( vwo-ya-zher'), . [F., < voyager, trav-
el ; as voyager.'] The Canadian name of one of
a class of men employed by the Northwest and
Hudson's Bay companies in transporting men
and supplies, and, in general, in keeping up
communication between their various stations,
which was done exclusively in bark canoes,
the whole region formerly under the exclusive
control of these companies being almost every-
where accessible by water, with few and short

portages. These men were nearly always
French Canadians or half-breeds.



voyageur
Such was the routine of our journey, the day, n> ri> i-

iilly s]ic;tkiny, beiiiK 'Ijvidi ii into six nours of rest anil

JgntMII "f hlhnur. This almost incrcdililc toil the eoua-

geurn bore witliout :i iiiiii-iiiur, anil Kcnenilly with such a
tiil.u ity (if spirit :is few other ntt'ii nmlii sustain for a sin-

ylt: foiciK'i'ii.

Uni-. Simpson, Journey Round the W<irlil, I. -a.

voyaging (voi'aj-ing), n. [Verbal n. of i-ni/m/i ,

r. J The net or process of taking a voyage ; a

journey liy water.

It Is, In fact, n diary of tin- ir/,;,i. ;/,/;/ nnd residences of
tht' aiuhassudors of Henry the Tliinl.

Ticknor, Span. Lit., I. 184.

VOyalt, " Same us r/M. 2.

V. P. An ul)lireviatio of ricr-)>ri'xiilrnt.

V-point (ve'point), H. The vertex of two or
more diverging linos: as, the ( '-poin t of cirrus

stripes.
vraisemblance (vrii-son-blons'), [F., < rmi.
true. + xi-ii/blanee, appearance: see very and
xrnibliiHi-i; and cf. verisimilitude.'} The appear-
ance of truth ; verisimilitude.

V. S. In munir, an abbreviation of volti suliito.

V. S. An abbreviation of veterinary surgeon.
vs. An abbreviation of versus.

V-shaped (vG'sliiipt), a. Shaped like the let-

ter V; liko the two equal sides of an isosceles

triangle ;
larabdoid V-shaped barometric de-

pression, a region of low barometer Inclosed by one or
more V-shaped isobars, the point of the V, in the north-
ern hemisphere, being usually directed toward the south.

V-shaped depressions are often accompanied by charac-
teristic squalls, technically called linf-*mall*.

V. t. The abbreviation, used in this work, of
n-rh tnninitii'c.

V-threaded screw. See serciri.

V-tOOl (ve'ttil), n. In joinery and can-ing, a

cutting-tool having the cutting edge in two
branches, making an impression like a letter

V, a sort of angular gouge.
vue (vu), M. [OF., sight, view: see view.'] The
sight-opening of a helmet: same as trillere.

vug (vug), . [Al$ovugli,voiiglt,vooga; <Corn.

vug, vugh, viigga, vooga, etc., a cave, cavern; cf.

Corn.fogo,fogou,fott, a cave (= W. ffau, a cave,
den), Corn, liugo, googoo, ogoo, ago (Jago), a

cave, W. ogof, gogof, a cave.] In mining, a cav-

ity ; a hollow in a rock or in a lode. Vug is the
miners' name for that which geologists more
generally call a geode. See geode. Also called

lii-lc-ltole, vooga-hole.

Quartz is very generally found lining the hollow spaces
(mghs) In lodes. R. Hunt, British Mining, p. 480.

VUggy (vug'i), . [< vug + -yl.} Of the nature
of a vug ; containing vugs.

VUlder, . Same as voider.

Vulcan (vul'kan), N. [= P. Vulcain = Sp. Pg.
Volcano = It. Volcano, Vulcano, < L. Volcanus,

Vulcanus,Vulcan, the god of fire ;
cf. Skt. ulkd, a

firebrand. Cf. volcano.'} 1. In Rom. myth., the

god of fire and the working of metals, and the

patron of all handicraftsmen. Originally an indepen-
dent deity.he became with the advance of time completely
identified with the Ureek Hephtestus. He was the son of

Jupiter and Juno, or of Juno alone, and was born with de-

formed feet, though according to late myths his lameness
came from his having been hurled down from heaven by
Jupiter in a fit of anger. Hewasthedlviiieartist.thecrea-
tor of all that was beautiful as well as of all that was me-

chanically wonderful in the abodes of the gods. On earth

various volcanoes, as Lmnos and Etna, were held to be his

the observance on tliis day, work was begun
by lamplight, in honor of the fire-god.

Vulcanian (viil-ka'ni-an ;, ii. |< I.. I'nlnniiiifi,

I'lili-tnuiii. < I iili-iiinix. I ill <-ii, i n x, Vulcan. 4- -mi.
|

1. Pertaining to Vulcan, or to works in iron,

etc., and occasionally ( but not so used by geolo-
'o vo|e:u ..... s or volcanic action.

A region of vuUanian activity.
K. A. Proctor, Poetry of Astronomy, p. 228.

2. In gi'ol., pertaining to or designating the

system' or theory of the Vulcanists, or oppo-
nents of \\Vrner.

Vulcanic (vul-kan'ik), a. [= F. rulcanique =
Sp. luli-iniiro = Pg. voleaiiico = It. rtilcanico;
MS 1'idcan + -if. Cf. volcano.'] Pertaining or

relating to Vulcan or to volcanoes.

Even the burning of a meeting-house, In Itself a vulcanic

rarity (so long as he was of another parish), could not
tickle his outworn palate. LoueU, Study Windows, p. 120.

VUlcanicity (vul-ka-nis'i-ti), M. [< vulcanic +
-ily.} Same as volcanicity.

This [heat-producing] power, Inadequate though it may
be to explain the phenomena of vulcaiucity.

J. Pratanck, I-roc. Roy. Soc., XXXVin. 425.

The term volcanic action (vulcanlsm or vulcanicity) em-
braces all the phenomena connected with the expulsion of
heated materials from the interior of the earth to the sur-

face. Kitcyc. Brit., X. 240.

vulcanisable, vulcanisation, etc. See vulcan-

r.niilr, etc.

vulcanism (vul'kan-izm), n. [< Vulcan +
-I'XMI.] In geol., same as vnlcanutm. The words
volcano and volcanic are firmly fixed in English, and the
former is In universal and exclusive use among those who
speak that language. Hence all the derivatives should
be spelled correspondingly : thus, vofeonwm, tvlcanictly,

mlcanology, and not mleanimi, etc.

In the lapse of ages . . . the very roots of former vol-

canoes have been laid bare, displaying subterranean

phases of vulcanism which could not be studied in any
modern volcano. Encyc. Brit., X. 240.

Vulcanist (vul'kan-ist), . [< Vulcan + -is/.]

In the early history of geological science, one
who supported the' Huttonian theory, or who
was in opposition to the views of Werner. See
Huttonian.

It is sufficient to remark that these systems are usually
reduced to two classes, according as they refer the origin
of terrestrial bodies to fire or water ; ana that, conforma-

bly to this division, their followers have of late been dis-

tinguished by the fanciful names of Vulcanifto and >'ep-
tunists. To the former of these Dr. Hutton belongs much
more than to the latter ; though, as he employs the agency
both of fire and water In his system, he cannot, in strict

propriety, be arranged with either.

Plaufair, Illustrations of the Huttonian Theory
[(ColL Works, I. 21).

vulgar
,1. .,!: :. i i nUaHtlt. *K\- vulcciutr Also ipelled mlcan-

VUlcanize (viil'kan-i/. >, '.; pn-t. and pp. ml.
rum'.* it . ][>r. riilcnuiziiiy. \

= ]'. ruli-ni

;i- I'lili-ini i with allusion to the im-lieil -u!|.lmr
of Mili-aiioi-s) + -r.'.

| I. Ininx. ToMibjcct tothe

proci -> of vulcanization, as caoutchouc. - vul-
canized fiber Vulcanised glass, glass
cooled by plnnglnK int" n hath having a comparatively
high t. n

!
; ii'i; . The nature of the )>ath depends upon

the effect desired to lie produced. Vulcanized rubber,
caoutchouc Incorporated with Kiilphin '.! -ui- .ii,.| t<>

ii> v \Oi' i. ).y It combines chemically with the Hiiliihiir,

and assumes, when cold, a hard cuniisUmcy mDDlln|
that of linrii.

II. iutraiiH. To admit of vulcanization.

Rubber mdcanuet at 276 Kah.
Sri. Amtr., N. a, LXII. 140.

Also spelled i nil-inline.

vulcanizer (vul'kjin-i-/.erj, . |< r///i,v +
-')'.

| Apparatus used in vulcanizing indut-
ruliber. Also spelled r-uleanisrr.

VUlcanot, An old form of volcano.

vulcanological (vul'ka-no-loj'i-kal), a. Same
as MlMMJfegfeal .V// //// . XXXVlII. 410.

workshops, and the Cyclopes were his journeymen. He
had the power of conferring life upon his creations, and
was thus the author of Pandora and of the golden dogs of

Alcinoiis. In art he w.as represented as a bearded man,
usually with the short sleeveless or one-sleeved tunlc(exo-
mis)of the workman, with a conical cap, holding hammer
and tongs or other attributes of the smith, and sometimes
with indication of his lameness. When Jupiter conceived
M inerva in his head, the goddess was delivered full-anned,

upon the stroke of an ax In the hands of Vulcan.

2. A hypothetical planet between the sun and
the planet. Mercury. An object supposed to be a

planet was seen crossing the sun's disk on March 28th,
1859. The period of revolution assigned to it was some-

thing over 19 days, and its distance from the sun wns
estimated at about 18,000,000 miles. The existence of

Vulcan, however, has not been confirmed (may, indeed, be
said to have been practically disproved) by subsequent
careful observations.

3t. A volcano.
Also In that He is the Mount Ethna, that Men clepen

Mount Qybelle; and the Wleanes, that ben everemore

brennyngc. Mandeville, Travels, p. 65.

Of those [remarkable things] which are In the Vulcans
and mouths of tire at the Indies, worthy doubtlesse to be

observed, I will speake in their order.

AcoHa, Hist. Indies (tr. by E. Orimston, 161)4), ill. 2

((HakluytSoc., 1.105).

Vulcan powder, an explosive consisting of nltroglycerin,
sodium nitrate, sulphur, and charcoal.

Vulcanalia ( vul-ka-na'li-a), H. pi. [L.: see Vid-

<.] An ancient Roman festival in honor of

Vulcan, celebrated on August 23d with games
in the Flamiuian circus near the temple of the

god. and with sacrifices of fishes. As part of

vulcanite (vul'kan-it), . [< Vulcan +
1. The harder of the two forms of vulcanized

india-rubber, the other form being known as

soft rubber. Vulcanite differs from soft rubber In that
it 'contains more sulphur, and is cured or vulcanized at

a higher temperature. It is of a brownish-black color, is

hard and tough, cuts easily, and takes a good polish ; It Is

largely used for making into combs, brooches, bracelets,
and many other ornaments. It is not affected by water or

by any of the other caoutchouc solvents. As It Is espe-

cially distinguished by the large quantity of electricity
which it evolves when rubbed, It Is much used in the con-
struction of electric machines. Also called ebonite.

2. A name sometimes given to pyroxene, from
itsbeing found in ejected blocks and lavas vnl-
canlte flask, an iron box closed by screw-bolts, for hold-

ing an artificial denture while being vulcanized, to flx the
artificial teeth In the vulcanite plate. The flask is heated
In a vulcanizing furnace.

vulcanizable (vul'kan-i-za-bl), a. [< vulcanize

+ -able.} Capable of being vulcanized; ad-

mitting of vulcanization. Also spelled vulcan-

isable.

vulcanization (vul'kan-i-za'shon), n. [< /-

canizc + -iilion.} A method of treating caout-

chouc or india-rubber with some form of sul-

phur, to effect certain changes in its properties,
and yield a soft (vulcanized india-rubber) or a

hard(vulcanite {product. This was originally effected

by dipping the rubber in melted sulphur and heating it to

nearly 300'. Several other methods have been employed.

probably the best of which for general purposes consists

in mechanically mixing the rubber at a moderate heat

with flowers of sulphur, and subsequently "curing
"
It in

superheated steam at from 250* to 300* Fahr. The process
was invented by Charles Goodyear, who obtained his first

patent for It in 1844. Other Ingredients, as litharge,

white lead, sine-white, whiting, etc., are added to the

sulphur to give color, softness, etc., to the rubber. The
substance thus formed possesses the following proper-
ties: It remains elastic at all temperatures; it cannot lie

dissolved by the ordinary solvents, neither is It affected

by heat within a considerable range of temperature ; final-

ly, It acquires extraordinary powers of resisting com-

pression, with a great increase of strength and elasticity.

Vulcanized india-rubber is employed with great success

for very many useful purposes, as for waterproofing cloth,

for boots, shoes, mats, toys, belting, buffers, wheel-tires,

washers, valves, pipes, tire-host-, medical and surgical

appliances, etc. Hard vulcanized rubber is known as

vulcanology (vul-ka-nol'o-ji), n. Same an rol-

!

niiliigy.

vulg. An abbreviation of vulgar or vulgarly.

Vulg. An abbreviation of Vulgate.

vulgar (vul'giir), a. and H. [Early mod. E. also

vulgare; < F. vulgairc= Sp. Pg. vulyar= It. n>l-

gare, < L. vulgarin, rolgaris, of or pertaining to

the multitude or common people, common, vul-

gar, < rulgux, volgus, a multitude, throng, crowd,
the mass of people, the common people, the

multitude; cf. Skt. vraja, a flock, herd, multi-

tude, varga, a group, troop,< -^varj, turn, twist,
set aside, = L. vergere, bend, turn : see verge'*.
From L. vulgus are also E. vulgate, etc., divulge,

etc.] I. a. 1. Of or pertaining to the com-
mon people; suited to or practised among the
multitude

; plebeian : as, vulgar life ; vulgar
sports.
A fewe of them went a lande for fresshe water, and fownd

a greate and high howse after the nianrr of their buyMing,
hauinge xli. other of their vulgare cotages placed abowte
the same.

1'i-trr Martyr (tr. in Eden's First Ilooks on America, ed.

[Arber, p. 70).

An habitation giddy and unsure
Hath he that buildeth on the vulgar heart.

Shot., 2 Hen. IV., I. 3. 90.

"Follow my white plume," said the chivalrous monarch
of France, as he plunged into the thickest of the vulgar
fight. Suinnrr, Orations, L 188.

2. Common; in general use; customary; usual;
ordinary.
Our Intent Is to make this Art [Poesie] vulgar for all

English mens vse. Puttentiam, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 19.

As naked as the vulgar air. Skat., K. John, II. 1. 387.

They have applied the sense of the parables to certain

general and vulgar matters, without reaching to their real

purport. llaciiu. Physical Fables, p. b.

I shall much rejoice to see and serve you, whom I hon-
our with no vulgar Affection. HawU, Letters, I. H. 24.

Unspeakable mysteries in the Scriptures are often de-
livered In a Tvlijur and illustrative way.

Sir T. Browne. Kellgio Medici, I. 45.

If Wordsworth sometimes puts the trumpet to his lips,

yet he lays it aside soon and willingly for his appropriate
Instrument, the pastoral reed. And It Is not one that

grew by any mli/ar stream, but that which A|ol|o breathed

through, tending the flocks of Admetus.
Liiu-eU, Among my Hooks, 2d ser., p. 241.

3. Hence, national ; vernacular: as, the vulgar
tongue; the vulgar version of the Scriptures;
in zool. and bot., specifically, vernacular or

trivial, as opposed to scientific or technical, in

the names or naming of plants and animals.
See pseudonym, 2.

If agalne Art be but a certaine order of rules prescribed
by reason, and gathered by experience, why should not

1'oesfe be a vulgar Art with va as well as with the Greek*
and Latlnes? I'ullrnham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 3.

We will in this present chapter <t by our own Idle ol-
seruatlons shew how one may easily and commodfously
lead all those feete of the anncients Into our vulgar Ian-

gage. I'uttenham, Arte of Eng. Poesie, p. 8K.

Of the Egyptian letter*, or manner of writing, one was
vulgar, which all people leamt ; others were call'd sacred,
which the priests only knew among the Egyptians.

Pococke, Description of the East, I. K!.

4. Pertaining or belonging to the lower or
less refined class of people; unrefined; hence,
coarse; offensive to good taste; rude; IxxiriKh;

low; mean; base: as, vulgar men, language,
minds, or manners.

Stale and cheap to vulgar company.
SAat.,lHen. IV., IU.Z.41.

I staid to hear the trumpets and kettle-drums, and then
the other drums, which are much cried up, though I think
it dull, vulyar muslck. Pepyt, Diary, I. ISO.

Gold;
Before whose image bow the rulyar great"

, Vueen Mab, Iv.



vulgar

Vulgar prejudices of every kind, and particularly vulgar
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vul-

We can easily overpraise the vulgar hero.

Emerson, Conduct of Life.

I go a good deal to places of amusement. I mid no dif-

ficulty whatever in going to such places alone. . . . But,
at the theatre, every one talks so fast that I can scarcely
make out what they say ;

and besides, there are a great
many vulgar expressions.

H. James, Jr., A Bundle of Letters, ii.

Vulgar era. See era. Vulgar fraction, in arith. See
.fraction. Vulgar purgation. See purgation, 2. Vul-
gar substitution. See substitution, 4. = Syn. 1 and 2.

Ordinary, etc. See common. 4. Rustic, low-bred.

II. . If. A vulgar person; one of the com-
mon people : used only in the plural.

Rude mechanicals, that rare and late
Work in the market-place ; and those are they
Whose bitter tongues I shun, . . .

(For those vile vulgars are extremely proud,
And foully-languag'd). Chapman, Odyssey, vi. 425.

2. The vernacular tongue or common language
of a country.

In our olde milgare, proflte is called weale.
Sir T. Elyot, The Uovernour, i. 1.

Therefore, you clown, abandon which is in the vulgar
leave the society which in the boorish is company
of this female which in the common is woman.

Shak., As you Like it, v. 1. 63.

The vulgar, the common people collectively ; the un-
educated, uncultured class.

Therefore the vulgar did about him flocke, . . .

Like foolish flies about an hony-crocke.
Spenser, F. Q , V. ii. 33.

A mere invention to keep the vulgar in obedience.

Burke, Rev. in France.

vulgarian (vul-ga'ri-an), a. and n. [< L. vul-

garis, vulgar, + -an.] I. a. Vulgar. [Rare.]
With a fat vulgarian sloven,

Little Admiral John
To Boulogne is gone.

Sir J. Denham, to Sir J. Mennis. (Davies.)

II. n. A vulgar person; especially, a rich

person with low or vulgar ideas.

There's Dipley, in the tallow trade . . . Curse the
whole pack of money-grubbing vulgarians !

Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xx.

Even the heir of a hundred sovereigns may be born a
brute and a vulgarian.

St. L. Stevenson, Scribner's Mag., III. 636.

vulgarisation, vulgarise. See vulgarization,
vulgarize.

vulgarism (vul'gar-izm), n. [< vulgar + -ism.]
1. Coarseness, rudeness, or grossness of man-
ners; vulgarity; commonness.

Degraded by the vulgarism of ordinary life.

.';/'. Reynolds.

process of rendering commonly known or fa-
miliar.

The inclusion of anthropology in the general exhibitio..
of liberal arts is of great value in respect of that vulgari- viiln (vnln)
nation which is the aim of the French anthropologists. ." ;.,-.7;;;

Vulpecula cum Ansere

Rugby by Arnold, more for the sake of the lines which
were learnt by heart with it than lor its own intrinsic
value, as I've always understood), that it is a short exer
else, in Greek or Latin verse, on a given subject, the
minimum number of lines being fixed for each form.

T. Hughes, Tom Brown at Rugby, ii. 3.

v. t. [< OF. *vulnerer. < L. rulne-

rare, wound : see vulnerate.'] To wound : in her-

aldry, especially said of the pelican, which is
blazoned as vulniug herself when represented
as tearing her breast to feed her young. Com-
pare pelican in her piety, under pelican.

colloquial, especially in coarse, speech.

their most familiar letters, must be noticed and corrected.
V. Knox, Liberal Education, 14.

Such vulgarisms are common [as] the Greeks fell to
their old trade of one tribe expelling another the scene
is always at Athens, and all the pother is some little jilt-
ing story the haughty Roman snuffed at the suppleness.

/. IfIsraeli, Lit. Char. Men of Genius, p. 380.

Vulgarisms and low words.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 275.

s, the multitude, lit. the quality of be-
ing common or of the multitude, < L. vulgaris,
common, vulgar: see vulgar."] 1. The state or
character of being vulgar ; mean condition in

life; meanness; commonness.
The necessities of public business, its vast extent, com-

plexity, fulness of details, and consequent vulgarity, as
compared with that .of the ancients.

De Quincey, Rhetoric.

2. Coarseness, grossness, or clownishness of
manners or language; absence of refinement;
also, that which is vulgar; a vulgar act or ex-
pression: as, vulgarity of behavior; vulgarity
of expression or language.
Making believe be what you are not is the essence of

vulgarity. 0. W. Holmes, Professor, vii.

To learn his negative merits, let us begin with the
enumeration of the ignoble vulgarities, farcical business,
and other evils happily sifted out and thrown away as not
comporting with the high seriousness of this grand style,
this new gospel of comedy, of which Aristophanes is the
evangelist. Amer. Jour. Philol., X. 274.

3f. The commonalty ;
the mob

;
the vulgar.

The meere vulgarity (like swine) are prone to cry out
more for a little bite by the eare than for all the sordid-
nesse of sin.

Up. Oauden, Tears of the Church, Pref., p. 3. (Dames.)

Athenseum, No. 3225, p. 229.

Within the last few years competent authorities of dif-
ferent countries have been preoccupied with the incon-
veniences and injury that may result to public health and
morality by the vulgarisation of hypnotic phenomena.

Lancet, 18H9, I. 861.

2. A making coarse or gross; the impairing
of refinement or elegance.

Persia has thus fairly well escaped vulgarization and VUlned (vulnd), a.

misrepresentation at the hands of the globe-trotter, with wounded : notin
~ ~

his worthless "impressions."
Westminster Sen., CXXVIII. 454.

Also spelled vulgarisation.
vulgarize (vul'gar-iz), v.

; pret. and pp. vulgar-
ised, ppr. VUlffOrSfng. [< P. Vltlgariser= Sp. Pg. A Pelican with wings expanded argent, Vulned Proper.
wdgantar = It. vulgarizzare ; as vulgar + -ize.] (luillim. Heraldry (1724), p. 224.

I. trans. To make vulgar or common. VUlnera, n. Plural of vulnus.
The care of Augustus Caesar, ne nomen suum obsole- Vulnerability (vul"ne-ra-bil'i-ti), n. [< vulner-

fleret, that the majesty of his name should not be vulgar- able + -ity (see -biiiiy)'.] The state or nron-wed by bad poets, is more seriously needed in our days ertv o( fcemj? vulnerable vulnerable.!on behalf of great poets, to protect them from trivial or "iL vi F !/
too parrot-like a citation. De Quincey, Style, iii.

Vulnerable (vul ne-ra-bl), a. [< F. vulnerable

His marriage to that woman has hopelessly vulgarized
~

? 5**** = ,% vulneravel = It. vulne-

When in the profile she [the pelican in heraldry] is usu-
ally valuing herself. Encyc. Brit.

, XI. 7(H.

[< vuln + -ed%.~) In her. ,

wounded : noting any animal used as a bearing,
the weapon which inflicts the wound being gen-
erally mentioned. Frequently, however, vulned re-
fers to the bleeding of the wound : thus, the blazon may

him. Thackeray, Vanity Fair, xxv.

The image is, therefore, out of all imaginative keeping,
and vulgarizes the chief personage in a grand historical
tragedy, who, if not a great, was at least a decorous actor.

Lowell, Among my Books, 2d ser., p. 262.

Jl.intrans. 1. To produce vulgarity.
Nothing refines like affection. Family jarring vulgar-

izes; family union elevates. Charlotte Bronte, Shirley, vi.

2f. To act in a vulgar manner.
Nor ever may descend to vulgarise,
Or be below the sphere of her abode.

Daniel, To Lady Anne Clifford.

Also spelled vulgarise.

Vulgarly (vul'giir-li), adv. 1. In a vulgar
manner; commonly; popularly; in the manner
usual among the common people.
The cleere gaines of those metals, the Kings part de- Vlllnerableness (vul'ne-ra-bl-nes), n. Vulner-

fraied, to^the
Aduenturers is but small, and nothing ability.

ra-ri), a. and
..'vulnerario, . .,

of or pertaining to wounds, < vulnus (vulner-),
a wound: see vulnerate.'] I. a. If. Causing
wounds. [Rare.]
The aspect of his eye alone does sometimes become not

only vulnerary, but mortal. Feltham, Resolves, ii. 56.

rabile, < LL. vulnerabilis, wounding, injurious, <
L. vulnerare, wound, hurt: see vulnerate.] If.

Capable of wounding; dangerous. [Rare.]
The male children practise to ride great horses, to

throw the vulnerable and inevitable darte.

Ambaesy of Sir It. Sherley (1609). (Davies.)

2. Capable of being wounded; susceptible of
wounds or injuries, literally or figuratively.

Let fall thy blade on vulnerable crests.

Shak., Macbeth, v. 8. 11.

It is the middle compound character which alone is
vulnerable: the man who, without firmness enough to
avoid a dishonorable action, has feeling enough to be
ashamed of it. Junius, to Sir W. Draper, March 3, 1769.

The hat is the vulnerable part of the artificial integu-
ment. 0. W. Holmes, Autocrat, viii.

neere so much as vulgarly is imagined. _ /,,!/,
Quoted in Capt. John SmMi's True Travels, II. 74. Vulnerary (vul 1

It is vulgarly believed that this boat represents a mag-
nificent vessel. E. W. Lane, Modern Egyptians, II. 262.

r1=

2f. By or before the people; publicly.
To justify this worthy nobleman.
So vulgarly and personally accused.

Shale., M. forM., v. 1. 160.

3.^ Coarsely; rudely; clownishly.
I'gar-nes), n. The state or char-

ordinary, pp. of vulgare, make common, spread

gar. II. n. = F. vulgate = It. vulgata, < ML. vul-

gata, sc. editio, the common edition, fern, of L.
vulgatus, common: seel.] I. a. 1. Common;
general; popular.

2. Useful in healing wounds; adapted to the
cure of external injuries: as, vulnerary plants
or potions.
Her aunt sought In their baggage for some vulnerary

remedy. Scott, Quentiu Durward, xv.

t The^dant [henna] Js
further credited with the posses-

K. 'Brit., XI. 654.

A remedy ap-II. n.
; pi. vulneraries (-riz).

plied to wounds to favor their healing.
Like a balsamic vulnerary.

V. Knox, Christian Philosophy, 38.

might not itself arouse suspicion.
"* ~

Vulneratct (vul'ne-rat), v. t. [< L. vulneratus,Amer. jour. Philol., ix. 321. pp . of vulnerare (> It. vulnerare = Sp. Pg. vul-
nerar = OF. 'vulnerer), wound, injure, < vulnus
(vulner-), a wound; cf. Skt. vrana, a wound,
"raeture; prob. from the root of vellere, perf.

In this, the vulgate text [of "Perese "
of jEschylus], the

word i*a<af
- --* --- --

2. [cop.] Of or pertaining to
old Latin version of the Script

the Vulgate, or
ures.

. the close of the fourth century, partly
by translation from the original, partly by revision of
prior Latin versions. The Vulgate gradually came into
general use between the sixth and the ninth century. The
Anglo-Saxon translations were made from it and Wyclif's
English version, while other English versions from Tyn-
dale's onward have been much influenced by it. The
Vulgate was the first book printed (about 1456). The
Council of Trent ordered that the "old and vulgate edi-
tion," approved by the "usage of so many ages," should
be the only Latin version used in "

public lectures, dis-

putations, sermons, and expositions." Authorized edi-
tions were afterward published under Sixtus V. in 1590
and Clement VIII. in 1592-3. The latter, or Clementine

The religious terminology of the languages of western
Europe has been in great part derived from or influenced
by the Vulgate.
2. The vulgar or popular tongue ; the vernac-
ular. [Rare.]
"Here 's a pretty mess," returned the pompous gentle,

man, descending to the vulgate; "you threaten me, for-
sooth !

"
J. E. Cooke, Virginia Comedians, I. xiii.

VUlgUS (vul'gus), n. [L. vulgus, the common
people: see vulgar.] See the quotation.
Now be it known unto all you boys who are at schools

which do not rejoice in the time-honoured institution of
the Vulgus (commonly supposed to have been established
by William of Wykeham at Winchester, and imported to

Rather murder me than vulnerate still your creature,
unless you mean to medicine where you have hurt.

Shirley, Love Tricks, iii. 5.

VUlnerationt (vul-ne-ra'shon), n. [= F. vul-
neration = Sp. vulneracion = Pg. vulneracSo, <

L. vulneratio(n-), a wounding, an injury, < vul-

nerare, wound: see vulnerate.] The act of

wounding, or the state of being wounded.
He speaks of the Son of God, which was to be the Son

of Man, and by our nature liable to mtlneration.

Bp. Pearson, On the Creed, iv.

vulneroso, <

Full of

vulnific (vul-nif'ik), a. [< L. vulnificus, wound-
making, < vulnus, a wound, + facere, make
(see -fie).] Causing wounds ; inflicting wounds.
Bailey, 1731. [Rare.]

VUlnifical (vul-nif'i-kal), a. [< vulnific + -al]
Same as vulnific.
vulnus (vul'nus),)!.; pi. vulnera(-ne-r&). [L.] A
wound Vitis vulnus, the wound-gall of the grape.
See vine-gall. Vulnus sclopeticum, a gunshot-wound :

technical in military and naval surgery.

Vulpecula cum Ansere (vul-pek'u-la kum
an'se-re). [L.: vulpecula, dim. of rulpes, a fox;



Vulpecula cum Ansere

ni in, \\
r

it h ; tut xt iv, abl. of nnsf /, ^oose. ]
A i-on-

Htellatiou, the Fox wilh I lie ( loose, first appear-
ing in th<; "ProdrouiUH Ast rum mine" of I leve-

ling, 1690. It lies between the Kaglr anil tin- s:m, :in,l

isgeuerally called 1'nlpenita. U hasonestarof the f'UHtli

niii^aitude.

vulpecular (vul-pek'u-liir), . [< I*. <

'"'/

a litt.lo fox, dim. of valjien, a fox: see Vulpes.]
Of I lie nut ure of a fox; vulpine; of or pertain-
ing to a fox's whelp.
Vulpes (vul'pex), H. [XL. (Hrisson, 1766), < L.

i-iil/ii-.i, rol/iis, also nil/tin, a fox; cf. Or. a/u-i^,
a fox.] A genus of foxes, giving name to the

t'i///>in;r, whoso type specieH is the common red
t'o\, t'liuis

<'iiliif.i
of earlioi1

naturalists, now
l"//ir.s' i-iili/in-ix or I'. full-US. AH the vulpine quad-
i ni"'ds have been placed In this genus, whluh, however,
Is nuw restricted by tin- rxrlnsloii of such forms as Uro-
fiifin (the Kray foxes of AmerieaX Otocyon or Megalotis of

Africa, and Xyctereulen of Jn]mu. Even with these re-

strictions there are numerous species, of Europe, Asia,
Africa, and North America (none in South America),
closely related to tin- common fox ; as well a! the more
different types represented by the African fennec ( Vulpet
(Fennecut) zerda), the Asiatic coraac (V. corae\ the North
American kit (V. rrlwr}, and the clrcumpolar Isatls, or are-

tic fox ( r. lagvput). See cuts under arctic, crots-fvx, fen-
nee, fox, and kit fus.

vulpicide 1
(vul'pi-sid), n. [< L.

yuJpcs,
a fox,

+ -i-iiln. < i-H'dere, kill.] A fox-killer.

vulpicide'- (vul'pi-sid), . [< L. vulpes, a fox,
f -cidium, < cxdere, kill.] The killing of a
fox or of foxes.

Vulpicide., committed in defence of property, and con-
demned neither by religion, nor hy equity, nor by any law
save that of sportsmen, excites un anger that cries aloud
for positive penalties.

H. Spencer, Study of Soclol., p. 24f-.

Vulpinae (vul-pi'ne), "?>' [NL., < Vulpes +
-i/i.] A subfamily of Canidse, represented by
the genus Vulpes in a broad sense, containing
the foxes as distinguished from the dogs,
wolves, and jackals ; the alopecoid canines.
The frontal region of the skull is comparatively low from
lack of frontal sinuses, and the pupil of the eye usually
contracts to a vertical elliptical figure. But the group is

not sharply delimited from Caninx, as the South Ameri-
can fox-wolves (see Pseudalopex) and some African forms

(see Thout) connect the two. See Urocyan (with cat),

Vulpes (with cuts there cited), and compare Megalotitut.

vulpinatet, . i. "To play the fox"; deceive
with crafty wiles or deceits. Blotint, 1670.

vulpine (vul'pin), a. [= F. vulnin = Sp. rut-

pino = It. rolpino, volpigiio, < L. fulpinus, of

or pertaining to a fox, < rulpes, a fox: see Vul-

pes.] 1. Of or pertaining to a fox; techni-

cally, resembling the fox as a member of the

Vutpinse; related to the foxes ; alopecoid: dis-

tinguished from lupine or tJiooid.

Sometimes I heard the foxes as they ranged over the
snow crust, in moonlight nights. . . . Sometimes one
came near to my window, attracted by my light, barked a

vulpine curse at me, and then retreated.

Thoreau, Waldeu, p. 298.

2. Resembling a fox in traits or disposition ;

also, characteristic of the fox; foxy; cunning;
crafty.
The slyness of a vulpine craft, t'rltliain. Resolves, 1. 12.

Smooth fult ii a,- determination. Kingdey, Hypatia, xlv.

Vulpine opossum, phalanger, <r phalanglst, Phalan-

ffitta (now Trichomtruti) vulptnut, also calledfrna

(1795

VUlsella (vul-M'l'ii i. . [Also rolm-lla : < I.,, ntl-

xillii, I'lil^i'llii . ,'u/*tll(i. pineers. < rilliii-. pp. r*//-

MI"-. pluck: cf. i-iil/iire.] 1. PI. rul-

i"-e). A forei-ps; specifically.
:i I'oreeps. usually with toothed or
rluw-like lilailes, useil for grasping
and holding any of the tissues, ami
aluo for removing foreign IxMlies

lodged in the throat or other pas-
M. Also nilxilln t'lirri /ix. 2.

I .-'i/i. | [Nh. (Lamarck, I7!K)).] A
genus of monomyarian bivalves,
containing sueh as I'. liin/iilaUi of
East Indian seas.

vulsellum (vul-sel'uni), n.; pi. rul-

.-< ll,i ( -ii ). [\ 1 ,.
]
Same as nil.i, /In, 1 .

The greater part of the growth wai lev-

ered by working the ecraseur, and removed
thriMiKh the mouth with a vulteUum.

Lane*, 1889, I. 1082.

vulternt, . An old spelling of tulturit.

Vultur (vul'ter), n. [NL. : see vulture.] A Lin-
nean peuus of l-'nli-nniilif, variously defined.
(nt) Including all the vultures of both hemisphere!, (b)

Restricted to certain Old World vulture*, ai V. mono-

[< ME. vultur, voltur, vou-
ckut.

vulture (vul'tur). .

tur, routre, < OF. routour, voltour, voutdir, F.

cdutour = Pr. voltor, voutor = 8p. bttitre =: Pg.
nbtitre = Oil. roltore, It. tirnltnn-. moltojo = W.
jfftcltur, < L. eultur, voltitr, OL. also rulturus, vol-

lurtiK, also rulturius, volturius, a vulture, a bird
of prey, lit. 'plucker,' < veltere (pert, vubi),

pluck: see vellieate,&nA et.vulneratc.] 1. One of

sundry large birds, of the order Raptores, which
have the head and neek more or less bare of fea-

Vulpine Phalangr ( Triffiosttrtu VMlfiHHS).

um, somewhat resembling a fox, native of Australia,
about 2 feet long, with long, hniry, and prehensile tail, and
of arboreal habits like other plmlangers. Vulpine se-

ries, tlie iilopecoid series of canines.

VTllpinisDK vul'pi-nizm), >i. [< rulpiite + -imii.
]

The property of being vulpine; craft; artful-

ness; cunning. Carli/li:

vulpinite (vnl'pi-nit), . [< Vulpino (see def.)
+ ~ite'&.~\ A scaly granular variety of the min-
eral anhydrite. It occurs at Vulpino in Italy, and Is

sometimes employed for small statues and other orna-
mental work under the name of mariiio bardiglio.

Brown Vulture (I'ultur

thers, the beak and claws less powerful than in

most birds of prey, and which feed largely or

wholly upon carrion. They for the most part Inhabit
warm countries. Birds of this description are found both
In the Old World and in the New ; and, misled by superfi-
cial appearances and general habits, naturalists have ap-

plied the name to members of different suborders, (a) The
Old World vultures, which. In spite of their peculiar out-

ward aspect, are so little different from ordinary hawks and
eagles that they can at most be considered as a subfamily
r'utturiiur of the family Falconirtee. Of these there are sev-

eral genera and numerous species, inhabiting the warmer
parts of Europe, Asia, and Africa, where they act as effi-

cient scavengers to clear the earth of offal and carcasses,
which would otherwise become offensive. The cinereous
or brown vulture. Vultur monachus or V. cinerewi, is a typ-
ical example : it inhabits all countries bordering the Med-
iterranean, and extends thence to India and China. The
griffin-vultures are species of Gyps. The Bengal vulture,

inhabiting India, is Ptfudogyptbengalenni. Related spe
cies are the Angola vulture, Gypohirrax angeUniit (see cut
under Oypohieraxl the immense Otorwps auriculant. of

Africa (see Otogypt). and Lopkogypf occiptfalu. The Egyp-
tian vulture, quite unlike any of the foregoing, U Aeo-

phron percn'iptfrwt, often called Pharaoh't hen (see cut

under Xeophron). The bearded vulture of the Alps, etc.,

or the lammergeier, Gfypnrfwn barbatut, has the head fea-

thered, and does not hesitate to attack living animals ;

this is the connecting-link between vultures and hawks or

eagles, being sometimes placed in Vulturirur, sometimes
In FofamCtur. (See cut under Qypaitu*.) (6) The American
vultures of the suborder Cathartidet. The species of this

group with which the name vulture is specificallyconnected
are the urnbu, or black vulture, Catharigta atrata ; the tur-

key-buzzard or turkey-vulture, Catharlt* aura; and the

king-vulture, Sarcarhamphu* papa: Uie condor usually

keeps Its own distinctive name. See Calhartidir, and cuts

under condor, king-vulture, turlcry-buaanl, and unitm.

Whos stomak fowles tyren ereremo,
That hyghten roftiirw, as bookes telle.

Chaucer. Troilus, I. 788.

vulturine

2. Figuratively, one who or that ivliii-h n -

hie- a vulture,' especially in rapni'ity or r

thirst for prey.
\ . .II.'KI of InseneM, rulturr* anvmgK in. n.

'Unit (in- iipcm the heart* of KIM

Btau. and FI-, Honett Man s riirtune. II. 1.

Here am I, bound upon this
pillared rock,

Prey to the vulture of a vait uealre
That feed! upon my life. 0. W. llalinet. Regret*.

U't Austria's culture have fixid for her beak.

WkiUitr, Krom Perugia

Abyralnlan vulture, the Lopkngyp* oecivitalui: In which
the head In not ban-, the bill Is red. with Murk tip :'!
blue base, the feet are fleh-<-<ilor, the eyes brown, iinil Hie

length Is nearly S feet. It Inhabits much of Africa, and
was first described by Utham In 1821. Arabian vul-

ture, the brown or cinereous vulture, I'i//Mir iiwiwirAii*.

/^/inm,i78l. Ash-colored vulture, ii" i.f\|.ti'm vui-

tiin. Bearded vulture, .sei-ilef. l in).

Bengal vulture. Hee def. 1 (a). Latham, i

Black vulture, (a) See def. 1 (bX (6) The Vultur mo-
nachui. talAam, 17sl.- Brown vulture. Hecdef. 1 ().
Califomian vulture, the ralifnrnian condor. Sc cut

under condor. Changoun vulture, the Bengal vulture :

so called by Latham, IbOl, after le ehanaoun of Lerall-

lant, 17W. Cinereous vulture. Sedef7l(a). LaUutm.
1781. - Crane-vulture. See tecntarv-bird. Greeted
or coped black vulture, the brown or cinereous vulture,
V.dhn- wiiMchun. Bdmrdt, noli. - Eagle-vulture, the
West African Uypnhierax angolennt. Alto called mlturinr

ea-cagte. See cut under Gypokiemx. Eared vulture,
a vulture of the genus Otoyypt, specifically O. auricula-
*"- Egyptian vulture. Bee del. 1 (a).- Fulvoui TUl-

ture, one of the griffin-vultures, Gypt fulvu*. iMtham,
1781. Glngi vulture, Xeophran gingumut, the Indian

representative of the Kgyptian vulture. Latham, 1797 and
1821. Indian Vulture, one of the griffin-vultures, GJ/JH

indicuf, of the Indian and Malayan peninsulas. Burma, and
Slam. King of the vultures, the king vulture. See def.

1 (*). Kdwardi, 1743. Maltese vulture, the Egyptian
vulture. Latham, 1781. Nubian vulture, one of the
eared vulture!, Otamptauricularu. PllMlMd mlture,
Keophron pileatut, the South African representative of
the Egyptian vulture, first described as Vultur pileatut by
Burchcll In 1824. Pondicherry vulture, one of the
eared vultures, Otogypt ealma. Rachamah vulture,
the Egyptian vulture. /inir<-, 1790. Euppell's vulture,
one of tne griffin* vultures, Gyps rueppelfi. Sacred vul-
ture, a bird described by William Bartram In 1791, under
the name of Vultiir tacra, as inhabiting Florida. It has
not been identified, but is supposed to be the king-vul-

ture, Sarcorhatnphmi papa. The vulturet, the fulvous

vulture, Oypt fulvtu. AWin, 1740. Turkey-vulture.
See turltey-bu&ard, and cut under Cathartn. White
vulture, the Egyptian vulture.

vulture-raven (vul'tur-ra'vn), . A book-
name of the thick-billed African ravens, of the

genus Corvultitr, C. atbicollis&nd (.'. crasxiroiitru.

They are noted for the stoutness and especially the depth
of the bill, resulting from the strong convexity of the high-
arched culmen, like that of a bird of prey. C. albitxUi*

is 18 Inches long,
with the bill 3
Inches along the
culmen ; the plu-
mage Is glossy-
black, with con-
ceal etlwhlteon the
neck ; the beak Is

dark'brown. with
the tips of theman-
dlhles whitish; the
feet are brownish-
black, the Irldes

hazel-brown. This species Is South African. C. cratrirog-

trie, of northeastern Africa, Is larger, being ii feet long, with
the beak nearly 4 Inches. The former species was origi-

nally described by Latham as ihe South Sea raven, and later

by Levalllant as the corbieau (whence the generic name
Corvultur Imposed by Lesson In 1831) ; another synonym
is Corvut vulturinuf.

Vnlturidse (vul-tu'ri-de), n. pi. [NL., < L.

vultur, a vulture (see vulture), + -idle.] A
family of birds, artitieially composed of the
birds popularly called vultures in both hemi-
spheres. There are no good characters to distinguish
the Old World vultures from the family Faleonidte, of
which they may at most form a subfamily Vulturinff,

while, on the other hand, there are strong characters

separating the American vultures from all othera. The
family has in consequence been nearly abandoned by
ornithologist!, or at least restricted to the Hid World
vultures. See vulture.

Vulturinse (vul-tu-ri'ne), n. pi. r^L-. < Vultur
+ -iw.] A suSfamily of r'alconiilte, confined
to the Old World, and consisting of the vultures
of Europe, Asia.and Africa,characterized chief-

ly by their naked heads and carrion-feeding
habits. See vulture.

vulturine (vul'tur-in), a. [< L. vulturinus, of
or pertaining to a vulture, < niltur, a vulture .

see vulture.] 1. Resembling a vulture ; of or

pertaining to the Vulturinx. 2. Characterix-
tic of a vulture, as in scenting carrion. A l-

riiltiiriah.

The mlturine nose, which smells nothing but corrup-
tion, is no credit to its possessor.

Kingtiey, Two Years Ago, x.

Vulturine eagle, AquUa vemtuxi, of Lesson, described
also the same year (1830) u Ayuila rulturina by Sir A.

Smith. This Is an African eagle, 3 feet long, with the feet

feathered to the toes, and otherwise congeneric with the

golden eagle. When adult it is black, more or ! exten-

sively white on the back, rump, and upper Uil-coverU ;

Head of Vulture-raveo {Carvttititr
toitii), reduced.



vulturine

the cere and toes are yellow, the eyes are umber-brown,
and the beak is horn-color. Vulturine guinea-fowl, the

naked-necked guinea-fowl, Acrylliuin t-iiitt/rininn. This
is a remarkable form, with the head and upper part of the

neck nearly hare, like a vulture's, the lower neck, the

Vulturine Guinea-fowl (.Acrylltum vulturinum).

breast, and fore back plumaged with very long discrete
lance-linear feathers of black, white, and blue color ; the
narrow acuminate middle tail-feathers long-exserted ; the

general plumage black, spotted with white ; the lower
breast light-blue ; and the flanks purple, ocellated with
black and white. This guinea-fowl inhabits Madagascar
as well as various parts of continental Africa. Vultur-
ine raven, the vulture-raven. Vulturine sea-eagle,
an occasional erroneous name of the Angola vulture of
West Africa. See cut under Gypohierax.

vulturisb. (vul'tur-ish), . [< vulture + -t'sfli.]

Same as vulturine, 2.

Hawkish, aquiline, not to say vulturish.

Carlyle, Misc., IV. 245. (Danes.)

6796

vulturism (vul'tur-izm), . [< vulture + -/*<.]

Vulturine character or quality ; rapacity. Car-

li/le.

villturn (vul'tern), )(. [Arbitrary var. of )/-

ture, appar. through vulturine.'] The brush-tur-

key of Australia, Talet/allus lathami : so named
from the nakedness of the head suggesting a

vulture. See cut under Talegallus.
vulturous (vul'tur-us), a. [< vulture + -.]
Like or characteristic of a vulture.

Such gawks (Gecken) are they, and foolish peacocks, and

yet with such a mdtnrmu hunger for self-indulgence.

Carlyle, Sartor Resartus, ii. 4.

vulva (vul'vii), n. [= F. value = Sp. Pg. vulva

= It. volva, t L. vulva, volva, a covering, integu-

ment, womb, < volvere, roll around or about: see

volve, volute.} 1. In anat., the external organs
of generation of the female ; especially, the ori-

fice of these parts, the external termination of

the vagina of an elliptical contour in the hu-
man female. 2. Inentom., the orifice of the ovi-

duct. 3. In conch., the oval or vulviform con-

formation presented by certain bivalve shells

when the right and left valves are in apposition.
See Veneridie Velamen vulva. See vdamen. Ves-
tibule Of the vulva. See vestibule.

vulvar (vul'var), a. [< vulva + -arB.] Of or

pertaining to the vulva; vulviform. Vulvar
canal. Same as mdm, 2. Vulvar enterocele. (a) A
vaginal hernia protruding through the vulva, (b) A hernia
which has descended between the minus of the ischium
and the vagina into one of the labia majora; pudendal
enterocele or hernia. Vulvar hernia. Same as vulvar

enterocele.

vulvate (vul'vat), a. [< vulva +-atel.] Shaped
like or formed into a vulva

;
vulvar

;
vulviform.

vulviform (vul'vi-f6rm), a. [< L. vulva, womb,
+ forma, form : see form.'] 1 . In zool., shaped
like the vulva of the human female ; oval, with
raised lips and a median cleft. 2. In bot., like

a cleft with projecting edges.
vulvismus (vul-vis'mus), n. [NL., < L. vulva,

vulva.] Same as vaginisnms.

vysar

VUlvitis (vul-vi'tis), n. [NL., < L. vulva +
-itis.~\ Inflammation of the vulva.

vulvo-uterine (vul-vo-u'te-rin), . Of or per-
taining to the vulva and the uterus : as, the ml-
vn-uterine canal (the vagina).
vulvovaginal (vul-vo-vaj'i-nal), a. Pertaiiiint,'

to the vulva and the vagina. Vulvovaginal ca-
naL Same as vagina. Vulvovagiualglands.the glands
of Bartholin or odoriferous glands in the female, corre-

sponding to Cowper's glands in the male. See gland.

vulvovaginitis (vul-vo-vaj-i-ni'tis^ n. [NL.,
< vulva + vagina + -itis.] Inflammation of

both the vulva and the vagina.
vum (vum), v. i. A corruption or equivalent of

vow, used in the expression
" I vum," a mild ex-

pletive or oath. Compare sican2 . [New Eng.]
The Deacon swore (as Deacons do,
With an "I dew vum," or an "I tell yeou ").

0. W. Holmes, Deacon's Masterpiece.

vummera, . Same as wtimmeraJt.

V-vat (ve'vat), n. In mining, a pointed or V-

shapedbox in which crushed or pulverized ores
are sized or classified by the aid of water. The
earthy particles mingled with the ore entering above fall

against a current of water rising from beneath, the ve-

locity of which is regulated so that a more or less complete
separation of the ore from the gangue is effected. These
boxes are generally arranged in a series of four or more,
and there are many varieties of the apparatus, of wliich

the general principle was the invention of Von Rittinger,
an Austrian metallurgist. This method has proved to be
of great value in ore-dressing. Also called pointed box,

pyramidal box, and spiiaJcaeten.

V. y. An abbreviation in book-catalogues of

various years.

vycet, An obsolete spelling of vise*.

vying (vi'ing), j>. . [Ppr. of vie1
, .] Compet-

ing; emulating.
vyingly (vl'ing-li), adv. Emulously. Encyc.
Diet.

vynet, * An obsolete spelling of vine.

vynert, An obsolete spelling of viner1
,
ri-

vyret, An obsolete spelling of Dire1 .

vysart, An obsolete spelling of vizor.
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ABBREVIATIONS

USED IN THE ETYMOLOGIES AND DEFINITIONS.

a., :i Ij adjective.
abbr abbreviation.
abl ablative.
ace accusative.
accom accommodated, accom-

modation.
act active.
dv adverb.
AF Anglo-t'reuch,
agrL agriculture.
A I, Anglo-Latin.
alg algebra.
Amur American.
ailat anatomy.
AUG. ancient.

antlq antiquity.
aor. aorist.

appar apparently.
Ar Arabic.
arch architecture.
archmoL archaeology.
:ii ii h arithmetic.
art. article.

AS Anglo-Saxon.
astrol astrology.
astron astronomy.
attrib attributive.

aug augmentative.
Bav Bavarian.

Beng Bengali.
biol biology.
Bohem Bohemian.
hot. botany.
Brat. Brazilian.
Bret Breton.

bryol bryology.
Bulg Bulgarian.
carp carpentry.
Cat Catalan.
Cath Catholic.
caus. causative.
cerara ceramics.
of. L. confer, compare.
ch. church.
ChaL Chaldee.
chem chemical, chemistry.
Chin. Chinese.
chron chronology.
colloq colloquial, colloquially.
com commerce, commer-

cial.

comp. composition, com-
pound.

compar. comparative.
conch conchology.
conj conjunction.
contr .contracted, contrac-

tion.

Corn Cornish.
cruniol craniology.
craniom. craniometry.
crystal crystallography.
D. Dutch.
Dan Danish.
dat dative.
del definite, definition.

derlv derivative, derivation.
dial dialect, dialectal.

diff different.

dim diminutive.
distrlb. distributive.
dram dramatic.

dynam dynamics.
E. East.

E. English (usuallymean-
ing modern English).

eccl., eccles ecclesiastical.

econ economy.
e. g. L. exempli yrd/j'a, for

example.
Egypt Egyptian.
E. Ind East Indian.
elect. electricity.

embryoL embryology.
Eng Engllah.

engln........... engineering.
nt, .i-i .......... entomology.

I. in- ............ Episcopal.
equiv........... equivalent.
esp............. especially.
Eth............ Ethlnplc.
ethnog......... ethnography.
ethuol......... ethnology.
etym........... etymology.
Eur............ European.
exclam. ........ exclamation.
f., fern.......... feminine.
F. .............. French (utually

mean-
ing modern French).

Flem........... Flemish.
tort. ........... fortification.

Ireq. ........... frequentative.
Met. .......... Krieslc.
fin. ............ future.
G............... Ucnnan(iutiaUt/nin>n.

ing New High Ger-

man).
Gael............ Gaelic.
galv. ........... galvanism.
gen............ genitive.
BOOB............ geography.
geol. ........

geom........... geometi
Goth. ..........Gothic (

Or. ............ Greek.
gram...... ..... grammar.
gun............ gunnery.
Heb............ Hebrew.
her. ............ heraldry.
herpet ........ herpetology.
Hind........... Hindustani
hist............ history.
horol........... horology.
hort. ........... horticulture.

Hung........... Hungarian.
hydraul........ hydraulics.
hydros. ........ hydrostatics.........
Icel............ Icelandic

meaning
(u

Old
unutfy

Ice-

-/ Old None).
irliili. .......... Ichthyology.
L e............. L. id etc, that is.

Impers. ........ Impersonal
impf . ........ . . imperfect.
in 1

1
iv . .......... Imperative.

improp. ........ Improperly.
Ind............ Indian.
Ind............. Indicative.
Indo-Eur....... Indo-European.
Indef........... Indefinite.

taf. ............ Infinitive.

Instr. .......... Instrumental.

inter].......... interjection.
inli .. intrans. . . .Intransitive.

Ir.............. Irish.

irreg........... Irregular, irregularly.
It. ............. Italian.

Jap............. Japanese.
L. .............. Latin (usually mean-

ing classical Latin;.
Lett ........... Lettish.

LG............. Low German.
lichenoL ....... llchenology.
lit.............. literal, literally.
lit.............. literature.
Llth............ Lithuanian.

lithog.......... lithography.
llthol........... lithology.
LL. ............ Late Latin.

m., masc....... masculine.M.............. Middle.
mach........... machinery.
mammal........ mammalogy.
manuf.......... manufacturing.
math........... mathematics.
MD............. Middle Dutch.
ME............. Middle English (other-

vrite called Old Eng-
lish).

mechanics, mechani-
cal,

medicine.

m. ...

NHG.

NL.

sfexiau
.Middle I

val Greek.
MHO Middle High German.
milit. military.
mineral mineralogy.
ML. Middle Latin, medie-

val Latin.
MLG Middle Low Herman.
mod. modern.
mycol mycology.
myth. mythology.
n noun.
n., neut neuter.
H. New.
N North.
N. Amer North America.
nat natural.
naut. nautical.
nav. navigation.
NGr New Greek, modern

Greek.
.New High German
(auaUy rimply <:.,

German).
. New Latin, modem

Latin,
.nominative.

Norm. Norman.
north. northern.
Norw. Norwegian.

. .numismatics.
.Old.
.obsolete.

obstetrics.

OBulg. Old Bulgarian (othrr-
wiie called Church
Slavonic, Old Slavic,
Old Slavonic).

OCat Old Catalan.
OD. Old Dutch.
ODan Old Danish.
odontog odontography.
odontol odontology.
OF. Old French.
OFlem. Old Flemish.
OGael Old Gaelic.
OHG Old High German.
Olr. Old Irish.

Olt Old Italian.

OL. Old Latin.
OLG Old Low German.
ONorth Old Northumbrian.
OPruss Old Prussian.

orig original, originally.
ornith ornithology.
OS Old Saxon.

OSp Old Spanish.
osteol osteology.
OSw Old Swedish.
OTeut Old Teutonic.
p. a. participial adjective.
paleon. paleontology.
part participle.

pan. passive.
pat hoi. pathology.
pert. perfect
Pers. Persian.

pers. person.
persp. perspective.
Pernv Peruvian.

grsphy.

pbotog. photography.
phren phrenology.
phys. physical.
phyUol physiology.
pi. , plur plural
poet. poetical.

political.
Polish.

rr. Provencal (\uniaUy
mtantag Old Pro-

pref prefix.

prep. .......... preposition.
pres. present
prat preterit
priv privative.
prob probably, probable.
pron. pronoun.
pron. pronounced, pronun-

ciation.

prop. properly.
pros. prosody.
Pro*. Protestant
prov provincial.
psycho! psychology.
q. v L. quod (or pi qua)

mde, which see.
refl reflexive.

reg. regular, regularly.
repr representing.
rhet rhetoric.

Roman.
Romanic, Romance
QufWsflQ

. Russian.
8. South.
S. Amer South American.
sc. L. teilieet, understand.

phllol.

phllos
phonog

.pharmacy.

.Phentclan.

.philology.

. philosophy,
phonography.

go.

Scand Scandinavian.
Scrip Scripture.
sculp. sculpture.
Serv Servian.
sing. singular.
Skt Sanskrit.
Slav Slavic, Slavonic.

Bp. Spanish.
subj subjunctive.
super! superlative.
surg surgery.
snrv surveying.
8w Swedish.
syn synonymy.
Syr. Syriac.
techno! technology.
teleg telegraphy.
teratol teratology.
term termination.
Teut Teutonic.
theat theatrical
theol theology.
therap. therapeutics.
toxlcol. toxicology.
tr. , trans transitive.

trigon trigonometry.
Turk. Turkish.

typography.
ultimate, ultimately.

T verb.
Tr. variant
Tet veterinary.
v. L Intransitive verb.
v. t transitive verb.
W. Welsh.
Wall Walloon.
Wallach. Wallachian.
W. Ind West Indian.

soot sootomy.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION.

n as in tat, man, pang.
a as in fate, mane, dale.

a as in far, father, guard.
ft as in fall, talk, naught
a as in ask, fast ant
& as in fare, hair, bear.
e as in met, pen, bless.

as in mete, meet, meat
e as In her, fern, heard.
1 as in pin, it biscuit
I as in pine, fight, file.

o as in not, on, frog.
6 as In note, poke, floor.

b as in move, spoon, room.
6 as in nor, song, off .

u as in tub, son, blood.
u as in mute, acute, few (also new,

tube, duty: see Preface, pp.
ix, x);

n as in pull, book, could.

u German ii, French u.

ol as In oil, joint boy.
ou as in pound, proud, now.

A single dot under a vowel in an nnac-
cented syllable Indicates its abbreviation
and lightening, without absolute loss of

Its distinctive quality. See Preface, p. xL
Thus:

as in prelate, courage, captain.
$ as In ablegate, episcopal.

as in abrogate, eulogy, democrat
as In singular, education.

A double dot under a vowel in an unac-
cented syllable indicates that, even In the
mouths of the best speaker*. Its sound Is

variable to, and in ordinary utterance ac-

tually becomes, the short u-sound (of but
pun, etc.). See Preface, p. XL Thus :

a as in errant republican.

?as
In prudent, difference,

as In charity, density,
p as in valor, actor, idiot

ji as in Persia, peninsula,
e as in the book,
u as in nature, feature.

A markM under the consonant! (, d,

t, i indicates that they in like manner
are variable toch,j, ih, zh. Thus :

t as in nature, adventure,

i.l
as in arduous, education,

s as In leisure.

( as In seizure.

th as in thin.
Til as in then.
ch as In German ach. Scotch loch.

D French nasalizing n, as in ton, en.

ly (In French words) French liquid (mon-
Ille) 1.

'denotes a primary,
" a secondary accent

(A secondary accent Is not marked if at its

regular Interval of two syllables from the

primary, or from another secondary.)

SIGNS.

< read from ; 1. e., derived from.

> read whence ; t e., from which Is derived.

+ read and ; L e., compounded with, or
with suffix.

= read cognate wM; L e., etymologically
parallel with.

V read root.

read Utcoretical or alleged; L e,, theoreti-

cally assumed, or asserted but unveri-

fied, form.
i n-.i.l
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